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42h University Farm Place 
April 14, 1941 

Mr. J. Stokley Ligon 
Ligon Game Parn 
Carlebad, New Mexico 

Dear Stokley: 

I have been discouraged about the New Mexico situation ever 
since about 1925, but I feel I am in no position to intervene. 

' If I wrote a letter to anybody protesting the present order, 
I would have to be able to back up my statements with details 
of which I had personal knowledge, and os you know, I have no i 

‘ personal knowledge of details at all. I would have to be i 
especially careful in the case of Secretary Ickes, since I 
have usually been across the fence from hin, 

I feel that the remedy for this situation will have to come 
from inside the state. 

I was extremely glad that you and Starker have gotten acquainted, 
and I am taking the liberty of sending to him that part of your 
letter which deale with turkeys. 

What does Judge Botts say should be done in New Mexico at present? 
I would lean heavily on his opinion. 

With best regards to yourself and Mrs. Ligon, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
‘ Professor of Wildlife Mansgement 

[
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THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 

Howarp L, Brvis, President 

COLUMBUS 10 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
Joun F. Connincnam, Dean 
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Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

We are enclosing a tentative study outline for Kaj 
Westerskov's Hungarian partridge project. We would appreciate 

any suggestions you and Bob McCabe may be able to offer con- 

cerning the objectives and study plans. If we can arrange 

the financial backing and can sell the Ohio Division of Con- 

servation on the importance of Westerskov's spending a part 
of his time in Canada, we hope that he can make nesting 
studies in the area which you or Mr, Cowan may recommend. 

Very truly yours, 

Daniel L. Leedy, Leader | 
Ohio Wildlife Research Unit 

DLL: jrb 
Encl osure



1532 University Aveme 
March 10, 1936 

Mr, Rex King 

Albuquerque 
New Mexico 

Dear Rext 

I mmch enjoyed your letter and first of all con- 
gratulate you on your new job (with the reservation of doubt 
as to whether nowedaye a bigcer job is necessarily a better 
one), Your pieture of the Boyce Thompson development is very 
Clear, and I am gled at least that the mrsery idea has grown. 

You, Nick Carter Learned to speak exoelient (no, 
mach) German after imbibing the requisite amount of indigenous 
beverages. I have a couple of papers coming out on the German 
expedition of which I shall send you copies, 

Thanks very omeh for taking the pains to inform me 
wo fully. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold | 
Professor of Game Manage ment 

vh 
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Albuquerque, N. Mex. 

March 2, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Ave., 

Medison, Wise. 

Dear Leos 

First let me explain why I have not replied to your letter of January 
7? until now. I did not receive it until February 1 on my return from a three 

: months trip in the East, then efter a homecoming week I had to spend a week 

in the field, after which I had my 1936 flu. Following that I have ene Qeete 
engaged in figuring out how I shall ever get caught up. Sa 

I realize your interest in seeing that the boy gets the best possible 
surroundingse I em elready worrying about my own boy although he is only 
finishing high school this year. It Gauses one to ponder a bit that a man 
is more worried about his son's future than he was of his own. My boy assures 

me that there is no need whatever for me to worry because he has his life's 
course fully mapped out. One of the early accomplishments of it is to fly 
eround the world. He intends to be an aviator and I am afraid he is going to 

be one. You, apparently, have been more successful as a steersman. 

I don*t know whether I ever wrote you in regard to the Superior Nursery 
or note I intended to do so but probably never got to it. With the help of 
Fred Gibson and others we got it to running in pretty good shape and it has 

continued ever since. Although it has had the wholehearted backing of Mr. 

Pooler, Dave Shoemaker, Babe Koogler, and others, the field force, that is the 
Supervisors and Rangers, have not been as enthusiastic as they might have been. 

It has been of tremendous value from a research and experimental standpoint but 
the actual acreage planted has not been impressive as compared to the immense 

needs. Now the Soil Con¥erPation Service with their immense financial resources 
have entirely east the Crook's small effort into the shade, although they can't 
deny thet their efforts sprang from the germ at Superior. They snapped up Dr. 

Crider who used to be the director of the Boyee Thompson Arboretum and who with 
along with yourself is one of the fathers of the idea. You probably know the 
extent to which the SCS is going into nursery stock and seed production in con- 

nection with their erosion control planting. I don't know what will be the 
future of the Superior Nursery. Mr. Pooler has been anxious to establish two 
or three similer nurseries in other parts of the Region but with the serious 
curtailment in the camps end lack of other funds I am doubtful if the plen can 
be carried out. 

4& man named Prichard, who is one of the new crop of JF's and a good one, 
has been in charge of the Superior Nursery since it started. There has been an 
excellent opportunity there for a young, aggressive scientist in the way of re- 

search and the recording of results, something which Pricherd has had to neglect 
because of other duties. However, I eam inclined to think that phase is past.



The neighboring Boyce Thompson Arboretum with Fred Gibson in charge, of 
course, offers some big opportunities for learning. Since my transfer in 
here and the curtailment of camps I have not discussed the plen for future 

, financing of the Nursery very carefully but it apperently is going to have 

to be let down to some extent at least. On the whole, my frank opinion is 

that a limited stay at the Nursery and the Arboretum would be very beneficial 
to the boy but that en extended stay or job there might not be. Of course, 

mach depends on what he hes in view et other places. 

The Soil Conservation Service is so large and so loosely knit that its 

value in training depends on the chance of whether a fellow happens to land 

in it just right. They ere going at things in a big wey and are going to 
come out of it with some mighty valuable experimental results obtained largely 

through main force of the almighty doller. Of the considerable number of young 
fellows who have gone into it I know one or two who are getting some good train- 
ing but the others have the feeling that they are rattling around like a pea 

in a barrel. & statement made by Dr. Shantz is rather illuminating in view 
of his ability to size up a situation. When last November he came into Wash- 

ington to attend some teachers' meeting he wes offered the job he now has. 

Within a short time, I believe, a few hours, he was in turn offered the job of 

heading up all the research work of the Soil Conservation Service involving a 
budget, so they told him, of two and one half million dollars and at a salary 

quite @ bit above the one the Forest Service offered. The following morning some 
one met him in the hall waiting to see Chris Rachford. He explained that he had 
gone to bed fully intending to take the SCS offer but the thought had come to him 

‘(why trade one white elephant for another.” He spent a rather sleepless night and 

arose fully determined to accept the Forest Service offer end hed hurried up 

to the office so to inform Rechford. He ended the conversation by saying: "I 
wish Rachford would hurry up and get here before I change my mind again." I don't 
imegine that Dr. Shantz would care to be quoted as above but I would look upon 

it the same way that he did. Two men in this office have recently refused offers 

from the SCS involving increases in salary from $800 to $1000, 

The above is very rembling and rather pointless but I hope that you can 
get something out of it. 

I understand that everyone had a good time on the Europoean invasion last 

summer. I heard quite a bit about it from Forsling who certainly was enthusias- 

tic about it. It is being noised about that Carter got into the habit of drink- 

ing spiritous liquors but then, of course, some casualties mst be expected on 

any invasion. 

I had the good fortune to get a detail in Washington for a couple of 

months during November and December and extended it with some ennuel leave for 

several weeks in New York. You probably know that I got set up last summer to 
Assistent Regional Porester in charge of PR or Information end Education, as it 

is now diplometically known. 

Dee



There have been other changes in the old Region. In fact almost 

everybody has moved since you were down here last. However, water continues 

to run down hill and I regret to state carries about as much soil with it as 

before. 

Consider tt papeiige 4 - the length of this. I would like to hear 
from you whenever you get thé time especially as to any bright ae you may 

have that I can use. From now on I intend to keep more closely touch with 
things. I have been out of circulation for a long time and I don't know just 
how effectively I can get back in but I intend to try. 

With best wishes for am early spring and permanent recovery from the 

chiblains (I darn near froze while I was back Eest), as always, 

Very sincerely yours, 

2 ae 
Bty ay 

Se
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1532 University Aveme 
February 27, 1936 

Mr. EB, D. Eaton 
Box 1314 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Eaton: 

My fear about your wildlife management outline is that 
you can find no staff capable of either understanding or executing it, 
It bears the flavor of what hag come to be called “planning.” As a 
mental background for yourself and Hugh as leaders it is invaluable~-~ 
as a paper for a field force to act upon, it will, I think, have to 
be translated into “eases.” I have yet to see an organization live up 
to such an abstract plan, 

I recall, of course, your ready sympathy with the idea of 
turning this 90° and applying it to a specific area, If you will do 
thie, my skeptician would at once turn into enthusiasm, Please under~. 
stand that my skepticitam pertains to your audience, not to your outline. 

Here is Wing's paper, also the two Russian papers, Please 
return the latter. Say hello to Hugh for me. 

Yours sincerely, ; 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

wh 
Encl. 
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January 24, 1936 

MEMORANDUM NO. 10 

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT -.SOUTHWEST REGION, SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Preliminary statement of general policies and procedures 

recommended to district staffs. 

The material presented herewith was rapidly prepared to make 

immediately available to the district staffs an outline of the recommended 

policies and procedures in wildlife management. It is believed that the 

statements mede herein, although only preliminary and very general, ex- 

press permarent policies. On the other hand, some revision as well as 

expansion of tiis outline is anticipated. Pending such revision, it is 

roped that this outline will be useful in guiding the activit1es of the 

district biologists. 

I_Definition of “Til@iire and Wildlife Management 

In this region "wildlife" is understood to include the following 

groups: 

1, Rodents 
2. Predatory animals 

3. Fur bearers 
4. Fish 
5. Waterfowl 
6. Upland game birds 

7. Big game animals 
8. Non-game species 

Wildlife management may be defined as the art of securing the 

maximum benefits from beneficial wild species, and minimizing the injury 

done by noxious species. 

II Objectives 

The objective of wildlife management activities may be stated as 

the preparation and execution of a program to obtain the best development 

and use of wildlife as a product of the land. This objective includes the 

development of the full economic and social potentialities of wildlife and 

their proper coordination with other resources and products of the land. 

In the course of our soil conservation program we are often recom- 

mending the reduction of grazing use, and less intensive agricultural use 

of large acreages. “Ve are also encouraging the withdrawal of many small © 

pieces of land from present production for plantation sites, silt control, 

basins, windbreaks, etc. The cash value immediately lost by such decreases 

ne



of intensive use will in time be greatly exceeded by the benefits derived 
from erosion control, In addition, the economic and social value of the 
wildlife which may be produced as a result of such practices should alone 
largely offset the immediate loss from reduction of intensive use. 

Justification for the existence of wildlife also exists apart from 
its economic value, In a sense our general program is directed toward 
bringing tio lend back to a more natural condition of equilibrium, In such 
a program the establishment and maintenance of an adequate wildlife popula- 
tion has a proper place. Its right to utilize feed and cover and to occupy 
land is recognized, and from this standpoint provisions for the welfare of 
wildlife should be made regardless of monetary returns. 

III Fundamentals of Wildlife Management 

To be successful wildlife management must be developed on the basis 
of natural units, A natural wildlife unit is an area with natural boundaries 
which contains resources (present or potential) adequate to maintain the de- 
sired total wildlife population of all species. The natural sub-unit is an 
area which includes resources adequate to maintain the resident population 
of a given species (such as Gambel quail or white-tail deer). The boundar- 
ies of sub-units for different species may or may not coincide. The differ- 
ence between natural wits or sub-units and management units should be clearly 
understood, Management units may be determined for administrative reasons on 

' the basts of ownership, cooperative relations, drainage systems, economic util- 
ization, etc. Such management units may include less or more then one natural 
unit or sub-unit. Soil Conservation Service Districts may or may not entire- 
ly coincide with natural land units, Demonstration areas likewise may not 
coincide with natural sub-units, ‘“ildlife management should, however, be 
based on the natural spacial relations which exist between the faunal popu- 
lations end their habitats. That basis is necessary in order to assure the 
availability of sufficient food, cover, and other resources essential to the 
maintenance of the wildlife population. for example, the winter range of a 
deer population might be in a Soil Conservation Service area and its summer 
renge might be in a Forest Service area. Portions of both management units 
would have to be included in the natural wildlife sub-unit. Fact finding 
surveys should delimit the natural units and sub-units, and clarify the eco- 
logical relationships within them. Plans for and operations on demonstra- 
tion areas and work projects should be based on an understanding of the re- 
lationships which exist on the natural unit as a whole, 

“ Wildlife production depends’on a variety of conditions, including 
climate, topography, soil, vegetation, activities of other animals, general 
land use, etc.- All of these conditions may vary with each area, so that 
plans for management must be made with reference to the conditions existing 
on each specific land unit, 

woe



The proper management of wildlife on any area requires three 

basic procedures: (A) fact finding, (B) planning, (C) administration. 

As indicated above, these procedures must be applied from two different 

points of view; the natural unit or sub-unit and the management unit. 

Information must be obtained about the natural unit as a whole and about 

the management unit as a part of it. General plans must be prepared for 

the entire natural unit and the detailed plans for the management unit 
must be made within that general plan. An adnhinistrative organization 

must be developed for the entire natural unit, and duties ond responsi- 
bilities must be allocated within that framework on the basis of manage~ 
ment area boundaries. (See paragraph 3, section III C, cooperation). The 
following outline will indicate the application of those fundamental pro- 

eedures. 

(A) Fact finding. Natural units and sub-units should be the 
basis for fact finding activities. Information gathered on this basis may 
later be segregated by management units. Additional detailed surveys of 
management units and their vicinity may be necessary in planning specific 
operations. The basic information necessary for the planning and execution 
of wildlife management may be grouped under the following headings. These 

data should be acquired as soon as possible so that they may be available 

before operations are planned. They should be recorded systematically and 

shouldbe preserved in permanent files. 

1. Extensive reconnaissance for the’ purpose of meking an in- 

ventory to determine the species, environment types, ond the general esologi- 
cal interrelations existing on the area. This survey may best be completed 
rapidly by visual inspection. The results may best be recorded in a narrative 

description accompanied by a sketch map. 

2. <A’census survey to determine size, location, and condition 
of habitats by types, and of populations by species. 

3. Yield determinations which will estimate as accurately 
as possible the annual increase or decrease for each species in a given land 
unit. 

The methods for acquiring ond recording the data required 
in sections 7/2 and #43 above will vary, depending om species and location. 

Some of the data on habitat types may be secured from surveys conducted by 

other divisions. Detailed recommendations of various technics will be mde 
after a discussion of the problems of each district. 

‘ 4, Historical background of former wildlife populations, j 
yields,’ and utilization should be acquired. Interviews with old inhabitants, 
diaries, published exploration and travel records, etc. are often fruitful 
sources of such information. 

5. Miscellaneous information, Provision should be made for 
acquiring and recording incidental information, For example, details of 
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the life histories and habits of animals, or details of injurious or bene- 

ficial effects of the activities of certain species, ete. should be re- 

corded as observed. Material of this type often furnishes very valuable 

information. 

6. Map preparation for graphic presentation of data, and 

for discovering and clarifying the interrelations existing among the var- 

ious elements of the wildlife and its environment. Probably the most suit- 

able base for wildlife maps is the forage sub-type maps such as those pre- 

pared by the Division of Range Monagement. These maps are especially holp- 

ful as thore is often’a close association between forage types and wildlife 

types. (Caution must, however, be exercised in this mtter because of the 

tendency to assume that the two types are always coincident. Abundant ex- 

perience has demonstrated that that’ assumption is incorrect). Maps should 

show for each area: (a) by species, cither absolute populations or popula- 

tions per surface lend unit; (b) the location, size and typo of food supplies; 

(c) nesting cover; (d) breeding grounds; (c) escape cover; (f) protected run- 

ways, and trails of big gamc animals; (g) game ranges and refuges; (nh) streams 

and ponds suitable for fish; (i) salt licks; (j) dusting spots, etc., together 
with the standard topographic detail ond tho range types. A later memorandum 

will transmit standardized wildlife map symbols. 

T. Utilization of plants. It will be necessary to assenble 

information on the utilization of the various plant species for food, escape 
cover, nesting cover, etc.e, by the various species of wildlife and by the 

seasons it is used. This inforration may be acquired from various sources 
such as*published articles, records of agricultural colleges, the Forest 

Service, Biological Survey, local residents, etc. It would be desirable to 

supplement such data with field observations and studies, These data should 

be compiled by plant specics, the wild species which uses it, the use to which 

it is put, and the desirable mixture with other plant specics. 

Attempts should be made to have the other federal agencies 
(esgs the Forest Service) which manage lands within the natural unit assemble 

the data necessary for the fact finding reports on the portions of the unit 

in their jurisdiction. Such joint activity would be based on cooperative 
agreements (sec paragraph 3, seétion III C, cooperation). If other agencies 

are not able to obtain the data, this Service should make at least extensive 

surveys of such arcas even though they are not under our management. 

(B) Planning. Wildlife management plans should be based on tho 
data acquired by the fact finding procedures. They should be prepared in 
writing and should be submitted to the Regional office for approval. Two 
types of plans shovld be prepared: (1) plans for natural units and sub- 

units, and (2) plans for managoment units and work projects. The following 

ote
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weys and sometimes it gets even high enough to go over the tops of our 

dykes. We are sadly in need of studies of ways to improve the circu- 
lation of water in our marshes. We have found it impossible on this 

account to keep the carp out of our dykes marshes end the result is 
that the water is kept more or less in s turbid condition and the growth 
of marsh duck feed is not easily accomplished. Probsbly with betier 
scientific improvement in the circulation of the water supply in our 
marshes this could be very greatly improved but we haven't a manager 
now who would be capable of accomplishing this. 

The Club is one of twenty-six members with three vacancies 
at the present time. Hach member has his own room in one of three 
buildings and the meals are teken in the Clubhouse. The active time 
of the Club members is of course during the duck shooting season. After 
the season is over the dormitories ere closed up as they would not be 
used during the extreme winter weather. As soon as the duck season 
is over the trapping of muskrats begins. In Ghio, marshes behind dykes 
ere considered as muskret farms and therefore the State regulations in 
regard to trapping in same do not apply. In other words, they can be 
trapped any time and last winter the trapping began at the end of the 
shooting season, on December 6, and on account of the extreme cold and 
thick ice was continued to April 4. 6,870 pelts were sold at an average 
price of $1.50, so you will understand that this is an importent source 
of revenue for the Club. The other, of course, is that which is obtained 

from the members, which amounts to fourteen or fifteen thousand dollars 
per year. 

The muskrat problem can, I believe, be greatly improved, 
as it has never been considered from a scientific standpoint but only as 
just a happenstance. 

it seems to be a natural country for pheasants and there are 

lots of them there but very difficult to shoot on account of the heavy 
marsh growths. i feel sure that with some intelligent handling this can 
be greatly improved as well as probably the shooting of snipe. 

In the spring, crops are planted but this is also done in 
a haphazard way and lest year I was doubtful about how much good was ob- 
tained from same. 

Blue-wing Teal, idallard, Black Duck and Shovelers breed in 
our marshes. Undoubtedly more Blue-wing Teal then anything else but un- 
fortunately on account of our late opening we didn't get any shooting of 
same, as last season they all went south before the season opened and
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none was recorded in our game record, 

All of the private marshes, of which there are some six or 
seven, between Sandusky and Toledo, along the edge of the Lake, are 
managed by local marsh men, most of them with very little education,: and 
no understanding of any scientific principles involved, so you can see 
that what I am proposing is a big innovation, and it is my opinion that 
anybody who takes the Winous Point job and makesthe success of it which 
i feel is possible will really become the big authority for the whole ! 

district and thereby establish a big reputation for himself. " 

In conclusion I feel that I don't want a man unless he is 
going to be worth $25 per month to the Club to begin with. I should 
want the man who tekes this job to come on here to look over the property 
and to get a complete understanding of same before a final conclusion. 

Very sincerely,



424 University Farm Place 
May 14, 1940 

Mr. Windsor T. White 
962 Union Commerce Building 

Cleveland, Ohiec 

Dear Mr. Whiter 

Yes, I have several duck men whom I can recommend highly. 

‘ fo interest them in your job, you would probably have to 
offer some margin of time for research work, and of course access to 
members! bags and bag records. 

My two oldest duck specialists already have good jobs. I 
assume you would rather try for the third, who is still in "school" 
but will fly the coop at the end of 1940. His name ts Lyle K. Sowls 
and right now you can address him in care of the Delta Duck Station, 
Delta, Manitoba. He is up there studying duck nesting for me. 

Should this for any resson fall through, come back at ae 
for further nemes. 

You need not worry about my boys being unable to make the 
grade with the marsh men. With me, they have to do that from the 
outset. Sowls hae elrea@y made his way with two groups of farmers 
and two groups of marsh men. 

Yours very truly, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Lyle 

Albert 
Arthur



WINDSOR T. WHITE 
962 UNION COMMERCE BLDG. 

CLEVELAND 

May 8, 1940 

Mir. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have noted and read everything in 
the line of wildlife conservation which you have written, 
that I have been able to obtain, and greatly enjoyed same. 

I am the President of a duck club 
which owns about four thousand acres of marsh in the San- 
dusky Bay section of northern Ohio, and I am looking for an 

up-to-date manager or superintendent for this club, the 
Winous Point Shooting Club, which has been in existence since 
1854. This job has always been filled in the past by men 
who are marsh men but with very little education, and I feel 
the time hes come when this has got to be changed if we are 
going to meet the modern needs of wildlife conservation. 

It occurred to me that the University 
of Wisconsin might have some graduate who could fill this 

need. He must be capable and experienced. If he weren't 
the right sort I would hate to think what these marsh men 
would put over on him. 

Anything you could do to help us get 
the right man would be very greatly appreciated, 

Very truly yours, Lp. 

(Gp2 PT A Nt A



42h University Farm Place 
March 8, 1940 

Dr. L. B. Hicks 
Ohio Wildlife Research Station 
Ohio State University 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Lawrence: 

We have stumbled upon some pheasant data recent which we 

think would be of value to you, and I suspect you may have some other 
data which would be valusble in the analysis of our figures. 

Feeney on the Arboretum banded three-fourths of the pheasant 
population during the winter a year ago. This winter he is re-trapping 
and is finding that only about 20 per cent of this year's birds are 
banded. This exact percentage is not yet final, but I will be able to 
give you the exact percentage within a month. 

While we had no clear objective in mind in starting this 
experiment, it now appears to me that it has fundamental value for many 
purposes, including a comparison with survival of artificials. It gives 
us for the first time the survival of wilds at l-plus years of age, and 
we can get the survival of artificials at the same age, getting the 
percentage of old bands on shooting preserves. 

It has never been clear to me why you did not publish the 
details of your work on survival of artificials, but it occurred to me 
that the lack of comparative data on wilds might be the reason. If so, 
maybe Feeney's data would fill this gap for you, and you might even wish 
to start a similar series of repeated bandings in Ohio. 

On the other hand, it ocours to me that you must have comparisons 
vetween the first year kill and the second year kill of your moved wild 

birde similar to Gerstell's comparison on page 726 of the Third Conference 
Transactions. If so, and if you would allow us to quote these comparisons, 
it would £111 a gap in a paper on our work which we are now writing, 

I would appreciate your thinking thie over, and if you are going 
to be at the Conference, I will bring our data with me and we can compare 
notes more fully. 

With best regards, 

| Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

|
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Ua THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 

r Gzorce W. RigurMire, President 

FRANZ THEODORE STONE LABORATORY 

‘Tuomas H. Lanetors, Director 

PUT-IN-BAY, OHIO 

August 25, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin: 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Your expense account in connection with your Ohio trip was received 
and has been submitted. A check covering this amount should reach you 
sometime within the next few weeks. 

I am inclosing the list of names of those who expressed a desire 
& to receive copies of your bibliography and other material. In addition 

ie to these names there are a number from Dr. Hick's department at Columbus. 
pre I believe the simpliest way to handle this latter group would be to send 
en fourteen copies directly to Dr. Hicks. Your lectures aroused a great 

deal of interest in the subject of bird populations among my students. 
In one way I wish that we might have been able to have a smaller group 
present with a more academic point of view, but in view of the very gen- 

eral interest expressed by the Conservation men who were here, I believe 
that it was a worth while move to invite a larger groupe I appreciate 
the time and effort that you put into these lectures and wish to assure 
you that as far as the cause of good Conservation in Ohio is concerned, 

your efforts were not wasted. 

It was very kind of you to offer to supply materials for an ecology 
course. I have no immediate plans for such a course but it is a thing 
that I have had in the back of my head for a long time and I may eventu- 
ally undertake to develope a course of this type. If so, I shall feel 
free to call upon you for assistance. 

Sincerely yours, 

Charles F. Walker, 
CFW/n Associate Professor 

Ence



List of those who requested bibliography of Professor Leopold's Lectures. 

Lee S. Roach 
Department of Biology 
Ohio University 
Athens, Ohio 

Elwood Ae Seaman 
Biology Laboratory 
College of Wooster 
Wooster, Ohio 

W. B. Hendershot 
Game Management Agent 
Lebanon, Ohio 

Edwin R. Daniels 
Route 3 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio 

Eugene Schwall 
533 Iron Aves 

Dover, Ohio 

John E, Thanpson 
274 Maple Drive 
Columbus, Ohio 

RoR. #6 

E. M. Wickens Jr. 
532 W. High St. 
New Philadelphia, Ohio 

Re Te Butterfield : 
Me We Co De 
New Philadelphia, Ohio 

Je Ce Jenkins 
Western Reserve University 
Cleveland, Ohio 

Re E, MeAlpin 

BIZ Game Management Agent 
Washington C. He, Ohio 

’ C. E. Webb 

5 31 - 15th Ave. 
Columbus, Ohio 

R. We Franks 
State Civil Service Commission 
State Office Building 
Columbus, Ohio
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Mr. Aldo Leopold | 
Professor of Game Management | 
1532 University Avenue | 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Enclosed please find a copy of our "Essentials 
of a North American Fish Policy". If convenient for you 
I would like to have you go over it rather thoroughly | 
and give me any comments, suggestions or criticisms you | 

may have, not later than July 20, 1936. 

Thanking you for this courtesy, I remain 

Very truly yours, 

E. L. Wickliff, i | 
American Fish Policy Committee | 

ELW/CG 
m 
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° . | Want Better Fishing and Hunting?—Obey the Laws. 
The Division of Conservation is Supported Entirely From Fishing and Hunting License Funds. |



ESSENTIALS OF A NORTH AMERICAN FISH POLICY 
by the 

NORTH AMERICAN FISH POLICY COMMITTEE 
of the 

AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY 

ds A North American Fish Policy must be international in scope and ap- 

plication. 

TI. It should define the spheres of activity of, the nature of the work 

» or services to be rendered by and the relationship between ‘the Fed- 

eral or Dominion and the State or Provincial governments with re- 
, spect to both sport and commercial fisheries, in marine and fresh 
i waters, in boundary and non-boundary waters. The following points 

should be considered: 

1. Administrative control of and enforcement on boundary 
waters and on non-boundary waters on federal lands. 

2. A cooperative policy in regard to propagation and dis- 

tribution of fish. 

3. Cooperation in research projects and experimentation. 

4. Cooperation in the dissemination of reliable informa- 
tion on fish and fisheries. 

Tit. It should outline broad objectives for future fisheries ad- 
ministration and management. The following points should 
be considered: 

1. It should provide for special consideration by Nation- 
al, State, and regional planning boards of the devel- 
opment and conservation of the fishery resources as 
an independent element of national wealth and not as 
a minor incident to the planning of recreational fac- 
ilities as has been done in the past. 

&. It should provide for the recognition of the princi- 

ple of prior right for the fisheries in all reclama-~ 
tion drainage, irregation, flood control, or water 
power development by all official boards concerned 
with the planning of land or water use and the devel-~ 

opment of natural resources. 

3. Public ownership of lands based on fishing waters as 
well as on forestry, game, watershed, parks, and re- 

creation. 

4. Public fishing rights on private waters acquired by 
lease, purchase, or otherwise. 

5. Management of public fishing waters. 

6. The fisheries as a profession like forestry and 

agriculture.



me i : 

7. Creation of facilities to train men especially equipped for 

this profession. 

8. Political interference. 

9. Funds obtained by general taxation as well as by licenses. 

10. Cooperation with owmers of private waters, sportsmen, commercial 

fishermen, educational institutions, institutes, and experi- 

ment stations. 4 

11. Educational and advertising campaigns. : 

12. The fisheries as crops. 

13. Provision for private propagation for commercial purposes. 

14. <A balanced fisheries program involving restrictions, enforce- 

; ment, propagation, environmental control, introduction of ex- 

, otic fish, predator control, refuges, statistics, natural his- 

tories of fish, and fish food. 

IV. It should set up fishery research objectives. The following points 

should be considered: 

1. Lake and stream surveys and improvements. 

2. Research on maximum productivity of lakes and streams. 

3. Soil erosion and reforestation. 

4. Drainage, flood contrel, water restoration and impounded 

waters. 

5. Fishways and screens. 4 

6. Statistical surveys of abundance including creel census. v 

7. ‘Improvements in fish cultural methods. 

8. Proper stocking policies and standards. 

9. Closed seasons and the permit system. 

10. Nurseries and refuges. ;
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ll. Life histories and natural histories of fish. 

12. Predator control. 

13. Parasites and dicease. 

14. Improvement in commercial ess gear and technique and 

the grading, marketing, and distribution of commercial fish- 

eries products. 

’ V. It should define the essentials of a pollution policy. 

‘ VI. It should define the policy with reference to uniformity of laws be- 

tween the various States or provinces and between the United States, 

the Dominion of Canada and the Repubiic of Mexico governing both game 

and commercial fishes. 

VII. It should discuss discretionary powers with reference to both sport 

and commercial fisheries. 

VIII. It should refer to the standardization of common nanes of fishes sim- 

ilar to that provided for birds. 

TX. It should refer to the question of introduction of exotic species of 

fish. 

X. It should consider the advisability of including forage fishes, mus- 

sels, oysters, and other fisheries products that do not involve the 

fishes. 

Note: It should provide for the appointment of sub-committees 
: to correlate and summarize at irregular intervals the 

| most recent data and information on various fisheries 
t and pollution problems and to outline methods of research. 

It should provide for very close cooperetion between the 
Committee on Fish Policy and the Committee on Game Policy 
whenever their objectives are closely interwoven, such as 
the acquisition of public lands and watersheds, the in- 
pounding of waters, etc. 

(over)
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NORTH AMERICAN FISH POLICY COMMITTER 

Herbert C. Davis, Executive Officer, 
Fish and Game Division, San Francisco, California. 5 

0. M. Deibler, , 
Commissioner of Fisheries, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 1 

Dr. George C. Embody, ; 
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. : 

Fred J. Foster, 
U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, Seattle, Washington. 

Seth Gordon, Executive Secretary, 
Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisburg, Pennsylvanie. 

Dr. William J. Harknegs, 
Department of Biology, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada. 

Dr, A. S. Hazzard, Director, - 
Institute for Fisheries Research, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

Raymond J, Kenney, 
Director of Fisheries and Game, Boston, Massachusettes. 

S. B. Locke, Conservation Director, 
Izaak Walton League of America, Chicago, Illinois. 

Lee Miles, Chairman, 
Game and Fish Commission, Little Rock, Arkansas. 

br. John S. Oosten, In Charge, 
Great Laxes Fisheries Investigations, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

James A. Rodd, 

Director of Fish Culture, Ottawa, Canada. 
William A. Tucker, Executive Secretary, 

Fish, Game and Oyster Commission, Austin, Texas. 
George C. Warren, Jr., President, 

Board of Fish and Game Commissioners, Summit, New Jersey. 

E. L. Wickliff, Chairman, 
Division of Conservation, Columbus, Ohio. : f 

Q



July 20, 1936 

; My, 0, Kuechler 

Hunter-Trader-Trapper : 
372-386 South Frouth Street 
Columbua, Shio 

Dear Mr, Kuechler: : 

: Your letter clarifies the issue in admitting 
that your editorial policy is based entirely on what your 
readers will stand for without large-scale protest. / 

My mistake was in assuming that your magagine 
recognized a moral obligation to know more than its lay 
readers about conservation and to guide its policy by 
such knowledge, . 

In my view ot least, your letter is an admigsion 
that Honter-traderTrapzer is a purely commercial enter- 
prise with no obligations other than commercial ones, This 
will enable me and cthers interested in the predation 
question to know how to classify you in the future, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh , :
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ORS. July 14, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter voicing "disappointment" over 
the publication, in a recent issue, of an article 
entitled, "The .22 Hornet on Crows and Hawks", is 
the second of like content to come from a member 
on the staff of the college where you are employed. 

You may be interested to know we have 
two other such letters, one from a propogandist of 
a bird society and the other from a teacher on the 
paid staff of an Eastern agricultural college. All 
the letters are written in a manner to convey the 
impression they are but natural variations of the 
same key molde 

None of our thousands of readers throughout 
the country, either with or without a publicity or 
profit motive in hawks or crows, entered a protest of 
any kind, although as a general thing, some of them 
are quite ready to tell us what they do not approve of 
in our publication. 

If the Landis article did not reveal, as 
you say, "the proper appreciation of the importance 
of ethical conduct in such matters at this particular 
time", be assured we will hear from all sections of 
the United States, but to date only a quartet has 
registered what might be considered as a bit of or- 
ganized criticism. 

Yours very truly, 

DD/EL HUNTER-TRADER- TRAPPER 
. A 

V¥¢ J 

\ TK LO p- Ct



New Soils Building 

April 17, 1935 

Mr, BE, L, Wieklif¢ 
Department of Conservation : 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Wickliff: 

My suggestions on the question of game courses at the Universi ty 
are briefly as follows: 

(1) I believe that non-professional courses for farmers and for 
general biological students are just as important, if not more so, than pro- 
fessional training for geme managers. 

(2) If professional training for game managers is undertaken, it 
should include graduate work or else be simply a pre-game-management course, 
so that students can get their graduate work at other institutions. 

(3) Before graduate work is undertaken, a suitable man should be 
developed or imported to head up the work. 

(4) To make effective the farmers' short course worl, as well as 
any “H club or other similar work, a manual or handbook of game management 
practices suitable for Ohio should be prepared. ‘his job is one which may 
require several years. ? 

(5) It should not be overlooked that graduate work requires travel 
and probably also stipends for graduate students, Very few projects can be 
undertaken at the University, 

I want to make it perfectly clear that my comments are not intended 
as a wet blanket on Ohio's initiative. You have my very hearty approval and 
support. I am simply pointing out that there is a tendency in game education, 
as in other related fields, to grind out quantities of half+trained profes- 
sionals, and to overlook the opportunities for non~professional cour ses. 
Here at Wisconsin we are undertaking no undergraduate professional courses 
whatever. 

This outline may furnish you with a sufficient basis to enable you 
to come back at me with whatever specific questions may still remain in doubt. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
* In Charge, Game Research



THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
Grorce W. Ricutmire, President 

DEPARTMENT OF cama Exrension Service 

Pouttry Huspanpry COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE R. E, CRAY 

ee Joun F. Cunnincuam, Dean PSOE Re 
A. R. WINTER C. M. FERGUSON 

ARTHUR BAYES 

COLUMBUS 

March 6, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

May I thank you for your letter of 

February 202 

We have gone ahead here and taken some 
action regarding a curriculum in conservation, We are 
setting up a suggested program for students to follow 
and I am sending you a copy of this program. Apout the 

only thing we have done is to assemble the courses which 
we already have and have added a few courses which serves 
to round out the curriculum, 

The University is now contemplating the 
development of a 4-year course in forestry. In case this 
is done, there is a probability that conservation will. be 
tied up with forestry work and perhaps a 5-year require- 

ment somewhat similar to Mychigan's will be made, 

I hope that sometime I will be able to 
visit you,or perhaps we can have you come down to Ohio 
State and meet with us, 

Yours ve truly, 

. Le mekan) 7: 
ELD:B Chairman



GURRLOULIM IM CONSERVATION OF WELD LIFE | 
First Year : 

Chemistry 401 or 411 5 Chemistry 402 or 412 5 Agrtl, Chemistry 401 § 
Botany .or Zoology 401 5 Botany or Zoology 402 §& Zoology or Botany 401 5 
Mathematios 422 or 431 & Givil Engineering 401 English 411 3 
Survey of Agriculture 8 (Surveying) 5 Zoology 403 5 
Military 401 or 421 i English 410 3 Military 403 or 423 1 
Physheal Education 401 1 oan 402 or 422 a Physioal Education 403 1 

Physical Education 402 1 
Physical Edueation 400 1 

f 

Second, Tog 
Agronomy 501 5 Entomology 550 or 551 6& Botany 419 5 
Zoology or Botany 402 5 Eeonomices 402 5 Botany 406 5 
Economies 401 5 Geology 401 5 Geclogy 402 #: 
English 412 3 Military 405 or 425 1 Zoology 408 
Military 404 or 424 1 (Ornithology) 8 

Military 1 

—Zhizd Soy. 
Forestry 410 3 Zoology Botany 602 ye 
Botany 601 5 (Parbsitology) 504 6 Zoology (Verte) 620 5 
Zoology (Ieths) 3 Zoology (Conservation Poultry (Artificial i 
Elective 3. of wild Life) G Reproduction) 3 

Elective § Elective 3 

Fourth Year 

Forestry 508 & Bacteriology 509 Forestry 509 5 
Physiology 403 5 or 607 5 Zoology (Ecology) 3 
Elective 5 senlony, Spm Pro» Elective 5 

auotion) 3 
Elective ; 6 

Eleotives for third and fourth years: 

Agronomy 604 Rural Econowies 501, 502, 505 
Agriouliurel Engineering 402; 507 Veterinary Medicine (Parasitology) 428; 429 
Botany 605, 606 Zoology (Advanced Ornithology) 605, 606; 
Poultry Husbandry 409 609, 630



Wew Soils Building 
February 20, 1935 

Prof. B, L, Dakan 
Department of Poultry Husbandry 
Ohio State University 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Professor Dakan: 

I am glad to hear that Ohio State is considering instruction 
in conservation, 

My main suggestion is to steer clear of any attempt at pro- 
fessional training during the early stages of this development, ‘the 
first job is to offer farmers a vocational course in how to practice 
conservation on Ohio farms, and to offer students specializing in other 
lines an intelligent survey of the conservation field. 

These two suggestions correspond to our Farmers' Short Course 
in Game Management and our Game Management 118 for biological students, 
Incidentally, our enrollment in the Farmers! Short Course jumped from 
18 last year to 100 this year. ‘This is an optional course. 

One other suggestion: I doubt the advisability of offering 
a good course of either kind without demonstration areas near by on 
which the various techniques can be actually shown in operation, We 
have been tilding up a number of such areas near Madison for the past 
four years, and they are an essential part of our courses, 

By next year I hope to complete a farmers! mamal which will 
become the textbook for the Farmers' Short Course. At present there is 
no such thing as a textbook for vocational instruction in game management. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Geme Research 

vh



THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 

Georce W. Ricutmire, President 

DEPARTMENT OF ere Exrension Service 
Pouttry HusBAnpry COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE R. E. CRAY 

SOA Joun F. Cunnincuam, Dean ee BUM RS 
A. R. WINTER Cc. M. FERGUSON 

ARTHUR BAYES 

COLUMBUS 

February 15, 1955 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wise 

Dear Doctor Leopold; 

I am a member of a committee 
/ that is attempting to get together all the available 

information on the subject matter content and organ- 
ization of courses which might be taught to Univer- 
sity students on the subject of conservation, partice 
ularly a conservation of wild life which might be 
extended to include the production and management of 

game birds, 

This committee is having a meeting 
Friday, February 22, and I»have been asked to commun- 
icate with you in order to secure your ideas along 
this line. At the present time no such courses are 
taught at Ohio State University and the committee is 
studying the problem with the idea in mind of recome 
mending to the University administration a method of : 
procedure. 

I would appreciate a letter from 
you setting forth your ideas in order that I may be 

able to give the committee the benefit of your exper= 
ience and best judgment. 

Yours very truly, 

E. L. Dakan ° 
ELD:B Chairman



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ADMINISTRATION 

Urbana, Illinois 

307 New Agriculture 
December 21, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The Ohio Conservation Department has submitted Upland 
Game Project proposals for acquisition under The Sub-marginal 

Land Program. The first 30 sites submitted represent an aggre- 
gate area of 34,465 acres estimated to cost $ 651,000 or an aver- 
age of about $19.00 per acre. More projects of a similar charac- 
ter are on their way. 

So far the information supplied has been very meager and 

TI have not been advised of how these projects are to be operated 

and maintained or the particular purpose they are to serve, or the 

nature of the conservation program that they are intended to support. 

Before spending time or funds in investigating such an 
array of proposals, I am anxious to have you advice on: 

(1) How necessary and effective such areas: might 
prove in the propagation and maintenance of 

Ohio upland game; 
(2) Desirable size and spacing; 
(3) Reasonable requirements for their operation; 
(4) Probable annual cost of operation, and 
(5) The type of upland game conservation program in 

which such areas might be expected to function 
in manner that would justify their acquisition 

and annual operating costs. 

A decision on these proposals is due in the near future, 

and I'feel the need of the supporting judement of disinterested 
and exverienced wild-life conservations in order to avoid taking 
ill-advised action. 

Very truly yours, 

AM DA hoe 
L. R. Schoenmann 
Regional Director 

LRS:SSS Land Policy Section, AAA



: New Soils Building 
Jamary 4, 1935 

Mr, L, R, Schoenmann : 
Land Policy Section, AAA ; 
307 New Agriculture : 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr, Schoenmann: : oh, 

i have your letter about the Ohio program. 

ae my opinion the acquisition of lands as wintering grounds and 
refuges for pheasants is almost as profitable and feasible as the similar 
program for waterfowl, especially in those areas where the bulk of the 
farm country is too thinly covered and too devoid of food to winter the 
birds which breed there during the sumer, A well-chosen system of pheasant 
wintering grounds in Ohie would score in my mind as 100 per cent sound, 

: I am Llese optimistic about other kinds of upland game areas, I 
ean see where quail areas would be perfectly sound and profitable if 
operated as a source of planting stock to be obtained by trapping, but I 
am doubtful if any state can afford to own and operate land for quail shoot- 
ing unless those lands also serve some other function, such as forestry, 
watershed protection, general recreation, ete, 

The anmial cruising radius of the pheasant seaas to run up to 
10 miles as a maximum, so that wintering grounds for pheasants should be 
not more than 10 to 20 miles apart if they are to serve the entire inter- 
vening territory, ‘There is no size limit. Anything from a hundred to a 
thousand acres might be admirably adapted to the purpose, 

In the hill country of southeastern Ohio, I could see a justi-~- 
fication for a limited mumber of upland areas for special purposes, such 
as turkeys and deer in combination with forestry. 

: These comments may be beside the mark when later details are 
available, so please regard them as tentative, 

‘ : Yours sincerely, 

Bi Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

va }
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a Ohve 

goo ae 
gO oot State of Ohio 

qo" wr DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
4 gore Columbus 

Cott cor 
we Conservation Division ; 

Wm. H. Reinhart, Commissioner 

December 4, 
1954 

Mr. W. F. Grimmer, Supt. 

Game Division 

Conservation Department 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Grimmer: 

aa I am quite sure it will interest you to know that 
Mr. Ollie Neimeyer, State Game Protector for Marion 

Cok ri County, recently reported four broods of young prairie 

oy piv’ chicken, the apparent wesult of stocking the breeder 

CY’ birds sent by you to this Division. Mr. Neimeyer is a 
¥ dog fancier, he raises dogs and also judges field trials 

and, therefore, is in the field a large part of the time 
and what he says I feel sure is authentic. 

This information pleases us very much and I felt I would 

pass it on to you because of your kindness in furnishing the 

original brood stock. 

ie, If at any time you should pass through Ohio we should 
be glad to have you stop and we will take you to one of 

Cc a our ring-neck pheasant refuges in Wood County where you 
- ue will see a very unusual concentration of these birds. In 
e ‘> fact, last winter we trapped 708 wild adult ring-neck 

oP pheasants and estimated we had left a brood stock of 
ie over 800 birds. This refuge consists of only 560 acres. 

Wishing you the returns of the year, I remain, 

Very truly yours, 

Jaf. Bs La Wieklitr 

B. Leo Wieklit¢, (Chief 
Bureau of Scienfific Research 

ELW: CG
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New Soils Building 
August 23, 1934 

Mrs, Margaret M, Nice 
Grey Rocks 
Amherst, Massachusetts 

Dear Mrs, Nice: 

There was no previous correspondence with Mr, Allen 
except a request from him for my opinion on the technical 
validity of your method, I think I made it clear in the letter 
I sent you that I considered the method perfectly valid as a 
comparative index, 

IT am sorry to hear your discouraging reports about the 
status of raptors in Burope. 

_ If you can easily spare a larger quantity of the hawk 
census reprint, I could use a dozen and a half, I would place 
the extras among my graduate students and prospective graduate 
students. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Alevh In Charge, Game Research



New Soils Building 
, June 12, 1934 

Mr, B, L. Wiekliff, Chief 
Burean of Setontific Research 
Conservation Division 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Wickliff: 

I am much pleased to know that you have the fish policy 
in hand. 

. I have only one suggestion over and above what you. would 
automatically have in mind, and that is thist ‘hat the legal 

; status of fish in ao tae streams is on all fours with the question 
of farm game ond ust ultimately be handled on the seme principles, 
In short, farm groups should be encouraged to pest end develop such 
streams, I, for one, see no hope of the state handling all the 
streams and practicing mansgement on them, and the fam land streams 
are the part that they can most easily delegate to private initiative. 

The thing might work out differently in different states, : 
but in general there is a distinetion between streams where the ‘ 
farmer can most advantageously manage and streams where the state 
can most advantageously manage, Any fish policy showld, I think, 
recognize this distinction, although I realize perfectly that it will 
be extremely unpopular, just as paid shooting was unpopular at the 
time the Game Policy was written, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh k



ae UA STATE OF OHIO 

Pa DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
1 NUR ae EARL H. HANEFELD, DIRECTOR 

eS ae COLUMBUS 

= ee ince June 2 
1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have just received a letter from Mr. Fred 
Westerman, President of the American Fisheries Society, stat- 
ing that he has appointed a committee of fifteen to work out 
an American fish policy. and that I was designated Chairman of 

the group. 

Knowing your interest in all phases of wild 
life conservation and of the fine job you did as Chairman of 
the American Game Policy, I should be pleased to receive sug- 
gestions from you relative to the best method of procedure 
for accomplishing this task. 

Thanking you for this courtesy, I remain, 

° Very truly yours, 

E, L. Wickliff, Chief t f 
Bureau of Scientific Research 

ELW/CG



Copy to Mr. Errington 

New Soils ding 
June 5, ion 

Dr. Re Le Webster \ 
Zoology Department \ 
State College of Yauhington \ 

\ 

Dear Dr. Webstert \ 

I have your letter of May 30, \ 

The following is my confidential appraisal of Logan 
Bennest: 

' He is an excellent field naturalist and would make 
Grade A material for executing a life history investigation, 
but I have no positive evidence of his being willing to organ- 
ize or plan a series of investigations or to teach, and I have 
definite information that his ability to write is limited. 
If you want him for studying game birds, you could do no 
better, If you want him for the faculty position which you | 
previously wrote about, I would advise you to consult Dr. Paul 
i. Errington, his aperior officer at Iowa State College. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Geme Research 

Alevh, 4



THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 
PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 

May 30, 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin Air Mail 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I went to thank you for your letter of May 25 regarding the quali- 
fications of Messrs. R. HE. Yeatter and Franklin Henike for the 
position which likely will be created here at the State College of 
Washington. 

At the present time we are not sure as to just what qualifications ‘ 
we should expect in a man who likely will be selected to take over 
this work. I hope we may come to some decision before long. In 
the meantime I am having some little correspondence with the various 
institutions as to men who may be available. 

Do you happen to know anything about the qualifications of Mr. Logan 
Johnson Bennett, a graduate student at Iowa State College? According 
to the information I have before me, Mr. Bennett appears to be quite 
familiar with game birds in lowe and has been making a field study 
on the breeding and nesting habits of ducks during the last two 
yearse 

The proposed courses referred to in my previous letter are open to 
all students here on the campus, and it seems likely that most of the 

enrollment in these courses will consist of students who are pri- 
marily interested in other fields. We are moving along rather 
slowly in the matter, however. I feel that it is most important 
to make a careful selection of the man who will serve as a leader 
in this particular phase of the work. ; 

eo 

Again thanking you for your letter, I am } ; 
; 

Yours very truly, Ne 

STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 

R. Le Webster, Head 
Department of Zoology 

W gs 
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New Soils Building 
April 24, 1934 

Mr. S. Prentiss Baldwin 
Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory 
Hillerest Fama, 
Gates Mills, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Baldwins 

You have certainly laid your finger on the trouble when you say 
that the average sportwman is not willing to study or learn, It is a 
curious coincidence that I have recently been hammering on the same thing, 

Since you have not met Mr, Darling, let me give you my personal 
assurance that I have the utmost confidence in him, You will doubtless 
get to meet him yourself before very long, after which any elaboration of 
thie opinion on my part will be unnecessary, 

Mr, Beck does, to be sure, originate from More Geme Birds and 
carries the flavor of that organization, but he has a mind of his om 
and is learning very rapidly. I cannot, however, profess to be in 
sympathy with him, 

I em glad to have your appraisal of the current situation in 
Ohio, I have tried to follow it through the prints, but that is seldom 
an accurate method, I have long thought that there was nothing wrong 
with Ohio except somebody to take the lead in the same sense that Darling 
has taken the lead in Iowa, 

You have doubtless read Allen's "Sex Rhythm in Ruffed Grouse," 
This has many physiological implications which I wieh your institution 
could eventually tackle, 

I have been trying to promote a project here which borders on 
the physiological field and which is briefly sketched in the attached 
paper. ‘There is only a slim chance, however, of the funds being allotted. 

You evidently have the impression that I am working full-time 
on the Washington cation. As a matter of fact, 1t was purely a 
volunteer job and the question in hand was a much more limited one than 
the publicity would indicate. However, with Mr, Darling in the saddle 
there is no particular need of committees to formlate a national policy, 

i Since telcing my position here I have travelled east very seldom 
and then only in a great rush, Hence my failure so far to drop in and 
see you. I am still hoping for the opportunity. 

Yours sincerely,



THE BALDWIN BIRD RESEARCH LABORATORY 
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1 CLEVELAND 

Mr. Aldo Leopold eee . o Leopold, 
905 University Ave., Wie Wh 
Madison, Wis. 

i 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Do sit down and write me about affairs. I cannot 
but be immensely interested in what is going on, and you in the centre 
of it as you deserve to be. Let me say, right here, that all whom I 
meet who know conservation, have absolute confidence in you and every- 

thing you recommend. I do all I can to promote your book on "Game Man- 
agement" but I have to confess that so few who are interested in hunting 
have the slightest desire to learn anything. 

A quail sportsman, prominent banker in Washington, 
when I talked to him of Stoddard's book, thinking he must be interested 
in it, said "why do all that? I kmow all about Quail, I have been shoot- 
ing them for twenty-five years." Needless to say he knew nothing. 

So as I see our conservation turned over by the Pres- 
ident to you, I absolutely approve. 

Darling I know not, except that his name is on the 
list of Mrs. Edge whom I regard as a most unqualified crank. Of course 
I know his cartoons. Mrs. Edge’s whole propaganda seems based upon 
claiming credit for all that has ever been done or ever will be done by 
anybody in conservation, regardless of whether her organization really 
did anything or not. 

Of Beck, I heard that he had been an agent of the 
"More Game Birds in America" organization. That organization has a very 

pad name in Ohio, organized near Cincinnati, it has appeared to be purely 

an organization of "killers". 

In Ohio we have "sportsmen"and "killers". The sports- 
men are willing to listen to reason and common sense; the killers repre- 
sent the immense body of prejudiced hunters who care nothing for the future 
but who wish to retain all slaughter rights regardless of future. 

You may have noticed that we had a hawk and owl fight 
in our legislature last year. We won the repeal of all bounties. Our 
State examination of 735 hawks and owls showed not one percent game birds, 

not one percent poultry, but seventy percent rats and mice.



~2~ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold. 

We won our repeal of bounties and at the present 
time all the state is really eating out of the hand of my Lab. The 
Northern Ohio Fish and Game Association are now headed by Herbert 
Brandt (you may know him as a really most brilliant ornithologist and 
wonderful collection of eggs). This Association is asking me to lead 
their legislative committee, or at least to act as scientific advisor 
to their association. 

What I am trying to do in Ohio is to teach the real 
knowledge of conservation, and avoid the extremists, whether they be 
the sentimentalists or the killers. 

Our Commissioner Reinhart is, I am sorry to say, 
lacking in "guts" and only follows us in form but not in enforcement. 
We may have to replace him with some one of more courage. 

i Drop by and see me. 

Yours very truly, 

Reles 4ebotic+ Ss, 
SPB:S



New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
February 5, 1934 

Mr, James Stevenson 
Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory 
Western Reserve University 
Cleveland, Ohio ; 

Dear Mr, Stevenson: 

I was much interested in your paper ta 
the Wilson Bulletin entitled “Experiments on the 
Digestion of Poods by Birds". I hope that the work 
of your institution along the physiological lines 
will steadily expand, If you have a reprint of 
this paper, I would appreciate very mch receiving 
& copy. 

I enclose some recent reprints of my 
own on the chance that they might interest you, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
“on Gane Manager



/ 156 West Patterson Avenue ~ glue 
\ K\/ Columbus, Ohio Vade 
oy Jan.1,1934 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you very much for your kindness in sending me 
Capt. Askins letter, which I return herewith. I am sorry thet 
the press of other duties caused such a delay. 

I was very much interested in "The Conservation kthic? 
I had not realized that the Southwest had been so dreadfully 
injured by the White Man. 

I should be very much interested in Mr. King's findings 
on the nesting of Ruffed Grouse. 

Lately I have been toiling over some Dutch publications 
that deal with problems connected with laying. In one of thede- 

~D.Tolienaar.1y922.Legperioden en Hierproductie. Landbouwhoogesch. 
(Wageningen) 23,no.2.46p. — 

there is a very interesting statement that Blue Titmice in a 
favorable environment laid earlier, had larger sets and more 
second broods than in less favorable conditions. 

I have found some more references that give the ratio 
of deily food to the weight of the bird. 

Galius Beck. 1930. Neue Beitrage zur Zweikomponentheorie des 
Hungers. Ztsch. f. Pscychologie. 18, 285-349. 

This is a very interesting study on hens, giving the 
amount eaten during different steges of the molt. 

H.Scharnke. 1952, Rythme nycthémeral et variations diurnes du 
metabolisme chez le pigeon et chez un hibou. Ann. de 
Physiologie, 8, n.5, 891-946. 

Flauctuations in weignt of pigeons during one day; 
weigth of food of one pigeon. 

H.Schildmacher. 1929. Ueber den Warmehaushalt kleiner Kérner- 
tresser. Orn.Monat. 57,4, 102-106. 

Small ani@wl needs relatively more tood than large; 
experiments on 2 weaver-birds. 

Rorig 1y03 Untersuchungen uber die Nahrung unserer einheinischen 
Vogel. Arbeiten aus der biologischen Abteilung fur Land- 
und Forstwirtschaft am Kaiserl.Gesundsheitsante.IV,Bd.1.p.28 

I have not seen this. Rérig has another paper published 
in 1898; perhaps the reference could be found in the Zoological 
Record. 

Stresemann, £. 1927-1935. Aves. Yuekenthal-rrumbach, Handb. Zool. 
7. Ba. ,2 Halfte. pp. 509-515. : 
Ghéss These volumes of Stresemann's give a most valuable 

resumé of every aspect of bird life; your library should 
certainly acquire $ Aves if it has not already done so.



Do you read German readily? If so, I will send you a reprint 
of my long paper on Song Sparrows - translated by Dr.besselberger 

and being published in the Journal fur Ornithologie. But if Ger- 
man is an affliction and stumbling-block to you, don't hesitate 
to say so. I will have only a limited number of these reprints. 

Sincerely yours 

Margaret M. Nyce



New Soils Building 
December 6, 1933 

Mrs. Margaret Mu. Mice 
156 West Patterson Aveme 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Mrs. Nice: 

The quail irruptions in Oldahoma are described in corres- 
pondence with Capt. Chas. Askins, Ames, Oklahoma, which I enclose 
herewith. Kindly return when you have finished with it. ‘there is 
no publication on this that I know of, 

Thanks very much for the ratios on doves. I am glad to 
permanently record these references. 

Ralph T. King, who was fomerly the incumbent of my 
fellowship at the University of Minnesota and who is now on the 
faculty there, has preliminary indications that the clutch of ruffed 
grouse decreases at the high of the cycle. He has not yet published, 
but knowing your serious interest in this question, I om sending him 
& copy of this letter with the suggestion that he supply you with 
either a reference or a reprint when he does publish. If substan- 
tiated this indication is, of course, a major biological discovery. 

I am enclosing a paper on another gubject which might 
possibly interest you. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh 
Tnel.



156 West Patterson Avenue ; 

Columbus, Ohio 

Nov. 27,1933 

bear Mr. Leopold: 

I have been reading your "Game MAdagement" with great 

interest. 

I can give you two references concerning the "fooa-per- 

, day*; weight-ratio" # captive Mourning Doves which I raised in 

Oklahoma. 

Some Experiences with Mourning Doves in Captivity.1921. 

AX | Proc.0kla.Acad.Science.I, 57-65. 
1929 

ge? Some Weights of Mourning Doves in Captivity. ,Auk,46, 543-4. 

vt 
¥ . Can you give me the references to the Bobwhite irrup- 

tions in Oklahoma in 1889,1904 and 1907? Also any references to 

the sstablishment of Pheasants and introdustion of Hungarian Par- 

tridges in that state? 

There is to be a third edition of "Birds of Oklahoma" 

within the next two years (probably), so 1 am trying to gather 

all the intormation possible. 

The problems on the numbers of * eggs laid by young, 

mature and old birds are of great interest to me. I heave found a 

few scattered references to the subject. In the Jenuary "Bird-Bend- 

ing" I discuss the subject of longevity briefly, givng a reference 

to Graf %edlitz' account of superannuated Hooded Crows. 

Sincerely yours, 

Divan Me 

FS. Vane red fir inte hil Bones regu Sects tint Ape OT 
Shiowd «ory bicgh Amrik ante _o
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1 Soils Building 
September 29, 1933 

Mr. M. L. Hitchcock 
Box 3, Station L 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Hitehcocl: 

I am glad to know of your interest in game cropping 
in this state. 

Bnough is known about certain species, particularly 
quail, prairie chickens, and pheasants to make a very res- 
pectable start toward large scale production. You doubtless 
realize, of course, that such information is never complete 
and ought always to be in process of improvement. 

I am badly in need of cooperators who will furnish 
funds for research im improved techniques. ‘The land to work 
on is easily obtained. I am in a position to furnish super- 
vision and technical direction for such projects. If you 

will deseribe to me more in detail your possible connection 
with such work, it might enable me to make detailed sugges+ 
tions which would interest you. 

If you should first want a general picture of what 
techniques are used, you might care to read my book, pros- 
pectus of which is enclosed. 

I hope to hear from you further. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LBOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh 
Inel.
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11025 EAST BOULEVARD 

CLEVELAND 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Leopold: ’ 

You may be interested to know how we are getting along in hawk and owl 
affairs. 

To put it briefly, we issued some forty thousand pieces of literature; 
Franks has worked as a lobbyist three months in Columbus. 

Stuber issued a mean attack misrepresenting us to the sportsmen; alto~ 
gether, we had quite a noisy fight. The education of leaders in the state 
has been tremendous and that is better than laws. "8dueation is effective 
without law, but law is no use without education. 

A month ago we had it out with the sportsmen and they are now with us; 

our strongest supporter today is R. F. Lawrence (449 Willis Avenue, Youngs- 

> town, Ohio) who is President of the League of Ohio Sportsmen. 

Our bills are now approved by the Commissioner and the Conservation 
Council, passed by the Senate without an opposing vote, gone into the House 

and approved by the Fish and Game Committee of the House, and ready for 

final vote when the Legislature meets again, May 15th (it is now on recess). 

I am writing you about Lawrence, who is a big fellow every way, and 

very much the leader of Ohio sportsmen. He wants to learn all the scientific 
side, and modern ideas. What have you to offer or what can you send him? 

May I ask also that you send me a complete list of your contributions, 
when and where published and how now available. I want not only to check 

my files complete, but to know how they can be secured for others. This 
squabble has resulted in a very good feeling toward us in the state, as they 

said of us in Columbus "those fellows believe in what they say and have no 

axe to grind". The bird clubs, garden clubs and the like have confidence 

in us, and now the other side too, as we are trying to demonstrate that it 

is possible to find a middle ground on which all reasonable people can meet, 
in place of the perpetual fight and jealousy between extremists of both 
sides. 

Yours Fee 

i cry a
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Soils Building 
April 19,1933 

vr. §. Prentiss Baldwin 

Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory 
Gates Mills Shite. 

Dear Mr. Baldwin: 

I had been wondering how the Ohio encounter had 

come out and am delighte! to have your good news of progress made, 
‘The best news of all is that the thoughtful eleuent of the sports- 
men have foun? 4 leater. That is what has been lacking. 

Responding to your request: a nearly complete list of my public- 
ations on game is in the bibliography of my new book "Game Management" 
which is being published by Scribner's this week. If I may assume 
that this will be available to you it will anve me rather a heavy 

task of wrifing out a new liat. 

This does not include my “Game Survey of Towa" which has been 
coming out serially in Ontioor America. The separates will be bound 
and made available unter one cover toward the end of the sommer, i.e. 
unless Outdoor America suspends publication. 

I am sending you such separates of recent papers as I have avail- 
able. [I am also sending Ir. Lawrence direct my "Game Survey of the 

North Central States". TI assume you have this. 

A new effort which I am very anxious to have you see is "the 
Conservation Tthic*’. I am giving this as the Powell Lecture before 
the southwestern A.S.A.5. at the University of New Mexico on Max I. 
When it is in print I wlll send you a copy. 

The general tone of your letter revives my spirits,which have been 
down recently becange a prominent sporting masazine refuse? to publish 
Brrington's figres of crippling losses in duciks,on the groun’s that 
dirty linen is best not hunt on the line. However this is an involved 

ease that probably will not interest you without all the detail. 

With best rewards + Yours sincerely 

Aldo Leopold 

{ i



> 

B.L. Wieklitf February 16,1933 
Conservation Department 

Columbus, Ohio. 

Dear Wicklif?; 
Some of my friends are telling me that lecislative 

matters are getting inte a snarl in your state,and what tis more to 
worry avout, that the old pitched battle between conservation factions 

is on again. 

this && a personal. disappointment to me,since I had hoped 
that the research end demonstration work which you and Nicks and 
Trautman have started wld point out the identity of interest which 
actually exists,as you end I know,tet which factional leaders dont 

see yet* 
4 

I have been agked to express an opnion buat the only ones I have 
which would hold sood from a distance are elreaidy expressed in the 
American Geme Policy and in my personal publicetions. Is there,by any 
ehance,a disposition ta arbitrate whatever questions are in the fore= 
ground? ‘This may sound like a pacifist suggestion but actually it is 
uy experience that if enouch unbiased inforsation enn be aired publicly 
that: the basically bona-fide factions can be argue?’ inte some reasonable . 

program while the basically bed ones can be shamed into it,or else 
whipped by new alignments of the others. 

Thais sug¢estion may be worthless under your present circum 
stances,or it may not. lecislators are umally clad enough to follow 
any policy that contending elements will azree on. If there is anything 
to it,and if your people have confidence in some national organization 

who might select a representative for this purcose to come to Ohio and - 
help thresh the thing out,it might be worth trying. I doubt whether 
there is any such thine as absentee help. I also have faith that even 
a patehwork peace which will hold together until game research ean get 
under way,and cive the more jecent citizens » new point of view,misht 

be well worth while. 

One thing that ought to appeal to Departmental authorities 
is thistany settlement reached by force alone will be a thorn un their 

side until adjusted, If they dont kmow this from experience this 

may give them a chance to find out. Likewise if Ohde slides back while 
neighbors like Michigan and Iowa go forward it isn*t going to be any 
bed of roses to work in. 

Throw this away if it is too late or beside the point. 
Wishing you luck for you and your work 

Yours sincerely
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CARL H. JOHNSON EXPRESS AND TELEGRAPH 

11028 EAST BOULEVARD 

CLEVELAND 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

905 University Ave. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Leopold: 

Returned your manuscript on Iowa today by express, and 

thank you much for it. ‘ 

Our "Hawks and Owls" has been published and I think you 

have it. The report on state examination by Ohio of 739 
hawks is ready to print and we are assured the state will 
publish it this month; I expect to have 2000 copies and will 

send to you. The State report more than justifies our effort 

to have a law protecting all hawks and owls. 

We hope to put through legislature such a law, and also 
a@ pole trap law; at any rate, we expect the support of Reinhart 

and Wickliffe. We have just sent to Ohio Journal of Science a 

paper on Quail which will be set up at once and reprints out 

before legislature meets. 

\ In the Quail paper we do indeed show that quail are not 

now sufficient in Ohio to justify a state wide open season; 

but we do recommend your form of game policy. 

The success or failure to come in Ohio may be some 

measure of whether it is possible to bring order out of 

chaos by appealing to reason on conservation questions. 

Starting with a Conservation Commission that last winter 

ordered wholesale hawk slaughter, pole traps and everything; 

letting them convert themselves until now they seem to agree 

with us, and can we then put over good laws, or will we just 

putt our heads against a wall of ignorance? 

Sorry I can not suggest any way at present to provide 

bread and butter, but I am about as flattened out as most 

others; not, thank goodness, rich enough to be a total loss; 

but I do not see any chance of organizing anything state or 

national at present. I do believe that the effective work 

of you and Stoddard and this being done now by Wickliffe and 
Trautman will win out in time.
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To Mr. Aldo Leopold December 3, 1932 

Much amused at a letter from Pearson who has just met 

Stuber at the Game Conference and who told Pearson "the 
report of hawk examinations in Ohio will be published soon 

and will be very satisfactory to you" (to Pearson). It is 

amusing when you realize that it was Stuber who got the 

ear of Reinhart and persuaded him to give the orders for 

"vermin" slaughter last winter; that same Stuber being I 

understand in bad repute in Reinhart's office now for 

having led them into such a mistake. 

Yours very truly, 
t De Heol, ote
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Dec. 17, 1932 

Mr. S$. Prentiss Baldwin 
Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory 
Gates Mills, Ohio 

Dear lir. Baldwin: 

I am much pleased thet you incorporated 
some mention of the Towa quail policy in your Ohio quail 
paper. May I have a reprint when available? 

Your comment on Stuber interests me. I 
wonder if he and many others like him have ever absorbed 
the voint that mistakes in predator control may not only 
hurt the predator, but likewise the game. I think that 
enough evidence has now accumulated to enable us defin- 
itely to claim direct injury to the game in many instances. 

There is lately some hone of reviving the 
National Research Cowmcil proposal to survey wild life 
research and education. I am hoping to have a part in 
this and also hope that it will give me a chance for a 

leisurely visit to your institution. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



THE BALDWIN BIRD RESEARCH LABORATORY 

BIRD RESERVATION AND LABORATORY 

HILLCREST FARM, GATES MILLS, OHIO 
S. PRENTISS BALDWIN PHONES 

S. CHARLES KENDEIGH GATES MILLS, 308-3 

THEODORE C. KRAMER CLEVELAND, MAIN 4386 

a St October 24, 1932 EXPRESS AND TELEGRAPH 
11025 EAST BOULEVARD 

CLEVELAND 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

905 University Ave. 

Madison, Wisconsin mee : 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Kendeigh and I have been to Quebec, where perhaps the matter 

of interest to you was a discussion of Hawks and Owls after my talk 
and a discussion of Quail after a paper by Trautman; Ohio rather 

holds the centre of the stage on those subjects until we see what 

success we have before the legislature this winter. 

Your letter to Kendeigh on his Quail paper made some good 

points; he will be hearing from Stoddard and Wicklif®, and I am 

going over it with him, and it will be much revised probably. 

Our Hawks and Owls paper is being mailed to you, and the report 

by Stupka was referred to me by Wickliffe and returned with comment, 

so will I hope be revised and made ready for publication soon. 

I do not see just now any opening for you to come here to work 

up a handbook because I suppose Wickliffe, Trautman and Hicks all 

have some ambitions along that line, to do either separately or 

together. 

Let us see you if you are near here sometime or in case you 

come to Wilson Club meeting. 

Yours very truly, , 

S Oretias Calohonn



Oct. 27, 1932 

Mr. S. Prentiss Baldwin 
Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory 
Hillcrest Parm 
Gates Mills, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Baldwin: 

It 4s sound and proper that Wickliff, Trautman, and Hicks should 
aspire to get mt their own Handbook. I wish them luck, and if they 
can use my personal volunteer help, they have only to say so. 

The attached letter is self-explanatory. I am convined that this 
face-to-face method of specific policy-making could be carried mech 
farther, and that the breach could be substantially narrowed. 

Would it be an utterly wild dream for a dozen men like yourself to 
commission somebody like myself to mobilize the moderate leaders on 
both sides, and set in motion the plans, researches, and specifie com- 
mitments necessary for a start in this direction? 

Why shouldn't the Audubon Society and the federal bureaus join in? 
Isn't the National Research Council concerned? Will Mrs. Hdge gain 
anything by merely firing Gilbert Pearson or Redington? Blodd-letting 
may appease righteous indignation, but right action will be as far away 
as ever. 

If the foundations of an adjustment could begin now, I think the money 
for wholesale education and execution could be easily raised if and when 
economic conditions become better. 

Frankly, I am trying to find a way to pay the grocer while I continue 
in conservation work. I could, of course, attach myself to a state or 
a bureau, but that means fighting politics in the former case, or de- 
fending the intellectual rut of two generations in the latter, 

This, of course, is a purely personal effort to draw out your counsel 

and advice. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Incl.



Sept. 28, 1932 

Mr. S. Prentiss Baldwin 
Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory 
Gates Mills, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Baldwins 

I am sending you the new Iowa Handbook of Game 
Management, written to tell famers and sportsmen what to do 
to land to make it produce game. 

Do you think an Ohio handbook would do any good? 
If so, can you think of any organization which might take me on 
for a couple of months for the purpose of executing it? I 
have hung out my shingle for that kind of work. 

In my opinion the contiming fend between sports- 
men and bird-lovers in your state can only be solved by this 
Icind of an approach. 

A good deal of research foundation for such a 
handbook has been accumiating, including the work of your own 
Laboratory and that of Trautman, Wickliff, Hicks, ete. Except 
for Hicks! winter-feeding bulletin, however, it has not been 
translated to the lay public. 

I would value your opinion. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

P. S. Please tell Mr. Kendeigh that I was mich impressed with his 
Wilson Bulletin paper, and pleased to see the Bulletin seeking 

that sort of thing. 

elie
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Survey 

404 University Avenue Bank Bldg, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Several days ago there was a meeting in Columbus of 

the Grange, the Farm Bureau, and members of our Conservation Council 

who are on the Legislative Committee. At this time I presented a 
summary of what Mr. Trautman and I have found out about Ohio quail, 

and they were very much impressed with the information, especially 
since quail in Ohio weigh just as much and are just as large at the 
present time as they were from 1874 down to 1917. 

The farm group brought out three major points with 
reference to what they consider worth while for the division to try 
to correct. First, that each hunter should display on his back a 
number large enough so that the landowner can read it; Second, that 
the present trespass law in Ohio was a failure; Third, an experiment 
laboratory in nature for the propagation of quail with management. 
Sinee you worked Ohio in your game survey I should appreciate sug- 
gestions pertaining to these points. 

It was the attitude of the leaders of the farm people 

that since quail are as large as they ever were in Ohio, it may be 
advisable to conduct an experimental laboratory on one or more farms 

in the state to determine if it is possible to have a short open sea- 

son on quail, but by managing for these birds to still have as many 
quail in the surrounding area where management is not tried out. This, 
it seems to me, is well worth while considering in Ohio and I outlined 
the plan that you have suggested for Iowa. 

If it does not cause you too much trouble I should ap- 
preciate receiving what you consider the approximate cost of a project 
of this type in order that we may recommend the setting aside of this 
amount of money. Any other data you may have that will assist us will 
be appreciated. 

Thanking you for this data at your earliest convenience, 

I remain, 

TEER RLLS 
E, L. Wickliff, Chief 
Bureau of Scientific Research 

ELW/CG



Oct. 21, 1932 

Mr. BE. L. Wicklirf ‘ 
Bureau of Scientific Research ‘ 

Division of Conservation ‘ 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Wicklife: 

In my experience the cost per acre of a demonstration 
area varies enormously. If an area ig selected that is almost 
in proper shape to begin with, and if patrol and supervision 
are contributed, the cost is virtually nothing. On the other 
hand, food, cover, rentals, and fencing on some areas of 1,000 
acre size in Iowa ran up to 10 cents per acre where the fencing 
was spread over a five-year period. 

I would guess that you could operate a demonstration 
of several thousand acres, selected for cheapness, for'a few 
hundred dollars a year, provided you could assign a warden as 
earetaker and charge the supervision against your regular field 
‘work. In no state where I have worked do they have to pay 
farmers rental. All they want is reimbursement for acreage taken 
away from them or supplies used. 

It is literally impossible to venture a long-distance 
guess on costs without knowing the nature of the land and the 
contributed services. I am sorry I cannot give you a more 
satisfactory answer. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh ,



A LIST OF CONTRIBUTIONS 

FROM THE 

BALDWIN BIRD RESEARCH LABORATORY 

(Issued, October 15, 1932) 

The papers from the Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory listed 

below are the productions of S. Prentiss Baldwin, his assistants, 

and collaborators. 

Those that are out of print or otherwise not available for free 

distribution are followed by an asterisk (*); the others may be 

obtained by application to the Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory, 

Room 817, Williamson Building, Cleveland, Ohio. 

Contribution No. 17, Measurements of Birds, is sold by the 

Cleveland Museum of Natural History, 2717 Euclid Avenue, 

Cleveland, Ohio, at the price of $1.20 in paper covers, $1.85 bound ; 

both postpaid. 

Contribution No. 21, Physiology of the Temperature of Birds, 

is sold by the Cleveland Museum of Natural History, 2717 Euclid 
Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, at the price of $2.20 in paper covers, 

$2.85 bound ; both postpaid. 

Conrrizution No. 1.—Baxpwin, S. Prentiss. Bird Banding by Means of 

Systematic Trapping. Abstract of the Proceedings 
of the Linnaean Society of New York, No. 31, [for] 

1918-1919 [December 23, 1919], pp. 23-56, pls. 

I-VII. This paper describes the methods and re- 

sults of the systematic trapping and banding of 

birds at Cleveland, Ohio, and Thomasville, Georgia.* 

(Reprinted in No. 19.) 

Contrisution No. 2.—Batpwin, S. Prentiss. Recent Returns from 

Trapping and Banding Birds. The Auk, Vol. 

XXXVIII, No. 2, April, 1921, pp. 228-237. A re- 
port of bird banding at Thomasville, Georgia, and 

Cleveland, Ohio, during 1919 and 1920.* 

ContrisuTion No. 3.—Batpwin, S. Prentiss. The Marriage Relations 

of the House Wren. The Auk, Vol. XXXVIII, 

No. 2, April, 1921, pp. 237-244. Mating habits and 

genealogy, as learned from banded birds, are here 

discussed.* (Reprinted in No. 19.)



Contrisution No. 4.—Batpwin, S. Prentiss. Adventures in Bird 

Banding in 1921. The Auk, Vol. XXXIX, No. 2, 

April, 1922, pp. 210-224, pls. VIII-IX. Bird band- 

ing results in 1921 at Thomasville, Georgia, and 

Cleveland, Ohio, are here given. 

Contripution No. 5.—Ta.sot, Lester R. Bird Banding at Thomasville, 

Georgia, in 1922. The Auk, Vol. XXXIX, No. 3, 

July, 1922, pp. 334-350, pls. XV-XVII. Report of 

Mr. Talbot, who operated the Thomasville bird 

banding station for Mr. Baldwin in February and 

March, 1922, 

ContrisuTion No. 6.—MusseLman, Tuomas E. Bird Banding at Thomas- 

ville, Georgia, 1923. The Auk, Vol. XL, No. 3, 

July, 1923, pp. 442-452, pls. XXV-XXVII. Report 
of Mr. Musselman, who operated the Thomasville 

bird banding station with Mr. Baldwin in February 

and March, 1923. 

Conrripution No. 7.—May, Joun B. Bird Banding at Thomasville, 

Georgia, 1924. The Auk, Vol. XLI, No. 3, July 

1924, pp. 451-462, pls. XXVII-XXVIII. Report 
of Doctor May, who operated the Thomasville bird 

banding station with Mr. Baldwin from January to 

April, 1924, 

Conrripution No. 8.—Batpwin, S. Prentiss. Bird Banding; Are Birds 

Frightened or Injured? The Wilson Bulletin, Vol. 

XXXVI, No. 2, June, 1924, pp. 101-104. 

ContrisutTion No, 9.—Batpwin, S. Prentiss. History of the Quail 

Investigation. The Wilson Bulletin, Vol. XXXVII, 

No. 2, June, 1925, pp. 98-100.* 

Contrisution No. 10.—Batpwin, S. Prentiss; AND Kenpveicu, S. CHARLES. 

Attentiveness and Inattentiveness in the Nesting 

Behavior of the House Wren. The Auk, Vol. 
XLIV, No. 2, April, 1927, pp. 206-216, pls. 

X-XIII. Explains the use of potentiometer and 

thermocouple in keeping record of nest temperature 

and movements of female house wren during incu- 

bation. 

Conrtrisution No, 11.—Boutron, Rupyerp. Ptilosis of the House Wren. 

The Auk, Vol. XLIV, No. 3, July, 1927, 387- 
414, figs. 1-12. Prepared while Mr. Boulton was 

acting as assistant at the Baldwin Bird Research 

Laboratory during the summer of 1926.



ContrisuTion No. 12.—Mussetman, THomas E. Foot Disease of Chip- 

ping Sparrow (Spizella passerina). The Auk, Vol. 

XLV, No. 2, April, 1928, pp. 137-147, pl. VII. A 

study of bird pox, especially as it appears at 

Thomasville, Georgia. 

Conrrisution No. 13.—Batpwin, S. Prentiss; AnD Bowen, W. Wepc- 

woop. Nesting and Local Distribution of the House 

Wren. The Auk, Vol. XLV, No. 2, April, 1928, 

pp. 186-199, figs. 1-5. This paper describes the plan 

and purposes of the “outfield” work on the house 

wren at the Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory in 

19272 

Contripution No, 14.—Kenpricu, S. Cartes; AND Batpwin, S. Pren- 

tiss. Development of Temperature Control in 

Nestling House Wrens. American Naturalist, Vol. 

LXII, No. 680, May-June, 1928, pp. 249-278. A 

study of body temperature and methods of taking 

body temperature of birds. 

ConrriputTion No, 15.—Lrncoin, Freperick C. Bibliography of Bird Band- 

ing in America. The Auk, Vol. XLV, No. 4, Sup- 

plement, October, 1928, pp. 1-73. Although this 

paper was not prepared by a member of the staff of 

the Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory, it was 

written at the request of Mr. Baldwin, by Mr. Lin- 

coln, of the United States Biological Survey, by 
permission of the Biological Survey. 

ContrisuTion No. 16.—Batpwin, S. Prentiss. A Bird Research Lab- 

oratory. Bulletin of the Northeastern Bird Band- 

ing Association, Vol. IV, No. 4, October, 1928, pp. 

115-120. A description of the organization and pur- 

poses of the Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory.* 

ContrizuTion No. 17.—Batpwin, S. Prentiss; Opernorser, Harry C.; 

AnD Wortey, Leonarp G. Measurements of Birds. 

Scientific Publications of the Cleveland Museum of 

Natural History, Vol. II, October 14, 1931, pp. 

I-IX, 1-165; figs. 1-151. A manual of external 

measurements of birds, for use in biological, system- 

atic, and other studies of variation in the size of 

birds.* 

ContripuTion No. 18.—KenpeicH, S. CHarLtes; and BALpwin, S. PREN- 

tiss. The Mechanical Recording of the Nesting 

i Activities of Birds. The Auk, Vol. XLVII, No. 4, 

October, 1930, pp. 471-480; pls. XV-XVIII; figs. 

1-4. A description of the construction and opera- 

tion of instruments in use at the Baldwin Bird Re- 
search Laboratory.



Conrrisution No. 19.—Batpwin, S. Prentiss. Bird Banding by System- 

atic Trapping. Scientific Publications of the Cleve- 

land Museum of Natural History, Vol. I, No. 5, 

April 15, 1931, pp. 125-168; pls. XIX-XXV. A 
reprint, with corrections, of contributions from the 

Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory, No. 1, “Bird 

Banding by Means of Systematic Trapping” and 

No. 3, “The Marriage Relations of the House 
Wren.” 

Contrizution No. 20.—Batpwin, S. Prentiss. “Bird Sanctuary” Sugges- 
tions. Ohio Journal of Science, Vol. XXXI, No. 3, 

May, 1931, pp. 172-176. Suggestions for the estab- 
lishment and maintenance of sanctuaries for birds, 

in parks, estates, cemeteries, and golf grounds. 

Conrrisution No. 21.—Batpwin, S. Prentiss; AND Kenveicu, S. CHARLES. 

Physiology of the Temperature of Birds. Scientific 

Publications of the Cleveland Museum of Natural 

History, Vol. III, October 15, 1932, pp. 1-196; pls. 

Frontispiece, I-V; figs. 1-41. A study of the tem- 

perature of passeriform birds, adults, nestlings, and 

eggs.* 

Contripution No. 22,—Parren, BrapLey MERRILL; AND KRAMER, THEO- 

pore C. A Moving-picture Apparatus for Micro- 

scopic Work. Anatomical Records, Vol. LII, No. 2, 
March 25, 1932, pp. 169-189. Description of an 

apparatus for taking motion pictures of microscopic 
living objects. 

Conrripution No, 23.—Kenpveicu, S. Cuartes. A Study of Merriam’s 

Temperature Laws. Wilson Bulletin, Vol. XLIV, 

No. 3, September 21, 1932, pp. 129-143. A critical 

examination of the conclusions reached by Dr. C. 

Hart Merriam in his studies of the laws governing 

temperature control of the distribution of animals 

and plants. 

Conrrisution No. 24.—Batpwin, S. Prentiss; KenpeicH, S. CHARLES; 

AND Franks, Roscoze W. Protect Hawks and Owls 

in Ohio. The Ohio Journal of Science, Vol. XXXII, 

No. 5, September, 1932. Arguments for the protec- 

tion of all species of hawks and owls.



i a STATE OF OHIO 
eo ae DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE a afl es. EARL H. HANEFELD, Director 

ee CoLumBus 

aa CONSERVATION Divi 
WM. H. REINHART, Lar aa October it 

1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I wish to thank you for your letter of October 8 

and as suggested by Mr. Seth Gordon, I am sending you under separ- 
ate cover a copy of our financial statement which contains the ar- 
ticle mentioned by Mr. Gordon in his recent letter to you. 

At present we are cooperating with Mr. Roscoe 

McCullagh of Newton Falls, Trumbull County, in carrying on some 
of the fundamentals of game management for ring-necked pheasants, 
and at the same time are obtaining what data we can on quail. 

Mr. Trautman is presenting a paper on weights, 

measurements, and present abundance of quail in Ohio at the coming 

meeting of the American Ornithologists Union to be held the week 

of October 16 in Canada. 

I am afraid that you slightly misinterpreted my 

recent letter as I did not desire to have the state take over the 
area, but considered it advisable for the state to assist in the 

supervision of such an area, but the area to be owned and control- 
led by the landowner or landowners. 

I have received two copies of your publication 
dealing with management of game in Iowa and wish to thank you for 

same. This publication gives the necessary information for manage- 

ment and I am hoping that in the near future we can begin such a is 

program in Ohio. 

Very truly yours, 

E, L. Wickliff, Chief i 
Bureau of Scientific Research 

ELW/CG
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Oct. 8, 1932 

Mr. EB. L. Wieklif? 
Conservation Division 
Department of Agriculture 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Wickliff: 

I have no doubt at all that your department could prove 
through an experimental open season on a managed area that Ohio 
quail could stand shooting provided your limited the total kill 
of birds from such area. I have decided doubts, however, as to 
the value of such an experiment because your department does 

not have funds enough to manage enough land to take care of the 

general public. 

If, on the other hand, you induced a group of farmers to 
do the same kind of an experiment under your supervision, then 
I would be enthusiastic about the value of the venture because 
such a venture could spread indefinitely and eventually become 
a solution to the quail problem in Ohio much superior to the 
total closure which now obtains. 

I can see some value to your department conducting an 

experiment for’ the purpose of convincing farmers that they could 
do the same thing, but I do not think a state-operated area . 
would be as convincing as a farmer-operated area under state 

supervision. 

You would need legislative authorization for farmer groups 
to undertake quail management and at the same time contime the 
present closure on unorganized lands. One possible form of such 

legislative authorization is described in the Iowa leaflet, 
"Needs and Possibilities in the Management of Game in Iova." 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO. LEOPOLD 
AL/vh
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eae = DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
ey aH ae EARL H. HANEFELD, Director 

“ee CoLumBus 
i Cons On. Ho hENNAeh Genv ieee October 6 

1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

905 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I wish to thank you for the copy of your paper en- 

titled, "Management of Upland Game Birds in Iowa". I have also re- 
ceived from the State Department of Iowa several over bulletins deal- 
ing with game birds and their management. 

While attending the recent conference of American 

Fisheries Society and the Fish and Game Commissioners! meeting at 

Baltimore, I talked with Mr. Haskell Noyes of the Wisconsin Conserva- 

tion Department about their experimental open season on the bobwhite. 

As you know the situation in Ohio it is useless for 

me to say anything to you about it, but on the other hand, it does 

seem like there is one method of approach in this state and that is 

to have a short experimental open season with limited bag limits and 

a limited number of shooting hours and upon this area to have 

practiced game management such as is explained in your publication. 

I took this matter up with Mr. Hicks, Mr. Trautman and others and 

should appreciate your response in answer to the following question: 

Do you consider it practical to recommend experimental open season 

on quail in Ohio if the conditions mentioned above are followed out 
and the experiment is conducted entirely by this bureau and without 

any outside interference of any kind. 

Some time during the week of October 10 there is to 

be a meeting in Columbus to consider the status of this bird and any 

data from your wealth of knowledge concerning the quail in Ohio will 

be appreciated by us by the 10th day of October, 

Thanking you for numerous past courtesies and hoping 

to hear from you as soon as possible on the above points, I remain, 

Very truly yours, 

E. L. Wiekliff, LES 
Bureau of Scientific Research 

ELW/CG
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¥ Biologival Laboratory 

A WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY 

ADELBERT COLLEGE 

Clebeland, Ohin 

October 3, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am sending you under separate cover a manuscript copy of a 
study of the bob-white population in Ohio. I would like very much 
to receive your comments and criticimms of it. As you will notice, 
I quote rather freely from some of your publications and those of 
Errington, so would appreciate your checking these also. I would, 
of course, like to know if any of the results or conelusions in this - 
paper are contradictory to your findings, as I prefer the-paper to 
be jumped on before publication, rather than too much afterwards. 

I regret that it is necessary for me to ask for this paper's 

return in about two weeks but hope that you will find an opportunity ; 
‘ to read it before then. 

Very truly yours,



Oct. 10, 1932 

Mr. S. Charles Kendeigh 
Biological Laboratory 
Western Reserve University 

Cleveland, Chio 

Dear Mr. Kendeigh: 

Your bobwhite paper is a very important contribution to our 
knowledge of game, and I appreciate having been given a chance to see 

it. I hope it will be printed soon and widely distributed. (Can 
you gare me 6 reprints?) 

My comments, in page order, are: 

pe 2. The Nice paper was "Food of Bobwhite," Journ. Icon. Entomology, 
Vol. 3, No. 3, June 1910, pp. 295-313. 

pe3. Bobwhite as Weed Destroyer. Your statement contains at least the 
strong inference that bobwhite, by eating weed seeds, controls weeds. 
Stoddard and I doubt whether this is invariably, or even usually, the 

i case, because the abundance of many weed species seems to depend on 

physical conditions, rather than presence of seeds. I would therefore 
advise qualifying this page a little more strongly. 

pe 10. Census. What the Bird-Lore strip counts give you is not a census, 
but an index to abundance. If the counts were made by walling out section 
lines, the 75' strip would (with mass data) cive a true cross-section of 
the state. As a matter of fact, however, most bird-students walk the 
fencerows, brushy draws, woodlot edges, streambanks, railroad cuts, etc., 
along which the 75' strip tends to give you (if J5'4s a true averaze flush- 
ing distance, as I have no reason to doubt it 2 is) a census of 

that part of the total area inhabited by quail. 

I encountered éxactly the same difficulty in my quail census 
of Iowa, about to appear in the next issue of Cutdoor America. I couldn't 
get my counters to allow for blank areas. They got a bird per 3 acres. 
as the most frequent apparent density for Iowa, but I estimated 75% of the 
total area is blank, so my actual estimated density is 1 per 9 acres. 
This of course checks very closely your &.5 acres for Iowa, but even so 
I cannot agree that the average bird-walk is a true census of the township 
in which it is made. In most of Iowa bird cover of any Icind igs scarcer 
than in the other three states you cite, so this error would be corres- 

pondingly exaggerated. ’
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By all means use your figures just as they are--they are immensely 
valuable--nearly as valuable as a true census, but as a matter of caution 
acknowledge somewhere that the bird-walker selects his terrain, and that 
the degree of selection is unmeasured, and not necessarily uniform in 
the states mentioned. It is still true that counts over a series of years 
in the same locality are a direct and true meagure of fluctuation, even 
though they be not a true census. 

pe 16. Winter Losses. Where you quote me on p. 16, the contrast with 
the ensuing paragraph on cycles would be clearer if you said: "Fluctuations 
in quail population do, however, occur. The recollections of local 
sportsmen, compiled by Leopold, show low mumbers in parts of Ohio in 1887, 
1891, 1901, 1923, and 1928, md all over Ohio in 1918. The averaze 
interval between these seven known periods of scarcity is 7 years in Ohio. 
In nearby states the period ran from 4 to 7 years." 

Anent your statement, "fluctuations . . occur. . to a mech 
larger extent than. . suspected by Stoddard and Leopold." It might be 
more accurate to say "fluctuations occur in Ohio to a mich larger extent 
than recorded by Leopold." In this connection, in my forthcoming Iowa 
quail chapter, I cite many instances of near-annihilation under like 

climatic conditions. 

pe 31. I want to congratulate you on this remarkably close correlation. 

Pp. 36. Status of Iowa, 1909-1916. ‘There was a killing winter all over 
Iowa in 1907-08, and a lesser one in south Iowa 1911-12. These dates 
are based on birds, not weather records. North Iowa did not recover from 
1907-08 until 1917. ‘This may help account for "no birds at all were 
reported during those years." I do not challenge your general conclusion, 
wat I would like to protect your paper from substantial counter-attacks 
by somebody using my own forthcoming data. 

Re NG. General Conclusion. Why not contime the total closure except 
Yi Lf Cet: Uf GL 2SU OO Ma invarny A: 3M. 2.9 s cu ssh UE UL VE v- 

If you added this proviso, your conclusions would be identical 
with mine in Iowa. 

“Suitable habitat" can be defined closely enough to enable a 
legally authorized inspector to say whether or not it is satisfactory 

(see Iowa Handbook which I am sending you). 

Limitation of kill can be enforced by shutting down the whole area 

till its operators learn to behave.
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This is the gist of the “Iowa Plan" on quail. The details 
of operation in a typical case are described in a leaflet which I am 
asking Iowa to send you. 

By adding this proviso, you would place Ohio sportsmen under 
the necessity of forming a non-political technically-competent Department 
and of initiating suitable research to guide ite administrative actions. 

Discretionary powers could obviously not be entrusted to the department 
as now organized, - even the sportsmen Imow that. 

As the situation now stands, it is up to the protectionists to 
gefend their position. By shifting the situation as above suzgested, 

protectionists could mt it up to the sportsmen to earn their quail 
shooting, or go without. 

‘Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ee 
FOREST SERVICE 

CENTRAL STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

ADDRESS REPLY TO Luts DIRECTOR OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY. 

AND REFER TO COLUMBUS, OHI0 

RS - CS 
Library Sept. 350, 1932 

R- CS 
Special 
Copeland Report 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Consulting Forester, 
905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Following the suggestions contained in your letter dated August 

27th, I have obtesined copies of the Illinois and Missouri report from 
the office of the Biological Survey in Washington. These reports have 

been very helpful in our analysis of the problem in this region. It 

would be extremely desirable to have copies of this report available to. 

the Central States Forest Experiment Station. We would greatly appre- 

ciate if you will suggest any possible way of obtaining them, It is 
noted that the loaned manuscript of the Missouri report is copy 13, indi- 

cating that the reports were preparedin some numbers. . In event that the 

additional copies of these Central States reports are exhausted, it 

would be of interest to learn where the photostat negatives of maps and 

charts are filed, and whether or not they are available for copying, 

This station is also interested in your report on a game survey : 

of Iowa, appearing in Outdoor America. If these articles represent the 

complete resort for the state of Lowa, they will prove a useful addition 
to our library. : 

A note concerning deer in Ohio which may be of interest to you 

has come to my attention recently. From Mr. Powell, Attorney, New Lexing- 
ton, Ohio, I have learned that a grown deer was killed in Perry County 
during August, 1952, by a game poacher. The deer was evidently one 
escaped from the Roosevelt Game Preserve in Scioto County. 

I wish to express my thanks for your helpful cooperation in the 

preparation of the reports on lands needed for game. 

Very truly yours,’ 

/ John G. Kuenzel, 

JGK:k Junior Forester



Oct. 11, 1932 

Mr. John G. Kuenzel 
Central States Forest Experiment Station 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Kuenzel: : ¥ 

‘Most of the copies of the mamscript reports on | 
state game surveys went to the Game Committee of the Institute. 
If you want copies for your station library, I would asic ; 
C. S. Comeaux, 103 Park Aveme, New York, to see if any of 
his members are willing to give up their copies, with the 
understanding that they would be given only to the libraries 
of public biological institutions. : 

; If this doesn't work, I have the original charts _ 
for all the reports, should you think it worth while to copy. 

‘ The Iowa report will be bound and sold by the 
_ ‘I.WeLeA., but orders mst be placed in advance. 

Yours sincerely, 

AL/vh



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

CENTRAL STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

ADSBACS ane n fits OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
DIRECTOR 
AND REFER TO COLUMBUS, OHIO 

R- Cs 
Special 
Copeland Resolution 
Game Survey August 25, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, , 
University Ave. Nat. Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

If available, kindly furnish me with a copy of your report 
on "Game Food and Cover in the Corn Belt," which occurs in the 
Proceedings of the 9th Annual Convention, Izaac Walton League of 
America. Any additional publications or references which will be 
of value in treating the subject "The land which should be used 
for game" for the Central States Region; Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 
Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas, Kentucky, and Tennessee, other than your 
recent volume on "Game Survey of the North Central States" will 
be appreciated. 

The questionnaire enclosed includes a list of the important 
phases of the problem. Any criticisms, suggestions, or references 
will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

John G. Kuenzel, Junior Forester. 

JGK/CH 
Ence



1 R- CS 
Special 
Copeland Resolution 

Game 

(1) Estimate the ultimate total forest acreage which it would be desirable 

for the states to hold and administer as \ 

(1) Geme Sanctuaries 
(a) Now 
(b) 20 years from now 

(2) Public Shooting and Fishing Grounds 
(a) Now 
(b) 20 years from now 

(2) In which, if any, of the timber types shown on the accompanying map, is 
game production and timber growing incompatible? 

(3) Is anything more than adequate game laws and enforcement and fire pro- 
tection needed to insure satisfactory game population? 

(4) Value of game production as a phase of forest management; specific 
examples in region, if any. 

(5) What new State or Federal laws would it be desirable to propose in order 

that game management would be assisted?
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Aug. 27, 1932 

Mr. John G. Kuenzel 
Central States Forest Uxperiment Station 
Ohio State University 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Kuenzel: 

The material most pertinent to your subject over 
and sbove what you already have ig: (1) "Iowa Handbook of Came 
Management," now obtainable from the State Game Department; 
(2). "Report ‘on a Game Survey of Iowa" by myself which will run 
serially besinning in the coming issue of Outdoor America. 

My manuscript reports on the individual states 
which you are to cover contain more material than the printed 
Game Survey. ‘The early reports are rather sketchy but the ones 
for Missouri and Illinois would be worth your reading. I have 
no copies but my file copy, but the Biological Survey might 
possibly loan you theirs. 

Referring to your five questions? 

(1) Exeept in the mountainous parts of your 
territory and except for migratory birds, game senctuaries and 
public shooting grounds will play a very small part. If you 
are not familiar with the reasons, consult the American Game 
Policy, obtainable from the American Game Association. 

(2) There is no incompatibility between game 
and timber in any part of your region except in the mountains 
where an overstocking of deer might some day raise this qestion. 

(3) The old formla that laws plus fire protec- 
tion ‘is the basis of game supply is entirely worn out, and I 
hope will not be further perpetrated by foresters. See "The Role 
of the Forester in Game Management," by myself, Jour. Forestry, 
Vol. 29, No. i, Jamary 1931, pp. 25-31. 

(4) Unfortunately there is as yet no example of 
game management as a phase of forest management in your region. 
There are several excellent opportunities, but I am so far unable 
to interest foresters in then.
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(5) The only laws needed are those encouraging 
reveme from game crops. See "Needs and Possibilities in Developing 
a Game Manazement Program for Iowa," Iowa Fish and Game Commission, 
Des Moines. 

; By this winter my text on game management will be 
ew Seribner's and will contain much material along your 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

ai/va
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LAW OFFICES 

LYNCH, DAy, PONTIUS & LYNCH 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING 

Bie ae CANTON, OHIO 

Caden Ne TELEPHONE 6174 

BeNAB Rates, August 24, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopolds- 

I have your recent favor regarding the 
pamphlet entitled “The Waterfowl Situation in Ohio" 
and for your expression of appreciation I thank you. 

I do not have in Canton any copies of this 
pamphlet but I have requested Mr. L. L. Mackey, 

Secretary of the Association who resides at Port 
Clinton, Ohio, to send a copy to you, also to Mr. 
Errington. 

It may be of interest for you to learn that 
we had an unusually good breeding season along Lake 
Erie and now that the young ducks are coming out of 
the grass many thousands can be seen upon our marsh 
properties. Owing to the unusually dry season we 
have found it necessary to keep our pumps and water 
elevators going since last June. Much of the time 
our elevators have been pouring water into the marshes 
night and day, otherwise most of our marshes would 

have gone dry with disastrous results to the young 

birds. 

If at any time you should be coming through 
Ohio on the New York Central and will stop at Port 
Clinton our Secretary, Mr. L. Le Mackey, I am sure 
would. be glad to take you out to some of our marshes 
and I am quite sure that the trip will be of interest 
to you. 

With kindest personal regards, I remain 

Very truly yours, ‘ a



_ Copies to Baldwin 
i} Wickliff 

April 20, 1932 

/ Mr. B. 3S. Thomas 

State Musews ; 
Columbus, Shio 

Dear Mr. Thomas: 

My friend Prentiss Baldwin tells me you are drawing up new game 
laws for Ohio, and mggests that I send you pertinent material. 

It is not quite clear to me whether your task is a general revis- 
fon of the game laws or only the sections dealing with hawics and owls. 
In either event, if you will suggest in what ways I might serve you 
I will cooperate to the best of my ability. 

Assuming that you are overhauling the laws in general, I might 
eall your attention to a new departure which Iowa is considering as 
an improved way to handle the moot question of closed game birds. 
There is, of course, the usual pressure from sportamen to open up on 
birds like quail and an equally strong pressure from general conser- 
vationists to keep them closed. Iowa is considering the policy of 
keeping quail closed in the state as a whole tut granting ammal permits 
subject to anmal inspection and if necessary, revocation, to organized 

areas on which quail are being produced under management. Zach persit 
would specify a maxinun kill ani each permittee would be required to 
keep books. ; 

Whether the scheme will work, of course, remains to be seen. The 
arrancement is premised on the fact established by my Game Survey that 
the quail ranze in Iowa 1s shrinking rather rapidly under intensive 
cultivation and the setting up of a new force to restore habitable range 
might actually prove for the ultimate benefit of the bird provided such 
force can be utilized without endangering the bird on ummanaged areas. 

In other words, it is proposed to meet the sportsmen's argument by 
telling them that they can shoot quail if they will produce a surplus, 
but that any sportsman who does not care to go toe the trouble of doing 
this can go without, as in the past. 

This, of course, is just the bare outline of the scheme. I can 
give you more deteils if you are interested. Please note that I am 
not advocating the scheme but merely suggesting 1t in response to Mr. ; 
Baldwin's request that I send you ideas. I might say that a mumber
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of Towa ornithologists have expressed themselves as willing to give 
the scheme a trial. 

Neither Ohio, Iowa, nor any other state should go into this kind 
of a thing without competent man-power for inspection of permitted 
areas. I am gure also that it would not work without a relatively 
high-grade, disinterested, non-political came commission. 

De you have my “Game Survey of the North Central States"? If 
not, I will be glad to send you a copy. ‘ 

Your sincerely, 

j ALDO LEOPOLD
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EDWARD S.THOMAS 

: 

CURATOR OF NATURAL HISTORY OnIo STATE MUSEUM 

NM. Kos eet COLUMBUS, OHIO 

April 22, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin: 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter relative 

to Ohio game laws. I shall probably not myself 

undertake the drawing up of new game laws for the 

state, although I am greatly interestéd that this 

pe done. The burden of the work will probably fall 

upon Milton B. Trautman of the Bureau of Scientific 

Research, Ohio Division of Conservation. Trautman 
is a close friend of mine, and, I feel thoroughly 
competent to undertake the work. I am sending him 

a copy of your letter, and I trust that the Division : 

will avail themselves of your experience in such 

matters. 

I am interested in the Iowa plan 
with reference to the quail. I am inclined to 
appreciate the sportsman's viewpoint with reference 
to this bird, since it cannot be denied that it is 
an ideal game bird, and the only one suitable for 
the hilly country of eastern Ohio. On the other , 
hand, as a bird lover, I am inclined to be rather 
conservative on the question. From a practical 
point of view, I am inclined to believe that popu- 
lar sentiment is so strong, particularly among our 
farmers, that I doubt very much if quail will again 
be placed on the game bird list, at least for many 
years. Still, I shall be greatly interested in fol- 
lowing the results of the Iowa experiment. 

What I am most interested in at pres- 
ent is seeing that sane laws be enacted with reference 
to our birds of prey. The Ohio law at present is 
virtually a joke. I am strongly of the opinion that 
hawk bounties should be discontinued and I am rather 
bitter against pole-trapping. 

I do not have a copy of your "Game 
Survey". I have been intending to secure a copy of 

lal it , but press of duties has caused me to neglect 
(28 doing so. I should be very glad indeed if you could 

Wos7 send me a copy. 
ay Sincerely yours, (| 8 ee
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THE BALDWIN BIRD RESEARCH LABORATORY 

BIRD RESERVATION AND LABORATORY 

HILLCREST FARM, GATES MILLS, OHIO 
S. PRENTISS BALDWIN PHONES 

S$. CHARLES KENDEIGH GATES MILLS, 308-J 

THEODORE C. KRAMER CLEVELAND, MAIN 4386 

ROSCOE W. FRANKS April 11, 1932 cr 
CARL H. JOHNSON EXPRESS AND TELEGRAPH 

11025 EAST BOULEVARD 

CLEVELAND 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

905 University Ave. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Leopold: 

Yours of March 29th received. 

On your N. R. C. Wild Life Committee are several whom I know very 

well, Goldman and Shelford, (Kendeigh took his "Dr." under Shelford) ; 
Adams and Bryant I know by correspondence; the others I know of course 

by name. 

Of course I approve that Committee taking up game studies but would 

advise that in all the game studies under N. R. C. or else where the 

study include the whole field of wild life, as game preservation can not 

be intelligently studied or controlled without consideration of all other 

wild life. 

Apparently the hawk and owl situation will correct itself before 

long. I am informed that Commissioner Rhinehart has already said that 

he is satisfied the pole traps are "not fair’ and should be abandoned. 

We now hear that the hawk killing may be stopped by June lst as they 

will then have examined about 1000 hawks, and all practically tell the 

same story that the birds are useful instead of harmful to game. It be- 

gins to look as if there will not be need of much fight about these 

things. &. S. Thomas is, I understand, to draw up new game laws for 

Ohio. I suggest you send him (State Museum, Columbus) any matter that 

would be of interest to him. 

. very truly, 

S, Facutees Ub 2 lolx 

Uirote ve uf y
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HILLCREST FARM, GATES MILLS, OHIO 
S$. PRENTISS BALDWIN PHONES 

S$, CHARLES KENDEIGH GATES MILLS, 308-3 

THEODORE C. KRAMER CLEVELAND, MAIN 4386 

ieee eee EXPRESS AND TELEGRAPH 

SARE HE HOMNAON March 9, 1932 11025 EAST BOULEVARD 

CLEVELAND 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

905 University Ave. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

You stir my curiosity, when you say that you 

are terminating your work with the ammunition people 

on April list. 

Without being impertinent, I may be excused for 

asking what you are going to do; and what is the Game 

Survey going to do; for I am sure you are exactly the 

man for the job if it means to win the confidence of 

all sides of the conservation problem. 

: If the ammunition people are like our present 

state game control you are not wild eyed enough for 

them; but I think we are going to do some fine educat- 

ing here. 

Would like you to talk to our Bird Club some time, 

and visit my Laboratory at the same time. 

Did I ask if you can send me a couple more of the 

game pamphlets? 

Yours very truly, 

DP Fare ties Wane.
 

SPB:BA



March 29, 1932 

Mr. S. Prentiss Baldwin 
Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory 
Gates Mills, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Baldwint 

You may rest assured that your inquiry about my future plans 
gives me nothing but gratification. 

What I am trying to do is to interest the National Research 
Council in starting up a program of game surveys end game fellowships. 
The Committee on Wild Life, which Stoddard, you and I sponsored a 
couple years ago, is now considering the matter. If an institution 
like the National. Research Council ean be started along these lines 
their program could include not only the life history research which 
Stoddard and I have been interested in, but also the encouragement 
of fundamental research such as you are doing. I have already cited 
your activities to the Council Committee as an example of the vast 
untouched field in wild life physiology in which work mist ultimately 
be done in order that conservation research may not end up in blind 
alleys. 

It goes without saying that I am urging the Council to worl 
through existing agencies rather than start up any new ones. 

The Committee on Wild Life studies consists of the following: 
Dr. John ©. Merriam, chairman, Dr. Chas. C. Adams, Dr. H. B. Anthony, 
Dr. Harold ©. Bryant, Major B. A. Goldman, Prof. VY. EB. Shelford, and 
myself. 

I am going to take advantag@ of your interest by suggesting 
that you take up with any of these people that you lmow the impor- 
tance of the Council getting into this field. I see no reason why 
some of the big foundations should not find such a program even more 
worthy of interest than many of the things they are now doing. 

In response to your question: I would like very much to 
talk to your bird club but at the present moment all of my travel 
ig on personal mxpense. I still intend to stop off at your place, 
however, in connection with some trip east.
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You ask for a couple more of the "game pamphlets." If 
you mean the game policy, my secretary sent you some additional 
ones recently. If this is not what you mean, can you specify 
more in detail? 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

For your information I am enclosing a copy of a letter 

written by Mr. Clay E, Harmon, Chief of the Bureau of Conservation Of- 
ficers, to Mr, Henry F. Lukas, game protector at Cleveland, Ohio. This 
letter is self-explanatory and will give you the informtion requested 
in your letter of February 24. 

The Bureau of Scientific Research did not institute the 

present program of vermin control, but it was considered advisable by 
this bureau to have the bodies of all hawks and owls taken in the campaign 

sent to the State Museum where we have employed Mr. Arthur Stupka to ex- 

amine the stomach contents. 

Several weeks ago we brought out a preliminary report for 
each protector and for your convenience we are sending you a copy under 

separate cover. 

For your information I will state that this campaign is 
being carried on on our state game refuges. Two methods are being used 

at the present time. One is the pole trap method and the other the shot 

gun. As far as I can determine the ammunition companies did not have any 

interest in starting or continuing this campaign, but since it has been 

started it seems advisable to carry it at least through the nesting and 

rearing season of our birds in order to obtain information as to the econ- 

omic importance of hawks at this time. It may also be advisable to begin 

again during the hunting season. 

Some time ago I sent you a paper by Mr. Trautman and 

myself, giving the economic importance of certain hawks, but in case you 

did not receive this paper we are again enclosing a copy for your in- 

formation, which will show you where we stand on the hawk question in this 

state. 

Within the next two weeks we hope to be able to summarize 

the results of the work to date as 469 hawks and owls have been sent in 

and as soon as this is available we should be pleased to send you a copy. 

If this division can assist you in any way please let us 

know, and thanking you for your past cooperation, I remain, 

Very truly yours, 

Moko yy RL 
E. L. Wickurr, Chief 

ELW/cG BURE4U OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
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4 February 2, 1932 

Mr. Henry F, Lukas 

5176 E, 49th St. 
Cleveland, Ohio 

Dear Sir: 

We are in receipt of several clippings from the Cleveland Plain 
Dealer of January 31, 1932, which state that you have given out in- 

formation that ammunition for crow and vermin killing will be furnished 

by thés Department to farmers and others engaged in this undertaking, 

also that traps would, be furnished them. 

No such statement has ever been authorized by this office. The 
ammunition is for use of protectors only and traps are to be used on 

State Game Refuges. 

You also are quoted as saying "No hunting license will be required". 

You evidently are ignorant of the meaning of Section 1431, General Code 
of Ohio, which requires a person to take out a hunting and trapping license 

before pursuing or killing with gun any wild bird or wild animal. 

Before talking or writing for publication you mst be sure of your 

ground and not broadcast misleading information. You are hereby ordered 

to correct these erroneous statements and in future consult your superior 

officers in not only this but on other phases of your duties. 

Cooperation is what we must have and it is necessary for you to 

prove by your future conduct that you are willing to grant the same to 

this Department in the fullest measure. 

A copy of this letter will be furnished to Mr. Crossley and 

Lindsley. 

Yours very truly, 

Clay E. Harmon. Chief 
Bureau of Conservation Officers 

HHG:A 

P.S. After this correction is made, do not talk any more for publication.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of February 23d received and of course is just 

what I wanted and expected. I should have wired you earlier, as 

I have this morning, that the State Game matter is working out so 

that no immediate fight is necessary. We stirred up a couple of 

prominent Democrats to protest to the Democratic administration 

and within a week secured a modification of that first order, 

notice of which you saw in our Plain Dealer. 

The explanation was made by the Game Commissioner that it was 

all a mistake on the part of the Cleveland Game "Protector"; that 
shells were not to be issued promiscuously, and that hunting licenses 

would be necessary. 

However, it appeared that the Game "Protectors" in other counties 

of the state made the same mistake, and the change of order is not any 

change of heart, but only a caution to "Protectors" not to let the 

public know what is going on. 

The general campaign against "vermin", on a basis that all that 

is not game is vermin, was started without consulting Wickliffe; but 

when Wickliffe heard of it he insisted that all hawks and owls be 
sent in for study. The spirit of the lower class of shooters showed 
itself in opposition to such examination; that class do not want the 

truth to be known about the hawks and owls. You know the type, and 

that they have some political influence. 

That is the reason I wrote to you, because I know there are 

true sportsmen of better type, who are willing to know the truth, 
and to play fair with not only the wild creatures, but also with 

the human friends who prefer living birds to dead ones. You realize 

that I quite understand the viewpoint of the better class of sports- 

man, after my thirty years of annual association with them in Georgia; 

and that several of the chief supporters of the Quail Study are 

nephews or nieces of my wife. 

We have a strong Cleveland Bird Club here, and members of it have 

: strong political connections in the state, so that we are quite able 

to stir up politicians, garden clubs, Women's Federations, and the 

granges if necessary, to get fair dealing.
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I hope to find that the better class of sportsmen with such 
influence as you have in the state, will so predominate over the 
wholesale killer type that we can work out the Ohio program with- 

out necessity of a dirty fight. 

We have no quarrel with the better elements in Conservation 

but too much that is labeled "Conservation" is just a cover for 
ruthless killing of both game and every other form of life. 

Can you send me two or three more copies of the "Game Policy" 
circulars? 

Yours very truly, 

O. Cneutees Calin 

SPB: EA 

ead We ba Reon y, actos
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| Mr. 8. Prentiss Baldwin 
Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory ; ' ; 
Gates Mills, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Baldwint if 

I appreciate your letter and also the pains you. took to 
wire me that the Ohio situation had been temporarily fixed. ; 

I imagine, however, that we both agree that a mere stop- i 
page of such an érror is an extremely unsatisfactory remedy. The 
question is whether the job of injecting a new personnel with a new 

“ wiewpoint into game aiministration can be speeded up, and if so, how. ¢ 

'I can see in this incident a new barrier to mutual under- ; 
; standing as between sportsnen and protectionists in Ohio. If the iy 

sportsmen only Imew it, they are jeopardizing their entire future 
by tolerating the tyw of administration which would permit such a 
thing to happen. . - : 

“Tam stil looking. for an opportunity to stop off at your. 
place. My job with the anmunition people comes to an end on April 1, f 

' after which f may have more time for these things which I want to do 
but never cet around to. : aN 

. I still wigh to find out whether any ammunition company ‘ 
Ea had anything to do with this abortive effort in Ohio, ad after I have 

heard from Wickliff I will write you farther. ‘ 

aie Yours sincerely, ae 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
: ‘ : In Charge, Game Survey 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence. 
Ville 2
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February lst, 1932 EXPRESS AND TELEGRAPH 
11025 EAST BOULEVARD 

CLEVELAND 

Mr. Aldo Leopold at 
Game Survey gee” 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Leopold: i 

Because I believe absolutely in you, your honesty and the sincerity 

of purpose on your part to represent what is best in protection of game 

* and wild life I am writing to you about the situation in Ohio. ’ 

We have a Democratic Governor who is said to have remarked that he 
was going to see that the hunters get everything they want; and he has so 

organized our Game Commission that they seem to cater to all that is worst 

in that line, and certainly their program can not have the approval of true 

sportsmen. 

The enclosed clipping from the Cleveland Plain Dealer of January 31st 

tells the story; in fact the Game Commission send out to all the County 

Protectors instructing them to get everyone out with guns, the state to 

furnish shells, and they are to shoot everything in sight; all that is not 

game is vermin; and in addition to instruct and direct the erection of pole 

traps. You know what this means as well as I do; to pour into our fields z 

and over our farms hundreds of irresponsible shooters, anyone who can get a 

gun, and requiring not even a license; and to kill one hundred or more use- 

ful creatures to every one that may be harmful. The heads supposed to be 

sent in to the state; but that, you realize, does not mean anything in the 

way of restraint or supervision. 

You realize that I have lived in full sympathy with the sportsmen of 

Georgia, the kind of men that Stoddard had back of his Quail Investigation; 

and while I am a naturalist and delight in the living forms of all nature, 

I have not been intolerant. This horrid thing in Ohio, is it the ammunition 

makers who support this? Do they despise all intelligent or scientific study 

of Hawks and Owls or other creatures to find out if they are harmful? And if 

they are not back of this sort of thing have they no influence in Ohio, or 

have they no influence with true sportsmen who can stay this sort of slaughter? 

For the moment, here, the killers seem to have things their way, but 
already even before it starts there begins a wave of indignation, and it will 

spread not only to bird clubs, and Audubon societies but to garden clubs and 

Woments Federations, and many other organizations which will have little 

tolerance. I think if there are decent sportsmen who wish to enjoy game in 

Ohio, they more than others should be interested in restraining this hand of 

death. Have you no relationships with decent sportsmen who can call off the
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To Mr. Aldo Leopold - Continued 2/1/32 

dogs, before it becomes a wide spread fight that will be poor advertising 

for game interests? 

Again expressing my confidence in you and my admiration for your 
work. 

Yours "fp. truly, 

an ? ALAnetipS / gd ‘ Q fay 

SPB:EA
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Feb. 23, 1932 

Mr. S. Prentiss Baldwin 
Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory 
Gates Mills, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Baldwin: 

I regret very uuch the delay in answering your important 
letter of February 1 concerning the Ohio “vermin” campaign. I 

have been in the field on the Iowa game survey contimougly since 
that date and have only just returned. 

I have immediately written my friend Wiekliff in the Ghio 
Department for the facts. As soon as these have been ascertained 
I will write you further. 

If the venture ig of the nature indicated by the clipping, 
it of course requires no additional facts for me to say that no 
such enterprise would be countenanced by the Institute which I rep- 
regent. While the Institute during my association with 1¢ has not 
tried to set forth a predator @wntrol policy in its own nase, ite 
policy is clearly enough indicated in Chapter XI of the “Game Survey 
of the North Central States.“ A reading of this chapter would, I 
think, convince anybody that the Institute's attitude is entirely 

different from that indicated by the clipping. We acknowledge the 

necessity of predator control, but we slso acknowledge the abuses to 

which 1t 19 liable and have advocated a very cautious ani selective 

eontrol baged upon research facts, ani no other kind. You will 

aporeciate, of course, that neither Stoddard nor myself could have 

been associated with an indiseriminete predatory policy. 

As for my own personal leanings, they are inifeated not 

only in Chapter XI, tt also in the American Geme Policy, which was 

avefted by a committee of which I was chairman, In the event you 

have mislaid your copy I am sending you enother, with the appropriate 

sections marked. 

If the elipping is correct, the Ohio department mist have 
oun ts tan Wiekliff and Mr. Trautman who are their 

Fechnical advicore ani who would, I am sure, tale a much more moderate 

attitude toward the subject than that in@feated in the newspaper. I
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do not want to asqume what has happened, however, until I have the 
facts directly from Mr. Wicklif?. 

I will not express myself further until I have learned 
additional details. let me thank you very much, however, for call< 
ing this matter to my attention. It is possible that other people 
have likewise inferred some connection with the agmnmition Institute. 
If you hear of any such cases, I will be grateful if you will set 

them right. 

With kindest records, : 

Yours sincerely, L 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Im Charge, Game Survey 

Incl. policy
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Feb. 24, 1932 j 

Mr. Be Le Wicklit? 
Conservation Division 
Department of Agriculture 
Columbus, Chie 

Dear Wickliff: 

The following clipping from the Cleveland Plain Dealer of 
Jamary 31 has been gent me: : 

"State Gane Protector Nonry Kula, in charge of Cuyahoga County, 
reports the conservation division has lamehed an intensive caspaign 
against crows, havics and other destroyers of game birds and animals. 
A supply of pole traps for distribution at strategic points about the 
county will arrive soon and Mulas will mpervise their distribution. 

“The state division, he says, will mupply free shells to farmers 
and lant ovners who agree to use the aummition to cut down the ever 
inereasing hories of destructive vermin. Report of vermin Killed mist 

be made to him, by those receiving sholle, an! the heats will be 
shipped to division headquarters in Columbus. 

"No hunting license will be required of persons who stalk ani kill 
game destroyers, he states." 

The statenent about free ammunition has lead one of ay 
friends to inquire whether the ammunition intustry is cooperating In 
this campaign. I am of course informing him that the ammunition 
Institute which I represent is not cooperating and that its published 
a 0 Oe re ee ee tes laentakeke aanak 

States) are in direct opposition to statewide indiscriminate campaigns 
for predator control. 

I would appreciate your sening me any published literature 
describing your department's attitude an? actions with respect to 
thie campaign, ani I would also appreciate lmowing whether the depart- 
ment consulted you ani Mr. Trautman before going shead. I realize, 
of course, that the newspaper clipping may (distort an’ misrepresent 
what you are actually doing, hence my request for direct information. 

I would also sppreciate any information you ean give me 
about the free shells mentioned in the clipping. I asmme of course 

ae oe Seen aye nnn SP Sew SNIRINON
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I am talcing the liberty of airing those questions because 
of the inference drawn by at least some people that the sporting 
arms and axmmition industry is cooperating in this matter. 

I am very umuch pleaged to learn that Mr. Troutman is now 
@ member of your staff. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, — 

ALDO LBOPOED 
In Charze, Game Survey
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 

In Charge of Game Survey 

404 University Ave. National Bank Bldg. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I wish to thank you for the recent 
article sent to me on Mr. Errington's quail investiga- 

tion in Wisconsin. 

It may interest you to know that this 

division is doing some field work on the Ohio bobwhite. 

This work is under the direction of my assistant, Mr. 
M. B. Trautman, and to date we have collected some 34 

quail. ‘ 

For your convenience we are enclosing 
some data on these birds. You will note that 23 speci- 

mens averaged 6.83 ounces and that 26 specimens averaged 

6.89 ounces. Last Friday we collected an additional 6 

birds from the south shore of Buckeye Lake and these 

birds averaged over 200 grams. In fact, one bird weigh- 

ed 229.80 grams. : 

The enclosed information is personal and 

I am sending it knowing that you would not use it other- 

wise since we have requested you not to do so. Neverthe- 

less we should be glad to have you look over this informa- 

tion and any suggestions or criticisms that you may have 

will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

E. L. Wickliff, Chief 
Bureau of Scientific Research 

ELW/CG 

reply over



Feb, 23, 1932 

Mr. BE. L. Wickliff 
Conservation Division i‘ 
Department of Agriculture 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Wickliffs k 

I appreciate your courtesy in sending me the 
advance dope on Trautman's quail measurements. This is very 

; interesting. I hope that when it reaches the stage for public- 
ation Mr. Trautman will be able to send me a reprint, and alse 
one to Errington. Both of us, of course will safeguard. the 
information pending its publication. 

I compiled a paper on. quail weights about a year 
ago, bat did not publish it because I was not. satisfied with the 
sufficiency of the data as to certain points. Meanwhile T have 
gathered some more data and I may bring it out in the next few 
months. I will be glad to send. you and Trautman an advance copy 
of it. ‘ A 

Here is one suggestion that might be of use to 
you: the weights expressed in the form of frequency curves 
might tell even.more of a story than those expressed in averages. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Fish & Game Division, 
Des Moines, Iowa. 

Dear Sir: 

The Central Ohio Anglers' & Hunters' Club of Columbus have 

felt the need of an educational program along Conservation 

lines in respect to its applicability as a State program 

affecting and affected by, Water, Forests, Soil (including 

soil erosion), Wild Life of All Kinds and Human Vitality. 

We have been unable to find a suitable interpretation of 

Conservation, and we have turned to you, as one of the fore- 

most conservationists of the times, for your interpretation 

of Conservation, or one that you feel would answer our purpose. 

I hope that you may improve upon my interpretation, which 1s: 

Conservation is the assistance rendered nature to restore it 

to the original plan of God, which was so wantonly destroyed 

by man. 

I assure you that any assistance from you will be greatly i 

appreciated by the Club. 

a 

B. H. Binns, Chairman 

Committee on Conservation Education of the 
Central Ohio Anglers' and Hunters' Club. 

1/13/32: Your definition of conservation is as good a one as I would know 
how to express in words. I will confess, however, that I personally am more 

interested in its interpretation in acts. 
For an amplification of such light as I cam throw on your problems, 

I will refer you to my report on a game survey of the north central states. 
Do you have this? If not, let me know and I will send you a copy. 

Ale
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July 15, 1931 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
404 University Ave. : 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of July 6th. Our work ts research for the 

love of it, without regard to economic results, but it is very grat- 

ifying to find sometimes that our results prove of interest and benefit. 

Speaking of Stoddard: I wish you could get over to him the fact that 

we have not only ideas, but also methods of observation that would be 

of value to him. 

You know I helped promote and organize the Quail investigation in its 

early stages before Stoddard ever heard of it and before there was any 

committee. I selected Stoddard for the job a year before the plan was 
financed so that Dr. Nelson was ready to hire anyone for it and I ad- 
vised Dr. Nelson to appoint Stoddard, which he did after the Milwaukee , 

and Chicago Museum people had backed up what I said about Stoddard. 

I have seen Stoddard from year to year at Thomasville. In his book 

introduction and on page 167 he gives me graceful acknowledgement, but 

during the recent years I have not been able to get him to stop to 

visit me in Cleveland although I have tried to make him see that just 

to see our mechanical automatic record devices would save him much time a 

and trouble in his work. 

Perhaps it is because we have not been in a hurry to publish so that he 

has not realized what we have in equipment or in results, but I would 

think the best thing he could do for his own advantage would be to take 
a train for here as his first move in plans for his work. 

Yours very truly, 

SPB: RW S. Prentiss Baldwin



duly 20,1931 

Mr. S. Prentiss Baldwin k 
Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory 
Gates Mills, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Baldwins 

I knew, of course, that you were one of the originators 
of the Georgia project, which is the reason why I sugzested cooper 
ation with Stoddard. 

I cannot relmt your argument that Stoddard should visit 
your station, just as I am perfectly amare that I should have done 
80 before this. I would reminéd you, however, that his people have 
not financed free travel for him, although I agree with you that 
the successful conduct of his renewed research venture ought to include 
periodic trips to other points doing pioneer work. 

If you have any idea that Stoddard has forgotten you, I 
ean promise you that it is not well-founded, because he is con= 
stantly alluding to your work. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IMOPOZD | 
In Charge, Game Survey



daly 6, 1931 

Mee &. Prentiss Baldwin 
Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory 
Gates “Mills, Ohio 

Dear lr. Baldwint 

I appreciate very anch the privilece of seeing the mamasecript 
of "Physiology of Biri Tesperntures,* I read every worl of it with 
very creat interest. 

As I wrote you before, T am not competent to mole any critical 
review of the material. I aa, however, strongly onfime! in uy 

original conviction that this Icind of wrk 4s founiational to sound 
g@ane monarement and conservation practice. 

It {9 perfectly clear, for instance, that the phenomena of 
winter survival avi winter feeding are greatly liluminated by your 
work, I supvose! 1t was general lmowledge that bir! metabolian is 
rapid emi that food mist be eaten frequently to enable wild birds 
to gurvive a bad winter, but I for one hail m idea that the Inter 

: action between food ani body temperature ms so prompt. The ability . 
of predators to catch half-fed birds on a cold day is now clearer 
than ever. ; 

I am lead to hope that you may be able sonetime to run a 
comparable series of experiments on some game bird, preferably beb- 
white. Has it oecurre? to you that Stetdard, with his new ficld 
lisboratory at Thomeville, would probably be intensely interested 
in thie ant would be able to offer ol1 the facilities which you 
might ladk at Sates Mills, while you of course have everything that 
he ladies at Thomasville? 

Another obvions application of your findings, especially 
those on inowbation temperatures, is offere’ in the field of arti- 

Sk We Daieapael cnadttiune of toutiutten Unpeocee eat Tatty that the comlitions of ineubation temperature an’ husiiity 
(anf possibly other physical factors) should be investigate’ before 
larce sums were spont in rule-of-thumb attests to improve technique. 
You probably Imow that there hag been a sort of lenislide toward 
electrical ineubation am thet only part of these attempts have proved



f 

I notice that fn the @iscussion of inmbation temeratures 
oe ee Se ee ae So Should 
you over uniertake any experiments on this, I 4t would be k 
afvigable to write the Forest Products Laboratory, Mattison, for 
their exertence with instruments to bring about oscillating controls. 
They use these inatruments in experimenting with dry Icilns for lumber, 

Se teen oe Oe I Oe a | ot 
receiving a notice of where it is obtainable? I i not only ifke 
to om a copy myself, but I would like to have the fellowships in 
game managennt have the opportunity of reading the bool. 

Your invitation to stop over and discuss these matters will 
not be overlockel. I would like very moh to moet Mr. Kendeigh also 
ani diseases these mtters with both of yous 

With dest resaris, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
; : In Charge, Gane Survey 

Copies to Fellowsand Mr. OLin |
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Feb. 21, 1931 

Mr. Lawrence Hicks 
Department of Agriculture 

: Division of Conservation 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Hicks: 

I was much interested to get your excellent dis- 
tribution maps and to Imow that your survey is to be contimed. 
If there is a dearth of funds for publishing your findings at 

the proper time, would it not be possible to think of making a 
small charge per copy and defraying the cost of an adequate 
publication in that way? 

In order to be sure that you have received my recent 
publication and those of the fellowships, I am sending you a 
set of various reprints, including the Game Policy. Do you 

have access to “American Game" and "California Fish & Game"? 
If not, I wish you would let me know, since there is an arrange- 
ment by which a limited mmber of game students may get these 
publications, as well as my own, without charge. 

My report on the north central region is now on the 
press and you will receive a copy in about a month. 

; Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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STATE OF OHIO x f Got 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

/ OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR yw yr" 
CoLuMBus we pds 

1. S. GUTHERY February 2 tok wv 
Dae 1931 ve 

Dr. Alfred 0. Gross 
Special Investigator 
Wisconsin Conservation Commission 
‘Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sirs 

During the past year we have had two part-time 

workers studying game bird conditions in Ohio. They worked 

primarily on the Ring-recked pheasant, Hungarien partridge 

and Ruffed grouse. 

Maps showing the distribution and abundance of 
these species indicate the ringneck is more abundant in 
central Ohio than elsewhere and their numbers range from 
5 to 20 or more birds per square mile. On the other hand, 
the Hungarian partridge is concentrated in the extreme north- 

( western part of the state where their numbers range from 5 to 
) 25 or more birds per square mile. 

The Ruffed grouse is confined entirely to the hills 
of southern, southeastern, eastem and northeastern Ohio, but 

they reach their greatest abundance in the northeastern sec- 
tion. Grouse are protected because of their scarcity, and 
Quail have been classed as a non-game bird since 1915. 

It is our desire to locate, if possible, a suitable 
game bird for the hills of southeastern Ohio, and any sugges- 
tions you may have will be greatly appreciated. 

The enclosed mimeogrep hed sheet will give you some 
idea of conditions in this area. 

Thanking you for this information at your earliest 
convenience, I em, 

Very truly yours, 

E. L. Wickliff, Chief 
Bureau of Scientific Research 
Division of Conservation 

BLY/cG 
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SOUTHEASTERN OHIO 

AREA - 8,000,000 acres 

LATITUDE - 38° 30" to 41° 
LONGITUDE - 80° 30' to 83° 
ELEVATION - Above sea level 600 to 1,400 feet 
RAINFALL ~ 39 to 42 inches per year 
SNOWFALL - From less than 20 up to a maximum of 

40 inches per year 
LENGTH OF CROP GRO'YING SEASON - 150 to 178 days 
LAST KILLING FROST IN SPRING - May 15 
MSAN TEMPZRATURE - 62° FF. 
TOPOGRAPHY - Eastern extension of the Appalachian 

mountains, which consists of a succession 

of hills and sharp widening ridges that 
rise up from 300 to 500 feet, separated 
by deep narrow valleys. 

SOIL - Residual sandstone and shale consisting of 
sandy silt loam and stony silt loam. Poor 
soil, acid in character. Southeastern Ohio 
is in the Muskingum soil series. 

SUB-SOIL - Rather heavy silt loam or silty clay loam 
LAND VALUES - Low 
DaAINAGE - Good 
NATURAL VEGETATION - Oak-hickory on the uplands, mixed mesophytic 

; in the valleys 

CROPS - Hay, wheat, potatoes and fruit. The yield of 

corn, wheat and oats is the poorest in the 
state. Hillsides too steep for good general 
farming. Large areas are devoted to grazing, 

primarily with sheep and dairy cattle.



STATE OF OHIO 
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DIRECTOR 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
413 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

During the past year we have had two part-time 
workers studying game bird conditions in Ohio. They wrked 
primarily on the Ring-necked pheasant, Hungerien partridge 

and Ruffed grouse. 

Maps showing the distribution and abundance of 
these species indicate the ringneck is more abuniant in 
central Ohio than elsewhere and their numbers range from 
5 to 20 or more birds per square mile. On the otler hand, 
the Hungarian partridge is concentrated in the extreme north- 
western part of the state where their numbers range from 5 to 

25 or more birds per square mile. 

The Ruffed grouse is confined entirely to the hills 
of southern, southeastern, eastern and northeastern Ohio, but 

; they reach their greatest abundance in the northeastern sec- 
tion. Grouse are protected because of their scarcity, and 

Quail have been classed as a non-game bird since 1915. 

It is our desire to locate, if possible, a suitable 
game bird for the hills of southeastern Ohio, and any sugges- | 
tions you may have will be greatly appreciated. 

The enclosed mimeographed sheet will give you some 
idea of conditions in this area. 

Thanking you for this information at your earliest 
convenience, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

E. L. Wickliff, chief t 
Bureau of Scientific Research 
Division of Conservation 

BLW/cG



SOUTHEASTERN OHIO 

AREA - 8,000,000 acres 
LATITUDE - 38° 30' to 41° : 
LONGITUDE - 80° 30" to 83° 
ELEVATION - Above sea level 600 to 1,400 feet 
RAINFALL -— 39 to 42 inches per year 
SNOWPALL - From less than 20 up to a maximum of 

40 inches per year 
LENGTH OF CROP GRO'VING SEASON - 150 to 178 days 
LAST KILLING FROST IN SPRING - May 15 
MEAN TEMPZRATURE - 52° 
TOPOGRAPHY - Eastern extension of the Appalachian 

mountains, which consists of a succession 

of hills and sharp widening ridges that 
rise up from 300 to 500 feet, separated 
by deep narrow valleys. 

SOIL - Residual sandstone and shale consisting of 
sandy silt loam and stony silt loam. Poor 
soil, acid in character. Southeastern Ohio 
is in the Muskingum soil series. 

SUB-SOIL - Rather heavy silt loam or silty clay loam 

LAND VALUES - Low 
DRAINAGE - Good 
NATURAL VEGETATION - Oak-hickory on the uplands, mixed mesophytic 

in the valleys 

CROPS - Hay, wheat, potatoes and fruit. The yield of 
corn, wheat and oats is the poorest in the 
state. Hillsides too steep for good general 

farming. Large areas are devoted to grazing, 

primarily with sheep and dairy cattle.



Room 04 
University Ave. Bank Bldg. 

Madison, Wisconsin 
February 9, 1931 

Mr. E. L. Wickliff 
Department of Agriculture ‘ 

Division of Conservation 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Wickliff: 

The only answer which I could conscientiously 
give you to your inquiry of February 2 is that the quail 
is the only practicable proposition for the hills of South- 
eastern Ohio. 

I am of course fully aware that public sentiment 
would approve any blanket opening of quail in that section, 
nor would I. Your problem, however, seems to be one of de=- 
vising a method whereby groups of landowners who can satisfy 
you that they are ready to practice management and strictly 
control the kill, may obtain a special license for limited 
quail shooting. 

If there is any use in going into detail as to 
how such a mechanism could be worked out, I am of course at 
your disposal. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Jan. 8, 3931. Ate 
Dict. Jan. 7. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am very sorry that we were unable to secure your 

co-operation in this Conservation Rally which is to be held 

at Columbus on the 23rd, but I fully understand the conditions 

and thank you for your offer to be of service. 

With reference to a possible visit in Toledo around 

the 13th, I don't know just how that is going to work out. I 

will be here on the 12th, but leave that evening for Chicago 

to attend our January meeting of the national executive board 

of the Izaak Walton League, so if your appointment is on the 

12th or the 15th, we will probably be unable to get together. 

Whereas I should enjoy a visit with you, and I know 

we would have many things in common to discuss, I do not be- 

lieve that mere contact between our two selves would justify . 
a trip to this city at this time. 

At some of our future Izaak Walton meetings here in 

Toledo, I should love dearly to have you present and make an 

address to the splendid bunch of men that we have as members, 

but even this would not justify a trip. However, the Toledo 

Chapter calendar for 1931 will be out very soon, and this will 

give you the definite dates, and perhaps some of your trips 

in the Mid-east would find you in the neighborhood, and if we 

could be advised far enough in advance, would certainly take 

great pleasure in starring you on our program. 

Please be assured of my appreciation for your cour- 

teous consideration of our invitation to appear at Columbus, 

and I fully understand just why it cannot be arranged at this 

time. We will hope for better success upon the next occasion. 

Trusting something may bring us together soon, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

: ) Dhitse 
/) 

a: C 7 " 
FORF/AK
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Dec. 23, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Sporting Arms & Ammunition Mfrs.iInstitute, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I had the pleasure of hearing you talk at the Conven- 

tion of the Michigan Division of the Izaak Walton League, which 
was held at Detroit last April, and was very much interested in 
your thorough familiarity and interesting manner of expressing 

your knowledge concerning the habitat, protection and breeding 
or wild birds. seu 

We realize this is only one of the ramifications of 

your knowledge and that you probably are better versed on Conser- 

vation subjects than anyone in our various state departments in 
the middle West, if not in the entire country. 

The Ohio Conservation Council each year holds an open 
Forum or Conservation Rally, at Columbus. This event is really 
a convention of all of the societies, clubs, etc., devoted to the 
exploitation and conservation of outdoor life. This year the 

convention is to be held on the 23rd of January, and we are won- 
dering if that is an open date in your calendar. If so, we would 
dearly love to have you address the Convention as our main speaker 

of the afternoon program. You could choose your own topic, al- 

though it has been suggested by several Ohio sportsmen who heard 

you at the American Game Conference early in December in New York, 
that it would be an excellent thing if you would deliver the same 
address at our Convention to be held in January. 

Please let me know if it will be possible for you to fill 

this engagement, in order that we may prepare a definite program 

for the afternoon and evening. ; 

It may interest you to know that on the 22nd, there is to 
be held in Columbus, individual conventions by the Ohio Division of : 

the Izaak Walton League, League of Ohio Sportsmen, Save Outdoor Ohio 
Council, the American Wildflower group, and several other outdoor 
organizations, all of which have been invited to be present and 

participate in the Convention that follows on the 23rd. 

You can readily see that we are going to have a full and 
very representative attendance of those interested in Conservation 
in Ohio. Among the speakers will be our newly elected Governor 

White, Martin Davey, several of the staff from our Ohio University, 
and headed, we trust by your good self.
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Please understand that all expenses will be taken care 

of, and we trust that you can arrange to be with us the two days, 
the 22nd and the 25rd, because on the 22nd, the Council expects 
to have all of its Game Provectors and Conservation officers as- 
sembled in Columbus in a school of instruction, and would likewise 

like to have you address this group if you care to do so. More = 

of this later, however. 

Thank you very much for the time and consideration you 
have given this communication, and hoping you can arrange to be 

with us, I am 

WY LE. 

FCF/AK 

P. S. Not knowing your address, I am sending this to you 
through our mutual friend, M. kK, Reckord, oi the 
Iz@ak Walton League. 

WrPurge st arple dus be chetnce of Oring. back uf M anuboohn 

bretiong Comtude Unrrol Lille,



Copy to Mr. Beeord 

‘ Jan. 5, 1931 

Mr. FT. 0. Fletcher 
3101 Monroe Street ; 
Toledo, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Fletchers 

I greatly regret the delay in answering your Kind 
invitation of December 23. I was absent on a shooting trip 
end my seerstary was absent on vacations 

As you trill gather from my wire, I have promised to ; 
attend a meeting in Minnesota on Jamary 23, ond I am exceed~ 
or eer en ee ee eee oe ee 

lone 

Mrs. Reelord phoned me this morning, stating that the 
Ohio situation had taken on even more the complexion of an 
emereency. ‘This leais me to susgest that I will be in Ann . 

Arbor, Michigan, around Jamary 12, and if it is exceedingly 
urgent I could run dow to Toledo to ses you before coming ~ 
Date : 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Gane Survey
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‘7 Copy to Mr. Wickliff 

Nov. 18, 1930 

Mr. Lawrence E. Hicks 
325 W. 10th Averme 
Columbus, Ohio : : 

Dear Mr. Hidke: 

I was exceodingly pleased to cet the splendid map of pheasant 
distritation in Ohio and your letter of November 14 generously offer- 
ing me the use of it. 

While,as you say, it is hard to put the detall on a emall map of 
' this sort, I can plainly see the earmarks of a very competent job 
ana I congratulate you on ite I hesitate, however, to do anything 
to affect the original publication of so valuable a piece of work. 
You and McCormick should certainly publish your own account of the 
survey, and I want to confine my use of your materfal simply to bring 
my map into conformity with your findings. My map has to cover so 
many states ani my information is so rough on some of them thet I am 
only recognizing three classes of alumdance, and I will not split 

Ohie any finer than this. I take it that this will in no wise affect 
the original publication value of your work, but simply bring my map 
into advance conformity with it. 

I hope that MeComick will present your map at the Gane Conference. 

I very mich appreciate your cooperation, and am delighted to have 
the benefit of your reliable material. 

{ Yours sincerely, 

| 2 ; ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

;
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In a recent letter sent to you it was stated that during 

the year 1930 8,945 Ring-neck Pheasants were distributed from our two / 

game farms. ‘These are the figures in the office of the Division of Con- f 

servation. We have just received figures from Mr. Nash on the number of Be 

pirds sent out from the two game farms and they total 9,871. I would 

therefore suggest that you use Mr. Nash's figure. 

In the same letter we sent you data on the Hungarian 

Partridges purchased for distrimtion. I have just found out that the 

number purchased for distribution was not the number that was distributed, 

therefore, please throw away or do not use this data, mt use the follow- 

ing: 14 2%- 63% 

On February 27, 1928 319 pair of Hungerian Partridges were delivered to 1G, B47 

the State Game Farm; on December 11, 1929 347 pair; on December 26, 1929 2 bo 

2595 pair; Jamuery 7, 1930 287 pair; and on January 16, 1930 108 pair. 287 

Except a few birds that actually died these were distributed. 108 

Previous to 1928 apparently there are no office records 100 2 

availeble to indicate the number planted, if any, and previous to 1925 z 

apparently office records were not kept, or if they were they are not ee 

available at the present time. 2004 

I am sorry to have given you this misinformation, but 

nevertheless am glad to change it before such information is presented 
to the American Game Protective Association. ; 

With reference to your questions pertaining to trespass 
in Ohio you are advised that I have spent parts of two days in the law 
library and find quite a number of sections, or parts of sections, per- 
taining to trespass, but only a few pertaining to trespass with reference 
to hunters. 

Apparently the first general law of this type is to be 
found in Section 5, which was passed April 20, 1874. It states in pert: 

"It is unlawful to shoot at, kill, or pursue with such intent, on the 
enclosed or improved lands of another, any of the birds or game protected 
by this act,.after receiving notice to leave said lands or premises of



Mr. Aldo Leopold -2- 

the ower, his agent, or any persons having charge thereof. The notice 

may be verbal or written." This will give you the gist of the act, although 

there are several other parts of ite 

Since 1874 Section 5 has been modified in several ways and 

on May 10, 1919 apparently was incorporated into the present trespass law 

which is Section 1437 and states: “No person shall hunt or trap upon any 

lands, pond, lake or private waters of another, except water claimed by 

riparian right of ownership in adjacent lands, or thereon, shoot, shoot at, 

catch, kill, injure or pursue a wild bird, wild water fowl or wild animal 

without obtaining written permission from the owner or his authorized agent." 

Section 1434 states in part: "Nothing in this act shall be 

construed as allowing any person to hunt or trap on any lend witht the 

written consent of the owner thereof." a 

Section 1441 also states in part: "The Conservation Com- Vv 

missioner, Lake Erie Supervising protector, fish and gam protectors am 

special fish and game protectors--shall enforce the laws against trespass- 
ing on the premises, for the purpose of hunting, without the permission 
of the owner thereof, and shall have authority to make arrests upon view 
ani without the issuance of a warrant therefor." 

Yesterday I had a conference with Doctors Bauman and Ey 

of the State Health Department about tularemia in Ohio, and at present I 
am writing a letter to Dr. C. A. Neal, Director of the State Health Depart- 
ment, comerning cooperation between this division and the health depart- 
ment in trying to take a sample of the rabbit papulation mring the open 
season this year, starting possibly in southwestern Ohio, in order to de- 
termine the general distribution and percentage of infected wild rabbits 

in the verious parts of Ohio. 

Last Sunday in the Ohio State Journal, which is published 

at Columbus, the following article on tularemia appeared: 

"with the advent of the open rabbit season Saturday, Nov. 
15, to continue through Jan. 1, 1931, it is timely to remind the rabbit 
hunter that the season for tularemia, a tedious, long-drawn-out, incapaci- 
tating disease, commonly called rabbit fever, opens also, and continues far 

beyond the legal closing of the hunting season. There are recorded cases 

from a year to two years old that are still uncured, md deaths from the 

disease are not uncommon. There is no known cure for it. Safety therefore 
lies in prevention, and prevention alone. 

It was not until 1928, following some 69 cases and four 

deaths at Dayton, that the public health council made tularemia a reportable 
disease. It had been known as tularemia only a few years, following the 
identification of the germ by Dr. Edward Prancis, now medical director of 
the U. S. public health service, in the course of his investigation of cases 
in Tulare County, California. Prior to that time, it head been known, and 
is still commonly called, rabbit fever, and reported cases of that disease 
carry the Ohio record back to 1908, since which time 131 cases have been re- 
ported in the state. Reports were for one case each in 1908, 1912, 1913, 
1919-20-21 and '25; three each in 1916 and 1926; four each in 1918, 1922- 
23-24; 23 in 1927; 25 in 1928; 39 in 1929 end 15 in 1930.



Mr. Aldo Leopold -3- 

It is to be umierstood that each year's cases belong to the 
rabbit season of the year before. Not all the Dayton cases were of ficial- 
ly reported, and a considerable proportion of them were due to infection 

from rabbit carcasses shipped in from Kentucky. In the Dayton list, also, 
several cases figured which had their origin just over the Indiana border, 
but were hospitalized in the Ohio city. 

This article was written by Mr. Peul Mason, Publicity Agent 
for the State Department of Health and former President of the Central 
Ohio Anglers' and Hunters' Club. You met Mr. Mason while in Columbus. 

Very truly yours, 

E. L. Wickliff, Chief 
Bureem of Scientific Research 
Division of Conservation 

ELW/cG
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5 Status of Game & Pish Law Enforcement 

Arrests Convictions No of Convictions 
State Year (Ho.} (Ho.) (Per Gent)  Gounties Per County 

Minnesota 1924 2,070 1,991 OG. Fy eeray 255 

Wigconsin 1926-7 1,210 1,121 92 7 : 15.8 

Michigan 192 3,860 3,511 91 $3 M2.3 

Iows. 1925 783 723 92 99 73 

T1linois a 102 eee 

_ Indfans 192g 2, 631 2,472 oh 92 26.8 

Ohio a Lg as a ea 
Mizsouri 2 115 

The above information represents the latest information which I 

have in my files and is to be published in the chapter on state seme adminis+ 

tration in my report on the north central region. If you have more up-to-date 

information which you would prefer to have me use, I would appreciate your 

substituting it snd returning to me the inclosed extra copy of the table. 

: Thanizing you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

ee \ is ALDO TEOPOLD © : 
jvul “ In. Charge, Game Survey 
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Oct. 20, 1930 

Mr. Lawrence Hicks \ 
Department of Botany 
Ohic State University 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Hicks: 

I appreciate your generosity in offering me 
atcess to your survey as a means of improving my pheasant 

MaDe 

I can hold the map until November 15 if you can : 
send me the material by that time. If, however, there is 
any probability of it not reaching me until after lNovenber 
15, I would rather have the less detailed information 
available sooner. 

7 In any event I want to use your material in a 
way so as to not cut in on your ow original publication, 
and of course I want to acknowledge its source. 

Thanking you very much for your cooperative 

attitude, 

Yours sincerely, . 

ALDO LEOPOLD z 
In Charge, Game Survey



STATE OF OHIO 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
PERRY L. GREEN, DIRECTOR 

CoLumsBus , 

CONSERVATION DIVISION October . 
J. W. THOMPSON, CoMMIssIONER 15 % } 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We are sorry that you did not re- 
ceive the distribution data on Ring-neck pheasants 
and Hungarian partridges and are herewith enclosing 
another copy. 

Very truly yours, 

E. L. Wickliff, Chief 
Bureau of Scientific Research 
Division of Conservation 

BLW/cG



PHEASANTS - 1930 

Adams 100 Logan 100 

Allen 100 Lorain 165 
Ashland 100 Luces 100 
Ashtabula 150 Madison 100 
Athens 60 Mahoning 100 
Auglaize 100 Marion 100 
Belmont 60 Medina 100 

Brown. 60 Meigs 75 
Butler 100 Mercer 100 
Carroll 60 Miami 100 
Champaign 100 Monroe 60 
Clark 150 Montgomery 100 
Clermont 75 Morgan 60 
Clinton 160 Morrow 100 
Columbiana 60 Muskingum 100 
Coshocton 100 Noble 60 
Crawford 100 Ottawa 100 
Cuyahoga 200 Paulding 100 
Darke 100 Perry 100 
Defiance 100 Pickaway 100 
Delaware 100 Pike 110 
Brie 100 Portage 100 
Fairfield 100 Preble 100 
Fayette 100 Putnam 100 
Franklin 170 Richland 100 
Paulton 100 Ross 100 
Gallia 60 Sandusky 150 
Geauga 100 Scioto 75 
Greene 100 Seneca 150 
Guernsey 100 She lby 100 
Hamilton 150 Stark 100 

Hancock 100 Summit 100 
Herdin 100 Trumbull 175 
Harrison 60 Tuscarawas 100 
Henry 100 Union 100 
Highland 60 Van Wert 100 
Hocking 60 Vinton 60 
Holmes 100 Warren 150 
Huron 100 Washington 100 
Jackson 60 Wayne 100 
Jefferson 100 Williams 100 
Knox 100 Wood 150 
Lake 100 Wyandot 125 
Lawrence 75 Z465 ; 
Licking 150 4480 y 

4480 
Total 8,945



"4 PHEASANT BGGS, PHSASASTS AND HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES 

Liberated by 

THE OHIO DIVISION OF CONSERVATION 

Columbus, Ohio 

Hing-necked Pheasant eggs distributed to fermers and others. 

1925 7500 
1926 6800 : 
1927 6500 yf 
1928 6500 

1929 6500 
1930 $695 

Aingrnecked Pheasants distributed. 
1926 8500 
1926 11000 
1927 14050 
1928 10940 
1929 11005 
1930 8945 

Hungarian Partridges purchased for distrimation. 
1927 638 
1928 2000 
1929 2000 
1930 2000
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STATE OF OHIO (be Dhso 

F DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

PERRY L. GREEN, DIRECTOR 

CoLumBus 

CONSERVATION DIVISION September 
J, W. THOMPSON, ComMissIONER 17 

1930 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Enclosed you will please find a copy of a 
letter that I have just received from Dr. Robert K. Enders, 
emporary Mammalogist for the Ohio Division of Conservation. 

Yesterday Mr. Hicks and Mr. McCormick were 

in the office and Mr. Hicks informs me that rabbits hole up 
in Knox County. 

The Conservation Officers were in Columbus 
for two days, but unfortunately I was out of town and, there- 
fore, could not obtain more detailed data for you. If you 

think it necessary I should be glad to send them a form letter 
requesting the information suggested in your last letter. 

Very truly yours, 

E. L. Wickliff, Chief bt 

Burem of Scientific Research 
Division of Conservation 

ELW/CG
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Sept. 13, 1930 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Mr. Wickliff has asked me for the information 

requested in your letter. As my files are packed at present 

Icannot give you full information. Should you went it I will 

be glad to send all I have after my data are unpacked in 

Baltimore. 

The cottontail rabbit holes up in Wayne County, 

Ohio as well as in Ashland and Holmes counties. This I have 

observed; they probably hole up even farther south but my winter 

observetions have been confined to these three counties. 

In my files are records of some importations 

of rabbits as well as the sub-specific determination of rabbits 

secured from the same dealer at the same time. 

Rabbits are unusually abundant this year. In 

fact I do not remember having seen so many in the ten or so 

years that I have been making trustworthy observations and keep- 

ing records. All of the northern counties of the state appear 

to have many. The dry spring is probably responsible for some 
of the numbers. Last night I saw several half grow rabbits, so 
tney kept up reproduction all summer. 

In Saline County, Missouri, 1929 was a good 
year for rabbits. Either becmse of the pressure of numbers or 

because of the deep snow many trees and shrubs were attacked. 
While driving along roeds through cuts the bashes were easily 

observed. In pastures all the brush patches showed signs of 
attack. Then this spring the large breeding stock got a good and 
early start. I wish I had an opportunity to see their numbers 

now. 

Yours truly, 

Robert K. Enders
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2 STATE OF OHIO 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

PERRY L. GREEN, DIRECTOR 

CoLuMBUS 

CONSERVATION DIVISION 
J. W. THOMPSON, Commissioner September 

ll 
1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chenistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Enclosed you will please find a copy of a 
letter handed to me by Dr. Enders to send to you. 

Also Dr. Enders has taken the liberty of adding certain 
things to your predator map. 

If this Division can assist you in the future 
in any way please let us know. 

Yours very truly 

E. L. Wickliff, Chief 

Burem of Scientific Research 
4 Division of Conservation 

ELW/cG :
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September 4, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

E. L. Wickliff, Chief, Bureau of Scientific 

Research, turned your letter of August 21 over to me. Some 
county records are listed in my recent paper; "Some Factors 
Influencing the Distribution of Mammals in Ohio", University 

of Michigan, Museum of Zoology, Occ. Paper 213. I am sorry 
that I do not have any copy available, it can be secured from 

the Museun. 

In addition to the two counties marked there 
are others in Ohio where foxes are rare. As a rule the red 
fox is confined to regions where there is considerable rough 
country. For that reason it is not abundant in the Till Plains 

or Lake Plains provinces. However, they are abundant in the 
glaciated region and on the Allegheny Plateau. 

Having worked on the mammals of Saline and 
Camden Counties, Missouri, I have some information on predators 
there. 

If there is any other information that I can 
furnish please let me know. Moreover, I would very much appreciate 
any publications you may have on these matters. 

I have observed and trapped feral house cats in 
winter in Ohio. 

Yours truly, 

Robert K. Enders
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STATE OF OHIO iyhw? 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Ie 
PERRY L. GREEN, DiRECTOR 1 

CoLuMBUS 

CONSERVATION DIVISION September 
J. W. THOMPSON, CoMMISSIONER 2 

1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of August 21 was received but due to the 
State Fair rush I was unable to give it the necessary attention. I was 
also waiting to see Dr. Robert K. Enders who is at present making a 
muskrat survey of the state for our Division. 

Dr. Enders has recently published a pamphlet entitled 

"Some Factors Involved in the Distribution of Mammals in Ohio". This was 
his dissertation for his Doctor's Degree from the University of Michigan. 

I am writing Dr. Enders and sending him your map on 
predators and am requesting him to fill it out and return to me as soon 
as convenient. As soon as I receive it from Dr. Enders I shall turn it 
over to Professor J. S. Hine, Curator of Natural History at the State 
Museums and have him criticise the report and make any suggestion he 
sees fit. 

Very oy > 

E. L. Wickliff, Chief 
Bureau of Scientific Research 
Division of Conservation 

BLW/cc



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ‘siecle \ 

FOREST SERVICE 

_ CENTRAL STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

ee OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, 

< COLUMBUS. OHIO 

BS 
Investigative Program 

Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Reply is made to your letter of August 8th. I1 am very glad 

to have you retain the copy of our Investigative Program and Report 

sent youe A copy is also being sent to Yeatter as requested. 

The map which Day prepared was compiled largely from data ob- 

tained from the 1925 census. While he undoubtedly modified the county 

figures in drawing boundaries of the areas, I am unable, in his absence | 

to furnish you this map on your county outline. Day will probably 

return to the office about the middle of September when he will be in 

a position to prepare the map you request. -l am sorry I cannot fur- 

nish you this information earlier. 

Very sincerely yours, 

AF. Git 
E. Fe McCarthy 
Director



STATE OF OHIO (pu 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE i A 

PERRY L. GREEN, DIRECTOR \ 
COLUMBUS 

CONSERVATION DIVISION 
J. W. THOMPSON, ComMiIssIONER 

August 8, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Geme Survey, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Several days ago I was at the State Museum and was 

informed by Mr. Charles Walker who is Assistant Curator and Ornithologist, 
that they had received eight quail killed in Ohio in 1874. In comparing 

these quail with those recently killed, differences were noted. As soon 
as possible Mr. Milton Trautman and Mr. Walker will collect eight or ten 

more quail from this county and the two men will then make detailed 

measurements and note particularly body markings especially the barring 

on the breast. 

In this way we hope to be able to give some definite data 

on whether or not the infiltration of Mexican Bobwhite have had their 
effect on our native quail. It will also be necessary to kill quail in 
other parts of the state in order to check, but I thought this information 

would be of interest to you with reference to your request of July 29th 

on the number of Mexican or Texan Bobwhite introduced into Ohio, 

Unfortunately at the present time I do not have any informa- 
tion on the number of species introduced, but as soon as Mr. Trautman and - 

A Mr. Walker begin their work, we hope to be able to run down the situation. 
i: Also in case you know of any other work along this line or if you have 

[ suggestions to offer, we should appreciate this information. 

{ Thanking you once more for your cooperation, I remain 
\ 
\ 

\ 

a fu Respectfully yours, 

pole ol” 

Wook yaa FE SIVA ALYY 
E. L. Wickliff, Chief 
Bureau of Seientific Research 

ELW/JL Division of Conservation
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Mr. H. F. MeCarthy 
Central States Yorest Experiment Station 
Columbus, Chie 

Dear Maet 

; On thinking 1¢ over I have come to the opinion that 
I aged you a rather foolish question in my letter transmitting the 
type map. 

; I have decided to let the “River Breales" type end a 
Little east of Cincinnati, since I detect a substantial similarity 
between the country of the Illinoian glacier in southeast Iowa, north- 
east Missouri, southern Illinois, southern Indiana, and the Cincinnati | 
regions 

I heve thrown the glaciated hills of Ohio into the 
“(411 Plain" but indicated then ag a gub-type by hatching, just as T 

_ have in "The Knobs" of Indiana. 

I have also changed the name of the so-called "Ozark 
Border" to the "Hill Belt," whieh fits better with the hill country " 
of unglaciated Inifane and Chie. 

If any other modifications of the type map strike you 
as nesessary, I would be glad to hear from you. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
; In Charge, Geme Survey pet



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

i FOREST SERVICE 

CENTRAL STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

eee on a furs OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, 

AND REFER TO COLUMBUS, OHIO 

RS 
Cooperation August 1, 1930 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, d 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I am returning the material enclosed with your letter of July 14, 

also a copy of our Report and Program which contains maps of interest 

to you, especially the geological division map and Day's grazing map. 

: I would like to make the following specific comments:- a 

me Portions of southwestern Missouri cigatieiisAe Latina farming 

~ section, especially around Springfield and Joplin.” The soils of the 

entire Illinois glaciation area are grayish white in character and not 

ba ey Loessal deposits are found only in a narrow belt bordering the 

Mississippi and Ohio rivers. The eastern narrow point of Illinois glaci- - “ 
ation in Ohio may be quite properly thrown in with your division 3(a), — Qu codon 
The northern portions of Brown and Clermont counties, Ohio, and from 
there northward in the Illinois glaciated area are flats very little 

dissected by stream drainage. This section remembles the flats of Indiana 

except that the drainage channels have cut deeper in the Indiana flats. 

The forest types in both cases are beech-maple, elm-ash-maple, and pin oak, 

indicating comparatively moist conditions of soil. : 

The Illinois glaciated area of Illinois including a dozen counties 
OX around your 2(b) mark are high, dry oak flats interspersed with prairie 

fs and are not “breaks. I think your generalization is here too broad. 

ev Jy eerie, in north central Missouri and south central Iowa, I believe you 
ve included too much prairie in your "breaks" division, The Chariton 

River of Missouri has a belt of timber bordering it two to four miles in 

width but the adjacent uplands were prairie. True northern forest does not 
enter the lower peninsula of Michigan except in the swamps. al Dp & 19 Ip 

+e 

ve Verys sincerely yours, 

‘Ss 

E, F. McCarthy 
Director



aug. 8, 1930 

My. 8. ¥. MeGarthy, Direotor 
Contral States Forest Experiment Station 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Macs 

| ‘Thave teken care of all the corrections suczested in 
your letter exeept one, and that is the shrinicine of the "River Breake" 
type in favor of the prairie. I realize that not all of this type is 
actually breaks and I have amended the text to make this clear, and 
will algo use colors on the map to indicate that the whole type is a 
mixture of prairie and woodland. ; 

I realize that the proper boundary of the northern forest 
in Michigan ig debatable, and I am glad to have your sugcestion. I am 
also awaiting Lovejoy's opinion. : 

a I am perticulerly inéebted to you for sending me the 
Anmal Investigative Report, which interests me very umeh, partiqularly 
the report on the graging study. ‘The definite figures and maps are a 
very valuable addition to my stock of evidence as far as game is con- 
cerned. Of course the game is hit even worse than the timber by grazing 
and woodlets. I hope I may retain the couy of the report for my library 
and that you will put me on your list for future copies, 

With your seion and Mr. 8 I would like very’ 
mach to enter tn tndormation which he given in Pie, Zon smo of 
quail maps. Since there are uo counties, however, I find ffieult . 
to trace the boundaries of the colored areas. Would Mr. Day be so kind 
as to enter these boundaries on the enclosed county outline map of my 
region, in colored crayon? \ 

Can you send to Mr. R. B. Yeatter, School of Forestry \ 
& Conservation, Ann Arbor, Michigan, a copy of your report, or failing \ 
that, a copy of your Fig. 2 map? ‘This covers a good deal of country \ 
in which he is working and the information will be highly valuable to him. 

Yours sincerely, \ 

) \ 
ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE \ 
PERRY L.GREEN, Director 

May 29, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Survey 

421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

At present we do not have under consider- 
ation the requiring of a license for those who take out 
hunting licenses, in order to weed out applicants un- 
qualified to carry a gun in the field. In case you have 
more specific information on this point we should be pleased 
to receive it. 

You are also advised that we are turning 
over your letter of May 23,requesting the "Outdoor Ohio", 
to Mr. Oliver Hartley, Chief of the Bureau of Education. 

Mr. Hartley will place your name on the mailing list for the 
publications of this division. 

Very truly yours, 

E. L. Wickliff, Chief 
Bureau of Scientific Research 
Division of Conservation 

ELW/cc
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SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION March iS, 1930.6 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopoldie 

At the suggestion of Major Waller, 

we are attaching herewith copy of letter received 

from Vause Foster, Higby, Ohio, thinking that pose 

sibly you might like to interview Mr. Foster some 

time while in this state. 

Yours very truly, 

Le W. T. Waller, Jre= 
Director of Conservation. 

By: A Ott 
JHO:RVC



Gory 

7 Vause Foster 
Higby, Ohio. 

March 1, 1930. 

E. Ie du Pont de Nemours & Co., 
Wilmington, Del. 

Department of Conservation. 

Gentlemen:= 

The writer of this is no idealist, and does not 
expect perfection. The general information which is sent out 
re rearing of game birds in captivity is perfection itself compared 
with generally accepted methods of caring for game on the farms. 

In part of this letter, I would not want to be quoted. 
In Ohio, game laws and prohibiti6én laws are in the same class. 

Due largely to organized sportsmen (?) the Ohio Farmer 
has practically no protection from tresspassers and vandals. The 
standard fine ig five and costs. This has put quail on the song bird 
list, but game on a farm is still a menace instead of a blessing. Due 
to lack of protection to the farmers, many try to pot their game before 
the season opens. There is no way to stop this, if the shooter keeps 
his mouth shut. In spite of the law, quail are shot by the thousand. 

Then predatory animals or vermin are protected as closely 
as game. At present, I know of two skunk dens in the middle of a fine 
pheasant breeding field. To destroy these is a special offense. A 
year or so ago, the State Game Department announced, that they expected 
to stock the Stoney Creek Forest Reserve (of may be six thousand acres 

and surrounded by occupied land) with deer, wild turkeys, mffed grouse, 
pheasants, quail, coons, skunks, and mink. 

I emphatically contend that a law protecting vermin 
on farms is a crime in itself, and that any game law affecting a settled 
community is foolish, unless it has the approval of a large part of the 
land owners. These landowners will approve of no law which does not pro 
tect them. 

The Biological Survey seems to think that ducks do 
not cross the one hundredth meridian in great numbers. This being the 
case, and west of this line ducks being too plentiful for the winter 
feed, the problem should be for those interested to increase the winter 
feed. 

East of the one hundredth meridian, we need millions 
more ducks, which should include all wateffowl. Now this game breeds 
in Canada. Since faft*s so-called annexation speech, that country is 
very touchy about U. S. interderence.
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At that, it seems to me that any man with a little common sense, should 
have diplomacy enough to persuade Canadian Game officials to fight game 
breeding enemies, provided the U. S. footed the bill. The duck hunters 
of the U. 8. should be educated to the fact that such a procedure would 
pay a@ whole lot more dividends than more restrictive laws which cannot be 
enforcede 

One big egg and young duck destroyer, which they will not 
allow to be fought is the mekrat. (If you question this write W. H. 
Orr, Clear Lake, Iowa.) , While hawks and owls take a big toll as well 
as minks, weasels, etc. on the prairie at least, the big enemies are 
Crows and magpies. The number of nests these robbers destroy, and the 
number of young birds they kill is unbelievable. Nobody who has not 
lived in the breeding grounds can conceive of the effectiveness of 
their destruction. I know of their getting fifty-two known duck nests 
out of fifty-two in one year. 

The ordinary person can do very little execution among crows 
and magpies in general. Effective and safe poisoning systems might be 
devised, but théy have not. In the breeding seeson, a man who will 
work can really slaughter both crows and magpies. If the public could 
be brought to stand for it, and somebody could stir up the gun clubs to 
find the winter crow roosts, the shooters would do the rest. 

we Years ago (maybe now) on College Hill, Cincinnati , crows 
Ch 4 roosted by the tens of thousands. Nobody was allowed to bother them. 
Re Fifteen or twenty years ago, there was a big crow roost near here, but it 

has moved north; I don't know how far. 

From the writer's point of view, legislation cannot bring 
back game. In farming and domestic stock raising, centuries of experience 
have taught us, that besides proper growing conditions, if we want success, 
we must continually and eternally fight all diseases, parasites, and 
pests which interfere with the crop we are trying to grow, be that crop 
animal or vegetable, 

In the face of all this accumulation of experience, due 
largely if not wholly to the influence of one man, the U. 8. is trying 
to grow game by legislation. A law prohibiting vermin from killing game, 
song, and insectivorous birds would be as sensible as many of the statutes 
relating to game. Besides any law allowing the destruction of fur 
bearing vermin would be opposed by the united fur industry. 

My suggestion here would be to try to frame a farm game 
law for which the game organizations would stand, and which would protect 
the farmer to such an extent, that the farm organizations would fight 
to get the law passed, and which after it was passed would warrant the 
support of those most interested. - The Farmers Themselves. -— The 
game associations imply that the farmer never hunts and has no interest 
in game. 

Lots of this is probably old stuff to you. The part re 
duck breeding enemies, I have never seen mentioned by any one save 

myself. Had it not Ween for your compant's reputation for fairness
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and discretion, there is a lot of it, which I would have been afraid to 
write. If it does any good, I will be grateful. 

/ Yours truly, 

(s) Vause Foster 

Pe 5S. -— I have been told Scotch game keepers have no trouble in telling 
the sex of Hungarian partridges. 
If you think I am crazy enough to hope or expect you to get 
militantly behind any of these suggestions, referfto my letter 
of the 21st.
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STATE OF OHIO 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
PERRY L. GREEN, DIRECTOR 

CONSERVATION Division COLUMBUS 
JOHN W. TONE RO COMaEHONEE February 13 

Division oF FisH AND GAME 1330 
JOHN W. THOMPSON, CHIEF 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Chemistry Bldg. 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am quite sure that it will interest you to know 
that this Division has inaugurated a state-wide program of 

research work. \ 

At the present time I have made arrangements with 

two ornithologists to conduct an upland game bird survey of 

the western half of Ohio. These men will start the middle 
of March and continue until fall. Also, we will make some 

waterfowl studies in Buckeye Lake. 

I have a letter from your research associate, Mr. 

Yeatter, at the School of Forestry and Conservation in lMich- 
igan concerning his general survey of the Hungarian partridge 

in this country. I requested that he come to Columbus so 
that our two ornithologists, your associate and myself could 
go over the program for this year. 

Our field workers will cover primarily the ring- 
necked pheasant and the Hungarian partridge. Any information 

that you may have along this line for our field workers will 
be greatly appreciated. 

I should also be glad to receive from you copies 

of your lectures entitled, "The Theory of Game Management 
and a Survey of Its Applications," "Quail Management," “Deer 

Management," "Ring-necked Pheasants and Hungarian Partridges," 
"Game as a Land Problem," and also any other data you may 
have pertaining to game that would be of interest to our 0- 
hio workers.



STATE OF OHIO . 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

PERRY L. GREEN, DirRECTOR 

CONSERVATION Division COLUMBUS 
JOHN W. THOMPSON, ComMiIssIONER 

SUPERSEDING 

Division OF FisH AND GAME 
JOHN W. THOMPSON, CHIEF 

Mr. Aldo Leopold PH#2 

As mentioned in my last letter to you I was able 
to compile the game laws of the state from and beginning 

in 1857 up to the present time. That material, unfortunate- 

ly, has not been typed but someday I hope to be able to make 
my promise good and will then send you the information re- ‘ 

quested. 

I should also be glad to receive the monthly pub- 
lications of the Arms and Ammunitions Company and anything 

/ wow else that you think would be of interest to the game situa- 
we tion in Ohio. Suggestions will also be appreciated. 

Thanking you once more for your cooperation in 
this work and wishing to assist you at all times, I remain 

Yours very respectfully, 

E. L. Wickliff, Chief 

Bureau of Scientific Research 
Division of Conservation 

ELW:mw



Copies to: Olin 
Stoddard 
Yeatter 

Pobruary 14,1930 

Ur, B, bk. Wieklitt 
Conservation Division 
Ohio Dept. of Agriculture 
Solumbus, Ohio 

deur Me, Wieklift: 

T em dolighted to hear about your cantemplated gane reesarch 
program. Mr. Yeatter had already written me about it, and I hope it 
will prove powsible to keep the two lines of work on Hungarian par~ 
tridge in towh with exch other. From our standpoint it ie a great 
ageet to have somebody @lee woricing in the same field, 

T would Like very much to confer with you and your fellow 
workers ae to plane of work, ond since you do not sugges any par- 
ticular date I hope it will be satisfactory for me to stop over in 
Colwibus at the time of my next trip oact, which will be about the 
middle of May. 

T would consider your best source of advice on @ Hungarian 
wenly 00 3s Et Fenainas of Whe Reehegienh Dante, Vad oF Seren 
Me, Yeatter is in constant touch with ond can doubtless give 
you Stoddard’s thoughts on many questions, Abt some time during the 
ee ee en eee ene ene 

I G44 not prepare any written text of my lectures, but I 
am writing » text on geome management this spring, and also a report 
on the game survey of the north central region, whieh will contain 
the lecture moterial, As soon as these are available I will let 
you know, 

With beat vegorda, and wishing you success in your valuable 
wade rtaking, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Tm Charge, Game Survey



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

CENTRAL STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

ADDRESS REPLY TO es OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, 

DIRECTOR COLUMBUS, OHIO 
AND REFER TO 

February 10, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I feel quite sure that we have not the exact type of map 

which you will want for Bates. A number of months ago I asked our 
Washington office to provide us with a basesmap for the states in 

our region showing counties and principal stream drainage. I did 

7 not ask to have the principal cities shown. ‘This map will be simi- 

lar in proportion to that enclosed on double letter size sheet. I 

expect to have about one hundred copies double letter size and have 
asked for twenty-five copies 40" long in the big dimension. If 

these will serve your needs, I will be glad to supply you as soon 

as I can procure them from Washington. 

I am sending you some other maps which we have constructed 

in our own office and one photostat enlargement furnished me by 

Dr. Transeau which does not have the counties included. The small 
sheets in color were done on our Beck speedograph which is capable 

of reproducing four ink colors. 

Please let me know if you wish me to secure you the large 

size map from Washington. In that case I will try to hurry our 

drafting department. 

Very sincerely yours, 

CVG 
Enc. fr. McCarthy, Director 7



RSZ July 31, 1929 
P 

Mr. Burr N. Prentice, 
Purdue University, 
Lafayette, Indiana. ; 

Dear Prentice: 

Reference is made to your letter of July 24 regarding 

game propagation... 

I had a aumber of conferences with Dr. Transeau and 
several with Mr. Leopold regarding the fellowship which Leopold 
ig sponsoring. The reasons for feilure to establish this fellow= 
ship at Ohio are several as I see them, 

First, in Ohio the queil is on the songbird list and the 
Serming element is interested in keeping it on the song@ird iist, 
partly because the farmer has been trained to think this way by 
propaganda, partly because the quail is insectivorous and partly 
because the farmers have little sympathy with hunting on their 
lands, 

: Secondly, the Ohio State University and particularly the 
College of Agriculture is, of course, backed by the agricultural 
population of the State which is just now the dominant elenent 
in the State. The reapportionment of representation in this State 
which is now being agitated would give the city populations the 
greater voice in legislative matters. Thus far, attempts to re- 
apportion the State have failed because of domination of the 
agricultural interests in legislative mircles even though the 
rural population is in the minority. You see, therefore, that any 
attempt to propagate quail with the idea of subsequently hunting 
them would become a matter of gajor interest politically in the 
State. The truth is that our renowned cartoonist, Billy Ireland, 

®



would fi11 the Columbus Dispatch with a series of sob pictures 
in supporting the quail on the songbird list just as he did at 
the time when it was originally put through, 

The third reason for lack of interest here is an actual 
lack of suiteble lend area available now to the University for 
thie test, 

The fcurth and very important reason is that professors of 
botany and zoology have not yet to learn to think as the forester 
in terms of field experiment. Problems which eannot be solved in 
the laboratory and which will require absence of the graduate stu~ 
dent in charge from actual classes or supervised laboratory are 
obnoxicus to them. I am heartily in sympathy with the project which 
Leopold is fostering and am sure it could be carried through 
saccezefully if put in charge of the right man and if backed by the 
intelligent interest and sympathy of the land owner, 

Very sincerely yours, 

BaP MeCarthy, 
Director. 

P bd Me Me © 
: ph oe ee



THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
GEORGE W. RIGHTMIRE, PRESIDENT 

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY 

E.N. TRANSEAU B.S. MEYER 

J. H.SCHAFFNER 8.8. HUMPHREY 

W.G. STOVER LOIS LAMPE 

H.C. SAMPSON PEARLE WILLIAMS 

A.E. WALLER W.#H.CAMP 

L. H. TIFFANY G. W. BLAYDES 

COLUMBUS 

May 31, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

I have gone over the prospectus very carefully for a 

"Demonstration in Natural Quail Farming" and have discussed the 

matter with the Dean and with Mr. McCarthy. 

I am very clear that the "Sporting Arms and Ammunition 

Manufacturers' Institute" is making a very generous offer in 

providing facilities for a graduate student to carry on research 
of this type. There are certain factors of the "prospectus" however 

that make it impossible of acceptance by this University. 

During recent years the University has been receiving 
numerous offers of this type from various chemical and manufacturing 

companies. The Board of Trustees is on record as refusing to accept 
any research project that involves unusual expenditures, or involves 
the University in contract for leasing extra facilities. I am quite 
certain that the Board of Trustees feels that its contribution to a 1 
project of this kind involving the facilities of the institution and 

the best thought of a group of its Professors is all that they can 

offer. 

Regarding the project itself Mir. Hicks and I have a feeling 

that an experimental demonstration as proposed for one section of 

Ohio in no respect shows the possibilities in other parts of the state 

and that unless this experimental demonstration was checked with 

field observations on the effects of natural coverts in various parts 

of the state that the experimental project would have only minor valuee 

The development of artificial coverts, especially evergreens, during a 

five year period is well nigh impossible. 

I have just recently visited some plantations of the 

Forestry Department and they would seem to indicate that evergreen 
coverts would have to be planted about five years before observations 
on the effects of these coverts were begun. I have thought that it 

might be possible to arrange for suitable farm lands thru the



#2 
Mr. Aldo Leopold. 

State Agricultural Experiment Station which has a number of 

demonstration farms scattered over the state, none of which 

however are within easy driving distance of the University. 
The Forestry Department of .course has a number of abandoned farms 
that are not so far away, but as I understand it they would not 

meet your requirements. 

I believe that $3,000.00 is sufficient money to cover 
the entire project and that it might be carried on without having 

the Trustees assume any obligation for leases, fencing and art- 

ificial planting. 

I think this states fully our reaction to your proposal 
and I do not mean to intimate that the project is entirely 
impossible, but I am quite clear that the proposition as it stands 

would not be accepted by the Board of Trustees. 

I hope that when you pass thru Ohio in June that we 

may have an opportunity to discuss the matter more fully. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ENT ; Ric E. N. Transeau



Copy sent to McCarthy : 

421 Chemistry Building i 

Sane 18, 1929 

Dr. EB. N. Transean 
Dept. of Botany 
The Ohio State University 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Dr. Transeau: : 

My delay in replying to your letter of May 31 is due to 
‘ay having just returned from field work. 

I vegret that it is contrary to the policy of the Uni. 
vergity to accept feliowships entailing possible cash liabilities 
on the part of the University, while I appreciate your taking the 
pains to explain to me the eect reason why the Ohio project must 
be dropped. 

I quite agree with you that intensive work in the imoediate 
neighborhood of the Yniversity would have to be checked by field 
observations on the various typee of land all over the state before 
cone¢lusions could be legitimately drawn for the whole state. It was 
the intention that this be done. I realize that the prospectus con- 
veys a somewhat narrower impressions 

You are, of course, correct in asswaing that evergreens 
would heve no effect for some years, The date of reaching effective 
size, however, can be som@what accelerated by planting under locust. 
The Forestry School at Ann Arbor has some Norway spruce under locust — 
which, while now older, would have been an effective covert at 5 ‘ 
years after planting. 

I realize that the maximum of $3000 would be insufficient 
to cover the liability for land ix most instances, as wel! as the 
salary and travel of a student. We have, however, a very special 
purpose in wishing the University to carry the necessary land. I- 
pelieve, for instance, that after the conclusion of the felbowship 
the afea which has been developed will continue to be operated by 
the University, possibly as a training ground for game wardens, as 
an educational exhibit for sportemen's meetings, and similar pur 
poses. Such later uses would be rendered less probably if anybody ; 
but the University itself had developed the area, 

I thank you for your kind invitation to stop in Columbus



2 
Transeau 

and I intend to avail myself of it quite regardless of the fellowship 
matter. I am encountering many ecological problems in my game survey 
on which I would value your personal advice, and you were absent in the 
field at the time of my last visit. 

Yours sincerely, : fe 

AIDO IoPozD, 
; In Charge, Game Survey.
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File Copies to Stoddard a 
i Olin : : 

Redington 

421 Chemistry Building ; 

; May 16, 1929 

tr. B, 3. Transean 
Ohio State University 
Columbus, Ohio a 

Dear br. Trangeau: 

IT enclose a Prospectus of the proposed Quail Investigation 
F ; in accordance with your request of May 3. I think it will enewer your 

questions about terms. The general idea is that the Institute will 
furnish the stipend for the fellow, plus his travel, while the University 
furhishes the necessary land and equipment. 

You were out during my visit, but Dr. B. C, Osburn and Dr. 
Berbert Osborn looked over land with Stodderd and myself, and have a 
ens by Stoddard and myself on the land situation. As to 

equ t, we did not foresee the need for much, outside of a little 
wire for vegetation controls. 

Because the cover factor is so important I am particularly anxious 
to tie this work with that of your department and Mr. McCarthy's 
station. 

I am pleased that Ricks is interested. I formed a very 
high opinion of him during my brief visit with him st Ann Arbor. 
Whether this study would delay his doctor's degree is a matter I 
cannot judge. Could not this study be his thesia? If so, the only 
interference would be if necessary field and university work happened 
to fall at the same time. 

‘Let me have your reactions on this. I am going East in 
. June and can stop to discuss matters with you at that time. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. 4
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THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY é yr 
GEORGE W. RIGHTMIRE, PRESIDENT 

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY we > 

B.N.TRANSEAU B.S. MEYER \ Ante 
J.H. SCHAFFNER S.S. HUMPHREY we 
'W.G. STOVER LOIS LAMPE 

H.C.SAMPSON PEARLE WILLIAMS / 

A.E. WALLER: W.H.CAMP Qs, 

L. H. TIFFANY G. W. BLAYDES 

COLUMBUS 

May 3, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mir. Leopold:- 

At the suggestion of Mir. E. F. McCarthy I have gone 

over the possibilities of making a survey of the Quail situation 

in Ohio with Mr. Lawrence E. Hicks. 

Mr. Hicks has completed a year of work toward his 

Doctor's degree in Botany, he is a very diligent and exceptional 
student of plant and animal distribution and I can recommend him 

above any student that has been in the Botany or Zoology Departments 
during the last five years for the particular study that you have in 

mind. 

Since this study involves the use of the facilities of 

the University and the co-operation of a Professor in charge it 

will be necessary for you to submit a definite statement of the 
project and a financial statement of money that should be paid to 

the investigator and money that is to be expended for apparatus 

and equipment for making light, temperature and moisture deter- 

minations. 

I believe that if the survey can be made without inter- 
fering with Mr. Hicks’ Doctors degree that it is worth his while 

to undertake it. If it means that his Doctor's degree is to be 

delayed two or three years he had better not commit himself to 
this program because I believe that in side of five years Mr. Hicks 

will have arrived in a position that will be worth far more than 

the possibilities of this particular study. 

Will you therefore either send me a detailed statement 
of what you would like to have done or come here and talk the 
whole matter over with us jointly. I may say that I have been 
working on the Vegetatiom Survey of the state for a part of fourteen 

years and that I am greatly interested in any project that will furnish 
additional data on the distribution of plants and animals in the state 

or that will contribute to our knowledge of the physiological factars 

involved in these distributions. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ENT: RMc Ee. N. Transeau



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

CENTRAL STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

ADDRESS REPLY TO furs 

°: DIRECTOR OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, 

AND REFER TO COLUMBUS, OHIO 

RS April 29, 1929 

Cooperation 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Chemistry Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: : 

I have today interviewed Hicks and found him interested 
in undertaking the quail study which you proposed. I then took 

the matter up with Dr. Transeau and held a conference with him 

and Prof. Raymond Osburn. They seem to be agreed that it will be 

entirely permissable for Hicks to undertake the work insofar as 

relative credits in their respective departments are concerned, 

Thanseau is very enthusiastic in his recommendation of this 

young man and feels sure that if he undertakes the study he will : 

accomplish its purpose. Transeau has agreed to talk the matter 

over with Hicks and you will doubtless here from them in a short 

time. 

Very sincerely yours, 

E,F.McCarthy, ae 
Director.



STATE OF OHIO : 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

PERRY L. GREEN, DIRECTOR p 

CoLuMBus f 

( we 
Division OF Fish AND GAME 

JOHN W. THOMPSON, CHEF February 21, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We received your book on game conditions 

in Ohio but up to the present time have been unable to 

acknowledge it. It was necessary to prepare Lake Erie 

and waterfowl bills for the Legislature and the last 

date for receiving these bills was last Monday and this 
has given us very little breathing space for the past 
three weeks. Thank you for the publication, and as soon 
as possible, I will check it and if we can aid you in 

any way we shall be pleased to do 30. 

At the present time we have the changes 

in the game laws from 1890 to 1927 but have been unable 
to compile them from 1857 ro 1889. As soon as this is 
done we shall be glad to send all this date to youe 

In case you desire what we have ready. atyvthe present 
time, we shall make an extra effort to compile it and 

send it on to yous 

We have just received your list of lec- 
tures and if it is possible should like to have copies 

of these for our files. 

We shall be glad to help you in any possible 

way, so do not hesitate to call on us. 

Very respectfully, 

wo SVC 
E. L. Wickliff, Ass't. Chief, 

Division of Fish and Dame. ~ 

ELW: HM



i Copy for files. 
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421 Chemistry Building 

December 11, 192%, 

Dr, & ©. Osburn, 
Ohio State Univercity, 
Columbus, Ohio. 

Dear Dr. Osburn: 

I have been delayed in getting word to you as to the findings 

of my trip with Stoddard because I wanted.to talk over future plans in 
person with the members of the Institute at their Recember 5 meeting, 
Both the Institute and the Biological Survey have approved the attached 

i formal report dated October 25, 

Phe next steps to be taken are for the University to (1) select 
the student and (2) express their willingness to lease or otherwise make 
available from 2 to 4 sections of land, 

Then will follow another trip by Stoddard and myself to confer 
' with the students and to recommend final ellocation of fellowships. 

Of course the reel important thing is the student. At Ann Arbor 
T met one of your men, L. H. Hicks, and wae very much impressed with hie 
future possibilities although I understand that he has not yet teken his 

masters degree. Possibly the Quail Tollowship might provide a way for 
him to continue hie studies beyond his masters degree. Of course my 
appraisal of Mr, Hicks was necessarily superficial and you may have y 
better men in view, 

. If there is anything which the report and thie letter fails to 
make clear, please write me for further explanation. 

Thank you very much for the wany courtesies extended to Mr. 
Stoddard and myself, ? 

Yours sincerely, ; 

ALwO IworoLp, 
In Charge, Game Garvey. i 

Copies sent to Olin and Redington. (to be show to Stoddard)
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December 5, 1928 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

My time has been very much broken and with some 
extra work that had to be put through under 
schedule, I have not had time to answer your 
letter. The pheasant shooting story in this sec- 
tion is a rather long one; that is, in the form 
as you should probably have it. It will be 
enough rightinow to say that Mr. Gilmore's state- 
ment is not much out of the way, if we are to 
believe what a number of people in this section 
consider to be a fair estimate of the number of 
birds killed. There may be some question about 
the particular district mentioned, because a sur- 
vey that was made several years ago was considered 
to have covered Clark €ounty rather than the 
district mentioned. 

The real point of interest is that with all the 
pheasant shooting that has gone on in the last 
six or seven years in the area of several counties 
around our own, that with all the birds that have 
been killed yearly, there are more to be found today 
than there have ever been before. 

I feel that I know something about this bird and 

_ its inerease pecause I have hunted all through this
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area, and have happened to be in a position to 
get a lot of information as to what the bird ° 
is doing as well as what has happened to him, 
I have raised pheasants in my own yard for years. 
I have raised them on private preserves and have 
watched thetir development on the particular pre- 
serves that we have here. To anyone who follows 
the game, it is. one of the greatest stories that 
has happened anywhere in the country. 

Drop in on me sometime and I will tell you what 

I can about it. 

Yours very truly, 

THEICGREGOR BROS, - 
t 

P. S. Noting in the American Field that you are 
to speak at the GamerConference at New York, 
I am mailing you a copy of this letter there. 

MM/RM
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. 421 Chemistry Building 

November 24, 1925, 

Mr. Frank J. Wolf, 
State Game Supervisor, Dist. 2, 
322 = 4th Street, 
Premont, Ohio. ‘ 

‘Dear Mr, Wolf: 

Thank you very much for your letter of November 20 
and the additional information on Hungarian Partridge. If 
you are able to draw a line around the extension of this bird uy 

: into Wood County I would appreciate it very much. If not, 
kindly return the map as is, 4 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. 

Inclosuret 
Map of Ohio. :
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Whee. 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE fds pie 

FOREST SERVICE jy) 
CENTRAL STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

DIRECTOR fits OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, 

Ap ere CoLumBus, OHIO 

RS November 27,1928 

Cooperation 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

The best off-hand answer I can give you in reply to 

your note of November 18 is to furnish you a copy of a state=- 

ment prepared by Sparhawk under date of January 26,1924. You 

may keep this. 

You will be interested to know that I have just com- : 

pleted a week in northern Arkansas in and about the Ozark Nation- 

al Forest. During that time I traveled some 400 miles in a car 

mostly through timbered area and probably 20 miles on foot. During 

that time I saw three gray squirrels and one chipmunk. I saw no 

quail, no rabbits or other game. While there has been recently 

introduced some deer and turkeys in the game reservations of the 

Ozark Forest, I saw only evidence of deer in one place. 

Very sincerely yours, 

E.F McCarthy, 
Director



ys Enclosure with 
i? RE January 26, 1924, 

Timber Survey 
| Kon,John L.Gabie, 

A | 1-26 ' 24 (Extra Copy) 

HOSES ON PORAST GUSDISTONS AND REPORZSTARION I OHIO. 

By ¥. N. Sparhawk. 

area of Yorest oe 
The foreeted area is avproximately 3,900,000 sores, ; 

or 16 per cent of the land area of the State, The forest 

has been reduced steadily during the past 70 yeare, as 

follows: 

Zercentage forested 
1853 56 
1870 38 
1881 a3 
1910 18 
1923 16 

Approximately 700,000 aeres in the southern and eastern 

eounties are owned in tracts up to 14,000 acres by coal, iron, 

and timber companies, The other 3,200,000 asres consicts 

almost entirely of aul] woodlots on farme, averaging from 

12 to 16 acres a farm. ‘he area of farm woodlands decreased 

by only 86,000 scree in the decade 1910-1920, ani this de- 

oreate was probably more than balanoed by the woodland in- 

olinded in the 590,000 asres of farmea abandoned during the periods 

The State Forester has estimated that some 700,000 

acres of forest on good soile may be cleared off eventually, 

but that a considerably larger area of poor farm land will 

revert to forest. Figures of the toumship asseseors for 

1916-1916 show that more than 6,000,000 acres of tillable 

7



land wae not under ovltivation in 1916, while the 1620 census 

alse indicates that approximately 6,800,000 aeres of improved 

land was not cultivated in 1919, besides 1,770,000 aeres of 

unimproved land (mot woodland) on farms, ; 

Stand of timber 
Recent eatimates by tha State forester, based on a 

survey of most of the State, give a total stand of 1,065,790,000 

board feet of merchantable timber. Moet of 1t is in the wood- 

lote, and « comparatively amall amount in the larger tracte 

in the southern and eastern counties. ‘ 

Forest conditions 

As ‘The woadlota for the most part are broken up into 

@wall unite, from less than an aere up to 100 acres or more, 

and averaging less than 16 aeres, Most of them have been 

@ulled ever for the best trees, so that there remains princi- 

pally timber of inferior speoles or defective trees. Only 

16 per cant of the woodlots are unpastured and satisfactorily 

stocked with young growth to replace the older trees as they 

are out} 33 per cent are pastured but have some young growth, 

while 61 per cent sre pastured so intensively that there is 

no young growth and no prospeot of any without planting. 

Pasturing of livestook is a much more serious enemy of the 

woodlote than are forest fires, and unless rextricted wham will 

mean the ond of 2,000,000 acres of woodlote when the decadent 

a



trees fall or are out. 

3B. In the southeastern counties, partioularly those 

in the south eantral portion aleng the Chie River, the te- 

pography te more hilly and broken than in the better farming 

eeotions, and a much larger proportion ia not suited for 

farming. Yorssts are in larger mits, owned to a coneider- 

able extent by seal, furnace, and timber companies, Mort of 

the timber wus out for mining or smelting, and wae out clear 

instesd of being culled ae in the woodlot section. Ae a 

reeult there are now extensive stands of even-aged roung 

growth, little of which de of merchantable size. Pires have 
run over thie region frequently and killed or damaged mich 

of the young growth. It haw been eetimated that one-tenth 

of the region ig waste land, chiefly the result of fires, 

The hille ercde badly when forest cover is removed, and much 

farmlané has teen abandoned for this reason, Thie should 

be the important timber-producing region of the State, but 

heeanes of ite past treatment there is little prospect that 

it will furnish much sew-timber in the next 50 yeare. 

In 1860, Ohio ranked fourth among all the States in 

amount of lumber cut, and produeed 6.6 per cent of the total 

out of the country. In 1690 she ranked lath with 2,8 per 

cent of the total, in 1904 fell to 26th place, and in 1921 

to 806th place with only 0.5 per cent of the total ent. The : 

3



amount of lumber cut in the State reached o maximum in 1899, 

and in 1921 was only one-seventh av much. ‘The decline in 

lumber production is ehowm by the following: 

Million Board Foot 

1699 967 
1909 ae 
1914 286 
1919 280 
1921, 138 

Meanwhile, the nuaber of wage-earneres employed in 

the various branches of the luwber industry fell from 16,500 

to lees than 7,200 «- a lowe of amployment for ao greater 

number of families than there were 1m 1920 in any one of 

60 counties in the State, ov in oither of the cities of 

Varion, Newark, Tortemouth, or Sanesville, ani almost as 

many a8 in Sanilten, Taxewood, or Lima. The ‘ecline in 

number of wage earners in the lumber industry was as follows: 

-Hunher employes 
1699 16,602 
1909 13,466 
1924 11,721 
1919 9,604 
1922. 7,172 

In 1911 it was ostimated that 63,000 wage sarnera 

were employed in the sawmilie and factories using wood for 

their principal waw material. ‘These industries, exclusive 

of the sawmills, in 1912 used 916,000,000 board feet of 

lumber, of which only 165,000,000 feet wae grown in Ghic, 

and 750,000,000 feet was brought from other States. Among the 
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important species coneumed which are also most comzon in 

Ohio forests were the following: 

Einde of wood amount weed Imported from 
Hii itor Otaer Stat 
Ba ol % 5Or Oars 

Sak 162 87 
Yellow poplar 189 93 
Maple 38 61 
Hiekory 36 66 
Aen é1 30 
Sia 21 25 
Beesh a9 86 
Thestnat 19 86 
Blaes walnut $ 7 

These figures, which represent only a ‘onal fraction 

of the total wood gongumption, indieate that there are logel 

markets for all of the timber that can be grow in the State, 

Figures collcsted by the 1920 Cenaue show that the average 

etumpage value of timber aut in 1919 wae greater than in any 

other State exoept Indiana, 

State and. other public forestry ; 
In 1906 a forest department was established at the 

Agrioeultural Experiment Station at Yooeter, to investigate 

and report on forest sonditions® an4é carry on forertry work 

in cooperation with farmers and other owners. i 

& constitutional amendment, adopted 1911 or 1912, 

permitted the acquisition of State forests by purchage or by 

tax title, and the granting of complete or partial tax ex- 

emptions to encourages forestry. In 1916 the assembly appro- 

priated $10,060 for purchase of State forests, and additional 

5



amounts have heen granted singe then. The totel area of 

State forests in 1983 wae over 20,000 seres, bewides close 

to 3,000 aeres owned by State inetitutions and handled in 

eooperation with the Stete Forester, Cineionati and Oberlin 

have developed municipal forests of 1,141 and 146 seres, re~ 

apectively, the greater part of which soneist of plantations, 

Sinee 1906 the forestry department at the Experiment 

Station has carried on investigations, dietributed planting 

stock to farnera for demonstration planting, and adviwed 

woodlot owners in methods of improving their foreste, In 

the firet 9 years approximately £,.000,000 trees were dis- 

tributed for planting, and 140,000 acres of woodlots examined 

and reported on, Altogether, about 4,000 acres of land was 

Planted to foreut trees, principally catalpa, locust, and 

other trees euitable for fenceposte. 

Planting should be dome on wornout ani eroded fields 

and pavtures, steep slopes ond ravines, ieolated corners 

which cannot be farmed economically, overflow lands, and 

lands denuded by mining operations or otherwise. It is come 

sidered more important at the present time, however, to devote 

the greater efforte te proper handling of exieting forest 

lands #o as to prevent them from reaching the condition whore 

Planting #111 be neecsesarys The farmers have been gradually 

. goming te this point of view, and in the last few years have 

shown more interest in improvement of their woodlote and = - 

somewhat less in the planting of bare land. ‘ 
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4 fovest fire iletriet hae been organized in the southern 

eounties, ané over $00,000 aeres of forest land in that region 

is mow wider organised fire protection, in which the Federal 

Government aooperates wider the Weeke Law. For the seven yeare 

1916-1922 the average area of forent lend burned over annually 

in tho entire State was a little sore than 12,000 acres, 

4 law enacted in 1934 made inetruetion in forsetry a 

branch of the agricultural course which is eompulaory in ail 

poblie echeols. A techniesal eourse in forestry hae been given 

at the State University for aimost 80 yeare. 

Zrivate forestry 
Mout of the forestry work in Ohio will always be done 

by private owners. While it is propesed that from 200,000 

to 200,000 acres may eventually be acquired by the State, 

counties, or municipalities, there will remain almost 4,000,000 

aores in private ownership, at least two-thirde of it on farma, 

Several hundred farcearea have already undertaken forestry 

work, either planting a few aeres of post timber or improving 

their existing woodlete under the dirsation of the axperiment 
Station. The Station maintains a small nursery, from which 

it furnishes a linited amount of planting stoek for demon 

atertion and experimental purposes. At first thie was given 

free to plantere, but later wae #014 at eost, Several of the 

inetitvtions saintain nurseries for their own requirements, 

A fow corporations have undertaken forastey ork on a 

somewhat larger soale. These include the Mead Pulp and leper 
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Gompany, of Chillicothe, which is growing pulpvood at 6 

profit on several hunéred aeres; the Carbendale Conl Company, 

which has undertaken improvement cuttings on some of its 

holdings; and the ‘eyne Coal Company, of Steubenville, which 

has planted up seme of ite stripped lands. 
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OBERLIN COLLEGE ger ; 

- r OBERLIN, OHIO . 

Mi THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES (ay 

ANIMAL ECOLOGY Nov. 19, 1928. 

LYNDS JONES 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wis. 

My dear Mr. Leopold, 

It has take me quite a while to run down the prairie areas 
in noeth-western Ohio,but at last I feel that I have them pretty 
well located. Not all that is located within the lines is probably 

now prairie - some being savanna type,like the "Oak Openings",but 
to all intents they can wel! be considered as prairie-like. 

There are other areas of grassland too small to be of any sipnifi-g 

cance that are really peat bogs. These might serve as favorable en- 
vironments for game birds if they were planted there,but from the 
standpoint of native species they have not in the past been of any 
significance. Dachnowski; in his work on the peat bogs of Ohio maps 

all of the bogs and mentiongxs the surrounding vegetation. Many of 
these are grass-covered rather than tree-covered, but many of them 

occur in typical forested areas and therefore do not partake of a 
prairie nature. 

I will be interested to know what progress you make in your plans 

for making an exhaustive study of this matter of game conservation. 

; : Yours very truly, 

Oy / 

age cai
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; ; ¢ STATE OF OHIO hre4 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
CHAS. V. TRUAX, DirEcTor 

CoLumsBus 

Division oF Fish AND GAME 
D. O. THOMPSON, CuiEF / 

4 November 7, 1928. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, ‘ 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sirs- 

Your letter of October 31 at hand and you 
are advised that in 1925 the State Division of Fish and 
Game sent a Questionnaire to the various Game Protectors 

requesting information pertaining to pollution in each 

county. This data was compiled and at the present time 

I have it in my files. It is listed by ore 88 in 
all, and the polluted streams, or parts thereof, are. 
indicated in red. In order to compile this data it would 
require the services of one person, probably working 8 

> ee hours a day for one week, to get it out. If you care to 
bing hire someone to work this out on separate maps, or if 

you wish to do it yourself I shall be pleased to aid you. t 

The Reference Library is making up for us x 

a detailed list of fish and game laws as far back as they 
| can be found. This is a very thorough revision of the 
} situation and as soon as I receive the completed outline 

I wild have copies made and send you one. 

I have also conducted a:fish survey in 
56 of the 88 counties and have obtained considerable infor- 
mation pertaining to the abundance of fish and aquatic 

vegetation and their relation to polluted streams. 

The next time you are in Columbus, I shall 
be pleased to have you stop and we can gm over the problem 
in detail and probably work out some solution.. 

Very respectfully, 

S? hind 

DO, Sat “50 

E. L. Wickliff, Ass't. Chief, 
Division of Fish and Game. 

ELW: HM



421 Chemistry Building 

November 17, 1928. 

Mr. EB. L. Wickliff, 
State Division of Fish and Game, 
Columbus, Ohio. 

Dear Wickliff: 

Thank you for your letter of November 7. You evidently 
have the pollution data in a form more detailed than I could use. 

/ I am glad that this is the case and compliment you on it. Thank 
you just the same for your offer to allow it to be copied. 

I, I will appreciate it very much if you will keep me in 
‘mind for a copy of the compilation of old fish and game laws. I 
will not necessarily have to retain this copy but I willappreciate 
‘the privilege of borrowing it for the purpose of making the 
tabulation I told you about. 

j I want to extend to you my hearty thanks for your 
/ personal cooperation in my Game Survey and also to tell you how 

mach help I received from Game Protectors Harlow, Keller, and 
/ Bowersox. I have a great admiration for the attitude of these 

j three men and they went a whole lot farther in giving me help 
than they had to. 

: If you are going to the American Game Conference I 
will have a chance to see you there. It seems to me that your 

, Department ought to send you officially to meetings of that kind. 

| With kindest regards, I am, 

} Yours sincérely, 
yh; 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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SPORTING ARMS & AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS' INSTITUTE | 

103 Park Avenue | 

: New York: : 

July 20, 1928. , 

Our File; 
Game 

Mr. J. M. Olin, Chairman, 
Committee on Restoration 
and Protection of Game. r 

Dear Mr. Olin: 

Restoration and Protection of Game 

We received a visit today from Mr. James W. Stuber; 
Secretary of the League of Ohio Sportsmen and a representative of 
the Editorial Department of the paper known as the Sportsmen's " 
Digest. 

Mr. Stuber explained his deep interest in the work 
of the Institute along restoration and protection lines and was 
anxious to secure details regarding the Institute's Game Survey |. 
and other activities. i 

In view of these facts, I arranged for Mr. Stuber 
to meet Mr. John Huntington to secure a complete and correct story 
of the Game Farm and its purposes. An attempt was made to have 
Mr. Stuber meet General Dill but he is absent from the city on 
vacation. Arrangements have been made for Mr. Stuber to meet Mr. 
F. J. Byrne, Chairman of our Committee on Publicity, who will 
undoubtedly be in position to work out a plan which will give us | 
an opportunity to take advantage of the facilities of the Sports- 
men's Digest. 2 

With respect to the Game Survey,I confined myself to 
a repetition of Mr. Byrne's publicity. In addition, I suggested 
that Mr. Stuber communicate direct with Mr. Leopold who will un- 
doubtedly want to take advantage of the facilities in Ohio offered 
by Mr. Stuber. 

if all. of the sportsmen's organizations and publica- 
tions were as interested as Mr. Stuber appears to be, the Industry 
should certainly have no difficulty in securing all the desired 

publicity. 

Yours very truly, 

C. STEWART COMEAUX, Secretary oo



STATE OF OHIO 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
CHAS. V. TRUAX, Director 

CoLumMBuUsS 

Division OF Fish AND GAME 
D. O. THOMPSON, CHIEF 

January 7, 1928. 

e 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
\ In Charge, Game Survey, 
a 421 Chemistry Building, 

\ Madison, Wisconsin, 
Pi 

< 

Dear Mr. Leopold: i 

i I have been away from the office for 
; the past few weeks and have not been able to answer 
\ your letter of December 12th up to the present time. 

To date I have not received your 
e report on game conditions in the State of Ohio, as 

, a Dr. Osburn is attending the New York meeting of the 
ye American Association for the Advancement of Science 
v and I have not been able to see him. However, I 

~ 4 thank you for sending the report and am looking for- 
ward to reading it. 

‘ We are still working on the compila- 

pint tion of the fish and game laws for the State of Ohio 
PY eae and as soon as completed a copy will be sent you. 

ij am th wet 

Kindly let me know if I can aid you 
at any time, and be sure and call on me when in this 
vicinity. . 

Very respectfully, 

h t v no: AP 

BE. L. Wickliff, Ass't. Chief, 
Division of Fish and Game. 

ELY: HM
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1940 PHEASANT BAND RETURNS ae eae accra 

Compiled by Hayden W. Olds 

Banding of cock pheasants in Ohio during 1940 for the first time included all dis- 

tributions, beginning with the wild trapped birds in the winter months of December, 

January, and February, and continuing through the various releases (See pare 4) 

until the last of the field trial birds were released but shortly prior to the 

hunting season. 

Factors Influencing the Return of Bands 

Individual incentive and activity on the part of the Division field men who pre- 

pared local news paper articles, made contacts with local sportsmen, etc,, account- 

ed for the sending in directly to the Columbus Office bv sportsmen and for the 

collection of manv bands, 

In conjunction with the activities of the Division field men, the Section of Pub- 

lic Relations issued several appeals for the return of bands in its weekly news re- 

leases, Outdoor writers of many newspapers used this and similar material in their 

columns. 

A large number of bands were received directly from sportsmen in the spirit of 

cooperation after a bird was bagzed, 

Probably the most important single factor in a number of counties which influenced 

- the return of bands was the prize money offered by sportsmen's clubs. Prize money 

offered by a club for bands from birds released in the county in which the club 

operates also undoubtedly influenced tne return of bands from adjacent counties. 

In such instances the Division of Conservation and Natural Resources provided the 

club with records of bands received, these records being used as a basis of the 

club awards. 

It is not believed that a maximum of returns has been achieved, but rather that 

by continued education and possibly by extension of club activities a considerably 

large percentare of returns can be obtained. Natural indifference on the part of 

many hunters to returning bands must be broken down, Undoubtedly many sportsmen 
who take birds bearing bands do not realize the bands are desired, These individ- 

uals must also be reached. 

For purposes of comparison a brief synopsis of band returns from previous years 

is given: (For additional detail, see Bulletin 191 OyDs0.) 

NUMBER NuMipes NUMBER NUMBER PERCEDT AVERAGE 

YEAR BANDED RETURNS PERCENT RETURNS RETURNS OF TOTAL DISTANCE 
BIRDS FIRST SECOND THIRD KILLED TRAVELED 

SEASON SEASON SEASON FIRST TO 
DAYS 

1930 4000 50 1,2 2 0 68% unknown 

1932 9582 250 45 unknown 0 50% unknown 

Wr 1935-36 unknown le unknown 0 0 unknown 1,9
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NUMSaR NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER PERCE'T AVSRAGE 
YEAR BANDED RETURNS PERCET # RETURNS RETURNS OF TOTAL DISTANCE 

BIRDS FIRST SECOND THIRD KILLED TRAVELED 
SEASON SEASON SEASO™ FIRST TO 

(Continued) DAYS 

WT1936-37 unknown 9 unknown 0 0 unknown 1,0 

WI1937-38 396 15 1541 5 2 34.8% 1.5 

1989 10333 964 9.5 54 39.4% 245 

1940 24455 1803 Te9 57.0% not figured 

WI - Wild Trapped re 

Average distance traveled is not commuted for 1940 releases as it is believed a 

few instances of far traveling birds tend to distort the general average. For a 
better picture of bird travels than the general averare will give, see pace 9 @ 10, 
As the average distance traveled by Ohio pheasants after release is two miles or 

less as shown by returns from previous Ohio releases all movements of this dis- 
tance or less are classified as less than two miles. See pages 25 9, afid 10, 

1958-1959 Bands of Previous Years Received Following 1941 Hunting Season 

The 1938-1939 bands from wild trapped birds. Two bands were received. One of 

these birds had traveled five miles. No information could be obtained of the 
other, Both birds had lived through one hunting season to be killed in the sec- 
ond and had carried the bands for anproximately twenty-tvo months. 

1939 bands. Fifty-two bands involvinre 34 counties in all were returned. Fifty 

of these had been placed on birds which were immature at the time of release. The 

other two were placed on adults liberated in March and June. For break down of 

areas and counties from which these returns were obtained, see the following table: 

RETURN OF 1939 BANDS FOLLOTING 1940 HUNTING SEASON 
(See Page for understanding of Areas) 

COUNTY NO. BANDS” AGE (TaN MONTI! “TEN 
RETURNED RELEASED RELEASED 

AREA I 

Allen Le Immature July 
Darke Zh Immature July 
Delavare Mf Immature July 
Defiance i Immature July 
Franklin i Immature duly 
Fulton i Immature July 
Huron 4 Immature duly 
Lucas 2 Immature duly 
Miami L Imnature July 
Ottawa Z Immature July 
Pickaway 2 Immature July 
Putnam é Immature July 
Seneca 1 Immature duly 
Union a Immature July 
Van “ert 1 Immature July 
Van “Tert i Adult June
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COUNTY NO. BANDS AGE “THEN ~~ MONTH THEN 

RETURNED RELEASED RELEASED 

(Continued) 

Williams i Immature July 

Wyandot 2 Immature July 

AREA II 

Ashland 3 Immature duly 

Cuyahoga 3 Immature July 

Fairfield a Immature July 

Knox L Immature July 

Licking % Immature July 

Portare 1 Immature July 

Richland 1 Immature July 

Stark x Immature July 

Summit 3 Immature July 

Trumbull 2 Immature July 

Wayne hi Immature July 

AREA III 

Brown 3 Immature July 

Clermont L Imna ture July 

Highland a Imnature July 

AREA IV 

Coshocton 1 Adult March 
Coshocton i Immature duly 

Harrison 1 Immature July 
Scioto 2 Immature duly 

TOTALS 52 

As 10,333 cock pheasants were banded in 1939, this representa a 25/5 return of the 

total release following the second hunting season. 

For the above birds of which there are travel records, only two moved farther than 
two miles which seems to indicate that the birds being originally liberated in good 
territory were able to survive for approximately fifteen months, escaping the hunt- 

er during the 1939 season as well as surmounting other factors which might have 

caused death, 

Bach of the two birds traveling father than two miles,both immature at the time of 

release, made a rather remarkable novement. One released north of Newark, Ohio, 

was taken fifteen months later east of Zanesville, Ohio, approximately thirty miles 

distant. This bird undoubtedly followed the Licking River valley in making this 
movement. The other bird, release’ in southwestern Pickaway County, was killed 
south of Xenia, Ohio, fifteen months later having moved approximately forty miles 

from the point of release. In comparison to the first bird mentioned, the latter 

bird crossed at least six tributaries of Paint Creek and in so doing moved through 
what is acknowledged to be better pheasant territory than that in which it was re- 

leased or in which it was taken,



KEY (Note carefully) 
1 

st WT. - Wild trapped adults released in December, January, and February. 

‘ March ~ Adult birds released in March from the Urbana Game Farm plus Club purchased 

birds. 

June - Adult birds released in June from the Urbana Game Farm following breeding seasons 

July-August - Immature birds nine to twelve weeks old released from the Game Farms in 

July and August. 
Coop. — Immature birds eight to twelve weeks old released from pens of sportsmen in 

July and August under terms of Cooperative Pheasant Project. Also includes 

‘pirds propagated from eggs. 

Field Trial - Adult birds held for field trial purposes and released during Sept. & Oct. 
Area I - Pheesants are now most numerous and possibilities for a potential increase 

are:greatest. Glaciated soil flat to slightly rolling. Best agricultural 

land in the State. 

Area II - Northern transitional area. Glaciated soil level to hilly. Cultivated 
erops closely harvested and much land is pastured. Considerable forested 

area. Region of heaviest snowse 

Area III - Southern transitional area. Glaciated soil level to hilly. Considerable 

land under cultivation. Corn, small grains, hay, and tobacco. 

Area IVY - Unglaciated soil. Slightly rolling to hilly. Pheasants seemingly limited 
to valleys. ‘Small percentage of land in cultivated crops. Bulk of terri- 

tory in forest and pasturee 

NUMBER OF BANDED COCK PHEASANTS AND BAND RETURNS 

AREA I 1940 Releases 
We te “Mar ch } June ~ July—Aug. ; Coop. Field Trial 

No. No. % No. No. % No. No. % No. No. % No. No. % No. No. % 

COUNT IES Cock Bands Cock Bands Cock Bands Cock bands Cock Fands Cock Bands 
Birds Re- Birds Re- Birds Re- Birds Re- Birds Re- Birds Re- 
Band turn Band turn Band turn Band turn Band turn Band turn 

Allen 0 0 34 0 0 0 130 16 19 2 0 0 
Auglaize C © 3S Bg 0 84 2038 5 

Champaign 0 0 60 2 6 Too 0 0 0 
Clark 0 0 53 ? 2 Hee es 0 0 © 
Crawford 0 0 68 2 2 1 156 8 266 a7 0 0 
Darke 0 0 48 5 ive 33 © 0 0 0 
Defiance 9 i 42 5 36 10 76 9 0 0 0 0 
Delaware 0 0 0 0 4 Z 0 0 399 28 0 0 
Brie 0 0 28 5 0 ll 6 22 3 Die



We Te War ch June July — Aug. Coop. Field Trial 
Ne, No. % Now No. % No. No. % No. No. f No. Now % No. No. % 

i COUNTIES Cock Band Cock Band Cock Band Cock Band Cock Band Cock Band 
‘ Bird Re- Bird Re- Bird Re- Bird Re- Bird Re- Bird Re- 

Band turn Band turn Band turn Fand turn Band turn Band turn 
Area _ I continued 

Fayette G 0 LOZ : 9 158 30 13 a Q @ i 

Franklin G08 pple sa LSet 0 eles ics 18 26629 © 0 
Fulton 44 i 3g 0 29 a © oO Q 0 

Hancock 76 oO 50 i: 0 0 oO Q Vieng 0 153 Ly 

Hardin 77 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Henry 0: ke) Bian © 0 70 0 OQ Oro eae api 
Huron c 0 65. 2 4 0 185 15 106 .62 75 20 

eee eee a te 
Lucas 2 0 Ade 4 0 o 116 Le 87 16 36 e 

Madison q 0 84 £ ia 2 127 29 206 9 0 0 

Mercer 44 0 161 3 27 0 148 9 565 36 0 0 

Miami v © 75 2 5 aoe! 137 36 Cc 0 0 6 

Ottewa 8 0 48 4 0 0 85 7 108 5 0 0 

Paulding 0 © 24 0 0 0 82 al: 0 © 0 Aue! 

Pickaway Og UL sO. Sinem © 79 Bde a ee © 6 
Putnam oC 0 32 a 0 G 116 16 80 ¥ 0 0 

Sandusky 3 x 49 © 68 Oo 126 8 Ly 1 0 6 

Seneca 148 7 70 2 5 © LOG nN 8 © 0 0 

Skelby ¢ © 60 2 5 0 127 21 73 8 0 6 

Union c © SL & 9 0 100 10 ity. ae Or 0 

Van Wert 6 © 174 EC © 0 220 4 94 36 48 0 
Williems © © 32 6 Q e 1C1 4 hy a 0 0 

Weed 345 42 12.1 0 @ 0 0 Q © 0 0 15 i 

Wyaxé ot 136 a 18 0 Cc Q : 64 15 0 0 0 0 

Lien Ve a a nm nr aaa ltr thoes Neo oo 

Ashland Oo SS 4 i re lg cnt ieee npn 

Columbiana O. 0 91 4 ees eee 225 10 C 0



Fi a anor Wallet iene Clue aaa July-sug. Coop. Field Trial 
No. No. % Now No. % Now Nos % No. No. % Now Now % Now Now % 

¢d, COUNTIES Cock band Cock Band Cock Band Cock Band Cock Band Cock Band 
t Bird Re- Bird Re- Bird Re- Bird Re- Bird Re- Bird Re- 

Band turn Band turn Band turn Band turn Band turn Band turn 

Area II continued 

Ba ea ace i OBO On 
Fairfield 0 0 0 0 4 0 57 ne 578 ie 0 0 

Geauga o 0 55 Bi 3 0 42 5 2s 3 0 0 

Knox 0 0 0 0 4 0 49 9 410 89 0 } 

Lake 0 0 62 L 3 0 152 0 186 8 0 0 

Licking 0 © c 0 4 0 0 0 458 20 25 e 

Lorain © 0 115 4 6 Cc 186 i 179 9 0 0 

Mahoning © 0 107 0 4 0 157 2 191 12 0 OQ 

Medina 0 co 78 2 8 L 106 12 219 13 0 0 

Morrow 0 o 60 a 4 0 145 aT 40 2 0 0 

Portage © 0 59 1 3 0. 148 ae Sel 18 0 0 
Richland 0 O 41 6 6 0 99 5 59 5 0 G 
Stark € 0 78 0 0 Q 154 6 45 0 0 0 

Summit : ©C 0 49 a 3 0 185 12 7 16 0 0 

Trumbull 0 c 131 © 3 0 205 9 268 12 49 6 

Wayne 0 Cc 81 3 4 0 120 20 67 12 0 0 

TOTALS 0 0 1271 3% 2.4 ae 4 5.1 23506 145 6.2 3908 3505 7.8 99 Ae be pe 

AREA IIT 

Brown 0 © 69 0 (9) 0 87 3 207 © 0 0 
Butler © © 33 90 4 0 134 9 0 0 0 0 
Clermont 0 © 43 0 3 0 igi 5 0 etal 0 0 
Clinton 0 (] 39 (9) 7 © 56 7 © 0 0 0 
Greene 18 4A 45 i) 4 Ba 116 2” 196 54 49 14 
Hamilton © 8 35 0 A 0 97 5 0 0 C 0 

Highland 0 0 73 1 0 0 Oo QO 285 15 0 0 
Montgomery 0 @ 5? 2 7 2 Lo? ol 526 78 0 0 

Preble 0 0 48 0 5 0 156 21 0 0 Os 20 
I cesmericrerin th acs ne ae cae ee CC ae, 
eee Ue BO On gen a Oe) CBN eee ROB eG Or Nae 
TOTALS 18 Agee DOR eegeiak (co, fo eon loos, | ee 10. Lot0 TO one ee ie ee 

AREA IV 

Adams 0 0 13 © 0 9 109 3 29 0 0 0 
Athens 0 0 0 0 OUre One. Oo com 1ST 2 0 0 

Belmont 0 0 0 0 0 0 7S 2 Bie oe oe nee OC ail ee



Were Wicd, wit vue wy May 7 nee vu tatau Laas 
ae No. No. % No. No. % No. No. % No. tia Ch Te 
COUNTIES Cock Band Cock Band Cock Band Cock Band Cock Band Cock Band 

Bird Re- Bird Re- Bird Re- Bird Re- Bird Re- Bird Re- 

Band turn Band turn Band tprn Band turn Band turn Band turn 

* Area IV continued 

Carroll 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 aL 0 0 

Coshocton © 0 27 2 e 0 0 93 eZ 156 a 0 0 
Gallia 0 C. 15 0 0 0 25 be 460 7 0 0 

Guernsey 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 ni 0 0 0 0 

Harrison 0 OQ 0 0 0 0 0 0 2a? 0 0 0 

Hock ing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 

Holmes 0 0 15 0 0 0 166 3 250 6 0 0 

Jackson 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 109 iL 0 0 

Jefferson 0 0 0 0 0 0 OQ 0 15 0 0 0 

lawrence 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 oO jo 0 0 0 
Meigs 0 0 13 2 0 0 58 6 83 % 0 0 

Monroe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mor gan 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 i 0 0 0 0 
Muskingem Oo 0 ns 0 0 0 35 4 72 6 0 0 

Noble 0 0 12 0 0 0 ee e 68 Le 0 0 

Perry 0 0 22 0 4 0 48 3 49 3 0 0 

Pike 0 0 49 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Scioto 0 0 27 d 0 0 36 2 284 2 0 0 

Tuscarawas 0 0 19 0 Oo 0 306 7 267 19 0 0 

Vinton 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 4 0 0 0 0 

TOTALS 0 0 268 5 tel 4 0 1092 42 3.9 2588 803.0 0 0 

GRaND TOTALS 1169 59 4.1 3812 88 2.95 241 25 10.3 7749 691 8.9 1102 874 7.9 472 66 11.4 

sm lk lille 
AREA I 1151 54 4.1 1765 48 bel 122 18 14.7 3319 391 11.7 3176 529 10.5 324 40 12.3 

AREA IT oO 0 0 1270 OL Bet ye 4 Del 2506 145 6.2 3908 505 7.8 99 12 1261 
ARBs IIT 18 4 23. 508 Go Wel 38 3 8.1 1032 113 10.9 1540 160 10.4 49 14 28.4 
ARKA IV 0 0 0 268 Oy sede 4 0 QO 1092 42 3.9 2388 80 3.35 0 0 0



TABLES OF RELEASES AND RETURNS 

Cause of Death: Of the 1803 bands returned 175] were taken by the hunterst gun. The balance of 52 met death ina 

1 variety of ways. See the following table: 
© ae Nl ne A i ge 

Release age Cat Dog Unknown __ Plow Drowned Train Auto Hawk Fox Violation 

Immature 5° 6 5 i ae 15 2 2 

Adult 5 3 4 ef - 

eA Pe ee ro een er a, 

It would seem on the basis of these returns that young birds are more suseptible to loss by accident or predation than 

are adult birds. However, it should be kept in mind that a total of 5694 adult birds were released as compared to a 

total of 18,761 immature birds. 

Fri, Set. Mon,  ‘Tuess Weds Thur. Fris Sats’ Mon. © Tues. Wed. Thur. Fri, “Sat. ‘Totals 

z 265 139 48 36 35 45 13 35 21 13 16 15 10 29 718 

Et 88 81 23 14 15 35 5 20 5 2 4 8 8 ue 526 

Tit 30 5” 15 8 9 16 4& 8 2 5 i os 0 5 221 

Iv 19 24 15 i 8 15 5 J 2 L B 0 2 3 97 

State 

Totals 462 SOL 101 59 68 109 a7 64 30 el 22 24 20 54 1362 a 

Area I - 265 or 40% were killed the first day of the season. 

404 or 56.2% were killed the first two days of the season. 

Area II - 88 or 23.9% were killed the first day of the season. 

169 or 51.8% were killed the first two days of the season. 

4rea III - 90 or 40.7% were killed the first day of the season. 
147 or 66.6% were killed the first two days of the season. 

Area IV - 19 or 20% were killed the first day of the season. 
43 or 44.3% were killed the first two days of the season. 

Following the first two days, on which 57% of the total were taken, comparatively large kills are noted on Thursday, 
November 2lst, Thanksgiving Day, and on the two remaining Saturdays, November 23 and November 30, which was also the 
last day of the season. In ail, 72.6% of birds were killed on these five days.



MOVEMENT OF PHEASANTS 

ARHA I AREA IT AREA III AREA IV 

Miles Moved Miles Moved Miles Moved Miles Moved 

Two or over Two or Over Two or Over Two or Over 
Less 3 4 5 5 Less 3 4 5 5 Less 3 4 5 5 Less 3 4 5 5 

1 Miles Miles Miles Miles 

G = Wrd 
Trapped 18 tS 2 0 0 One ar OL 0 OO OO 0 QO On. 10 0 
March 
Adults 24 Bee Ree) Le Dich ee Os sca Wei) ORONO batters. ONO sgn ae) 

June 
Adult 10 OO eet BO an aL Oa SO) ye Oa ccd ae) Os oO) eae Oe Oui 30) Oi Oe Ou CO 

July-éug. 

Immature 361 25 16 Sea . 124 348 16) 68 59 We ea SD 51 5. Lee 19 
Field 
Trial 14 Be On sate OL On Os taco Oe Ge Oe. a0) (eit 8 ie Sete) 

Break down of travels over five miles: 

AREA I - March Adults - Movements of six and eight miles. 
July-August - Seven of six miles; two of seven; two of eight; two of nine; three of ten; three of twelve; 

and two of fifteen. 
Field Trial “dults - three of ten miles; one of seventeen miles. 

AREA II - March Adults - One movement of ten miles. 

June Adults - One movement of eighteen miles. 

July-august Immature - Four of six miles; eight of seven; three of eight; one of nine; five of ten; two of 
twelve; one of fifteen; one of seventeen; six of twenty; one af twenty-five. 

AREA III - March adults - One movement of ten miles. 
July-August Immature - Three of six miles; one of seven; four of eight; two of nine; three of ten; two of 

fifteen; one of eighteen; one of twenty. 

AREA IV - July-August Immature - Two of six miles; four of seven; one of eight; two of ten; one of eleven; one of 

twelve; one of fourteen; two of fifteen; three of twenty; one of thirty; one of 40. 

In order to compare the movement of birds as occured in each of the four areas the following should be noted: 

AREA I - Movements on a total of 517 birds of all releases were received (See table above for breakdown). Of these 

427 moved two or less miles. 
AREA II - Movements on a total of 212 birds of all releases were received (See table above for breakdown). Of these 

176 moved five miles or less and 135 moved two miles or less. 

AREa III - Movements on a total of 106 birds of all releases were received (See table above for breakdown). Of these 

88 moved five miles or less and 74 moved two miles or less. 
AREA IV - Movements on a total of 79 birds of all releases were received (See table above for breakdown). Of these 60 

moved five miles or less and 52 moved two miles or less.
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The percentase of birds traveling more than five miles in each area shoul? also 

be noteds 

Area I - 5.8% of all birds on which records were obtained traveled five or more 

miles. 

Area Il ~- 17% o0f all birds on which records were obtained traveled more than five 

miles. 

Area III - 17% of all birds on which recor’s were obtained traveled five or more 

miles. 

Area Iv - 24% of all birds on which records were obtained traveled five of more 

miles. 

There seems to be a definite relationship between the tvpe of habitat in which 

pheasaits are released and the tendency to move, and can be briefly summarized: 

Good habitat - movement not necessary; Toor habitat - stimulates seare on part 

of birds for surroundings better suited to their needs. 

Second vear returns of bands received from Area IV generally show very Little 

movement, which lea’s to the conclusion that these particular birds rere evident- 

ly released in food pheasant habitat. There is also a definite.relationship be- 

tween the movement of a bird and the vossibility of its survival. The sore move~ 

ment, the more hazaris to which a pheasant is exposed. 

As a matter of interest, two bands rere returned by Pennsylvania, and two by In- 

diana hunters fron birds taken during the open season on pheasants in their re- 

spective statese 

SUMMARY: ' 

Wild Trapped Pheasants: These pheasants were released approximately ten 

months prior to the 1940 hunting seasone 

Area I = A total of 1151 wild trapped adult cock pheasants were ban‘ed. Fifty- 
five bands were returned for a percentare of 4.1%. It should be noted, however, 

that a 12.1% return was received from 345 banded birds released in one county, 

Wood. No sumcestion is offered as to the cause of the comparatively poor returns 

from other counties. The distance traveled was neglirible. 

Area II - No releases. 

Area III - No releases. 

Area IY = No releases. 

March Release of Adult Cock Pheasants From The Urbana Game Farm: These birds 
were released approximately eircht months prior to the 1940 hunting season: 

Area I - 1765 pheasants were banded and released. 48 bands were returned for 

a percentare of 2.7% No one county showed a large percentare of returns from 
this release. Distances traveled were negligible. 

Area II - 1270 pheasants were banded and released. S31 ban’ds were returned for 

a percentave of 2.4%, No one county showed a large percentare oi returns fron 
this release, Distances traveled were neglipible.
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Area III - 508 pheasants were banced an’ released. Six bands returned riving a 
oops | ave 
Tele return, Distances traveled were nesligible. 

Area IV - A total of 268 pheasants were released and banded. Three bands were 

returned for a 1.1% return. 

June Release of Adult Cock Pheasants from the Game Farms Followins tre Breed- 

in Season: These birds were released annroxinately five months »rior to the 1940 

hunting season. 

Area I - 122 pheasants were bande? and released. 18 bands were returned for a 
Soe , ' | i 
14,7 return. One county, Defiance, showed an extremely heavy return from this 

reloase. From the majority of counties no returns were received. liovenent of 

birds were negligible. 

Area Il - 77 pheasants were bande’ and released. Four bands were returned for 

a 5el, return. Too few bands were returned to draw conclusions on the cistances 

traveled. 

Area III - 38 vheasants were banded an’ released. Three bands were returned 
ieee ep ontees a, ‘ uO 
Riving a 8.l/> return, Distances traveled were negligible. 

Area IV - Releases and returns too small to warrant conclusions. 

July and August Releases of Immature Cock Pheasants from the Game Farms and 

Cooperative Projects: These pheasanvs vere released three and a nal? to four and 

a half months prior to the 1940 hunting season. 

Area I ~ A total of 6,495 cock pheasants were banded and released. 720 bands 

were returned for a 11.1% return, The greater percent of birds moved less than 

two miles after release. For complete breakdown of movement refer to pare 96 

Area II <- A total of 6,214 cock pheasants were ban’ed and released. 450 bands 

were returned giving a 7.2% return, 124 banis for which recor’s were obtained 
moved two miles or less. 38 movec between three and five miles, 52 moved five 

miles or more, showing a greater tendency to move than in Area I, See page 9. 

Area III = A total of 2,572 pheasants were banded and released. 273 bands were 

returned giving a 10% return. Of the returns received for which movement records 

were siven, 59 birds moved two miles or less; 14 moved between three an” five miles; 

17 moved more than five. This conforms closely with movement results of this age 
bird in Area II. See page 9 for comrlete breakdown. 

Area IV - A total of 3,480 cock pheasants were ban‘ted and released. 122 bands 
. A a . ag 5 were returned for a 3.5% return. Of returns received giving “istances traveled 

51 moved two miles or less; 8 nove’) vetween three ani five miles; 19 ove? five 

miles or over; showing a greater tendency of younm pheasants to travel when re- 
leased in Area IV than in Areas I, II, or III, 

Field Trial Releases of Adult Cock Pheasants Only: These pheasants were 
released from two months to a few weels orior to the 1940 hunting season. 

Area I - A total of 324 field trial pheasants were banded and released. 40 

bands were returned giving a 12,.3;, return. Movement of these birds for the most 
part was negligible. 

Area II - A total of 99 pheasants were banded and released. 12 bands were re- 

turned giving a 1253 return. Distances traveled not mown.
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Area III - A total of 49 pheasants were banded an released for field trial pur- 

POSeSe 14 bands were returned for 20.4/5 return, Of the seven vans for which 

movement is norm, all moved two miles or less. 

Area IV =< No release. 

CONCLUSIONS RELATIVES TO VARIOUS RELEASES 

Wild Trapped: Movements small probably due to the excellent habitat in which 

they are released. “Yood County return show superior ability to survive until the 

hunting season, although this is a longer period of time than for any other release, 

Poor returns from other counties in pheasant territory unexynlainable, Bir’s re- 

leased during trapping season of 1940-1941 will provide additional data. 

March Releases of Game Farm Adults: Movements small in Area I tending to 

move greater distances show up in other three areas but number of returns too 

small to warrant definite statement. Return of bands from these birds is exceed- 

ingly poor. A 2.37 for the whole state with a 2.7% return for Area I high. This 

may justify the holding of these birds for additional time on the Game Farm prior 

to release. iarch often finds considerable snow in Ohio and a scarsity of food in 

many localities. Shock due to change of environment and diet aay effect birds. 
From time of release birds must survive approximately eight months to hunting sea- 

sone Value as breeders in the wil’ must be discredited if birds do not survive. 

Special study would be required to cetermine this, 

June Release of Adults Held for Game Farm Breeders: Relatively small number 

of these releases. Returns from one county, Defiance, raised State average to 

10.3% Natural foods available at this time in abundance. lovement small as in~- 

dicated by but fifteen returns giving this data. 

Release of Immature Pheasants in July and August: Size of returns sufficient 
to show wide range of return between the four areas. Based on State wide returns 
a percent of eight was received. However, Area I shows Aish e. (Aros TL Teale Aber 

III 10%, and Area IV 3.5% returns. There is a far greater tendency for birds to 
travel in Areas showing the smallest percentage of returns. Travel is probably 
induced by the birds' effort to find more adequate food and cover, but at the sane 
tine this exnoses the birds to additional hazards, physical and psycholorical, 

which may cause a general increase in mortality prior to the hunting season. The 
fact remains that greater returns are receive’ from recognized pheasant territory 
and the transitive areas than from the unglaciated counties comprising Area IV. 

Release of Field Trial Pheasants: These birds are adult an released at a 
tine of the year when cover and food is abundant in addition to the fact that they 
must survive but a short time prior to the hunting season. Returns show an ex- 
cellent survival with but small movement.
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A SURVEY OF HUNTING PRESSURES IN 1938 ON THE CONTROLLED HUNTING ARBAS OF 
: WOOD COUNTY, OHIO* 

By Lawrence BE. Hicks and Daniel L. Leedy 

Introduction 

In Ohio the hunting season for pheasants, rabbits and Hungarian partridges 
opens on November 15. Hundreds of hunters from Toledo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, and 

other cities in Ohio, as well as some out-of-State hunters from West Virginia, 
Illinois, Michigan and other States, go annually to Wood County, Ohio, there to goin 
the ranks of the local hunters. More than 10,000 hunters participate in the yearly 
game harvest of Wood County - an’area of 612 square miles. This creates a heavy 
hunting pressure (17 hunters per square mile). Although thousands of pheasants are 
killed each year, the birds continue to increase. Surveys of the number of hunters 
and the total kill in the County have been made by Hicks or Leedy cach year since 
1930, including a detailed survey of tho 1937 hunting season. (Sec bibliography) 
It is the purpose of this papor to record data for the year 1938 which have not 

been included in reports previously relcascd. ; 

Summary and Conclusions 

Three observers divided their ficld studies between each of the 20 townships 
of Wood County, Ohio during the 1938 bird hunting season (Nov. 15 tO 3M). ‘This 
field work included about 75 miles of travel on foot, 2,100 miles of travel by auto, 
and 105 man-hours of observations which were recorded in detail. More than 3000 

hunters were counted in the field and more than 2,200 pheasants oxamined at checking 
stations or on highway blockades. 

: A standardized technique (developed and used in previous years) was used in 

‘determining relative hunting pressures. Hunters in the ficld are counted by the 
observer while cruising in an automobile at an average spoced of 15 miles per hour. 

Automatic tally registers are used to record each item. It is possible to readily 
obtain comparable data on hunting pressures, as the land is perfectly flat, the 
forested acreage very low, the distribution of crop types rather uniform, and nearly 

all roads are in a perfectly regular square mile grill pattern. Hunting begins at 
noon on the opening day, but due to the extreme hunting pressure and confusion of 

the first few hours (94.8% of all hunters are in the ficld the first dey), no hunting 
pressure data are recorded on November 15 by the cruising method until after 2 p.m. 

After the opening day, hunting pressures in areas to be compared, are taken in the 
morning hours from 8 to 12. The routes followed are selected objectively, and in 
such a way as to eliminate errors due to an early or late hour of observation. 

*Luther L. Baumgartner assisted the writers several days in obtaining a part c 

the ficld data upon which this report is based.
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The hunting pressures recorded in 1938 averaged only 53% as heavy as those 
observed in 1937. This decrease was obviously due to adverse weather conditions in 
1938. For evory 100 hunters in the field on the opening day, 39 hunted on the 
socond day and 26 on the third day. Hunting pressures were much lower during the 
balance of the season, but with marked increases on November 21 (the first Saturday), 
and on November 24, 25 and 26 (Thanksgiving Day-Friday-Saturday). The usual 
increase in hunting on the last day of the season was barcly perceptible. Theo average 
hunting pressure for the entire season was about one-seventh (one-fifth in 1937) of 
the hunting pressure of the opening day. 

The hunting pressures on Controlled Hunting Association lands were compared 
with those of Non-Association lands in Liberty and Plain Townships each day of the 
open season. In traversing 467 miles of Association lands, 678 hunters were rocorded 
(season average of 1.45 hunters per mile). In traversing 604 miles of Non-Association 
lands, 414 hunters were recorded (average of .69 hunters per mile). This indicated 
that every 100 hunters per unit of area of Association lands, are represented by only 
48 hunters on Non-Association lands. Nearly all of the Non—Association lands are 
hunted to some extent -- in fact, they furnish about half as many man-hours of hunt- 
ing per acre as Association lands. Most of the Non-Association lands are closed to 
outsiders and hunted by Cu) only the farmer~landowner and the friends and neighbors 
he may designate, or (2) by the members of some sportsmen's club in the case of 
leased areas. In either case the measured hunting pressure is considerably reduced 

as compared with Association lands. The trend appears to be for the Non-Association 
lands to assume a smaller share of the hunting pressure load each year. In 1937 
they carriod 59% as many hunters as the Association lands per unit of area, but by 
1938 this had dropped to 48%. 

Checks on the cruising mothod used indicate that the average strip checked for 
hunters is almost exactly one-third of a mile wide. Hence, one section of land is 
checked for cach three miles cruised (where only one side of the road is observed). 
On this basis, the average number of hunters per square mile (all townships) on each 
of the first three days of the open scason, was 11.6, 4.5 and 2.0. Hunters per square 
mile in Liberty Township on the same basis would be 18.6, 5.1 and 3.2, with a season 
average of 2.73. Hunters per square mile in Plain Township would average 22.4, 10.8 
and 3.0,with a season average of 3.78. Certain sections, of course, greatly oxceed 
the Township average, as 121 hunters were counted on a single square mile in Plain 

Township during the first hour of the season. 

The average hunting pressure for Wood County, as substantiated by previous 
reports, is about 17 hunters per square mile. This is based on the known area of 
Wood County (612 square miles), and the known number of hunters (10,060) as deter- 
mined by license sales, permit sales and surveys of hunting by farmer-landowners. 

The hunting pressure on any certain day is determinod by what portion of the total 
Wood County hunters go afield on that particular day. If all should go aficld on 
the same day the average hunting pressure in the County, as stated above, would be 
17 hunters per square mile.
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From the average hunting pressures recorded each day in Liberty and Plain 
Townships, the percentage of the season's hunting done each day of the season 
(November ee) can be computed. This was as follows: 

First Week Second Week Third Week 

1. 15-Tuesday - 45.7% 6. 21-Monday - 2.5% 12. 28-Monday - 1.6% 
2. 16-Wednesday 17.8% 7. 22-Tuesday 1.9% 13. 29-Tuesday- 1.5% 
3. 17-Thursday 6.7% 8. 23-Wednesday .7% 14. 30-Wednesday-2. 3% 
4, 18-Friday 2.9% 9. 2h-Thanksgiving 4.2% 
5. 19-Saturday 7.0% 10. 25-Friday 4.0% Total - 100% 

11. 26-Saturday 1.2% 

‘The data given above indicate that 63.5% of the season's hunting was done on 
the first two days, and 84.5% (nearly five-sixths) the first half of the season. As 
less than 4% of the season's hunting was done the last two days, the effect on the 

amount of hunting (or the pheasant kill) was negligible. (The 1938 season was two 
days longer than that in 1937.) Previous to 1936, the open season was 10 days 
(actually only 8 or 9 because of one or two Sundays). It is interesting to note that 
though the old season has been lengthened by one-half, that only one-tenth of the 
hunting (10.6%) is done during the extra days provided. As mentioned above, adverse 
weather conditions in 1938 tended to decrease somewhat the amount of huhting done, 
especially after the first two days. 

Considerable general data were recorded for the first four days of the open 
season which assist in painting an average picture of conditions and experiences 

during the early part of the season. The following statements are based on 47 man- 
hours of observations made during 573 miles of auto travel and about 70 miles of 
travel on foot. In four days, 1,742 gun shots were heard(129 per hour on Nov. 15, 
21 per hour on Nov. 16, and 7 per hour on Nov. 17.) Pheasants seen totaled 318 
(151 cocks and 167 hens), or an average of 3.2 cocks and 3.5 hens per hour. Of all 
pheasants observed, 47.5% were cocks. The percentage of cock birds on each of the 
first four days, was: 61, 57, 29 and 20. Pheasants observed within good gunshot range 
totalled 117 (42 cod¢ks and 75 hens). This would indicate that hunters should get 

shots at 28% (more than one-fourth) of all cock birds observed. The hens were much 
less wary as nearly one-half (45%) of those observed were within gunshot. 

Hunters were observed to take shots (illegally) at only 5 hens, three of which 
were killed. Most of these were probably "honest mistakes." However, hunters were 
observed to pick up two hen birds and four others were found dead. Hunters were 
observed to take 116 shots at 37 cock birds — of these at or 32% were bagged. This 
would indicate that nearly one-third of all shooting represents “perfect shots," and 
that each box of shells (25) used in pheasant hunting results in the bagging of 8 
birds (four day-limits of two each). A similar check in 1937 indicated that only 
24% (about one-fourth) of the pheasants shot at were bagged. 

During the first four days, 1,888 hunters were observed in the field. The 
number tallied per hour each day was: 8, 27, 25 and 7 ~ an average of 40 per hour. 
Only a portion of the dogs being used in hunting could be seen due to the distance 
and heavy cover, but 158 (representing nearly all of the common breeds) were counted. 

Rabbits were rather rare, only 12 being seen in four days. Hungarian partridges 
gave no indication of recovery from their cyclic low of 1936, as only 8 birds (two 
flocks) were flushed.
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Raptorial birds were rather common, 65 being counted in four days (mostly 
migrants). These included 27 Marsh Hawks, 11 Sparrow Hawks, 9 Cooper's Hawks, 
6 Rough-legged Hawks, 5 Red-tailed Hawks, 3 Red-shouldered Hawks, 2 Sharp-shinned 

Hawks, and 2°Short-eared Owls. Of the 65, 55 (85%) are beneficial species, and only 
11 (15% or less than one-sixth) are destructive species. Nevertheless, many woro 
shot at by Hunters, but probably very few were bagged, as most of the hawks soar 
above range 4s long as the regular shooting continues. 

It is of considerable interest to compare the number of gunshots heard during 

the same 15 minute periods in two or more localities. Hunting conditions and hearing 

conditions being constant, the number of shots heard per wit of time, is a valuable 

combined index of (1) relative hunting pressure and (2) the size of the game crop. 
Shots heard are recorded by observers working on foot, by means of tally registers. 
In 1938, one observer (Hicks) in east central Plain Township, tallied 897 gunshots 
during the first two hours of the open season (noon to 2 pem.) By 15-minute periods, 

the shots heard were as follows: 236, 160, 79, 84, 72, 110, 66, 90. This is an 
average of 7.5 shots per minute, or more than 15 per minute during the first quarter- 

hour of the open season. Baumgartner tallied 330 shots during the first hour (5.5 
per minute) in central Liberty Township - by periods, 130, 80, 45, 75. lLeedy rocorded 
only 115 shots during the first hour (2 per minute) in central Weston Township ~ by 

periods, 12, 41, 2h, 38. 
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COMPARISON OF 1937 and 1938 HUNTING PRESSURES 

The average number of hunters observed per mile in 1937 and 1938 was as 
follows: 

“Hunters Per mile | Relative Hunting 
Press G 

19 | 1938 F937 | ag3e 

Hitonte Sowa: (elapse | sg.0 | seu | roo | 65 _| 
ey ao a | oe 

a henge 
iain, sami | Gest te pase ate fie} at 

i ‘shen a 
Liberty Townshi (entire season) 

Plain Township (entire season) -6 2.52 | 100 a 

Analysis: The above table indicates that hunting pressures in 1938 were con- 
siderably lower than in 1937. This was true for each day of the open season and for 
each township. Comparable surveys in the two years indicate that the 1938 hunting 
pressures ranged from 33% to 97% of those of 1937. 

Complete data for the entire season both years in Liberty and Plain Towmships, 
indicate that only 53% as much hunting was done in 1938 as in 1937. The pheasant 
crop was.slightly larger in 1938 - also the number of hunting permits sold was some- 
what larger. The decreased amount of hunting would seem to be wholly duo to weather 
factors - as much of the 1938 season was marked by raw-cold-windy days, rainy-foggy 
days with too much mud for extensive walking, or general snows and unseasonal cold 
weather during the latter half of the season. The first four days of the season 
were so dry and windy that dogs were of little value in hunting. Reports now in 
process of preparation will probably show that the reddced number of man-hours of 
‘hunting in 1938 was accompanied by a reduced season pheasant kill.
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Hunters and Hunting Pressure 

The hunters in Wood County may be classified as follows: (1) farmer hunters, 
(including landowners, tenants and their familics), (2) local (county resident) 
hunters other than farmers; and (3) non-resident huntors of several classifications: 
The farmer hunters in 1937 numbered about 3,366, or 61:6% of the able-bodied farm 
residents over 13 years of age (Leedy 1938b). Various reports by Hicks and Leedy 
indicate that 10,060 men hunted in Wood County in 1937. The number participating in 
the 1938 harvest has not as yet been calculated. 

The hunting pressure, as determined by observations in the field, was greatest 
on the first day of the open season. The number of hunters seen por mile while 
driving through each of 18 tommships, was recorded for cach of the first four days of 
the open season. Similar data were obtained covering the entire season (Nov. 15-30) 

for Plain and Liberty Townships. On November 15 (the first day of the season), an 
average of 12.4 hunters were seen per mile in Liberty Township and 14.9 per mile in 

Plain Township. ? 

If we use an index of 100 to represent this observed hunting pressure on 
November 15 in Plain Township, then the relative hunting pressure in each township 
on each of the remaining days of the season would be as follows: 

Hunters Observed per Mile and Relative Hunting Pressures Bach Day 
of the Open Season in Liberty and Plain Townships 

(Based on 366 road miles of observations in Liberty Twp. ond 211 miles in Plain Trp., 

cme ees : | 

Seen per mile Hunting Pressure i 1 
Liberty Plain |] Liberty | Plain _ ! 

Date fiwp. | Twp. | twp. | Twp. Comments Ion J 
| Nov. 15[12.4 [14.9 7 83.2 100.0 __*Hunting began at noon {29 

EOS Te ee B85 “First whole day hunting j 26 
Ae RO LS Mild-cloudy 2 

ie ORC ie ie ie ae 12 One-half inch rain-foe | 49 
TES eevee sy! eon Ee. | Saturd 2 

eMC LEN Osa |W eM i 15 | Cool-cloud oo 
TVD IO MEN UNO OA Ga] Fair-mild v To 

iu 2 ieee eau: eee) 0.9 | inches of snow zg 

ee te eee | **Thankssiving Da; a 72 
oe) Gee ee | oe | 0.8 | **Cold-cloudy Td 

VSO GeO 25 Sa BLN] **Saturday-cloudy 18 
Ee aS el Ea +8 **Cold-cloudy el 

VES OUD oO) I ie] Snow mostly melted 28 
1 SOU CaCO aah I br Last day okie 224 

lAverage | 1.82] 2.52] 12.211 16,9] we 

* Windy and cold 
**One to 3 inches of snow on ground. 
The wind velocity for the season averaged 16 miles per hour. 

For every 100 men hunting in Plain Township on November 15, only 48 hunted 
November 16, only 13 on November 17, etc. Note the increased hunting on November 20 

(Saturday), and on November 24, 25 and 26 (Thanksgiving Day, followed by Friday and 
Saturday). There was only a slight increase on the last day of the season. 

The hunting pressure day by day followed nearly the same pattern in the two 
townships. The average hunting pressure per day (using the first day in Plain Town- 
ship as a bose) was 12.21 in Liberty Township and 16,91 in Plain Tovmship (an average 
of 14.56). This means that the average hunting pressure throughout the season was 
about one-seventh of the hunting pressure on the opening day.
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Observed Hunting Pressure in Wood County, Ohio - 1938 

Av. no. Hunters 
Miles Driven Seen per Mile 

Nov. |Nov. f Nov. Wov. Nov. Nov. 
0 1 16 Bd 16 i u 16 1 

pee fo bea | sae paella 
bata 6 | 1.0 a fre feasts 2.0 

ES A) OS Ge DE PP 
| 

2 mu | ust ro.rho7 | eslse| 22 _| 
et ES ae i liek 

| 

ee ed | 
| 

i 

i} 

| tro i 
i 
| le. 
{ Mashington pe opp eee ie a 

2 ees 
lnotens Len Lam] on | ad res.dics.al prlsol 20 _| 
Observations were made in the field to determine the hunting pressures on 

game protective association tracts as compared with non-association holdings. In 
this survey the hunters were counted on one side of the road only, and the mileage 

recorded separately for the distances traveled through associntion grounds and 
through non-association grounds. The hunting pressure was heavier on the association 

land. However, the hunting pressure on these association lands is definitely 
limited by the number of permits offered for sale. Without this control, there 
woulite even heavier hunting pressure.
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Hunting Pressure on Game Association vs. Non-Associstion Lanis ood County, Ohio - 1937 
Hunters observed per mile (one side of road only) 

: Note: In each column three numbers are listed. The first one refers to the number of auto miles of observations, 

the second to the number of hunters secon, and the third to tac average number of hunters seen per mile, (one 
side of the road only). 

Liberty Township | Plain Township | Both Tovnships 
Associatior | Non-Association | Association | Non-Association | Association Non-Association 

Date Lands Lands Lands Lands | Hands Lands 
Nov. 15 | 25-212-3.5 | 23-9Nbey 1 noeg.5 9-556. | 36-306-8.5 | 3u-1h9-h. ° 

Loep-ng—2.0 | aeee eos || 2035825 .8 | Sea ebesree. 5 | a Se 
Mean 2339-1. | teed West Meehee.0 | Nes5 3215 
fy 28 | 25=10- 23-5 - .2 |e S323 bce ee es 
Ne 2 eeses-1.0 cones 20-22-11 ee ieee Ol oie 9 
Me Ui eee te $e eh eed 20- He 22 a 
Eooieennees 9. se 6- 6 {LOS GhreG | 20 Be dei a Nes be ee bees 2 

22-20. 5 10-12-1.2 | _20- 8. Poise ee 
22-10- 26-10- . | 10- 9-69 | 20-17- 9 | 9 ieee woe |) 
225 52142 eee || 0S10e1 0 (| 20-10 ao) eet ee Me 10s be cg Oe ee ee 

Weg eee 8 oN by eae ff 6 525 | ae Wee ! 2-l1- . 6- 7- 22 
je Orie ve. Si) eee ee eet aya 20= oe { Baie B NOs be | 
Totals _1320-436-1.36 | 359-229- .64 OH} 157-2h2-1, 245-185-. | 477-6.78-1.42! Gol—Wib-.69 

Note: The above table indicates that in Liberty Towmship, evory 100 hunters on Association lands (per unit >of area) 
are matched by enly 47 hunters on Non-Association lands. In Plain Township every 100 Association hunters are 
matched by 49 Non-Association hunters.
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A GRAPHIC COMPARISON OF HUNTING PRESSURES IN PLAIN AND LIBERTY TOWNSEIPS, WOOD COUNTY, OHIO DURING THE 

: 1938 PHEASANT EUNTING SEASON 

No. hunters seen ...... Liberty Township : ———. Plain Township 
} per mile* 
Womwsy.5 tO aT Le $8 | 19 ij a cee | é | ak | a5 26) | og : 2 30 

| | ae 
al i 

Se ee ee Le oe ie ee Ppa Bose oS 
7 a “oe © J 4 . ‘0 S ey 30 

*Number of hunters secn per mile while driving. (On one side of road only. Note: Nov. 20 and 27 were Sundays)
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS MADE DURING 47 MAN-HOURS OF FIELD WORK THE 

FIRST FOUR DAYS OF THE OPEN SEASON IN WOOD COUNTY, OHIO, 

1938 

16 iL 18 Totals 

Man-hours of observations ae 
Total miles covered by auto es a fe 
Total gun shots heard ee aa nett PUNO on. 
‘Sun shots heard per hour Pgh fe gual Sh fae | 5B 
otal cock pheasants seen eC ae ae Ee a 
Total hen pheasants seen ere eee a ae | 

Cock pheasants seen per hour RCE i RE ae eeu 
fen pheasants seen per hour 533 | db | 5.90 [| i Gee ee of cock birds seen 6 ao 

38. 52.5 

BOR eevee gue 
6 16 mua ke 

Hen pheasants observed that were shot aj sss | Si ec a 
For pheasa  e ae poE E  S a8 a 
Hen pheasants observed killed by other [| eee as 

Hens picked up by other hunters OLS pe eon ous ee 

Observed shots at cock pheasants 12 i: 1 me | 
Number cock pheasants bagged due to | =| sid aan Bis 

above shots eg wis Mees ial 
Avezege number of shots taken per 2} | = 

heasant bagged ol een ea okt 

otal hunters seen TiO | 21 276 51 1885 | 
Hunters seen per hour [eu | 27.16 | 25.09 | 7.28 ce 
“ota; dogs seen being used by hunters pte f AL 8 Pe eae, 
Iota: rabbits seen Rca cee cee vale ene Wo te 
fois. Hungarian partridges seen Hea a aa RO ao dee. a 
ij'at raptorials seen Ma OF a 

a, Marsh hawk Sn Ei AM 
i iette as ane Wate 
¢. Red-shouldered hawk fi eves MRC Oa. brea we 
ad. Rough-legged hawk aa 1 oy 
e. Cooper's hawk 2 geal 
f. Sharp-shinned hawk Oe 4 eg 
g. Sparrow hawk AT eevee ET UMAL its Mer Te enn A). 2 
h. Short-eared Owl 0 ! . a 0 e
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A STUDY OF THE 1937 HUNTING SBASON IN WOOD COUNTY, OHIO* 

By Daniel L. Leedy 4 

Introduction 

November 15th marks the opening of the hunting season for pheasants, rabbits 
and Hungarian partridges in northwestern Ohio. Hundreds of hunters from Toledo, 4 
Cleveland, Cincinnati, and other cities in Ohio, as well as some out-of-State hunters 
from West Virginia, Illinois, Michigan and other States, go annually to Wood County, 
Ohio, there to join the ranks of the local hunters. More than 10,000 hunters 
participate in the yearly game harvest of Wood County - an area of 612 square miles. 
This creates a heavy hunting pressure (17 hunters per square mile). Although thou- 

sands of pheasants are killed each year, the birds continue to increase. Surveys 
of the number of hunters and the total kill in the County have been made by Hicks 
and Leedy each year since 1930. (See bibliography.) It is the purpose of this 
paper to record data for the year 1937 which have not beon included in reports 

previously released. 

Abundance of Pheasants 

Wood County has become known as the highest pheasant producing county in the 

State. The production ability of the Wood County pheasant area is substantiated by 
nesting surveys, bags of hunters examined on highway blockades, roadside surveys, 
surveys of the relative hunting pressures during the open season, and tallics of the 
kill made by each of several classes of hunters. 

The high production is largely due to the development of the Ohio Pheasant 
Refuge System and the Wood County System of Controlled Hunting, together with ’ 
excellent law enforcement directed by State Game Protector, Bert Meagley, and the * 
active cooperation of the farmer-landowners. 

Farmers interviewed in 1937 reported large pheasant increases as compared 
with the previous year (Leedy 1938b). Of 246 farmers questioned, 59% reported an 
increase in 1937 as compared with 1936, 19% reported a decrease, and 22% thought 
pheasant numbers were nearly the same in the two years. 

One of the appended maps of Wood County records by townships the data obtained 
on pheasant status. The major increases in pheasant numbers were in localities with 
relatively low concentrations. Nesting surveys mado in 1937 and 1938, based on the 

number of pheasant nests found by farmers per 100 acres of mowed meadows, also 
indicated the greatest increases were in localities with the least population 

pressure. 

*Luther L. Baumgartner and Dr. Floyd B. Chapman assisted the writer several 
days in obtaining a part of field data upon which this report is based. 

Dr. Lawrence BE, Hicks assisted in compiling and arranging much of the data 
and in revising the manuscript. |
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Map Showing Farmers' Reports on the Relative Number 

of Pheasants at the Beginning of the 1937 Hunting Season 

as Compared with the 1936 Scason. ie 
at og]
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59% of the farmers reported increasos from 1936 to 1937. 

19% 8 wt " decreases " i) wt t 

Bare) rin " it phensant numbers unchanged.
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Development of the Wood County Game Protective Associations 

Partly as a result of trespassing abuses which tend to accompany heavy hunting 
pressures, the Wood County System of Controlled Hunting was developed. This system 
was described by Hicks (1937). The Liberty and Plain Township Game Protective Associa- 
tions pioneered in the development. By 1937 thirteen townships were organized. These 
associations, being located in townships with the largest concentrations of pheasants, 
ave heavy hunting pressures. However, the attitudes of the farmers in these townsh: 

toward pheasants and pheasant hunters are favorable. In the pheasant nesting survey 
of 1937 (Leedy 1938c), 197 farmers (10 per township) were interviewed. These men 
represonted a fair cross section of Wood County farmers. A record was made of the 
attitudes of each farmer toward pheasants and pheasant hunters. The average attitudes 

of the farmers in each township (expressed by the terms "good", "fair", or "poor") 
were recorded. 

Farmer attitudes were "good" in Liberty, Plain, Portage, Weston, Center and 
Middleton townships; "good to fair" in Jackson, Milton, Henry, Webster and Perrysburg 
townships; "fair" in Grand Rapids, Bloom, Perry, Montgomery, Freedom and Washington 
townships; and "poor" in Lake and Troy townships. In 1937 thirteen townships had 
game protective associations with controlled hunting: Liberty, Plain, Portage, Henry, 
Bloom, Jackson, Milton, Weston, Grand Rapids, Washington, Center, Webster and Perrys- 
burg. 

Farmer attitudes toward hunters and pheasants are much more favorable in the 
townships with controlled hunting, and even more favorable in the townships with the 

older and more efficiently organized controlled hunting systems. This is obviously 

due to the abuses eliminated where the hunting harvest is orderly, the exclusion of 
undesirable hunters, and the increased participation of the landowner in the harvest 
where a controlled hunting system is used. Expressed numerically on a 12-8-4 scale 
for average attitudes of "good", "fair", or "poor" in a township, the average farmer 
attitude in Wood County was 9.4 In the 13 organized townships it was 10.3, but in 
the 6 unorganized townships it was only 7.3. 

Hunters and Hunting Prossure 

The hunters in Wood County may be classified as follows: 1) farmor hunters, 
{including landowners, tenants and their families), 2) local (county rosident) hunte 
other than farmers; and 3) non-resident hunters of several classifications. The 
farmer hunters in 1937 numbecred about 3,366, or 61.6% of the able-bodiod farm resident 
over 13 years of age (Leedy 1938b). VWrridus tcpoftssby. Hicksdand LeodySindteate that 
10,060 men hunted in Wood County in 1937. 

The hunting pressure, as determined by observations in the field, was greatest 

on the first day of the open season. The number of hunters seen per mile while 

driving through Liberty and Plain townships, was recorded for each day of the open 
seoson. On November 15 (the first day of the season), an average of 19.0 hunters 

were seen per mile in Liberty Township and 15.2 per mile in Plain Township. 

If we uso an index of 100 to represont this observed hunting pressure on 
November 15 in Liberty Township, then the relative hunting pressure in each township 

on each of the remaining days of the season would be as follows:
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Hunters Observed per Mile and Relative Hunting Pressures Eabh Day 

of the Open Season in Liberty and Plain Townships : 

Av. No. Hunters Index of Relative : 
Seen per mile Hunting Pressure 

ee | ete eee | Se Date Township Township Township Township Comments 

Nov. 1 pag. | 15.8 10h. fe Hunting began at noon 
10. -—be fst} First whole day hunting! 

pe ne Bs td Rainy © 
2.8 p28 14. Light snow 

UET2O 2. [12.6 | 12.6 | Saturday - Some snow 
W 22 rn 
Ime aI) a I Seen 1. 
PAM RINE SORE em a: a: NN Oe, 
Teh | UO UO ee | Thanksgiving De 

26 TT ee 
ie 12 Fs eat S Saturday - last da; | 

Note: For every 100 men hunting in Liberty Towmship on November 15, only 55 

hunted November 16, only 33 on November 17, etc. Note the increased hunting on 

November 19 and November 20 (Friday and Saturday), and again on November 25, 

(Thanksgiving Day). 

The hunting pressure day by day followed nearly the same pattern in the 

two townships. The average hunting pressure per day (using the first day in 

Liberty Township as a base) was 22.01 in Liberty Township and 19.24 in Plain 

Township (an average of 20.64), This means that the average hunting pressure 
throughout the season was about one-fifth of the hunting pressure on the 

opening day. 

Hunting pressures observed in additional townships on succecding days of 

the open season are recorded in a table which follows. The concentrations of 

hunters closely correlate with the known pheasant populations per unit of area. 

4s in Liberty and Plain Townships, the hunting pressurcs in the other townships 

gradually decrease as the season progresses.
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A GRAPHIC COMPATISON OF HUNTING PRESSURES IN PLAIN AND LIBERTY TOWNSHIPS, OOD COUNTY, OHIO, DURING THE 

1937 PHSASANT HUNTING SEASON 

No. of 
Hunters Liberty Tovnship ‘ewe, Plain Pomenty , 

Seen* 
Nov. 15 16 Diets 18 LM) 20 22 23 a4 25 26 aT | 

10 | | \ ' | i { i { { i i ; 7 Che —) 

| ee ee a | i j } : | t i : { ; i f 

Se eee et ene ne eee a dues aac 

| i i | : ! i } | | : i \ i ee Wan ha oh aa ee ee er er 
a ee Nae 
' ; t i j : j i ; 

Oe ee Se Tan aoe ee bey bi ES MR atresia Sie rate, g Roe Dia 
| bo | | | | Se 

a | | ge hee ae ota : ! 
i ‘ ! i \ i \ i i i i 

——— eid Ne) eel a Pa hes bBo ential ie ehoe Fe pea Ue ctecscasit 

a a Pees ae 
} | st i | j \ i } | \ | : 
\ \ | i i ie ‘ i | \ i | 

a ae ee Te 
10 ee “ee ed eh | 

| Sa i | | | 

rset rere" jp} Re arn 7 
i | ; i | ' | | | \ i | | | | 

| ee ee re eee a | | | Co 
- es Orato ai ae diane ; Lac inte ee ere > ee a nia vil mmesieienee 

Sr ie ee er | Oe et 
Beer 1h =) ee em eo BO) ety, BH. ag as oa ae 
* Number of hunters seen per mile while driving. (On one side of road only. Note: Nov. 21 was Sunday)
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Observed Hunting Pressure in Wood Comty, Ohio - 1937 

ae Cn Ln i, aa te eae | 
; Hunters Seen | Miles Driven 4 Seen per Mile _ 
INov.| Nov. | Nov. Nov.| Nov.] Nov. j/ Nov.| Nov. | Nov. 

Township | 1 16) (0 i 2G UU hae 16 iV 

Liberty | 76 wo | 4.2 | TL | 19.0] 10.4! 642 
! | ; i i Plain 1 | bo A ae G6 1 ane) yal en 
{ H q { 

oe I desl ly | esl la 
| 

| | i | 

i i i \ 

, Hen BL ieee ants sella Dep safes 
| | i 

— Rapidg a “+ ae ead Oe gs 
! | 

ee a eee 
| bes Louk | Portage ~- | 118 -- | -- [12.4 ny 9 
| i 

| | ' i ide sal 
i a tlie I cet ao 

I t 

i i + 

| Freedom i-- 6 -- -- Bia Seu Wie ed. [ee 

i | i 
Lake ti Ge ea ee ” ee as pias 

| | 

ij | 
| Perrysburg Be 0 -- ae toe ee 2.6}-- | 

| Observations were made in the field to determine the hunting pressures on 
game protective association tracts as compared with non-association holdings. In 

this survey the hunters were counted on one side of the road only, and the mileage 
recorded separately for the distances traveled through association grounds and 
through non-association grounds. The hunting pressure was heavier on the association 

lands, However, the hunting pressure on these association lands is definitely 

limited by the numbor of permits offered for sale. Without this control, there 

would be even heavier hunting pressure.
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Hunting Pressure on Game Association vs. Non-Association Land 

; Wood County, Ohio - 1937 

y i Lib erty Township Plain Township 
Date | Association Land jNon-Ass'n Land Association Land  Non-Ass'n Land ee ee 

Nov. 15/ 41.1 miles 16.7 miles | 33.5 miles | 26.7 miles 
pe mM. | driven driven | driven | driven 

| | 
| 171 hunters 80 hunters | 230 hunters 51 hunters 
| 
| Av. 4,1 hunters | Av. 4.7 hunters Av. 6.86 hunters; Av. 3.74 hunters 
| per mile per mile per mile per mile 

g | oe : 
Nov. rs 16.4 miles | 17.3 miles | 33.5 miles 26.7 miles 
a.m. 

| 23 hunters | 19 hunters | 43 hunters 11 hunters 
| 

Av. 1.4 hunters | Av. 1.1 huntors Av. 1.3 hunters | Av. .4 hunters } 
j per mile per mile per mile per mile 

| | ov. 18! 9.6 miles | 5.5 miles | 5-9 miles 6.0 miles 
[De Me 

| 12 hunters & hunters | 3 hunters 9 hunters 

| Av. 1.3 hunters | Av. 1.5 hunters Av. .5 hunters Av. 1.5 hunters 

| per mile per mile per mile per thile 
| 

Totals | 67.1 miles 39.5 miles 72.9 miles 59.4 miles 

206 hunters 107 hunters | 276 hunters 71 hunters 

| Av. 3.1 hunters | Av. 2.7 hunters | Av. 3.8 hunters| Av. 1.2 hunters 
per mile per mile | per milo per mile 

In Liberty Township every 100 hunters on association lands were matched 
by only 87.1 hunters on non-association grounds. In Plain Township every 100 
hunters on association land were matched by only 31.6 hunters on non-association 

land.
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General Observations 

Observations made during the hunting season indicate that an average of 4.2 
shots is necessary to bag a pheasant. Of 54 pheasants examined to determine age, 
36 (66.6%) were considered young birds (of tho 1937 hatch). Less than 10% of the 
hunters used dogs, but the percentage using dogs was higher toward the end of the 
season than on the first day. On the first two days of the season 412 hunters were 
checked that lived outside of Wood County. Of these, 5.6% were female hunters. 
During the latter part of the season, farmers did most of their hunting in the early 
morning and in the evening. 

Summary 

1. Pheasants continue to increase in Wood County, Ohio, in spite of the heavy 
hunting pressure (17 hunters per square mile). 

2. Development of the Ohio Pheasant Refuge System, controlled hunting, excellent 
law enforcement, and ideal natural conditions are, in a large measure, responsible for 
this increase. 

3. The attitude of farmers toward pheasants and hunters is more favorable in 
townships with game protective associations than in non-organized townships. 

4. The hunting pressure, as determined by ficld observations, is given for the 
various days of the season, for different townships in the county, and for game pro- 
tective association lands as compared to non-association lands. 
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A SURVEY OF HUNTING BY PERMIT HOLDERS OF t 
CONTROLLED HUNTING ASSOCIATIONS, WOOD COUNTY, OHIO, 1937 

By Lawrence E, Hicks 

Introduction 

Pheasant management in northwestern Ohio involves two phases, (a) production, 

and (b) harvest. Production problems are disposed of by the Ohio Pheasant Refuge 
Management System, and the harvest problems by various modifications of the Wood 
County Cont rolled Hunting System. The two systems - production and harvest - exist 

and function well separately, but reach their maximum efficiency when operated on the 
same areas, due to their interdependence. Both systems have now been in operation 
for about 10 years. 

The best test of any management plan is whether it actually produces - and at 
cost less than that of existing methods. The two systems survive this acid test, as 

large crops of pheasants aro produced by natural propagation at_a small fraction of 
artificial propagation costs. In 1937 the average kill of cock birds was 89 per 
aguare mile for the entire County (612 square miles, a kill of 54,000). Surplus 
birds are produced for stocking purposes - as many as 2000 have been live-trapped 
from a single refuge in one winter. The controlled hunting system is essentially a 
democratic and non-profit one. It provides good hunting for more sportsmen ~ not 
less. (The average hunting pressure in Wood County in 1937 was 17 hunters per square 

mile.) The system provides an orderly harvest system without abuses, safeguards 
the seed stock, and creates ideal sportsmen-landowner relationships. It includes 

active participation of the landowner in both the production(management) and harvest 
(hunting) of the crop. 

The essential features of the production and harvest systems have already been 

recorded (Hicks, 1937). Several other reports have been published relating to pheasant 
production in northwestern Ohio (Hicks, 1931, 1932, 1936a and 1936b,and six papers by 
Leedy, 1938). 

Objectives and Techniques of the Survey i 

Pheasant production, and particularly the controlled hunting of pheasants, 

involves many problems which are not purely biological. Many of these problems concern 
human psychology and human interrelationships - especially the complex field of farmer- 
sportsmen relationships. Ohio phoasant production has been almost directly proportional 
to (ib) the average attitudes of the landowners toward pheasants and sportsmen, and i 
(2) to the degree of participation in the harvest of the landowners of the township or 

area concerned. These observations suggested the importance of making an exhaustive 

survey of the average experiences and degree of participation of each of the several 
classes of hunters on the northwestern Ohio pheasant areas. 

Leedy (1938b) reported on the average experiences of 357 Wood County farmer- 
hunters during the 1937 season. By the personal interview method he was able to get 
landowner participation data from the residonts of 7.6% of the farms of the County. 
The farms checked were objectively selected and gave proportionate representation to 
each township.
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This survey is a companion study of the one made by Leedy, and concerns the 
sane arca and the same hunting season. The average hunting experiences in 1937 of 

two additional classes of hunters are analyzed - (1) county-resident permit holders 
(non-farmers) of the various controlled hunting associations, and (2) permit holders 
of associations who were non-residents of Wood County (mostly city hunters from Toledo, 

Cleveland, Akron, etc.) 

The desired data were obtained by means of a questionnaire letter (enclosing a 

franked return envelope) sent to each permit holder. A copy of the letter and ques- 

tionnaire received by each hunter is appended to this report. The writer wishes to 
acknowledge his debt to the officers of the ten controlled hunting associations for 
making available the names and addresses of registered hunters. Danicl L, Leedy 

assisted in collecting these addresses and in criticizing the manuscript of this 
report. This paper not only analyzes the average experiences in 1937 of local and 
non-resident hunters, but compares their experiences with those of farmer-landowner 

hunters as recorded by Leedy. 

More than 800 questionnaires were mailed and 4uu% of these were returned. The 

replies received were as follows: 

Questionnaires Mailed | Replies Received| naires returned 

Local Hunters 18 
Non-Resident Hunters renee Te COG Nts we eOe 

Totals 811 6 9% 

The letter of transmittal throughly explained the questionnaire and the value 
of the data sought. Many of those replying expressed great interest in the survey and 

some requested copies of the final report. None gave any indication of resentment 

against being "questionnaired." Practically every form returned was completely and 
accurately (as far as could be determined) filled out. It was learned that many hunters 

keep a record of a portion of their hunting experiences, including the bag each day. 
As the questionnaires were timed to arrive exactly at the end of the bird season 
(Nov. 27), most of the hunters were able to furnish reasonably accurate answers to 

the important questions. Many of the comments made and the questions asked, indicated 
more accurate observations than those expected of the typical hunter. The percentage 

of returns was surprisingly high. Non-resident hunters returned a half more question- 

naires than the local hunters. The data obtained are believed to represent rather 

accurately a true cross-section of each class of hunter surveyed. In this paper it 
is assumed that the hunting experienées of the 455 hunters who failed to return 
questionnaires, were similar to the experiences of the 356 hunters who did reply. A 

similar survey (based on more hunters and representing more associations) is being 
made in 1938.
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Summary and Conclusions 

1. Man-hours of hunting for the season (Nov. 15-27) - average 21.7 for all groups. 
Outside hunters 22.1 hours, farmer hunters 16.7 hours, local hunters 26.2 hours. 
Index: Outside hunters 100, farmer-hunters 76, local hunters 118. 

2. Bag of pheasants for the season per hunter 
Outside hunters 5.49, farmer hunters 4.78, local hunters, 6.48. 
Index: Outside hunters 100, farmer-hunters 87, local hunters 118. 

3. Bag of rabbits for the season per hunter 
Outside hunters 4.04, farmer-hunters 2.35, local hunters 5.41. 
Index: Outside hunters 100, farmer-—hunters 58, local hunters 134. 
Note that many of the farmers (who usually learned to hunt on pheasant game) 
refrain from shooting rabbits. Also many of the outside hunters pass up 
rabbits whenever pheasants are available. 

4. Bag of Hungarian partridges for the season 

Outside hunters 44, farmer-hunters 35, local hunters .72. 
Index: Outside hunters 100, farmer-hunters 80, local hunters 164, 
Note that most of the farmer hunters hunt in too restricted an area to get 

many partridges. Most of the city hunters hunt in cover which is too 

heavy for partridges. 

5. Number of hours hunted per pheasant bagged 

Outside hunters 4.01, farmer hunters 3.49, local hunters 4.04. 
Index: Outside hunters 100, farmer hunters 86, local hunters 101. 
The farmer hunters as a group are probably inferior in marksmanship and in 
the quality of their guns. However, they waste little ammunition, know 

where and when the birds can be found, and being located "on the ground" can 
hunt during the best hours and under the best conditions. 

6. Percentage of the season's hunting done the opening da 
Outside hunters 19.5, farmer hunters 24.4, local hunters 14.9. 
Index: Outside hunters 100, farmer hunters 115, local hunters 73. 

7. Percentage of the season's hunting done the first third of the season 

Outside hunters 5u.6, farmer hunters 59.1, local hunters 45.3 
Index: Outside hunters 100, farmer hunters 108, local hunters 83. 

8. Percentage of the season's hunting done the second third of the season. 
Outside hunters 26.0, farmer hunters 25.2, local hunters 28.8. 
Index: Outside hunters 100, farmer huntors 97, local hunters 111. 

9. Percentage of the season's hunting done the last third of the season 
Outside hunters 19.4, farmer hunters 15.7, local hunters 25.9 
Index: Outside hunters 100, farmer hunters 81, local hunters 133. 

10. Porcentage of the season's pheasant bag taken the first day 
Outside hunters 29.1, farmer hunters 32.7, local hunters 23.9 
Index: Outside hunters 100, farmer hunters 112, local hunters 82. 

11. Percentage of the season's pheasant bag taken the first third of the season 
Outside hunters 70.9, farmer hunters 73.5, local hunters 58.0 
Index: Outside hunters 100, farmer hunters 104, local hunters 82.
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12. Percentage of permit holders hunting each day of the season 

Novenber et 
Local hunters | 93.5/80.3/ 60.7] 49.2 [55.7157.0137.8/29.5/34.5/50.8 [31.1 [40.3 | 
Qutside " 95.31 86.4[ 6.41 38.6 135.3 [42.4] 27.8[21.0/26. 3128.5 123.0]27.7 | 
Farner "195.51 72.2] 38. 7126.1 131.5133. 3] 14.49. gf 1h dfes.8] 5.4112.6 

Note: - that all three groups were nearly equally represented in the field 

on the opening day, 
- that the outside hunters were the only group to do increased hunting 

on the first Saturday of the season, 

- that hunting by all three groups nearly doubled on Thanksgiving Day, 
- that the farmers did little hunting the last two days of the season, 
- that on the last day of the season outside hunters outnumbered the 

farmer hunters by more than 2 to 1, and the local hunters outnumbered 
the farmers by nearly 4 to 1. 

13. Note that in most of the comparisons made above, the average experiences of the 

farmer hunters are rather similar to those of the outside hunter, but quite unlike 

those of the local hunter (non-farmer). 

14, The average participntion of cach group (based on hours hunted and bag of each 
species) would be as follows: 

Index: Outside hunter 100 
Farner " 73 
Local be 128 

15. A much higher percentage of farm residents hunt than of other population 
group. Farner hunters outnumber local hunters 3 to 1 and outside (cia hunters 
10 to 1, considering the potential hunters in each group. The 3,911 farms of Wood 
County have 7,470 male residents, or 1.91 per farm (Leedy, 1938a). Yhe average 
number of male hunters per farm was found to be .861. Thus, 45.1% of the farm 
resident male population of Wood County hunts - a total of 3,366 farmer hunters, 

Of the 50,320 residents of Wood County, approximately 35,380 (17,690 males) 
do not live on farms. Of the 4,645 hunting licenses issued yearly in Wood County, 
2,205 are sold to farmer-hunters. Hence, the 17,690 non-farmer male residents of 
Wood County buy only 2,440 hunting licenses. This indicates that only 13.8% of the 
non-farmer males of Wood County hunt. 

Of the outside or non-resident hunters of Wood County, about 49% come from 
Toledo or Lucas County (Hicks and Leedy, 1936). The Toledo (Lucas County) hunters 
are probably typical of all of the outside hunters. The 347,709 residents of Lucas 
County (about 173,855 males) buy only 17,860 hunting licenses, This indicates that 
only about 5.1% of the Lucas County male residents hunt. 

Summary: Residents off Residents of , Residents of Cities 
Rural Non-Rural { Furnishing "Outside 
Wood Co. Wood Co. Hunters to Wood Co. 

% of total population that hunts 27. es, Be 

% of potential hunters*that ie ae 19. ‘ 
Index: 100 Su Lu 

*A potential hunter is defined as an able-bodied male more than 13 years of age.
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16. Cock. Birds Reported Crippled During the Season 
Cock Birds Av. No. Crippled 

No. Hunters Reporting Reported Crippled Per Bunter 
By Local Hunters 61 104 1.70 
By Outside " — 298 Le0L 

Total 35) 02. 1.03 

17. Cock Birds Reported Found Dead 
Cock Birds Reported Av. No.Cock Birds 

No. Hunters Reporting Found Dead Found dead per 
hunter 

By Local Hunters 61 7 deel 
By Outside " aa ae ‘ 

Total 35 269 (5 

18. Hen Birds Reported Shot at By Other Hunters 
Av. No. Hens 

No. Hunters Reporting Hens Shot At Observed Shot at 
er Observer 

By Local Hunters 61 167 2.74 
By Outside " = as 1.3 

Total 35 13 1.85 

19, Hen Birds Observed Killed by Other Hunters 
Av. No. Hens 

__No. Hunters Reporting Hens Observed Killed Observed Killed 
By Local Hunters ol 38 62 
By Outside " = 87 229 

Total 35 125 235. 

20. Hens Reported Found Dead in the Field 
Av. Nol Hens 

No. Hunters Reporting Hens Found Dead Found Dead per 
Hunter 

By Local Hunters 61 220 3.61 , 
By Outside " = 82 2.51 

Total 35 902 55
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A SUMMARY OF CONTROLLED HUNTING BY PERMIT HOLDSRS IN WOOD COUNTY, ONTO, IN 1937 

First figure based on returns from 61 permit holders who were local residents (non-farmers) 
Secona " it " i " 356 : " ""< “non-residents of the County 

Trird " ay " 357 resident farmer-landowner hunters 

NOVEMBER 193 Total.for 12 day 
Subject | iG 27__ hunting season 

Ay. no. hours | 3.2 3.5 2.5 18 eo 2.5 tee 7 es a i! aes) 26.2 
hunted per hunter, 3.4 4.6 3.4 2.5 2.3 Poe 1.4 ed Lt 1.6 1.2 1.4 22 
each day* : Weg A s9 Le 1:6 1.3 501 : 6 ue me F 16. 
Av. no. hours oak au 3.9 0 ay a .6 2.y 5.6 8.0 6.7 6.2 “Ou 
hunted per ete 336 5.8 5.0 6.1 67 5.8 8.1 9.5 10.0 10,6 | 115 4.01 
pheasant bagrad 2. as 72 12 : Le 6.7 8.8 10.2 9.6 49 

Av. nos pheasants; 1.5 kyl <0 F a) +6 85) 3 +e +3 | se 3 0.48 
bagged per hunter | 6 Les 6 4 | 4 a 3 a Ba mi a ol 5.49 
per da i aa 1.06 50 ‘ A «32 «LL ~lh 0S ae 202 05 L 78 

Ay. no. rabbits L260 80 41 oak 356 61 015 .034 .026 .033 .034 .038 5.4i 
bagged per hunter 89 +46 34 26 28 38 .260 Ay. 120 210 say 220 hou 
_per_day* Rebbit Kill by Farmet-Landowyers not |computed for cath da: Season }Kill : 2; 
Av.no. partridges 110 .082} «100 .O16 — +032 .032 -084 016 Pa Tod! © 206 “a 
bagged per hunter mre) 1) mee)! | Malpelo} 02h +051 .Ou@ =. 024 Uy 
per day* Hungarian Partridge Hill by Farmer-Landownerg not computed flor each |day - Beason Hill : 
Av. no. pheasants| 1.65 [ 1.41 | 1.05 90 {Si 06 269 | lee Zor 58 S68 PO 6.48 
bagged each day | 1.68 Lebo 1627 1.15 1.09 -76 -90 .65 -73 49 46 46 5.49 
hunted 1.58 VHS} 1229 i326 1.18 96 «16 -70 51 41 ; 39 7g 
Av. no rabbits 1.28 96 07 63 .6 1.00 39 see 76 .6 1.05 185 5. U1 
bagged cach day | .93 88 sth “10 | 49 91 .95 84 73 oy +78 Lok 
hunted Rebbi Kill by Farmey-Landowjors not jcomputed for eadh day -| Season |Kill 2. 
Av.no. partridged .120 SLOG” 2270 .030 == -050 090 2270] .050 -070 ac Es) ote 

bagged each day - O46 +055} 175 +053 .096 .064 -085 -110} 150 +170 -210. 5080 yy 
hunted Hungarian Partridge Hill by Harmer-Landownerg not computed fpr each day - Stason Kill ; 

6 of season's hunt-14.9 125s Ger 19 8.9 9.2 oo Le 5.5 8.1 Bee are 100% 
ing done cack day | 19.5 17.7 | 2:5 (so 3 0 sep 5.f 4.3 3.3 oa 4.5 Be 100% of open season ak.y 18.1 9.9 6. 8.0 8. 5 20 ; 4 we ae 100% % of season's 23.9 17.4 9.9 8 7.8 9.4 a at 3.5 .6 ais 16 100% 
pheasant bag 29.1 23s1 | 1026 8.1 720 5.9 4.7 2.5 eee 100% taken each da: 2, 22.9 120. ae 8.0 50 ee ck 1.8 2. 4 dee 100 % of permit 935) 18023, fO0r7 9.2 55.7 57. 37.8 29.5 [34.5 50.8 ae 23 o holders hunting | 95.3 | 86.4 each 38.6 35.3 you 21.8 ele 116.3 28.5 22.0) 27.7 aes each day | 98:5 | 71.2 538.7 26.1 31.5 33.3 Ue |29.9 Iau 28.8 | Ret 142.6 -- 
--*Based-on total number of -hunters—participat g-in-seasor's harvest>—not—on-mimber hahting eae tay sic
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CONTROLLED HUNTING IN WOOD COUNTY, OHIO - 1937 

The percentage of the season's hunting done each day by 

A ene Farmer-landowners 

B ...-.--..--.. County resident permit holders 

CC oatwtsiennnnn Non-county resident permit holders 
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CONTROLLED HUNTING IN WOOD COUNTY, OHIO - 1937 

The percentage of the season's bag of pheasants taken each day by 
A -————-Farmer-landowners 
B «r*s-*--- County resident permit holders 

ae CGC worm Non-county resident permit holders 
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A SURVEY OF HUNTING BY OUTSIDE HUNTERS (Non-county residents) 

Note: These graphs are based, not on the total number of outside hunters, but on the total number of outside hunters 

hunting each day. 
: : 

—__.._— Denotes av. no. hours hunted per hunter each day of open season . 
ag ; (Remainder of season 8.1 to 11.5) 
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GRAPH SHOWING AVERAGE TAKE OF PHEASANTS, RABBITS AND HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES 

PER HUNTER IN WOOD COUNTY, OHIO - 1937 

Vertical scale: The avernge number bagged per hunter during the 
12-day scason 
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For every 100 Pheasants baggod, county rosidents killed 83.5 Rabbits and 
11.1 Bartridges 

" q " " farmer-landowners killed 49.2 Rabbits and 
7-3 Partridges 

" " i i " non-residents of Yood County killed 73.6 Rabbits and 
8.01 Partridges
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PHEASANTS KILLED EACH DAY OF THE OPEN SEASON IN WOOD COUNTY, OHIO - NOVEMBER 1937 

(Based on returns from 356 hunters in 10 townships. These include 61 local : 
hunters and 295 non-residents of Yood County) 

¢ | Bo tad 4 
Datel 15 16 17 18 19 20 | 22 23 24 | 25 26 27 |Hunters ]Pheasant 

Township Da: Mon.] Tues.|. Wed. Thur.| Fri. | Sat. j Mon. | Tues.} Wed.!.Thur| . Fri. |. Sat Reporting. Xilled 

fil pepe tabi fe feta fs ba 6 _| 

ee ee ee tl le | 

satis tad ee re oe eb wl | acs _| 
etoston (6) ola é ¥ “ cs 
ee eee re ere ee 

tiverty (oy) | | arr Lago | yo | ry 
very) | | ag | a5 | ae | 1 | Bt ee ee 
Portase ee) eae ee | ee ee ee Se es i j ! 

= —S—== 

Total Kill | 565 | use |ea10 [ise [ayy 132 | 90 8 Sere ome 
Percentage of Bag | c ‘ 
Taken Each Da PS.0l (22.41 110.47 eo at 6.54 (4.46 [2.37  j2.¥ 2.92 2.13 12.82 | 100% 

*Includes local hunters onty. All colums not starred coitain data from non-residents of the 6ounty.



CONTROLLED HUNTING QUESTIONNATRE - NORTHWESTERN OHIO - 1937 

How many days did you hunt during the upland game bird season in 1937? Answer 

Give.the approximate number you saw of each of the following while hunting: 

DPeiGook Pipe aang auc Mele 3. Rabbits AR 

2. Hen Pheasant 4. Hungarian Partridge i 

rn a ae ay hues af) CMe 
Hours Pheasants Rabbits Hungarian Partridges| 

_-. Date Sunted _ Killed Killed. Killed 

Mone Nowe bof a eae 

St UN ama si ub 

Ne TE NN i AN Ie Ua SL 

Ree ee eee 

Ne a ceeteseu taped 
Pe a 
Ae er MiS AU MeE S tee 

jfues. Nov. 25) UI io a PUN Wie ce Lu y 

Ieee 1 Ned oe te LI ee 

Be NOs 26 1h ee ae le Sel la 

Os Os RUMEN Uae UR UI I a I 

een ee aM ae) 

PR LAN pee ee Oa Ig EC a a 

L. Number of cock pheasants crippled and not recovered = mute 
2. Number of cock pheasants found dead 
5. Number of hen pheasants found dead _ UN a len Late 

+» How many hen pheasants did you see shot at by other hunters? ee 

5. How many hen pheasants did you see killed or bagged? 
S. Suggestions for improvement of: 

a. Annual Game Crop b. System of Controlled Hunting 

SO Weep earns Aube en apa cael ea ulead Cicscls iat ed 

(Add others if you hunted in more than one township) UWRS Helease 65



Ohio Wildlife Research Station 
Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Onio 
December 6, 1957 

Dear Mr. Sportsman: 

You are on our list as one who, during the bird season just ended, enjoyed 

the "task" of helping harvest the annual game crop in northwestern Ohio. We hope 

you had a pleasant and profitable season. In any case you have some facts which 

we want. 

Our job is to tabulate these facts and use them in producing better game 
crops and arranging better hunting harvest arrangements. We do tois to help you. 
Will you please help us to help you by filling out the blanks on the enclosed : 

questionnaire and returning it at once. The questionnaire is inside the enclosed 
frauked envelope. It is stamed with our return address. Just drop it in the mail 

box. No stamp is required. 

The production of No. 1 game crops is much like the production of good farm 
crops - that is, an involved procedure which requires scientific business methods, 
with full consideration of economic and personnel phases. Game crops of the past 

were largely accidental. Good game crops, today, like farm crops, are planned 
for years ahead and developed by sound management practices. Larger game yields 

are necessary to satisfy present day hunting demands. This can and is being done in 
various parts of the United States, where scientific proven game management prac- 

tices are in operation. 

Township groups of landowners in northwestern Ohio have taken the initiative 

in doing this on a non-profit basis. The association fee can probably be considered 

a service charge to pay the "freight" on the necessary management and protection 

needed for a better crop. The objective is large production and orderly harvest. 

We are making an objective study of what is happening. We value highly your 

opinion of the production and harvest methods in operation. Is the plan a good one? 

We want any constructive criticisms you can give. All information is confidential. 
You can safely report to us any violations of either State or local regulations. No 
names aro:@ecorded. We lump all returns of each township to get a picture of the 

average events in each. 

We need to know what percentage of the kill is made each day of the open 
season. Like any busincss we must learn how to measure what we produce, what we 

harvest, and whether the yield is worth the cost of production. Hence, we must kaow 

the total kill and how it varies with the various mnagement measures and types of 
refuges used. We want to know whether the average hunter gets wuat he wants and 

whetuer the landowner who largely produces the crop is satisfied with his role. all 

this and more, can be learned ffom a statistical sample of questionnaire returns. 

Thenks for any assistance you can give in this survey. In return, if you 

are interested in our work we will be glad to send you upon request some reports of 

our studies on your favorite gains aimls. 

Sincerely, 

Co o a: 
i ROA RALEL ¥coha,, 

Lawrence #. Hicks, In Charge, 
Ohio Wildlife Research Station, 

Release No. 66 Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohio
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Digest of 

The Controlled Hunting Areas and the Pheasant Refuge Management 
System in Northwestern Qhio, by Lawrence EH. Hicks 

(Release No. 23, 1937, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State 

University, Columbus, Ohio 

Record of Liberty Township, Wood Co., Ohio, 1936 (500 acre refuge, 9-day 

open season) i 

Hunters: 300 non-resident. @ $3 $900.00 
72 non-landowner @ 50¢ 36.00 

117 landowners @ 25¢ 29.00 
11 honorary permits 905.00 revenue for 

140 farmers hunted on own lands township assoc. 
210 hunters on lands outside this assoc. 
850 hunters in township (24 por sq.mi.) 

Removals: 2,366 pheasant cocks killed by huntors (66 per sq.mi,, 
216 Hungarian partridge 3 por hunter) 
S40 rabbits ] 

1,800 pheasants live-trapped for restocking 
166 pheasants (1 per six acres removed from township) 

1,056 other game 

Residual 
Stock: 800 pheasants left on refuge as broeders 

1,800 live-trapped from refuge 
2,600 pheasants on refuge before trapping; density, 5 per acre 

Costs (if all refuge expenso is charged against the trapped phcasants): 

ale per trapped pheasant for refuge maintonanco 

we " " " " trapping ($4 per, day, 50 days, 
plus $100 for distribution) 

38¢ por pheasant (as against Ohio costs of over $2.00 
for adult game farm phoasants, $1. 31-$1.57 for 
8-12 woek birds) 

Stocking Value: (Survival as computed by Hicks from banding and 

shooting roturns; details of computation not known) 

1 wild-trapped pheasant has survival value of 1.5-2.09 game farm 
adults 

as kilt " " " "348 game farm 8-12 

weok birds
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A LIST OF THE BREEDING BIRDS OF OHIO 

Compiled by Lawrence E. Hicks, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohioe 

Pied-billed Grebe Barn Owl 
*Double-crested Cormorant Eastern Screech Owl 

Great Blue Heron Great Horned Owl 
Eastern Green Heron Northern Barred Owl 
Black-crowned Night Heron Long-eared Owl 
Yellow=crowned Night Heron Short-eared Owl 
American Bittern Saw-whet Owl 
Eastern Least Bittern Chuck=will's-widow 
Common Mallard Eastern Whip-poor-will 
Common Black Duck Eastern Nighthawk 
American Pintaimt Chimney Swift 
Blueswinged Teal Ruby-throated Hummingbird 
Shoveller Eastern Belted Kingfisher 

Wood Duck Northern Flicker 
Lesser Scaup Duck Northern Pileated Woodpecker 
Turkey Vulture Red-bellied Woodpecker 
Black Vulture Red=headed Woodpecker 
*Swallow=-tailed Kite Yellow-bellied Sapsucker 
Sharp-shinned Hawk Eastern Hairy Woodpecker 

Cooper's Hawk Northern Downy Woodpecker 
Eastern Red-tailed Hawk Eastern Kingbird 
Northern Red-shouldered Hawk Arkansaw Kingbird 
Broad=winged Hawk Northern Crested Flycatcher 
Northern Bald Eagle Eastern Phoebe 
Marsh Hawk Acadian Flycatcher 
Osprey Alder Flycatcher 
Eastern Pigeon Hawk Least Flycatcher 
Eastern Sparrow Hawk Eastern Wood Pewee 

Eastern Ruffed Grouse Olive-sided Flycatcher 
Greater Prairie Chicken Prairie Horned Lark 
European Partridge Tree Swallow 
Eastern Bob-white Bank Swallow 
Ring-necked Pheasant Rough-winged Swallow 
*Eastern Turkey Barn Swallow 
Sandhill Crane Northern Cliff Swallow 
King Rail Purple Martin 
Virginia Rail Northern Blue Jay 
Sora Eastern Crow 
Yellow Rail Black=capped Chickadee 

Florida Gallinule Carolina Chickadee 
American Coot Tufted Titmouse 
Piping Plover White-breasted Nuthatch 
Killdeer Red-breasted Nuthatch 
American Woodcock Brown Creeper 
Wilson's Snipe Eastern House Wren 

Upland Plover Bewick's Wren 
Spotted Sandpiper Carolina Wren 
Herring Gull Prairie Marsh Wren 
Common Tern Short-billed Marsh Wren 
Black Tern Eastern Mockingbird 
Rock Dove Catbird 
Eastern Mourning Dove ‘ Brown Thrasher 
Passenger Pigeon Eastern Robin 
Louisiana Paroquet Wood Thrush 
Yellow-billed Cuckoo Eastern Hermit Thrush 
Black=billed Cuckoo Veery



A LIST OF THE BREEDING BIRDS OF OHIO (Continued) 

Eastern Bluebird Eastern Cardinal 
Blue-grey Gnatcatcher Rose-breasted Grosbeak 

Cedar Waxwing Indigo Bunting 
Migrant Shrike Dickcissel 

lin, stern Purple Finch 
WHS even VuREP, eo Rony en ee aN ic fe Ga 

Blue=headed Vireo Red=eyed Towhee 
Red-eyed Vireo Eastern Savannah Sparrow 

Eastern Warbling Vireo Eastern Grasshopper Sparrow . 
Black and White Warbler Western Henslow's Sparrow 
Prothonotary Warbler Eastern Vesper Sparrow 
Worm-eating Warbler Eastern Lark Sparrow 
Golden=winged Warbler Bachman's Sparrow 
Blue-winged Warbler Slate-colored Junco 

Nashville Warbler Eastern Chipping Sparrow 
Northern Parula Warbler Eastern Field Sparrow 
Eastern Yellow Warbler White=throated Sparrow 

Magnolia Warbler Swamp Sparrow 
Black-throated Blue Warbler Mississippi Song Sparrow 

Black-throated Green Warbler 
Cerulean Warbler 

Blackburnian Warbler *No longer breeds in Ohio 

Sycamore Warbler 
Chestnut=sided Warbler Total ---- 181 species 

Northern Pine Warbler 
Northern Prairie Warbler Species Breeding in Ohio since 1920 = 176 
Oven-bird 

Grinnell's Water=thrush 
Louisiana Water-thrush Herons se-e---e-- enn nnn n-ne 6 
Kentucky Warbler Ducks --------------n----------= 7 
Mourning Warbler Hawks, ete sennnennn nnn nnn 13 
Northern Yellow=throat Galliformes -------------------- 6 

Yellow-breasted Chat Sherebirds --------------------= 6 

Hooded Warbler Owls -«---------------------.-- 7 
Canada Warbler Woodpeckers -------------------- 7 

American Redstart Flycatchers ------------------8- 9 
English Sparrow Swallows «---------------------- 6 

; Bobolink Wrens #--------------- eee ene ne 5 
Eastern Meadowlark Thrushes eennenecnscennncnnnene 5 

Western Meadowlark Vireos e-------------- enn ne ee 5 

Eastern Red-wing Warblers --------------.-------627 

Orchard Oriole Blackbirds #-------------------- 8 

Baltimore Oriole SparrowS e~----4--8------------=20 
Bronzed Grackle and 
Eastern Cowbird Grosbeaks 
Scarlet Tanager 

Summer Tanager 

(
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The wildlife resources of Ohio. JI wonder what they are. Do we know what they 
are? Does the general public know what they are? How can we expect to have con- 
servation progress as it should in the State unless the public knows what our wild- 

life resources are? If we are going to satisfy the recreational demands! of the 
sportsmen and fishermen of our State, we are going to have to do some very definite 
things. We are going to have to recognize that this out-of-door wildlife, as we 
might call it, is 2 blg business. I will tell you why just a little later. We are 
going. to have to think of it as a business. We are going to have to use business 
methods. Whether we want to or not, we must think of these things in dollars and 
cents, as economic problems. There are a great many things we could do if we had 
enough money. For each project we should ask: "Is it economically feasible?" "Can 
we get the money, or can we get the support to foster what we are trying to do?" 

The first step and most important one is to find out what our wildlife re- 
sources are. The first step is an inventory of our resources - what we hnve to 
work with. Then we must go a little further. We must know where they are. We 

must go still further ond know why they are there. I want to refer back to what 

Mr. Wickliff said this morning - that most of our problems are biological problems. 
Of course in any venture we start out in we must heve administrators - men with 
that training. In any setup we must have men with public relations training. In 
any movement where we want to scll the public on « certain thing we must have edu- 
cators, lecturers, newspapermen and people who will work up scientific and popular 
literature that will give the public an idea of what we are working with. 

But, to achieve our objectives active measures are necessary. We must do some- 
thing besides passive things to actually increase the wildlife resources of Ohio. 
It is only those things that are actually done in the field that really count. Many 
people today admittedly confess they are great conservationists, that they have done 
a great deal for wildlife. I can ,ive you some good criterion for judging these 
statements. How much has he actually modified habitats in the out-of-doors? What 
has he actually done in an active way to create food or cover or has he actually 
done something that will make living conditions better for these wildlife species? 

We are trying to increase living creatures. These living creatures are being 
born, are living, reproducing, dying, and are confronted with many of the same prob- 
lems as you and I. They are governed, not by man-made lows, but primarily by bio- 
logical laws. We are never going to be able to create food and cover, create ideal 
living conditions in the out-of-doors, create habitats that will actually produce a 

game crop, until we know the biological backgroun? of those species. We need very 
badly in Ohio a manual of our wildlife resources, a book, if you will, which will 

present essential facts, information and statistics as to our game species and other 
wildlife resources as they relate to agriculture. Such a manusl is not aveilable. 
Data of this type sre very, very difficult to pet. Most of what cre available are 
not compiled by statisticians or people versed in economics or biolozy and I want 
to warn you that a large portion of such information which is flouting around today 
is false.



No one knows how many of our various game species we have in Ohio. We have 
methods worked out for censusing sample areas and from these we get a picture of 
the whole. Some censusing has been done and we are beginning to know a little 
about the extent of some of these resources. 

For quite a number of years I have been working on a wanual of Ohio wildlife 
resources. It is a tremendous undertaking and I do not know if it will ever be 
completed, but at least we are making a start on the problem. As I see it, until 
that essential information is put together we do not have very much to build on. 

What are the wildlife resources of our whole country? No one knowsfor sure. 
We can list the various types and place a valuation on each one and the result is 

this:- the wildlife resources of the United States are worth two billion dollars a 
year. I wonder what our annual wheat crop is worth? Roughly, about the same. 
4ctuelly, our wildlife crop usually slightly exceeds the value of the annual wheat 
crop. That is something the general public is not aware of. We are dealing with 
a big resource. It is a big business and a good reason why we should be able to 

get support from a good many sources which we do not tap now. 

How much are the wildlife resources of Ohio worth? We are not sure, but we 
can say this:- We have sufficient data to show that the wildlife resources of Chio 
cause a financial. turnover in the State of $50,000,000 each year. I am not saying 
they are actually worth that much, but the wildlife resources of Ohio cause a 
financial turnover of that amount. There are many items, of course, that we cannot 

convert into dollars and cents - the joy of being in the out-of-doors unc seeing 
these living croatures. There are things like money spent for gas, automobile trans- 
portation, keeping of dogs and their training and food, and thousznds of things re- 
lating to the outdoors which we cannot tabulate as so much game shot, but they are 
all related and we are justified in mentioning then. 

I have mentioned that we should take an inventory to know what we have. We 
should then acquaint the public through education, particulrrly the leaders and the 
people who actually can do good in the out-of-doors, just what these resources are. 
So many times we have started our conservation educetion work at the wrong end and 
have not actually worked with the right persons. Mr. Landowner has 90% of all wild- 
life resources in his custody. He has control of them, so keep in mind that Mr. 

Landowner is a very important individual and that our efforts are wasted unless we 
reach the man who is actually producing this game crop. 

_ Let us teke a brief inventory and go over the various wildlife species of the 
State, particularly the game specics. We have values in the out-of-doors in addi- 
tion to our game species. The hunter and the fisherman likes the out-of-doors just 
because it is the out-of-doors. A day in the wild is not judged entirely by the 
catch. He is interested in the birds, the trees, etc. Everything in the out-of- 
doors is a part of the whole picture which makes it an interesting place for our 

recreation. So we ere interested in all the wildlife resouwces of the out-of-doors. 
Our game creatures must have food and the food comes to them in many cases directly, 
and in many cases indivectly from non-game species. Keep in mind that creatures 
of the out-of-doors are inter-linked. They are all inter-related and exch one is 
likely to have some influence on the affairs of all the others. Sc we mst think of 
our wildlife resources as a whole. 

I might mention that the scientists of Ohio are banded together in an orguniza- 
tion known as "The Ohio Academy of Science". The Ohio Academy includes niost of the 
scientists and teachers of science and biological subjects, and publishes a bi- 
monthly journal celled the "Ohio Journal of Science". In connection with this 
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academy, the university and the State itself, supports what is known as the "Ohio 

Biological Survey", which has published a great many Ohio wildlife publications - 

about thirty-two bulletins, some of them quite large in size. Each of these pub- 

lications covers one wildlife group such as the birds of Ohio, the fishes of Ohio, 

the frogs, turtles or mammals of Ohio, and treats them in as much detail as possible, 

recording a great deal of essential inforsation. We have a great meny wildlife 

groups in Ohio. The job is not done - it is only started. Several hundred such pub- 

lications would be necessary to give basic data on all of the Ohio wildlife groups. 

Now for a brief inventory of what we have in Ohio: Let us start with the 

plants. We have a large number of plants which are small microscopic things. ie 

won't count them. There are many more like the mosses which we can see with the 

naked eye but which for the most part are not of great importance economically. We 

will consider only the very large plants which we hive in the State How many large 

conspicuous or higher plents dc we have in the State? The answer is about 2,500 - 

a tremendous number. I have been working on the food habits of many game species, 

and I am surprised to find fruits or seeds of several hundred of these actually con- 

tained in the stomachs of many of the game species which I have examined. All of 

them are more or less important and many of them are of great importance. 

There are 355 different kinds of birds in Ohio, and of this nuaber about 500 

occur in Ohio every year. aA good field man covering all parts of the State should 

be able to find between 260 and 270 difi'erent kinds in one year. How many birds oc- 

cur in your own county each year? In very few counties shculd one have much diffi- 

culty in finding 200 different kinds. We are more interested in the birds that nest. 
They are the birds that really belong to Ohio. How many kinds of birds breed in 

Ohio? The answer is 181 different kinds. How many kinds of birds nest in your own 

county? I do not know where you are from,but if you are from an average county the 

answer is 103. 

Next we come to the four-footed furred creatures known as mammals. We have 
about 60 different kinds of mammals in Ohio and there are very few of them that are 

not of great economic value. : 

Mr. Wickliff will tell you about the 163 kinds of fish known for Ohio. We have 
twelve kinds of frogs and toads in the State, ~- about the same number of turltes, 

about twenty salamanders and almost two dozen snakes, 

There is also ancther large and important group - the insects. No one known 
how many, but there are several thousand different kinds in Ohio. I have opened 
jeseen stomachs and found as many as 75 individual insects of half a dozen spocies. 
there is hardly a bird in Ohio that does not feed on some insects to some extent and 
many song birds feed elmost entirely on then. Many of these insects are likely to 
destroy food patches for wildlife, while sowe are decidedly beneficial. Of course, 
there are a great many other invertebrate animals - shellfish, mussels and animals 
of that type. There are also forms like the spiders, which sre not insects. 

Let us go to the kill in Ohio. We would like to know something about the take 
of different kinds of game species in the State. agein we are forced to admit how 
little we know about some of these things, I am going to give you some tentative 

figures, but will not guarantee that they are correct. They are just estinates 
but sre as good as any we can ,ive at the present time. We need better iethods. We 
must know ‘better than we do what our annual tuke is. Not until we can put our wild- 
life crop on a business basis, know what we are producing, know what our surplus is 
and how much of the surplus we can safely take away, can a sustained yield be produc-— 
ed. after harvesting, we must know whether there is an adequate breeding stock re- 
maining. 
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: ANNUAL KILL IN OHIO f » 

Rabbit - supposed to be in the neighborhood of 6,000,000 to 8,000,000 

Squirrel, - about 2,200,000 
Pheasant - somewhere between 600,000 and 700,000 
Hungarian partridge - no one knows. At one time it was 100,000 - 

50,000 is probably too high now 

Ducks - It all depends upon whether you refer to ten years ago, five 
years ago or last year - dropping off very, very 
rapidly. I will not mention any figure, but out- 
side the Leke Erie region the figure is quite small 

We have the following figures on some of our fur—bearers: 

Skunk - 275,000 
Opossum - second in the number of pelts taken (500,000) 
Muskrat - first in the number of pelts taken (750,000) 
Raccoon ~ 120,000 
Fox - between 15,000 and 20,000 

Mink - 30,000 to 40,000 

Concerning the United States as a whole, what is the first national sport of 
our country as far as cost of equipment is concerned? Golf ranks first. Almost 
$20,000,000 are spent a year on golf equipment in the United States. Fishing comes 
second. Nine million dollars a year are spent on fishing equipment. Baseball 
ranks third with $6,700,000 spent yearly, and tennis ranks fourth with $5,800,000. 
When you read the sport pages, how much do you read about wildlife as compared to 
baseball? I think we ought to have more space devoted in our papers to those 
sports that are actually providing the most recreation t® the people. lore people 
actually indulge in fishing than any other sport. More than 12,000,000 people fish 
and at least two-thirds as many hunt. 

I want to briefly review some additional figures. The State is too large to 
get accurate figures of the whole, but we can, however, take one county, or two or 
three at a time, and get a more accurate check. We know what the area of that 
county or those counties is as compared with the whole area of Chio, and we know 
from our field work censuses how that county is producing as compared to other typ- 
ical counties of the State. 

One county about which we have been able to compile considerable information 
for the last couple of years is Muskingum. Two years of work there has enabled us 
to file considerable information on what that one county is producing. This hill 
county might be considered an average county for the eighteen or twenty hill coun- 

ties of Ohio. 

Game crops are peculiar in that we are not interested in harvesting the crop 
efficiently - in fact the aim is to have the game harvest consume as much time as 
possible and hence provide more hours of recreation. Since a live game specimen 
"on the hoof" has a recreational value several tines the meat value of the sane 
specimen after being killed, the aim is to have euch piece of game provide us many 
recreational hours as possible. It is also desirable to have the cost of harvest be 
great so as to provide as much employment as possible and cause a large financial 
turnover each year. For instance, the game crop in Ohio is thought to cause, 
directly or indirectly, a financial turnover of about fifty million dollars each 
year. Vihat greater influence could we ask for in an effort to encourage money trans- 
fer as an eid in ending the depression? A study made in this county shows that it 
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costs each year about $74,000 to harvest the hunted game, fur game and fish crop of 

Muskingum County - and this figure does not include the big items of the cost of 
transportation or the value of time consumed on hunting trips. 

About 7,000 persons hunt and more than 2,000 fish in Muskingum County each 

year. One report shows that last year 76,800 rabbits and 36,f20 squirrels - a 
total of about 115,580 pieces of hunted game - were taken in this county. The 
county also ranks high in the production of fur game - 12,505 skunk, 11,359 cpos- 
sum, 3,415 muskrat, 1,499 raccoon, 418 red or grey fox, 207 weasel and 196 mink. 
In all, 36,560 fur pelts were taken, having a value, even at depression prices, of 

about $40,000. According to U. S. census figures as to the yearly value of the 
forestry products of this county, the yearly fur crop of iiuskingum County slightly 

exceeded the forest crop in financial value. 

No attempt has been made to estimate the fish crop harvested cach year by the 
2,000 fishermen. However, a questiorinaire was submitted to members of the Musking- 
un Valley Fisherman's 4ssociation - "dyed in the wool" fishermen - to find out 
something about their sport. Individuals varied somewhat in their replies, as 
would be expected, but it is believed that their replies averuged below jive a ¢ood 
inflex of ir. Average Fishing Clut Member and how he regurds his favorite recree- 
tion. Each person answering the questionnaire was asked to place s financial fig- 
ure on the recreational value and pleasure to him, of a day of fishin, or hunting - 
using as a yardstick the cost of an equivelent amount of recreational pleasure de- 
rived from attending a movie, baseball game, football game, dence or other enter- 
tainment. 

Here are the average answers received: How many fishermen also indulge in 
hunting? Answer, 85%. The average fisherman hunted 10.4 days each year of five 

hours each and placed a recreational value of $2.27 on each imntin, duy. The av- 
erage fisherman fished 55 days of 5,3 hours euch, piacing « recreational value of 
$2.37 on each fishing day. Most of the sport was obtained in the home county as 
only 1.5 hunting trips und 10.2 fishing trips were outside of the county. Consid- 
erable money is spent to harvest the fish crop too as each fisherman spent last 
year $3.07 on live bait and $17.59 on fishing equipment, reels, plugs, flies, hooks, 

leaders, etc. To sum up, the average fishermen placed a value of $25.61 on his 
year of hunting and a value of $150.59 on a season of fishing. Of course, fishing 
club members represent the most enthusiastic group of the €,000 Muskingum County 
fishermen, but even taking this into account, « study of the above fisures should 
convince one that not only hunted gume and fur geome, but the fish crop as well, 
have tremendous economic, recreational, aesthetic and social values which must be 
reckoned with in any conservation progrem or any plan devised for wide land utili- 
zation. 

If you people are interested in this work as a profession, I think I have at 
least demonstrated that it is a big field with sufficient money involved, suffic- 
ient public interest and sufficient recreational value to require large numbers of 
qualified wildlife technicians. It will grow and develop if we get the leadership 
and if we get wildlife technicians with sufficient energy and intelligence to ac- 
tuelly go out and do something in the field for these resources which we would like 
to have increased. 

There has never been an excess cof game - the likelihood is that we never will 
have e surplus. ° 
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1. List of 163 Ohio Fishes, by E.L.Wickliff and M. B.Trautman 

2, *List of 345 Ohio Birds, by M.B.Trautman 
3. The Vertebrate Animals of Ohio, by E.L.Wickliff 
4. The External Structures of a Fish and the Function of Hach Part, B.L.Wickliff 

5, The Internal Structures of a Fish and the Function of Each Part, E.L:Wickliff 

6. The Dietary Habits of Barn Owls, by Arthur Stupke 

7 *Some Food and Game Fishes of Ohio, by E.L.Wickliff and M.B.Trautman 

8. How to Identify a Minnow, by E.L.Wickliff 

9. Age and Rate of Growth of Severa]. Game Fishes in Inland Fishing District, E.L.W. 

10. Food of the Young Large and Smallmouth bass in Ohio, by 3.L.iicklirf 

11. Pollution and Its Importance to Fish Life, by E.L.Wickliff 

12. Fishery Research by the Ohio Division of Conservation, by E.l.Wickliff 

13. The Gizzard Shad as an Important Food for Ducks in the Inland Lakes and Res- 

ervoirs of Ohio, by M.B.Trautman t 

14. Fish Parasites as a Limiting Factor in Uhio Fish Hatcheries, Dr. R.V.Bangham 

15. Life History of the Bass Cestode, Proteocephalus ambloplitis, Dr. R.V.Bangham 

16. Diseases of Fish in Ohio Hatcheries, by Dr. R.V.Bangham 

17. Distribution of Parasites of Black Bass in Lakes & Streams of Ohio, by 

Dr. R.V. Bangham 
18. The Importance of Aquatic Plants to animal Life, by Dr. L.H.Tiffany 

19. *Muskrat Propagation in Ohio, by Dr. K..Enders 

20. The Use of Sodium Arsenite in Controlling Submerged Vegetation in Fish Ponds, 

By Eugene W. Surber, U. S. Bureau of Fisheries 

21. The Necessity of Propagating Beit in Ponds, by B.L.Wickliff 

22. Food of the Bluntnosed llinnow, Forage Fish for Fish Ponds, by Dr. W.C.Kraata 

23. Suggestions for Stocking Certain Species of Fish in Ohio, by E.L.Wickliff and 

24. Status of the Grindle, by E.L.Wickliff (M.B. Trautman 

25. Life Cycle of the Freshwater Eel, by E.L.Wickliff 
26. The European Carp, by E.L.Wickliff 

27. A Review of the Status of Mascalonge, with Special Reference to the Ohio or 

Chautauqua Mascolonge, by E.L.Wickliff 

28. Ice and Its Importance to Fish Life, By —.L.Wickliff 

29 #The Spotted or Kentucky Black Bass in Ohio, by Joe W. Howland (Out of Print) 

30. Propagation of Channel Catfish, by E.L.Wickliff 
31. The Home Aquarium and Its Care, by W.A.Tucker 
32. Life History of the Bullfrog, by E.L.Wickliff 

32a. List of Publications on Frogs, by E.L.Wickliff 

32B. Memorandum Concerning Bullfrog Culture, by Southern Biological Supply Cc., Ine. 

33. Life History of the Hellgrammite, by E.L.Wickliff 

34, Points of Interest aboutthe Crayfish or Crawdad, by B.L.Wickliff 

35. Suggestions for Taking Whitefish Spawn, by E.L.Wickliff 

36. *Artificial Propagation of Fish in Ohio, by B.L.Wickliff (Out of Print) 

37. *Waterfowl of Ohio, by E.L.Wickliff and M.B.Trautman 

38. 
39. How the School Children can aid in the Conservation of Wild L ife in Onio, 

by E.L.Wickliff 
40. List of Books Dealing with the Propagation of Fish, by E.L,Wickliff 

40A. List of Papers Dealing with the Propagution of Frogs & Turtles, by E.L.Wickliff 

41. List of Papers Dealing with the Propagation of Game Birds, by E.L.Wickliff 

42. List of Papers Dealing with the Propagation of Fur-bearing Animals, E.L.Wickliff 

43. List of Dealers in Goldfish, Tropical fish, Trout and Other Game Species, by 

44. Wap of Ohio Showing Principal Streams : {E.L.Wickliff 

45. Short Papers on Mallard Duck, Wild Turkey, Opossum, Deer, Raccoon, Red Fox 

and Skunk, by E.L.Wiickliff 

46. List of Books Dealing with the Identification of birds, by E.L.Wickliff 

47. #The Parasites of Cottontail Habbits in Ohio, by Dr. L.X.LeDune 

48. References on Raising of Rabbits, by Extension Dept., Ohio State University 

49. Status of the American and Lesser Scavp Duck in Ohio, by il.B.Trautman 

50. A Key to the Vultures, Hawks and Eagles of Chio, by M.B.Trautman 

51. *Ohio Game and Song Birds in Winter, by Dr. L. E. Hicks 

51A. Emergency Feeding of Game and Song Birds in Winter, by Dr. L.E.Hicks 

52. L ist of the Toads and Frogs of Ohio, by M. B. Trautman 

53. List of the Turtles of Ohio, by M.B.Trautman 

54. List of the Mammals of Ohio, by 4.B.Trautman 
55, Instructions for Hatching, Feeding and Care of Pheusants, by H.L.Wickliff 

58. Value of Tagging Food and Game Fishes, Banding Game Birds und Taking a 

Game Census, by E.L.Wickliff and M.B.Trautman 

57. *Game Research in Ohio, by E.L.Wickliff 

58. Progress Report of Ohio Upland Game Sird Research, by Dr. L.E.Hicks 
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59. *Management Recommendations for the Increase: of Pheasants in Ohio, Dr.L.E.Hicks 

60. *Problems of Pondfish Culture, By, 1.H.Langlois pi a 
61. *More Problems of Pondfish Culture, ‘by -T.WiLanglois ... | Pe eis ce id i, : 
62. are Newly Impoundéd’Waters.in Ohio Suitable for Fish L-ife? by E.L.Wickliff ene 
63. The Practical Value of Scientific Data-in‘a:Fish Stocking Policy for-Ohio, {//) 

byl. Bs frautman ioe ee j 
64, Some Fish & Game Problems Involved in Impounded Streams...of..Chio, E.L.Wickliff .. 

65. Parks Under iianagement of Bureau of Inland Lakes and Parks =~ Eee 
66. Breeding Habits of Several Fishes Found in Ohio, by E.L.Wickliff 
67. Protection and Preservution of idigratory Waterfowl, by E.L.Wickliff 

68. *Returns from banded Ring~neck Pheasants, by E.L.Wickliff d 
69. *Practical Value of Determining the Fertility of “hitefish Eggs, by B.L.Wickliff. 
70. Length-Weight Relationship of: Several Ghio- Food and‘ Gdme Fishes,oy E.L.Wickliff se 
71. Growth of Buckeye Lake Fishes in 1930 ~ Six ;Common Species, Compared by Eee 

ee rit. W.W.Grimn and, Dr..%,V.Bangham .. . = teen : 
72. *Crustacea Used as Food by Young Fishes in Lake Erie, by Dr. Lela Ewers, --- 1: | 
73. Parasites of the Spotted bass, by Dr.-R.V.Bangham Vino (OUE Ot prams). > jon 
74. *General Effects of Foliution on Ohio Fish Life, by M.B. Trautman pes ; — 
75. *Summary of Limnolozical Investigations.of the Western End:of: Lake Erie, by. » : 

: Dr. S.iright and ¥.Tidd vs (Out of print)... ; ; 
76. *Several Interésting Returns fron Tagged Fish, by E.L.Wickliff. ~ , Pei ae 
77. *Some Chemical and: Biological Studies: of Impounded Waters, by Lee S.Roach ; ie 

78. *The artificial Incubation of. Ring-necked Pheasant Eggs, by :-H.i.Dakan eee 
79. "Management Possibilities for Ring-neck Pheasants and Hungarian Partcidges, by .., 

, Dr. L.E.Hicks : se Poi ctead ve ee en vast a 

80. *Experimentel Work with Upland Game Birds in Ohio, by M.B.Trautman, C.Walker.. 0°.) 
‘ ; é and: R.King, vase . : ee a ae 

81. Ohio Returns for Sanded Game Birds, by-E,L.Wickliff ©... .. . 
82. The Game Problen in Ohio, by E.L.Wickliff | — a He ae 
83. Preparation, Care and Planting of Cuttings, by Edmund Secrest Se Br dee ot 

84, *Relationship of squitic Plents to Oxygen Supply and Their Bearing on Fish. . : 
: . Life, by E.L.Wickiiff and Lee S.Nozch ; 

85. Progress Report on a Proposed American Fish folicy, by 4.L.Wickliff. : 
86. Cooperation of Landowners Necessary to HaveGood Hungarian Partridge and Ring- : 

: neck Pheasant: Hunting in.Ohio, by E.L.Wickliff . j 
87. *The Production of Smallmouth Bass Under Controlled Conditions, by T.H.Langlois : 
88. Some Problems Involved in Developing an American Fish Policy, by E.L.Wickliff. : 
89. Wildlife Conservation for the “Future Farmers" of Ohic,y by. ).L.Wickliff =.) . 
90. Cooperative Wildlife. Conservation, by E.l.Wieklitf Sy : ; : 
91. Reproduction and Grewth of the White Crappie (Pomoxis annularis) in iieander 

Lake, by W.E.Huber and L.E.Binkley, Franz Theodore Stone Laboratory ve 3 
92. Ring-neck Pheasant - General Habits, by Robert McCormick ... sige 
93. Suggestions of 2 General Nature Relative to WPA Projects :Along Alum, Big 

Walnut und: Blacklick Creeks in "ranklin County; by. E.L.Wickliff — ore 
94, *Hand Feeding Bass, by 1.i.Langlois - re ee : of. SP gee a Eo 
95. Summary of Preliminary Creel Census for Seven Ohio’ Lakes During the Spring,: ; 

eas -, ©, Summer and Fall ‘of'1935, ‘by E.L.Wickliff | 
96. Summary of Rirg-neck Pheasant Eggs)Distributed in 1935.40 School Children, , | 
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97. Report on State Hunting Presérves,'.1935, by Floyd Bs. Chapnen 1, ; : ; 
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File: Prairie Chicken 
Ohio,— 

Pheasants 

Extract from letter from EB. L, Wickliff, Conservation Department, Columbus, Ohio 
to Wm, F, Grimmer, Conservation Department, Madison, Wisconsin, December 4, 193: 

uf am quite sure it will interest you to know that Mr. Ollie Neimeyer, 
State Game Protector for Marion County, recently reported four broods of young 
prairie chicken, the apparent result of stocking the breeder birds sent by you 
to this Division. Mr. Neimeyer is a dog fancier, he raises dogs and also judges 
field trials and therefore is in the field a large part of the time and what he 

says I feel sure is authentic," 

"If at any time you should pass through Ohio we should be glad to have 
you stop and we will take you to one of our ring-neck pheasant refuges in 
Wood County where you will see a very unusual concentration of these birds. 
In fact, last winter we trapped 708 wild adult ring-neck pheasants and estimated 

we het Leet @ brood stock of over 800 birds. This refuge consists of only 560 

acres.



List of Publications by 
Lawrence E. Hicks, Ph.D., Dept. of Botany, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. 

(Reprints of Starred publications are available.) 

1. Should Cats be Licensed? Lone Scout Magazine. Mar. 6, 1920. 

2. The Chimney Swift. Lone Scout Magazine. Mar. 27, 1920. 
3. Migration of the Mourning Dove, Columbus Dispatch. Feb. 28, 1925. 
4. 25th Christmas Bird Census, Fredericktown, Ohio, Bird Lore 27:48. 1925, 

5, 26th Christmas Bird Census, Fredericktown, Ohio. Bird Lore 28:40. 1926. 
6, 27th Christmas Bird Census, Fredericktown, Ohio. Bird Lore 29:37. 1927. 

7. & Sharp-shinned Hawk's Nest. . Short Papers on Ohio Birds, Ohio State Museum 

Science Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 1. Apr. 1, 1928. pp. 51-52. 
8. 28th Christmas Bird Census, Fredericktown, Ohio. Bird Lore 30:53. 1928, 

9. 28th Christmas Bird Census, Columbus, Ohio. (with Wheaton Club) Bird Lore 
30:52-53. 1928, 

10. 29th Christmas Bird Census, Fredericktown, Ohio. Bird Lore 31:49. 1929. 
11. 29th Christmas Bird Census, Columbus, Ohio. (with Wheaton Club) Bird Lore 

31:48-49. 1929, 
12. Some Interesting Ohio Records (Yellow Rail, Black Rail, Purple Gallinule, 

Stilt Sandpiper, Prairie Hen, Lawrence Warbler) Wilson Bulletin 41:43~44. 1929. 
13. Taxonomy and Ecology of the Lemnaaceae, pp. 1-105. Master's Thesis. Library, 

Ohio State University. June, 1929. 

14. 30th Christmas Bird Census, Fredericktown, Ohio. Bird Lore 32:49. 1930. 

15. 30th Christmas Bird Census, Columbus, Ohio. (with Wheaton Club) Bird Lore 
32:48-49. 1930. 

16, 31st Christmas Bird Census, Fredericktown, Ohio. Bird Lore 33:59. 1931. 
17. 3lst Christmas Bird Census, Columbus, Ohio. (with Wheaton Club) Bird Lore 

33:58. 1931, 
18. Ohio Upland Game Bird Research. (with McCormick, Robert H.) Trans, Am, Game 

Conference. 17:268+271. 1930 (1931). 
*19, A Check-list of the Vascular Plants of Cranberry Island Including most of the 

Aquatic Plants Found Elsewhere at Buckeye Lake, Ohio. pp. 1-9, (Mimeograph) 
Ohio State University. May, 1931. 

*20. A Check-list of the 160 Families of Vascular Plants Known to be Represented in 

Ohio and Adjacent Territory. pp. 1-15. (Mimeograph) Ohio State Univ. 

April, 1931. 
“21. Emergency Feeding of Game and Song Birds in Winter. Ohio Dept. of Agriculture, 

Div. of Conservation, Res. Bur. Cir. No. 51. pp. 1-6. Jan., 1931. 
*22, The American Zgret and the Little Blue Heron in Ohio during the Summer of 1930. 

Wilson Bulletin 43:268~281., 1931 
*.=_ Ohio Game and Song Birds in Winter, Bull. of the Bur. of Scientific Research, 

Ohio Div. of Conservation. pp. 1468. 10 plates. Jan. 1932. (A Series 

of the Following Six Papers on Ohio Winter Birds). 
23. Emergency Feeding of Game and Song Birds in Winter. pp. 7-17. 

24. Report Winter Feeding Experiments Couducted from November 1930 to March 1931. 

pp. 10-32, 

25. ae aa and Present Checks upon the Increase of Geme and Song Birds. 

pp. 33-36. 
26, Planting and Management Recommendations for the Attraction of Game and Song 

Birds. pp. 39-58. 
27. An Annotated Checkslist of all birds Recorded from Ohio in Winter. pp. 59-66. 

28. Bibliography of Books, Bulletins and other Publications Relating to the 

ran Protection and Feeding of Game and Song Birds in Winter, 

pp. 67-68.
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List of Publications by Lawrence @. Hicks, Ph.D., Dept. of Botany, 

Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. (Continued) 

29. 32nd Christmas Bird Census, Lake Providence, Louisiana. (With Thyra Jane 

Hicks) Bird Lore 44:68.69, 1932. 
30. 32nd Christmas Bird Census, New Iberia, Lovisiana. Bird Lore 44:69-70. 

1932, 
“31. Progress Report of Ohio Upland Game Bird Research. Trans. of the 18th 

Am. Game Conference, New York. pp. 221-225. 1931 (1932). 
*32. Flower Production in the Lemnaceae. Ohio Journal of Science 32:115~133. 

2 plates. 1932. 

“33. Ranges of pH Tolerance of the Lemnaceae. Ohio Journal of Science. 

32:237~244. 1932. 
34. Physiological Experiments with the Lemnaceae. Proc. Ohio Academy of 

Science, Vol. 8, Part 7, pp 393-394. 1930. 
35. Crested Flycatchers in Ohio in Mid-November. The Auk 44:222. 1932. 

36. Common Redpoll Collected in Northern Ohio. The Auk 44:229. 1932. 

37. Winter Feeding of Game Birds, Abstract. Ohio Journal Science 32:336. 

1932. 
*38. The Snowy Owl Invasion of Ohio in 1930-31. Wilson Bulletin 44:221~226. 

1932. 

39. Ohio Game Bird Research. (Abstract) Wilson Bulletin 45:42, 1933. 
40. A Troupial Collected at Columbus, Ohio. The Auk 50:224. 1933. 
41, What Manner of Host are you to the Birds in your Gardens? The Garden 

Path 3:14, 1933. 

“42. A Stetistioal Survey of Ohio Winter Bird Lite (with Chapman, Floyd B.) 
Ohio Journal of Science 33:135-150. 1933. 

43. Proceedings of the 19th Annual Meeting of the Wilson Ornithological Club. 
Wilson Bulletin 45:37-50. 1933. 

“44, Starling Banding in Central Ohio in 1932. Bird Banding 4:112. 1933. 
*45. Returns from Banded Purple Martins. Bird Banding 4;113-114. 
*46, The First Appearances and Spread of the Breeding Range of the 

European Starling (Sturnus vulgaris) in Ohio. The Auk 50:317-322. 1933. 
47. 33rd Christmas Bird Census, Fredericktown, Ohio. Bird Lore 45:42. 1933. 
48, 33rd Christmas Bird Census, Columbus, Ohio. (with Wheaton Club) 

Bird Lore 45:41, 1933. 

*49. Management Recommendations for the Increase of the Ring-necked 

; Pheasant in Ohio. Trans. of the 19th Am. Game Conf. pp. 459~465. 1933. 
*50. A Check-list of the Vascular Plants of Cedar Bog, Champaign County, 

Ohio, pp. 1-13. (Mimeograph) Ohio State Univ. April, 1933. 
“51. A Check-list of the Vascular Plants of the Sugar Grove Region of Ohio. 

pp. 1-23. (Mimeograph) Ohio State Univ. May, 1933. 
*52. A Synopsis of Family Characteristics for Use in Studies of Local Flora. 

pp. 1417. (Mimeograph) Ohio State Univ. March, 1933, 
*53. A Statistical Survey of Ohio Raptorial Birds. Wilson Bulletin 

45:139. 1933. 
*54. Brewster's Warbler (Vermmivora leucobronchalis) in Ashtabula County, 

Ohio. The Auk 50:441. 

*55. Some Breeding Records for Ohio. (Piping Plover, White-throated Sparrow, 
Slate-colored Junco) The Auk 50:4484449. 

56. The Original Vegetation and the Vascular Flora of Ashtabula County, 

Ohio. Ph.D. Dissertation, Ohio State University. Sept. 1933. pp. 1-211. 

“57. The Breeding Birds of Ashtabula County, Ohio. Wilson Bulletin 45:168-195, 6 plates 
1933. (Abstract in Wilson Bulletin 45:40-41) 

(Complete to Jan, 1-1934)
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Fish and Game Laws 
(Except Commercial Fishing) 

(Abbreviated Form.)—(All Dates Inclusive.) 
(Subject to Change of Legislature.) 

(Subject to Change of Conservation Council.) 
(Corrected to October 1, 1931.) 

HUNTING 
Hunting License 

Resident: Unlawful to hunt, pursue, or kill 
any wild bird or wild animal without hav- 
ing applied for and received a hunting and 
trapping license. Provided, however, the 
owner, tenant, or children of the owner or 
tenant may hunt or trap on such lands 
without a license. Fee, $1.00 with 25 cents 
additional for the clerk. (See Sec. 1431.) 

Non-Resident: Non-residents of Ohio who 
are citizens of the United States, and resi- 
dents of other countries that grant the 
same privilege to residents of Ohio, must 
pay the fee of $15.25 before hunting or 
trapping in this state. 

All licenses issued by township and village 
clerks and clerks of courts. (See Sec. 1431.) 

OPEN SEASONS AND BAG LIMITS 
Hares or Rabbits: November [5th to January 

Ist. Limit: 5 in one day. May be taken 
only from one hour before sunrise to one 
hour after sunset, and only with gun and 
dog or with gun. Sale only during open 
season. (See Section 1396.) 
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Squirrel: September 15th to October Ist. 
Sale unlawful. Limit: 4 per day. (See 
Section 1397.) 

Raccoon: November 15th to January 15th. 
(Order of Conservation Council.) (See 
Section 1398.) 

Opossum, Skunk: November 15th to Feb- 
ruary Ist. (See Section 1398.) 

Fox: November 15th to January Ist. (See 
Section 1398.) 

Mink: November [5th to March Ist. (See 
Section 1398.) 

Muskrat: Inland Trapping District: Novem- 
ber 15th to March Ist. Lake Erie Trap- 
ping District: December Ist to March 
\5th. (See Section 1398.) 

The waters of Lake Erie and the waters and lands 
and marshes adjacent thereto within ten miles 
of Lake Erie are in and shall be known as the 
“Lake Erie Trapping District". All other waters, 
lands and manrelies lying within the state are and 
shall be known as the “Inland Trapping Dis- 
trict". (See Section 1398.) 

Hungarian Partridge: November 15th to 
November 25th. Limit: 4 in one day. 
Not more than 8 in possession at one time. 
(Order of Conservation Council.) (See 
Section 1402.) 

Deer: Protected. (See Section 1401.) 
Ring-Neck Pheasants: November 15th to 

November 25th. Cock birds only. Limit: 
2 in one day. (See Section 1402.) 

Ruffed Grouse: Protected. (See Sec. 1402-1.) 
Gallinule: October Ist to December 31st. 

Limit: 15 in one day. (Order of Conser- 
vation Council.) (See Section 1403.) 

Ducks, Geese, Coot: October 16th to 
Nov. 15th, and possessed during any addi- 
tional season granted by Federal Regula- 
tions. Limit: Wild ducks, 15 in the 
aggregate of all kinds except Eider ducks 
and Wood ducks, in any one day and not 
more than 4 geese and heat in the aggre- 
gate in one day, or more than 25 coot in 
one day. Possession limit of 30 ducks and 
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8 geese and brant. (Order of Conserva- 
tion Council.) (See Section 1403.) 

Jacksnipe: October Ist to December 31st. 
Limit: 15 in one day. (Order of Con- 
servation Council.) (See Section 1404.) 

Rail: November Ist to November 30th. 
Limit: 25 in one day, in aggregate of all 
kinds except Sora. Sora, 25 in one day. 
(Order of Conservation Council.) (See 
Section 1405.) 

Woodcock: October 15th to November 14th. 
Limit: 4 in one day. (Order of Conser- 
vation Council.) (See Section 1406.) 

Waterfowl, during the open season may be 
taken only from one-half hour before sun- 
rise to sunset except Sunday and except 
that the hour for commencement of hunt- 
ing on the opening day of the season shall 
be 12 o'clock noon. (Order of Conserva- 
tion Council.) (See Section 1403.) 

Federal Regulations covering Migratory Game Birds 
will be found in “Migratory—Bird Treaty—Act 
Regulations,” furnished by the Bureau of Bio- 
logical Survey, Washington, D. C. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 
Sunday Hunting: Sunday is closed time on 

all wild birds and wild game. 
Sale: Unlawful to buy, sell, offer for sale or 

expose for sale any game birds or squirrels 
whether killed in Ohio or elsewhere. (See 
Section 1394.) 

Ferrets: Unlawful to take a hare or rabbit 
with a ferret or to have a ferret in posses- 
sion or under control in any of the fields 
or forests of the state of Ohio or while 
hunting, going hunting, or returning from 
a hunt. Owners of young fruit orchards 
may use a ferret to destroy rabbits or hares 
when doing actual and substantial damage 
to fruit trees. (See Section 1396.) 

Non-Game Birds: Unlawful to kill or have in 
possession non-game (song) birds at any 
time. (See Section 1408.) 

The Crow, Great Horned Owl, English Spar- 
row, European Starling, Chicken Hawk, 
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American Goshawk, Blue Hawk, Cooper 
Hawk, Sharp Shinned Hawk and Duck 
Hawk may be killed and their nests de- 
stroyed at any time except Sunday. Black 
birds may be killed at any time except Sun- 
day when doing damage or when they have 
become a nuisance. (See Section 1408.) 

Bounties: A bounty of twenty-five cents shall 
be allowed and paid for each crow killed in 
this state by an inhabitant. Any person 
applying for such bounty shall take the 
crow head to the clerk of the township in 
which the crow was killed. Such clerk 
shall issue and deliver to the applicant a 
certificate stating the bounty to which the 
applicant is entitled and shall at once de- 
stroy all such crow heads, but such certifi- 
cate shall not be issued unless there is a 
fund in the county treasury out of which 
such bounty may be paid. (See Sections 
1410-1, -2, -3.) Bounty of $1.00 for each 
Chicken Hawk, American Goshawk, Blue 
Hawk, Cooper Hawk, Sharp Shinned 
Hawk, Duck Hawk, and Great Horned 
Owl killed in this state by an inhabitant 
thereof. (See Section 1410.) 

Pheasant Breeders: Permits may be secured 
from the Conservation Commissioner to 
propagate domesticated English ring-neck 
or Mongols or Chinese pheasants, mal- 
lard and black ducks for commercial pur- 
poses. Fee $5.00. (See Section 1436.) 

Game Refuge: Provides sanctuary for game; 
hunting prohibited. (Establishment, see 
Section 1435.) 

Trespass: Hunters and trappers are required 
to secure the written permission of the land 
owner or tenant before trespassing. They 
are requested to be courteous to land 
owners and to respect their rights and 
property. (See Section 1437.) 

Destruction of Property: Unlawful to burn 
or destroy shrubbery, trees or other prop- 
erty on or about any reservoir, lake, game 
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refuge, or other lands or waters controlled 
by the state. 

Interference with Protectors: Unlawful to ob- 
struct, threaten, abuse, interfere with, or 
in any manner attempt to deter or prevent 
a game protector performing his duty or 
to refuse to accompany a game Protector 

when placed under arrest. Fine: $100.00 
to $500.00 and costs. (See Section 1442.) 

FISHING 
Fishing Districts and Licenses 

Districts: Inland and Lake Erie Fishing Dis- 
tricts Defined. The waters of Lake Erie, the 
waters of Sandusky Bay, as far west as a 
straight line drawn from the mouth of Tommy 
Creek to Slate's Point, and as far east as one- 
fourth of a mile from the mouth of the Clack 
(Black) Channel, and the waters of the Maumee 
Bay up to a point north of Toledo commonly 
known as Presque Isle, are in and shall be known 
as the Lake Erie Fishing District. All other 
waters over which the State of Ohio has jurisdic- 
tion, whether lakes, rivers, creeks, or reservoirs, 
or whether natural or artificial, including East 
Harbor, West Harbor, Middle Harbor, in Oteawa 
County, and the waters of Ten Mile Creek lying 
within this state are in and shall be known as 
the Inland Fishing District. (See Section 1411.) 

Resident: No person shall take or catch fish 
by angling with reel and rod or engage in 
fishing, in any of the waters of the State 
of Ohio, with reel and rod without a 
license, except the owners or members of 
their immediate families, or tenants fishing 
upon their own lands and persons under 
the age of eighteen. Fee, $1.00 with 10 
cents additional for the clerk. (See Sec- 
tion 1430.) 

Non-Resident: Reel and rod provisions like 
those for resident fishermen. No non- 
resident shall take or catch aay fish by 
angling with a pole in any of the waters 
of the State of Ohio, or engage in fishing 
with a pole in such waters without first 
having procured a license. Fee $3.00 with 
25 cents additional for the clerk. (See 
Section 1430.) 
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OPEN SEASONS AND BAG LIMITS 
Black Bass: Inland Fishing District, June 

16th ‘to ‘April 30th... ‘Lake Exio Fishing 
District, July 15th to May 24th. 

In either district it is unlawful to take 
more than 8 in any one day or to take a 
black bass less than 11 inches in length. 
(See Section 1412.) (Order of Conser- 
vation Council.) 

Calico or Strawberry Bass and Crappie: In 
either fishing district, it is unlawful to take 
more than 25 combined species, in any one 
day, or to take any calico or strawberry 
bass, or crappie less than 6 inches in 
length. (See Section 1412.) (Order of 
Conservation Council.) 

Blue Gill and Rock Bass: In either fishing 
district it is unlawful to take more than 20 
of each in any one day or to take any 
blue gill or rock bass less than 5 inches in 
length. (See Section 1412.) (Order of 
Conservation Council.) 

Trout: Brook Trout or Speckled Trout, Von 
Bohr or Brown Trout, Land Locked Sal- 
mon, and California Salmon may be taken 
and possessed only from the fifteenth day 
of April to the fifteenth day of September. 
(See Section 1413.) 

Any fish unintentionally caught must be 
released alive immediately. 

For the Inland Fishing District the daily bag 
limits for the species mentioned shall be 
as follows: Sunfish (combined species) 
20; catfish (combined species) 20; yellow 
perch 20; white bass 20. The total daily 
bag limit for blue gill, rock bass, crappies, 
black bass, sunfish, catfish, yellow perch 
and white bass shall not exceed 40, and 
not more than two (2) days’ legal catch 
shall be allowed in possession at any one 
time. 

For the Lake Erie Fishing District the daily 
bag limit for sunfish, (combined species) 
is 20. The total daily bag limit for blue 
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gill, rock bass, crappies, black bass and 
sunfish shall not exceed 40, and not more 
than two (2) days’ legal catch of these 
species shall be allowed in possession at any 
one time. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 
Angling: Taking fish by line in hand or rod 

in hand, with not more than three baited 
hooks attached thereto, or with lure with 
not more than three sets of three hooks 
each attached thereto. (See Section 
1390.) 

Angling is the only legal way of fishing 
(except as permitted commercial fishermen 
in the Lake Erie District); therefore, it is 
unlawful to catch fish with bob lines, trot 
lines, float lines, set lines, tip ups, grap- 
pling hooks, or by grabbing with the hands, 
or by spearing or shooting or any other 
device other than by angling, provided, 
however, any person having the owner's 
consent or the owner of the land bordering 
on the stream may use a trot line with not 
more than 50 hooks attached, and no two 
hooks less than three feet apart, in that 
part of the stream bordering on, or running 
through his premises. (See Section 
1392-b, 1420.) 

Sale: It is unlawful to buy, sell, offer for 
sale, barter, give away or have in posses- 
sion for any such purpose, any fish caught 
in the inland fishing district, except carp, 
mullet, grass pike, or sheepshead, nor any 
black bass, rock bass, calico or strawberry 
bass, crappie, blue gill, or sunfish caught in 
the Lake Erie fishing district of this state 
or outside the state or have in possession 
wa unlawfully caught. (See Section 

Ice Fishing: It is unlawful’ to catch fish 
through the ice except through a hole not 
more than two and one-half feet in diame- 
ter and not more than two holes may be 
used by any person, nor shall more than 
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two hooks be used on any one line. (See 
Section 1417.) 

Turtles: It is unlawful to take turtles b: 
shooting or with nets, the meshes of sehick 
are less than four inches in dimension. 
(See Section 1399.) 

Nets: It is unlawful to use a net of any kind, 
except as provided in Sections 1399 and 
1414, in any waters of the inland fishing 
district over which the state has control. 
The possession of a fish trap, net, or seine, 
other than a minnow seine not more than 
eight feet long by four feet wide is un- 
lawful, except by an owner of a private 
pond or lake for use in such lake or pond 
only, or by a bona fide dealer, or as pro- 
vided in Sections 1399 and 1414. 

MINNOWS 
Inland Fishing District: Seining prohibited 

from May Ist to June 14th, except in 
streams in which the average width of 
water, at the time seined, does not exceed 
twelve feet for a distance of 50 yards above 
and below the point seined. Minnow seine 
not to exceed Eee feet in depth and eight 
feet in width. No person shall have in 
possession, alive or otherwise, more than 
100 minnows. (Except licensed dealers.) 
(See Section 1414.) 

Lake Erie District: Seine must not exceed 
thirty feet in length. (See Section 1414.) 

Dealer’s Permit: Annual fee of $5.00. 
Dealers must not have in possession more 
than 4000 minnows, nor sell to any one 
person more than 100 minnows in any one 
day. (See Section 1414-1.) 

Breeding Grounds: The Director of Agricul- 
ture may set aside waters for the propa- 
gation of fish and water fowl. (See Sec- 
tions 1446 and 1447.) 

WM. H. REINHART, Commissioner, 
Division of Conservation, 

ADams 1201. Columbus, Ohio. 
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A LIST OF MOVING PICTURE REELS 

OF THE 

BALDWIN BIRD RESEARCH LABORATORY 

Issued February, 1932 

The work of this laboratory is the study of living wild 
birds, in all their relations, as life history, relation to en- 

vironment, migrations, banding, and the study of physical 

and physiological life by intensive laboratory methods. As 

an incident to illustrating the scientific work certain moving 

picture reels and lectures have been prepared which are of 
interest to adults who enjoy nature studies. 

LECTURES 

For clubs, associations, churches, schools or private 

homes, to a limited extent, members of this laboratory may 

be engaged to give scientific explanations of our work, illus- 

trated by selections of the following films. 

Proper charge will be made for the lecture and use of 

films. All films are standard width (35 millimeter), and 

printed upon safety film. Each reel of film requires about 

fifteen minutes for exhibition. 

Unless by special agreement suitable exhibiting ma- 

chine, in good order, and operator capable of careful opera- 

tion of the machine must be provided by the person or 
association asking for the lecture. 

The Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory may furnish 
the machine and operator, but will need make an extra 
charge for the service. 

Apply to S. Prentiss Baldwin 

June 1st to November 1st November 1st to June 1st 

; Hillcrest Farm, 11025 East Boulevard, 
Gates Mills, Ohio Cleveland, Ohio 

Phone: Gates Mills 302 Phone: Cedar 2492



LECTURE TOPICS 
The following lecture topics are suggested, but the 

make up of each lecture may best be suited to the purpose 
desired for the audience: 

BIRD-BANDING: Three reels, story of the methods of 
trapping and banding, as well as the 
method of protection of birds from 
enemies. 
This may be given as a complete hour 
on the one subject, or may be extended 
to one and one-half hours by adding 
other reels. 

METHODS OF BIRD RESEARCH: _Three or four reels; 
giving, in the first reel, some pictures of 
the methods used in field study; then, 
in second and third reels, close views of 
the potentiometers and other apparatus 
used in the laboratory in physiological 
studies. 

LIFE OF THE HOUSE WREN: Two-reel story of the home 
and family life of the House Wren, 
mating, nest-building, eggs, young and 
growth. 

THE EARLY BIRD: Micro-movie reels of the first days 
of incubation of the embryo of the 
chick; showing beginning of heart beat 
and establishment of circulation. 

MOVING PICTURE REELS 
The following are single reels, mostly each complete in 

itself, and adapted to use in combination with other reels: 

REEL I: Daily Work and Workers: 
Studying birds in the field. 
Forms of traps and banding briefly shown. 
more Wren boxes in use and visited each 

lay. 
Watching Wrens in the field and locating 

nests. 
Moving Wren nest from a stump into a box, 

and the birds learning to use the new lo- 
cation. 

Catching and marking adults. 
Other outdoor observations.



REEL I: Studies of eggs and young of House Wren: 
Growth and development of birds in the nest. 
Marking the egg as laid; and weighing it. 
Removing the embryo for study by micro- 

scope. 
Apparatus for making micro movies. 
The embryo as seen by microscope, briefly. 
Marking, weighing and measuring the young. 
Day by day growth of young wrens. 

REEL III: Nest recording devices: 
Methods of study by automatic recording. 
Itograph which records on paper each visit 

of the adult going into or out of the nest. 
Potentiometer which records day and night 

temperature in nest continuously. 
ae movements of pens as birds go in and 

out. 

REEL IV: Experiments in Bird Physiology: 
Finding out secrets of the living processes. 
Taking bird’s temperature by electric 

methods. 
Testing bird’s resistance to cold and heat. 
Feeding and nutrition studies. 
Temperature and respiration. 

REEL V: Life Story of the House Wren: 
This treats of home and family life. 
Nest box; male nest building. 
Analysis of material taken into the nest. 
Female adds to nest; egg laying. 
Incubation; hatching; feeding young. 

REEL VI: Bird-Banding: 
This gives a brief picture of banding 

methods. 
Methods of banding and recording bands. 
Traps of various kinds; baiting. 
Catching and handling birds. 
What can be learned? 

REEL VII: Micro-movie ‘The Early Bird.” 
Apparatus and methods. 
Preparing the embryo for photographing. 
ir taking of moving pictures of the em- 

ryo. 
Examples of the resulting pictures.



REEL VIII: Micro-movie, Glimpses of the Living Embryo. 
Pictures and animated diagrams showing 

some of the changes which take place in 
the development of a chick up to three 
days of incubation. 

REEL IX: Micro-movie, Living Embryos: 
Stages in the development of the chick and 

the House Wren, from three days incuba- 
tion to hatching. 

Movement of chick in amnion. 
Blood corpuscles formed. 
Embryo in amnion. 

REEL X: Micro-movie, Beginning of Circulation in 
Embryo: 

One reel showing the most interesting stages 
in the development of the heart-beat and 
establishment of circulation in the chick 
embryo. 

REEL XI: Micro-movie, Combined Reel on Development 
of Bird Embryo. 

One reel of most important changes in struc- 
ture and function of bird embryos from one 

day incubation to hatching. 

REEL XII: Composite of Reel II and IV: 
Experiments in Bird Physiology. 
Resistance to cold. 
Studies of eggs and young. 
Eggs weighed. 
Removal of egg and mounting embryo. 
Embryo. 
Handling of young and records of weight.
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MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE 

‘ INCREASE OF PHEASANTS IN OHIO 

4 By Lawrence E. Hicks 

Temporary Research Ornithologist, 

« . Ohio Division of Conservation 

My report to the 18th American Game Conference summarized an 
ecological survey which had involved some field work in each town- 
ship of the 88 Ohio counties. This county survey was made in an 
attempt to: 

(1) Evaluate the possibilities of each for the several species of game 

birds and related species involved. 
(2) Make an analysis and a comparison of habitats found. 
(3) Make a summary of all biotic changes taking place and conditions 

which might affect game birds. 

(4) Correlate the abundance and the distribution of each species in re- 
lation to geological divisions, to ecological types (considering cli- 

matic, biotic and edaphic or soil factors) and man induced conditions. 

} With this information it is hoped to: 

t (1) Estimate eventually rather accurately the ability of any given area 

of land to produce game of a certain species under present conditions. 
(2) Estimate the possibility of increasing the game production ability 

of a particular area by man control of many environmental factors 

(management). 
(3) Determine what steps will be necessary to increase most efficiently 

the game production ability of a given area with the least expendi- 
ture of time, effort, and money and the least interference with ag- 

ricultural and forestry activities. 

These studies outlined have been continued during the past year. 
Data obtained in this survey which related to winter conditions, win- 

ter foods, winter feeding and winter management, were presented in 
January, 1932, in Bulletin No. 2 of this Bureau, entitled, “Ohio 

a Game and Song Birds in Winter.” 

This paper presents as a second report a brief summary of cer- 
. tain management recommendations which have been shown to be of 

importance in bringing about increased numbers of the most valu- 
4 able game bird in Ohio—the ringneck pheasant. Some of the de- 

tailed data upon which these recommendations are based will be pre- 

i 459
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sented in a second bulletin now in process of publication—“A Study 
of the Ringneck Pheasant in Ohio.” ‘ 

Most of these recommendations apply, at least in part, to the Hun- { 
garian partridge, the bobwhite and often to other species. They 
may be grouped into two divisions and are as follows: 

A. ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Solution of the Trespass Problem—tThe trespass problem is per- 
haps the greatest hindrance at the present time to the development 
of management practices necessary to produce pheasants in the de- 

sired numbers. Recognition should be made of the landowners as 
custodians of the game crop and guarantees established that only 
those entitled to do so will be permitted to harvest the game crop 
which is annually produced. 

The day of unrestricted free hunting in Ohio is past. We have no 
choice. The present army of hunters demands much more than’ the 
present accidental game crop. That demand can be met only by man- 

agement practices, which in turn can develop only when the necessary 

investment and the crop produced is protected through an adequate . 
solution of the trespass problem. Under present conditions a good . 
game crop is often a liability ‘to a landowner, for more game birds 
brings more persecution by trespassers. Landowners will not con- ‘ 

sider game as a secondary crop until this is corrected. 
2. The Cost of More Game Birds—We recommend a hunters’ 

license fee adequate to finance (1) strict enforcement of game laws, 
(2) the development of a system of planned pheasant refuges and a 
systematic winter feeding program as outlined below, (3) continued 
research to uncover information necessary to protect the future of 
the game crop, (4) the establishment of experimental game manage- 
ment areas to serve as experiment stations similar to those financed 
by the state to study the efficient production of better farm crops 
and (5) an educational program which will introduce to the land- 
owner and demonstrate the management practices deemed desirable 

‘as a result of the researches made. 4 
3. The Game Census—A yearly census of the number of birds 

killed each year in each county of the state and of the number of e 
birds remaining as breeding stock. What other crop is produced 
without any regard to the seed planted and the crop harvested? The ‘ 
cost of production, the value of the crop produced, the effect of 

i
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management practices and natural environments, and the selection 
‘ of the most efficient production methods can only be determined 

} when we have the information such a census would give. A begin- 

ning has been made in the attachment of a tally card to the 1932 
licenses, which the hunter is requested to return to the Ohio Divi- 

. sion of Conservation. 

4. The Development of a Definite Game Program.—A definite game 

program extending over the next 25-year period should be devel- 

oped which would guarantee uninterrupted progress toward desired - 

ends. The pheasant crop of the future will not be accidental but 
planned. All management possibilities, production capacity limits 

and future demands should be investigated and planned for in ac- 
cordance with the approved methods used by any large manufactur- 
ing enterprise. Information is now available which would niake 

possible the drafting of a tentative program. 

5. Pheasant Territory—The fact that approximately one-third of 
Ohio’s area is not suited to pheasants and can be disregarded as far 
as this species is concerned must be recognized. Future activities 

should be concentrated where known conditions indicate that at least 
) partial successes would be probable. 

6. Hunting Laws.—Continuation of the 10 day open season and 
x present bag limits (2 cock birds per day) is recommended, Contin- 

ued and complete enforced restriction of the shooting of hen pheas- 
ants at all times is especially recommended (based on a study of 
sex ratios). Management recommendations already demonstrated 
indicate a longer open season may sometime be possible, when 

planned production has replaced accidental increases. 

7. Vermin.—Research has shown that certain so-called vermin spe- 
cies are not of any great importance in limiting the increase of the 
pheasant. Man and his practices are the only really important 

checks to the increase of the pheasants in areas to which they are 
suited. The day has passed when he can place the blame for de- 
creases upon any other living creature. Thousands of pheasants 

4 wounded each fall live for several months, becoming emaciated and 

diseased. The value of the removal of these disease-spreading birds 
; by raptorials can hardly be over-estimated. Healthy birds are sel- 
a dom taken but many might be spared with an actual loss because 

, of this service rendered. Creatures of prey have their place in any 

: pheasant program and usually pay their way through rodent con-
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trol. We recommend that, as a general practice, “vermin control” 

be limited to two species, the house cat and the crow. 
8. Artificial Propagation—We recommend (1) that a study be made 

of the value of artificial propagation of the pheasant, of the results 

produced for the costs involved, of the value and cost of artificial 
propagation as contrasted with natural propagation on natural game 
farms, and (2), that the importation and release of pheasants in 

Ohio be restricted and that samples of all birds released by the 
state or by private individuals be thoroughly examined by experts 

for disease, and (3) that the raising and release of small numbers 
of non-inspected pheasants by private individuals be discontinued 

because of the disease hazards involved. 

9. Disease—A thorough study of all of the known diseases of the 
pheasant should be made, including external, internal and blood 

parasites, and a repeated check made upon the spread of any of 

these diseases in Ohio. 

B. Frevp MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

10. Pheasant Refuges.—In the major pheasant shooting areas of the 
state, it is proposed to acquire, within perhaps ten years, a pheasant ‘ 

refuge where practical in each township. Such refuges are to be 
permanent, or at least to be maintained for a ten-year period sub- i 

; ject to the results obtained. Each refuge is to consist of approxi- 
mately 100 acres of suitable brushy woodland with an abundance of 
food and cover plants, and included in the refuge or under control, 
200 to 300 acres of additional surrounding lands, with some addi- 

tional cover, natural protection and cornfields—preferably in locali- 
ties where corn is left standing. 

The Division of Conservation is to have local farmers raise each 

year from one to two acres of corn adjacent to each refuge, such 

corn to be left standing to provide winter food and to attract a suf- 
ficient number of adult birds in the fall of the year to prevent breed- 
ing stock from being too much reduced during the hunting season. 
Such a plan is workable, has been demonstrated, and would cost 

much less than artificial propagation. Information is now available 
to answer fairly well the question: What constitutes a Ringneck 
Pheasant Refuge? ' 

11. Winter Feeding.—It is also proposed to establish a systematic : 
winter feeding program in connection with each of the refuges and 4
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elsewhere as unusual conditions demand. The feeding planned is 
‘ not designed primarily to prevent starvation of pheasants during the 

j winter months but to attract and preserve in a healthy condition, on 
a winter sanctuary, the number of pheasants known to be sufficient 
to spread over and adequately stock the township area during the 

4 ensuing breeding season. 

12. Burning of Grasslands —The elimination of all spring burning 
of grasslands, fencerows, roadsides and wastelands is recommended, 

unless very necessary, and the elimination of all burning between May 

1 and August 1. Burning destroys nests and locations for nests, de- 

creases the food supply and shelter possibilities, destroys much of 

the desirable native vegetation making it possible for less desirable 
pioneer weed types to become established, makes an area worthless 

for a considerable time for game birds and most other forms of wild 

life, and robs the soil of its organic content and water supply. Burn- 
ing is a doubtful insect control method and an extravagant dissapa- 
tion of a valuable natural resource—organic matter. All erosion 

should be prevented as far as possible to curtail this waste of or- 

; ganic matter and water. 

13. Roadside Mowing.—Elimination of all roadside mowing by 

farmers, county or township trustees, the state highway department 

» or other parties, before July 10th, is urged as a recommendation of 
great importance. 

In most sections of the state suitable locations for nests are few 
in number in May and early June. Clean agriculture has destroyed 
many situations formerly available. Many of the best sites still re- 
maining are along roadside ditches, roadside fencerows and in the 

belt of grassland and shrubs from the edge of the cultivated fields 
to the actual highway itself. In addition, game birds are tremen- 
dously attracted to roadside situations. 

A very large percentage of pheasant nests in many localities are 

located along this roadside belt. A survey made in Union County 
in 1930 disclosed that a highway mower in one and one-half miles 

) uncovered six pheasant nests and 16 of the bobwhite. Others were 
probably missed. All nests found were deserted. 

. A large percentage of these roadside nests hatch successfully if 
no mowing is done. Where roadside nests are destroyed a second 

j attempt will usually be made, this time probably in the now well 
grown meadows. Destruction of the second nest takes place when 

s
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the hay crop is mowed. The result is that one pair of pheasants 

does not reproduce and the hunter in the fall fails to find from 8 ’ 
to 20 game birds that might have been. 

Secondly, roadside mowing is not necessary before July 10th, or 1 
even desirable. Considerable research has been done on this point. 
Almost without exception, few troublesome roadside weeds seed be- ’ 
fore July 10th. If roadsides are not mowed before that time, many 

of the really troublesome are shaded and starved out by the abun- 

dant grass growth. Where early mowing occurs, ideal conditions 

for weeds are created. Sprouts from the cut stems develop an abun- 
dance of seed. Where late mowing occurs, one mowing often com- 
pletely destroys the really troublesome weeds (mostly composites) at 

a date when they will not recover and produce seeds. By observa- 

tion of several hundred plots, late mowed areas have the fewest 
weeds, 

14. Use of Flushing Bar——Where pheasants are found nesting in 

meadows, use of the new practical flushing bars in mowing is ad- 

vised. Where the nest is discovered and left with an island of hay 
around it few desertions occur. It has been found that where road- 
sides and other waste areas are undisturbed, that usually few nests ; 

are placed in hayfields. 

15. Effect of the Corn Crop—tThe distribution and the abundance r 
of pheasants in Ohio is usually rather closely linked with the corn 
crop. Pheasant producing areas should be well interspersed with 

corn fields. Wherever possible corn should be harvested without 
cutting and the stalks allowed to remain in the fields until spring. 

Small areas of unharvested corn left standing near fencerows at- 
tract pheasants and furnish ideal food supplies during the winter 
months. The stalks of corn weather and break over as required and 
good food is available at all snow depths. 

16. Conservation of Bottomlands.—Bottomlands along streams form 

the best of food and cover areas, serve as migration routes in dis- 
persion, and are natural refuges which are indispensable in holding 

over an adequate breeding stock. Every attempt should be made to 4 

allow these rich bottomlands to revert to natural conditions as reser- 

voirs of all wildlife. They should be fenced off from other lands and 
not subjected to cutting, burning or pasturing. ¢ 

17. Water Conservation——The pheasant succeeds best in areas where 
a good water supply exists and where the humidity is not too low. | 

a
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Dessicated bottomlands are as unattractive as the dry uplands. 
¢ Water greatly influences the development of the most desirable of 

| pheasant food and cover plants. Every attempt should be made to 

conserve the natural water supplies, raise the level of the water 

table, and create frequent small bodies of quiet waters which add to 

4, the desirability of any pheasant habitat. 

(18) Food and Cover Development—The past tendency toward spe- 

cialized and clean agriculture is deplored, as many areas are almost 

without food or cover plants after the crops are harvested. All un- 

used areas available, even though of very small size, should be fenced 

off and allowed to revert to natural food and cover plants. These in- 

clude fence corners, fence rows, eroded gullies, ditches, banks, gravel 

pits, sinks, swampy areas, etc. 

Natural vegetation may be supplemented by planted trees, shrubs, 

vines and various herbacious plants, particularly legumes. Pasturing 
destroys cover and over-pasturing makes grasslands worthless for 

game birds. 

A substitute must be created for the old-fashioned rail fence which 

preserved so much plant life. An interspersion of types should be de- 

sired with a random assortment of food and cover plants. Long strips 

of continuous cover should be created to permit pheasants to range 

’ widely without the necessity of crossing open areas. Grain strips left 
unharvested near fencerows should supplement what the’ natural vege- 

tation fails to offer. 

, Above all, forget radical, unpractical, sudden changes. Think in terms 

of long periods of years and plan for gradual permanent developments. 

Develop methods which will be efficient in increasing the land produc- 

tion capacity for pheasants with the least expenditure of time, effort, 

and money, and the least interference with existing agricultural and 

forestry activities, of which the game crop must always be a secondary 
development. 

¥ 
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See "The Breeding Birds of Ashtabula County, Ohio" by Lawrence E. Hicks. 

Wilson Bulletin, December, 1933, pp. 168-195.
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“Tndividtial and Sexual Variations in the Buropean Starling" 

by Lawrence B. Hicks. Bird-Banding, Yol. V, No. 3, July 1934, pp. 103- 

118, (Reprint ffled in Eeology box.)
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9. Age and Rate of Growth of Several Game Fishes in Inland Fishing District, by 
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14. Fish Parasites as a Limiting Factor in Ohio Fish Hatcheries, by R. V. Bangham 

15. The Life History of Bass Cestode Proteocephalus Ambloplitis, by R. V. Bangham 

8, Diseases of Fish in Ohio Hatcheries, by Dr. R. V. Bangham 
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bt The Importance of Aquatic Plants to Animal Life, by Dr. L. H. Tiffany 
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P+, Status of the Grindle, by E. L. Wickliff 
55, Life Cycle of the Fresh-water Eel, by E. L. Wickliff 
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7, How to Distinguish the Nine Important Species of the Sunfish Family. 
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22. Food of the Blunt-nosed Minnow, a Forage Fish for Fish Ponds, by Dr. W. C. Kraatz. 
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8. Ice and It's Importance to Fish Life. 

‘9. Spring Fishing at State-owned Lakes. 
0. Propagation of Channel Catfish. 
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2. Life History of the Bullfrog, 

“3, Life History of the Hellgrammite, 
‘4. Points of Interest About the Crayfish or Crawdad. 
‘5. A New Species of Black Bass Found in Southern Ohio. 

36. Artificial Propagation of Fish in Ohio. 
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Other Mammals. 

3, List of Dealers in Goldfish, Tropical Fish, Trout end Other Game Species. 

4, List of Breeders of Game Birds, Fur-Bearing Animals and Other Mammals. 

—.5, Short Papers on the Mallard Duck, Wild Turkey, Opossum, Deer, Reccoon, Red Fox 

and Skunk.
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8. How to Identify a Minnow. 
9. Age and Rate of Growth of Several Game Fishes in the Inland Fishing District. 

10. Food of the Young Large and Small-mouth Bass in Ohio. 
11. Pollution and It's Importance to Fish Life. 
12. A Preliminary Study of the Extent and Distribution of Sewage Pollution in the West 

End of Lake Erie, by Dr. R. C. Osburn. 
13. Preliminary Parasitic Survey of State Fish Watcheries, by Dr. R. V. Banghan. ; 

14. Fish Parasites as a Limiting Factor in Ohio Fish Hatcheries, by Dr. R. V. Bangham. 
15. The Life History of Bass Cesiode Proteocephalus Ambloplitis, by Dr. R. V. Bangham. 
16. Diseases of Fish in Ohio Hatcheries, oy Dr. R. VY. Bangham. 
17. Distribution of Parasites of Black Bass in Lakes and Streams of Ohio, by 

Dr. R. V. Bangham. 
18. The Importance of Aquatic Plants to Animal Life, by Dr. L. H. Tiffany. 

( 9. lLymphocystis Disease in Pike~Perch, Sanger and Yellow Perch of Lake Erie. 

20. Methods of Controlling Undesirable Aquatic Plants in Ponds, Lakes and Other Quiet 

Waters. : 

21. ‘The Necessity of Propagating Bait in Ponds. 

22. Pood of the Blunt-nosed Minnow, a Forage Fish for Fish Ponds, by Dr. W. C. Kraatz. 

25, Four Interesting Ohio Fishes. b 
24. Status of the Grindle. 
25. Life Cycle of the Fresh-Water Eel. 

26. The European Carp. 
27. A Review of the Status of the Mascalonge, With Special Reference to the Ohio or 

Chautauqua Mascalonge. 

28. Ice and It's Importance to Fish Life. 

£9. Spring Fishing at State-owned Lakes. 

$0. Propagation of Channel Catfish. 

31. The Home Aquarium and It's Care, by W. A. Tucker. 
32. Life History of the Builfrog. 

33. Life History of the Hellgrammite. 

34, Pcints of Interest About the Crayfish or Crawdad. 
35. <A New Species of Black Bass Found in Southern Ohio. 

36. Artificial Propagation of Fish in Ohio. i 
37. Waterfowl of Ohio. 
38. Summarized Bird Laws. 

39, How the School Children Can Aid in the Conservation of Wild Life in Ohio. 
40. List of Eleven Books Dealing With the Propagation of Fish in Ohio. 

41. List of Fiftecn Papers DeuLing With the Propagation of Game Birds. 

( ‘2. List of Seventeen Papers Dealing With the Propagation of Fur-Bearing Animals and 

Other Mammals. 
“3. List of Dealers in Goldfish, Tropical Fish, Trout and Other Game Species. 

44, ist of Breeders of Game Birds, Fur-Bearing Animals and Other Mammls. 
“5, Short Pepers on the Mallard Duck, Wild Turkey, Opossum, Deer, Raccoon, Red Fox 

and Skunk. :
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THE CONTROLLED HUNTING AREAS 
AND 

THE PHEASANT REFUGE MANAGEMUNT SYSTEM IN NORTHWESTERN OHIO 

By 
Lawrence E. Hicks, Director, Ohio Wildlife Hesearch Station* 

General Statement 

1. Ohio has 28 southeastern unglaciated hill counties which are essentially worth- 

less for pheasant production and 15 additional counties (mostly northeastern) 

which are relatively unproductive due to miscellaneous factors. 

2. In the remaining 45 counties (all either Till Plain or Lake Plain counties) 

corn is a predominant agricultural crop and these same counties have a 

natural high pheasant producing ability. 

3. In many of these 45 counties (west eontral and northwestern Ohio) this 

pheasant producing ability has been greatly increased during the last ten 

years by adoption and extension of the Ohio Pheasant Refuge Munagement 

System and spread of the Wood County Plan of Controlled Hunting. 

4. These developments have made the Ring-necked Pheasant the No. 1 Game Bird of 

Ohio and have made possible the largest pheasant harvest of any state east of 

the Mississippi - a take of more than 620,000 male birds annually. More than 

18 0 BO of this crop is produced by natural propagation and in the best producing 

counties no artificially propagated birds are released. 

5. The Ohio Pheasant Refuge Management System was developed from 1926 to 1982 

and has been expanding rapidly and with increasing successes since that time. 

6. The Wood County Controlled Hunting Plan began in 1930 and 1951 and has been 

so successful that it has spread to all but one township in the county and is 

being adopted as rapidly as organization can be effected in many townships of 

other sections of northwestern Ohio. 

7, The Ohio Wildlife Research Station has made both the Pheasant Refuge Manage- 

ment System and the Controlled Hunting System the objects of major research 

problems, with three men assigned to this work. One of its staff members 

has been closely associated with the present problems and related pheasant 

research since 1925. 

* The Ohio Wildlife Research Station is a cooperative 

research organization maintained jointly by the Ohio 

State University, the U. S. Biological Survey (inelud- 

ing the American Wildlife Institute) and the Ohio 

Division of Conservation.
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THE OHIO PHEASANT REFUGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

This system involves: 

1. A large permanent state owned or state leased centrally located refuge in 

each township of 100 to 400 acres including at least 40 acres of timber and 

brush with some adjacent waste land and a network of drainage ditches for 

use as dispersal paths. 

2. The maintenance of about four smaller auxiliary refuges, one to serve each 

corner of the township. These smaller refuges may be temporary (for one or 

two years only) and without extensive management improvements. They are 

locally muintained by the individual farmer, by a group of farmers and 

sportsmen or by the township cooperative hunting association. 

%. The production of a very large pheasant crop on high value lands without 

interference with agriculture. The region is intemsively cultivated. Forest 

land everywhere less than 5%. Townships have from 8a to 99% of their total 

area in farms and 10% to 30g in harvested crops. Farms by township average 

from 75 to 110 acres each and are worth $100 to $175 per acre even at the 

present reduced land values. 

4. Education and cooperation of landowners in the best utilization of the small 

amount of wild land available for phessant production: (a) Improvement and 

preservation of small wooded or brushytracts (b) Occasional woedy fallow 

land for nest cover (¢c) Koadside cover improvements and restriction on mowing 

(a) Leaving of fencerow cover (¢) Use of oecasional low land value sand 

ridges with oak brush as refuges (f) Appreciation of high value of ditches 

for nesting, shelter and travel purposes (g) Minimizing of nest destruction 

during mowing of meadows (hn) Leaving majority of corn crop uncut and a small 

portion or the gleaniugs unhurvested for winter feeding (i) Control of the 

chief predators! man, dogs, cats and crows. 

5. Management of the large state refuge. Development of cover, fencing of 

pastured portions, cutting of clearings and creation of brush piles and 

shelters. Encouragement of bait nesting cover on or near the refugee Con- 

trol of man, cats, dogs, crows and additional predators wicre destructive. 

Planting of food strips along refuge margins. Corn planted on or near the 

refuge usually shows some damuge so the damaged por*ions and additional rows 

are purchased by the state and left standing for winte. feeding. Similar 

management measures are practiced to a greater or lesser extent by individ- 

uals and the associations on the auxiliary refuges. 

6. Extensive winter feeding, chiefly with corn, both stending and ear corn. 

Feeding is the key to a large pheasant crop as a heavy breeding stock 

requires mich more food than that usually available vaturally. Feeding 

(a) attracts birds to the safety of the refuge, (b) results in inersased 

resistance to winter hazards, (c) results in increased disease resistance, 

(4) reduces predation, (e) concentrates birds for scientific and maragement 

dl studies, (f) enables one to check on size of breeding stock, condivion and 

undesirable shifts in the sex ratio and (g) results in e Leavier, healtnier 

bird which nests earlier and with greater reproduction ef iviency. Some 

feeding is done by farmers, sportsmen and the associations on the auxiliary 

refuges or elsewhere.
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7, Live trapping of surplus stock and removal to understocked urease A well 

maintained state refuge in the center of a pheasant manayement township 

should, with the aid of the auxiliary refuges, not only maintain the breeding 

stock and a large harvest each fall, but produce a considerable surplus 4s 

well. For instance, on the 36 square miles of Liberty Township, Wood County, 

Ohio there is a take of 1800 to 2880 male birds each year (50 to 80 per 

square mile). The take in 1936 was 2366 (66 per square mile). In spite or 

this heavy kill, more than 1800 birds were live-trpped (winter of 1956-57) 

on the single central refuge and removed for stocking elsewhere. 

8. As about 600 birds were left on the refuge for stocking purposes, the curly 

winter population of the refuge was about 2400 birds. As the auxiliary 

refuges and the remainder of the township can eusily be demonstrated to have 

50% or more of the township pheasant populution, the total pheasunt population 

was at least 2 x 2400 or 4800 (134 birds por square mile) at the end of the 

hunting season and at least 4800 plus the kill of 2400 birds or 7200 birds 

(200 per square mile) at the beginning of the 9 duy hunting season, nov.15-25. 

Shifts in sex ratio figures based on several thousand birds observed before 

and after the hunting season substantiate these figures. 

9. Thus a properly maintained central refuge not only makes possiblo a lurge 

annual kill, but the production of a valuable surplus of 1500 to 2000 birds. 

Tf the total cost of the refuge maintenance be charged up to the surplus 

birds produced, the cost per bird (exclusive of labor costs) is no more 

than 20 to 24 cents. These birds are cf high cluss stock from an inheritance 

standpoint and considerably healthier and heavicr than most artificially 

propagated birds. As they are already acclimatized and adjusted to cold, 

natural conditions, natural foods, predators and not mains ished, they have 

an exceedingly high rate of survival. They tend to “svay put woere released- 

not a single bi:¢ has ever returned to the refuge where trapped and recoveris; 

tend to be very near to point of release. For the above roasous, these 

naturally proparsted birds have proven themselves to be superior for stocking 

purposes. Reseerch data now on file would indicate that these choice nutur- 

ally produced birds have a stocking value equal to at least 1.5 to 2.0 typical 

game farm adults and equal to 3 to 8 artificially propagated baby pheasants 

of 8 to 12 weeks of age due to greater survival and reproduction ability. 

10. Such general managersnt measures would not be sufficient on low juality 

pheasant territory. With present techniques costs would be much greater and 

the results rather disappointing on marginal and sub-marginsl rheesant terri- 

tory. In most of the instances where this system has given o2s1 results, No. 

1 or No. 2 phdasant territory was concerned. However, the formec accidental 

pheasant yicld on these same areas was valy @ siiall fraction +i the present 

planned or manuged yield. 

11. The success of the refuge management system depends upon (a) proper selection 

of the refuge area in relation to sound wildlife-agricuiturs1 land use of the 

region (b) cooperation of landowners and sportsmen with the idea of "more 

pheusants desired" being a universal attitude and (c) a bard working, intelli-~ 

, gent game protector and refuge manager of the county agricultural azent type, 

who can appeal to local pride, who believes wholeheartedly in his work and 

who is immune to incloment weather, bribes and discouragensnts. Ho must be 

able to solve difficult local problems without guidance, to teach by do u- 

: stration ond example and to make managoment suzgostions s> indirectly and in 

such a subtle way that those who adopt the feel that the now practices wore 

really their own idea. (
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12. The pheasant refuge management system makes possible a pheasant yiold 

sufficiently large to warrant the establishment of a controlled 

hunting system. The controlled hunting system, in turn, helps. to 

insure the permanency of the pheasant crop and develops the farmer- 

sportsmen relationships upon which the crop depends in no small part. 

Hither system can be developed and function separate from the other, 

but the most striking results and pheasant yields have been obtuined 
where the two systems functioned side by side.
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THE WOOD COUNTY CONTROLLED HUNTING SYSTEM 

1. The Wood County, Ohio Controlled Hunting System developed as a defense against 

trespassing abuses during the hunting season. The system began its development 

in 1930. The following quotation is a notice to hunters issued by the Plain 

Church Game Protective Association of Wood County: 

"As the hunting season approaches, the anxiety of land owners 

increases. It is a deplorable and well known fact that many 

who are otherwise law abiding citizens become outlaws when 

out hunting. They kill our qusil, hen pheasants, poultry, and ‘ 

sometimes our livestock, destroy our fences and utterly disre- 

gard the game laws by trespassing upon our land without per- 

mission. Since these laws are so flagrantly violated by so 

many unscrupulous hunters, therefore, we, as farmers have met 

and organized ourselves into an association." 

2. In spite of their common complaint ugainst trespassing abuses and their common 

desire to end same, organization difficulties might have prevented uny cooperative 

solution had it not been that the township was a nutural unit - thet is, the 

majority of the residents of each township attended the same township school, 

church, grange and lodge. Hence, the social factor was important, individuul 

differences of opinion being submerged in the cooperative plun as to remain out- 

side meant social ostracism. Tue first real association, the Plain Church Game 

Protective Association, succeeded because of an additional community objective, 

the raising of money to pay off a mortgage and to build a new church. 

3. The development of these associations has been carefully followed from the begin- 

ning and during the past year a project of the Onio Wildlife Rescourch Station haus 

included a careful survey of each association - with a tabulation of some 140 

points sbout each, followed by an analysis and evaluation of same. 1% has bon 

an unusual opportunity to observe this big out-door labor:tory with contrasting 

systems developing side by side. Features proven desirable or undesirable hive 

been carefully analyzed as to "Why did it work” or "Why did it fail to work." as 

the years have passed the set-up for the associations has tended toward standard- 

ization by borrowing the best features of the most suecessful associations. 

4. No two associations have the same regulations but the general set-up is about 

as follows: 

(a) The majority of the landowners of a township (or portion of a township) 

form a game protective association. 

(b) Hunting is by association members only. 

(c) Landowmers, tenants and their children hunt _on their own lands without 

; permit or elsewhere in the association on a 25 cent permit. 

(a) Township residents who 4o not own land can join the association for 50cun%s 

(e) Non-residents of the township become members of the association by purchas 

of a permit tag at prices ranging from #2.00 to 93.50. Depending on the 

size of the game crop, an upper limit of 200 to 350 outsider permits to 

be sold is establishsd (about one per each 50 acres.) 

(f) Purchase of non-resident permit (this permit tag is worn on hunting cout) 

entitles the holder to hunt on all associativn lunds in the towaship 

(usually 5,000 to 20,000 acres;- s map given with permit designates the 

open areas) during the 9 day open season (Nov. 15-25, one Sunday out) 

and the kill is restricted to three species: pheasants, Hungarian 

partridges and rabbits. 

(g) General information about the permit holder is recorded, including lame, 

description, residence and state hunting license number.
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(h) The landowners’ interests are protected by no hunting within 500 feet 

of any building or in standing corn where team is at work, by no destruc~ 

tion of fences or other property and by no killing or shooting at pro- 

tected game. Violation of above regulations results in revoking of 

permit and prosecution. Landowners or tenants usually reserve the right 

to say under what conditions any person or persons may hunt on his land 

and to limit the number to 6 hunters on each 80 acres if he so desires. 

(i) Each township association elects a President and Secretary-Treusurer 

and all arrangements are made through its officers. from 2 to 20 entorce- 

ment deputies are appointed to minimize violations before, during and 

after the hunting season and necessary mimeographing and printing are 

arranged for. Each landowner is contacted and signed up for participation 

in the coming hunting season. Refuges and closed areas are posted. Open 

areas are given "welcome signs". Refuge care, winter fovding and certain 

other pheasant management work are arranged for. lundowners are encour- 

aged to recognize key pheasant producing areas and to develop and protect 

them. 

5. Advantages of Controlled Hunting System 

(a) There is an orderly harvest of the surplus crop euch yeer. 
(b) Law violations are minimized. Unscrupulous hunters avoid controlled 

hunting areas. 

(c) Property interests of landowners are protected - trespassing abuses 

are eliminated. 

(a) An adequate brood stock is preserved. 
(e) A larger pheasant yield is possible each year and a given area provides 

good hunting for more hunters - not less. 

(f) Landowmers regard larger game crops as an asset, not as a liability. 

(g) Landowners modify agricultural operations in the direction of pheasant 

management. 

(h) From 65% to 95% of the farmer-landowners hunt themselves, so view ganic 

production from both the farmers’ and sportsmen's viewpoints. 

(i) Ideal farmer-sportsmen relationships are made possible. Sportsmen value 

highly their granted privileges and farmers take great pride in the iwabe2 

of birds taken on their furms. Instead of repeated posted lands with 

"No Hunting" signs, hunters are pleased to see such refreshing and psy?! .-- 

logically sound signs as "Welcome members of Blank Township Gume 

Protective Association.” 

(j) The non-resident hunter (city man) is pleased with the system because he 
is guaranteed good hunting close to home and saves much in time and 

travel expenses. 

(k) The system is essentially a democratic and a non-profit one - ~ no ong 

who obeys regulations is excluded. Hunters consider that the suall fous 

paid merely support the regulation and manugement upon which a con binued 

erop depends. This mtually advantageous system prevents the devel. pant 

7 of exclusive non-democratic harvest plans. 
f 

ie 
6. Expenditure of income. A number of townships collect yo0Q to »l00O por yoar 

each (about g20 to ~40 for each section of land involved). 

i The Liberty Towmship Association collected 965.25 in fees in 1956.
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Income is expended for the following items: 

(a) Printing and mimeographing. Posting of association lands. 

Cost of contacting association members. (O1ficers of the 

association usually serve without pay). 

(b) The unemployment problem in the township is solved by hiring 

2 to 20 part time (often 2 to 4 full time) enforcement officers 

to check on regulations and reduce violations. 

(¢) Management measures, refuge developments, winter feeding and new 

breeding stock. 

(a) Some associations use 10% to 20% of proceeds to pay for two social 

events for association members - one before the hunting scason and 

one after. These are important in the administration of the system 

and of great consequence in smoothing differences and in promoting 

community interest in the plan. 

(c) A rather typical distribution of the unexponded balance is as follows: 

one-sixth to the township school, one-sixth tu the tuvrsiip caurca 

and four-sixths prorated to the landowners on an acruugs basis. the 

landowners usually feel sufficiently compensated if their payments 

cover damage to fences and crops by hunters and gorn consumption by 

pheasantse 

7. Why does the Controlled Hunting System work? 

(a) Because of the eleven important advantages vutlined in topie Now 5 

(b) Beeause the plan produces more pheusants, results in an orderly harvest, 

protects property rights, causes the landower to want more gue ~ aot 

less, and results in ideal farmer-sportsmen relationships. 

(¢) Beeause the plan recognizes the landowner's individual prido in his 

land and what it produces and appeals to his ego as he likes to have 

his farm be attractive to pheasants and harbor more birds than his 

neighbor's farm. 

(a) Beenuse the plan developed and is maintuined as_a local project with 
local initiative and local talent doing the work - henee local pride 

and local interest in the results. ‘ 

(s) Because 6f the Ohio Pheasant Refuge Management System which provides 

the key to high production yields. 

(f) Because of the application of scientific management practices, both 
in the production and the harvest of the crop. This "ammunition" 
has merely been supplied in a subtle way - uot forced on the township 

residents. 

(g) Most valuable of all has been tie contribution of hard working county 

game protectors with sufficient ability to recognize weaknesses and : 
with sufficient tact to correct them - and yet do nothing to detract 

from the community nature of the project.
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Statistics on 1936 Game Crop of Liberty Township, Wood County, Qhio 

Compiled by Lawrence H. Hicks and Daniel L. Leedy 5 

Non-Resident Hunters of Liberty Township Game Protective association 

Wood County, Ohio - November 1996 

(17,500 acres included in Towmship association or 76% of 25,040 acres in the Township) 

Town or City County No. hunters Percentage Counties Hunters Percentage 

from each town of hunters ia order of from of hunters 

neues eee ee 
Toledo Lucas 137 45.66 f; 1. Lucas 146 48.66 
Bowling Green Wood 20 6.66 |i 2. wooa 38 12.66 
Cincinnati Hamilton 17 5.66 i .3. Sandusky 22 7.35 

Woodville Sandusky 12 4.00 { 4. damilton 17 5.66 

Middletown Butler 12 3.66 i 5. Butler 11 3.66 

Rossford Wood ae 3.66 i 6. Lorain 10 5.55 

Cleveland Cuyshoga 8 2.66 i 7. Cuyahoga 9 3.00 

Fremont Sandusky 6 2.00 {i 8. Fulton 7 2,88 

Elmore Ottawa 5 1.66 j} 9. Ottawa 5 1.66 

Elyria Lorain 5 1.66 ; 10. Putnam 5 1.66 

La Grange Lorain 5 1.66 jj 11. Montgomery 5 1.66 

Leipsic Putnam 5 1.66 i 12. Trumbull 4 1.55 

Maumee Lucas 5 1.66 {} 13. Huron 4 1.33 

Attica Seneca 4 1.33 [i 14. Seneca 4 1.33 
Bellevwe Sandusky 4 1.53 hi 15. Richland 5 1.00 

Wauseon Fulton 4 1.633 i 16. Mercer 3 1.00 

Celina Mercer 3 1.00 I 17. tranklin 2 66 

Mansfield Richland 3 1.00 |} 18. Crawford 2 .60 

Norwalk Huron S 1.00 fi 19. Clark iw 233 
Swanton Fulton 3 1.00 j]| 20. Defiance a 1o2 

Youngstown Trumbull 3 1.00 fi 21. Erie 1 Oe 

Dayton Montgomery 5 1,00 i 

Sylvania Lucas 3 1.00 18% of non-resident hunters wers 

Pérrysburg Wood ‘ 3 1.00 from Wood County, 49% from Lucas 

Columbus panel e 2 -66 ‘County and 12% from the other 6 
Farmersville Montgomery 2 +66 |counties adjacent to Wood County, 

Walbriage Wood 2 66 jor a total of 74% from wood aud 

Crestline Crawford us eh) ‘adjacent Counties. 

Defiance Defiance z 208d ; i 
- 300 “re eut mits at po.Ol Berea. Cuyahoga 1 (33 E 600 non Pealaen permits at po. 

i pe were sold. (full quota) 
Galion Crawford 1 36! aa : Pe 

. ‘2. 72 resident-non-landowner periuite 
Haskins Wood 2 233 

; oo at g.50 were sold. 
Lisbon Clark i soo | ‘ ele q ee 

; 13. 117 resideat-lundowner permits 
MeDonald Trumbull a «5S | : i 

ee | at »s25 each were sold. 
Monelova Lucas dL +55 | Pau : Dak 

14. Total revenue from permits sold 
Monroeville Huron 1 25d ; aaa 

i amounted to p965.25. 
Portage Wood i 23S je H , Lie i 

ers 5. Hunters with honorary permits-il; 

Sandusky __rie —______1_.5+ | from Columbus Ohio 7 West Vir 
tie ae 7 Se cas ey ’ ot > ia 

Total $8 cities-21 Counties - 300 hunters 100% | ginia 2, Chicago, Illinois 2. 

6. Estimated number of tenants, landowners or their children hunting on their own land 

without permits - 140. 

7. Estimated number of hunters on the 24% of the township not included in association-21 

8. Total number of legal hunters in Liberty Township in 1956 - 850. 

9. Total. kill.1936 - November 15 to 25 (from census data): 

*Pheasants - 2366 or 66 per square mile 
Hungarian Partridges - 216 or 6 per square mile 

Rabbits - 840 or 24 per square mile 

*Note: These birds were produced by the Onio Pheasant Hefuge Management 

System of Natural Propagation.
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Lawrence 4. Hicks, Director Helease No. 22 

Map of Liberty Township Game Protective association Lands - wood County, vaio - 1950 

White area open to hunting, shaded area closed. area of township 25,040 acres, 

of which 76% or 17,500 acres are open to hunting by holders of avsociation permits. 

(Note that nearly all of the closed area, except the state refuge, is a part of 

two other hunting associations, and open to hunting by permit holders of these 

associations.) 
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During the winter following the hunting season each year from 15UC to 2000 

surplus birds are live-trapped on the central refuge and removed elsewuere for 

breeding stock - at a cost of 20 cents to 40 cents each. 

In 1936, 300 non-resident permits at »5.00 each were sold to 300 hunters who 

traveled from 38 cities in 21 counties of the state. also, there were sold 72 

resident-non-landowner permits at 50 cents each and 117 resident-landowner permits 

at 25 cents each. There were 11 honorary permits, 140 farmers who hunted on tneir 

own lands without, permit and 210 who hunted on the lands of the other two associa- 

tions in the Soeeey These 850 hunters (24 per square mile) during the 9 day season 

made a kill of 2366 male pheasants (66 par square mile), 2lo Hungarian Partridges 

and 840 rabbits. 
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When the bitterly cold winds of winter arrive, the game and song birds of our 5 

Buckeye state are not protected by elaborate artificially constructed shelters as Ww 

you and I. Heat to keep these feathered creatures warm must be released from food ar 

burned in the cells of their own bodies. Birds have a body temperature ranging 

from 2 to 14° FP. higher than that of man and the other mammals. 

To mainte in this high body temperature necessary for life, an unbelievably 
large quantity of food must be consumed. When the food supply runs low, birds 
have no reserve to draw from except the small amount stored in the fatty tissues 
of their own bodies. If the amount of food burned exceeds the amount of food 
eaten, in a very short time the small reserve is used up and the birds become weak | 

and emaciated. 

3st starvation of birds is cumulative, that is, the result of under feeding 

for a number of days or weeks. Healthy birds can weather most of our severest 

storms, but continued adverse conditions soon lower their resistance to the el- 

ements to the danger point. Hence, it is evident that the feeding of game or song 
birds at any time during the cold season, while not always necessary, would tend 

to prepare our feathered population for any emergency situation. 

If wild birds and animals are to live and propagate in the number which we de- 
sire, they must have an abundance of natural food. Thoge species which are best 

maintaining themselves are those which are best adapted to taking advantage of the 
food and shelter provided as products or by-products of our modern system of in- 
tensive agriculture. Others are able to persist with what encoursegement the re- 
waining portion of our original forest, swamp, marsh snd other unmolested areas 
afford. 

,Our present oer eet hare) practices provide both food and cover to many kinds 
of birds and aninals during the summer months, food more abundant and cover more 
extensive than that which ever existed under n&tural conditions. ‘This encourages 
large population increases of many species during the summer months. Following | 
the annual harvest, conditions are reversed. Now & dearth of food and cover exists, 
yet the bird and animal population depending upon those two things is undiminished. 
Is not man obligated, in some degree at least, to aid when necessary, in preventing 
during the lean months, the starvation of wild life which he has fostered dur ing 
the months of plenty? 

Of all the methods devised for attracting and sheltering birds, none succeeds 
better than that of providing an adequate supply of suitable vegetation cover. This 
cover can be best provided by modifications in agrimlwmral practices which leave 
abundant plant growth of various types in promising locations. In emergency situa~ 
tions, various substitute methods can be used to provide temporary cover and shelter 
for game birds and grain and other foods can be furnished to partially supplement 
what nourishment the birds are able to obtein for themselves. 

In Ohio it is particularly important that game birds be provided for in these 
deys of strenuous hunting, when 400,000 sportsmen renge the woods and fields in the 
fall. To meet the ever increasing demands of the hunter these birds must propagete 
to the limit of their natural ebility under the best conditions thet we cen creete. !



To do this they nust be het lthy end well nourished end survive our rigorous win- 

ters in numbers sufficient te cdequitely stock «ll suitcble nesting «rets the fol= 

lowing sumuer. ‘The Ohio Division of @onservetion retlizes these things end its 

reseerch investigetors cre wking « ereful detziled study of cll feeding pric- 

tices and shelter provisions which prove to be of ve lue to our gewe bird stock 

during the emergency situctions which crise «nnuclly dur ing the winter setson. 

Climetic conditions, «s they effect the food supply, cre emong the most ii- 

portent of the severcl fectors which have determined, cnd which will cont inue to 

determine, the cbundence end distribution of our resident ground feeding birds. 

During the "pinch-periods" like tmt which followed the sleet storm end severe 

bligzerd in northern Ohio during the winter of 1929-1930, our nitive Bobwhite, cnd 

the introduced Ring-necked phecsent cnd Hungericn p.rtridge my, cnd often do, ny 

comeck sttre plan: Pee attatel neg HRS BROgS? S°FR Get eee thidugh sturection, 
cdded to the totels t.ken by hunters ond by preditory birds cnd mammels, might 

eisily exceed the number produced during the subsequent breeding setson. 

The present situction is cn unusual one. The long continued drought during 

the summer of 1930 hes in meny locclities greetly reduced food supplies uveileble 

to uplend geme birds and it is essenticl that fi.rmers, sportsmen, hunters end bird 

lovers cooperete to provide food where the usu.l supply is deficient. 

Indicetions are thet conditions this winter may become the most critical for 

the birds in many years, Meny weeds ond other plents, normelly furnishing én 

ebundence of food during the winter months, fc iled to produce any quentity of seed 
during the pest summer. The corn crop is one of the smallest in the lest 25 yetrs. 

Feilure of the hey crop mkes it necessery for most farmers to feed more corn fod- 

der to live stock then ever before. A stctistical survey during the fall months, 
showed thet many locnlities in the importent corn producing sections of the stcte 

which normally have 25 to 75% of the carn crop left stunding in the fields, this 
year hed less than 10% and in meny ccses none of the crop remeining. Thousends 
of fermers who ordinerily leave shocked corn in the fields until spring, have al- 

reedy heuled their lest losd to the bernyards for feeding. These drouth in- 

fluences clone cre sufficient to m.tericlly effect the cbundence of uplind geme 

birds in Ohio for meny succeeding months. : 

Following cre « number of recomaendctions which my be suggested to those in- 
terested in furnishing food or shelter to uplend gcme birds during the winter 

secson. ech one of these methods his been investigzted cnd tested in prectice by 

the writer. The O.io Division of Conservi.tion would be gli:d to lesern of successes 
obtained by using these methods or of cny additionsl practices which have been 
found pricticel in feeding or cttrecting either gime or song birds. 

METHODS SFFSCTIVS IN ATTRACTING AND F&DING UPLAND GALE BIXDS IN WINTER. 

1. Le.ving stinding corn. Ring-necked phetscnts will probably trevel fer if good 
feeding conditions are licking. Hun,cricn p.rtridges cre clso known to renge 

rether widely during the winter months in secrch of food. *Tie Bobwhite, though 
comaonly ranging over ¢ more limited cree, will concentrcte in situations provid- 

ing cbundent food. Loctlities which fi.il to provide sufficient food end cover lose 
« considereble percents ge of their gime bird populstion during the winter months. 

Of <11 the present known prectices, thet of leeving « few rows of uncut corn 

stending in the fields in the fell, hes proven to be most effective in cttracting 
and feeding these three birds. This is « neturtil method end at the seme time a 

very efficient one, requiring no cddition:l effort or cttention. The food is al- 
weys present when needed and rem:ins in good condition. Some is clwsys aveilable, 
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even when deep snows have completely covered all other sources of food. The corn 

stalks gradually weather and break over, regularly making available a new supply 

of grain. 

The few rows of corn allowed to remain in the fields do not involve any con- 

siderable expense on the part of the farmer, the birds in many cases more than 

compensating for this winter feeding by their beneficial food habits during the 

remainder of the year. In many localities hunters, sportsmen's organizations or 

other agencies gladly cooperate with landowners by paying for any grain left in 

the fields for geme birds. 

Standing corn provides considerable cover in itself during the early winter 

months, but it is much more effective and desirable if the grain allowed to re- 

main adjoins a rail fence, a weedy or tangled fence row, a thicket or some other 
waste area providing additional cover. This makes it possible for the birds to 
feed without making long trips across open areas exposed to attacks by enemies. 

One area in Union County, where research ornithologists of the Ohio Diwision 
of Conservation are conducting some feeding experiments at the present time, has 
proven especially attractive to large numbers of Ring-necked pheasants. At this 

station twelve rows of corn, each of about 400 yards in length, were allowed to 
remain in a field next to one fence row. Upon several occasions the flock of Ring- 

necks feeding on the grain provided has been found by actual count to consist of 
from 140 to 210 individuals. Just the mere opportunity of being able to observe 
so much wild life close at hand is worth the little money and effort expended in 
attrecting it. 

Where the number of birds feeding is large, the grain supply my become ex- 

hausted before spring, in which case some loose griin mey be fed. Bobwhite some- 
times have difficulty in eeting lerge sized grains of corn, mking it necessary 
to provide stunted eirs with smaller kernels or & quantity of wheet, oats or other 
sméll greins. Bobwhite cen also be attracted by leeving « strip of unhervested 

octs close to neturel cover. 

Re Leaving shocks of corn in the field. Where it is impossible or undesireble 
to leeve & tract of sténding corn, shocks of corn cllowed to remcin in the fields 

until spring offer < feir substitute, providing they cre not too distant from 
some suitible cover. Hungarien purtridge prefer open crets such cs young wheat 
fields, stubble fields or pitches of stending corn, end never penetrate into trects 
of dense cover. Phetsents ond Bobwhite come to feed much more readily if it is 

distributed among some cover or is in close proximity to some protective tengled 
thicket, grown up fence row or briur petch. 

Shocks of stcnding corn will, however, «ettrect «ll three species. Those being 

visited con etsily be determined by the tréck records left ufter the first snowfell, 

Then, edditionel loose grein cén be fed in likely pleces or the shocks opened up 
from time to tome exposing new e:.rs of “corn, &s those on the outside of the shocks 
ere gradually stripped of their griin. i 

In meny cases, fermers leave shocked corn in the fields only until it is 
needed as feed for livestock. In winters of food scarcity for gime birds «nd live- 
stock alike, és the present one, most shocked gréin is heuled from the fields long 

before the crrivel of spring. When it becomes necesszry to remove shocked grein 
in ecrly winter for feed, it is desirable to leeve an occs.gionsl shock in some 
fence corner or a few of those which have been used by geme birds earlier in the 
winter. Then some loose gri.in cen be fed to sugment the diminsihed supply. Also, 
it is of some help to leave in the field, stunted ears or soft corn which is of 
little other value. 

Presence or absence of corn shocks in a locality during the winter season 
often has a very important effect upon the size of the Bobwhite population the 
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following year. This species very commonly utilizes corn shocks as roosting sites, 

in which location the covies are practically safe from the devastating effect of a 
series of severe winter sleet storms, while birds spending the night in less pro- 

tected situations are frequently almost completely wiped out. 

3. Pore from constructed shelterg, Sbelter feeding has one distinct advantage 

in that, if the shelters are properly @ngtructed and placed, a suffiedent supply 
of food can always be kept accessible regardless of weather conditions or the depth 
of the snow. At times some difficulty is experienced in attracting game birds to 
shelter stations, but if they are constructed near natural cover and the food sup- 
ply is faithfully maintained, success is sure to result as the news of a new source 
of food travels rapidly. Soon a number of birds will begin making regular visits. 
Where feeding is done twice daily at a regular time, as at 8 A.M. and 3:30 P.M., 
the birds soon acquire the regular habit too, and are usually on hand awaiting the 

expected feast. 

During periods of mild weather in winter, many birds will drift away, return- 

ing to natural sources for their food supply, but the first cold snap will find 
them back at the feeding stations again in increased numbers, so it is important to 

replenish the food supply faithfully at regular intervals during the whole winter 

season. 

Where it is impossible to feed regularly or extensively, feeding immediately 
following the severest storms will yield the greatest dividends considering the 
time and money expended. Reguler feeding, however, is much more desirable as it 
aids in building up the bird's resistance to meet any emergency condition. It ree 
quires time and some little patience and effort to establish a station that will 
yield profitable returns. Intermittent or occasional feeding following severe 

storms is frequently begun after the elements have already taken their toll among 
our feathered wild life and the immediate danger is already passed. 

Shelters near other natural cover are best. Frequently tangles of grapevines, 
wild roses, briars or saplings afford a beginning for a feeding shelter. Large 
tree trunks, stumps or the spreading branches of some evergreen tree also can be 

used to advantage. Corn fodder with ears still attached or straw of wheat, rye, 

oats or barley, (preferably still in sheaves bearing grain), can be used to add to 

the natural shelter afforded to build a shelter of the tepee, lean-to or shelf type. 

A good shelter cen be built in e fence corner by using « few poles and some corn 

fodder tied or wired in position, or by opening up « lerge corn shock into @ tepee. 
Frequently a deserted open shed, e« pig sty, straw pile or other structures about or 

neer bernyards can be converted into temporary shelters. Feeding near the ferm 

buildings has several adventages. The game birds can be fed end observed regulerly 
with little effort, many enemies will not follow the birds so near the heunts of 
men end also much additional food can be obteined wherever barnyerd stock is being 
kept. One disadventege, of course, is thet the birds cre attrected away from their 

neturel shelter end:hebits. 

Shelters should have a southern or southeastern exposure if possible. They 

should be partially roofed so thet « few square feet of soil surfece will remein 
bare following heavy snows. A good shelter is situated and constructed so cs to 
protect the birds from strong winds. Waen completed the shelter should seem as 

much @s possible ea pert of the environment. Game birds are usually too wary to 
feed under any shelter which is not well lighted cnd from which they would not be 
eble to observe the éppetrance of enemies. Severcl cvenues of approach or esc&pe 

should be aveileble so that it wuld be impossible for the shelter to serve &s a 
trep in which reptorial birds or cnimels could corner geme birds. 

\ 4. Additional feeding methods. Many edditionel methods of solving the problems 
of feeding will suggest themselves to unyone who attempts to aid game birds, Local 
conditions to a lerge extent govern the m.nner of feeding as well cs the cover, 
time, resourves at hand and the ebundence, distribution and kind of game bird, 
Frequently birds cen be very effectively and ecsily cered for where other livestock 
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is being fed. Where & flock of sheep is being fattened, for instence, & lerge cret 

is usuclly kept trempled free from snow end loose grin, mill screenings or heymow 

chaff, which the enimels will be unsble to molest, cen be fed in cddition to the 

waste grain which the birds cen glen from droppings. It is both ineffective und 

westeful to scztter loose grein upon soft snow. 

Frequent scattering of minure over the fields during the winter months will 

meke uveileble to wild birds o considereble quantity of undigested grain and weed 

seeds. Bur corn cin ilso be tied to fences or trees ct heights of 6 to 30 inches 

tbove the ground or impzled on numerous spikes driven into 4 plank which can be 
tilted aguinst some tree or fence so as to provide « supply of corn grein ct all 

snow depths. Grain etting birds require lerge quantities of grit to grind food 
eaten. Deep snows which would cover the mtursl source of supply for any cons ider- 

cble tiie are not common in Ohio. However, where heavy snows do persist for more 
then a week, it is occasionally importcnt to distribute some grevel or & smell 

emount of fine oyster shell elong with the food furnished. 

5. Attracting and feeding song birds in winter. Most of our song birds can move 

about to evailable sources of «bundant food much more readily then our priuctically 
resident geme birds. In addition, the food supply of most of our smaller birds is 
not so dependent upon, or so closely releted to sezsonal agricultural practices and 

conditions as is that of our gime birds. In fact, most of our smaller birds cppetr 

to be thoroughly capsble of rustling for their own food under ordinery winter condi- 
tions. Severe sleet storms or unusutlly prolonged severe weether, however, take 
tremendous tolls among some of our smaller birds. 

About 120 species of birds ere known to occur in centrcl Ohio during the winter 
secson. Of these sbout 50 are fairly common and reguler, in some localities at 
leest. No less then 20 or 25 cin be attracted to feeding stations «nd there are a 

dozen kinds which should visit the well cred for stction regulerly. Feeding ste- 

tions offer excellent opportunities for bird bending, photogrephy cnd generel bird 

study. The intimate scqueintences which one céin develop with reguler feathered 
visitors ct « feeding stetion will more thin reimburse one for eny money or effort 

expended in estcblishing « minicture restcurent or food dispensery for winter birds. 

A feedin: stution cin be esteblished in most eny beck yerd. An attempt shonld 
be made to discour:ge ects end English sprrrows «is much es possible end full cdvin- 
tege should be tiken of cny shrubbery, shide trees, fences, cover, & discurded 

Christm.s tree or other attractions possible. Ground shelters, such &s those de- 
scribed for gsme birds, cre ettrective for some species. Smaller re ised shelters 

of « similer type or were protected pliutforms cre suitable for feeding many smell 

birds. A shelf atteched to a window sill will often permit one to observe several 

kinds ct distences of less thin four feet. Trees, posts, wires or other support 

con be used for atteching foods for muy other kinds of birds. 

Eech stction presents its own problems cnd the variety of foods which can be 
used is so grett end the species which may be attrected very so much in their heb- 

its, thet it is possible to give only the berest outline of some suggestions con- 
cerning the estiblishing of u. feeding stztion for smzll birds. Weter is ¢ grect 

ettraction to meny birds during freezing wet.ther. 

Below is « list of the most importint song birds which have been cttrected to 
feeding stctions in central Ohio, together with « list of « number of the fcvorite 
winter foods of each: 

1. Bobwhite - (See foods mentioned under gcme bird feeding in the fore part 
of this peper), cracked corn, wheat, haymow chaff. 

Bs Heiry Woodpecker - (common) = This species and the next cen be attracted 

by beef suet fastened to tree trunks in wire soep beskets, or 
by ear corn, doughnuts, nuts, etc. 
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3. Downy Woodpecker (abundant ) 

4. Red-bellied Woodpecker (fairly common) ~ Suet, ear corn. 

By Flicker (common) - Nuts, peanuts, doughnuts, suet. 

6. Blue Jay (common to abundant) ~ Sar corn, suet, sunflower seed. 

7. Starling (abundant) - Fruits, especially apples and raisins. 

8.  Cowbird (rather rare) - Cracked corn, small grains and weed seeds. 

Ge Bronzed Grackle (uncommon) - Cracked or whole corn, other grain or seeds, 

bread. 

10. Purple Finch (rare) - Sunflower seeds, small grains ani weed seeds. 

ls Red Crossbill (very rare) - Sunflower seed (in head preferable), pine cones 

with seed. 
2s White Winged Crossbill (very rare) - Sunflower seed, cones of the hemlock 

bearing seed. 

LSy, Goldfinch (uncommon) - Sunflower seeds, small grains and weed seeds. 

14. Pine Siskin (rare) - Sunflower seeds, suwall gr&ins and weed seeds, alder 

cone seeds. 

155 Tree Sparrow (abundant) - Cracked corn, wheat, oats, weed seeds, haymow 

cheff and nuts. 

16, Slate-colored Junco (comnon) - Cracked corn, oats, wheat, weed seeds, haymow 

chaff and nuts. 

17. Song Sparrow (abundant) + Cracked corn, oats, screenings or weed seeds, bread. 

18. Towhee (uncommon) - raisins, fruits and smull seeds. 

19, Cardinal (abundent) - Whole or cracked corn, other grain or weed seeds, 

suriflower seeds. 
20. Carolina Wren (common) - Insect eating, sometimes takes suet, doughnuts 

or nuts. 

21. Brown Creeper (common to abundant) - Insect eating, sometimes takes suet 
readily. 

22. White-breasted Nuthatch (abundant) - Suet, doughnuts, nuts and peanuts. 

23. Red-breasted Nuthatch (uncommon) ~ Suet, doughnuts, nuts and peanuts. 

24. Tufted Titmouse (abundant) - Suet, doughnuts, nuts and peanuts. 

25. Carolina Chickadee (common) = Suet, doughnuts, peanuts and nuts. 

26. Golden-crowned Kinglets (uncommon) - Attracted by evergreen trees, insect 

eaters. Will sometimes ect suet, nuts, doughnuts or other 
foods» 

* A non-game bird in Ohio.



| GAME RESEARCH IN OHIO 

By E. L. Wickliff 

2 Chief, Bureau of Scientific Research, Conservation 
Division, Ohio Department of Agriculture 

1. Warterrowt BanpInG at BuckEeve LAKE 

Messrs. Stanley Douglass and John Roberts of our division, in 

cooperation with the U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey, trapped 

and banded a total of 130 ducks and coots during October and 

November of 1930 in a sanctuary at Buckeye Lake near central 

Ohio. Of this number 41 were wood ducks, 38 blue-winged teal, 19 

green-winged teal, 12 mallards, 9 black ducks, 6 pintails, 3 coots, 1 

ringneck and 1 canvasback. A number of the banded ducks were 

again taken, some of them as many as eleven times, after banding 
in the same or other traps. 

Sixteen or 12.3% of the 127 banded ducks were reported taken 

by shooting the same fall and no returns have been received since 

1930. Of the returns, 5 were green-winged teal, 4 wood ducks, 3 
blue-winged teal, 2 mallards, 1 ringneck and 1 pintail. Fifty per 
cent of the 16 shot ducks were killed at Buckeye Lake where they 
were banded. At this lake one green-winged teal was killed 28 
days after banding and one blue-winged teal sixteen days after 
banding. One wood duck was shot at Buckeye Lake five minutes 
after banding and a mallard was killed a day later. 

One green-winged teal was taken at Kingfisher, Oklahoma, after 
traveling 900 miles in 36 days. Another green-winged teal was shot 
at Reelfoot Lake, Tennessee, after traveling 400 miles in 37 days. 
These two teal were banded and released at the same time. An- 
other green-winged teal was taken at Horseshoe Lake, Illinois, after 

flying 450 miles in 12 days. A pintail was taken at Barrier Lake, 
Louisiana, after traveling 900 miles in 53 days. A wood duck was taken 

: in Jones County, Mississippi, a distance of 724 miles, 75 days after 
banding. 

Probably the most interesting return is from a wood duck 
banded at the upper trap October 12, 1930, at 5:00 P. M., repeated 
at the upper trap October 23, 1930, at 6:30 P. M. (11 days), re- 

: peated at the upper trap October 30, 1930, at 6:00 P. M. (18 days), 
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and shot November 18, 1930, at Duluth, Georgia, a distance of 500 a 

miles in 37 days. It is interesting to note that 9.8% of the banded 
wood ducks were reported shot. gc 

2. Banpinc Up.tanp Game Birps 

All of the birds mentioned below were banded by Tom Nash, Chief of i 

the Bureau of Game Propagation. In 1928, 638 Hungarian part- 

ridges were distributed throughout the state of Ohio; in 1929, 1,548; 

and in 1930, 452. Nine hundred and sixty were banded during the 

winter of 1929 and 1930. Returns were received for six during the 

1930 hunting season and for two in 1931. This year no returns 

have been received to date. The returns do not indicate a move- 

ment of more than ten miles from where they were liberated. 

During 1930, 4,400 cock pheasants were banded and distributed 
throughout the state. By the end of the 1930 hunting season 50 
bands were returned. Of this number 31 were shot and the others 
were found dead. In most cases the dead birds apparently had been 
killed by an automobile. In all but two cases the birds were found 

dead or shot in the county where released. The greatest known 
distance traveled by any bird was 12 miles. Of the 31 birds shot 
only five were taken in the unglaciated hills of southeastern Ohio. , 

It is interesting to note that for 25 bands returned for which we 
have dates, ten were from cock birds killed on the first day (Satur- Q 
day) ; seven were taken on the second day (Monday) ; two on the 
third day; four on the fifth day; one on the sixth day; and one on 
the last day of the open season. You will note that 17 of the 25 
birds were taken during the first two days of the nine-day open 
season. In 1931 only two 1930 bands were reported. These two 
birds were shot, one in the same township where liberated, and one 

in the next township. To date this year we have not received any 
1930 bands. 

. This year 26,091 pheasants were distributed and of this number, 
although final figures have not been compiled, approximately 10,000 
cock pheasants were banded’ and distributed\to the 88 counties of y 
Ohio. To date we have received 88 bands and of this number 56 
were shot in 38 counties. Of the 56 shot birds only eight were 
taken in the unglaciated hills of southeastern Ohio. Twenty-six f 
were shot the first day, two the second day, four the third day, 
four on the fourth day, and four on the fifth day, nine the sixth : 
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day (Monday after a closed day, Sunday), five on the seventh day, 

and two on the eighth day. The banding to date shows that most 

of the returns are from birds shot, and the greatest mortality is on 

the first day of the open season; and the next, Monday after a 

closed Sunday. Since the cocks, with one exception, were shot in 

the same township where released or in the adjoining township a 

distinct movement seems to be lacking. 

3. UpLanp GAME Birp Hunters’ Reports For 1931 

Voluntary upland game bird hunters’ reports received by the 
* Ohio Division of Conservation from interested sportsmen show that 

4,894 hours were spent by these sportsmen hunting ringneck pheas- 
ants in 30 counties. During this time 1,109 cock pheasants appar- 
ently were flushed and 663 bagged. This seems to indicate a kill 
of 60% of all male birds observed, although it was necessary for 
the average sportsman to hunt four hours to see one male bird, and 

to tramp more than seven hours to kill one cock pheasant. Cock 

birds were reported to be twice as abundant in west-central Ohio 
when compared with the hills region. The recent winter feeding 
bulletin of the Division of Conservation shows that at winter feed- 
ing stations 27% of all pheasants were cock birds. 

Hungarian partridge hunters reported 4,050 hours hunted in 18 
counties. 2,451 Huns were seen but only 299 bagged. This indi- 
cates a kill of only 12% of the total number flushed, or one bird 
for every eight put up. In hunting the Hun, two and one-half birds 
on an average were flushed for each four hours hunted, but fourteen 
hours were required to kill one partridge. The figures show that 
where one Hungarian partridge was reported from the hill coun- 

ties, 47 were noted in the flat, former lake bed of northwestern 

Ohio. The data shows the average hunter is five times as likely to 
kill a cock pheasant when it is put up as he is a Hungarian 
partridge. 

, 4. FrLusninec Bar .ExpERIMENTS 

Last spring state game protectors in Wood, Henry and Defiance j 
counties, where the Hungarian partridge predominates in Ohio, co- 
operated with the farmers in trying out the flushing bar, and while 
some success was attained, its greatest drawback seemed to be that 

; it knocked down too much hay for the cutter bar. 
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5. Rurat ScuHoot CHILpreN RatsE RINGNECK PHEASANTS 

During past years the Division distributed pheasant eggs to 

farmers, sportsmen and others but reports at present are not avail- 

able of the success of this work. Last year as an experiment the : 

Division, through its game protectors, distributed 26,400 ringneck 
pheasant eggs to 1,770 rural school children in all of the 88 coun- 

ties of the state. Printed instructions for this work were prepared 

by Mr. Tom Nash, Chief of the Bureau of Game Propagation. 351 

children who received 5,013 eggs failed to report the success of 
their work; 641 children who were sent 9,675 eggs failed to raise a 
single bird to the age of two months, although 2,712 eggs hatched! 

and 665 pheasants were on hand at the end of the first month. 
Of the 778 successful children who had 11,714 eggs, 7,037 or 

60.7% hatched. At the age of one month 4,599 pheasants were on 

hand, which represents 65.3% of the eggs hatched. When liberated 
at the end of two months 3,302 birds were paid for. The reports 
of the children which were checked by our game protectors show i 

that 46.9% of all chicks hatched by these children (28.1% of all 

eggs set) were released as two month old birds. 71.8% of the one 
month old pheasants were stocked as 8 week old birds. For each 
setting of 15 eggs 4.3 pheasants were released, or one bird for every 

3.5 eggs. The cock birds were banded and released by the game 

protectors. 

6. IncuBATION oF PHEASANT Eccs 

During the spring of 1930 Miss Norma Frank, graduate student 
in the Department of Poultry Husbandry at Ohio State University, 
received a fellowship from the Ohio Division of Conservation to do 
some experimental work in the electric incubation of pheasant eggs. 

The following is a summary of her detailed report: 

(1) Pheasant eggs can be hatched artificially with as good success as 

chicken eggs when set in a Buckeye all-electric, giving hatches of be- 

tween 70% and 80% of the fertile eggs set. An increase in temperature 

of 1° F. over 99%4° F. causes a decrease of almost 50% in hatch. 
(2) Pheasant eggs seem to require a higher humidity than chicken 

eggs, preferably about 90° wet bulb, 
(3) Pheasant eggs should be set as soon after laying as (possible, for 

holding them six days lowers the hatching percentage 12.91%. This 

equals a loss of over two chicks for every day the eggs are held. 

(4) Pheasant chicks have the same relation in weight (65.19%) to the 
total egg weight as chicken eggs have to the chicks. 

(5) In pheasant embryos the same as in chicken embryos the largest
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numbers die in the shells after the 17th day of incubation (71.9% of all 

dead embryos), thus indicating that they have a critical period in their 

development at this time the same as chicken embryos. 

(6) Pheasant eggs have the same types of mal-positions and mal- 

developments as do chicken eggs. Of these the mal-position group is 

the largest. About one-half of all those having mal-position are upside 

down. 

(7) In pheasant eggs as in chicken eggs difficulty was encountered 

with unabsorbed albumin. Of all the eggs examined, which died after 

the 17th day of incubation, 41.51% had embryonic membranes which did 

not completely enclose the inside of the egg, thus leaving some of the 

albumin unabsorbed. This unabsorbed albumin did not allow the embryo 

to turn inside the egg and break the shell. 

(8) There was an average loss in weight of the pheasant eggs from 

the time they were set until the 23rd day of 13.68%. 

(9) The average pheasant egg weighed 1.145 ounces and the average 

newly hatched chick .7461 ounces. 

7. Onto BopwHite STUDIES 

The Ohio bobwhite has been protected by a continuous closed sea- 

son since 1912. During this time numerous controversies have 

arisen in Ohio and elsewhere concerning its present condition. 

Probably the most discussed subject was whether or not Ohio 

quail were getting smaller, and if they were it was thought by a 

number of people that inbreeding was the cause, the apparent re- 

sult of not mixing the covies by shooting. 

During the winter of 1931-1932 Mr. M. B. Trautman of this di- 

vision made a general survey of the state primarily to determine if 

some other game bird is suitable for the unglaciated hills and the 

glaciated plateau. At this time 85 bobwhites were collected between 

December 1, 1931 and April 1, 1932. The birds were obtained from 

the several physiographic areas of the state and complete field 

notes taken. The results are summarized as follows: 

BOBWHITE MEASUREMENT COMPARISONS 

Measurements in mm. of 65 Eastern Measurements in mm. of 15 Eastern 

bobwhites Colinus v. virginianus bobwhites Colinus v. virginianus 

Collected in Ohio in the winter @ mates, 6 females) Collected 
of 1931-1932 Difference in Ohio from 1874 to 1911 

> Average length of folded right Average length of folded 
Witte ja buses rene ATT 1.31 right wing... M216 

Average length of folded left wing 113.49 1.33 Average length of folded left wing 112.16 
Average length of both wings... 113.48 1.32 Average length of both wings 112.16 
Average length of culmen...._ 14.70 0.00 Average length of culmen......_ 14.70 
Average length of tail... 56.38 1.03 Average length of tail... 55.33 

Average length of tarsi... 31.25 0.05 Average length of tarsi... 31.20 
Average length of middle Average length of middle 

’ toe and claw....._______..._ 4.60 0.13 toe and claw... 34.73
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CHART SHOWING WEIGHTS OF BIRDS FROM OHIO AND OTHER , 

NORTHERN STATES 

Average weight of 65 1931-1932 winter bobwhites_...-_- == 192.96 grams or 6.8 ozs. 
Average weight of Indiana bobwhites, taken from Stoddard’s x 

“The: Bobwhite Quail ii oe A oe close to7 
Average weight of Illinois bobwhites taken from Stoddard’s “The 

Bouwhite Goawe gs i close to7 
Average weight of Wisconsin bobwhites in prime winter condi- 4 

tion (New Year’s Day), taken from Errington’s article in 
1931 Sept.-Oct. American Game —______________.___ "197 grams or 7 o 

Average weight of 5 native birds from southern Pennsylvania, 

taken from Wetmore’s article in 1930 spring issue of 
Marsland, Conservationtet 0000 6.75 “* 

*1931-1932 Ohio January bobwhites weigh 203 grams. 

MEASUREMENTS OF BOBWHITES* 

Wing Tail Tarsus Culmen 
1931-1932 Ohio Birds, 65 specimens... 113.48. 56.38. = 31.35 «14.70 
1874-1925 Ohio Birds, in the Ohio State Museum Collec- 

tion—16, specimens: 0 IS: 55.33 31.20 14.76 

1931 Indiana Birds (these birds appeared to be not fully 

grown) (5 specimens) —— 07,0 54.30 30.54 14.00 

1915 Arkansas Birds, in the Ohio State Museum Collec 
‘tonm—6 ‘specimens | 22000) he ee T0088 55.00 31.32 14.41 

1860 New England Birds (from Phillips), 15 specimens._____ 113.35 56.30 30.80 15.20 

1916 Mexican Birds, imported into Ohio for restocking 
Purposes (now in Ohio State Museum) 2 specimens. 107.25 55.00 31.00 14.25 

*Measurements in millimeters. 
’ 

The above data show the Ohio bobwhite of today is as large in 
size as the quail of 20 to 58 years ago. They also compare favor- , 
ably with birds from the northern states, and are larger than the 
impotted Mexican quail. 

The average weight of present day birds collected in Ohio is 
192.96 grams, or 6.8 ounces, while the extreme weights range from 
141.50 grams to 229.80 grams. Of the 65 birds 33 were males and 
averaged 190.18 grams, while the rest were females which weighed 
slightly heavier, averaging 195.83 grams. 

Weight Fluctuations—A fluctuation in weight of birds taken during 
the 1931-1932 winter was noted, December birds weighing 192 
grams; January birds 203 grams; February birds 198 grams; and 
March birds only 186 grams. There was also a fluctuation in weight : 
of birds collected from different habitats. Bobwhites from the corn 
sections of Ohio with their rich agricultural lands and resultant 

heavy weed crop were consistently heavier throughout the winter : 
than were birds from the poorer corn lands and hilly sections. 
February birds from the rich agricultural lands of central and ‘
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: northern Ohio averaged 211.04 grams, while February birds from 
the hillier and poorer agricultural lands of southern and north- 

z eastern Ohio averaged but 185.25 grams; likewise the March birds 

from the rich lands of northwestern Ohio averaged 193.93 grams, 
while the March birds from the southern Ohio hill counties aver- 

aged but 176.34 grams. 
5 Even where an abundance of waste grain was available, food 

studies by Mr. Lawrence E. Hicks, Botany Department, Ohio State 
University, show a preference for weed seeds. Mr. Hicks found 
that the 68 stomachs of the 1931-32 Ohio winter bobwhites ex- 

amined by him averaged 213 weed seeds each; also five and one-half 

. grains of corn, rye, wheat, oats or beans; 3 blades of grass or leaves 

of all kinds; and eight and one-half pieces of gravel. Animal mat- 
ter averaged very low, as was to be expected for winter, as the 68 

stomachs contained only 39 animals of 15 species, and was made up 
of insects, spiders and snails. 

The most important weed seed foods found are as follows: Am- 
brosia, ragweed ; Persicaria, smartweed, (6 sp.) ; and Amaranthus retro- 
flexus, pigweed. While no one of the 15 species of legumes found in 
the stomachs ranks very high, yet all 15 species together made an 

. important food item. 
Report on the Ecto Parasites—The ecto parasites were collected 

from the host in the following manner: Each bird was examined 
under a low powered microscope for a period of 15 minutes. Dur- 
ing this time the entire bird was gone over quite carefully, special 
attention being paid to the feathers about the head. Care was taken 

to have the temperature of both bird and room, and light conditions, 
as uniform as possible for the examination of each bird; for by ex- 
amining specimens for the same length of time and under the same 
conditions a fair comparison of the number of ecto parasites on 
each bird could be obtained. 

Mallophaga eggs were noted on 48 of the 67 birds. This gives 
an infestation of 71.68%. Mallophaga eggs were collected from 24 

i birds giving an infestation of 35.80%. Either mallophaga, their 
eggs, or both, were noted on 59 birds, giving an infestation of 
88.06%. 

Mites were noted on 21 birds. This gives an infestation of 

31.32%. The mites have been sent to Mr. Harold S. Peters of the 
U. S. Department of Agriculture for identification. It is assumed 

$ that they were all feather mites.
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The mallophaga were examined and identified by Dr. Robert M. i 

Geist of Capital University, who recorded the following species: 

Lipeurus clavatus McGregor from 16 birds; Lipewrus abberans Mc- \ 

Gregor from 6 birds; Goniodes ortygis Denny from 9 birds; and 
Menacanthus sp. from 3 birds. No one bird was infested with all the 

above louse species. Two birds were infested with three; six birds ‘ 

with two; and sixteen birds with one species each. 
Report on the Endo Parasites——The endo parasites were examined 

by Mr. Carl Vernard, Zoology Department, Ohio State University. 

Mr. Vernard’s report shows that 15 of the 67 bobwhites apparently 
contained no internal parasites, and may be summarized as follows: 

1. Sixty-seven adult Ohio bobwhite Colinus virginianus virginianus, 

shot on the wing in the field, have been examined for helmintic and 

coccidilial parasites. 

2. Five species of nematodes were found. They are Dispharynx spi- 

ralis, Seurocyrnes colini, Heterakis gallinae, Heterakis bonasae, and 

subulura strongylina. 

3. Fragments of cestodes probably of the genus Hymenolepsis were 

recovered from two birds. 

4. Three species of coccidia, Eimeria dispersa, Eimeria tenella and 

Eimeria acervulina have been found. 

5. Eimeria tenella and Eimeria acervulvina have not previously been , 

reported from the bobwhite. E. tenella was successfully transmitted 

from the bobwhite to the chicken. 

Numbers per infected bird * 

Number of Per cent of 

Parasite infected birds infection Average Greatest 

Heterakis gallinae 25 37.31 3.08 9 

Heterakis bonasae ~~ 9 13.41 4 u 
Subulura strongylina Stat! 8 11.94 39.75 134 
Seurocyrnea colin’ ee 2 2.98 2 2 
Dispharynx spiralis 7 10.44 2.43 4 
Nematodes (all sp.) —___ 4 61.19 
Cestodes: 2 ee 2 2.98 
Coccidia (all species)..___ 32 47.76 

Birds negative for parasites 15 22.38 

8. Foop Hasits or HawKs AND OwLs or OHIO 

By ArtHur STUPKA ‘ 

Temporary Scientific Assistant, Bureau of Scientific Research 

Late in the Fall of 1931, the Ohio Division of Conservation start- 

ed a campaign against the wildlife predators of game birds and 

game mammals. Two methods were employed, namely, shooting 
4 

y
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: and pole-trapping. Realizing that a so-called “vermin” campaign 

would result in the killing of a large number of raptorial birds, and 

Z knowing that various factions in this state as well as elsewhere 

have wholly different views as to the economic status of such birds, 
the Bureau of Scientific Research, in an effort to gain information 

which might lead to the intelligent passing of laws concerning our 

: hawks and owls, urged the State game protectors to send all such 
birds to the Ohio State Museum where stomach examinations were 
made. Excellent cooperation resulted in the receipt of a great many 

' of the birds killed in the course of this campaign. 
The first birds were received late in October, 1931, and the last 

in late May of the following year. A total of 83 game protectors 
representing 79 of the 88 Ohio counties sent in from one to 42 birds 
each. The average number sent in by each protector was nine 

birds, and the total number received in the course of the campaign 

was 739. 
Along with a large number of the hawks and owls sent in came 

an information sheet on which appeared such data as how, when 

and where the bird was killed, the type of country, aspect of the 

weather, etc. 

a A total of 739 specimens, representing eight species of hawks 

and seven species of owls, were received, as follows: 

Cooper’s Hawk 8. Great-horned Owl 9 
é Marni Hawke 2000 Je) Ny Midi cBarnOwie a ty Saas fe 7g 

Redtailed Hawk... 02, Short-eared Owl 0.88 
Red-shouldered Hawk .....-- 74 Barred Owl 
Sparrow Hawk 25 Screech Owl 8 
Rough-legged Hawk 20-9 Long-eared Owl _......-... ek ol 
Sharp-shinned Hawk... 7s Saw=whet Owl a 
Broad-winged Hawk 4 7 

Approximately two-thirds of the total number of birds were taken 

in traps while approximately one-third were shot. 

Although, as has been found in other such investigations, the 
Cooper’s Hawk and the uncommon Sharp-shinned Hawk preyed 
largely on our small feathered wildlife, very few individuals showed 
remains of game birds or poultry in the stomachs examined. 

Of the 449 hawks examined, only 17 showed remains of poultry, 
14 of these being Red-tailed Hawks. More than half of these 14 

K Red-tails were baited birds. Three Red-tails and one Cooper’s 
Hawk had remains of pheasant in the stomach, no other game 

; bird being found in any other hawk. Remains of more than 300 

4
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mice were found in the total number of hawks examined, the Marsh f 

Hawk accounting for two-thirds of that number. 

As to the owls, no species except the Great-horned showed re- ‘* 

mains of poultry or game birds. One Great-horned Owl had re- 
mains of poultry in the stomach, three had remains of pheasant, 

and one showed remains of a pintail duck. Non-game birds were % 
found in the stomachs of 34 of the 290 owls examined. As in the 
case of the hawks, remains of mice predominated. 

A bulletin soon to be issued by the Bureau of Scientific Research 
of the Ohio Division of Conservation, gives the details of our find- 
ings in this campaign. 

, 9. Muskrat STupIEs . 

During the summer of 1930 Dr. R. K. Enders, temporary mam- 
malogist for this division, made a general preliminary study of the 
Ohio muskrat. 

In November, 1931, we issued Dr. Enders’ bulletin entitled, 

“Muskrat Propagation in Ohio,” and in Vol. XXXI, No. 1, pp. 21 
to 30 of the Ohio Journal of Science he has a paper based upon his 
1930 investigation, entitled, “Food of the Muskrat in Summer.” 

10. Cooperative TULAREMIA oF Rappit FEVER SURVEY . 

In 1928 the Ohio State Health Department reported 19 cases of 
Tularemia but no deaths; in 1929, 29 cases and two deaths; in 1930, ' 

&4 cases and seven deaths; in 1931, 117 cases and three deaths. 

Tularemia was not a reportable disease, in Ohio, until 1928. 

In 1930 arrangements were made with Mr. Leo F. Ey, in charge 
of the State Health Laboratory at Ohio State University, to ex- 
amine cottontail rabbits collected from southern and southwestern 
Ohio. Game protectors from 16 counties sent in a total of 50 rab- 
bits during the open season from November 15th to January Ist, 
and a gross examination of these specimens together with the ag- 
glutination test showed all negative to Tularemia, but coccidia were 
found in two rabbits. y i 

In 1931, 105 rabbits from 51 of the 88 counties were sent in by 

our local game protectors to the State Health Laboratory and post 
mortem findings were as follows: 47 or 44.8% contained tape- 
worms; 14 or 13.3% were decomposed; eight or 7.6% had symp- i 
toms of Tularemia; seven or 5.7% had coccidia; six or 5.7% had 
abscesses; one had impacted caecum; one impacted gizzard and one é 

»
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f round worms. All of these rabbits were negative in reaction to 
the agglutination test, but two proved positive by the laboratory 

‘< animal examination, one from Noble County in southeastern Ohio 

and one from Gallia County in southern Ohio. This seems to indi- 
cate an infestation of 2% of the rabbits. 

Due to the large number of tapeworms found last year and de- 
f. siring to continue the work on Tularemia and Coccidiosis we have 

arranged this season for our game protectors to send in 150 rabbits 

from 50 counties. This year Dr. R. E. Rebrassier, College of 
Veterinary Medicine, Ohio State University, and Dr. Fred Speer, De- 
partment of Bacteriology, Ohio State University, will examine the 
cottontails and a complete inventory taken of all ecto and endo 
parasites. Such foundation work seems to be essential if we are 
to understand rabbit fluctuations and if we hope to be successful 
in the propagation of rabbits on game farms. 

a 

‘ 

‘ 

° 

“ 
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WATERFOWL CONDITIONS AND SHOOTING PRACTICES 
ON LAKE BRIE MARSHES 

There are two coneentration points for waterfowl in 
the north central states where feeding and baiting of 

; birds is the general roe One is the famous Illinois 
River Valley known all over the country and discussed in 
a@ previous report. The other is the Lake “rie marsh 
region at the southern extremity of Lake “rie around Port 
Clinton and a little known outside of Ohio but 
an important concen on point for birds. The Illinois 
River beceuse it is so well known and because it has been 
so commercialized has come in fore tremendous amount of 
criticism while the Ohio marshes because wets 80 
little known and beeause it is bag typer | all owned by priv- 
ate clubs so that the outside does not get a chance to look 
in at what goes on has never been included in the generel 
criticism whieh has been going up against baiting and feed- 

: ing of waterfowl. 

The writer spent several days on the Ohio marshes 
visiting the clubs, making observations and collecting in- 
fometion on shooting practices, baiting and feeding. Un- 
fortunately he arrived just as tie marshes froze up during 
the middle of November and most of the birds were foreed 
to open waters of Lake Srie or left for points further 

: sou th. 

The Lake Erie marshes are eee in thet Pas 
for the most part artificial. was not ig rg in 
the flight line of a large number of birds ond few birds 
stopped. Aupseet ee there was Se senneety 3e vere water in 
the marshes, then the dreinage craze and the lower lske level 
eaused them to go completely dry and much of the land was 
turned to eee oe with the usual poor success. Then 

‘ apparently some duek clubs acquired the land and conceived 
the idea of flooding the marshes and the idea spread until 
now much of the poor low farm land has been flooded and 
turned into duck marshes. 

The way this flooding is done is to throw dikes around | 
the area to be flooded then with a paddle type of pump the 
water is raised from a feeder stream or ditch into the diked 

; area. Inside the diked land a system of ditches has usually 
been dug to give the water even distribution over the area.
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Pot holes are scouped out where necessary which provide the 
shooting holes. The water is usually raised from two to 
five feet above the lake level with the pumps. 

Meny of the clubs have planted natural feed after the 
land has been flooded but the natural vegetation and food 
begins to come up after the land has been under water the 
second ( This system of flooding has been going on 
for at least thirty years and Seuauey longer in some cases. 

The next problem was that of attracting the ducks. It 
was found that while the water seAper it was not enough. 
Gradually as natural feed came in that helped too but still 
it was not sufficient to draw the birds in large numbers, 
apperently. Then the artificial feeding of grain was 
started and with that the birds using the marshes have 
rant increased, Apparently there was a heavier spring 
flight through this region than there was a fall flight so 
someone hit on the idea of feeding in the spring as well as 
in the fall with the idea of holding some of the birds to 
nest and “es to induce the others to retarn that way in 
the fall. ore was rer successful and good numbers of 
black ducks, mallards and blue winged teal are now nesting 
on the marshes where a few years ago ene éycks in this 
region were rare, Many believe the spring feeding does 
more to improve the shooting than does the fall feeding. 

it is the general consensus of opinion that the birds 
are more numerous this year than for several years en and 
that they seem to be getting an increasing number birds 
each year. The qpecioe which have shown an increase inclule 
the vlask duck, the mallard, pinteail, widgeon, gadwall, 
spoonbill, blue winged teal md — winged teal. It is 
interesting to note the different species which are at~ 
tracted to different marshes because of differmt feed 
conditions, different depths of water or for some other 
less obvious reason. For example one marsh may get all 
mallard and bleck ducks while an of Joins marsh may heve 
pintails or some other species predo ° 

4s has been previously mentioned most of the mershes 
are artificially created by diking and pumping water into 
them. A few, however, are natural marsh lands. These 
natural marsh lends have not done well as the water level 
is very unreliable and with the present low water stage 
most of them are practically dry.
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The blinds used on the Srie marshes are of three 
general types. Some are rush and willow blinds built on 
ary marsh and low so that they blend well with the natural 
vegetation. Others, where there is more water, are built 
of rushes and willow in the water so that they blend well 
with their surroundings and so that a boat may be drawn 
into them and used as the floor of the blind. The third 
type is e sunken blind or pit with barrels or metal troughs 
to keep out the weter and a rush top to make them less con- 
spicuous. 

The shooting is all of a marsh type of shooting although 
they do some pass shooting and some decoy shooting. The pass 
shooting is done as the birds work from one hole to another. 
The iat Phare ai is done usually with a smell number of 
live bi seldom more than 4 dozen, and a few wooden blocks. 
The writer 4i@ not contact a club where the full number of 
live birds were used. The live birds are usually set out 
with weights instead of in pens as is customary on the 
Illinois River. The birds are usually kept in pens by the 
shooting holes. The shooting holes are fed gens. Baga 
shelled eom, rest corn on the cob or small grain. Feed- 
ing in this area does not seem to be quite as heavy as it 
is at some of the clube along the Illinois River and it is | 
as sap after the shooting season and in the spring as 
welle 

The writer failed to find any signe of abuse of baiting 
and feeding of er ee on the frie Mershes. The club 
menbers were all very fine sportsmen and conduct their clubs 
beyond. reproach. These marshes are handled the best of any 
the writer has hed the privilege of visiting or heard of 
indirectly. Shooting does not begin before eight and stops 
not later than four. The exeeption to this is the last 
week of shooting or after a freeze when they shoot earlier 
and shoot until closing time. the birds work to the feed 
as they do slong the Illinois River. They feed in large 
flocks early in the morning leaving about sunrise or 
shortly after. ees the day they work in singles up to 
maybe @ dozen bi and are drawn in by the decoys and a 
duek call rather than the feed. in the evening about four 
they start to work out in large flocks and swarm into the 
feed. Most of the birds are shot on the wing and shooters 
are not allowed to shoot into large flocks or to shoot 
into the birds as “= get up from the ponds when the 
shooter goes to his blind. Most of the clubs have rest 
days end rest ereas where there is room. Many of the clubs 
permit only double barrel gums to be used.
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fhe feeding of birds here as on the Illinois Hiver 
serves the purpose of drawing the birds in and holding them 
in this area in larger numbers and for a longer period than 
would ordinarily be the case. It also aianelane the birds 
to using certain marshes and holes as against unfed marsheé 
and holes, Most of the clubs feed after the season closes 
and in the omnes from the time the first birds appear until 
the natural feed starts to come in. reer feel that the 
spring feeding is bent <r a as the fall feeding in 
getting birds to come back to that area in the fall flight 
and it causes many more birds to stay over and nest there. 
More birds seem to be nesting in these marshes every year 
mostly bleck ducks, mallard and blue winged teal. 

The main criticism of feeding in this area is that it 
holds more of the birds in that district, thus making poorer 
shooting over the rest of the state in the open marshes, 
This may be a legitimate canplaint from the standpoint of 
—_ ing shooting for the greatest number of people, it 
cer iniy cannot be considered from the standpoint of con- 
serving the ducks. Another criticism is that the feeding 
after the season tends to hold the birds and they are apt 
Hd os esught in a sudden freeze and large numbers of birds 

st. 

What would happen here if feeding were cut out all to- 
gether? It is the writer's belief that the birds would 
continue to use this flyway although the numbers concen- 
trated in these marshes would greatly diminish and the 
birds would seatter out more over the state with the result 
that more birds would be killed in Ohio then under the 
mo stem. fhe birds would clean out the natural feed 

peahaiy about three weeks and move on. fhe elubs claim 
they would not be able to continue to carry their present 
heavy investment and undoubtedly some of the marshes would 
go dry because the clubs could not afford to continue to 

puap water into them, thus cutting dom the amount of 
eding grounds. Undoubtedly the larger clubs would keep 

going and try the spring feeding exclusively in an effort 
to hold their birds and would get fair shooting. While 
the area around the marshes is not a corn producing area, 
such as is produced is consumed almost entirely 7 the 
clubs for feeding the birds. The feeling was that the regu- 
lation of feeding through the distance from feed one may 
shoot would have little effect on the larger clubs but would 
be impossible for the small club to get any shooting be- 
cause it would not have enough room to shoot 100 yards or 
so fron the feed,
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It is the writer's belief that feeding in this area 
Goes more good then harm and that the privilege is not 
ebused. It is sufficiently well regulated by the clubs 
themselves but there would be no objection to the same 
regulations as suggested for the Illinois River that is 
regulate, the opening time to 7 a. m. for vaited areas and 
stop shooting at 4 pe m. 

fhe shooting this fall was cut about ten days short 
because of a heavy freeze the middle of November which 
coused many of the birds to leave. 

Now let us consider a few of the individual clubs and 
how they ere operated: 

fousaine Club - 1460 acres, 9 members, 15 blinds and 
S00 aeres rest Sin 4bout 1200 acres of marsh have been 
diked and pumped for the past ert pay 4 Natural feed 
is erent consisting of wild millet, ore yeaeate pond- 
weeds, etc. Feed buckwheat, wheat, barley corn but 
mostly wheat because birds do not fill up so fast on it. 
Start feeding about fifteen days before the season opens and 
feed about as much in spring es in the fall. Average about 
600 bushel per season. The water has been a low and 
they have been pumping for over four months. Report birds 
morecabundant then for past twenty-five years, including 
black duck, mallard, pintail, widgeon, gadwall, green winged 
teal, and blue winged teal, although the last named left too 
early to supply shooting. Wood ducks were plentiful but 
shovelers were about the same. Use dry blinis and boat 
blinds. Use four live birds to a blind and occasionally 
some blocks. eport more breeding birds seere: Nore’ Raise 
about as many birds as they shoot. Use only doubles. 

George ‘er Marsh - 80 acres diked marsh, good sized 
ee open water, use sunken blinds, about eight birds to 
ab +» usually no blocks. Feed 100 bushel corn per 
season, about as much in spring as in the fall. Some natural 
feed but water low. Raise good number of birds but not as 
meny as they shoot. Some rest area. B3irds more abundant 
than past few years. 

L he Mackey Marsh - 40 acres diked ani pumped marsh. 
Some naturel feed. Peed corn in fall and spring. Use dry 
blinds and about six Live birds. Most of area used as rest
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West a om - 200 acres, 6 members; diked and water 
pumped from usky Bay but low at present. Natural feed 
in fair condition. Feed wheat and small grain early in 
season and corn later. Start feeding about six weeks before 
season but do not feed in opeeees Feed oo 
corn. Raise water 4 feet above lake level wi pump. Pin- 
tail, blue-winged teal and mallard nest. Snakes cause con- 
siderable ree” nests. Mallerd, black, pintail and widgeon 
more numerous 1932. Start shooting about 7:50 a. me i 
and stop about 2 p. m. Have 8 blinds and use live birds. 
Some of the seasons' kills are as follows: 1926-514, 
1927+1021, 1928-936, 1929-1146, 1920-652, 1931-592, 1932-1267. 

Omena Club - 40 acres, 2 members, 3 blinds; diked and 
pumped marsh, 20 live birds used. Feed cracked and whole 
com, more in the spring than in fall and « little all 
summer. Fed 65 tons last spring and 4 tons to November 18 
this fall. Raise lot of own feed. Best shooting ever had 
this fall, killed between 450 and 500 birds. Been feeding 
in omens past four years and believe it reason for improved 
shooting. More birds then last year. Get good number of 
mallard, black duck, teal, pintail and widgeon, also quite 
a few spoonbill this . Great imerease in green-winged 
teal on marsh,jumped from about 500 to 2500 in 1932 end 
about 4000 this year which is most ever seen. Raise lot 
of Sern teal but get no shooting because of late 
season. Believe they breed about 10 birds for every bird 
shot. Shoot from 9 e.m. to 3:30 p.m. 

Winous Club - 4200 acres, 26 members, marsh diked and 
water pumped 4 feet, 30 blinds with 6 or 7 live birds pet 
blin@«and*blecks, shoot from 9 a.m. to 4 p. m., use all 
doubles, shoot 5 days a week, killed 2,795 birds in 1932, 
ot is men during season ani 3 a More birds 
than 1932. Pintail, mallard and black ducks about equal to 
last year. § bila seem to be increasing, pintail in- 
ereased sheatar past four Pa more green-winged teal 
then ever. Wood duck about same as when seeson closed. 
Lot of mellard, bleck ducks, pintail and spoonbill nest. 
Natural feed poor. Planted some millet with good results. 
Peed in spring and fall mostly corn end wheat. Last spring 
fed 20 bushel per day from beginning of flight until natural : 
feed came up. Started a 20 and fed 30 bushel per day 
ter 6 06 3 mnten in f . 

LeCarp Club - 465 acres, 5 members, 85 acres rest ground, 
shoot 3 days a week, feed KO to 700 pounds of corn per day, 
feed in fall and spring.
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Magee Girle + 3000 acres marsh, diked and pumped, 500 
acres rest ground, feed in spring and fall. 

East Harbor « part club and part day shooters, natural 
marsh 1250 eeres. Have 6 members, charge $16 per blini or 
310 ae Gay single for day shooters but do not expect to 
continue eens next eo Only 150 aeres of _— 
duck marsh rest for diving ducks. More birds present than 
in past ten years, Natural feed best in several rere 
about 700 acres of wild rice and a good crop of wild celery. 
Big inerease shown in baldpate, most have ever hed. More 
bluebilis and eenvesback than last year but redheads about 
the seme. Water was about normal during summer but is very 
low now. 150 acres of mallard marsh is diked end pumped. 
Have been feeding a little but not heavily beeause of 
shortage of members, expect to feed about 150 bushel of 
corn. Usually feed more in the spring than in the fall be- 
cause they pgs it does more good. In spite of increase 
in number of birds, will be fewer killed because ofssmaller 
number of shooters this year, Have noted a good increase 
in pinteils end a tremendous increase in coots. Put on ” 
per day shoots on coot only to A to get rid of them bu 
had little effect. Expect to kill about 2000 birds this 
fall. Shoot 5 days per week and shoot the entire time. Use 
floating blinis around the outside of the rice bed. Draw 
boat into blinds and use woden blocks and a duck call, no 
live birds. Don't shoot in the rice bed although occasionally 
on calm days when the birds are not moving a man is sent 
through in a boat to seare the birds out. 

Leroy Weir, Cedar Point-Marsh is located ; mile from 
the public shooting grounds but dike hes gone out and be~ 
eause of finaneial conditions have been unable to replace. . 
it, consequently the only water in the marsh is along the 
main diteh. As a result of the lack of water there are 
not 5% of the birds they 414 have. Public shooting grounds 
getting por see no shooting because it is burned out 
and the birds teke refuge on the club grounds where the 
shooting is better reguieted. Has seen more open water 
ducks than in Ee three or four years, Seen more butter- 
balls and bluebills but few redheads,not sure about canvas- 
back. Has seen more swan than in past five years. 

G. ¥. Neilson, Babridge Game end Fur Farm - 1250 acres 
commercial marsh, e11 diked and gg S to & feet above 
normal leke level. Have 18 blinds but never shoot over 9 
per day and shoot every day from opening time until 5 p.m. 
Practice vermin control on crows and raise quite a few black 
ducks, mallards and blue-winged teal and an occasional 
spoombill. A box type of blind is used ond two men and a
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guide to each blind. The blind has a cover over it and when 
the birds are within range the guide slides back the cover 
which is the Se to start shooting. This system re- 
duces the erlppling losses from inexperienced shooters 
shooting when the birds are out of effective range. It also 
helps to prevent burning out the marsh. The guide does not 
or: & e* is sent out with each two men and a charge 
of $20 to +25 per day for two is made. Selieve there are 
more birds then last year and that they are feeding two birds ’ 
for every one fed last eet Peed some in the spring, 

Feed 15 to 18 tons of ed grain e week during the season 
and have a grain bill of about $60 per day. Buy all of 
grain from elevators. rey coteee naturel feed. The 
October kill was in the following order of ebundence; pintail, 
widgeon, mallard, black duck, green-winged teal, spoonbill, 
plue-winged teal and gadwell. Selieve gadwall are scarcer 
than last year. This is the only real commercial marsh in 
the aree and they have had all of the business they could 
take care of. 

Gypsum Company Marsh - 300 acres, diked and about half ' 
water. Believe more birds than last yom with Sigues? in- 
crease in widgeon and blue-winged teal which would be about 
25 per cent sore) than last year; other species are about 
the same. Use live aeours with about 6 to a blind. Have 
little natural feed. eed corn and small grain in the fall 
end in the spring when necessary. Don't start shooting 
before 8 oem. and stop before 4 p.m. 

In summerizing the sitwetion, there are apperently 
more black ducks, mellards, blue and on teal, widgeon 
and canvasbeck than last pd with redheads definitely short, 
bluebills apparently a little more abundant as well as spoon- 
bills. Gadwalls more abundent in favorable marshes and 
other species about the same. 

Feeding is done on # large seale but the meses is 
not abused and apparently does more good than harm. 

Without feeding the birds would clean out the netural 
feed witiin three weeks and leave and how! would be stragglead 
out over the state more, resulting in better shooting in 
other areas and a larger kill of birds. 

The Erie marshes one eee the best mete in 
the country and need no addi tionel regulation from the out- 
side although regulated shooting time fron 7 a.m. to 4 p.m 
would not be objectionable.
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The stopping of feeding would result in the disbanding 
of several clubs and the ayer eek of mich marsh land to 
unusable dry ground thus eliminating an increasingly im- 
portant breeding ground. 

' It might be well to recommend that clubs do not feed 
aftex the end of the season so that the birds would not be 
so apt to stay over and be caught in a freeze up. 

The use of retrievers should be stressed even more 
both bere and along the Illinois River. The propaganda 
already gotten out is doing some good and should be kept up. 

JOHN N. BALL
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POLICY OF THE OHIO FARM BUREAU REGARDING THE CONSERVATION PROGRAM: 

The farmer of Ohio has many reasons why he is See ee er eee 
ested in the natural resources of the state and nation and in pre. 
servation of outdoor and seenic beauty. He has a paramount interest in 
the water, the forest and wild, life. By the nature of his occupation 
he is a, outdoors man. The denuding of our lands of their 
vage oo its consequent ee Sees ore soil, much 

ous erosion of our hillsides, the dest ion of a constant source 
of water supply, and the so ge depletion of our natural fertifity 
creates a serious ——< and conservation problem, The destruction 
of the natural habitat of our birds has helped to increase the hazard 

FF awe gooen? _ to og Crops. Bg a > oe ower of — 
ieally hunt grounds aceess to our fishing 
gained mostly from his lands. — 

A conservation program to be of last importente must, therefore 
include all phases; an aggressive euicsomisasen + purification’ 

@f the public waters and their conservation Shrough lames and dams, 
the establishment of public yuans for none bones fishing 
and the ms ay of fish for re-stocking. is sho also include 
the development of = game policy that will consider the farmer as a 
partner in game production. Inasmuch as he provides shelter and food 
and has to suffer much from ite depredation ad the carelessness of the 
cenanee hunter, he should be a protected at all times and 
should also be able to profit financially. 

In addition to the revenne from licenses, fines, rents, etc., the 
Division of Conservation has the use of over siz million dollars of 
frig purchased by funds derived from general public revenues; also 
eg conservation program includes relationships with verious 

public and private agencies and the uses of their properties, 

Therefofe, we favor the development of a sound conservation program 
a a long time basis with definite accomplishments each year and that 
4t is put on a broad basis to include all groups and interests con- 

cerned, thus bdlancing all phases of such program. 

Inasmuch as the agricultural interests are paramount in all this 
and since the success of such a program must have the entire confidence 
and — eooperation of the farmer, we recommend the continued devel. 
— such a am by the Division of Conservation under the direc. . 
tion of the Depeotanes of peg $4 and the Conservation Council. We 
especially oe such action as will provide for a continuity of policy 
and personnel, We earnestly request that all actions of the Gonservation 

' Division be developed along these lines and that the interests of agri- 
-gulture be properly safeguarded, 

Action of the Board of Directors, Ohio Farm Bureau Federation, 

: September &, 1931. 

iN
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE DIVISION OF CONSERVATION 

mes Le Wiklift, Ohiet «Le * 
December 18, 1931 

M. B. Trautman, Assistant 

The four months (December, January, February and March) Bobwhite in- 

} vestigation has been started and shows most satisfactory progress. While 

Ss 1% is entirely too early to draw any conclusions whatever, certain inter- 

7 esting facts have come te light. 

Sy A study of the birds in the Ohio State Museum taken from 1874 to 
om 1915 was made to ascertain the size of the old native Bobwhites, for the 

$3 purpose of comparing them with the birds «1reuay collected, and those to 

} >. bes collected in the future. These old birds agree with the measurements 

ES given for Bobwhites in Ohio and in this latitude in general. 

3 3 Indiana, Kentueky and Pennsylvania heve been asked to send us five 

specimens each of their birds so that comparison of size and weight could 

be made. So far, Indiana has been the only state to send in quail, These 

Indiana birds were carefully exemined, weighed and measured. 

Some dozen birds have been collected to date. These agree fairly well 

with both Indiana and old Ohio birds, as well as with the published weights 

and measurements of old Ohio quail. They average about seven ounces in 

weight, which is what the northern birds in this letitude were recorded to 

weigh formerly. Farther south in the United States the sane sub-species as 

our bird weighs but six ounces on the average, agreeing in that respect with 

the Mexican quail. 

All but one of the birds recently collected was in splendid physical 3 

condition, very fat and comparatively free from the lerger internal or ex- :
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ternal parasites. The one exception was in very poor physical condition, 

being very thin and with lesions or sores on the feet. It was taken to 

the State Serum Farm where the lesiong will be used to inoeulate pigeons, 

This is done so that we may find out something about the disease, Their 

report is awaited with much interest as the disease may be a factor in 

the recent apparent decrease of Bobwhites. 

A great many of the farmers who were asked concerning the matter said 

thet Bobwhites were less common at present than they were a few years ago. 

Most of them said that the sharpest decrease occurred during the very dry 

spell of last year and the first half of this year, That in certain sections 

there is a decrease in Bobwhites is evident. We are at nrase=+ —~*+~s vH 

@ number of theories concerning this matter and hope to solve some of these 

questions in the near future.



WINTER OHIO BOB-WHITE INVESTIGATION 

BY BUREAU OF SCIENTIFIC ReszaRcH 

DIVISION OF CONSERVATICY i 
Oe ee ee 

: | PURPOIE 

Primarily to learn the aetaal size (weights and measurements), of present : 3 

day Ohio Bob=Taites; ‘to compare the measurements of birds taken from 1974 to 

“198% fm Ohio, which ars now in the Ohio State Museu, with the present Dirde; 

to compare weights and measurements of Ohio birds with those of other states; 

to discover just how much, if any, of the Mexican Quail blood, which may have 

buen Antrcauded inte Obie SeboWittes in L016, tilt oxinte toasy. 

| 
To collect a total of not to exesed fifty specimens from the following ; 

gounties: Franklin, Madison, union, Pike and my other counties which may offer ; 

solutions to the above scientific questions. The reasons for choosing the above 

Counties ars, (1) theBob-Whites in the museum collections are from ines places : : 

and (2) Mexioan Quail wore introduced into sees of Shape sountios, the ¢d)~ : 

leecting is to cover the winter season from late Noveuber to april ist. To i 

take weights of oll birds in grams; all standard measurements such as length, 

spresd, wing, tail, tersus (leg), bill, ete; to note size in relation to weight 

‘and sex: to canpare plumage of present day birds with those of the past in an 

effort to learn if the importetions of the light colored Mexican Quail hed any 

Lasting effect; to note any increase or decrease in weight of birds during the 

winter season; to coupare th: size of our Ohio present day Bob-Whites with those d 

of surrounding states, in which they ere now shot, through an examination of 

their preserved specimens; to preserve and have properly identified all ecto ;
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{external and endo (internal parasites, and observe the effects or destructive- 

ness of these parasites upon the birds; to study any diseases which may be found; 

to study fertility of the birds; to study crop contents of wintering Bob-Whites; 

end to preserve these birds as skins in the Ohio State Museum for further refer+ 

ence, possible rechecking and further studying. 

To definitely determine the sige of present jay Bob«Whitess to compare these 

birds with thoes collected in 1874 to 1915 inorder to settle the question as to 

whether or not our Ohio Bob-Whites are getting smaller; to note any wretieit thy 

in the reproductive organs of the birde in regard to possible effects of in- : 

breading; to atudy winter foods; and to note winter diseases. It is hoped that 

this study will give Ohio sportsmen and people of Ohic in general some vetual 

facts upon the size and status of thelr Bob-Whites, thereby benefiting all con- : 

cerned, ineluding the Bob-Whi tes. : 

Name of Bird : 

No. OQ, 3. M. number Sex 

| Date “ Pime of eapture 4 

| Exact locality cree ; at 

Deseription of leeality, whether brushy, meadow lend or woods 

Type of day, direction of wind, snow or rain, s : 

Size of covey from which bird was Sieh, me heen ae. 

As eccurate as possible, the number of birds in vicinity. : = 

Romarkss ek & ; ee "
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Length mm. spread folded wing pill 

Tail tersus middle toe weight 

Possible age of bird 

Gondition of plumage ‘ 

Remarks on plunage ; 

Condition of bird 

Eeto parasites 5 

Endo parasites i ; 

Condition of alimentary canal : 

Amount of food and identification : : oe 
Remerks on gonads 

Diagram of breast of bird : 

Le - GOLINGS YIRGINTANUS VIRGTNIANUS in the OHTO STaTW MUsRUIE ae : 

ais Dec. 8, 1674 _ Golumbus, Franklin County, Ohio male < 

x as 
626 = Mov, 6, 1874 Columbus, Franklin County, Ohie female” 
x ; ‘ i : , m 

621s Nov. 6, 1874 - Columbus, Frenklin Oounty, Ohio male 

882s Mov, 6, 1874 Coltubus, Franklin County, Ohio mele” 

2S Oot. 16, 1874 Golwsbus, Pranklin County, Ohio male 

ry Qct, 30, 1674 Columbus, Franklin County, Ohio male 

ts nev. 12, 1674 Columbus, Franklin Gounty, Ohio iaaLe 

aoe Dec, 1, 1899 Waverly, Pike County, Ohio ‘ male



= 4 ~ : 

m : ; ; 
3500 Mareh 20, 1026 - Buckeye Lake, Fairfield County, Ohio = male 

a ; 4 ; 

Bool April 85, 1923 Buckeye Lake, Lickingl: Sounty, Ohio mele as 

Baas Oot. 17, 1921 Shelby County, Ohio female 

m ; : 
S266 Oot. 17, 1923 Shelby County, Ohio male 

= 
Bae Oct, 17, 1922 Shelby County, Ohio fomale 

me. : : ’ 
B5a4 May 17, 1916 Amity, Arkansas male - 

Bae 4uge 4, 1098 Waverly, Ohio male 

Bocca 
5326 May 28, 1915 Amity, Arkansas mele 

n é $ 3 

5sa7 Mey 16, 1915 Amity, 4rkansaa female beg 

m ‘ 
Saa8 Nov, 10, 1911 ‘New Bremen, Ohio male 

*. z . ; s i t G 

S310 Nov. 20, 1908 New Bremen, Ohio female 

a Sona 

Bas0, Nov. 2, 1916 Aulty, Arkensas male 

- 

S3aL May 26, 1915 Amity, Arkansas male 

ro Nov. 20, 1908 New Bremen, Ohio fomele $ 

6325 Nov, 2, 1016 Amity Arkansas femele 

GOLEINUS VIRGINTANUS FLORIDANUS, 

= 
630 Merch 18, 1876 Lake Nerney, Florida male 

x y 

aL March 10, 1682 Taupa, Florida male 

Se 
632 March 27, 1880 Tampa, Ploride female
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Measurements of Eastern Bobwhites Colinus v. virginianus 

*Wing Tail Tarsus Bill 
1860 New England birds 

(From Phillips) 15 specimens 113.35 56.30 30.80 15.20 

1874 ~ 1925 Ohio birds 
In the Ohio State Museum Collection 

17 specimens 112.73 55.08 31.94 14.36 

1931 - 1932 Ohio birds 
19 specimens 112.18 59.15 31.16 14.52 

1931 Indiana birds 
(These birds appeared to be not 
fully grown) 5 specimens 107.40 54,30 30.54 14,00 

1915 Arkansas birds 
In the Ohio State Museum Collection 
6 specimens 109.98 55.00 31.32 14.41 

1916 Mexican Bobwhites 
Imported into Ohio for restocking 

purposes, now in the Ohio State 

Museum 2 specimens 107.25 55.00 31.00 14.25 

*Measurements in millimeters



: Weights of Eastern Bobwhites Colinus v. virginianus, 
of mature birds taken in recent years in the hunting season or in winter. 

1931 - 1932 birds from central Ohio q . North Carolina birds 
26 23 specimens 6.83 oz. (From Stoddard) 5.50 to 6.50 oz. 

Present Wisconsin birds South Carolina birds 
(From Errington) 7.00 0%. Costal regions of S. Car. 

(From Stoddard) 294 specimens 6.24 OZ 
Tllinois birds 
(From Stoddard) Approximately 7.00 OZ. Tennessee birds 

Grand Junction, Tenn. 
Pennsylvania birds (From Stoddard) 6.43 oz. 
MeConnelsburg & Carlisle, Pa. 
(From Wetmore) 5 specimens 6242 OZ 

Georgia (southwestern) birds 
Maryland birds Beachton, Gee 
Seward, Maryland (From Stoddard) 886 specimens 5.82 oZe., 

4 (From Wetmore) 5 specimens 6.75 OZe 

sisi tilagh ie temeennseteseisitteibideaiahainctieenseailsiiaiaiaitinmcegeinigniciisinauebeaitnniaidcinemeiiiptiimnatainmmniniinnititsiiiiigiibel: 

Weights of Mexican Bobwhites Colinus v. texanus| Weights of Hybrids or Crosses of Bobwhites 
(Native & Mexican) 

Birds liberated in the Thomasville- 
Tallahassee region of southern Native wild birds which had 
Georgia & northern Florida & later crossed with Mexican stock from 
collected & weighed the Thomasville-Tallahassee ; 
(From Stoddard) 18 specimens 6.00 oz. region 

; (From Stoddard) 38 specimens 5.98 ove 
Birds liberated near Ridgeland, 
South Carolina, & later collected Native wild birds which had 
& weighed crossed with Mexican stock from 
(From Stoddard) 14 specimens 6.03 oz. Edenville and Carlisle, Pa. 

(From Stoddard) 6 specimens 6.32 oz. :
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EXCERPT 

From the Wilson Bulletin, March, 1929, page 43. 
Prom General Votes, Sonducted by H.H.Swenk. 

; fhe (fympanuchus americenus).--Richard E. Durst and myself 
reco @ female of this species at Bay Foint, May 26, 192%. It 
was discovered while sunning itself in the clearing of an old wagon 
road, and ran slowly ahead of us for about 200 yards at a distance 
of from thirty to sixty feet, following the deep rut formed by the 
wagon wheels. The bird seemed little frightened by our presence 
and we did not succeed in flushing it until the distance between us 
was cut to less than twenty feet. The head and neck, the barring 
of the heavy plump body, the short feathered legs and the very short 
tail with prominent black bars were all clearly observed, both with 
the naked eye and by the aid of & binceulers, removing all possibil- — 
ity of confusion with any other species. This bird was thought by | 

many to have become extinct in Ohio a mumber of years ago, as there 
have been no recent records. Evidently a few scattered individuals 
have been able to survive in unusually fevorable hebitats, as it is 
wmlikely thet the sfecies would ever be able to reestablish itself 
in the state once it had been completely wiped out. Several rumors — 

+ of birds resembling Prairie Hens have come from the Huron Marshes 
region and it is altogether possible that they may sometime he 
found there, or somewhere in the Oak Openings region west of Toledo.



GAME PROREOTORS AS OF June 15, 1928. yeu? 

Y ° 
Acton, ¢, CG. 1495 Clara Ave. Columbus Franklin, Aue | 

Allen, W. We 1906 S, Third St. Detter Lawrence, 
Arthur, Stanley, Wilmintgon, . Clinton, 
Atwood, J, W. RFD, Zanesville, Muskingum, 
Babb, Merrell, 316 W, Water St. Troy, Miemi, 

Beard, Otte, Box 25, Belmont, Belmont, 
Beaver, J. Barl, 235 Park Aye. Hamilton, Butler, 
Bedell, Lb. Se Norwalk, Haron, 
Blake, S. L, \V © Defiance, Defiance, 
Boring, Lon, Lisbon, : Columbiana, 
Bower, George W. 724 Ne Sth Ste Steuberfrilie, Jefferson, 
Bowersox, D, M, 2281 Vine St. Cincinnati, Hamilton, 
Carlton, Warner, Girard, Trumbull, 
Cherrington, F, M. Jackson, Jackson, 
Clark, Eldon J, : Hemlock Grove, Mei gs, 
Cooke, B. Be “vec Supv #6 New Philadelphia, Tuscarawas, 
Croker, Ne We Sandusky, Erie, 
Davis, Estey, Otway Scioto 
Davis, Harry 8, 524 Mt. -Vernon Ave, Columbus, Franklin 
Davison, B. A. Strongsville, Cuyahoga, 
Downing, W. H, Waverly, Pike, 
Fischer, J. Je & oshocton, Coshocton,- 
Fisher, D. 5. Basil, Fairfield, 
Forbes, Joh, Box 845, Portage Lakes, Summit, 
Francis, Wm. A. Kingston, Ross, 
Graham, Howard ¢,. _ 8232 Sth St. N,W.Canton, Stark, 
Grave, He He: « Supy #8 ~ $03 Kendall Pl. Columbus, ©...) 00 (5)Pranklin 
Green, Chas. F, 223 Park Pl. Comneaut, : Ashtabula, 
Griggs, Chas. R. 102 N. 4th St. Marietta, Washington, 

Gut, John J, 4635 E.159th St. Garfield Hgts, Cayahoga, 
Hanes, Chas. Es RFD, Lima, Allen, 
Hard, Frank Lb. : Washington C. H. Fayette, — 
Harlow, Fred Vv Supy #6 34 Hancock St. Newark, ; Licking, 
Harner, Ernest, RED #3, Xenia, Greene, 
Harrison, Janes 2, Gallipolis, Gallia, 

Higgins, Chas. C, Logan, Hocking, 
Hilgendorf, Fe We Napoleon, Heary, 

Hines, Clifford 8, aq Lebanon, : Warren, 
Hinton, Ora L. , Supy St, Marys, Auglaize, 
Holcomb, W, Fe Grafton, Lorain, 
Hoobler, M. S. Delroy, ‘ Carroll, 
Hugus, Ne C. y Ol, 230 W,Sandusky St. Findlgy, Hancock, 
Keller, Karl L. Supv #7 RFD $3, Xenia, For Montgomery 
Kimmel, ¢. I. Mansfield, Richland, 
Lance, Bert, Fremont, Sandusky, 
Langstaff, Hewkra ’ sSupv 7? Findlay, Hancock, 
LeFever, Barney,  Supv 79 Glouster, Athens, 
Lindsley, J. Me jVe Sandusky, Erie, 

Loudenback, 0. K, Minster, : Auglaize z 
Ludwig, lL. L, Buckeye Lake, Licking, 
Lytle, Burr, Box 481, it. Vernon, Knox, 
MePeak, Eerl, Buekeye Lake, Licking, 
Mansfield, Harry Russells Point, Logan, 
Meagley, A, De Haskins, 2 Wood, 

Milinski, Frank, : Celina, Mercer, 
Vorgan, Wilbur A, Cambridge, Guernsey, 
Neimeyer, 0. H, Prospect, Mariam, 
Nohr, Herman, Russells Point, — — Sms 
Nunlist, Robert,Baton, Baton, Pre Le, i 

Paste, L. We Galion, Crawford, 

Paxton, le A. New Lexington, Perry, 

Pfarr, Anthony, Marysville, Union, 

Pomeroy, Harry, 4925 Lewis Ave. Toledo, : lve as, 

Price, J. W. Woodsfield, Monroe, 

Ramge, Frank, Kenton, Harain, 

Sandwich, Bert, Fremortt, » Grand Vile,» ur Sen dusky, 
Schneider, Wie Ginoimnatigh|é0 UU EUS) WH dLtom, 
Srofe, Clyde, Le ~ Supv #10 Hills bero, r Highland, 
Srofe, John Re Georgetown, Brown, . 

Stagg, Frank, Gi Batavia, Clermont, 
Stalter, D. Le bad Sapy #5 Sycamore, ~, Wyandot, 

Swain, Harry, Box 35, McArthur, Vinton 

Thompson, Guy Mt. Gilead, Morrow, 

Umbenhauer, J. H, London, ; Medison,



Varley, Wm. A. 990 EB. Pleasant St. Springfield, Clark, 

Vogel, August Oak Harbor, Ottawa, — 
Vollmer, B. He Bryan, Williams, 
Wagner, Ae Gk Tiffin, Senees, 
Weber, Je Ae yee Priendship, Sciocte, 
Wolf, Frank 3.” Supv #2 Fremont, Sandusky, 
Woodford, DB. A, Calawell, Noble, 
Zirkle, Harl, _ Urbana, Champaign 

“a
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Extracts from "The Grouse and Wild Turkeys of the United States, and Their 

P. 10 : 

TH PRAIRTS HEH, . 

(Tympanuchus americanus. ) 

The prairie hen, or 'prairie chicken,' inhabits the western prairies 
_ from Manitoba to southern Tezas and Louisiana and from Ohio to Nebraska, 

we The birds of southern Texes and Louisiana are smaller and darker than the 
common bird, 

Tn sumer prairie hens roost on the ground in a family covey, as does 
the bobwhite, but in winter, in many sections, they roost in trees. In the 
fall several coveys congregate in a pack, after the fashion of ptarmigans and 
erested quail. Frof. ¥, 8. L. Beal informs the writer thet at Ames, Iowa, dur- 

ing the early eighties, he frequently found packs numbering as many as a thous- 
and birds, and that they habitually roosted in the long grass twside sloughs. 
The prairie hen is migretory in the northern part of ite range, and to a certain 
extent farther south also. he well-known authority on migration, Prof. ¥. W. 
Cooke, says: . 

In November and December large flocks of prairie chickens come from north- 
ern Towa and southern Minnegota to settle for the winter in northern Miss- 

ouri end southern iowa. This migration varies in bulk with the severity of 
the winter, 

The estimation in which the bird is held may be realized from the fact. 

that in 1902 the supply at from §3 to $5 a brace nowhere met the demand, 

P. 1 

So reluctant occasionally is it to fly that it can hardly be put up, and 

: Professor Cooke informs the writer that severe] times while hunting in northern 
Minnesota he saw @ pointing dog jump and catch a three-fourths grown prairie hen. 

At the beginning of the nineteenth century the prairie hen was extremely 
abundant throughtout Ohio and Kentucky. It is now rare in both states. A part 

of the ground it has lost in the Hast it has gained by a westward and northward 
Pa movement. It has followed the grain fields of the pioneers of the plains, and 

with the extension of grain culture into Minnesota and Manitoba it has become 
plentiful there. According to Dr. Hatch, it was by no means common when the



o2- : 

Extracts from “Grouse & Wilda Turkeys of the U.S" 

P. 12 

white man first came to Minneeota, and he says that in Illinois as late as 1936 
@ hunter was extremely lucky if he could bag a dozen in a day. Some years later, 

with much less effort, one could have shot 50 in a day, and there were records of 
100 to a single gun, : 

fhe former status of the bird in the Hast is well indicated by Audubon's 
classic observations at Henderson, Ky., in 1810, Audubon s®ys: 

In those days during the winter the Grous would enter the farm- 
yard and feed with the poultry, alight #n the houses, or walk in the 
very strects of the villages. I recollect having caught several in 
a stable at Renderson, where they had followed some Wild Turkeys. In 
the course of the same winter, a friend of mine, who was fond if prac 
ticing rifle shooting, killed upwards of forty in one morning, but 
picked none of them up, so satiated with Grous ras he, as well as every 
member of his family. My om servants preferred the fattest flitch of 

bacon to their flesh, and not unfrequéntly laid them aside as unfit for 
‘ Cooking.”* * * They could not have been sold at more than one cent 

apiece. * * * $0 rare have they become in the markets of Philadelphia, 
Wew York, and Boston, thet they sell at from five to ten doliars the pair. 

So far as the sportsman is coneerned, the prairie hen is now extinct in 

Kentucky. A 

Through its operation the sale of the prairie hen was virtually stopped ' 
in 1902 and 1903 in all the large cities of the East. 

Pr, 15 

BE. W. Welson informs the writer that in the early. seventies in northwestern 
Tllinois the farmers in many places burned the prairies in spring after the 
prairie hens nested, and often gathered for household use large numbers of the , 
eges thus exposed, 

The prairie hen has the advantage, however, of yielding more readily to 
domestication than the bobwhite, and strong efforts should be made to establish 
preserves of domesticated birds for restocking country where the species is ex- 
tinet. Successful enterprises of this kind would be profitable. That such 
domestication is possible and even feasible, the appended quotation from Audubon 
implies: i 

The Pinneted Grous is easily tamed, and easil kept. It also breeds in 
confinement, and I have often felt surprised that it has not been fairly 
domesticated. While at Henderson, I mrchased sixty alive, that were ex- 
pressly caught for me within twelve niles of that village, and brought in a 
bag leid across the back of a horse. I cut the tips of their wings, and 
turned them loose in a gerden end orchard about four acres in extent. Within



-- 
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P. 13 : 

a week they became tame enough to allow me to approach them without 
their being frightened. * * * In the course of the winter they 
became so gentle as to feed from thé nad of my wife, and walked about 
the garden like so many tane fowls, mingling occasionally with the 
domestic poultry. * * * When spring returned they strutted, 'tooted,! 
and fought, as if in the wilds where they had received their birth. 
Many laid eggs, and a good mumber of young ones made their appearance, 

* 

P. 15 
VEGETABIA FOOD. 

From October to April, inclusive, the prairie hen takes little 

but vegetadle food. This clement amounts to 95.59 per cent for the : 
year. Yruit constitutes 11.79 percent; leaves, flowers, and shoots, 

25.09 percent; seeds, 14.87 percent; grain, 31.06 percent, and miscell- 
aneous vegetable material, 3.0% percent. : 

The prairie hen eats @ mch smaller proportion of seeds, with the 
exception of grain, than the bobwnite, and in this respect is less 
useful than the latter bird. It is, however, a better veeder than any 
other grouse, and its services in this particular are worthy of consid- 
eration, 

Pp, 17 ; 
GROTH. 

The stomecks and crops examined 1a the investigation contained 31.06 
percent of grain, The bobwhite, another busy stubble feeder, takes only . 

17.32 percent. 

P. 18 
LEAVES FLOWERS AND ssooTs. 

Naturally the prairie hen is much less given to budding then the 
ruffed grouse, but it has been known to pluck bude of poplar, elm, pine, 

ple, dward birch (Betula glandulosa), and black birch (B. lents). 
"t heve counted more than 50 on a single apple tree," writes Audubon, 
“the buds of which they entirely destroyed in a few hours. “ * * 
They were, in fact, looked upon with more abhorrence than the crows are 
at present in Massachusetts and Maine, on account of the mischief they 
committed among the fruit trees of the orchards during winter, when they 

fed on their duds, or while in the spring months, they picked up the grain 

in the fields,"



we 
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P. 19 
THE HEATH HEN 

}2ympanuchus cupido.) 
William Brewster in 139) ascertained thet, all told, there were probably 

only about 209 heath hens, and that they were confined to about 40 squere miles 
of the islend of Marthas Vineyard. ; 

‘ THE GASSER PRAIRIE Bey 

(Tympsnuchus pallidicinctus. ) 

H. G. Oberholser, of the Biological Survey, found them comnon in August, 
1901, in Wheeler County, Tex,



Hawk & Owl folder 
Ohio folder .—— 

Frequency of Raptors in Ohio 

Lawrence BE. Hicks - Wilson Bulletin, Vol. 15, No. 3,p. 139 

(As indicated by birds seen 1918-1931, 1500 days, %,000 miles) 

Turkey Vulture 15,75 

Bastern Sparrow Hawk 3,841 

Marsh Hawi 1,284 

Bastern Screech Owl 651 

Eastern Red-tailed Hawi 538 

Cooper's Hawk yhe 

Barn Owl 301 

Northern Red-shouldered Hawi 263 

- Great Horned Owl 236 

Sharp-shinned Hawk 127 

Black Vulture 111 

Northern Barred Owl 70 

Short-eared Owl 69 

Northern Bald Eagle St 

Osprey oT 

Eastern Pigeon Hawi 33 

American Rough-legged Hawk 26 

Eastern Goshawic 15 

Saw-whet Owl 14 

Long-eared Owl 14 

Broad-winged Hawk 11 

Showy Owl 8 

Duck Hawk 5
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A STATISTICAL SURVEY OF WINTER BIRD LIFE IN OHIO Oh 

BASZD UPON A COMPILATION OF CHRISTMAS CENSUS2S PUBLISHED IN BIRD LORS 

as compiled by Lawrence @. Hicks, Research Ornithologist, Ohio Divi- 

sion of Conservation and Floyd B. Chapman, Ohio State University. 

Be ee een cereal a gel ocoahunmatnbenne 
Number of Number of censuses Total Average No. 

Year censuses reporting Number of of birds Remark 

is from Ohio __ the species Individuals per census 

1900----- | qn -- nnn ee enn ner emer e rrr mrt 

190] ----- 2 nen een nen ee nmr ner mmr sms 

1902----- 4 -----~--- n-ne nn nen nn meee sens mec rt ster 

190B----- 3 enn n nn nnn penn er ene peer n rset sts ssssct 

1904----- 3 ----------- epee rere ener ner nr test nc 
1905----- 2 wenn nnn n ne nner nn me eens arse 
1906----- 2 -----------  ---- enna nae fone nee eee cence ecne- 
1907anan- 5 wanes ene e ne Hn nnn nnn pe ee nn nnn ee eee nne ne 
1908-----15 ----------- 0 cone nn enn perenne re terre tac 
1909-----10 ----------- penn nen enn emer errr mers 
1910-----17 ----------- poner nnn nn meer rrr ttt rsn 
191] -----2] -----------  ---- n-ne ne meer nner terre 
1912-----24 ----------- penn nnn enn eee r ters 
1913-----12 ----------- ---- nnn mene errr eet 

; 1914-----16 -------n 2 een nn eee meee nese sets es scee 
1915 -----14 -nnn nee eee ee ce ee ere pec cee 

1916-----12 ---------- +0 ene nner ene eee er este 
1917-----11 ----------- 0 ------- ene none nnn rene nnneee- 
1918----- 8 ----------- ener nner Sern tess atts 
1919-----10 ----------- penne nen meer rrr ets rsent 
1920-----14 ----------- sen nnn nnn eee nnn n nr tet eet ec 
1921-----13 ----------- ---- n-ne seer een terns strane 
1922---4-17 ---n---- ne ene en nnn eee errr errs csee 
1923-----1l] ----------- 0 een n enn cere rrr etter 
19244-42212 qase erste eee enema Keren sete e Rn Ree memo m 
1925-----45 $----------- ----- n-ne ne een n re trent 
1926-----14 ----------- 0 -o nnn n nnn ne penn rn een nmr nna 
1927-----18 --------- npn n nnn re me eer rrr ttt e rr scsn 
1928-----19 ----------- on nnn nnn ne Henne n nnn str ncn 
1929-----18 ----------- ------ nnn nner ren rent 
1930-----27 ----------- een e nnn n nee pn nnn rte 
1931----- were eee ee een een n ne nen een se enn erae 
1932----- weer e een me enn nee ne eee enn nen tee renee 
1933----- a alate 
1934----- meee ers eee Hee nnn nen per eee cert enee 
1935----- mn enn seer nee errs se 
1936----- re ec a ee ny) he ee tap a oa ie || Aa a ei adn 
1937----- rn re ser rene tse 
1938----- werner pe ere eee rrr nn terete rne 
1939----- | |) <A imc a ek entitle oh ak ht et 
1940----- en er eer ener ates et tene 
1941----- mae en Boer serene ren 
1942----- een e ee Smee aR esas Sameera ena ns nem een seas 
1943----- Soestoneatantoateatanteatestniliedaatadeatartentedataanatiedaiatentatatadaiaietatatttteatanaamatatatataten 

1944----- eres semen ren se  se ttt er rene 
1945-----~ lesterieaietentartenteetenteallitadeatetestedentadbedeaatedtilieabamaeatmabataemetatntttttnameaetematamanatatan 
1946----- Rae eee nena eee enn enn n ee one nnn nee pe een een 
1947----- laste itaaieataeteateatetistoatoatetoalolortontoatontarlllicetatontontontentasteteaiaelttatetetetemetetenatetel 

1948----- meee nen e ee peer e nnn ne eee nnn nen see errr 
1949----- peter eer perenne sere en ene pert enn 
1950---~-- perenne eee een eee ren mente ran
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By N. E. Shaw. 
ION IN BUCKEYE STAT E 

z 5 gett Tare » public use. The d i 

TNIV one year’ es N. E. Shaw, Chairman i . : PaaS ie development of bridge- 

PUN ar aaa rece av, Chairman of the Conservation Council, Outlines Some (im cme wih ofr Neha te 
| ‘\) WW Cecciee ee es and Concrete Accomplishments velonmen ie, aun being given considera- 

pa ? 3 pa 
in 

| / i sulted the establish- erty about these lakes has been authorized, —_ ience: vhil . servation oo 

\ ! eee a patel and some preliminary surveys have shown for cotage ea, Mes . ao glee OF a tcatune bie Council pro- 

h r ain some s : E sty pee . Many lake i i F 

is [PE definite policies, that Bion Seen land suitable for recre- and natural lakes are being ee aa eee ant be supported from 

\ tes augur well for prog- Anaad sel : considered, and will be added to the  developi foe 2s ne, On ne 

\ ge ress in this great of which has Tee (ae oa oa a oe as funds are available for for te bee publi 

Lapee 9/¢z,\/| movement in Ohio. gene border ne: s ted, definite "such developments. Consideration is be- Pee ie Secs 

aoe ap The first job, under parks se ie ee be set aside as ing given to the rehabilitation of old mill a BASES UE OLS 

\ il tre Money tl chiciedyeere stig mate Ee camping and dams which offer possibilities of providing  m ack of these lake and water develop- 

oe law, = piven Vereabes Ree pe ey conven- additional fishing and water facilities for Cant a Fen etiee projects, the 

o reorganize the SS
 | SF a ae 5 hat fish must be 

re "former fish and game 
——— quoted in ever increasing quantities if 

division, and to incorporate ‘with it the 
he public is to benefit fully from these 

operation of the inland lakes and parks aA ‘f ENGR G Ane Sau SECRETARY 5 recreation possibilities. To this end it 

which the new law placed with the Divi- ih \ \ \\ Gg OF AGRIC Weyl has_reyamped the fish production system —————= 

Son ot Concern ei \\ \\ RS ips Roo fe) 4 il! of its inland hatcheries, and taken meas- ——— 

Certain bureaus were created under : . cox ee = S y fi fish So Bes and protect ete natural 

which definite and similar lines of work Z oe Vee is and oe grounds of the inland lakes 

were realigned and grouped, with a chief EZ e . W 1921. a ==) |) a reams. 

in charge of each and responsible for the Gee SS m4 Ht EE ? | " f ish production has been put in charge 

duties assigned. An outline of these ga Zee ESS ih lS Sa ‘ 2 teas of the country’s out$tanding fish 

bureaus is unnecessary here, but the ar- GU, Gi rGy—~ - m4 ey ee — cultunstsaand back of his efforts is a 

fe fe permitted the Council to f Gi o SS } My ) u : 8 one nine esearch studies 

udget its funds according to their source Be va wy eas iti » fish food, stream and lake 

and the importance of the various activi- =F; A 7 NY | 4) oes per ees aud other factors which will 

ties. This set-up need not be greatly en- Wy gf? <> ‘ y/ 2 ee as constructive policy of fish pro- 

larged in the future because the organiza- Wy SS Z \\\ i PSpeeM ey duction and distribution. 

tion is broad enough to handle new duties py, “SR, \ } “4 Lk A careful study and survey of inland 

and policies as they arise and are adopted. pete mah ee niet - peices supplemented by a survey con- 

The Council considers research and G3 see AY —_ = ¥ oy Sac ee by three of the outstanding fish 

education fundamental to the development G Ge =: a aa "in Ce sores in this: couneey Hassel iGei tie 

of a constructive conservation program SSE se SS y/ Pe a = Nie - ouneil in its new policy G2 hatchery 

and has ‘provided these facilities to guide See a a a management. As a result several of the 

its action in relation to the production, oS SY Gif} = fs aoe hatcheries are being enlarged 

preservation and protection of the wild SSP IN 1913 Hi rae ei ‘iti Possibilities of land and water 

life of the state and the conservation of [SS yo PURCHASED” 239, b cilities justified expansion. Others will 

other natural resources. Frequently it Z THE LARGE iy s ine sonnets where the facilities are 

»has found the necessity for further re- A GAME Farm 2 auua and do not justify the neces- 

search before determining definite policies. REATZ WELLINGTON. =, Saty overhead Of operations </usite Ofer 

It believes also that the best law enforce- : = WHERE FROM = ea Gecebional spassibilines ior) tende. 

ment comes through the education of all \ — 1006 TO 3 velopment of a mammoth inland hatchery 

classes to law observance Era eeraisecell \ ==, exci 0,000 ay with almost unlimited production is being 

its educational activities to this end, not \ j= ae Gina hecLco inf SS ee sob-at the present time. The 

being unmindful that police powers must ei PHEASANTS /idf = eee of a system of rearing ponds——— 

be exercised when the occasion demands. GZ, i ARE P oH Sos is ae distribution of more mature fish 

Realizing the rapidly increasing need UY BT E eOrae 43 KG a ee a in fist eae step taleen by the Coun- 

of the public for proper facilities for \ Vg ED CAH oo" eg ie Fal ib Bre Seng aa unr, 

recreation, the Council early adopted as GY he Qf Hr for Se cate - ae am operations 

a definite policy in the management of . Y a : y i DOC MeCOn.. O2 © Diea seller arts 

existing inland lakes and the eaneenon : Lz Leg tijype ‘ o ee ae and other game birds has been 

SP aoe DnES aWnienkib OF cahtient nd ‘ SZ Lies Fp 3 : Eee le by the acquisition recently 

bordering the waters of these lakes to =I \° SS G ae tae game farm in Champaign 

properly preserve their use for the advan- bs Pe Sa = — EO 

tage ot the cane 
set | —— Ce greaier benefits for his contribution to the 

At most of the state owned lakes cot- Agee LA ee gee ae june rene such re jis santa 

oe 
( eS a ae a noe rlaid with gravel, affording excel- 

has so encroached P 
SicKtes) drainage and is of sufficient area to 

ers of these poe atte co an is a lover of the out-of-doors, and is especially fond of fishi 3 frets, ea Speen Gi tops eand 

opnortunity of access to them by the gen- See ae eoiiaies acpi Wioous eulcea toed 4 sole Dakota, aswell etme: game breeder and e qo Net veer 

eral public except through the property  ,. ,,He is an expert with the fly rod, and pref h ; on the subject, 7 Be ee Dest authosity 

Slchene Siar ve Reece ty is at home afield with gun and dog, Or seeking th that sort of fishing to any other. Likewise, h subject, to be ideal for game bird 

Geis pee ive best en PY ibe taba wie nlere ee ae e per aes cee ame ace eee ee oo ikewise, he production. This farm, together with the 

. ncroachment, 1918, h as a z . vhen as head of the depart: ‘ + Telli 

and to acquire also new areas for public ingulecke shessshis ate (orepersted cai Vict at owners “som 7000 to. 10.000 ‘Eagiish Gee Pee oe a = onserelt 

recreation grounds. A compl : _ One of the things he will ta paier Ks : z s to supply amply 

to determine the boundariesoe oe SurWey” will be. the feyeloieat eae oe ee oo ra chairman of the conservation council, the state’s needs for game bird production. 

eoptons - Gparhiice eaigeliaetcie neck phen wists ee ee ane eye cra oven e Journal. (Continued on page 6.)
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PHEASANTS - 1930 

Adams 100 Logan 100 

Allen 100 f Lorain 165 

Ashland 100 Lucas 100 

Ashtabula 150 Medison 100 

Athens 60 Mehoning 100 

Auglaize 100 Marion 100 

‘Belmont 60 Medina 100 

Brown 60 Meigs 75 

Butler 100 Mercer 100 

Carroll 60 Miami 100 

Chempeign 100 Monroe 60 

Clark 150 Montgomery 100 

Clermont 75 Morgen 60 

Clinton 160 Morrow 100 

Columbiana 60 Muskingum 100 

Coshocton 100 Noble 60 

Crawford 100 Ottawa 100 

Cuyahoga 200 Penlding 100 

Darke 100 Perry 100 

Defiance 100 Pickaway 100 

Delaware 100 Pike 120 

Brie 100 Portage 100 

Fairfield 100 Preble 100 

Fayette 100 Putnam 100 

Franklin 170 Richlend 100 

Palton 100 Ross 100 

Gallia 60 Sandusky 150 

Geauga 100 Scioto 75 
Greene 100 Seneca 150 
Guernsey 100 She lby 100 

Hamilton 150 Stark 100 
Hancock 100 Sumnit 100 
Herdin 100 Traxbull 175 

Harrison 60 Tuscarawas 100 

Henry 100 Union 100 

Highlend ‘60 Ven Wert 100 
Hocking 60 Vinton 60 
Hoimes 100 Warren 150 
Huron 100 Washington 100 
Jackson 60 Wayne 100 

Jefferson 100 Williams 100 
Knox 100 Wood 150 

Lake 100 Wyandot 125 

Lawrence 75 “4465 
Licking 150 4480 

“4480 — ee pe 
Totel 8,945



PHEASANT EGGS, PHEASANTS AND HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES 

Liberated by _ 

THE OHIO DIVISION OF CONSERVATION 

Columbus, Ohio 

Ring-necked Pheasant eggs distributed to farmers and others. 

1925 7500 \ dus nate wth Alas Jurys 
1926 6800 
1927 6500 
1928 6500 vu 
1929 6500 
1930 3693 

Ring-necked Pheasants distributed. The en i 

vw 1925 8500 \ jue 
1926 11000 
1927 14050 
1928 10940 i 
1929 11005 
1930 8945 

Hungarian Partridges purchased for distribution. 

; 1927 638 
1928 2000 
1929 2000 l 
1930 2000
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yok rae Place 
October 1, 1 

Prof. b. H. Hibbard 
Department of Agricultural Heonomics 
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 

Dear Friend Hibbard: 

Thanks for sending me the information about the 
Oklahoma quail farn. 

It so happens that I received in the seme mail 
a report from F. M. Baumgartner, who is wildlife man on 
your present campus, which indicates that hardiy any of 
these game farm quail survived when released to the wild. 
The experiment is not yet finished, but you might want te 
ask Beumgartner to call on you and tell you about it. 

With best regards to yourself and Mre. Hibbard, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



; Oklahoma 
» Agricultural and Mechanical College 

a aE ey AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
A i STILLWATER 

: September 28, 1940 

Professor Aldo: Leopold 
Department of Agricultural Ee onomics 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

i Ify dear Aldo:: 

4A few days ago I was out at Blackwell Lake which you 
may have heard of and at which place they have a quail hatchery. 
It seems to be one of the largest and best in this country. 

Aocording—to-en-eccountodn our Oklahoma Times last evening I 
found a little article giving the main facts concerning these 
quails. They are still hatching them there, rather were up to 
the present time. I think the last hatch came about two 
‘Weeks ago. We happened to be out there and saw & few of the 

little birds just out of the shell. They say it is a great 
sight when there are a considereble number of trays right at 
their best in the way of the final hatching, that they pop 
Open so fast at right and left one can hardly count them. 
While we were out there only one or two came out of the shell. 
It is really a great sight, they have them of ages from one 
minute old up to somewhere around eight or 10 weeks. They are 

sent away largely through county agents and placed in many 
parts of the State, as nearly as is convenient at about eight 

weeks of age. 

We saw by the paper a brief account of the marriage 
of your older son, I dare say this is a matter of congratulations 
not only to him but to his parents. 

We are getting along moderately well down here, or I 
_may say well, Remember us kindly to Mrs, Leopold. 

Very sincerely. 

ig nv 13+) hve 
t J — 

; rn ‘ B. H. Hibbard, Professor 
SL ae ( of Agricultural Heonomics 

BHHstm 
Enclosure
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146 Pairs of Birds Produce 11,000 Young vos 
GA se 

*. * . 4 Paki gate ‘a 

Bobwhite This Year; 18,000 Eggs Laid ee 

STILLWATER, Sept, 27.—(Special.)—One hundred forty-six|} «Nous ee 

pairs of native bobwhites at the quail farm at Lake Carl Blackwell, |] (4\ 9 sm 

eight miles west of here, have been directly responsible for more Py ‘I 

than 11,000 young quail this year, 8,000 of which have been dis~- Ne P 

tributed in 20 state: counties. .2-——— eee pat of : : 

With egg production going beyond Lok 
LeDtee k ee Ee ok ae el ee ce Cann, ents we et, 
considered to be new national tec-| regarding hatchability have been ex-YM {ovat | 
ord. Bach pair has averaged 125 eg85,|centionally good at the Blackwell theese NN 
compared to about 14 laid by the aver- ‘ Te EN See SN 

quail farm. A quail is not considered eer NE 

age wild quail under natural condi-|«raiseq” until it is eight weeks NES 

tions. when it can be released. Ve 
One Quail Lays 182 Eggs oabernee Go Pe AERO 

F. M. Bumgartner, Oklahoma A.| Pay 

and M. college wildlife specialist who|* @% 
is in charge of the wildlife program] Fp, 
at the Blackwell lake, said he is “al- 

most sure” that it a new national rec-|_ H¢ 
ord for quail hatcheries. Bark 

Highest laying quail hen at the | Piest 
farm has produced 182 eggs and is| Woul) 
still laying, reported Ray Stonaker, |P@Y ‘ 
quail farm superintendent. This, too,| , TD 
is believed to be a new record, With|Singe 
the laying season not yet over, it is perio 
probable that the totals will go even| 2 $2 

higher. et ‘| 
Controlled environment and scienti- $500 | 

fic feeding have been responsible for) +), tt 
the increased production, The Black-| 17,. 
well lake projects are under the super-| i, Wo 
vision of the Oklahoma agricultural |, $75, 
experiment station. Quail raised on | 
the game farm are distributed over | 4 
the state. Frar 

First Flock Average 84 
Fach quail which is released is Fro 

panded for identification. Reports| GIE 
from hunters and farmers who kill the| ish w 
banded quail aid in a study of the| strong 
movements and survival of the birds. | portec 
Baumgartner urged persons who kill} Spani 

the banded birds to report to him | raid: 

how and where the quail was killed in| said 

order that information may be as|of A 
complete as possible. Vich 

In 1937, when the project was start-| Pl 
ed, the flock average was 84 eggs for| over 

each pair. The second year it jumped] and 
to 95 eggs a pair, nd last year the| afte) 
146 pairs exceeded 116 eggs each. of a 

Although it is natural for a large Alge 
eae ec la a Le



42k University Farm Place 
July 16, 1940 

Dr. F. u. Baumgartner 
Department of Entomology 
Oklahoma Agr. & Mech. College 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 

Dear Baumgartner: 

Since the banding manual was published we have greatly improved 
methods of feather-marking. The simplest and best way is to clip off 
a naturel feather and insert in the hollow stub, with cement, a colored 
feather which just fits. My group has also learned that celluloid bands, 
unless cemented, are almost as ephemeral as markers. DuPont cement is 
satisfactory. 

I know of no information on the survival of bobwhite other than 
Stoddard and Gerstell. Buss 1s about to publish on his survival on 
pheasants, and I will be able to send you # preliminery copy of hie 
manuscript within a week or two. I strongly advise you to absorb our 
experience before you do very much work. Our printinal difficulty was 
to organize for returns on the enlarged area which always results from 
the dispersal of the original bandings. In pheasents this area was 
invariably too large for us either to retrap or to keep track of shooting. 
In bobwhites we banded the entire Arboretum population for two winters 
and got hardly any return the following winter, evidently by reason of 
dispersion. 

Your indication of 10 per cent survival of game farm bobwhites does 
not surprise me at all. You no doubt have in mind that such a survival - 
should be measured against a similar wild banding as a control. 

We have found in pheasants that there are advantages in comparing 
the first winter's retake with the second winter's retake, rather than to 
Compare the release with the first winter's retake. The reasons for this 
will be explained in Buss's paper. 

This is simply a preliminary orientation. Please come back at me 
with anything that interests you particularly. I have talked this over 
with Hamerstrom and am sending you this reply in behalf of both of us. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold ‘ 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc Hamerstrom



Oklahoma 
Agricultural and Mechanical College 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY 

STILLWATER 

July 8, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

In connection with the study on’the survival of game farm bobwhite 

quail, I have not been satisfied with marking techniques for field identifi- 
cation. This is particularly true in the case of 7-8 weeks old young birds 
but also applies to the adult birds. In view of the fact that you have 
sponsored a program of marking birds the thought occurred to me that you 
might have recent information on improved methods. We have found colored 
celluloid leg bands fairly satisfactory until the birds "go wild" and no 
longer allow close approach. The feather markers, however, have either 
slipped loose from the attachment to a rectrices or have pulled out the 
tail feathers to which they were attached or both the feather and the 
marker have pulled out. I have followed the directions given in your 
Game Bird Banding Manual that you published. 

Can you fefer me to any unpublished data on survival of game farm 
bobwhites? I have access to Stoddard's material and also a publication 
by Gerstell on survival in Pennsylvania. You may be interested to know 
that the survival of more than 9,000 bobwhites liberated throughout Oklahoma 
has been extremely poor. A 10% survival through the first winter is an 
extremely optimistic figure in my opinion. However, our data is somewhat 
conflicting. Plantings of 400-500 birds have apparently dropped out of the 
picture in a few days, while in other cases 15 or 20% of the plantings have 
been shot during the hunting season several months after liberation. I 
have a hunch that weather conditions at the time of liberation may have a 
decided effect upon the survival of the stock. Our results certainly 
substantiate the general opinion that artificial propagation is extremely 
costly and not economically sound under normal conditions. 

Any leads which you may be able to give me relative to these two 
problems will be greatly appreciated. I trust that your research and 
teaching activities are progressing satisfactorily. 

Sincerely yours, 

F. Me Baumgartner 

Associate Professor 
a Wildlife Conservation 

ut ’ p . . 

cl a vi
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905 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

October 3, 1931 

Capt. Chas. Askins 
Ames ee t 
Oklahoma qn 

¥, De 
Dear Captain Askins: a 

The information in your letter of September 21 is 
valuable and I am very glad to have it. : 

I am unable, however, to spot on the map the locality 
which you refer to as on "Bird and Sand Creek in the Indian 
Nation." The map shows two or. three Sand Creeks in a county 
in northern Oklahoma. Will you kindly scribble on the bottom fi 
of this letter what county this locality was in? 

Your other reference to the vicinity of Fay, Okla- 
homa, I have of course located. 

Yours sincerely, / 

Odo kevpvtef 
Dear Mr. Leopold: ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey 

Bird Creek empties into the Verdicris 
River I think,and is to the east of the Usage Nation, 
East of Pahuska. Sand Creek may empty into 
Bird Creck, not sure about that. All these 
streams are in south of the Caney River,flwing south and 
eastp west of the presetn towns of Cillinsville and 
Owasso. All these are Northeast of the present city 
of fulsa,but when I hunted that country there was no 
Tulsa that + ever heard of 

Yours, Chas. Askins. 
wey 

\ DOM ASS ft Oo .
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JOHN A. MeGUIRE Mchvek Csirke a 

Ames, Okla. Sept. 21, 31. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., 
National Bank Building, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mp. Leopold: 

I note your recent letter and am sorry 
I cannot write you more definitely. You see, my studies of 
quail have mostly been incidental to shooting,while 
yours are with a definite object. 

I doubt if quaik ean be found,for a lengthened 
period,more plentiful than a bird to the acre- If they ever 
do become congested,that is probcbly temporary,due to 
scarcity of food where the birds were hatched, a Sarenine 
or temporary migration. I have found them ‘ike tha 
in a few places,but not in recent yearse Pack in 1889, 

gon tira and on Sand Creek in the Indian Nation,we found 
” quail very plentiful, usually driving one hevy of birds 

- into another on flight,occasionally getting three hevies 
ae into the air at one time. This was along the hottom and 

we é second bottoms of timber fringed ereeks. The prairies, had 
S peen partly burned off,acorns were plentiful,with pathos of 

weeds where the high water of the previous spring had 

had drowned out the grass. I'd say that on a limited rage 
the birds were as thick as a hevy to the acre- Rapin 
in this vicintiy I have had an okd mgrket shooter say 
that he took a 110 dozen birds off a quarter section, that 
was around 1904. Again at Fay, Okla..I found birds._ r 
thick ahout 1907 .——They-werein thin jack~oak timber, Fay 
along a creek which emptied into the South Yanadain ——~ a 
Rivers All that was merely tempofrary, and by 1910 the 
birds were far searcer,nothwis‘anding market hunting 
hadi eeased> 

I doubt now or that it would have heen true any 
time in the last fifteen years,if qa ever were as 
plentiful as a bird to the acre: hat would give sixteen 

; pevies of ten birts each to the quarter section. I doubt if 
there are many spots in this state where sixteen bevies 
ean be found to the square mile. If there is such a place 
the quail shooters do not know where it ise I'd he 
inclined to think that one bird to the acre would be hhe 
limit even where they were earefully oe This is 
for more than one reason,but one reason is breeding. 
Birds instinetively,through a fore-knowledge of the 

, needs of their young,do not like to he crowded,and the 
Arup males will fight if a second pair of birds encroach 
om on what one pair eonsiders their ground. They appear to



Outdoor 
life With sich i combined 

JOHN A. McGUIRE Denver, Colorado aa ny EDITOR “page 2. 

know that food being limited,either insects or grain, 
they will need it all within certain bounds for their 
own hateh. Therefore quail nests are greeny found within 
one hundred gards of one another,and theold birds would 
prefer to be a quarter of a mile apart. The same is true 
of wild duecks,a pair will take possession of a small pond, 
in Nebr- and will then fight if another pair attempts to 
use that pond as a nesting ground. Of course on large 
ponds or lakes this is not true,andI have seen 
duck nests very ¢lose together around the borders of 
large lakes- 

Last year we practically had no quail,but this year the 
few birds that reminded over from the 1980 season have 
hatehed well- In the srping ~ did not know of a quail withi 
a territory three miles square. Now there are bales seatte)h— 
ed over it,perhaps a bevy to the square mile,may two 
bevies- They cannot be killed out by hawks and coyotes 
because of the corn and the weeds--rained a rood deal 
this summer,corn was raised,and the farmers are not 
sowing so much wheat> If we could ¢get away from 
wheat we would have quail again. Another thing 
that is helping us is the depressione People who were all 
over the country shortly after the war,not minding the cost 
of ammunition,ean't afford to buy shells now at a dollar 
a box--they have to buy something to keep them alive, 
rather tha guns and ammunition. I have been in favor of a 
resident ilieccense of five dollars,whieh would have 
‘orked,but the thing is working out anyhow,hbecause the 
fellows can't buy guns and ammunition. 5 

I am inelined to think that quail spread and 
contract in range gradually. They will occupy the most 
favorable ground,and ‘hen becoming too plentiful for 
their own liking,will migrate to less favorable localities, 
doing this mostly in breeding season. If they ever 
spread beyond the limits of favorable conditions, they 
probably contract their range again. If a Tet of 
birds were left to breed,spreading widely,they might, 
in traveling back towards their original homes, be 
temporatily condensed on new grounds. That would only 
be temporary. 

Here the quail have been badly hit by wheat 
raising,also other game,as ducks,doves,chickens. 
Perhaps in this country half the quail nests are broken 
up in harvest,per>aps two thirds of thedove nests, 
either in harvest or when the ground is broken 

s immediately after harvest,and dueks have left this 
bedesper dye largely because they have no grain, "eorn and 

Rectuan twenty years °agos ‘Come again df theress SMesf9Se y can 
do for you. Yours, BP: Askins+ | “ 

J 4x ¥ Ahn
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CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION vardanelle Ark. 

HENRY P. DAVIS UEC. 20, lod. 

nerds Tie 

tir. Aldo Leen iay 
Uhemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo:= 
Complying with your request of the 15th I am nee 

herewith copy of an article which 1 wrote several months ago on the 
Uklahoma Game Refuge eres and which will appear, 1 understand, in 
the eter issue of the DuPont Magazine. this, 1 believe, will give 
you the information you seek. 

P : The oy suggestion which 1 have to make regarding the pro- 
iret is one which 1 hawe been wrking on for several months with the 
klahoma vame and iish oe et the establishment of a Ay 

system of oe control on these areas, and especially on the Harper 
ae sector. I tried to secure an experienced predator control man 

+— wor them ani started some correspondence between Van wontgomery, the. 
\b ss warden, and a man of ralmer's acquaintance. this employment fail+ 

if ed materialize, however, but the commission still plas to secure a man 
for this work; one peri es to instruct the landowers in vermin ex= 
termination. Just at the present the commission is in a rather unfort- 
unate position on account of politics, “Alfalfa bill" Murray, who won 
the gubernatorial race, made the statement that he intended to abolish 
the game am. fish commission and place this department back on the old 
basis (state warden). So the commission is just now more exercized in 
bringing pressure te bear to prevent this action than in any other one 
things dont believe the sportsmem of Ukldhoma will stand for any such 
backward move but you never can tell what a beagee when a fire-eating 
vote getter like Murray gets into action and wins the upper handle 

if this article does not give i the needed infomation please 
dont fail to ask me for more, as 1 hear from Montgomery quite frequently 
and am Keeping in touch with the situation. 

wincere ¥ i 

ae P.! DAVIS. 

Vony to Maj o CWE REO ING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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OKLAHOMA'S GAME REFUGE SYSTEM 
By Henry F. Davis 

onne 

“Every county in the state a hunter's paradise: 

In present days of expensive artificial propagation of game 

birds and a threatened cessation of the more expensive method of 

brood stock replenishment by importation of Mexican Bob White 

quail, these are words , which, while weleome, carry with them 

a large element of doubt. Yet this is the ambitious program 

confidently launched in the state of Oklehoma, land of romance 

and redskins. 

The citizens of Oklahoma make up the country's youngest 

pioneers. And the Oklahoma Game and Fish Commission, composed 

of R. M. (Bob) Jones of Muskogee, chairman; Newt R. Graham, of 

Tulsa, and Joe W. Constant, of Cherokee, with Van H. Montgomery 

as state game warden, is introducing ploneer methods among the 

states of the quail belt by having just finished the task df 

leasing, for a ten year term, 812 tracts of land as state game 

refuges. 

These areas are scattered through every county in the 

state and are listed in two classes, main end secondary. 

The main refuges, one for each of the 77 counties, contain a 

totel of 406,791 acres, the largest single sanctuary holding 

26,000 acres within its borders, The 755 secondary refuges 

range in size from 160 acres to a single section of land, and 

total approximately 400,000 acres, These are scattered through- 

out the state, the number in each county varying, accoriing to 

the character of land and the size of the county. 

Zt is the plan of the department to stock each of these 

refuges with quail and pheasants at least one time, patrol each 

section vigorously and institute a rigid system of predator _ 

control, Sinee the fall of 1926, the commission has imported : 

and released 45,000 Mexiean Bob White quail, many of these 

birds being liberated on the leased areas. In the spring of 

1930, 10,000 of these birds, which readily interbreed with the
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Most of the leases, which are all of ten years’ duration, 

are obtained from the landowmers with but a nominal cost to the 

department. In order to secure a continuous and permanent state 

game refuge system the department plans to continue the leasing 

of areas from year to year, so that as fast as leases expire the 

number will not decrease, but the protected area will only shift 

to another section. 

Near Laverne, in Harper county, State Game Warden Montgomery 

has established his first game farm “in the natural state". 

This area contains 20,000 acres and is known as the Harper 

County Game Farm. Feed patches, ranging in size from one+ 

fourth to an entire acre, are scattered throughout the refuge. 

Ample water is supplied by Beaver River, which flows through 

this section, and on whose bosom thousands of ducks find rest 

and refuge in their southern and northern migrations. The farm 

is well stocked with native quail, but a large number of Mexican 

"Bobs" have been released there this spring. Two hundred of 

these birds have been banded for purposes of scientific study. 

The areas is a native range for a number of bands of prairie 

chicken. A predator control expert is engaged in cleaning out 

the natural enemies to game, His list of victims from June 21 

to July 10, 1930, totals 15 coyotes, 18 snakes, 14 crows, 

9 skunks, 8 hawks, 6 chaparral, 5 badgers and 10 owls, At 

least 3,000 aged quail are now to be found on this area, accord- 

ing to the game-keeper's estimate, Deer ahd turkey are slso 

to be found in goodly quantities. 

The Harper County Game Farm is to be used as an experimental 

area by the department, If it is found that the practice of 

environmental control and elimination of predator danger will 

allow the rapid increase of such quantities of quail that they 

ean be trapped and shipped to other refuges without endangering the
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supply of breeding stock, the department plans to establish five 

similar farms throughout the state. 

In its pioneering plans the commission is receiving the 

wholehearted co-operation of the sportsmen of the state. During 

: the unprecedented cold wave which marked the early months of 

1930, it is conservatively estimated that more than 10 per cent 

of the total quail population of Oklahoma perished. Sportsmen 

in every section rallied to the call of the commission and 

scattered tons of grain and other feed stuff over the snow and 

ice covered fields. Led by C. Ws. Campbell, of Tulsa, past 

president of the state division, Izaak Walton League of America, 

a band of Tulsa sportsmen devoted many chilly hours braving 

the elements in an effort to save their friend, Bob White. 

Hundreds of tons of grain were placed in five and ten pound 

paper sacks, loaded in airplanes, and dropped from a height 

of approximately 500 feet over the fields of the vicinity. 

Many thousands of quail were saved from starvation in this 

mahner. 

Warden Montgomery plans to prevent the reoccurence of such 

disaster to his Wild life. He has issued instructifins to his 

field force for the construction of storm shelters and feedim 

depots throughout the state refuges in each game ranger's 

territory. He has also enlisted the aid of the sportsmen and 

farmers in the installation of such protections in areas not 

under lease to the state. The plan will not only serve to 

protect the quail in emergencies, but these feeding stations can 

be utilized as baiting stations in order to attract more quail 

to the refuges or any particular farm where there is suitable = 

and ample quail cover. 

The station is made by driving two sturdy posts in the ground 

about eight feet apart and extending about 50 inches above the 

surface. A cross pole is either nailed om lashed with wire to
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these posts about six inches from the tops. Brush, corn stalks, 

kaffir corn,maize or sorghum stalks with the heads left on, are 

then laid on the eross pole with the ends extending to the north, 

giving a southern exposure to the refuge, which should be located 

inca thicket, if possible. A single strand of wire should be 

placed around the station, if placed ina location accessible to 

stock. If kaffir com, maize or sorghum is used the heads will 

provide food, but additional feed should be scattered around and 

in the leanto at intervals, Warden Montgomery recognizes the 

danger accorded by these leantos if no predator control is : 

practised and is urging all builders to be on the sharp lookout 

for enemies of quail in the vicinity of these shelters. 

The State of Oklahoma owns a herd of 35 buffalo, which is 

thriving and increasing on the Davison ranch, a state game 

preserve in Western Oklahoma, 

This state is showing other states the way in natural quail 

propagation, and setting an example her sisters in the quail 

belt would do well to emulate,



~#SEND TO ALDO LEOPOLD, 421 Chemistry Bldg.,Univ.Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 

' COPY ee 
Major L.W.T.Waller March 6, 1930. 
from Henry Davis. 

The entire state of Oklahoma a quail farm! This is the comvre- 

hensive vrogram just being launched by the Oklahoma Game and Fish Com- 
mission and which is now taking concrete form. 

Within the past month the commission,which is composed of 
Judge Sam H.Harris,Oklahoma City,chairman; R.M.Jones,Muskogee,vice- 
chairman; and Joe W.Constant, Cherokee,secretary; has closed leases on 
approximately 800 refuges, ranging from 160 acres to 2 sections in size 
and totaling an acreage of 192,341. These refuges are dotted over the 
77 counties in the state. 

The refuges were given voluntarily by the landowners,with 

no lease fee. It is the vlan of the commission to make of each of 
these refuges a quail farm, but rearing the birds in their natural 
state and not by artificial methods. Small patches of kaffir corn and 
sorghum, along with other grains, will be placed on each sanctuary, the 
commission paying the farmers for the planting of these food-bearing 

spaces. 

In the fall of each year leantos of brush will be placed 
in the coverts and food stuff placed there at intervals. This will 
accustom the birds to coming to these places and it is thought that 
they will soon learn to congregate in these vicinities in severe weath- 
er and not be subjected to the disaster wreaked by the elements this 
past season. Water holes and covers will also be vrovided. 

The commission has not overlooked the problem of predator 
control, and is now engaged in the selection of a competent young man, 
who will be sent to some experienced instructor this summer for a full 
course in predator trapping and extermination. It will be the duty 
of this man to instruct the sanctuary owners in the art of vredator j 
control and to also assist the 29 state game rangers in patrolling these 
areas for vermin. 

I met with the commission Monday of this week, and they are 
depending on us to get them off on the right foot. They want advice 
as to the prover place to send their vredator control man for instruc- 
tion and I suggested the government travvers, several of whom are over- 
ating in Oklahoma. As these tranvers, I understand, are vaying most 
of their attention to ridding the state of wolves, lions, coyotes,etc. 
the commission desires to send their man to some one who has had ex- 

qn tensive experience in exterminating smaller vermin. I then sugzested 
Georse Hebden Corsan, but could only give them his address in care of 

' Forest and Stream Magazine. Can you give me his correct address? And 
can you give me any other information as to the proper place for this 
man to be sent? I have suggested that they write the Biological Survey 
for pamphlets on vermin and vredator control. 

Chairman Harris is now endeavoring to seéure an opinion from 
the attorney general to the effect that trapping of vredators can be 
practised in these refuges the year round, without regard to the seasons 
on fur bearing animals.
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It is not planned to attempt to place this entire project in 
operation this year, but to concentrate activities on a tract of 
12,000 acres in Harver county. A coveyycheck of this area was made 
last week, and avvroximately 2,000 quail have survived on this refuge. 
To this amount 250 more have been added by the state and the vlan of 
food-planting, predator control, leanto coverts,etce. will begin at 
once on this sanctuary. If the plan is successful on this sanctuary 
the entire program will be placed in effect in 1931. 

Sportsmen of the state are free in estimating that from 5 to 
50% of the entire quail population of the state verished in one month | 
this year during the unprecedented cold weather. Like everywhere else 
in matters of this nature, their opinions differ widely. The commission \ 
estimates that 10% of the quail ponulation did verish from colé and j 
hunger, and last week finished planting 10,000 Mexican birds in various | 
sections of the state. More than 600 of these birds were placed on the \ 
three field trial srounds, Vinita, Claremore and Oklahoma City. oJ 

I told the commission of our field trial quail demonstration 
proposal, and of Stoddard's decision that, while Vinita is the logical 
place for such a vroject, he would not like to undertake the work of 
a demonstration before a year's study had been made of conditions on 
these grounds. I suggested that this was an excellent ovvortunity for 
the commission to test the refuge phan in a place where the most Ok- 
lahoma sportsmen would see it in operation, and that such a refuge 
would be of great benefit to the sportsmen as well as providing the 
commission with a considerable amount of favorable vublicity. They 
fell in with the idea readily and are taking the matter up with Dr. 
F.M.Adams. Dr. Adams, I feel sure, will cooperate fully and will 
be successful in blocking up a goodly acreage in that area as a state 
game refuge. The signs we saw there last November (State Game Refuce) 
are old and the state has no lease on any of this acreage. So it may 
be that we will zet a field trial demonstration startéd at Vinita yet. 
The Harper county and Vinita projects are the only ones the commission 
intends inaugurating this season, but may extend the plan. 

Van H.Montgomery, state game warden, is a close personal friend 
of mine, and one of long standing as I have known him in field trial 
activities. He is anxious for me to make a trip over the state with 
him in organization work, which will probably be done at a later date. 

The commission is anxious for aid and advice and welcomed my 
visit enthusiastically. 

If you would care for an article on this vroject for the maga- 
zine or for the news service I can probably secure some photographs 
and elaborate upon the scheme. It is by far the most extensive sanc- 
tuary scheme yet proposed by any of the states within my territory.



Outdoor Life 
OUTDOOR & RECREATION 

1824 MORTIS SRREET 

JOHN A. McGUIRE epic ae aca Capt. CHAS. ASKINS 

Ames, Okla. Noy* 12%, 24. 

Mre Aldo Leopold; 
Game Surveys . 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison; Wis- 

Dear Sir: 

I have your letter concerning the boy and have 

just written to Mr F. Ce Pooler, District Forester, 
Albuquerque, Ne Mex* Than you very. muche 

e I have also your twenty five questions about 
{ ; gamee Naturally I will give you what help I can, 

which may be limited. 

/ I can tell you some things however,and when 
{ the time comes will do the best I cane Conditions here 
j in the west are probably difference from those in the 

3 | ast where they tell me ducks are about as plent!ful 
© | a8 evers 

So The bag limit has been reduced in %klahoma to 
d 10 birds a day,and the same limit on quail-e We have 

only three shooting days a week,becinnine Noy. 20,5 
> on quail- The seasons limit on quail is I helive 
3 50 birds,but such limits never canbe enforeced- 

Ducks are now burnt out as soon as they come in here 

"by the numbers of shooting men, which T est!mate 
have increased about ten fold since the war: 

Turkeys are now to be found only 
yy in the southeast section of the state, chickens in 
NY a county or two bordering on Texas Panhandle-e Neither 
S has an open season,but are shot- Der have reappared in 
& here and we are having a dickens of a time to keep 

them from all being shot by men who are comine in 
here for that purposes State game dept is not 
functioning very well- 

I'd estimate the ducks as not over one bird 
in a hundred that used to come in here,and the quail 
have decreased about one half,in the past fifteen 
years- Even rabbits are becomine scarce and 
squirrels. The farmers are packing shotruns now, 
and the drummers usually have a 410 in their cars by 
taking bunnhes of qual along the road- Many farms are 
genes to what there used to be,and that is the only i 
ope for the quail--somebody not permitting their shootin~. 

before you get into the state we will take all this up: 
Yours, Chas- Askinse 

: \ 
MEMBER OF THE AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS \ > Moa Goon
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421 Chemistry Building’ Ss o4 

November 9, 192%. 

Capt. Charles Ackins, 
Ames, Oklahoma. 

Dear Mr. Askins} 

I am glad to hear from you again and I remember very well 
our previous correspondence about a forest service position for 
your boy. I am glad that he has made up his mind to take forestry. 
My suggestion would be that as a means tovard summer work, which will } 
fill his entire vacation season, he make application right now to 
District Forester, F. C. W. Pooler at Albuquerque or Allen &. Pack 
at Denver, referring them to Mr. Hornby of the Flathead National 
Forest for a rating of his work. Should there be any opportunity 
for him to call on these men in person, it would, of course, hel? 

_ & great deal, You, of course, have a much stronger case now than 

you had when we first corresponded about this because you have a 
forest service man as reference. Even so, the way to clinch this 

. kind of a thing is to appear in person. 

. If you bump into any snags that I can help you around, 
be sure and call on me. 

When I get around to Oklahoma I shall lean heavily on 
you for advice on local game conditions. You might be interested 
in the enclosed "25 Questions" which are a rather popular statement 
of the kind of dope I am after. With kindest regards, 

: Yours sincerely, \ 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. A 

Enclosure: 25 Questions.



Outdoor Life 
OUTDOOR @& RECREATION — 

1824 CURTIS STREET 

JOHN A. McGUIRE DENVER, Coro. Capt. CHAS. ASKINS 

Ames, Okla+ Nove 5/28. 

Mr Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
madison, Wise 

JVear Mr Leopold: 

I wrote Mr McGuire for your a@dress: He says 
that you are no longer in the Forestry ept* but I 

think you will know a cood deal about it at that: 

I wrote you a couple of years aro about a 
job with the Forestry “ervice for my son> Since then he 
had worked two¥ years in Montana under Mr Hornhy of 
the Flathead National Forest- 4e likes the work and has 
made good at every job on which he has been placed,and 
can go back there when he gets ready or when work 
opens in the Spirng- However, he has found that the 
forestrry season in Montana is very short,and for this 
reason would like to transfer to some forest farther 
South,in Arizona or New Mexico. This would sive him, 

perhaps, a longer season in which to work,and the 
€xpense of running out and back would be less. 

If you will write to Mr- Hornby, Supervisor, 
you will find that his recort is rood> He is 21 
years old,finished hirh school, one year in colleres 
and expects to attend a Forestry school and to graduate in 
Forestyy, making that his profession- He would attend 
school between seasons-spreferably,if that is possible, 
in the state in which he is employed- 

: I'll be under obligation for what you may be 
able to do for him, or even for cood advice- 

Hope you like your new job and are enjoyinres 
life- 

Yours, 
Chas* Askins- 
Ames; Okla+ 

ety ae 
~~ /\AKA MAAAK) 
i \ 

MEMBER OF THE AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
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Fish & Game Little Rock, Arkansas 

Wichita November 22, 1925. 

MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRICT FORESTER KELLY or 

fhe following notes ere the result of our trip on 

the Wichita, November 18 - 21, 1925: 

(A) Kinds of Public Service which the Wighits can render. 
These are now recognized ond being developed. 

Preservation of wild life species. 
Preduction of surplus for stock and other purposes 
Public reereation 
Public education (in the sense of seeing wild life) 

Not yet recognized or developed: 

Public education (in the sense of studying and ap- 
; preciating wild life in a virgin 

envirbnmat ). 
Research in life histories end ery 

: — and demonstrations in wild life mamge- 

men 
Artistic and historicsl studies and demonstrations. 

(B)Priorities. Because of the emall size of the Forest 
and the absence of other mountain areas, there is some danger 

of developing recreation at the expense of other services. 

It seems to me thet the best insurame agsinst 
this is to develop these other services. 

While it may be too early to set down priorities 
in detail, it seems clear thet recreational developments 
such as hotels, ecttages, refreshment stands, and practic- 
oy all other uses involving buildings or protracted 
individual tenure of any sort, siould remain entirely ex- 
cluded. 

(C) Public Bnesti on, is the broader sense, is being 
underteken on some o Netioral Parks in the form of 
instructors or "Nature Guides”, and in the form of museims 
to facilitete end interpret field observations. These 

guides and museums are merely the physical manifestations 
of a growing conviction that the parks ere primarily edu- 

cational institutions rather then merely pleasure grounds. 
The Natiormal Forests nee@ a similar shift of emphasis, and 

on no Nationel Forest is this more clearly calle@ for 
then on the Wichita.



The Wichita will eventually need beth instruc- 
tors and a museum, but these should be merely the physical 
menifestations of s change in our whole ides ef vecreation. 
The ueture of this chsnge is hard to define on paper. Tt 
means that we will measure our recreationsl service not so 
much in numbers of people that visit the Forest, as in 
kinds of experienees offered them on the Forest. It means, 
especially on the Wichita, a clearer recognition that the 
Forest is a national property. ‘The localized use, while 
losing nothing in importance, must not wholly determine 
the pattern of our revreational plens. 

This short meme. cannot hope to develop the de- 
teiled applications of the recommended change, but the fol- 
dowing suggestions my illustrete some of them: 

(1) The edueetional value of the game ao be in- 
creased by having "wild* herds of antelope and buffalo, in 
addition to those in smller pestures. This might also 
help solve some of the present antelope troubles. 

(2) I would advise nine through highweys and even the 
needless extension of stub reads. I would rather see the 
eventual establishment of a horse livery service then an 
extensive network of motor reais. We must remember that the 
public ean see #11 the animels we heve in any good zoo, but 
to see them in their netureal environment they must come to 
pleees like the Wichita. Motor roads tend te take the 
flavor out of thet environment. 

(D) Research in Life Histories & on logy. ‘It is amaze 
ing how e owe a bow € e@ ries of game. 

About the rele of wild life in the ecology of the 
forest, we know even less. Yet we cannot manage either game, 
forest, or forage without mich knowledge. 

The Wichita obviously presents exceptional oppor- 
tunities for suc studies, end can contrimte enormously 
valuable facts to ee eee memagement, ani science 
in general if these oppo ities are utilized. 

The proposed ecological studies need not, in fact 
cannot, be confined to game. They must cover the flora 
and fauna as a whole, as well ss all the factors affecting 
them, such as fire amd grazing. 

«is



To facilitate ecological studies, the introduction 

of exotics should be carefully avoided, except insofar as 
may be necessary to cultivate exotic food plants for the 
game management studies suggested in the next caption. 

For the seme reason it is importent to avoid the 
extermination of predators, but there is no danger of this 
as yet. 

A superficial examination of the files revealed 
no past thought or activity on this kind of research, ex~ 
cept with respect to the parasitic and other diseases of 

geme animels and a few of the elementary facts of life 
history such as longevity, rate of reprodustion, gestation, 
and duration of reprodustive power. 

fhe Biological Survey issues a leaflet (now out 
of print) listing points fr the study of life histories 
of geme enimals. ‘This would be a good base to start from 
in outlining life history studies for the Wichita. 

In addition, I am attaching the incomplete out- 
lines for antelope, turkey, blacktsil deer, and mountain 
sheep which I an a fer a proposed book on game mine ge- 
ment in the Southwest.” These are personal property and it 
is requested that pending publication of the book, they be 
used only within the Forest Service for Service purposes. 

I am also attaching a private mimeograph "In- 
formation needed about Southwestern Game", which may sug- 
gest some points on life histories. 

fo illustrate whet remins to be found out about 
life histories and management of American game species, I 
would suggest the library acquire "Das Kotwild" by S. Von : 

Recsfeld, published by Verlage Buchhandlung, Peul Parey, 

Berlin, 1899. This is in Germen, but even the illustrations 
are an “eye-opener”. 

As to an outline of ecological studies, I am not 

competent to mke detailed suggestions because of unfamili- 
arity with the region. Some examples of the role of game 
in forest ecology sre given in Clapp's report, now in prepar- 
ation, on American Forest Research, and Adams' "Ecological 
Conditions in National Forests and Barks" issued by the 

Te 

*"Southwestern Game Fields" by Leopold, Pettit, end Ligon. . 
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Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment Station. 

fhe question of funis, agencies, and orgenization 

for research are discussed later. 

(2) Renesas and Hig eter in uenagenent. What I 
mean here Gan Go nV! en example. 

One of the most potent ideas in American Geme 
Menegement is the plenting of geme foods and cover plants 

as en eid to the productivity of game ranges end to the 
attractiveness of refuges. Outside of Pennsylvania and 6 ©«. 

few duck clubs, however, the idea has not been tried out. 
A reliable technique obviously depends on actual try-outs, 
and publie edueation by demonstrations is infinitely easier » 

: and quicker than by exhortation. 

The Wichita presents at least three splendid 
chances for applying this idea, namely: 

1) Restoring Prairie Chickens by planting grain patches 
2) Restoring quail by planting grain patches 

. 3) Imereasing value of the forest as a duck and goose 
Serene w Planting water plents and grain. 

Goldmen and Riley have urged the first two and 
Shenklin the third. I heartily endorse all of them I 
agree with Shanklin that grain patches will also help 
spread and hold the turkey and deer. 

The advice of Machtee of the Biclogieal Survey 
should govern in the matter of water plants for ducks 
= eae Goose decoys may be necessary to get the geese 
s ° 

The Supervisor's existing demonstration in smil 
bird feeding and housing is admirable. 

: In addition te or management demonstrationg, I 

suggest denonstretion plots in range management, erosion 
control, and fire control, as well as an arboretum and a 
naturel gerden of native herbs, shrubs and grasses such es 
Dr. Waugh establimed at Grand Canyon. 

There are infinite possibilities in these things. 
Every well reed American, for instance, has heard of buffalo 
grass, bat how few aoa oo weed it on sight! Fewer still 
are those who know the intensely eo facts about 
its place in range ecology, past end present. All these 
things can ge made the guhjoat of visuel instruction on the 
Wichita. 

aha



(F) Artistie end Historical Studies & Denonstration 

Oppertuities for such wrk as Frederic Remington's 
will soon disappear unless perpetuated on areas like the 
Wichite. 

The artistie activity in and adjacent to the 
Santa Fe and Carson Netionel Forests establishes beyond a 
doubt what valuable services National Forests ean render 
in this field. 

I think Mr. Barne's proposal to perpetuate a 
small herd of originel longhorned cattle on the Wichita 
is excellent, and should be carried out. 

5 In cooperation with the amy authorities at 
For,Sill, there is certainly also an opportunity to help 
teach and perpetuate the rich historical associations of 
the Wichita region. : 

(G) Facilities for Research & Bducation. The need for 
a museum and an instructional service has already been 
pointed out. 

Research in life histories will be badly and 
needlessly hendiecapped without the use of bands ani tags 
for oe individuel animals and birds, and the 
necéssery traps and records to use then. The Biological 
Survey can furnish both the needed equipment end instruc- 
tion in its use. ; 

The a ismdly deficient. We can hardly 
hope to maintain a library adequate for research, but the 
present one is not even adequate for administration. Slow 
growth is best. I would be glad to contrite suggestions, 
if reminied from time to time. Does the Supervisor get 
game periodicals? 

I was struck by the absence of atias folios or 
some other permenent device for cumuletive records of game 
stock, forest plans, and observations on life histories. 
The outlines mentioned under (D) will suggest some Atlas 
eaptions. The actual inauguration of an Atlas System should 
not be too complex. It should err toward simplicity. 

(H) Funds, Agencies end Opgenisation. The program indi- 
cated in S memo. W a 8 en lled men. 

a Bx



We should get away from the idea that these are 
obtainable only from Congress. The Supervisor has el- 
ready proven this in his recreational development. 
Sez wx" @ 

The following lists are offered: 

Possible Sources of Funds Possible Sources of Skilled Men 

Congress Biological Survey 
Izeac Walton ae Leeal Stete Universi ty 

State, Nation : Roosevelt Wild Life Exp't. Sta- 
State Conservation Department tion 
Perm. Wild Life Prot. Fund American Geological Sci ety 
Americen Bison Society Carnegie Institute 
Cernegie Institute Bureau Animal Industry 
American Game Protection Ase'n.Brench of Research, U.S.F.S. 
National Audubon Society Bureau of Plent Industry 

Various Endowments 4 Founda- 
tions 

Antelope Conference (a joint 
commi ttee) 

B.P.O.- Elks 

It is only fair to here record the feet that task 
of financing the work needed on the Wichita, and getting 
the necessery skilled personnel, is enormously handicapped 
by the animosities (as distinguished from normal and necessary 
disagreements) existing among practically all of the national 
leaders in the field of game conservation. I record this 
— to plead, in the event that this memo. should ever be 
read by any conservationist outside the Forest Service, that 
so valuable a nmetional property as the Wichita be not made to 
saffer on this account. 

The suestion of enlising the cooperation and support 
of outside agemcies for en enlarged program such as here in@i- 
eated cannot be covered in this memo., tut I believe that most 

: or all of the needed help ani guidance can be obteined in time. 

I enclose eopies of this meme. andi enclosures for 
Supervisor Shanklin end the Forester's office. 

Alde Leopold 

Associate Director : 
Forest Projucts Laboratory . 

im bo
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Fish & Game pul Little Heek, Arke neas 
Wiehite Gdn November 22, 1925. 

MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRICT FORESTER KELLY 

The following notes ere the result of our trip on 
the Wichita, November 18 - 21, 1925: 

(A) SS the “ighite een render. 
These are now re g developed. 

Preservation of wild life species. 
Production of surplus for stock end other purposes 
Public recrestion 
Public educstion (in the sonse of seeing wild life) 

Ret yet recognized cr developed: 

Public e@ucatien (in the sense of etudylag and ap- 
prosisting wild life ins virgin 
envirénaat). 

Research in life histories and ve. 
—— and demonstrations in wild life aa mge- 

men 
Artistic end historical studies end demonstrations. 

(B)zxioxi ties. Because of the smell size of the Forest 
en the nee other mountain areas, there is some danger 
of developing recrestion at the expense of other services. 

It seems te me thet the best insurane ageinst 
this is to develop these other services. . 

While it “7 be teo early to set down priorities 
in detail, it seems clear thet recrestionel developments 
sueh as hotels, cottages, refreshment stenis, and preetic- 
ally all other uses involving buildings or protreeted 
individuel tenure of any sort, diould remein entirely ex- 
eluded. 

(¢) Public Biusstion, in the broader sense, is being 
andertaken on scue 6 Vatiomwl Parks in the form of 
instructors or "Nature Guides", and in the form of museims 
te fecilitate end interpret field observations. These 
guides sud museums are merely the physicel menifestations 
of a growing convietion that the parke are primarily edu- ~ 
estioneal institutions rether then merely pleasure grounds. 
The National Forests need o similer shift of emphasis, snd 
on no Naticnel Forest is this more clearly celled for 
then on the Vidhita.



The Wichita will eran y Sees both instruc- 
tors ond © museum, tut these should merely the physieal 
menifestetions of » change in cur whole ides of recreation. 
The nature of thischenge is hard to define on papers It 
means that we will measure our recrestions1 service not so 
tach in mumbers of people thet visit the Forest, es in 
kinés of experiences offered them on the Ferect. It means, 
especisily on the Wichita, a clearer recognition thet the 
Forest ie a naticnsl property. The lecelized use, while 
lesing — in impertanee, must not wholly determine 
the pattern our reoreationel plens. 

This short memo. cannot hope to develop the de- 
telled epplications of the recommended chenge, but the fol- 
lowing suggestions my illustrate some ef them: 

(1) The e@ucationsl value of the game might be in- 
creased +s "wild" herds cf antelope end baffelo, in 
addition those in amller pestures. This might slee 
help solve some of the present antelope troubles. 

(2) I would advise ounhnas through highways and even the 
needless extension of stub reads. I[ would retmr eee the 
eventual establishment of a horse livery service then en 
extensive network of motor readie. We muet remember that the 
yon ean see 811 the enimls we heve in any good zoo, but 

gee them in theixy netwral environment they munt some to 
pe like the Yichita. Motor roads tend to take the 

ayor out of thet environment. 

(BD) Reserxol. An Life Fistorten & seclogy. It is amaze 
ing how 8 nown & e e ries of game. 

About the role of wild life in the ecology of the 
forest, we know even leer. Yet we eannct manage either game, 
forest, or forage without such knowledge. 

The Wichita obviously presents exceptional oppor~ 
tunities for such studies, snd eau contrimte encrmously 
valuable facts to agents LM menageuent, and science 
in generel if these eppo ties are utilized. 

The propesel esolegienl studies need not, in fact 
gennot, be eonfinel te geme. They must cover the florsz 
eni faune ss s whole, as well ss all the feoters affeeting 
them, such as fire and grazing. 
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To facilitate ecological studies, the introduction 
of exotics should be carefully avoided, except insofar es 
may be necessary to cultivate exotic food plents for the 
game management studies suggested in the next caption. 

For the same reason it is importent to aveid the 
extermination of predators, but there is no danger of this 
as yet. 

A reeset exemination of the files revealed 
ne past thought or sctivity on thie kind of research, ex- 
cept with respect to the parasitic and other diseases of 
geme enimels and a few of the elementary fects of life 
history such as longevity, rate of reproduction, gestation, 
and duration of reproduetive power. 

The Biological Survey issues a leaflet (now out 
of print) listing = tbr the study of life histories 
of geme enimals. is would be a good base to start from 
in outlining life history studies for the Wichite. 

In sddition, I aa Fe tere the incomplete out- 
lines for entelope, turkey, blacktail deer, and mountain 
sheep which I am using for a proposed book on geme mune ge- 
ment in the Southwent?* These are eet property end it 
is requested thet a on of the book, they be 
used only within the Forest Service for Service purposes. 

Iam alse attaching a privete mimeogreph "In- 
formation needed about Southwestern Game", which may sug- 
gest some pointe on life histories. 

fo illustrate whet remins te be founi out about 
life histories and menegement of American game species, I 
would suggest the Library acquire "Das Rotwild" by S. Von | 
Recsfeld, published by Verlags Buchhandlung, Peul Perey, 
Berlin, 1899. This is in Germen, but even the illustrations 
are en “eye-opener”. 

As to an outlim of ecologies] studies, I am not 
competent to mke detailed suggestions beemuse of unfemili- 
arity with the region. Some examples of the role of game 
in forest esology sre given in Clapp's report, now in prepar- 
ation, on Amricen Forest Reseerc:, and Adams' "Eeologicel 
Conditions in National Forests end Perks" issued by the 

eqasnsininsineeiamentciiiiemiaatbaiaitnniniiensiteasinatiiceeieemmaneetcaiaascnmniaeetsaiaamnantieasidianenancsamecmamtsiette 

*"Southwestern Game Pielads" by Leopold, Pettit, and Ligon. 
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Reosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment Station. 

The qestion of funis, agencies, and organisetion 
for resesareh are discussed later. 

(B) a tretions in mente What I 
mean here eo an « 

One of the most potent ideas in American Ceme 
Menagement ie the plenting of geme feods snd cover plants 
ee en 014 te the an = oe ye = > the 
attractivenees of refuges. Outside of Penneylvaniea and & oo: 
few duck clubs, however, the idea hae not been tried out. 
A velieble technique obviously —— en setual try-cuts, 
and publie ee ons is infinitely easier.» 
and quicker then by rtation. 

The Wiehitea presente at leest three splendid 
eheneee for applying this idea, nemely: 

1) Restoring Preirie Chickens by plenting grain patches 
2) Restoring quail by planting grain patches 
3) Increasing value of the forest as a duck and goose 

wares wr plenting water plents end grain. 

Goldmen and Riley heve urged the first two end 
Shanklin the third. I heartily endorse all of them I 
agree with Shanklin that grain patches ill also help 
spread end hold the turkey end deer. 

fhe edviee of MacAtee of the Biological Survey ; 
should govern in the matter of water plants for ducks 

ok ee Goose decoys may be necessary to get the geese 
s * 

The Supervisor's ae Se in smell 
bird feeding snd housing is admireble,. 

In addition te o managenent denonstrationg, I 
wane denonstretion plote in range menagesent, erosion 
control, and fire control, as well es en arboretum and a 
neturel gerden ef native herbs, shrubs and grasses euch as 
Dr. Weugh establimed at Grand Canyon. 

There are infinite possibilities in these Winges 
Every well resd American, for instance, has heard of 9° 
grease, bat how few reeoginize it on sight! Fewer still 
ere thore whe know the ae erenoe facts about 
ite place in range ecology, pest end pre « All these 
things can ge made the cehlest of visuel instruction on’ the 
Wiehite. 

- “a coe



(F) Artistic end Historical Studies & Demonstration 

Opportunities for such work as Frederic Remington's 
will soon disappear unless perpetuated on areas like the 
Wichita. 

the artistie netivity in end adjecent to the 
Sante Fe end Carson National Forests establishes beyond a 
doubt whet valueble services Netionel Forests ean render 
in thie field. 

I think Mr, Berne's proposel te perpetuate a 
mneall herd of originel longhorned cattle on the Vichte 
is excellent, end should be carried out. 

In cooperation with the amy authorities at 
For; Sill, there is certainly elseo an opportunity te help 
teach and perpetuate the rich historical assceistions of 
the Wichita region. 

(6) Eeoliities for poseerae & Musetions The need for 
a@ museum an ructionel service has already been 
pointed out. 

Researeh in life histories will be badly and 
needle hendileapped without the use of bands end tags 
for identifying individuel animels end birds, end the 
neeéscary traps enfii records te use theme The Biological 
ay een furnish both the needed equipment end instruc- 
tion ite use. 

The library ee Sees We oan hardly 
hope to maintein a librery edecuate for research, but the 
present one is not even adequate for administration. Slow 
growth is best. I would be glad to contrimte suggestions, 
if remimied from time te time. Does the Supervisor get 
game periodicels? 

I was struck by the absenee of atlas folios or 
some other permenent device for cumuletive records of game 
stock, forest plans, and observetions on life histories, 
The outlines mentioned under (D) will suggest some Atlas 
captions. The sctual inauguretion of an Atlas System should 
not be teo complex. It should err towerd simplicity. 

(HR) Funds. Lgondl es end Organisation. The program infi- 
eated in S memo. Ww s en lied men. 

ae 5 - a



We should get awey from the idea that these are 
obteim ble only from Gongrese. The Supervisor has al- 
rendy proven this in his reerestionsl development. 
¥ Ft e or D> 

The following lists are offered:. 

Possi ble Sources of Funds Possible Sources of Skilled Men 

Congress Biological Survey 
Igane Velten See Local Stete Universi ty 

State, Natiom Roosevelt Wild Life Exp't. Sta- 
State Conservation Department tion 
Perm. Wild Life Prot. Fund American Eeological Soi ety 
Ameri¢en Bison Society Carnegie Institute 
Carnegie Institute Bureau Animal Industry 
American Geme Protection Ass'n. Branch of Researeh UyS.FeSe 
National Audubon Seciety Bureau of Plant inius try 
Various Endowments 4 Founde- 

tions 
Antelope Conference (a joint 

ecommi ttee) 
‘B.P.0. Elks 

It is only fair to here record the fect thet tesk 
of finéncing the work needed on the Wichita, and getting 
the necessery skilled personnel, is enormously handicapped 
by the enimosities (as distinguished fron normel end necessary 
atsegreements) existing among practically #11 of the netionel 
leaéers in the field of game conservation. I record this 

simply to plead, in the event thet this memo. should ever be 
y any conservationist outeide the Forest Service, that 

#0 veluable a mational property as the Wichita be not made to 
gaffer on thie account. : 

The ouestion of enlising the cooperation and support 
ef outside agencies for en enlarged ~~ gueh es here inti- 
ented cannot be covered in this memo., % I believe thet most 
or ell ef the needed help ani guidence can be obte ined in time. 

I enclose copies of this memo. ani enclosures for 
Supervisor Shenklin end the Forester's office. 

Bldo leonold 

Associate Director 
Forest Proiucts laboratory 
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G-Fish & Game Wichita quad (Oke, 

Memorandum for files. 

Maj. Robt. A. Lewis Bxecutive Officer at Ft. Sill reports 

seeing young Bob-iwhite Quail on the Military reservation 

aijoing the forest on May 15. Quail were small and only a 

few days old. 

S. M. Shanklin 
Cache, Okla. Forest Supervisor 

June 8, 1926



Extract from "The Game Birds of California" Ode 
by 

Grinnell - Bryant - Storer 

(Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds, page 35.) 

"Oklahoma planted thousands of English Pheasants, and between 1910 and 1913 
distributed 20,000 pheasant eggs to persons who pledged themselves to hatch, 
rear, and liberate the birds when mature. In spite of this endeavor few, 
if any, pheasants are now to be found in Oklahoma. In practically all cases 
promising reports were received during the first year after planting; but 
with the second year reports were less encouraging, and by the third year 

the birds had disappegred. "



) TRANSPLANTING PRAIRIE CHICKENS IN OKLAHOMA (jy Wo. 

Information has been received from Oklahoma concerning the methods ¥ 
adopted by the Game Commission of that state in transplanting prairie chick- 
ens from well-stocked areas to other sections of the state. These operations 
appear to be quite successful. 

“i 
"The trapping operations are carried on in the western part M5430 

of the state, known as the "Chinary ccuntry," due to the profuse ‘ 
growth of chinary bushes. Square-tail chickens are plentiful in 
this area and are on the increase. 

A crew of three to four men, using light automobiles, drive 
over this prairie country during the mcnth of August and in the 
heat of the day. When an old hen and her brood are sighted, the 

signal is given and a ccmmen fish hoop net with wings extending 
from each side (wings about thirty feet lcng and five feet high) 
is set and the hen and her brood are driven into the net. The pro— 
cess is slow, the driver must be careful not to crowd tco close, 
but the method has proven a success. If the weather is cool or 
rainy, operations are abandoned as the chickens will fly. Ona 
hot day a covey of chickens has been driven as far as half a mile. 

This experiment has been carried on for the past four years 
and more than 500 chickens have been removed from western to 
northeastern Oklahoma. Under close observation, it has been found 
that the transplanted chickens have shown a nice increase. Van 

Montgomery, state game warden plans to band next season." 

L. W. T. WALLER, JR. 

DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION.



a-un, were une is always In close touch and com- 
munion with ith Nature’s God. cut 

“~ ‘ 

H ERS DO NOT KNOW THEIR GAME oN Ww | 
__ ™% 

Returns from questionnaires sent recently by me 
Oklahoma Game and Fish Department to 1,000 quai! 
hunters for suggestions on what to do to increase \ 
the number of quail, indicated chiefly that the aver- \ 
age hunter still has little knowledge of wild-life 
needs, according to Henry P. Davis, a field repre- 
sentative of the American Game Association. 

Of 404 hunters replying, 372 urged restocking the 
state with quail reared in captivity or brought in 
from outside as the most important requirement. | 
Mr. Davis pointed out that in the past six years 
more than ene Mexican birds have been imported 

5 and releas m Oklahoma with negligible results. 
He said the birds failed to thrive mainly because 
the areas in which they were liberated lacked suf- 
ficient natural food and cover. Wild-life scientists 
are claiming today that similar failures in other 
states have been due to the creatures’ inability to 
survive in surroundings that have been depleted by 
modern farming methods, over-grazing and other 
practices. 

. Only forty-one hunters suggested that sportsmen | 
encourage landowners to change this condition in | 
Oklahoma by compensating them for the privilege 
of hunting on well-stocked land, although one hun- 
dred and twenty-eight suggested a closed season of 
from one to five years. Only thirty-five recognized 
the need for systematic Winter feeding under pres- | 
ent conditions. 

Mr. Davis is representing the American Game As- 
sociation in a cooperative effort being made in Okla- | 
homa by the State Game Department, the U. S. Bio- 
logical Survey, the Oklahoma Quail Propagating 
Association and by the national group to reestablish 
the quail in that state after its serious depletion 
by blizzards in 1929-1930. 

Four hundred of the Oklahoma sportsmen reported 
seeing a total of 793 prowling house cats, considered 
a chief enemy of game birds, during the past hunt- 
ing season. They killed 523 of these. 

fn 
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10 American GAME 

OKLAHOMA’S QUAIL PROGRAM a Oo I 

KLAHOMA is the pioneer state. ze Walton League of America. Forest Tay- 

O In commercial pursuits, finance, By Henry P. Davis lor, one of the founders of the Oklahoma 

agriculture, and the development American Game Field Representative division of the Izaak Walton League and 
of her natural resources the citizens of its first state secretary, is second vice- 
the youngest commonwealth of the Union _ birds, are in course of preparation by the _ president, while Gus Payne, nationally fa- 
are carrying through the traditions of her state department. mous trapshooter and sportsman, is sec- 

earliest settlers. They are staunch be- Evidence of an intense interest in this retary. Ray O. Weems, former state game 

lievers in the adage “Nothing ventured, program was manifested at the Associa- and fish warden and now treasurer of the 

nothing gained.” tion’s first banquet held at Oklahoma City, state, is treasurer of the organization. On 

And now the recently formed Oklahoma January 25, when more than 200 sports- the advisory committee are to be found 

Quail Propagating Association, in cooper- men from every section of the state gath- such prominent names as H. V. Foster 
ation with the state game and fish com- and Frank Phillips of Bartlesville, Frank 

mission, has launched a most ambitious a Rush of Craterville Park, Earl Elliott of 

program which may go a long way toward as Miami, John T. Bailey of Albion, Harold 
aiding Mister Bob White to regain his _ M. Balch and Ben C. Curtis of Tulsa, 

lost foothold in the fields and covers of aN J Cecil S. Proctor and Jewell Hicks of Okla- 
the state. Two thousand sportsmen, each t] ti = homa City. The membership to date in- 
contributing $5 to be spent exclusively in iP Dee Se. cludes a number of out-of-state sports- 
the propagation of quail, is the goal set Va MEP TS > men and one citizen of Brazil. 
by Dr. A. C. Hirshfield, of Oklahoma City, Of Shas ee O That the field trial contingent of the 
president of the Association, and his asso- WE YS ree state is anxious to aid the program is 

ciates. ASIS tapes ‘ manifested by the announcement of Cecil 

The plan of the Association is unique “F A =~ a _.__ S. Proctor, who turned over to the Associa- 
and is most likely the first venture of its A My § Sx.) \ 4 tion a check for $150 from the funds of 
kind into the realms of quail increase ac- PN I Mit i fi Ake % the Oklahoma City Field Trial Association. 
tivities. The funds of the organization hs | as MSL aaa ' = Mr. Proctor, who is president of the Asso- 

will be used to equip Oklahoma’s first s ‘ lia e = 4 ‘ Se eee ciated Amateur Field Trial Clubs of Amer- 

central quail hatchery. Already a lease 1 eas i é ee ica, also pledged that organization to con- 

has been signed which gives to the Asso- , 1 Pee, 517" : iis me tribute $200 to the cause. 

ciation control of 125 acres at Darlington, : But the state game and fish department 
a short distance from the city limits of "TBE last heath hen on earth, believed is not confining its activities to artificial 

the capital of the state. The area to be __ ' have been dead, as it had not been propagation promotion alone. The com- : OF : Seen for ine months. has sgam been ee : : aa aen 
used is the former site of an Indian school, sighted near the traditional booming field ™SS!0 composed of George W. Hines, 

now owned by the state, and efforts will of the last heath hen tribe on Martha’s Chairman, R. M.. “Bob” Jones and William 

be made to secure the enactment of legis- Vineyard Island, Massachusetts, accord- Leighton, with Ben E. Mobley, warden, 
lation transferring this property to the ert ore from ae aed oO. we has entered the cooperative quail increase 

sate game and feh commiseion, Anam, <iglttaloget of Bowdein College, Maney demonstration plan sponsored by the Bi 
ber of buildings in excellent repair are on cee of Biological Survey in collaboration 

the tract and its location makes it emi- ered to pay tribute to bobwhite and ee Een veal Association. 

nently fitted for the purpose planned. pledge their support in his restoration. u ene epson i chars the go 

The state department agrees to secure The principal address on this occasion Parumene BS acy eee combination 

the necessary brood stock and operate the was delivered by a member of the field ua Sooo ered management 

hatchery under the plan outlined by the — service staff of the American Game Asso- Project on the mammoth Davison ranch in 
Association. M. S. McMurtrey, state su- ciation. northwestern Oklahoma. This ach cons 

perintendent of propagation, will be in More than 100 applications for breed- “!St!78 of 115 secrets, offers ideal condi- 
charge, and native brood stock will be ing stock for backyard activities are on Hons, for the scientific study of these two 

used. Increase from the hatchery will be file with the department and this number SPECIES of game birds and it is hoped 

given to interested sportsmen, not more is expected to be doubled by the time the that, ne the three-year PIOCEram of the 

than three pairs to the man, who will con- state is ready to begin its program. In PEOJECL simple methods to bring about 

duct backyard breeding activities and who Ter that these interested sportsmen may the enere ase of these species under natural 

will sign an agreement to release their in- "°t be delayed in their attempts to in- par ae wall be exolved: which will De 

crease in covers throughout the state crease the supply of quail in Oklahoma, a ee ee ute ae Sac 

where sufficient food, cover and predator the state has arranged co rine pimehabe of a et a cnbie Tange Sunulas 

control have been provided. Members of adult quail in ample quantities to meet Project Aas been es by He Be 
: i ; this demand. The department has agreed Foster, one of Oklahoma’s most promient 

the Siate bee ranery force willl be in- to furnish as many as 200 sportsmen with sportsmen, on his 3,000-acre game pre- 
structed in the art of quail rearing. It up to three pairs each for use during the serve at Bartlesville, and which has been 

will be part of their duties to make 4 coming breeding season. included in the cooperative plan. Van 
monthly check on the efforts of the indi- Prominent sportsmen from every sec- H. Montgomery, former state game war- 

vidual pone en and render every assist- tion of the state form the personnel of the den, is in charge and his findings will be 
ance possible to the backyard breeding Qklahoma Quail Propagating Association. available to the general public. 

program. Each breeder is required to py. A. C. Hirshfield, the president, has for When the finances of the state department 

make a regular report to thevdepartment, years been an ardent worker for game would not permit an elaborate program 
outlining the methods in use and the status restoration in the Sooner state. The first for the restoration of quail, the sportsmen 
of his venture. Quail rearing pamphlets, vice-president is John C. Catlett, wealthy are taking matters in their own hands and 

giving detailed information as to equip- oil operator of Tulsa, and a vice-president are launching a pioneer yenture which 

ment, feeding programs and care of the of the Oklahoma division of the Izaak will be watched with national interest.
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QUAIL Foop stubY °/’*: 
Baltimore, Md.—Lois G. Bird and R. D. Bird of 

the Zodlogical Laboratory of the University of 

» Oklahoma, have given us a very valuable contribu- 

é we” tion on the subject of Winter quail food. They 

ty" Se the cause of studying the Winter food of 

Z Qs pirds is due to the fact that food is scarcest at this 

x a} season and it is the critical time of food gathering. 

\ ther report is based on the examination of the 

5\ crops of 185 Bob White taken in nineteen counties 

\ Ve in Oklahoma during the month of December, 1929. 

\/" The examination showed that the proportions of the 

ait food taken were: 
nw Weed seeds, 50.8 per cent; tree and shrub seeds, 

ih } 11.9 per cent; grain, 35.1 per cent; insects and 

snails, 1.5 per cent; miscellaneous vegetable matter, 

.7 per cent, i 

Vegetable matter comprised 98.5 per cent of the 

food, half of which consisted of weed seeds, such as 

ragweed, sunflower, smartweed, pigweed, beggar 

ticks, tick trefoil and thistle. A total of fifty-three 

different kinds of wild seeds were eaten. 

The grain taken by Bob White is usually from 

stubble fields after harvest: corn, kaffir corn, milo 

maize, wheat, barley and red top cane. Tree and 

shrub seeds included acorns, sumac, chittimwood 
berries, sweet gum and sassafras. 

In the Winter, the insect population, naturally, is 

low, which accounts for the small percentage of 
animal food taken. However, they found in the 

crops of these birds, grasshoppers which are very 

destructive to all grain crops and pastures, and leaf 

hoppers which suck the juices of many plants. 

Chinch bugs were also found. Pupe of the moth 
family “Noctuide,” in which family are included 

many injurious cutworms, were also found in the 

stomachs. Cucumber beetle, flea beetles and a 

weevil were among the destructive beetles found. 

Small snails were eaten in small quantities and were 

found in the stomachs from birds gathered from all 

sections of the state, which shows this is a general 
food eaten and is not confined to a few local indi- 
viduals. 

With this information, we cannot see why every 

agriculturist of the entire continent should not be- 

come interested in furnishing food and cover for 

one of our most beneficial birds, the Bob White 

quail, which beyond a question of a doubt renders 

valuable service daily in helping farmers produce 

crops. E. Lee Le Compre.



Oklahoma 

‘ Cross Reference 

See article "Learning How to Produce Game Birds on the Davison Ranch" 

by Verne E, Davison. Wational Waltonian, November, 1934. Filed in 

Prairie Chicken folder.
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Cash from your Game = 

Sale of hunting rights has helped cc hl 

; : a le 
this Oklahoma farmer coe 

By Russell Adams ek ee 

LMOST any sportsman will agree with J. N. Darling, release runs (for re- || i Og Ah 

Chief of the U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey, when he leasing pheasants,) (is - 

says: ‘The days of the free open game ranges are gone. comprised the con- 7 § 4. lit. 

The time has come when game will have to be raised at a profit struction required to 7 pe ee 

by the owners of land and paid for by the sportsmen, or there put the proposition 7 9 == . 

won’t be any to speak of. The job of supplying game for the over. However, on 7 

hunter from now on is a business.” account of the dis- _ 

Last year the genial manager of El Trio Game Farms leased tance from the city, Ugeeummuumuusuuiulit
 Vill U 

and stocked a block of acreage along the sandy shores of an several sportsmen re- The sportsman can get a _good 

Oklahoma river and made a pleasing profit from shooting rights gretted that shacks or bag at El Trio—if he’s a good shot 

sold during the past hunting season. His experience proves cabins were not avail- 

conclusively that sportsmen are perfectly willing to pay for the able so that they could 

privilege of hunting on grounds where game exists, even though spend week-ends on the shooting grounds in more comfort than 

many of them had to drive some 70 miles to get there! afforded by a tent. 
The pheasants for the preserve are raised at the home plant 

Charges are Reasonable of El Trio, which occupies a 50-acre tract near Oklahoma City. 
Aside from the necessity of keeping them confined in wire netting 

ees a list of El Trio charges for the season just ended: holding pens the cost of raising pheasants is no greater than is F 

Duck shooting—$1 a day. Live decoys furnished for the cost of raising guineas or chickens. The pheasant is the one 

25 cents each per day. bird which refuses to become domesticated and is ever alert 

Squirrel shooting—$1 a day—rabbits free. for a chance to escape. Mr. Henricks says the total cost of 

Pheasant shooting—$100 for a permit entitling the owner to raising a pheasant to maturity is one dollar, and that they are 

a total bag of 25 birds for the season; $180 for a season limit more easily raised than are quail or grouse. 

of 50 birds. Pheasants are hatched by bantams. 

Quail shooting—$10 per day. Hatching nests are scooped out 

This fee, however, allows the hunter 2 of the earth and lined with dried 

to shoot one pheasant and five quail, 3 EL TRIO GAME FARMS, INC. grass or softstraw. The incubation 

or the legal bag of ten quail. 2 OKLAHOMA City, OKLA. period for Ring-necks is 23 days; 

Mr. Henricks, the manager, al- g SHOOTING PERMIT CARD Goldens, 25 days. 

lows the trapping of skunk, civet, = ee
 " 

*possum and badger in season in & | THis Certifies THAT A Real Opportunity for 

exchange for the patrol services of Eu ieee ee eee ae ae te ea Pro fit 

the trapper. He pays $2.50 each z 

for coyote or wolf pelts and allows Fae eee eae ee ea M®. HENRICKS says: “Of all 

the hunter to keep the scalp, on 8 | AND Is ENTITLED TO A BAG LIMIT OF ________ BIRDS. attempts to raise game birds 

which a bounty is paid by the = EL TRIO GAME FARMS, INc. here at El Trio greater success has 

county. 3 been had with Ring-neck pheasants 

He personally pays a bounty of 3s |No. Go te than with any other. It is my belief 

five cents each for crows, hawks and i that the Ring-neck has no superior 

owls shot on the preserve. as anallround game bird. Itis utter 

During the season of 1934-35, foolishness to hunt him without a 

despite the depression, 73 pheasant hunters, 89 duck hunters, dog because his ability to hide himself in the scantiest cover is 

52 quail hunters and 36 fellows who wanted to try their skill marvelous. The pheasant can stand sudden changes of tempera- 

on squirrels patronized this preserve. In all, 352 pheasants were ture with less discomfort than any bird I know of. In the 

shot; 33 were killed by hawks, owls or vermin, and about 100 language of the day, he is no softie—he can take it.” 

birds escaped and are at large on the preserve. Don’t forget that a man may be so poor he can not pay the 

Three guides and handlers were employed, and five trappers minister for marrying him, or the grocer for the food which 

furnished free patrol service in exchange for trapping rights. keeps him alive, or the doctor who held him back from the grave, 

Each permit holder was furnished a combination identification but he’s never too poor to buy a hunting license and spend a 

and bag limit card, to discourage poaching. Permit holders day or a week shooting. Who is in better position to take ad- 

were permitted to bring guests whose kill, of course, was charged vantage of this situation than the farmer who has idle land on 

against the host’s card. which there is game cover? Raising game birds is no longer 

Ten duck blinds were located along the river; a holding pen the difficult task it used to be. The details of hatching and 

for pheasants, another small one for live decoys, and three brooding are all very well worked out. 

y a cs ‘for hunters ; ~~ iz — | 

2 —— Ne rae Ducks, quail, pheasants— | MM i (es ely 
: ee ' ' shoot what you will at TAG ee : san Pree oF
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O K [ \ I | OM A » S The department plans to stock each 
refuge with quail and pheasants at 
least once, to patrol each section vig- 

G [ \ vf | R | F [ G | S orously and to institute a rigid system 
of predator control. Since the fall of 

A systematic program of development is under way to restore 1926, the commission has imported 
wild life resources on more than 800,000 acres and released 45,000 Mexican bob- 

white quail, many of them being 

By HENRY P. DAVIS liberated on the leased areas. In the 
spring of 1930, ten thousand of these 

Ee county inthestateahunter’s pioneer methods among the states of _ birds, which readily interbreed with 
paradise! the quail belt by having just finished native stock, were placed on a num- 

In these days of expensive artificial the task of leasing, for a ten-year ber of these sanctuaries. 
propagation of game birds and with term, 812 tracts of land as state game Most of the leases, all of ten years’ 

athreatened embargo onimportations _ refuges. duration, are obtained from the land- 
of Mexican bobwhite quail, these Theseareas,scatteredthroughevery owners at a nominal cost. In order to 
words listen well, but they carry county in the state, are listed in two - secure a continuous and permanent 
with them a large element of doubt. classes, main and secondary. The state game refuge system, the depart- 
Yet this is the ambitious program main refuges—one for each of the ment plans to continue the leasing of 
confidently launched in Oklahoma, 77counties—containatotalof 406,791 areas from year to year, so that as 
land of romance and redskins. acres, the largest single sanctuary fast as leases expire the number will 

The citizens of this state make up embracing 26,000 acres. The 735 mot decrease, but the protected area 
the country’s youngest pioneers. And secondary refuges range in size from _ will only shift to another section. 
the Oklahoma Game and Fish Com- 160 acres to a single section of land, Near Laverne, State Game Warden 
mission, composed of R. M. (Bob) andtotal approximately 400,o00acres. Montgomery has established his first 
Jones of Muskogee, chairman; Newt These are well distributed in each game farm ‘‘in the natural state.”’ 
R. Graham and Joe W: Constant of county, their number varying accord- This area contains 20,000 acres and is 
Tulsa, with Van H. Montgomery as_ ing to the character of land and the known as the Harper County Game 
state game warden, is introducing size of the county. Farm. Feed patches, ranging in size 
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from one-fourth to an entire acre, are 
scattered throughout the refuge. Am- Ny sritucR aoe 
ple water is supplied by Beaver River, state game warden m 

on whose bosom thousands of ducks of Oklahoma 
find rest and refuge in their southern y 
and northern migrations. The farm is Re 
well stocked with native quail, but total quail population of Oklahoma ~~ 
a large number of Mexican “‘bobs’’ perished. Sportsmen in every section Cs 7 a 
have been released there this spring. rallied to the call of the commission a 
Two hundred of these birds have been and scattered tons of grain and other 7” 
banded for purposes ofscientificstudy. feed stuff over the snow- and ice- . a 
This area, too,is a native range for a covered fields. Led by C. W. Campbell a 
number of bands of prairie chicken. of Tulsa, past-president of the state ’ f 

Apredatorcontrolexpertisengaged division, Izaak Walton League of 
in cleaning out the natural enemies of America, a band of Tulsa sportsmen 
game. His list of victims from June devoted many chilly hours braving 
21 to July 10, 1930, totals fifteen the elements in an effort to save their sturdy posts in the ground about 

coyotes, eighteen snakes, fourteen friend, bobwhite. Hundreds of tons eight feet apart and extending about 

crows, nine skunks, eight hawks, six of grain were placed in five- and ten- thirty inches above the surface. A 

chaparral (road runners), five badg- pound paper sacks, loaded in air- Cross pole is either nailed or lashed 

ers and ten owls. At least 3,000 aged planes and dropped from a height of with wire to these posts about six 
quail are now to be found on this approximately 500 feet over the fields inches from the tops. Brush, corn- 
area, according to the gamekeeper's of the vicinity. Many thousands of _ stalks, Kaffir-corn, maize or sorghum- 
estimate. Deer and turkey are also quail were saved from starvation in stalks, with the heads left on, are 
to be found in goodly numbers. this manner. then laid on the cross pole with the 

This farm is to be used as an Warden Montgomery plans to pre- ends extending to the north, giving 

experimental area. If it is found that vent the recurrence of such distress to 4 southern exposure to the refuge, 

the practice of environmental control wild life, and he has instructed his which should be located in a thicket, 
and elimination of predators will field force to construct storm shelters if possible. A single strand of wire 

allow the rapid increase of quail in and feeding depots throughout the should be placed around the station, 
suchnumbers that theycanbe trapped state refuges in each game ranger’s if its location is accessible to stock. 
and shipped to other refuges without territory. He has also enlisted the aid If Kaffir-corn, maize or sorghum be 
endangering the supply of breeding of sportsmen and farmers in the used, the heads will provide food, 
stock, the department plans to estab- installation of such protections in but additional feed should be scat- 
lish five similar farms throughout areas not under lease to thestate. Not tered around and in the lean-to at 
the state. only will these shelters protect the intervals. Warden Montgomery recog- 

In its pioneering plans the com- quail in emergencies, but they can be izes the dangers game will face if no 
mission is receiving whole-hearted utilized as baiting stations to attract predator control is practised and is 
codperation of the sportsmen. During more quail to the refuges or to any utging all builders to be on the sharp 
the unprecedented cold wave last particular farm where there is suit- lookout for enemies of quail in the 
winter it is conservatively estimated able and ample quail cover. vicinity of these shelters. 

that more than ten per cent of the _A station is made by driving two _ Oklahoma owns a herd of thirty- 
five buffaloes, now thriving and in- 
creasing on the Davison ranch, a 
state game preserve. In establishing 
game refuges this state is opening the 
way to natural quail propagation 
and is setting an example that her 

i sister states in the quail belt would 
s do well to emulate. 
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O K [ \ | | O N | \ 2 S The department plans to stock each 
refuge with quail and pheasants at 
least once, to patrol each section vig- 

G [ \ I | R | F [ ( 7 | S orously and to institute arigid system 
of predator control. Since the fall of 

A systematic program of development is under way to restore 1926, the commission has imported 

wild life resources on more than 800,000 acres and released 45,000 Mexican bob- 
white quail, many of them being 

By HENRY P. DAVIS liberated on the leased areas. In the 
spring of 1930, ten thousand of these 

Pi: county inthestateahunter’s pioneer methods among the states of birds, which readily interbreed with 

paradise! the quail belt by having just finished native stock, were placed on a num- 
In these days of expensive artificial the task of leasing, for a ten-year ber of these sanctuaries. 

propagation of game birds and with term, 812 tracts of land as state game Most of the leases, all of ten years’ 
athreatenedembargoonimportations _ refuges. duration, are obtained from the land- 
of Mexican bobwhite quail, these Theseareas,scatteredthroughevery owners at a nominal cost. In order to 

words listen well, but they carry county in the state, are listed in two secure a continuous and permanent 
with them a large element of doubt. classes, main and secondary. The state game refuge system, the depart- 

Yet this is the ambitious program main refuges—one for each of the ment plans to continue the leasing of 
confidently launched in Oklahoma, 77counties—containatotalof 406,791 areas from year to year, so that as 
land of romance and redskins. acres, the largest single sanctuary fast as leases expire the number will 

The citizens of this state make up embracing 26,000 acres. The 735 not decrease, but the protected area 
the country’s youngest pioneers. And secondary refuges range in size from _ will only shift to another section. 
the Oklahoma Game and Fish Com-__ 160 acres to a single section of land, Near Laverne, State Game Warden 
mission, composed of R. M. (Bob) and total approximately 400,cooacres. Montgomery has established his first 
Jones of Muskogee, chairman; Newt These are well distributed in each game farm ‘‘in the natural state.”’ 

R. Graham and Joe W. Constant of county, their number varying accord- This area contains 20,000 acres and is 

Tulsa, with Van H. Montgomery as ing to the character of land and the known as the Harper County Game 
state game warden, is introducing size of the county. Farm. Feed patches, ranging in size 
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from one-fourth to an entire acre, are 
scattered throughout the refuge. Am- Raa ieesae a 
ple water is supplied by Beaver River, aiatetaaneawarcen : 
on whose bosom thousands of ducks of Oklahoma — 
find rest and refuge in their southern b, 
and northern migrations. The farm is yi 

well stocked with native quail, but total quail population of Oklahoma ee - 
a large number of Mexican ‘“‘bobs’’ perished. Sportsmen in every section id TOR: “4 

have been released there this spring. rallied to the call of the commission ? 
Two hundred of these birds have been and scattered tons of grain and other , yw 
banded for purposes ofscientificstudy. feed stuff over the snow- and ice- — * 4 
This area, too, is a native range fora covered fields. Led by C. W. Campbell oY 
number of bands of prairie chicken. of Tulsa, past-president of the state 

Apredatorcontrolexpertisengaged division, Izaak Walton League of 
in cleaning out the natural enemies of America, a band of Tulsa sportsmen ‘ 
game. His list of victims from June devoted many chilly hours braving : 
21 to July 10, 1930, totals fifteen the elements in an effort to save their sturdy posts in the ground about 

coyotes, eighteen snakes, fourteen friend, bobwhite. Hundreds of tons eight feet apart and extending about 
crows, nine skunks, eight hawks, six of grain were placed in five- and ten- thirty inches above the surface. A 
chaparral (road runners), five badg- pound paper sacks, loaded in air- Ctoss pole is either nailed or lashed 
ers and ten owls. At least 3,000 aged planes and dropped from a height of with wire to these posts about six 
quail are now to be found on this approximately 500 feet over the fields inches from the tops. Brush, corn- 
area, according to the gamekeeper’s of the vicinity. Many thousands of stalks, Kaffir-corn, maize or sorghum- 
estimate. Deer and turkey are also quail were saved from starvation in stalks, with the heads left on, are 
to be found in goodly numbers. this manner. then laid on the cross pole with the 

This farm is to be used as an Warden Montgomery plans to pre- ends extending to the north, giving. 
experimental area. If it is found that vent the recurrence of such distress to 4 southern exposure to the refuge, 

the practice of environmental control wild life, and he has instructed his which should be located in a thicket, 
and elimination of predators will field force to construct storm shelters if possible. A single strand of wire 

allow the rapid increase of quail in and feeding depots throughout the should be placed around the station, 
such numbers that theycanbetrapped state refuges in each game ranger’s _ if its location is accessible to stock. 
and shipped to other refuges without territory. He has also enlisted the aid _ If Kaffir-corn, maize or sorghum be 
endangering the supply of breeding of sportsmen and farmers in the used, the heads will provide food, 
stock, the department plans to estab- installation of such protections in but additional feed should be scat- 
lish five similar farms throughout areas not under lease to the state. Not tered around and inthe lean-to at 
the state. only will these shelters protect the intervals. Warden Montgomery recog- 

In its pioneering plans the com- quail in emergencies, but they can be _nizes the dangers game will face if no 
mission is receiving whole-hearted utilized as baiting stations to attract predator control is practised and is 
co6peration of the sportsmen. During more quail to the refuges or to any urging all builders to be on the sharp 

the unprecedented cold wave last particular farm where there is suit- lookout for enemies of quail in the 
winter it is conservatively estimated able and ample quail cover. vicinity of these shelters. 
that more than ten per cent of the A station is made by driving two Oklahoma owns a herd of thirty- 

five buffaloes, now thriving and in- 
creasing on the Davison ranch, a 
state game preserve. In establishing 
game refuges this state is opening the 
way to natural quail propagation 
and is setting an example that her 
sister states in the quail belt would 

, do well to emulate. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

DIRECTOR MADISON WISCONSIN 

AND REFER TO 

R - PL 
INFORMATION February 15, 1941 

Inguiries 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
102 01d Entomology Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

In the "Monthly Weather Review" for May 1937 there 
is an article by Dr. F. P. Keen of the Bureau of Entomology 
on growth of ponderosa pine in eastern Oregon with which 
you may be familiar. 

This article shows that from 1917 to 1935 the rate 
of growth has been below normal. This is the longest and 
most severe period of slow growth in those trees for 
nearly 7 centuries. The deficiency in rainfall during most 
of thet period accounts for much of the slow growth but 
according to recent correspondence with Dr, Keen not for 
all of it. He advances the interesting hypothesis that 
since forest fires have been kept out other vegetation has 
come in to such an extent as to rob the trees of some of 
the soil moisture that they otherwise would have had if 
periodic fires had kept down the vegetation, 

I enclose a copy of part of his letter of January 351 
thinking that you may be interested. He says the subject is 
still controversial and therefore he does not wish to be 
quoted until more data are available. 

Very 7 Aa. 

ARTHUR KOEHLER, 
Chief, Division of Silvicultural Relations. 

Enclosure



Oran 

42h University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management Hovenber 26, 1938 

Mr. W. J. Smith 
$21 Pacific Building 
Portland, Oregon 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

The men who have had “technical training" in the 
strict sense of the word have, as a rule, not had time for five 
years experience, nor time to demonstrate executive capacity. 

Some older men with forestry training, or zoology 
training, are old enough to meet your specification. I am not 
in a position to say just who are the best ones available. Just 
eg en exemple I think of Arthur Clark, now with Missouri, formerly 
with Connecticut. 

As a rule, the state commissions have kicked their tech- 
nical men around so badly that good men tend to avoid state 
positions. This is unfortunate, but a fact. Moreover, some tech- 
nical men picked as state executives on their "diplomas" alone have 
been conspicuous failures. 

This is a tangled subject. I might help you in an hourts 
talk, but I can't do mch in a letter. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management
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W. J. SMITH, C. L. U., Generau AGENT 
821 PACIFIC BUILDING 

PORTLAND, OREGON 

November 21, 1938 

Prof. A. S. Leopold 
Dept. of Agricultural Economics 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

At our third annual meeting of the Oregon Wildlife Federation 
to be held in Corvallis, December 1 and 2, I plan to present and 
discuss a proposed constitutional amendment. This proposed amend- 
ment provides, among other things, for a Conservation Director 
having technical training and at least five years' experience in 
game management. He would be required to have, in addition, the 

executive ability to organize the several departments under his 

supervision such as (a) Game Management, (b) Fish Management, 
(c) Lew Enforcement, and (d) Education, and to initiate a com- 
prehensive program for conservation in Oregon. 

I have given this plan rather wide publicity for the sake of 
constructive criticism. Some of the criticism received is that 
the requirements for the Conservation Director are too all inclus- 
ive and that difficulty would be experienced in filling the posi- 

tion. In order to answer this criticism, will you kindly give me, 
in time for the meeting mentioned above, the names and addresses 
of those who you think could qualify for the position of Conserv- 
ation Director as briefly sketched herein? 

Your cooperation and early handling of this matter will be 

greatly appreciated. 

Yours truly, 

(oe Eskew 

Ofégon Wildlife Federation 

HHS: JP
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DON’T SAY IT—WRITE IT 

MEMORANDUM 

To_ALDO LEOPOLD Dates 8 Seer we 

From_2ARL A. FRY Yakima, Wash., 
November 8-1933 

REMARKS: 

As I remember it, a couple ofyears ago I forwarded you a copy of the report 
made by the Oregon Agricultural College on the stomach contnts of pheasants 
in that state. 

This was the only report (copy) that the Oregon Commission had and now they 
have discovered that it is not in their files. 

Do you recall receiving this report and did you return it to me. e may 
have sent it to Major Waller but do not have any way of checking up én same 
where 1 am now. 

Kindly advise me relative to ths as I want to see that it is returned. 

The elk seasons in Ore@n and Washington aroused some discussion this fall 

but nothing very serious. Kindest a



New Soils Building 
November 23, 1933 

My. Earl Pry 
Hoge Building 
Seattle, Washington 

Dear Barl: 

I remember very clearly your sending me the report on 
"The China Pheasant in Oregon." I have no letter in wy files 
trangmitting it back to you or to the College, mt I do have a 
letter signed by D. 6. Mote of the College dated September 6, 1932, 
sending me a print of Plate 4 of the report, which indicates that 
the manuscript must by that time have been back in his possession. 
My recollection is that I returned the manuscript to yo rather 
than to the College, although I am not sure about thie point. 

Unlegs the College had another copy Dr. Mote must have 
had the mamuseript in his possession last fall. 

Let me know if I can be of any help to you in locating 
it. 

With best regards, — 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh



OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND EXPERIMENT STATION 

CORVALLIS 

Septenber 6, 1932 

Aldo Leopold 

905 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter of June 22 relative to Plate 4, Fig. 1, 
showing the seasonal sequence of classes of food in pheasant 

stomachs received sometime ago. 

Only recently has it been possible for me to locate 
the plate to which you referred, and I have had a print made 
for you. I am sorry the original drawing is not available. 
I hope this plate is not too late for use in your text on 

geme Management, and ask that, if you use it, due credit be 
given. 

We expect to have the wrk on the china pheasant in Oregon 
published in one of the technical journals, and will be glad 
to send you areprint, if you so desire. 

Very truly yours, 

DEPARTVENT OF ENTOMOLOGY 

DiC Mei. 
D. C. Mote, Entomologist 

DGI:VS 
enc.



Sept. 23, 1932 

Prof. D. C. Mote 

Department of Entomology 
Oregon State Agric. College 
Corvallis, Oregon 

Dear Professor Motes: 

: Thank you for sending re the glossy print from "The 

China Pheasant in Oregon.“ 

I am delighted to hear that there is a prospect of 

getting this into print, and I will umch appreciate receiving a 

reprint when it is available. ' 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD



nl 
E.l.buU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION December 1, 1933. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., 
National Bank Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold:-— 

On February 3, 1931, Major Waller sent 
you a Chinese Pheasant Report, which Earl Fry had obtained 
from the State of Oregon. As this was the only copy avail- 
able, Mr. Fry at that time requested that it be returned to 
him promptly. 

We are now in receipt of a memorandum from 
Mr. Fry stating that the Oregon Commission has written him 
regarding return of the report. 

Will you please give us whatever informa- 
tion you can as to what became of the report after it was 
forwarded to you. 

Yours truly, 

So ; Z Oe teas 

(T. E. Doremus) 
TED/c



New Soils Building 
December 6, 1933 

Mr. T. B. Dorems 
Sporting Powder Division 
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 
Wilmington, Delaware ; ; 

Dear Mr. Doremas: Pied 

I had already written Warl Fry that I had in 
my file a letter dated September 6, 1932, from D. C. Mote, 
Department of Entomology, Corvallis, Oregon, showing that 
the report was in his possession at that time. At least 
he loaned me at that time Plate 4, Figure 1, for copying 
in my book. i 

; This was nearly 4 year after Major Waller sent 
me the report, so I am inclined to think it was actually 
returned. : , 

Yours sincerely, ‘ 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh



Soils Bldg. 
XEXXXXXXXXXXXXK 

Jan. 5, 1933 

Mr. Jno. D. Guthrie 
U. S. Forest Service 
Post Office Building 
Portland, Oregon 

Dear John: 

fom Gill refers to my "¥ild Followers of the Forest" (American 
Forestry, September, 1923, Vol. 29, No. 357). On p. 568 I say: 

"In recent years there has been a growing realization of the fact that 
even fish are adversely affected by forest fires. The Bureau of 
Pisheries cites the case of Slippery Brook, a trittary of the Saco River 
in New Hampshire, where in 1900 a severe fire was followed by a rain. 
After this rain many dead fish were geen in the brook, presumably killed 
by the alkaline ashes washed into the water. Fires must certainly upset 
the delicate balance of chemical, thermal, an? biological conditions 
on which the productivity of our lakes and streams is dependent. 

"It has been suggested that fires may occasionally kill fish by the 
direct and immediate heating of waters. But there seems no basis for 

believing that even the worst fires ever boiled any waters in this 
country. A survivor of the terrible fires in the Northwest in 1918 
states that the temperature of creeks was raised "several degrees" only. 
He ought to know, because he stayed in one while the fire passed him." 

I have no further lmowledze, or any first-hand information. 
Possibly Carl Hubbs of the University of Michigan (c/o Museum, Ann 
Arbor) has some, or knows where to ask for it. He is the outstanding 

figure on ecology and management of game fish. 

I had no chance to get to the S$ F. meeting. No job for a year, 
and a mere dribbling of consulting work. Plenty busy, of course, but 

nobody to pay for most of it. 

I've been thinking of you and wish we could get together. I have 
a bid to give the “John Wesley Powell Lecture” to the S. W. Division 
of the A.A.A.S. on May 2 at Las Cruces, but the “honorarium" will barely 

pay travel, so I can't extend the trip further west. 

Yours as ever, 

AL/vh tarts
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE { 

FOREST SERVICE 

NORTH PACIFIC DISTRICT 

ADDRESS REPLY TO ote ecg Post OFFICE BUILDING 

DISTRICT FORESTER i: PORTLAND, OREG. 

tere © Rewog ors December 21, 1932 
PR 
Ed. Material 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

In the book "Forests and Mankind" by Pack and Gill, 
a statement appears (pe171) that, "after the flames have 
finished their destructive work. . . rain falls and washes 
into stream and lake tons and tons of alkali ashes. From 
the slightly acid content, normal to good trout streams, 
the waters are changed to alkaline. Fish cannot endure 
this fundamental change and as a result die by thousands." 

Tom Gill said he got the facts for this statement 
from your writings. It is a powerful argument to use with 
sportsmen for forest fire prevention. It would be more 
effective if we had some of the supporting facts or studies 
leading up to this conclusion. Can you give me any further 
data or references in the mtter? I should very much appreciate 
it. Always, with best wishes, 

Very sincerely yours, 

: « D. GUTHRIE 
Assistant Regional Forester



Sept. 29, 1931 

Mr. John i. Olin 
Western Cartridse Company 

Bast Alton, Tllinois 

Dear Mr. Olint ; 

I am returning the Oregon Wild Life Program which you loaned me. 

This document indicates to me that the minds of the Oregon 
Commission are rumning in the right direction, but for the moment there 
is a confusion in what they mean by game survey. ‘The questionaires, as 
well as the interpolated policy, show that they conceave of a survey as 
a sort of anmeal crop reporting, rather than as a complete and rounded 
out appraisal of long-time trends with a view to formlating a policy for 
the control of such trends. 

It does not matter, of course, what names we attach to ideas 
as long as we have the ideas. Their proposed system of crop reporting 
is a valuable and worthwhile move in itself, provided they have a skilled 
man who can compile and interpret the questionaires when they come in. 

W. B. Grange tried the questionaire system in Wisconsin and 

found that it did not worl at all until his observers had been educated 
by contacting with them personally in the field. After this was done, 
however, mich valuable information was obtained by questionaires. 

You may recall that Mr. Palmer tried the questionaire system 
in the Carolinas last year mt without any particular field work to educate 
his observers or to check his results. I was told the other day that the 
system had to be abantoned. 

I notice that Oregon has one or two men from the Forest Service 
ani the Biological Survey who are backing their move. If they can spare 
enough time for it, this will be a big asset. My guess is, however, that 
the fundamental need is for a trained full-time man. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



" 

: August Slst, 1931 i 

Mr. H. L. Moreland, Chief Clerk Our File: 
Oregon State Game Commission, Game 
616 Oregon Building, 
Portland, Oregon. 

Dear Mr. Moreland: 

Proposed Oregon Survey 
by Mr. Leopold 

Acknowledging yours of the 25th: 

While we note that you do not intend 
to ask for the services of Mr. Leopold in the proposed 
Oregon Survey, we are very glad to learn that your 

‘Commission has already started work on same, and we 
are writing to wish you all possible suecess in the 
undertaking. 

in the meantime, however, I am sure 
that should occasion arise, the Institute and Mr. Leopold 
will be glad to aid you in any possible way. 

Sincerely yours, 

Qcvan ey 
CSC :HB Secretary 

Copies to Messrs. E.G -@eIeBs , " PR i uepnis? c “ Henning, LoW.T. Waller,



Copies to Messrs. E. Cc. Dill, 
Cc. I. B. Henning 
be: We Bs ween 
Aldo Leopold. 

August 25th, 1931 ; 

Mr. Je Me Olin, Chairnian our File; 
Committee on Restoration Game 
and Protection of Game. 

Dear wr. Olin: 

Proposed Oregon Survey 
by Mr. Leopold 

Supplementing our letter of the 14th i 
instant with which we enclosed copy of our letter ad- 
dressed to the Oregon State Same Commission: 

] We have just received the following reply 
from Mr. FR. L. Moreland, Chief clerk, Oregon State Game 
Commission: . f 

_ “We desire to thank you for your letter of August 
: 12, and will say that the Game Vommisai on has 

already started work on a survey of the wild life 
' of Oregon, and as it is so late will not ask for 

the services of Mr. Leopold in this survey. 

: "Thanking you sincerely for your offer of coopera- 
tion, we are,” 

’ In view of the above, there is ow 
nothing further for this office to do regarding this 
subject, unless you advise to the contrary. 

Yours very truly, ‘ 

CSC :8 Secretary



d August 14th, 1931 

Mr. J. Me Olin, Chairman Our File: 
Committee on Restoration Game 
and Proteetion of Game. 

Deer Mr. Olin: 

Proposed Oregon Survey 
by Mre Leopold 

Acknowledging yours of the 7th in con- 
nection with request for Mr. Leopold's services for an 
Oregon State Survey: 

We have, at your suggestion ani with 
approval of Mr. Dill and Major Waller, who submitted the 
original correspondence, ee addressed the Oregon State 
Game Commission as per the attached copy. When a reply 
is received, you will be promptly advised of same. 

. Ineidentally, Major Waller says he 
believes that in view of our present financial condition, 
it. would be desirable for at least some part of Mr. Leo- 
pold's salary and expense to be paid by Oregon ani that 
he thinks this can be arranged. At the same time, he 
also appears to think that a part of the same salary and 
expense should be paid js the Institute in order that 
this might be a cooperative project between the Institute 
end Oregon. However, some care will have to be exercised 
as this procedure pe rd establish a preeedent and more or 
less commit the Institute to assist other states in a 
similar manner. 

Me very C 

€8c 3S Secretary es 

Enel. : ‘ ¢ 

Copies to Messrs. E. C. Dj#1, ¢.1.B. Henning, L.W.T. Waller ey 
Aldo Leopol Ne



Copies to Messrs, C,1.BeHemning, B.C. Dill, J.M. Olin, 
LeWeT. Waller, Aldo Leopold. 

; August 12th, 1951 

Hy. He Le Hoveland, Seeretary Our Pile: 
‘Oregon State Game Commiasion, : Geume 
616 Oregon Building, 
Portland, Oregon. 

bear Mr.. Moreland: 

vroposed Oregon Survey by 

mentite JAOpO 

Coples of letters between your Commission 
and —— Waller, Direetor of Conservation of the Dulont Company, 
all ting to the posaibility of Mr. Leopold ogee Me Survey 
of the “tate of Oregon, have recently come to our a tion. 
v@ have aleo had a communication from the Chown Hardware Company, 
urging the assignment of Mr. leopold to the State of Oren. 

Obviously the institute will be pleased to 
learn of ne interest in the work being done by Mr. Leopold. 
However. fore any action can be taken leading up to the re« 
lease of lr. tacpela’s time for an Gregon ners it appears 
to um thet it would be desirable for you to BQ8-8 5 ~ 

lst. Just when you would want Mr. Leopold. 
; 2nd. Whether your Department has arranged to finance 

Mr. Leopold's salary ani expenses. 

This infomation wuld permit us mot only to meke manage e 
go an to not conflict with Mr. Leopold's time, tut wuld also 
allow the Institute to take pronpt action. Undoubtedly you 
have alveady hed this matter up with Mr. Leopold, and know ap+ 
proximately the length of time ani therefore the amount of ex- 
pense that would be involved. : 

= ave prepared to finmce the expenses 
involved in the propo Gregon Survey, we believe that the mere 
release of Mr. a time eould be aeted upon without delay. 
If not, however, entire subject will have to be held over — 
until our next meeting, due to certain conditions affecting the 
Industry which have left the Inatitute without funds for this 
purpose. ; 

again you for your interest, and 
3 heping to hear from you te ta eels date, fom ' r 

OR Oe aun | OSC :HB :



Picaoeenrcenaucurs cane ve eeecese: EVANS MCCARTY SEC'Y-TREAS., C. STEWART COMEAUX 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

103 PARK AVENUE 0 se 

NEW YORK Ips Fas 
August 4th, 1931. 

Mr. J. M. Olin, Chairman Our Piles 
Committee on Restoration and Game 
Protection of Game. 

Dear Mr. Olin: 

Request for Mr. Leopold's Services 
for Oregon State Survey 

Mr. Leopold's Game Bulletin No. 8 for 
July, states that Oregon is agitating the need for a Game Sur- 
vey and has been unofficially corresponding with the Institute 
for cooperation. In view of this fact, it seems desirable for 
us to furnish the members of your Committee with such correspond 
ence as we have on this subject, and which was filed with us by 
Major Waller. 

It appears that Mr. Marshall N. Dane, 
Associate Editor of The Journal, Portland, Oregon, addressed 
Mr. Earl A. Fry of the DuPont Company, asking that Mr. Leopold 
be assigned to make a study in Oregon similar to that made in 
several other states. Major Waller replied to Mr. Dana, advising 
of the facts in connection with Mr. Leopold's work, and sent copy 
of that correspohdence to the Institute to be placed on the docket 
for consideration by your Committee at its next meeting. 

Since the above, Major Waller has sent us 
copies of formal request from the Oregon State Game Commission 
for Mr. Leopold's services, and his reply thereto, andhas suggest- 
ed that these be brought to the attention of your Committee. 
Copies are therefore enclosed, and are also being sent to the 
Game Committee members for their information. 

We are also today in recéipt of a letter 
from the Chown Hardware Company, 147 Fourth St., Portland, Oregon, 
supplementing request made direct to the DuPont Company by the 
State Commission, and enclose copy of that letter to complete the 
files. However, not knowing just what policy is to be adopted, 
may we ask that you as Chairman of the Game Committee either write 
direct to the Chown Hardware Company, or advise aS towhat answer 
you wish us to make. 

In the meantime of course, this matter will 
be listed for discussion vhen your Committee next meets. 

urs oo 

MON ON 
CSC :HB me Secretary. "ae 
Copies to Messrs. C.R.Babson, E.C.Dill, M.Hartley Dodge,W.D.Higgins 

C.W.Hymer, ee L.W.T. Waller, Jr. 
Copy to Mr. Aldo Leopold.



Copy of letter dated July 27, 1931, by Mr. H. L. Moreland, Secretary, 
Oregon State Game Commission, 616 Oregon Bldg., Portland, Oregon, 
to H.I. duPont deNemours & Co., Wilmington, Del., marked for atten- 
tion of Game Research Division. 

"The Oregon State Game Commission, at its meeting held on June 15th, 
adopted an extensive scientific and educational program, excerpts 
of which are attached hereto. 

We are very desirous of securing the assistance of Mr. Aldo Leopold 
and will greatly appreciate it if his services might be assigned 
to Oregon. We are greatly in need of such services as Mr. Leopold 
might render and will appreciate an early reply. 

Knowing that the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Mmufacturers! In- 
stitute is very much interested in this work, we believe it would 
als be to their advantage to have Mr. Leopold come here. 

This letter was supposed to have been sent to you sometime ago, 
but evidently was overlooked. 

Thanking you for your kind attention and an early reply, we are" 

Copy of letter dated July 50, 1931, by Mr. L.W.T. Waller, Jr., ; 
of H.I.duPont deNemours & Company, to Oregon State Game Commission. 

"Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of July 27th remesting the 
services of Mr. Leopold to make a survey for the State of Oregon. 

Mr. Leopold is employed by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manu- 
facturers' Institute of which this Company is a member, and we 
therefore have not the athority to amthorize Mr. Leopold to do 
this work. 

I an forwarding your correspondence to the Secretary of the Sporting 
Arms and Ammunition Mmufacturers' Institute, Mr. C. Stewart Comeaux, 
so that it can be brought to the attention of the Game Committee at 
their next meeting. 

I think it wuld be desirable for you to communicate with the sec- 
retary of the above institute direct and I believe that it is 
possible your reqiest may receive favorable action, but I also be- 
licve it wuld be advisable for you to undertake Mr. Leopold's ex- 
penses during the time that he is on this work."



C Excerpts from Scientifid and Educational 
0 Program adopted by the Oregon State Game 

P Commission, at its meeting held June 15,1931. 
x 

The Chairman, with particular reference to the educational-scientif- 
ic department of the commission outlined, in a preliminary way, the 
following pzoposals. 

le The drafting and incorporation within the curriculum of the 
public schools in Oregon of a text book on wild life and nature, 
preferably to be written as to its several chapters by individuals 
of scientific and educational attainment having intimate knowledge 
of the outdoor conditions in this State. Chairman Dana reported 
correspondence with C. A. Howard, State Syperintendent of Publie 
Instruction and with C. A. Rice, Syperintenmient of Schools in Port- 
land, and that both had expressed cordial interest in the proposal; 
also that Mr. Heward had outlined, in conference with the Chairman, 
a plan for the creation of a special committee of cducators to mn- 
sider the pedagogic fundamentals of such a volume prior to definite 

arrangements for the drafting of its chapters. 

2e That there be appointed an educational-scientific advisory 
committee, general representative, that would advise with the scien- 
tific-educational department and the Game Commission as a whole on 

questions relating to a general program affecting the outdoors in 
Oregon. The report was submitted that correspondence had been had 
with a number considered eligible for appointment for such a com- 
mittee, and uniform, tentative acceptance had been received and 
cordial expressions of desire to cooperate given. 

Se That in cooperation with the sportsmen and the sportsmen's 
organizations of the state, there be conducted a study:- 

a. Of the streams of the state touching on their con- 
ditions (favorable or unfavorable) to fish life; including pollu- 
tion, obstructions, fecd, (natural or supplied) length, and natural 
selection by various types of fish - that this study also include 
lakes - 

b. That a similar study be made of game conditions, game 
birds and migratory waterfowl. In this connection, the Chair direct- 
ed the attention of the Commission to the fact that the Sporting 

Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute had been instrumental, 
through the expert services of Aldo Leopold in making wild life 
studies of a number of American States and that he would recommend 
that the Commission formally approve a request thet Mr. Leopold be 
assigned to a similar study in Oregon; also that Mr. Earl A. Fry, 
representing the Game Research Division of the E.I. duPont deNenours 
Company, had performed and was performing valuable services in this 
connection through six western states assigned to his astivities, 
and that it would be desirable to have Mr. Fry directed to assist 
Mr. Leopold in such a study as is proposed, and if Mr. Leopold's 
services are not available in person that Mr. Fry be asked to assime 
direct charge of organization work. 

«et es



a 2 oe : 

ec. It was recommended that the Commission also approve 
an offer of the executive services of all its employed personnel and 
its members to sportsmen's organizations in attaching the highest 
and most permanent values to the above proposed studies, and that 
an outline of the proposals herein should be submitted to the Oregon 
Game Protective Council and the Oregon Council of Izaak Walton 
Leagues at a meeting called in Salem on July 25th. 

Commissioner Vining moved, Commissioner Silven seconded, and 
it was unanimously carried that the above outline be approved, am 
that the Game Department extend its offer of cooperation as above 
indicated and further, that this Cemmission extend a cordial in- 
vitation and earnest reqrest that Mr. Aldo Leopold be assigned to 
make a study of game conditions in Oregon with the understanding 
that this Commission is willing and desirous of cooperating to the 
fullest degree in the work and compilation of data for such a survey} 
that such an assignment be made effective as specdiky as possible, | 
and that, in any event, the services of Mr. Earl Fry be requested to 
assist Mr. Leopold or individually shomld Mr. Leopold's services 
be unavailable. 

Herter Et



Cc 
0 Chown Hardware Gompany 
P : zZ 

Dg Hardware, Sperting Geeds,; 
Teols and Cutlery 

147 Feurth St., 

Portland, Oregon 

July 30, 1931 

Sporting Arms & Ammunition 
Mfrs. Institute, 

103 Park Afenue, 
New York, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: 

The Oregen State Game Commission is 
now working on a ten year program for the betterment of 
game conditions and propogation. 

We understand that your Mr. Leepold 
has made a study of game in eastern states for quite 
some time and that the Game Commission is quite anxious 
to secure his assistance in similar work in Oregon. 

This letter is to add our request to 
that of the Game Commission to have the services of Mre 
Leopold, if possible, in Oregon. 

Very truly yours, 

Chown Haréware Company 

DBC :B By: (signed) D. B. Chown.
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: MEMORANDUM a 

To_ALDO LEOPOLD | Rises 

HARL A, FRY. San Francisco, Cal., i 
sa oe July 30-1931 : | 

REMARKS: 

Dearaldo; j 

Am enclosing copies of the questionaires which have been drawn up by the 

Oregon Game Commission. Will you kindly give these the once over and 
make any suggestions for further. information? 

Marshall Dana, chairman of the commission, is quite excited over the sur- 
vey program, but on the other hand the commission wishes to carry out this 

work without any cost to them. They made a contract with the Bureau of 3 

Biological Survey when Paul HKedington was in Portland, calling for the 

assistance of the Bureau in making a survey. They further wish the assis- 

tance of the Institute, DuPont Company and most any other agency which will 

do the work gratis. I advised Mr Dana that other states had madd appro- 

piations to carry on this work and that I thought your servises would be 

“ taken by one of the several. 

I am now enroute to the Flagstaff meeting. Your assistance any sugges< 

TIONS ON THE ENCLOSED Wied BE A/PREcIOTED, ot?



; Aug. 7.1931 

Mr. Earl A. Fry 
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 
Hoge Building 
Seattle, Washington 

Dear Rarl: 

I find no fault with the questionaires as they stand. 

T am glad that you appreciate that the results of such 
questionaires, even with perfect cooperation from every observer 

would hardly consitute a game survey in the sense in which we 
have been using the term. ‘The compiled answers might reveal 
whether game conditions are better or worse than they were, but 
the question of why and what to do about it would remain entirely 

unanswered. 

Negotiations for an intensive survey of the state of 
Towa, the expense to be shared by the Conservation Commission, 

are now rapidly approaching a head, after which it may be a 
_ Considerable time before any proposition from Oregon could be 
considered. I am sorry about this because I had been looking 
foward to the possible opportunity of worlcing in close con= 
junction with you and learning something about your interesting 
problems. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
tn Charge, Game Survey



= GAME SURVEY 
Date scala 

i. YEAR THIS REPORT COVERS: _-_ 

2. COUNTY ee ere ee DESTRECr 

3. LOCALITY FOR WHICH REPORT IS JIVEN. Use separate report 

for each locality wit® w hich you are fasziliar. 

Se el ied ea ie 

+ ORE TTY WARE ABOVE NORMAL. BELOW NORMA, OF NORMAL 
IN ABUNDANCE THIS YAR. 

: a. Ruffed grous¢ F ‘ teeth ania 

b. Blue grouse ; (eee age 

e. Valley qug¢il ; ii ae aE mai 

d. Mountain quail a tii ea a a 

e. Bobwhite _ a ee 

Pa ceeoere eee... ee 

g. Sagehen : etnies ncn eae 

h. Franklin ercsescax fant he i 

i. Ring-necked or China pheasant 

j. Hungarian partridge “ 

k.-Deer ; 

1. Elk Z - 

m. Antelope = 

I a ee 

o. Silver grey squirrel sacs veccdaiaimiates 

5. HAS THERE BEEN AN INCREASE OR DECREASE IN PREDATORY ANIMALS 

AND BIRDS? See 

6. HAVE YOU SEEN EVIDENCE OF DISEASE AMONG GAME BIRDS OR ANIMALS? 

IF SO, OF WHAT NATURE? ; 

7. DO YOU HUNT REGULARLY EACH FALL? 

8. DO YOU KEEP A WRITTEN RECORD OF YOUR ANNUAL KILL? 

9. YOUR OCCUPATION? pee 

10. GENERAL REMARKS 

Signature 

pani



as 

LAKE SURVEY 

s Bie =e 

1. NAME 

ag eee 

2. LOCATION 

a. a Sees 

en ae) _————————<—<—— =< 

es (Distance from what neavest town) == we 

5. ACCESSIBILITY 
(transportation - rail, highway or otherwise) : 

ee. cmaneudie ee ee 
4, ELEVATION 

ES pues Sei ee eas See ee ees 

5. AREA IN ACRES 

SS ae = 
7. AVERAGE DEPTH 

ee ee ee ee 

8. TEMPERATURE VARIANCE 

aie ee , zest a ie se Seas 

9. CHARACTER OF SHORELINE 

(sandy, rocky, muddy, sloping beach 
or dropping to sudden depth) 

a. it pence aa ctpaaiisats an ae cen ae ee 

10. CHARACTER OF SURROUNDING LAND 
(timber, marshland, etc.) 

So a ae eee = suena oa



11. INLETS 
NAME Average flow in second feet 

Gi siete casa ee 

a cece cif dinebiienicin a 

Cue fe 

6k eee 

12. OUTLETS 
NAME Average flow in second feet 

ee ate 
b. St eee ees 

ip ee ee ee ee ee ee 

ee ee 

13. RELATION TO ANY PRINCIPAL STREAM SYSTEM 

ee a a eee 

14, “DIVERSION CANALS 
(power - irrigation) 

a. ae ee 

Bye ee ea SaaS 

15. CHARACTER OF FISHWAYS {if any) 

a. 

Pe See 2 ee 

16. FOOD CONDITIONS 
(moss - vegetation - etc.) 

a. Natural 

inate ec 

ee ee aa 

(3) a le le ee 

b. Artificial (fresh water shrimp, etc.) 

OF -scciasiceccaaeeaeS cae aan aaa ineess 

ae a oe eee asec 

a ee a



17. WATER ANALYSIS 
oxygen content bacteria pollution 

a. - ae 

Bb. aes 

is ae 

18. MAKE ESTIMATE OF FISH LIFE. 

a. Kinds of fish 

b. Migrating season 

c. Spawning season 

d. Spawning area zignaccigmccasiias 

e. Spawning dates 

f. Dates for best fly fishing 

g- Dates for best spinner fishing 

19. REMARKS 

a. : ee 

AARRARARARK 

“abana 

wank 

x



STREAM SURVEY 

A a eee 

Ls _ Creek - River, Tributary of River 

2. Main stream bed mileage miles 

Tributary mileage, fa) miless 

(Gee 

(c) miles 

Suc. miles 

Total mileage miles 

5. Character of stream bed in miles, earth, rock, gravel - 
for streams listed above -- 

Rock Earth Gravel 

aed dice es 

OP pleas eee sciences a cedure 

cca cies ee 

a ea ee 

4. Diversion Canals. 

Name Location Size Capacity Use Screened 

2 MM i naa cg a aS 

a ee ee 

CF ence tiimnnclccl Baap eae scence ahaa ci SO 

etc. St yes - no 

5. Dams 
Location Height Use or Abandoned Fishways 

Size Pools 

9D tes Bite cae aa oo sce ae ae 

OF eee ee ee 

(c} —=°"s> - - eeeeion 

ee ee en eee 

6. Estimate Summer Flow. Give Highest Summer Temperature. : 

Streams Dates 

(@) ee: Seema Peet eee 

(b) _____eubic second feet degrees 

(c) cubic second feet ‘degrees 

(d) cubic second feet degrees



7. Estimate Natural Food Conditions For Each Stream. 

ICTEK ceases dail anne eninge eal cn aco 

OF iid easiest nics ccs nt rece 

Fe aa ee eS 

A). cits semite, otilaise adic agate = ace acces 

8. Obstructions. 
(a) Natural 

Character Height Location Estimate cost 
of removal 

Aste cnceecpermcenanesemereiemiamamemein antl 

DF a ccc soaring teeta ad ws eeaesninile 

5) RS es EEE | Se eee EE 

Dissenters eeeoceincntee etme ices cascammat aie 

(b) Artificial 

Oc vrisag ea ce incertae aie eeceeiagta ate tes eae 

a a Se 

aa --ceseraiimeeen tenia see ta eiee cc ee 

ee ee 

9. Water Analysis. Oxygen content. Bacteria 

ee cenit renee auntie 

ease inn chee ceaelli ae ee cece 

On See ee ee 

10. Pollution. List all pollution from city sewage, camp grounds, 
sawmills, paper mills, etc. 

_ Sa eee ee 

OE ce 

OD pie ea 

11. Make Estimate of Fish Life --- Name - 

Gaageror cian = sue UL ee re 

Migrating season 

Spawning season __ 

Spawning a Sees 

Spawning dates See es ee en eee 

Dates for best fly fishing Se a 

Dates for best spinner fishing 

12. Remarks 

: Dia Se



Copies to Olin and Waller File Oregon 
(also Fry) 

July 17,1932 

Mr. Jom D. Guthrie 
University Club 
Portland, Oregon 

Dear Johm: 

I have now heasl definitely from the Institute that they 
are willing to loa me for state game survey pursoece to any state 
meeting the costs ant offering satisfactory terms of cooperation, 

T will be absent at the Canadian Molociaal Conference until 
the first week in August, bat IT will return hore tmmedictely efter 

Towa hos a $25,000 appropriation for a conservation survey 
ee ee ae be The bidders are mostly firms of 

lendseape tects, several of whom have approache? me with regard 
to han@ling the game ani fish end of the work. ‘the Institute's 
willingness te consider a loan applies to the mecessful bidder in 
Towa as well as to other states. I am mentioning this simply for 
your information. If I should get tied up in Tom at the present 
time it micht be several months before f could consider another tie- 

uw alsevhere. 

Since Sarl Pry wrote me along the some lines you (fd, I am ; 
taking the liverty of inclosing a copy of this letter, should you 
feel it proper to formar! it to him. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO EROPORD ; 
. In Gharee, Game Survey



ye yu" Ht ne et? 4 

ay eaeee (treat fw ; 

Mr Aldo Leopold, : : QML On ae 

404 University Avenue Bank Bldg., — 

Madison Wisconsin. wy ule) j 

Dear lr. Leopold: : : 4 

Mr Fry,of the Dupont game research division was here a few . 

weeks ago discussing game managment plans. He afterwards sent ; 

me a copy of American Game Policy adopted by the seventecnth 

American Game Conference and suggested that I send you a copy / 

of a of a tentative five year plan that : had prepared for this ' 

district. “4 

as you will note the outline simply gives the numbers a 

of desirable species of game that the district can be reasonably — 4 

expected to support and a stocking program that should bring ; 

the numbers up to that figure. Supplementing this there should 

be an annual working plan itemizing the various details of ee 

procedures ; ‘ 

; : Aside from your writings, the circular of the Dupont ! 

game research division and a very few articles in sportsmens 

: publications I have been unable to get hold of any material 

on this subject although I note that a very comprehensive 

book on the Bob White: Quail has recently! been published. i 

I would be very much pleased to have you send me a 4 

lost of any publications along this line that you may know of | 

togather with any comments you care to make on the enclosed 

outline. : 

Very sincerely yours, + 

«5 CFE ge 
1540 N. Loberty Street bg 
Salem Oregon ae



| 

7 QUPLING OF FIVE TLAR MAMORIMY PLAN POR GALEN Drownro?, 

The area considered inoludes Merion and Polk Oounties. The altitude 
ranges from a fow hundred feet above sea level along the Willamette river which flow: 

north through the district to several thousand feot on the summits of the mountains — 
that form the east and west boundaries. , ; 

@ugh of the valley land and foothtlls is farmed, fruit, berries ant 
hops being the prinsipal crops although there is a large acreage devoted to 
vegetables and grains 

“Im the femsing districts thers are numerous wood Lote, timberad bottans 
ond serub osk patehes. The higher foothills are covered with serub oak ana the 
mountain Slopes are covered with a heavy growth of conifers. 

The climate fa mild, practically no gnow falling at the lower altitudes 
during the winter. Swemrs are ooo] with but Little rain. 

Tt fo in a highly developed agricultural and iniuetrial region and 
| See ak NE OF RR Sam, PI NE eG ONE Th Slee en 

’ Tho following t able gives the agroage of types: 

MARION GouNTY AORES POLK GOUNTY A0nGe WOTAL ACRES 

Land included im fame 356 9909 247 »285 604 9194 
Brush, Logged and burned 83 ,600 44,660 127 540 

_ ~ Private Timber 75,600 130 4000 205,000 

Total private land 514 589 421,945 936,534 
© & @ revested leant 12,750 30,670 43 234 
Rational Forest 296 627 4,616 205 243 ; 

Grand Total 725,946 457,251 1,163,177 

. Por managenent purposes tho land is segregated into the 
following classifications. 

A @his inaludes wood lots, timbered bottoms, pastures, brush 
and servb oak areage Food supply, cover and climatic 
conditions are ideal for upland geme bird life ahd small AgRERS 
grouat, Bane» Area Harton Che saveceeneonrecereeercaeeneneee 356,909 : 

POLE Coe ceverdeseneeuensserseeeorecoees Ry 
: Total HOeCMOeR Oe eerreee 1 fii ® 

this includes pemernty burned and ek ott _ in aes Pages i 5 

° Ga. grouse and native pheasants. ' 
APO Marlen Ce sersvccenseceveesseceeesnense 157 ,680 

: Polk Coe Ni cesteadaioas Les uae 242660 

POGEL seceveesenvoseare 332 340 :



Rt war 

‘ ‘{Mmbewed lami in goverment ownership, adapted to fide 
mupporting the same speoles as noted aboves The 

a only reanining land where everyone hes am equal acres 
opportunity to enjoy so-oalled free shootings 

Area Bordon Oe seecsesersoenes 211,357 

* Polk Coe SCRE eee i 

Total vevosve 

Game adapted to Class 4 land ani proluotion reeomenicd under semi~private 
management and control: 

The best resulte can be obtained on this land with ring neck phesesnta or 
allied species as thoy oe ee ee ae eneeeree Theee and quail, 
both native and bobwhite showld be eonsii ered in a management plane 

Allowing one bird to cach 10 sores, © ,000 birds oun be produced annually. 
with adequate proteation and « reaconably strict control of predators, 7,500 pairs 
of bresding stook shovld produce this mexbers Thia would be ons pair of breeding birds 
to each 90 acres of lend. Although natural conditions appear te be favorable ant 
there hag been no open season om quail, these birds appear to be rather egaree. An 
effort should be made to bring the mature) prolvetion of these birds up to the 
atandard sot for ring morse 

f an adequate mmbor of refuges should be selected ond 2,000 pairs of 
pleasant should be fumished by tho stato game farm te relisble groups and 
Individuals who will agree to feed and eare for the birds wmtil ater the close of the 

curront hunting soason when they should be Liberated on suitable areas. If 75% of 
these binds survive they, with the naturel. reprodestion, should pootues 104000 Siris* 
The Uiberating ef the number of birds mentionad cach season + With the natural 

inorease, bring the aumual crop up to maxinun production within the five year period. 

A thorough study of the bast methods to be employed to bring quail production up to 

the standard set for pheasants shovld also be madee 

fo make a svcoesa of the plans it will be that the full 

eccporation' os muah inestostes group ani talividunl be Sesurdle Bvitable areas for 

refuges will have to be selected and arrangenents made with the different organisations 

and individuals to prepare pms for holding the birds and feeding thom ‘The game 

farm staff ond wardens ghould alse give instructions as to feeding ani cocasionally 

overses the wort. 4 thetough ompeign of predatory animal and bird control should 

also be inaugurated. 

Yor management purposes, Class B and ¢ lend can be considered under one 

hoade ®ho land 1s al timbered, qut over or Warned anf is of very 11tsle value 

for purposes other than rais timber and supporting snimals. 

for, Purposes Otner we thie land im mo way interferes with the reising ant harvesting 

of the timber orop. tm fact Af the game could be hamiled commefolally it would 

bring in a larger revere thah the value of the anmmsl growth of timber would mount tw. 

Shors ave 576,997 acres of this type in tho district. If there were 

only one deer te each 100 sores, the member would be in round mmbers 
64000. with 

tie nunber weagonably protected, 1,000 could be killed anmally without redueing tho 

breading stock. : 

2.



MIGRATORY BIRDS 

There are many aross suitable for feuding grounds and rest areas for wild 
See oak eee Seapes arenes Saay gue. ey ve Seeress casth bo ehato at 

& plan for these on ageount of their ory charactors should be state wide. 

PIS 

Phere area B62 milos of trout streams im the district not iuelvding the 
villemette and Pudding riverse These, on account of their slow, sluggish qurrents 
and the muddy nature of the channels whore thay flow through the distriat are not 
desirable trout waters. 

A@ far ao I oom determine there haz been no systematic study made of 
the streams of this seetion ami the ostimates are necessarily based on rather 

meager information. The mumber of fichormmm days are based om the gonors] obeervs- 
tions of the losal warden on inspection trips ond hie kmowledge of the 
seasons whan the streams are in the best comiition to fishes The number of fish 
to be planted in the etreuns are arrived et by arbitrorily placing the maxinam 
wt ware t Sian tat dette coke Ge Gaaan ont ter BL a 
approximately 1 to the square rods oe eee ee OS 

the planting schedule recommended oalls for fingerlings not less thon 4 in 

length. It 1s recommended that holding ponds be secured if not now available and 

fry held until after the current fishing season aloses before they are liberated. 

Yo data has been sceured on the lakes of the istrict. Tho acreage amd 

general eendition of these should be seorred and a planting schedule determined 

on this coming seasons 

7



Le ate Eat ellos BateHoe 

Miles rods. mile fish annual Ly 

Brotinbush 20 8 2,500 20 ,000 

Me Pork Sontiam 75 4 7 9500 150 ,000 

Little Worth Pork 20 2 5,000 20 ,000 

Mill Greek w 2 24250 17,000 

Will Greak 8 2 - 24200 6,000 

Butte Greak 28 2 3,000 254,000 

Abiqus Oreck 32 & & 000 32,000 

Silver Creek wv 2 1,806 27,000 

Drift Grok 12 i 750 55500 

Bosver Cradi: 9 2 200 4,500 

Stout Creek 4 2 200 2,000 

Battle croak oe a 300 3,000 

Powers Oresk 2 1 200 1,660 

Yauhill River n 3 29500 17 4500 

Rock Crook 12 2 800 12,000 

MALL creck 16 1 1,500 15,000 

Boulder Greek 8 2 40 24800 

Rook Cresk 4 2 40 2,000 

Imokiamate Creek 20 2 2,000 20,000 

Little Inekiomte 12 2 1,800 124000 

Salt Greek be a 500 25,000 

Rickresll Oreck 26 a 3,000 2,806 

emme RD Om a etl cence 

36? 87 »BEO 411,500 

ohn



auge 6, 1931 

Mr. N« J. Billings ; 
1540 North Liberty St. 
Salem, Oregon 

Dear Mr. Billings: 

Your letter of July 3 ceme just before my departure on 
an extended trip, but I sent you at thet time certain published 
material which I hope will partially fill your needs. 

A complete list of publications would be a hard thing to 
draw, but you might find gome use for the bibliography in the 
Survey Report already sent you. Another good bibliography is 
scattered through Stoddard's “The Bobwhite Quail.* 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



duly 1, 1931 

Mr. John D. Guthrie 
Davenport Hotel : 
Spokane, Washington 

Dear John: 

On receiving your letter it sounded as if you had not 
received your personal copy of the Survey Report, and on looking 

up the list I found, mech to my surprise, that no copy was sent 
youe I hope you will overlook this unwitting oversight. ‘The 
distribution to the Forest Service as a whole was handled for 

me by the Biological Survey, but even so I should have seen to it 
that my personal friends got a copy. I am sending you your belated 
copy under separate cover. 

Your detailed description of recent developments in Oregon 
interested me very much. TI would like to make a game survey there 

under the new arrangement which I have recommented to the Institute 
but which they have not yet finally approved. My recommendation ‘, 
is that this service be offered to states which agreed (1) to share ~ 
in the cost to the extent of furnishing a satisfactory trainee to % 
aet as assistant during the preliminary survey and to continue in XX 
similar work in the state after the preliminary work is completed; x 
(2) to publish the preliminary findings at their own expense. ; 

\ 
You will of course immediately get the thought behind this. Nes 

The work does not amount to mech except as a starter for some con- \ 
tinuous activity, and contimity 1s unlikely unless a man is 
trained to contime the work. It is also more likely that the local 
public will listen to the findings if they share in the job. 

We have a considerable mmber of other applications from 
states, and the choice of the state to be worked with next will 
doubtless depend on the cooperation and opportunities offered. If 
Oregon really wishes a survey I can see no harm in their making a 
definite cooperative proposal to the Institute. Such a cooperative 
survey should, of course report to some competent state agency, either 
the Commission or some body set up for the purpose.



I am now completing my management book, but will be ready 
for field work again sometime in early fall. It would interest me 

particularly to work in the Northwest because I am anxious to 
acquire an understanding of conditions there. 

\ Your interest in all this is, needless to say, heartily 
appreciated, and one of the compensations of that kind of a job 
would be the chance for a mumber of visits with you. 

If the District should want additional copies of the Report 
I would advise then to take the matter up directly with the 
Biological Survey. 

With best regards, j 

Yours as ever, 

i 
i 
i ‘
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. Form 2ez87 

i REGUS RATOFF 

ESTABLISHED 1802 

E.I.pu Pont DE NEMouRS & COMPANY 
% INCORPORATED 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT : 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

‘ June 29th % EARL A. FRY 1934 
702 HOGE BUILDING 

BOX 1894 - SEATTLE 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, ‘ 
404 University Avenue National Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am in receipt of copy of your letter sent Mr. Locke 

relative to the water requirements of pheasants in arid regions. I do not 
f have any definite knowledge of this, and do not believe there is any par- 

ticular district in this part of the country that would offer a good 
example, as practically all of our pheasants in this section are found in 
the irrigated or watered lowlands. 

The nearest approach to this is the Hungarian partridge 
x which we find during the day in the scab rock districts; but if observed 

“Aye closely will be found to fly long distances toward dusk down into the 
wu lower valleys. I will endeavor during the next few days to obtain detailed 
wr information along this line, and upon receipt of same will forward it to you. 

No doubt, you have received copies of correspondence between 

Major Waller and the Oregon State Game Commission relative to your services 
in this part of the country. At a recent meeting of the Game Commission, a 
resolution was adopted asking that your work be carried on here in Oregon, 
and that I be detailed to assist you, and further, that if you could not 
come into this part of the states that the work be directed by myself. 

I endeavored to point out to Mr. Dana, the Chairman, that it 
would be impossible for me to spend the time in the field necessary to make f 

a complete report of this character; but suggested that it might be possible 

9 for me to furnish an outline of a report system that might be adopted for 

use by their own field force and sportsmen's groups in furnishing desired 

. information. - 

In turn, I am asking for your assistance in outlining some 

form of questionnaire that would include the varied information essential 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION



Mr. Aldo Leopold, dune 29th 
Madison, Wisconsin. ~2- 493 2 

in drawing up a survey. Mr. Dana is quite insistent that I assist them in ’ 
this respect, and I trust I may have your cooperation to the extent of sug- 
gesting an outlined questionnaire. 

Thanking you for any assistance extended me in this respect, 
I am 

Sincerely yoxrs, 

Game Research Division, 

E.A.Pry ‘ E. I. du PONT de WEMOURS & COMPANY. 
is



duly 6, 1932 

> a. ie fash ‘ 
3. I. da Pont Nenours & Coe 
702 Hoge Bailding Box 1894 
Seattle, Washington 

Dear Earl: 

T would be almost impossible for me to outline a question- 
naire for a game survey of Oregon without a grester fomiliarity with 
the state. I could, of course, outline dozens of pages of qestions 
but half of then might miss the mark for lacl of advonces hunches as 
to the information needed. 

Tf we mist fall back on this procedure, I of course stand 
willing to do my best, tut I would first like to exhanst the possi- 
bilities of better organized methods. Grange trie@ the popular 
questionnaire method very exhaustively in Wisconsin, but found that 
the results were seldom usable without personal check-up in the fteld. : He had the afvantage of a thorough familiarity with the state, Ques 
hal dledloced shore Ge eases fier nase “ate atten the survey 

had disclosed where the question is, but it is locate the 
erucial question by this method. 

John Guthrie has written me about vhether I could do any . 
work in Oregon. T told him that T had recomended the Institute as 
followsat 

(1) Future surveys should be male by states rather than 
by recions. 

(2) Separate reports should be published on each state, 
ani a yeor rather than a month or two should be spent 
on each state. 

(3) The state to work fn should be selected according to 
the cooperation offered. ‘The minimm cooperation 
should be 

(a) Purnishing a man to take part in the initiel survey 
and contime it indefinitely aftervari. ; 

(>) Pablishing the fintings at tts own expense. ‘



2- Pry 

The Institute has not talen action on these recormeniations, 
but on the other hand no objection has been raised to them and I see 
nO Yeason why Oregon, if it desires to work with the Institute, should 
not male a definite proposal to the Institute. 

I personally would be delighted to works in Oregon ani I would 
be delighted to worl: with you. My text on game management will be out 
of the way within a couple months, after which, provided the Institute 
worl: 1s continued, I will be free for bookings of this Icini, 

I am sending a copy of this to Major Wal ler and Mr. Olin. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
Tn Charge, Game Survey



qUPOND yoy 
ESTABLISHED 1802 Ps 

E.|.pu PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 4 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

May 27, 1931. 
GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 Univ. Ave. Natl. Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing herewith copies of some corres— 
pondence which doubtless will be of interest to youe You 
will note that my reply to Mr. Dana is somewhat non-commital. 

I gather from Earl Fry's reports that Oregon has 
in Mr.Dana and his newly appointed associates, a truly pro- 
gressive game administration although not unduly exverienced. 
Dana realizing his lack of experience has been calling rather 
heavily on Fry for advice. In fact, Fry has become almost too 
closely associated with the new game commission, 

Oregon has a reputation of quickly making complete 
shifts in its game administration, and I do not know that there 
will be any change in this attitude towards this branch of its 
state government. On being appointed, Dana called for the 
resignation of all state officials and then proceeded to re- 
appoint those who like Gene Simpson had demonstrated their real 
worth. 

Fry spoke to him about your Gonsolidated North 
Central Report and I sent him a copy - hence, the inquiry 
contained in his letter to Fry. 

Most sincerely yours, 

Le We T. Waller, Jre 
' Director of Conservation. 

LWIW/c 

en BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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THE JOURNAL 

Portland, Oregon. 

May 19, 1931. 

Mr. Earl A. Fry 
Box 1894 
Seattle, Washington 

Dear Mr. Fry: 

I have been reading with interest and appre- 
ciation certain reports made on the game resources of 
several states and addressed to the Game Restoration 
Committee of the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ 
Institute by Mr. A. Leopold. 

There has recently occurred in Oregon a re- 
organization of the Game Department. Governor Meier has 
appointed an entire Game Commission personnel, of which the 
writer is a member and chairman. We désire, as rapidly as 
the work can be done without loss to essential present | 
routine activities, to build a foundation of scientific 
knowledge concerning our game and fish resources, upon which 
we may erect a continuing outdoor program for the state. 

May we not have Mr. Leopold assigned to make 
such a study in oa as he has made in several other states? 
Will you not be willing to transmit this request to the proper 
authorities, adding your own indorsement, based upon your 
knowledge that rarely, in any state, has there been a more 
favorable situation respecting a genuine beginning in an out- 
door program? 

I am sure that the Game Commission will be glad 
formally to second this request which I here make in individual 
capacity. 

Please let me know at your early convenience what 
you think may be done. 

Sincerely, 

— Marshall WN. Dana 
ve Associate Editor.



Form 19017* 5M 4-31 fs ; 

Copy to: Mr. Aldo Leopold, beer an 
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 404 Univ.Ave.Natl.Bank Bldgs 

eae nares Madison, Wise 
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE Mre0, Stewart Comeaux, Secry. 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT Sporting Arms & Ammun.Mfgrs. Inste 
103 Park Ave New York City. 

. Mre 3 Ay Fry 
Qutgoin, il 

May 27, 1931. 

Mr. 1 N. Dana, Associate Editor, 
"The J * 
Portland, egone 

My dear Mr. Dana; 

I am in receipt of your letter of May 19th 
enclosing copy of a letter to Mr. Fry concerning the assign- 
ment of Mr. Leopold to make a game survey in Oregon. 

Mr. Leopold, as you doubtless know, is employed 
! by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute 

and his operations are entirely under the Game Committee of 
that organization. I believe that Mr. Leopold has a program 
already approved by this Game Committee which will take in the 
better part of the balance of this year. Among other things 
this program calls for the writing of a textbook on Game Manage- 
ment. <A study of this subject demonstrates the absolute necessity 
of having such a textbook, as none exists at the present time and 
no educational institution is quite capable of taking on the 
teaching of this subject without something on which to base its 
instruction. 

Ae a member of this Game Committee, I am taking 
the liberty of forwarding a copy of your letter to the Institute's 
office so that it can be placed on the docket for consideration 
by the Game Committee at their next meeting. As this meeting has 
not as yet been called, I do not know the exact date. 

Most sincerely yours, 

Le We Te Waller, Ite 

LwTWw/o Director of Conservation.
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E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY any +01 Mrs Ado Leopold agit : 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 404 Unive Ave»Natl.sBank Bldgs, 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 
Madison, Wiss 

; wg 

May 4, 1931l« () ut i\ 

MESSRS, JOHN Ne BALL ~ OUTGOING MAIL 
He Ge BOSTICE Ld ® 
HENRY Pe DAVIS " a 
EARL Ae FRY 0 4 
> o\seeee ; ; 

Jo He OTTERSON a a 
EeFeGe WHITE « a 
Co i" ranta dRa | ; 
BARL a ‘ . 

_ WALTER a « 

I have received from Earl Fry an outline of a 

fite-year game management plan for one of the Oregon game 

districts, made up by Mr. N. J. Billings, formerly U. Ss 

Forest Supervisors 

A copy of this is being sent to you so that you 

can see the development of game management ideas throughout 

various parts of the United statesa 

Le We Te aS 
LWTW/c DIRECTOR OF Oomuany a °



The area considered ineludes Marion snd folk Gounties. The 
oteate aingee Sate & See Binteed tock were oe ere, Soe Se 

Sillamette Re ee Se ee eee ant tees te cae 
thousand feet on the ta of the thet form the east and 
weet boundaries. 

ail Se oe ee ce ie ine ee ae 

coted ke vaguleNaee and quakes 

in the favaing districts there are weed lots, tinbered 
vettons and werud oak pusehes. qe higher fectallis are severed with 
eerub oak and the @leses are covered with a heavy growth of 

The climate ie wild, practically so snow fall at the lower 
ave Se EE Se AS. 

Tt te dovsigeet eplien ene, sab nee ion 
ont. tuaty tas inh at Oe oe on can yeach the di ae ah 
roada in leee than two howra.s 

The following table gives the seresge of type: 

MARLON COUNTY auake ROLK QOUNTY aghus TOTAL MASS 

Land inel: in farms 

sry oven" voreed Saree wee 0 000 300 

Total nrivate land “ig 739 936,534 
Gas ere sevsenegiosa Be Ree aS 

 Grend Total 728,948 487,221. 1,183,177 

saa & Thie wood tiubered 
and serub oak areas. Pod muoaly, ‘cover ind elimatte 
ee See Oe i mae aS 

— Polk oe aazes 
Woteh siscancases * 

B® ‘This includes warned and 1 

7 iwen axiom foe 187 Rt sone OO Total coscsacse 3



Tinmbered land in goverment ownership, adayted to 
@ mipvorting the aune species ce noted above, ‘The , 

cppeetunhty te enjoy so-eclled f900 sheeting. ACA 
Sven Harion Oo. * Polk Ges ae 

Total 

Game adapted to Glass A 1 and production recomended under 
cnt cen ak Geeks 

cuneate wilted eaten at can be axsateotal a maeted with 
auceese. Begs Pons yg A Rh Poe one Ms ge ed 
in & wonagenent plen. 

Allowing one bird to each 10 acres, 60,000 birds can be 
annually. nigh edaguate orovegtion ane soagotably strict control. of 
peptateess 7.000 of breeding stoek should oroduce thie nunber. 

* woul: pS Rh bg BC EY eg: 
Although naturel tiona appear to be favorable ond there has been 

of ope senna Sh Ciat Toler tee untae suotenthen of Gunes binds 
tee Seenkeen set for ring secks. ” 

an atequate nunber of ghould be pd and 2,000 paire 
ef pheasant showla be furnished ty the + ele aus tan te ont yroune 
snd individuals who will agree to Z00d and care for the inde wnlSl after 
ee ceeee eS ree ah FA eg hey ated om 
suitable arean. if of these birds survive 2 with the natural 
Feproduotion, Should produce 16,000 binds. The liberating of the musber 

birds gach season ghould, with the naturel inerease, bring 
Whe anmanl "aro up, $9 maximum oroauetion within the five Year pertOd, 

2.ciken te os tks ataahaal deb for Guuneerie teed thee be anaes 

To make a success of the ol &% will be neces that the 
full cooperation of intereated on and teaeehaest be eoouneds 
po Re pp mreeny RE Be og nn ny Ry or yee gh Benne 
ale 3 She SOE eee Oe eg eee inns shoal” nk Gaal 
for holding the birds and ng theme The game faze staff wardens 

—_ aoe oie inatructions “. bei and cocnanomstly oversee 

choca chee be ineuaarshehe 

i meee ee mote Mises B ant 6 leat oon be qunasaened 
water gue, Bente lend io all tinbered, cut over or burned ond is of 
wane LETtAe Wales S50 eee eeeNe eee ee ee take tn te car iateeieeel 
game emimele. ‘The + oF ee ee Oe OA ee it ts oe 
Se seeing oe et the tisker crop. In if the game 
eould be —Tuusuaewmtaas’®’® 
the velve of the ansual of timber would amount to. ' 

There are 676,907 acrea of thin type in the district, If thore 
wens euty one Goey, te cat 100 senses Se meebtaln ibe) eoaa 
mmbere 6,060. With thie number reasonably oreteoted, 1500 could be 
killed ansuslly witheut reducing the breeding atooke



MIGAATORY BIRDS 
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where they’ flow the district are not trout waters. 
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date Eatelos 

wang SER “Ser™ Sette HisNten Sante 
Sretinvueh » a 2,800 20,000 

i. York jantiamw 76 4 7,800 180,000 

Little Horth Fork 20 3 3,000 20,000 

| Mili Greek av 1 %,280 17,000 

Mill Greek 8 a 8,300 €,000 

Butte Creek as a 3,000 25,000 

Ablaua Creek 33 3 3,900 38,000 

Sliver Creek 17 a 1,500 27,000 

Drift creck u 1 750 5, 500 

Beaver Creek 9 1 300 4,800 

gtout Creek a i a00 2,000 

Battle Creek 6 i 300 3,000 

Powera Greek a i 100 1,000 

Yomhiil River i 3 1,800 17,800 

Rook Creek 12 a 800 18,000 

Mill Creek 18 i 1,800 18,000 

Boulder Creek 8 1 49 2,800 

heek creek 4 a 40 8,200 

iwoxiemute Greek 20 2 2,900 280,000 

Litthe Luekiemute 12 a 1,800 12,000 

aelt creck u u 600 25,000 

Riokvesll Greek 3 a 3,000 8,800 

Powell Greek 6 1 200 ~ 

367 87,280 411,800 

win ,
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E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY av 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 
y, 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT ce i 

Avgdhy 209; 1951. 

Ur. Aldo Leopold -——"% 
404 Univ.Ave.NatliBank Bldg. 
Madison, Wis. 

MR. EARL As” FRY*~..QUTGOLNG MAIL: 

Your report of April 14th under "New Oregon Game 
Commission" very interesting. Glad to note that the chairman 
is strong for research and education. The setup there would 
appear to be better now than it has been before. 

In view of the fact that they intend to make a survey 
of the State, I would suggest that you make them acquainted with 
Leopold's methods through the Survey Reports which you have on 
hand so that they can adovt such part of this as they may feel 
is advisable and in that way tie in their survey work with that 
which has already been done by Leopold and other surveys which 
will be made along the same line, thus giving us more or less 
a standardized form of survey for as many parts of the United 
States as vossible. 

Le W. Te WALLER, JR. 
DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION. 

L¥TW/e 

Dict. but not read. 

P.S. Mr. Leopold: This is in reply to report from Fry on the Oregon 

. Game Commission in which he says in part: 
"Oregon is going to have a new lease on game and fish 

life with this new commission. The chairman is a newspaper man 
with game and fish his hobby and his one strong point is research 
and education. They started out by firing every one of the employes 
or at least asking for their resignation within two weeks time, 
after which they will re~-emvloy those whom they desiree 

"The commission will start immediately upon a survey of 
; the state on both game and fish, after which they will make their 

plans. A systematic budget system will also be established in the 

handling of their funds. The commission will be split up into the 
following activity: a member to each take the following duties-- 
education, game, fish, administration and pvatrole 

My iT 4) TAY ec Ra, a 
Cy Wt Wale, JT. °
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E.I.bu Pont bE NEMouRS & COMPANY A 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION February 13, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Avenue 
National Bank Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold:— 

As suggested by Major Waller, we are 

sending you a copy of a report meceived from Earl 

Fry recently. 

Yours very truly, 

L. W. T. Waller, Jre= 
Director of Conservation 

By: 
OMP :RVC ar 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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. TO: MAJOR L. W. T. WALLER JR: DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION 
FROM: EARL A FRY 

Omaha, Nebraska 
February 4, 1931. 

After .wiring you the other evening I had a long talk 
with Senator Kenneth Wherry who intends to introduce a bill which 
he says "will give the farmer more interest in game raising and 
be the means of increasing the supply." 

The idea, when it was first given to me, sounded very 
revolutionary and I could see Huntington spread all through it. 
After talking to the Senator in a session yesterday morning, I 
feel that he has some constructive ideas which will perhaps work 
to the benefit of the game supply. 

He says that his idea was not taken from "More Game 
Birds in America" nor from any other source but what sold him 
on same was that last year a farmer living in his county purchased 
some wild turkey eggs and on his place raised a brood of turkeys, 
one of which he sold for $12, more than paying for the eggs and 
his trouble. This farm is on rough ground and the land is of 
character which is not conductive to raising any successful agric- 
ultural crop. 

This incident, together with the fact that he, Senator 
Wherry, had long realized, that the farmer had no particular reason 
to take any interest in the raising of birds, set him to thinking 
of a way in which the farmer might realize in this business. 

He says he wrote for various publications on this work 
and found that he was rather flooded with circulars on the "More 
Game Birds in America" idea. He further conceived the idea of giv- 
ing the farmer the right to sell from the statement in the last 
issue of the bulletin published by the Game Conservation Society, 
wherein Huntington takes occasion to state that the American Game 
Policy wags good, but did not go far enough, in that it did not 
include the most important part, that of vesting the ownership 
of game in the land owners name. 

In reality, his idea has been formulated very much 
by the Huntington idea, regardless of what he says. 

However, he has taken advantage of the game farm section 
of the Nebraska state game laws, wherein any resident of the state 
may, by taking out a game farm permit, establish a game farm and Sere 
as his breeding stock any game which may be on his place. While 8 
Piaseaeat fc Gey Toueen Ca Sun abate Tends eT U0 A56e ot mabe way 
reservations as to the source from which the game farmer must secure 
his stock.



I believe Wherry is sincere in his idea of trying to do 
something to increase the amount of game in Nebraska. He intends 
to place the control of killing in the hands of the commission, as 
well as the price for which the game may be sold. He had the thought 
of allowing the farmer to only sell the live birds, but had not de- 
cided definitely on this when I left him. 

In addition to the above, he would set up an educational 
program, possibly carded on through the state agricultural college, 
wherein the farmer could secure knowledge on how to raise birds. 
He would also establish the right for the farmer to sell daily shoot- 
ing privileges or season leases. The educational program would also 
include field work among the farmers in getting them interested in 
the idea. 

My idea in wiring you was not the fact that I did not 
know the legal opinions, for I had the copy with me at all of the 
hearings and we referred to the Nebraska and federal opinion on this 
subject. I was asked by Frank O'Connell, state game warden, and 
Senator Wherry to wire for any new thoughts on the subject. 

I have not as yet received a copy of the Game Policy, al- | 
though I wrote some time ago to Seth Gordon for several of these. 

The Nebraska legislature will be in session until along 
in April and it was Wherry's idea to introduce the bill in a very 
simple form and then improve it with the time they have. He has 
asked me to keep in clos@ touch with him on the same. I will for- 
ward you a copy of the introduced bill just as soon as it is pre- 
sented and printed. 

Senator Wherry is a very active member of the Nebraaka 
Senate and I feel he will prove of value in that he has taken a 
great interest in game affairs. He is chairman of the Senate Fish 
& Game Committee. 

I suggested he might find something of value in our . 
bulletins and he said he would like to have a complete set of our 
1930 bulletins and then receive this yéar's copies as they are pub- 
lished. Will you kindly forward a complete of the 1930 to: 

Senator Kenneth Wherry, c/o Senate Chamber, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. 

Also place his name on the regular mailing list for 
further issues as; 

Kenneth Wherry 
Pawnee City, Nebraska 

(S) EARL A. FRY.



: OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE wr” 

W. J. KERR, PRESIDENT 

CORVALLIS 

Te hitatesel ia Rabpadeapat ( February 10, 1931 

i Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 

i Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

f I am interested in the work you are doing by way of 

establishing scholarships in game protection and propogation. 

As far as I know your organization has not as yet established 

such scholarships on the coast. It occurs to me that we could 

meet your requirements at Oregon State College since we have 

excellent courses in Biology and Zoology together with other 

basic ia cious 

It will be greatly appreciated if you will indicate the 

requirements for such a scholarship and also inform me concerning 

the desirability of making application for one at Oregon State. 

i Yours wy rey ie 

LY) y) K 
GWP BAM Ze Gf Forestry heer ;



Copies to Messrs. Olin 

Feb. 21, 1931 

Dr. George ¥. Peavy 
Dean, School of Forestry 
Oregon State Agricultural College 
Corvallis, Oregon 

Dear Dr. Peavy: 

I have not seen you for a long time and am glad to 
have your letter. 

The only fellowship which we have established near 
the coast is one for gambel quail in Arizona. lew Mexico has 
since followed mit with one on scaled quail, and I unierstand 
California is considering one on valley quail. 

Our present ellottment of fellowships is all used up. : 
T have no atditional ones immediately in prospect. I am, hone 
ever, desirous of helping in any way I can in the event you ! 
wish to take action on your own account. ‘the various universi- 
ties have on their own account by now established fellowships 
far outmmabering the ones we pay for. ‘The extent of this will 
be pointed out fn an article which I am publishing shortly, and 
of which I will send you a copy. 

Here is a preliminary phote of a map of research pro~ 
jects which I have comiled, in case you could use it in inter- 
esting your Institution, tet I wish you wold not publish it as 
I want to use it in my article. 

j With best regaris, 

Yours sincerely, 

AZDO ITOPOLD : 
In Charse, Game Survey
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E.I.DU PONT DE NEMouRS & COMPANY | 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION 

EARL A. FRY 
702 HOGE BUILDING 

BOX 1894 - SEATTLE 

Portland Oregon, 
January 22-1931 

Mr Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, 
Wisconsin. 

Friend Aldo; 

Am anclosing copy of some publicity secured on the development of 
the Malheur Lake Bird Reservation here in this state. 

This was carried with the idea of educating the Oregon people as to 
just how important this refuge is to the people of the state. 

Have just returned from a trip to Montana where I sat through the 
annual meeting of the state sportsmens association and likewise some 

of the legislative session. 

It is very gratifying to learn that the people of the northwest in 
general are becoming sold on the idea of research. It was evidenced 
very strongly at the Montana meeting. Glenn Smith is still chairman 
of the state assoc ation and he is particularly strong on this idea. 
I presented a paver at the mesting on this subject. 

The new administration here in Oregon, from the governor down are 
very much sold on research. I met Mr F. V. Horton of the Forest 
Service here today and he gave me some good ideas on this work. He 

7) put the question to me as to how we were going to get these research 
facts before the general public. He had no suggestion to make and I 
dont know of any particularly interesting way myself, unless the news- 
papers can be lined up in the work. Can you give me any thought on 
this? 

Sincerely,



THE ORISIS AT MALHEUR LAKE, | 
The purpose to restore title in Malheur lake 

to the federal government, and which is now’ 
at, issue in a friendly suit, should have the en- 
thusiastic approval of every citizen of Oregon 
~—as it has the approval of the state game com- 
mission. The state's title to the lake, if title it 
has, discovers Oregon to be wholly without | 

funds to preserve this great western sanctuary 
of waterfowl and bird life, or to carry forward 
those projects which would insure an abun- 
dance of water for the continuance of the lake, 
which now is gravely jeopardized, But the gov- 
ernment, by legislation already enacted, would| 
provide the biological survey with funds suffi- 
cient to these very worthy aims,vif federal 
ownership were established. It is an instance 

‘in which we need not raise the bugbear of 
“paternalism,” nor hesitate to yield the point at 
issue. The future of one of the greatest resting 

waters and breeding grounds on all the conti- 
nent is truly at stake. There is only one Mal- 
heur, unique, marvelous and mutely entreating 
a policy of common sense and due forbearance. 
It rests with us to have it, or to decree its dis- 
appearance. 7 

Civilization has pressed many species of bird 
life near to extinction. Some it has already sent 
| to oblivion, These we mourn constantly. It 
‘should be evident to us that an opportunity to 
safeguard the future of our birds, as of all our 
wild life, never is to be neglected if we would 

avoid the just censure of the future. Fortu- 
nately, this point of view may nowadays be 
openly expressed, and is certain of meeting 
With approval. It is no longer greeted with that 
derision which answered the prophecy that the 
‘passenger pigeon would be exterminated by 
human greed and cruelty. And we have 
ened with increasing sorrow, the virtual 

disappearance of other splendid birds, among 
them the whooping crane and trumpeter swan. 
at is a critical period, this era of ours. All that 

can be done for the preservation of the birds, 
‘and more particularly, the waterfowl, must be 
‘accomplished within the next decade or so— 
‘which to all practical intent means now—or it 
‘ean never be done. 
_ The state game department, it has been an- 
| nounced, will ask the present legislature to pass 
an enabling act whereby the government may 
‘acquire lands around Malheur lake, or else- 
‘where in the state, that are important to the 
federal policy of conservation of wild life and 
the creation of sanctuaries. There should be no 
opposition to such a measure, since it is im- 
portant to the general program that must have 
‘the hearty good will of all who take thought 
of the birds, As for the citizen whose desire it 
is to be informed of matters touching the wel- 
fare of Oregon, let him think of Malheur lake, 

and its significance—let him think of it and 
inform himself. No generation should live to) 
itself alone. :
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421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
dJamary 30, 1931 

Mr. Earl A. Pry 
Hoge Building 
Seattle, Washington 

Dear Earl: 

You are doing some mightly valuable pioneering 
in Oregon and Montana. 

As for spreading the findings of research, I do 
not think you have to worry if the work is done in an agri- 
cultural college. ‘The County Agent system is a ready-made 
machine for dissemination which we could not duplicate if 
we had a million dollars. Of course it will have to be 
backed up with movies, exhibits, printed matter, etc. 

Yours as ever,
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BARL A. FRY. Missoula Méntana, 

ee January 7-1931 / 

REMARKS: ( 

Friend Aldo; 

Attached is a report on the first liberations of Hungarians and Chinese 

pheasants made in the state of Oregon. 

I obtained this report from 'Gene Simpson who dug the same up for me to 

tum over to Mrs D, J, Leffingwell of the Washington %tAte College. 

Thought it might be of some service to you as well. |. 7, 

Sincerely 4 Af pa : 
J Cnet CA. A)4 a) 

Am enroute to Helena to talk before the Montana Sportsmen's Assn., on / 

the "Necessity of Research work in Game Management®



Hungarian Partridge s Liberated in Oregon 
Imported birds. 

Date To whom shipped No. ot birds 
Dec. 18 1913 Ga Aa hor Be Tem 

18 Roy Booth, Yoncalla 12 
18 L. E. Bean, Hugene 48 
19 8. L, Sandry, Rogue River 36 
19 Riddle R, & G. Club, Riddle 48 
19 A. S. Hubbard, Ashland 36 
22 George Russell, Gaston 24 
20 R. E. Lee Steiner, Salem 36 
21 red Merrill, Grants Pass 36 
21 State Game Farm, Corvallis 6 
26 F. W. Isherwood, Portland 8 
26 Ralph Holm, ® 8 
29 0. B, Parker, LaFayette 12 
29 QO. B. Parker, ~ 12 
29 QO. &. Thompson, Silverton 48 
30 Harry Tilford, Dillard 24 
30 Orrin Thompson, Roseburg 48 

Jan. 15--1914 CG. A. Park, Salem 12 
15 Roy Booth, Yonealla 12 
15 8. L. Sandry, Rogue River 24 
16 J. K. Mount, Silverton 24 
17 A. S, Hubbard, Ashland 36 
17 L. E. Bean, Bugene 36 
18 CG. In esneers Jacksonville 24 
18 8. L. Bigelow, Sanyonville 12 
19 | Smith, Suver 12 
23 i ve Tom, Alsea 12 

Feb. 4 Geo. M, Knom, Yottage Grove, 24 
28 Leslie Butler, Hood River 24 

Mar. 1 Geo. M. Knox, Cottage Grove 36 
1 W. E. Leffel, Joseph 72 
2 Cc. B. Orai, LaGrande and Elgin 96 
2 E. F. Averill, Pendleton 72 
2 J. W. Bennett, Marshfield 12 
2 J. W. Bennett, ig sheng Point 12 
2 be J, Sherwood, Coquille 24 
3 has, V. Brown, Aétoria 24 
3 J. C. Currie, Pratum 24 
3 ¥red Merrill, Grants Pass 12 
4 Clerence Parsons, Hermiston 12 
4 Geo. BE. Leach, Tillamook 24 
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Mar. 4--1914 QO. B. Parker, MeMinnville 12 
4 0. B. Parker, Carlton 24 
4 Baldwin Sheep So., Hay Creek 12 
5 J. H. Tilley, Fossil 12 
5 Wn. L. 4inley, Portland 24 
6 Wm. Ls Finley, Portland 24 
8 CG. A. Minor, Heppner 12 
8 R. F, Averill, eeseeese Pendleton 24 

10 Mrs Brophy, Derby 12 
9 Cc. M,. eee Klamath Falls 60 

10 Dr L. EB. Hibbard, Burns 24 
11 S.C, Bartrum Roseburg 24 
11 A. S. Hubbard, Ashland 24 
A. J. H. Booth, Roseburg 24 
11 John $, Borbes, Dilley 12 
12 George W. Russell, Gaston 48 
12 Harry Skuse, Bend 12 
12 Frank Holcomb, Hillsboro 12 

Apr. 3 Dick Kiger, Corvallis 12 
8 C, H. Sampson, Grants Pass 4 

Total 1,538 

Mr Simpson reports that on March 17, 1882 the first successful liberation 
of “hinese pheasants waw made in Oregon, the same beling plaged near 
Peterson's Butte, four miles west of Lebanon, Linn County. ‘his informa- 
tion was given to Mr Simpson by Mr M, L, Barnett, who helped liberate them 

Number liberated not known. 

A previous liberation was unsuccessful : 
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: Dec. 15, 1930 

L Mr. Leo A. Isaac 
U. S. Forest Service 

| aon Building 
P Oregon ‘ 

Dear Leo: ; : 

I am delighted to hear from you again, and I am glad to Imow 
that archery is thriving in your parts. I met Ghepard on his way : 
West and wish you would say hello to him from me. 4 

I would be very glad to have one of your yew staves, but I 
think you are too generous in offering to give it to me. Don't forzet 
that you already gave me some staves two years ago. I suggest you let 
Shepard pick me.a couple of your staves and bill me for them at your 
regular price. I am particularly interested in dark+colored, close- 
grained wood of better-than-average specific cravity. I find that yew 

: with a specific gravity of less than .50 may have an excellent cast at 

first mt it lacks durability, ani if the gravity is less than 45 
(green volume oven-dry weight) the life of the bow is quite short. 

We do not have many archers here, but I will tell the few that 
I Imow about your supply. I could interest them better if you fill 
my order first. 

f I still hope that my worl will take me out your way, but I 
have no definite dates in prospect. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, ; 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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i PORTLAND, OREGON. 

; Bag July 8,1928, 

Dear Leo: re 

Ever since I have known definitely that you were to take 
the game job, I have intended writing. First, I was out on a renger 
district planning job with Wu, then attending three guard training 

camps,--and so the month of Jungpassed and July came in. , 
One of the representatives of the DuPont firms from Seattle told 

me quite positively along in early ‘yang thet you had decided to take 

the job, aithough you had, of course, written me about your condid- 
-ering it very ser ously. Undoubtedly it will be a big job, and a 

much needed one. I don't know how effective any conclusions you may 
reach will be with certain of the state game people; they may regard 
them as something handed down to them, and so unwelcome. Then again, 
you may have to keep dark the fact that you are a forester and 
former employee of the Forest Service. I hope that such es feeling 
may be rarely encountered, but state game commissions are at times 
particularly harrow and bigoted, you know. Oregon's, for example, 
I am sure would resent any criticisms of their existing systems or 
policies, and if they suspected that a former Govt. employee was 
giving them advice, such advice per se would be most unwelcome. 
Harold Clifford is particularly suspicious of all things governmenta] 

likewise one at least of the Commissioners, Ben Dorris of Eugene. 
They can see in even the slightest interest in game on our part 
the inklings of a dark and mysterious plot 6 the government to 
takeover, bodily, all game matters from tk state. Clifford is a 

college man, U. of Ore., and a classmate of Carl Neal's, Supervisor 
of thefimpqua Forest, His father was once wealthy, and set Harold up 
in ranching or the cow busines, but he failed anyway, and so after 
having been on and off a memberof the Game Commission for several 
years, finally was appointed as Warden, because his friends knew 
that he needed a job. Oregon has long held that they have the 
most successful system there is--it has been rather fulsomely told 
to the public for years; the Comméssion has repe&tedly admitted 
in print that they are good. Our relations with them have been 
strained--except for the term when Ed Averill wes Game Warden. Ed 
is sincerely interested in game, and knows something of the biology 
of game and game animals; Clifford I suspect knows little. 
Averill was forced out by politics. He was at one time in the . 
Lolth pean ve square-shooter, and still interested in and a fighter 

for g sprotedtion, altho’ now in the insurance business. There is 
: gun-club ~ anglers-club politics here in this state, pretty 

to everything except their own sport. Right now, as you prob- 
-bly know, thpy are urging the passage of state laws to close to 
power development four of the most important streams of the State, 
wholly because these streams are good fising HE Apparently 
they do not realize that their story of the Need is just as one-side 

as that of the power companies. I douht if these 4 bills will ever 

get on the legislative calendar; they are now petitioning xhemx for 
them as initiative measures. Deschutes, Rogue, Umpqua and McKenzie, 
are the rivers in questiong. 

a In Washington, the State Super. of Gam 
2
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Rathburn, ,apparently a sincere believer in such matters, 1 | 

certainly very friendly to other agenciesinterested in game, and, | 
to us, but under the vicious county system, he had little power ) 
or functions. u 

The BIol. men here in Ore., that is, Jewett 
and Steel, are very good men , in mp opinion. Bach, in Wash. is 
a big, fat, genial horsesdoctor, from Mont. with many years exper- 
-ience in the Marines, China, and elsewhere. Good-natured, but 
pretty heavy mentally, as well as physically. Our relations in 
Wash., i.e., between our supervisors and local county game people 
are uniformly good, as well as with this office. Rowley, of the 
state assn, is also very friendly with us. We recently fixed up 
a series of short radio talks on fires and game for him, at his 
request. - 

Is there a chance that you will be coming out this way ? 
I surely hope so. You know there is a meeting at Seattle the latter 
part of August--international, I believe, mainly on fish, -but with 
a joint meeting on game. Granger and Kavanagh, I suppose will be 
there, and I also la ve been invited, and hope to be able to make it 
since I am scheduled for all of August in tle  stateof Wash. 

Will you¥job take you around much ? or is it a sedentary one ? 
I suppose that there will be some clear-cut publicity about 

it. I believe that the point must be made clear as to why the 
ammunition and small arms people are financing this movement; it 
may readily be misunderstood by the average man, you know, as 
more propoganda. Public utility and propaganda will be much in the 
limelight for the next six mos., or longer, and other movements, 
however, laudable, may suffer also, if bigs nets a taint of what 
the newspaper-reading public may come to ink of as shady. 

My European trip was a flpp. There were not enough registered 
to makeit feasible; 35 was the minimum set. So my plan.to stop by 
Madison either going or returning falls through, and so also, my 
immediate interest in the Madison PR job. - The “Belch Bill" will 
probably help things greatly here as elsewhere; we know positively 
little thot as what it will really do--after McCarl's ukases. 

There has been a plethora of former D-3 men here of late: 
Loveridge, then Kircher, and now Marsh; Shepard comes in Oct. 

You spoke rather clearly and succinctly to Mr. Thompson on 
Wilderness Areas, I see. My big. objection to W.A. is that the 
principle too nearly approaches the -national park idea, and is 
away from forestry. Forestry is not esthetics, is not "natural 
areas", nor wilderness areas, per se, but the putting to use, and 
commercial use at that , of all the resources of the forest. We are 
too much g& ting away from the -real forestry idea in this country, 
and more and more making the national forests into half-baked 
national parks. Doing this, simply increases the present-day 
confusion in the public mind, and even pseudo-scientific mindg, of 
the Van Names and others. We shall have wilderness areas for many 
ye@ s in the national forests, simply because utilization will not 
have reached them, bat when this does, use with replenfishment, 
should follow. We need game management on the forests,‘ just as 
we need tree menagement, range management, recreation management, 
water management, --all based on the principle of use , not 
tieing up solely for one use if other uses are possible there, 
The old principle of greatest use must be followed. We shall come 
to the leasing of hunting and fishing -privileges on the forests, dans 

just as Europe has done, We should, I agree, have certain areas
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¥ where the public generally shall hunt and fish, but such areas 
* should not be kept solely for hunting and fishing as far as 

other useable resources thereon are concerned. The sooner we 
meet squarely the charges of "commercializing of the national 
forests" the better, in my ppinion. We should meet it by admitting} 
honestly and frankly that the national forests are to be 
commerc#lized in the sense that all of their resources are going 
to be made to produce a money return, forfthat is fore try. 
The National Parks are the museums, the “primary game refuges, 
the playgrounds, the superb scenic areas, etc. We are forever 
copying Netional Park Service ideas and policies, and we shall 
certainly rue it, in my opinion. } 

Well, enough of that for the 
present. 

I know that you are mighty busy, but when and’ if 
you get a chance, drop me a line as to amy possibilities of your 
getting West this year. Best, as always to Stella, the 

family,and to yourself. 

P.S. The Hote from Marguerite Ives, of "Outdoor America" 
regarding your happening to drop in when she was looking 
over some photos I sent, was quite a coincidence. I wrote 
the darsandéd article with the Sat. Ev. Post in mind, but the 
blue slip was all I got, so sent it on to 0.A.3 she says it 
may apy ar in August number. 
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AWAY TO THE MALHEUR BIRD REFUGH 

A radio talk by Howard Zahniser, in Charge, Section of Current and 

Visual Information, Division of Public Relations, U. Se Biological Survey, 

broadcast during the Conservation Day program of the National Farm and | 
Home Hour, July 9, 1937. : 

s-i0iL-= 

How-Go-you-do, Conservation Day Friends: IT'S a SUITABLE day in 
Washington, hot, hot enough for any kind of excursion, away from the humid 
city, but not so hot that a trip in fancy will not prove suitable, I hope. 

So while I eam talking with you here in the studio, my good car, Sesame V 

(I say, "Open, Sesame", and away we go), with you and me and a few others, 
too, is purring along toward the great, transcontinental Lincoln Highway, 

Us Se 30. Then, it's only a step (on the gas) over the wooded mountains of 

the Appalachian system, across the prairies and plains, through those rock- 

crested mountains of the West, across the Continental Divide, through 

southern Idaho, into Oregon, and then--vatch out for Ontario, Oreg. There 

we leave the Lincoln Highway, pick up Oregon Route 7, turn left, and drive 
westward to Burnse Thirty miles more to the south, and here we are--the 
Malheur Migratory Bird Refugee Hello, there, you Californians! You can get 

here more quickly than we did. Take Oregon Route 28 north from Lakeview. 
Heigh, there, you folks in Oregon and Washington! Take Route 7 from Bend 
and come a ways east, or pick up Route 28 in Pendleton and come south. Well, 
well, we've been planning this trip to the Malheur Migratory Bird Refuge a 

long time, and here we are. Have a good trip? Tired? How do you like it 

here? 

This area is one of those red stars on the map that Morse Salisbury 

and I were talking about last month. It is one of the 13 "super" refuges 
that the U. S. Biological Survey administers for the benefits of wildlife. 

There are more than 165,000 acres in this sanctuary, just about in the center 
of this flat area of more than 600 square miles; elevation, 4,100 to 4,200 

feet. Those mountains rise 8,000 to 9,400 feet above sea level--Steens 

Mountains to the east, Hart Mountain over there on the west. Three lakes 

in the refuge-- Malheur, Mud, and Harney--and two rivers--the Silvics coming * 

in from the north there, and the Blitzen from the south. Donner and Blitzen 

is the full name. Back in the days of 1864, during the Snake Wer with the 

Indians, the troops of Col. Geo. Be Currey crossed the stream during a great 

thunder storm, and gave it that good old German name for thunder and lighten- 

ing. The Donner and Blitzen brings the major water supply to the refuge 
during years when precipitation is low, but when there is heavy snowfall the 
flow from the Silvies River from the north is greater. Well, so much for a 
little touch of geography. 

And, do you:like history? I hope you do, for this is what is called 
an historic area, too. Peter Skeene Ogden, of the Hudson Bay Company, left 

the first written record. Long ago, in the winter of 1826, Ogden found 
here on the sandy shores of Harney Lake a large encampment of Indians, and 
the bleached bones of many buffalo. During the 1870's, after miners on their 

way from California to new rich diggings in Idaho had described this well- 

watered valley, these grass-covered hills, and abundant game the stockmen 

came, and among them Peter French. Amidst gunfights and constant struggle, 

(over)
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French established his claims to this valley with its Teutonic name and 

established the P-Ranch, capital of a vast cattle empire. He continued to 

enlarge his kingdom until his death on December 26, 1897. He was shot along 

a boundary fence by a rival landowmer., Then livestock corporations ormed and 

manazed the great P-Rench. They dammed the Blitzen River to water the bottom 
lands. Giant dredges dug ditches. The water supply for the lakes spread out 

through the ditches, and a great hay ranch was a success--until drought with 

the effects of overgrazing closed this chapter of Malheur historye 

But there's another chapter. The setting sun of the livestock companies 
has turned out to be a rising sun for wildlifc, though only a fow ycars ago 

the prospects were pretty dark. You can imagine what those ditches did to 
the wildlife areas. The ditch-diggers though, were not the only intrucers 
in paradise. Before them, plume hunters had found out the place and slaughter- 

ed swens, grebés, esrets, and other birds for the milliner.e There were also 
unrestricted killers of waterfowl for feathers, food, and sport, and fur- 

trappers after the beaver, otter, mink, and muskrat. But the ditches 

destroyed the habitat. fHvaporation, naturally great here, increased until 
it was as high as 44 inches a years With all this evaporation and water 

diversion, the lakes and marsh areas continually shranks 

Dark prospects for wildlife, but history now, not current events. 

Speaking of history, a new epoch at Malheur began on August 18, 1908, when 

Theodore Roosevelt established Malheur, Harney, and Mud Lakes as a Federal 
refuge of 88,960 acrese Under the Biological Survey, the area then was 

‘patrolled and studied, tut it was not until 1935 that any development work 

was possiblee Then the great P-Ranch was added to the refuge, an area of 

strategic importance in insuring 2 water supply, for the 65,000-acre ranch 
embraced the entire Blitzen Valley, some 85 miles long. With other acquisi- 
tions, the total area had reached 165,000 acrese The Biological Survey has 

improved nesting and feeding areas, and last year a new kind of dam went 
ecross the Blitzen Valley. Instead of destroying wildlife areas, this dam 
insures them for the future by controlling flood waters and stabilizing the 

water levels. And this is what you seé today--a restored wildlife area, a 
refuge and a sanctuary. : 

You can.see the wildlife all about us, but even so you may be surprised 
to know that 200 different species of birds use. the arca, and at least 116 

of them breed here. It's a bird refuge, all right, but naturalists have 

also noted 41 different species of mammals that are protected along with the 

birds. These ere the sights that you will most enjoy here, but it may take 

some time, and I shall have to be whizzing back to Washington inamoment. 
Before I go ~-- Stanley Ge Jewett, our regional biologist out here, has 

studied this area carefully, and I'd like to read you a few paragraphs from 
a report of his: that I snatched just as we were leaving Washingtons 

"Within the boundaries of this refuge such favorite waterfovl as Canada 
geese, mallards, pintails, gadwalls, redheads, ruddy dicks, and cinnamon 
teal nest and rear their young by the thousands; while during the fall and 

spring migrations, myriads of northern-bred ducks and geese have found a 

haven of refuge on Malheur Lake ané in the swamps of the Blitzen Valley where 
natural food is abundant. ~ -
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Not only are ducks and geese found here, but the great American 

egret, the white-faced glossy ibis, and the black~-necked stilt, common in 

gintropical resions, Herons, bitterns, coots, grebes, pelicans, and great 

eo2onies of California and ring-billed gulls, Forster's terns, black terns, 

and other marsh-loving birds hold the interest of the visitor. 

"These are not all, for a great variety of the snipe and plover family 

live along the lake shores and in the swamps» The stately avocet, with its 

upturned bill, stalks about the shallows. The long-billed curlew combs 

the salt grass flats for its diet of beetles and grasshoppers. The western 

willet, screaming its protests against the intruder, solemnly perches on a 

fence post to watch the passer-by; and many other voices are heard--the 

plaintive cry of the killdeer, the cooing call of the Wilson's phalarope, 

- + .and:the flight’ song of the jacksnipe as the -sun sinks in the west. - The i! 

’ erackling song of the tule wrens, the witchety-witchety song of the yellow 
throats, and the innumerable multitude of yellow-headed and red-winged 

blackbirds add to the bird chorus. i . Sage hens stalk about the sagebrush- 
covered slopes, and the California or valley quail scurry under the thickets. 

"Stately mule deer, often in bands, frequent: the willow thickets and 
meadows, and prong-horned antelope roam the flat sage, or bunchgrass areas. 

Beaver build their homes along the river, mink play in the shallows, and 
muskrats live and feed in the great tule swamp areas. Jackrabbits and cotton- 
tails dart hither and yon along the roads, and numerous squirrels and chip- 
munks skitter to cover as the traveler disturbs their happy existence. At 

night, and sometimes during the day, the weird howl of the wily coyote adds 

a hint of adventure to this wonderland of wild creatures." 

Well that gives you some idea of a naturalist's enthusiasm over the 
Malheur Migratory Bird Refuge, and you can understand why he says: "Visit 
this great outdoor museum of natural history. During the early summer months 

wender along the canal banks and through the fields, see the ducks and geese, 

the cranes, the egrets, herons, terns, gulls and other dwellers of the swamp 

in their mtural homes. Stroll through the willow bottoms and listen to the 
chorus of bird songs. Go out into the swamps as darkness envelops the 

surrounding hillsides and hear such a medley of squawks, quecks, trills, 

croaks, and chatter of bird voices as you have never heard beforee Or leave 

the swamp during the early evening and see the sage hens bringing the 
families of downy young to water, or the mule deer stalking through the willow 

thickets or feeding in the green meadows." 

Of course the Malheur Refuge is not a park or a picnicking place, but 

an area administered for wildlife. The Biological Survey does not maintain 

the refuge for the benefit of campers; there are other places more suitable 

for that. But, if you are interested in studying wildlife or taking a glance 

at a wildlife refuge in passing, here is your place. So some of you may be 
leaving with me, and a few of you may wish to stay and learn more. But I 

must be going, with a "So-long", and thanks a lot. 

tet t t
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Beginning August 1, hunters should revort as ADULTS any 

and all voredators taken, 
During June trapners transferred their camps to higher 

ranges and because of the time required for moving camp and 

stringing new trap lines their catch was cut down somewhat. 

Working all or vert time, 52 hunters paid under coopere- 

tive Federel-State-County funds took 352 adult and 138 voup 

coyotes and 35 adult bobcats. W#.P.A. hunters, numbering 17, 

took 36 adult and 21 nup coyotes, and 4 bobcats. 

The GRATD TOTAL of animals taken for the month is 34% 

adult, 159 pup coyotes, and 39 bobcats. 

Activities of the 52 hunters are listed as follows: 

Days Ad. Puos Bob- 

County Worked Coy. Coy. cats 

Baker Perry, en L. 30 as = = 
" Shoemake, Albert 40 7 3 - 

" Sutherlend, W. A. 30 g - - 

Benton, Siegel, tarold A, el - - a 

Columbia Adans, Werbert G. 16 z - - 

coos Wurohy, Frenk R. 29 Z - 5 

Srook Houston, %, 4. 430 iv y - 

Curry filler, Pooert F. 28 - - - 

Deschutes Shaver, Samuel ¢, 30 el - - 

Douglas ) Ulam, John C. 2s 2 - - 

i Ulam, Leo W. 29 a. - at 

Cillian Henderson, T. R. 30 4 3 - 

" Lenc, Lee 29 S 2 a 

" NeDaniel, Carl 30 6 x 

Grant Hendricks, ™. H. 30 g - - 

‘ Yoore, Sinice 2qk 4% 2 al 

# Pryse, Leonard J. 30 1 - it 

Sproul, Robert H. 29 g 7 2 

Herney Jones, Alonzo J. 39 § 4 2 

y Jones, earl A. ot 2 - 

" Roark, Bert F. 29% 6 5 al 
Joseohine Stokes, Yarry C. 26 1 - - 

Klamath Glasgow, Chas. %. 30 15 - : 

t He sorook 30 > - a 

\ Richev, Alvin 30 ZL rad 2 

i Shuter, R. ¢. 50 9 - = 

Lake Covelgnd, George 30 ala ie 2 

" Cormie, George ¢. 29 4 3 - 
" Bhn, Oscar W. 30 14 al . 

ut Jacoos, M. %. 30 L7 - a 

" Vorris, Raywond 30 12 4 - 
Lane Hight, Chaster C. 30 1 - - 

Linn Siegel, Harold A. g - - - 

Malheur Brown, Charles ®. 30 35 l 6 
" Hart, J. Chesley 2s el - 2 

te Long, Robert @. 30 9 Le - 

Morrow Barnes, Burton 30 6 3 - 
H Knoodlock, Adam J. 30 3 - - 

a Stone, Alva L. 30 6 4 - 
Polk Morison, George L. 8 - - - 

Sherman Fulkerson, l’elvin 30 2 $ -



Devs Ad. Puvs Rob- 
Sounty Norked Soy. Coy. cet. 

Uratilla Bohms, “mp ¥. 30 a - - 
e DeRok, Clifford os 3 ie ~ 
" Kinnison, Aloert H. 30 Blah a - 

Union Gelbreath, John 30 g hi = 

Wallowa, ' Leurence, John 30 3 4 - 
" Stonevan, @. C. 30 a - - 

Yasco Jordan, Secil D. 30 a 7 - 
" Vavhew, Arthur H. oD) 7 2 x 

Washington Adaus, Ferbert 3. 14 2 - a 
Wheeler, Palwer, Rooert 30 5 Lt} 2 

2 Philorick, O.A.. 30 2 9 1 
Yamhill, torison, Seorge J. 22 2 4 - 
Frank Groves,rodent foreman,took 10 coyote vups in Wallowa Co. 

RODE"T GOKTRCL wes oelavyed in most nerts of the state because 
of extrerely wet weather, owever, on 271 work undertaken ex- 

cellent resulta sere obtained. S9¥ rodent work wes hampered 

due to the fact thet most of the cemos in the stete did not 

have a full ouote of enrollees and all wen needed could not be 
assigned to this work. 

J. b. Rraason, in conjunction with his work on the Hert 
Vtn, Refuge, supervised rocent-control activities in Klerath 
and Lexe Counties. ‘ 

Arthur K. GSrews, who is oermanently assigned as Junior 

District Agent to reolace J. °, Brenson, sterted work on June 
15, Mr. Crews assisted with Klemath and Lake county control 
projects during the oalence of the month. 

PRESOTCEL ACTIVITISS 

Varold \. Dooyns contacted hunters in Raker, Gilliem, 
Malheur, Morrow, Mmatilla and Wallowa Counties arranging plans 

for sumrer predetorv-anizel control, Also, he assisted rodent- 
control foremen in "Imetilla, 'nion and Vellove counties. 

Fred ?, Sankev contacted hunters in Crook, Deschutes 

and Srant Counties and arranged for summer nredator control, 
also assisting rodent-control foremen in Deschutes and Grant 

counties. 
H. 8S. Sneer continued rat control in Portlerid, making 

11° inspections and dexonstrations showine methods of control 

The District Arent assisted in stertine rodent-control 
work from Ukiah C739 Cawnm on the Uwetille “ational Forest. He 
checsed rodent-conirol oneretions in Beker, Grent and Velheur 

counties, Arv’angements were wede with hunters end cooverators 
in Beker, Grent, Velheur and "ratilla counties for further 
predatory-anizal control, and with the Oregon State Gare Com 
mission and Dr. Lytle of the State Denertment of Avriculture, 

ree react ee ROY FIGATE, District Agert, 
Portlend, Oregon, Division of Game Vanarement. 

a3-
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NORTH PACIFIC RECION - U. S. FOREST SERVICE 

REGIONAL HEADQUARTERS, PORTLAND, OREGON 
FOREST NEWS R-6 Y-10 

(Information concerning the National Forests and the work of the Forest Service) 

NEW WILD LIFE ESTIMATES MADE 

Wild life population on the 13 million acres of national forests 

in Oregon is for the most part holding its own or increasing, according 

to 1936 estimates announced by the U. S. forest service this week. 

Forest rangers heave estimated a population of 15,000 elk, 900 

antelope, 76,000 mule deer, 40,000 black tail deer, 200 white tail deer, 

5,500 black bear, and about 50 big horn sheep on the national forests of 

the State. Coyotes sre reported increasing and other predatory animals, 

including cougar, wild cats and timber wolves, are also believed to be 

Slightly on the increase. Among the fur bearers estimated are more than 

5,400 beaver, 1,500 foxes, 6,000 marten, 13,000 mink, 200 fisher, 700 otter, 

7,000 racoon, 17,000 muskrat, and 6,000 badger. 

The forest service points out that although these estimates cannot 

be entirely accurate, they are carefully made. Rangers make comparison 

each year of game seen by hunters, trappers, woodsmen and forest service 

men. Tracks and other signs are taken into account, indicating new areas 

frequented by wild animals and abandonment or lessened use of other ranges. 

This information is checked against systematic counts of certain species. 

Over a period of years these annual estimates give a varying chart ex- 

tremely valuable in pointing evidence of game depletion and the need for 

restoring nature's balance which is held important to the general welfare 

of wild life as a state resource. 

Y-10, 0



Recent estimates indicate that antelope, elk, mule deer, black 

tail and white tail deer, and many other species, are on the increase. 

Antelope are reported increasing in southeastern Oregon and drift onto 

the edges of the Fremont, Deschutes, Malheur, and Ochoco national for- 

ests. Elk are found in nearly all the national forests but principally 

on the Whitman, Umatilla, and Wallowa. The Malheur, Ochoco, Whitman, 

and Wallowa national forests lead in mule deer population with the 

Siskiyou, Siuslaw, Willamette, and Umpqua forests ranking as most 

favored haunts of black tail deer. The few white tail deer are found 

mainly on the Deschutes forest. Big horn sheep, which are nearly 

extinct in the State are found only in the Wallowa mountain country on 

the Wallowa national forest. Beaver are coming back in Oregon forests 

and are being trapped alive in valley streams where they become an ag- 

cultural nuisance, and transported to higher altitudes. Here they 

* are valuable in buflding check dams, helping to regulate stream flow 

and restore mountain grazing areas. 

Adding to the accuracy of recent game estimates, census surveys 

were made last year of the winter feeding grounds of deer on several 

Oregon national forests. In these winter ranges deer and elk are 

concentrated in large numbers and may be actually counted over wide 

areas. 

The forest service in close cooperation with state game author- 

ities and the U. S. biological survey is carefully studying the habits 

and handicaps of wilderness denizens. Attempt is being made to bring 

back depleted species and to limit the losses of hunted species to 

the natural increase of the animals. 
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Malheur, the Unfortunate 
By WILLIAM L. and IRENE FINLEY 

F ONE were influenced by the common superstitions closer approach and the wind wafted to the travelers a 

of bad luck on Friday, the 13th, the inimical black mysterious murmur, which developed into a babel of 

cat across one’s path, or seeing the slim rim of the voices. It was the great bird city of the West. 

new moon over the wrong shoulder, he would be duly February was the quiet season of the year for this 

impressed by the long line of misadventures that may huge natural bird sanctuary. No one a hundred years ago 

ensue through the bestowing of a mere name by a morose _ had even thought of bird sanctuaries as we are compelled 
godmother, Malheur Lake in southeastern Oregon, which to do now. Spaces were wide; there was room for men 

acquired its name from a now insignificant river, has and birds, too, There were millions of acres of prairie 

been harassed by an evil nemesis all down its long his- land and marshes and ponds, just as they were at the 
torical trail. beginning of history. 

The spell was laid through a chance happening. In But at that, there was activity in this newly-found 

1825-26, Peter Skene Ogden, a Hudson’s Bay Company bird world, for some of the feathered residents were 

trader, made an expedition into the Snake River coun- permanent in this high plateau region of dry cold days 

try. In his Journal we find: “Tuesday; February 14, 1826, and nights. In spring, it would be a different story. 

—We encamped on River au Malheur (the unfortunate The world would be awake, the tule islands and borders 

river), so called on account of goods and furs, hid there, alive and teeming with birds, mating, calling, trumpet- 

discovered and stolen by the natives.” ing—an exuberant chorus of spring songs. This was the 

Leaving the little river and crossing through the gap great half-way house for feathered migrants along the 

of the Blue Mountains, Ogden saw a sight that astonished _ Pacific fly-ways. And it was the home of fur-bearing ani- 

him, a great body of water heavily bordered with brown mals, the otter, beaver and muskrat. A muskrat mound 

tules or club rushes stretching beyond the limit of vision. has furnished a night's lodging for many a trapper lost 

From a distance, the marsh was a level sea completely in the mazes of the Malheur. 

deceptive of its real character. The ocean surface tells Listen to the babel. With plenty of rich bunch grass, 

nothing of its hidden wonders; so, also, the marsh. A hobble your horse and settle yourself into your blankets. 

HALF-STARVED CATTLE TRYING 
TO GET FOOD FROM THE 

9 z BARREN WASTE THAT ONCE 
oe r 7 r , WAS THE BED OF MALHEUR LAKE 

bs ey This picture, taken in 1924, repre- 
; : at a ei sents the exact place where glossy 

nee snug : ; ‘ ee ibises were nesting in 1908, the 
oe ee Se ee se Hs year that Theodore Roosevelt pro- 

a — oieeas ee : : me claimed the lake a bird refuge 
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The sky is so steely clear that it seems you could pick these hunters. The whole area was ‘“‘set aside for the use 
the stars above your head. Out in the lake the bird city of the Department of Agriculture as a preserve and 
is in full swing. It never seems to go to sleep. Just be- breeding ground for native birds.” The dark clouds 
low your bed is the Spring Branch that helps feed the would be lifted forever, and Malheur Lake would sup- 

lake. Thence come the soft conversational quackings of ply waterfowl enough to stock the whole Pacific Coast. 
the ducks idling in the dusk of the tules. A little farther Yes, for a short time. But for years another storm 

away, the reticent Canada geese are expressing in musical cloud had been brewing over the birds. Who owned this 

tones their satisfaction of the night and the place. Be- lake of theirs, the State of Oregon or the United States? 

yond, from the highways One quibble in the argu- 
and byways between the neem ment hung on how deep 

tule islands, you distin, | Oe Ge __ the water was and whether 
guish the strident quawks _ — 4 os a this was a navigable body. 

of the night herons and the =a : oy ~ 8 The birds couldn’t tell. A 
great blue herons inter- a ~*~ oe a bill was initiated for popu- 

mingled with the under- _. ee i lar vote. For the most part, 

hum of many small waders, 7 — eee les i Lg oe aes ___ thevoters of the state would 
and, far away and eerie, the © or ES have signed the birds over 
clarion call a the sandhill Pat ee ited to the ne, because 
cranes, those tall, elusive ' = / Mi ii a of its existing machinery 

i f a 2 : dwellers of the deeper Nettie, itpaaitaal (ats, * _ for patrol and protection. 

marsh. Unplaceable is the | sl ae es But a bunch of settlers and 
ventriloquial liquid pump- gaggia “aoa st si eigerenal === promoters from the lake 
ing of the bittern. a me ee _ , region raised a wailing bat- 

The bird species known [mE ccasceennalline , tle-cry of “Birds or Babies, 
to inhabit this wild para- WESTERN GREBE, MALHEUR LAKE, 1908 Which?” The babies won. 

dise are the mallard, pin Tee ee Pe MRNA. Os did they? Some of the 
tail, gadwall, redhead, rud- squatters’ youngsters out 
dy duck, cinnamon teal, Canada goose, white pelican, there looked as if they lived on jack-rabbits, and since 
California and ring-billed gulls, black, Forster and then the President has been trying to find better homes 
Caspian terns, eared and western or swan grebes, Amer- for them. 

ican egret, black-crowned night heron, American bittern, Before anything was settled, the birds were haled into 

coot, sandhill crane, black-necked stilt, avocet, Wilson court for defective title to the ground under their feet. 
or jack-snipe, Wilson phalarope, killdeer, long-billed The water had been dwindling so fast and was so shal- 
curlew, willet and many others. They possessed these in- low that it was not worth mentioning. There followed a 
alienable resting and feeding grounds with the faith that tangled turmoil of jealousies and legal and /or’s, which 

they would defy civilization to the end. was settled only recently in favor of the government. It 
Perhaps, but not without many ups and downs. These _ had cost the people a goodly sum of money, this dawdling 

credulous birds could not kaow that other wild folk in the courts, 

had lived here before the white man ever saw it. The This “birds or babies’ display of emotion for the 
buffalo had long ago roamed Malheur and Harney home lard was really the herald of trouble in a new di- 
Valleys and had fallen before wanton hunters. Today rection. The early story of wildlife is one that follows the 
their bleached skulls are unearthed by the plows of movement of men across the country, even into waste 
farmers. The herds of antelope that had fed lazily on places. Years ago it was the plume and market hunters 
the grassy prairies are reduced to anxious remnants. that we thought meant the end of the birds. This was 
The coming lean days of too many sheep and cattle, and like a mere visitation of the measles, soon cured. With 
erosion of their feeding grounds were unknown to the — the coming of the land promoter, a more insidious dis- 

bird multitudes. The near-isolation of their great lake ease fell upon the feathered residents of the lake. It was 

by drought and dry seasons had not touched them, but a canker in Nature’s balanced system, a schemer who per- 
soon would. suaded state and county governments that vacant desert 

Drop down the time-trail fifty or sixty years from the lands could be turned into prosperous farms, that ponds 
fur trader’s visit. Civilization, so-called, was upon the and marshes could be drained and would add agricultural 

birds. The big body of water was shallow, alkaline, wealth to the communities. 

brackish. And the very effulgence of life and numbers In this period, civic organizations, chambers of com- 

and security led to persecution. The coming of the merce and even the railroads fell in with the idea of in- 

plume hunter and the market shooter was surely the evil ducing settlers from the Middle West and the East to 
hour, Malheur. come out and locate on remaining public lands through- 

The Special Executive Order of President Theodore out the dry sagebrush country and especially in the sub- 
} Roosevelt on August 18, 1908, establishing the Lake marginal areas. Common sense would have told even a 

Malheur Reservation, put an end to the devastation of _ casual observer that these were not fit to support families. 
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So this promotion fever swept through the western The ranchers who owned these areas had pulled up 
country, eating away the feeding and nesting places of stakes and moved down with the receding shoreline of 
the migratory flocks. Water birds could not live without the lake. And when the great lake gave its last gasp and 
homes. This false land promotion was an epidemic that lay dry and powdery from one shore to the other, the 

would not merely kill birds for their plumes but would squatters moved in and took possession, It looked as if 
take everything. And woe unto the next generation. they had been watching for the event, for they hustled 

The picture that followed this land promotion flurry to get ahead of one another for favored spots, each sec- 
was one of desolation; deserted shacks with a few starv- tion marked by a hasty plow furrow. Then tents began to 
ing cattle standing expectantly at the back door; deserted stick up over the lake bed, and soon big tractors were 

schoolhouses with owls roosting in the belfries; wind- plowing and harrowing the alkali ash, getting ready for 

blown sand sweeping across the bleak spaces—lonely, crop planting. They took a long chance, for heavy wind 
lonely, It was a pathetic ending of the efforts of misguided storms every year in these wide open spaces blew the soil 
men to make homes. and seed away. Twenty miles from the top of the long 

It never rains but it pours. The birds of Malheur Lake butte, one stood and watched the dust storms that literally 

know all too well that it pours calamity instead of rain. filled the big valley, and long funnels where draughts 
For the rain began to fail them, and their big lake now _ pulled them into the sky. On a windy day residents in the 
began to recede rapidly and to evaporate in the summer town of Burns expected to be enveloped by a thick dust 
sun. This was the end. A few might survive the plume that resembled evening light. 
hunters, promoters and politicians, but to waterfowl In the meantime, there was a small peep of remem- 

what’s a lake without water? brance from the Biological Survey away off in Washing- 
The water from the north and south that had from ton, important seat of administration and bird protection. 

time immemorial flowed into the big basin was gradually For many years, they had been too busy to find out much 
being diverted and spread out over the sagebrush regions about what was going on at Malheur, or to protect the 
for pasture for stock. This might sound legitimate to water rights that legally belonged to them, or to see the 
anybody but a bird. But it came to pass that the cattle squatters’ fences that soon took the place of plow fur- 
owner, as well as the birds, was going dry. Two water- rows as boundary lines on the lake bed, or the thousands 

sheds feed the Harney Valley in which Malheur Lake lies. of cattle grazing in spots where grass grew, the rightful 

These are the Blue Mountains on the north and the Steens _ feed for ducks and geese. Of course, they didn’t want to 
Mountains on the south. The Silvies River flows from the crack down on trespassers until the ownership of the 
former, and the Blitzen (originally Donner and Blitzen) lake bed was established, or have any fuss with the settlers. 
from the latter. In a series of years of lessening rainfall This spineless policy in the face of the fact that Malheur 
from these mountains, the streams have dwindled as a Lake Reservation had been established by the Executive 

natural result. In very recent years, the Silvies has stopped Order of a President, and that it was recognized as 

at the edge of the town of Burns, leaving, farther down, government property until it was proved otherwise, and 

bone-dry fields and no pasture for stock. The Blitzen, from that they were in possession. And, moreover, they were 

the Steens, has held up a fair supply of water and flows running a large administrative establishment back there 
down through the P Ranch Valley, a big cattle and hay with many men in the field, and had accepted the trust 

ranch running for some thirty miles. Thence the river upon official authority to guard and protect the interests 
spreads out directly into the lake. and lives of native birds here. (Why shouldn't the birds 

The P Ranch has always been a fine wild game region. _ put on a hunger strike and leave—or die?) 

Acres of ducks and geese and many kinds of other birds All at once “Ding” Darling came to the front, if Wash- 
go ducking and bobbing through the water, or sheer away _ ington can be called the front. Although it was a bitter 

as you ride along the roads on top of the dykes. It isa struggle, some funds were squeezed out of the big bag 
luscious sight to a bird lover. And not only waterfowl to save the birds at Malheur and other hard-pressed 

live here contented and well fed, but antelope, deer and sanctuaries. The P Ranch, permanent source of water 

sage grouse are tenants on different parts of the property. supply, was bought outright, making sure that Malheur 

As Malheur Lake began to dry up, many of the birds Lake would be flooded and again ring with a bird chorus. 

left and made permanent homes up the Blitzen Valley. Now things are fairly jumping around the lake. Stan- 

Those that were stand-patters and couldn’t leave the spots ley G. Jewett, who is steeped in the bird tragedies of 
they had known for years brought misery on themselves Malheur, has just become its superintendent. It’s a new 

by sticking it out. A well-known colony of American cra with CCC boys working on headquarters buildings, 

egrets, once diminished by plumers almost to the last roads, dykes, and stretching a fence around the whole 

bird, built their platform nests in the willows at the edge _ border for a sanctuary instead of a stockyard. These young 
of the lake. A visit to the colony last season would bring fellows are getting a different slant on the world and a 

tears even to a politician’s eyes. High and dry in wide, kick out of this kind of wildlife. The most fun of all 
bare fields the spindly willows stood, where originally is banding ducks out in the middle of the marsh and 
their feet had been wet by the waters of the lake. In their learning about all kinds of other birds. These boys may 

thin tops were a few dozen big stick nests. As they were never want to go back to Chicago. Malheur, the un- 

disturbed, the egrets flapped white wings into the air. fortunate, is at last returning to her own. 
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See letter from Ed, F, Averill, Portland, Oregon, May 2, 1935, regarding 

‘ decrease of pheasants in Willamette Valley. Filed in Pheasant folder.
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Roberts, futh Kellett “Conservation as Formerly Practiced by the 
; Indians in the Klamath River Region" Cal Fish and Geme Vol IS, 

: No 4 pp283-290, (Oct 1932) Extensive quotations from writings 
of early travels. .
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"Reports to Commissioner Morgenthau and to Deputy Commissioner 

Carl E. Ladd show great enthusiasm for the plan on the part of all 

those who have been in touch with it. L. H. Burnside, game pro-— 

tector in Chenango county, wrote to Dr. Ladd: 

& "'To my mind this 4-H Club project was a master stroke in the 

Conservation work and conservatively I figure that we have made 

three friends in each of the 86 families that I visited and they 

are all eager to go at it next year and each of them learning so 

that they think they can do better next year.' 

"Commissioner Morgenthau explained. that his purpose in inau-— 

gurating the plan was not merely to increase the number of pheasants 

raised, but -.to educate farm boys and girls in conservation work with 

game and fish and to enlist their interest and that of their parents 

in what the Department is doing. The beneficial effect of the un- 

dertaking in creating a better understanding between farmers and 

& sportsmen has been emphasized by members of sportsmen's clubs who 

have assisted the department by advising the 4-H club members and 

cooperating with them." - Conservation Department - New York. . 

‘ HOW FAR DO QUAIL MIGRATE? 

"It is the popular belief of many. sportsmen that bob-white 

quail which are imported from Mexico migrate great distances. 

"From the thirty-nine bands which have been returned to State 

Game Warden, E. Lee LeCompte of Maryland, that were taken from 

Mexican bob-white quail that were shot during the 1930 hunting sea- 
son, it was found that the greatest distance any bird had migrated 

from where it was released was about three miles. This proves con— 

clusively that the birds do not migrate as far as many are inclined 

to believe that they do, in fact, no farther than our native quail." 

— Kentucky Game and Fish Commission. 

Ma 
@ War Vor +4, 19 31 A J 

AAG THE FUTURE OF LOWER KLAMATH A\rd \\ 

"Gratification will not be confined to Oregon and the north- 

: west, when the senate committee of the conservation of wild life 

resources recommends the restoration of lower Klamath lake. We are 

assuming that such a recommendation will admit of but little argu- 
ment, and that presently the lake may smile again in its immemorial 

setting, to call compellingly to the migratory waterfowl. The lake, 

as a restored natural resting and breeding area for waterfowl — for 

& once it was one of the greatest in America — would be a considerable 

asset to the state. 

ESTABLISHED 1802
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"It is, we believe, now generally conceded that the reclama— 

tion project - how strange a term, so employed - which deprived the 

lake of water some several years ago was gravely in error, and that ' 

much of the area thus bared to the plow is not truly fit for agri- 

cultural use. Without criticism of any honest endeaver to add to S 

the extent of Oregon's arable land, it would seem that the remedy 

for this mistake should have been applied when the department of 

agriculture first reported to the reclamation service, as it did 
almost at the outset of the experiment, that the project was not 

worth continuance. But the reclamation service, with more than 

$250,000 invested, yielded to the offer of drainage district promo-— 

tion - and the day of relief was indefinitely postponed. 

"For a time there was stout opposition to every suggestion 

that the lake be restored. And this was usual enough, since a large 

amount of private money was sunk in the ancient ooze of Klamath. 
This attitude, however, has been succeeded by a more liberal view & 

- induced somewhat by realization that the lake bed would be of 

“greater advantage were it to have its water again, and the myriad- 

winged flocks that were accustomed to frequent it. Such, indeed, 
had been the opinion of that foremost of wild life conservationist, 

President Roosevelt, when in 1908 he designated the area a bird ref- 

uge. In all likelihood, though the failure of governmental depart- 

ments to co-operate has cost our birds dear, the land may now be had 

by purchase from its private holders. Error has ever a way of com- 

pounding itself, however, for since the lake was mistakenly reclaimed, 

the waters that once supplied it have been appropriated — and these 

rights also must again be acquired by the government before lower 

Klamath twinkles in the sun. 

"It isn't hopeless. The problem is far from hopeless —- now 

that the powerful interest of the senate committee is enlisted. We 

look forward with some degree of optimism to the declaration of that 

remedial project which should give the lake back to the birds -— and 
the people. And when this is accomplished the ransomed lake should 

serve forever as a memorial to error rectified," - Portland Oregonian. 

With further reference to this area, we learn from our Western Represen- e 

tative that:- 

"The Klamath Lake, Oregon, area is one of the few districts 

which does not face a waterfowl shortage this year. With more water 

in Tule Lake this year than for many years previous there has been 

an unusual breeding season and more ducks and geese have been ob— 

served than for many years past. The presence of young birds in the 

district would indicate that they are all local. Canvas backs have 

raised their young for the first time in years, and many of this 

specie have been seen by the local sportsmen.
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fo the Honorable Members 
of the Game Commission ; 
of the State of Oregon. 

Gentlemen: 

In complying with your request for a report on the work done at the game 

farms of the state of Oregon covering the entire period that I have been in charge, I 

confess I am somewhat uncertain exactly what should be included ani what should be omitted. 

During the nearly twenty years I have been in charge of the work, many things have been 

accomplished at the state game farms - both in demonstrating what could be done and what 

was imprectical of accomplishment ~ and in a condensed report, it is impossible to give 

@ comprehensive history of the progress of the worke : 

In 1901, I had taken up the subject of raising Chine Pheasants as a side 

line; the result of having been presented with a setting of pheasant eggs. ‘They were 

placed under a domestic hen, ani, while the hen was setting, I read all I could find on 

the subject of pheasant raising; particularly as to feeding. Having fair success in 

raising the birds and being tlms provided with breeding stock, I was encouraged to give 

the subject more serious: attention with the result that my entire time was devoted to 

the raising of pheasants, ani by 1911 I was prodwing about 3000 pheasants annually on 

my farm near Corvallis. : g . 

In September, 1911, during the administration of Mir. William L. Finley, E 

State Game Warden, the Game Commission decided to try the experiment of coniucting a 

state game farm for the propagation of game birds, particularly China Pheasants. Since e 

my farm was fully equipped, not only with preeding stock, but breeding pens, etcetera, 

an arrangement was effected by which my farm ani entire stock ani equipment was leased 

by the state for four years, ani I was employed to operate the samée iividently the 

experiment was considered suecessful, becouse at the emi of the tem, the state pur~ 

. chased my farm, and I emtinued in their employ as Superintendent of game farms, which 

position I have since held. 

In 1920, a second form was purchased near Eugene, and in 1924 a third farm 

was established at Pendleton. * Sete ae 

fhe first year, after producing the necessary breeding stock, the State 

Game Farm released 1000 birds. The total number of birds released in 1930 was 27,052 — 

@ record not equalled by any other State Game Commission on the Western Hemigphores 

1.



That there was an element of doubt in the beginning of the suecess of the 

venture is attested by the fact that when ny farm was burned over to the State there was 

an agreement that should I be discontinued, I was given the right to purchase from the 

state a quantity of breeding stock equal to that sold by me to the state. 

It was admitted that it was impr&stical to restock Oregon with native birds 

because of their inability to cope with the exterminating effect of highly trained dogs 

and the modern shot gun. The introduction of the China Pheasant from China into the 

“Willamette Valley in Oregon by Hon. 0. Ne Demy, thon Gonsul General at Shanghai, had 

proven the most successful naturalization of a foreign game bird in the worlds history. 

The most eminent authority on the subject of game propagation admits this to be a 

fact.’ Seventeen birds were liberated near Peterson's Butte in linn county, Oregon, in 

: 1882 end in 1893, it is stated nearly fifteen thousand birds were shipped to the 

California markets; to say nothing of the birds consumed at home. 

; The Game Commission has always considered the China Pheasant the most : 

practical bird to.use for game purposes, and, for that reason, the major work of 

the game farms has been the propagation of these pheasants. This work has been de- 

voted to (1) methods of brooding, (2) methods of feeding, (3) methods of distribution. 

So suecessful has been the work of the Oregon Game Farms that practically every state 

wame farm in the western states has requested en exchange of breeding stock, and the 

authorities of many other states have sent their representatives to the Oregon fams 

for an apprenticeship to learn the methods employed here. 

fhe general public is apt to take game propagation for granted without 

fully appreciating the study, lebor ani untiring efforts necessary for swoessful 

propagation of game birds. There is one outstanding feature in this business, and 

that is that the greatest success comes only from the duplicating of nature's methods . 

in an entirety: but this is never possible on a game farm - hence it becomes necessary 

to approach thet method as nearly as possible. What those substitute methods are and 

whieh of them proves best has been the problem at the Oregon State Game Farms. It is 

pelieved the methods now employed are the best yet tried, but experiments are being — 

made constantly in order to improve methods, not only to bring a higher percentage 

of young birds to maturity but also to lessen the cost of production. 

For example: The pheasant is primarily an insect-devouring bird. He is 

omnivorous by necessity, but his preference is for bugse The shape of his bill confirms 

this. Therefor, it was long argued that for best results he must have a diet of bugs, 

and live ones at that. For years, fly larvae (maggots) had been the accepted food, and



there was much experimentation to produce maggots in quantities, and clanly; but it takes | 

a lot of bugs to feed 27,052 young pheasants three meals a day. If the Oregon Game Farm 

was to produce pheasants in large quantities, a substitute feed mist be found. This re- : 

quired further experiments and the cont imal discarding of methods regarded as good for 

others found to be betters ; 

Brooding pheasants with opdinary hens seemed = slow process when compared with 

modern indubators + The work of hatching pheasant eggs artificially has been given much 

attention, not only as to conditions, but as to type of brooder. It ean be done, and the 

Oregon Game Farms have hatehed pheasant eggs in an ineubator, but results have not proven 

_ satisfactory and we are still using hens until such time as we have developed an incubator 

and brooding particularly adapted to pheasants. ‘That artificial ineubation and brooding are 

desirable is unquestioned, if for no other reason than the elimination of vermin. Serupulous 

oare must be exercised to prevent vermine lice are fatal to yomg pheasants. At the : 

Oregon Farms each setting hen is carefully examined before being put wm the nest, then dusted 

with Pyrethrum Powder and receives two more dustings. The Oregon farms are probably the 

first game farms to use this preventative. We have tried other powders ani methods and 

S some may be effective, but many contain substances injurious to young pheasants, and we 

have thus far found nothing better than Pyrethrum Poyder, otherwise known as buhac or flea 

powder. It does the work. . 

unlaas problen thet has engaged much attention and experimentation is distri- 

bution after onee produced. Shall the small birds be released before the shooting season, 

or shall they be kept at the farms until the close of the hunting season and then shipped 

over the state, or shall they be held in captivity in different places ani released locally 

either in the fall or in the spring? All of this »vresents problems that have been up for 

solution. : 

fhe subjects of present day food formlse, brooding ani methods of distribution 

are covered in detail later in this report. 

4s. the. nt st mniaingatbtnanets, bet, Nees alec smaitaretion, othr hints, 
have, from time to time, been mised and experimented with. Among swh birds may be 

mentioned Mongolian Pheasants, Japanese Pheasants, English Ring-Neck Pheasants, English 

Bleek Neck Pheasants, and lately the Mutant Pheasant, all of which are true pheasants 

and will interbreed. Also, there are Reeves Pheasant, Oregon Quail, Valley Quail, 

Bob-white, Mexisan Sealed Quail, Chinese Quail, Bemboo Partridge and Wild Turkeys. An 

eminent authority claims the Golden, Amherst ani Silver Pheasants are desirable for 

stocking private game preserves. After experimenting with these birds for several years ae 
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the Oregon Game Farms cannot yet agree with the above authoritye last year about 250 

Golden Pheasants were liberated in Josephine and Curry counties, and time will tell of 

their adaptability. : 

In the beginning, English authorities were consulted on the raising of 

pheasants. In England, the raising of pheasants for private preserves hes been carried 

on for several hundred years, and the English pheasant of today, although greatly re- 

sembling the China pheasant, is a very different bird. In Englend, the English Ring : 

Neck Pheasant is almost domesticated. In Oregon, the China Pheasant is as wild as aver. 

Feeding methods in England hove changed little as time has gone ome We required improved 

methods for this wilder birds ; 

, Our state now enjoys tho distinetion of another outstanding development in 

game bint propagation other than the China Pheasant, and that is the Hungerian Partridges 

Timay be said, I believe without fear of contradiction, the Oregon State Game Farm leads 

all others in the suecessful development of this exotic game bird. During the last six 

years, considerable attention has been given at the game fam to the breeding of Hmgarian 

Partridges neue St their particular adaptability to naturalization in Oregon. ‘they — 

are exceptionally hardy, being able to stand extremes of heat and cold, are very prolific, 

frequently hatehing 18 to 20 chicks; are of rapid flight, therefore hard to hit, and mare 

seemingly very pepaler with sportsmen. For these reasons we have been giving them 

attention second only to that given pheasants. It is my present opinion that the Hungarian 

Partridge is better adapted to Eastern Oregon than to the coast comties. In the wild 

state, I think they will be fowmd to be as hardy as the pheasant; but like the pheasant, 

- they resort to open spaces. : : 

When the Oregon State Game Foams first conceived the idea of raising the : 

European Gray, or Hungarian Partridge in captivity, our first thought was to obtain sane 

reliable information on the subject. Practically all literature from Europe dealt with — 

the birds in the wild state only. First, we wanted to know how to distinguish the sexe 

A natiom lly imown weekly sportsman's journal, November 14th, i925, carried this bit of = 

sine. Aid tlipkin’ AN Rese: Meanaiton: peratAge: tu: euetemeen’ dette: bern 9. Suites Salaee™ 

This ws discouraging. In the same publication we were informed that all partridges - 

having a brown horseshoe on the breast were males, and those without the horseshoe were 

females. This was misleading. Imagine our surprise when we gathered eggs, and fertile 

eggs at that, from a pen whieh we supposed contained only a couple of extra nalete The 

brown horseshoe on the breast is not diagnostic of sex with the Hungarian partridges 

Some females have this horseshoe, and sane do nots ‘The true external marks of sexual



differences are best determined by comparing the "median and lesser wing coverts," the 

smaller wing feathers toward the shoulder, asa the base of the double row of 

flight feathers, as showm in photographs accompanying this report. In the male feather “6 

the ground color is dark, blotched on the inner web with chestmt, stripe of buff down 

each shaft, but no cross bars. In the female feather the ground color is black with 

two or more wide irregular buff cross bars, in addition to the puff shaft stripe. 

Oregon was the first state to liberate hand reared Hungarien yartridges, en 

other states relying upon imported birds. As the demand increases, and the sipply of wild 

trapped birds fron Europe decreases, as it surely will, state game departments will be 

forced to raise their own Hungarian partridges in captivity, tamer end more easily handled 

than pheasants, but it costs more to produce partridge eggs than pheasant eggs, for the 

reason that each individual pair must be yarded separately. > 

Hungarian partridges have many traits strietly their own, and when a pair 

decide to mate, for the season at least, they usually mean it. Suropean authorities : 

claim they mate for life; but experiments carried on at the Oregon State Game Farms 

prove they do not always select the same mates the second year, even when given en oppor— 

tunity to do s0. Hach pair is given an individual breeding pen during the laying season, 

_and a sereap to the finish is the inevitable result when on attempt is made to add a second 

female to a breeding pene Both the male and female partridge are most devoted parents, 

and at hatching ime, the male assists in hovering sail searing for the brood. As much : 

hes been incorrectly claimed for the pheasant. Nature never intended thet the gudy and 

conspicuous cock pheasant, leckking in the protective coloration of the cock partridge, 

should assist in maternal duties. While we raise the majority of our partridges with 

bantam hens, the parent birds will raise their om brood in captivity, and do a good 

job of ite 

Hungarians are not nervous ani flightly when young, end may be retained 

under a two-inch mesh wire inclosure until too large to make the ar escape through the 

_ top, differing greatly in this respect from 811 other species of partridges and their : 

affinities so far raised in captivitye pana mm fi 

The illustration “A IAttle Shell Game That's Different" (accompanying this 

report ) shows how an accurate record is kept of every partridge egg set at the Oregon 

State Game Farms by marking on the ogg the number of the pen from which the egg was : 

gathered. Thus we know for a cortainty that hen No. 57 laid 52 eggs per year for two 

years in succession. ; 

Food for yomg partridges is all importante We have had best results by 

feeding, sparingly, finely chopped young onion tops, lettuce, cottage cheese, chick grain, 
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chick starter mash, wheat flakes, Spratt's pheasant meal, hard boiled eggs, (whites of the 

eggs only}, and maggots. Somo variety, to be sure, for the ehick grain alone is a mixture 

of grains and soeds. The maggots must be thoroughly matured, propagated properly and fed 

in limited quantities. The biris do best in yards planted to rape, and seem to feed on 

the aphides rather then on the plant itself. Young partridges require sunshine and plenty 

of it. In fect, it is a difficult task to reise thom in the absence of favorable weather. 

There is no denying the fact that a chick hatched and reared artificially is 

lecking in stemina as compared to one hatched the way the wild progenitors of domestic 

fowl hatched and reared their youmg.e True, the vital difference may not be readily 

apparent, yet it is only reasonable to assume that the handicap exists. After trying 

various artificial methods of incubation and brooding game birds, we have discarded all. 

Some game farms claim wmderful suecess with artificial methods. ‘There is abundant room 

for a difference of opinion among honest game bird breeders; but i prefer to stick to 

the old setting hen. 

The Game Breeder, a monthly magazine published in New York City, has just 

requested an article from me on the propagation of Hungarian partridges, stating: ‘The 

breeding of these birds on the wire is a subject which none of the industry are any too 

well informed, and which very few people have aecomplished with any degree of success. This 

is but one of a mumber of subjeets upon which an article by you would be exceedingly welcomes” 

But why should we even attemt to raise them on wire? If there was a single 

reason on the face of the earth why a Hungarian partridge should be raised on wire, game 

breeders might be justified in attemting to solve the problem. ‘The Hungarian prefers 

the wide open spaces, and with millions of acres of land in the United States better 

suited to Hungarian partridges than anything else, why should we try to raise them in 

four—decked, wire-bottomed brooders? 

The advocates of the wire floor for day-old chicks once recommended concrete 

as @ prevention against infectious diseases. We wonder what is coming nexte 

The onlinary Plymouth Rock, Wyandotte or Rhode Island Red hen is too large 

for brooding partridge eggs. Bantams make ideal mothers but do not cover enough eggs 

to make their use prectical on a large seale. For this reason, we created our own breed 

of setting hens by crossing an Australorp male with black coohin bantam females, and, 

for the want of a better name, called them Broodettes. By the process of selection 

and elimination, we now have an ideal setting hen weighing three pounds or less, with 

practically no feathering on the legs, and of a uniform glossy black color. A similar 

cross may be produced by mating a Rhode Island Red male with Burr Cochin bantem females, 

or any other combination of breeds, providing the male is of the larger breed when a 
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larger breed is crossed with banteams. 

The Hungarian partridge in captivity can make a liar out of an otherwise 

truthful game breeder. We no sooner recori a certain fact in connection with their breed- 

ing than they deliverately reverse themselves. For instance, we were led to believe by 

Buropean authorities that they mated for life, but we have proved that their matrimonial 

fidelity has been greatly exaggerated, by leg-banding mated pairs in the #11 and allowing 

all to run together during the winter. ‘Some pairs were constant in their affections; 

but the prevsiling conception of all partridges as paragons of marital constancy will have 

to be modified. 

Hungarians ean be foree-mated, but with indifferent success. They whould be 

permitted by 211 means to select their own mates, and it is generally conceded that the 

female does the courting. When a pair is mated, they will be found together constantly 

and when placed in an inclosure by themselves, there will be no calling back and forth with 

the remaining flock. 

With Hungarian partridges, it is generelly conceded that the female does the 

courting, and strange as it may seem in three different instances, a female partridge 

has apparently wooed her caretaker. We now have such a female that, out of a flock of 

perhaps fifty birds, became attached to the man caring for then. Upon hearing his voice, 

she immediately comes to him, permitting him te pick her up and follovs him outside of 

the covered pens and back. 

Another peculiar habit of the Hungarian is that ef burying their eggs in 

rhe ground, qulidaiine teen al BO he eek is laid. When on the nest the hen's back 

is almest level with the groud. 

That the methods employed at the Oregon Game Farm are suceessful is attested 

by the. success of the Minnesota: Game Farm. Mr. George EB. Packer of Madelia, Minnesota, 

was sent to the Oregon State Game Farms for several weeks in 1929 by the State Game and 

Fish Commissioner of Minnesota for instructions in raising game birds. Mr. Packer worked 

at the farms without salary in order to gain experiencée He was sent to the Oregon State 

Geme Farms rather than to an eastern state game farm or the Game Conservation Institute, 

New Jersey. I received a personal letter from Mr. Packer last month stating that last 

season the Minnesota Stete Game Farm released 3979 pheasants and thet they hone to hatch 

15,000 pheasants this season. : 

According to figures tabulated by the late Carlos Avery, President, Amorican 

Game Protective Association, Oregon liberated more pheasants than sny of the other 

twenty-six states operating game farms in 1929. For this accomplishment, and for unusual



success in the propagation in captivity of the Hungarian partridge, I ws given the 

Outdoor Life western sward for that year. ‘Two gold medals are given each year to the men = 

one east of the Mississippi and one west - who in the opinion of the committee have con- 

tributed most toward the propagation or conservation of wild life during the yoare We 

released far more birds in 1950, therefore, it is safe to assume that we are well up 

near the top of the list for that year also. 

So many letters were received from 211 parts of the United States requesting 

information either as to the nature of pheasants, or how to raise them, that the State 

Game Commission in 1914 asked me to prepare a bulletin bearing the title, “Pheasant 

Farming". When this edition was exhausted, the Commission being rather short of funds, 

gave me permission to put out a revised edition of five thousand copies, and to charge 

one dellar per copys This edition was disposed of practically at cost. for the reason 

that for every book sold at one dollar, two were given away free of charge; but it saved 

an endless amomt of correspondences 

The photograph, "Simpson's Pheasant Farm in 1905" shows a husky bunch of 

pheasants, even if they were brooded in a disearded store box with tarred paper fora roof. 

These birds were fed on maggots which might be used more extensively today were it not for 

the expense entailed, and the uncertainty of weather condit ions favorable to their propa- 

gations 

Most pheasant raisers consider maggots rank poison to young pheasants, which 

indeed they are, if not properly produced, or if fed before fully matured. The objeetion 

to the larvae food is the offensive odor ordinarly associated with ite This may be over~ 

eane by raising larvee scientifically. Contrary to the common accepted idea, the larvae 

of the fly prefer fresh to decaying meat. Maggots separated from their ususl surroundings 

are clean and odorless. Flies do not lay their eggs on tainted meat whon fresh moat can 

be foumd, ani maggots are clean feeders from choice, and thrive best on fresh meat. Every— 

one is familiar with the history of the butterfly; how a wou apparently dries up in the 

fall of the year, and in the springtime breaks apen to release a beautiful butterfly. This 

dried wom is the pupa, and just as the butterflyts egg develops = wom and later produces 

a perfect insect, so the larvae of the common fly, when grown, dries up and later produces 

a fly again - only the change to the fly is accomplished in a few days instead of months. 

As soon as the larvae hatches, it seeks darkmess end buries itself in the nearest dirt or 

other medium. We fowmd that cold storage smelt was the most economical "meat" to use, 

and bran the most satisfactory medium. In about four days time, when grown, the larvae 

were conveniently separated from the bran by use of an ordinary faming mill. This method 
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is submitted as original. 

During the years that I have been raising pheasants, both on my own farm and 

as an employee of the state, I have been improving on equipment constantly until the 

brooding coops, shipping crates end pens for grown birds now in use here differ greatly 

from earlier equipment used for the same purpose, and are more convenient and effective. 

In produeing more than 27,000 birds each year, convenience of operation is material if 

cost of production is to be kept down. I have studied equipment used at other places, 

and am convinced the styles of equipment used on the Oregon Game Farms are in no respect 

inferior to any other ~ in fact are more advanced, though I am not saying we may not 

continue to improve, based on trial and experience. 

The 324 pheasant pens as shown in the drawing of the Pendleton farm is a 

plen originated at the Oregon State Game Farms, and has been adopted by the State Game 

Departments of Washington, California, Idaho, Montana, Minnesota, Missouri and many 

private game farms throughout the United States. The partitions between each 24° x 24! 

pen consists of two 12 removal panels, that, when removed and set aside permit the oulti- 

vation with a team of the entire length of the pens, 444 feet. After the ground has been 

seeded, the partitions are replaced. All gates are conveniently arranged in groups of 

four, permitting the caretaker to attend four pens without moving his feed cart or wheel-~ 

barrow in the alley. “fo move birds from one pen to any other pen without catching, they 

are turned inte the alley and into the pan desired by placing a portable panel across the 

alley at the desired point. Should any pen become congested, the birds may be turned into 

the alleys, whieh represent spsce qqusl to sbout 44 pens. Both reducing to a minimum the 

chances of birds being lost through a gate being left open. 

For transporting dey~old pheasants severs1 hours by auto truck, we have a 

hot-water box divided into four compartments, each holding 20 youg birds. One tank heats 

the four compartments which have = heavy screen wire bottom, just above the tark. A 

flamel eleth is laid over the wire before the birds are put in the boxe ‘The brooding 

hens are transported in sacks, each being numbered to correspond to the number on the box. 

If the water in the tenk gets too cold, it can be drained out, and refilled with warmer 

water from the radiatore 

The pheasant brood coop show in an accompanying photograph has several ee 

over amy other type of brood coop for game birds. One-half of the front of this coop is 

slatted, permitting the yomg birds to go in and out at will, the other being solid boards 

to prevent the hen from reaching out and eating the food placed in the pan intended only 

for the young birds. The hinged front acts as a shelter, protesting the feed pan from rain



and sum, and the middle brace, being hinged at the top, prevents the front fran blowing 

down and slmtting out the youmg birds. fo confine the brood to the coop, fold the brace 

back up against the top, whieh, when lowered, fastens securely by turning a button at the 

bottom. This coop is 24 inches long, 18 inches wide, 20 inches high in front, and 12 inches 

high at the beck, making a most se:viceable, convenient brood eoop, quite sufficient in 

size for one brood of twenty young pheasants, yet light enough to be moved about by one 

man. A small runway the width of the coop, about three feet long snd twelve inches high, 

is placed in front of this coop for the first three or four days. If retained longer, 

the top would have to be covered with 2 sm ll meshed wire screen. 

A very convenient gate lateh is easily and cheaply made from a piece of 3/8 

ineh wroght iron about sixteen inches long, bent into the shape of a letter "U" and set 

inte the frame of the gate, as shown in accompanying photographs. A nail is driven part 

way into each side of the post opposite the lateh, so that when the gate is closed, the 

latch will fall into a horizontal position on both sides of the post. This lateh will 

not sag, contract or expand with changing temperature, or blow open. It may be quickly 

opened or closed from either side with one hand, leaving the other hand free to carry : 

feed, etcetera; but if the latch is fastened to the post instead of the gate frame, 

both hands will be required to open or close. 

The experiment of keeping pinioned hens in wire pens without tops ws 

tried as a less expensive method. The pinioned birds were the prey of the horned owl 

end crows. Once an owl had taken a hen fran a pen, the remaining hens were so disturbed 

nervously that the egg production would be very materially reduced. ‘The crows are 

great thieves of eggs and can easily detect the artificial ones. If pinioned males 

are used, the wild ones will come to the pens, and the pinioned bird is killed by his 

wild antagonist. For these reasons, the use of the open top pen was discontinued. 

The experience at the Oregon Game Farms has been that better results follow 

from placing day-old pheasant chicks in especially prepared brood coops along with the 

mother hen, in suitable localities, either in charge of a caretaker or with a responsible 

fammer, to care for until weaning age, than from the indiscriminate distribution of 

pheasant eggs. Volunteer caretakers who observe our instructions have quite often raised 

@ very fair percentage of the young birds. But there is also an objection to distribution 

of chieks, other than difficulties of raising, and that is that the young birds are 

nearly always released prior to the open seasm, and are promptly shot before they have 

an opportunity to aid in propagation. Another objection is that they are not well dis- 

tributed. 
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The State Game Farms, as now organized and equipped, are capable of producing 

many more birds than can be held st the farms until after the close of the hunting season. 

To overvome this, the Commission has now reached the conclusion that the holding pen is 

the solution. 

By holding Pens is meant the construction of pens designed to hold mature birds 

from time of weaning until after maturity; these pens to be located in different localities 

wherever the residents will construct them, and agree to care for the birds. 

In this wy, 2 greater number of pheasants may be held until after the close 

of the hunting season or through the winter than in any other wy fowmd. The Geme Gommission 

has been willing to furnish pheasants at weaning age or older to any sportsmen's associstion 

who would build holding pens according to the Commission's instructions; also to furnish 

the feed for the birds until they were liberated. Any commmity holding 2 few hundred 

pheasants over for a season will feel a personal interest in the birds, and a stronger senti~ 

ment against game law violation will prevail. 

There is no question but what two hundred pheasant hens released after the clese 

of the bunting season, or early the following spring, will do more toward increasing the 

supply of birds in the wild state than a thousand yomeg birds released during the sumer, - 

Being decidely polygamous, a shortage of male birds in the wild state is not liable to 

occur for many years, therefore, all efforts may be devoted to holding female birds only. 

In this comtry, fomerly, it was almost a universal belief that the pheasant 

mated in pairs only. This belief seems to linger long and die hard. Fortunately, the 

plumage of the Chinese ring-neck pheasant is so different from that of the female that 

an open season on males only is entirely practical. The female pheasant has more natural 

| enemies than the male. When a stray cat, great horned owl or hawk kilis a grown pheasant, 

that pheasant is nearly always a female. In the wild state, one of the greatest enemies 

to the wild pheasant is the common house cat. The Oregon Humane Society should be commended 

for their efforts in discouraging the harmfal habit of dumping surplus cats by the roadside. 

One reason for the rapid increase of Chinese Pheasants in Eastern Oregon is dus to the 

lesser number of stray cats as compared with the Willamette Valley. 

If the legislature will not protect the famale pheasant by lew, the sportsmen 

themselves must do sO Nothing has been proposed of recent years that would do as much to 

increase the number of pheasants in Oregon as the idea of each community or district 

providing their ow holding pens, to be filled with youmg birds from the State Game Farms 

each seasons 

For holding pheasants over the winter for spring liberation, holding pens 
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» Should not be smaller than 50 feet square, 7 feet high, and covered with 2 inch mesh poultry 

netting. Allewing 50 square feet per bird, with proper care, such a pen should hold fifty : 

pirds indefinitely. An inelosure 108 feet by 108 feet, divided into four pens each 54 

feet square, covering a total space of 11,664 square feet, would require about 5,500 feet 

of lumber, and 13 rolls 2" x 72" No. 19 poujtry netting for the top and 4 rolls 1"x60" 

No. 20 poultry netting for the sides, with 2 ft. base board, With proper care, even 250 

birds might be held over safely in such an inclosuree The price of material waries in 

different localities; but should run about 75 cents, or possible $1.00 per bird for cost 

of material aloneée labor, no doubt, can be donated. If your pens should last ten years, 

the cost per bird per year for holding pens would not be greate 

The State Game Commission will fi11 such pens with binis seven or eight weeks 

old, or nearly half-grown birds, and furnish the feed as long as the birds are held, end 

send sn experienced man with the shipment to instruct your caretaker how to feed and care 

for them. I have had no instructions to limit any ¢lub to a certain number, ani no doubt 

any reasonsble sized pen will be filled with pheasants as above described every years 

As above stated, it is better to have four pens 54 feot square, rather than 

one large pen 108 feet square, but in ease your location is more adapted to some other 

dimensions, the seme will answer equally as well. 

These birds would be held over the winter just as we hold weeding stock at 

the game forms, oni, with ample room and proper care, the loss is very slight. 

In the past, it has been the practice of the Geme Commission to send out young 

birds or pheasant eggs for hatehing to persons requesting them in different parts of the 

states Few people receiving them have had auy experience in raising pheasmts, and it has 

peen necessary to send along instructions for feeding and cares ‘These instructions are 

made up from the experience gained at the Oregon Game Farms, and, if faithfully followed, 

will give good resultse When there has been bed luck or failure, it uswlly appears that 

_ the keeper has introduced some variations; usually the advice of a friend. It is essential 

that the instructions should be followed literallye 

: Me printed instructions sent out are as fellow: eiieneem 

Methods used in hatehing pheasant eggs do not differ greatly from those’ em- 
ployed in hatehing domestic chickens, except ing that the period of ineubation is 23, 

instead of 21 days, and nests must be inolosed as shown in illustration to prevent the 

young birds from straying from the nest at hatehing time. 

A medium sized Rhode Islani hen will take eare of 16 to 18 pheasant eggs, and 

the nest should be placed on the growmd. Dust the hen well with lies povder about three 

times during the period of incubation, but not within three days of the date they are due 

to hatehe 

Fewer young birds will be killed in the nests if the shells are not removed. 

during the hatching period, as is frequently advised, for the logical reason that the 
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empty shells have a tendency to keep the hen fran setting down too heavily upon the young chickse 

When possible, nests should be placed in the shade, and during hot weather dig 
a shallow trench just behind or in front of the nests and will with water daily for added 
moisture. 

The brood coops should be placed about forty yards apart, with sufficient cover 
near by to enable the young birds to hide from their natural enemies; the sparrow hawk 
being the worst offender at this age. No stock or danestic poultry should have access to 
the scoops, and if the earetaker is not willing to dispose of any stray cats, ani confine 
any “pet" cats, the idea of pheasant propagation should be abandoned. 

Before placing the young chicks in the brood coop, the floor should be covered 
with fine dry sand, and the chieks confined with the hen the first day. Water should be 
changed at least once a day and kept out of the sum. Until about the fourth day, the 
young birds may be confined in a small runway made by placing boards 22 inches high in 
front of the coop. These boards should be removed just before the young birds are able 
to fly over them. 

Game meal should be prepared in the following mannor: place the game meal in 
a vessel sufficiently large to allow for swelling, then slowly add boiling water, stirring 
continuously from the bottom, until thoroughly soaked, but not sloppy. Add just enough 
water to make it crumbly moist. fet stand at least two hours to cool before feedings 

This game meal may be madé more appetizing by moistening with water in which 
fresh beef liver has been boiled, applied hot as described above. The boiled liver, 
thoroughly done, should be run through a fine meat grinder reducing it to a powler, 
and added to the prepared game meal before feeding, sparingly at first, but the quantity 
increased as the birds grow older. ‘Then add hard boiled eggs, also reduced to = powler 
by grating through fine meshed wire, and finely chopped head lettuce, and to all of the 
above may be added a goodly portion of properly prepared curds This should all be thor- ¥ 
oughly mixed together until it is crumbly moist and fluffy, but not sloppy, and fed to 
young pheasants after they are forty-eight hours old, sparingly st first, four times a 
day, and at regular intervals, say at six, ten, two ani six o'clock, ani feed them in 
&@ pan or dish, rather than on the gromd. Do not prepare more food than the birds will 
eat up clean at one feeding, for if any is left, it is liable to soure The geme meal 
for the early morning meal, howéver, may be moistened the evening before, but the other 
foods should not be added until just before feeding. 

For preparing the above mixture, it is not practical to designate the exact 
proportions of each ingredient for the reason that local conditions are so varied as to 
supply of natural food, age of the birds, eather conditions, etcetera, but the following 
table of proportions will give a fair idea as to the proper amounts of each: 

Geme Meal seceseccosscccccsecce 50% 

Hard Boiled Eggs seccccccccssce 5% 

Boiled Ground Liver esecoscsesce 8% 

Chopped Lettuce & Onion Tops eo. 15% 
Curd COecececcccscncccesccoscee 226 100% 

Rather than adhere strictly to the sbove rule, it is better to observe closely 
if the young birds have a tendency to leave any noticeable quantity of any one food used 
in making up the mixture, then reduce the percentage of that particular food accordingly. 
The quantity of curd end chopped lettuce may be materially increased if the supply is 
abundant. 

A small quantity of wheat flekes (dry) witha springling of fine charcoal and 
fine grit may be left before the young birds at all times, to which may be added as the 
birds grow older, comercial chick grain, corn meal and cracked wheat, gradually e liminat~ 
ing the cooked food, until the birds are old enough te care for themselves. 

Young birds may also be fed a limited quantity of fresh, finely ground liver 
or lean meat, crumbled with shorts or corn meal, or chick starter or developing mash, 2 
but not oftener than once a day, and sparingly at that. Boiled rice is als a good feed, 
and likewise custard made of eggs and milk, and cooked in the usual manner. 
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fo boil eggs properly, place in a wire container and set into a kettle of boiling 
water and boil half an hour, then lift out and set immediately into another vessel of cold 
water to cocl. 

In making curd, one gellon of skim milk will make about one-half pound of curd. 
Allow the milk to sour at a temperature of about 75 degrees until it clebbers. Heat the 
clabber te 90 degrees for thirty of forty minutes, stirring at intervals to prevent 
settling. The longer the curd is thoroughly stirred, the harder and firmer will be the 
cheese. After heating, the curd and whey should be put in a cheese cloth, and allowed to 
drain, but add no salt. 
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Among other game birds how being reared st the Oregon Game Farms are the 

Chinese or Asiatic Quail, The Chukor Partridge, and the Melanistic Pheasant. 

: The most interesting of these, perhaps, is the Chinese or Asiatic Quail. 

Because of its early maturity and consequent greater rate of increase, there is much 

promise that this bird may be desirable for naturalization in this state. Difficult as 

it may be to believe, it is a fact that at the State Game Farm, the migratory Chinese 

quail, Coturnix goturmix japonica, actually produced the second generation within the 

year. A shipment arrived from the Hawaiian Islenis in December, 1928, and the wonder is 

that any withstood the severe winter. The loss, however, was no greater then with other 

more acclimated varieties. Six pairs were retained at the Corvallis farm; but at the ‘ 

beginning of the laying season, one female was killed by flying against the pen. From 

the remaining five females, five eggs were obtained in April; 69 in May; 66 in June; 

70 in Jaly, or a total of 210 eggs up to July Sist. Some eggs were known to have been 

destroyed by a large snake, but the exact number was not known, therefore, no record 

was made of such eggs. 

The fertility ran remarkably high, anid tho young birds, although quite small, 

possessed wonderful vitality. ‘Some difficulty was experienced in obtaining bantam 

setting hens small enough, and hens that were willing to accept the little midgets. 

This done, the brood was as good es reised. 

The first two broods were soon as large as the old birds, end for lack of room 

all were yarded together. Shortly after, it dewned upon us thet this mixed pen of ola 

and young birds was producing too many eggs. Mr. George Packer, Superintendent of the 

new Minnesota Game Farm ad Madlia, who was spending a couple of weeks at the Oregon 

State Game Farms, first surmised that the young birds might be doing some premature 

laying. This, however, could not be proven, where both young and old birds were yarded 

together. But when, in another pen of young birds hatehed on June 6th, four eggs 

were found on August 16th, and three more eggs on August 19th, all doubt wes removed. 
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All quail pens are of one~inch mesh netting, sides and tops, and several pens 

intervene between the pen containing the old birds and the one from which the seven eggs 

were gathered. An accurate setting nest and rearing pen record was kept of these birds, 

and the tag on the pon shows that all seven of the birds hatched on June 6th were raised 

to maturity. From the seven eggs gathered from this young pen, four birds were hatched, 

and two raiaed to maturity. Hence, we have the second generation within the year. This 

was in 19296 The second generation within the year was agsin raised in 1930. 

Ye | In spite of their hardiness and unusual prolificness, these wonderful little 

birds ari considered 2 total loss from a propageting standpoint, from the fact that they 

are éidlent as @ migrant. If given their liberty here in Oregon where they were hatched 

and reared, who knows but what, after their annual hegira southward, they might return 

to Oregon. 

Of all our hatching experiments with exotic game birds, none have been more 

interesting than that carried owt with these birds. They can be retained in very small 

quarters, any manber of both sex without a quarrel, even during the laying season. They 

ley an egg slightly larger than a bobuhite, plotehed and speckled with rich dark brown 

or purplish—-biack. An idea of the size of the eggs may pe gained by the photograph 

showing ten Asiatic quail eggs snd one wild turkey egg in the top of 4 hate 

CHUKOR PARTRIDGE —~ A reeent addition to the State Game Farms is the peautiful 

Chukor partridge from India; a bird fully twice the size of our native partridges. 

(Bobwhite, mowmtain quail and valley quail are all in reality partridges.) The Chukor 

has beautiful, distince markings unlike any of our other game birds, and male and female 

are identics1 in color; but the male is slightly larger and has, when fully matured, 

short stubs of spurse 

The few birds raised at the farms last year seem to stand our winters wells 

In their native land they are known as the hill partridge, inheviting the foothills 

of the Himalayas up to seven thousand feet where they are more numerous, and more sought 

after than any other feathered game in that district. ; 

In attempting the propagation of this, or any other exotic game bird, it is not 

with the idea of trying to do samething that the other fellow camot do; but rather 

to find a bird of proven game qualities ~ a bird that will adapt itself to changed 

environment, prove prolific, and, most important of all, one that can be raised in 

captivity; for the price this bird commends in this country makes its purchase for 

immediate liberation prohibitive. 

Reports from Englend, where suall mmbers have been liberated on private estates. 
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show that they do not migrate, or even stray far from the locality where liberated. 

The hunter can readily distinguish them from any game bird he is now permitted 

to Kill during the hunting season; being 4 light gray, with barred side stripes of 

yellow and black, fawn and white. The bill is very red, and the legs pinkish-red. 

seek KEE HE 

MELANISTIC MUTANT PHEASANT —— Just what a Melanistic Mutant Pheasant is 

no one seems to knowe At least in England where it has recently appeared on many 

estates, no one knows just how it originated; but it is usually referred to as the 

"dark pheasant." This name is quite appropriate for the reason that both sexes are 

dark colored ~ the cock, a metallic blue and green, and the hen a rich russet brown - 

2 color not found in any other true pheasant. In tet, the hen resembles our sooty 

grouse in colore 

We have about thres dozen hens for breeding purposes this year. Mutant 

chicks are bleek, black with white patehes, or dark chosclate with white throsts, 

therefore, unlike any other pheasant chick. In the adult stage, however, they no longer 

have any of the white maricings. 

Melanism is the opposite of albinism. It is the occurrence of dark or black 

individuals in a normally lighter colored species, and, while albinism usually denotes 

&@ lack of virility, melanism denotes the reverses 
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TE VALLBY QUAIL —— The true Valley quail, differing slightiy from the 

Gslifornia valley quail, so nwaerous in the southern part of the state, has no trace 

of the migrant, aud thrives from desert to mountain tope In 1914, 1915 and 1916, a 

total of 2,745 birds were trapped in Jackson and Josephine coumties by the Oregon State 

Game Gomaission, and transplanted in other counties of tho state. 

In the Willamette valley, where the Bobwhite was introduced from the middle 

west over forty years ago, the Valley quail now outnumber the Bobwhite. One reason 

for this is that the Bobwhite eannot stand sleppy snow. His plumage becomes bedraggled, 

and, unable to fly, he is at the mercy of his numerous enemies. He roosts on the ground 

in a most accommodating manner for the stray house cat, horned owls, etcetera. ‘The 

Valley quail takes advantage of any available shelter during a snow storm, and at night 

roosts up at least out of pach of most animal enemies. 

Since this transplantation of California Valley quail, end the introduction 

of the Hungarian partridge into Oregon, both birds, together with the Bobwhite and 

mountain quail, may all four be found together, apparently in harmonious association. 
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The Valley quail has been successfully introduced into British Golmbia, 

England, New Zealand, ani Chilee Just why this wonderful little game bird does not 

receive more favorable attention from sportsmen throughout “the United States is in- 

explicable; unless the Bobwhite's admirers still cling to their first love for the 

boyhood memories he reealls. 

WILD TURKEYS —~- At the time the state took over my game farm, ve had some 

wild turkeys. There did not seem to be much interest in wild turkeys, and they were 

discontinued for a number of years. Then about six years ago, the GameFarms had a 

pair of black tailed deer. A gun club in Maryland wanted thom, and offered to give 

five wild turkeys for them, and a treme was made. These were Virginia wild turkeys, 

and from this beginning, wo have recently been raising from three to four hundred a yoore 

These have been released in southwestern Oregon. Results are promising if 

hunters will leave them alone until they can get a good start of wild birds. ‘The 

greatest trouble is to keep them from staying tame. It will take two or three goenera- 

tions to get them wild enough to take care of themselves. 

In Februery, 1928, six pair of wild turkeys were released in the forks of the 

Molalia, Clsckamas comty. They have made by for the best showing for numbers released 

of any liberation in the state, due mainly to the efforts of the Silverton Red and Gun 

Club in giving them protection, and in releasing them in a “wild” cowtry to begin with. 

Curry county has more wild turkeys than any other county for the reason that the birds 

have not been released in some rancher's barnyarde 

The Southern wild turkey has a brilliant bronze plumage; more bronze than 

our domestic bronze turkeys. Ordinarily wild turkeys, the largest American game bird, 

are not as large as the domestic varieties; but after a few generations in captivity 

the wild stock becomes very tame, and frequently attains a size equal to tame birds. 

Wild turkeys were not originally found in Oregon; but this fast does not prove that 

they cannot be established here. 
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REEVES PHEASANT —— The Reeves pheasant, while a true pheasant, is in a 

class by itself; perfectly able to take care of itself in any climate, st any altitude. 

A choracteristic feature is the long tail semetimes attaining a length of six feet. 

Shis bird is said to have the strongest flight of any upland game bird. They are 

partial to heavily wooded areas, ani, contrary to the habits of the China Pheasant, 

roost in trees. 

About twenty~four years ago, before the first State Game Farm was established 

in Oregon, I sold to the state of Oregon one hundred pairs of Reeves pheasants for 
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fifteen hundred dollars. ‘he birds were released in practically every section of the 

state excepting where they might have gained a foothold in heavily timbered mountainous 

arease They are naturally rovers, and very strong fliers, and the small bunches Hbemted 

in thiekly settled communities soon scattered. None of this planting is known to have 

survivede 

In September, 1950, the State Game Farms of Oregon released one hundred Reeves 

pheasants in an especially favorable locality, the Oregon Caves, Josephine comty. At 

this writing, it is too early to say what the results of this planting may bes 
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BROWN MANCHURIAN EARED PHEASANT —— Another rare bird is the Brown Manchurian 

Hered pheasant - a large bird capable of complete domestications In fact, if given the 

chance, it will become attached to sane one person and follow him wherever he goes. For 

this, and other reasons, it is in a class by itself. 

It inhabits the bleak uplands of northeastern China, and is ealied by the 

natives, the Ho~ke, anid the feathers were formerly worn by Tartar warriors. 

Nine eggs are now under ineubation from the pair of Manchurians at the 

Bugene farm. 

» ee 

Not many people ever have an opportunity to see s dead game bird; much 

less a live one. Except for the illustrations on the ammunition ealendars and catalogues, 

they have little idea of the appearance of a pheasant or a partridge, while as to the 

varieties of pheasants, they know practically nothing. 

When placed on exhibition, a pen of pheasants never fails to attract attention 

and excite admiration. The Game Commission has felt there were three advantages to be 

gained from exhibits of game birds: - 

(1) It has meritorious edueational vane. 

(2) The citizen is thereby better advisalof the 
work of the Game Commission 

(3) The people, as a result, are favorably impressed 
with the work carried on at the Game Farms, and 
tend to give it their endorsement. 

The State Game Farms have made exhibits of live birds at fairs and exhibitions; 

the first being at Pendleton in 1912 st the Tri-county Fair held in connection with the 

Round-Up of that year. Hs. F. Averill, local game wrden at that time, prepared the 

pens in advance. Tom Craig brought the fish car, "Rainbow" to Corvallis, added the game 

bird exhibit to the fish exhibit, ani all were taken to Pendletone [ven ot that early 
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date, the exhibit was a creditable one - ~ better than some I have made since. A bantam 

hen with a brood of young Chinese pheasants about ten days old endured the trip, and was 

left with Mr. Averill, and these were the first pheasants liberated in Umetille county. 

Without question, the best azhibit the Stete Geme Commission has ever made 

was at the last Pacific International Livestock Exposition in Portlard. This combined 

exhibit of fish and geme birds cceupied two thousand square feet of floor space, and was 

@ real attraction, as Mr. Plumer's letter will show {a photostatic copy of which 

accompanies this report.) Evidently the public is tired of gazing upon msty, moth-saten 

mounted specimens of birds, and eagerly grasp the opportunity of seeing the living speci- 

mens arrenged in a pleasing mannere 

Such exhibitions are not only of great interest to the general public; but 

are of special interest to the sportsman. 

The fifty varieties of birds were not all game birds of this state; but were 

preetically all birds Glassed as game in some country. 

fhe exhibit included quail and partwidge, of which there were nine varieties, 

each in a separate pen properly labeled. ‘These were as follows: Hungarian, Bamboo, 

Gambel and Chukor pertridge, end Bobwhite, Valley, Mowmtain, Sealed and Chinese quail. 

In some sections of the state, thwee or four of the above varieties of game birds may 

be found all occupying the mme territory. For instance, Valiey and Mountain quail, 

Bobwhite and Hungarian partridge may all be found in Hamhill County, Oregon. 

As the open season and bag limits of these birds are at variance, every 

hunter should know his partridge, and an exhibition of this kind affords on ideal 

opportunity to study them at close range. 
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MORE GAME BIRDS IN AMERICA —— ‘he “More Game Birds in America, Inc. Fund" 

of New York City was organized last year by Mr. Joseph P. Knapp, owner of Collier's 

Weekly, Woman's Home Companion, and same other publications. fhe purpose, as I under- 

stand it, is to transplant the English idea to America on the theory that the farmer 

will profit out of raising of game birds by being permitted eitner to charge the sportsman 

for the privilege of going on his land and shooting, or yaying so much per bird killed. 

State sovereignty over the game birds within its borders would be lost, and the owner 

ship of the birds would be with the individual on whose land the birds happened to be. 

This is fundamentally opposed to the Americen conception that the game belongs to the 

people instead of the landowner. If Suenenper ete into law, this idea would immediately 

do away with game farms owned and operated by the states. 
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The English sportsman raises his own birds, protects them from poschers and 

predators the year ‘round; then pays an annual inland revenue license of practically 

fifteen dollars to shoot them. fo shoot “ground game” he pays two dollars mores 

Mr. Knapp has admitted that his task is no small one beesuse "all he had to 

do is to change the laws of 48 states", and that perhaps not over one hundred men in 

the United States at the present time are capable of rearing game birds on a large scale. 

Redently an official of this organization requested my opinion of their plane 

The following is quoted from my reply: 

"In response to your request for suegestions as to how best to increase the 

number of game birds in America, I wish to state first that the birds will have to be 

produced. Closed seasons and reduced bag limits will not be sufficient. I quite agree 

with you that game birds of sane kind could be raised on practically every farm in the 

United States, but not however, until every farmer who attempts game propagation has had 

proper, practical instruction, and supplied with the right breeding stock or eggs for his 

location. This cannot be done overnight. 

"The English system of game propagation cannot be adopted in this comtry for 

various reasonse The English game keeper, whose remuneration is ‘twenty shilling per 

week, free cottage and garden, four tons of coal, and one suit of clothes each year’ is 

@ gamekeeper because his father was a gamekeeper, and his father's father was a gamekeepere 

Your organization would first be required to construct modern game propagating 

farms, and the right kind of breeding birds to stock these farms would probably have to 

be contracted for a year in advance. While operating these farms to raise sufficient 

foundation breeding stock, you will be giving men practical training in game bird propaga- 

tion who can in turn transmit this knowledge to the farmer, who cannot be expected to 

take a two year course, or@en a one year course in game bird propagation at some 

institutions 

“An up~to-date text book on practical game bird propagation should be available 

to everyone engaged in raising game birds. Wo publication, et the present time, covers 

the subject sufficiently. Farmers' Bulletin No. 1521, 'Propagstion of Game Birds* 

U. S. Department of Agriculture, contains this advise to the pheasant raiser: ‘"Do 

not be perturbed by the bugaboo of inbreeding. ‘That inbreeding is necessarily harmful 

is a completely exploded theory. If the stock is soumd, imbreeding improves it.’ ‘The 

evils of inbreeding are recognized by all breeders of live stock, domestic peiitey end 

pheasants in captivity especially. The publication of such advise will have no ill effect 

upon the experienced breeder. He kmovws better. But, with the beginner, much ‘harm may be 
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done, and this bulletin was intended as a guide for the beginner in game bird propagatione 

‘When any species is threatened with extinction, the first proposal is to close 

the season or reduce the bag limit. Seientific eolleetors would grab the last living 

specimen, and we permit them to advertise for sie such mounted specimens and their 

eggse We leave the enemiesof gme birds alone to propagate ummolested. If we kill a 

stray house cat, who heads the list of game bird enemios, the supersonsitive sentimenta- 

lists are up in arms. Crows have increased greatly “ numbers with the agricultural 

development of the country which has provided them with additional winter food. Crows 

feed their young almost exclusively upon the eggs and nestlings of other birds, yet 

sane states protect them. 

"fhe predatory end of the teeter-board of ‘nature's balanee’ is groatly over- 

loaded. If we are to have more game birds in America, we must meet such propaganda as 

the following: ‘Nature is capable of looking after herself, consequently 211 unnatural 

interference on the part of man is bad.t Propagation is the only solution of our future 

game bird supply. Propagation in captivity saved the puffalo, and would have saved the 

passenger pigeon, had a single pair been left to the modern game breeders 

“Sportsmen's magazines devote an enormous amout of space to hunting stories; 

put only an occasional colwm on how to make game more abundant, and this occasional 

colum is invariably on the very last pagoe Frequently ‘outdoor expositions are held to 

endeavor to awaken the general public to a more comprehensive appreciation of the vast 

potentisl value of hunting and fishing, t where the implenents of destruction predaninate, 

and actual instructions in g@me production is seldom featured.” 
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Advance ing civilization is inconsistent with the maintenance of the wild gme 

level. In all parts of the United States, wild game birds abowded when pioneer 

setelement began; but as population increased, the wild birds decreasede 

We will always have our sportsmen, and there will be a continued demand for 

game birds. Supply tho demand, and the sportsmen will imerease in numbers. It is ar : 

substantial faetor in our western ci¥ilization. ae 

The problem of maintaining a proper supply of the game bird is constantly i 

recetving more and more attention. This is proven by the fect that todey there are ! Ay 

more state owned game farms in the United States than ever before, and in other states, f ‘ 

the subject is under serious considerations We must produce if we would destroy. % 

Respectfully submitted, ) . 

"GENE M. SIMPSON, Le 

SUPERINTENDENT, » 

OREGON STATE GAME FARMS.
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“ Information has reached us that 'Gene Simpson of Oregon and August 

Bade of California are endeavoring to stock some of the higher altitude 

country with birds suitable for that country and to this end have been work— @e 

: ing with the idea of Reeves Pheasants. The following from the Klamath News 

is quoted as an item of interest —- 

"Large flocks of Reeves and golden pheasants were planted 

4 this week in the Oregon Caves game preserve. The birds were 

brought here from state farms in Corvallis and Pendleton. 

The feathers of the newcomers are much brighter hued than 
varities now common in Oregon. The Reeves has an exceptionally 

Bs long tail and thrives in elevations of 2,000 to 6,000 feet. 

: Care will be taken by game wardens and foresters to see 

: that the new species are protected during the winter and given 
plenty of food on their 30,000 - acre preserve. No guns or dogs @ 
are allowed in this section where it is hoped the pheasants will 

propagate freely."



; ; File: Buffalo 
Oregon /~ 

Extract from Journal of Mammalogy usust 1930, General Notes, p. 320. 

ANOTHER RECORD OF THE BUFFALO IN OREGON 

During June, 1929, Judge Robert Sawyer, of Bend, Oregon, accompanied 
me on an expedition into south-central Oregon, primarily for the oe of 
seeing the herds of antelope ranging in that district. On June 14, while I 
was otherwise engaged, Judge Sawyer investigated the site of Old Fort Warner, which 
was established as a military station on July 15, 1866, and abandoned Sept. 1, 
1867, thus being occupied about fourteen months by soldiers operating against 
hostile Indians in that region. 

The location is about twenty miles east of Warner Valley, Lake County, 
Oregon, and at an altitude of approximately 6,500 fect. 

During Judge Sawyer's investigations, he found, among other material, 
a four-inch fragment af the upper end of a rib bone, which upon being submitted 
to the Biological Survey, was identified as “a four-inch section of the upper 
end of the sixth rib from the back or eighth rib from the front on the left-hand 
side of a medium-sized bull buffalo" (Bison bison bison). ‘he specimen is now 
deposited in the National Museum collection to substantiate the record. 

The following statement from Judge Sawyer describes the finding of this 
interesting record: 

"The bone about which you ask me was found in one of the fire places 
which I excavated. As I remember it was about two feet below the surface. 
Apparently, when this camp was abandoned, its occupants threw into the fireplaces 
all sorts of waste material. I found an ink bottle, a perfumery bottle, broken 
wine bottles, and many pairs of heavy boots with the leather badly rotted. 
It was in one of these collections of material that I came upon the bone fragment." 
--STANLEY G. JEWETT, Portland, Oregon. 
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Plate IV. Fige I i 

Food of the adult pheasant showing varying proportions of each by 
bulk from month to month, and the relative proportion of each in the 
aggregate annual food based unon the examination of the contents of 
159 stomachs. The percentaze of each of these in the total food is 
shown in Table III. 
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Plate IV. Figs 11 

Principle items of food of adult pheasants showing the relative 
proportion of each by bulk for the year, based upon the examination 
of the contents of 139 stomachs.



Extracted from "The China Pheasant in Oregon," mimeographed report on 
the laboratory studies of the contents of China Pheasants! stomachs. 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Oregon State Agricultural College in 
cooperation with the Oregon State Game Commission. 1929 
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THE SURVEY \. Se ony September, 1929 

None of the big-game animals at this preserve have been much in evidence in the 

west pasture this summer, probably because the food supply was better in the timbered area 

than in former seasons. 

Mr, Redington visited Wind Cave Preserve, in company with Stanley P. Young, on Sep- 

tember 2 and 3, and conferred there with E. P. Walker and Engineer A. L. Fellows, of the 

Bureau of Public Roads. Protector H. Harrison Hoyt is spending his vacation in Montana. 

Visitors at Sullys Hill.--During August, 2,987 persons with 876 cars visited Sullys 

Hill National Game Preserve, N. Dak. 

Elk Refuge Notes.--The harvesting of approximately 750 tons of hay on the Elk Refuge, 

Wyo., was completed on August 25. 

State Game and Fish Commissioner Bruce Nowlin visited the refuge on August 29 and 

30. On August 30, Protector Almer P. Nelson accompanied Governor Emerson of Wyoming and 

Mr. Nowlin on a tour of the area that it is proposed to add to the refuge under the terms 

of the Winter Bill. Mr. Redington was at the refuge on August 25 and 26. 

Duck Sickness at Lake Malheur.—\Duck sickness appeared among the birds on Lake Mal- 

heur Bird Refuge, Oreg., on August 12. Protector George M. Benson captured some of the 

sick birds and took them to headquarters, where they were placed in pens for treatment. 

Some of them died, but the greater number of those under treatment recovered, and some of 

these were banded before being released... The disease that has attacked the ducks is preval~ 

ent also among the avocets, western sandpipers, and black-necked stilts, but few coots have 

been affected. The symptoms of the disease are the same as those of the sickness that at-— 

tacked the birds and caused such heavy losses in 1925-26, but latest reports from Lake Mal- 

heur indicate that conditions do not appear to be so serious as at that time, when the coots 

were the birds most affected. Mr. Benson states that in his latest trips over the refuge 

he has observed sick and dying ducks in fewer numbers and that the birds being cared for by 

him at neadquarters are recovering. 

Dam at Big Lake Rebuilt.—-The dam at the north end of Big Lake Bird Refuge, Ark., 

which was built several years ago to maintain the proper water level and which was destroyed 

by dynamite in July by unknown persons, has now been rebuilt, the State of Arkansas co- 

} operating with the Survey in its reconstruction by paying half the cost. 

Plants Fish at Bison Range.--Protector Frank H. Rose, of the National Bison Range, 

Mont., reports that when the United States Bureau of Fisheries' car reached Missoula, Mont., 

recently with a supply of fish for planting he obtained 70 pails of them, and these were 

planted on the preserve on August 30. 

A male buffalo calf from the Bison Range was furnished State officials in August for 

exhibition at the State fairs. 

Trespassers on Reservations Penalized.--Two persons charged with violating the Upper 

Mississippi River Wild Life and Fish Refuge Act by hunting ducks on a closed area were ar- 

raigned in Federal court at Superior, Wis., on August 6, 1929, entered pleas of guilty, and 

were fined $25 each. These cases were reported by Reservation Ranger Lundberg, who was 

assisted by Deputy Reservation Rangers Berni and Winslow. Two bird reservation trespass 

cases were closed in Federal court at Tampa, Fla., on July 2, 1929, by pleas of guilty and 

fines of $5 each. The evidence was furnished by Protector Jay V. Kelsey, who was assisted 

by U. S. Deputy Game Warden Bennett. 
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THE SURVEY ‘ September, 1929 

Treaty-Act Cases _Terminated--Reports Received During August 

Protector Cases State Violation Fine 

Barmeier,Heller*, 1 Missouri Killing and possessing a duck $10 

Ott** in close season 

Brown* 1 North Dakota Killing a sandhill crane $5 

Harris* ad Arkansas Killing ducks prior to half an $5, 

hour before sunrise 

Harris*,DeWitt**, 3 m Hunting ducks after sunset $5 each 

Jameson** 

Mt 2 ” Killing ducks after sunset $5 

Holmes,Perry a Missouri Killing ducks in close season $50 each 

Kelsey,Bennett*, 2 Florida ‘Killing egrets and hunting on $5 each 

Belcher***, a Federal bird reservation 

Garner*** | 

Kelsey, Conway** 2 ie Killing coots from a motor boat $10 each 

Riddick,Deaton** 1 Arkansas Hunting and killing ducks from $10 

i a motor boat 

" 1 n Hunting and killing ducks from $5 

a motor boat 

Steele 4 Washington Hunting ducks after sunset $10 each and 

costs 

i aL ut Killing ducks after sunset $10 and costs 

Treaty—Act Cases Reported for Prosecution 

Protector Cases State Violation 

Barmeier 2 Missouri Killing ducks from a motor boat; pos- 

sessing a wood duck 

" a a Killing ducks from a motor boat 

" 2 ui Killing doves in close season 

Harris~,Jameson** 5 Arkansas Hunting ducks after sunset 

Steele,Creighton* 1 Maryland Possessing a duck in close season 

Whitehead v Georgia Hunting, killing, and possessing a 

nighthawk / 

* U. S. deputy game warden. 

*& Deputy State game warden. 

*#* Cooperator. 
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WINTER FEEDING rw 1 

We are in receipt of information from Washington and Oregon which indicates 

that the sportsmen's organizations in these two states are cooperating to the ful- 

lest with the Game Departments in caring for their game birds through the winter, 

and it appears that this form of cooperation on the part of sportsmen is being 

largely increased from time to time and cannot help but be of great benefit in as- 

suring a good hunting season. 

The reports from Oregon are to the effect that, in spite of very adverse 

weather conditions, the birds in most sections are well off. In some of the coun- 

ties in Washington the Game Commission has taken care of large flocks of birds, es- 

tablishing feeding posts and cooperating with farmers who wanted feed for birds. 

This work has been established by sportsmen and sportsmen's organizations. 

In addition to birds, herds of deer and many goats have been driven from the 

nills by heavy snows and have been regularly fed by the Game Commissions. 

One method of feeding has been reported, which is, at least, unique. It 

appears that Dr. BE. H. Smith of Hillsboro, Ore. who is an aviator, rigged a hose 

attachment to the fuselage of his Plane and spread grain over an area of one mile 

wide by two miles long by this method. The report states that quail, pheasant, 

sparrows and other birds flocked in and took advantage of this feed. Dr. Smith 

spread approximately 1,000 pounds of wheat by this method which was available be- 

cause fire recently damaged the warehouse in which it was stored. 

fie



¢ 900" DUCK SICKNESS § Aft Bubb ar Alec 9287 

Disturbing information has been received from the west which indicates that 

wild ducks are dying by thousands in the diking districts of Klamath County. 

As far as we know this is the first report on duck sickness of any serious 

neture in the Klamath Lake and Tule Lake area this year. Mr. Ray Steele, Federal 

Game Warden is in the vicinity now investigating. 

This clipping from the Review, Sandpoint, Idaho. 

WILD MONEY 

"It is a modern practice to apply the financial yardstick to almost 

REG us parore



Sieg, hee 

Extract from "The Game Birds of California” \ 

Grinnell Saat ~ Storer 

(Published by University of California Press) 
: Berkeley - 1918. 

(Chapter on Valley Quail, page 533) 

"Qur quails have now been introduced into many localities where they 

were not native. As early as 1857 shipments were taken to the state of 

Washington; and in the neighboring states of Oregon and Nevada the 

introduced birds have done so well that wiless an observer were told of 

; their introduction he would d@lieve them to be native. They have been 

established successfully in some of the Hawaiian Islands, and in other parts 

of the world. In eastern North America, however, attempts to introduce 

Valley Quail have been about as unsuccessful as have been the effort# to 

establish the Bobwhite in California".



Extract from "The Game Birds of California” a 

Grinnell is - Storer 

(Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley - 1918. 

(Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds, page 34.) 

"Oregon stands out as the one state which has been really successful. 

From twenty-six Ring-necked Pheasants imported from China in 1882, and 

planted in the Willamette Valley, the whole state west of the Cascades 

has been stocked (Shaw, 1908, pp. 12-15). By 1892, pheasants had become 

80 abundant that an annuel open season of two and one-half months was 

| declared, and 50,000 birds were reported to have been killed on the 

opening day. In 1896, 10,000 pheasants were marketed within a single 

month, A short open season on cock birds still prevails. In Weshington 

and British Columbia the Ring-necked Pheasent is also well established".
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Game Propagation in Oregon oH 
By GENE M. SIMPSON, Superintendent Oregon Game Farms. WV 

HEN we speak of the propaga- : = as ae ‘ dollar’ eath, as follows: Labor, $360.00; 

W tion ot game birds, we naturally [35 995) 9 ae Se feed, $170.00; setting-hen expense, $20.00; 
have in mind the Chinese Ring- ee cee crediting the Corvallis farm with 25 cents 

necked, English Ringnecked and the Mon- i a f= per egg for the 1,733 eggs furnished, 
. - 2 eee tere ae 

golian pheasant, for no other game bird |! oe a —— $443.25. A better percentage of eggs were 

lends itself to propagation in captivity in ae a hatched at the Eugene farm last season— 
such numbers, yet retaining that wild in- a 87% per cent of live birds from the total 

stinct so necessary to its preservation in ae a ss number of eggs set—but the birds were 

the wild state. 38 aon — ~ raised on the Marion County reserve at a 

“Tt is to the State of Washington rather Sees a ) : ae — less food cost. 
tan to Oregon, my native state, that I |/9 = ssaas oe 

owe my start in game-bird propagation. ae aN J Introduced by Judge Denny 
Along about 1905 to 1910 1 was raising || ae . We think a lot of the Chinese ring- 
and selling Chinese pheasants to practically pe ‘ necked pheasants first brought to Oregon, 

every county in the State of Washington. peer 3 direct from China, in 1880 by the late 

In 1904 I began shipping pheasants to oe oe i Judge O. N. Denny. The State Game 
other states for stocking purposes—Kan- - Commission of Oregon pays Mrs. Denny, 

sas, New Jersey, Illinois, Ohio, Colorado, P Judge Denny’s widow, a pension of fifty 

Pennsylvania, Michigan, Missouri, Utah, |§ j dollars per month from the state game 

Nevada, Idaho, the Dakotas, and to a W. |Beem S fund, and will continue to do so as long as 
M. Benton, Cedar Falls, Iowa, whose {|f A ye y she lives. Mrs. Denny resides in Portland 

birds, I understand, were used later in \ i : : * and is now in her 91st year. It has been 

stocking the State of Iowa. ‘ee bans suggested that a monument be erected on 

No pheasants were to be found in that | = : the exact spot in Linn County where the 

part of Oregon lying east of the Cascade BN pheasants were first released, commemo- 

Mountains until after the first state |i rating the most successful importation of 

game farm was established at Corvallis, “ ‘ a game bird from one country to another 

Oregon, late in 1911. The first pheasants in the history of the world, and in honor 

were shipped to eastern Oregon in 1912, EF of Judge Denny, whose foresight and gen- 

Today, one eastern Oregon county, Mal- c : erosity made it possible, 
d : ene M. Simpson . : 

heur, in area about the size of the State of It has been claimed that the United 
Massachusetts, is so well stocked with ‘ _States_now has more pheasants-than-alt of 

= Pheasants that a continuous open season for further experiments. Pheasant eggs from the China. Pheasants were shipped from the Pa- 

the month of October has been granted, while Corvallis farm were supplied to a woman re- cific Coast this year to the government experi- 

adjoining counties_in game district number two siding on a game reserve in Marion County, ment station in Colombia, South America. After 

permit hunting during this period two days a who was paid three dollars per day to devote four centuries, canaries are now being imported 

week, her entire time to the hatching and rearing of into the Canary Islands, where wild canaries 

the pheasants. The necessary setting-hen nests, were first found. At some future time, China 

argc: Supuslouteur brood coops, feed, etc., were furnished may have to be restocked with Chinese Pheas- brood coops, feed, etc., were furnished. y e€ e w ese Pheas: 
From the Oregon state game farms. we an- ¥ ants from the United States. 

E Production at Low Cost 
nually release about 20,000 pheasants. Both the 2 s 

intensive wire-covered pen and the open field From 1,733 eggs set, 1,371 birds were hatched, Wild Turkey Experiment 

methods of rearing are used, each system hav- or 79 per cent, and one thousand birds raised, The Wild Turkey is the largest and the gami- 

ing its merits and demerits. From the Corvallis or 73 per cent. It cost to raise these thousand est game bird native to North America. When 

farm, practically all birds are placed out on birds to weaning age $983.25, or less than one raised in semi-domestication within hearing 

refuges in bunches of + distance of a flock of 

five to eight hundred tame turkeys, either 

birds in brood coops one of two things will 

when about ten days happen: The wild birds 

old. A caretaker is will either toll the tame 

left with the birds until turkeys away, or they 

they are weaned. Last , will stick around the 

year we successfully barn yard with them, 

hauled day-old pheas- more likely the latter. 

ants fifty miles by : The greatest problem to 

truck in specially con- oe be met with in an at- 

structed boxes provided . ot tempt to restock this 

with small hot-water co ‘ bet eed » country with wild tur- 

tanks in the bottom. By magna M - ta Me 4 Aa aa wd ( . keys is to protect them 

refilling the tanks with gi ce jl = = ia nes Se = from their greatest 

hot water from the |iiessseescssc-scomscses ace ale warren ar eee enemy, the man with a 

automobile radiator oc- | ima RES aay Ranarse BURNT 0, Ses reraeinartie current ter ener i eee) = gun, for'a generation or 
casionally, birds could, Ra dare ad tect Pw Sete yg eee oe Bo Set VE Eos Te Pe ee @| two until they have re- 
no doubt; be © safely fea a mye cea eS SRS Se CS bowed Pai) he 4 en verted back to their 

transported several Sea MARAE AAS SSeS EE a ame | original shyness and 

times this distance. C ie ated pA SE BRS Bae cunning. 

Still another method [xem oe \ QUSRERS SUSE It was demonstrated 
was tried out last sea- * ~ in Oregon last year that 
son that, from the re- young turkeys, first gen- 
sults obtained, warrants Breeding Pens, Eugene, Oregon, Game Farm. Note the Great Size of the Plant. eration hatched in the
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wild state from liberated birds, are perfectly in numbers during the past generation. While the territories of the California Quail, Moun- 

able to protect themselves from their natural not breeding in captivity as readily as the pheas- tain Quail, Bob-White and Hungarian Partridge 

enemies. A flock of thirty turkeys, two old ant, they can be yarded several pairs together have so overlapped in certain sections of the 

toms, four old hens and twenty-four half-grown during the nesting season. This fact alone state that it is possible to find all four in one 

birds, were found early in July in the Molalla makes their propagation in captivity possible, county, where they seem to live peacefully to- 

country, Oregon, in excellent condition and for it is even more difficult to distinguish the gether. It is difficult for the average hunter 

roosting high in dense second-growth fir trees. sex of the Mountain Quail than with the Hun- to identify properly these four little game 

birds. 

a ro ls ye y Progress With Hungarian Partridge 

Our experience in raising Hungarian part- 

ridge in captivity has been exceedingly inter- 

esting, if not entirely successful. Three years 
” ago a few birds were raised at the eastern 

Wir, a Oregon state game farm, Pendleton, After 

Vi ae this initial experience, we considered that when 

@ K. co ‘a a Hungarian was hatched it was as good as 

3 ey Rin Py raised. The hot, dry hatching season at the 

Ghee es * Pendleton farm must have been to their liking, 
Si <a x ~~ for it is in this district that the birds have 

: a be Sei og Oe £= done best in the wild state. With the idea of 

>. + ene g - i Kk os 2 getting the partridge established in western 

™ — eee y oo ar ae ey et eos Oregon, our efforts with these birds have 
= — 2 Sa ae ec. = es been mainly at the two state game farms in 

pee ae Y, ince SE pee eer an ae ees the Willamette valley. 

goa ee 
eS a RO ge Gee eI Difficulties in Mating 

= er eee ea eS Perhaps the greatest problem to be solved b 
Pema ce we * [2 me ee & = = z ES ee 2 e ai EE: te fe the partridge breeder is the proper mating of 
2 Se Mie Se eee the birds. Even when allowed to choose their 

Above—Scaled Quail or “Cotton-tops” SSS = : 5 ae a ae 
Right—California Valley Quail i oe ra i = a ae aie 

= at i AS a 
Another difficulty in re-establishing the wild ena of past ¥ f - —— 
turkey will be the question of obtaining suf- ee jo rs oe ta eae es 

———ficient stock of pure wild blood. : Saad ei ee 

Guinea Fowl as Game = = a) ee ee ee 
The Guinea Fowl as a game bird is not an im- ee = Se e. ae sf — . y 

possibility, and it would be interesting to learn = ——— c= a! - fy x 

if any state has succeeded in planting them. a S | OM x. po gn oe 
They are prolific breeders and easier to raise in = Xi, , fen eS ae oe ‘a 

captivity than any of our game birds, reverting EY fies } ess > “ Li a 
js : Pe EP ies. Sy 

back to the wild state more readily than do ey LE pe ll se = 

Wild Turkeys. In fact, our common barn-yard aa eH Ha ae ina Cet ae ONS rae 

variety of guirea is only semi-domesticated at eee ee eS ee: shipin ees pee a secs ae F 
best. Lageeuiees ee eases a Re : oS 

Western Quail Peewee a —— hs #5 is oe 
e. * ee on * 2 

It is possible that we are overlooking a won- Pans cs oe Kage 4 ps Gees = = : se 

derful opportunity in not taking up the breeding ae > BBS ear * en . a oi wag ae 
in captivity of the Mountain Quail, the largest ee ‘| s <i = oe? ~ = < ame 
members of the quail family and a native of : => <a &. oy Or he we ue ~ << 

the Pacific Northwest only. This wonderful 

little game bird, but a shade smaller than the garian partridge. A few broods of Mountain own mates, an apparently mated pair will fre- 

Hungarian Partridge, has been greatly reduced Quail at the state game farms, second and quently have a falling out and produce unfer- 
third generations in captivity, attract more at- tile eggs, or none at all. The male will even 

tention from Eastern visitors than any other kill his mate, but this often happens with pheas- 

= = re: one variety of game birds. ants in captivity, the ornamental varieties espe- 

= y California Quail, so numerous in southern cially. 

Oregon, were trapped in Jackson county and As is well known, Hungarian Partridge mate 

ee al released in other counties of the state as fol- in pairs, both in the wild state and in captivity. 

= z 2 £ ee lows: 1,421 birds in 1914; 1,075 in 1915, and Many authorities claim the mating is for life, 

ea ea) 3 ¥ 542 in 1916, making a total of 3,038. During but their matrimonial fidelity has been greatly 
Be £4 Fe > eed; . i 4] this period a total of 1,468 Bob-Whites were exaggerated. After the laying season, we have 

ey Yas pottery trapped in the Willamette valley, Oregon, and  leg-banded a number of pairs that had pro- 

ye OTe - 2 a | released in other sections of the state. The duced fertile eggs and yarded them together 

Se Gee, Paes x California Quail have increased in transported during the winter. A little less than forty per 
; Eee ae. Sati a Lien ne <<t=] territory far more rapidly than have the Bob- cent went back to their previous season’s mates. 

ei Se es ee “soy White. Evidently some pairs were constant in their 

Since this transplantation and the introduc- affections, but the prevailing conception of all 
Mated Pair of Hungarian Partridge tion of the Hungarian Partridge into Oregon, partridge as paragons of marital constancy will
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have to be modified. maining eight were brooded and cared for by hoped to raise, but they were fine, healthy birds, 

When possible, it is best to let the birds the male to perfection. When raised with com- and even this number lends encouragement to 
themselves select their own mates, and it is mon bantam hens, young Hungarians are excep- further efforts. 

generally believed that the female does the tionally tame until nearly full grown, but this Greet Sees Melace 

selecting. At any rate, the eternal triangle en- brood reared by the Hungarian cock bird was bee P 
ters into their family life, and the addition of no tamer than a brood in the wild state. In It is to be regretted that our native grouse 
an extra female to a pen of mated birds creates fact, two did gain their liberty by going out —the entire grouse family, in fact—cannot or 
a family disturbance that invariably ends in one through the two-inch-mesh wire-covered pen. at least so far have not been bred in captivity 
female killing the other. successfully. : “ : Record Better Than 50 Per Cent. - Last spring the partridge were so slow in S ie See The breeding of pheasants is now so well 
mating up at the Eugene farm that all un- There is no question but that a larger per- understood and so certain in results that before 
mated birds were forced mated. Twenty-three centage of birds can be raised to maturity, even it is too late some method should be made to 

SS poe SFE re see SS 2 3 ee a eee weed 
oe Ve = es eee & . a= sae: “Soe 2 ear 4 ‘ “ P F , * 
ee eee ae C.  aeiagt bin A fa ee en lm —— oe , vay kd Me! a eae FS, a Pe 2 

ee eH} Ae: het y 3 ell ee \ 
ee ai 5S A Fie Mea Tt a ea : 

ae > 9 i Fs Sin Ri 8 
ee * 7 ANY any eee ¥ bd Eee . ¥ jane Pad arp Sa Cae EE in ae Se eae Pre Sees Ne ig eT Mrs se . SR ae WA Fk et 
FOIA Dee PERI PE [oo al ae ies 

Bamboo Partridge Chinese Quail (Coturnix coturnix japonica) 

pairs did not lay an egg. At the Corvallis in captivity, by the partridge themselves than obtain at least a few of the wonderful, but 
farm, out of five pairs forced mated, three pairs can be raised with bantams or other chicken almost unknown, rare varieties of pheasants yet . Pp x 
produced fertile eggs. One hen was given a hens. Our greatest loss was during the cold, to be found in remote corners of the world. 
mate on March 3rd, but the male died; a sec- cloudy weather the latter part of June, but The successful importation and propagation in 
ond mate was given to her on April 20th, after little loss was suffered after the weather turned captivity of any one of a number of species 
which she produced twenty-six fertile eggs. warm. Sunshine is their salvation. At the would be ample reward for years of endeavor. 

H = Peculiariti Corvallis farm last year, 150 partridge were In conclusion I wish to say that you must 
an Pare neeU ates = raised-to-maturity- from—267 birds hatched,~or "look -to- the gare hreeters- Of this country” for™= 

Another pair were allowed to set on seven- 56 per cent. So far this is our best record. your future supply of upland game birds. Re- 
teen of their own eggs, but aiter a few days straining laws alone will not increase, or even 
of incubation the nest was destroyed and the Hungarians Are Peaceable maintain, the supply. We must produce if we 
eggs scattered to the four corners of the pen— The Hungarian has been accused of killing would destroy. Propagation in captivity brought 
robably just a little family argument as to 2 roe ea ce . the buffalo back from the verge of extinction, 2 ee f ff off or driving away the Chinese pheasants from . : ; ‘ 

who was to have the a’ ternoon Of Or On) aS. districts where cent a ere ee neuntre. and might have saved the passenger pigeon had 
the case might have been. Being confined in a diced his “tory ie noe store Ge hy fact. << 9 single pair been left to the present genera: 

fe pines ae ee hey co a mae It has been found that an open season on part- 0M of game bird breeders. 
eir trouble to the jndge”; so they patched up -, 0 ) - . nae | 

their grievances and went back to housekeep- oe ae gee Toke : _CHECKING OIL POLLUTION 

ing again, the hen laying eighteen more fertile » P P < : 2 _ California has a new law prohibiting the sink- 
s ae (ocice Sbasone Mr. Hunter, operating a small private game ing of any more oil wells on the sea beaches. 
88s Co Aicaea farm within the city limits of Walla Walla, Some beaches are already defiled, but this With such varied results during the short Washington, last year kept two pairs of Hun. ™easure will prevent the spread of devastation 
eriod of our experiments, we are kept in sus- Se eee 4, e Pecee to others. This measure is important as a a a a d h breed i pense wondering what they will do next. So Satan partridge in the same breeding pens safeguard to health and cleanliness, and for far fhe hesk er fae ee ae meraeat with five hens and a male Chinese pheasant, protection to aquatic life as well. 

en aS ‘ one pair of Hungarians in each of two pens. SRE the Eugene farm last year by a female partridge Sane tate) cf tiune produced eees, bit ae PROGRAM OF MONTANA SPORTSMEN 
hatched in 1927, laying a total of 56 eggs. The haccpee sd marie nent wice fae , The fet At the last meeting of the Montana Sports- 
previous year at Corvallis one hen laid 52 eggs, ee : Dew rete men's Association a comprehensive program HA coos 3% : i that these mixed breeding pens lived peacefully was outlined for the year, embracing among and another 50 eggs. These two pairs were : es See 5 not eepacated duis the “Gunter together through the laying season indicates other activities the following: : 

pi es S i -, 4. that they do not quarrel to any great extent in Provide additional winter elk range outside 
iss Hen levine, 0 cues etever feide but the wild state. It is extremely doubtful if  *he national forests. 12 last season, and only three of these were fer- ith 2 ~ . 1 ft aa Enlarge the migratory bird banding opera- 5 i = a olen mg tile. The hen laying 52 eggs laid exactly the either two pheasant males or two partridge tions of the U.S. Biological Survey at the 

sain nambertihestallowine yore datas males could have been yarded together safely Montana Bison Preserve. 
See "s with females of their own kind during the ‘Co-operation with the state fish and game ward for her record of performance was al- eng Set apt commission in care and establishment of refuges, 

lowed to set on nine of her own eggs. With ELE, , ; fish spawning stations and hatcheries. 
the assistance of the male, all were hatched, Umatilla County, Oregon, the best Hungarian aa 
and just then the fight began to see who should Country in the state, also has an abundance of : 16TH ANNUAL BANQUET 
have possession of the brood, the male evidently pheasants, proving that both birds can and do Badeeport Conn a fe toe anal Dat 

believing that he should be useful as well as Cccupy the same territory in harmony. Deanne Oe ator 500 ea ae ta ead 
ornamental. When discovered, the female had Results E i fraternized, heard hunting and fishing yarns 
taken the count and was removed from the pen, esults Encouraging and listened to reports of officers and state de- 

bt has since fully resverd Four hundred and thirty-five Hungarian PAREN aces; "Shang Wheeler spoke As to the brood of young birds, one was partridge raised in captivity at the Oregon state told of the work of stocking streams and re- 
killed during the family quarrel, but the re- game farms last season is not the number we  plenishing the woods and fields with game.
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Oregon apparently has the same deer problem that is facing Pennsylvania, 

relative to the proportion of bueks and does, which is seriously affecting the 

normal increase in deer herds and is causing much barrenness among the does. 

A recent report shows that the deer season just closed has not been good, 

and that few bucks were seen, while an abundance of does appeared everywhere but 

very few fawns. 

From the Portland "Oregonian" - "Wild Life Lines" we quote the following:- 

"Several reasons are attributed to the scarcity of bucks and fawns. 

One is that the bucks have been killed off in past years, leaving only 

the does, with the result there are no bucks and few fawns. Old-timers 

predict that if present conditions continue for a few more years, even 

the few does will die of old age, leaving the country without any deer 

whatever. 

Another reason given for the scarcity of deer is that the once open 

spaces where feed was plentiful are now overgrown with brush and that 

the deer have nothing on which to feed and are seeking other pastures. 

It is reported by trappers and hunters that hundreds of deer nave 

died for lack of food in the winter, and many others died from the rav- 

ages of a disease which attacked the deer this past winter. 

The coyotes and the cougar are also taking their daily toll of deer. 

All of these conditions may contribute to the decrease in the number 

of deer in this section. But whatever the cause of the scarcity of bucks, 

the local sportsmen are very much worried over the situation."



This clipping from THe Appeal, Siverton, Oregon. 

PHEASANTS TO BE WATCHED 

"The farmers of Oregon will learn within tn) next 
twelve months whether or not the Chinese pheasant is 
valuable to them as a result of an extensive survey in- 

augurated by the State Game Commission, according to 

F. M. Brown, deputy state game warden, who is directing 

the investigation for the Game Commission. 

According to Mr. Brown, deputy game wardens in ten 
counties where Chinese pheasants predominate have been 
appointed to conduct the investigation. These wardens 

will secure five birds each month, beginning with June, 

preparing the stomachs, crops and gizzards for analysis, 

after which the specimens will be turned over to the 
Oregon State Agricultural College at Corvallis, where the 

final examination and analysis will be made and the re 
sults tabulated and published, The experiment station at 
the college is collaborating with the state game commission 

in making the survey. In the college laboratories it will 

be determined what these game birds eat and in what propor- 

tion throughout the entire year. 
"It is planned by this survey to settle definitely a 

long standing argument as to the relative benefits or damage 

to agricultural crops caused by these birds," said Mr. Brown, 

"From time to time complaints reach the game department that 

Chinese pheasants cause damage to farmers and gardeners by 
pulling up and consuming early planted corn, peas, kale, etc., 

while on the other hand, the large majority of farmers declare 
that the birds are a great benefit to them and that they con- 

sume many pests that would cause infinitely more harm than do 

the pheasants," 

From "The Survey.” 

LIQUID CYANIDE USED ON RATS AT TACOMA 

"P. E. Garlough, in charge of the Eradication Methods 
Project, reports the following experiment conducted at 

Portland, Oregon, with the use of liquid cyanide in destroy- 

ing rats. This poison was applied in measured dosages to 
rat burrows and beneath floors by means of an automatic nozzle 

attached to a pressure cylinder containing the liquid cyanide 

under 60 to 90 pounds pressure, At one place along the water- 

front, 10 cc. dosages were used for the openings among the 

rocks and in the burrows in the ground. One old female rat 

Yan out of a burrow and into another that had just been treated, 
where it was likely killed,and several young rats followed her
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a SCENERY 
he (If You Can See It) 

he | | know a bank whereon the wild thyme grows. 
2 | And I could show it to you, if you care; 

he | A bank whereon the sun loves to repose 
he And where sweet perfume swoons upon the air; 
of | I know that bank, but anyone who goes . 
1s Must see it back of that big TIRE ad there. 

he | There is a pleasure in the pathless woods. 
on | Especially since autos bring them near; 

it | There is a pleasure in the neighborhoods 

nd Where slender firs their plumed lances rear— 
to | You'll find them where that billboard boosts its 
ow goods, 

on | Hidden behind four cans of BEANS, my dear. 
ty | Oh, mighty mountains where eternal snow 

of Glows ‘near the sun! They are a sight divine, 
When you observe them in the even-glow, 

er We will drive out and see the vision fine— 

ub | Here must all get out and walk, you know: 

is | The mountain's hidden by that SPARK PLUG 
at sign. 

1. | How sweet the moonlight sleeps on yonder bank, 
Behind the long and rangy GARTER ad! 

How smooth the rolling hills where lush and rank, 
The green grass makes the tired beholder glad— 

D Let's crawl beneath that billboard there, my lad, 

That advertises “SHIRTS WITH STYLE AND 
SWANK.” 

he | To him who in the love of Nature holds 

in Communion with her visible forms, she speaks 
xr. | A various language. Oft it seems she scolds: 

ey | “DON'T HESITATE!” or “DO IT NOW,” she 
al shrieks, 

xt | As on the billboards, mile by mile, unfolds 

ts | The Great Outdoors, which the tired public seeks. 

r- | And thus our lives exempt from public haunts 
e. | Find SOCKS in trees; SHIRTS by running 
ty brooks, 

CANNED BEANS AND PORK, where moun- | 
tain views one wants, 

SPARK PLUGS and TIRES where one desires 
23) fishhooks, 

ty | Where civilization from the billboard taunts 

or | The eye that yearns to rest on hidden nooks. 

(Dean Co xtins, Portland Telegram.) 

—————
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i PENNSYLVANIA GAME COMMISSION 
ee HARRISBURG 

January 15, 1940, 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: i 

Thank you for your letter under date of 
January 12. . 

Under separate cover, I am forwarding you 
four copies of the turkey bulletin, four copies of Long's 
apparatus circular and four copies of my own equipment circular. 

Possibly I haven't made it plain in our 
discussions, so I shall now explain that Long's and my equipment 
are radically different. His original apparatus was located in 
Ann Arbor, but he has recently completed some new equipment at 
Ithaca. Our machine is located at Williamsport. I think the 
two circulars will give you all the important information cone 
cerning them, 

I feel that you would be greatly interested 
in seeing our equipment as well as the Experiment Station which 
we recently established. Thus, I wonder whether or not you can 
arrange to visit with me a day or two immediately before or 
following the Washington Conference, ‘ 

Looking forward to the pleasure of seeing you 
soon again, I remain 

Very truly yours 

(cl El 
chard 1 

Chief, Division of Research 

RG:es



hoh ee Place 
Jonuary 4, 1 

Mr. Gifford Pinchot 
Milford 
Pike County 
Pennsylvania 

Dear Chief: 

I applaud your proposal to write a history of the Service, and 
especially your proposal to preserve historical materialsin the Library of 
Congress. It is unlikely that any one book, even from your pen, will 
Capture all the angles of the story, and perhaps a generation or two met 
elapse before its values can be truly weighed by anyone. 

Unfortunately I have not kept a diary, and any attempt of mine 
to comply with your request as a whole would soon become a book rather than 
a letter. I am trying to single out whet more limited contribution from me 
would be most useful to you. 

I take 1¢ you want to write a critical as well as a factual 
actount of the Forest Service idea. If so, I am quite sure that my best 
contribution would be on the critical side. Do you want me to attempt a : 
history of Forest S,rvice thought, as exemplified in the Southwestern Region, 
up to World War I or thereabouts? Agtually the year 1920 marks a turning 
point from (what shall I call 4t? a certain viewpoint, ss yet unnamed) to 
an ecological mode of thinking. I am willing to attempt this, although I 
make no promises as to the value of the result. Of course I would illustrate 
this abstract treatment with local concrete svents. Let me know whether this 
might fit in. 

Yours cordially, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Pooler



GIFFORD PINCHOT 

MILFORD PIKE CO PA 

1615 Rhode Island Avenue, N. W, 
Washington, D. C., Dec. 11, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

You and I are old-timers. You know what you personally and the 

Service went through in the early days. You and I both had a part in 

those days when the foundations of the Forest Service were laid. 

The record of how the Forest Service was born, fought, conquered, 

and grew up is of National importance, and surely ought to be preserved 

in full. 

I want to do what I can toward assuring that the story of what 

we did, what we faced, and why, gets told straight; and I am trying to 

put down what I know about it and what I had to do with it, with the 

idea of printing it in a book. In this undertaking I need and very much 

want your help. 

Many of the men who were in the Service during my time have already 

been of immense assistance. They have sent me personal narratives telling 

what each one did and saw, what he and the Service were up against, and 

what he thought about it. The result is a composite account of the Service 

that I am finding invaluable. 

But that is not all, Taken together, the narratives are of almost 

unbelievable historical value. I want to make the collection as complete 

as possible, and to provide for its preservation, so that the story of 

the Service may never be lost. 

Would you be willing to write down and give me an account of 

your connection with the Forest work of the Government? If so, I hope 

you will let me have, as soon as you conveniently can, whatever you are 

willing to give, at least for the period prior to the World War. 

What you send not only will help me with my book, but also will be 

permanently preserved, with other similar historical material in my 
possession, in the Library of Congress. Your experience is of great 

value and should be made part of the record.



== 

In your story I hope you will describe the positions you have 

filled, your duties in each, the names of persons and places, descrip- 

tions of early conditions, and anecdotes -- all that you possibly can. 

And especially dates, so that what you send can be combined with the 

accounts of others. You cannot put in too many dates. 

What I want is anything you can tell, and all you will tell, told 

in your om way. Above all, I want a picture of your work year by year, 

and of the conditions under which it was done, the difficulties you 

had to face, the opposition or cooperation you met, and from whom, 

the friendly or hostile public sentiment of the time, and if it changed, 

what made it change. In fact, you cannot give me anything that I will 

not be glad to have. I hope you will include the reason or influence 

that made you go into forestry. 

Furthermore, I shall be immensely grateful for any information 

you can give me concerning collections of personal papers of your own 

or present or former members of the Forest Service -- letters, 

diaries, or whatever else -- that would properly form part of the 
historical material that will go to the Library of Congress for 
permanent preservation. 

I thank you most heartily in advance for your help to your old 
Chief, who sends you his best appreciation and regards. 

Faithfully yours, 

Qs ischan



| hea 

1532 University Avenue 
February 23, 1938 

Mr. John ©. Youngman 
Attorney at Law 
Williamsport, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Youngman: 

Yes, I think it is practical to write a sound and clear 
handbook for farmers, provided the book deal with a unit not larger 
than one state. 

I do not consider that there is any such handbook as yet 
in existence, mt we have one in preparation for Wisconsin. 

I think that "Geme Management" is certainly too heevy for 
school use and prebably too heavy for the vee of most teachers. 

I see no objection to the Commission doing research work 
in the use of controlled fire provided the work be kept in extra- 
competent hands. ‘The foresters should, of course, be let in on the 
project to begin with end should have ea hearing on the conduct and 
interpretation of experiments. Whether your Commission has relations 
of this kind with the foresters, I am not in ea position to say. 

I am glad, of course, thet you have gotten something out 
of "Game Management." 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



JOHN C.YOUNGMAN 

ATTORNEY AT LAW 

WILLIAMSPORT, PA. 

February 16, 1938. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Author of "Game Management", 
c/o Charles Seribners Sons, 
New York City. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

1 am the Vice President of the Pennsylvania Federation of 
Sportsmens Clubs and also Chairman of the Central Division of 
that organization comprising eight (8) counties. I have read 
your book “Game Management" and am, at the present time, re- 

reading it. 

At the annual meeting of the Pennsylvania Federation of 
Sportsmens Clubs, held in Harrisburg, on February 12th, a 
resolution was unanimously adopted recommending that the Game 
Commission prepare, print and make available a “practical 
handbook on Game Management for the farmer". We have a 
plan here in Lycoming County which, 1 believe, will get the 
farmer to practice management in accordance with the instruc- 
tions in the book. I will not bother you with the details 
of the plan except to say that every farmer to whom it has been 
submitted has indicated his willingness to go along. What 1 

want to know is this; is it practical to make such a book 

and put it in simple third reader English, with plenty of 

illustrations, so that any farmer could make good use of it 

on his land? Are there any such publications in existence? 

i know that there are many pamphlets put out by the Department 

of Agriculture and others on the general subject, but they do 

not impress me as containing the simple’ language necessary for 

understanding by the ordinary farmer. 

My study of your book has revolutionized my mind on the 

whole game question. I feel that a copy of your book should be 

in every school library in the country. However, 1 think that 

it could be revised and edited into an edition that would be 

more suitable for the schools than your book as it is. 

What is your attitude on the Pennsylvania Game Commission 

experimenting extensively with the controlled use of fire for the 

purpose of improving food and cover conditions for game? The 

argument seems to resolve to this: eutting is more desirable than 

burning in lots of respects, but cutting costs anywhere from



Mr. Aldo Leopold .......#2 February 16, 1938. 

$12.80 to $52.00 per acre on lands where commercial cutting 
is out of the question, As I see it, the State of Pennsylvania, 
if it wants to take care of its grouse, deer and rabbits, has 
got to use fire at the right places at the right times. As @ 
matter of fact, our local hunters have threatened to take 
the situation into their own hands and I am very much afraid 
that this will result in an epidemic of incendiary fires this 
Spring. This year at the Pennsylvania Federation of Sportsmens 
Clubs annual meeting the subject was brought up for the first 

time in the history of the Federation. After some discussion 
it was voted, with 52 counties represented by delegates, to 
table a resolution favoring the experimentation with fire, the 
vote being as follows: 

Not voting, 4 
In favor of tabling the re- 

solution, | 50 
Opposed to tabling the re- 

solution, 18 

You can thus see that 18 counties had the courage to stand for 

the controlled use of fire. This means something in my opinion. 

Very truly yours, 
ICY: KW / @



1532 University Aveme 
February 12, 1937 

Mr. Prank B. Foster 
2214 Girard Trust Building 4 
1400 South Penn Square 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Foster: 

I like the ring of your letter and wish I could 
meet the Wilderness Club, but I have two classes a day 
all of March and the furthest I can stretch my absences 
is to attend the St. Iouis Conference, I'm afraid I 
am jast precluded from accepting your invitation. I'm 
sorry, and I hope for further chances to get acquainted 
with you and your group. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Pyofessor of Game Management



RITTENHOUSE i221 

FRANK B. FOSTER 

2214 GIRARD TRUST BUILDING 

1400 SOUTH PENN SQUARE 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

February 9, 1937. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Park Laboratory, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopolds 

I feel pretty sure that you would hardly re- 
member me and I will, therefore, have to introduce myself 
in view of what I am going to ask you in this letter. 

I had the pleasure of meeting you at the 
American Wild Life Conference in Washington last winter 
a year ago, and have followed your writings and ideas on con- 
servation and wild life with the greatest of interest for 
some years. As a matter of fact, while it doesn't mean 
anything coming from me, nevertheless, I consider you the 
top-notcher in the United States in this business. 

One of my best associates is Seth Gordon, and 
at the present time I am on the Board of Game Commissioners 
in the state of Pennsylvania, as well as a Trustee in the 
Zoological Society of Philadelphia and a Trustee in the 
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. 

I also have a private Game Farm on my property 
near Phoenixville, Chester County, Pa., and am writing you 
now as President of the Wilderness Club of Philadelphia. 

This is an association of 100 men interested 
in this kind of thing and the kind of things you are 
interested in. 

We have one meeting a year which is a dinner 
meeting, and which will take place this year on the evening 
of Saturday, March 6th. 

I am writing to ask if you would be the principal 
speaker for us that evening. I don't mean that you have to



Mr. Aldo Leopold, —2- February 9, 1937. 

prepare an address or anything of that kind, but we would all 
like to have you there and have you tell us for the benefit 
of the assembly the high spots on game restoration or anything 
that you want to pick out to talk about. 

Mr. Charles M. B. Cadwalader is our Secretary and 
Treasurer and I think you have an acquaintance with several of 
our members. 

Seth Gordon will be there and it would give us the 

greatest pleasure in the world to have you with us. 

Naturally your expenses from Madison to Philadelphia 
and return will all be defrayed by the Club, and I will appre- 
ciate very much indeed hearing from you and I hope your reply ; 

will be favorable. 

We are inviting Mr. Gabrielson who was there last 
year, and of course, Henry P. Davis will be there. 

With kindest regards and awaiting your reply with 
great interest, I am, 

Yours very sincerely,



Pa. 

1532 University Ave. 

May 13, 1936 

Mr. Seth Gordon 
Execative Secretary 
Board of Game Commissioners 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Seth: 

I have just wired you as follows: “Sorry not available for 
research position, Letter." 

As for consulting work, I am available but not this year, I 
imagine this will, from your standpoint, be the same as not being available 
at all. ‘he reagon is that due to my sumer in Germany last year, I have 
to catch up on my Wisconsin obligations. 

In my opinion, the place to put your head research man is in 
the University instead of the Commission, I have been in correspondence 
with Ferguson about such a man and recommended Wing to him, Wing is also 
the best available timber that I can recommend to you, He will not com- 
plete his degree here, however, witil a year from now, or possibly by 
next February, As you know, there are practically no wildlife managers 

left now that the buteams have combed the field, Wing, however, is as 

good as the best that were ever available, I doubt, though, whether he 

or any other first-class man would feel inclined to attached himeelf to 

a Comission, especially since the recent experiences in Iowa showing the 

unstable character of all assignments in which any Commission has the 

primary vote. It is unstable enough to have a Commission finance work in 

a college. 

Let me know your further thoughts and what I ean do to help out 

with your program. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Managenent 

vh



COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 

HARRISBURG 

May 8, 19364 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
1532 University Ave., 
Medison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I am wondering whether you might by any chance be in 
position to consider a full time job with the Pennsylvania Board 
of Game Commissioners in charge of our research and planning 
activitiese 

From the material I sent you several days ago you can 
see that we are heading into a big future program. We are setting 
aside a sizeable sum for research and planning work this coming 
year. We have a Board Meeting scheduled for next Wednesday end 
Thursday, and if you can let me have a reply prior thereto, I 
shall appreciate it a lot. 

If by any chance you can't be pulled loose from your 
present connection, would you be willing to give us some of your 
time in a consulting capacity? If so, how much and at what rate? 

Awaiting your advice, I am, 

: Cordially yours, 

’ Seth Gordon, 
SG:B Executive Secretarye



r (for, 

1532 University Avenue 

May 13, 1936 

My. Seth Gordon 
Executive Secretary 
Board of Game Commissioners 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Seth: 

I think the essentials of your plen for farm game are the sound way to 

start. Spreading the refuge system into farm lands is certainly a good move 
provided diserimination is used in not expecting too mech, In other words, 
you may find a lot of farm game range whereon the game species or the food 

and cover are simply not adapted to refuges, By discrimination I mean not 

trying to push the system to cover circumstances which it will not cover. 

The state-sponsored tests of controlled shooting vs, open shooting are 
by all means the best way to approach this moot problen, I still fail to 
see how uncontrolled public shooting can work out on a lot of farm land, but 

I would be happy to have experience demonstrate that I am wrong, In any 
event, if there mst be a switch in Pennaylvania policy, you have adopted 
the best way of initiating it. 

It ie very hard to comply with your request for a list of library 

material, The list would depend very largely on the mental status of the 

trainees and the ground to be covered by the teacher, Moreover the list 

usable for popular instruction in Pennsylvania would be quite different 

from that usable for the same purpose in Wisconsin, In other words, popular 

conservation instruction is always local. Only science can generalize. 

Here is a very rudimentary list of Wisconsin material, of which I 

furnish copies to the farmers’ short course, ‘the bulletins are given the 

students and the books are made available at the library. 

There 1a, of course, an extreme pacity of material for popular training. 

I have been working for years on a Wisconsin handbook which I may be able 

to get out within the next year, but I think you will have to write a Pennsyl- 

vania handbook before your need is really filled. 

Yours sincerely, : 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh 
Enel. ;



Mee GALI GAKS YROGRAR LAUNCHED 

. Prdiadiplee whieh made Pennsylvania Famous 
te be tried in Yaruing Regions 

by Seth Sorden 

vennayl te tent has done tne “taogoninioy"ahe’has Senengtrsted. tint oven ¢ neevlay 
populated industrial estate with ten million people may beeene a 
asportemen's paradise if proper methods are puraued, 

of sen a ee oa hunting rounds > Aol thirty 
years ago, the boundaries of which refuger have salvar easy 
respected and observed, Parenthetically, it should be eaid that there 
rng non fn i mage apcsencl party My hegeodlg tog + 

be a success, notwithatanding their pomularity in the Keystone itaute, 

Wile Pennsylvania hae olea Vly demonstrated what can be 
acooaplished with a in the forest country, she hag not yet 
demonstrated wheather goeme principles ean be applied successfully 
in the intensively tilled formgame regione of the State, 

Ana if we, who ehall them? The State? The lante 
ownere? The sportemen? Or a Pon 9 lho of all three? 

These are sone of the problens the Beard of Gane Cone 

the Ghd feuent’ safe refuge, ayatany Ef geidesoust? epiit inte sunlier unite, 
will not produce still tter results, me r 

The present and lie hunt unda prog re, 
the. *tgath bleser® du Unie Fiala of wALalife pectoration, ene gtarted 
Se last 0. eee Shake Butane Rey Sete aee Ae ule gucn 1% Ten 

—_— later the plan was eatended to — other State Forests, 
eased for the purpose, Then in 1920 Gems Commiesion began te 
uy lands of ite own, 

The game land purchase program wae so popular that in 1927 _ 
Se epee tente SURED ENO See Ne eee eee ae asue 
Cate 20 Deans Wh Se nee Se et, i eee 

woadntenance oo ape fee Series Ok Ba at eae tee On 
Then the purchase game Lande began in esrnest, and now the Com- 
SSChER Sane ORNS SPCQONS Sates Of Shade CAEN Denies Ont maenine ee 
absent 200 gume refuges with an aggregate acreage of 153,302 sores,



Be 

Se Geerek notnee conten startet with Decks of 3000 

poon Seereaneds S80 64 ‘refuges eve Denefitted large” game canta & nes 
especially deer, creel ama vod doneliderable t also put 
it wee far lese noti Teskiabet gion seT Reales aoe gmail 
geome with « ifeited “eruiaing radius*~.average ng ranges-lives 
within the refuges without ever coming out to the public hunting 
grounde and thereby benefitting the huitera, 

Naturally forest game speeies got the “lioata share* of 
ee Loree Seruae peer em because ne ae where lurge 

treats ef land be bought quiekly and ¢ Lys nee oll the 
funds available were being used to buy more 1 little eould be 
oo stenelens the pon Ege nage gh a the Commiseion's holdings, Sra 

even many © older refuges no longer provide 
quek Teahine and breeding grounds, 

No one should oriticise the dase Gomuiesion for went all 
the lands it eould while they were so cheap 7 oe Set in 
large blocks, in pe ere eae when it endeavored 9 buy suitable 
lance im the farming sections in the southeastern and southwestern 
sounties the tracts sveilable wore small, the prices high, and toe 
often the lands were not of the kind that would produce large annual 
crops of pheasants, rabbits, and quail, 

several the Commlesion determined to give email 
forest gane, capecbeniy wiie turkeys, more aid in the southern part 
of the state by establishing aseller refuges, 260 to 750 acres eagh, 
That aaa ges Re es in ite infonsy, ham already denonatrated its 
wetth, In ition to benefitting wild turkeys, these email refuges 
have increased ruffed grouse, age ne and other forest cpecien, 
primarily by saving ample breeding eteek in each refuge area, 

Se Pare oan, ee eee ine seteed susanen, mae. nares’ vest 
for the purpose of putting small refuges and public hunting grounds 
in sections rencte from the primary country, In ne cave was any rental 
ale SSE See Enseeey Sateee one Devens aresate tracts, Some progress 

was male in thie direetion but nething as ive as now needed 
had been anticipated when that law wag enac Certain cumbersome 
provisions muet be modified at the first oppo ty. 

While the Commiosion wag spending most of its funds for 
setiat tis cat teak ehamehen teeter Ek, cenbea te eae ine | 
volving 75% of our licensed hunters prefer to hunt small same, 
became increasingly troublesome, This wae true especially in the 
territory within a radius of fifty to sixty miles from vhiladelphia 
and bt gr | areag where the hunting a are very dense 
and wost of farm lands are clesely ed, 

in thone sections of Yennaylvania thousands of farme have ' 
been posted annually, many of them at the behest of emall groups of 
hunters whe desired the = thereon for their exclusive enjoyment, 
Landa epen te public hun » even when permission te hunt was sought
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{ae all geod sportemen should do), were literally mobved, ‘fhe leisurely 
peaceful epoyt of our ancestors almost vanished, ' 

Gen this encroaching menace to the joys of the un- 
yoke = the ‘ue tine to tee youiies ae ype My ateok 
same lands ting ¢. Some exceptions 
vere male were. ae the, not even the owner, was allowed & lok. 

‘ this while it retarded the ting movement sowewhat, 
wes Soenna ee eather’ thea aemgtona | Mege tne lancomers seer te 
anything inereve game habi on ir fares, Clean farming 
gontinued to 1 more potential game than the hunters bag in the Pall, 

raised oo ete weraate i Sak nelee ‘ TM more more ba ° GORE 
alae continued to = thousands of cottontail rabbi te from midwestern 

lant ahem sheeuh MAUS youss phoaeutey Ghee Webeahe eubdhe covered yoor GOO young e sever 
hundred Hungarian partridges, and ether ole birds were produced on 
the Gtate Gane Farms. Over $5,000 cottontadl rabbite were bought and 
relessed, shipments being stopped when weather conditions became toe 
eovera, : 

in many inetances the officers ef the Game Gommission have 
found it eer ee to lesate suitable unpested lands for stocking the 
gone shipped them, and whenever & severe winter like the recent one 
descends upon ue all shipments of rabbits must coases : 

There is congiterable doust in the minds of many thinking 
Fagg concerning the value of imported rabbits, Many even question 

value of game raised on the State Game Farms, They would prefer 
gane produced in the wild, 

Yor five or six years past the Gomaisaion's agents have trapped 
ie se of rabbits and pheasants from certain very favoreble 
restrieted arene in the southeastern part of the State for distribution, 
Last winter more than 5,500 of these birds and animals were trapped and 
distributed ia that Bo vt at an wrerage coat of lesa than i5¢ each, 
a foretaste of what might be done on & larger stale, 

Many sportemen have insisted that the Sommiseion reise its 
own rabbits for distribution, either en game farms or by contracting 
Tere Se he eesti gloeteie te" at Other eportemen urge 
that plane in cpers Ruusie daaeus thak Getter ue dem ces Gea” 
tried; still others steoutly demand that ncthing be done which t 
engourage landowners to charge a fee for hunting I eng we and that 
the Gece Commission should lease the hunting privileges from the 
farmers in the agricultural sections far reacte from forest regions, 
Wwere the funde shell be obteined to lease and manage five te eight 
million acres of farm Lande they do net specify, 

But the great majority of the ay licensed hunters seem 
te be in accord on one thing; nanely, thet ate atepa be taken to



ca 

aseure better sport for the small came hunter, even though it be on 
Gn experiaental basis only te work out precesses for widespread 
application later, ' 

With all these problems in wind, the Game Gemeiagion at a 
regent meeting deqided wpon the following policies and experimental 
progrivnsy 

le Pekwory Refuges: Decentralize the Primary pave? 
System, ¢hiefly to benefit enall game, eo that the majority of the 
wet nere Seat Ve Nemec’ We ned ever 1,000 seres, and add numerous 

refuges in the surrounding territory eontaining from 209 te 
786 agres each, some of them perhaps as omall as 100 sores, 

Where the Commisaion owns lands ef appropriate sine without 
refuges thereon, establish one or more mall refuges, 

vut @11 refuges under « group management plan, with one 
refuge keeper in responsible charge of a number of nearey refuge unite, 

Develop and manage the food and cover on oll refuges 
as neeeseary to carry a maxivtum eteck of game, snelnding selective and 
iuprovesent cutting work primerily to benefit game tions, 

: @ State Game Landss Gonfine future ; in the forest 
regions to lamis needed eo shbatuane tutenten bebaieaen Phha out 
resent purchase unite te a rengonable size, preferably not ever 

10,000 esres in @ blocks chenkguten we peepeety linee) and to lands 
needed for wild turkeys, grouse, squirrels, raccoons, and other enali 
gone forest species, 

Continue offerte to acquire lends in eareas remote from 
extensive forest regions, especially in the southeastern and gouthe 
western counties, 

Sevelop and manage the food and cover ply om all otate 
game lanwdiea, including selective and improvement catting pregrawe, 

Deve & farm game refuge ax 
portnental srbeteny antes the xd PROSFa, oop teouae haw, with lie hunting 
grounds, by leasing lands without cost to the eonleston tn the 
counties of Bucks, Sener Chester and Delaware in the southeast, 
ond Allegheny, Seaver, Butler and Yashington in the southwest, on 
the follewing basilar 

(a) Locate blecks of contiguous lands porn around 
5,000 seresy upon whigh auaerous cnsil refuges of toe fifty seres 
eaoh may be lished for pheasants, quail, rabbits, squirrels, ete., 

sishs'be Sovsted'fo seruny" the yeianas seit Spon Ke pose hens o o open & Ging. 
Such unite must be kept at least two miles apart, , 

(a) The refuge units on eagh block to be appropriately



Be ( 

tet Bo cen ee eal te alco the seorenet aotety sone ee | ahi 
oe Liings outbuildings, ° Goumi seion 
enforce the lew on both the setegre’ dak tne sateky BONCH, 

(¢) Gmall refuges, wherever deemed desirable, are to be 
fenged with large mesh hog wire about five feet high to keep out 
stees and on. all the larger unite where necessary to be eurrounded 
by suffiel etrauie of wire te keep out eattle, 

(4) These omall refuge oreas to be stocked heavily as 
needed, food strips to be planted adjacent thereto, winter feeding 
ond predator control to be conducted, ete, Lendewners to be one 
couraged te improve the came habitat im the surrounding territory, 
and te be employed to trap eff for distribution elsewhere any — 
game that can be spared from refuge ualte, In some instances sue 
eocperating landowners aleo may be willing to raise game under wire 
for the Comnieeton, 

This plan provides several setheds for ting 
sorecent ne henkoonere asd their boys for aid qvennteak to the success 
of 8 or it may develep processes farmers may help 
the State to raise several times the mete or yen that oan be 
bought oF raised on the State's gaue farms, 

It io believed thie program will offer aa agproach to 
Pennsylvania's farm game pony until the Gemmlasion dows - 
sufficient experimental work to test the Le wr ne one can determiae what 
ite value will be, Ghould it work owt satiefectorily, the plan can 
later be extended to adjacent counties if funds ‘permit. 

od 4, Goo Fara tal Unites The Commiesion 
has leagc been te evopera’ groupe of landowners te test 
the ajvantaces and disadvantages of controlled ee te dew 
termine upon the best farm gase managenent processer, lading the 

7 of came that a given area of interaixed fara lands will prow 
uee, the number of hunters who can safely be accommodated on a 

given wnit, ete, 

it has been agreed to cooperate with aroupe of Landowners 
to this end to locate two suck experimental blecks of 2,000 to 5,000 
couameete in the southeastern counties in the territory arene 

wth of Blue Midge Meuntein and east of the Susquehanna Biver, and 
two more like unite in-the southwestern corner of the State, preferably 
in geunties other than those in which the farm game refuge program 
abev. is to be launched, This is primarily a research or laboratory — 
job ehieb holds great possibilities, 

Thies brief outline will give the arenas of Pennsylvania 
a glimpse inte the proposed experimental work te be undertaken ime 
mediately by the Soard of Game Gomeiesioners, it will take time and ~~ 
funde to deteraine ite value, but certainly the omall game hunters | 
eon no lenger complain that tne Commission is ignoring their plight,



. be in| 

2 Se OF otte cunseimente Ses severe Craven et 
organized aportesen is easen Se canted, soyee ly in the 
ee ree oe tae Sean ee ete One of problems which concerns 
the Comiasion mout ie; W411 the sportsmen observe the small refuge 
unite im the sane way as they always hove the larger refuges? 

The Cowniesion eineerely believes they wlll, and that when 
the exp tal work hae been sufficiently advanced to justify 1t 
the wed aporte@nen end leedere of farm groups throughout the State 
gan help to spread the same process into every farming section of 
the Keystone State, 

Peansylvania'ts future gane must be well rounded, 
ib wes OS ete che ander ee 18 mast cive both the large cane 

tere thase Oy pureal Baal om even break, 
in ite develop ent we must plan Ser the nant Gran punes at loast, 

The readers of the GAKE B2vG are urged te give the Com 
uiesion their candid reactions to these plans, se their suggestions 
are always appreciated,



2 COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 

HARRISBURG 

May 5, 1936, 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
1532 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: ‘ 

With reference to your letter of April 29, we are 
planning to draw upon the faculty at State College and members of 
our steff. It is quite probable that we will also endeavor to 
make a special arrangement for a series of lectures from other 
capable men like yourself. 

In this connection, I wish you would make up a list 
of the text material you would recommend for the working library 
at the Training School. You probably already have such a list 
compiled on which you ean check the kind of text books that our 
boys at the Training School could use to good advantage. 

I am attaching a copy of an announcement which will 
appear in our May number of the GAME NEWS. I hope you can find 
time to go over this rather carefully. It is a new approach to 
some of our problems which, of course, will provide ample oppor- 
tunity to extend our research activities. 

If you have any suggestions that will be helpful in 
setting up these experimental projects, please take time to send 
them on. I shall ever be indebted to you for anything you may do 
in this direction, 

Cordially yours, 

Seth Gordon, 
SG:B Executive Secretary.



Decenber 4, 1935 

Prof, J, A, Perguson 
Penneylvania State College 
State College, Pa. 

Dear Ferguson: 

I have your letter and can fully sympathize with your ups and 

downs in this venture. 

If King is not obtainable, then I would rate Leonard Wing as one 
of the best candidates for your position. I would not have any hesitation 
in placing him definitely ahead of either Trippensee or Dalke, especially 
as a research man. If your set-up no longer absolutely requires that your 

man be a forester, then I assume that you would be able to consider him, 

Wing, however, is in the midst of his cycle study here with me, 
and I would regret to see him leave it in an unfinished condition. In 
saying this I am not referring to his degree, which can be taken at any 
time, but rather to the question of carrying his work up to some clean-cut 
stopping point, He could not, in my opinion, reach any such clean-cut 
stopping point by the second semester, but he could by summer or fall. 
In order that I may shape my plans accordingly, will you let me kmow as 
goon as you yourself imow (1) whether Wing is in your mind, (2) if so, how 
late you could defer the question of his reporting for duty, (3) how much 
of the $3,750 would be paid as an initial salary. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE 
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND EXPERIMENT STATION 

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY 

STATE COLLEGE, PA. 

THE PENNSYLVANIA 

STATE FOREST SCHOOL November 29, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

It was very kind of you to write me in regard to a man for game 

research at the Pennsylvania State College. The development of 
the idea here has been most unfortunate. I was told to go ahead 
and get a game research man and then later financial difficulties 
arose and there was a delay of at least three weeks before I was 
again told to go ahead. In the meantime I lost Professor King, 
Dalke and Trippensee. Both Dalke and Trippensee would have been 
glad to come here for this position. Now I am back in the game 
again and do not find any foresters left with a training along 
this line. There are, however, many biologists who have come to 

: our attention who have given considerable attention to game manage- 
ment research, and it is possible that in the end we shall select 
such a man. He would be under the direction of the Department of 

\\ Zoology rather than the Department of Forestry. However, we have 
two forest research men and they will carry on game research from 
the forestry viewpoint. 

We are unfortunate in Pennsylvania that thég same plan cannot be 
developed here as is being developed in some of the other states. 
However, in the future there may be a change in the present 

set-up. 

With kindest regards. 

Very sincerely yours, a 

J. Tg_uso} , 
Pr gor of ee wn eal 

wt oo 
JAF-f AY, ae, 

¥ oe 50° 

A" wat



New Soils Building 
November 22, 1935 

Prof. J, A. Ferguson 
Department of Forestry 
Pennsylvania State College 
State College, Pa. 

Dear Professor Ferguson! 

I am mach interested in your plans for a game research 

program. It will be hard, however, to meet your specification that 

your game research man must also have forestry training. ‘The reason 

ia that most of the foresters who have game training have had it in 

such slight degree that they have never done any actual research. 
Hence one can only guess at their research ability. I suspect that 
you will either have to take research ability on faith or else take on 

faith the ebility of a really trained man to develop a sympathy for and 

knowledge of forestry. i 

King would almost stand as an exception to the above rule, I 

can recommend him highly as a game research man and I think he mst have 

absorbed a lot of forestry through his constant work at a forest 

experiment station. 

Possibly this entire question is obsolete by this time, Be- 

fore I try to go into more detail, will you drop me another line telling 

the status quo and asking as many specific questions as you can if there 

still are any to be answered? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE 
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND EXPERIMENT STATION 

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY 

STATE COLLEGE, PA. 

THE PENNSYLVANIA August 6; 1935 
STATE FOREST SCHOOL 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

It is planned to add to the research staff of the Forest School 
at The Pennsylvania State College, a full time research man in Game 
Management. Research in Forestry is under the direction of the 
Agricultural Experiment Station. An appropriation of $3750 has 
been made for this purpose, including salary and expenses. A man 
trained in forestry is desired, a man with the proper mental 
attitude, training and experience. A 13,000 acre tract, "The 
Barrens", a famous hunting area, comes within a mile of the College. 
A research forest of some 4,000 acres under full control of the 
Forest School and lying within seven miles of the College will 
undoubtedly materialize in the near future. One of the largest 
State Forest areas lies within three miles of the College. Con- 
siderable study has already been made by the College on the raising 
of pheasants and wild turkey and the feeding habits of deer. 
Research is now under way to determine the factors that tend to make - 
an area attractive to game birds and animals and to hold them on the 
area. 

It is this phase of game management with which we are now particularly 
interested and along which we plan to carry out intensive research 
work. We desire the services of a forester with the proper training 
an experience and attitude of mind to carry on such and similar lines 
of research. I shall appreciate your assistance in locating someone 
for the game management work. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Jost ne eA ae 3 iy 
co lek i J. Al Ferguson; 
wo, a seb . Professor of Forestry 

usc pee - s 

JARS Sai-



New Soils Building 
dngust 19, 1935 

Prof, J, A, Ferguson 
Department of Forestry 
Pennsylvania State Colleze 
State College, Pennaylvania 

Dear Professor Ferguson: 

My, Leopold sailed for Burope on August 2 and 
consequently he will not be able to give you his sug~ 
gestions in regard to a game research man for you, 

Mr, Leopold has received so many requests for ; 
trained gane managers that the supply of men whom he 
could recoumend personally has about been exhausted, How 
ever, I happen to know that just before he loft he recom 
mended to another organization the names of two research 
men who might be available: Wallace Grange of Ephraim, 
Wisconsin, and Frederick N, Hamerstrom, Jr., Ruthven, Iowa, 
Mr, Grange was formerly connected with the Biological 
Survey and is well known in the game management field, Mr, 
Hamerstrom just received his master’s degree on a game 
research project at Iowa State College, Ames. Weither of 
these men is a forester, however, and most game men, that 
is, trained game men, have specialized in zoology or ornith- 
ology rather than forestry, 

I am offering these names on my own initiative 
in the hope that they may possibly be of some help to you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Secretary to Nr. Leopold



THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE 

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY 

STATE COLLEGE, PA. 

THE PENNSYLVANIA August 28, 1935 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Conservation 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

We are looking for the right man to fill a research 
position in game management. I have had a letter 
from Ralph T. King, Instructor in Economic Zoology 
at the University of Minnesota. He gives your name 
as a reference. I would be very glad if you would 
drop me a line in regard to Professor King. 

The position is for full time research in game manage- 
ment. The immediate job is to determine the factors 
that tend to attract game birds to an area and will 
hold them on the area. There are, however, many lines 
of investigation in Pennsylvania relating to game birds 
and animals. But little research work has been done, 
although this is one of the greatest of the game states. 
We are naturally seeking a man with a research mind 
rather than a teacher of forestry. I will appreciate 
your writing me about Professor King. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Jo Ae cage 
Professor of Forestry 

JAFsS



New Soils Building 

September 3, 1935 

Prof, J, A. Ferguson 
Department of Forestry 
Pennsylvania State College 

é State College, Pennsylvania 

Dear Professor Ferguson: H 

I have your letter of August 28, asking for 
Mr, Leopold's estimate of Ralph T, King 

Since, as I mentioned in my letter of 
Angast 19, Mr, Leopold is in Burope and not due to return 
until November, it will be impossible to get his recommen- 
dation of Mr, King in the very near future, If you wish, I 
can forward your letter to him, but he is traveling con= 
stantly and it may take several weeks for it to reach him, 
If you are not in a hurry, however, and wish me to do this, 
I shall be glad to do it, If I do not hear from you I shall 
just hold the letter for his attention on his return, 

Yours sincerely, 

Secretary to Mr. Leopold



i ‘| File: Pa.i~ 
Pheas, 

New Soils Building 
duly 22, 1935 

My, Richard Gerstell 
Board of Game Commissioners 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Gerstell: : 

I am about to leave for Burope and leck time to carefully study your 
MSS. on Pennsylvania pheasants, but I have skimmed through it and, Se. 
like it very mich, I urge you to publish it when duly checked and refined, If 
the Commission won't publish it, put it in some periodical. 

As to detail, I noted a few points, 

Safuratien Paint. I take it that the 2.5 birds per acre densities 
are yearlonz’ is, not a winter concentration,) If so, make this clear. 

Rainfall & Kil}. I don't think your graph bears out your conclusion 
that wet years have heavy crops (p. 22). 

Rance I'd like to see you try to correlate your heavy populations 
with soil geology. 

Ezaahian. I have grave doubt whether warden opinion is evidence of 
which preda serious and which are not. Do you not somewhere state that 
each hen raises 10 young, and elsewhere that mature birds do not suffer predation? 
If a0, these two assumptions taken together would make predation equal sero. 

Gripples. i think your estimates of loss are too low for any pheasant 
range familiar to me, 

Your paper is an able effort to squeeze some meaning out of available 
statistics, but I would like to see you recommend a pheasant study to actually 
measure the many important questions which your statistics raise, but cannot 
answer, 

It is refreshing to see a paper of this tone come out of Pennsylvania. 
I am returning the MSS, Let me know where and when this is to appear, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh ‘ 

Enel.



Se COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 
i. BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 
(aes HARRISBURG 

duly 15, 1935 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, : 
Eero of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Dr. Leopold: 

Under separate cover, I am taking the liberty of 
forwarding you a copy of a paper entitled The Ringneck 
Pheasant in Pennsylvania. 

This paper was prepared by myself for the use of 
the Members of the Pennsylvania Board of Game Commissioners 
in their task of determining the policies to be carried out 
by the Commission which they direct. I am forwarding the 
same to you because I have in several places quoted you 
relative to specific points and because I feel that certain 
of the figures and information contained therein will be of 
interest to you. 

As submitted, the paper is still very much in the 
rough, but I hope in the very near future to prepare the 
same for publication. Accordingly, if you can spare the 
time, I should much appreciate your reading the paper and 
letting me have your reactions to it - that is, your general 
opinion of the thing as a whole, together with any criticisms, 
destructive or constructive, which you may care to offer. 

Due to the current status of this paper, I shall 
have to ask you for the present to keep all the information 
contained in the report strictly confidential. Also, in as 
much as the report forwarded you is one of my two only copies, 
I shall have to ask you to return the same to me at your 
conveniencee 

Thanking you for your invaluable cooperation in 
our work, I remain 

Very truly yours, 

Richard Gersteil, 
RG:G Principal Propagation Inspector.



New Soils Building 
July 19, 1935 

Mr, Wa, R, Van Dersal 
Soil Conservation Service 
Indiana, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Van Dersal: 

I do not have our arrangements with farmers on demon~ 
: stration areas available in written form except for one area, 

This is contained in the following publication! "Helping Ourselves," 
by Aldo Leopold and Reuben Paulson, Field & Stream, August, 1934. 

It has not seemed to me that these arrangements are 
worthy of space in the public prints until they are tried out, and 
that is what we are trying to do, We are constantly learning how 
to improve them, and in a year or two I will be ready to say some~ 
thing serious about farmer set-ups. 

If you want a brief written outline of some of the sot- 
ups we are trying, you can get one for the Lake Mills area from 
Avthur 8. Hawicins, my graduate student in charge of demonstrations, 
You ean address him in care of me, I want to make it clear, however, 
that any such outline at this time represents merely a tentative 

bit of theorizing. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
“ In Charge, Game Research



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL M@OB00M SERVICE 
CONSERVATION 

Indiana, Pa. 
daly 8, 1935 

Professor Aldg Leopold 
Division of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

This is just a note to express to you my 
appreciation in having been able to talk with you regarding 
game management in general, and on the Indianay project in 
particular. Your advice was very helpful md the privilege 
of going through your library was one which I value highly. 
We are working hard on this project to organize as quickly 
as possible, but as you kmow such things do go comparatively 
slowly. 

I am very much interested at the moment, in dis- 
covering all of the game cooperative plans, i.e., the organ= 
ization of farmers for the purpose of collecting small reveme 
on the game crop, and it occurred to me that you might be 

ee able to inform me of the best places to write, in order to get 
the information. 

yi I have informed Dr. Witz of the University of 
/ Pittsburgh, of your interest in his work on pheasant droppings 

| and he told m= that he would get in touch with you. 4e also 
| said that should he publish anything along these lines, he 

will see to it that you receive a separate. 

| 
\ Thanking you again for your very kind interest, 
\ and hoping very much that we may be able here to apply the 
‘ fiwe principles which you have incorporated in your book, I am 

\ " 
Pra 7 Yours very truly, 

\ Wr" 9... Naor Ak J 

ye es Wn. R. Van Dersal 
On we \ Forester: In Charge of 
err Wild Life Conservation 

WRVD/pa



New Soils Building 
July 10, 1934 

Mr. Morris L, Cooke 
Consulting Engineer 
1520 Locust Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Cooke: 

I am much gratified by your interest in "Conservation 
Economics," I am running short of reprints and can hardly spare 8-10 
copies, but I am sending you 4 copies. 

. It also occurs to me that you might be interested in a 
companion papor entitled “The Conservation Bthic," of which I enclose a 
copye 

It heartens me a great deal to have on the Mississippi Valley 
Committee even a single individual sympathetic with the ecological 
interpretation of watershed phenomena, Reports are reaching me that 
even the army engineers are beginning to admit that there is possibly 
something here which needs consideration. 

At the present moment I am making two attempts to induce 
economic and legal grows to seriously attack the question of an economic 
vehicle for encouraging good use of land, I am urging the National Research 
Council to appoint a legal and economic group to consider this question, 
and also the University of Wisconsin, Attached is a proposed additional 
section for the report of our recent meeting in Washington which I sent 
to Dr. Bowman, If you believe such an inquiry is important, it would add 
greatly to its chances if it were urged by a member of the Mississippi 
Valley Committee, 

You occupy a position of great strategic importance and I 
would like to keep in touch with you on these mtters, 

. With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALevh " 
Enel.



Morris LLEWELLYN Cooxr 
CONSULTING ENGINEER 

1520 LOCUST STREET 

PHILADELPHIA 

MANAGEMENT 

July 6, 1934, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: Fr 

I have read the reprint "Conservation Economics" 
which you were good enough to send me with the greatest interest, 
I am frank to say that this is the best piece on planning which I have 
had the privilege of reading. I agree with you 100%, Will it be 
possible for you to send me at this office eight or ten copies as I am 
anxious to put it in the hands of the other members of the Mississippi 
Valley Committee. Your cooperation will be cordially appreciated, 

Yours very sincerely, 

4) 

C-m
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New Soils Budlding © 
March 1, 1934 

Prof, RB. DB, Cassel bery 
Dept. of Boology 
Pennsylvania State College 
State College, Pennaylvania 

Dear Professor Casselbery: 

Two courses relating to yours are given here, (1) Game 
Managenent 116 (descriptive mimeograph attached), (2) Feruers! 
Short Course (this is vocational in nature and goes very lightly 
into theory. 

The texts uged in both courses aret “Game Management," 
by myself (Seribner's, 1933), "Game Survey of the North Central 
States," by myself (this is now out of print, but a copy my 
powsibly be obtained from the U, 8, Biological Survey), and “the 
Bobwhite quail," by Herbert L, Stoddard (Seribner’s, 1931), 

If you are going to include fur, I suppose you would 
find it advisable to use Ashbroolk!s book on furebearing animals, 
Probably you have it already, 

I have no copies of course outlines. 

It might interest you to know that one of the recommen= 
— of the President's Committee ag Wild Life ere | ~ 

& management training which, awong o ngs 
Saeknekeah Sonthaen wesld hare 8 aeiume $e pigi wp sone field , 
technique in management, If this recommendation is carried out, 
the camp might be in Michigan and would be under the Biological 
Survey or whatever new executive set-up is made in Washincton, 

Yours very truly, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
In Charge, Geme Research 

AL/vh
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tne PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE 
fh : ; “__ScHooL OF AGRICULTURE AND EXPERIMENT STATION 

eA 
eee 7 yan STATE COLLEGE, PA. 

DEP RTE ‘S zeal AND Enrd OLOGY 

y I Feb. 21, 1934 

4 Cee \\ 
Department of doology, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sirs: : 

I am planning on giving a course in 
Game and Fur-bearing Animal Management next year and 
I sm writing you for suggestions as I am informed 
that you offer such a course. I shall greatly appre- 
ciate it if you can supply me with a resume of your 
course, name of texts, nature of laboratory exercises 
and anything else you may deem worthy of note. 

Assuring you that I shall be greatly 
indebted to you for any assistance you amy be able to 
render me, i remain, 

Most sincerely yours, 

R. D. Casselbery, 
Assoc. Professor of Zoology. 

RDC:J



New Soils Building 
February 23, 1934 

D, B, Hess, President 
State College 
221 S, Atherton St. 
Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Hesat 

Thank you for your invitation to speak. 
I will keep this in mind and let you Imow if any 
Eastern trip takes me to your vicinity, At present, 
I do not heve ony Eastern trips scheduled, 

Thank you very mmch for the invitation, 

Yours atnsorelys 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/mls



221 S. Atherton St. 

f State College, Pa. 

Feb. 13, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir; 

It is upon the suggestion of Professor J. A. Ferguson, 

Head of The Pennsylvania State College Forestry School, Dr. J. L. 

Deen, instructor of forestry, and in behalf of the Penn State For- 

estry Society that I invite you to deliver an address to the mem- 

bers of the Sociéty 

The organization is composed of all persons enrolled in the 

Penn State Forestry School, all professors, and all Graduate Stu- 

dents connected with the school. The object of the Society is to 

create a spirit of fellowship among its members; to stimulate int- 

erest; and to increase knowledge in the field of forestry and allied 

subjects. It was thought that to have a man speak who has had the 

experience you have had would enhance our knowledge in the field of 

forestry and allied subjects. There seems to be a very keen interest 

among the students in game management since Dr. Deen has introduced 

a@ course in game management this semester. 

If at any time yourare in Pennsylvania we all would greatly 

appreciate if you would drop in and give us a talk. 

Sincerely thanking you, 

AoE Peed) 
D. E. Hess, Brecident



New Soils Building 
Madison, Visconsin 
February 2, 1934 

ir, W, Gard, Conklin 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
Board of Game Commissioners 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr, Conklin: 

In my opinion questionaires are useless 
for game surveys except in connection with very 
limited, simple, specific questions, ‘he only 
time I ever used questionaires successfully was 

with pheagant hunters in Iowa in an attempt to 
find out where they hunted, how long, what they 
killed and crippled, and how many birds they 
flushed, 

IT no longer have copies of this question~ 
aire, but you might possibly get a copy from Mr, z 
Willian Schuenke, Des Moines, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LHOPOLD 
ALyem Gene Manager



: COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 

P HARRISBURG 

January 29, 1954 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Did you or do you use blank 

questionnaires in connection with game surveys? I 

have in mind questionnaires to be filled in by per- 

sons making the survey of a particular locality. 

If you have such forms would you be good enough to 

send me a copy or copies? 

There is a faint possibility 

that we might be able to make at least a partial 

game survey through the assistance of the Civil 

Works Administration. The question of applying for 

such a project is under consideration, and will de- 
pend somewhat on the attitude of our Board and, also, 

whether or not the C. W. A. is extended to May 1. 

I understand you attended the 

Game Conference in New York last week. Sorry I could 

not be among those presente 

With best regards, I remain 

Sincerely yours, 

W. Gard. Conklin 
Director of Refuges & Lands 

C:W



New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

_ donuary 18, 1934 

Dr. B. W. Callenbach 
Rosina ar toni bane 

of Poultry Husbandry 
State College, Pennsylvania 

Dear Dr. Callenbach: 

I await with great interest your new 
bulletin on pheasants and congratulate you on 
getting this into print. It has not yet arrived. 
Gould you spare five or six extra copies, one 
for each of my research field men? 

I enclose a carbon of a rough draft of 
my speech, Ivents have already outdated the first 
page in that the Biological Survey Research is not 
merely curtailed but abolished. 

I am pleased to hear from you and will 
write you further when I have read the bulletin. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LBOPOLD 
Ats/@m Game Manager



THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE 
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND EXPERIMENT STATION 

STATE COLLEGE, PA. 

DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY MUSBANDRY 

January 15, 1954 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I would appreciate very much receiving a copy of the paper 
which you are presenting at the Twentieth american Game Conference 
in advance of its publication in the regular Transactions of the 
Conference. 

I teach a course in The Economic Production of Game *irds. 
fhis course, which is taught during the second semester of the 
college year, has its first meeting this year on February 7th. I 
am anxious to present to students scheduling the course the latest, 
most up-to-date, and authentic information. The subjéect which you 
are discussing at the Conference is one which should be of great 
interest to them. 

Your cooperation in making your information available will 
be most helpful. Thanking you for this courtesy, I am 

Very truly yours, 

Ell @lhlectech 
&, W. Callenbach 
Associate Professor of 
Poultry Husbandry 

C:F



eau es THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE 

rou lars COLLEGE, PA. i 

DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY HUSBANDRY 
i 

January 13, 19354 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Under separate cover, we are sending you a copy of our 
Bulletin 299 - The Artificial Propagation of Ring-necked Pheasants. 

The experimental work reported in this publication was 
conducted in 1931 and 1932 as a joint project of The Pennsylvania 
State College and The Pennsylvania soard of Game Commissioners. 
The experimental work was planned and executed by members of the 
staff of The Pennsylvania State College. This is the first and 
the only carefully controlled experimental work on The artificial 
Propagation of Ring-necked Pheasants to be conducted in Pennsylvania. 

* '" We should be glad to make this bulletin available to all 
who are interested so far as the supply lasts, and we will also be 
glad to have your comments and criticisms of the work, as we hope 
to continue the investigation. 

we Y : Very truly yours, 

, A ee 47 P 

< pines 

BE. W. Callenbach 
associate Professor of 
Poultry Husbandry 

C:F
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An Invitation to Pennsylvania’s 

By Hon. Adolf Muller, President, 
Each refuge is surrounded by a mintte Refuge Keepers are often called 

single strand wire. Board of Game Commissioners upon to care for foundlings. 
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You are invited to see Pennsylvania’s game refuge system this to camp near the wire line around the refuge, or near the refuge- 

summer. keeper’s house. 

For a sight-seeing tour, there is nothing in America superior in When visiting a refuge where there is a refuge-keeper residing 
scenery than are the locations of our game refuges. They are sit- on or near the grounds, be sure to call on him for information and 

i anal Bahai a data concerning the size of the refuge and the particular kinds of 
uated } a anner and all types anc s ) amongst. — samme it especially ‘serves. 

steep hills, rocky cliffs and swamp lands; in fact all manner of Some years ago Governor Pinchot while in one of the western 
wilderness for all kinds of wild life. states was asked why Pennsylvania was so successful and to what 

It will be a treat to visit these places. There is usually a chance he attributed this success. He replied that it was due to telegraph 

wires. Every game 
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Game Refuge No. 1, Clinton County from you. 
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Primary State Game Refuges and Public Hunting Grounds Location and Area STR EE ANE TT a AEE OEE SEALE AAA REDEAN 
Serial Year Area (Acres) 
Number : Location Refuge Within Public 

of All located either on State Game Lands or State Forest Lands Was the Hunting 
Refuge Established Refuge Grounds Total a a ai a ae ae pe se ge poe 

1 Clinton County. On the Sproul State Forest ...............0.005 1905 2,002 - 2,002 
12 miles south of Renovo along the Snowshoe-Renovo Road. : 

2 Clearfield County. On the Moshannon State Forest ..............-- 1906 =3,107 - 3,107 
10 miles northwest of Clearfield along the Clearfield-Penfield Road. 

3 Franklin County. On the Mont Alto State Forest ..............-- 1906 1,989.9 * 1,989.9 
Near the South Mountain Tuberculosis Sanitorium. 

4 Perry County. On the Tuscarora State Forest ...............-0.0- 1911 1,864 i. 1,864 
5 miles south of New Germantown. 

5 Westmoreland County. On the Forbes State Forest ................ 1911. 1,740 R 1,740 
10 miles south of Ligonier. ‘ 

6 Centre County. On the Bald Eagle State Forest ................ 1912 2265 R8 * 1,265.8 
5 miles east of Coburn along Penn’s Creek. 

7 Potter, Clinton and Lycoming Counties. On the Tiadaghton State 1915 2,460 . 2,460 
Forest. At the Pump Station along the Coudersport Pike 

8 Lycoming County. On the Tiadaghton State Forest .............. 1915 1,785 - 1,785 
8 miles east of Montoursville along Loyalsock Creek. 

9 Huntingdon County. On the Logan State Forest ................ 1915 2,646 2,646 
Between Reedsyille and Greenwood Furnace. 

11 Lackawanna County. On the Lackawanna State Forest ............ 1915 92,774 a 2,774 
Between Wilkes-Barre and Gouldsboro, 

12 Bradford County. On State Game Lands. 5 miles south of Leroy .. 1915. 2,106 19,550.7 21,656.7 
13 Sullivan County. On State Game Lands. 8 miles north of Benton .. 1915 = 3,027 28,162 31,189 
14 Cameron County. On State Game Lands ...............0..0.000e 1915 2,507 9,381.2 11,888 .2 

8 miles southwest of Emporium. 
15 Potter County. On the Susquehannock State Forest .............. 1916 3,434 * 3,484 

Between Austin and Cherry Springs near Hull Station. 
4165; Tioga County. VOnithe Tioga State, Worest: cc... 4. ios scien es oes 1916 3,970 - 3,970 

Near Roosevelt Highway, 10 miles west of Wellsboro. 
17 Potter and Cameron Counties. On the Elk State Forest .......... 1916 2,802 s 2,802 

Near Sizerville. 
18 Mifflin and Juniata Counties. On the Rothrock State Forest ...... 1916 2,900 * 2.900 

11 miles south of Newton Hamilton. 
20 Bedford County. On the Buchanan State Forest .................. 1917 0 -2;196. = 2,196 

19 miles south of Bedford near Rainsburg. 
21 Dauphin County. On the Weiser State Forest ................000- 1918 1,849 - 1,849 

6 miles southwest of Lykens. 
22 Union and Centre Counties. On the Bald Eagle State Forest ...... 1918" °2;130 # 2,130 

8 miles northwest of Mifflinburg. 
23 Huntingdon County. On the Rothrock State Forest .............. 1918 1,896 = 1,896 

6 miles east of Marklesburg at Paradise Furnace. 
24 Forest and Clarion Counties. On State Game Lands .............. 1918 1,560 5,731.8 7,291.8 

2 miles east of Tionesta. 
25 Bik, County. On State: Game Uandse. x, ec. ss... cess ce 1920 2,096 4,192.55 6,288.55 

7 miles northeast.of Johnsonburg. 
26 Bedford, Blair and Cambria Counties. On State Game Lands ..... 1921 1,727 6,501.34 8,228 .34 

10 miles southeast of Portage. 
27 Cumberland County. On the Michaux State Forest .............. 1920 1,409 * 1,409 

Near Pine Grove Furnace. 
28 Elk and Forest Counties. On State: Game Lands ................ 1920 2,622 6,520.7 9,142.7 

14 miles west of Ridgway near Hallton. 
29° Warren County. _Qn=State: Game Landa o.4 420.0) 3.0.0i0. 25. 0c: 1921 2,369 6,349.51 8,718.51 

3 miles west of Clarendon. 
30. McKean - County. On® State Game Uands= 3.0.0.0. So ee 1923 2,874 8,698.03 11,572.03 

Between Smethport and Emporium near Betula. 
31 Jefferson County. On State Gamejlands ......................... 1923 541 3,360.36 3,901.36 : 

8 miles north of Punxsutawney near Anita. 
32 Huntingdon County. On the Logan State Forest. Near Petersburg .. 1921~ © 1,393 * 1,393 
33 Centre County. On State Game Lands®.~.7..........0.6:00....<- 1925 2,904 6,377 9,281 

2 miles south of Philipsburg : 
34 Clearfield and Elk Counties. On State Game Lands ................ 1925 2,068 6,732 8,800 

14 miles southeast of Medix Run. 
35 Susquehanna County. On State Game Lands ....%).0............ 1926 1,500 5,244.35 6,744.35 

3 miles east of Hallstead along the north branch of the Susque- 
hanna River. Z 

36A Bradford County. On State Game Lands -.........:...........% 1932 180 
3 miles southwest of Powell in Long Valley. 11,011.60 11,456.60 

36B Bradford County. On State Game Lands .....................::- 1932 265 
3 miles southeast of Powell in Deep Hollow. | 

e



PRIMARY STATE GAME REFUGES AND PUBLIC HUNTING GROUNDS LOCATION AND AREA (Concluded) 
0 Ss 

Serial Year Area (Acres) Number Location Refuge Within Public 
of All located either on State Game Lands or State Forest Lands Was the Hunting 

Refuge : Established Refuge Grounds Total 
37 Tioga County. On State Game Lands .......... Suis See 1932 334 3,704.32 4,038 .32 

13 miles northeast of Wellsboro on Summit Mountain. 
39 Venango County. On State Game Lands ........................ 1931 1,008 6,084.58 7,092.58 

9 miles southwest of Franklin. 
40 Carbon County. On State Game Lands ........-....cececceceeeees 1932 311 1,237.8 1,548.80 

3 miles northeast of White Haven on Black Run. 
42 Westmoreland County. Formerly leased. Now State Game Lands .. 1926 765 3,841 4,606 

West side Laurel Hill Mt., near New Florence. 
44A Elk County. Formerly leased. Now State Game Lands .......... 1925. 1,045 ) 

West of State Highway Route #219, 2 miles south of Ridgway. + 22,504.1 24,074.1 
44B Elk County. Formerly leased. Now State Game Lands .......... 1926 525 | 

South side State Highway Route +120, 2 miles southeast of 
Ridgway. 

45 Venango County. On State Game Lands ............0.0cc0ceeee 1932 289 2,782.7 3,071.70 
2 miles east of Van on Hast Sandy Creek near Highway Route 

#322. 
46 Lancaster County. On State Game Lands .................-.... 1932 210 15281 1,738.10 

6 miles northwest of Ephrata on Eldlers Run. 
47 Venango County. On State Game Lands ................. Seg Tete 1932 375 1,685 2,060 

9 miles east of Oil City along Allegheny Highway. 
48 Bedford County. On State Game Lands ........................ 1930 391 3,689.4 4,080.4. 

On Wills Mt., near Fossilville. 
49 Bedford and Fulton Counties: On State Game Lands ............ 1930 495 2,494.8 2,989 .& 

On Rays Hill and Negro Mts., near Amaranth. 
52 Lancaster County. On State Game Lands ..................-..05 1932 195 1,052.30 1,247.30 

3 miles east of Terre Hill on Muddy Creek. 
54A Jefferson County. Snyder Township ...............-.-..:.ss0+.- 1932 580) 

5 miles northwest of Brockway, near Refuge Keeper’s Headquarters. j 17,357 18,252 : 54B Jefferson County. Formerly leased. Now State Game Lands ...... 1929 315 
‘ 2 miles northwest of Sugar Hill and State Highway Route #28. 

55 Columbia County. Formerly leased. Now State Game Lands ...... 1925 261 1,539.2 1,800.2 
On Huntingdon Mt., near Orangeville. 

56A Bucks County. Formerly leased. Now State Game Lands ......... 1919 219°) 
2 miles northwest of Uhlerstown and State Highway Route #32. j 943.4 1,390.4 

56B Bucks County. Formerly leased. “Now State Game Lands .......... 1919 228 
2 miles northeast of Ferndale and U. 8. Pa. Route #611. 

584 Columbia County. Formerly leased. Now State Game Lands .... 1925 447 
natin 5 miles southeast of Mainville & St. Highway 8,069.3 8,883.3 _ 

58B Columbia County. On State Game Lands ......................0- 1932 367 
2 miles west of Mainville on Furnace Run. 

63>" Clarion County. “On State Game Gands <....2... 5. c.0s0ace se 1932 328 2,442.4 2,770.4 
1 mile south of Shippensville along Deer Creek. 

65 Fulton County. On State Game Lands ...............0..ese seuss 1932 625 2,409.6 3,034.6 
10 miles south of Breezewood and Lincoln Highway in Whips Cove. 

68 Lycoming County. On State Game Lands .......:............05 1932 387 2,618.7 3,005.7 
3 miles south of Cedar Run Village on Hilborn Run. 

70 Wayne County. On State Game Lands .....................0000> 1932 228 2,050.6 2,278.6 
é 2 miles south of Sherman along Sherman Creek. 

72 Clarion County. Formerly leased. Now.State Game Lands ........ 1926 510 1,509 2,019 
2 miles north of Clarion and State Highway Route +966. 

73 Bedford County. Formerly leased. Now State Game Lands ....... 1927 392 1,140.2 1532-2 
14% miles south of Loysburg on east side of Tussey Mt. 5 

76 Franklin County. Formerly leased. Now State Game Lands ...... 1925 471 1,624.2 2,095.2 
2 miles northeast of Upper Strasburg in Horse Valley. : 

78 Clearfield County. Formerly leased. Now State Game Lands ..... 1925 582 138.7 720.7 
5 miles northwest of Kylertown near State Highway Route +153. 

80 Lebanon Connty. Formerly leased. Now State Game Lands. In Mon- 
roe Valley, 4 miles east of Lickdale and Highways Route #443 .... 1925 315 2,592.3 2,907.3 84 Northumberland County. Formerly leased. Now State Game Lands. . 1927 251 4,020.0 4,271.0 
6 miles south of Shamokin near Gowen City on Mahanoy Creek. 

esa eS aE RL ee 
TOTALS (64 Refuges) 86,407.7 226,871.84¢ 313,279.54 

Nore: A refuge located on State Game Lands is designated by the same serial number as the lands. : yAreas of Public Hunting Grounds herein listed include only lands purchased by the Game Commission. 
*Thousands of acres of State Forest surround the refuge:
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Dre Robert T. ‘ance i ne" oe, 

University of Pittemre : Sha so Be 
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Dear Dr. Hancet is) Ann es 

Your outline strikes me as perfectly sound just as a 
; 4% stands and I have no eriticlsn to offer, : ae 

a T am gure thouzh that by the time you reach Part 2. you will need 
the cooperation of a trained ficld naturglist or game manager (the ord ia 

inary taxonomic type would be of no use rhatever) to help you make a Ley 
shrewi cueae as to which factors would be worth trying ovt and how 
to simiate natural conditions in so doing(i.e. avoiding the introductim — 
of extraneous variables). i / PG a 

Thta is fantasentel research of the sort that oneht to be supported 
by pure science organizations such as the National Resoarck Council. en 
It may be a little too meh to hope for support from Commissions which =| 
have not,ordinarily,even bemun to support applied research.,of the quick= 

_- veturn type. ‘here fs danger that they micht expect a "practical" — Wind 
angver withig a year. ; : A Wiig 

Paul In Brrincton, State Aric. College,Ames Towa ts at this moment = 
( ‘ measuring the effect of various pheasant foods on date of gonad enlarge= ie 

‘ment in pheasants. To you need fresh material for your studies? If not 
you micht cet him to pickles hie naterial an’ send it to you. Helis the 
ieind of f121d man you need to work with. . ; sae 

With best regards Yours sincerely j aa oF 
ge 

. Aldo Leopold te 
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A . an 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH 

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

March 10, 1933 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Dr. Leopold: 

Thank you very much for the book 
recently received from you on the Game Survey. It 
impresses me as an excellent piece of work and one 
fundamental to all future work in that field. 

It may interest you to know that i 
I have suggested to the Game Commission of the State 
of Pennsylvania the problem on the effect of the matura— 

tion of germ cells on migration and fertilization which 
we were discussing in my office. I an enclosing a copy 
of this request for any further suggestions which you 
might have. 

With kindest regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

eee 

tl | SH oe, 

Robert T. Hance, Head 
Department of Zoology 

RTHvm 
Ene.



GERM CELL DEVELOPMENT 
IN RELATION TO 

GAME BIRD FERTILITY AND MIGRATION 

During the past ten years my work on the dividing cells 

of birds has necessitated the examination of the mele reproductive 

organs of several species. Out of the observations has come the 

conviction that the whole process of development of the mature sperm 

for use during the annuel mating season goes through during a very 

limited period of probably not more than two or three weeks. This 

is contrary to the similar process in mammals where it is practically 

continuous. 

Although these observations were originally made with an 

entirely different object in view their importance from the standpoint 

of seasonal migration and of the uncertain fertility of game birds 

raised under semi-captive conditions has impressed other workers as 

well as myself for the past few years. 

The incomplete data available at present suggests the 

coincidence of migretion with the onset of spermatogenesis. This 

in its turn may be influenced by food and climate. If the develop- 

ment of the sperm is not normal we can expect neither the normal 

mating reactions nor a high degree of fertility of the eggs if mating 

does occur. 

The problem, as far as game propagation is concerned, seens 

clean cut and one likely to yield definite results after careful study 

to be carried out along lines already well established.



es 

Part 1. Determine gross and microscopic changes in the testes of 

game birds during a period of from one to two yeers, ten 

to twenty pairs of testes to be studied each month. 

Qutcone of Study: 

Knowledge of the process of germ cell development 

in birds as regards: 

(2) Definite time of the maturation of sperm 

(b) Normality of the process in semi-captive 

birds 

(c) Possible factors influencing this ma- 

turation 

Part 2. On basis of the findings resulting from the studies made 

under Part 1, attempt « control of sperm development by 

means of food or climatic changes or by any other means 

that moy be indicated. 

This part of the study vill neturelly be mch less 

certain in results and will tcke 2 longer time than ill 

Part 1 to work out satisfactorily. 

Administration of Study 

Inasmuch ss the problems outlined ere important in the 

propagation of game birds it occurred to me that the Game Commission 

of the State of Pennsylvanie might be interested in furthering re- 

search slong these lines.



3, 

The scientific staff of the Department of Zoologf of the 

University of Pittsburgh is already familiar with the necessities of 

the study and is therefore able to direct the work. 4 well trained 

graduate student in zoology could be assigned to this task. His com- 

pensation should be equivalent to that of a graduate assistant in the 

University -- $700.00 (plus tuition). During the time that he was 

engaged in this study he would be working toward a higher graduate 

degvea and should be permitted to submit his findings on the game 

birds as « thesis. Arrangements sho@ld also be made for this worker 

to personally collect the needed birds in various parts of the State. 

Sh‘ oping the birds to the laboratory might introduce unknom and dis- 

turbing factors into their motabolism that might be reflectdd in the 

gonads. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Pitt Tf tases 
Robert T. Hance, Head 
Department of Zoology 

RTHvn 

March 1, 1933



Soils Building 
Dr. Sammel H. Williams Feb. 23,1933 
University of Pittsbure 
Pittsbure,Pa. Be org 

é 7 

Dear Dr. Williams: ge 

In disoussing with the Comission the possible 
retainer of a consultant in game manazement,it micht help to have 
in writing some exemples of the kind of service te be rendered. 

aT ff 

First of all,why does Pennsylvania need euch a. Basieally, 
as ingurance. Pennsylvania,as everybody knows,leai¢in came admin- 
istration, but the management measures which have been successful so 
ferwill not necessarily stay so unless their worlingy are understood. 
Game,in this respect,is no different from eny otherdmsinecs,-a 
successful process can be kept successful only by centimual study, 
analysis,and change. Your deer situation ought to he a sufficient 

exemple of this. 

A consultant cannot himself analyze ell your problems,-his funce 
tion is to show you how to use your own facilities. Take, for example, 

the matter which came up accidertally in our talk with Dr. Hance, 
Here is a man permanently retained by the state for sclentifiec re= 

gearch,but 1t had never occured to hir,or to you,or the Commission, ‘ 
that his work could be mate useful to the Commission, Yet it appears 
that his work,if steered right,may vitimately be mate to tell you,at no 
expense to you,a lot about a very prectical problemtthe breeding \ 

eapacity and vigor of your came stock. Thies is one of possibly sa 
hundred other men on the state payroll who micht be contribmting to 
the work of the Commission, but neither they nor the Commission knows 
it. In other states,such as fowa,many such men,as 2 result of tech= 
nical analysis of the states problems,have been mode to direct their 
work more or less toward.game. You are spenéine monesy in six figures 
on planting, feeding,and protecting breeding stock. It is instrance 
to keep the available knowledge of how to get the most ont of 1% 
constantly piling up. 

Another and less complex examplethow far ean you co in your new 
policy of buying up reverted farms for smal) come? It is a matter 
of how much crop you can make an acre produce,and ot what cost. This 
is a matter of comparing yields and costs with the best elsewhere, 

It 4s cheaper for you to bring somebody in to make these comparisons 
than to send your own men out to find out. \ 

You have started some scientific development worl-,iut you do rot 
know whethet it is more,or less,productive than that being done elpe- 
where. It is insurance to find out. 

I notice that no scientific work is beine done by private en- 
downent or gzift,whereas much of it can be,especiaily in your statee



In Michigan 6 men,and in Iowa 3 men,are being carried by private 
funds as a result of the recent surveys by myself and others? E 
It is a matter of putting the right problem up to the right man in thea 

right WEY. 

I was struck by the feet that your Game Warden Trainine Camp, 
according to the printed accounts of it,taucht only police duties. 
It ought to teach game management also. ‘The camp which Iowa held, 
on her demonstration areas,proved the fact that wardens are keen 
for such instruction,and can absorb it if rightly presented. 

These are just rayjdom thoughts,offered without having seen your 
field conditions. If history repests itself,any competet$ came 
manager,on seeing your actual operations in the field,would thihk of 
a hundred others,at least some of which rill prove important and. 
actionable. i ‘ 

I enjoyed my talk with you,and will be glad to hear from you |, 
at any time you wish to take up this matter further? \\ 

Yours sincerely \ 

Aldo Leopold \ 

\ 

\ 

{
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Jan. 5, 1933 

Mr. Ross IL. Leffler 
502 Coursin St. 
McKeesport, Pa. 

Dear Mr. Leffler: — 

Replying to your circular of December 30: 

1. Yes. 

2. Yes. 

3. Agriculture, 

h. No. 

5. No. 

I have expressed my views in more detail to the 

Senate Committee. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh
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December 15, 1952. 

Mr Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avee, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing some correspondence which is self 

explanitory. Will you please return Hoi&dsworth's letter for my 

files when you have finished with ite 

This is antexample of just what I had in mind when 
I sent you the message by John Ball. As soon as the interest is 
aroused in the real insides of the game conservation movement, 
either on the part of the general public or the educational 
institutions, then there will be a demand for your wares 

I am also sending you a copy of the radio talk 
he refers to. This created a great deal of interest and has 
resulted in increasing my mail to an alarming extent. It is 
only indicative of the line of attack which should be followed 
in getting out a publicity campaign. 

The opportunity my arise again to refer some one 
to you. Do you want this done? 

Best to your family. 

Cordially yours,
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Dec. 17, 1932 

Major L. W. T. Waller, Jr. i 

Meadowbrook : 
Pennsylvania 

Dear Littleton: _ ; ‘i 

I enjoyed reading your radio speech, which 
is almost as good as your New York speech. 

y I hope that your fan mail contimes to 
_ reveal opportunities as pretty as this one. You will 

not hurt my feelings a bit by sending me more of the same 
kind. ‘Thanks kindly. I hope you did not miss any quail 
in Carolina and that you make a 600 every time you dream 
of the spring archery seasm. ' 

I am spending a few days this Christms 
at the Missouri shack to shoot a few birds and try out 
my new dog. 

I am returning the Holdsworth correspondence. 

i Yours sincerely, 

At/vh
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What Game Conservation Means. 

The meeting of the 19th. American Game Conference 
in New York, and the actualities of the 1942 - 53 hunting 
season, give more than usual prominence at this time to 
that interesting subject, the conservation of wild life, or 
as we will narrow this term for the present discussion, the 
conservation of game. 

The majority of the people in this country are interested 
in some of the phases of conservation; frequently this is 
only @ mild, passive interest because the subject is not 
understood. There is developing a radical change in conservation 
thought, however, and it is this change I wish to discuss. 
Let us delve into the oast to see what the older thought 
was, and to compare that with the newer ideas. 

I quote from an 01d law book, ths preamble to "An act 
for the better Preservation of the Breed of Deer", which 
says in part: ‘at the General enone. summoned to be held at 
the Capitol, in the City of Williamsburg, on the first day 
of August, in the ninth year of the Reign of our Soverign 
Lord George 11, bg the Grace of God of Great Britain, France 
and Ireland, King, Defender of the Faith, etc., and from 
thence continued, by several Prorogations, to she first day 
of November in the twelfth year of his said Majesty's Reign, 
and in the year of our Lord 1738, being the second session 
of this Present General Assembly." 

Then follows the act,which appears to be a typical 
piece of restrictive regulation, and which shows on it's 
face that the Colony of Virginia, in 1738, had had it's 
third piece of restrictive regulation concerning the "breed of 
deer".This particular act makes it unlawful "for any person 
whatsoever to hunt, shoot or kill, any Buck between the 
first day of December and the last day of July - -". A 
very liberal hunting season which, by necessity and 
subsequent laws, has been reduced to a complete closed 
season in that area, The "breed of deer" is practically non- 
existent there to-day. 

Now let us step up the calendar for 175 years to a book 
on Game Conservation published in 1913, the preface of which 
starts this way: "Game protection, as the term is understood 
in this country, consists largely in-the enactment and 
enforcement of statutes regulating the time when, the manner 
and means by which, and the amount of, game that may be 
killed or taken by the public. - - " 

Thus we see that from 1738, and before, to almost the 
present fay, conservationists have relied principally on 
jaws, in the form of restrictive regulations, as being the 
foundation on which to build a system of whld life
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conservation for this country. It might be correct to say 
this restrictive idea WAS the system developed, for no 
other has been, and in all these years we see the same 
cycle of events following each other with chock-work like 
regularity. A scarcity of game, bringing in it's wake 
additional restrictive enactments; then, possibly, a period 
of relative plenty, followed again by a scarcity and 
more restrictions. All this time game has been decreasing, 
yet until recently, no one seems to have seriously questioned 
the system which produced no results and learned nothing 
new in nearly 200 years. Under this old restrictive system 
there can be only one ultimate conclusion, ome end point, 
and that is the complete closure of all hunting, with the 
resudtant loss of the huge recreational and economic asset 
that game is to the states to-day. The deer of Tidewater 
Virginia of the time of our "Soverign Lord George 11" are 
gone - they enjoyed this system of game conservation. 

So we see it is not strange the public have gotten to 
believe the terms conservation and restriction are Synonymous, 
however, a new idea has come into game caservation work, 
the idea that game is an annually reourring crop which can 
be handled as all other orips are handled. At first it would 
seem foolish to liken game to corn or potatoes, but deeper 
thought shows this is not so foolish. Both respond generally 
to the same natural laws, in fact there is a great similarity, 
and the big underlying jidea, that of productive conservation, 
holds out the hope of developing for the United States 
eventually, a sound American game system; productive rather 
than restrictive, the positive action rather than the 
negative action, the putting of game on the ground rather 
than preventing its being taken off. 

To develop this thought, that game is a crop, let us 
see what factors effect the normal farm crop. If the soil 
is deficient, fertilizers are used to supply food for the 
plants. A cover crop may be necessary to aid the primary 

ha crop in becoming established. Crops must be protected from 
o ——Thsect parasites, and no good husbandman would plant crops 

which cannot mature due to climatic conditions. These 
factors added to a strong, vigorous seed should produce 
a good crope 

In wild life all creatures are controlled by the same 
factors. A strong vigorous breeding stock or seed will do 
it's work according to natures laws provided there is 
sutticient there—ts sufficient food, cover and protection, 
and that climatic conditions are favorable. These factors 
in game work are called environment and their handling, 
environmental control or game management. It is this art of 
game management which must be developed. 

In this country, where the environment is favorable, 
there, generally, will be found a good game crop. Where the
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environment is unfavorable, game will be scarce or lacking 
altogether, depending on the degree of prevalance of the 

' unfavorable factors. A complete absence of food, for example, 
would make the survival of wild life impossible. 

It has generally been found in this country to-day, 
that where the environment is good, it is good accidentally. 
By this I mean no steps were taken to artificially produce 
good game environment by the application of game management 
methodse In the future it is obvious,the production of a good 
game crop must largely depend on the artificial building up 
of the good factors of environments, and in reducing the bad 
factors.This must be so if game is te successfully 
withstand the continued cue atahin of an increasing density 
and mobility of population, coupled with a dscreasingly 
favorable environment or habitate 

In order to artificially produc? good environment, the 
elements which constitute this good environment must be known 
and their application to the ground by rule of thumb, 
generally understood amongst workers of the soil. Contrary 
to,popular fancy, very little authenti¢g data on most of the 
game species is available, and the finding of essential facts 
necessitates going to research. This research work is not as 
simple as it might seem, there are relatively few men 
trained to carry it out. Yet, to materially increase game - 
to put it on a quantity production basis, it must be done. 

We have an example in the Cooperative Quail Investigation, 
financed by some preserve owners in the south a few years ago, 
organized because they did not think their ground was pro- 
wat the number of birds it was capable of producing. I think 
this investigation was originally intended to run one year. 
Actually it ran fron March 1924 to June 1929, and the report, 
published in book form, took up 559 pages. A scientist, H.L. 
Stoddard, was borrowed from the Biological Survey to conduct 
the work, and in the introduction to his report he says: 
"During the pioneer period of our country the species (Quail) 
increased greatly and expended its range, for the crude 
agriculture then in vogue created conditions that were ideal 
for its multiplication. With the increase of the human 
population, however, and with improvements of farming methods 
and farming machinery and the gexpansion of the livestock 
industry, came conditions less favorable to the species. As a 
result, difficulty is now being experianced in maintaining 
these birds in numbers in many parts of their range.” A very 
clear statement of the conditions which actually exist for 
all species, and in all parts of the country. 

This quail investigation uncovered many things never 
known before and developed a technique for the handling of 
their controlling environmental factors, so that, by the 
application of game management methods, quail can be made to
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increase in their natural wild state. Thus it must go for 

other species, and the motivating thought, that of 
productive conservation, is gaining ground. 

We ean liken the whole subject of wild life conservation 

to a gigantic jig-saw puzzle, each separate piece of which 

represents some factor, good or bad, which has a bearing on 
the productivity of wild life. Some of these puzzle pieces we 

know as; Various foods and covers for any species under study. 
The effect of climatic conditions; protection from both 

natural enemies and man; laws, for laws are necessary though 
not to be relied on alone. There is the artificial raising 
and release of game and a host of other pieces. Some of us see 
a few of these pieces and think we see the whole picture, 

frequently becoming intolerant of all other views. Actually, E 

no one of the jig-saw puzzle pieces enables us to see what 

the whole picture is, nor can the wnole picture be completed 
until each piece is found and put into its proper place. 

There is, of course, much more to conservation, but 
time will not permit us to go into it further. We can 
consider game as a secondary crop of the land, one for which 
the demand is greater than the supply, and one whose value 

'O —~Yn the aggregate runs into many millions of dollars annually. 
The development of this valuable secondary crop must be done 

so that it will not unduly interfere with the primary crops. 

Game management methods will therefore, usually become compromises 

Only on land devoted solely bo game wild management methods a 

approach efficiency, and then game becomes the primary crop. 

Agricultural crops are all subjects of research, and their 

handling is taught in the agricultural schools and colleges of: 

the country. To fully develop the economic possibilities of the 

land, the game crop must also be studied, and game management 
methods made to dovetail into agricultural methods to obtain 
the best results from both. What better way of doing this than 
to use the facilities already existing, these same agricultural 
schools and colleges? They may not know all about the subject 
now but they are the ones best qyalified to learn. I am 

: convinced this will be done when the public recognises the 
problem as it is and demands an efficient handling. 

There are close to seven million licensed hunters 
annually, the fishermen bring this list of sportsmen to 
around fifteen million. The lovers of the outdoors who neither 

hunt nor fish are a legion. As soon as these major groups 

recognise what the problem is, they will demand that the 

outdoors be put on a sound basis. The foundation on which a 

sound outdoor policy must be built is not laws, but educated 
man power. Some educated man power in game work is available 
now, but not enough. What does exist was taught in the school 

of experience; until recently no educational institution was 
turning out this man power,so there was no source of supply. 
Many of the conservation or game officials of the states 
are selected for political reasons only and are changed for
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the same reasons. On taking office they might aot know a 
thing about what they were supposed to do, they learn in 
the actual conduct of their jobs, and by the time they 
become efficient, they are liable to be dropped to make way 
for some one else. Under such a system,continuing long time 
policies are impossible, and wild life becomes a sort of 
“legal tender" for the payment of political debts. Each state 
should incorporate wild life management in the corricula 
of its agricultural schools, so that the land owner who 
aféer all, is the final custodian of game, could learn how 
to handle it to produce the maximum crop; and he would learn 
this from those in whom he already has confidence. In short, 
if we provide the means for turning out eaucated man power, 
all the faults now found with conservation will be studied, 
by competant men, from whom we could reasonably expect a 
satisfactory solution, and a sound game system is sure to 
develope. 

In closing let me leave these thoughts with you: 

That restrictive methods of game conservation alone 
have failed, productive methods offer a hope for a continuation 
of hunting. This is appagent in the thickly populated states 
of the east and will become more apparent in the west as the 
population increases. 

That wild life is a crop of the land and must be handled 
in a scientific manner as all other crops are handled. 

That bheffoundation on which sound conservation must be 
built is educated man power. 

That the means for doing research and for turning out 
educated man power exist now, at your expense, in your 
state agricultural institutions, and that if you put them to 
work,it will nov be necessary to go outside your state for 
aid in solving your outdoor problems. 

3 13/4



The [arm Journal 
Editorial Washington Square 

Department Philadelphia 
October 19, 1932. 

Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thanks for your good letter 
advising us about the book "Game Management", 
which is being printed by Scribner's. We 
shall be on the lookout for this and try 
to secure a copy as soon as it is available. 

I welcome your offer to write 
something for The Farm Journal on the subject 
of game management. for the present season, 
our needs are taken care of on this subject, 
but perhaps next fall we can get together in 
some way and use an article or so from your pen. 
You might drop me a line about this early next 
summer so that we would have time to get material 
in shape for the fall months of 1933. 

Sincerely yours, 

Associate iditor. 

MGK/M
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October 15, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisc. 

My dear Aldo: 

I am returning herewith, "Adventures in 
Conservation". This is fine, thanks for letting me see it. 
I have possible connections with the Curtis people, that is, 
quite a number of them live around here and some are amongst 
my friends. Have not actively pushed these contacts as yet, 
as I have been informed that the Curtis Co. is not now 
expending anything they can avoid. Like other magazines, 
the Post has been hard hit by lack of advertising. This is 
doubtless true of the other magazines they get out. At all 
events, when they passed their dividends, I thought it best 
to lay off for a while. 

What I want to do is to sell them the idea of 
adopting conservation as a policy and let me steer their 
editorials along the lines we have talked about. If this 
can be done, the Post would be a good m@ium to put over 
a lot of real conservation ideas. The circulation of the 
sporting magazines is too small to be of any use. 

A great friend of mine who is in touch with 
them through running an advertising agency, and who also 
lives around here is watching the situation and will tell 
me when the best time to go to the mat with them rolls 
around. Until then, I am loafing and having a good time 
doing it. 

When I saw John in Baltimore, I had every 
intention of going to the Game Conference. Since then I 
have changed my mind. 'Gene duPont has invited us to go 
to Kinloch, his club in South Carolina, for the period 
Nov. 26 - Dec. 5.. Several other couples are going and all 
are very good friends of ours, so I can't see missing that. 
We will miss the Army-Navy game as well, but that can't be 
helped. Tried to get 'Gene to change the date, but he can 
not as that is one of the times assigned to him. Kinloch 
is better than the famous Santee Club. It is now controlled 
by three men, the others having dropped out and the three 
ado not want to take in any others. Wonderful duck, turkey, 
quail and deer shooting.
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I will be very sorry to miss seeing you. It may be 
that you will stay in the east for a few days and that we 
can get together then. If you intend doing this, make 
your plans to do this,after the conference,and then I will 
be home before you go back. The house will be in commission 
and I would love to have you and Mrs.Leopold come here and 
stay. If you think there is a possibility of your doing 
this, I will give you all the dope on how to get here. The 
car will be here and the chauffeur will be at-your orders. 
You can do the surrounding country while you are waiting for 
us to get home. I have a room for you to write in if you 
wish,and two machines for you to write on. Maybe you can 
tame the damn things, I never have been able to. As an 
added inducement you can arch to your hearts content. 

: Speaking of arching, please do not misunderstand 
me. While my 346 is low for a long while, the 527 is the 
all time hight of my attempts. The usual score is around 
450 or a little better. 

Best to the family and seriously consider what I 
have said. You will want to see the Curtis people about 
other articles. 

Sincerely yours, 

Chay 
I 

Gnu, 4 ie Gf a ae i es ee Qo pr 
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( Oct. 17, 1932 

Major Le % 7 Waller 
Meadowbrook 
Pennsylvania ( 

Dear Lit: 

j I do not blame you a bit for snapping up 
the invitation to South Carolina. Thanks very much for 
your invitation, but I will have to scratch gravel to 
get to the Game Conference at all, even for purely busi- 
ness purposes. There will doubtless be some other 
opportunity when we can confabulete. 

Much obliged for going over the Curtis 
article. Under the circumstances I fully appreciate why 
there was nothing you could do to push the matter, nor is 
there anything I can do. I will probably have to offer 
it to some lesser publication. 

With best regards, : 

Yours as ever, 

AL/vh
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| The [arm Journal 
Editorial Washington Square 

Department Philadelphia 
October 15, 1952. 

Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The other day, in looking through : 
your Game Survey of the North Central States, 

I noticed in the preface that a companion 
volume was shortly to be published when this 
book appeared in 1930. 

I would appreciate hearing from you 
whether this companion volume has been published, 
and iit so from what source it is available. 

Thanks for any help. 

Very truly yours, 

Witte tsa 

Associate Editor. 

MGK/M



Oct. 17, 1932 

Mr. M. Glen Kirkpatrick 
‘Editorial Department 
The Fara Journal 
Washington Square 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

' Dear Mr. Kirkpatrick: 

The companion volume to the Game Survey Report 
is called "Game Management," and is now being printed by Scribner's. 
It will be available sometime this winter and is drawn in the form 
of a text-book for agricultural colleges. 

I appreciate the interest indicated by your 
inquiry and am prompted to suggest that I am now writing some 
articles for farm publications, trying to express the game manage- 
ment idea in popular narrative form. Being no longer associated 
with the sporting arms institute, I am obliged to do this commercially 
and would be interested to know whether your publication would be 
a possible outlet for some of these writings. 

If you are interested, I would appreciate receiving 
a sample copy of The Farm Journal in order to get the general trend 
and feel of your paper. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh
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October 3, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, 
Wisconsin. 

My dear Aldo: 

Yours of September 28th. Glad to hear from 

you again and to know there is some prospect of your 
getting some game wark to do this fall. 

Had a talk with John Ball in Baltimore in which 
you might be interested. Told him to tell you of our conver- 
sation and I am interested to know what your reaction will 
be. 

In answer to your questions. The book is a 
blank so far, and the scores almost the same thing. I am 
developing a little twinge of old age in the right 
shoulder and I find I am favoring that arm. As a result, 
I am getting the full draw by pushing out with my left arm 
and the scores show it. Shot the American round on two 
consecutive days a short time ago. The first time for a 

|| 527 and the second for a 346 I think it was. That just 
don't make sense. ; 

Best to the family, 

As ever,
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Mh) (se Oct, 10, 1932 

Major L. W. T. Waller, Jr. 
Meadowbrook : 
Pennsylvania 

Dear Lit: 

I would not complain about a few 346s as long 
as you can make 527s. I would say you were getting along 
very well. i 

John Ball and I had a talk about your latest 
ideas of interesting the colleges from underneath. I i 
of course agree with you. ‘The question is one of paying 
the grocer while so doing. q 

Jchn assures me you will be at the Game Confer- 
ence, so we will have a chance for a visit then. > 

: With best rogards, 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh ;
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August 15,1932, 

Mr. Aldo Le pold, | 
: 905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. | 

My dear Aldo; ; | 

Thanks for yours of the 12th.,and for asking Blton to let 

me know something about the organization of the British ammunition 
- people, j 

Posdibly I gave you the impression thet ‘Gene duPont was ; 
ready for a game ager now. Such is not ‘he case, He and I were 
talking bout it the other day as a future need in the development of 

his place. He hag récently purchased additional land to block out his 
‘ holdings and may more from time to time, At all events he will not 

need 2 man until he gets possession of his new farm whith will be late 
in the fall, I just wanted to be in a position to recommend the best 
action for him when he feels the need for a specialist has arrived. He 
Imows more about it than Felix does, which is really deming him with 
faint praise, and is greatly interested in the development of his place, 

My archery is about the same as it has been. Have boosted 

my score to around five hundred, but am in a slump right now, Really 
have not done a great deal of shooting as my place is not yet fixed up. 
Have a good place for a range, but seeded it dow fn grass too late in 
the spring and it did not take, Have ploughed up this plot amd will 
seed it down again in a few days. In the mean time, my shooting takes 
place in an orchard with a hard road right behind the target. Every now 
and then I miss and the arrows hit the road, which is not good for them, 

Have been fixing up my basement as a tap room, panteljed in 

: pine, with work benches, moving picture screen etc. behind thé panels. It 
j is coming slong fine and will be finished this week, All set for long ’ 

winter eYenings. 

Have not written on this machine for a long time «nd the 
results show. I really do not think I ever will be able to do a decent 
piece of typing, my fingers do not scem t fit into the spaces allowed 
for the keys, 

Received three of the Errington reprints which I assume 
you sent on. Again many thanks, I hope to get down to work before long, 

With best wishes to the family 

Cordislly yours,
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Ke conan Dear Mr. Leopold, 
c. R. LOUGHEAD 

eckaneer BXUL One of our very good members and 
WILLIAM FAISON a man whom I think you probably know quite well, 

namely, Edward C. M. Richards, suggested that I 
get into communication with you relative to 
addressing our chapter at one of its meetings. 

Of course, I can readily realize 
that such a thing would not be practical unless 
you were going to be in this section of the 
country at that time. We hold our meetings on 
the second Thursday of each month and while we 
are booked up until February, we would be glad 
to have a few words from you, if you are ever in 
this vicinity during those periods. 

However, should you contemplate 
a visit East in the spring, it would be a pleasure 
to have you listed as one of our regular speakers. 
For your information, we are completely equiped 
to project either films or slides. 

Awaiting the pleasure of your 
reply, I am 

‘hes 
vo. 3A ot alleen, 

F.S.Donaldson/REO



Aug. 17, 1932 

Mr. FP. S. Donaldson, President j 4 
Izaak Walton League of America é ; : 
Media, Pennsylvania ; Le, 

Dear Mr. Donaldson: i i 

ik I appreciate your invitation to address your 
League chapter, but my present work is not carrying me into 
the neighborhood of Pennsylvania. Henee.I think there will be 

scant opportunity to avail myself of your invitation. 

I will keep the matter in mind, however, and if 
opportunity offers, will let you kmow. 

_ E.am.glad you are acquainted with. my friend 
BR. C. Me Richards. ieee 

; Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh
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August 9,1932, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 

905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisc. 2 

My dear Aldo: 

I was glad to hear from you again, even if it was only 
copies of letters. The subject mtter of these copies was quite interesting. 

Do you happen to mow what sort of an organization the 
English ammunition people Have gotten up for the study of cycles? 
That phase of the situation is interesting to me - the mechanics of 
how they are going about it. You, naturally, would be more interested 

in the methods they are using to get at the scientific data, and who 

is doing the work) for them. If you have this dope or get it at © later 
' . date, please let me have it. It fits right in with my thoughts that 

the biggest part of putting conservation over now is the organization 
‘end of the job - that of convincing the mass of the people that the 

subject must be taken seriously, and from a seientifie engle. It will 
be a bigger and a longer job. to do this than it will to organige 

science to tackle the job, As soon as the demand is there, the educational 

facilities will be developed and from then oh, will keep ahead of the 

: popular demand for information, I rathér doubt if you will entirely 

agree with me in this, it would be an interesting sibject to debate, 

As+%o your other letter, I will be only‘too glad to keep 
this in mind and vill let you Ikmow about any "prospects" coming to 
my attention, "Gene duPont has a place on the Chester River, in Maryland 
which he is developing now as a quail and duck shooting preserve. Was 
talking with him on Sunday about what he needed in the way of a game 
manager. He agreed with me and will possibly be in the market for a 
man if and when he is able to buy one or two places near his to round 
out his holdings. I don't kmow if you kmow ‘Gene, He is the best of the 
lot, a keen sportsman, and a prince of good fellows, He is probably 

the best friend I have in Wilmington. Keep this in mind and if you find 
a good man let me mow, He should also be & good dog man, but the 

combination might be hard to find, Felix has it at his place on the 
Conbahee River in South Carolina, and he is not making the best of it. 

His plantation manager is a cousin and a rotter and the other man has 
rather hard sledding at times and is never able to do the job 100%, If 

I knew a little more about it I might be tempted to take 'Gene's job 
myself, 

Let me know if you get down this way and give my best to 
the family, in which I am sure Mrs. Waller would join if she mew you 
were being written to, ; 

Cord ally yours,
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Auge 12, 1932 

Major L. W. T. Waller, Jr. 
Meadowbrook: 
Pennsylvania 

Dear Littleton: 

It was good to have a letter fmm you. 

: I do not know the manner of organizing the British 
ammnition people, but I am asking Elton to let you know the 

names of their principal officers. 

_. My suggestion for game management on Eugene Du Pont's 
place would be to retain Grange, who is available at a very 
reasonable rate, and let Grange select and install a resident 
manager. Grange's present address is Fish Creek, Wisconsin, but 
ag you Imow he is thoroughly familiar with the Southeast region, 
which I am not. 

Stoddard would, of course, be even better, but I sur- 
mise his time may be more fully booked, 

You do not say anything about your archery score, which : 
leads me to suspect that there is something the matter with your 
shooting. I managed to lift my totale a little bit during the 
last month or so, bat. the question is always whether it will 
last. 

With best regards, { 

Yours as ever,



1921 Spruce Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
April 7, 1932 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
Madison 
Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I have been advised to write 
; to you concerning schools that teach game bird - 

rearing and game preserve management. I know of 
only one such school, the Game Conservation 
Insitute at Clinton, New Jersey. It is sponsored 
by the Game Conservation Society. Any criticism 
about this school or information about other game 
schools will be greatly appreciated. 

: 7 ‘ This Spring I will complete 
the two-year forestry course at the Pennsylvania 
State College. I hope to study game bird-rearing 
and game preserve management, starting in October. 

As for my future work of com- 
bining forestry and game-breeding, with which do 
you advise me to seek employment - a Sportsmen's 
club, or a State game department? 

I shall be very grateful for 
any advice and information that you can give me. 

Sincerely yours,



905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

April 14, 1932 

Mr. Harry Bedinger 
1921 Spruce Street 

Philadephia, Pa. 

Dear Mr. Bedingers 

I assume the two-year forestry course you speak of is two years' 

undergraduate work. 

If this means that you have completed a total of four years! 
undergraduate work, including the biological courses preceding a 
forestry course, then I would suggest the best school for you to go to 

is the School of Forestry and Conservation at Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

On the other hand, if your interest is confined principally to 
artificial propagation or if you cannot enter a graduate school like 
Michigan, then I would recommend the Clinton School. 

The difference is that the Clinton School is primarily vocational 

in character, equivalent to a ranger school in forestry.._The Ann Arbor 
school will take you as far as you want to go, up to a Ph.D. in game. | 

You would have to consider, however, the matter of entrance requirements 

which I cannot weigh because I do not kmow the nature of your two- 

year course. 

I am unable to advise you as to preferable employment without 

kmowing more of the nature of your tastes and qualifications. Come 

back at me if I have not clearly answered your question. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD
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March 1, 1932 

Dr. H. S. Williams } 
Zoology Department : : 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania ‘ ( 

! Dear Dr. Williams: 

‘ I understand that you have accepted an appoint+ 
ment to the Pennsylvania Game Commission and are particularly 
interested in the development of gaue management research as 
@ guide to the Commission's policy. 

; This Institute has had a little experience in 
the development of guch research which we would be glad to 
place at your disposal in the event that there is any of it 

' with which you are not fully familiar. lconomic conditions 
have forced us to discontinue the research fellowships which 
we have had in several universities, but that makes us all 

( the more anxious to help any new attempts along similar lines. 

I could probably stop in Pittsburgh sometime : 
if you deemed it worthwhile. : : 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LRO0POLD 

In Charge, Game Survey :



aoe ; Feb. 24, 1932 

Mr. Edward C, M. Richards : 
Box 525 
Media, Pennsylvania 

Dear Neds t 

The outline of your data sent with you letter of Jamary 25 
sounds extremely interesting. I do not think there is any question 
about the value of your material, The question is as to the . 

methods of compiling it and interpreting it. This 1s why I asked 
‘ you for a sample of one of your interpretations rather than a list 

of the material, I am still unable to make you an intelligent 
suggestion as to how to bring it out until I have a sample of how 
your mind runs in interpreting the facts which you have gathered. ; 

Put together in the proper way, such material as is indi- 
cated in the outline would make a book extremely useful to American 

; game conservationists. It might not, however, make a bool which 
would help you defray the expense of the trip. ‘That seldom happens 
in books that are scientifically worth while. 

Have you taken your problem up with Seth Gordon of the ‘ 
American Game Association, Investment Building, Washington, D.C.? 
Seth is making a deliberate attempt to make “American Game" the 

: leading vehicle for game management thought in this country. I 
think he would be interested to hear of your proposed publications. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
. In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl. outline 

es



EDWARD C. M. RICHARDS 
MT. CARBON, POTTSVILLE, PA. 

Box 525,Media,Pa,. : 

January 25,1932, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

421 Chemistry Bldg. 

Madison , Wis. 

Dear Aldo, 

I enclose an itimized list of the material that I have 

on hand on Europeal Game manageyient. With it I also enclose a 

copy of a letter to Graves which will prehaps be of interest. 

I have in addition collected a lot of books,pamphlets 

and magazines-largelg in German and French- on game and management. 

But these have not been translated yet and I do not see where I am 

going to get the money for that just now. : : 

Look the enclosed over and then plesse return them to me 

for my files and let me hear your ideas-that is ff you think the 

mat*rial worth while and in just what way you would bring it out, 

Weidmanrsheil !!! 

; "Me We.
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BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 3 N of 
BUREAU OF REFUGES AND LANDS Yo / 

HARRISBURG ¢ ee 

October 19, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold p 
In Charge, Game Survey 

; National Bank Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

After returning from Hot Springs I 
prepared a confidential memorandum to Mr. Stone, hav- 
ing reference to our conversation relative to a game 
survey and research work in general. Mr. Stone, in 
turn, took it up with Mr. Leffler, who thinks nothing 
can be done at this time. 

I suggested that Mr. Leffler give you 
his cold-blooded opinion on the possibility of a man 
like yourself being able to work up, as a business 
proposition, a game management advisor to several 
states, associations and shooting clubs. I do not : 
know whether Mr. Leffler will write you direct or not, 
but am of the opinion that he is not overly enthusiast- 
ic. This is all that I can pass on to you at this 
time. 

Sincerely yours, 

Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands 

C:W
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Messrz. Merritt L. Jones, Aldo Leopold, Clarence Allen, and Wm, F, 
Grimmer: f 

This will be an attempt to answer some of the questions, which 
were asked by you before I went. east on my inspeetion trip. h 

l-«Are the Leased refuges. for small game as successful as the 
owned refuges for deer from the standpoint of game production? 

Yes and No. The one big objection to the leased refuges is 

their lack of permanency, and the policy is to only have leased 
refuges where the land cannot be bought, and in time as funds come 
in they hope to largely do away with the leased refuges, They may 
not be able to do this entirely, as they are limited in price to 
$10.00 per acre and some of their lands are in localities where the 
cost is so much higher that unless they get relief in the matter of 
purchase costs, they will not be able to give up their leased re- 

fuges all together. Their leased refuges vary in size from 500 to 
1000 acres, and the lease 1s for a minimum of ten years. They do 
not Ln | rental for leased public shooting grounds and only pay a 
nominal fee of $1.00 for the privilege of the hunting grounds and 
sell the idea on the ground of protection given by the park to the 
farmers ‘end the elimination of the danger of fire from hunters on 
the public shooting grounds. These auxiliary refuges do not have 
a regular warden assigned to them, but there are in the state about 
five hundred deputy game protectors and refuge keepers who serve 
without salary and are ba gg for the work which they do in 
brushing out lines around the refuges. The leased area itself is 
satisfactory for deer if this erea is large enough and has the food 
and cover. Théy feel that the deer do not wanderfar and do not 
change their locality even if the food supply is low and if there 
is more food in 4 locality near there. 

2-~-Are the farmers surrounding these leased refuges really 
likely to continue to permit public hunting? Why? 

It has been their experience that the farmers, will continue 
to do this on account of the protection given. them under the spe- 
cial regulations of the Commission, and it is seldom, they have a 
piece withdrawn, i ! 

| 3=—How ee tT ae Pennsylvania statistics en annual 
kill? I have been told t. they are based on postal card returns 
from « fraction of the hunters, and that the kill by this. fraction 
is arbitrarily aultiplied by a figure representing its ratio to 
the total licenses. If this is true, I would be very suspicious ° 
of the accuracy of the figures, especially for small game. 

They realize that their figures are not absolutely accurate, 
as not more than 10% of the hunters report their kill, but each 
district protector sends in his own estimate of the ill in his 
territory by his own observetion and from talks with hunters, and 

\ 
3
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then taking the two reports together, they make up their figures 
and feel they arrive as closely as possible to the actual result. 

4--What is the ratio of birds released to birds killed for 
quail, pheasants, and rabbits. (fhis its affected by the previous 
question.) 

They started stocking pheasants in 1915 and have been releas- 
ing them ever since, I am starting with their figures from the 
year 1928, In 1928 they released 6169 and estimated about 143,239 
were killed. In 1929 they released 6058 and estimated the kill at 
£12,082. They started with the quail in 1915, With the exeeption 
of three years, they have released them continuously ever since, 
I figured that in ten years they released 64,000. In 1927-28 they 
released 2688, and the estimated kill was 195,110. In 1929 they 
released 5509, and the estimated kill was 222,000. Im 1930 they 
released 11,720 and there is no estimate as yet as to the kill. 
In regard to the rabbits, in 1928 they released 80,519, and the kill 
was estimated at 2,653,976. In 1929 they released 48,600 and esti- 
mated the kill at 3,524,652. Between the years 1915 and 1929 they 
have released 450,000, ; 

5--Do these leased refuges really operate successfully for 
short radius, coveying birds like quail? If there is a substantial 
quail.crop, does it really result from these refuges or from annual 
restocking? , 

They feel that their quail crop results both from the releasing 
of the birds and from their refuges, although they have no real 
quail refuges as such, but the results come from certain outside do ky 
farmsrwhich have natural cover and are good refuges, and from limit~ 
ing their shooting to eight a day during the month of November. 

6~-~What are the sex and age classes under the specisl seasons 
on antlerless deer, that is, are they really getting the old does? 
What was the real cause of the sudden change in Pennsylvania deer 
conditions? Was it the seccumulation of superannuated non-breeding 
females, or was it just a plain increase? (That is, was it some- 
thing which may be expected to recur in other states which build 

} up their deer?) } 

The increase in does was just a plain incresse and is something 
which is: bound to occur in other states. They do not know whether 
they are really getting the old does or not, but they are sure there 
is no accumulation of superannuated non-breeding females. 

~--Vhy is it impracticable to combine the system of state re- 
fuges, shooting grounds, and forests? (Is there a physical obstacle 
or 1s the lack of coordination merely. political?) 

It is possible, and they are combining the state forests in 
their refuges, as twenty-four of their permanent refuges are in state 
forests, and they have very good co-operation between their department
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and the forestry department. They feel, however, that they aust 

buy public shooting grounds of their own, as there is a difference 
between the practice as necessary in real reforestation and in 
game protection. They want their own lands, for they feel in 

mi eases they will have to cut the timber or at least part of 
ty Warnes it is as mature as the forester would cut it. This is 
necessary in order that the timber may not be so thick and so that 
forest weeds can grow which are necessary for the game and which 
are bad for good forestry practice. 

8--Why was the deer calamity not sooner foreseen end acted 
upon? 

This was predicted ten years ago by Dr. Kalbfuss end action 
should have been taken previously, but they thought the average 
hunter could not see it, and they knew the opposition which would 
arise. Now a good many of the hunters reb@eee the necessity of 
it, although there are still some who cannot see it. 

@--How spotty is the over-crowded and over-grazed condition? 
Is it so spotty as to indicate that deer will not move into un- 
occupied territory? 

Mr. Conklin says thet their over-crowded and over-grazed 
condition is spotty, but they have not been able to get the deer 
to move out of this territory to territories where the feed is 
better, and that they will stick very closely to the territory 
in which they were born rather then moving out. I talked to one 
of the refuge keepers however, and he said that deer would move 
out of the territory into better territory wheng feed conditions 
were poor. 

10--What is behind the present "to-do" about turkeys? Is 
the success with turkeys sufficiently pronounced to warrant the 
prediction that turkeys can be restored to most of the mountéin 
country? 

Their worst trouble in bringing back the turkey has been 
caused by the blight to the chestnut tree. Therefore, the food 
supply has been materially reduced, and it has been necessary to 
do winter feeding with corn. The turkeys have not stayed or 
thrive in the northern part of the state, but they are not sure 
whether it is due to physical donditions or whether they were 
killed off by ee before they had a good start. In 1928 
they released 121 birds and 2362 were killed. In 1929 they re- 
leased 381 and 3834 were killed. This year they started their 
own turkey farm and will have about 400 young birds to release, 
and next year they expect to raise and release about 1000 birds. 
They have been releasing some birds annually since 1915. 

ll--Is there eny light on the true radius of effectiveness 
of the present big game refuges? (Pennsylvania issues detailed 
costs on acquisition and upkeep, but there is nothing to measure
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these costs aeeer at: I would like to see an expert guess 4 just 
how much hunting ground is served and what comes off of it. 

They haven't any accurate information as to the radius effec- 
tiveness of their big game refuges, and as I said before, they 
feel that the deer do not leave the refuges for better feeding 
grounds, but that the begr will do so. 

12--How does the Pennsylvania field personnel compare with 
other states? Are there sny successful moved in the direction of 
training camps or the like? 

They have not worked out a plan for systematic training camps 
for their field men, but they do have one two-day session each 
year which is presided over by the district supervisor. They see 
the necessity of a better plan and system in working out these 
schools. 

13--What abuses, if any, eoccur in connection with the bounty 
system for predators? 

They feel the abuses under the bounty system are negligible, 
and the men who do the trapping, as a rule, are experienced men, 
not only trappers, but their own refuge keepers as well. 

re Bieteet is the situation with respect to technical service, 
fact-finding, game survey, etc? They have had able scientific men 
for years. Sust why have they not produced any findings on man- 
agement research? 

Mr. Conklin admitted that they have dene very little in the 
matter of fact-finding and game survey, and he feels that they 
must do a great deal along this line. The technical men thet they 
have had and who could have done this work have heen overloaded 
with their jobs and heve hot been able to do the real work which 
they should have done. 

$e ee eee ene 
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1--Cost of game lands in Pennsylvania runs from $2.00 to $10.00 
per.acre. What kinds are $2.00 lands? 

4 In reply to Mr, Allen's question, the type of land which they 
popeiee for $2.00 an acre is cut-over land, and of course, some of 

is is not ideal for refuges, but will improve in time. 

@--Refuge keepers entitled to bounties and pelts, end are paid 
25¢ for birds raised and turned over to the board. How is this work- 
ing out? 

Mr, Conklin does not approve of the plan of giving refuge keepers 
bounty money and pelts, and he feels they are not getting proper
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results by paying them £5% for pheasants raised from the eggs 
supplied to them. Their refuge keepers are given a house and 
are paid $75.00 to $100.00 per month salary. He feels that the 
salary should be inereased and the side-lines cut out. 

$-~-1927 and 1928 4966 Bungerian Partridges were purchased. 
Hungarien partridge work has been abandoned. Has anything devel- 
oped from this stock since 1928? 

As yet they do not know much about the Sungarian partridge 
and what success they will have. In 1925-26 they released 3962 : 
peers: In 1926-27 they released 1644. In 1927-28 they re- 
leased 1106, In 1928-29 they released 4966, They do not intend 
to give up this plan, and are hopeful they will get results from 
it shortiy. 

4--Pennsylvania has 600 deputy protectors, Are deputies 
assistarie to protectors or do they act independently? Are nt as 
important a part of the enforcement program as was thought in 1928? 

The deputy protectors act independently, and as a general 
proposition they have been satisfactory and are doing good work, 
They are used mainly, however, in connection with the refuges and 
shooting grounds where permanent men are not stationed. 

i . Beebicense plates for hunters. Are they better than the 
buttons? 

They feel very strongly that the license plates for hunters 
are better than the buttons. They make the hunter more conscious 
of the fact that he can be spotted more casily, end a person ean 
get the number of a hunter better from a plate than he can from a 
button, and many arrests are meade through inirmatim thus reteived. 

Rhe*# eee eee eee & & 
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It would seem to me that the main thing to learn would be to 
find out how efficient the refuges were and whether different re 
of refuges were set aside for different types of game. I also think 
it would be important te find out just how the refuges are ms 
and whether a real conserted effort is made to keep the game within 

iii iss these areas, 

- In regard to Dr. Jones! seoett ees they feel that theoretically 
refuges can be set up for different types of | grat but baspoorgs & the 
refuges are apt to be eed for all types of game and game birds, 
4s yet they have not established a turkey refuge, but ere planning 
on doing so. They do not make any effort to keep the game within 
the refuge areas, 

I believe these are the direct replies from the various ques- 
tions, and I may be able to give personal replies to other questions 
that come up. :
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BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 
BUREAU OF REFUGES AND LANDS 

HARRISBURG 

September 8, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Survey 
National Bank Building 

‘ Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have had several communications with 
Harrison F. Lewis, Ottawa, Canada. I believe he is the 
Chief Federal Migratory Bird Officer for Ontario and 
Quebec. In his first letter he advised that you had sug- 
gested his writing to this office for employment in re- 
search work. I am still in hopes that our Board will see 
the wisdom of making a game survey of Pennsylvania. Do 
you think that Mr. Lewis would be competent to make a 
satisfactory game survey? Also, do you believe that he 
would be competent to make research investigations of 
mammals? From what I have learned up to this time most 
of his work has been along ornithological lines. I 
would be glad to have your unbiased opinion of the man. 

I see that you now have in print a re- 
port on the game survey of the eight northcentral states. 
I intend recommending to our new Executive Secretary, 
Charles G. Stone, that about twenty-five copies be order- 
ed for members of our Board, Bureau Chiefs and possibly 
the Supervisors in the field. 

Sincerely yours, 

Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands 

C:W



Sept. 10,1931 

Mr. W. Gard Conklin 
Board of Game Commissioners 
Bureau of Refuges and Lands 
Harristurg, Pennsylvatia 

Dear Mr. Coniclins 

T suggested to Harrison Lewis that he write you 
because he expressed an interest in openings in game manacement, 
and I had a high opinion of him 

His formal training, as you say, is alone 
ornithological linese I imagine that he told you that he cot 
his degree under Dr. Allen at Cornell. His alone, of course, : 
does not fit a man for technical work in game management, but 
I have the impression that Lewis either has or would quickly 
acquire the other “makings. 

He was raised on a farm, I think in New York 
State. He is an excellent botanist, as attested by a current 
article in the Cemadian Pield-Naturalist by him, I am quite 
sure that he would know plenty of mamalogy for your purposes. 
I think he has picked up some knowledce of forestry in his 

Canadian position, where the forestry worl: occurs in the seme 
department as his. ‘the really important question in my mind 
is how quickly he would pick up the management idea. In my 
judgment he would pick it up much more quickly than the average 
man of his type. 

My present notion as to my own work in game 
surveys is to utilize the initial survey to break in a man who 
will afterward remain in the employ of the state as its tech- 
nical leader. I cam summarize my opinion of Lewis by saying 
that he is the kind of man I would like to break in. 

; / I might say also that Lewis 4s an advanced 
thinker along lines of conservation policy, in fact, one of 
the most afivanced I have encountered.



Be 2 Conklin 

I appreciate very much your interest in the 
"Game Survey Report of the North Central States," ani hope that 
ee ee ee Ce 
Bureau field supervisors. probably 

’ Sour a ceatte aang cs tates Maen ty tO cm 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IMOPOLD 
Tn Charge, Game Survey 

‘ 
\
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BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 

BUREAU OF REFUGES AND LANDS 

HARRISBURG 

September 12, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Survey 
National Bank Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I want to assure you of my appreciation 
for your letter of September 10 concerning Harrison fF, 

i Lewis. The various correspondence I have had with Mr. 
Lewis has been turned over to our new Executive Secretary, 
Mr. Stone, who, in all probability, will handle the prop- 
osition from now on. i will also turn over to him your 
recent letter. 

I certainly regret to hear that you 
might possibly by on the "unemployed" list before very 
long. That is most unfortunate. Should anything develop 

in Pennsylvania you can rest assured I will do what I can 
in your behalf. I seem to be one of the few, in fact al- 
most the only one, in this State's service who seem partic- 

ularly interested in having a game survey made, and some- 

one available to develop research studies leading to a 
better system of game management. Perhaps others are in- 
terested but say little or nothing about it. No one can 
say when something may develop. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands 

C:W ’
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BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 
BUREAU OF REFUGES AND LANDS 

HARRISBURG 

August 14, 1931 Vel 
, 

il 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Survey 
National Bank Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Am sorry the item in Pennsylvania Game 
News relative to hunting accidents in 1930 was not clear. 
The attached statements will probably give you the in- 
formation a little better. 

There were 59 fatal accidents, 23 of . 
which were self-inflicted and 36 were inflicted by others. 
There were 291 non-fatal accidents, 77 of which were 
self-inflicted and 214 inflicted by others. The total 
accidents numbered 350, 100 of which were self-inflicted 
and 250 inflicted by others. 

We are always pleased to give you what- 
ever assistance we can, and consider it no trouble to do 
S06 

Sincerely yours, 7 

ye are Se) eee 
Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands 

C:W



: Auge 12, 1931 

Mr. W. Gard Conklin 
Board of Game Commissioners 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Conklin: 

I hate to be a pest in writing you about figures, 
but I guess that is the penalty which you folks pay for having 
enterprise enough to keep theme 

I am confused by the attached clipping from the 
Pennsylvania Game News, lo. 16. It says that there were 59 
fatal accidents in 1930, of which 23 were self-inflicted and 
214 inflicted by others. ‘The figure 214 is evidently a typo- 
erephical error. 

Can you give me the complete "breal-down" on the 350 
accidents for 1930, that is, can you divide the figure into 
fatal and non-fatal, and self-inflicted and inflicted by others? 

Thanking you very much for your help, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Tn Charge, Game Survey 

AL/vh 

Inel.



| ~~ DP HUNTING ACCIDENTS (Cf, of ~ Coudael of beso... 

Despite repeated warnings about the careless handling of firearms, 
350 hunting accidents occurred during the past hunting season, of which 59 were 54 
fatal and 291 non-fatal. Of the fatal accidents, 23 were self-inflicted and 

214 inflicted by others. The majority of accidents occurred during the small 2A) 
game season. Only 19% of the fatal and 14% of the non-fatal accidents occurred 450 
during the large game season, whereas 81% of the fatal and 86% of the non-fatal 
accidents occurred during the small game season. Of the fatal accidents, 15 21 
were caused by rifles, 43 by shotguns, and 1 through the use of a revolver. 1 
Of the non-fatal accidents 56 were caused by rifles, 233 by shotguns, and 2 ; % 
by revolvers. The type of terrain where hunting accidents occurred was, in ot 
exception to the rule, woodland; 200 accidents occurred in such territory. 3 50 
Usually most accidents occur in open fields, but only 141 occurred in such 
areas last year. 9 accidents occurred in conveyances, 

While at first glance the number of accidents seems rather excessive, 

when one stops to consider the fact that over 600,000 hunters are afield each 
year the proportion is comparatively small, 

Uy hs 
Ge. we Rovrnk Dawe 

Ve. y ile. /6, oly () 493 A



OFFICE OF THE 

BOARD OF G ‘ME COMMISSIONERS 

Harrisburg, Pa. 

June 10, 1931. 

GAME KILLED IN PENNSYLV ‘NIA : 

SEASON OF 1929. SEASON OF 1930 

: KIND “IT. OF EA. NUMBER WEIGHT NUMBER WEIGHT 

Pl owe swewieenwecves seme etow LUBs 12 5,400 lbs. 5 2,250 lbs. 

Deer Legal Males : 

(Regular Season),....120 " 22,822 2,738,640 * 265115 - 2,413,800 " 

Deer, (Antlerless),..... 90 " -- n- 5,079 538,060: : 

BGA Gs sss nec ueaw eae O0 9 447 89,400 " 107 141,400 " 

Hebbite,voewsesss ceve.s 9" 3,524,652 - 7,049,008 8060 C1 6,136,038 

Hares (Snowshoes),..ee... 4 " -- -- " 20,602 82,408 © 

Squirrels, cccessquameeee 455,264 455,264 * 456,523 456,523 " 
RACCOONS, <swesccswme sean ta 28 838 346,056 " 48,190 578,280°-" 

Wide Murkoysyacscseeeee 02 3,834 46,008 " 2,374 epee 

Ruffed Grouse;sice.ce-e 1a" -- -- 1" 83,787 125,680 " 

Ringnecked Pheasants,... 3g" 212,082 7955308 -" 251,362 942,607 

Bobwhite Quail,..ccocsss 6 02 222,186 6s,cL0. 152,958 57,260 

Woodcock and other 

Shore Birdsseccescooss 6 ™ 72,666 ac 71,402 aa,776 © 

Blnckbindtcscssasesesam oO: 59,821 11,206 250,035 46,882 " 

Wild Waterfowl,...se.ee+ 3 lbs. 45,008 135,024 63,784 191,352 ” 

Total Weighty. .acccscscecevescsecee 14,782,188 lbs. 11,767,954 lbs.» 

Reduced to tons, equals, oseccsceee 5,891 tons 5,884 tons 

ANTLER CLASSIFICATION: . i 92-9 oo 

Two points to 1 antler,. secscccecceece 3,193--14% 3,526--17h 

Three points to 1 antler,ercscccecscece 5,762--25% 5,554--28% 

Four or more points to 1 antler,.......13,867--61% 11,035 --55% 

1930 HUNTING .CCIDENTS : 

FATAL NON-FATAL 

ACCIDENTS ACCIDENTS TOTAL 
No. Percent _No. Percent No. Percent 

DOUHA BOOTING, cessive vedevensue 59 F--PM- + ~- 29) ---880 —- = 3500 == 
Gel ed ede e cs. s sequen GO —— S06 —- + -=  - == Be 29% : 

Tnriieted By Obhers,...6.6000% 36 61% 214 74%, 250 1, 

Ages of victims, self-inflicted: : 
Under 18 years of ages..cceree 4 17%, 15 20% 19 19% 

Over “ OW eee 09 83% 62 80% 81 81% 

Ages of persons causing injury to 
others: 

Under 18 years of age,.seesecee Id 30% 22 10% $32 

Oger tt We Me eawesie - 25. 70% 182 90% 217 87% 

Kind of game being hunted: i 

Keres Ciiiisacnsesscassasuevece UL 19% 41 14% So. ono 

Sih) eatbss acmagne stave onanes. 40 81% 250 86% 298 a5%- 

Occurred thru use of: 

RiP iss cass 1s <-stanensbasteeeees 1S 25% Sh. 39% fi 20, 

ShOLEUNG +10 cpabedeageEwnasenn - 49 73% 233 80% 276 719% 

ROVOLVErSs ovecvccncseccesseese 1 24 2 is a 1h 

Where accidents occurred: 

Tn pen ficlic, pasisescoeseees ek 35% 120 41% 141-407 
In Woodlands,ercceccseneserere 33 56% 167 57% 200 57% 
In conveyances,..ccesssceccecs 5 9% 4 2% 9 a8 

SHOT IN MISTAKE FOR GAME 

FATAL NON-FATAL i 

Groundhog ,s.cesseel Turkeysy.ccescecee 2 
Groundhog,ececeee & Re 

Squirrel, ssscoees & SS : 

" Beaty ccwns su waie<e ab —



HUNTING LICENSES HUNTING ACCIDENTS 

Year Resident Non-Resident Fatal Non-Fatal 

( 1918 308,028 307, COG 1s 4H co 14. 
aoe hi 208,072 462 me 95 

1915 262,355 582 29 qe! 
1916 290,422 662 30 102 
1917 315,474 3/613 ¥ 588 (44 26 +8 75 i 
1918 311,290 478 19 48 

1919 401,130 1128 js Boat Cn 
1920 432,240 1725 43 85 Ly 
1921 462,371 1761 29 180 
1922 473,735 413H¥ "2126 7094 37 HO 125 2. 
1923 497,191 2328 55 106 
1924 501,572 2558 38 131 

(1925 521,855 3190 52 229 
\ 1026 520,574 3468 a 47 198 3 

~{ 1927 501,622 56,4879 at 65 279 2 
( 1928 asr7an tt D ? 1190 3 45 53 os8 
\, 1929 505,108 4823. 56 276 

19730 530,891 = 6003 oy Mi
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COMMISSIONERS com ine, VAN, COMMISSIONERS 
ROSS L. LEFFLER, SO elite ’ ES, FRANKLIN G. McINTOSH 

JARED M. B. REIS, vice pnesioenr te ia RiGHARb = PRICE. a ee 

Fee A lite aes BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS nT © Beane as 
FRANCIS H. COFFIN HARRISBURG J. AUG. BECK 

June 8, 1931 

a: 

Mr. Aldo Leopold oN vo 
In Charge, Game Survey 5-4 
National Bank Building 5 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to your letter of the 4th. 
Prior to 1924 our reports on hunting accidents are 
not very accurate. However, there is attached here- 
to a memorandum which gives the best information 
available. It also includes the number of hunting 
licenses issued in the corresponding years. 

Since 1924 we have had a breakdown 
on accidents, listing them as to cause, etc. By re- 
ferring to our Biennial Report this breakdown can be 
obtained. 

Very truly yours, 

Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands 

C:W 

530,341 
b 003 

536394
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‘ . . # F 

Briar Bush Bird Sanctuary “sewers cuscom 

BIRD FEEDING DEVICES BUILT AND INSTALLED. 

BIRD HOUSES, NATURAL ROCK BIRD BATHS. 

BIRD FOOD, SQUIRREL-PROOF BIRD FOOD HOPPERS. 

BOX TRAPS—for Catching Bird Enemies. 

May be seen at Sanctuary by appointment only. 

G@onsultation and advice on Bird Conservation. 

Bird Study Groups or Classes at Sanctuary—by appointment only. 

Sanctuary located west side Edge Hill Road and Trolley Track, south of 

Woodland Road. 

Bird Galks, illustrated with colored lantern slides, by Florence C. Griscom, 

are both entertaining and instructive. Terms on application. 

Bell Phone, OGONTZ 13-66 ROSLYN P. O., MONTGOMERY CO., PA.



fe ta Cotes, Hj 

; ott! TRAP MANY RABBITS 

qv "Quite an array of wild creatures were removed from Barbadoes Island, 
opposite Norristown recently by Ambrose Gerhart, District Game Protester, Harnt- 
gomery County and Isaac Baumgardner, State Game Farmer, Schwenksville, Ps., asc .t- 
ed by:a number of Deputy Game Protectors and interested sportsmen. The initial 
purpose for visiting the island was to trap rabbits which occur there in sréat 
numbers, Success crowned the efforts of the men to the extent thet 122 ravbits, 
7 ring-necked pheasants, 1 opossum and 1 squirrel, and in addition two Red-shoul (ore 
ed hawks which were annoying some of the game creatures were trapped, the latter 
being killed. 30 box traps were used to catch the rabbits whereas the pheasants 
were caught in 6 specially designed wire traps." This system of trapping rabbits 
from islands and other places more or less difficult to reach by the average 
sportsman, but which at the same time provide excellent sanctuaries for wild over- 
tures, is a good one, in that it makes possible the restocking of much game wiic! 
otherwise would not have been available to the sportsmen inesmuch as all moneys 
for regular restocking purposes has already been expended.



March 5, 1931 

Mr. W. Gard Conlclin 
Board of Game Commissioners 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Conklin: 

May I bother you again concerning an 
interesting item entitled “Trap Many Rabbits" appearing in 
the last issue of the Pennsylvania Game News? 

This item mentions an island opposite 
Norristown from which 122 rabbits were removed by trapping. 
I would like very much to get the acreage of this island 
and at least an estimate on the percentage of the total num- 
ber of rabbits which were removed. : 

This is a rare opportunity to get a 
rabbit population rate per acre. If it is not too much 
trouble, could you run down these questions for me? 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge,Game Survey



LTH or PE mMONWEA NNSYLyq. 
( COMMISSIONERS co “ee Nig COMMISSIONERS 

ROSS L, LEFFLER, presipent seo, FRANKLIN G. McINTOSH 
MCKEESPORT aN a) —278 FRANKLIN 

JARED M. B. REIS, vice PresiDENT Pen RICHARD E, REITZ, 

See MEE Raps ac eueeat BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS Tay Saeco esata rete 
FRANCIS H. COFFIN HARRISBURG J. AUG. BECK 

w. ae a JOHN J. SLAUTTERBACK, 

March 21, 1931 yee oN ’ oh 
wrt \ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Survey 
404 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Please accept my apology for not 

making an earlier reply to your letter of March 5. 
I have word only this morning from our field officer 
with the information you wanted. 

' Barbadoes Island is located near 
Norristown and contains about thirty-five acres. Dis- 
trict Game Protector Ambrose Gerhart reports that 
after taking off his 122 rabbits that at least 50 were 
left on the island. His estimate is probably low. 

At the same time they trapped seven 
ringnecked pheasants. He states that at times one 
can see as many as fifty ringnecks on the island and 
at other times only five or six, as they fly back and 
forth from the mainland on both sides of the river. 

No hunting is allowed on the island, | 

The Division Game Supervisor in that 
section of the state, Wilbur Cramer, was in the office 
the early part of the week at which time I had an op- 
portunity of discussing this subject with him. He may 
furnish some additional information in which case I will 
be very glad to pass it on to you. 

Kindest regards. 

Very truly yours, 

C3:cL Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands.



i THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE a 

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND EXPERIMENT STATION wr y wn i 

STATE COLLEGE, PA. 

Gos w” wv 
DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY HUSBANDRY a Qu 

February 14; 1951. 

Kono 
{ ae “ a 

Us ae 
AS 

a Ae | 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, / ye 
Room 404, Ce 
University Ave., Nat'l Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

I am very glad to acknowledge receipt of your recent 

letter concerning our research work with pheasants. I wish 

to say that the proposed work is still in the tentative stage. 

We are trying to make definite arrangements with the Pennsylvania 

State Game Commission by which they will finance some experiment al 

work which can be performed here at The Pennsylvania State College. 

I feel satisfied that satisfactory arrangements will be made so 

that we can start the experimental work in the late spring or 

early summer. At the present time, however, we have no definite 

statement to make concerning the proposed experimental work. 

Since you are interested in our proposed work with pheasants, I 

snall be very glad to send you a copy of a project outline at 

such time when it will have been approved by the State Game 

Gommission and by the Research Faculty of the School of agri- 

culture of this Station. 

Briefly, however, our plans for 1931 are to incubate 

as many pheasant eggs as the State Game Commission may make 

available; following the best practices of incubation for 

chicken eggs. We hope in this way to determine some of the 

difficulties which have evidently beset pheasant propagators 

when artificial mans of incubation have been used. We intend 
to follow up the incubation work by brooding work in which we 
plan to use colony houses heated by electric brooders and also 
expect to raise several groups in battery brooders. We plan 
to ie ep over for the following breeding season about 75 to 100 
mature phessants. The work for 1932 will necessarily be 
determined by our results for this year. If we are able to 
determine any specific troubles in artificial incubation, we 

: will plan our incubation experiments accordingly. The sane 

will hold true for the brooding and feeding wrk.



Aldo Leopold Page @ 

I am very glad for the information that the 
Michigan agricultural College is interested in this work, and 
I will endeavor to get in touch with the proper party at that 
Institution. I was:glad to know about Mr. Lackie and will 
write him in the hopes that he can give me sore information. 
I have knomMr, Lackie for a great number of years. in fact 
I became acquainted with him while a student at the University 
of Wisconsin in 1923, 

I am in hopes that the State Game Commission 
will appropriate something in the neighborhood of $2000 as a 
starter for our proposed cooperative work. 

I will be very glad to wep you informed 
conesrning the progress of our pheasant project. 

Very truly yours, 

E. W. Callenbach



Oct. 6, 1931 

Mr. BE. W. Callenbach 
Dept. of Poultry Husbandry 
Pennsylvania State College 
State College, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Callenbach: 

On February 1, 1931, you wrote me about a proposition 
for the State Game Commission to finance experimental work on 
mechanical inewbation of pheasants at State College. 

At that time it was undecided whether the Commission 
would definitely finance this project. I am trying to revise 
my map of going research projects and would appreciate your 
informing me whether this financing went through, and if so, 

how many men are engaged on it full time. 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, : 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Came Survey



/ MECHANICAL INCUBATION 
f (fo: 

é Arrangements aré going steadily forward by the Game Commission and ah 
State College in their cooperative program of mechanical incubation and brood 
ing of ring-necked pheasants. The Game Commission is to supply all the equip- 
ment and eggs the College will require. Mr. C. A. Hiller, In Charge of Propa- 

gation for the Game Commission will handle the project for the Commission, and 

Mr. E. Be Collenbaugh of the Poultry Husbandry Department of Stato College will 
handle that institution's part in the activitics. Some experiments are also 
going to be made with raising Bob-white Quail.



[ Copies to Messra. Olin 
Fy Leffler 

Lackie 

Room 4oh 
University Ave. Nat'l Bank Bldg. 
Modison, Tisconsin 
February 10, 1932 

. My. B. B. Collenbangh 
Poultry Husbandry Department 
State College, Pomsylvania 

Dear Mr. Collenbaugh: 

A vecont isaue of the Pennsylvania Gane News states that 
you have wiwlertelen a cooperative research progran on mechanical 
inenbation of pheasants. ; 

I have been hoping for several yoars that some competent 
agricultural collece would got into this question, since a great 
many og7e are being wasted by attempts to apply mechantcal ineuba~ 
tion on a comereial senle in afivence of the determination of hnmid- 
itiea, tesperntures, etc. I would appreciate very mich your vriting 
me how deeply you expect to go into this matter, a that I will Imow 
vhether or not the project neeis any further pushing. 

You ave undoubtedly avare that the Michigan Arricul tural 
College has touched upon this subject, but 1% is my impression that 
they are not financed upon a eufficiently large scale to really 
handle it yet. 

You also might be interested to get in touch with H. M. LIadicle, 
formerly in charce of the Clinton Game School at Clinton, Yew Jersey, 
who has had gome exverfence, ani also has a large fun‘ of fdeas on 
this question. He was connected with the James Incubator Company. His 
present adtress is Bloomingdale, Iichican. 

Tn your reply I would appreciate Imoving vhat ftiurls ym have 
anf for that perfod of years. 

If I can cooperate with you in any vay tovard the furtherance 
of your project, please call upon me, 

Yours sincerely, 

AEDO ESOPOED 
In Charse, Game Survey
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ROSS L. LEFFLER, rresipent Spee FRANKLIN G. McINTOSH 
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Se ere er ener BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS NORE laa vege sureg 
FRANCIS H. COFFIN HARRISBURG J. AUG. BECK 

w. aa 
JOHN J. NaS 

December 22, 1930 

Wy 7 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In accordance with a request contained 

in your letter of the 17th, I take pleasure in inclosing 

you statements of game purchased by the Game Commission 

since 1915. We do not ordinarily pass these out, as they 

are intended primarily for members of our Board and for 

others of our official family. I am pleased to furnish 

them to you, but hope that you will not show them to too 

; many of your friends, especially as the supply of some of 

the earlier tabulations is practically exhausted. 

I see that you are to be one of the 

speakers at the Society of American Foresters! meeting in 
Washington. Good. It is always pleasing to me when game 

management is up for discussion at forestry meetings. 
Two of the men from this office, both foresters, will 
attend the meeting in Washington. They are: James N. 
Morton, Assistant Chief of this Bureau, and Walter Gresh, 
Land Acquisition Assistant. iiorton is my right-hand man. 
Gresh is occupied principally in making examinations of 
lands under consideration for purchase by the Game Commis- 
sion and occasionally procures options. I hope that you 
will have an opportunity of meeting both Morton and Gresh,. 

et Vv £ > ae ery truly yours, 

4 ee OW. Gord. Cr tedie 
We Aes 

a a Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands 

wt C:W ;



GAME PURCHASED AND RELEASED ~ 

Shipping Cottontail Varying Ringneck Bobwhite Hungarian Wild 

Season. Rabbits Hares Pheasants Quail Partridges Turkeys Raccoons 

\ 1915-16 2668 — 2096 6915 —— 232 ne 

1916-17 3186 nee 1370 1800 ee 849 eee 

1917-18 384 ss 4817 ooh —_— 272 panne 

1918-19 129 64 6003 1470 —— 109 aes 

1819-20 245 514 3585 9969 aca 172 Sacha 

1920-21 15423 7540 4082 11283 tee 94 eee 

1921-22 18866 2681 “2768 14719 eee 50 —— 

1922-23 14496 582 3836 Senn one ponwann cmos 

1923-24 34559 556 10982 6279 — 16 mee 

1924-25 58404 2251 8525 7218 ee 43 — 

1925-26 49613 2132 11894 ete 3962 148 19 

1926-27 57538 ese, 7152 1893 1643 me ele 

1927-28 80519 ae 6169 2688 1106** 119 7 

336030 16320 73279 64234 6711 2104 94 

*Orders placed but shippers were unable to make delivery or shipments were stopped 

because of inability to deliver in proper condition. 

**A greater number were ordered but could not be shipped.



GAME PURCHASED 

by 
BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 

( June 1, 1926, to May 31, 1927 

COST OF GAME EXPRESSAGE| average Cost Per 
Te ay Toma, Pestana oat Head Including 

KIND Average} Total Average 
Number Cost Per Head Per Head| =*Pressage 

PN patio ciel age Ok 260.00 65.00 347.83 86.96 151.96 
TOC eer leneeeortrmmes ccemnemaonets memes | ermetnnenenns sneer etn 

PERG OF, eo rman aren" ecelenecaeanes <0) penta | abocauetgon | eect soe 
Wild turkeys fi ctiecatsuhanlllics —Scincaeoe Cereee icanuubeee | oan oles 
Bid GPOUNe pec eee lamer 2 esl etenene mae en HS) 
Ringneck Pheasants, ....« 7152 20,842.00 © 2.914|"-"753.86 “105 3.019 

a «Higgs... 8876 S0009 | 288) 1228 
Bobwhite Quail, mmmemne 1893 2,839.50 1.50 305.33 ~ .161 1.661 
Hungarian Partridges, .. 16438 6,434.12 3.916] 188.75 112 4,028 
Natgiia HAR occ canary) Geller anes sa 
RSCCOONA ee tanner ices reer ee 
Cottontall Rabbits memed7938 44,089.47 °766| 15,358.39 267 1.033 
Moe Saultrels, ee se es | ee eee eae 
Gray Squirrels, cvemnnne 80 154.00 1.93 10.08 ~.126 2.056 

$75,483.09 $16,958.26 :



GAME PURCHASED 
BY 

BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 
Jane 1, 1928, to May 31. 1929 

COST OF GAME Expressage AV. Cost 
KIND Number Average ‘Average Per Head 

Cost Per Head Total Per Head {Including 
Expressage 

Wild Turkeys, ccc IL $ 1,184.00 9.785 $ 36.66  .303 10.088 
Wild Turkey Eggs nme 5598 123.75 1.250 141 014 1.264 
Ringneck Pheasants, ......... 6058 17,946.85 2.962 1,816.77 300 3.263 
aoe «Eggs... 8055 2,248.15 276 41.46 0051 22811 
me a er. 5000. Gratis Ee eh GE : 
Bob-white Quail, vic 5500 13,750.00 2.500 ee Fee 2.500 
ee ae as EO 50.00 50 Bre | eee 50 

Hungarian Partridges, ............ 4966 26,735.41 5.383 455.66 0917 5.4747 
Raccoons, vevccevcsecriveenne 48 399.00 9.837 22.36 52 9.857 

b Cottontail Rabbits, ...0....... 48600 38,884.70 0) 18,810.41 .2847 1.0847 
ae gs Ee eR Gratis oe: 444.45 252 252 

Fox Squirrels ...eucccccsennnn — 500 876.50 1.753 146.42 292 2.045 

$102,197.86 $16,775.60 
a—2775 to sportsmen and 10280 to Refuge Keepers for Ringneck propagation. (eggs rec'd during May 

and June, 1928) 
*—5000 presented by the New York Conservation Commission. 
b—1765 rabbits furnished gratis by one of our shippers.



GAME PURCHASED 
BY 

BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 

June 1, 1929 to May 31, 1930 

cost OF GAME Expressage AV. _ cost 
KIND Number yi Average ‘Average Per head Cost Average Total Hie ex 

Per Head pressage 

Ga) WHA Tartors, i eae sel 3775.00 88es Ce ag 
(b) Ringnecked Pheasants, ......scsseueesseee 1,606 4,645.00 2.892 599.72, 873 3.265 

(ce) Ringnecked Pheasant Eggs, mn 3,549 881.80 SAD: Seated ete +248 

Bobwhite Quail, ccc 11,207 23,295.00 2.078 1,246.69 ALL 2.189 

TERED occcepeeerectrccnesmipersterncetr ene 159 1,567.00 9.855 114.81 -T21 10.576 

Cottontail Rabbits, ccc 47,621 40,524.80 +851 12,529.46 263 1,114 

Cottontail Rabbits (Gratis), nm ONG oe intstiarinet ceaeactrtee 289.55 +287 287 

OX BQUIV ENG cence 116 203.00 1.750 27.00 233 1.983 

$73,891.60 $14,807.23 

(a) 60 Wild Turkeys @ $10.00 each, held at Turkey Farm for propagating purposes. 
(b) 1123 of these birds at a cost of $3,085.00 purchased for propagation purposes at the Fisher and 

Jordan State Game Farms. 
(c) Entire number purchased in May and June 1929, and shipped to Fisher State Game Farm for 

propagation purposes, 
NOTE: The ledger account on ‘‘Game Purehased’’ shows $70,206.60, which checks with above statement 

when $600.00 for Wild Turkeys, and $3,085.00 for ringnecks, both for propagation purposes are 
added.



fo Pa. 

REPORT ON PENNSYLVANIA'S GAME SYSTEM 
By W. B. Grange 

Finances 

The most outstanding feature of the Pennsylvania game system is 
the financial outlay. Unlike the Wisconsin Conservation Department, 
zee eres has three separate departments, namely--The Board of 
Game Commissioners, the Fish Commission and the Forestry Department. 
These are all operated as separate organizations, entirely uncoordinated 
although there appears to be good cooperation between the three divisions. 

For comparison we secured a statement of the appropriations of the 
three departments. These totalled for each fiscal year approximately 
$3,000,000, running from $2,834,105.49 to $3,290,105.49, for the two 
years looked up. it is particularly interesting to note that the Board 
of Game Commissioners alone has an appropriation of $1,400,000 for the 
last fiseal year. For purposes of comparison again, this figure 
included the operation of the game law enforcement division. 

For game weregs alone, Pennsylvania annually spends $400,000, 
For the purehase of game birds and winter feed, Eat, > For miscel- 
laneous game work other than enforcement, $100,000. This is a total 
of $532,400 for actual game management and administrative work, exelusive 
of enforcement. - 

The Pennsylvania hunting license is 2.00. The law stipulates 
that $.75 of each $2.00 must be used for purchase and development of 
game refuges and pubjic hunting grounds. To date, this $.75 is being 
used almost entirely for purchase of lands. Farmers and land owners 
are not required to take out a license on their own — or on 
adjacent lands, but excluding this large class, 520,000 resident hunters 
and approximately 5,000 non-resident hunters take out licenses annually. 
All fines collected are returned directly to the game fund and are not 
used for any other purpose except for a very small fraction of certain 
fines which goes to the school fund. 

Organization of the Board of Game Commissioners 

‘8 Commissioners 
1 Executive Secretary 

Bureau of Bureau of Bureau of Predatory Animal Bureau of Propagation 
Refuges and Protection Education Bureau office (Not a 
Lands & Research Maintenance separate 

A AA I crn cme Tey 

1 Chief 1 Chief 1 Research 1 Chief 12 2 Game- 
1 Awst.Chief 1 Clerk man 1 Asst. Chief keepers 
1 Asst. 2 Steno's. 1 Publicity 5 Trapping 5 Assts. 
2 Steno's. 9 Division man Instructors 
1 Draftsman man 1 Lecturer 3 Clerks 
1 Asst.Draftes- 16 Asst. 2 Steno's 1 Steno. 

man Div.men 
1 Bldg.Asst. 67 Protectors 
1 Surveyor 600 Deputies



sefuges and Public Hunting Grounds 

The state forestry lands are included within the refuge system, 
although administered by another department. 50,000 acres of state 
forest lands are classed as refuges, and 1,250,000 acres are public 
shooting grounds os a total of 1,500,000 acres of forest lands in 
refuges and public shooting grounds. 

The Board of Game Commissioners has taken title to approximately 
165,000 acres of purchased rr lands. It has under lease geveral 
hundred thousand acres of auxiliary refuge lands which are not state 
owned. Pennsylvania has, therefore, approximately 2,000,000 acres embraced 
in the refuge and hunting ground system. 

The cost of game lands runs from $2.00 to $10.00 per acre. A 
maximum of $10.00 per acre may be spent. In order to relieve the local 
burden on the townships in which these lands are located, the Board of 
Game Commissioners pays taxes of $.05 per acre annually on all state owned 
ame lands, He +4 for roads and §.02 for schools going to the towns, and 
rl of the 5.05 going to the county. The Forestry Department takes care 
of a similar tax on forestry lands. 

In general, the refuge areas constitute not more than 20% of the 
publi¢e shooting grounds which surround them. A systematic plan of 
surrounding each refuge with ee grounds is followed. The size of 
the refuge varies from 200 acres up to one or more thousand acres in the 
case of deer refuges. Some of the recently purchased lands are not yet 
included in the refuges, but are held as hunting grounds awaiting the 
time when the annual appropriation will be spent in administration rather 
than purchase. Each refuge is surrounded by a fire line, brusked out 
for approximately one rod, and is enclosed by a strand of #9 wire. 
Frequent signs are placed so that no hunter has any excuse for yt hrs 
a refuge. It would be impossible for him to be within a refuge and no 
know its f 

35 permanent keepers are employed on the primary refuges, and 40 
auxiliary keepers, who are local non-salaried deputies, are in charge of 
auxiliary areas. These non-salaried men, however, are paid a per diem 
rate for actual work performed, and are paid $.07 for mileage for actual 
ground covered with cars. 

All refuge a both permanent and auxiliary, are entitled to 
all bounties and pelts which they can secure from their districts. Keepers 

| are urged to carry on game propagation work, particularly with ring-neck 
pheasants, and are paid %.25 for each bird raised and turned over to the 
Board at the end of the summer. All materials, eggs, supplies, etc. are 
furnished free. 

Each permanent refuge keeper is paid from $75 to $100 per month, 
plus quarters, in addition to whatever he can make through the propagation 
and trapping. Many of the refuge keepers earn more than the wardens by 
carrying on extensive trapping and propagation work. Keepers are furnished 
with horses where needed. lathe quarters are unusually fine. The houses 
erected recently are all strictly modern, and constructed at a cost of 
$7,000.00 each. 

We were informed that the refuge keepers have very little trouble 
with violators, as there is no exeuse for any person to be on the well 
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marked Pennsylvania refuges. Keepers are, therefore, able to devote 
most of their time to predatory animal control, winter feeding and game 
propagation work. 

It should be noted in this connection that Pennsylvania's refuge 
system is largely designed for deer and woodland game. Waterfowl hunting 
is practically unknown in Pennsylvania, as is also prairie chicken and 
shore bird hunting. 

Three division game seuervinere will soon be employed to head wu 
all game activities, exelusive of enforcement, in their districts. They 
will have charge of winter feeding, refuge work and propagation, cooperating 
closely with the keepers, citizens and organizations. 

Game Propagation 

Pennsylvania's two game farms are rather new, ening from the 
he 1928. Distribution of 60,000 segs is expected in 1930. 11,000 
irds were raised in 1929. 4,037 of these were raised by refuge keepers. 

The ae production of the two farms, therefore, was 3,080 birds each. 
However, these figures are somewhat misleading as no birds were raised 
to maturity, or any age approaching maturity, on either of the two farms. 
The birds are — out as day o14 chicks fa various cooperators 
throughout the state. We made a careful inquiry concerning the results 
obtained in this way, but we were able to secure very little definite 
—- It is somewhat doubtful how successful this method worked 
Oute 

The physieal layout and equipment of the Fisher Game Farm, which 
we visited was good, but in no way superior to the Wisconsin farm, and 
we could point out several features of our own farms which we consider 
superior to theirs. Of course, the feeding methods in use at the Wiscon- 
sin farm, where no feed is fed upon the ground, and the small pen 
breeding system we consider the most important. 

The two game keepers receive $1200 and $2400respectively. In 
former years Pennsylvania has purchased a great many birds and animals. 
In 1927 and 1928 they purchased 80,519 ecottontail rabbits, 6,058 ring- 
neck pheasants, 4,966 Hungarian partridge, 5,500 quail, 121 turkeys and 
500 gray squirrels. They have apparently come to the conclusion that 
they ean raise much of this game cheaper than it can be purchased. All 
Rungearian partridge work has been abandoned for lack of results, and 
former work with elk has also been abandoned. sone tenes has had to 
introduce outside cottontail rabbits and Mexican quail. in Wigeonsin 
there is a plentiful native supply of both rabbits and quail. 

Game Feeding 

In 1929 and 1930, approximately $40,000 is being spent for game feed- 
ing work alone. This is carried on by game protectors, deputies, organiza- 

' longs and schools. Effort is being made to feed not onlgx game birds 
but squirrels, rabbite, and deer. In many portions of Pennsylvania the 
food situation has become sc acute that a great many deer have actually 
starved (see pamphlet on Pennsylvania deer ree), and other game 
species have cecasionally been in bad condition. The Pennsylvania deer 
situation has got so bad that it has become ridiculous. Hundreds of 
farmers have actually been eaten out of their entire orchards by the 
herds of barren does which have infested even the ordinary farming com- 
munities. For several years the department had an appropriation of 
$10,000 annually to erect wire fences around such orchards, but this has 
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been largely abandoned as useless, as the deer merely concentrated on 
gurreanding orchards. Every county in Pennsylvania has an open season 
for deer. Deer are found within a short drive of Pittsburg and Phila- 
delphia, This tremendous deer population is largely due to the entire 

| absence of natural enemies. ‘There are no coyotes and wolves, and the 
very few wild cats are limited to a very few northern counties. 

In 1927 and 1928 an open season was declared on does. This helped 
to reduce the deer population in certain sections, 25,000 deer are 
estimated to have been killed in the doe season. In the following year, 
when there was an open season on 2-point bucks it is also estimated 
that approximately 25,000 were killed. Even with this huge kill the 
protiem is still acute and no solutifn is in sight. 

While Pennsylvania can be pointed to as a state which has brought 
hack ite game in a remarkable manne#, it is perhaps the most outstanding 
example of mismanagement in reference to deer of any state in the union. 

er eet many of the constructive policies which the Game Board 
wished to put into effect were not accepted by the public. The doe season 
was opposed by injunctions, public meetings of protest, and legislative 
criticism, and was even mentioned in political campaigns. The Pennsyl- 
vania deer situation is a clear-cut example of the failure of popular 
methods to overcome a problem which should have been handled ag one of 
scientific management. It should be noted that the Board of Game Commis- 
eee proposed constructive measures, but these were rejected by the 
pu Ce ‘ 

Predator Control 

It has already been mentioned that there are no coyotes or wolves 
in Pennsylvania. A $15.00 bounty on wild cate brought in 278 animals 
in 1928 and 1929. Bounties of $4.00 are paid on gray foxes, the annual 
kill being approximately 7,000. $1.00 each is paid for weasels and 
approximately 50,000 are killed each year. A $5.00 bounty is paid on 
Zoshawks. Bounty claims amounted to {$88,275 in the last fiscal year. 

The refuge keepers constitute an effective predator control force. 
Three trapping instructors are also employed for the purpose of not only 
instructing refuge keepers, but to instruct individual trappers who are 
encouragad by the state, and to carry on intensive work such as the 
poisoning of crows in large numbers on their winter and spring congregating 
grounds. 

Enforcement 
Pennsylvania men are called "Game Protectors". They are all 

uniformed with a os field outfit. Enforcement work is in charge 
of one Chief of the eau of Protection, who has 76 distriet game 
protectors, 16 assistant game protectors, 9 division guperinténdents 
and 600 deputies under him. He is directly assisted by 7 division sup- 
ervisors, covering several counties each. These division supervisors 
are directly responsible for all enforcement work in their territory 
and at the present time also head up the refuge work, thoagh it is 
contemplated that division game supervisors willsrelieve them of this 
burden. The division warden supervisors are now receiving salaries of 
$2,460. It is contemplated to raise them to $3,000 shortly. We were 
informed it was impossible to secure the grade of men that was needed 
for less than this slaary. All correspondence to the regular game 
protectors is carried on through their superiors, the 9 division super- 
visors. It is planned to equip each one of the supervisors with an 
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) office ana stenographic assistance. Personnel is directly in the 
hands of the chief. 

The 67 district — protectors receive a salary of from 91500 to 
$1800 at the present time. This will soon be increased to $2400.00. 
Each protector is under @500 bond for good behavior. They are allowed 
$07 mileage on their cars. 

The 600 deputies are located in all parts of the state. Each 
deputy is under 9300 bond for good behavior. These deputies receive 
no pay except when actually employed, at which times they receive per 
diem. We are informed that on the warden examination they are given 
10 points on the examination for their previous warden work. The 
Chief of the Board of Protectors informed us that the deputy system 
is a very important feature of the Pennsylvania organization. ‘The 
deputies are so numerous that violators run a real hazard of apprehension. 
The deputies really turn in a very considerable number of arrests. ‘The 
lists of these men are constantly revised and inactive men dropped from 
them. Allof thene men are appointed directly the Chief of the 
bureau, after very careful investigation of each particular man. 

A feature of the enforcement work is the detailed reports which 
are required from each man, deputy and salaried men alike. They are 
required to report each call that they make in the field, and each man's 
calls are entered upon a map, and ehecked over periodically to see that 
his entire territory is being covered and he is not certering his work 
around his own town. All reports of deputies and district game protectors 
go first to the Division Supervisor and then to the Chief of the Bureau. 

Fines collected in Pennsylvania amount to approximately $90,000 
per year. 

License Plates 

Two features of enforcement work can be called to particular 
attention. Instead of the license button each licensed punter is 
required by law to wear upon his back a license a. of approximately 
one-third of the size of an automobile license plate, and with figures 
three inches in height. These numerals are readable at a considerable 
distance. It is claimed that this has a very good moral effect upon 
all hunters, as a deputy or another hunter can frequently ascertain the 
number of a man committing a violation and can report this without the 
violator's knowing he has been observed. There is a very heavy fine for 
wearing a numbgal without a license, and also a heavy fine for not 
wearing the numerals. 

The other feature is the systematic car searching which is carried 
en by Pennsylvania protectors. These men, fully uniformed, are 
stationed on important roads in the opem season, and garry on a system- 
atie search of cars. 

Comparison of Game Conditions 

Pennsylvania's main game species are deer, bear, ruffed grouse, 
wild turkey, quail, eottontail rabbits, squirrels and pheasants. Huge 
game kills are reported for all of these, as for example, it is stated 
that 2,653,976 cottontail rabbits were killed in 1928 and 1929. However, 
we discount these figures considerably, as they are estimates secured 

by multiplying an insignificant fraction of game kill returns. The 
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so-called compulsory game kill report in Pennsylvania never brings 
back more than 10,000 returns out of 520,000 Licensed hunters, and 
in — a does not rs this return. It is doubtful whether 
the kill figures are reliable. 

Wisconsin has all ppeeses of game which Pennsylvania has with 
the exeeption of the wild turkey. The wild turkey will never be 
a widely distributed bird in Wisconsin, but we do have in Wisconsin 
the prairie chicken, sharp-tailed grouse, many species of ducks and 
geese, jack-snipe and shore birds, which Pennsylvania does not 
have, Wisconsin, therefore, has a mush greater variety of game, 
and has decidedly better possibilities as it has better and more 
extensive game lands.
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July 15, 1930 

Mr. Geo. E, Mel, 

Sane Se @, Pennsylvania 

Deay My, Malamphy: 

Your success with ruffed grouse is certainly extra- 
ee Fe See ee ae Sees ae ney cap san Se 

I am ee your cae on iiyh fete ate daleaie 
student at the University of Minnesots, who is working on ruffed 
grouse. 

In response to your inquiry, I heave no steff and hence 
no openings of my ome Yat I will be glad to in mina your 
interest eas scattes cline ¢ easthamnie Gaal os ak coe 
ings. If you are at the Game Conference in New York next Decem 
ber I would appreciate your looking me up. 

Yours sincerely, ’ f 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Tn Charge, Gawe Survey
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June 24, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to your letter of June 19. 
It is exceedingly difficult to give an estimate of the 
area of shooting grounds served by primary and auxil- 
iary game refuges. I can make but a guess in each 
case. My guess, or estimate if you wish to so con- 
sider it, would be that a primary refuge containing 
approximately 2,500 acres would serve te—takecare—of 
25,000 acres of shooting grounds. An auxiliary refuge 
of a few hundred acres would serve in the neighborhood 
of 5,000 acres of shooting grounds, 

Answering Question No. 2. The cost of 
the refuge keeper would cover the cost of patrolling the 
surrounding shooting grounds. 

Answering Question No. 3. No rental 
whatever is paid for leases for auxiliary refuge lands. 
The Board has the privilege of paying a rental but has 
never done so. 

Trusting that this answers your ques- 
tions satisfactorily, I remain 

Very truly yours, 

Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands 
C:W



June 19,1930 

My. W. Gard Conklin 
Board of Geme Commissioners 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Conkl int 

The typical costs of the primary oni suxiliary refuges 
sent me with your letter of dume 12 would anawer my purpose very 
well if you could state the enswers to the following questions: 

; (1) Whet aren of shooting grown! fs served by each? 

(2) Does the cost of the refuge keeper cover the patrol 
of this surrounding area? 

(3) Is there pguene dur lack issatag te the ent 
4 of the euril tary refuge! T notice none is 
mentioned as a item of cost. 

I realised, of aourse, when I first wrote you that the 
area served would be a very herd thing to defing. In case the 
refuge keeper patrols the surrounding area, it might be logical 
to take the limits of his patrol area as constituting the area 
served. You understand of course that I cannot reduce any of 
the costs to a per acre basis witil I have the acres on which man- 
agement is practiced by means of the refuge. 

Yours sincerely, ; 

In Charge, Game Survey . 

|
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to your letter of June 5. It 
is rather difficult to furnish you costs of game man- 
agement in the form requested. We could give itemized 
costs for one of our tracts of State Game Lands, upon 
which a refuge has-been maintained for a number of 
years, itemizing separately the cost of investment 

Ro’ and cost of maintenance. However, for your purpose 
ay it seems to me average costs would meet your needs more 

per we satisfactorily. Only a short time ago we figured the 
hw average cost of purchasing a tract, establishing there- 
a si on a primary refuge, constructing necessary buildings 

- " for the refuge keeper to live in, and the maintenance 
qo” of such a tract. Duplicate copies of this statement 

are attached hereto. If you can obtain from it what 
you want, all well and good. If not, we will try to 
furnish the information in a different form, 

I am also attaching duplicate copies 
of a statement recently prepared on the expenditures 
within the Bureau of Refuges and Lands for the fiscal 
year June 1, 1928 to May 31, 1929. ‘The figures given 
therein may be of interest and perhaps of value to you. 

We hope shortly to publish a bulletin 
on Pennsylvania's System of Game Refuges and Public Hunt- 
ing Grounds, and the two statements above-mentioned were 
prepared for inclusion in that bulletin. I hope you can



COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS, HARRISBURG, PA. 

SHEET Now.0.Pocccee To Aldo Leopold June 12, 1930 

obtain from them game management costs for use in con- 
nection with the text you are writing. Do not hesitate 
to come back at us if the figures in the statement are 
not in usable form for your purpose. 

Very truly yours, 

Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands 

c:W



EXTRACT FROM BULLETIN BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION 

z : PRIMARY REFUGE - 2500 ACRES 

Original Investment Including Cost of Establishment: 

7500 acres of land @ $3.00 per acre. .ccccccesccececee $22,500.00 
Title examination and boundary Surveyeccccccecvccvecece 2,775.08 
Construction of Refuge Keeper'’s dwelling. ccoccccsccece 6,500.00 
Water and sewage systems for Refuge Keeper's head- 

GUALTELS cece ccccercerevccerceesseerserevereseressens 500.00 
Construction of barn and other small outbuildings..... 2,000.00 
Telephone Communicationeececcccecccccvccccvesevcvcvese 500.00 
Equipment, including horse, wagon, harness, saddle, 

COOLS, StCecececvccccccveccrrvescesveerevesesececes 400.00 
Refuge wire and boundary pOSterSeceseccececversescccce 160.00 
Labor; cutting out refuge line, stringing wire and 

POSTING NOLTICESececccecccccvereveveeveceveveveveces 740.00 
Miscellaneous CxpenSeSeececcecvrccvecccecscccecsceveces 50.00 
SUPELVISLONs ceceeeeccevercecvereasccesessssccccseseses ¢ 100200 

Total $36,025.00 

If garage instead of barn is furnished 
deduct about $1,000.00. : 

Annual Maintenances 

Salary of Refuge Keeper ($900 to $1,200)...cscceceeeee § 1,080.00 ) 
Traveling expenses, telephone, postage, Et Cececececece See Se Lek 
Oe gC OOG sy oo cu cule nicis sins,b sss Wa 0 ee Galeneee aes eeweaee 120.00 ) S55 
Horse shoeing, repairs,to wagons, harness, €tCecececee 40.00 / Uyve 
Moditional toeis and eeu wnent..<cccccccccesceeeescens 100.00) ner 
Protection from forest firesecccceceveccccccccssccveee 25.0654° 
Winter feed for game..cccccccecceccastercnrcvesccvccce 50.00525m-'|s4 
Assistance in mowing refuge Line€.cccccccccccscccccrece 20.00)... 
Assistance in mowing boundary lines of lands purchased 200.00) ~ 
Fixed charges on lands purchased, in lieu of taxes... 375.00 

Planting trees and SHrudSececceccvccccecccvcecvevecvece 50.00— 
Repairing roads and trailsecceccceccccccccvsecccvesers 500.00 
Maintenance of buildings comprising Refuge Keeper's 

NEAAQUAFTETSecceccsvceesccevcesecesscercessceressece 200.00)... 
Miscellaneous expenses, including posterSececerrcscece 100.00 - 
SUPELFVisSLOne cccceveccecccscccccccsee ss sesesesecesesece 200.00* 25 0vy=- 

Total jy 3,160.00 | 

AUXILIARY REFUGE - 300 ACRES 

Establishment Costs 

Labor; cutting out refuge line, stringing wire, post- 
Ae U0b1 OOO, ChE ss ccnmecaceasdeeneddsucecvavcucsce He 1OGsOG 

Wire and Stapleseccccccceccvccccccesecesscccvceccecece 50.00 

TOOLS And EQuipMEentccccccccccecesevcceverecveccscccens 10.00 
Advertising as required by Lawesceevececcccscccccccece 12.00 
Signs; metal and cardboardececocsccccvcccecvcvcevsvece 11.00 
SUPELVISLONe coccccrncesvccccvererecsssecccvesersecvesves 75.00 

Total $, 288.00 

Annual Maintenance: 

Labor; mowing refuge line, repairing wire and repost- 

WAS elec voce Unnecdne cclneweneduocenuaddsa so aiunacanes St 75.00 
Protection from forest firesercecceccvccvccvccescccsces 25.00 
Protection from trespasderccecccecccccevvccocssocccscece 75.00 
Feeding game in Wintereceeeecenrecccccvevcevevesecvece 25.00 

SUPELVISL ON. ceccreccccccrccercescccsessccscssescsescee 60.00 

: Total $ - 260.00 
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EXTRACT FROM BULLETIN BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION 

PRIMARY REFUGE = 2500 ACRES 

Original Investment Including Cost of Establishment: 

7500 acres of land @ $3.00 per acresccescccceccceseses $22,500.00 
Title examination and boundary SUrveYecceseovcevecvecs 2,775.00 
Construction of Refuge Keeper's dwellingecsscecesccevece 6,500.00 
Water and sewage systems for Refuge Keeper's head- 

GQUALEELS ere cv eseseeeserseces esses steresesesee serene 500.00 

Construction of barn and other small outbuildingseeces @,000.00 
Telephone Communicationesrcesseseccccccvescsecesesseses 300-00 

Kquipment, including horse, wagon, harness, saddle, 
LOOLS, ECECececrveerererreseerresseesesessetesereees 400.00 

Refuge wire and boundary poStersecescecerecsencsseecse 160.00 
Labor; cutting out refuge line, stringing wire and 

posting NOVICES eevccreceererdreseseecesevsevesecees 740-00 

Hliscellaneous EXPENSES cecsecvereseseneerscsseevceseves 50.00 

SUPELViIsLONececssccaceseecsreanesseereeerecseseseecece - 100.00 

Total $36,025.00 

If garage instead of barn is furnished 
deduct about $1,000.00. 

Annual Maintenance: 3 

Salary of Refuge Keeper ($900 to $1,200) secescessesees $ 1,080.00 © 
Traveling expenses, telephone, postage, etCerveseccsece 300200 
Horse LECdecesccesesesssscersverssseserresessesesecees 120.00 

Horse shoeing, repairs,to wagons, harness, €tC.rcsecese 40.00 
Additional tools and CGUIPMENteccececcccceccesserecese 100.00 

Protection from forest Liresesceccccvevesscccseseevecs 25.00 

Winter feed for Gam vee recveceeresveesevenceveseveseee 50.00 
Assistance in mowing refuge Lin€escococccevscessvecere 20.00 

Assistance in mowing boundary lines of lands purchased 200.00 : 
Fixed charges on lands purchased, in Lieu of taxeSeeee 375.00 
Planting trees and SHruddececeececescecessccvveseceeve 50.00 

Repairing roads and trailseccesccccvecsesscecessevsece 300.00 

Maintenance of buildings comprising Refuge Keeper's 

NEAAQUALFLETS cevcevevceeseerececveseseeseesseseseses 200.00 s 

Miscellaneous expenses, including posterSeseceeecesece 100.00 me 
SUPEPVislonecceveccvvcccescccccvesccsesersesscsevecccs 200.00 ot 

Total $ 3,160.00 

AUXILIARY REFUGE + 300 ACRES 

Establishment Cost: ! 

Labor; cutting out refuge line, stringing wire, post- 
ANg NOLLCES, SLCoceccecvevevevereserensscceresseees 3 150.00 

Wire and STAPLE Ses ccecccverevsessceserereercscessesere 30.00 

. Tools and SQUIPMENT eeovescccvesevscevevstesevesecesees 10.00 

Advertising as required by Lawesecececsecenescvcsvcees 12.00 

Signs; metal and Cardboardecescescvesesevevseceseseses 11.00 

SUPELVISLONe cececveceescccreeveeseseseseestesscceesees 75.00 

Total $, 288.00 

Annual Maintenance: 

Labor; mowing refuge line, repairing wire and reposte 
UNGevecceeeecercreeveseeceveeeeeerereeereveveserses $ 75.00 

Protection from forest LireSececccccvecesceeveereseece 25400 

Protection from trespAsSeececerevecesesvcsssesecseeses 75.00 

Feeding game in winteresecevevecessesesecsecessssvsees 25.00 

SUPELvislonecececvecscescsecseseeseteseersssesessosees 60.00 

Total % 260.00



| EXTRACT PROM BULLETIN BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION 

é FUNDS--HOW PROVIDED--HOW USED 

5 The administration of Pennsylvania's game resources 

is financed entirely from revenues received from the sale of 

hunting licenses, collection of fines, and the issuance of var- 

ious kinds of permits and special licenses. No funds are 

appropriated from general State revenues. Thus the Game Com- 

mission is one of the few self-supporting administrative de- 

partments of the State Government. The total revenues of the 

Game Commission now amount to approximately $1,100,000 per year 

all of which is deposited as a special fund in the State Treas-— 

ury known as the “Game Fund". 

The resident hunter's license fee is $2.00, and the 

non-resident $15.00. Approximately half a million resident 

licenses are sold annually. The Legislature in 1927 passed an 

Act under the provisions of which seventy-five cents out of each 

resident license "shall be used exclusively for the creation, 

acquisition by purchase, lease or otherwise, and the maintenance 

of puodlic hunting grounds and game refuges". The fund thus pro- 

vided amounts to approximately $375,000 per year and is allotted 

in its entirety to the Bureau of Refuges and Lands. For the , 

fiscal year June 1, 1928 to May 31, 1929 the sum of $579,716.00 

was allotted to the Bureau. This included an unexpended balance 

of $193,133.74, from the previous fiscal year, all of which was 

obligated for the payment of land under contract for purchase. 

ixpenditures for the fiscal year 1928-29 are summar- 

ized as follows: 

Salaries (Office and Field) $54,666.66 
Traveling Expenses (Office and Field) 11,017.79 
Food for Game and Horses 2,791.84 
Freight and Expressage 1,088.05 
Employment of Labor Ficsate Game Protectors, 

etc.) 28,082.66 

Purchase of Lands (Including Title Examin- 
ations) 189,312.25



Fixed Charges on Land in Lieu of Taxes &  F,i26.52 
Construction of New Buildings (Refuge 

Keep@érg* Headquarters) 38,875.49 
Repairs to Roads, Buildings, Grounds, etc. 9,076.99 
Replacements and Improvements to Buildings 

and Grounds 5,505.64 
Miscellaneous Equipment and Supplies 5,614.69 
Motor Squipment and Supplies 2,958.72 
Office Equipment and Supplies 681.77 
Postage (Office and Field) 293.85 
Telephone Rentals and Telegrams 1,099.66 * 
Advertising the Establishment of Refuges, 

etc. 589.47 
Rentals and Miscellaneous Expenses 882.350 

Total Actually Expended $357,458.14 

Unexpended Budget Balance, all of which 
was obligated for lands under contract 

for purchase 222,257.86 

Budget Total $579,716.00 

The Bureau's Budget. for the fiscal year June 1, 1929 

to May 31, 1930 amounts to $601,008.00, of which $448,708.00 

is allocated for the purchase of: lands.



PUNDS-<HOW PROVIDE D-<-HOW USED 

The administration of Pennsylvania's game resources 

is financed entirely from revenues received from the sale of 

hunting licenses, collection of fines, and the issuance of var- 

ious kinds of permits and special licenses. No funds are 

appropriated from general State revenues» Thus the Game Com- 

mission is one of the few self-supporting administrative de- 

partments of the State Government. The total revenues of the 

Game Commission now amount to approximately $1,100,000 per year 

all of which is deposited as a special fund in’ the State Treas- 

ury known as the "Game Fund", 

The resident hunter's license fee is $2.00, and the 

nonresident $15.00. Approximately half a million resident 

licenses are sold annually. The Legislature in 1927 passed an 

Act under the provisions of which seventy-five cents out of each 

resident license "shall be used exclusively for the creation, 

acquisition by purchase, lease or otherwise, and the maintenance 

of public hunting grounds and game refuges". The fund thus proe 

vided amounts to approximately $375,000 per year and is allotted 

in its entirety to the Bureau of Refuges and Lands. for the 

fiscal year. uae 1, 1928 to May 31, 1929 the sum of $579,716.00 

was allotted to the Bureau. This included an unexpended balance 

of $193,133.74, from the previous fiscal year, all of which was 

obligated for the payment of land under contract for purchase. 

Expenditures for the fiscal year 1928-29 are summare 

ized as follows: : 

Salaries (6ffice and Field) $54,666.66 
Traveling Expenses (Office and Field) 11,017.79 
Food for Game and Horses 2,791.84 
Freight and Expressage 1,088.05 
Employment of Labor ——s Game Protectors, 

etc.) 28,082.66 
Purchase of Lands (Including Title Examin- 

ations) 189,312.25



Fixed Charges on Land in Lieu of Taxes $ 7,120,581 
Construction of New Buildings (Refuge : 

Keep@rg* Headquarters) 38,875.49 i 
Repairs to RKoadds, Buildings, Grounds, etc. 9,076.99 
Replacements and Improvements to Buildings 

and Grounds : 5,305.64 
Miscellaneous Equipment and Supplies 3,614.69 
Motor quipment and Supplies 2,958.72 z 
Office Equipment and Supplies 681.77 
Postage {office and Field) 293.85 
Telephone Rentals and Telegrams 1,099.66 
Advertising the Establishment of Refuges, 

ete. 589.47 
Rentals and Miscellaneous Expenses 882.30 

Total Actually Expended $357,458.14 

Unexpended Budget Balance, all of which 
was obligated for lands under contract ; 
for purchase B22 »257 286 

Budget Total $579,716.00 

The Bureau's Budget for the fiscal year June 1, 1929 

to May 31, 1930 amounts to $601,008.00, of which $448,708.00 

is allocated for the purchase of lands.
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April 23, 1950 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge of Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Mr. Carlos Avery has forwarded to me 
a copy of the Game Survey of Wisconsin which I am read- 
ing through as time permits. It occurs to me that 
members of our Board might more easily be sold on the 
question of making a game survey of Pennsylvania if 
they had an opportunity of looking over your Wisconsin 
report, and I have considered having it typed. The 
stumbling block arises from the fact that maps and 
charts are not available. Would you be able to fur- 
nish six copies each of the various maps and charts? 
I note that most of those in your report are photostat- 
ic copies and then shaded. We could arrange to do the 
shading here if you could furnish photostat copies. 

Mr. Avery asked that the copy I now 
have be returned to him as soon as possible. 

Very truly yours, 

Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands 

CW



Copies to: 
My. Olin 
Mr. Grange 

April 23,1930 

Mr, % Gard Conklin 
Board of Game Commissioners 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Wr. Conkline . 

I looked for you at the I.W.L.A. convention in 
Chicago and was sorry you did not make it. Do you still want me 
to stop et Harrisburg in May? 

As for reproducing the Wisconsin report for the ine 
- fomaation of your commissioners, I could furnish you the originals 

of the maps and charts, to be photostated or photographed by you 
and then returned, or I could furnish you uncolored photographic 
Copies at the same price I get them, 25¢ each. Since there ere 25 
maps in each copy, the cost would be 437.50 for 6 copies, 

‘ This reproduction would have to be authorized by the 
chairman of the Game Committee, and I am sending him a copy of this 
letter with the reouest for his authority in the event you decide to 
go ahead. If you go ahead you no doubt understand that the report 
is not released for publication, and I would appreciate your keeping ~ 
teb on the copies which you prepare so thet they do not get into gen- 
erel circulation. My reason for making this request is that the Wise 
conein Conservation Deportment intends to fill out the gaps in the 
report end then publish it under joint authorship with me. Hence f 
am under obligation to safeguerd their priority for publication pur- 
poses, 

Yours sincerely, 

; ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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May 1, 1930 

Mre Aldo Leopold : 

In Charge, Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

I was rather anxious to attend the 

Te.We Le Ae convention in Chicago, but was unable to 

do sO-« 

If I recall correctly, you expected 

to come east about the 14th or 15th of May. Unfor- 

tunately, that is the time which the Board has selected 

for their quarterly meetinge Instead of holding it in 

Harrisburg, they are going to Lycoming County in order 

to get in a little fishing between times. Also, as you 

recall, we talked of your stopping at Pittsburgh where 
I would meet you so that we could talk over matters with 
Mr. Leffler. We might be able to see him on May 12 or 

13 or sometime after May 18. Have you decided on a def- 

inite time to come east? If your date is at a time Mr. 

Leffler could be present, I would think it well for you 
to stop at Pittsburgh. If you will give me an idea of 

your plans, I will try to work out something with Mr. 
Leffler. 

Mr. Slautterback and I talked over the 
question of obtaining photostat copies of the maps and 

charts. We finally came to the conclusion that one of 

each instead of six would be sufficient. I would much 

rather not have you send the originals as they might 

1 become lost. So the only other method to follow is to 

NY | ask you to have them made for us and we, then, reimburse 
youe It is unfortunate that we have a rather burdensome 

we" procedure to follow’ in purchasing materials and supplies.
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We must make a requisition on the Department of Property 
and Supplies and they, in turn, issue what they call a 
purchase order. I have sent such a requisition through 
and within a few days you should receive from them the 
necessary order. When you send the photostats, prepare 
some sort of a bill and submit it with them. In due 
course of time, I hope within a reasonable length of time, 
we will be able to send you a check in payment. 

You can rest assured that no part of the 
Wisconsin Report will be used publicly by us. The copies 
of said report which are being made here will be circulated 
among the Board Members and possibly to some of the Bureau 
Chiefs. It will be given no publicity whatever. 

With best regards, 

Yours very truly, 

W Gard. rte — 
Chief, Bureau of Refuges and Lands. 

C:CL



May 3, 1930 

Mr. W, Gard Conklin t 
Board of Game Commissioners 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Conklins 

If you want only one copy of the Wisconsin graphs, 
I would prefer to present it to you rather than both you with a 
purchase order. I will order a set and it will be sent you with+ 
in a week. The graphs will be uncolored and I wuld appreciate 
your adding the colors before using them, as some of them are un- 
intelligible without the color legend. 

I may have to stay in the East until after May 15. 
If so, I am at your service, I will write you about this after 
my schedule has become a little bit more definitely crystallized, 
which will be about May 10, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IBorOoLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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May 5, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge of Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of May 35 reached me at the 
same time as one from Mr. Leffler. Mr. Leffler feels 
that we should try to see you, if possible, while you 
are east, and if you will let me know as soon as poss- 
ible what your schedule is, I will then try to make 
arrangements for a meeting either at Pittsburgh or 
Harrisburg. 

The quarterly meeting of the Board is 
to be held in Lycoming County May 15 to 17. Chances 
are, Mr. Leffler will leave Pittsburgh on the 14th and 
will not get back there until the 18th. He will not be 

‘in Harrisburg, to the best of my knowledge and belief, 
during that time. 

It is very kind of you to offer the 
photostats without being compensated for them. However, 

arrangements have been made to issue a purchase order 
to you, which you will receive in good time. You may 
just as well take advantage of those few dollars. We 
will color the maps, copying from the Wisconsin report 
we still have. 

Very truly yours, 

UW Aad Cote fo. 
Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands 

C:W
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E.I.pu PONT DE NEMourS & COMPANY 
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WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold ; 

The following information might be of interest 
for your files. 

Mr. Otterson in a report dated March lst on 
his visit to Harrisburg,Penn. "Mr. Slautterback states that a 
serious condition faces the game supply in Pennsylvania; that 
natural food is vractically disappearing in the state and that 
in the future much dependence must be placed on artificial 
feedings of all kinds of game if such a supply of game is to be 
maintained. He is at a loss to account for the disapoearance of 
natural foods, unless it is because so much of the area has bean 
cut over at least once or twice and for some reason, the original 
supply of natural foods does not follow in the second or third 
growth trees that follow such cuttings." 

Most sincerely yours, 

W/P L.W.T.WALLER,JR,--ASSISTANT DIRECTOR



Mareh 5, 1930 

Major L. W. T. Waller, Jr. 

Sporting Powder Division 
Du Pont Company 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Major: 

The decline in game feeds in Pennsylvania is most 
likely due to fire and over-graging by deer. Of course, this 
is merely a long distance conjecture, Even a short distance 
one, however, is a conjecture because Pennsylvania has not 
yet found out what the game feeds are, as was clearly shown by 
Bailey's report on the deer situation. : 

I think Mr, Demmon would make a mistake to try 
private subseriptions for such a generalized venture as a 
forest biologist. Private subscriptions are only suitable for 
very specific and relatively short time projects, I see no 
reason why he should give up the original idea of obtaining a 
Congressional appropriation for pushing the McSweeney Bill pro- 
ject, and if Henry Davis can revive this idea, it will be work» 
ing in the right direction, As I told you, Stoddard is more 
and more enthusiastic about the McSweeney Bill project at McWeill. 

, Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Change, Geme Survey
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February 15, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge of Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Reply to your letter of February 5 has 
been delayed until I had an opportunity of hearing from 
Mr. Leffler. It is questionable, in fact doubtful, whether 
either Mr. Leffler or myself will attend the Izaak Walton 
League meeting in Chicago April 23-26. Consequently, we 
believe it would be better if you could arrange to stop 
off at Pittsburgh or Harrisburg when next you take a trip 
east. We will appreciate your advising us in plenty of 
time when you expect to make such a trip. Chances are it 
would be better to stop at Pittsburgh, since Mr. Leffler 
is not often in Harrisburg, and I can run out to Pittsburgh 
on short notice. 

It seems unnecessary for us to ask Carlos 
Avery for a copy of the Wisconsin report. Instead, we will 
wait until you can arrange to send us a copy. 

I heartily agree with you that a game sur- 
vey is of comparatively little value unless it is followed 
up, and to do this a trained man for the purpose should be 
available. In other words, what Pennsylvania needs right 
now is a Forest Biologist, and I am living in hopes that 
sooner or later one will be employed. He would be valuable 
to the Department, not only in connection with the game sur- 
vey, but with many biological studies which, by all means, 
should be made in the State from time to time. Do you, by 
chance, know of such a man who would be available should 
our Board decide to employ one? What is your thought as to 
compensation to him?
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Mr. W. B. Grange was here last week, but 
unfortunately I had very little time to talk to him. 

With best regards, I remain 

Sincerely yours, 

Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands 

C:W



February 19, 1930 

Ur. W. Gard Conklin 
Board of Game Commissioners 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Conklin: 

I will try and stop to see you and Mr. Leffler 
at Pitteburgh on my way east for the next Institute meeting, 
whieh will be about May 1416, I cannot finally promise to 
do this until a little later, but in all probability I will be 
able to carry out this plan. 

I will try and get you a copy of the Wisconsin 
report a little in advance of our meeting. : 

I know of one man whom I think would ve especially 
qualified for your particular problems, and that is SB. Locke, 
U. &, Forest Service, Ogden, Utah. He is one of the best quali- 
fied men in the country on deer and game fish, and in addition 
has a thorough commend of waterfowl, upland game, and forestry, 
as well as land problems in general. 

Unless the individual chosen for this kind of work 
rn ta'Ehaee wun fen aoe I think he should be worth from 
$5000 to $7500. What I am driving at is that in this kind of work 
quality of thought counts for everything. In fact, the work might 
be worse than a failure if this quality were lacking. I think you 
might be able to get Locke to seriously consider such an opening 
at $5000 or $6000, provided the other conditions were conducive to 
accomplishment. Of course, I am shooting in the dark in offering 
these specific suggestions, and am doing so only in response to 
your specific questions. 

With kindest regards, j 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



Copies to; Olin 
Dill 

February 5, 1930 

My. W. Gard Conklin 
Board of Game Commissioners : 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr, Conkling : 

In reply to your letter of January 15 I am putting 
down your nome to receive the Wisconsin Report as soon as 3 copy 
of it becomes available for loaning you. 1% is hard to lay hands 
on a copy and it may be & month before I can send it to you. 

Tt occurs to mé that the conference about a Pennsyle 
venia game survey whieh you would like to have, could be arranged 

in connection with the Izaak Walton league meeting in Chicago, 
April 23-26. It is my impression that both you and Mr. Leffler 
usually attend these meetings. I an very anxious to be of help 
to you, bat I do not think I can give anything useful by mail until 
we have had a thorough talk. 

I can say, of course, that the purpose of a gome survey 
‘ is to get the low-down on the state's game problema, wot that is 

morely substituting one set of words for another. I might suggest 
that an outside viewpoint is, in my opinion, somewhat essential to 
furnish the leadership for a survey, although naturally the splendid 
assistance available through you trained field men would be inveluabdle. 

If you want to see a sample such as the Wisconsin Report : 
more promptly, you might possibly be able to borrow one from Carlos 
Avery, who has a copy. I do not think we can do much good by detailed 
correspondence until you have read a sample to see just what it is and 
what it is not. q 

What do you agy to the proposed April meeting? If it is 
i not agreeable I might stop at Harrisburg or Pittsbungh during one of 

my trips Bast, although I have none in prospect right now. 

Let me add one other thought concerning a game survey. 
Our experience in Wisconsin hae indicated strongly that an initial 
game survey cannot attain ite full value if the work is dropped when 
the initial size-up ie completed, ‘There is a clear need for a pere 
petual game survey, eepecially in states like yours depending largely 
on cyclic species, such as ruffed grouse, The status of this bird is 
#0 variable that it must be re-determined from year to year. Moreover,



2 Conklin 

the initial survey is of no account unless it succeeds in putting 
state institutions to work at fact-finding projects, These require a 
long period of years and must feel their way, so that the initial sure 
vey cannot possibly furnish a sufficient outline for their guidance. 
It is a case of cut and try fran year to year. 

All of this indicates that the man who makes the initial 
survey should continue as the technical advisor of the department and 
the supervisor of ites research work, or elee that the man making the 
survey should break in such a man to 80 continue, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO Moron 
In Charge,Game Survey 

P. S. Mr. W B. Grange of the Wisconsin Conservation Department 
will be at your office for the next week. He has some firat-hand 
knowledge of the value of a game survey to a state department, and 
I would suggest that you question hin. 

Ale
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Mr. Aldo Leopold “ait rr we te OOP 

In Charge of Game Survey rv uk 
421 Chemistry Building cw 5 
Madison, Wisconsin ao Be, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I must apologize for the delay in reply- 
ing to your very nice letter of December 9, relative to 
the possibility of making a game survey for Pennsylvania. 
I did appreciate your making the prompt reply to my let- 
ter and the suggestions you made to help Pennsylvania. 
As the matter stands, I know of no one within the State 
who is really capable of carrying on the work intelligent- 
ly. I know of no forest biologist. However, by proper 
guidance from you we may be able to work up something 
worthwhile, providing the idea can be sold to our Board. 
Mr. Leffler, the President, is quite interested and he un- 
doubtedly can sell the idea providing it requires no 
great outlay of money. 

You know that we have a game protector 
in each county who is under the supervision of a district 
officer known as a division supervisor. These men know 
nothing of technical subjects but are good practical men. 
The terms.zoology, biology, forest ecology, etc. are away 
over their heads. This is not a condemnation of them, for 
it was never intended that district game protectors or 
division supervisors, much less refuge keepers, should be 
men of scientific training. However, we would have the 
benefit of whatever these men could do toward making a 
game survey. 

There is no question in my mind but that 
you are the logical man to make the survey, and it is un- 
fortunate you will not be in a position to do any work in 
this section for some years. I feel that we have a very
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fertile field in Pennsylvania and am sure you agree with 
me. Since you could not take up the work the next best 
course is to follow whatever suggestions you can make; 
that is, providing our Board wishes to tackle the project. 
Could you not briefly outline the purpose of a game survey 
and how it can be most economically carried on, keeping in 
mind the type of men we would have to assist in the work? 
In this connection I will be more than glad to have a 
sample report, at your convenience, of Wisconsin or any 
other state which you consider best. If you could loan us 
a copy of such report we could have it typed here. This 
might help you out to a considerable degree. On the other 
hand, there is no particular rush. 

It would be a mighty good plan for several 
of us to have a conference with you at your convenience. 
Mr. Leffler comes to Harrisburg occasionally, but is usually 
rather busy when he does come. On the other hand, it might 
be possible to meet at his home town McKeesport, near 
Pittsburgh, or in Pittsburgh if it would suit you best. In 
my estimation it is quite essential that Mr. Leffler sit 
in on any such conference, and I would be only too glad to 
be there, It is possible also that Mr. Slautterback and 
one or more of the other Bureau Chiéfs could be present. 

4 Could you meet us at Pittsburgh or McKeesport within the 
} next month or so? 

I have talked over this quéstion with Mr. 
Leffler several times and told him that, in my opinion, a 
survey of Pennsylvania would require about a year, and am 
pleased that my estimate of the situation agrees with yours. 

Since you sent a copy of your letter to Mr. 
Seth E. Gordon I will also send him a copy of this one. We 
all know Mr. Gordon's keen interest in Pennsylvania affairs. 

Sincerely yours, 

Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands 

C:W



February 4, 1930 

Mr. Baward C. M. Richards 
Mt. Carbon 
Pottaville, Pa, 

Dear Neds 

T have been in the field continuously since seeing 
you, which is the reason I have not sooner sent you the list 
of Buropean Literature, I would recomend the following: 

GROUSE AND GROUSE MOORS, By George Malcoim and 
Aymer Maxwell, Illus. Adam and Charles Bleck, 
1910. london. 

PARTRIDOES AND PARTRIDGE MANORS, Capt. Aymer 
Maxwell. Tllus, 1911. Adam and Charles Black. 
London. 

4 PHEASANTS AND COVERT SHOOTING, Capt. Aymer Mexwell. 
Illus. 1913. Adam and Charles Black. London. 

(American agents for the above 3 books are 
The MacMillan Company, 60 Fifth Avenue, 
New York City). 

NEW WAYS WITH PARTRIDCES. By Richard Page. 1925. 
The Field Press Ltd., Windsor House, Bream's 
Buildings, London, 

DAS ROTWILD. By von Raesfeld, 1999. Berlin, j 

These books are all European, Assfor American liters 
ature, there hardly is any, outside of the Georgia Report, which 
ig now on the press, and which, of course, you know about (please 
do not quote me on this pessimistic statement). ; 

What I would look for if I were making a trip like yours, 
would be 

j (1) The exact nature of environmental controls used in - 
English partridge manors, European deer forests, etc.
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(2) Per acre populations and kills on all kinds of game, 
as well as costs, if available. Relation of these costs to land 
values and values of primary crops. 

(3) Possible periodicity of mortality in Buropean grouse, 
and relation of such periodicity to losses in rabbite. 

(4) Whether the Hungarian partridge is established in any 
unglaciated range in southern Europe. If so, whether such estab- 
lishnents are along glacial outewash rivers, 

(5) Relation of Buropean game management to the protection+ 
ist movement, and the validity of the conflicts between the two, if 
any. 

In looking up per acre populations, especially in the 
grouse and partridge family, the existence of any apparent saturation 

; points are of particularly vital significance right now. The English 
figures, for instance, seem to show & saturation point of about a 
partridge per acre, such as obtains on quail in this country. I 
predict that the grouse will not show this saturation point, but I 
am shy of figures, : 

Wishing you all kinds of success, and hoping that you will 
¢all on me for anything I can do toward that end, 

Yours as ever,



EDWARD C. M. RICHARDS 
CONSULTING AND OPERATING FORESTER 

PLANTING ‘TIMBER ESTIMATES 
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February 12, 1930. ’ 

REPLY TO. Mt, Carbon, 
Pottsville, Pa. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I am very much obliged to you for the good letter of 
February 4th. I will certainly try to do what I can towards 
following out some and perhaps all of the suggestions. 

There is one point in which you may be able to be of 
some more help to me in this enterprise. Can you give me the 
names and addresses of any men who are particulerly interested 
in game and forest management abroad, either in England or on 
the continent? This would be particularly desirable in the case ‘ 
of men who have the handling of actual concrete problems in the 
field, rather than merely theoreticians. With kindest personal 
regards, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

EMCR/EMP 

torr 

ae 
he 

ee 
NX
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February 4, 1930 

Mr. Edward C, M. Richards 
ut. Carbon : 

Pottsville, Pa. : 

Dear Wed: 

; Png Aron wares: ty ength ort, fae 
which ig the reagon I have not sooner sent you the list 
Buropean literature. I would recomend the following: 

WY WAYS WITH PARTRIDGES, By Richard Page. 1925. 
The Field Press Lté., Windsor House, Bream's — 
Buildings, London. 

PARTRIDGES AND PARTRIDGE MANORS, Capt. Aymer Maxwell, 
Adan and Charles Bleck. London. 

GROUSE AND GROUSE MOURS. Capt. Aymer Maxwell, 

se tie Pheasant Coverts and Covert Shooting. Capt. Aymer Maxwell, 

DAS ROTWILD, By von Raesfeld, 1599, Berlin, 

These books are all Buropean. As for American literature, 
there hardly is any, ers ae uae thee tate a ee 
the press, and which of course you know about (please do not quote 
me on thie pessimistic statement). 

Frankly, I do not think you will get a grest deal of value 
in your European trip, although you will naturally get lots of things 
whieh will be interesting, I hope I am mistaken in this judgment. 
What I would look for if I were making @ trip like yours, would be 

(1) The exact nature of environmental controls used in English 
partridge manors, European deer forests, ete, 

(2) Per acre yields and kills on ell kinds of game, as well ag 
costs, if available. Relation of these costs to land values ond values 
of primary crops. 

(3) Poseible periodicity of mortality in Buropean grouse, and 
relation of such periodicity to losses in rabbits.
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(4) Whether the Hungarien partridge is established in any 
ungleciated range in southern Burope. If so, whether such establish. 
ments sre along glacial out-wash rivers. 

(5) Relation of Buropean game management to the protectionist 
movement, and the validity of the conflects between the two, if any. 

In locking up per acre populations, especially in the grouse 
é and partridge family, the existence of any apparent saturation points 

are of particulerly vital significance right now, The English figures, 
for instance, seem to show a saturation point of sbout a partridge per 
acre, such as obtains on quail in this country. I prediet that the 
grouse will not show this saturation point, but I am shy of figures, 
and it ought to be red grouse, 

Now that all these interesting subjects oceur to m, I am 
probably not so pessimistic after all. To speak frankly, however, I 
think that your study of American game should he ceeded for a 
while, to have enabled you to take full advantage of an Oppore 
tunities. As you see, I am taking advantage of our friendship to 
answer your questions very bluntly, 

Wishing you all kinds of success, and hoping thet you will 
call on me for anything I can do toward that end, 

: Yours as ever, §



EDWARD C. M. RICHARDS 
BPANTING CONSULTING AND OPERATING FORESTER 

FOREST SURVEYS 156 FIFTH AVENUE MT. CARBON iets agtirbltad 
FOREST MAPS NEW YORK CITY POTTSVILLE, PA. MANUFACTURE AND SELLING 

FOREST ESTATE MANAGEMENT TEL. CHELSEA 1839 TEL. POTTSVILLE 765. OF FOREST PRODUCTS 

Washington,D.C. 
January 50,1930, 

WEY T°) Me) Capbon, 
Pottsville, Pa, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Aldo: 

Things now look as though I might be able to 
make a trip over to Europe this summer to go through some 
of, the forests there, with especial thought in mind 
offfmanagement. I, therefore, am writing to ask if you 
have any suggestions as to the best way to make this trip 
count for our work here in America, I will probably 
have something more than a month to give especially to 
this work and at present contemplate taking in parts of 
Germany, Austria, Checko-Slovakia and England, with a 
glimpse of France and Switzerland. My whole trip will last 
about four or five months so that the month or six weeks 
can be devoted exclusively to the study of game. I would 
greatly appreciate whatever you can let me have in the 
way of suggestions and programs in some detail to make 
this trip count. I would also like very much to arrange 
something in the way of a series of articles, or photographs, 
or movies that I could sell to help finance the trip. 
What have you to suggest aiong this line? 

I recall that during the convention at Des Moines 
you mentioned a list of reading material bearing on the 
subject of game management which you could let me have 
for my study here in America. I will appreciate very much 

receiving this list at any time. 

With very kind personal regards, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

ECMR/M
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JOHN J, SLAUTTERBACK, 

December 13, 1929. EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, In Charge, 
Game Survey, d 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to yours of the 9th, I am giving you as per 
your request our estimated kill of rabbits by years! since 1915. This 
estimate includes both cottontails and varying hares. We do not as yet 
have any figures on this year's kill. However, preliminary reports would 
indicate that it will be very large. We also must bear in mind that many 

thousands of rabbits are now being killed annually by automobiles. 

1915 - 1,107,310 1922 - 5,000,000 
1916 - 1,843,510 1923 - 3,799,860 
1917 - 3,500,000 1924 - 3,400,000 ee 
1918 - 1,434,336 1925 - 3,602,851 
1919 - 2,719,879 1926 -— 2,757,544 
1920 — 3,500,000 1927 - 5,446,591 
1921 — 3,600,000 1928 - 2,653,976 

With reference to our records of goshawks since 1925, 
we find that 1926 was the peak year, also the following year, 1927, produced 
quite a number of records. The following year 1928 showed a considerable 
falling off of these birds. This year, beginning November lst and continu- 

ing on to May 3lst, a bounty of $5.00 each will be paid for the killing of 
goshawks. To date, since November lst, we have received 35 specimens in 
claim for bounty. 

1923 to 1924 -1 f 
1925 = 10 
1926 - 396 
LOT = 272 
1928 — 79 

; 1929 - 35 

Prior to this year our figures indicate only goshawks reported by our field 
officers, hunters and trappers. 4s no bounties were paid, we had no way of 
securing an actual count of the number of birds that may have been killed. 

Very truly yours, 

SB Executive Secretary. |
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W. GARD. eONnN oe HARRISBURG JOHN J. SLAUTTERBACK, 

December 4, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Chemistry Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am, and always have been, interested 
in your game survey and since last year ® have several 
times mentioned to members of our Board the advisability 
of either cooperating with you in making such @ survey 
in Pennsylvania or in making an individual survey, the 
data of which would be at your disposal. The several 
members of the Board who attended the Sixteenth Game Con- 
ference appeared fairly well sold on the idea and Mr. 
Leffler requested that I obtain from you a plan of pro- 
cedure which could in turn be submitted to our Board 
when they meet in January. 

I would appreciate your submitting a 
plan of procedure which could be followed in Pennsylvania 
and any suggestion you care to make. 

Very truly yours, 

Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands. 
C:cL 

: gah baud to}
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Olin 

Seth Gordon 

December 9, 1929 

Mr. W. G. Conklin 
Ghief, Bureau of Refuges & Lande . 
Board of Game Comnissioners 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Conkling 

I appreciate very much your continued interest in a 
game survey for Pennesylvania. 

The field work on the north central region, in which 
I have been working so far, is going to take another couple of 
months and the report another couple of months beyond that, so 
that there is no chance for me to enter new territory before next 
sumer, Wheat new region I will tackle next has not been discussed, 
It is going to be a mighty hard thing to decide. Wothing would ; 
interest me more than to work in Pennsylvania, but on the other 
hand there are some new developments in eertein western states 
which it might ve advisable for me to cover, and in addition I 

_  heve already done one southern state, which might suggest concen+ 
trating on that region. Taking everything together, I cannot 
recommend that you count on me in any capacity, however much I 
appreciate your wanting my services, 

Qn the other hand, I personally and the Institute office 
jelly want to help in every way possible to carry through any survey 
which Pennsylvania may start on her own account. ‘The only help we 
have to offer is the methods developed through our attempt here in 
the Middle West. Those methods have ramified to a point where it 
would be very difficult to describe them in any written paper, but 
I will be glad at any time to send you sample reports of states 
recently covered, from which you can glean a good deal as to the 

methods used. I would then be glad to arrange for personal confers 
ences with you to explain how the data were obtained in the field, 
I think this would be much more satisfactory than trying to tell you 
on paper how we are conducting the job. 

I must qualify this in one particuler; my reports are only 
typewritten, hence copies are always searce. If, therefore, you cen ‘ 
give me @ little notice before you actually need the samples, it will 
help me to collect them. I would say thet the Wisconsin report more 
nearly approximates Pennsylvania conditions, and besides it is the best
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piece of work we have done, being the most recent, 

I have been averaging oaly cbout two months per state, bub 
of course any individual stete moking ite own survey ourht to spend 
more time than thet, and do correspondingly a more thorough job. hoe 
ever does Pennsylvania ought to be given 2 year. 

I om talking the liberty of sending « copy of this letter to 
Mv. J.M.Olin, chairman of the Game Committee of the Institute, to make 
eure that thie letter correctly reflects his views os well os my owte 

T am also sending a copy to Seth Gordon, since you know he always takes 
® personal interest in Pennsylvania developments, 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

_ ALDO WOFOLD, 
. In Charge, Game Survey,



W2k Chemistry Building 

February 21, 1929. 

Mr. George M. Sutton, 
Board of Game Comnissioners, 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 

Dear Dr. Sutton: 

Thank you for your prompt response to my inquiry about 
house cats. 

I am in no merry for this information and would appreciate 
anything you could easily send me from time to time by way of concrete 
Cases, especially cases of; 

{1) Denning or having young in the gpen, 

(2) Cata found at a long distauce from dwoll ings. 

(3) Number of cats tread by coon hunters as an index of: 
is} Cat populations. 

2) Coon hunting as a Gat control moasure, 

i (4) Predatory enemies of cats. 

It might interest you to know that I could find no evidence 
of feral cats in Mississippi. This, in a broad way, backs up your 
Conjecture that caon hunters may have a good deal of influence upon 
Cat populations, since coon hunting is very prevalent there. 

Your report of Great Horned Owls killing half grow cats 
parallels a case that I knew of in the west where a great many fox 
bones were found at a golden eagles next. 

Do you happen to know where I can acquire a copy of Forbush's 
bulletin on house cats? This is out of print and I am in the market 
for a copy. 

Thenking you very much for your help and hoping for the 
privilege of a visit with you at some time in the near future, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IZOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopolds 

Your letter of February 15th addressed to 
Ur. Ross Leffler has been referred to me. 

I am sorry that I can give you no personally 
colhected data on reversion of the house cat to con- 
ditions sufficiently feral to induce the animals to rear 
their young in dens away from buildings. I do know, how- 
ever, that in Pennsylvania and West Virginia house cats 
are to be found in some numbers in wild timber so far 
away from villages or occupied dwellings as to lead us 
to believe that they are, in virtually every sense of 
the word, wild. 

These animals are frequently chased, treed and 
killed by ‘coon hunters. As I recall my own experience 
in this field we killed from one to five such cats on 
every night trip. Incidentally, we also ran into a good 
many skunks. 

I could not without special inquiry determine how 
many house cats' dens have been found in the wilds by 
our men but I know that a good many have been found. 

In your third paragraph you refer to a weasel which 
; was shot carrying a house cat kitten four inches long. I 

do not: know of this particular case and the record was not 
i placed in our mammal notes apparently. I do know, however,



' COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS, HARRISBURG. PA. 

SHEET Novww2ilewc-- To Mx. Leopold, Madison, Wis. 

that at the farm of Mr. Quincy W. Hershey located near York 

Springs, Adams County, Penna., a weasel killed one night a 
house cat kitten at least 11 inches long (measuring tip of 
nose to tip of tail). The kitten was caught on the back 
porch and its would-be reseuers came too late to keep the 
weasel from killing it though they did catch the weasel. 

I do not know that either the fox or bob-cat ever 
preys upon the house cat; but I do know that both Great 
Horned Owls and Barred Owls which I have had in captivity 
killed cats upon occasion. A Great Horned Owl which I 
kept tethered in our back yard caught two half-grown kit- 
tens on one night. 

I am sorry that this data is of fragmentary nature 
and if you do not need the material for some time I can, 
no doubt, get more definite material for you within the 
coming few weeks. 

Very truly yours, gies 

Bren (Ceick ch SNe» 
RTL George Miksch Sutton, Chief, 

Research and Information.



421 Chemistry Bldg. 

; September 28, 1928. 

Mr. B. O. Me. Richards, 
Camp Skyline, 
Santon , Pa. 

Dear Ned: 

I want to acknowledge your kind letter of 
August 24 giving me a good word on my new job. 

I am heartily in accordance with the 
suggestion you make about the hunting licence examin- 
ations but am afraid its execution is a long way in the 
future. We have not as yet even reached the stage 

® where the licencee can be successfully compelled to 
! turn in @ report on whet he has killed, and we have 

not the competent field force necessary to judge his 
i qualifiestion for carrying a gun. 

s I shall certainly look you up whenever I 
get in your vicinity. With kindest regards, I am 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, , 
IN charge, Game Survey.
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amp ine 
Canton, Pa. 

$ REPLY TO 

August 24, 1928 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
' Forest Products Laboratory 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo; 

I note with a great deal of interest that you have left 
the Forest Service and have a into the game rites 
end of forestry as oust effort. I am very glad to hear 
it because I am inclined to believe that when a man goes into 
a hobby on a full time basis he is very “7 to make a very 
ren success of it and I certainly feel there is a tremen- 
ous need_for a forester in the game preservation end of 

things. In this connection I would like very much to woggest 
one idea which I think you might push with a great deal o 
benefit to the country at large. 

By this I mean the peskoey of laws throughout the dif- 
ferent states ser ros mnting license examinations before 
the issuance of Licenses. The idea is along the lines adopted 
by the automobile licensing bureaus with the purpose of 
insuring at least a reasonable amount of understanding and 
care in the use of guns under the hunting license permit. 
Here in Pennsylvania for instance, as you probably know, 58 
men were killed Last year and something over 200 wounded. 
The use of high power rifles in the unrestricted way that 
is now the pres ce over practically all of the country 
increases the danger of people getting shot very much. 

My Hs in a nut shell is that we should make it | 
more difficult to get a hunting license and the man applying 
for one should have to por his ability to handle a @) 
in a decent and reasonable manner before he is allowed to 
go into the field. I will be glad to hear what you have to 
oy in regard to this idea and whenever a come near Penn- 
sylvania in the winter time be sure and rte in on me in 
Pottsville and during the months of July and August at | 
Camp ag Clea Demonstration Forest, Canton, Pa. There will 
always be plenty of room and a hearty welcome so I trust 
you will not pass by without dropping in. 

With kindest regards to Mrs. Leopold and yourself, I am, 

Cordially yours, 

ECMR: IN MA
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September 17, 

GFish & Game. 1928. 

Mr. Vernon ae 
Chief Pielad Naturalist, 

Bureau of Biological Survey, 
Washington, dD. Ce . 

Dear Sir: 

Reference is made to my letter of September llth 

which stated that a copy of your report on Deor Investigations 
in Pennsylvania wes being returned. 

I find through a slip up in this office that the report 

was not enclosed and also that it belongs to Mr. Aldo Leopold 

of Madison Wisconsin. 

I am therefore sending the report to him, 

Very truly yours, : 

Me Ae Mattoon 
Forest Supervisor. 

COPY- Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
W.S.Forest Products Laboratory, 
Madison Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I sincerely enjoyed Mr. Bailey's report and there is much 
matter contained in it that is of great interest to us on the 
Pisgah Game Preserve. 

: M.A.M. 

us
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May _MO~1b, 1926. 

A& the request of the Jame Commigsion of Pennaylvenia I was 
detailed to visit the areas in Pennsylvania where deer were reported 
dying in lerge numbers, to determine as far as possible the causes ; 
and to make suggestion for remedial measures based on facts obeerved. 
Proceeding on May 10th to Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 1 at once got in 

touch with Mr, John J. Slautterback, in change of Vermin Control and 
for many yeers fomiliar with gane conditions in the state end with 
lim. J. Be Truman, Uxweutive secretary of the Game Commission for a 
conference in regard to the proposed investigations. 

On the morning of May 11th I left with Mr. Slautterback end 
drove wostward from Harrisburg through Mifflin, Center, and Clear~ 
field gourties to muliols, where wo picked up #. C. Kelly, suporvis- 
ing Game Protector, and proceeded to Game Refuge No. 2. we atopped 
ye ai mite yg Sh a Play pe om Being The next morning 

we were joined by Wm. J. Davis, Di % Game Protector, and spent 
the forenoon exemining the wintering groumis amd food conditions and 
the dead deer found in this vicinity. Here we examined eleven (11) 

: fead deer, a1] but one being last year's fawne, and the one excep= 
tion was @ small 2-year old, They had all been dead for one or two 
months. About sixty (40) live deer were counted in this vicinity 
during the evening end morning hours ond much langer numbors have , 
deen noted at other times. All of the deer were does and no Live 
fawn were noted, 

On the afternoon of May 12th we proceeded twenty-six (26) 
miles northeast to Game Refuge No. 34, near the headgaters of Mos~ 
quite Greek and close to the boundary line of Clearfield and flk 
counties. Here wo stayed over night with the refuge keeper, Mr. 
ie Jefferson, ond the next morning in company with him and guper- 
Sa we covered much of the country in that vicinity; 
oxumining seven (7) or eight (8) dead deer and counting thirty (30) 
oy forty (40) live does on and around the refuge. with one excep- 
Se aa ea OR gee ee os meee Sis or tae 

8 fewne which had during Yebruary or Warch. All of the 
live éeer seen here end on the previous day were rather thin, but 
‘apparently otherwise in a healthy condition. 

a 
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Om the afternoon of May 19th we returned to Medix Run, then 
back to Pennfield and Clesrfield to Bellefonte where we remained 
over night. 

On May 14th we precesied to the southern line ef Centre County 
to & State Porest Nursery where the deer had been injuring the young 
trecs. In company with Mr, John 5. Ross, gupervising Game Frotector, 
My. Thomag 4, Mosier, District Game Protector, ond Mr, Wm, 7, leine 
ney, in charge of the Nursery, we examined the young trees where the 
deor had been feeding on the tips and branches and aleo exemined the 
stomach contents of one dead deer. 

We then progeeded to Mifflin County a Little east of Came 
Refuge No. 9, where we found the local estate trapping inetroctor, 
Mr. desee M. Hassinger. With him as guide and with Mr, Ralph Medoy, 
District Geme Protector, from Lewistown, we examined the deer condi- 
tions in that vicinity with special reference to the damage done on 
forms ond methods of protecting crops from the large mumber of deer 
in that region, Ye aleo examined some of the stomach contents of 
one of the dead deer found here and saved samples, as we had in pre~ 
vious localities, for more careful exemination. From here we return- 
ed to Harrisburg, arriving late in the evening and the following day, 
May 18th devoted the time to writing up notes and reports. 

GEMRRAL PHYSTOGRAMMY OV TIM _DRER RANG 
the country examined. lies mainly in Mifflin, Centre, Glear- 

field, and Blk counties, and includes some of the best deer range 
in the State. It is » mountainous country lying mainly between 1600 
te 2300 feet elevation, is deeply eroded into narrow conyons or gul- 
hes with broad plateaus at the top of ridges between the little 
ferming valleys. Except in these narrow valleys it is occupied only 
by hunters’ camps, ranger stations or state forests and game lands. 
Ab one time it wae a very heavily forested country of valuable white 

pino, hemlock, and hard wood timber. It has been mostly cut over and 
verned over many years ago and is now more or legs reforested with 

second Erowth hard woods, including osk, chestmut, maple, birch, se~ 
pon, alder, black cherry, pin cherry, beech, and seattered conifers, 
uch ag white pine, jeck pine, serub pine, and hemlock, end a great 
variety of shrubby vegetation. 

The life sone is generally transition, as shown by the bulk 
of vegetation but on the highest and coldest slopes there is still « 
trace of Canadian sone indicated by hemlock, white pine, rhododendron, 
and many other species of the Canadian forest. In the lower valleys 

and on warm southerly slopes there is aleo a strong clement of the 

Carelinien sone shown by such plants as the tulip tree, black walnut, 
dogwood, red bud, ond sassafras, Occesionally fire sweeps over this 

country, and the results are shown in the growth of different ages. 

In resent years the fires have beon kept wider better control and mogt 
. of the country is now becoming well established in a forest of many 

years growth, Mos
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The chestnut trees which ot one tive formed a large part, 
possibly one-half, of the forest timber, have all died with the 
cheetunt blight but young sprouts are still coming up around the 

|] aes oF Se Soeee ant thses semonte fetniah anh Wwoves fev the 
deor, The former erop of chentmuts is no longer available for 
deer food, The oak trees are now becoming large enough to beer 
acorns and are rapidly increasing in importance as a source of 
food for deer, bear, and other game animale, 

BISTORY OF GAME MANAGHIONT IN PONSTLVANTA 
in ite primeval condition, Pennsylvania, was a heavily for~ 

sated Stete with a greet variety of wild animal life, including gume 
onimale such ag deer, elk, and buffalo, and carnivorous animales such 
ae wolves, panthers, bears, and bobeates. At that time game animals 
were kept down by predatory species and the food supply was ample 
at all times, The deer probably were never in great numbers in those 
days. As the country became settled by the pioneers game was greatly 
reduced in atundance, also the carbivorous species until both were 
exoeedingly searce, About twenty-one years ago the deer were reduced 
to @ very low mumber but at that time thoy were given better protec- 
tion, The hunting of deer with dogs had been recently prohibited and 
efforts wore made to build up a better stock of deor throughout the 
uneceupied parts of the State, some deer were imported from other 

. States mainly from Michigan, Vormont, ond Kentucky for restocking the 
mach depleted range. In 1905 the lew was passed prohibiting the 
hunting of deer with dogs. In 1907 the Buck Lew went inte effect al- 
lowing the killing only of tucks with visible antlers. A few years 
later the lew was modified te require two-inch antlers, a fow years 
later four~-ingh antlera and later sis-inch antlers and in 1925 two 
point entlers, se it still stands. For twenty-one years no does have 
been legally killed in the State except in 1923 te 1926 when limited 
opm seasons on does was allowed in certain townships where they had 
been unduly numerous. ‘This, however, rewalted in but a omall reduc~ 
tion in the number cf does. In the four years only about 2400 does 
were killed in the State. ‘The aumber of bucks killed in 1915 was 800 
and thie number hag steadily inereased up to 1927 when 15,000 were 
reported killed. 

EHBSENT ABUNDANCR OF, DyER 
So OS Se Ee eS Teearhvent wai ta 

dicate as est by Mr. Slautterback end the various gases prot ec~ 
) tore consulted a present number of approximately 45,000 bucke over 2 

( ; oe & Ib is generally agreed that one-third of the male deer 
| of legel slee are taken each your, ‘The estimate of the mumber of 

does at the pB@sent time ie generally given by thos: most familiar
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with deer conditions as 25 does to 1 buck, this in a rough way would 
indicate over a million dees in the state. A significant feature is 
Se ee ee ne ae sate Wy Se wae Pro teetee 
ona those most with the deer conditions throughout the year. 
The Live deer seen on this trip indicate that this is a fair estimate. 

Y All of the live deer seen were does and only one last year's fawn was | : 
\ noted, I am quite willing to accept this estimate as essentially 

eorrest. 

Prom life long observations on the food habite of decr over 
practically all of the United states, I om aware of their varied food 
hebite bat never before have I found them in one looality feeding on 
30 mmy different kinds of vegetation. By carefully examining their 
spring, winter and sumer feeding grounis I find the following plents 
more or leas browsed or cropped by the deer, ‘The buds ani tenior 
tips of branches, evergreen leaves and bark heve been conspicuously 
eaten from the following: 

WEROE FRY + Re A TONER OE Ey tenes eneteenty 
eaten, 

Yorwey Pine ~ Buds and leaves cata, 
Virginia Pine - Suds and leaves eaten. 
Seotch Pine ~ Bude and leaves eaten. 
Barepean Lerch ~ Buds and leaves and branches eaten, 
Hemlock « Leaves, tuds, and small vrenches extensively eaten, 
Norway Spruce ~ Buds and leaves eaten. 
Chestmmt ~- Buds and tender tips of branches extensively eaten, 

5 Before the lerge trees were killed the ripe chest~ 
tute formed an important nut food for fattening 
deer in the autum, 

White Oak « Buds and tips of lower branches very little eaten 
ae ee ee ee ee 

Red Oak ~ Suds slightly eaten, acorns important food, 
Chestaut Oak ~ Gude slightly eaten, acorns important food, 
Shingle Oak « Buds slightly eaten, acorns important food, 
Beech ~ Buds slightly eaten but beechmets form an important 

mat food for deer, 

Red Maple - ixtensively browsed. 
Striped Maple - * . 
ugar Maple - Very little browsed. 
white Thorm - Buds slightly browsed, 
Black Thorn - Slightly browsed, 
dane Berry - Mach browsed, 
Pin Cherry~ * * 
Bleck Gherry - * * 
<aanae ihc aaiaie tee 
Mountain ~ Glightly browsed. } 

: Sy th frrerednol 
76 leet ata ae 

PBaliqn propler -- at buwta
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Samah = ttush browsed and often killed, Tad 

Blderberry = Much browsed, 
Bleck Hew - luck browsed, 
Devils Club + Much browsed and often killed, 
Honeysuckle (2 eienoare) Mush browsed, 

- wild Honeysuckle Mueh eaten. 
Laurel - Extenst eaten and Over large area, 
Rhededendron - Extensively ais cal’ ies rapidly exterminated, 
Sweet Fern ~ ixtensively eaten, 
Grape Vines ~ Browsed and the fruit eaten, 
Wild Gooseberry ~ Much eaten when ripe. 
Blueberry Bushes - Bxteneively eaten. 

ca 

Santen ~ Considerably eaten, 
wintergreen - a7 destroyed over Bary eo areas. 
Club Mosses - ~ eaten destroyed on the winter fecting exewnta: 
Avvutus - Mush eaten and exterminated over sreas, 
Gress + Kew growth being eaten at present tines 

: Clever «+ * * . ” * * 

Footnote + White Spruce; in small plantation « none found eaten, 

In the Kishecoquillas Park near Lewistown, five (5) deer are being 
kept im a small enclosure. Thay were evidently iuwery for green food as, 
when ve gathered plants from the outelde to feed them, they eagerly ate 
dendeliqnus, wild lettuce, mandrake, planten, poison ook, clover and grass, 
seeming to make neo discrimination and act refusing any plante offered them. 
A heavy growth of skunk cabbage fn their enclosure had not been touched, 

in the open meadows and fields around the game refuges deer were 
observed in large numbers grazing during the afternoon hours. An examina- 
tion of the growth showed the ebort fresh spring grass and white clover 
eaten Glore te the ground. The faet that the deer gathered to a considerable 
extent on these grasey places would indicate s fondnese at this time of the 
gear for euch tender green food. 

The stomach of one buck whieh bad been killed in December and had 
lain on the ground through the winter wae dried up and preserved. It was 
found to contain a mae of masticated plant fibres, bark, buds, leaves and 
other materiel from woody plante, Another stomach of a yearling fawn which 
had died apparently of starvation under a Little white pine tree contained 
bude, leaves, twigu, and a large amount of white pine leaves, ‘The stomach 
of ancther last year's fawn that died during february or March in the woods, 
coatained mainly leaves, twigs and bark with o few laurel leaves that could 
be recognised, A two year old doe found in the woods where there was an
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abundance of laurel, contained a large amount of leurel leaves totaling 
at leat oneshalf of the food in the stomach. It had apparently died in ~ 
late Yebrusry or March at a time when enow covered the ground and the 
laurel leaves were abundant above the now. 

In talking with gome protectors and farmers in the deer country 
I was told that the deer are very fond of many crops ineluging cora, beans, 
peas, ywamokine, watermelons, cantaloupes, celery, turnips, buckwheat, oats, 
eabbage, potatoes, sweet potatoes, apples snd wild grapes. In fact there 
seem to be few farm crops which they do net relish, 

Toe VORER LINER" 

A etriking evidences of the overabundance of doer in the country 
examined is shown by what ie locally known as the “Deer Line.” The upper 
limit of browsing where the deer are abundant, 1s clearly defined and i 
contplewus, This level can be readily seen in photographs, Throughout 
the woods this ie generally noticeable to any one aecustomed to close 
observation but in the low vegetation shows only faint difference in 

. intensity. Under the bemlocks, pines and rhododendrons it 1s especially 
noticesdle and well marked. On the slopes where deer have congregated in 
large numbers thin line ie bigh averaging about six (6) feet from the 
ground, while in erese less heavily browsed it is usually four (4) to 
five (5) feet high, The significance of the deer line is that ite height 
from the ground is eetablighed by the lerser animals reaching to their 
extrem height as they stand on their high feet. In places where the whole 
sine Se Menage 9. SNE ae ONS toe Oe Goes Pe ee 
ean not reoch to the lowest branches of the trees and are thus ved of 
the bert food. The low shrubvery is usvally closely cropped or exhausted 

before the iigher levels are reached by the large deer. Thie apparently 

is the cause pf the recent loss of large nusbers of last year's fawns. 

AGS2ES OF DEER 

Daring the past winter, mainly fa late Februery and early March an 
wiusual mumber of deer died in the country which ee examined. Most of these 
Poop ay lly poe lg By fle opp nella yr ey yep citigabta 

be two year old deer. In Clearfleld County in the four townships around 

the Game Refuge Bo. 2, 200 dead yearling fawne have been counted and many 

of them buried by the lecel Game Protector. ‘Those located and buried have 
, been mainly along the streams where pollution of water supplies wae feared 

ané a careful sesrch wae made. Over the country &t large comparatively few 
vere found, but the Game Protectors estimate a thousand dead fawas in these 
four townships, Around Refuge No. #4 in Plk and Clearfield Counties, 46 dead 

t deer have been counted and a part of thes buried. Out of this number only one 
wae a two year old, ‘The rest were yearling fawne, fo estimate was obtained 
for the larger areas surrounding this refuge, but those actually found were, 
of course, 2 mall part of the full mumber, ‘The sumber of deer which have died 

in the Gtate during this past spring can not be even roughly estimated, but tt 
is far toe great and the fact thet wont of those lost are fawne ie significant,
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fhe old deer seen and often at close renge with field glasses 
were generally thin, but active and apparently in good health at the 
present time. They have had green food for two weeke and aye picking up 
in a very satisfactory way. No wucke were seen that could be recognized 

ae guch and only s few of the does that were seen at close range showed 
j signe of carrying farne. The cause of the death of the fawns seems clearly 

to be starvation owing to their handleap in precuring food under conditions 
of acute competition with adult deer. 

The possibility of poisoning by eating laurel was constantly in 
mind in waking examinations, and uc evidence was found that such poisoning 
had occurred, uch of the laurel hag been éaten by both Old and young deor 
and aleo so much rhododendron that both species of shrubs are being rapidly 
killed out, The stomachs of two of the dead deer examined contained » 
considersble quantity of the evergreen leaves of leurel and in places this 
amst have been one of the principal foode of all of the deer present. If. } 
seriously poleenocus the plant wold probably have been avoided but othor~ — 
wise would have killed others ae well as the fawns., All of the dead deer 
examined were greatly emaciated, out none ohowed signs of iajury or disease. 
The whole trouble comes down to a condition of overstocking of the range 
with deer. ‘ 

DAMAGE BY Dems 

The result of excessive masbers of deer in the forest te shown wy 
the partial or almost complete destruction of certain apecies of plants, 
shrubs and treee ond by the impossibility of reforesting from nurseries 
which was attempted over auch of the State Forest Lands. On the extensive 
forest nurseries around Sefuge No, 2, proctieally all of the small conifers 
set out in solid or seattered stands have been rained by the deer, eacept 
those enclosed by deer-proof fences, “ost of these plantations have been 
from white Yorsay, red, and Seoetech pine, Wurepean larch, Norway spruce, 
and = few hardwoods, In the nursery south of Centre Nall all of the young 
conifers except a small stand near the house were prectically ruined. About. 
two seres of small Averican elm trees were completely destroyed. A recent 

; eee ee ae ere eee fe ee Oo ee 
been destroyed by the deer this spring, the terminal shoots being eaten 

off or the little trees pulled wp and left lying on the ground. It is 
entimeted that 95 per cent of these seedlings were killed and the few remain- 
ing #111 not last long. In telking with the state forest rangers and nursery- 
sen Iwas teld that no further efforts will be made to plant small trees in 
unenclosed areas. This brings sbout a serious complication in the game 

- gituation that must be met in some practical way.
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The destruction of erops at the edges of farms is alse « serious 
problem and hae given sush trouble te the Game Gommisaion. At prevsant 
they are furnishing fencing materials for deer<proof fences which the 
farsere put up to protect their crope; the farsers building the fences and 
the Game Commission sunplying wire ond staples. This can be done, however, 
only on @ ifeited scale and does not adequately meet the aifficulty. 

The relation of doer ta other game becomes serious also when the 
number Le ¢9 great as te destrey auch of the cover and food required by 
grouse, pheasents, turkeys, quell, rabbite and other emoll game. Hany 
of the berry-besring bushes and plante are being rapidly destroyed by 
the deer and. the growe food econseyuentiy is greatly reduced, Rabbits 
Gompete with the deer in feeding on the browse and emall bushes but their 
eork ¢an be readily identified by the cleon sloping eut which they make in 
toking the tips of bushes for food, while the deer break or tear off the 
tips and bwie. The one food which seems to be most abundant and least eaten 
is old grawe which covere extensive areas of burned land, It seems to be 
very little eaten by anything. 4 

_ fe anyone who hae carefully studied the situation it is evident that 
large parte of the range in Penneylvania are overstocked with deer, The very 
ousceesful and efficient wanagewent of the game in the State has produced e 
rapid inerease, If the increase continues the deer will svon destroy their 
own food aupply. ‘The plan of killing only tucks bap left © great excess of 
does which are not hunted ond on foverite grounds become tame aloont Like 
domestic animale, Thay are not afraid and will rarely run te any distance 
when people pase close by. The prevent need soome to be for less does and 
greater numbers of bucke, This could easily be avcomliehed by an open 
season on does which would soon scatter then out ever 5 much wider aren and 
wake them wild deer again, hie would prevent the present masaing on certain 
favorite slopes and the exhaustion of food fork old and young vith conse~ 
quent loge through starvation. The proportion of bueke should ultiastely 

be not lese than one to three does. Hven with half the prevent number of 
does oud teice the ousker of bucks the crop of fame each year should be 
double that at the oresent time. A earsful study of the herds should be made 
each year to determine whether more or less does or bucks should be killed and 
with a well balanced herd it wight be better te regulate the relative numbers 
Ly @ open eetgon of a certain sumber of days on doer and a later open season 
of the requisite aumber of daye for shooting bucks.
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‘The necessity of Limiting the haunting to one sex at o time is very 
‘ evident. Without thie requirement careless hunters shoot at any supposed 

deer az goon ae seen and, am hae been proved in other states, they kill a 
large number of huntere instead of deer. The sere fact of being compelled 
to determine whether it fe a dee or buck before shooting ie one of the 
greatest protections against hunting aecidents. 

Thie matter of apeeial seagonn should be left ent: to 
singin le, Fae eS eee Me eee ceekas 

experienced Game Protectors for adjustment. A gewulne, progressive plan 
Se ee ee ee eee 
fi fe 

There are many opportunities to improve the range for deer other 
png ypc yrogy thal hs ye ye rm csp pdt ly: Bhar 
Where the ground is overstocked it 1» impossible to introduce 
new plante thet are good deer food, wat on a well adjusted range many of 
the best food plants could be increased and some introduced. On some of 
the open land which has not been reforested, elovers, vetch and a number 
of leguminous plants which ore perensial or self seeding could be introduced 

te Field Vetter deus forage, Lose of the chestuut on the present range hae 
been’most serious as 1¢ supplied not only auch browse but the important wut 
food for putting the deer in good condition in the fall. It aight be 
possible to introduce the chinguapin, a shrubvy species of chestnut, bearing 

small sate of which the deer sre very fond. Thie is tmeune to the chestnut 
blight aad on warm slopes wight prove o very valuable deer food. There are 
wany species of small serub oak or shin oak, which grow only a few feet high 
and hear on abundance of sesll scorns of whieh the deer are very fond, tome 
of theee would grow on the drier slopes where vegetation is now scarce or 
partly killed off. ‘There are ret samy other plants that could be 
brought in as deer food, but replenting is a slow and expensive process and 

; so far ag possible the prevent stand of vegetation should be utilised and 
protected from over=prasing. 

: 
In a variety of game anioals there ie always good eeonomy of range 

foud; for example, elk feed largely wen grase, while deer depend mainly 
upon browse ond other food, The present number of elk could be much ine 
ereseed where the broad slopes carry an abundent eupply of unused grasves. 
In winter the elk we also broweing animals bat being taller animale get 
most of their food from higher tranches out of reach of the deer. They 
would draw largely on the stumdant acpen growth now scattered over the 
ridge tops and Little used by deer, 1% would seem an advantage to somewhat 
increase the present elk herds, but under careful observation, as when they 
Dey ny paella they quickly destroy it by killing off the beat 

of their
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Tt is peesible thet « few mule deer would thrive in this high 
rough country, and with less domestic habits they would probably scatter 
out ami eceusy some parte of the range not now overstocked with the waite- 
tailed deer, This would be only a suggestion for on experiment, however, 
at we have no indication that the oule deer would even thrive in this 
climate. 

The wovatain sheep have been susposed to be one of the most 
aiffieult animale to keep in captivity or to traneplant to different 
seetions of the country, bat in recent years it has been found possible 
to raiee and breed them both in captivity snd under semi~wild conditions. 
4 fon of these on some of the rocky slopes pelle tsp. one ve die ys , 
recently covered would ake an interesting experiment possibly might 
eee ee tidy cee Ceadae es tha ek eed inet ce / 
animale to : and e quality of wild meat which ie net excelled by 
ony gome animal in America, Yhese however, are only suggestions for 
experiments which if undertaken showld be begun on « very amall scale and 
under careful observation. 

The meilful and highly euccessful masagewent of game in the state 
of Pennsylvania cives encouravement for the study and introduction of 
additional species and ewploywent of management practices that may prove 
of benefit to the whole country. ‘uch studies can ouly be carried on to 
advantage by persons experienced in game manayenent. 

Study of this partioular instances of loess among deer indicates 
Clearly and forcibly the practical necessity of delegating to game 
Commissions large discretionary powers in administering gase resources 
go that action aay be token promptly as specific conditions may require, 
and to make possible effective introduction and use of up-to-date manage~ 

went praetices tased on sound knowledge of the hebits and requirements of 
the enimels ant of conditions affeeting then, ‘ 

é



; { LARGE GAME FATAI, ACCIDENTS . 
DEER KILL : ; 

LICENSES SOLD 
1933~ 1942 INCLUSIVE 

FATAL ACCIDENTS LEGAL LEGAL LICENSES SOLD ; 

1933 2 20 480 closed 524 337 4 966 
1934 & ai 137 closed 568 666 6 024 
1935 24 23 802 46 666 606 469 8 460 
1936 : 18 084 : closed 594 5713 7 124 2 
2937 18 39 347 closed 598 261 8 357 
1938 4, closed 1m 62 654 146° T 582 2 
1939 22 : 49 106 14 581 653 852 9 047 2 
1940 18 ; 40 995 145 580 i 666 420 12 748 
1941 2 19 271 closed 675 434 10 922 
1942 5 * closed 640 368% 8 391 

% Game-Kill Reports now being tabulated. Official report will not be available 
prior to September 1, 1943. ‘ 

%% Preliminary report - subject to slight change. 

NOTE: The above statistics have been furnished by the Pennsylvania Game Commission, ; 
N. EB. Slaybaugh, Comptroller, upon request.
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Economic Survey and General Inventory of Native Pennsylvania rue 
. . FPurebearers : eee, 

Douglas Wade, Penna. Game Commission, Harrisburg, Pa, Bi 

This paper represents a progress report on a research problem wea 

set up in August 1938, Wud by the Pennsylvania Game Commission = 
under The Federal Aid In Wildlife Restoration Act. } ae 

The information gathered — study is designed to enable ss 
the Commission to determine wi'th accuracy the true economle a ee 

status of the native fur-bearing animals of the Commonwealth, = 
. It shdula also give some indication of their relative abundance | 

and of the administrative steps which may result in sounder — Mien 

management of them. Finally, 1t should point out phases of the = = 
fur-bearing animal problem which may be in need of furthur | a a 
study. 2 i Dos 

The objectives, as indicated, are divided into three aspects, vg 
economic, inventory, and special. The purpose of the economic i Sie 

aspect isto gain infommation on they number of Pennsylvania Ae ie 
citizens who annually engage in trapping, the income they derive sa) 

Tu and the expenditures they make 1n connection with their trapping — ae 

- aetivities, and other related data. The inventory details should = 
reveal the relative status of the various fur-bearing animal cae 

populations, while the special aspect¢# of the survey will help. mt 
to determine the influence of the Pennsylvania Bounty System cad 
on the activities. of the trappers. Work on the last thwo aspects isnot 

sufficiently far advanced to be included in this repobt. ae 

The economic data are being ghhered through personal contact a 
with all resivents and fur-dealers in Snyder county which was leith 
selected as one of the representative sample areas. The information 

is entered on standardized sheets at the time of, or immediately 

following, the interviews. Rounds covered, location of trappers, Des 
streams surveyed, and census sreas are recorded on 8 county map by 76 
mgans of colored legend and tacks. This work is combined with _ cove 

studies of fur animealgf populations and ecology on portions of the — 
project area and other selected sites, such as fymatuning Lake. Ra 

The main sample area, Snyder county, is centrally located in = = 
re has a population of over 18,500 people and an area oe 

of 311 scuare miles; which is approximately 0.19% the total Grade 
population and 0.68% the total area of the State. In general, is a 
the soils, topography, and land-use are characteristic of cantral 
Pennsylvania, 70% of the land being fermed-and the rest cut-over 
or forested. If we include the Susquehanna River, which bounds the — 

. eastern side of the county, there are 445 miles of stream within the | 

: county. 3 ai 

To-date, over s thougand families in Snyder county have been | Se 

queried concerning their trapping activities and the status of ‘Ne 
fur-bearins animals. The following is a breakdown of data sheets 
for 850 rural families: fs ee Vy ae ey 

/ ‘ ‘ zi ay ae 2 ea 

+ 
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Tobal number of trappers in the 850 families....310 age: 
Average size of the familycccecssscoeveeseesDed, (Seay 
Trapper to fanily PACS so cecvecccensecseseus 132.7 y 5 ree 

Average age of LPOAPPOT ce ceesevesvessesvvevses 16% - 2 ps 

Trappers getting on their own or adjacent lands......61% iu x 
ivarears possessing a hunting license (*) .cessecceseedlp Se 
Fersons legally trapping without license (*)s.essesese53h ec 

i Average number of traps per SPARDOT 6 06 KiUS Cece hae eee Ne . 

Average eateh per EYRPPOT sc cvececercrnsvenssseeessenes 7: : oe 

\ Trappers selling to local fur-buyers.cececeasceceene sBap ee 
: Trappers selling to mail order or furehouses....+0.+.18% waren ie 

Trapping money used as j ‘ Aa 
PYAGMAPy [NCOM@cccccccecsecersseceveveees 9.00% 5 ae ie 

; Supplementary ANCOMEs sesncecnsevevaceves 0.21% ‘ ‘ cee ps 

Incidental ANCOMC ese vevevescesecessesees 0.79% sane 2a 

; Trappers setting for and catching a aoe 
BRUNKE 6 occ ceseccccececeeeseereeseseeneees 39% : y ee 

A WUGKEOR ccc cdce ces chakeek eed eclesseehends 28% ' i ‘ ie 

OPOGSUMs ceeeecerecrvcseveceseseseseesees | 15% : i 

WONGMAR s oh. cas ieus 050 CRA R ECR Kee CoRR eR ES 11% i eS aa ‘ 

Si WANK eeceesccncvcccvesvveessseeessecevers 2.8% . Te 

h Fox (mostly BUOY) beccevetisen ese cewecees 2.2%) S : : 

RACCOON sc ad ceceresevcedsoccaesanceveseces 1.8% . va = 

(*) Any person under the age of 18 years may trap for fure re 
bearing animals or predators without securing a license; . Noe 

~ however, persons over 13 er are required to have a license 
te trapf¢ on lands controlled by others. ‘ eh 

i i f ie 

, Although some fur-bearing animals are difficult to trap, a true  — 
; index of their relative abundance m@y well be represented by the 

percentage of trappers catching them, It will later be possible Tae 
to check these indices through a study of the fur dealers’ reports 

; which pertain to the sample area. ue to poor menory, trappers ie 
s usually cannot furnish reliable data on the numbers of species an 

: trapped during post seasons; therefore, 1n a survey of thie aun 
type described by this report, it 1s worthwhile to contact them ee 
goon after the close of the trapping seasons, me 

Becau,e of the current status of the problem, it is inadvisable = 
to attempt furthur analysis of the infomration gathered up to Rite ak 
this time. A study of the sauple data sheet, presented herewith, will 
give the reader an idea of the scope of information being sought. 
When completed, this project should represent a basic study of a eee 
importance. Belts . RC 

(See attached info sheet used in field) ONG 
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No. Date 

County Township 

@ Name a 

Mailing Address belive ae. 

No. in family who trap No» members in family 

& Age and sex of trappers 

(kK after name indicates having hinting license) 

No. years trapped Regular Irregular 

@ DESCRIPTION OF TRAP LINE: Locality and Area 

Does trapline overlap? Whose 

Make of traps used 

Av. No. traps purchased yearly 

Where: Local Mail Order Misc, 

Species iNo. Size! Caught 38-39 Caught 57-58 Average . Miscellaneous 
Sought jot of | : | Information 

Traps| Trap; No. | Price | No. Price | No. Price 

Muskrat | Pee ae 4 
i ‘ i ! ! 

Skunk j { j { 

{ : ‘ i ‘ 
Mink } i i i 

i ¢ t ¥. 

| ; 
Opossum | : i i ' \ 

i i } : j 
@ Beaver | ! i \ i 

| ' 
Otter ' i 1 : i 

Raccoon | i ! | } : 

@ pe Stan elmo Weasel ! i i | 

! | i i j 
Red Fox | ! i ! ; 

forecbeminal 
Gray Fox | i | : | i i 

& | | i ' i ( ; 
Wildcat | | | : ' : ! 

\ i i | | i 
i | ' | i | | 
i ‘ | : t 

a bos .



Comments on trapping seasons j 

a ” 
Disposition of furs 

BOUNTY COMMENTS (Does bounty affect trapping? ) 

Do you send pelts in for bounty? No. Weasels No. Foxes 

re et cua e 
FUR INCOME: Supplementary Primary Incidental 

cape la ak ltteer li ieee 

GENERAL COMMENTS (Farming ability, intelligence, etc.) 

ee ee ee th pee @ 
a 

ee ee a a
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Introduction EY 0 Leopold my THE PENNSYLVANIA The control of certain species of £ 

birds and mammals commonly 
classed as predators has for several \ BOU NTY SYSTEM centuries been considered one of the oa iv 
most important phases of game ad- 

. i its History, Operation, Cost and Effects, ministration as generally applied both Si foctiner aii 2 Disdae ioe of the ‘Advisability of its Continu- in the United States and in Europe. = ance. The ao oe towers srennte ray 
game research and the practical ap- 2 By RICHARD GERSTELL plication of management Principles X 
derived therefrom have clearly shown a 
that even today extremely little is 

. Library of known either about the many high- 5 x ly complex inter-relationships extant c Fildo Leonold 
between the innumerable members a of both the plant and animal king- ‘a 

/ doms or of the development of en- 3 
, vironmental conditions most favor- 

3 able to their welfare, Se — oF - : Accordingly, it is as yet impossible cuts — ~ f to prove that any system of general . ; i Lo a | Nr ot \ predator control can properly be in- -_ | Lo ‘ " - cluded in a sound and comprehensive ae aS Le wildlife management program. ; mak Le ; It appears, however, that some fC —. : eS form of control must be exercised fee eT e : 2 : 7 _ , to a degree under certain conditions, a a ’ \ . . so the problem now confronted is to pubs = : ~ : discover the best and most econom- a \ Ve ak ical methods to be employed in such a TG : _» - ; work once the need has definitely 1 Le a = ‘ ‘ ce and quantitatively been proven. 4 . _% " F | ye - To those interested in wildlife con- > . = Qe, bo | servation, Pennsylvania’s bounty sys- oe _ 3 se > i | tem is well-known. ’ . | FY A ee Pn Whether right or wrong, a con- ™ v4 = —. a uh es _ stant policy regarding the system has rll ~ all a — | for many years been rigidly adhered ao wo I] — = = to within the Commonwealth. It is, PY a a Os _— ms therefore, possible by a careful study & - _ my : —— of the records to discover some of ao e : N a. « aa 7 the advantages and disadvantages to Me. ; <a <>. ay a be derived from the operation of a 7 4 ~ . LC . 2 ___ State-wide bounty program over a et 4 ie 
o _. oY relatively long period. a \ | 

, The purpose of this report is to oN = 1 make known the facts disclosed by sa 
a study of the payment of bounties 4 ‘ in Pennsylvania, and, by placing par- = tle ticular emphasis on the results ob- cm = . tained during the last twenty years pe — ; of the system’s operation, to discuss ee on the advisability of the continuance x a : of present policies. 

= re = as ca, History 
| ss ’ a In Pennsylvania the payment of 3 2 bounties for the destruction of cer- es |. ___ tain species of predatory birds and = : . . mammals dates back to the year 24 7 : _ 1683, a period of over two hundred =; a : |. and fifty years. ft 2 oe : a | During these two and one-half a “no e : f., centuries, public monies have been =e ed S constantly paid for the killing of one pei : vd or more species. At first, payment me a ae was made in English currency as the aS (a . : transaction was then a governmental SJ as activity carried out by American rep- Ag Se resentatives of the British Crown. ue 

The Commonwealth assumed the ob- =| 
ligations soon after the signing of 

= Editor’s Note: This is the first of two installments of a report the Declaration of Independence and = on Pennsylvania’s Bounty System. The second will appear in a payment in American dollars was oe later issue. made as early as 1802. ay 
From the inauguration of the Penn- =o 

sylvania bounty system in the latter “a 
part of the seventeenth century until 

ea
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\ the year 1724, rewards were paid only for the killing of wolves. fox, $2.00; each mink, $1.00; and each weasel, $1.00. In 1919 thy 
\| Then. red foxes were added to the list. In 1749 squirrels, the bounty on wildcats was raised from $6.00 to $8.00 and that oy, 

i ground and flying species excepted, were included in the predator weasels from $1.00 to $2.00. In 1921 the weasel fee was reduce§, 

classification and a bounty of three pence was placed upon their to $1.50 and the mink was removed from the bounty list. During 
heads. 1923 wildcats were raised to $15.00 and grey foxes to $4.00, whilk 

All through the nineteenth century there were constant changes weasels were further reduced to the original sum of $1.00. Be 
both in the predator classifications and bounty rates as well as in ginning 1929 the red fox was removed from the bounty list, whily 
the list of counties offering bounties. The panther appeared on a $5.00 premium was placed on goshawks killed between Novem 
the records in 1807 and the wildcat followed in 1819. The mink ber 1 and May 1 following. Thus, the present bounty rates hava 
was placed on the lists in 1841, while skunks and grey foxes were come to be as follows: Each wildcat, $15.00; each grey fox, $4.00¢ 
classed as vermin under the laws of 1868. The famous Pennsyl- each weasel, $1.00; and each goshawk killed within the prescribeq 
vania “Scalp Act” was instituted in 1885. It provided for the pay- time limits, $5.00. t 

ment of a fifty-cent bounty for the destruction of all species of Such, in brief, is the history of the Pennsylvania bountyt 
hawks and owls except the Acadian, screech and barn varieties. system. ‘i 
In that same year the weasel first appeared on the lists at a . 

premium of fifty cents. The Scalp Act of 1885 was repealed in Method of Operation 

1887. Such action is commonly claimed to have been taken be- Although the Act of April 15, 1915 forms the basis of tha 
cause the widespread slaughter of hawks and owls was supposed present Pennsylvania bounty system, many of the current detail: 
immediately to have resulted in an overwhelming increase in the were not finally worked out until several years later. It is how 
population of rats and mice which “wrought untold havoc through- ever, not important to know the detailed evolution of the pracf 
out the State.” It appears, however, that repeal was actually in- tices now in use, and, accordingly, the following paragraphs wilt 
duced by the innumerable frauds per- 

: 

petrated under the Act, 
General revisions of the bounty laws oc- 

curred in 1889, in 1897, and again in 1907, ra n ae 

F while legislation enacted in 1913 radically el Po s Oe . : gs ft 

changed the bounty picture. 4 . bed — i ey 1 

In that year, the Resident Hunter’s Li- . nag ¢ —_— Pee ‘ 

cense Law was placed in effect. Under % ™ meme Pn ae ge} 

the provisions of the act, it became nec- - eran | ge Pe . 
essary for all gunners, excepting those ee  } bic & ; 
residing upon or cultivating the soil, to Ly oo . aoa = a zi 

purchase a license to hunt within the i OP py coe ane: A 

Commonwealth. It was stipulated that all yO 3 * Pe b ned Ee a 

fees collected through the sale of such ao es x ™ — —ae 

licenses should constitute the Pennsyl- Ef feo oN of | ke i 3 ao ie a 
vania Game Fund which should be separ- VA oN A= : 

ately maintained solely for the purpose of of Mie aN - «RR eo ': . 
administering the game resources of the i Kid Pig Sa : a i ge 

, State. Furthermore, it was decreed that j 1 ee a 3 ol — 
| one-half the sum pone ee ue he 4 aw ie Re 
| the credit of the Game Fund shou e 44.lUlrllClUMflCOUV ES EO Oe ee i 
| set aside for the payment of bounties. * *. eo?” i ee PT is ie Dy | 3 

| ‘The 1913 Law fixed a fifty-cent reward og eee me pe Mer en 
for the destruction of goshawks, sharp- cL ee ag 4 a Ee on ae 

shinned hawks and great horned owls in 4 se eee : Perey 

addition to higher premiums on certain e ~ eran . 

mammals. The County Treasurers, upon ae os = led a i! 
the approval of the County Commission- q ee > t 
ers, paid the bounties based on claims . as os les e cd 
passed by the Justices of the Peace and Eee 
were later reimbursed from that half of 

the Game Fund “earmarked” for the pur- Splitting fox noses to prevent their being probated again. 
pose. 
Widespread and almost unbelievable 

frauds soon brought about the repeal of the 1913 Bounty Law. contain only a brief outline of the procedure now in vogue with- 
It was supplanted by the Act of April 15, 1915 which forms the out entering into a discussion of its development. 
basis of Pennsylvania’s present bounty system. Any resident of the Commonwealth, or any non-resident being 

The Act of 1915 provided that representatives of the Game Com- duly possessed of that form of hunting license especially issued 
mission should be responsible for the payment of bounties and to such individuals, may upon killing one or more of the various 
that all expenses incurred thereby should be drawn solely from species of animals carried on the bounty lists, lay claim to and 
the Game Fund. receive bounty payment for the destruction of said animal, or 

The last mentioned provisions completed the evolutionary his- animals, by proceeding along the following lines. 
tory of the bounty system within the Keystone State, Inaugurated First, the animal, or animals, or its properly skinned hide, or 
chiefly for the protection of personal property, such as poultry hides, must by the killer be taken before a Justice of the Peace, 
and live-stock, the bounty purpose had begun to change shortly District Game Protector or other person duly entrusted with the 

after the middle of the nineteenth century, and the legislation of power of administering legal affidavits. Before said officer, and or 
1885 clearly stated that one of the purposes of payment was the specially prepared blanks the killer must make and sign a sworr 
control of predators for the protection of game. While the Act affidavit stating the number and species of animals presented for 
of 1913 provided that one-half the money derived from the sale bounty payment, the name of the township and county wherein 
of hunting licenses should be set aside for the payment of boun- the animal, or animals, was taken and the date of the kill, o1 
ties, the 1915 legislation placed the entire responsibility for bounty kills, To said affidavit the officer administering the oath musi 
payments upon the Game Commission, thus definitely establishing affix both his signature and official seal. 
the fact that the present bounty system is solely a game manage- The skin, or skins, of the animal, or animals, must then be 
ment agency. forwarded together with a properly executed affidavit to the Penn- 

, The 1915 Act provided for the payment of bounties for the kill- sylvania Game Commission, Bureau of Predatory Animal Con. 
ing within the Commonwealth of the following species at the trol, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 
rates shown: Each wildcat, $6.00; each red fox, $2.00; each grey Said skin, or skins, in conjunction with the affidavit constitutes
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h bounty claim, To fully comprehend the de- 
tails of this report, the fact must be borne 

“fn mind that a single bounty claim may sity ee list See 20 
over the killing of one or more specimens (i i i 

lof one or more species of animals. a ee oF ce 
& Upon receipt of the claim, employees of eH a NUMBER! OR GOBHAWIEE: PRES Sane fee ee arr eae 

the areal of Predatory ae Gaatral a eS a a i Heine seat z sere EE Neel ae au dole TTC Ct;”s 
Vlare in proper order, the hide, or hides, of gage) NUM BLOF IN | PRESENTED | fig ats cae ee are Se 
Othe animal, or animals, presented is split a oe Ce OG ers outer 
“(with a sharp knife from a point midway be- ee ee cee ena LL 

ween the eyes forward and downward ee) a fig COMET EU 4 
tWthrough that portion of the skin which orig- ggg! | (0) NUMBER | OF: IRED| FOXES | PRESENT! Pie 

inally covered the nasal cartilage. The pelt is Se ced ee ace eee | a 
then returned, postage prepaid, to the claim- Bee HUT eee Heal ere Soo SS ede St : 2 2 Fee treet re tenet cap gS at ce et ee ee Ec 

nt, while a check for the amount due is Faget) (NEMBRR' OF WILD CATS (PREGENTEDEci isccmchisseieic agains 
mailed promptly thereafter. - | DG Beat | 

lf The Game Commission keeps on hand for ee rate Pn TT eee oS 2 ee 
vyJpermanent record all affidavits filed in claim vee {toate ae ee 2 

for bounty. These, together with copies of Bar (Gh NUMBER TOR (GRAY FOXES PR ee 

Bthe checks mailed, constitute a complete Se eee ee oe RE RE OTB EET RAD ee aa 
‘at age eet ee ee ere reper ee and accurate set of bounty statistics. ee ee ced 

Baga IMR RR A San ESSN ah Piasddita ied es Sie ee ac Se ee eed 
Cost opal eH ica lan ee cacao | a ear oo 

In any detailed consideration of the cost 2 a a i ne ea | 
lof the Pennsylvania bounty system, it is im- | Paes ZABELS FRESE lie 
perative that the reader thoroughly under Re ee rm re eS AN 8 
stand that two types of expenditures are eee ie rt oe fe 
involved. Fee era ae Ty Eee Ha ‘jae ei al dmvraianeay a esa grininreemina ea 

The first is the actual amount directly ex- re Ee oo a aad Sa 
pended for bounty payments hich is rep- asi ata NIE ATE ise Je oe fey eee 
resented by the totals of the checks written. i oe a _ sada a 
The second is the administrative expense le a De fatwa Be Rls Ee ee 
involved in making the payments, including A ee ae | 2. CS 
salaries, wages, postage and other items con- - el eer 
nected with passage of the claims. ih a Aare ReeTH Tea RHRE a ae ee 

For the sake of cavity, throughout this | ARM 00000 
report the expenditure first mentioned above fe CHS TOTAL UANNGALEHEAN I is fi Pani naiadied ie tanta] 
will be referred to simply as the cost, and errr 

i ki ie f i Steps eget nn Tha REESE 
Mil be noted that in; move inatances Bm 0 

total figures herein presented are given in | 
3 at Pate e Si eau ets ate tfc ari tae net es RS 

since an animal may be killed toward the LS 
close of one fiscal year and payment on the [wit 1 ysis ei7 AH vik nl wd) neva ek oct vel ek Ra ma a a | 
ont is nit i ae the Dee ee ANEVCVANIA BOUNTY BAYHEUre 8 
of the next fiscal year, it is not always pos- ERE EN AL DD CNG 
sible to annually check dollar for dollar | A fiom ae ieee env 
against each animal killed. Such totals are ee ee eC 
actual figure in question. eee eee 

1. Totals for Twenty Years 
The total cost of the payment of bounties Figure 1 

during the twenty-year period from April 15, : 
1915 through May 31, 1935 was $1,880,290.00. 
A breakdown by species showing percentages is as follows: period last mentioned was $94,014,50. The greatest single annual 
Species Total Percentage payment was $128,299.50 in the fiscal year 1933-34, while the lowest 
Goshawks (6 years) ....s0.0VEr $ 2,220.00 0.1% was $47,089.00 paid in 1917-18. 
Mink (6 years) tice ccesccsscsccss, 26,200.00 1.4% The twenty-year average is most nearly approached by the 1922- 
Red Foxes (14 years)........... 112,300.00 6.0% 23 payment, which totalled $93,662.00. The 28,545 claims presented 
Wildcats (20 years)... “ 78,300.00 4.2% that year contained the following species in the number and per- 
Grey Foxes (20 years)... “ 451,100.00 24.0% centages indicated: 
Weasels (20 years) sie 1,209,500.00 63.3% Species Number Rate Total Percentage 

Grand Total sasmsssnns $1,879,600.00 ve ae ae es ee ie 
The total administrative cost for the same period was approxi- ee ; : “ . 70%, 4 : u a Grey foxes ........ 4,530 2.00 9,060.00 9.7% 

mately $180,000.00. It is not possible accurately to determine this Weasels cece. 50,548 1.50 “ 75,812.00 80.9% 
figure to the dollar because there are in the records many charges ‘ nal 
shown against the Bureau of Predatory Animal Control which are Marleen $93,662.00 

not directly connected with bounty payments. Among such activ- The annual average administrative cost from 1915-1935 was ap- 
ities is the He Uae and redistribution of beavers which had proximately $9,000.00. The figure for the “average” year 1922-23 
in certain areas become so numerous as to cause excessive property was $9,637.60 which may be itemized as below: 

damage. Only those expenditures directly connected with the boun- Salaries aid WaQes.s.cscceesscsssssosrnssstseceesrerrsovastsisscvosesersessi7 040.00 
ty payments are included in the administrative costs herein listed. POStagE | ssosiscssesegsosseteansssudg quay seasinesschesrteeneses ior eeteeseuetbarpeaps "749.20 | 

In summation, it will be noted that the total sum expended in the MD raveling OxDPeNGES farccessssreiesriss,cSteviscssens tins ntifeeassrcinte. 09.00, 
operation of the Pennsylvania bounty system from 1915 through All other expemses csrsevsssssssssssesssssssssecseseseeccceees venee 849.40 | 
1935 was approximately $2,060,290.00. pees eee alin 

2, Annual Figures Total jsveccsssassussscostvessspecssssectosaiaioiscgaspasbepgeccesasssensisogsason 99007500) | 

The average annual cost of bounty payments for the twenty-year (Continued on page 16) |
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1936 IN REVIEW 
(Continued from page 2) with definite arrangements for annual promotions for 

Game Propagation—Due to improved maintenance meritorious service, Officers who do not render satis- 
and operating efficiency, artificial propagation of ma- factory service will be dropped from the staff promptly. 
ture game birds on Pennsylvania’s State Game Farms New Training School—The Commission’s Training 
reached its highest peak in 1936. The Commission has School, heretofore used to give its regular staff a “re- 
adopted the policy of releasing mature stock only SO fresher course” annually, was established as a perma- 
far as possible, and to produce birds of higher quality nent training institution to provide well trained, effici- rather than mere quantities. In the future the majority ent men to fill all vacancies in the field. The first class of the birds raised on state game farms, or purchased of 35, selected by competitive examination, began its | for distribution, will be released in the springtime. studies on July i. As we go to press 32 of these men 

| Restocking Plans—Before this magazine is deliv- are still in training, all of them now on field duty. This 
| ered, rabbit restocking work will already be underway. innovation, the first of its kind in America, constitutes 

The Commission proposes to release at least 50,000 another important forward step in Pennsylvania’s rabbits between the close of the small game season and wildlife administrative and management program. 
the Christmas Holidays, so that these animals may be These student officers will complete their course of received while they are in prime condition and be able training about March 1 and be assigned to regular to locate suitable homes before heavy snows arrive. duty. 
More than 17,000 cock pheasants and over 4,000 bob- Enlarged Educational Facilities—During 1936 the 
white quail are being held at the Game Farms for dis- Commission expanded its educational program. The 
tribution next spring, the pheasants principally in lo- manner in which the thinking sportsmen of the Com- calities where hens already abound. We also are hold- monwealth are cooperating with the Commission indi- ing a limited number of hen pheasants to supplement cates that this effort has been fully justified. In addi- the stock already in the field. i tion to the educational work, conducted by a staff of 
Research Program Expanded—During the year the field lecturers, the press, and the radio, the PENN- Commission established a Division of Game Research SYLVANIA GAME NEWS has more than doubled and Distribution, a consolidation of two former units, its circle of readers during the year. At the beginning 

which marks an important advancement. The Com- of the 1934-36 biennium, there were only 4,000 GAME 
mission hopes to expand its research activities in an NEWS subscribers. On January 1, 1936, there were effort to solve many of its game problems. This im- 8,000 subscribers. Today we have over 15,000 sports- portant undertaking will be pushed aggressively. men reading the GAME NEWS regularly, and the Field Staff Reorganization— Early in 1936 steps circulation is increasing at a most encouraging pace. were taken to reorganize the entire field staff in the Space does not permit further elaboration upon the interest of greater efficiency and operating economy. progress during 1936, but the foregoing summary will 
All of the Division Supervisors were reassigned ; form- give the readers of the GAME NEWS a bird’s-eye er Assistant District Protectors were recommissioned view of the manner in which the Commission is trying 
as Traveling Protectors and assigned to duty wher- to assure the sportsmen of Pennsylvania better hunt- ever the Division Supervisor finds their services are ing in the future. The continued confidence which our 
needed most; and various District Game Protectors sportsmen evidence toward the Board and its staff is were transferred to new distriot$. In July all field of- most gratifying. During the coming year we shall do ficers were put on a more equitable salary schedule, our best to merit that confidence. ; 

PENNSYLVANIA BOUNTY SYSTEM) 1920, 1925-1930 and 1930-35, remained con- Trees, shrubs and vines of special value (Continued from page 5) \stantly at $1.00, to wildlife include june berry, 24,000; hack- ig) Trends The cost figures just presented may be berry, 30,000; bittersweet, 165,000; aronia, fi readily visualized from a careful study of 200,000; dogwoods, 200,000; mulberry, 135,- The sum annually expended for the pay-  ipe graphs presented in Figure I. 000; viburnums, 600,000, and cherries, 158,000. ment of bounties re Bee it Be Thousands of pounds of seed also will be ear, but by considering the payments made 3 a : 2 
darth 4s ememparedr period: from 100.95 REVEGETATING ERODING ee os in epee eo 
on the basis of the annual average for each HILLSIDES pounds of. hickory seeds, 2 
of the four five-year periods coneied age (Continued from page 9) 

in, some insight regarding the cost trends cats for the obtaining of 173,222 pounds of 
may be gained. The figures in question are seedeinl thereleven' REC ested conic WILD TURKEY 
as follows: prising Region One. Collections are being (Continued from page 14) Period Annual Average Cost made only in those states where a good seed them. After drawing straws, Harry led the 
1915 =I O ZO reitiiscresscssssctonsssocttienssesf 08,804.40 crop occurs and where it is economical and dogs back to the car while George stalked 192012 a eretterretctrercscsresesecsses.scocs LOZ, 960.10) desirable to carry on the work. There is an the birds. 
AQZG=1 GSO Mattretteritesesceteessncsssstesssssse. OOOZOI00) exchange of seed between states, and Penn- George turned to me and asked: “Where 
A9OSOHO35 ee ctererrrspsteyesssssiseansaseatecnsss104,556/50 sylvania should not hesitate to contribute were you when I shot?” 

At first glance, it appears that following her share to attain the objectives of this “Right there in back of that stump,” I 
the first five-year period the bounty cost has worthwhile work. She will, it is firmly be- answered, pointing at it. 
remained fairly constant, but such is not the lieved, receive benefits within the next few “W-what!” he stammered in amazement. 
case. The true trend of cost during the past years far in excess of losses to wildlife at “Why, what’s the big idea?” I parried in- 
twenty years has been that of a general in- this time. nocently, altho’ I knew what he was going 
crease, more rapid from 1915-1925 than from The estimated requirements for planting to say for I had sized up the situation since 
1925-1935. The same would be clearly shown conifers and hardwoods on soil conservation emerging from my hiding place. 
in the figures above if it were not for the projects in Pennsylvania during the fall of “Why, man alive,” he cried, “three of 
fact that during the 1930-1935 period the 1936 and spring of 1937 are: pines and them were lined up on what’s left of that weasel bounty rate was for one year $2.00 spruces, 2,325,000 trees; maples, 180,000; hemlock log. If you had reached around that 
and for three years $1.50, while with the ashes. .195,000; hickories, 140,000; walnut, stump you could have poked them off with 
exception of six months in 1919, the rate 100,000; yellow poplar, 125.000; oaks, 250,- your gun barrel.” 
during the entirety of the three periods 1915- 000, and black locust, 1,425,000. “So what—?” was all I could say.
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AVING discussed the history, method of operation and ame : > S > P, ’ a Yq 
cost of the Pennsylvania bounty system during the twen- ee ae —S lw 
ty-year period from April 15, 1915 through May 31, 1935, te : i —— ss 

in last month’s issue, the next logical procedure is to study thor- pi . ed a ‘ A 
es « . c 

oughly the effects thereof, 2 a (oe 

The bounty system has produced several marked results which } ye po. Be Fh bs 0 
have points both good and bad. Each will be fully discussed in * OM ge é on p iA 

the following paragraphs in order of their importance. - 4 4 r | ie aa 

1. As a Control Measure iii ge 

Since the principal purpose for the payment of bounties has a . i 

during the past twenty years been to control predators for the a ene ; 
protection of game, it seems not amiss to discuss first the preda- Te ae Lind a 
tor control effected by the bounty system. a eI 

Possibly the control just mentioned may best be seen by mak- 

ing a detailed and separate study of the reactions of each species H ERE IN Is PO RT RAYE D 
during that period wherein it has been placed within the predator 

classifications. Accordingly, this report will be carried forward THE E FFECTS OF 
species by species, and to follow the discussion readily the reader 

will find it advisable to refer frequently to the graphs contained 
in Figure I. 2 a a year 1935-36 show that more goshawks were presented for bounty 

aie : in that one year than in all the six preceding years, to total being 
ee awh Hepinaing 3 1929, i; a . oy ce 701 birds. The explanation of this phenomenon is quite simple. 

2 Boshawk Milled Det wecneyovenvem aan By Only a few goshawks breed in Pennsylvania and the scattered 
1st following. : i athe 

i 7 , 3 pairs annually propagating within the Commonwealth probably 
Since the species has been on the bounty list a comparatively do not total one hundred individuals. All nest in the northern 

short time, past records will not give a particularly full picture counties of the State which represent the southern limit of the 
of the effects of a bounty on the birds, but certain facts are quite species’ breeding range. Each winter a relatively small number 

evident and of considerable importance. of birds migrate into the upper section of the State from the 
Section A of Figure I shows the number of goshawks annually extensive breeding sacs fe north. more or as regular 

presented for bounty- payment from 1929-30 through 1934-35. It intervals of from eight to ourteen years, Owever, there occurs 

willibe noted that’the graph sh igs Hendencwtioward Guvires- during the winter months a major southward migration of 

ular Graphic” curve AG a Paae oe 1 vee ce ie goshawks, and in such years unusually large numbers of the birds 
7 8 : Th total o' an ee Dreacute oe winter throughout the wooded sections of Pennsylvania, return- 

5 aap eel ions etait number, 172, was recorded during .the ing again in the spring to the northern breeding grounds, Quite 
seal year 193: -35; the smallest, 28, in 1930-31. Other totals were probably the answer to the cause of migration lies in the varying 

: various points between the two extremes just mentioned and food factors presented by certain cyclic wildlife conditions. 
the annual average was 76. A southward migration of goshawks occurred during the win- 
Though not covered in this report, the figures for the fiscal ter of 1927-28 and many of the birds were observed within the
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” mM ee es a | cm = 4 Co 8 a - ) as Examination of the graph will disclose 
a i aie 3 | arr ge pak N Poe i the fact that from 1915 through 1921 boun- 

ss —w_ \ (Po a o es or Ay. lke BA ty Hees were »paid'/on!26,225 “znink, } the 
otf rs a 3a c . ya ye Sl annual average being 4,340 animals. The 
d . -_ I/ ao x Re ee ed . numbers presented varied from year to year 

m ue ave Fae ‘ ye ru 3 g ———— with a high of 6,022 in 1916-17 and a low 

a | i 4 SS bp " eae Ay it 4 of 2,270 in 1919-20. The irregularity of the 
fh [Vogt ‘a . ee e 4 GY oo lhU A 2 (| curve shows that the bounty probably in- 
Ma a AW Sa ase A a, .Y¥ A fluenced the killing and control of the mink 

_ oa ho aw gem. ot ; i a * oy MN population to no appreciable degree. 

ef . s P p yi , ne ai 4 a 4 4 iP i Ae C. On Red Foxes. The red fox was on 

hk OL 4 fe Yi fo fy Ia Ar ON io, oe the bounty list when the present system 
eds ms Be a a Mares 1? Bee 4 , was inaugurated and the species remained 
— “ — AOR ee oe we. u ae . § thereon during the twelve-year period from 

yee ae Nd Cs Y ah oe ce f | 1915 through until the end of the fiscal year 
aa se Rh i a ee we eT | 1928-29. The reactions of the animal under 
a 4 — + fF aaLmlU Jag era ri om the bounty payment may be seen in Sec- 

wai lO ee eae ees : yea tion C, Figure I. 
me / y . iar eo] Pid (ees so A study of the chart will reveal the fact 

aon 8 - ; - _ ee, waif] that 56,156 hides were presented in claim 

me i" | Lf _ Ne es cae a a ‘ies . for bounty during the twelve-year period, 

n, rea b | i. 2 ree te \ Be yesinad averaging 4,011 individuals per annum. The 
: pu. 1: pall oe * seal’ ES al ‘ . : rate per animal remained constant at $2.00 

ie eS 4 See with the largest presentation, 6,046, made 

: es if ~ in 1927-28, and the lowest, 2,408, in 1919-20. 

P o — ' . It will be noted that oe the number of 
i = 24 SO eee foxes presented varied from year to year, 

E _ | 4 i s ~ ee but that the general tendency seemed to 
d 3 [. | a | be toward eventual reduction, The curve 

id ) ee levels off starting with the sixth year as 
0 si Label bd if the animals might be held under control, 

i er 

 ] f Dod aX an 

, sip OS >A 

i A , 

f 4 LG war 
d | gio 

s but the series of rises beginning the ninth year and culminating in 

. A DETAI LED STU DY OF the peak of 1927-28 again seems to indicate that the species was 

J not controlled by the bounty. 

1 THE BOUNTY SYSTEM D, On Wildcats. During the one hundred and seventeen year 

j period from 1819 until the present time, the wildcat has almost 

ate. Designed to control the damage wrought by the hawks on constantly been included on the Pennsylvania bounty lists. 

, rtain game species, the goshawk bounty was instituted in 1929, At the outset of the present system, the premium paid for wild- 

C it in the years immediately following there were no great south- cats was $6.00 each and during the year 1915-16, 862 cats were 
, ard migrations of the species, so the number of birds killed presented for payment. The numbers presented during the follow- 

jp presented for bounty was small. In the winter of 1935-36, ing two years show a rapid drop followed by a slight rise the 
ap GE Seed migration took place and the net result of the fourth year. In spite of a two dollar increase in the rate paid per 
me Wis the record payment of that year. animal, the number of presentations again dropped the fifth year 

Ope ee Peeps of bounty for the destruction of and remained fairly constant during the fourth-year period ending 
Efi te A e ca rf Pennsylvania has not, and never in 1922-23. In 1923, the rate was increased to $15.00 per head and 

ones i PeRGVAy igh fo Com- during 1923-24 there was presented a total of 617 specimens, a peak 

} onths might well result in Ameo complete er HncHoh of ane exceeded only by the record year 1915-16. Through ra 

sident breeding stock, but the winter migrations would still totals presented varied from year to year, though a tendency as 
bntinue and it is in those years that the goshawks make their ward reduction was again evident. In 1928-29 the presentations 

eatest inroads on the game population. reached a low of 278 individuals. The number sank still lower to 
B. On Mink. A bounty for the killing of mink was paid during 190 in 1929-30, and during the following five years remained almost 
e first six years of the operation of the bounty system. The constant, never rising above 211 or below 155, with an average 

pte paid was $1.00 per animal and the number of animals annu- of 184. 
ly presented is shown in Section B, Figure I. The above figures, together with the curve of the graph, clearly
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indicate that the payment of a relatively presentations was increased by approxi- figures just compiled indicate that the in- 

high bounty has brought the wildcat under mately 19,000 individuals. One year later, crease has been more rapid in the southern 

absolute control in Pennsylvania. Further- however, the rate was reduced to $1.50, but counties than in those to the north. By 

more, the all-time low of 97 animals pre- the presentation again showed an increase simple computation, it is found that the 

sented in 1935-36 indicates that the animals which was approximately 6,000 larger than nine southern counties produced during the 
within the Commonwealth may even be on that received under the $2.00 rate. In 1923 1915-1920 span 39.9% of all presentations; 

the verge of temporary or permanent ex- the original $1.00 rate was restored, accom- during 1920-1925, 38.8%; during 1925-1930, 

tinction. panied by a drop to a point approximately 44.1%; and during 1930-35, 45.8%. 

E. On Grey Foxes. Section E, Figure I, 6,000 individuals less than presented under The two points just mentioned may be 

shows in graphic form, the number of grey the last year wherein the $1.50 rate was clearly seen where the statistics for any 

foxes presented for bounty during the ¢ffective. Under the restored $1.00 rate, the two or three counties from the northern 
twenty-year period stressed in this report. Presentations reached both the record low and southern half of the State are com- 

The total number of animals presented f 1924-25 and the all-time high of 1933-34. pared. ‘Also, since the graph presented 

from 1915-35 was 129,923, giving an annual The general trend toward an ever-increas- shows no tendency toward any general 

average of 6,496 individuals. It will be ing annual average has with one notable decline or state of stability, it appears that 

noted, however, that a far greater number e€xception been statewide. This fact may the bounty system has not to any notice- 

of specimens were presented from 1923-35, best be seen by examination of the annual able extent, if at all, controlled the weasel 

when the bounty rate per animal was $4.00, average presentation figures for six groups even though two-thirds of the system’s cost 

than from 1915-23, when the rate was only of three counties each, picked at random has been expended in payments on the 

half as much. Detailed computation will . species. 

show that the average number of individ- A summary of the control effected by 

uals presented from 1915-16 through 1922- the system on each of the species involved 

23 was 4,283, with a high of 5,393 and a would seem to indicate that as a predator 

low of 3,068, On the other hand, the 1923-35 % control measure, the payment of bounties 
average was 7,999. The high for the period a, has proven generally inefficient as it has 

was 9,980, while the low was 6,458 and for ° . placed under control only one relatively 
each year the total presented was greater — small species population, while its effect on 
than that of the peak year under the $2.00 s Ss — .__ | five others has been negligible. 
rate. In conclusion, therefore, it may be eo OL oN P ; G: 

said that an increase in the bounty rate > : _ MBE oLecHOn ton ane: 

has increased the number of grey foxes : 2 ae : : Having discussed the effects of the 

annually presented for bounty payment, ~ Tee, oo bounty system as a control measure, the 

but as yet the species shows no evidence ay 2 ie next logical step is to proceed with an 

of being controlled by the bounty. is oe investigation of its value as a game pro- 

F. On Weasels. Since approximately two- 4 _ | || tection agency because, as already pointed 

thirds of the monies during the last twenty ... | out, the system was instituted “to control 
years expended for bounty claims have been predators for the protection of game.” 

paid for the destruction of weasels, it is It is a well-known fact that at times 

deemed advisable to study most carefully * various of the so-called predators do make 

the extent to which the payments may or Immature Goshawk. appreciable inroads among certain game 

may not have controlled the species. Again, - 4 P populations, but to discover the exact ex- 

the reader is referred to Figure I, showing from six different sections of the state as tent to which such depredations are carried 

in Section F the number of weasels annu- shown below. on and to measure the beneficial effect of 

ally presented for payment. Gein ay ES EON controlling the predatory species involved 

A grand total of 1,044,884 specimens were Grour 1920 1925 1930 1935 is in most instances a physical impossibility. 

presented in claim for bounty from April * Gee ae If it were possible to determine the exact, 

1915 through May 1935. The annual fig- Wayne)... 1,559 1,968 1,950 2,863 OF even approximate, numbers of predators 

ures vary widely from year to year, with 2. Southeastern Counties killed due to the bounty and for other 

a peak of 88,578 in 1933-34 and a low of ee La2d 2,263 2650 4,570 teasons, and from that figure to compute 
22,583 in 1924-25. The annual average for 3, Northcentral Counties k 4 ; the population totals for the species in ques- 
the period was 52,244, and it is through a (Bradford, Sullivan, tion, it might then be possible to determine 

study of annual averages that the general 4 eae aE 2,448 2,687 2,377 3,137 the effects of the removal of certain per- 

trend of presentations may be learned. * (Bedford, lain, 7 a centages of various predatory species on the 

If the twenty-year period under consid- 2 ee rae 2,021 2,388 3,055 3,101 related game populations. 

eration be divided into four equal spans ~~ Giescawiod ten The important point, however, is that the 
of five years’ duration, the annual average Venango) —...._ 3,490 5,924 5,661 7,374 numbers of various predators annually pre- 

figures for the spans are found to be as . nae Counties sented in claim for bounty do not give a 
legheny, Greene, * 

follows: Westmoreland) 1,135. 1,719 2,236 3,589 ee ace oe ee Bic 7 

ANNUAL AVERAGE . ei status of the predator populations for the 

Pons Dancin glia ial, above series of Gear because the number of animals Bee 
TO1gHoa0N..A eC! Soa lege 816 a general tendency toward an i Bented, a,in addition. fo. current dena 

§ 7. ard an increased ajo controlled by two or more additional 
TO201925) 2)! Fate cpeativescaenstsaerseese 49,029 annual average as the years have passed  ¢, i i imati ; actors, including climatic and general eco- 
TOZG 1930 a arcceaeitea enna 54707 with the exception that the three groups nomic conditions. 
Woahioss pet nen aas SEE renee ee conna ss all BLOW ag oats Mea edn iE i i period a reduction from the second, while ie antectstep yin are @ to, discover 

From the above figures it can be seen the same tendency is not evidenced by the the extent to which climatic and general 
that the trend of presentations has been southern groups. It appears, therefore, that CCONOMMC conditions enter into the presen= 
more or less constantly toward a general at sometime during the 1925-1930 period, ‘tion of animals in claim for bounty is to 
increase in the annual averages. some form of natural reduction was suf. 70te the claim statistics presented in Sec- 

The trend toward increase and the num- fered by the weasel population throughout on G, Figure I. 
ber of presentations apparently have not the northern-half of the State, but the con- It will be noted that from 1921 through 
been greatly influenced by the rate of pay- trol effected apparently was readily recov- 1935 a. total of 416,020; claims) for bounty 
ment. During the first three years under ered from even under the stress of a con- W°re presented. The number shown varies 
the current system, the rate per animal was stant bounty program. greatly from year to year, but for the four- 
$1.00 and the payments varied appreciably While the general tendency toward an ecn-year Deriod ander ponsidereton compl 

from year to year. In June 1919, the rate increase in the annual average number of tation proves the annual average to be 

was raised to $2.00 and the number of weasels presented has been statewide, the (Continued on page 15)
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(Continued from page 10) 

29,716. A comparison of the curve presented ber Ist through December 15th, the fact the trapping of the various fur-bearers and 
in Section G with that shown in Section H, remains that the great percentage of ani- it may, therefore, be concluded that trap- 
representing the amounts of the total annual mals presented for bounty payment are ping conditions are controlled by climatic 
payments, will reveal _the fact that the taken by traps during the winter months. conditions, especially snowfall. 

curves are almost identical, thus indicating The claim table just given also will From the records of the United States 
that the average amount of each claim pre- reveal the fact that during the November Weather Bureau, it is a simple matter to 
sented is for all years practically constant. to March period the average amount of the determine the amount of snowfall during 

Detailed analysis finds the average for the claims presented is higher than at other each year, and by comparing the bounty 
fourteen-year period to be $3.16 per claim. times of the year. This is undoubtedly due claim and payment figures with the snow- 

Although the average amount of each to the fact that slightly over 86% of all fall figures, the relationship between the two 
claim remains practically constant when foxes, approximately 88% of all wild cats may be clearly seen. Figure II presented 
consideration is given only to yearly figures, and practically all goshawks are presented herewith shows in graph form the statis- 
careful computation will reveal that during during the months in question when furs tics in question for the twenty-one year 
each year the monthly claims vary widely are generally prime. Thus, it appears that period from 1915 through 1936. In this 
both in average number and amount, but many of the bounty claimants are inter- instance, as in all other yearly figures con- 
that the degree of variation during the sev- ested in both bounties and fur values, but tained in this report, each annum is taken 
eral months of each year is approximately it also is true that the great majority of on a fiscal year basis beginning June 1 and 
the same throughout all years. The variables claims are weasel claims, pure and simple, ending May 31 following, with the exception 
in question may be readily ascertained from because the average amount of each claim of the 1915-21 period whereunder the first 
the following table. is, even during the winter months, appre- year runs from April 15, 1915 to November 

FER Dprepe EST Sree TPR PPA USEeS rTP SeT PT Pe UAE Pee NPT ETT SREP ET EGU GUTTER ETL UPPER TET Te eee TEE So 
Fee PERE Hee eee Ht i cee LEER itt aS ce HEE a HHS HHT ESRI | 

[i oeedan tN HHH eae gee eng gae 

ee LL Le 
Sa a Nk ae eee eee ea 
FN ee ‘ Naa HARES SETH REISE 
cae Sea ca ana Oe 
HFS raseera Re esPerORETTTTET FGETS TTT cu UM UAT MrT SEESHSSE ETT RT GPE AEEETR STU EUPERREGTEE EEE EET 
ee Eee gee rE Terr eS 

Ey " a Ce 

Fear ocean oc a ee ee 
ee Hee L iE RAG TORS! CONTROL I NG. ANNUAL! “BE NNSY| MANIA | BOUNTY: PAY M RINTS cc tebe asad 

Renee i He a TC has ete pe ra a a ee eee eae tee eee 
EES SHE Seagate aE EA Ee TLE EERIE eA te APE ER RE 

AVERAGE MONTHLY CLAIM ciably less than the premium paid for the 30, 1916 and other years from December 1 
STATISTICS 1925-1930 destruction of a single fox, wildcat or to November 30 following. The figures on 

% or Averace g0shawk. inches of snowfall were obtained from the 

AveRaGE ANNUAL AMOUNT From the points just brought out and Government Weather Bureau. They are in 
MontH No.or Claims TotaL orCuaims by simple mathematics, the fact can be actuality the figures only for the city of 
Juleetcee..... 647 2.2% $2.60 determined that well over 80% of the Harrisburg, but they give a figure by 
Jae OS 3.1% 1.94 monies expended for bounty payments meteorologists considered representative of 

AUgust eee 994 3.3% 1.68 annually go to persons trapping for fur and _ the State as a whole, 
September ........ 598 2.0% 1.91 bounty during the winter months. In view Examination of the chart will show that 
October... 680 2.3% 2.42 of this fact, it is logical to suppose that the curve representing the annual amount 
November .......... 2,796 9.0% 2.80 trapping and general economic conditions, of snowfall and that representing the 
December .......... 6,299 21.1% 3.09 which largely determine fur market prices, amount of the yearly bounty payments are 
JAG AEY a siccsctssccs 0,773 22.7% Sul should play the major roles in regulating very similar. In general, years of heavy 
February ............ 5,424 18.6% 3.79 the number of bounty claims annually pre- snowfall are accompanied by high bounty 
MECH vrergeteczereree 3,027 11.9% 3.99 sented and hence the amount of the yearly payments and, conversely, years of little 
ABE Veitetivccsiscn: 980: 3.3% 3.48 bounty payments, because the average snowfall show low payments. In many in- 
Mey atric) 475 1.5% 2:55 amount of the separate claims has been stances the percentage of variation is very 

A study of the above table will reveal the Shown to be practically constant. nearly equal and there are only three major ; 

fact that over 83% of all bounty claims are To establish the validity of the supposi- differences encountered. The first occurs 
presented during the five-month period tion just made is not a difficult matter. It from 1916 through 1918. That, of course, 
from November first through the following is well known that when the ground is was the period of the World War. Many 
March. Also, since even casual examination bare, only the more experienced trappers of the persons who would normally trap 
of the skins presented for bounty will show can with any appreciable degree of success WCt€ Over-seas and all others were employed 
that relatively few of the animals have been locate and trap weasels, but with the snow thigh rates of pay. The second difference 
taken by means of a gun, and since it is on the ground the presence of the animals will be noted in 1920-21, when with ap- 
known that the great majority of such spec- is easily detected and, tracked to the vicin- proximately 23 inches of snowfall the 
imens are killed during the open gunning ity of the den, they readily fall prey even bounty payments reached a total of $128,- 
season, which usually extends from Novem- to the novice. Snow conditions also aid in (Continued on page 24)
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ymas and H. A. Redman, WHP announc- a great asset to the sportsmen. It is too soon 
aave also been putting on some splendid to appraise its complete benefits, but from 
life conservation programs of their own. what has been done, and is still being done, 
1 cooperation is greatly appreciated. there must necessarily result much lasting 

a pone to game, and its perpetuation on 
A DAY ON SHADE MOUNTAIN orest areds. \ 

(Continued from page 7) : —— Nt 
uz all a mistake an’ to show ya thet he i THE PENNSYLVANIA sel 
’t mean t’ evade the law—we brung ’er BOUNTY SYSTEM ON 
g in.” Ey (Continued from page 15) \ 
jusiness seems ter be pickin’ up,” re- /269.50, a peak only exceeded by the record 

ked th’ warden to Giles Wollen at his payment of 1933-34. The year in question 
. Giles give a sickly kind of gtin—as was one of general economic depression 
uneasily shifted from one foot to th’ during which an unusually large number 

fr of people depended upon bounty payments 
Vhere are th’ others,” demanded Jim. to increase their income. The third differ- 
n one by one we trooped in, told the ence is found in 1933-34, another year of 

jen how sorry we wuz an’ hoped he’d severe economic depression, wherein with 
s easy as possible with Ira. approximately 23 inches of snow, the pay- 
ince Tra has voluntarily given himself ments reached the all-time high of $128,- 
Jim said, “The maximum fine’ll be 981.00, The striking similarity of the 1920- 

), although $50 of it'll be returned to 21 and the 1933-34 statistics is almost un- 
. Bring th doe in now. believable, and it is quite probable that an 
couple of th’ boys eagerly sprang to unusually large number of bounty claims 

1, glad to get through with the dirty would have been presented in 1930-31 and 
ness. An’ isle was quickly formed 1931-32 had not the minimum snowfall dur- 
ugh th’ aoe an’ th’ boys came stag- ing those years made successful trapping 
a’ in with th’ doe. Durin’ all this ex- practically impossible. Since the three dif- 
eee slipped quietly away. ferences just pointed out are accounted for 
NDYs eo pie ae Poi one Tage by unusual economic conditions, one a boom 
ee ae feet. Cee . _and two depression periods, it is only log- 

fe aeebaeeeanGek eNotch i ical to conclude that provided there are 
reasonable predator populations within the 

JE MUST INCREASE OUR GAME State, the number of animals presented in 
: claim for bounty, and hence the annual 

(Continued from page 3) ‘rae ib 11 
e are many suggestions as to how it pen yee Pavmentsy an pone te led 

chiefly by climatic conditions, together with 
and should be done. te’ia ¢ to hae 
these suggestions were carried out there ea uence Oe ex rcme economic Cistuny 
be no doubt that game will increase. forge 
great question is, how to accomplish dati as the number of predators 
puseseupy fetasls: doinad theathinas ey for bounty payment is controlled 
yested, The best plan will fail, if it is iy climatic and economic conditions, the 

put into effect. The Game Commission oe figures may not be generally 
d do much of it, if it had sufficient funds. @Ken a8 an indicator eee ae 

: various predator populations. It follows, 
pou thea ncceseeiwiqunency, -at jeanne therefore, that it is impossible to correlate 

the interrelationship extant between the 
ener eR ioe various game and predatory species during 
Ne 4 ae a pees by areas the num- 

Y a) Pedic er of predators presented in claim for 
Vs Ona —_ bounty with the annual game kill, even 
IN though the latter is in most cases directly 

ars A NY ‘ indicative of the relative abundance of game. 
RAEN | (BERQR_ROLE On the surface, it would appear that in 
BO os Hho S SWS \\ \ those falls following winters wherein unus- 
nk S$ FN WK ually large numbers of predators were pre 
=) LOY sented in claim for bounty, the game kill 
Se NY Mh} might well show an appreciable increase 

| = >) a to be accounted for by the heavy predator 
i (<LAESE SM destruction of the preceding winted. In 

a some few instances, cases such as cited 
SSS aobve are to be found, but careful study 

of teh records over periods of ten or more 
Adequate Funds Needed years indicate that the same are merely 

rortsmen’s clubs, here and there, often Coincidences and it is impossible to show 
ertake to do certain of the things sug- that Si predator kill directly affects the 
ed, and accomplish some good results, same kill. 

3 helps, but these efforts are usually only In conclusion, the fact must be admitted 
smodic, and endure only for a short that because it is impossible to show how 
3 It will only be done right when the or to what extent the payment of bounties 

‘tsmen of the state are willing to con- his influenced the game supply, it is also 
te a game license fund sufficient for impossible to prove that the Pennsylvania 
Commission to make the necessary pro- bounty system has during the past twenty 
ons for putting into actual effect a long years been of value as a game protective 
: program for game feeding and repro- agency even though such may possibly be 
tion on state-owned and farm land areas the case. 
the state, and to lend their moral and Note: Mr. Gerstell’s treatise on the bounty 
sical support to insure its success. system in Pennsylvania will be concluded in 
he work of the C. C. C, Camps has been the February issue.
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Two-thirds of the bounty costs are spent for the destruction of the weasel. During 
December, 1936, 13,545 weasels were probated for bounty. 

N addition to the effects discussed in last month’s issue, the The constant opportunity presented by the bounty for other 
bounty system has produced several general effects, probably valuable scientific research, including fur studies, animal distri- 
the most important of which has been that of an educational bution, etc., has, however, not been utilized. 

nature, The same may be divided into a number of distinct phases, In addition to its educational value, the system has to some 
each of different value. small degree served as a means whereby the landowners may be 

The first educational effect of the bounty was that direct and recompensed for the interest they may have shown in the protec- 
pleasant contact necessarily formed between all the scattered tion and increase of game through the destruction of predatory 

wines iyi and ada ewe ran the Reeanes species commonly believed to be most detrimental to it. 
of the claims presented, By this means, thousands of people in the . 

rural districts soon came to know of the Commission and its work. age ecu Ro Bee tnt ae eee 
During the early years of the present system, the contact just te : oo a oe Thi h ee zi ig Debates ee eh vies oe 
mentioned was probably one of the Commission’s most valuable limited Se a f lee hia aks ave ei It ae ca ae 
means of conservation education, although it has today been sup- eS REAREE. ©, i i peviay pping 

S vermin chiefly for the remuneration afforded by the bounty. Cer- 
planted by numerous other instruments. A 3 es : 

zs i tain of them operate long trap lines, visited by automobile and 
Secondly, the system has educated the public to the necessity otherwise, and their single claims, made at more or less regular 

ea ee pee ae this vee Bias a ieee es intervals, frequently cover the killing of more than fifty weasels 
a spent activity in which vast amounts of time, money an oF as maty as a doven grey foxes. 
energy have been wastefully expended, while if instructed in a 2 aoe % f 
deeper knowledge of animal ecology, those same forces might On the other hand, a very large percentage of the monies paid 
have been far more gainfully employed by all concerned. for bounty go to claimants who have killed the animals presented 

Thirdly, th ¢ é for the protection of personal property, or for sport, and not with 
peers eee pa ee 4 oS ioe ee Bt the idea of protecting game. For example, if any farmer suffers a 

goshawks, the system has spread the knowledge and ability o loss of poultry th 6 redealuenide he (will cate ort EA Ms : : ¢ 3 y through a weasel raid, he will make every effor 
pee pcotiiea tion of the various hawks, This may clearly be to kill the marauder solely to prevent further losses, but having 
seen by the fact that during the first year under the goshawk killed it, he will present the animal in claim for bounty. In many 
bounty yen 75 percent of the birds presented as goshawks were instances, predators sighted in the vicinity of farm buildings are 

species, including almost everything from sparrow ee destroyed to prevent property losses even before they occur, but 
oe screech owls to golden eagles and turkey vultures. Within there again the specimens will be presented for payment. Like- 

Ss eet ee ta ee ee wise, many persons who are in the field primarily in search of 

while the remainder were chiefly immature specimens of the larger 
hawks of appearance somewhat similar to the goshawk. ===, 

Finally, the system has afforded research opportunities of un- ._...... ssi lr 
usual rarity. Through the presentation of hundreds of hawks in | HERE IN IS PORTRAY = Boe 

claim for bounty, it has been possible to obtain in a relatively  #... ...... 

short time material for food habit studies which are elsewhere ~=sCSTTHHEE EFFECTS O poe 
not available. Both the Game Commission and the United States ee so 

; : : . ee 
Bureau of Biological Survey have availed themselves of this op- Drrrr—“‘_OOCOCisCsésCtiéCisC¥iésC CN 
portunity to gain appreciable amounts of valuable information. a .,rr—”:—“—=é‘i‘‘#‘SR#SRSCCONCSCO®CNSSSS
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Many foxes would be taken as a protection to property regardless of 
their status under the bounty laws. 

game seize upon unexpected opportunities to kill foxes and even presented them in claim for bounty are now tending to present 
wildcats. These animals are instinctively shot for the thrill of such animals shows that the number of animals presented in claim 
killing and not with the thought of controlling the species for for bounty does not necessarily represent the total of the predators 
the protection of game, but they are, nevertheless, presented in killed during any given period. 
claim for bounty. Thus, a vast amount of money is constantly Lastly, the system has invited attempts to obtain money 
being expended for the payment of bounties upon animals which fraudulently through the filing of illegal claims. While such action 
would be killed regardless of whether or not a reward were offered resulted in the repeal of several former bounty laws, the present 
for their destruction. Considering the purpose of the bounty, “to regulations and careful investigation of all claims keep the practice 
control predators for the protection of game,” all such payments at a minimum and ‘probably very little money is fraudulently col- 
are needless expenditures. lected. A study of the records will show that the officer held re- 

That the types of claims just mentioned are most numerous is sponsible for the investigation of bounty claims has during the - 
evidenced by the average amount of the claims presented, which past five years been forced to bring in the neighborhood of 77 
has been shown to be $3.16. This indicates that a large proportion prosecutions resulting in the collection of approximately $7,600.00 
of the claims presented are for one weasel, and since it is known in penalties and a few jail sentences. 
that the great majority of the names contained on the list of per- CONTINUANCE 

Spusirecelving bounty payments Chere a puce gotuel he Arguments for and against the continued operation of a bounty 
of many months, it may be concluded t ener Bae ii ae i system in Pennsylvania are most numerous and very bitterly de- lect bounties do not make a regular peacges o soe uee Be bated. Some persons feel that the general system now in effect 
to protect game, but present claims only wi ay ae anee eR should be maintained and even enlarged by adding more species 
have made some See kill during the DETeutt Ot Otier GUHES. to the bounty lists. Others claim that the present policy should 

The number of individuals Presenting claims in the manner just be completely abandoned and that the funds now allotted to 
mentioned has, of course, tended to increase as the knowledge of operating the system should be put to other uses, such as the 
the system of bounty payments has spread and also is greater purchase of game for restocking purposes. In addition, certain in- 
during periods of economic depression than at other times, In all dividuals believe the Commission should attempt to control the 

probability, the ever enlarging number of claims of the type just various predatory species by means of a force of paid trappers. 
mentioned largely account for the increasing tendency exhibited Since the opinions concerning the bounty system are so varied, 
by the amount of the average annual bounty payments as hereto- possibly the best method of approaching the problem at hand is to 

fore discussed. Also, the fact that many persons who formerly again proceed with a species by species analysis, 
killed animals for the protection of personal property, but never ao VOn" Gochatie 

rear ceterteenecommamnennneneoceencacnnccnane Since, as already shown, the payment of bounties for the de- 
struction of goshawks in Pennsylvania will never result in the 

lL control of the species, chiefly because a negligible percentage of A DETAILED STUDY OF | the population is resident within the Commonwealth, and because 
ee the problem is a seasonal one dependent upon periodic migrations, 

ee ee Ce eee on goshawks at the earliest possible date. 
Oe Even with the bounty removed from the species, it is quite pos- Be E 
Ee (Continued on page 24)
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rer Bin in ‘s braianih nada tees 
animals ere fir t stoc’! od. a ennsyl- 

rom the. Yellowstone National Parle. 
Subsequently, in 1915, ninety-five add: 
tional animals were purchased from the 

four animals respecti ely were pt rch ised 

eventy-seven elk a: ll that were evet 

ounties: Blair, Clinton, Clearfield, Cam- 
eron, Carbon, Centre, Elk, Forest, Ly- 
coming and Monroe. 

sich time tkenty-thres were Willea itn 

ees 
ae ee 1 Since 1931 the season has



“BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA ) 

a Re Va 

Mareh 12, 1936 ’ VJ 

GAME KILLED IN PENNSYLVANIA 

SEASON OF 1934 SEASON OF 1935 

(Final Report) (Preliminary Report ) 

KIND Wr. OF BA. NUMBER WEIGHT NUMBER WEIGHT 

Deer, Legal Males...... 115 lbs. 21,137 2,430,755 lbs. 23,802 2,737,230 ibs. 

Deer, Antlerless....... so * -- -- 46,668 3,733,440 

Beer, .csbe tetwewioreees 11S -- -- 402 70,650" 
Be bolesecies ea ar 1,924,935 3,368,636 " 1,971,505 3,450,1l%4 " 
Hares (Snowshoes)...... bee 17,995 53,985 " 8,659 25,977" 

Squirrelessstqccs sous 1 4 5805571.-11, 820,571 2,198,856 1,195,856 © 
Ractoondancasaniciwesns sa. LO. 34,409 344,090 " 33,579 335,790 " 
Wild Turkeys...cecscoee Lo! 4,167 ay 010 = 4,498 44,980 " 

Ruffed Grouse. esseoses 1 1/3" 135,480 180,640 " 190,955 254,607 " 

Ringnecked Pheasants... 2 3/4" 243,599 669,897 " 281, 000 Testor. 
ANGEL 1 sive neeivin ss 90 «005 6 6 OZ. 195,360 Ts. 260" 217,247 81,468 " 

Woodcock. ...ceseccecees Satie’ 30,386 eee ee 36,856 13,0215") 

Shorebirds..sescesesess ee Tiel e802 7 12,390 S008! 

Blackbirds. .i....+000s 2a" 90,274 14,105 " 83,920 12,t16--" 
Wild Waterfowl..sseceee 2kibs. 33,100 62,750° " 20,456 Bao" 

Wotal WalEhUssssscseseesee 6,007,000 —" 12,781,754." 
Reduced to tons, equals... 4,299 tons 6,391 tons 

ANTLER CLASSIFICATION: 1934 1935 

Two points to one antler.......+++++04,584 - 21% 6,176 = 26% 
Three points to one antler.........+.5,183 = 24% 5,730 = 24% 

Four points to one antler.........00+7,021 = 33% 7,457 = 31% 
Five or more points to one antler,...4,549 = 22% 4,439 = 19% 

1934 HUNTING ACCIDENTS _ AR 
—“ Final Report) 

FATAL NON FATAL 
ACCIDENTS ACCIDENTS TOTAL 

No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent 
Toba Accitentas wigs. vevescvcasscse 20> 100% | 254 “100% .: Bee tous 

Sele inflicted. <s oer gecraisace dl 39% 55 22% 66 23% 
inflicted: by othersy ia, -.005.500 17 61% 199 78% 216 77% 

Ages of victims, self inflicted: 
Under 2) years of amosccc.. cases > 6 55% 50 58% 38 58% 
21 years of age and over......... 5 45% BS 42% 28 42% 

Ages of persons, inflicting injury: 
Undow 21 years: Of Gz6iys0s5ces vee 2D 29% 35 18% 40 19% 
21 years of age and over......... 8 47% 109 55% 117 54% 
HeerUMiNo Why «sha sh aloee pe ees ven. 2 24% 55 27% 59 27% 

Kind of Game Hunted: 

lerte Gatiess .i0cca kc cie cack 0 29% Bi 12% 39 14% 
SUB ARORME SS 6 CF es ENT SEas ce ee 71% 223 88% 243 86% 

Accidents Occurred thru use of: 
RiGle aaa er ean cos wee 25% 28 11% 35 12% 
Bhobeingeyascvcskeacerasearestoee el 75% 226 89% 247 88% 

Where Accidents Occurred: 

Di lide sca bas gicek een rita coe eee 25% 65 26% 72 25% 
WOUS Usa Asse 66s EMG STS ENS aoe lene 29% 78 30% 86 31% 
Open Woedlandes ivcvcnevuaccesaces 5 18% 65 26% 70 25% 
Hesse Wok laNiteeccece beet vaservee 0 21% a6 13% 39 14% 
CONVEYANCE. .iccsds vices esp iswedes 2 Th 10 4%, 12 4% 
Home: OF (Ap pares las creas ecaguee -- 8 1% 3 1% 

Weather Conditions: 

Cleats i edhe seer ces Vonkees ven le 50% 154 61% 168 60% 
ROA Diis seas Gene tent eee ena vouseee le 1h 34 13% 36 12% 
SHOW: uatisan se euNSN Ei kls eae OE 4% 10 4% 11 4% 
POE date as mele weebelw en thing nad y'e sce me -- 7 3% ef 3% 
ClOMBGE Sains is tin van sete iseeeaeney EL 39% 49 19% 60 21% 

Non Fatal, shot in mistake for: Rabbit 1; Grouse 1; Turkey 1; Squirrel 1 and 
Groundhog 1. i 

There were 568,666 Resident and 6,024 Non-resident Hunters! Licenses sold. 

One accident out of every 2037.9 huntors,. 
G



COMMONWEALTE OF PHILISYLVALIA 

POARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 

1935 HUNTING ACCIDENTS 

(Final Report 

FATAL NON-FATAL 

ACCIDENTS ACCIDENTS TOTAL 

NO. PERCENT HO, PERCENT No. PERCENT 

Total Accidents. .scccccesccvcvesevece 55 10052 252 100% 307 100% 

Bore nt Votes ves sies vesawea series 80 45% 54 21% 79 26% 
Mutiteted by Others...ssscveeresscs 60 55% 198 79% 228 74% 

Ages of Victims, Self Inflicted: 
Under 2) years of Agevcrssnssancteae 20 4056 21 39% 31 39% 
21 years of age and over..sssss-s.. 15 60% 29 54% 44 56% 
Mie SAL WN nigiare Ghipgielaewive toes Gees <s05 oS -- 4 1% 4 5% 

Ages ef Persons Inflicting Injury: 
Under 21 years of ape.,...s.5s0<-s 4 13% 34 17% 38 17% 
@1 years of age and over...se.seee. 14 47% 96 48% Je 48% 
Age UNINOWNecegeeercescceseveceress te 40% 67 34% oo 34% 
Other Ce eeueeias ee eeeiaseeces aes — 1 1% ‘ 1% 

Kind of Game Hunted: 

Vane GAM srp 4s een Uaetenawauee oc 24 44%, 38 15% 62 20% 
Rel (GAWE ae ssw cine eek geen taeee en OE 56% 214 85% 245 80% 

Aecidents Occurred thru Use of: 

Dane Bais seniietemintie eyes e cee wee Le 34% 37 15% 56 18% 
Gholi pies elev et vss esis sae 84 62% 213 84% 247 81% 
Other then, Pivearmcs: s< secs ee0% 0% 2 4% 2 1% 4 1% 

Where Accidents Occurred: 

RUS IO Speen eo esauue mee ieee ya 0 8 20% go 31% 96 31% 
BRushie aoe ee 1S 245 82 33% 95 31% 
Open Wooddends iar. sgcaecs san karses 1S 245 BL 20% 64 21% 
Dense Wosat end sie vice toes wea diniew cies 7 12% oF 11% 34 11% 
CORVEVETICA qviisislecen «944 bas eigsts Hawreles a oe 5 2% 6 2% 
Home vor Capes set seetas ove sie cis w esis 5 98 7 3% bo 4% 

Weather Conditions: 

Cleamecesecccseresecneeressesegesers 3d 60% 173 69% 206 67% 
Re Eiic eae ceie'sik ais regia sc wsroulenios ao ss 6 Liss 415 6% 21 Th 
SnevicsucuaucGtwesiee cere ene econ 5 9% 9 4% 14 4% 
Homenagem ieeca te eae neiow.s 3 5% 14 5% 17 6% 
CLOUDY ocecciveceiesicccsepesececssrees 8 15% 41 16% 49 16% 

(a) Tossed over cliff by a buck and injured. 

Injured or Killed in Mistake for Game: “Red Worn by Injured; 
ratal Non-Fatal Fatal Hon-Fatal 

“ DSGE ees cnn chee Deetincscerieeck RedcUepeaumenerg O° Lie 36 ~18% 
Pheasant. .....1 Squirrels, .....8 Red Back........ 8 20% 14 1% 

__ Groundhog..«..-1 Ravbiteceseseeel Red Cap & Back.. 5 17% 29-45% 
Grouse cnescssved Ho Red Worn.....17. 56% 119 60% 

- One Accident out of every 2,002 hunters 
One injuved out of every 2,439 hunters 
One killed out of every 11,175 hunters, 

4/23/36 : 
G
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ABSENTEE LA 
JEOPARDIZING GAME FEEDIN' 

/ X07 PROGRAM 
([ ‘Carry a Handaxe to Feed Deer” 

“Carry a handaxe instead of toting a bale 

of hay,” is the advice of the Game Com- 
mission to those who want to help feed the 
starving deer. 

The Commission has been informed that : 
many sportsmen’s organizations and other 

interested individuals have been distribut- 
ing timothy hay as food for deer. This is 

not good practice, as very little if any is 

eaten by the animals. Alfalfa and clover 
hay, if properly distributed, especially when ~ 
salted, is readily eaten by deer, although 

most people make the mistake of placing 
too large a quantity at one place. Then the 

hungry deer over-eat, and being unable to | 

assimilate it rapidly, become impacted, drink 
a lot of water to relieve the congestion, and 

subsequently die. If alfalfa or clover is 

spread in small quantities over large areas 
there is little likelihood the animals will 

: over-eat. 
The most practical method of feeding deer 

in winter is to cut three-fourths way off 

and break down, preferably two or three 

feet from the ground, small red maple or 

aspen saplings, leaving them lie where they 

fall. Experiments have proved in almost 

every instance that the deer quickly find 

and browse on this, their natural food. 

Promiscuous cutting of such trees, which 

have no particular market value, should not 

be encouraged. Before any trees are cut at 

all, especially on State Forests and State 
Game Lands, local officials of those depart- 

ments should be contacted. They know 

where such cuttings can be made to the best 
advantage, and will be only too glad to give 

volunteers the benefit of their advice. Pri- 
vate landowners will also cooperate if prop- 

erly approached. 

Reports from field officers and interested 
sportsmen indicate that large game is suf- © 
fering most in remote wilderness areas and 

= on untenanted lands. Mr. Dalton Bell, 

President of the Lycoming County Sports-
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OBSERVATIONS ON HOW THE DEER HERD AND LAW = b i, 

ENFORCEMENT ARE HANDLED IN PENNSYLVANIA \ 

NOTE - H. R. Sayre, H, D. Ruhl and Col, W. A, Bergin spent several days in Pennsyl- 

vania last fall to obtain information on how that state faces its deer over- 

browsing problem and handles its law enforcement, The following is a report of 

observations made by Cel. Bergin, 

‘WARDENS - There are 210 officers in Pennsylvania and these are called "Game Protec- 

tors" instead of Conservation Officers, Their work is almost entirely in game 

affairs and game law enforcement, since the Pennsylvania Fish commission is an 

entirely separate organization. However, the Game Protectors do lend a hand on 

the enforcement of fish laws occasionally. 

SPECIAL CAMs PROTECTORS - A supplementary force of special game protectors consists 

of about 750 additional men employed for about three months each year. These 

part-time officers are required to go to the school for game protectors, They are 

not paid for attendance at the school, except that they are furnished board and 

room, 

UNIFORM - Regular game protectors are furnished uniform and equipment except a ,38 

caliber revolver which cach officer wears when on duty, The officer is required 

to furnish the revolver himself, The uniform is similar in most respects to the 

Michigan Conservation Officers' uniform, Jackets of the same material used in the 

uniform are furnished and the cap is a soft type. 

HUNTING LICENSES - Hunting licenses are sold by county clerks and cost 32, This is . 
in reality a deer license and small-game license combined, A special license for 
shooting does during an open season thereon, which is separate from the buck 

season, is available to persons who have not been successful during the open buck 

season. Hunters are required to wear a metal tag upon their backs, These tags 
have the license number of the individual hunter, The tag also bears a sounty 

number. 

NUMBER SOLD - We were informed that about 550,000 to 600,000 licenses are sold each 

year and that approximately half of that number of hunters hunt deer, The annual 

deer kill (during a 12-day open season in December for bucks) is estimated at 
about 20,000 to 25,000. This compares favorably with the estimated Michigan -. 
annual kill where the hunters number only about a third to a fourth the number of 

deer hunters in Pennsylvania, 

OVER BROWSING - There are many areas in Pennsylvania which are almost completely 

browsed out, Most of the deer herd is in the mountainous country and while there 

may be good food conditions on one side of a mountain and practically no food on 

the other side, the deer in the area of little or no food will not migrate to the 

other side where food may be plentiful. Nor will they stay in an area of plenti- 

ful food after being lived-trapped and moved to thet arca, 

ANTIERLESS DEGR SEASON - In 1935 the open season in 15 counties on"anilerless deer” 

was for three days immediately following the closing of the buck season, The buck 

season closed on Dec. 12, During the ‘antlerless decr" season, a considerable 
number of fawns wns killod and often these fawms weighed 25 or 30 pounds, The 
Pennsylvania deer generally are smaller than Michigan deer, We stopped at one 
place where there was a considerable crowd of hunters gathered, admiring a 170- 
pound buck which a hunter had killed, Several of those present remarked that such 
a large buck must have come from the Michigan strain which had been imported many 

sec SiOORS GOR eMiONS yee ay Re clit asses 

HUNTING CONDITIONS - Hunting is best along the sides of the mountains and are hunted 
by traveling parallel to the ridges. = 

OFTEN HUNT IN GROUPS - Group hunting of from 10 to 20 persons is the rule, A fow men 
' hyo posted along the direction of the drive and above where the drive is to take 

place. Then the drive begins and the decr, if there are any in the area being 

driven, cither run up the mountain side or back through the hunters who ere driv~ 

ing. Thus shooting is afforded to all on an cqual basis, A group hunting 
together must have a roster attached to the door of their camp or on their auto- 
mobiles if they are not staying at a camp. Regardless of the number of hunters 

whose nomes appear on the rostor, a limit of six legal deer is placed on such 

roster. In other words, if therc were only six hunters on a roster, cach hunter 

would be entitled to a legal deer, but if 12 hunters' names appeared on the roster 

(More )
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i (Continued ) 

only six of them would be able, legally, to take home a deer, 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE - Search of automobiles and hunters is carried on quite intensive- 
ly and the search is taken more or less as a matter of course by the hunters, 
Officers with whom we talked believed this method to be one of their chief law 
enforcement weapons, They stated that the constitutionality of search and seizure 
was seldom questioned, Few guns or automobiles are confiscated, Illegal game, of 

course, is always taken, 

ARRESTS - It was rather surprising to note that from 60 percent to 65 percent of 

arrests end apprehensions never come to trial in court, In most cases a set fine 

is made according to law and settlement is made between the arresting officer and 
the violator, The minimum end maximum fines are the same, Settlement is made by 
the violator in order to avoid court costs in many cases, The matter of whethor 
the defendant wishes to scttle withthe officer or go to court rests entirely with 

the defendant, All fines collected are credited to the game fund of the Board of 

Game Commissioners in the Department of Revenue, 

A SPECIFIC CASE - One of the cascs we observed concerned 12 hunters, Thoy were 
traveling in two cars and had six legal decr, An officor searching their cars 
found an illegal fawn in cach car, Since the violation involved all of the 
hunters a $100 fine was assessed against cach hunter and a settlement was made 
with the arresting officer, In other words, the two favms cost tho hunters a 

total of $1,200, 

iNTOMATIC GUNS - Automatic guns of all kinds and calibers cannot be used in Pennsyl- 

vania for taking game, 

SPIKE BUCKS, CUB BEAR - Theso are protected at all times and it is illegal to kill a 
cub bear of less than a year old during open season, 

WHEN VIOLATOR REPORTS HIMSELF - A person who kills game illegally by mistake and 
reports it at once to the nearest game protcctor, justice of the peace or forest 
ranger, is eligible to a refund of half of the fine after a review of the case is 

made by tho Board of Game Commissioners, 

NON-RESIDENT LICENS3S - Non-resident liconses arc sold on a reciprocal basis, that 

is, the hunter from ovt-of-state pays the samc for a non-resident license as his 
home state charges for a non-resident licensc, but a minimum of $15 is placed on 

such license, 

WHAT HAPPENS TO LICENSE FEES - Scventy-five cents from each resident hunters' license 
is allotted exclusively for creation, acquisition by purchase lease or otherwise, 
and maintenance of public hunting grounds and game rcfuges. 

REFUGE TRESPASS - No one may center a statc game refuge during the months of October, 
November and Decomber, oxcept an agent of the board of game commissioners or a 

like agency while in the performance of their official dutics, 

TAXES ON STATE LANDS - There are fixed charges on state game lands in licu of taxes, 

These charges arc: Five cents per acro, two cents of which is for roads, two cents 

for schools and one cent for county purposcs, 

ALIEN - May not have in his possession in Pennsylvania a shotgun, rifle, pistol or 
revolver of any kind, or a dog of any kind, The courts have ruled thet it is 
illcgal for an alien to conduct a shooting gallery. 

PRIVATE GAME FARMS - Live game raised in Pennsylvania under a propagating license ‘ 

and for sale must first be offered to the State Game commission before shipment 
may be made out of the state, 

DEPARTMENT MESSENGER SERVICE : 

Many favorable comments have been received by the Department at Lansing on the deer- 

messenger service instituted last fall, This service idea received comparatively 

little advance.publicity, but nevertheless reached the attention of thousands of deer 
hunters and was used by many. 

The following letter is only one of a number received from hunters thanking the 

Department for this service: 

(More)
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Rip Ua 
STIMATED NUMBER AND VALUE OF RAW FURS TAKEN IN PENN. | 

SYLVANIA DURING THE SEASON OF 1933 AND 1934 | 

No. of Pelts Average Price Total Value | 

Muskrats. .3.).:/ansaumuascececnacs Sara sucice 377,654 75 $283,240.50 

Skunks *!.././5\ TNR MO ea HI ee A 343,753 82 281,877.46 
OpOSsUmis) sy Gor erdemen eer aera ce ba vie 206,546 40 82,618.40 : 
Weasels: wick amet, 200 2.) teed lo fee 88,578 55 48,717.90 

RACCOON’? occas eer a wane ree. 80,732 2.50 76,830.00 
Mink vc. silesonammmemteelutosne saa. sa see 12,444 5.00 62,220.00 f 
Gray Wom ws.. (eau as cane ee ican 9,337 2.40 22,408.80 

Ree, WOn snag eee mses eee oe cas 7,590 3.45 26,185.50 | . 
Wald Oats: cise ace es Meer es aioe 181 2.50 452.50 

OG OR 0 Fics cick vo usc ten emit iece coieraicracisehe & 14 8.00 112.00 , ‘ 
SOAIWGR tae ncr Ficus < sicaeee tpt tia «se « elo 'ecelbiains 6,499 9.00 58,491.00 

MMopal Valens same neeaninss.s cee. «58 1,088,828 $948,154.06 | 
The average price of furs purchased during the season of 1983 and 1934 was derived 

from ‘computing the average price paid by six of the largest Pennsylvania Fur Dealers | 
and a like number of medium or smaller dealers and comprised about 200,000 skins. ‘The 
data given in the above table was secured by tabulating the Fur Dealers’ reports, from the | 
bounty records and from various sources of information available as to furs shipped out | 
of the State by trappers. 

1 As has been shown by these tabulations over a period of 8 years, the Pennsylvania Fur 
Dealers purchase only slightly more than one half of the annual fur crop. | 

361 Fur Dealers reported having purchased 47,526 weasels out of 88,578 probated for 
bounty, 6,279 gray foxes out of 9,337 probated, 67 wild cats out of 181, and of 6,499 
beavers trapped they reported 4,410 purchased. 

A considerable number of weasels are killed during the summer months when they are 
worthless as fur. This is also true to a lesser degree of the gray fox, and most of the 
largest and best wild cats are sold locally to hunters as souvenirs. Nevertheless, more than 
one third of the Pennsylvania fur crop is shipped directly out of the State by the trapper. 
It goes to New York, St Louis, Chicago, Baltimore and as far away as Coopers Mill, Maine. 

It is interesting to note the great fluctuations in the price of fur from year to year. Dur- | 

ing the 1932-33 season, 1,121,967 skins brought $525,867, while during the 1933-34 season, | 
38,639 fewer skins brought $884,663. This does not include the number or value of the | 
beaver, | 

J 
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Pa. Game News 
February, 1935 Pa. 

ay yy 1933 Game Kill 
x Tabulations of 

i c the game kill for 
Yin 1933, which were 

: ZF held up pending 
‘ receipt of individ- 

ual returns from }- : 
x S34 hunters, have 

= now been com- 
pleted. Final figures are as follows: 
Deer, 20,480; bear, 586; rabbits, 2,- et 
290,426, a slight decrease over the 

y preceding year; hares, 23,139; squir- 
| rels, 687,837; raccoons, 30,943; wild Be ‘ 

| turkeys, 3,510; ruffed grouse, 164,- s = 
285; ringnecked pheasants, 297,751; 
quail, 157,667; woodcock, 30,570; ¥ 
shorebirds, 10,859; blackbirds, 121,- 

845; waterfowl, 17,421. 

: The antler classification of deer : 
ran high in big bucks, 11,233 having 
four or more points to the antler, 

5,075 having three or more to the F 

antler and 4,172 having two points 

to the antler, 
The amount of all game taken av- 

eraged over 4,900 tons.



File Bobwhite Quail ce 
Weights of Gane 

Pennsylvania eo 

Item in Pennsylvania Game News, Vol. 5, No. 10, Jamary 1935, p. 5: 

RECORD BOSWHITH QUAIL 

On November 26 the office received from Division Geme Protector 
Frank Myers, of Division "D", the head of a bob=-white quail which 
weighed, after plucking, 12 ounces, ‘This quail was killed in Cumberland 
County and publicly weighed, ‘This is the heaviest bob-white on record. 
Many full-grown grouse are no heavier,



Pa, Game News P ennsylvan 
Vol. V, No. 7 - * 

October, 1934 

Titans | 

NO MORE HAWK SHOOTING ‘5 

DREHERSVILLE (up) 04 

A group of New York men and women, 

organized as the Emergency Conservation | 

Committee of New York City, have leased | 

the entire top of the mountain near Drehers- 

ville, where there has been for many years | 

an annual slaughter of migrating hawks, 

and have posted it against all shooting. 

This will settle, at least for a few years, 

the acrimonious discussions of this annual | 

shooting of migrating hawks in September, 

October and November of each year as they 

fly low over the top of this mountain, a spur 

‘ of the Blue Mountain range, in Schuylkill 

County.
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RECORD OF BOUNTY PAID IN PENNSYLVANIA SINCE THE YEAR 1683 

aw Fnacted woit-poz | Penale | adult | Pups | Roa Poxen| Pups | Crowe | adult | Young |wi1a cata Young : 
1683 los 158 a 
1693 ns ass 

1700 # * wos 
1705 258 
ant 208 10s 1 as 
1h 3D 

179 20s 7S 6D 

1782 25.8 3s 
1802 ¥.00 | $2.50 | $8.00 | $2.50 

1806 3.00 
1819 12.00 5.00 | $378 12.00 | 5.00 | $1.00 | $.25 
180 « 25.00 25.00 
182 > 12.20, fae | $-50 +25-1.00 12.-16. 9.00 378-154 “75 $25 
18h7 © 25.00 5.00 | 
1851 4 1.09 
1853 12.00 
1866 F 5.00 
1068 g 20,00 2.00 25.00 1.00 42.00 $-50 $1.00 
1869 b 2.00 1,00 
1885 +50 2.00 +50 +50 | $50 $.50 $.50 
1887 10.00 2.00 
1889 $20.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 25 
1897 2.00 2.00 1.00 250 

1907 2.00 4.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 

1913 2.00 4.00 2.00 + 2.00 +50 
1915 | 2.00 6.00 2.00 1.00 | 1.00 
191g 2.00 8.00 2.00 5 1.00 2.00 

1921 2.00 8.00 2.00 2.00 1.50 
1923 2,00 15.00 4.00 1.00. 
1929 2 15.00 4.00 1.00 

H 

1683 - 1782, Mnglish Lay and Money h Iurerne County on wild cats 
1802, American Money Introduced Repeal-Bounty laws in Lycoming County repealed in 1880. 
S--Sailling D--Pence J All owls except the Arcadian, Soreech, or barn varieties. 

@ Counties of Luzerne, Susquehanna, Wayne, Pike, Jefferson, 1-Goshawks Killed between Noveaber 1 and the following Mey 1. McKean, Tioga, Potter, Bradford and Monroe on Wolf and Panther. # English Law placed « bounty on Squirrels, but the amount 
Counties of Pranklin, Cumberland, ‘Bedford and Indiana on wolf 4s unknown. 
and panther and Bedford on Red Fox, Wild Cat and mink. 

Repoal-Repea) of the bounty laws on wolves, foxes and wild cats in 
Armstrong, Clearfield, Pike, Lancaster York and Fayette Countios 
was effected in 1645. Bounty on wolves was changed to $12.00; 
wolf pups $2.50, wild cats 371/2¢ and panther $12.00 in Monroe 
county. 

© Counties of Monroe, Pike, Potter and Westaoreland on Wolves and 
all conflicting acts were repealed. 

@ Daphin and Fayetter Counties of foxes 
@ McKean County on wolves. 

Repeal-Repeal of bounty laws on foxes in Schuylicill and Greene Counties 
in 1854. 

Ropeal-Bounty laws in Cumberland County repealed in 1862. 
f Counties of Dauphin, Lycoming and Clarion Counties on Wild Cats. 
 Caneron County on wolves and panthers and Aycoming Couaty on 

Palance of above listed verain»



- Files he 
Accidents 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See "Four-Mile Stretch" by John M, Fleming, Field & Stream, 

September, 1934. (A road in Pa, where automobiles run over deer and 

deer run over automobiles.) Articles filed in deer folder,



Hoose 

Elk 
\ : Pa. 

"Vanished Game of Yesterday? Notes by Witmer Stone, Report of : 

the Boone and Crockett Club, June, 1934, p. 35-
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1 * oe ties, the greatest number coming from Pot- 
, e oy — ter County where 1,092 were caught. Other 

; e. eee i. counties having large kills were Sullivan, 
aed ee I i : with 483; Centre, 358; Blk, 356; Warren, 

J bec A te Pee : Sage - 336; and Cameron, 327. None were taken in 
Allegheny, Bedford, Berks, Bucks, Chester, 

Delaware, Erie, Forest, Greene, Lancaster, 

Lawrence, Montgomery, Northampton, Phila- 

delphia, Somerset, Washington or Westmore- 

land. 
Eee beaver season is over and the re- year old beavers will weigh around 30 Only one beaver was taken in Beaver 

sults thereof have been chronicled in the pounds; three year olds about 40 pounds; County. 

annals of wild life conservation in Pennsyl- and adults anywhere from 50 to 65 pounds. Beaver were trapped and killed in 50 of 

vania. Undeniably it was an outstanding Never once did the Game Commission the 67 counties of the State. 
ecological and financial success. Ecological, harbor even the remotest idea that there Accidentally killed and confiscated pelts 

because the killing of 6,408 beavers enables would be a wholesale wiping out of the not recorded above, 25. 

the Game Commission to effect a more sat- creatures; and their judgment was sub- As for the manner in which the rules and 
isfactory control of the species, thereby re- stantiated by hundreds of successful trappers regulations were adhered to by the trap- 
ducing a great deal of the damage they have who stated that at few if any of the dams pers, the Game Commission has nothing but 
been committing; and financial, because were all the animals taken. After being the highest commendation. They seemed to 
through such reduction extra thousands of disturbed they became trap shy and moved understand fully the emergency character 
dollars were made available to trappers of up or down stream and found hiding places of the situation and cooperated to the full- 
the Commonwealth by the sale of their pelts. or new quarters. They seemed to realize est extent. Comparatively few prosecutions 
With few exceptions, all of the animals they were being pursued and showed very were necessary. With remarkably few ex- 
taken were well furred and prices ranged little activity and so were very difficult to ceptions, everyone was thoroughly acquainted 
anywhere from $5.00 for “kits” up to $18.00 locate. with the “do’s and don’ts” of the season, 
for the larger pelts, known among fur deal- For that matter, it was predicted also and in this connection the Commission wishes 

ers as “blankets.” From statistics at hand that the severe cold weather of early March to thank all the agencies of the press for 
it would be safe to approximate an average and subsequent freeze-ups would be a serious their cooperation in disseminating the cor- 
price of $10.00 each on all beavers taken. handicap. However, the trappers found just rect information to the trapping public. 
One record beaver caught near the mouth the contrary to be the fact, and many ani- Another problem entirely new to the Penn- 
of the Loyalsock Creek weighed 71 pounds, mals were taken during the first two weeks sylvania trapper was that of skinning the 

and it was not uncommon to find others of the season. animals and caring for the pelts. During 
weighing 60 and 65 pounds. Normally, two Beayers were taken in 50 of the 67 coun- the first few days of the season many skins 

ee
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were presented that were poorly cared for, Beaver ..........c...cceeeeeeeeeeee Pe ADB CTIGO) ote oss) ure aici alolenci nin avore ueeintes 0 

thus reducing their value, but with a little Bedford ...................0.eeeeeee Des Hepanon—. s Peciecs cowie acca oasis 12 

experience the trappers learned to skin, Berks ...........csccecseceeeeeeeees Dies Wie RIO aire Sas atage cine cee seein A; 

flesh and dry the pelts im avery creditable Blatt .......c.62 cc ecevwcitiecesncweecnie Be TMIZCTNO Hue We Sc ciet el oresientne tins cu.s- oot ee 

manner: and “most..of- them, passed into. the Bradford — © jc. case witicnawic mctigese ee spss ieee dO pV COTEIE oc crenata ieee in Sateen nee erm eee) 

hands of “our leensed Pennsylvania fur “Bucks 2.25 026.260 0..5 0a, ceercciss awe OSS MGR CAR iia. sae sin be cnicinas om emyicew nO 

dealers in a very saleable condition. BRGtIOR oo .s2ctscistaminas sacs ae ee GU SSMONOOR sani ores -tesonncerre tae paraahs aterers 5 

Of more or less ecologic interest about Cambria ...................+....es COM MEMIN Ge ar esiss cise oe ie a een ee eO 68 
the recent season is the fact that most of the Cameron .............:ceeeeeeeeeees B27 MOMTOE 20... . eee cece eee cece cess 255 
creatures were taken in the land of the soft- Carbon .............+eeeeeeeee+++-+ 262 Montgomery .............-- eee eeeee 0 
woods—the aspens and birches in the north- Centre ................-......+++--. 358 Montour ........-.....2+- seen sere 4 
ern tier counties. Also it is interesting to Chester ......................ee eee 0 Northampton .... 0.0.22 ns cone ne 9 
note, from reports of fur dealers, the color Clarion .................+..++++..-. 110 Northumberland ..................4. 5 
variationsiof animais-taken in different sec. Clearfield sc. -go.c2-0-0- cc escnccc +. 200 PORT Yes. seo. «ee es oles ly aw ein 3 
tions. Some local dealers could tell almost Clinton ..............-eeeeeeeeeee es 294 Philadelphia... . ++... +e eee sere e eee 0 
at a glance from which section a beaver was Columbia ........-...+sseeeeeeeeeee ABO PURO No wee ene ieee mieie a cieieic en vinsse ever c  LAD 
taken. Individuals from some sections were Ctawford .........-..ese eee eee eee ee DS POLE Sie term cere teettety mie ate ventket clean) ese 
unusually dark, from others very light. ‘Cumberland Fits sinieiale wise cies tive eleieie wie 36). Schu yi sits merece aisioioie (ese wreiee e's 13 

The Federal Government took advantage eos fst igheca cic ayes soe mara eer e ROCs Ne Sel eee ae eM 
of the opportunities afforded and sent sev- peewee Rene RIC mee aS ae slats ahaa is Ais oie ala(ale ole /ecerells wietera oe 

eral specialists into Pennsylvania to collect MIK s+++-00-000orrrrrrsesstesess : sie re o 
both external and internal parasites from PM@  «-.+-.s0-00csscrsesrssrsrrese ° ae fie Se het ee 
such beavers as came under their observa- FCT coc w cues vc cceeene ee wrieisie sees 5 si Seem eee eee rere cece nets eseee Te 

tion. An account of their activities and the Forest 22. -. 1s see ee eects eee ee ees MITA ON Fgace c's wie) ar srasetarace a supavor visi ys cwretoueieva ake a 

results accomplished appear elsewhere in OPA esoteric aor sipia er eavee aver e ss aarevs Be MONAT O oboe oe) cist wapclomiccieime wie masisler ars | 

Beaeenet ENYA OT teerel efeyerere ee stat oa else see eerie 18 Warren seeee eee eeee eee ee eee eee ee es 336 
The system of indelibly stamping and cree Gero ee ese oe stn Fane ai caeee tees Re oe ey 

sealing the pelts, together with the issuance Saainae ene perauig ge 8 yee 0 Of an aifilavill aaiduaieation inch we cere eo ee ee ee a eee 
taken legally, worked out admirably, and Jefferson” «...+.-..-0.0000essssesess ee isaac sieinias= sso aostn incsseae es - 
the field. officers of the Game Commission Jumlata ... .....-....s0s0ssrseses = Btniergiscalcol Ri sLLosmiare™ sla ersaateT a Da G 

who participated in this activity deserve a Panes SEI te eS TEE “0 TOTAL 6,408 
great) deal of credit for their emiciene menas | nc? Beem ek se oreo sikis Saisie Gu ecenls oa seeie es 

ling of the whole problem. It is not often 
that the pages of the Game News are thus 

used to credit the staff of the Department, = “a ee i Z a : 
but in this and other unusual cases there — we ee Ee “7° ee 

is certainly justification for such recogni- A eet = i ae =) eee ceca ie A Po] ae 
tion. cee eee , pes pe pega te Merl 

Sportsmen’s clubs as well as individual ! i o eee eee ao Ani a 
sportsmen and others also are to be highly i 4 | Anes a ; a , . i, 

commended for their cooperation. ‘ a 4 , ae ea: 2 

Though the season is over, the experi- oe area: & 
ences of those who took active part in it u ‘ oe ; : . 
wi'l live on, as reminiscences, for many 4 : i : ‘ a ed 
years. And these experiences were not 1 - _ | i a 
without their humorous sides, too. From Von Se a > 
more than one section came reports from , oe Pa i rs i“ a Bid eek 
Game Protectors that public beaver auc- eI Zé 7 (eee ON Oo pou ro 1 

tions brought more people into some towns et } Ps See re ee 2 
than had been there for thirty years. The BI Ls ar . 
sale of pelts savored of earlier days, with Po . i : = Se a ao . 
scores of dealers buying for them. One er ea iH i : = | a 
authentic instance on record which placed { } eel 
a whole town in an uproar is so laughable y ee 
it merits mention here. One dealer was . oe oe, a P oe 
arguing (chiefly with his hands) with an- ga . oe 
other dealer about a certain bunch of pelts, % | 5 a G oF 
and all the while he was so engaged the aes a ee 
auctioneer was yelling out “twenty-nine 
dollars, twenty-nine dollars! Who'll say ee ees eo a So 
thirty dollars?’ Now, it happens that the = a eae Lear 
dealer in question had made the twenty. 4 wa Lg \ = Pa ean ae s bast : 
nine dollar bid himself, but momentarily 7S a te aes . =. 6 6 lCO SEGA Ee i 

distracted by the argument he subcon- ma Pace. § a4 \ Ca - r | rT 

scious!y heard the figure twenty-nine ring- ~~ xn ey ae a A \ : id i : = 
ing in his ears so he turns his head and a o.oo A © | 4 = 
yells “thirty,” thereby raising his own bid ee > > BY s ay RS 4 ae 2 
one dollar. So engrossed was he that he Pa — | 7) ee 
didn’t realize what he had done until he be i =< | ; 1) Se 
had raised it still another dollar, and then “= _ SS Cel peers ie ’ 
he was so mad he could only splutter. The bo ee ae aa es 
townsfolk, according to the Game Protector ies : by Core aa se or 8 = 
who related the incident, are still laughing. = | Ss —sepnes See P| = 

A list, alphabetically by county, is given pete ges nes phn F | 4. — 
below citing the kill in each case: - is meee ss Fe gee i ‘ oy 7 2 

PAB MS UIC. criss Carle ree eos 11 ae ae uy | lee Nag me a 

Ailewheny pss, Ui Aen hontae ote eae 0 A Es | ee ee a : 
PAPIPISEMONE 11S we NS ss asslacasciakd este OS 10 ae ‘ et, Sten Pep a li he as 

| Pe et a 
ea" | of Se ed 2 « 

Ne , Fs, ere Pi ~ 
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In 1903, Mr. 8. N. Rhoads published his 

“Mammals of Pennsylvania and New Jersey.” 

In this he gave several pages of records 

dealing with the last wolves known to have 
lived in these two states, and says (page | 
149) : “Wolves were once commonly and uni- 
formly distributed over the entire limits of 
the two states. They were apparently ex- 

terminated in Pennsylvania within the last 

10 or 15 years, but more recent accounts 

seem to indicate that a remnant of the 
typical Alleghanian animal may still exist 
in the mountains separating Westmoreland | 
and Somerset Counties, Pennsylvania.” | 

The killing of the last gray wolf in Penn- | 
sylvania is recorded by H. F. Coon in Forest 

and Stream, June 1. 1907 (p. 854): “The 

farmers of Brush Mountains, near Holidays- 
burg, had lost 40 or 50 sheep during the 
three years previous. On the morning of 

May 18, 1907, Jacob Royer saw what he took 

to be a very large gray fox killing a lamb. 

Assisted by S. C. Long and James R. Moore, 

he killed the creature and found it a veritable 
gray wolf, an old female. She was very 
gaunt, weight about 60 pounds, though 5 feet 
5 inches in total length. The specimen is 

now in Carnegie Museum at Pittsburgh. Prof. | 
W. E. Clyde Todd vouches for the accuracy 
of this record.”
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. The author of this report, Major E. A. Goldman, has long * 
* been identified with wild life investigations. He worked " 

* for many years with the Biological Survey in explorations * 

* covering California, Arizona, New Mexico, Mexico, and Panama,* 
‘ * He has occupied positions in the Biological Survey respee- * th 

* tively of field naturalist, biologist in carge of the . 
* Division of Biological Investigations, in charge of Divi- m 

* sion of Game and Bird Reservations, and senior biologist of * 

* the Division of Biological Investigations. He is a member * 
* of various scientific organizations, among thom the Amer- * 

* ican Society of Mammologists, and the American Ornitholo- * 
* gists' Union. He has written extensively on conservation * 
* topics and has published many technical articles on class- * 

: * iffeatton, habits, and relationships of mammals. He has * 
* represented the Biological Survey on a numbor of important * 

* committees investigating wild life conditions. He isa * 
* field man, thoroughly familiar with the scientific as well * 
* as the practical problems involved. It was for this reason * 

* that he was selected to make the investigation which is 7 

* covered in the attached report. " 

. U. S. Forest Service. * 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In compliance with the request of the U. S. Forest Service I was 

detailed by the Chief of the Biological Survey, to. make an examination 

of timber stand improvement work in relation to wild life on the Allegheny 

National Forest, Ponnsylvania. This work, authorized under the Emergency 

Conservation: Work program, is being carricd on by the Civilian Conserva- 

tion Corps. _I-gave special attention to the problem presented by the many 

old; and usually badly defective beech trees that had been left when areas 

now being treated for stand improvement were logged over @ number of years 

Ago. ‘ 

Transportation was furnished by the Forest Service and during five 

days, trips were made from Warren as a base into the different kinds of 

timber stands onthe Allegheny Forest. I was accompanicd by Supervisor 
Bishop or Cultural Superintendent Vessey, and during two days by Pennsyl- 

. vania State game officials, representatives of State game organizations, 
and by N. P. Wheeler, a lumberman and sportsman of wide experience in the 

region, There was snow on the sround and conditions were favorable for 

making observations. ' ' 

f aoa II. ITINERARY ‘ he 

' I left Washington, D. C., at 6:45 p.m., January 14, 1934, and 
arrived:at Warren, Pa., 7 a.m. next morning, where I. was met by Super- 

visor Bishop, and with Cultural Superintendent Vessey we left for - 

Endeavor and points on the western side of the Allegheny Forest. In the 
forested hills northeast of Endeavor we met by appointment a group con- 

sisting of N. P. Wheeler, the lumberman, Dr. H. L. Sanderson, President 

. of the Northwestern Division, Federated Sportsmen of Pennsylvania, Mr. 
Norris of the ‘Izaak Walton League of America, Jay C. Gilford, Division 

4 Game Supervisor, W. J. Carpentor, District Game Protector,: and representa- 
tives of several sportsmen's organizations... The joint party spent the 
remainder of the day moving from place to place along a logging-road on 

a& car drawn by an engine provided by Mr. Wheeler. From the logging rail- 

road, we walked into the adjoining forest at scveral- points, one walk 

extendinz for several miles over one of the higher ridgos. We returned 

to Warres about 7 p.m. On January 16, I made a trip with Mr.-Vessey to 
examine c.ltural work on the eastern side of the forest south of Kane. 
On January 17.Mr. Vessey and I again. mct a- party, including Mr. Wheeler, 
Mr. Gilford, Mr. Carpenter, and Frank Wolford; and spent the day mainly 
in tramping ove: high ridges and benches of older stand second growth, 
regarded as espucially favorable for game, im.the forested arca north- 

east of Endeavor. January 18, Vessey, Assistant. Supervisor Salmond,- 
and I examined areas near Blissville in McKean County. On January 18, 
Supervisor Bishop, who had been away a few days, joined Vessey and me 
over the longest route covered on the forest. We drove: through Kane 
and thence southwest through Marienville to the Loleta Dam on Millstone 
Creek near the southern edge of the forest.. Stops were made for short 
side ttips on foot into the forest at a numberof places. At 6:40 in 
the evening I left for Washington, where I arrived'at 8:37 the next morn- 
inge. - ne, . is i 
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Ue ae III. GENERAL DISCUSSION. ; ; 

ih The Allegheny National Forest embraces some 400,000 acres, - 

mainly cutover lands, interspersed with private owned areas and { 

State game lands. The total area within the exterior boundaries 

of the forest is about 650,000 acres. Additional tracts will pre- 

sumably be added from time to time to those already acquired. . The 

general forested area forms a somewhat rolling plateau with an ir- 

regular surface rising to from 1,500 to 2,000 feet above sea level. - 

While there are some steep slopes, the contours as a rule are not 

very rugged or broken. :™ ai 

“ “ -""<" Much of the Allegheny Forest area was originally. covered with 
“a"sodd' stand of hemlock, white pine, northern hardwoods, and some 

R '* ‘ehéstnit. Hemlock was prédominant on.the slopes, giving way to hard- 
“"" woods" along the flat ridges-and high. benches..; The, hardwoods included, 
“Y""" pesides the chestnut, sugar maple, red: maple, beech, white ash, black 

: ‘“\" gherry, and black and yellow birch. The northern.red oak.and white 

“ S6dleoceurred, but apparently in limited stands, and few remain. The 
: logging operations, exteriding over a.long period down to the present, 

removed the hemlock, white pine, and merchantable hardwoods, leaving 

a many old and defective trees, especially beech. Whore fire has been 

Pails “Kept ‘out vory promising second growth:timbor stands are. developing. 

s ‘fhe timber ‘stand improvement work, of, the 0.0.C. is restricted 
; ' tainly to general thinning.to prevent: overcrowding. and to the liberation 

« of ‘species that might be overtopped. or crowded by less desirable species 

\ in this type of second: growth.:. This selective treatment is designed to 
; promote, and should grcatly accelerate, the development of a forest 

made up largely of well-formed trees of desirable species. Nine chemical 

wood plants are located within or closely adjoining the Allegheny Forest, 

some of which are said to be idle at present. Chemical wood can be cut 

from stems down to thrée-inchés in “diameter, and there may be a demand 

for much of the more accessible timbor, regardless of species, for this 

purpose. sf dian Linas Seg al aid aaa Doan’ J 

i : Many logged-off areas ‘were subsequently burned ovor repeatedly, 

: and second: growth of value practically climinated.. Fire control on 
“such areas in recent years has resulted-in a young growth, largely of 

‘inferior’ timber species, such.as pin cherry, aspen,;, birch, and sumach. 
, As: there is practically nothing to work upeny improvement cutting cannot 

‘ "be carried on.to advantage in such stands. : It.is.expected that the tree 

-. planting ‘program that-has been. initiated.will. restore productive timber 

“.. “Yalue without detracting, “for many years, from conditions favorable for 

‘ .. game. Some species beneficial to wild: life. might well be considered 
_ “efor -inelusion in this: program. Fortunately erosion seems to. have been 

of limited extent. ; : Rei 3 Peat : NY 

i - The timber-stand improvement work iis .designed:to promote the 

+. growth.of a maximum. quality and quantity timber: crop:to be cut in 

} 20.to 50 years. .The general. methods and procedure are adopted with 

‘o's this end definitely.in view. Silvicultural manipulation, howeyer, 

: has an important ‘bearing upon: the wild life, especially game,. that is



dependent upon the forest and that is coming to be recognized as an 

important forest resource. In Pennsylvania forest game has been develop- 

ed into an asset that yields large returns to the State through the sale 

of licenses and directly to the local people through the expenditures of 

sportsmen. Also from a purely recreational standpoint the value of an 

abundance of wild life, especially game, in a region so near and so readily 

accessible to larvzoe citios is incalculable, 

It is significant that the sreat restoration of forest game in 

Penrsylvania follcwed logging operations. On the Allegheny Forest, as 

in so many other places, logging of the primeval forest, resulting in 

a much denser, lower growth of small trees, shrubs, and blackberry and 

other bushes, greatly increased the forage available for much of the game, 

especially for deer; and the deer is very much the most important game 

animal in the Allegheny Forest, as is true for the State as a whole. In 

cutting over lands, practically all timver of large size containing 

merchantable logs was removed. This apparently included the well-formed 

mature beech trees, leaving of this species a large number of defective 

trees worthless for lumber, with wide spreading branches that occupy 

Space and often overtop or crowd a young growth of black cherry, white 

ash, sugar maple, and other desirable timber species. The beech is an 

erratic seed bearer but large crops of nuts are said to be produced 

in this region about one year in three, and some nuts are matured on 
some trees each year. Chestnut did not form a very large part of the 

original stand in the National Forest region; it did, however, furnish 
excellent food for both animals and birds, and its loss has no doubt 

had a marked effect on game and other wild Life of many kinds. ‘The 
various hickories and oaks that yicld heavy nut crops farther south 

are here reduced to a few trces mainly at the lover levels and are, 

therefore, negligible as food supplies for wild life in the region. 

The absence of hickories and oaks, combined with the loss of the 

chestnut, leaves the beech as about the only tree producing nut food 

that is so important in carrying game and other wild life through the 
critical winter season. Beech trees provide nut food for many animals, 

including decr, bears, squirrels, raccoons, and opossums. Along some 
of the higher ridges of the Allegheny Forest, the many scratches on 

beech trees, some of them very recont, made by bears in climbing the 

trees, are evidence of the activity of these animals in obtaining the 
nuts of which they are known to be fond. Beech nuts are also taken by 
grouse, which are numerous on the Allegheny Forest. Evidence that beech 
nuts are cagerl sought by animals on the Allegheny Forest was not lacking. 

I noted a number of places where deer had pawed through the snow undcr 

beech trees and fragments of beech=nut hulls indicated the object of 
their quest. More numerous were the holes made by squirrels in extract- 

ing beech nuts through the snow. In one place a red squirrel had eaton 

several nuts taken from a cache under a log. 

Many thousands of acres of the Allegheny Forest, which were 
. burned over years ago but are now covered largely with pin cherry, 

aspen, birch, and blackberry bushes, are excellent game country, 
especially for deer, rabbits, and grouse, although beech is almost 
entirely lacking. The qvantity and great diversity of browse produced 
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in such areas affords the wide variety craved by deer. In fact some of 
this land appeared to be heavily stocked with deer at the time of my 
visit, after the hunting season. Along Millstone Creck in an aroa of 

| second growth, small homlocks, thickets of Rhododendron, laurel, and 
| other bushes, afforded shelter as well as food for deer. Here patches 

o\R | of Rhododendron that had been killed by heavy browsing were evidence 
| that deer have increased in recent years. Many tracks of deer in the 

dw | snow and fresh browsing of Ruododendron, laurel, and some hemlock were 
wt A Ap noted. This was evidently @ concentration area, but such areas are among 

Ke" | the indicators of the trend in game abundance, and afford some of the data 
| upon which game management should be based. ‘The extent of the browsing 
' here at this season strongly suggested that the deer should be further 

reduced to maintain the carrying capacity of the general arca unimpaired, 

and in order to preclude deer damage to forest reproduction. 

In an appraisal of the tinber-stand improvement work in relation to 
wild life the annual game crop sheuld be given consideration, although no 
exact comparison of wild life and timber values can be made. The wild life 

census of the Forest Service for the Allegheny Forest gives an estimted 

deer population of 13,500 as of December 31, 1933, and 2,300 are the 
figures given for the kill by regular hunters during the 1933 season. 

The population estimates of other principal game in relation to the 

seasonal kill are as follows: Bears, 200, 26 killed; rabbits, 195,000, 
92,000 killed; squirrels,/°55,600, 12,800 killed: raccoons, 5,200, 275 

killed; grouse, 31,000, 12,400 killed. Other game and valuable fur 
bearers are omitted here. The total number of hunters is given as 

20,000, half being local and an cqual number not residing within or 
near the forest. It is estimated that local: sportsmen spend an avorage 
of $5 each for eqiipment, transportation, and the like, while those from 
away average $25 each, or a genoral average for the forest of $15, which, 
applied to 20,000 sportsmen, totals $300,000 for the year 1933, 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Plans for timber-stand improvement work on the Allegheny National 

Forest (or elsewhere) should, of course, tako into consideration all 

the public interests involved. The comparative figures that have been 
presented indicate that both gome and timber are very valuable asscts 

and that both should be fostered with due regard for the needs of the 
other. Game and wild life in general represent a greater asset here than 
in most regions ind in forest management should be given special consider- 

ation. In order properly to appraise the work in its relation to wild 

life, it is necessary to consider the changes that have taken place and 
are still going on. 

The general evidence indicates that logging resulted in markedly 

improved conditions for much of the game, squirrels probably excepted. 
This was due to the cutting of a mature stand, largely conifers, that 
afforded comparatively little food and to the removal of the heavy canopy, 
which had restricted the number of food-producing plants. ‘The second growth 

includes browse-producing plants in much greater profusion, especially for 
deer. Deer and bears were reduced almost to the vanishing point in Penn- 
sylvania forests many years ago. Under a very constructive State program 
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however, restoration of these and other game specics has been romarkably 
successful. 

Aside from urgently needed general protection, the restoration of 
game was favored by the log: ing operations, which led to « fairly dense 

new growth providing mzch food and shelter for a variety of species. 

Another favorable factor has been the absence in the restored game 

territory of the laeger predatory animals, the panthers and wolves that 
formerly proyed heavily upon the decr. It is probably a safe assumption 
that such game as deer and rabbits are more numerous now than in primeval 
time. The work of the C. 0. C. in thinning stands, and by severing trunks 
promoting sprout growth, will tond to increase browse for deer and rabbits. 
As the second growth stands become older and a closed forcst canopy again 
develops, however, a reduction in browse for dder and rabbits will take 
place. Timber sales that open parts of the forest will, therefare, be 
beneficial for game. 

Criticism of the C. C. 0. work centered mainly about the girdling | » a) 
of the old and defective beech trees that were left in the logging et 
operations, and should, of course, be considered with a view to weighing | jw 
the utility of these trecs to game and othor wild life against timber | 
values that would be sacrificed if they are left standing. One cannot | 
very accurately forecast the value of the merchantable timber that would 
be displaced nor arrive at the exact extent to which wild life may be 
dependent upon these beech trees. Timber production, however, is a slow 
process, and the crop cannot be harvested for many years. The general 
evidence, on the other hand, indicates that the beech in this region, t 
although an irregular nut. besror, contributes importantly to the annual 
food supply required by many kinds of game and other wild life. Many 
of the old trees, although defective, are especially valuable, as period- 
ically they produce heavy nut crops and also serve as den trees. An 
important consideration is the fact that legging apparently removed the 
mature beeches that were solid and of merchantable timber value, leaving 
as a rule a wide age interval betwoen fairly abundant reproduction and 
the old defectives. If all the clder becch trees were cut, food for 
wild life, in the nut class, in the absenco of the chestmit ana oak, 
would te greatly reduced for many years. Fortunately this is not con- 
templated. 

The over-abundance of deer, mainly does, in large burned-over areas, 
in which there is little or no beech, is evidence that this tree is not a 
necessity for dec: at the present time. I regard the beech, however, as 
a very important item of the fcod supply required by the varied assort- 
ment of game and other wild life on the Allegheny Forest as a whole. 

Though wild life is of outstanding value in the general region, 
timber-stand improvement. work can, in my judgment, be carried on in the 
Allegheny Forest to good advantage over considerable areas without in 
the long run sacrificing either of the somewhat conflicting wild life 
or timber interests. The two are major interests to be fostered, each 
in the proper relation to the other. The deor and rabbits, like the 
porcupines, may be very destructive to forest reproduction if left un- 
controlled. Deer are now present in numbers that may preclude successful 
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planting operations in burned-over areas. Flanting operations, however, 

might well include species that would be of value to wild life as well as 

for timber. Some of the burned-over parts of the Allegheny Forest would 

seem to be excellent arcas on which to experiment with some of the blight- 

resistent chestnuts of the Old World, although I understand that one trial 

planting of such chestnuts was not successful. 

From a strictly tinber-production standpoint, the removal of all 
badly defective bi :ch trees would be justified. In recognition of their 

game~food value, however, the policy now in force on the forest provides 
| for “he leaving of four (4) largo-crowned beech trees per acre, even though 

they may interfere with the proper development of valuable young growth. 
This policy should be continued. Conditions vary greatly and it will not, 
of course, be practicable to carry out such a program on an exact acreage 

basis, but the general objectives should be kept clearly in mind by those 

responsible for selecting trees to be girdled. Such recognition of the 

value of game as a forest resource should reduce but little the quantity 
and quality of timber products that can be grown on the forest, 

Beech is rated as a desirable tree, and promising individuals are 

not removed. On recently treated areas cxamined in various parts of the 
Allegheny Forest, the older beech trees spared were, in my judgment, 
sufficient, since in addition to the older trees, a considerable number 
of smaller beeches of bearing size occur throughout most of the region. 
Many very old beech trees have broken tops or are so defective that they 

no longer bear many nuts and yet may interfere with the growth of younger 
and more desirable trees. Such may well be girdled unless they are ob- 

| viously good den trees, 

It is the practice of the Forest Service to take counts on sample 
plots of the results of the stand-improvement cutting. Such counts, 
according to the figures covering areas treated up to January 1, 1934, 
totaling 12,752 acres, indicate that whereas about 20 beech trees per 
acre were cut or girdled, 61 per acre were left standing as crop trees. 

It is to be noted, however, that the becch trees removed averaged larger 

in size and hence had greater game-food value than those left. Most of 
the large trees that are girdlcd will continue to stand for a number of 
years, and some will be of value as den trees for game of various kinds. 

Along some of the higher ridges and benches are older stands, which 
contain advanced second growth and forest products of merchantable size 

in the form of som? saw logs and often a great deal of cordwood. Where 

this cordwood vo!wne amounts to 10 cords or more per acre, the timber~ 

stand improvement policy does not call for the treatment of the stand 

at all. Such stands, often spoken of as "beech ridges," are especially 

favored by deer, bears, and squirrels, and under the stand-improvement 

policy they will remain as choice hunting grounds. Other areas of 5 

acres or more occurring in otherwise cut-over lands, containing 10 cords 

ov more of merchantable wood per acre, are also exempted from treatment. 

The stand-improvement program is aimed primarily at the treatment 

of young stands, and, consequently, is limited in scope. Supervisor 

Bishop cstimated that it might be spplied to 25 per.cent of the forest. 

If the importance of the coordination of forest uses is kept clearly 
in mind, and if the recomnendaticns made are carried out, the reasonable 
needs of game and other wild life on the areas treated will, in my opinion, 

be adequately safcguarded. ° 
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Hawk & Owl Folder 
Pa. folder ~~ 

See "The Hawk Migration Along the Kittatinny Ridge in Pennsylvania," by 

Earl L. Poole. The Auk, Vol. LI, Jan., 1%4, pp. 17-20.
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1982 GAME KILL 

Tabulations of the large and small game 

killed for last year have just been completed. 

Since the close of the license year on Au- 

gust 31st, employees of the Commission have 

peen working daily on returns from Division | 

Game Supervisors and District Game Pro- 

tectors, and from reports submitted by hunt- | 

ers, many of which came in rather late 

despite the Board’s appeal for more prompt 

returns of these reports. | 

The final tabulation for large game is as | 

follows: Deer (legal bucks), 19,724 and bear, © 

216. The kill of small game included: Rab- 

bits, 3,126,512; Hares (snow-shoes), 19,890; 

Squirrels, 590,128; Raccoons, 31,772; Wild 

Turkeys, 2,992; Ruffed Grouse, 134,135; 

Ringnecked Pheasants, 246,551; Bob-white 

Quail, 129,564; Woodcock, 27,141; Shorebirds, 

12,594; Blackbirds, 180,362; and Wild Water- 

fowl, 25,431. 

The Commission is making a special ap- 

peal to hunters this season asking them to 

return their reports of small game killed 

not later than February 1st. Do not wait 

until the expiration of the license year on 

August 81st. The Commission is primarily 

interested in the game kill whereas a great 

many hunters hold off sending in their re- 

ports early in order that they can include a 

record of hawks, owls and other vermin 

killed during the summer months. Do not 

hold up your report for this purpose. Send 

it in by February 1st so that the Game Com- 

mission can get an early start tabulating 

them. Remember that the kill of game this 

season will regulate to a great extent the 

seasons and bag limits to be decided for 

next year, and also will govern to a large 

degree the amount of restocking.
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e Ring-Necked Pheasant 
In Pennsylvania 

. 

“Sow That You May Reap” 

Ef. ret ee es 

B a : . . eee Oe aia as. act me 
a . : The ringneck is here to ere oe eg 

620 ee stay. And it taxes the soem OIE ou te 
eC ona : ee & gor 

Peer aN best efforts of the Game Eo (les. 
| ge ee i fats a ne eee 

ee so eee ie os a A PS ek es ee Commission to furnish i fare VG 
sie i TAP 2 a enough of these splen- ES ae rate 

per 4: oe 3 mae did. bird i; Eee cy ane fe ie arep 
a pi ae Pee 4 ras to meet the eee agian Oa Pe See a 

Sa ot oes Camas aS Reg OE BCC a 
<a BSS Vere rca demand. ee camel ee ee 
ova gh be, ar ae Soe ss Seen aa 
Ke tk ae ee OA er Rese Tie a aha anal ald 2 

The Ring-necked Pheasant has had a remarkable history in keepers, and interested sportsmen and farmers, created another 

Pennsylvania. A glance through various old records shows that source of supply from whence were released thousands of birds. 

it was classed as a game bird and hunted under regular open In order to note the amazing increase of pheasants during 

seasons snce 1902. Apparently it was not very common in those the first five years, one needs only to glance over the records 

early days, however, for other records show that comparatively of the Game Commission ending the year 1920. During that 

few were released up until 1915, and then only by sportsmen year 4,062 pheasants were released (twice as many as in 1915), 

and individuals who were interested in them chiefly for their 432,240 licenses were issued (133,268 more than in 1915), and 

own amusement. 23,000 birds were killed, an increase of 22,204 over 1915. From 

The long open seasons and large bag limits in effect between these records it can readily be seen that the birds not only 

1902 and 1915 were beyond doubt responsible for the lack of gained a foothold, but greatly increased their own numbers, de- 

any substantial increase of pheasants during those years. Seasons spite an anuual increase in hunters, and the depletion of their 

at that time ranged anywhere from a month and a half to two ranks by predatory birds and animals, stray dogs and cats, and 

months, and bag limits from fifty a season to unlimited. It such farm implements as the reaper, mower, and hay-rake, which 

is amazing that the birds managed to hold their own under destroyed many nests. 

such conditions. The manner in which the farmer protected the pheasants from 

The first efforts to permanently establish the ringneck in the start was unquestionably responsible for their gaining a 

Pennsylvania was made by the Game Commission in 1915, at foothold so rapidly. They wanted them around simply because 

which time 2,090 birds were purchased and released in several they were beautiful to look upon, and at first apparently gave 

counties in the southeastern part of the State which were ideal little thought to any economic attributes which the birds pos- 

pheasant range. At the same time more sensible seasons and sessed. Many farmers posted their lands against hunting to 

bag limits were effected. protect them. 

During the fall of that same - EE From 1920 on, a steady in- 

year 796* pheasants were ( oe | crease of the ringneck took 
killed by the hunters, the rr oe _| place, and although during 

number of hunting licenses aye te ee = 8 | that period several reductions 

issued during that season = PEN ey * 6 S~C~S~S|sin:*ésthe ~=seasons = and bag 

numbering 262,355. (It is a . ENNSYLVANIA | © _| limits were made, more birds 

also estimated that anywhere JQ] RUISNEGKS— 08) 9! 4ugaee | were killed each season. Up 
from a hundred to a hundred oe 2 Retcaseo py NF =| «until 1923 it was permissible 
and fifty thousand landowners Pe fae _ STATE . _ _ to kill both sexes. At that 

hunt in Pennsylvania each | | GAME COMMISSION \ 0; Fe | stime, however, legislation 

year without licenses.) PY ls a .  — +~+'| was enacted permitting the 

Even at this early stage of AP" Jie + eae | killing of males only, which, 
the game, hunters reported RK 538 oe er C|_imcidentally, later led to seri- 

seeing pheasants in many ce $ co oe = : SoS ous trouble in certain sec- 

counties adjoining those in |f°( ie, =, | | =| tions of the State. 
which the original stock was [Bey ue SC} Today the ringneck in 
liberated, proving that the |B seam ae eS . | ee | Pennsylvania is as popular 

birds had already begun to [ete es i 2 | with the sportsmen as the 

spread. rx oo ; ae oc | | Rutfied Grouse, Wild Turkey, 

From 1915 to the present 9S Se ee | ieee gg. | and Bob-white Quail, and it 
time, restocking of pheasants |< 33 eg ee Coe So has lessened the burden of 

purchased in the open market 2 oe Ope eee | shooting on these _ latter 

has been done annually. [#3 -2 58 ee PES ES: ate Oe ee ee oo -{ species to such an extent that 

Beginning in 1916, however, |.fe@@llinsts. S08 885 Be. Bute i dade eer, ees | they, too, have increased con- 

the Game Commission, by siderably. 

distributing several thousand All birds purchased or raised by the state are liberated in suit- During the past five or six 

pheasant eggs each year to able locations by carefully trained Game Protectors. Sportsmen years the ringneck has spread 

game protectors, refuge liberate only the birds which they raise. widely throughout the State 

*At the outset the ringneck was not particularly favored as a game bird.
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j fami] closed to the killing of ringnecks because Pie eh og ee eh 4 Mm 
ie ‘ ge too valuable economically. This side of as 

i << - See i>. m | the problem originated when it was found a , v4 
p ae dn aa through stomach examinations of a num- j Cs i 

Me fia oe ber of ringnecks killed by automobiles* ee J 5 
gpd Ir lame SS Soe ee = that the birds were consuming large num- ; > aT 
Ge? ES oy << <r. a: ae bers of the dreaded Japanese Beetle. Sub- bai 2 ey MA ee 

bade i RR ‘ ag a ~ sequent investigations also proved this to Mery 2 Gi ¢ BN 

sal = be a 5 €: a. PeSUs: : ar Oto: - x C7 ee i 
Men a oe Se RS is In the early spring and summer of 1929 ae % ee 
ange en hie eS oye aa | - ; 3 4 , So ee ea ey oon Gees — a number of complaints of ring-necked ‘pei q _ 

a OT EY ke ae % : heasants pulling young corn were re- % +. Pe Sana) 3 AS eet tae aera a paw BI Se eu 2 eo 4 a ved 
cae TE cx ceived from farmers in the southeastern a p = 
a Oe ie) = part of the State, but an investigation re- 

vealed no serious damage at all, although Steady! 
Awaiting Release in a few instances evidence of corn-pulling 3 i ; ; 

Farm, 12,450 of which were distributed Was noted. ue ee gurenesnne COR EAN eeere 
among the game refuges, since the Com- During the fall of 1929 many of the pontents Of whlch: base mec Ond ten 
mission felt that the previous year’s suc- farmers who had previously claimed the taken from a specimen killed by an auto- 
cess warranted a continuance of that pro- pheasants were doing damage, still per- mobile in Philadelphia County in early 
gram; 6,547 were distributed among _ sisted in posting their lands against hunt- June, 1930. It held forty-seven inch 
sportsmen, and the remainder were re- ing. Despite the amount of posted lands worms, three earthworms, two potato 
tained for hatching at the farm. the greatest of all ringneck seasons re- bugs, one butterfly, one hundred and 

From approximately 5,000 eggs at the sulted, the kill totalling 212,082 birds. thirty-eight Thenia buds, thirty-one al- 

Jordan Farm, 2,500 birds were success- What a comparison with the kill of 1915! falfa and clover leaves, three buttercup 
fully reared, and approximately 1,000 re- More trapping of pheasants in congested blossoms, one grasshopper, thirty-two 
leased. : Of about the same number of areas was done in the winter of 1929, wood worms, two spiders, and a lot of 
eges shipped to the Fisher Farm, which and a trap originated by Mr. Warren  gmajj weed-seeds which were not identi- 
was in position to handle eggs about that Fretz, a Game Protector in the south- fied. 

time, 2,400 birds were reared, and about eastern part of the State proved very suc- 

800 released. From the eggs furnished cessful. Im one instance he trapped 106 A brief summing up of the various in- 

refuge keepers, 4,863 pheasants were re- pheasants, on one farm! vestigations made during the past two or 

leased, and from those furnished to sports- During the summer of 1930 an unusual three years tends to show: 

ED nae prete released: ae reo number of complaints were received from That so far as corn-pulling is concerned 
ene considered good, everything taken th. same section of the State. A thorough this depredation, when practiced t all oa 

into Cone aa investigation followed and a number of 1 i : B Se aneee 
In the spring of 1930, both farms were pheasants were killed in the cornfields of ei nouceabie: gene ae See eons 

fully equipped, and those in charge having those Jandowners complaining of damage. ings. At this ae few insects are to be 

profited by the previous year's experiences, ng pirds were not killed the moment they '0Ud and it is logical to assume the birds 
were better able to cope with any arising were observed, but in each case were are searching for grubs and dormant in- 
difficulties. Hence the work went for- watched carefully for some time in order ‘ects. From the moment insect life begins 

ward much more smoothly and better re- +) qetermine whether they were really to assert itself, complaints of pheasant 
sults were obtained. During 1930, both feeding, or merely passing over the fields. damage cease almost automatically. 
farms together produced in the neighbor- 4), pirds killed must certainly have fed ; eee x 
hood of 73,000 eggs, refuge keepers and  yo¢ Jess than a half hour before they were That the majority of the complainants 
sportsmen again being furnished large al-  giot. are farmers whose lands are entirely sur- 
lotments for hatching. — rounded in many cases by abandoned 

During the time all of this interest was *Since 1925 from 1500 to 2,000 pheas- farm jands. Naturally, therefore, many 
centered about the development of the two ts, principally females, were killed by pheasants flock to the cultivated areas in 
game farms, there was brewing among ®#utomobiles each year. search of grubs and insect life. 
some of the southeastern counties, where : 
the ringneck was originally stocked, a When sufficient specimens were taken to 
trouble which. threatened to develop ; satisfy the complainants and to warrant 
rapidly if not controlled properly. This a fair comparison, the contents of the 

trouble first started in 1928 when it was c crops and gizzards were carefully ex- 
learned from field officers of the Commis- a oe amined and classified by responsible ex- 
sion and interested sportsmen that the ci = perts in that line of work. The results 
ratio of females to males was far too ex- meme Ae ss proved beyond all doubt that the ring- 
cessive, and that the birds in general had F aa neck is almost entirely beneficial, for the . 

increased to such an extent that some ae ek i greater portion of material found proved 
areas were terribly congested. Also there 4 ss = to be species of beetles and grubs that 

were many evidences of inferior stock. eS - eh — are commonly known as enemies of corn. 

Investigations by officials of the Com- i 3% r Among these was the dreaded Spotted Cu- 
mission followed in the wake of these re- ” - - cumber Beetle. Vegetable matter con- 
ports and found them only too true. In ee vee sisted of such material as Mouse-ear 
order to relieve conditions in the most ” ine a. Chickweed, seeds of the Buttercup, Sedge, 

seriously affected areas, some of the hens ou”: and Wild Strawberry, several grains of 

were trapped and shipped to other sections Vat oats, buds of the Thenia, roots of the Nut 

of the State. This was a slow process, é ‘oa oe Grass, leaves of the alfalfa and clover, 

however, and though it helped some, the Neen a ; and a number of unidentified weed seeds. 

situation was by no means remedied. eae ‘ In only one instance was corn found, but 
While officials were engaged in trapping ih : E pices apparently this was water-soaked grain 

pheasants from some of the congested ee ie A se that had been scattered about the edges 

areas, more fuel was added to the fire ee : of cornfields (upon advice of the Game 
when several petitions were received from pte ee ae aes oe Commission) to attract the pheasants in 
other landowners in the same part of the the hope of preventing their pulling the 
State demanding that certain counties be young shoots.
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That in their desire to prove a case 1930 1931 1932 

against the ringneck, the landowners ap- 
pear to overlook the great number of Number of pheasant eggs produced ......... 75,698 101,596 107,599 

crows and blackbirds, which are invariably a 

found on the cornfields, and which’ cer- TUDE GED Beeson tice ss epued sto: 

tainly do much damage. Sportsmen: Warmers.) 53 os ceo eee 40,481 50,891 47,412 

That a great many of the farmers claim- 

ing damage permit no hunting whatever Refuge Keepers ........... 2+ seers 13,914 18,605* 24,584 

on their lands. Consequently, the areas Otherwise disposed of: 

become overrun with pheasants, and de- 

predations, when committed upon the Set-at farmer secs oo er eae chs Ge 18,700 27,700 32,760 

early plantings, are therefore more notice- 
able because of the abundance of birds. Brokenand: WHat ies ete eyiepsig ee 2,603 4,900 2,843 

All these facts indicate that the ring- pheasants shipped for restocking ............ 6,633 10,544 9,618 

neck like the deer and beaver, may offer 

a serious problem one of these days if *Includes 3,500 eggs shipped to State College for experimental purposes. 

not properly controlled. 

There are certain points of general in- 

terest: thats have, beon- brought tovileht ins carr ea eT Ce Nip yie nS Pee estas 

the study of the history of the ringneck 

pheasant in Pennsylvania. For instance, it z zr F - 7 = > - 

is noted that the birds adapt themselves taste <2 einen: ey ‘ Se anes t 4: Vie sy 

more readily to sections where the country arose ee . Bie ee 

is low and rolling with many creeks and” ER BRAT pearl Ve - Es iret, Ss 

considerable marshy areas. Small brushy Heh AIS Beige Se See 

areas along stream sides furnish ideal ae eiat se i ape eis Dy : 

pheasant range. prio) 2 Nee ae ee Ae er. 

It is also noted that the birds seem not Poe a peat ref ee Nn the. : 

to do very well in large open valleys where d BS ou tae. . eee oN m Oly So : 

agriculturists take pride in keeping their eels a ie i HV . a ey es ¥ 

fence rows cleared of brush and other eo ee Pay. a NS Sy : 

game cover. On the other hand pheasants eater Ee | eee Sapte are Meier i 

are found in abundance about old aban- a ae ot ‘4 a Li re “Se Weeds Wn 

In releasing ringnecks for stocking pur- aS o x aR ¥ R : i a bees ae Poe 

poses, only the most suitable areas are ae ee vi C . we  » eT. 7 Po ae’ S 

selected. Game Protectors in every county a hee cee ey mame. t 7 “ Np. a: is sen 

supervise such restocking and birds are NEN aod Bae RTE? ite, Ni Bia ta re " 

released only after these men have studied RE aL ae Oe eae. ae a , 

the ground and considered it to be suit- ERG Med eu ACS cos see " : 4 

able range, with sufficient cover to offer i Gi A eee OIE : pr at as ie aH tears ~ 

food, and with protection against vermin. ae Sai, se agh ah ae LOU aay. = a ah af 

Pheasants are never stocked by the Game Vee! Ne ENV Yt ARC ae Oh ee . = 

Commission on lands which are not left ie iS EGO NU at aoe RRS GRIT yn el we Wh 

open to huntng. CAE: tate ean NG 2d ha ae 
Just another word about the pheasant pod SD Ey " 4 ese Gy ae cath: Peak Ra 4 es eee 

farms: They are now firmly established, se’ ta ee aN at. ee a Ba SO ey is 

with an output of both eggs and birds dur- <3 < Or es ag eee Ree. hee Vian, te Com | 3} mT) 

ing the past two years that has been in- Bo ES ce med ie ee >> 

deed gratifying. A record of the activi- 

ties during 1930, 1931 and 1932 is given Double 

above for your information: 

WATERPROOFING LEATHER ~ THE CARELESS SMOKER 

A fool there was and his pipe he lit (Even as you and I) 

Chemists of the United States Department of Agriculture recom- On a forest trail where the leaves were fit 

mend the following formulae for waterproofing leather, which to To become ablaze from the smallest bit 

use depends on the accessibility of materials: (1) Wool grease, Of spark—and the fool he furnished it (Even as you and 10M 

: 8 oz.; Petrolatum, 4 0z.; Paraffin wax, 2 oz. (2) Petrolatum, 16 ‘The forest was burned to its very roots 

oz.; Bee’s wax, 2 0z. (3) Petrolatum, 8 oz.; Paraffin wax, 4 02.; Eyen beneath the ground 

Wool grease, 4 oz.; Crude Turpentine 2 oz. (4) Tallow, 12 0z.; With the flowers, the birds and the poor dumb brutes, 

Cod oil, 4 oz. To apply any of the compounds, mix the ingredients Old hoary oaks, and the tender shoots 

after melting. The mixture should be applied warm, but not Which might have made logs but for such galoots, 

hot, to all outside portions of the boot or shoe. In the winter a Allowed to wander ’round. 

slight excess of what the leather will. absorb will do no harm. Pots = 7 

Grease with particular care the welt and edge of the sole. Then ee ee rocks 

saturate the sole with the waterproofing material. This can be No hope for the human, nor foo a for the flocks: 

done conveniently by placing the shoes in a shallow pan contain- mheltonde must be held b 7 2 

fe is . 8 y expensive locks, 
ing the mixture. Do not put rubber heels in such a mixture. To guile! the hashor 4a silted to the docks 

waterproof shoes with rubber heels, put the soles in a pan and let The ships no more are seen, 

the heels hang over the edge. a 
But the fool smokes on in the forest still, 

a Leaves campfires burning, too; 

While the patient public pays the bill 
William A. Pattison, Traveling Game Protector of New Castle And the Nation’s wealth is destroyed for nil. 

writes that in Forest County recently he saw a porcupine chewing If the law doesn’t get him, the devil will— 

pieces of glass from a broken flask, Smoker, it’s up to you!
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GAME FARMS YIELD BIG CROP 

Thousands of ringueeked peasants wil ep a ousands of ringnecked pheasan' During the Season oF. -/932 incl 

have been stocked throughout the Common- ? Above an anicabe kill of 30 per season 
wealth prior to the opening season on Novem- elowae = Sea aoe 2 

ber 1st. As of the last of August over 23,000 ia oe Toga BrodjordN\susquehanna 

of these popular game birds were distributed, ee 
and several thousand more will have gone ~ \ 
forward in the next two months. In addi- - Te x 
tion thousands of birds were raised and re- — \ e GZ; ee 
leased by sportsmen’s organizations from eggs 2 WY li y 

' furnished by the Game Commission. Un- N Yl NY 
doubtedly the sportsmen are reaping the VA) Sy 
benefits of one of the most successful prop- eae %e UY WA 

agating years the Commission has experi- A e NX Y Yj = WN X 7 
enced and a great deal of credit is due the SZ Zs IN ‘X eS) 

men who supervise and carry on this work. RQ keonbrofZ5 Mia 

Wild turkey hunters will be glad to learn NW VY . a Ya = ax \ \ 
that approximately 900 of these much sought S RO Uy Vf ‘ Y a 

after creatures have already been liberated X y Lf EY Vy, NWS SS 
and that others may follow soon depending \ VY Vee Lord Lif Ki yj 

upon the supply at the State Wild Turkey \S Semerse Ves Yi, oe? 
Farm. Turkeys have been stocked only in WZ 9 F 

the following counties: Bedford, Blair, Cam- pam AR Yj Vf} Yn 
bria, Centre, Clinton, Cumberland, Franklin, 
Fulton, Huntingdon, Juniata, Lycoming, Mif- 
flin Snyder Somerset and Union. 

These particular counties, in the opinion SUMMARY OF 1933 CHANGES IN THE DIVISION GAME SUPERVISOR WINS 
of the Commission, constitute the best wild GAME LAW N. R.A. 
turkey country in the State. A thorough Raccoons Eastern Regional Police Match 

survey’ of the kill of wild turkeys over a pe- The raccoon was removed from the list of Bringing honors not only to the Game Com- 
riod of years, as shown on this page, proved fur-bearing animals, and classified as a game mission but to the entire Commonwealth, 
this beyond any doubt. animal only. (Sections 101 and 601 amended Hayes T. Englert, member of the Commis- 

And while speaking about turkeys do not py act No, 160 approved May 22, 1933.) sion’s 1933 Pistol Team, captured the indi- 
forech tat the zou one eountles are closed Identification of Applicant For Resident vidual field firing match on August 25 at the 
Se eee ay Hunter’s License Pennsylvania State Highway Patrol’s Range 

Berks, Northampton, Lehigh, Dauphin, Leb- _ When applying for a Resident Hunter's Liv PY ‘Donus 46 DOU aus Of & P ae 
anon, Tioga, Bradford, Clearfield and Jeffer- CenSe, every applicant is now required to _es- target in which 100 i fficials from 
on tablish his identity by producing a bank i Ee a i ale a ss Gu 4 a 

Three thousand bob-white quail also have 00k, letters, lodge cards, police cards, or a een erage oe ee 
been stocked. These birds, all reared in the ™0tor vehicle driver's license or some other aurcrecee Maglért Has beGice member. of 
new type brooder house pictured in last positive means of identification. (Section Tiger Cae Boe ihe lasituelve yeaa, Tn 

month’s bulletin, were in excellent condition. = je by Act No. 258 approved May ie act pote nc ales peri abs in es 

STATE G BRAMAN) NT Member of Hunting Pa rty May Drive For a eee in which he was individual 

BODES BiG tina A fiat Lang Deen Ore Bean The rest of the team all showed excellent 
An interesting comparison in game pro- A member of a camp or body of men hunt- form, considering none of them had ever shot 

duction recently compiled by the Bureau of ing together for deer or bear, or both, who 4+ hoping or running targets before, and 
Propagation reveals some astounding facts. has killed a legal deer or bear, may continue ina they were pitted against seasoned shoot- 
This data covers last year’s activities, to cooperate with the members of his party or, 

A check-up showed that during 1932, 481 hunting together, but only in the manner 
persons held propagating licenses in Penn- known as “driving,” until the camp limit has ea 

sylvania. been killed. He must not kill, or attempt to CE an Se, 
Collective reports also showed that these Kill, a second deer or bear that season. (Sec- S Rae 

game breeders raised a total of 3 elk, 84 rac- tion 705 amended by Act No. 159, approved ay SS 
coons, 238 deer, 3,647 ducks, 81 geese, 74 May 22, 1933.) —— 
turkeys, 478 quail, and 11,852 ringnecked In the team competition on the 25th, known 
pheasants. A NEW TRICK IN SETTING OUT as the Sobel Trophy Course, the Game Com- 

The Game Commission on the other hand, DECOYS mission’s team rated eighth, the event having 

reared at the State Game Farms a total of When you put out your decoys for been won by the West Virginia State Police. 

12,210 ringnecked pheasants, 2,723 quail, 634 ducks this season try looping the cord This was by no means a poor showing on 

wild turkey, 60 ducks (raised primarily for over the head or neck of some of them, the part of the Commission’s team—in fact, 
exhibition) and 150 rabbits. And in addi- so that they will seem to be “tipping the way they carried themselves off generally 

tion they shipped to sportsmen 71,996 ring- up” and feeding. You may get an brought forth many commendatory remarks, 

necked pheasant eggs from which, according agreeable surprise. Passing ducks are especially when it was learned that none of 

to reports, a very good percentage was suc- far more interested in others that have them were what might be termed “seasoned.” 

cessfully reared and released. found a feeding ground than in stop- The team also showed up pretty fair on 

aegis ping for mere company. the following day when the match was won 
FINDS QUAIL IN DEEP WOODS by the New Jersey State Police. Next year 

Refuge Keeper Elmer Pilling, of Centre PROTECTING PLANTS FROM RABBITS the boys will have a better idea of what it’s 

County, reports the following: ‘While trap- If you will spray your plants two or three all about and we hope they bring the team 
ping beaver in April, I found quail in the times a week (and especially after a rain) championship to Pennsylvania. 

Black Moshannon region, back'in the Brushy _with a heaping teaspoonful of common epsom In addition to the regular team, Division 
Mountain, a long distance from any culti- salts to a pint of water, the rabbits will let Game Supervisor Wilbur Cramer, Game Pro- 
vated lands. Later I visited the section when the plants strictly alone—and it will not in- tector Mark Motter, and Deputy Protector 
the hatch should be over and again located jure the plants. This is widely used, with A. W. Ganster attended the shoot and par- 
them.” reports of uniform success. ticipated in the individual events. 

es
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The White-Tailed Deer 
in Pennsylvania 

oS ‘ 2 ‘ _ Nore: This is the first of a serics of articles by the editor on our native 
eo  ~ _ game animals and birds which will appear from time to time in the 

sk. |. lee CK Gawm News. Considerable time is being spent in the preparation of these 
5 | a _ manuscripts in an effort to make them as interesting as possible and to 

_. - aS le i cover thoroughly all laws and regulations concerning each species since 

— = a the Game Commission was established in 1895. 

—— A P| 7 i in 1897 forever stopping market hunting. No game refuge law was passed. This law 

a Bo NE eo) \ 1, 44 fF =,‘ more were hundreds of deer seen rotting in provided sanctuaries where they could pro- 

“ep i. Ve if aay the market stalls of Philadelphia, New York pagate unmolested and where for all time 

eS eae fs ae € i ks and other large cities. they would be safe from the hunter. The 

 - eo . ee From 1897 until 1905 both male and female game refuge system proved to be the salva- 

— | deer were legal prey. The bag limit was tion of our deer herd, and still is, for as 

ae per : "e © two of either sex or one of each sex per in- long as these sanctuaries are maintained, 
Foe ee oo * dividual. The season was November 1 to deer will never be exterminated. They have 

4 November 30. In 1905 the bag limit was come to recognize these areas as havens of 

Groupror Xeeriinge reduced from two to one of either sex safety, as is evidenced on the first day of 

per individual and the season from Novem- each hunting season, when time and time 

ORTY years ago deer were on the verge per 15 to December 1. The law of ’97 also again, at the first sound of a gun they have 

KF: extermination in Pennsylvania. To forbade the use of hounds in hunting deer, been seen heading for the refuge wire as 

have seen one in a wild state was to and the killing of them at salt licks. fast as their legs could carry them. 

have had a paramount experience— Many deer wére killed at salt licks years The first deer were stocked in 1906, when 

one which was talked about for a long time ago, and even today this unlawful practice 50 were purchased from Michigan. Sub- 

afterwards. And in those days if a news- is engaged in, although only to a compara- sequently deer in limited numbers were pur- 

paper had printed an item stating that a deer tively small degree. But still we have some chased each year until 1924, the number 

came down from the mountain slopes and artificial and unique salt licks, if such they totalling 1,094. 

walked into a town it would have been scoffed mdy be called, which are taking an annual Then in 1907, came the so-called “Buck 

at, and the originator of the story would toll not only of deer but of human beings Law.” This law was bitterly fought by 

have been considered of a “highly imagina- as well. hunters throughout the state, and its repeal 

tive nature” or else looked upon as “queer.” Who would have thought that the ice was petitioned as late as 1913. The prin- 

Today the appearance of one or more deer cream industry would have even the slightest cipal reason for passing this law was fully 

in any of our larger towns, or even large bearing on the life-history of the White- explained in a statement made in 1907 by 

cities, is a common occurence. In order to tailed Deer? Yet such is the case. In a Dr. Joseph Kalbfus, for many years Secre- 

get a “headline” in the newspapers now, number of counties the killing of deer by tary of the Board, which reads: “The law 

the creatures must provide some sort of automobiles has been traced to the fact that prohibiting the killing of any but a male 

special entertainment, such as jumping the creatures have been drawn to the high- deer with horns was passed more to pro- 

through the windows of houses, banks and ways and roadsides to secure the salt which tect human life than to protect deer.” 

so forth, and turning the places upside down. is dumped from ice cream delivery trucks. In 1907 only males with horns were de- 

And even these pranks are beginning to be In this connection we have one record of  clared legal, from November 15 to December 

looked upon as common, Two deer bounded eight deer being killed within ten hours at 1. This same season and bag limit remained 

into one of our larger towns not so long the same spot. in effect until 1913 when only bucks with 

ago, tied up traffic for about fifteen minutes, These matters will adjust themselves in horns two inches above the hair were de- 

and bounded out again. I believe the in- time, of course, but at present they offer a  clared legal, from November 10 to Novem- 

cident received “honorable mention” in one certain amount of food for thought. We ber 25. 

of the more or less unimportant pages of the mourn not the loss of the deer, particularly. Subsequent legislation, such as the Auto- 

local news. We think more of the possible injuries to matic Gun Law of 1907, the Alien Gun 

The general public, after the first “thrill” human beings. A great many people have Law of 1909, and later the Alien Dog Law 

or two settles down to the everyday mode been injured as a result of their automobiles of 1915, all helped to save the deer. 

of indifference and waits for some other striking deer. But motorists are gradually When the Resident Hunter’s License Law 

stirring event to break the monotonous daily becoming more careful while driving through was passed in 1913 it gave the Board addi- 

routine. the deer country, and at the same time the tional money with which to work, but very 

It did shake off its lethargy long enough Game Commission, through their extensive little of this money was used, however, in 

to comment on an item which the Game salting activities back from the roads, are purchasing deer for stocking purposes. 

Commission published some time ago to the holding the deer away from the main high- In 1915 the season for deer was set at 

effect that several hundred deer are killed ways. December 1 to December 15 and has re- 

by automobiles and trains each year. But Another incident worthy of mention hap- mained the same ever since, 

only a few persons wonder, no doubt, just pened only a short time ago along one of During 1917 the first camp limit for deer 

why deer have become so plentiful. It is our main railroads. Six deer were killed was established, at 6 deer per camp. 

the writer’s intention to briefly outline the within a comparatively short period at vir- In 1921 bucks were given further protec- 

history of the deer in Pennsylvania, so let tually the same spot along the tracks. In- tion by declaring legal only animals with 

us for a moment look back some forty vestigation revealed that a car of salt had horns 4 inches or more above the hair. 

years ago— leaked, and the deer were naturally attracted In 1923 still further protection was af- 

When the Pennsylvania Game Commission to the locality only to be killed by following forded by declaring legal only bucks with 

was established in 1895, deer had become trains. Refrigerator cars which leak brine two or more points to an antler, with an 

so scarce due to mismanagement of forests, have also been responsible for the death of added proviso that a buck with a horn 

market hunting, imperfect laws, and lack of many of the creatures. To go back— 6 inches long measuring from the top of 

law enforcement, that they took immediate One of the most important steps to protect the skull would also be considered legal. 

steps to protect them. A law was passed deer also took place in 1905 when the first This latter provision was abolished in 1925.
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The Legislature of 1923 also established Te 7 reer Se 

the Game Code which still further facilitated Sia? sees ae Eat eae ee Con Se 

the purchase of additional refuges. It also “3 ae ~ a a , Ue eae) . Lyrae 

gave the Board wide discretionary power ee ae ae es & ae Sho ged Sars 
in declaring seasons and bag limits. «cies a ag ae eae ee aaa Pee ios % | 

All of these laws combined to effect a . aa Sek ae ee 4 ee - i | 

large increase in the herd with the result ae ee oe a A iy ies 

that it was not long before the Board began Se Oa ae pra ei . - co : 

to hear rumors of Gamage to farm crops Cot cia ti fie amie ee Sk age eee 
and orchards by deer. Depredations were x < sa eee Cea ; 

committed particularly by the does, for these : 5 H ce 

creatures, because of the continuous pro- a } ee 

tection given them since 1907, had increased ae) 4 goa 
tremendously. i iY ‘ al y 

And so in a comparatively short time the er ] oma Pa Reed ne 

problem changed from one of saving the deer Abia cm ate gee i 
herd to that of adequately controlling it. ae 2 ra ce rs P 

As the complaints of the farmers became . ss = ea ; 

more numerous the Board tried various ways See Pe sy gad 
in which to combat the situation, but none ig gs oe : $ UES aes - 

were very successful. 3 é aes 4 p %@ 

Erecting deer-proof fences as authorized § th 5 fetes SS 

by the Deer Proof Fence Law of 1923 proved BN se PS 4 y é 
too expensive for most farmers even though CPE a bere A ; 

the Game Commission furnished the wire : . : : - 

and staples needed to erect the fence. Also Sars 
Game Commission 

some farmers refused to erect fences, in Deer Soon Learn to Know the Refuge 

order not to force the deer upon their 

neighbors’ land in any greater numbers. 

Pe ere eee, aan marksmanship and knowledge of deer hunt- With the inauguration of the special sea- 
aeee aah. deseungine t a f ing, to kill off a number of the older female gon the Board was faced with the problem 

ae stroying property and per- animals. But this action, too, was con- imbunel hi h oF L 
mitting them to retain the carcasses for Gomneq because many hunters believed this of reupiureing those, hunters: wn 00ns food. oe toda oe theirs ve ready secured their regular resident licenses 

As another relief measure, trapping deer ee ae ates AIORE leyery- conceivable with the understanding that they would be 

for restocking in other sections was at- method of relief was attempted without any permitted to hunt deer under such licenses. 
tempted, but this method was so tedious, poticeable decrease in the herd, the Game This necessitated advising immediately all 
laborious and expensive that it was finally Gommission in 1998, declared a state-wide ‘808 who took out licenses prior to the rul- 
given up. Gis ing of the Attorney General on August 7. 

. open season on antlerless deer weighing fifty . - ¥ - 

In 1923 a law was passed removing protec- hounds or more with entrails removed. And Beyeryeting DOrsI DICE Hie HNC yaa Org acl nun 
tion from does in sections where depreda- itnis action started one of the greatest con- tion and instructions concerning the special 

tions were being committed and necessitating troversies in the hunting of large game. season was placed before the sportsmen 

a special license costing $5.00. The first No sooner bad the Board declared their U7OUS™: the spublic | press, and through ctr 

special season was declared that fall in intentions concerning the statewide doe ‘UTS sent out by the Board. 
Washington and Quincy ‘Townships of season than sportsmen almost everywhere While the Board, after making careful 

Franklin County. In order to avoid a whole- were up in arms. Many firmly believed that field studies, were convinced of the fairness 

sale slaughter, only 100 licenses were author- the goes would be exterminated at one Ff their action, they desired the opinion of 
ized, and only eight legal deer were killed. stroke. some dependable naturalist not residing in 
Two illegal deer were taken. The very low So much controversy arose that a decision Pennsylvania and therefore asked Mr. Ver- 

kill was attributed to hunters who objected from the Attorney General was requested. non Bailey, for years an official of the Biolo- 

to the slaughter of female deer and who ye attorney General declared that the state- gical Survey, Washington, D. C., to come 
bought licenses and never used them, in wide open season on antlerless deer was not to Pennsylvania to make a study of the 

order to defeat this purpose. legal and that the Board would have to re- deer situation. The results of these investi- 
In 1924, a total of 244 special licenses cing their ruling and declare a Special gations are recorded in Bulletin Number 12, 

were issued in Brown and Menno Townships Season with the special fee of $2.00 in addi- entitled “The White-tailed Deer in Pennsyl- 

of Mifflin County, and 77 legal and 2 illegal tion to the regular Resident Hunter’s Li- vania,” which can be secured by writing the 

deer were killed, and 212 licenses were is- ¢ense Fee. Had there not been so much Commission at Harrisburg. 
sued in Logan, West and Barree Townships gpnosition to the Board’s original ruling, in When the sportsmen realized that the 
of Huntingdon County, and 49 legal and 9 4]; probability there would have been no Board was in earnest about putting the spe- 
illezal deer were killed. : Special Season, and no additional $2.00 fee. cial season through, the opposition took defi- 

In 1925, licenses were issued and anima's The Board’s next step was to follow the nite form in several counties and injunction 

killed as follows: Adams County, 857 li- attorney General’s ruling by declaring a proceedings were brought. The first of these 

censes. 89 legal and 4 illegal deer; Cumber- gpecial Season. To curb opposition, they de- were instigated in certain counties by sports- 
land County, 983 licenses, 127 legal and 3 cided to issue special licenses only in coun- men backed by a clique of recreational park 
illegal deer; Franklin County, 778 licenses, tjes where legal bucks were taken the year and hotel owners who wanted the deer about 
130 legal and 1 illegal deer; Huntingdon pefore (1927), in a ratio of eight special for the purpose of adding a touch of the 
County. 1493 licenses, 390 legal and 7 illegal paid licenses to each legal buck deer killed realistic to their resorts. These men suc- 

deer; Mifflin County, 894 licenses, 167 legal in that county, according to records on file ceeded in having injunctions granted, but 
and 6 illegal deer; and Perry County, 708 at the offices of the Game Commission. Under at the same time aroused antagonism among 

licenses, ‘126 legal and 1 illegal deer. this ruling only 54 of the 67 counties of the other sportsmen in their vicinity who did 
In 1926 special licenses were issued and (Commonwealth were opened to deer hunt- want to hunt deer, and among the farmers 

animals killed as follows: Clearfield County, ing during 1928. who were suffering from deer damage. The op- 

1209 licenses, 354 legal and 14 illegal deer; The law governing the regulations of the position in one county, particularly, claimed 
Huntingdon County, 2897 licenses, 800 legal Special Season provided for the issuing of that while some deer damage occurred in 
and 9 illegal deer; Monroe County, 1544 li- Special Free Licenses to persons who re- that region it was not sufficient to warrant 

censes, 141 legal and 12 illegal deer. sided upon and cultivated lands within the the special open season on does. Yet in 1926, 
When the sportsmen failed to cooperate Commonwealth to hunt for deer upon these landowners in that same county petitioned 

in the special open doe season the Board lands. The law also prohibited the issuing the Board to grant a special open season on 

again attempted to decrease the herd by of any special deer licenses to non-resident does in their section to relieve the deer 

employing special agents, known for their hunters. : damage situation there.
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_ Following these came injunctions in six to the regular buck season, December 1 to 

additional counties. Upon counsel of at- December 15. ea eNO ES ee ee ere 
torneys for the Commonwealth, however, the In. 1931 both bucks and antlerless deer ye le ee. Oe 3 2 bd <4 

injunctions in three of these were dissolved were declared legal with a weight limit of Om 6 ONG ES ee 
before the end of the hunting season. not less than forty pounds on antlerless deer. | x OD eae Lets i 

from both sportsmen and landowners, In 4, TiS yetr the season was opened only to AU. i ey 
Baca = tor Toptarce ae ro romiinine the killing of male deer from December 1 : mn ‘ zt : 5 
une 4 a i ; to December 15, it being believed that the ey : A 
unting days after the dissolution of their = 4 

injunction were not sufficient to permit the *°*°S ase now been. Dalanecd, Sumclenuy, c ’ ex 
ae A z for a while at least, and that the animals , fC rrrrrrs—=~=—<i‘a™NNCNSSCSCX«CP® 

killing of many deer, particularly in the i fe rrr—“_—eensss—“( 
5 ae generally have been reduced commensurately rr r—— 

northern section, with the result that the with their available food supply. . i. - » }* 
Board was presented with a petition from Siberia Pope err LDC 
75 landowners in that area asking for im- It is hoped that this little history of our ~~ UL SS 
mediate relief, citing the fact that many eer herd will prove interesting and valuable. : 7 a | a 
farmers were abandoning their property on In order’ to complete the picture a table f . oe) a ee 

account of the heavy deer damage. showing the deer kill since 1912 is given, as | i i od i 

Experience with court injunctions has Well as other interesting statistics: - “4 4 oe 

shown the sportsmen and landowners the 4, . oa ee 
folly of such action and today practically Year, Dem, Apertat Dees, (2) 24) c i ie 
every hunter and farmer is against them. 1912 1,000 one c we . ABBA 

On November 26, 1928, the Board of Game 1913 800 Sug Game Commission 

Commissioners upon advice from the Attor- 1914 1,800 Sie Buck 

ney General stopped the issuance of further sate ee omte 

special deer licenses anywhere in the Com- 2 oe seS't i 
monwealth. This was done primarily to 1917 tee neo: UNUSUAL MUSKRAT BEHAVIOR 

prevent the issuing of any further injunc- 1918 1,754 eee The Honorable Kenneth A. Reid, of the 
tions, since it was not certain at that time 1919 2.939 ani Fish Commission, reports a very unusual 

that a refund of license fees would be author- occurrence on his estate on the outskirts 
ized should the injunctions be granted, and eg of Connellsville. 

the Board wanted to preclude the possibility it ad oa & x nae Mr. Reid has set out in recent years 

that hunters would lose both their right to — > ai * * 3 about 15,000 young pine and spruce trees, 

hunt and the money expended for their li- , cas Se several hundred of these being placed 

censes. i Se Nabe around the shores of the small lake near 
Many sportsmen feared that all female os Dae his residence. Last spring something be- 

deer would be wiped out, that the illegal kill jie = ae) psy gan cutting down several of these trans- 
would equal that of the legal kill, and that ™ ny ie, oa plants each night, and examination showed 
the loss of human life would be tremendous. :. Es sta Sine Rd every one severed with a clean diagonal 
These fears proved to be imaginary, for the . Pee EF ae bad Laon \ cut, but a still more careful examination 

results of the season were very gratifying. hfe - ” an td ones Ng Smee, disclosed small tooth marks. 
During the 1928 season, 25,097 legal deer a 3 . Suspecting muskrats, as he had seen 

were taken, as against 14,374 in 1927, when §& : i | two swimming in the lake the previous 

only bucks were legal. Hunting accidents z | 1 fall, Mr. Reid employed a local trapper, 

were not nearly So numerous as in 1927, for H ‘ who promptly caught two muskrats. And 

during the 1928 season only 3 men were killed a although he had already lost a total of 

and 20 wounded, as against 16 fatal and 24 . a %@ forty-one trees in this way—mostly Nor- 

non-fatal accidents during the preceding year. é way Spruce—not a tree has been molested 

During the following yer (1929) only + Po since the muskrats were caught out. Con- 

bucks were declared legal. In 1930, however, iw ieee 4 Cs | sequently the seemingly inevitable con- 

another season on antlerless deer was de- Gaeta clusion that it was these muskrats that cut 
clared during the last three days of Novem- Fawn r down the trees. 
ber. Comparatively little opposition arose at Every tree was removed the night it was 

this time, although there was state-wide ob- 1920 3,300 Hee cut down, and the only surmise so far 
jection to the $2.00 special fee which, as a 1921 4,840 mais is that the muskrats were gathering ma- 

result, was abolished by the Legislature of 1922 6,115 eat terial for a ‘“‘house,’ although if so, the 

1931. This special season was in addition 1923 6,452 8 animals were caught before their new 
1924 7,778 126 house appeared above the surface. 

1925 7,287 1,029 It is also a puzzle why muskrats should 

ae ae cam. ae Se ‘ Fras EUS OSE §=—1926 11,646 1,295 have come to this little lake at all, as it 
na * bes } i 4 i i ‘5 Be 1927 14,374 seine had been drained for some years and only 

Fe Ta es yeaa ba j py 1928 ae 25,097 (Antlerless) recently refilled, by the inflow of a small 
tates 7 \ i: } Pees 1929 22,822 ee mountain brook, almost wholly falls, rising 
REP: t Fi . v i F 1930 20,115 5,979 (Antlerless) less than a mile above, and emptying 

; Re cv iF} ry + 1931 24,796 70,255 (Antlerless) through a thickly populated suburb of the 
- b xy Fe Pig i i " * city into a stream badly polluted from 

En mi, FEY me Pf Since the law giving farmers the right to coal mines. 
oe OY a NS een kill deer as a protection to property went After this unusual experience with 

SAAD so OF into effect in 1923 to November 1, 1932, the muskrats, Mr, Reid expresses his thank- 

Pea! Sa & § Game Commission has furnished a total of, fulness that he has not yet had a demon- 
“I s | - ae She x t» 46,524 rods of fence to protect orchards, stration of ‘what a nice healthy family 

une ges a ae BE Ye farms and commercial truck patches of 206 of beaver would do to his young trees!” 

‘die Be Lea PY x EB Vee ® \ owners in 82 counties of the State. 

Ee er aa a, ee Px, ie: Ca 4 5 Since the law giving farmers the right to See 
Pes ci am she i lp ses Ee {i ROS Kot | . ill deer as a protection to property became 
ri age : i x ie Ne? ( effective in 1925, a total of 5,518 animals ee 
Ar ue fi. Ly | Ve Ky f were killed up to September 1, 1932. By We are indebted to the Department of 
Ae Ke js ‘ (fee | i iY pr} (%)\, years they were killed as follows 1925-26, Forests and Waters for the splendid photo- 

rT 7 eres , * 811; 1927, 895; 1928, 521; 1929, 1,193; 1930, graph appearing on the cover-page of this 

Game Commission 1,216; 1931, 1,183; 1932 (to September 1) issue. The picture was taken near Mt. 
Doe 249, Alto by H. E. Clepper.
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REtierewrans 

“Wh the State Game Lands. Another duty of chase money, fees, etc., and the land 

y are You Making the surveyor is to see that the boundaries found vacant, a warrant to survey the 

that Survey?” of the property are well defined by visible same is granted to the applicant. After the 
: ; A sonet objects such as corners, line trees, etc., survey is made, returned to the Land Of- 

There is a certain peculiar posanaon and that all trees along the boundary line fice, and everything is in perfect order, 

se glamoun (ateitee Suey eee are blazed. When the title is finally trans- as required by various legal enactments, 

ment, so that ioe ieee Ae ee ferred to the Commonwealth all of these a patent is granted to the applicant and 

of surveyor walking along fake 18. Hed blazes are painted white and metal signs the transaction with the Commonwealth 

ae ene a ceccen ot are placed on trees in order to make the is at an end. 

making an actual survey, we immediately arte oo eaten lands more —_'The land is now under private owner- 
become curious and feel it to be our in- Cea eee ship, and later, when a contract for sale 

alienable right to ask the man with the As was previously stated, the title of is made with the Game Commission, the 

instrument what it is all about and why all lands purchased by the Game Commis- surveyor engages in the work of endeavor- 

he is making that survey. In connec- sion must be traced to its origin, and to ing to place the land in shape for its re- 

tion with the surveys which are made clarify this statement I shall digress a turn to the Commonwealth. In very many 

of lands being purchased by the Board of trifle to the origin and early history of instances warrants are the “nightmare” of 

Game Commissioners, we feel that the Pennsylvania and to the method by which surveyors and are what cause him most 

public is at perfect liberty to ask the tracts of land were disposed of by the of his troubles in locating certain tracts 

above question and that it is our duty to early Proprietaries and later by the Com- of land. So before the survey is made, a 

give a definite reply. I shall therefore monwealth. The territory now lying connected warrant map constructed from 

endeavor to explain in as non-technical a within the boundaries of Pennsylvania, all of the warrants which cover the tract 

way as possible why it is necessary to make except the triangular portion lying in the of land to be surveyed is obtained from 

a survey of the lands to be acquired by the northwest corner which borders on Lake the Bureau of Land Records, Department 

Board of Game Commissioners, and to Erie, was granted to William Penn on of Internal Affairs. If such a map is not 

mention the various other steps of pro- March 4, 1681, by Charles IJ, King of available a connected warrant map is con- 

cedure pertaining thereto. England, in the settlement of a claim of structed in the Bureau of Refuges and 

From time to time various tracts of 16,000 pounds. The triangle referred to Lands of the Game Commission from in- 

land, ranging in area from a few acres to Was purchased by the United States Gov- formation obtained from the Land Record 

several thousand, are contracted for-pur-. ernment for the purpose of settling a_dis- Books....Frequently ..entire . warrants or 
chase by the Board through its authorized pute between Connecticut and New York portions of different warrants are found 

representatives. Since the title to all and was later deeded to Pennsylvania. to lie two and three deep on the same 

Jand which is to be acquired, whether by The year following the grant by King tract of land. This confusion is due to 

purchase, gift or otherwise, shall be taken Charles II, Penn as ‘“‘True and Absolute the manner in which some of the early 

by the Board in the name of the Common- Proprietary and Governor’ began to issue surveys were run and is one of the prob- 

wealth, it is required that this title be warrants and patents for tracts of land lems which the present day surveyor must 

traced from its present owner or, owners in this province. This practice was con- solve, for he must endeavor to locate the 

pack to the Proprietaries or Common- tinued by his various successors until the lines of the original survey. Very often, 

wealth from which it first originated, and Passage of an Act of Assembly of Novem- too, in the early history of the State after 

that all flaws and defects in the title be ber 27, 1779, which vested the lands of warrants had been issued to applicants, re- 

cleared prior to its final transfer. To per- the Proprietaries of Pennsylvania in the ports of the survey would not be returned 

form all operations in connection with Commonwealth. In addition to several to the Land Office, consequently patents 

the transfer of titles is both a legal and exceptions in the Act, it authorized the would not be granted. Evidently the ap- 
engineering problem, and these two must payment of 130,000 pounds to the heirs plicant thought that the warrant vested 

go forward hand in hand; for a deed is of Thomas and Richard Penn, late Pro- in him a clear title to the land. However, 

not worth more than the paper it is writ- prietaries, as compensation for their lands. such was not the case and even at this 

ten upon unless it conforms to the bound- Since the passage of the above Act, the late date patents for land are granted, 

aries of the tract of land to be conveyed lands of Pennsylvania have been war- after proper legal steps have been taken, 

and a clear title to the same is found. ranted, surveyed and patented to persons on warrants issued years previously. Oc- 

This is where the survey comes into the applying for the same in accordance with casionally many transfers in titles have 

question. the provisions of many Acts of Assembly been made in this interim. There is a 

The surveyor deals with the locating of Pertaining thereto. record of one patent recently issued by 

the tract to be acquired, the laying off or Warrants and patents are most neces- the Land Office which showed forty-six 

the measuring of the length and direction sary since they are the original paper in- transfers of title from the Warrantee to 

of the lines forming its boundaries, and struments by which State land is first con- the Patentee. Sometimes it is found that 

numerous other problems connected there- veyed to private ownership and it is these land which has been offered for sale does 

with. This is done for the following pur- with which a surveyor must deal in “run- Dot exist. The supposed tract may have 

poses: first, to locate, re-establish and ning out” lands which are to be sold back been involved in a double assessment at 

mark the boundaries of the tract for to the Commonwealth. A patent is the mn earlier period, it may have been sold 

which a survey has previously been made title deed by which a Government, either for taxes and may have been purchased 

and for which the description, as defined State or Federal, conveys its lands. A at said tax sale without any investigation 

by some prior survey, is known; second, warrant to survey vacant land is that whatever as to its location, title, ete. And 

to correct any and all errors which may authority which is issued to a claimant ®8@1n, the survey often discloses flaws in 

have crept in by previous surveys; third, who makes application for a vacant tract the title which make it impossible to 

to secure the necessary data from which of land in the Commonwealth. The ap- negotiate a sale. And almost without ex- 

a map can be made for the purpose of writ- plication sets forth the location of said CePtion, there is found to be a variance in 

ing the legal description, of finding the land, the number of acres applied for, in- the actual acreage from that called for in 

area of the piece of land to be acquired, formation on surrounding warrants, etc. the contract for sale, 

and of furnishing many other matters of When the above information has been These are but a few of the problems 

information which are necessary in the furnished, other legal requirements are which enter into the purchase of State 

proper management and administration of satisfactorily complied with, such as pur- Game Lands.
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STATE GAME LANDS IN FULTON Fort Loudon westward toward Fort Du- wise indicates where additional protection 
COUNTY HAVE HISTORICAL quesne he established at the side of the through the establishment of refuges is 

SURROUNDINGS trail a blacksmith shop for the purpose needed. It can also better be determined 
of making nails for the use of the army, where the effectiveness of existing refuges 

It was reported in the October issue of and which continued for many years and can be strengthened by improvement in the 

the Game News that the Bureau of Refuges was well known as the “Nail Factory.” refuge area, or by a change in the refuge 
and Lands had just completed the estab- The site is just west of the “Mountain line to take in territory especially desir- 
lishment of a number of new game ref- House’ on what is now the Lincoln High- able by reason of its food, cover or other 

uges throughout the State. Among those way and oe ten miles north of the conditions necessary for the best welfare 

established is one of 625 acres on State lands purchased. of game, 
Game Lands No. 65, in Brush Creek Town- Long after Fort Duquesne had fallen It is a well known fact that for an area 
ship, Fulton County. The land included this Nail Factory,” as it was called, con- of Jand to be most habitable for game, it 
within the refuge and the public hunting tinued to operate and it is said that the must offer places that are suitable on 
grounds surrounding it lies at the upper horseshoe nails were made here for the which to feed, to rest, to sleep and to take 
end of Whips Cove and consists of several use of General Washington’s army during care of young. Each species requires a 

old abandoned farms with orchards and the Revolutionary War. We are also told range containing a certain combination of 

an abundance of various kinds of game that the chain links used in building the types of land and growth suitable for 

food. The tract is located about ten miles noted Chain Link Bridge at the Juniata these. The needs of each species also 
south of the Lincoln Highway in excellent Crossing were made here. The Chain aries according to seasons and other con- 
small game territory. Wild turkeys par- Link Bridge was located near the old cov- qitions. As an example: for quail, wild 
ticularly thrived in this section originally, ered wooden bridge only recently replaced turkeys and certain other species of small 
but of late years they have become scarce, by a modern concrete structure. game, old fields during certain seasons are 
due to overshooting. It is expected that Just west of the lands on the mountain  yot only desirable, but necessary to pro- 
the protection afforded by the newly is what is known locally as the “Stone vide for their needs and enjoyment, The 
created refuge will again assure an abun- House,” which is nothing more or less maximum amount of game that can be 
dant supply of this noble bird in that ter- than a very roomy cave in the rocks at taken care of on a tract of land depends 
ritory. No other species of game in Penn- which it is reported several men in that not only on the necessary types of which 

sylvania at the present time is in greater part of Pennsylvania spent their time dur- the range is composed, but also upon how 
need of additional refuge protection to ing the Civil War to escape service. It is these types are distributed in relation to 
avoid extermination than the wild turkey. said that there were a number of settlers the cruising radius of the species. 

State Game Lands No. 65 which con- pega pen ad ae ae ene In establishing refuges today attention 
is’ f 00 acres, is in territor is ays gi i i i 

ae a ay — interest. ie scurity in the hills. The sympathy in that Bee Si hed 8 ee a “Pack Horse Trail,’ so important to the section was with the lodgers; consequently, as possible. When refuges were first 

early settlers, crosses one corner of the ‘heir hideout was not reported and officers +, h1iched in Pennsylvania attention was 
lands. This trail was used to pack sup- end Boar SEnULCs er ue he muna given principally to areas suitable for the 
piies from Fort Loudon to Fort Pitt. ®t any time to find them. protection of deer, without much thought 
Iron made at Pine Grove Furnace, § ~———————————————{ ito other species. It is now necessary to ™ 
Cumberland County, was bent at Fort NUMBER 33 LANDS IN CENTRE give attention to all species and to plan 
Loudon to fit pack horses and men packed COUNTY ENLARGED the management of all refuges so that they ms A es : 
eee eens Ses Oe oO A number of years ago the Game oo Serene: a Enea 

Commission purchased 8,538 acres a game survey indicates a much A short time after the French and In- nf cinnds Wie Rusheninga chia a Genine greater quantity of a given kind on the 

a sottlor named Whipkey who located just | COUMY. Known as State Game Langs | SunouMaine tertom than ts to be found Solih Of the ‘Pack Horse Teall” woud Naniber:33. Oe May 2, 1901, 143 |" 7 bite hunting grounds mie be eke 
eressed what is now called ans “Cove” acressediolning “were approved tor it may mean that the refuge area does aL 
and, therefore, over part of the lands pur- Durchase by the Board, and on Oc- contain a proper balance of the necessary 
etaicdal by the Game Commission. coe Been eared types of range. In this event steps should 

He was the first settler in the valley, With. ihomaccuisiiion: of ini eoeee paneled ee to correct the defi- 

through ae me sedis still _prowled. the total area of State Game Lands pan aot . < Lar aaen es papules Whipkey having his own ideas of defen- Number 33 becomes 9,281 acres. on can be supported on the existing ref- 
sive warfare, built his cabin of very heavy HS sateeod Meat zeae eee 
logs. and with a door just wide enough Uj 1 oO Include areas having the 
for one person to squeeze through. The REFUGE KEEPERS TO REPORT KINDS 8sreatest value to more kinds of game. 
purpose of the narrow door was to make AND RELATIVE QUANTITIES OF The size of the area is not as important as 
it possible to ‘‘pole axe” hostile Indians GAME WITHIN REFUGES the types of growth to be found on the 
one by one if they attempted to enter: ae area. 

There was also a hidden causeway leading oo oon eee 

pack ae une ou pee unoues aes a survey of game and fur bearing animals 5 e = 

poe: tala muee SEES DO. uee oes and game birds found within the confines NEW REFUGE KEEPER APPOINTED 
Spot for the home of a pioneer,—no settle- of all game refuges within the State. They - IN COLUMBIA COUNTY 

probably disturbed only by the howling ot Wl also separately report the amount Mr. Lewis H. Estep, 1237 West Front 
wolves and the Besseiotal visits of ate pound ote isi aecuye se) wicinity sr Street Berwick, has been appointed Ref- refuges. No attempt will be made to take 2 2 Red Men. This must have been a famous ; uge Keeper for State Game Lands No. 
hunting ground for the Indian, as at- an) exact census) but they will merely re- 55 and No. 58 in Columbia County, ef- 
tested by the great number of Indian ar- DOUUpcun bar al ve duaniice, the quently fective October i : row heads picked up inthe fields of each species will be stated in terms of : 

5 : . “abundant,” “fairly abundant,” “scarce,” There are two game refuges on State 
With the coming of other settlers, ang “occasionally found.” Game Lands No. 58 and one on State Game 

Whipkey seems to have moved on. There is now maintained by the Game Lands No. 55. Mr. Estep took the com- 
Whence he came and whither he went, we (Commission a total of 116 game refuges Pétitive examination on July 29 at Blooms- 
know not, but his name still lingers—  gcattered throughout the State, having an burg and was first in a class of sixty-two 

Whipkey’s Cove shortened by long usage ageregate area of 105,214.7 acres enclosed applicants. He was then given a physical 
to Whips Cove. by wire. Periodical surveys of the game ¢X@mination and found to be physically 

To the north of No. 65 lands other in- found within the refuge areas and that ‘it to perform the duties of Refuge Keeper. 
teresting historical events took place. found on the surrounding public hunting We are pleased to welcome Mr. Estep 
When General Forbes in the summer of grounds give a fairly accurate check on into the force of the Bureau of Refuges 
1758 constructed his famous road from the effectiveness of each refuge. It like- and Lands.
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_ SQ RETURN QUAIL BANDS i 

~~ Since the release of approximately 12,500\ 

bob white quail this spring, each bird hav- 

ing been leg-banded, the Game Commis- 

sion has had returned six leg bands re- 

moved from quail found dead. These dead 

quail were found in the following coun- 
ties: Delaware, Cumberland, Westmore- 

land, Venango and Lawrence, Of these | 

six birds, two were killed by house cats, © 
which in turn were quickly dispatched by 

the parties returning the bands. With the 

hunting season approaching, the Commis- 

sion asks the sportsmen of the State to 
a be sure to forward to their Harrisburg 

office any leg bands on birds they kill, 
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os HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 

Beginning with 1925, the Commission) 

has stocked 11,086 Hungarian Partridges \, 

in the State. The “Hun” is the common \ 

Gray Partridge of Europe, Perdix perdix, | 

found in greater or less abundance over | 

most of that continent but occurring in 

America only as the result of importation 

and stocking. 
At present they show a very satisfactory 

increase in some localities of the State, P 

and in others they promptly disappeared 

after release—whether because of vermin, 

illegal killing, or simply ‘‘moving on.” 
The Hungarian is subject to about the 

same diseases and dangers as the bob 
white. The greatest difficulty in stocking 

them is their refusal to ‘‘stay put.” 
A banded Hun has been killed nine 

miles away in less than twenty-four hours 

after release, and another banded bird re- 
leased in April was killed the following ¢ 

November eighty-five miles away. 

THESE BIRDS ARE STRICTLY PRO- 
TECTED IN PENNSYLVANIA. 
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SUMMARY SHEET OF BOUNTY CLAIMS 

ALLOWED ON PREDATORY ANIMALS 

FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST, 1932 

Wild = Gray 
County Cats Foxes Weasels Amount 

Adams... eee oD 2 7 $15.00 
Allegheny ..----<.- 0 0 16 15.00 
Armstrong --------! 0 1 83. 37.00 { 
Beaver .--------.---- 0 0 9 9.00 | 
WOGIOLG © oo 22seen ons 0 2 i 19.00 
BGURR Tacs see eat 0 2 22 30.00 
PG ene rae=een eee 0 0 7 7.00 
Bradford -----.---. 0 2 56 64.00 
BUCKS) cossssssas es 0 | 4 23 39.00 
PUBIC c— so aetann.-} 0 0 42 42.00 
Qambria -------....| 0 0 5b 55.00 
Cameron ------...-| 0 1 0 4.00 
Carbon came | 0 0 22 22.00 > 
Centre: (esses 0 3 29 41.00 | 
Qhesbersecer-aeee-.-| 7 (0) 0 22 22.00. | 
Qlarion -----------. 0 0 64 64.00 
Clearfield’ -.-_-_-.-.| 1 1 22 41.00 
Clinton ---~------- 0 L a 15.00 
Columbia ---------| 0 1 83. 37.00 
Crawford ----..---- 0 0 61 61.00 
Cumberland = -_-__-- 0 0 }. 12 12.00 
Dauphin © <--.--. 0 2 Vw 25.00 
Delaware ----------| 0 0 0 ee 
ee ae 0 0 6 6.00 

TMG) oeencoceneee es 0 0 52 52.00 
Fayette! 124---2:2.-| (0 1 38 42.00 ) 
WOTCSG eee ree 0 0 1 1.00 $ 
¥ranklin | [222-2230 -5) 0 4 2 18.00 
MUltOn | seecesnsa- <a) 0 0 2 2.00 3 
Greene ~----------_-| 0 2 0 * 8.00 
Huntingdon ----_-- 0 2 13 | 21.00 
Indiana ---:---.---| 0 2 35 | 43.00 | 
defferson .---..---. 0 0 1 | 18.00 { 
Juniata 2277] o o | 19 | 19.00 | 
Lackawanna -----.| 0, 0 | 5 5.00 
Lancaster ------.-.| 0 Be aah 41.00 | 
Lawrence --...--.-| 0 0 15 15.00 
Lebanon -.-------... 0 0 1 1.00 
ehigh, sere eh 2 18 21.00 
Luzerne -..------.-| 0 8 86 118.00 
Lycoming ~--------| 0 6 53. 77.00 
McKean -..--|_ 0 0 8 8.00 | 
Mercer! 9220--2.2 85 -|9 790 0 54 54.00 
Misiin «<= ----<) 0 0 19 19.00 
Monroé “=-----------| 0 0 13 13.00 
Montgomery -.---. 0 0 10 10.00 { 
Montoum ..------— 0 cy 5 5.00 
Northampton --_-- 0 3 11 23.00 
Northumberland -_ 0 0 238 28.00 
hve 2 ees 0 0 12 12.00 
Philadelphia ------- 0 0 s 1.00 
ike jadeeseo.--eeee 0 0 » 8 3.00 
PROUT GR eae cee oO 1 i 15.00 
Schuylkill --.--.--- 0 a a: 11.00 
Snyder!) L225 e.222 + 0 0 1 11.00 
Somerset ---.------ 0 2 65 73.00 
Sullivans - 0 1 6 10.00 
Susquehanna -.---- 0 0 23 23.00 { 
"OR Agee neeeee 0 0 16 16.00 
Unione pete figs eae 8.00 
Venango “*"-_-_---- 0 0 ba 11.00 
Warrants Fer ecc- ce 0 0 13 18.00 
Washington ------- 0 0 15 15.00 : 
‘Wayne, <= 2-25) 0 iS ort) 9.00 ( 
Westmoreland -.-.. 0 3 438 55.00 
Wyoming ....| 0 2 32 40.00 i 
WGI) dpe Se 0 3 42 | 54.00 

ee 
Totals eee 1 | 7 {1,490 ‘|$1,719.00 

Number of claims for the month—1,000.
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DISTRIBUTION OF nthe 
The Game Commission are just com- 

pleting distribution of 510 wild turkeys, 
from the Turkey Farm, in counties closed 
by the Board to turkey hunting during i 

the 1932 season, 
Additional distribution of wild turkeys 

will not be made till after the close of 
the hunting season, when 200 additional 
wild turkeys, from the Turkey Farm will 

be released in suitable turkey country in 
other counties. 
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ESTIMATED VALUE OF STATE GAME LANDS AND BUILDINGS 
| 

| } 
Value 

Area of 
Serial Game Lands_| ——— ———__—__—----__—___—- 
Number County (Acres) | 

_ Game Lands Buildings Total 

att pater — re pe a | = 

1 OH osteo Lee FL CUS eee Shree = gna aa $9,680.00 $9,680.00 
2 (OUR bnte ig) sages ews Ease ee * et 9,575.00 9,575.00 
3 RAN IIDD je cece ot eee ae * uit ER 225 1,685.00 | 1,685.00 
4 DATE oer cette =< sewanchs-aceesee ese oat . je eae 7,277.00 7,277.00 
5 Wastmorelands <.--j22-- 22-5 apse eae > Papen teees ee 5,850.00 5,850.00 
6 MORI eee ee te ae o ath. ease 3,470.00 | 3,470.00 
7 Potter, Clinton, Lycoming ------.------- z eg 835.00, 835.00 
8 (eyOpHUDI jp Bt ---t--— warie- Saye etre ¥ eee ae eet 8,900.00 3,900.00 
9 SOIR Oia Str eee eee eco eee % gee eee 860.00 860.00 
2 setmarord Jobe TOMES Tee. ee 21,576.7 | $75,518.45 9,140.00 $4,658.45 

13 RUAN raat co tee et 31,189.0 | 124,756.00 6,685.00. 131,441.00 
M4 (OBC OTe an tenes 11,888.2 | 39,239.06 5,380.00 44,619.06 
Hom Usotten secant le Ces Getta eee 2100.00 | 2,100.00 
7 Poner @ a Cameron: sande aerepe ogee se cee eee a 8,940.00 8,940.00 
20, OULD U cent eee ee eel * Ee ao aeee 1,665.00 1,665.00 

21 | Dauphin 9 2-220 eh eat x ieee oad 1,050.00 1,050.00. 
22, Te ae - eo 1,000.00 1,000.00 
Od See TUR OOT, oe se one n ea eee eee * | eee 965.00 965.00 
24 Morest soz. == ee eee eee 6,743.0 40,458.00, 7,745.00 48,203.00 
25 Dita See ee eee | 6,288.55 | 24,525.35 6,915.00 | 31,440.35 

26 Bedford, Blair, Cambria ----------------- 8,288.34 | 36,204.70 6,550.00 | 42,754.70 
oT Gti perl and) 22<s. ese cecnceveatecninvannas * Eee ee aes 9,275.00 9,275.00 

28 GIO Ge = Fee eee 9,142.7 27,428.10 4,688.00}. 82,116.10 
20 SOV Reni eae sno en I oe an eee 8,718.51 31,886.64 6,300.00 37,686.64 : 
30 Maney set ee oe ie See ees 11,572.08 | BOBO <- <teeeneae == s| 40,502.11 
31 abteraO puck shee cas ee eee Cane 3,901.36 | Gsheey6) |i) EES | 13,654.76 
32 Huntingdon, sare aes Bier. * 3 bee ee. 950.00 | 950.00 
a8 |'Gentts RAS @ Ree 8,538.00 29,883.00 7,030.00 36,913.00 
34 Oleaetinlan © Pile =o eetene cee neces 8,800.00 30,800.00 7,353.00 38,153.00 
35 Susquehanna ------------------------------. 6,744.35 43,838.23. 10,490.00, 54,328.28 
36 Bradiord «....-----.------=----=-s---s---+-+ 11, 456.6 Be AD ee a a 87,283.95 

37 ON a ee eee 4,088.32 sige ie (esse ee 14,134.12 
BS | Monroe _.-----_---------2----neeaeeeeeenen= 4,878.73 BAs UIs UL; [uh 5 — a eadere 34,151.11 
B0nr, (VeNBNGO! -———- 88 noon ene ne seen 6,504.98 | 42,282.37 10,150.00 52,432.37 
40 | Qarbon  ------------------------------------- 1,548.8 | 6, 96060 | ee) Cae 6,969.60 
41 | Bedford --------._-------------.------------ 1,568.0 SL OTR AD demi obo tedat 4,076.80 
42 Westmoreland 22 —-———onn nanan eI 4,606.0. | PANY ian arma ne nance] 25,333.00 
43>” WOhester (& Berks SS 8 Se PUES 952.0 | P,pnero0s teat. UTTTITT Ts 9,996.00 | 
44 Bik W& Jefferson’ 2-22 -etotsseecee ae-=—-. 24,074.1 Bipdet nS been eo 91,481.58 | 

45 MG OUR cones cde etee ccc etcees merece 3,071.7 DUCT eet a. 20,273.22 
46 MnpIeS te D) occ cohee cence cone eee eee 1,738.1 Osa 60 |Seeaes Fate 10,428.60 

47 TESLA {i gee ee Oe eee 2,060.0 | te Wee cs 7,725.00 
48 Det Ovi Brees setae 2s eee = 4,080.4 DERE WO ocerc=: -2aa2-a = 13,261.30 
49. Bg Ortmvesee nese. eee See et eee 2,183.4 Rap eee na 9,825.30 
50 Re riienee pas Cee ine eee es ae 1,484.7 165 G5 Ia tele 8,165.85 
ot SCR G GO een nee es 7,116.0 Poeun 28a kaon anne 39,138.00 5 
52 TRDOR SURE To no nen inn Sans apa ewen en oneness 1,063.4 Prete [asee~. Seneca en. 8,507.20 
33 Btn ge, ese Pt me I ------ == 2,467.9 6 Rae das cee Ae 9,871.60 
bu Joeftersoriebse Wika. cae. eed t nena 17,985.9 116,908.35, 11,980.00 128,888.35 

55 QUIOINB IN) seece cee nso -=Sen ere ve see eee 1,800.2 | Geoor Onesie. £29. S43} 6,800.70 
BO Pf CDS ere meat ee eee rena 1,168.3 DOA Gbeee. ees icecos 3) 12,214.65 
at Dy ged NAT oe Gabe meee oeeeees eae 16, 960.5 BO SBD tp es one oncasccce 59,361.75 
Hee eitiiiint se a a 8,496.3 OO 787 Domiee. sesene Se _ ake 29,737.05 
59 | Potter Gevemennes oe. ......-.-....--}--- 6,656.2 po ys ae ee ere 23,296.70 
‘bO~. | Contes poem rererecns cer hee Lene 4,027.7 | 92 OBE MDE co one 12,083.10 
Gla} MORAH ne cee lene eeewen c= Rena mewn 8,142.2, DB Oro ne le 28,497.70 
Be 9) MRR oe eee eee ecco ae 520.5 BE aM secret ap ace 1,821.75 
63 lation. ooo e gene n Be aRs nnn aen nna -- 2,770.4 Se GSC so on 16,622.40 
64 | Potten "Sco S22. eee 2 = 5,916.2 Dies 0s. Ee 20,706.70 
65 Fulton -------------------------------------| 3,084.6 | sl Oe) eS oho 15,173.00 
06 ci || (Suility aaetsee a, eee ene. | ese oe 3,292.6 | Die Oe sc senr nano 9,877.80 
By rill enero eee edec ee). te Ne eee Gor 976.7 OOO TONES TET 2,930.10 
G8 UMCOININg tate eres ce ote aecrec en ererst eens 3,005.7 Ws28;60 hes -—.-c2us-—— a 15,028.50 
el i eee 1,790.1 GBI nD eon oes aes ae 9,845.55 
70 | Wayne --........-.-.--...------.------------| 2,085.8 41,106,901... SEE BEY 11,196.90 
fl mo) HRI Gin 6 OR —nuce sewer nwecenrawereneecruiion 1,324.0 BiD7B. 0D dea cece 3,972.00 
72 Clarion eee 2,019.0 | ID LEW OU eect eee 18,123.50 

Motels |l-2 0k nl e ihe! B00;141.77 | $1,850,787.95 $169,483.00 $1,529,230.25 

Refuge located on State Forest. 
{Destroyed by fire since June 1, 1932. 

| 

Gh. Game hee) 

Sept 1932
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In the northern corner of Chester over sixteen hundred ducks were turned sport for the upland bird hunter to flush 

County, only a few miles from Valley loose on the Pickering Creek. Each year a few Mallards while hunting quail or 

Forge, an experiment which started oper- since the beginning a better proportion of pheasant? 

ation about ten years Heo has developed the number released has stayed over, Of course, in no event can all the ducks 

to such an extent and in such a practical mated and nested. turned out be retained It hi b 
— ; ‘ ; . as been 

manner that it is quite in order to make This Spring a large number of nests demonctratenmnyeiains Bictecicn: Sarre 

the statement that the Mallard Duck can were found, and it is now the opinion of nEnnee th = uh 

easily become one of Pennsylvania’s fore- those interested that the duck population ands.that someiof them willbe jgreat 

most game birds. of that part of Chester County will be pyauders, For example, one bird banded 

There was nothing particularly original limited only by the swamp and pond areas, a June, 1930, and turned out on Bickers 

in this work as numbers of people had the food supply and the vermin. ing iCrepk was Bou 25 miles west of Pitts- 

raised Mallards successfully many years Turning wet swampy pastures into real ra Kansas, in the Fall of 1931. Oth- 

before. ponds and making marshy bogs out of prs nave flown to Quebec, Minnesota, 

The more or less unique plan followed otherwise worthless farm lands was part a mary arty ete., put for every 

in this instance, however, was the re- of the experiment and it has not only ee ee nearly certain that flocks 

leasing of the birds for conservation pur- helped to keep the Mallards but has at- Oe eMart ey ee ane er a 

poses, and to ascertain if they could be tracted in the Fall such other migrants as Duck, car at and as it has been 

induced to settle in the vicinity of their Green-winged Teal, Pintails, Black Ducks, DEC ved; increasing numbers aay to breed 

birthplace and mate and reproduce in the Baldpates and a few other kinds. Some and give us real Pennsylvania ducks. 

true wild state in the immediate or nearby of these have spent the winters with the The expense of raising these ducks is 

sections. Mallards. not prohibitive in any sense of the word 

The first year (about 1921) there were This plan can be followed in every part nd in order to develop a breeding colony 

approximately two hundred birds hatched of the State and there are hundreds of one must be patient and not expect too 

under hens and released (at near the fly- much more suitable areas than the one Much the first year. Any place where 

ing age) on the Pickering Creek. These where this propagating has been carried there is water and marsh is potential duck 

birds were bred from true wild stock im- on. Take the Holtwood or Conowingo reeding ground, and almost every farm 

ported from Alberta, Canada. During the Dams on the Susquehanna River for two has a bit of that within its borders, 

Fall and Winter a large percentage tar- examples. If the habits and characteristics of the 

ried on the creek because of the grain that It would require but little expense to Mallard were more widely recognized, un- 

was put out for them. With the approach acclimate and feed the birds there until doubtedly hundreds of farmers and others 

of Spring most of them left, evidently join- in a few years we could have marvelous interested in wild life would breed and 

ing their wild relations, but two or three Mallard Duck shooting for miles in that release them, and it is perfectly practical 

pairs nested in the immediate vicinity and section. By restocking from time to time to forecast that, with the cooperation of 

raised a few young to maturity. Every as is done with the Ringnecked Pheasant, the various game associations in this State, 

succeeding year an increasing number has we could have duck shooting over every ina few years’ time there would be duck 

been released until in the Summer of 1931 mill-pond in Pennsylvania. What great shooting in every part of Pennsylvania.
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2 pian STATE GAME LANDS 
WITHIN COUNTIES 

The area of each block of State Game 
Lands as of June 1, 1932, and their loca- 
tion, was reported in the June issue of the 
“Game News.’ Reference is made to Table 
No. 1 on Page 11 of that issue. Sports- 
men may be interested in knowing how 
many acres there were at that time in each 
county, as well as the number of town- 
ships in each county having game lands 
within their borders. That information 
is contained in the following tabulation: 

Al os Age 
Number Acreage 

County of Within 
Townships County 

Bedlords csc sa 9 12,279.25 
Berke age cogs Se ey 3 316.20 2 

a ec a ak 958.94 
BURATOLO§ Uses. ao 6 32,000.00 
BUCKS os cae ee te 3 1,163.3 
Cantbrig. voce * ee 1 2,320.75 
Camergne ss 2 25 oo a 11,888.2 
CHEDOD oir asda ee eS Bi 1,548.8 
Cunbrow. ss eee 3 12,565.7 
Chester noes 1 735.2 
Clariguer ...sa >. sees 6 6,229.3 
Clearncra 4") So ee 2 5,056.0 
Colampign = 236 o09er 8 10,296.5 
Crawford’. 79...03) 3 2 1,790.1 

ee ea AR 7 43,600.55 
Payette: eee 3 7,116.0 
Worest *. A0Crenany a 2 6,766.9 
SD ULLOMES year tree: 4 6,003.7 
Huntingdon ........ 4 2,300.7 
JOMSPSON = <5 hone bk 5 20,566.26 
Laneaster “22. 020% 3 2,702.1 
Bycoming* SioRtor py 1 3005.7 
McKean’? . 2948), 272 3 20,633.93 
Monee 3.251298, PE x. 4 4,878.73 
Potter "2, ae. ou 5 12,173.2 
Somerset 22% Fale, x 1,484.7 
Stllivan 47s, 6 0F= | 6 35,484.9 
Susquehanna ....... 3 6,744.35 
Tlegaiee ert eu 3 4,038.32 
VWonaiieo 2221, AS iT 11,142.68 
Warrentaye!4 <t80s7 3 8,718.51 
Wayne >2.. baat solieey 3 al 2,035.8 
Westmoreland ...... i 4,606.0 
Wyoming io bind 28: ‘2 16,990.5 

Totals—34 ........ 445 320,141.77 Eo eee ota ne eee
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Interesting figures indicative of out-standing achievement. z 
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OFFICE OF THE 3 
i, BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 5 

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania s 
June 1, 1932. 

GAME KILLED IN PENNSYLVANIA 

Season of 1931 Season of 1930 
Kind Wt. of Ea. Number Weight Number ~ Weight 

MSS ie ae No ee gt ieee eee eel age ali 450 Ibs. 5 2,250 Ibs. 
Deer, Legal Males)... 120) Abs. 24,796 2,975,520 lbs. 20,115 2,413,800 Ibs. 
Deer i (Antlerless) 4.220520) eee eee OO EID. 70,255 6,322,950 Ibs. 5,979 538,110 lbs. 
Bear i es ee re eet) aa 501 100,200 lbs. 707 141,400 Ibs. 
Reb bits oh ee oe eee ee DS, 3,100,000 6,200,000 lbs. 3,068,019 6,136,038 Ibs. 
Hares (Snowshoes) <5. a Soe ee Abs: 26,245 104,980 lbs. 20,602 82,408 lbs. 
quires 2. Mi: 551,844 551,844 lbs. 456,523 456,523 lbs. 
FReGOONB ites oe eh se i ee Ree be, 21,650 259,800 Ibs. 48,190 578,280 lbs. 
Mild Torkeye 0 4,038 48,456 lbs. 2,374 28,488 lbs. 
Rutted <grduge: 2 ee A ee 170,369 255,554 lbs. 83,787 125,680 lbs. 
Ringnecked Pheasants -.......................... 3% Ibs. 294,441 1,104,154 Ibs. 251,362 942,607 lbs. 
Bobwhite: Quail 22...) 25u7 Sr oe or Oz: 115,552 43,332 lbs. 152,958 57,360 Ibs. 
Woodcock’ =. = OZ: 31,650 11,869 Ibs. 46,489 17,434 Ibs. 
Shorebirds <2. e wes so ee OO. 16,600 6,225 lbs. 24,913 9,342 Ibs. 
Blackbinds' i: /6o5 ee ee OZ, 122,374 22,945 lbs. 250,035 46,882 lbs. 
Wild ‘Waterfowl ......2..0..2.25 2 8. Ibs. 18,320 54,960 lbs. 63,784 191,352 lbs. 

otal weight 9.223 2 8 O68, 228 Ihe. 11,767,954 lbs. 

Reducedstoitons sequels sates a ae ee eS 9,032 tons 5,884 tons 

= \
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c SUMMARY OF BOUNTY CLAIMS ALLOWED ON PREDATORY ANIMALS ) 

For the Month of May, 1932 During the Fiscal Year June 1, 1931 to May 31, 1932 

County Wild Cats Gray Foxes Weasels Amount Wild Cats Gray Foxes Weasels Goshawks Amount 

PNG Te ay neces rs 0 0 6 $ 6.00 0 104 202 0 $ 618.00 
Allegheny 9.225 = 0 0 9 9.00 0 14 303 0 359.00 
Armstrong'5..¢... 0 0 19 19.00 0 23 849 0 941.00 
IBCRV OV cera eccenes 0 0 0 Bee 0 4 190 0 206.00 
Bediords\. ean c: « 0 1 15 19.00 0 202 462 0 1,270.00 
Berks! is suresh. oa 0 1 13 17.00 0 63 765 0 1,017.00 
BET Oe ce outs wosvevar oe: 0 5 13 33.00 0 90 464 0 824.00 
Bradtord:= cree < 0 4 30 46.00 0 195 2,247 3 3,042.00 
BUCKS crest Sate 0 3 8 20.00 0 137 698" 0 1,246.00 
Butler > ssc ercciatstens 0 0 vi 17.00 0 “) 1,243 0 1,279.00 
Cambrian giansocis 0 2 36 44.00 0 98 1,571 0 1,963.00 
Cameron ........ 0 i 2 6.00 6 44 33 0 299.00 
CaEDOn mx =.=. ects 0 2 4 12.00 8 38 397 0 669.00 
Contre wa. sce. 0 2 9 17.00 6 268 770 0 1,932.00 
Chester nos an 0 0 20 20.00 0 4 543 0 559.00 
CLRTIOR Te Sccaete onl 0 0 Li 17.00 0 4 836 2 862.00 
Clearfield. ....... 0 5 29 49.00 3 aL 1,314 2 2.053.00 
Clintons he ieee 0 0 12 12.00 12 318 255 1 1,712.00 
Columbia se 5 50 0 0 18 18.00 1 90 910 0 1,285.00 
Crawiord <5...) 0 0 90 90.00 0 0 1,823 1 1,828.00 
Cumberland ..... 0 dl 15 19.00 1 92 303 iL 691.00 
DPQUD NIN soos es ee 0 0 27 27.00 it 106 439 0 878.00 
Delaware = a... 0 0 8 8.00 0 0 62 0 62.00 
ES eae reere (alas i eats 0 0 39 39.00 3 49 482 2 733.00 
HEL Ga ye copays os agar 0 0 56 56.00 0 0 1,468 1 1,473.00 
AOE O ieateen teat arr 0 8 33 65.00 10 300 1,666 0 3,016.00 
OR ERE Sees enete sess 0 0 12 12.00 0 4 274 5 315.00 

Mranklin= ca vs cies 0 0 8 8.00 4 167 193 0 921.00 
WiltOn Se tcseaetslos = 0 ay tel 15.00 4 50 87 0 347.00 
PSCC eta seta 0 0 12 12.00 0 28 224 0 336.50* 
Huntingdon ..... 0 3 15 27.00 3 192 479 0 1,292.00 
UnGtana ss ens oie 0 iL 22 26.00 0 116 1,026 0 1,490.00 
DO CUSOH eee asc 0 0 5 5.00 0 22 124 5 837.00 
UMIR tA ee ores 0 0 0 Seneca 4 23 205 0 357.00 
Lackawanna ..... 0 1 6 10.00 3 80 502 0 867.00 
ancaster = ...-:.. 0 11 25 69.00 2 102 611 0 1,049.00 
Lawrence ....... 0 0 25 25.00 0 2 540 0 548.00 
Lebanon ........ 0 0 4 4.00 0 37 279 0 427.00 
MCHISR  eiie eee es 0 0 16 16.00 0 21 354 0 438.00 
etna ee 0 5 35 55.00 3 216 2,188 0 3,097.00 
ycomingine nc.. 0 4 23 39.00 9 384 904 3 2,590.00 
WMeKeans Gono. 5 at 0 0 a 11.00 0 10 998 8 1,078.00 
MOrCGR sce vie 0 0 13 13.00 0 2 1,013 0 1,021.00 
VEER sa vente exc 0 0 5 5.00 2 119 209 0 715.00 
MODTOG ie. cen cs 0 1 12 16.00 24 88 560 0 1,272.00 
Montgomery, 2.;.-.-. 0 al 8 12.00 0 54 332 0 548.00 
MontoOWrame scsi o. 0 0 0 ae 0 3 169 0 181.00 
Northampton .... 0 4 T 11.00 3 aL 298 0 651.00 
Northumberland . 0 8 8 40.00 1 66 495 0 774.00 
POPLY ns Seosemetoseieenee 0 5 ih 27.00 0 84 281 0 617.00 
Philadelphia ..... 0 et 3 7.00 1 8 43 0 90.00 
PIO riocciye ein eee earns 0 2 2 10.00 34 171 276 t 1,475.00 
Potter aacSee1 sco 0 2 9 17.00 4 28 383 6 585.00 
Schuyleul 2. 0 3 28 40.00 0 168 1,284 0 1,956.00 
SN yaar soiree 0 0 2 2.00 2 33 211 0 373.00 
Somerset, :<....)... 0 14 27 83.00 3 251 1,752 0 2,801.00 
Sullivan ee ec cens 0 0 9 9.00 8 86 591 1 1,060.00 
Susquehanna .... 0 3 24 36.00 0 474 1,441 0 3,337.00 
Widba noe eects 0 0 13 13.00 11 59 761 ef 1,167.00 
UNTO sec ore een eneas 0 0 4 4.00 0 73 176 0 468.00 
Wengn go i.e oe 0 0 18 18.00 0 1 1,042 0 1,046.00 
IWATTORS ire neers 0 0 9 9.00 0 0 659 2 669.00 
Washington ..... 0 1 tt 15.00 0 15 368 0 428.00 
Waynovecn wane me 0 - 9 13.00 14 254 589 1 1,820.00 
Westmoreland ... 0 i 41 45.00 0 248 1,423 0 2,415.00 
WYOMING eerie. 0 0 15 15.00 ad: 163 987 0 1,654.00 
MORK “odie tcaar eves 0 3 23 35.00 0 165 158 0 1,418.00 

Thotalsef ec ttne Suances 0 108 1,082 $1,514.00 191 6,567 45,984 46 $75,347.50 
Re-certified checks 2.00 Re-certified checks 8.00 

$1,516.00 $75,355.50 
Number of claims for the month—624. Number of Claims for the year—24,069. 
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| If You Want Good Hunting, Control Vermin
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‘HISTORY OF OLD BOUNTY eral Assembly held at Philadelphia, found the sheep and cattle brought 
SS NE LAWS October, 1724. in by the pioneers much easier 

In Pennsylvania, the payment of In May, 1729 the wolf bounty prey than the deer and other wild 
bounty on predators, which at one Was raised from fifteen to twenty animals of the forest. The con- ‘ 
time included even the squirrel, shillings on old grown wolves. On cern of the people at this time was 

has been in effect since 1700. This Wolf puppies from seven shillings to control these predators, to check 
was nearly a century before our ‘1X pence to ten shillings. : inroads against their livestock, 

forefathers saw fit to break away In February, 1749 the squirrel and not to protect game. 

from the rule of England. Up un- Was added to the list of predators, In March, 1819 the bounty on an 

til the time of the Revolution these ground and flying squirrels ex- adult wolf or panther was raised 

laws were made in that country cepted, and a bounty of three pence to twelve dollars. For each pan- 

; and had to be acted upon by the each declared. _ ther or wolf kitten or pup five dol- 
Crown. Again in April, 1782 the bounty Jars was paid. In addition, a 

The first bounty law was passed 07 wolves Aes Ss a the bounty of thirty-seven and one- 

in 1700 and provided a payment of Price to twenty-five shillings on half cents was placed on adult 

ten shillings on each dog wolf and [| \é 5 =e 1oxes, one dollar on a full grown 

fifteen shillings on each bitch wolf, A ; y wild cat, and twenty-five cents for 

the funds coming out of the trea- |, { ti yy _ each wild cat kitten. In this act 

sury of the county. The head of “ Yi Pg iy the first mention of fraud is found, 
the animal had to be presented to | |. * ¥, Dy ‘yy _ providing a penalty of from six- 

a Justice of the Peace in the | ON ae ow A | teen to one hundred dollars for 

county, at which time the ears and | { fy WA hy if rearing pups or kittens to increase 

tongue were cut off. Indians as dN Ae My _ the bounty value. 
well as whites benefited by this | // Oy MN, We | In March, 1840 in the counties 
fae j Wey = of Luzerne, Susquehanna, Wayne, 

In 1705 a law was passed per- “// 4h : Wee Pike, Jefferson, McKean, Tioga, 

mitting any man to spend three dy 9 bf Psi: : », Potter, Bradford, and Monroe, a 

days a week hunting wolves as a ihe 4 te othe NeS bounty of twenty-five dollars was 

protection to sheep or cattle, upon Hod Ker tae te oy ee paid on each adult wolf or panther. 

depositing a bond of three wolf Gis Jer } Fie on In March, 1841 in Franklin, 

skins to a Justice of the Peace. id \ \ {Seen i) ~Cumberland, Bedford and Indiana 

The bounty included twenty-five [iy ed & § : Counties there was a bounty of 

shillings for each dog or bitch |} As (RSMN Sits 5 Mie twenty dollars placed on a full 
wolf. wea ie j “grown wolf; wolf puppies ten dol- 

In 1724 red foxes and crows ad fe. ee _ lars; on a full grown panther six- 

were added to the bounty list. Two WT 2 7 " = 4% .£=© teen dollars; panther kit nine dol- 

shillings were paid for every old | 97 Wii, 7 re ~——,«clars; on a full grown fox fifty 
red fox and one shilling for every 4," Bea poe ._-.__cents; fox pups twenty-five cents. 

young or whelp red fox. Three #7. ae _* ~~ ‘In Bedford County one dollar for 

pence per head was paid for crows, 7. * =a ——SC(i<:~*~St*~*~—s( full grown reed fx; on each full 
of which not less than six could ~~ ween j grown wild cat one dollar and fifty 

be presented at one time. The | aa a i 6 _ cents; wild cat kits seventy-five 
crows were brought before the Jus- -—- ee Se -. cents; and twenty-five cents on 

tice of the Peace who saw to the ld wolves, and fifteen shillings on each mink. 
cutting off of the bill of each bird. pup wolves. At this time, a A repeal of the bounty law on 
Upon the completion of this the )ounty was no longer paid to In- Wolves, foxes, and wild cats in 
claimant was given an order upon dians. Armstrong, Clearfield, Pike, Lan- 
the County Treasurer for the In an act of February, 1802 the caster, York and Fayette Counties 
amount of the claim. A slight dollar is first mentioned. A bounty Was effected in March, 1845. 

change in the wolf bounty at this of eight dollars for adult wolves Bounty paid on adult wolves in 
time read as follows: For every and two dollars and fifty cents for Monroe County was changed to 
grown dog or bitch wolf fifteen wolf pups. This money was paid twelve dollars; wolf pups two dol- 
shillings, and seven shillings and ag usual by the county. The pre- lars and fifty cents; wild cats thir- 
six pence for every old wolf puppy ceding acts were repealed and this ty-seven and one-half cents; and 
or whelp, the claim being paid as Jaw was to continue for two years. panther twelve dollars. 

before; an order on the County In March, 1806 the bounty on In March, 1847 an act was 
Treasurer issued by a Justice of wolf pups was raised to three dol- passed providing a bounty of 
the Peace. lars. twenty-five dollars on an adult 

The presenting of a bounty It is evident that at this time wolf and five dollars on each pup. 
claim by an Indian was viewed the people started to move farther This was in Monroe, Pike, Potter 
with skepticism as this act was back into the wilderness as the and Westmoreland Counties. All 
made to read that an Indian pre- panther was put on the list of pre- conflicting acts were repealed. 
senting a claim before a magis- dators with a price on its head of A bounty of one dollar was 
trate had to have a certificate or eight dollars. This act was passed placed on foxes in Dauphin and 
other proof from some person in in January, 1807. As the people Fayette Counties, in April, 1851. 
the neighborhood where such wolf went farther into the wilderness A repeal of the bounty laws on 
was killed stating that this person and made homes they invaded the foxes in Schuylkill and Greene 
saw such animal when “green.” natural habitat of these big cats, Counties was effected in April, 

These laws were made at a Gen- and consequently these animals 1854,
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In March, 1853 the bounty on the State for all money expended was amended placing a bounty of 
wolves in McKean County was re- in payment of bounties. fifteen dollars on each wild cat; 
duced to twelve dollars. In July, 1913 all former acts each gray fox four dollars; each 

All bounty laws in Cumberland were repealed and a new law en- red fox two dollars; and each 
County were repealed in March, acted placing a bounty of four weasel one dollar. 
1862. dollars on each wild cat; on each In May, 1929 an amendment was 

In April, 1866 a bounty of five fox two dollars; on each weasel made, which is our bounty law at 
dollars was placed on wild cats in two dollars; goshawk or sharp- the present day, each wild cat fif- 
Dauphin, Clarion and Lycoming shinned hawk fifty cents; great teen dollars; the bounty was re- 
Counties. horned owl fifty cents. The entire moved from the red fox under the 

In March, 1868 in Lycoming and pelt of the animal or the entire car- pretense that the value of the hide 
Cameron Counties (to apply in cass of the bird to be taken before alone was incentive enough for the : 
Cameron County on wolves and an officer of the Commonwealth trappers to keep this animal under 
panthers only) a bounty of two who had authority to administer control; each gray fox four dol- 
dollars for full grown red or gray oath, and upon making affidavit, lars; each weasel one dollar; and 
foxes; wild cats one dollar; full the said officer shall, in the pre- five dollars for each goshawk killed 
grown panthers twenty-five dol- sence of the claimant and at least between November 1 and the fol- 
lars; full grown wolves twenty one elector of the county in which lowing May 1.—Ralph Wilson, 
dollars; full grown skunk fifty the claim is made, cut off the ears Bureau of Predatory Animals. 
cents; full grown mink one dollar; of such animal or pelt and split the 
any of the above mentioned ani- skin from between the ears to the 
mals less than one-half grown, end of the nose. The head of such PA. FARMER SOLVES 
half the amount would be paid. In bird shall be cut off and burned. NAVY’S PIGEON 
April, 1873, the above act was re- The State will reimburse the PROBLEM 
pealed as to Lycoming County. County Treasurer for all bounty A Pennsylvania farmer who shot 

In Luzerne County in April, claims. down a hawk in the act of bearing 
1869, a bounty of two dollars was In April, 1915 all former acts ff a slain carrier pigeon has helped 
placed on full grown wild cats and were repealed and a bounty of six the Navy aeronautical bureau to 
one dollar on less than full grown. dollars was placed on each wild cat; unravel the mystery of numerous 

A repeal of the bounty laws on each fox two dollars; each weasel C¢@rrier pigeons that winged away 
noxious animals in Lycoming one dollar; and each mink one dol- "ever to return. 
County took effect in June, 1880. lar. Upon making an affidavit be- The hunter, near North Mehoop- 

The first mention of the control fore a Game Protector, such official 20Y, Wyoming County, Pennsyl- 
of predators for the protection of in the presence of the claimant, Vania, trailed the hawk to its nest 
game was made in June, 1885, shall split the face of the animal where he found the identifying 
upon the passage of an act placing and forward the affidavit to the tags of other pigeons killed on the 

a bounty on the following animals: Board of Game Commissioners. eae eciee 1906 and 1927. 
For each wild cat two dollars; for When the affidavit is made before ti was two eee ago. Things 
each red or gray fox one dollar; any other official authorized to ad- See ety Ove i owly in Govern- 
for each mink fifty cents; for each minister such affidavits, the pelt Rees : ae conan a air station 
weasel fifty cents; for each hawk and affidavit shall be forwarded to ihe tek ae Into possession of 
fifty cents; and for each owl, with the office of the Board of Game The nes ihe tieay aa 
the exception of the Arcadian, Commissioners. The claim was yore q nan Alan ae Reucieh 
Screech, or Barn varieties, fifty paid directly from the office of the 45 palloonists atta ciate th ‘i Sue : 

cents. Game Commission to the claimant. 4 "pird bearing a m eae ite ae 
The above act of June, 1885 was An act reimbursing the County gateq June 17 1030 ne aoe 

repealed in May, 1887, and the fol. Treasurers for bounty paid was «Captain Jackson.” “Position three 
lowing bounties placed on noxious passed in June, 1917. It was miles east of Princeton,” it read 
animals: For each wolf, ten dol- vetoed by the Governor, but was “arrived in free balloon at 7:30.” 
lars; for each wild cat, two dollars. passed over his head by a two- It was not a Lakehurst message 

In April, 1889 this act was third vote of the Senate. but naval authorities here have 
amended to read as follows: Each In May, 1919 effective June, written Louis Zori, Jr., of Mehoop- 
wolf, ten dollars; each wild cat, 1919, a bounty of eight dollars was any, Pa., for more information to 
two dollars; each red or gray fox, placed on bay lynx, commonly try and trail some of their many 
one dollar; and twenty-five cents called bob cat or wild cat; fox two lost birds. 
for each ees This a was re- leer weasel two dollars; mink eee 
pealed in July, 1897, and a bounty onedollar. This act did not permit 
of two dollars was placed on each the Game Protector to split the Sa ee 
wild cat; one dollar for each red face of the animal presented for writes that the Misses Gertrude 
or gray fox; and fifty cents for bounty, but made all officials send and Ollie Niklaus of Kettle Creek 
each mink. the hide and affidavit to the office have succeeded in attracting hum- 

In April, 1907 all acts or parts of of the Game Commission. mingbirds to their home through 
acts, inconsistent with the provi- April, 1921 the act of 1919 was the use of small vials filled with 
sions of the following act, were re- amended to read, each bay or sweetened water. The young ladies 
pealed. The law passed at this Canada lynx, called wild or bob made artificial Japanese quince 
time read as follows: Each wild cat, eight dollars; each fox two flowers and fastened the bottles in 
cat, four dollars; each fox, two dol- dollars; each weasel one dollar and the center of each. The humming- 
lars; and each weasel or mink, one fifty cents; and each mink one dol-_ birds were attracted and soon af- 
dollar. At this time the County lar. ter built a nest in a little bird 
Treasurers were reimbursed by In May, 1923 the previous act house nearby.
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/ 12,000 QUAIL \ | 
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| This  spring—th irst ! 4 
| time in several years—th 

ommission was able to se | 
: cure all of the quail ordere | 3 

| for stocking purposes. The | 
ntire allotment of 12,00( | % 

| arrive ifely from Mexicc ] 
; fe cand chav already been re 

leased in the following | 
| counties: Adam lleghen: | Bere Se ' ; | Armstrong, Beaver Bed : 

| ford, Berks, Blair, Bucks, | 
p | Butler, Cambr ‘arbon ! . 

Pee . entre, Chester, Crawford | 

-awar Fayette, Franklin, ! em 
| Fulton, Greene, Hunting- | ” 

lon, Indiana, Juniata, Lan 
caster, Lawrence, Lebanon | 

: Lehigh, Luzerne, Mercer, | a 
_ Mifflin, Montgomery, Nor- 

| _ thampt Northumber- | 
land, Perr Philadelph | 

t, Venango, Washington | 
festmoreland, York. 

| Before being released 
ry bird was leg-banded | 

a to keep a definite check on 

| their ¢ The band; 

| numbere from 15 ¢ | 
27600 inclusive The ym- | 

missi irgently requests 

. between now and the next 
hunting season be reported — 

| at once and the kt Is sen 

| to their offices at Harris 
burg together with a state 
lent giving the exact lo- \ 

| cation, etc So far tw 

bands have een retu ed, : 

| both of which were taken 
| from quail killed bv str: | c lai S 

| ci : | 

Ce rey i ye es / 

] d : 
/ >> Fi 
Ki tio 2 

é . 
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Extract from "Deer Damage to Forest Trees in Pennsylvania," by LeRoy Frontz. 

Bulletin of Pennsylvania Department of Forests & Waters. (Bull. filed in 

Pa. box and Deer box). page 7. 

The degree of over-population of deer may be illustrated by a comparison 

of the deer population of Jackson Township, Huntingdon County, Pennsylvania, with 

the total number of deer that Buropean experience shows a specific region is 
capable of supporting. Jackson Township has a total area of 52,000 acres, of 
which 33,000 acres are classed as forest land. In 1926, an open season was de- 
clared on female deer in this township, and according to records of the State 

Game Commission, 532 legal doe were shot during the season. It is reported that 

a total of 1,200 deer were killed in the township during both the regular and 
special hunting seasons. Included within this total is the mumber of deer est- 
imated to have been shot by farmers while feeding on their crops. 

On the basis of 1,200 deer shot, it is apparent that one deer was killed 
for every 26 acres of forest land in the township. Estimating that for every ; 
deer killed four remained, it is apparent that when the hunting season opened 
in Jackson. Township in 1926, there was vrobably a total of 6,000 deer in the 
township, that is, approximately one deer to every five or six acres of forest 
land. European experience shows that it is possible for one deer to live on 
about 40 acres, causing little or no damage. The late Dr. Filibert Roth of the 

Ne University of Michigan states in his "First Book of Forestry," that "In hardwood 
forests like those of the Alleghenies, 25 deer should feed and live on 1,000 
acres of land without interfering with the real object of forestry; but in all 
cases the number should be regulated, and the old does as well as old bucks 

should be removed." These data appear to indicate that the deer population of 
Jackson Township in 1925 was from eight to ten times greater than the normal 

- carrying capacity of the forest. 

The record of the legal deer killed in Pennsylvania as reported 
by the State Game Commission is a reliable index to the rapid increase of the 
deer population and the resultant damage to forest growth: 

Number of Legel 
Year Deer Killed 

1914 1,102 
1915 1,287 
1916 igtee 
2or7 TS 

1918 1,75 
1919 1,939 
1920 £7300 
1921 +840 

1922 6,115 ‘ 

~ 4, W52 
> 192 75778 

aren 1925 Tye8T 
1926 11, 646 
1927 14,374 
1928 25,097 
1929 22,394
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One of the interesting side- 
lights in connection with the pres- 

Ry (v ent survey of Hungarian Par- 

\ tridges has been a report received 

from Joseph Colosimo, Lawndale, 
Philadelphia, Pa., to the effect that 
he observed a covey of Hungarian 
Partridges on March 7 in Chelten- 
ham Township, Montgomery 
County. This particular section of 
Montgomery County is within 
sight of the City Hall of Philadel- 
phia.—C. A. Hiller, Chief, Bureau 
of Propagation. 

Gr. ‘ Gave ewe : Vol LW, Ma.1, Cpl 4792
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iy Photo by Game Protector Warren Fretz, Doylestown, Pa. 
sy " (> Nest and Eggs of Ring-necked Pheasant 

/ 
hn 8,298 RINGNECKED PHEASANTS PRODUCED AT GAME 

REFUGES SINCE 1928 

The following table shows the results of ringnecked pheasant pro- 
pagation at State Game Refuges during the last four years. Refuge 
Keepers carried on this work in addition to their regular duties. On no 
occasion did the cost exceed $2.00 per bird raised and released. 
Pheasants of corresponding age purchased from private breeders cost 
an average of $2.50 to $2.75 each. In addition to the money thus saved, 
a better quality bird was produced. 

There are a number of Game Refuges not suitable to ringneck propa- 
gation and these are not shown in the table. 

Refuge County in Number of Birds Released 
No. which located 1928 1929 1930 1931 

1 Glin ton serrate ors 116 66 114 135 
2 eBEH OIG SC Fake. ales wheel 85 ee 57 80 
3 Mranklin “Secccn soot 40 110 45 87 
4 Orn ete. Pea eat ee, 106 120 116 ete 
5 Westmoreland ) os...) 463.5% 604 256 50 115 
6 Menkrer cent ac senha voNeas 32 100 129 130 
1 Pottera fochuy..g ee uant: 105 104 Te 65 
8 MSY COMIN a orcs Rh eels 325 300 111 403 

10 Carbone cen). ssc sas 18 eas cree ee 
11 Dackawanna! oi: sti) cbc 15 63 118 51 
12 Bradford@mce.t Saar 175 300 LG 164 
13 Colin bia me voces tesony aes 101 65 Bas pee 
14 GAM CTON es. fy creliar te oe aenanta 68 110 80 65 
15 Dotter canna) fees ee 64 83 78 260 
16 MMO gag ea tre meta 508 336 196 183 
17 Petters, See weeme tse 106 30 124 210 
18 DIT: Ate o he ile wat 72 40 35 84 
19 TGUZOLNG ose cn) cyst ine Shares ths 170 150 139 185 
20 Bedford by tek eee 46 65 58 82 
21 DAUPHIN eeasuee aes oe 3 13 cieeata Seeks 
23 Huntinedon 2... 2. 525 94 350 176 
24 CUB IGT oN oe caer fet eae 146 198 106 150 
25 Die ly acrne eet at 139 252 55 155 
26 Cambria: coins s1) sireeeaioueeie 163 is 5 10 
27 @umberlandh 4,155. eke 142 444 332 323 
28 We Gee. Cet Ang gia 93 112 65 80 
29 Warren ae wo somes tate 101 140 169 161 
30 McKeanlices, ci, san tec ens 125 200 70 95 
32 tinting dons i; hy dn cc. 35 86 126 194 
33 Gentiet lous soe sak, 166 136 135 100 
34 Ey a ps cesar aa ene aaron si'ep ssi 15 112 96 95 
35 BOSGUCDAUNA fs cies ac tenanue 466 703 675 602 
33 CONEEO Ce a coare ieee sect iee 166 136 135 100 
Aux. 
30 PATINUIN SE CON ors cise wiecegeie ei 42 75 50 40 

POLL se aces teres woot ac) 4,997 4,863 3,761 4,697



Sp La eel Oe a oe SI ee a eta Sa ee a a i as a ry 
two miles to the airplane’s one— DUMB ANIMALS. 
even leave the noise of the big ar- een eae ACT 
tificial bird far behind. MASSACHUSETTS PROTECTS 

That champion of speed is the BEAVER 
deerfly, the fastest thing in the Governor Ely of Massachusetts 
world. Professor Townsend, form- signed on March 15 a bill prohibit- 
erly connecte ~ing-the-hunting-of beaver. 

SUMMARY SHEET OF BOUNTY CLAIMS ALLOWED ON PREDATORY Yo/ 
ANIMALS FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL, 1932 } : 

PAD Ranga ee eeeen eons. aoe nel 0 6 | 6 0 $30.00 
bAliemheny sot utenti 0 1 | 23 0 27.00 
ERA MUROR i 2 oor ee 0 2 | 36 | 0 44.00 
ROU VOR ha eee ee eaten eabeat 0 0 24 | 0 24.00 
REE fs Se ee ee ae oe rere 0 17 | 19 | 0 87.00 
OR ea ew 0 12 19 | 0 67.00 

a 0 | 15 iL | 0 71.00 
IBY SQLOR <ceceewecsnasnteancate ona 4| 0 | 8 90 0 122.00 
Bis see ee he ee 0 10 16 0 56.00 
BSR eee eee 0 1 40 0 44.00 
Cambria.) s2s50 2a See eee 0 14 107 0 163.00 
Gamierang et tee ae te 0 1 6 | 0 10.00 
Cathouse ee sabe ee 0 2 iW 0 25.00 
entre fee i | 12 34 0 97.00 

Chester aig eee ae 0 0 | 13 0 13.00 
Olarionies cesses saat ees ee ee 0 1 5 0 29.00 

Clearfield tan es ge ed Ecce eee 0 19 72 0 | 148.00 
Olinton) 2 1 24 15 0 | 126.00 
Ogluihibia sa ssec ones eeeeiere ee 1 2 28 o | 51.00 
Pe ren We ekg ae a noe 0 0 49 0 49.00 
PEARL SA ene 0 0 3 | 0 3.00 

SL) UU LN eee 0 6 12 | 0 36.00 
DOLAWATO st aoe s oan s eh ee 0 0 4 | 0 4.00 
lige See Seen eee eG ORE Sige a igen nce nas 2 110.00 
ipep eens oven TSI ee | 0 0 76 0 76.00 
PE ise eae 0 16 46 0 110.00 
Forest eee ae ME gases 0 0 B 4 45.00 
RRR saint? cos a en A 6 4 0 43.00 

Fulton aaa See ee ee eee | 0 | 2 0 0 8.00 
Greene ceaiots Auk 28. Setanta 0 Onee 5 0 5.00 
Huntingdon Side gta pecans Neca 0 | 7 i 0 39.00 
ARIAT (ise e ce cncettee eo 0 | 29 32 | 0 148.00 
m@GersOti lens. Sos ee ee 0 3 22 3 49.00 
OUIRG Re Soo ro ee ee | it z 12 0 31.00 
waenkawaning ©2522 LS 0 | 5B 18 0 38.00 
Migneenen <u ha si oe ee 0 5 10 0 30.00, 
BW TeN0e + al. See 0 0 8 0 8.00 
Lebanon acid eee nga alterieeaae 0 0 4 0 4.00 
SONIGh slo 5o 5 Se See ee eee 0 3 0 0 12.00 
etc oe ob ee a eee 0 23 101 0 193.00 
Dyeomink= Wee ee ce 1 2 51 0 114.00 
Morea. 2 Se ge ee 0 0 36 3 101.00 
MIO@R 5 Doe ates ea 0 0 38 | 0 38.00 
MUNIN sens es ete es Ree 0 17 6 | 0 74.00 
Monroe! 32-223 eS 0 6 | 19 0 43.00 
Montgomery) % 2s 0 5 8 0 28.00 
Montour. <2. ee 0 2 | 2 0 | 10.00 
Nonthampion’ 2 ne eg nn 0 1 3 eal 7.00 
Northumberland... 0 eae ae 9 | 32.00 
SBOYTY) fea ok ac te eee 0 3 + 3 0 25.00 
Philadelphia, ¢)-220. ee 0 0 9 | 0 9.00 
BEER Dg me ee eh tae ie eon 5 | 7 16 | 0 119.00 
POubacetrebeecty ay eee ene it | 3 35 4 82.00 
CDELCILE fy see ec 0 | 22 838 o 176.00 
Snyders soo do 0 0 3 0 3.00 
Domersee 9 Mi a ee ee ea al 0 29 72 0 188.00 
Sollivan pyc ee eee 0 0 65 | 0 65.00 
Susquebann a «sss ee ee 0 16 | 30 0 94.00 
AIO DR oes oyna ee ee ee ee 0 6 | 36 0 60.00 2 
Witignetse eee Ss aerate 0 3 | 2 0 14.00 
Venango tes ie eae eee 0 0 35 0 35.00 
WWaTTON a oote so 5 2B ek 0 | 0 62 0 62.00 

Washington ee 0 0 29 oO | 29.00 
INV AG eed ea ree ee 4 4 40 0 | 156.00 
AWestinoreland)’” 2-0 We 2s Jens 0 | 29 70 I 0 186.00 
worming 2-2-5 es 1 | 8 48 | 0 95.00 
Gree ee | 0 | 5 | 12 | 0 32.00 

PRG Galle vif ce meee eee eaccess| 7 461 | 1,988 | 16 $4,162.00 

Number of claims 1,160.
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DEER KILLED BY AUTOS ake a 
ee ee 

A tabulation of reports from field officers of the Game Commissi RN 
show that during 1931 a total of 1,898 deer were killed accidentally ing al aon 

Pennsylvania. By far the greater number were killed by automobiles and train 

although in a number of cases the animals killed themselves by rumning into 7 

fences and other obstructions. Of the total number killed 1,204 were bucks = 
and 694 were does. eee ee 
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C Me ? U4 
PENNSYLVANIA GAME NEws Oru 019 4b \ 11 

' SUMMARY OF BOUNTY CLAIMS ALLOWED ON PREDATORY ANIMALS 

January February March 

Wild Gray Gos- Wild Gray Gos- Wild Gray Gos- 
County Cats Foxes Weasels hawks Amount Cats Foxes Weasels hawks Amount Cats #oxes Weasels hawks Amount 

Aes MS 0 98 43 0 $155.00 0 e 81 55 0 $179.00 0 Wi 21 o $89.00 
Allegheny --..----- 0 3 7 0 83.00 0 5 70 0 90.00 0 0 3 0 78.00 

Armstrong -------- 0 1 218 0 222.00 0 5 29 0 259.00 0 8 128 0 160.00 
SSR ED Soo cweeee oO 0 36 0 36.00 0 1 59 0 63.00 0 2 41 0 49.00 

pOGTOFE, oso 0 44 133 0 309.00 0 45 110 0 290.00 0 55 5D 0 275.00 
Berks ae 0 if 231 0 287.00 0 16 183 0 197.00 0 10 7 0 111.00 

Renan eae 0 V7 142 0 210.00 0 B 124 0 176.00 0 13 61 0 133.00 
Bradford: .....--... 0 42 533 1 706.00 oO 49 672 0 868.00 0 24 301 a 402.00 

RCE cao... 0 34 162 oO 298.00 0 2 172 0 260.00 0 7 124 0 192.00 
SEU 0 3 287 0 299.00 0 1 393. 0 397.00 0 3 195 0 207.00 
Cambria <—..--- 0 21 381 0 465.00 0 19 355, 0 431.00. 0 23 312 0 404.00 
Cameron ---------- 2 3 3 0 45.00 i 13 3 0 70.00 1 il 13 0 72.00 

Oath Oni =a 2 5 98. 0 148.00 1 12 101 0 164.00 0 8 83 0 115.00 
(ere pcee tee 2 43, 166 0 368.00 1 59 157 0 408.00 1 31 119 Oo 258.00 
Oueee 0 1 102 0 106.00 0 ‘2 149 0 157.00 0 0 7 0 77.00 
Olarion: °2--------_- 0 0 229 0 229.00 0 1 196 0 200.00 0 a 121 0 125.00 
Clearfield -----.-.-- 0 38 324 0 476.00 x 34 349 iS 505.00 1 32 261 0 404.00 

@linton ....-....--_ 1 50 64 0 279.00 2 71 54 0 368.00 1 ww 20 0 235.00 
Columbia ---------- 0 14 231 0 287.00 0 85 229 0 369.00 0 22 121 0 209.00 
Orewiord ——— = oO Oo 435, 0 435.00 0 0 492 0 492.00 0 0 434 0 434.00 
Cumberland -..---- 0 1 62 0 106.00 1 238 63 0 190.00 0 1 30 0 74.00 
Dauphin’ ...--.—. 0 23 102 0 194.00 0 19 76 0 152.00 0 22 34 0 122.00 
Delaware ---------- 0 0 9 0 9.00 0 0 21 0 21.00 0 0 15 0 15.00 

DMR ase aseoecca sees 0 7 86 0 114.00 2 12 155 0 218.00 2 2 74 0 112.00 
PIES feteemasyeaces 0 0 319 0 319.00 0 0 432 0 432.00 0 0 255, 0 255.00 
Payette ..---- 2 69 492 0 798.00 + 73 518 0 825.00 4 64 244 0 560.00 

BHO TER UA saree ates 0 ae 7 oO 75.00 0 1 77 al 86.00 0 2 59 o 67.00 
Pranklin’ -------——=- 1 37 43 0 206.00 0 38 b4 0 206.00 2 36 15 0 189.00 
PUUGOD «oo. nase 0 9 26 0 62.00 0 13 8 0 60.00 4 13 14 0 126.00 
Greene ae 0 5 56 0 76.50 0 6 65 0 89.00 0 7 23 0 51.00 
Huntingdon ------- 0 50 83 0 283.00 1 53, 102 0 329.00 0 35 78 0 218.00 

Indiana ==----2-- 0 19 265 0 341.00 0 25 240 0 340.00 0 18 131 0 203.00 
Jefferson’ =... 0 I 219 1 228.00 0 3 211 0 223.00 0 12 118 0 166.00 

PAIBIROR 1 ni Soe en o£ 2 56 0 79.00 1 8 41 0 $8.00 0 4 17 0 33.00 
Lackawanna ------ 0 15 116 0 176.00 0 14 116 0 172.00 3 24 52 0 193.00 
Laneaster -..---.-- 0 17 148 0 216.00 x 13 li 0 178.00 1 i BT 0 116.00 

dawrence: =. 5. 0 0 136 0 136.00 oO 1 134 0 138.00 0 0 57 0 57.00 
Lebanon ----=----.- 0 6 79 0 103.00 0 19 54 0 130.00 0 4 30 0 46.00 

penige —— ose 0 8 81 0 113.00 0 4 67 0 83.00 0 1 47 0 51.00 
SUSSENC | 255-3 0 41 582 0 696.00 ie 51 454 0 673.00 0 39 852 0 508.00, 
Lycoming _._-..=.. 1 6 229 0 588.00 ib 102 185 2 618.00 3 48 104 0 341.00 

LC ES 0 1 135, 0 139.00 0 2 286 2 304.00 0 5 299 - 324.00 

Mercer aot ts 0 0 Bz 0 232.00 0 = 271 0 275.00 0 1 180 0 184.00 
Mifflin: — -=- = 0 22 46 0 134.00 i 7 38 0 121.00 0 al. 27 0 111.00 
Monroe 255s 6 22 1s 0 296.00 6 18 142 0 304.00 ea 13 133 0 290.00 

Montgomery ------ 0 10 11 0 151.00 0 9 53 0 89.00 0 8 39 0 71.00 
Montour ---.------ 0 0 32 0 32.00 0 1 49 0 53.00 0 0 14 0 14.00 
Northampton ----- 1 15 91 0 166.00 0 12 59 0 107.00 2 23 44 oO 186.00 

Northumberland __ 0 16 116 0 180.00 0 11 137 0 181.00 0 14 52 0 108.00 
Porry_--<----===-==- @ 4 67 0 123.00 aren ee 6r 0 137.007} 0 20 2T 0 107.00 
Philadelphia -_----- 0 0 i 0 7.00 0 2 20 0 28.00 0 0 4 0 4.00 
FRING © soso 9 33, 46 0 313.00 7 BL 68 0 389.00 6 37 79 0 317.00 

SOURCE sane de 8 75 0 122.00 1 6 66 0 105.00 2 4 133 2 174.00, 
Schuylkill ..._.._... 0 36 282 0 426.00 0 53 375, 0 587.00 0 29 215 0 331.00 

pipers no. 2 12 49 0 127.00 0 5 35 oO 55.00 0 11 25 0 69.00, 
Somerset -_-------- 1 56 479 0 718.00 1 58 427 0 674.00 1 40 239 0 414.00 

Bauiven: 5. 0 16, 125 0 189.00 1 7 135 0 258.00 8 8 153 0 230.00 
Susquehanna ___--~ 0 101 308 0 712.00 0 103 390 0 802.00 0 86 223 0 567.00 

mista 1 12 221 0 284.00 6 1 185 oO 3819.00 4 13 189 0 201.00 

NG <a ae 0 13 47 0 99.00 0 18 22 0 94.00 0 1s 26 0 98.00 
Venango ---.-.---. oO 0 269 oO 269.00 0 1 246 0 250.00 0 0 215 0 215.00 

WV REROD 0 0 131 0 131.00 0 0 206 0 206.00 0 0 146 1 151.00. 
Washington __--__- 0 2 7 0 105.00 0 2s 70 0 78.00 0 0 63 0 63.00 

lal eee 2 70 1€3, 0 473.00 3 D4 139 0 400.00 1 40 81 0 256.00, 
Westmoreland ____ 0 80 324 0 444.00 0 63 463 0 715.00 0 46 143 0 327.00 
Wyoming 25... 0 39 256 0 412.00 0 58 231 0 443.00 0 29 124 0 240.00 

RMON Fpl eon ates ae 0 52 186 0 394.00 0 38 151 0 303.00 0 16 5 0 119.00 

SOCCRI SS. = enen 36 1,348 11,112 2 17,039.50 40 1,555 11,621 6 $18,471.00 48 1,172 7,370 5 $12,803.00 
Re-certified cheek 1.00 Re-certified check 1.00 

$17,040.50 $12,804.00 
* Weasel killed before $1.50 bounty was removed. Number of claims for February—5,380. 
Number of claims for January—5,435, Number of claims for Mareh—3,415, 

HAWK GOT CARRIER PIGEON HOW DISTEMPER STARTED 4-H CLUBS ASSIST IN GAME 
Wyoming County Auditor Hor- Because of his faithfulness to PROPAGATION 

ace Wright and Road Foreman Man, the dog acquired his most Several states which are propa- 
John Carter were coming down dangerous disease, says Charles gating ringneck pheasants have 
from Nicholson on Route 479, Nicolle, of the French Academy of increased their activities by secur- 
when Shey Saw a sets babe ma Sciences, whose researches con- ing the cooperation of 4-H Clubs, 
os iy ies 7 vik - a os cerning the disease of distemper, State Insane Asylums, County 
eee Q feat in a branch of a trea, which attacks young dogs, hawe led Mantes 0 tian, 
he ok ast In a Ree _ rat him to the conclusion that this 2nd various other institutions. 

but a closer inspection showed that originally was a human ailment. The 4-H Clubs, particularly, have 
it was holding a pigeon. Having ‘ ; 4 had good success with pheasant h h Mr. Nicolle discovered that dis- 
oe ee ey Hrew Sores ae temper may have been transmitted °&%8 turned over to them. 
hawk when it flew away, dropping to Man cbard ld a f nae See a 
the pigeon. <The bird was mot dead °° 2.2 R Date ee 
when they picked it up and saw _ it was not apparent, and he believes John K. Large, Deputy Game 
that its leg was banded. The band that several centuries ago Man suf- Protector, Sunnyside, Allegheny 
was marked N.G.S.PA 1324. The fered from it. Then it died out as County, reports that during the 

pigeon was turned over to Game a human ailment but has been pre- severe March weather seven dead 

Protector C. P. Moss to see if he served as a serious scourge for Bluebirds were found in his town, 
could find the owner. dogs.—New York Times. all apparently having been frozen.



MORE "HUNS" STOCKED Chu 

One thousand Hungarian Partridges recently contracted for are due t 
arrive from Czecho-Slovakia within a short time, when they will be released bv 
in those sections bést’ adapted to these birds. A hundred additional "Huns" 
were recently received from Canada where they were trapped in a wild state. 

These birds have already been released. 

Hungarian Partridges were first stocked in 1925 and since that time 
over 13,000 have been stocked although no open season has been declared on 
the birds yet, Some difficulty was experienced in keeping track of the birds 
during the first few years of stocking but during the past two years and 
particularly last year, the birds have begun to show up remarkably woll. 
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This clipping ffom the News-Tribune, Wilmerding, Penna. Loney U 

Fs BOOK ON BIRDS OF THE STATE (Came 

"An Introduction to the Birds of Pennsylvenia" is the title 
of a book, written by George Miksch Sutton, that should be in the 
library of every Pennsylvanian. It is one of the finest contri- 
butions of its kind yet printed. 

Mr. Sutton is the State Ornithologist of Pennsylvania, Chief 
of Bureau of Research and Information of the Pennsylvania State 
Game Commission, and a member of the American Ornithologists' Union. 
He shows, in his little book (170 pages) that he knows Pennsylvania 
birds better, perhaps, than any other man in the Commonwealth. 

The Editor of The News, after a reading of the book, believes 
it would make a splendid gift to any boy who loves the outdoors, 
and what boy doesn't? "I have written this book," says the author 
in the prefetory note," for those who are beginning a study of 
birds in Pennsylvanie; or for those who, after some study in a 
certain section, wish to know more about the birds in other sec- 
tions of the Commonwealth." 

Mr. Sutton's book has a beautiful frontispiece in color of 
two Baltimore Orioles. All other illustrations are sketches by 
himself. 

The book is dedicated to his mother who "thinks she does not 
know much about birds: but she knew enough ebout them to let me 
bring them, alive, dead, or worse than dead into her busy house- 

hold, and I think she is a good ornithologist." 

The book is published by J. Horace McFarland Company, Harrisburg." 

iniespeks
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Ph t Investigation in P Ivania | 8 - 
Because of numerous complaints re- The mower cut off the legs of two several larvae of the Crane Fly, nine 

ceived from farmers in Montgomery, birds and the wings of two more. Fifty- June Beetles, and one Ground Beetle. 
Bucks, Northampton and Lehigh Coun- six eggs were gathered, all of which In the other birds were found hundreds 
ties to the effect that Ring-necked were ruined. Another farmer mowed of beetles, including many Japanese 
Pheasants were pulling corn, a three- over 14 nests in one grass field. It is Beetles. The crops and gizzards of the 
day investigation of the affected areas regrettable that future stock has to be’ birds killed during the recent inves- 
was made by officials of the Game sacrificed in this way, but there is no tigation showed the following mate- 
Commission on June 10, 11 and 12, way of remedying the situation, and rial: Ground Beetles, Leaf Beetles, 
1930. The actions of the pheasants the farmers for the most part are as Click Beetles or Jumping Beetles, i 
while feeding were observed very care- careful as possible. Weevils, Lightning Beetles, Hister 
fully and a number of the birds were Some farmers have been spreading Beetles and Dung Beetles. Aside from 

killed in these counties; all were shot whole soaked corn about the edges of the Lightning Beetles none of these are 
in corn fields after they had been eat- their corn fields and have found that of any economic value. All of this ma- 

ing for at least a half hour. Approx- this has kept even the crows and _ terial was carefully examined and 
imately 300 miles were properly classified by 
driven during the three- Ly Mr. A. B. Champlain of 

day trip and although 3 ‘ tighig the Department of Agri- 

many pheasants were « | : oh a culture. Seed material 
seen, few were noted in found in the birds con- 
the corn fields. For the ‘ i sisted of Mouse-eared 
most part they were ob- : ean ' a = Chickweed, seeds of the 
served along the edges | i ed booed : |. Wild Strawberry, But- 
of the grass fields or in c "a" View b bn f eee tercup and Sedge. These 
the potato patches. 2 > frac , *] - were identified and 

Many farmers were ye eae a ‘2 - | ‘ properly classified by 
visited during the in- \ eee . - uM a sa ye Bk Mrs. M. C. Mowry of the 
vestigation, and_ their + afi ” Poe 2 + Department of Agricul- 
troubles discussed. Most cs aaa a = 2 Fe Re ture. Only in one case 
farmers were very fair- ” Ae x as be ee Ns do we have record of 
minded and admitted [as saeco a ec enh e any grain being found. 
that while they knew pees EER ear, . i WS a te Three grains of oats 
the pheasants pulled ey pe Be. Bc ed, *. 7 i Mien eee b - along with half dozen 
some corn eras its Bre a oe Pig ee a os « bY 5 ye paca were found in 
early stages of growth, as Rane ss 55 be a ss ort Ser aa bt rf A fo the gizzard of a pheas- 
at the same time they jae Spa | ae: Cn ere | s ant killed by an auto- 
also knew that the a ll I IS re RS a ia mobile recently in Le- 
crows and blackbirds Ringneck Pheasants—Pennsylvania State Game Farm high County. The most 
were equally, if not interesting bunch of 

more, to blame. Most farmers admitted blackbirds from the fields. The Com- material taken from a pheasant at one 
that their losses are no greater now mission has paid farmers for the corn time was removed from a bird killed by 
than they were before the pheasants they have used in such manner on a an automobile in Philadelphia County. 
existed in their sections. Before the number of occasions, and are willing This held the following material: 47 
pheasant was introduced crows and to do so again. However, many farm- inch worms, 3 earth-worms, 2 potato 
blackbirds were always blamed for ers, even though they register com- bugs, 1 butterfly, 138 Thenia flower 
pulling corn. Today, however, the plaints of damage, refuse to accept any buds, 31 alfalfa and clover leaves, 3 
mere fact that the pheasant frequents remuneration for the corn that they buttercup blossoms, 1 grasshopper, 32 
the corn field classes it as a destructive used. Many farmers are using crow wood worms, 2 spiders and a lot of little 
agency without taking into considera- repellent which they say works out seeds. One gizzard from a bird killed 
tion all the good that it does by con- admirably. on the recent investigation held over 
suming beetles, weevils, weed seeds, An investigation of the food habits of 400 chickweed seeds and about a dozen 
and so on. the Ring-necked Pheasant must neces- Dung Beetles. 

A number of farmers who com- _ sarily be conducted throughout the year It is true that the pheasants ocea- 

plained bitterly at first about the dam- and under various conditions in order sionally pull corn, especially the young 
age done, later indicated their desire to arrive at any real definite conclu- growth of the early plantings. It has 
to go along with the Commission if a sions, and this the Game Commission een carefully noted, however, that 
number of birds would be trapped on hopes to do. However, in the past sev- their habits change just as soon as in- 
their property. eral years approximately 25 Ring-  sect-life begins to assert itself. Near 

There is no question concerning the necked Pheasant crops and gizzards the spot where one pheasant was killed 
abundance of pheasants in the afore- have been examined; these birds were jn the recent investigation were sev- 
said counties, At one farm in par- all killed in the southeastern part of eral freshly pulled corn sprouts with 

ticular, where 106 birds were trapped the State. In only one instance was the seed attached. No evidence of corn 

as a relief measure last year, we corn found. This bird held five grains was found in the bird, but there were 

learned that the birds were equally as of corn and eleven destructive beetles, several cut-worms and a number of 

plentiful this year. One farmer re- including the Spotted Cucumber Beetle  pbeetles, however, all of which naturally 

cently mowed a small grass field and which is very destructive to corn. This Jeads one to believe the birds were 

uncovered over a half dozen nests. bird also held parts of an earthworm, (Continued on page 280) 

261



On. — Tews, THE "HUN" INCREASES sot pe fw 

Vets Ty oy; 1934 During the past few weeks, quite a number of.reports on the Hungerien Pao. 

Partridge have been received from field officers of the Game Commission accord- 
ing to Mr. A. L. Budd, Chief of the Bureau of Protection, ‘These reports should 
be very gratifying to sportsmen, inasmuch as they undeubtedly indicate an in- 

crease of these birds, There has been no open season on Hungarian Partridges 

since they were first stocked in Pennsylvania in 1925, and they will be afford- 
ed protection until they have opportunity to acclimatize themselves and produce 

their numbers to such proportions as will withstand heavy shooting. Approxi- 
| mately 12,000 "Huns" have been released in suitable section of the State since 

1925, and today reports of their presence in thirty counties have been verified. 
The sportsmen of the State are urged to report every covey of these birds they 
observe either to their local Game Protector or the Game Commission in order 
that arrangements mey be made to keep careful cheek on them and to feed them 
this winter. The "Hun" is a valuable game bird and if permitted to thrive will 

some day help relieve the shooting that is now being concentrated on Bob-white 
Quail. Farmers are asked to cooperate in this program and the Game Commission 
would like also to have reports of Hungarian Partridges end Bobwhite Quail 

coveys from them,
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Although a law protecting beavers in Pennsylvania was established | 

in 1903, there were no definite records of the whereabouts of these creatures 

at that time. In fact no records came to light until after the first restocke 
ing was done in 1917, Recently the Game Commission received a note from Mr. 
Linton Fish, Cynwyd, Pa,, to the effect that he distinctly remembers having 
observed one beaver on the east branch of Broadhead Creek above Henryville, 

Monroe County, about the year 1901, Le



= RESTOCKING OF RABBITS — Cupp Fad 

Beginning in latter December the Game Comhission will release in 

depleted areas of the Commonwealth about 50,000 cottontail rabbits, mostly im- 
ported from Kansas. The question as to what proportions stocked rabbits in- 
crease during the course of a year has often been asked by sportsmen. If all 
the conditions entering into the natural propagation of rabbits or any other : 

> - kind of game were always ideal, this question could be answered very readily. 
. The sexes are usually equally balanced. Therefore if the 25,000 females all ° 
= raised two litters of young (some ise three litters) averaging five to a é 
a= litter, this would mean the production of about 250,000 young rabbits; and, the 

. < young animals of the first litter have in some cases been kmown to produce young 
=~ before fall, which would raise the percentage still higher. However, while all 

25: these figures look good on paper they never could be authentic because there are 
oH) too many factors which are always tending to interfere with the natural pro- 

So duction of wild creatures. 

- It is doubtful just how many of the 50,000 cottontails purchased 
and released this year will survive. This depends chiefly upon food supply and 

weather conditions, Spring rains, if unusually prolonged or severe, will kill 

Cer teres a Ce 

many young rabbits in the nest, Certpin hawks and owls, as well as foxes and 

other four-foated predators take their told, Field mice sometimes kill very 

‘young rabbits. The automobile also takes en enormous toll, and the stray house 

cat, worst menace of all, takes an evep greater toll. 

The house cat needs to be controlled perhaps even more than the 

natural predators, and sportsmen showld male every effort to do this. Harry 

3 VanCleve, Assistant Chief of the Bureau of Predatory Animals has remarked time 

and time again that if hunters would use just 10% of their energy to kill unde- 

; sirable cats instead of killing rabbits, they would have more rabbits to kill. 

When all is said and done the 50,000 rabbits stocked each year 

should at least double themselves by the next fall, but, faced with the many 

problems of survival that they are, they will have done wet] even to double 

their numbers.
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WEAT'S WHAT IN THE GAME COMMISSION Be 

TAR DEER SEASON (Cj by 

Hunters should not allow themselves to be misled by the statements 
of people who have no responsibility other than their own selfish interests or 

$ desires to voice their owm opinions. The Game Commission is responsible to the 
hunters of Pennsylvania and must have ita findings supported by facts. It is 

: the desire of the Commission to protest the deer herd for future generations 
but unless the number is kept below a poimt where the natural food supply will 
be adequate for ALL game, where natural timber growth and reforestation activi- 
ties can be satisfactorily carried out, and where the orchards and crops of 
private citizens will not be required te supplement the food supply of the deer, 
such a decision on the part of the Commission, will, without doubt, meet with 
considerable opposition saoner or later. Such opposition would be very detri- 
mental to the interests of deer hynters. 

Every hunter no doubt entertains his owy solution of the deer prob- 
jem. He wouldn't be human if he didn't, But most of them are willing to up- 
hold the measures of relief suggested by these who have studied the situation 
from every possible angle ever a period af years. This type of sportsman, 
which is by far in the majority, seldom offers any criticism unless it is 
wholly constructive, For those who constantly fear an ultimate wiping out of 
Pennsylvania's deer herd, let us present a few facts as insurance against this 
possibility. 

The Game Refuge System is the deer herd's insurance policy. So 
long as this famous system of sanctuaries is maintained deer will never be ex~ 
terminated. If all the deer outside these areas were killed during the present 
season, there would still be too many left. This may be a broad statement, yet 
it is one based not altogether without fact. 

Here is another very striking example: In 1928, when the entire 
State was opened to the kkilling of antlerless deer only, there were many pro- 
tests, and not until the 1929 buck season did many of them subside, The general 
hue and ory at that time also was "extermination." Absurd! To the contrary 
there was a general increase in deer in almost every county immediately follow. 
ing the 1928 deé season. Is this any indication oF exterm: eationt If all the 
young bucks were shot off in 1928, as a lot of hunters believed, would such a 
large kill of bucks have been effected in practically every section of the 
State during 1029 and 19307 Decidedly not} ‘ 

Following 1s an alphabetical list of a few ceunties showing the 
deer kil] over a period of years. The decided inerease in deer after the 1928 
dog season is very evident in these sections, and even more striking examples 
sould be cited if only certain vounties had been selecteds 

; . ALL DOS RUCKS & DOES 
3922 3828 1924 1928 1926 Loge jo2e 

Bueke ~- cs 5 6 c 14 17 8 18 
Butley 4 27 12 Ey 26 40 7 e4 68 
Cambria 19 78 e4 be 1f6 8 157 175 287 280 
Cameron 250 208 249 179 290 404 350 1300 R60 
Carbon ‘98 se 150 124 168 498 278 406 1031 Centre 562 551 623 642 1145 1645 480G 1968 1735



STATEMENT OF HUNTING ACCIDENTS “JHILE HUNTING LARGE GAME 

1926 TO 1950 INCL. 

; ALL DOES 

1926 1927 1928 

j Fatel Non-Fatal Fatal Non-Fatal Fatal Non-iotal. 

Hunting Accidents 7 23 16 24, 5 25 

Resident Hunter's 
Licenses Issued 520,574 501, 622 437,727 

Legal Deer Killed 12,941 14,374 25,097 

Shot In Mistake Tor -- -- aE 
Deer (Fatal) 

Shot In Mistake For 1 2 = : 
Deer (Won-Fatal) 

BUCKS & DOES 

1929 1250 

Fatal Non-Fatel Foetal Non-Fatal 

Hunting Accidents Ie oe esi Ag 

Resident Hunter's 
Licenses Issued 505,103 530, 390 

Legal Deer Killed Ceyore 26,094 

Shot In Mistake For iq = 
Deer (Fatal) 

Shot In Mistake For -- “< 
Deer (Non-Fatal) 

Remember this too: If you don't intend to keep the meat of the 
deer you kill, make some arrangements whereby it will revert to some neody 
family. It's true that a creat many hunters split their share among friends 
at home. However, in many cases these friends, while they accept the meat, 

4 are not so keen about it, and probably hand it to the ash man. Why not get in 

touch with some community relief association or other charitable institution 
i this season and turn some of the meat over to them? You'll feel pretty good if 

you do. This year, more than ever before, a sportsman has an opportunity to 

prove that he is a sportsman, and he shouldn't be found lacking in his efforts. 

"When the one Great Scorer 
Comes to write against your name, - 
He writes not that you won or lost 

But how you played the game."
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er Ns ee SALT ON ROADS ATTRACT 
qe 3 0,.t-' (72 DEER, CAUSE ACCIDENTS 

Re Pie 

"The fiction that salt on the tail will catch a bird has been Ee) 

slightly changed by game experts and applied seriously to deer. 

That 'salt on the trail is fatal to deer' is a fact which is giving 

Pennsylvania game officials much concern, says a bulletin of the 

American Game Association. This is not alone because 42 deer have 

been killed in that State in seven months by trains and automobiles, 

but chiefly because the highway collisions between automobiles and 

deer resulted in accidents which severely injured two women and 

killed another. A study of the situation has revealed that deer 

are attracted to highways by salt dumped from ice cream trucks, and 

to railroads by salt leaking from refrigerator cars." — American 

Game Association — Washington, D. C. Ss



Automobile drivers are again warned to exercise greater caution = A 
while touring through big game country. Collisions with deer or bear are ES 
likely to result in considerable damage both to automobiles and occupants. a 
While an occasional deer is killed along every well-traveled highway during z f 
the course of a year, one or two sections report an unusual toll. For in- ey 

stance, a record of the amount of game killed by automobiles on a three and £ c 
one-half mile stretch of highway between Philipsburg and Sandy Ridge during é 
the period between September 1, 1930 and September 1, 1931, indicates that 3 
52 deer were killed and 16 slightly injured; 1 bear was wounded, and 196 

rabbits and 6 grouse were killed. Other small birds and animals killed in- 
cluded 1 flicker, 6 song sparrows and quite a number of other small unidenti- 
fied birds, as well as numerous skunks, chipmunks, and 1 gray fox.



20,000 PHEASANTS RELEASED (Pp, , 

Complete réports show that 111,911 pheasant eggs were produced at 

the State Game Farms this year. Of this number 44,184 were shipped to sports- 

men, 19,092 to game refuge keepers, and 27,700 were set at the farms, This 

is the largest egg production since the farms were established in 1928. This 

year a total of 2,350 laying hens produced an average of 43 eggs to a bird. E 

Reports from practically all the game refuge keepers indicate that “ ™ 

they successfully raised and released approximately 4,200 birds. Over 10,000 | oanacat oe 

birds were produced and released from the game farms. These birds, together a 3 

with 6,500 purchased during the spring, or a total of over 20,000, was the * 3 

largest allotment of pheasants ever released by the Commission, Reports from S=ei =ad 

sportsmen will be available lator. 2 eas 
4 FY !9 Mees 

ko oa
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FINAL GAME KILL Uy ae 

Final figures on last season's game kill are as follows: elk, 5; 
male deer, 20,115; antlerless deer, 5,979; bear, 707; rabbits, 3,068,019; 

hares, 20,602; squirrels, 456,523; raccoons, 48,190; wild turkeys, 2,374; 
ruffed grouse, 83,787; ringneck pheasants, 251,362; bob-white quail, 152,958; 

. woodcock and other shore birds, 71,402; waterfowl, 63,784; blackbirds, 250,035. 

The weight of game killed amounted to 5,884 tons.



OFFICE OF THE (ree 
BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 

HARRISBURG, PA. 
July 14, 1931 

1931 OPEN SEASONS FOR GAME IN PENNSYLVANIA 

Following is a summary of open seasons and bag limits provided by . 

state and Federal Statutes and certain changes made by the Board of Game 

Commissioners at metting held July 10, 1931. 

NUMBER BY ONE PERSON 
SPECIES OF GAME Eee DAY SEASON eens OPEN SEASON. 

} t 

Blackbirds lloniimited | Unlimited Octe 15-Nov. 30 

¥Pails 2 " } Sept. 1+Nove 30 
AWoodcock i 4 20 | Oct» 15-Nove 14 

¥(ilson or Jacksnipe iI 20 eer Octs 1-Nove 30 

Muaterfowl, Coots, Mud Hens || | | 
Gallinules i,  $ee Footnote i Octe 1-Dece.31 

Wild Turkeys 1! ay a i Nove lov, 15 
Male Pheasant 1 2 | 6 i Nove I1-Nove 30 
Ruffed Grouse if 2 | 12 Ht Mons Tuese & Wede of 

i ! ‘tthe first and second week and 
I { (lThurse Fries &@ Sate of the 
i third and fourth weeks of 
I | \iNovembere 

Hungarian Partridge ' | closed li No open season 

Virginia Partridge, commonly iH 
called quail, Gambel quail,| ' it 
Valley Quail, of the com- I i : 
bined kinds IH 8 ; 25 it Nove I1-Nove 15 

Black, Fox or Gray Squirrels [! i 
of the combined kinds | 6 | 20 4 Nove l1-Nove 30 

Rabbits j 5 bh » 80) it Nove i-Nove 30 

Hares (Snow or Varying) See Biialpat Sciitalieaisisias NO Misi MNO Nae 20 = 
Red Squirrel pepe te As Unlimited); NOVe leAuge 15 

Mink, Opossum, Skunk, Otter | . | e i Nove l1-Febe 29 
Muskrats : a tu i Dece I-Febe 29 
Raccoon (by individual I 

or hunting party) I 3 10 i} Nove l-Jane 1 in 
| | | the Counties of Greene, Fayette, 
i : ‘Bedford, Fulton, Franklin, 
4 | ‘!Adams, York, Chester, Montgomery 
q ‘Lehigh, Bucks, Dauphin, Lebanon, 
Hl i '\Gumberland, Philadelphia, Wash- 
i | ||ington, Delaware, Lancaster, 
a | |/Berks & Carbon, and from 
i ''Qcte 15-Dec. 15 in all other 
H | ||countiese 

Bear over 1 year old i 1 | a i! Nove l0=Dece 15 
Bear over 1 year old by A i ‘| 

hunting party | ae oS4) Nove 10-Dec. 15 
Male Deer,with two or more |} i 

points to one antler u x ; L i Dece leDece 15 

Male deef,by hunting party | 6 i 6 t Dece IDece 15 
Male Elk,with 4 or more i | i! 

points to one antler (by |, ‘i 
hunting party or individ= |; H 

__val) il 1 tee Dece 1-Dec. 15 

™% The season on all migratory game birds begins at twelve o'clock 
noon on the opening daye 

In accordance with Federal Statutes and Regulations, Ducks’of the 
combined kinds (Woodducks and Eider Ducks excepted) 15 a day, 60 a season, not more 

than 30° in possession at one time. ‘fild Geese and brant of the combined kinds, 

4a day, 30 a season, not more than 8 in the aggregate at any one timee Federal 
laws provide a bag Limit of 25 rails and gallinules in the aggregates 

The Board of Game Commissioners is authorized by Law to change 
seasons and bag limits as in their opinion are necessarye 

If the Board of Game Commissioners declares gn open season fer the 
killing of anterless deer, the daily bag limit per individual and hunting party 
will remain the some for combined kind.
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R Ivania’s G P 
The Country’s Greatest System of Wild Life Control 

By Leo A. Luttringer, Jr. 
In Charge of Education, Pennsylvania Board of Game Commissioners : 

Ry WIENNSYLVANIA, despite its comparatively small the more obvious political entanglements—met for the first 
Oey A size, is one of the most thickly-populated and time to discuss a wild life conservation program for 
i EEA greatest industrial states in the Union. These Pennsylvania. Their first moves were directed toward 
2 WES facts make it more difficult for most persons to the stopping of market hunting. Too long had the Penn- 
believe that Pennsylvania is also the greatest game state sylvania markets been so glutted that innumerable car- 
in America. The writer, while perhaps just a little over- casses had to be burned; too long had freight cars, loaded 
enthusiastic, will even go so far as to say there is no sys- with barrels of passenger pigeons, been leaving the Penn- 
tem of game management known, so complete and com-  sylvania mountains for Chicago and New York; too long 
prehensive, to be found anywhere else in the world. had infernal cannon guns been wiping out flocks of ducks 

Over 700,000 hunters wander over Pennsylvania’s fields along our waterways. A law passed on June 4, 1897, 
and woodlands each fall. During 1929, over 22,000 fully- stopped the chasing of deer with dogs. At the same time 
antlered, white-tailed deer were shot in Pennsylvania as the first definite attempt was made to stop the sale of guns. 
game; and during the preceding year, The board, shortly after its incep- 
over 25,000 antlerless deer were taken. seta aa: tion, foresaw that if game was to in- 
The 1929 season marked the greatest is sst oe crease, certain areas in the common- 
in the history of the board. Over [ gi, gam ie. wealth would have to be set aside as 
3,000,000 cottontail rabbits found their a SS. game refuges. In 1905, a game refuge 
way into the larders of Pennsylvania tee 4 See | law was passed and the first refuge in 
housewives. Thousands of plump bob- e St eae a system, which has grown to magnifi- 
whites and ruffed grouse were carried i= eae RI aes 7a cent proportions, was established in 
home in the bulging pockets of healthy ees OS ee Clinton County. The success of this 
huntsmen who rejoiced over an oppor- | es ag refuge resulted not only from the set- 
tunity to get away from their offices CA fT ting aside of an actual sanctuary where 
for a short time during the most color- | ed Be 2 gue no hunting whatever was permitted, but 
ful season of the year. Over 200,000 ee oe ae the tl also from the creation of public hunt- 
ring-necked pheasants were killed. A Et ae Oe” ing grounds completely surrounding the 
brief glance at Pennsylvania’s game Aer eo | sanctuary area. Today there are thirty- 
bag makes it appear very much as ie eS wore. four primary game refuges in the state, 
though we can “eat our pie” and at Fae es | comprising an actual refuge area of 
the same time have it, too. = ee ee ‘ee 75,727 acres. The _ public-shooting 

A careful study of the history of this . a ee ue | grounds surrounding the refuges com- 
commonwealth’s wild life conservation sentences ioe ee prise 90,523 acres, or a total of. 166,250 
program shows, however, that the pres- a aS a acres. These refuges are under the 
ent supply of game has meant the ex- ge a aa a lend - supervision of a refuge keeper who 
penditure of much money, the work of ke fof See 4 lives thereon in a comfortable house 
hundreds of men devoted to a worthy ie ee ok the year round. In addition there are 
cause, and the foresight of early con- a ee sixty-seven auxiliary refuges, compris- 
servationists who realized that early Altacge Kissk oarteia 1929 nearly ing a total in refuge area of 26,699 
hunting methods were leading to a 500 were killed in Pennsylvania acres, with 79,407 acres of surround- 
very rapid extermination of game. ing public hunting territory, or a total 

Forty years ago Pennsylvania was “shot out.” Market of 106,106 acres. An appropriation of $200,000 is being set 
hunting had gone on so extensively that deer were on the aside annually for the purchase of additional lands. Up to 
verge of extermination. Forest fires had destroyed birds May 15, 1930, a total of 173,551 acres had been purchased. 
and animals and wiped out their cover. Civilization had 
driven the wilder animals and birds into the recesses of AS A RESULT of a law passed in 1905, protecting the 
the mountains. Packs of gray wolves and solitary panthers, black bear, this magnificent animal has become abun- 
which formerly ranged our woodlands, had disappeared. dant in the wilder sections. Pennsylvania was the first state 
Only a vestige of the splendid, pristine assemblage of wild to recognize in this creature a relatively harmless, and at 
birds and animals remained. the same time thrilling, game animal. 

By 1890, a few men in Pennsylvania realized that drastic Pennsylvania is considered today as one of the leading 
. measures would have to be taken if our wild life was to be bear states of the Union. In protecting bears, steel traps, 

saved, In 1895, by act of assembly, the Board of Game  deadfalls, pits, and snares were declared illegal. In 1924 
Commissioners, composed of six men, was established. In more black bears were killed in Pennsylvania than in all 
1896 these six men—who were appointed by the governor the rest of the states combined. The past season for bears 
to serve without salary, and were, therefore, free from was a good one and 447 of these great creatures hecame
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part of the sportsmen’s bags. Bears often range in the open, and mining sections. In 1909 a law was passed preventing 
especially when natural food is scarce, and sometimes they the owning of guns by aliens. This law was later modified 
form the individualistic habit of whetting their appetites on (1915) so as to prohibit aliens from owning pistols or dogs. 
sheep, other livestock and honey. The law provides that the The Italian who leaves his classically beautiful native land 
landowner be reimbursed for such depredations, however. to take up his abode in America can hardly be expected, 
During 1929, the game commission received 180 claims for after two or three years of residence here, to understand all 
bear damage, which included the killing of over 200 sheep, of America’s traditions and laws. In Italy virtually every 
and the destruction of approximately 370 beehives and hun- small bird, whether it be a swallow, wren, or thrush, is re- 
dreds of pounds of honey, entailing an expense that could garded by the peasant as legitimate quarry, with no greater 
not be avoided but did contribute to more effective control. service to humanity than being cooked in a potpie. The 

result of Italy’s almost purely materialistic evaluation of her 
IS 1907 the Board of Game Commissioners endorsed and song and insectivorous birds means that this nation, save 

brought into being the famous “Buck Law” which pro- during the period of migration, is almost birdless. 
tected, for the first time in the history of Pennsylvania Probably the most important single step in the develop- 
game management, all female white-tailed deer. This move ment of Pennsylvania’s present game-protective system was 
met with a great deal of opposition from sportsmen who the passing of the Resident Hunter’s License Law in 1913. 
had for years regarded the wily doe With the adoption of this law, 
as game fully as worthy of the which provided for a license fee of 
hunter as the most experienced $1 for each hunter living in Penn- 
buck. The board realized that pro- sylvania, money became available 
tection of female deer would lead to een : for carrying on various activities 
a rapid increase of this big game. i i i ee which for years had been neglected. 
In 1907 but very few deer were |. ——rer—s—<—~hMsS;C;3CSC;C;C;] In 1923 the license fee was in- 
taken during the hunting season. be a So ee creased to $1.25, and in 1927 to $2. 
Within three years the kill had Pe ig i ea eee es 
mounted considerably and today our | ee eebee 4 WHEN the board began its 
deer herd is so large that Pennsyl- | OPA work in 1896 it had for 
vania is world-famous as a big- _ . oF its use a grand total of $800. 
game state. Today we have the io This sum was expended almost en- 
problem, not of increasing our deer ae tirely for postage and express. A herd, but of reducing it so that Poe oS - like sum of money was made avail- 
there will be a proper ratio between z able each year until 1901, at which 
the deer and their food supply, and DOR eee snniy ooo Sic time $3,000 was appropriated. The 
between the bucks and the does. sum increased rapidly thereafter, 

It is not my purpose here to discuss the present deer sit- sometimes even doubling itself each biennium, until by 1913 
uation, but I do wish, however, to emphasize the fact that in a sum of over $97,000 was in use. Today the commission 
1907 there was terrific criticism of the law protecting does. has an annual income of somewhat over $1,000,000. 
Years passed before the sportsmen realized that the board The financial difficulties were at first so great that but one 
knew what it was doing in protecting female deer. To- game protector could be hired, and he had no easy task in 
day protection of the doe has become so traditional that patrolling the entire commonwealth—doing what he could to 
any move toward killing her is looked upon with disfavor feed game during the winter, trying to educate our citiz: .s by the very same group of hunters who twenty years ago as to the value of wild life, and winning friends for the wanted to kill her. work which was later to develop so amazingly. 

It should be borne in mind that ever since 1907 the Board So little money was available and so much work was to be of Game Commissioners was developing a constantly heavier done that many interested sportsmen gave their personal program involving the hiring of game protectors to carry on support to the work. Joseph Kalbfus, who was for so long 
law enforcement work, the purchasing of.land for game the executive secretary of the commission, gave generously - refuges, and so on. Year by year it became increasingly dif- of his time, his energy, and his money, in putting the work ficult for them to command enough revenue to carry on their on a sound basis. During the early years, he handled most work. The foreign element in our population continually of the stenographic duties himself, and while he was serving caused trouble, especially in some of the heavily populated the sportsmen of the state as executive secretary, he left no
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stone unturned in making certain that such measures as seek to exterminate any form of wild life. In spite of the 
would preserve our wild life were promptly put into effect. fact that since 1913 bounty has been paid on our largest 

In 1903 a law was passed which established the Non- carnivorous animal, the wild cat or bay lynx, this creature 
Resident Hunter’s License Fee at $10. The sale of these still occurs in considerable numbers. One might almost in- 
licenses was not great, since Pennsylvania at that time had fer, from an examination of our records, that a bounty sys- 
no wide reputation as a hunter’s paradise. Nevertheless, the tem, such as is now in force, actually benefits the animals 
sale of these licenses, the payment of fines, and personal do- themselves in some way, since wildcats, foxes and weasels 
nations furnished additional funds. In 1923 the Non-Resi- continue to exist here in spite of the fact that thousands of 
dent Hunter’s License was increased to $15, and today thou- them are killed every year. Bounties paid by the commis- 
sands of hunters come into Pennsylvania from New York, sion at the present time are as follows: Wildcat, $15; gray 
New Jersey and other adjoining states to enjoy the hunting. fox, $4; weasel, $1; and goshawk (between November 1 and 

By 1913 the world-famous Pennsylvania Game Refuge May 1) $5. The bounty on the goshawk was effected only 
System was well begun. Already those in charge of the work during the past legislature (1929) and is a precautionary 
had visions of a system which would bring back to Pennsyl- measure against another of the great invasions of these birds, 
vania her herd of deer, her wild turkeys, perhaps even her which occurred in Pennsylvania during the winter of 
elk, all of which had been virtually exterminated by forest 1927-28, when hundreds were killed. That they played havoc 
fires, carelessness, and criminal with our small game, and partic- 
non-observance of law. Already the ace ularly our ruffed grouse, was evi- 
leaders in the work foresaw that ee  , . denced in the results of stomach ex- 
the natural enemies of the game ae ee Leaes pail aminations. 
would have to be controlled in a oe — . tt 3 The Bureau of Vermin Control 
business-like fashion for they fore- ee : oo of the Pennsylvania Game Commis- 
saw that a large and efficient body i a (3 any sion is not without its troubles at 
of men would be needed if Penn- <a aac ie Lo times, especially with regard to 
sylvania’s forests and fields were i i. 2 fraudulent claims. But although 
to be fully and properly patrolled. . la oe various attempts have been made 

rte ee Ce to dishonestly collect bounty, the 
‘THE 1913 Resident Hunter’s A =. : experts employed by the commis- 

License Law brought into being, oS a sion have detected the deceit, and 
at one step, a fund sufficiently a prosecutions followed. Some very 
large to permit the hiring of more unique cases developed, but these 
men, the purchase of more lands, Game refuge headquarters No. 1, estab- of course cannot be outlined. Very 
the bringing in of game animals deahedsiex 1305: often crude attempts are made to 
from outside of the commonwealth defraud, such as the presentation of 
to replenish our decreasing supply, and the adoption of our the pelts of red squirrels, common or wood rats, and so on, 
first effective “bounty law.” The “bounty law” permitted for weasels. Often, too, 4 or 5 inches of tail has been re- 
the paying of a certain sum of money for various animals moved from stray house cats and these creatures probated 
destructive to game, killed by citizens of the state who placed as wildcats. The business of properly controlling vermin 
their work on record by sending the dead animal, or its skin, necessitates a considerable outlay of funds in order to carry 
into the office for examination and for payment of reward. on successfully. From June 1, 1928 to May 31, 1929, 278 
According to this “bounty law,” as it was originally con- wildcats, 6,955 gray foxes, 2,973 red foxes, and 50,335 
ceived, $4 was to be paid for each wildcat, $2 for each gray weasels were probated, making a total expenditure of $88,- 
fox, $2 for each weasel, and 50 cents for each goshawk, sharp- 276. Individual claims presented totalled 29,345. 
shinned hawk, and great horned owl. The bounty law in this 
form was in force for two years. In 1915 certain modifica- OUTSTANDING among Pennsylvania’s game animals, 
tions were effected, bounty on hawks and owls was dropped, ever since the inception of the game commission’s work 
and from 1915 to 1921 a bounty of $1 was paid on minks. in 1896, has been the white-tailed deer. This nimble-footed 

Civilization always demands the absolute control or ex- creature has become so abundant that Pennsylvania now 
termination of any animal which directly threatens human holds an enviable position among big game states. 
life; therefore, the gray wolf and cougar of Pennsylvania The latter history of Pennsylvania’s deer herd is interest- 
long ago had to retreat before civilization. Today we do not ing. Having put a stop to market hunting, having outlawed 
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the hunting of deer with dogs and the shooting zens of the state, a system which will force any but which was more than surpassed by their en- 
ot deer at salt licks, and having enacted the landowner to desert his farm because the dam- thusiasm—the work went steadily forward. 
famous “Buck Law” of 1907, the board wit- age by wild game is so extensive and costly? Hatching coops, exercising, and breeding pens 
nessed, within a brief span of years, the return After the board made careful inquiry, it re- were constructed, and in a comparatively short 
of this animal to its ancestral range. alized that while some deer damage was time, everything was in shape for setting hens. 

Deer had become so rare in Pennsylvania that overestimated, many complaints were justified. Various other states, more or less old at the 
it was necessary to restock with animals from The board knew that something would have to be game, indicated their interest in the work and 

other states, and a total of about 700 deer was done to prove that the sportsman was interested even assisted at times by furnishing excellent in- 
brought in’ from Michigan, Maine, Vermont, in the farmer’s problems and eager to help him formation and advice. When the time came to 
North Carolina, Virginia and Ohio. The bring- solve them. In 1923, the Deer-Proof Fence Law set the hens, New York State evinced her friend- 
ing in of these animals did not of itself save our was passed, which provided that 8-foot wire liness by donating 5,000 eggs. In addition, the 
deer herd, but it gave us a more extensive breed- fencing would be furnished to farmers suffering same number of eggs were purchased by. the 
ing stock and also infused new blood into our damage, providing the farmers would meet half commission. 
herd. Most of these introduced animals were the cost of construction. A sum of $10,000 for When the hatch was totalled, it far exceeded 
from Michigan where the white-tailed deer is each biennium was thus set aside from the game the board’s expectations and was generally con- 
larger, hardier, and grayer in color than the fund for deer-proof fencing. This law did not ceded to be a good percentage in view of the diffi- 
form found in the southern part of our state improve the situation widely. Not many farm- culties in the way of natural enemies which soon 
and to the southward. ers could afford the fence, and oftentimes the jearned where a meal ticket could be secured. 

When the boad noticed that the deer kill was small landowner who most needed protection ; Seite a 1 Il > the tramping to death of a number of the little 
gradually increasing from year to year, it de- could least afford the fence. Also, the fencing chicks by the hens used for breeding purposes 
termined to protect as many of the animals as of certain property meant that nearby farms were and a certain percentage of infertility in the eggs. 2 : BES. 
it could. The deer season in 1907 extended from subjected to even worse deer damage than be- Five thousand birds were successfully reared, 4,000 
November 15 to December 1; and from 1907 to fore. In 1925 the law was clarified to permit of which were released in suitable. territor: 1909, legal deer were those with visible antlers. landowners to furnish posts and erect the fence, throughout the commonwealth, and the remainder 
In 1909 the wording of the law was changed the game commission to furnish the wire and shipped to temporary leased breeding plants where 
somewhat and legal deer were characterized as staples. Even with this improvement, the law nea cuiiuicnsialy a al rg 2 pon B they were held over, together with approximately 
those with horns visible above the hair. In 1913 could not possibly remedy conditions very widely. 4,000 additional breeders purchased in the mean- 
the season was declared from November 10 to In 1923, a law was passed giving landowners time for carrying forward the work the follow- 
25, and the law protected all deer save males the right to kill deer, caught in the act of de- ing year. 
with horns 2 inches above the hair. stroying property, providing they dress the carcass 

Since 1915 the legal deer season has been from and report the incident to the nearest game pro- i 
December 1 to 15, it being believed that the tector within twenty-four hours. In 1925, this PUT the next year’s program was to be de- 
breeding season among the animals is well over law was clarified to enable the landowners in sec- cidedly different, for the board, convinced: of 
before the first of December. In 1921, the regu- tions designated by the board, where damage the success of the previous experiments, purchased 
lar deer season was the same as previously, but was acute, to retain the venison for food. In tW® farms for ring-neck propagation, and a farm 
all deer were protected save males with antlers 4 1929, this ruling was modified to permit landown- 0" Wild turkey propagation. And so, it was only 
inches above the skull. In 1923, legal deer were ers throughout the entire state to kill and retain ‘ring the spring of 1928 that Pennsylvania real- 
males with antlers 6 inches or more in length, the creatures for food, provided the damage was |¥, began propagating activities on permanently 
and from 1925 to 1928, only male deer having 2 sufficient to warrant such action. ered ene Sate Eero retinal 
points to the antler were considered legal. The two: farms, one in the ‘northweatera: part 

In spite of the fact that through this restrict. TRAPPING deer for stocking elsewhere was and one in the southeastern part of the state, 
ing of killing to bucks of a certain group, a larg- attempted as a relief measure. Several oper- Consisting of 315 and 328 acres respectively, 
er portion of the deer herd received protection, ations of this sort were carried on in 1924, but Were gotten into shape as quickly as possible. 
nevertheless the kill of bucks constantly increased. only a few animals were caught and this meth- The eastern farm was named for Hon. John S. 
The total kill in 1907 was not very large, not od of reducing the deer herd was found to be so Fisher, Governor of Pennsylvania, and incident- 
over 300 animals being taken. In 1914, only sev- tedious, laborious, and expensive that it could not @lly_was dedicated amidst an elaborate program 
en years later, 1,102 bucks were taken, In 1917, be developed. Furthermore, there was consid. 08 September 21. The western farm was named 
a total of 1,725 animals was taken; in 1920, erable mortality among the deer caught in the for Hon. C. C. Jordan, secretary of the State 
3,300; in 1924, 7,778, and so on, the Kill during traps. Department of Agriculture, and was dedicated on 
latter years virtually doubling itself each bien- Many sportsmen were so averse to any kill. August 24. 
nium. Since bucks were legal, the board was in- ing of female deer that the law, passed in 1923, _ With the establishment and equipment of the 
terested chiefly in producing a large buck popu- removing protection from does in sections where farms completed, breeding stock consisting of 182 
lation and in popularizing buck hunting. Com- depredations were being committed, and necessi- cocks and 769 hens was placed at the Jordan 
paratively little attention was paid to the does tating a special license costing $5, met with little Farm. This stock comprised the birds held over 
because they were obviously holding their own favor. Of the 100 licenses issued in Washington at the temporary breeding plant from the 1928 
and producing gratifyingly-large numbers of and Quincy Townships, Franklin County, during season. 
fawns. When, about 1920, the board began to a three-day special season in 1923, only eight From the breeding hens at the Jordan Farm 
hear rumors of considerable damage to crops and female deer were killed. Many sportsmen bought were produced approximately 32,000 eggs. Of 
orchards, however, it suddenly realized that the licenses which they never used. In 1924, during this number, 12,000 were again distributed among 
deer herd—the doe herd in particular—was reach. a three-day special season, only 160 female deer the game refuges, since the board felt that the 
ing vast and challenging proportions. were killed in certain townships of Hunting- past success of the refuge keepers waranted a 

= : don and Mifflin Counties, where 456 licenses were continuance of this program. Ten thousand were 
Come authorities assert that the average life issued. Sek é i ; again distributed among sportsmen and farmers, 

: oF a deer 4 a ee er aoe : In ee pees poe aon ope and the remainder were retained at the farms. 
wenty years. By some students it is believed more or less regardless of township boundaries, . aid 

that a doe will produce fawns each year for were declared as doe areas. A total of 10,650 p,cic™, abpraximately 5,000 eggs at the Jordan 
about sixteen years of her life. If we remember, licenses were offered; 5,513 were taken out by 1,900’ released. Of about the same number of 
therefore, that by 1920 a large proportion of the sportsmen, and 1,029 does were killed. In 1925, ugs at the Fisher Farm. 2,400 birds were reared, does protected for the first time in 1907 were the Special Deer License Law was amended to rd 1,000 released. This percentage ic believed 
still alive and with them their progeny, which reduce the license fee from $5 to $2. Picci ee 
had for several years been producing its own off- In 1926, a doe season was declared in a large ae 
spring, a little arithmetical computation will give section of Clearfield County, three sections of , [complete reports from refuge keepers totalled 
us some idea as to the possible size of the doe Huntingdon County, and two sections of Monroe 2PProximately 5,500 birds. No reports have been 
herd. Does frequently bring forth two young County, and in all these areas 1,295 does were ‘¢ccived from sportsmen as yet, but it is believed 
each year, one of which is usually a female ani- taken. ebeite nutes ayill equal that jor the xxefnge, Keep 
mal. When the young doe becomes a year old it, In 1927, due chiefly to the fact that the sports. TS: ,For breeding stock next year, 1,200 hens 
too, is capable of bringing forth two young. Ob- men had not properly cooperated in former doe *%¢ 300 cocks will be held over at each farm, 
viously, protection of the does and killing of only seasons, special agents of the board, known for 2" 4 Production of between 50,000 and 60,000 
a certain portion of the buck population meant the their superior marksmanship and knowledge of ‘S&S 18 expected. 
saving of a large proportion of the deer herd deer hunting, were detailed to kill off a number While the activities of these two farms 
each year. of the older female animals, most of which were Werte confined entirely to the rearing of 

As the animals became more abundant, they believed to beyond breeding age. ring-necked pheasants, eventually _ experiments 
were forced to extend their range; their food This action also engendered protest. Many Will be conducted with bobwhite quail and hun- 
supply became scant; through proximity to high- felt that the game commission was depriving &@tian partridges. In addition to the two ring- 
ways and towns they became semi-domesticated; them of sport and meat which should rightfully ™¢Ck propagation plants, the commission pur- 
and by degrees the deer damage problem became belong to the hunters who had annually paid their chased a farm to be used exclusively for the 
an oppressing one. At about the time that Penn- license fee. While the open doe season of 1929 ‘aising of wild turkeys. 
sylvania’s remarkable buck kill was receiving na- created quite a controversy, it is the opinion of The business, for so it may be called, of game 
tion-wide notoriety, trouble as a result of deer the commission that sportsmen will see the wis- farming, is certainly a coming feature of wild- 
damage was beginning to develop within our own dom of that move in the end. life administration, for game of various kinds is 
boundaries. In the spring of 1928, the Board of Game becoming more difficult to secure, either due to 

Quickly the problem of saving the deer herd Commissioners, inspired by the success of other its scarcity, or on account of the heavy tariffs 
changed to that of adequately controlling it. states in propagating the ring-necked pheasant, and other difficulties surrounding the importation 
When, about 1920, white-tailed deer began to be experimented, to.a comparatively small degree, of birds from other countries. Also, the kill 
too abundant in Pennsylvania, farmers and fruit in this program. Not having available, at the is great each year and much restocking is neces- 
growers were first to sound the alarm. They de- time, suitable areas upon which to establish per- sary. During 1929, hunters killed 212,082 male 
manded relief—they suggested payment for dam- manent propagating plants, the board centered its ring-necks. Pennsylvania feels that, by estab- 
age. Many farmers asked the logical question: activities around several of the state game ref- lishing the game farms, she has adopted an- 
Has any group of men interested in recreation in uges, and here, despite the lack of experience on other excellent method of safeguarding the hunt- 
Pennsylvania, the rignt to impose upon the citi- the part of the refuge keepers and their wives— ers’ sport.
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GAME KILLED IN PENNSYLV NIA 

SEASON OF 1929 SEASON OF 1930 

: KIND ‘T.OF BA. NUMBER WEIGHT NUMBER WEIGHT 

PK enc eee ccesess eenwenn on LUG. 12 5,400 lbs. S 2,200 lbs. 

Deer Legal Males 

(Regular Season),....120 " 22,602 8,788,640. 20,115 2,413,900." 
Deer, (Antlerless),..... 90 " -- -- 5,979 bogs tt0 oe 

Hear pos sc suse nes cece cO0. 447 89,400 " 707 141,400 " 
Rabliits,...sscesecssece. @ © 3,5245652 7,049,304 “3,068,019 - 6,136,036> © 
Hares (Snowshoes),...... 4 " -- -- " 20,602 82,408 " 

SOUITT ELE o wes esas enas 3 455,264 455,264 ™ 456,523 456,523 " 

RACCOCTES scsiesacn we smascs eet 28,838 346,056 " 48,190 578,280 " 
Wild TurkeySscsnsaeecees 12) 3,834 46,008 " 2,374 28,488 “ 
Rurled Crouseseniveus cee. lee -- -- 1 83,787 125,680 " 

Ringnecked Pheasants,... 3%" 212,082 795,208" " 251,362 942,607 ™ 

Bobwhite Quail,......s.. 6 0% 222,186 83,319 " 152,958 57,360 " 
Woodcock and other 

Shore Birds,.c.sccoeee 6 725666 ai aae 71,402 26,776.“ 

Blnckuirds, sn. dseens sesso 59,821 11,206 250,035 46,882 " 
Wild Waterfowl,..seceess 3 lbs. 45,008 135,024 63,784 —_ Ul .eoe°" 

Vota Wel@htgascicaciscelissscse cece 1,780,160 Lbs. 11,767,954 lbs.- 
Reduced to tons, equals,ccerscores 5,891 tons 5,884 tons 

ANTLER CLASSIFICATION: 1.9.2.9 19 30 

Two points to 1 antlery. weseccscsooeee 3,193--14% 3,526--17% 

Le pots te -errtler ss ertererrar Sy POR a2 5 Beh _____ 

Four or more points to 1 antler,...++++13,867--61% 11,035--55% 

1930 HUNTING .CCIDENTS : 

FATAL NON-FATAL 

ACCIDENTS ACCIDENTS TOTAL 

No. Percent _No. Percent No. Percent 

Total accidents, ..cccecvesccveses ~ 59 Le 291 834 350 -- 
Geltqimelictod;.<.s+sssseveecy 29 39% 17 26% 100 29%, 
Inflicted by others,...0.«.... 36 61% 214 74%, 250 714, 

Ages of victims, self-inflicted: 

Under 18 years of ages.cesceee 4 shys 45 20% 19 19% 

Over 8 WED ais ae ee 83% 62 80% 81 81g 
Ages of persons causing injury to 

others: 

Under 18 years of age,.....0.. li 30% 22 10% 33 13%, 
Over i ot Mei Merri saceeente eo 10% 192 90% ey 87% 

Kind of game being hunted: 
Patee Galles. tas sc kes ccecvess iL 19% 41 14% 52 Ws 
Ciel) genes ec kanssscvseeeene 26 81% 250 86% 298 85% 

Occurred thru use of: 

SOP eg assy cya tae nase dee wee +O 25% 55). eeeageet) qi ~ 06 
GiplplWiescsauice aves walslnc Cereee: 409 73%, 233 80% 276 79% 
Revo WSs bs oss seenne des guiewe sa w ag 2 1% 3 1% 

Where accidents occurred: 

Tnuopen Pils, veces sseseeeee © Jel 35% 120 41g 141 40% 

Tin WoddbOneoy vec isccnetpaesieas 2-08 56% 167 57% mo S16 
In conveyances,.c.ccverconsecs 5 9% 4 2% 9 3% 

SHOT IN MISTAKE FOR GAME 
FATAL NON-FATAL 

Groundhogy,ececoesl TurkeySyccovcscece 2 

Groundhog,.cecess 2 
Squirrel, «scesse. 2 

N “Beery vccccnveses
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HUNTING ACCIDENTS 

Figures on the number of hunting accidents that occurred during the 
past season which have just been compiled by the Game Commission indicate a é 
higher percentage than in any one year since records were first kept during 1915. 
Fatal accidents numbered 59 and non-fatal 291. During the preceding season 53 
fatal and 210 non-fatal accidents occurred. Statistics show a gradual increase 
in the number of accidents from 1915 to the current year consistent with a 
gradual increase in the number of hunters who go afield. When one takes into 
consideration the fact that over 600,000 men and boys hunt in Pennsylvania each 
year, the number of accidents which occur as a result is comparatively small. 

2 A compilation of the hunting accidents reported since 1915 shows that during the 
s past 16 years only 662 persons were killed and 2,493 injured. During that 

3 period over 8,000,000 men and boys roamed our fields and woodlands with shotgun 
, and rifle. However, the fact thet the loss of human life is comparatively small 

: s is no reason why hunters should refrain from exercising every possible care with 
2 se firearms while in the woods, 

~ 

3 - The average layman no doubt is inclined to believe that the majority of 
— ies hunting accidents occur while hunting big game. To the contrary, however, 85% i 

‘i of the accidents occur in the open fields through the careless handling of shot-~ 
gs S guns. 

Of the accidents occurring last yearl#0 were self-inflicted, 23 of 

which were fatal and 77 non-fatal, Of the 250 accidents caused by others 36 
were fatal and 214 non-fatal,



Te ay RABBITS ARRIVE IN GOOD CONDITION 
vel, No.9, 193) RE ee eS 

Of the thousands of rabbits now being received from Missouri for re- 
stocking purposes in depleted areas of the Commonwealth, the rate of mortality 

ce | has been exceedingly low this year. One officer reports only four dead animals 

\ in a shipment of over 800. Upon completion of shipments now being made, no 

Qu additional rabbits will be ordered until next winter.



AMENDS SECTION 1001 OF THE GAME CODE by removing the goshawk from the 

bounty list. 

HOUSE BILL NO. 1090 - By Mr. Way, Clearfield County. —_ a 

(Referred to Committee on Game.) \ de 

AMENDS SECTION 501 OF THE GAME CODE by providing that the open season Yor 

ruffed grouse shall be Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of the first and 

second week and Thursday, Friday_and Saturday of the third and fourth 

week of November. 

SENATE BILLS 

SENATE BILL NO. 404 = By Mr. Rial, Westmoreland Cgunty. 

(Referred to Committee on GAme and Fisheries.) 

AMENDS ARTICLE 4 OF THE GAME CODE by providing a license to propagate 

and release game birds or game animals on lands owned by the licensee 

for shooting purposes. The fee for such license is fixed at $50.00 and 

“not more than seventy-five percent of any game so released may be shot 

or taken, and no game shall be recovered after leaving the licensed area. 

Such licenses may not be issued to cover areas of less than 500 acres 

and lands covered by this license must be marked by a single strand wire 

or posters or both. It gives the licensee the right to kill such game 

up to seventy-five percent for the season, regardless of sex or bag 

limits as now provided. The Board is authorized to adopt such rules 

and regulations as may be found necessary and provides a penalty of 

$25.00 and costs for any violation. All persons hunting on such lands 

must be licensed as now provided by lawe



CROW KILLING (7, fo, Row 

: Sportsaen and farmers of York county recently killed over 25,000 
crows in an effort toreduce the population of those birds locally. If the rest 
of the stxte would do half as well, and keep it up every year for a few ycars, 
especially during tho nesting season of our more beneficial birds, it would 

moan the saving of much valuable wild life. Every sportsman knows that crows 

ent the eggs and young of many birds, and also do much of tho eating of young 
rabbits for which tno ringneck pheasant usually gets the blame. Farmers, parti- 
ewlorly, should also beor in mind that the crow was a nuisance in their corn 

fields long before the ringneck phoasant wis introduced in Pennsylvaniae 

Vek, , Ne. s3 

Orel, 193)
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a . QUHIL BANDS RETURNED ¢ a Qo 

According to Mr, C, A, Hiller, In Charge of Propagention for the Gone 
Cammission, 12 leg bands from Bobewhite Quail were returned to the Game Comtisrcion 
during the past few months, Four of these were removed from birds accidentally 

killed before the hunting season, the remaining eight from birds killed during 
the season. One band wes forwarded by the Conservation Commission of Maryland, 
the bird from which it was taken having been killed.a short distance from the 

Mason-Dixon line south of York County. The Game Commission has asked for the 
return of these bands so they can determine to what extent the birds are migrote 
ing into adjoining states, if such is the case.
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7 GAME BUREAU pe 

w/ New York, 00, -- Certain "old maids" of Pennsylvania have 

. plunged that state into such difficulties that it must extricate it- 

self soon "or" -- as Ross L, Leffler, chairman of the Board of Game 

Commissioners, cryptically informs the American Game Association-- "else 

In this case the troublesome spinsters are the deer old 

maids and the too numerous ring-necked pheasant hens, 

While most states are still struggling to increase their 

gane supply to meet the demands of a growing army of hunters, Pennsyl- 

vania appears to have been too successful in restoring deer and 

pheasants to abundance, 

A chief method in reestablishing these two species was a 

law prohibiting the shooting of female deer, adopted in 1907, and a 

similar law protecting hen pheasants in 1923, As a result the "ladies" 

of both species have increased to a vast majority over the "gentlemen." 

They have seriously over-populated their ranging areas, Thousands of 

deer die every winter from starvation, ‘he herds are making serious 

inroads upon farms and orchards, 

Many bucks are said to have poor antlers because they no 

longer have to fight each other to preserve their "harems," 

The game department describes this surplus of feminine game 

es "old maids" and “unproductive boarders." It has declared several 

special open seasons on does, and is planning to nermit the shooting 

of hen pheasants, but every move of this nature has drawn much oppo- 

sition from sportsmen and effected no permanent remedy. 

"Sportsmanly chivalry has become so deep-rooted in the con- 
servation-minded hunters of Pennsylvania that we are finding the 
second step in game restoration the hardest -- getting sportsmen to 
realize that it is just as important to limit the number of a species 
to within its food supply and to keep the sexes properly balanced," 
Mr, Leffler said,



ns 5 PARASITES ON DEER - ? ASE oe Fule Fw 
Dr. Harold S, Peters of the Bureou of Entomology, Washington, D. C., SX 

in company with Dr. Thomas E. Winecoff, In Charge of Research, and Leo A. Luttring-~ : 

er, dr., In Charge of Sducation of the Board of Game Commissioners, toured the f 

Union County hunting carps during the special doer season where they examined 31 
female deer for lice and ticks. Quite a few of both these external parasites 
were found on the deer, and Dr. Peters is of the opinion that the lice particular- 
ly are of the same new species which he identified last year from a specimen turn- 

ed over to him by Vernon Bailey, Field Naturalist of the Biological Survey. 

Just what bearing, if any, the external parasites may have on the general F 
health of the deer is not lnowm at present but the study is being made so that no A 
stone may be left unturned in an effort to learn as much sbovt the deer herd as © 

possible. > 

ss 
Very cold weather seemed to have had a share in effecting a small bag 

limit of antlerless deer ir that section despite a good tracking snow. Hunters A 
did not stay tn the woods very long at a time and ghe decr were not driven out = 

of their retreats. . 
a FF
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RECORD BIG GAME SHASON 

A 

e Preliminary reports rendered at a meeting of the Division Game Supervisors 
/ on December 23 revealed that the recent large game season in Pennsylvania was 

‘oné of the finest in its history. The number of legal male deer taken totelled 
20,088--the second largest kill ever made, The largest bag occurred during 
1929 when 22,822 legal bucks were taken, but it will be remembered thet during 

| thet season the hunters had a two-yearts supply of bucks upon which to concen- 
trate inasmuch as there was no buck season in 1928, This yearts kill, undér 

| ‘these conditions, could therefore be considered the lergest taken normally, In 
1927, up until which time no season was ever closed to the killing of bucks, 
14,374 were taken, From many sections throuchout the State were taken enimeals 

e | having the largest end finest racks of antlers ever seen, 

\ The special three-day season on antlerless deer in 23 counties end parts of 
uy (counties which preceded the regular buck seagon, resulted in a comparatively 
x \“\ small kill, only approximately 6,000 being taken, although 31,607 special deer 

\ licénses were issued, Numerous agencies were no doubt responsible for this smgll 
bag, one of which was most certainly the extremely cold wenther which held many 
hunters close to camp. Again, in many sections lands were posted against hunt- 

; ing. It is believed that very few licenses were taken out and not used, simply 
;{ to save the does, 

‘Although general conditions, including an ebundance of natural food for 
bear, were good, and a larger kill than that of last season, when 447 were teken, 

expected, the Commission did not quite anticipste the new record which was es- 

tablished, Six hundred ninety-six legal beers were taken, representing the 

second largest kill in the history of the Board. The largest kill was made in 
1925 when 929 were taken, : 

i The kill of wild turkeys was considerably smaller than last year, when 
5,834 were taken, This year approximately 2,500 wild turkeys were killed, 

i A new record was established for the sele of hunters! licenses this year, 

i 529,571 resident licenses and 6,014 non-resident licenses were sold, an increase 
\ of 24,468 resident and 1,191 noneresident licenses over last year. 

\ Sentiment expressed by sportsmen throughout the State was rather high for 
\ any legislation that would do away with future specinl deer seasons and the 
\ extra $2.00 license fee necessary under such season, Mony sportsmen were strong 
\ dn sentiment for a season on both bucks and does (fawns protected) and contended 
\\ that such a season would not éause any more injury to human life than hes 
\ocourred during other seasons,



From the Pennsylvania Game News, we quote: J Dur 

HASTY REVIEW OF SEASON F. 

"The hunters of the State have had an excellent season so far A 

this year according to many reports received at the offices of the ek 
Game Commission. The Woodcock season which terminated Friday, ro 

November 14, no doubt marked one of the best for many years. Re— > < 

ports from grouse hunters were very good and such news is indeed az 
gratifying. Hunters should bear in mind that the grouse season : 
closed November 8. All grouse killed seemed to be in excellent = 
condition. = nel 

November 15 also terminated an exceptionally good season on gees 
wild turkeys and ring-necked pheasants, and no doubt the bag in @ So) 
each case will be targer than last year. Se 

So far there has been an exceilent kill of quail. These © Ss Q 
birds are plentiful in practically every section of the State and a 3 

the bag should be one of the largest. The season on quail closed : 
< the end of November. 

Squirrels, which last year were unusually scarce, are being 
killed in goodly numbers in many sections. There is plenty of food 
in the woods for these creatures. Last year farmers complained 
bitterly about squirrels taking corn from the fields. This year 

no complaints of this sort have been received. : 

Rabbits apparently are not being killed in large numbers ac— 

cording to reports. The long drought may have been responsible 

for a depletion in their ranks. The so-called scarcity of rabbits, 
fortunately is not, according to some reports, general throughout 

the State, for some sections report fair kills. Weather conditions 
= generally may have a decided influence on the number killed. Such 

is the case with bears, also. A goodly number of Bruin’s tribe is 

ee 
ESTABLISHED 1602
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PURCHASE MORE "HUNS" Ful ge 

"At their recent meeting the Pennsylvania Board of Came Com-— 

missioners approved the purchase of 150 pairs of Hungarian Partridges. bs 

Hungarian Partridges have been stocked.as game birds in Penna. only / if 
during the past few years, and the season on these birds will be kept MH) 

closed until the birds acclimatize themselves and increase to such 

numbers as will withstand the heavy shooting of Pennsylvania's vast 

army of small game hunters. They are purchased in Czecho-Slovakia." &



GAME PURCHASED : f, Ow 

The Game Commission has placed its orders for’ 50,000 Cottentail Rabbits. 

Shipments will begin December Ist. These rabbits ere to be released in suitable 

sections of the State immediately following the bic game season, No game, con- 

sistent with the Commission's polictes;-wilt be released on areas closed-to—pub- 

lic hunting. 
oP 

At the same time, orders have been placed for 1,000 male Ring-necked v- 

Pheasants. None of these birds ere to be held at the Game Farms, but are to be ra o 

released in those sections of the State where the kill of Ringnecls has been (i “ 

unusually heavy. 
G x 3 
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ee ee HASTY REVIEW OF SEASOW 

The hunters of the State have had en excellent season so for this year ac= 

cording to many reports received at the offices of the Game Commission. The 

Woodcock season which terminated Friday, November 14, no doubt marked one of the 

best for many vears. Reports from grouse hunters were very cood and such news is 

indeed cratifyine. Hunters should bear in mind thet tHe Zrouse season closed 

November 8. All grouse killed seemed to be in excellent condition. : 

November 15 also terminated an exceptionally good season on wild turkeys and 

ring-necked pheasants, and no doubt the bag in each case will be larger than last 

yeare 

So far there has been an excellent }ill of quail. These birds are plentiful 

in practically every section of the State and the baz should be one of the largest. 

The season on quail does not close until the end of November. 

Squirrels, which last vear were unusuallv scarce, are beins I:illed in goodly 

mumbers in many sections. There is plenty of food in the woods for these crea- 

tures. Last vear formers complained bitterly about squirrels talcine corn from 

the fields. This year no complaints of this sort have been received. 

Rabbits apparently are not being lrilled in larse numbers according to re- 

= en nt, 3 Z = oo” 

ports, The long drousht mey have-been responsible for a depletion in their ranks. 

The so-called scarcity of rabbits, fortunately is not, according to some reports, 

general throughout the State, for some sections report fair kills. ‘leather con= 

ditions generally may have a decided influence on the number killed. Such is the 

s 
eee 

case with bears, also, A goodly number of Bruin's tribe is beinz barsed, it is Be 

true, but the érv weather makes it difficult for the dogs to trail the animel 
on the dry, hard forest flocr. E 

There is only one thing which mars an otherwise perfect season, and that is 
the number of accidents, both fatal and non-fatal which is movnting hicher and 

higher every day. 
eee ie
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Out of a group of 90 hawks of various species received at the offices of 
the Game Commission since November lst, claiming the $5.00 bounty which is 
effective upon the Goshawk between Nov. lst and Mey lst, only 9 proved to be 

Goshawks, the remainder consisting of Cooper's, Red-tailed, and Red-shouldered 
Hawks. Stomach 6xcminations of the birds proved inberestine: A number OP tte 
destructive Cooper's Hawks held chicken, squirrels, and rabbits. All of the 
Red-tailed and Red-shouldered varieties held mice with the exception of a few, 
One Réd-tail held 35 grasshoppers and two mice; another held 27 grasshoppers and 

one mouse; and still another held four mice and two whole garter snakes, 
Apparently all but two of the Goshawks were killed before they had eaton, 

as seven of the stomachs were empty. Of the remainins two, one held a Plymouth 

Rock Chicken, the other a Gray Squirrel, 
: Sportsmen and farmers should bear in mind that the hawks which soar like 

the Turkey Vulture cre not Goshawks, but either Red-tailed or Red-shouldered ' 
Hewks, both of which have short tails and loner wings, the teil being spread 
fan-like while soaring. 1 

The Goshawk is a large heavy-bodied hawk with comparatively short wings 
and long tail, It measures about 24 inches in: lensths; the entire back is 
blue-gray in color, The crown of the head is black with a distinct’ white area 
above and back of the eye which is marked irregularly with black, The under- 
parts are clear sray throughout and are firely barred ond somewhat streaked.
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SPECI.L DEER LICENSES \< 

Upon the petition of farmers and others,+the Gane Couission provided for 

a short open season for antlerless deer in twenty-three counties or parts of 

countiese The season is November 27, 28, and 29. The Board provided for a totat 

reduction of 56,024 does in the deer population of these regions, but upon the 

close of business on November 7, only 20,979 licenses were applied for. In order 

to keep the hunters of the state posted as to the number of licenses still avail- 

able, the following-table is givens A 
tatus of Special Deer Licenses - Nov. 7 Sistus of Special Door Licenses Neve “> as) 

Number ? 

Numb er Applications Balance 

County Allotied Received Available 
Cambria 240 65 1S 

Carbon 3248 2743 505 

Clearficld 2600 1404 1196 

Clinton 2000 177 1823 

Elk 10400 suit 7223 

Fayette 1240 513 TeT 

Forest 1352 546 806 

Franklin 2392 670 1722 

Huntingdon 4600 2484 yeas) 

Jefferson 3552 Sal 3041 

Juniata 1840 629 1501 

Luzerne 616 200 416 

Lyc oraing 2240 : 436 1804 

Mifflin 880 223 657 

; Monroe 1040 30 160 

Perry 1009 675 325 : 

Pike = 4595 1205 

Schuylkill 568 221 > a BAT ~ 
Snyder 2128 381 1747 

Somerset EELS 617 1095 

Union 5728 1429 4299 

Venango 640 dae 528 

Westmoreland 3208 1581 1627 
“56024 “20979 "S5045 ,
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There has boen no open season on Hungarian Pcrtridzos since thoy wore first 

stocked in Ponnsylvania in 1925, ond the season will bo kept closed until the 
birds have an spportunity to acclimatize thomselves and produce their numbors 
to such proportions es will withstend the onslaught of the: vast army of sports- 
men in the Kevstone St:to, Therefore, huntors aro asked to use the utmost 

coution while in the ficlds this year in an offort to protect tho Hungarion 
Partridge in evory possible way. 

Those who do not know the Hun should be earcful not to mistake him for tho 
Bob-white, Thoroe is a-vast ditferonce in coloretion botwoon the Hungarian 

Partridge and the Bebe-white, and all sportsmen should learn tho field marks of 
the former specics in order to be on the safo side. The Hun is about twice the 
size of the Bobewhite cnd is gray in color with o dark brown mark on tho breast Z 
shaped like a horse-shoc, Tho tail is porh-ps tho bost ficld mark, boing 
reddish-brown in color which shows vory plainly when the bird flushes, Tho 
eyelids are reddish in color and aro yelso plainly noticoable, 

Senco 1925 somowh-t over 11,000 Hungaricn Partridges have been released in 

Ponnsylvania, Todey the Geme Tommission has record of their boing found in 
thirty counties, namely Brio, Crawford, Mercer, Lawrence, Washington, Greene, 

Favetto, Venango, Jefferson, Indianc, Cambria, Cloarfiold, Centor, Huntingdon, 
‘ Mifflin, Franklin, Union, Lycoming, Uumberlend, York, Adcms, Northumberland, i 

Wyoming, Berks, Lancastor, Montgomery, Bucks, Lohich, Northempton, ond Lackawcnnr, 

0 
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Ber HUNTERS NOW OWHt_200,000 0 -} Fabs Pow 
Recent acquisition of lands by the State Game Commission have brought the 

total area actually conveyed to more than 200,000 acres. ‘Yithin the last few 

days title was taken for 9,915 acres in Bradford County; 1,204 in Columbia 

County; 1,006 in Jefferson County and 990 acres in Tioga County, bringing tho 
total to 201,774.7 acres. In addition to this epproximately 92,000 acres are 
at this time under contract for purchase. All of this land is good game terri- 

tory and not an acre was purchased from general State revenues, but instead was 

purchased from the Game Fund, provided by the sale of hunting licenses. 

Thirty-three blocks of land distributed in twenty-seven counties of the 

State make up the total of more than 200,000 acres. 
- ) 4 

(2 Y Qaare SAVE THE BITrERswmar \° Jb ad ac Le cane 

Taw. a 30 The destruction of bittersrreet in Pennsylvania will, if continued, result 

, in complete extinction of a plant which supplies very valuable food for birds 
and certain varieties of game. The fruit and seeds of the bittersweet, a vine 

commonlv found alons streams, in thickets and more frequently adorning farm 

fences, furnish a very desireble natural food for birds which remein with us in 

late fall and winter and game animals which frequent.open and moderately open 

territory. Pods bearing the seed do not readily fall from the vine but remain 

until severe winter winds gradually detach them; some remaininz throughout the 
winter, Thus the seeds are available for wild life in winter when deep snows 
cover the ground making the natural foods difficult or impossible to reach. 
The value of bittersweet as a winter food for birds cannot be too strongly ex- 

: phasized. 

Unfortunately for wild life, sprays of this vine cortaining many beautifu’ 

orange colored pods are much, in fact too much, in demand for foll and winter 

‘decorating of homes, florists! shops and other places where decorations are 

intended to convey a suggestion of fall. Of course it is attractive when decor- 

ating the mantle over the fire-place, or surmounting the top of a corner chine 

closet or bookcase, or as a shield to the not too attractive telephone. On 

the other hand, how much more beautiful it is in its natural environment, grac.- 
fully festooning old rail fences, bordering rural roads used by thousands of 

people who tour the countryenjoying-naturets-hendiwork, It is a regrettable 1: 
that many intelligent persons apparently are unoble to sacrifice their own seli~ 
ish desires for the benefit of the greater majority of people. ‘Without a thouri: 
for others or for wild life, they ruthlessly destroy the beauties of nature and 

the food created by nature for the benefit of wild life. 

Ordinarily a small portion of a vine can be cut off without doing much 

damage, but all too frequently the whole vine is taken ond even pulled out by 

the roots. This is vandalism and spells ultimate extinetion if continued. 

Our wild life needs all the naturcl food it can get, yet we find great 

quantities in the markets, tourists gathering it by the earsfull, and even find 

it for sale at many “hot dog" stands along hishways. The State Game Commission 

and all outdoor lovers appeal to the people of the State, especially this fall, 

to resist their desire for bittersweet decorations and not to rob wild creatures 

of this valuable natural food. :
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This year the Commission will ende:vor to secure the aid of as many 

airports as possible to distribute food by airplone in remote sections after 
heavy ssows, Last year this program was tried in « number of instances pd 

proved successful, . 

PURCHASE MORE "NUNS" (= Dp Ry 

At their recent meeting the Board of Gome Commissioners approved the 
purchase of 150 pairs of Hungarian Partridges. lunearian Partridges have been 
stocked as game birds in Penna, only during the pest few years and the season 
on these birds will be kept closed wntil the birds scclimatize themselves and 
increase to such numbers as will withstand the heavy shootin™ of Pennsylvanin's 

vast army of small gome hunters, They are purchased in Czecho-Slovakia,



IN THE NAME AND BY AUTHORITY OF TH: ES. J 
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA : 

Governor's Office 

PROCLAMATION +. 1930 

WHEREAS, An extreme droucht now prevails in many sections of the 

Conmonweelth, creating serious hazard by fire in forest and fields; and 

WHERTAS, In the interest of-the-protection-of life, geome, forest, 

field and all forms of property from fires, it has been recommended by the Board 

of Game Commissioners that it is necessary to invoke the provisions of statute 

passed to meet the emergency; 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, John S. Fisher, Governor of the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Act of Assembly 

approved May 12, 1925, do hereby proclaim and forbid the smoking of tobacco in 

any form and the building of campfires within woodlands or the burnins of brus® 

and other rubbish within woodland or within two hundred feet of woodland bv all 

persons within the several counties of the Commonwealth during the huntine season 

fixed by the Board of Game Commissioners for 1930. 

‘ Any violation hereof will invoke the penalties prescribed by the 

cited statute. 

GIVEN under my hand and the Great 
Seal of the Commonwealth, at the City 

: of Harrisburg, this twenty-eighth day 

of October, in the year of our Lord 

nineteen hundred and thirty, and of 

the Commonmvealth the one hundred and 

fifty-fifth. 

By the Governor: 

y ¥ 

Secretary of the Commonwealth. 

i \ 

i



Harrisburg, Pa. 
Oetober 28, 1930 

At the request of Governor John §. Fisher, a special meeting of the 

Board of Game Commissioners was held this morning for the purrose of consider- 

ing the advisability of closing the forests of the State to hunting during 

the period of extreme fire danger. 

A report of forest conditions throughout the State was subaitted to 
the Governor by the Board of Gane Commissioners and the Department of Foresvs 

and Waters. This report reviewed forest conditions throughout the State dur- 
ing the past week and during the last twenty-four hours on the basis of a com- 

plete analysis of the causes of forest fires and forest conditions now preva- 

lent. 

The Board of Game Commissioners and the Department of Forests and 
Waters concurred in the belief, from reports submitted, that it is unnecessary 
to close the forests of the State to hunting. It was unanimously recommended 

that all forms of smoking in the forests and the building of camp fires and the 

burning of brush and leaves be prohibited and accordingly recommended such re- 

strictions be placed in effect by special proclamation by the Governor. Such 

authority is conferred upon the Governor by the Act of May 12, 1925, and vio~ 

lation of the proclamation's restrictions is punishable vy a fine of $100.0 
The employees of all branches of the State Government who are vested with police 

power will cooperate in enforcement.. Under the proclamation all forms of smok- 

ing in the forests, whether on the roads or trails, is prohibited Tt iss, “howe 

ever, permissible to smoke in camps. Governor Fishcr suggests that all hunters 

and other forest users refrain from taking smoking material of any kind with 

them into the woods and in this ey remove the temptation to smoke 

Recent snovs and rains in many parts of the State and the information 

that most hunters are careful with fire in the woods were potent factors in 

deciding against the more vizorous decision of banning all gunning in dry forest 

areas. 

BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 
and 

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTS AND WALTERS



APPLICATIONS FOR SPECIAL DEER LICHISES FOR TLE 
SPECIAL SEASON FIXED FOR NOVEMBER 27, 28, and 29, 
FOR THE SEVERiL COUNTIES OR PARTS OF CoUSTIES 
RECEIVED TO )CTOBER 29, INCLUSIVE, ARZ AS FOLLOWS: 

Number 
Number Applications Balance 

County Allotted Received Available 

Cambria 240 49 202 
Carbon 5,248 2,468 780 
Clearfield 2,600 1,154 1,446 
Clinton 2,000 140 1,860 
Elk 10,400 2,055 7,845 
Fayette 1,240 451 oo 
Forest L3o52 485 867 
Franklin Lig Oe Clg 15875 
Huntingdon 4,600 2,094 2,906 
Jefferson 5,002 374 Sel tS 
Juniata 1,840 245 1,595 
Luzerne 616 Lv6 440 
Lycoming 2,240 562 1,578 
Mifflin 880 177 703 i 
Monroe 1,040 768 ele 
Perry 1,000 496 504 

7 Pike 2,800 Lowe 1,482 
Schuylkill 568 ey. 591 
Snyder e51ee 313 1815 
Somerset Ds deer 549 ey Gwe 
Union 5,728 Loo 4,575" 
Venango 640 106 554 
Westmoreland 5,208 ee 1,855 

17,504 58,520 

BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS, 
Harrisburg, Pa,



a a a ee RETRY QUAL. Henan 0 ee 
During the past summer the State of Virginia released over 10,000 queil imported from Mexico, all of which contained leg bands bearing the in- scription "Notify Game Department, Richmond, Virginia," also a serial number. | _ Stee of Ohio followed a similar program in banding and releasing 900 Hun- garden Partridges. _The bands on the Hungarian Partridges bear the inseription Please return to the Ohio Division of Conservation, Columbus, Ohio." These 

states have asked thet the hunters of Pemsy?vania cooperote this fall in that , 
if they kill any quail or Funrarion Partridees bearing bands, such bands be 
forwarded to the respective departments. 

The Pennsylvania Game Comnission also released about 15,000 Mexican | 
quail during the past swmier and these, too, were handed and other states asked 
to cooperate in having bands returned. 

The purpose of asking that the leg bands be sent in is to enable 
suthoritios to check on the movements of the birds. In the past some difficulty 
has been experienced in securing such reports because some hunters assumed im- 
mediately that shooting a bird wearing a leg-bard was a violation of the low. 
This is not the case. Instead the various gome departments are only too glad 
to get the bands,
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( The Board of Game Commissioners at its meeting today, acting upon 
petitions received requesting an open season on antlerless deer, declared 

such special open season on antlerless deer over 60 lbs. in weight with en- 
trails removed (faims protected) in the following counties and parts of 
counties within the Commonwealth, the last three days of November, namely, 

27th, 28th and 29th, inclusive. 

COUNTIES: Carbon, klk, Jefferson, Juniate, Snyder and Union, 

TOWNSHIPS: Chest Townshiv, Cambria County; Huston and Union Townships, 
Clearfield County; Greene and Logan Townships, Clinton County; Stewart, 

Wharton & Clay Townships, Fayette County; Tionesta & Hickory Townships, Forest 
County; Fannett, Metal, Peters & St.Thomas Towiships, Franklin County; Porter, 

Oneida, Jackson, Warriors Mark & Tranklin Townships, Euntingdon County; Foster, 

‘Black Creek & Butler Townships, Luzerne County; Brown Township, Lycoming County; 

Oliver & Menno Townships, Mifflin County; Smithfield, Middle Smithfield & Toby- 
hanna Townships, Monroe County; Toboyne & Jackson Towvmships, Perry County; 

Greene, Dingmen & Delaware Townships, Pike County; Rush, East Brunswick, West 
Brunswick, ‘Yest Penn, Wayne, Pine Grove, Washington, North Manheim and South 
Manheim Townships, schuylkill County; Jenner, Lincoln & Jefferson Townships, # 
Somerset County; Oakland & Cherry Tree Townships, Venango County; and Cooke, 
Fairfield, St.Clair & Ligonier Townships, Westmoreland County. 

The number of licenses to be issued in each county or township will 
be based upon a ratio of 8 antlerless deer for every male deer killed in the 

respective sections last year, Licenses will be issued in the order in which 
received, 

NUMBER SPECIAL PAID DEER LICENSES TO BE ISSUED 

The number of special deer licenses to be issued in the counties 
affected are as follows: Cambria 240; Carbon 3,248; Clearfield 2,600; Clinton 

2,000;H1k 10,400; Fayette 1,240; Forest 1,352; Franklin 2,392; Huntingdon 4,600; 

Jefferson 3,552; Juniata 1,840; Luzerne 616; Lycoming 2,240; Mifflin 880; 

Monroe 1,040; Perry 1,000; Pike 2,800; Schuylkill 568; Snyder 2,128; Somerset 
1,712; Union 5,728; Venango 640; and Westmoreland 3,208. 

The number of these licenses were based on a ratio of 8 antlerless 
deer for every buck killed in the respective sections last season, The season 
on antlerless deer will extend from November 27th to 29th, inclusive. The fee 

for a special deer license is $2.00 and same must be obtained in the offices 

of the Game Commission at Harrisburg, where all licenses will be issued in the 
order in which received. Speciel free deer licenses will be issued to such 
land owners as desire’ them by the County Game Protectors, 

OWLS AT THE GAME FARMS 

During the past six months records show that quite a few Barn Owls 
and Screech Owls have been killed while destroying young chickens. In every 
case the owls were caught in the act, Incidentally, Barn Owls caused quite a 

« bit of havoc at the game farms during the past summer, one owl alone killing 
about forty Ring-necked Pheasants. A Screech Owl also killed quite a number 
of the pheasants. The Marsh Hawk, which is looked upon by most ornithologists 
as half good and half bad, certainly tended toward the latter characteristic 
about the game farms and was responsible for the killing of many pheasants.



HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES 
ON THE INCREASE 

To date the officers of the Pennsyl- 

vania Game Commission have reported 

on approximately 215 coveys of Hun- 

garian Partridges covering 2,400 indi- 

vidual birds. It appears that most of 

these coveys have been noted in Cum- 
berland County, the game protector for 5 

that district reporting on forty coveys 

or approximately 623 birds. 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 
SURVEY 

A complete survey of the status of the 

Hungarian Partridge in. Pennsylvania is ., 

now under way in an effort to determine 

to what extent the birds have increased 

and spread during the past 4 or 5 years. 

Hungarian Partridges were first re- 

leased in Pennsylvania during the win- 

ter of 1925. Since 1925 a little over 6,000 

partridges have been released. C. A. 

Hiller, in charge of propagation who is 

supervising the Hungarian Partridge 

survey today announced that incomplete 

reports show that officers located 206 

covies totalling 2216 birds. There are 

still a number of counties to be heard 
3 from. 

: \ ¢
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PREDATORY ANIMAI, CONTROL 

Pennsylvania is probably in possession of the most accurate data 
on the kill of predatory animals in the world, A recent compilation of figures 
on the kill of such creatures during the past 15 years, based on three five- 
year periods is most interesting, 

During the first five-year period, from 1915 to 1920, the average 
kill per year of wild cats was 460. The bounty on a cat during this period 
was $6.00. In the second five-year period the average kill per year of cats 
was 422. The bounty during this period was from $8.00 to $15.00. From this 
information it would indicate the increased bounty on the cat did not have the 
desired results. In the third five-year period the average mmber of cats kill- 
ed per year was 349. During the lest two years the average kill was 234. The 
deduction that can be drawn from these figures is that during the first period 
the bounty on the cat was high enough to only hold these animals in check and 
slightly reduce the available number to be caught. In the second period the 
number of animals killed was practieally the same as the first period being 422 
instead of 460, but the number of available animals to be caught was decreased, 
In the third five-year period we note a decrease in the number of cats killed 
even with the $15,00 bounty, better methods of trapping and a great increase 
in the number of trappers. fhe number of available cats to be caught must have 
decreased considerably or the kill under these conditions would have increased, 
Last year only 155 cats were killed, If you will compare the average kill of 
cats in the last two years of 234 with the kill of 460 fifteen years ago and 
consider that at present we have twice the number of trappers and double the — 
amount of skill in trapping, you can readily see the amount of available cats 
to be caught in Pennsylvania todey is only one-fourth what it was fifteen years 
ago, The cats in Pennsylvania with the $15.00 bounty will follow the course 
of the wolf, 

There is less encouraging information on the gray fox. In the first 
fivenyeer Ported the amerage-tcil] was 4.000 ihe secondperiod 5.500 ond the 
eee period 8,000. In the first two periods the bounty was $2.00 and In the 

last period $4.00. You will note, as in the wild cat, that as the bounty is 

increased the corresponding number of animals killed increased, but that is 
only a contributing factor in the gray fox. This increase in the kill of the 

gray fox is principally due to better methods of trapping. 

Six or seven years ago a campaign was started to increase interest 
in trapping in the more backward counties as far as trapping is concerned, The 

trapping instructors visited every section of the State and taught the trappers 
more successful methods. The result of this effort has been that we hav® chenged 
the two and three fox man per year to one of ten or twelve. Judging from the 
letters we receive inquiring of where foxes are plentiful, and the reports we 
receive of the scarcity of these animals in many sections of the State, we be- 

lieve the apex has been reached in the kill of foxes and that more of them are 
killed each year than are produced. This belief is also substantiated by the 
fact that the average kill for the past two years is 600 less than the average 
for the past five years. As the frequency curve on the kill of foxes is 
gradually going higher nevertheless we are led to believe that more foxes are 

being killed than are produced each year and the apex has just been reached, 
The frequency curve on the live foxes in the State, we mow, is showing a j 
downward trend. In wild cats we were dealing with hundreds and have seen the 
change take place, but in foxes we are dealing with thousands and the period of 
fifteen years is a very short time to arrive at any conclusions. We do know 

| the red fox is becoming fewer, 

In the weasel we have little for encouragement, but we do have some 

redeeming features, In the first five-year period the average kill ver year 

was 37,000; second period 49,000; last period 55,000. In the last fiscal year 

the kill was over 84,000. We firmly believe the number of weasels is increasing 
and that 100,000 per year must be killed before we can hold them on an even 
basis. This number will have to be killed for a period of many years before 
we will notice a dowmward trend in the number of these enimals found in the wild 

state. There is no reason why we should quit when we have observed the courses 

followed by the wolf, wild cat, and fox.
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The one redeening feature about weasels is that we are developing 
in Pemnsylvanie. a number of trapyers who are making a business of catching 
these animals, We receive many hounty claims of twenty to forty, and as hich 

as 154 weasels in one claim. Many muskrat trappers are now lending their efforts 
to catching weasels. The muskrat pelt is worth $1.10; the pelt of a weasel is 
worth $1,060 and the bounty is $1,00 which represents a $2.00 value for each 
weasel caucht. The trapper will use his efforts to catch the animals which are 
the most remunerative. We have every reason to believe it will not be very 
long before 100,000 weasels will be caught each year, It will require many years 
before the weasel can be considered under control. 

‘ Is it a good economicel investment to pay a bounty? It certainly 
is! The average kill per year of predatory animals, if it were evenly divided 
among the 67 counties of the State, would be 6 wild cnts, 100 gray foxes, and 
1,200 weasels. The wild cat has little economic value and no food value. The 

gray fox is worth less than $2.00 and no food value. The weasel pelt has in- 
ereased in valve but it may be only temporary. They also have no food value. 

Under present conditions over one-half the weasel pelts presented for bounty are 
killed by people who present four or more claims for bounty each year. It can 
no longer be said the weasel is killed accidentally with no special effort being 
made to cateh them, A rewerd must be offered as an additionel incentive for 
trappers to catch the destructive animals when they have very little other 
monetary value. Let us conservatively assume thet in the average county where 

: 6 cats, 100 foxes, and 1,200 weasels are presented for bounty each one of these 
animals will kill just one rebbit during the year, the replacement value of 
the one rabbit killed per animal would consume all the bounty paid on the 

animals killed. This estimate is very conservative and if you further consider 
that the animals were permitted to live their offspring would have the same bad 
habits, This payment of bounty deserves a good high place in the conservation 
of game and as an economical investment it certainly pays high dividends.



" gp to FARMERS WANT PHEASANTS PROTECTED 

Many farmers in the southeastern part of the State, who, only a month 

or two ago, complained bitterly to the Game Commission because of damage done 
to their young corn by ring-necked pheasants, and who asked that the birds be 
removed some way or another to furnish relief, have now reversed their former 
desire and are petitioning the Game Commission to close certain counties to the 
killing of pheasants so that as many as possible of these birds will be avail- 
able to combat the dreaded Japanese Beetle. 

The best plan to reduce the corn-pulling habits of the ringneck to the 
smallest degree (as it is, this depredation amounts to very little as proved by 
a recent investigation) is for the landormers to stop posting their lands and 

thus permit the sportsmen to reduce the pheasant population in the congested 

areas. 

This reduction of birds in congested areas will also greatly help the 
Japanese Beetle situation, although at first glance it would appear to the 
contrary. When pheasants become too plentiful in any one area, inferior stock 
soon becomes noticeable. Already many albino pheasants are being noted in the 
southeastern part of the State. Were no hunting permitted (and such is the 

case in many sections now) it would not be long ere the birds would diminish 

their own numbers by disease, inbreeding, and so on, to such proportions that 

they would be of little help in combatinz the beetle, A limited number of 
t healthy birds scattered generally throughout a territory are worth more than 

hundreds of birds confined to congested areas. JI appears as though the solving 
of the pheasant situation is in the hends of the farners, themselves.
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During August 1930, the Geme Commission paid bounty on 1698 weasels S 
61 gray foxes, amounting to $1,942.00. During the same month last year boumty 
was paid on 1608 weasels, 6 red foxes, 63 gray foxes and 1 wild cat--entailing 
an expenditure of $1,887.00, 

During the past month about 50 beavers have been trapped in certain sec- 
tions of Luzerne, Bradford, Potter, Mifflin, Union and Schuylkill counties and 
transferred to other sections of the state. 

OWLS FOR GAME EXHIBITS 
Recently the Game Commission was in receipt of a great horned owl and a 

snowy owl from superintendent of game farms, Henry J, Sines, of New Castle, Pa., 

who captured the birds in traps as they attempted to prey upon the ringnecked 
pheasants. Both birds were turned over to our local Zoo temporarily, and will 
subsequently be used in the Game Commission's wild bird and animal exhibits. 

Motion pictures were taken of the snowy owl, which is a rare winter visi- 

tor. During the winter of 1926 and 1927, when the great invasion of goshawks oc- 
curred in Pennsylvania, snowy owls were present in great numbers, In Pennsyl~ 
vania the snowy owl's food includes small game animals and birds and occasion~ 
ally poultry. It usually confines its hunting to the open fields, In the north 
country it preys chiefly upon water fowl. 

MORE ABOUT SNAKES 

Hugh BE, Baker, Game Refuge Keeper at Asaph, Pennsylvania, recently re- 
ported the killing of a large rattlesnake on Asaph Run, which when cut open, 

was found to contain a mink that was nearly full grown, : 
A report from Vernon T. Warfel, another Game Refuge Keeper, sights the 

killing of a large blacksnake in a maple tree by Mr. BE. J. Grimes, whose farm © 
adjoins the Game Refuge. Upon failing to bring the snake down with a shot gun, 

Mr, Grimes obtained a ladder and sewed off the limb holding the snake, dropping 
it to the ground, Sticking out of the snake's mouth was the feet of a robin, 
which the reptile had just about swallowed. 

CROWS GATHER EGGS 

While watching a flight of crows on their way towards New Jersey recently, 
Deputy Game Protector Charles A, Hanes, of Ambler, Pemsylvania; noticed that 

practically every one of the birds, when passing over a certain meadow, would 
scoop down and pick up some object. Upon looking through his binoculars, he saw 

that the birds were picking up eggs. Mr. Hanes pulled to the side of the road 
and ran towards the spot whereupon the crows changed their course. After investi- 

gating he found they had been picking up the eggs from a nest of a guinea hen. 
Each crow carried an egg in its claws and the last two birds picked their eggs 
while Mr. Hanes was within fifty yards of the spot.



SHIRTY TRACTS OF LAND PURCHASED BY THE GAME COMMISSION E. 1% Pa 

The Game Commission has purchased to date a total of 183,000 acres of 
land, according to a statement by W. Gard, Conklin, Chief of the Bureau of sis} 
Refuges and Lands, The lands are contained within thirty blocks fairly well 30 
distributed throughout the State. An additional 100,000 acres are under con- 
tract for purchase and being conveyed as rapidly as titles are gotten in shape. 

The boundary lines surrounding these thirty blocks of land are first surveyed, 
then they are brushed out and posted, They are mowed annually to keep down 
weed growth, The total length of boundary lines surrounding the 183,000 acres 
is about 600 miles. The annual mowing of these lines is now under way. At the 
same time refuge keepers are at work mowing the lines surrounding thirty-four 
primary refuges aggregating about 280 miles. The lines surrounding sixty-seven 
auxiliary game refuges aggregating 250 miles, are also now being mowed. In 
addition to this, about 200 miles of roads and trails on State Game Lands and 

primary game refuges are being mowed for forest fire protection purposes. 

NEW GAME REFUGE TO BE ESTABLISHED 

The State Game Commission, according to a statement by W. Gard. Conklin, 
recently approved the establishment of a primary state game refuge on State Game 
Lands No. 39 in Venango County. The lands were purchased during 1928 and 1929



SPORTSMEN RAISE MANY PHEASANTS _ 

The Game Commission is in receipt of 142 reports from sportsmen ( , 

and farmers who received Ring-necked Pheasant eggs for hatching purposes during 4 X 

the past summer. These reports show that 3,312 birds have been raised and re- \v 

leased by these individuals, As there are 220 additional reports to be filed 

the final results should reveal that several thousand more birds were released. 

In connection with the propagation of Pingenecked Pheasants in 

Pennsylvania, construction of the first covered pheasant holding pen is now in 

progress at the Fisher State Game Farm. About 10 acres will be divided into 

three ‘sections and the covering will be high enough to permit the necessary 

farming, ‘ 

BUY COTTONTATL AND SNOWSHOE RABBITS 

Inquiries forwarded to western shippers of Cottontail Rabbits show 

the average price on these animals will remain the same even though the shippers 

will have greater expense due to the recent drought, which tended to increase 

the price of corn, apples, hay, etc., used in connection with the rabbit ship- 

ments. 

The Commission will for the first time in years-purchase a limited 

number of Snowshoe Rabbits or Varying Hares from sources in Maine. These 

rabbits are stocked usually in the northern tier counties where they have always 

thrived and where many are still to be found, 

THREE IN ONE 

Watson B. McClarin, District Game Protector, Lycoming County, had 

a very unusual experience a few days ago, He received a telephone call that 

parties were gigging in Lycoming Creek, He got on the job immediately and 

watched the violators spear some fish. There was considerable water at the 

point they were working, and when he commanded them to stop they doused their 

light and made for the bank on the other shore, McClarin jumped into the water,



Pile: Red Fox 
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Extract from Journal of Memmalogy, Vol. 11, No. 3, August, 1930, Gen'l Notes, p.313. 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF FOXES IN PENNSYLVANIA 

For a number of years the writer has been interested in the mammals of the 

state of Pennsylvania and their distribution within the confines of the Common- 
wealth and has published several papers on the subject. There seems to be a 
definite relationship between geographical distribution and habits. Tor instance, 
the two foxes native to the state, the red fox (Vulpes fulva), and the gray fox 
(Urocyon cinereoargenteus cinereoargenteus), show an interesting relation in this 
respect. 

From data in the writer's personal records and from information supplied by 
the Pennsylvania Game Commission the red fox is shown to be distinctly northern 
in its range while the gray fox is more abundant in southern regions. In the 
northern tier of counties, comprising Erie, Warren, McKean, Potter, Tioga, 
Bradford, Susquehanna and Wayne, from June first 1924 to May 31, 1929, bounties 
were paid on $703 red foxes and 3960 gray foxes in these counties during the 
same period. In the southern tier of counties including Greene, Fayette, Bedford, 
Somerset, Franklin, Adams, York, lancaster and Chester, during the above period, 
bounties were paid on §235 gray foxes and only 2057 red foxes. 

These figures indicate a two to one ratio of red foxes in the northern 
counties and a four to one ratio of gray foxes in the southern counties. However, 
these mmbers do not indicate the true distribution of the foxes in the state. 
A study of all available data shows that the gray fox is almost exclusively con- 
fined to the mountainous districts and even in the mountainous northern counties, 
the gray fox is the more abundant. On the other hand, in Greene county, one of 
the southern tier, the bounty lists indicate a great perponderance of red foxes 
in the ratio of eleven to one, while in Fayette, a mountainous county which adjoins 
Greene, the gray fox outmmbers the red fox, in the lists, eight to ones 

While the general averages indicate thet the gray fox prefers a secluded, 
woodland habitat, they also show a preference of the red fox for agricultural and 
pastoral districts. 

That the foxes are far from being exterminated in Pennsylvania is shown by 
the bounties paid in the five year period already referred to. During this time 
a total of 39099 bounties were paid on gray foxes and 23558 for red foxes. ‘The 
figures seem to show a greater abundance of gray foxes mt it may be that the 
sparsely populated mountainous districts in which the gray fox chiefly lives, offer 
a security which the thickly populated, open districts which the red fox selects, 
do not present. The secluded habitats of the gray fox are less frequently invaded 
than those of the red fox and while the latter produces a greater number of off- 
spring, it lives in much more dangerous districts, for, in addition to living in 
regions where hiding places are scarce there is the added danger of dogs which 
are more mmerous in thickly settled districts. The contimed abundance of the 
red fox in its more precarious habitats indicate a keener intelligence than that 
possessed by its relative.--SAMUEL H. WILLIAMS, Universityof Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, 
Pae
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The following taken from the Pennsylvania Game News: a 

PHEASANT INVESTIGATION IN PENNSYLVANIA 

"Because of numerous complaints received from farmers in 2 

Montgomery, Bucks, Northampton and Lehigh Counties to the effect 

that Ring-necked Pheasants were pulling corn, a three-day inves- 

tigation of the affected areas was made by officials of the Game 

Commission on June 10, 11 and 12, 1930. The actions of the pheas— 

ants while feeding were observed very carefully and a number of 

the birds were killed in these counties; all were shot in corn 

fields after they had been eating for at least a half hour. Ap- 

proximately 300 miles were driven during the three-day trip and 
although many pheasants were seen, a few were noted in the corn 

‘fields. For the most part they were observed along the edges of 

the grass fields or in the potato patches. @ 

Many farmers were visited during the investigation, and 

their troubles discussed. Most farmers were very fairminded and 

admitted that while they knew the pheasants pulled some corn dur-— 

ing its early stages of growth, at the same time they also knew 

that the crows and blackbirds were equally, if not more to blame. 

Most farmers admitted that their losses are no greater now than 

they were before the pheasants existed in their sections. Before 

the pheasant was introduced crows and blackbirds were always 

blamed for pulling corn. Today, however, the mere fact that the 

pheasant frequents the corn field classes it as a destructive 

agency without taking into consideration all the good that it does 

by consuming beetles, weevils, weed seeds, and so on. 

A number of farmers who complained bitterly at first about 

the damage done, later indicated their desire to go along with the 

Commission if a number of birds would be trapped on their property. 

There is no question concerning the abundance of pheasants 

in the aforesaid counties. At one farm in particular, where 106 

birds were trapped as a relief measure last year, we learned that 

the birds were equally as plentiful this year. One farmer recently 

mowed a small grass field and uncovered over a half dozen nests. F 

The mower cut off the legs of two birds and the wings of two more. 

56 eggs were gathered all of which were ruined. Another farmer 

: mowed over 14 nests in one grass field. It is regrettable that S 

future stock has to be sacrificed in this way but there is no way 

of remedying the situation, and the farmers for the most part are 

as careful as possible. 

Some farmers have been spreading whole soaked corn about the 

edges of their corn fields and have found that this has kept even 

the crows and blackbirds from the fields. The Commission has paid 
farmers for the corn they have used in such manner on a number of 

occasions, and are willing to do so again. However, many farmers, 

even though they register complaints of damage, refuse to accept 

any remuneration for the corn that they used. Many farmers are 

using crow repellent which they say works out admirably. oS) 

An investigation of the food habits of the Ring-necked Pheas— 

ant must necessarily be conducted throughout the year and under 

various conditions in order to arrive at any real definite conclu- 
sions, and this the Game Commission hopes to do. However, the past ‘
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several years approximately 25 Ring-necked Pheasant crops and 

gizzards have been examined; these birds were all killed in the 

southeastern part of the State. In only one instance was corn 
= found. This bird held five grains of corn and eleven destructive 

3 beetles, including the Spotted Cucumber Beetle which is very de- 

structive to corn. This bird also held parts of an earthworn, 

several larvae of the Crane Fly, 9 June Beetles, and one Ground 

Beetle. In the other birds were found hundreds of beetles, in- 

cluding many Japanese Beetles. The crops and gizzards of the birds 

killed during the recent investigation showed the following ma- 

terial: Ground Beetles, Leaf Beetles, Click Beetles or Jumping 

Beetles, Weevils, Lightning Beetles, Hister Beetles and Dung 

Beetles. Aside from the Lightning Beetles none of these are of 

any economic value. All of this material was carefully examined 

and properly classified by Mr. A. B. Champlain of the Department 

a of Agriculture. Seed material found in the birds consisted of 
Mouse-eared Chickweed, seeds of the Wild Strawberry, Buttercup and 

Sedge. These were identified and properly classified by Mrs. M. C. 

Mowry of the Department of Agriculture. Only in one case do we 

have record of any grain being found. Three grains of oats along 

with half dozen beetles were found in the gizzard of a pheasant 

killed by an automobile recently in Lehigh County. The most inter- 

esting bunch of material taken from a pheasant at one time was re- 
moved from a bird killed by an automobile in Philadelphia County. 

This held the following material: 47-inch worms, 3 earthworms, 2 

potato bugs, 1 butterfly, 138 Thenia flower buds, 31 alfalfa and 

clover leaves, 3 buttercup blossoms, 1 grasshopper, 32 wood worms, 

2 spiders and a lot of little seeds. One gizzard from a bird 

killed on the recent investigation held over 400 chickweed seeds 

and about a dozen Dung Beetles. 

It is true that the pheasants occasionally pull corn, es- 
pecially the young growth of the early plantings. It has been 

carefully noted, however, that their habits change just as soon as 

insect-life begins to assert itself. Near the spot where one 

pheasant was killed in the recent investigation were several 

freshly pulled corn sprouts with the seed attached. No evidence 
of corn was found in the bird, but there were several cut—worms 

€ and a number of beetles, however, all of which naturally leads one 

to believe the birds were searching these creatures." 

EXPENSIVE BAIT 

"Game wardens often hear strange alibis but a new one that 

proved a fact, but cost the violator nevertheless, was one of— 

fered by a Franklin County fisherman who had a quail in his pos— 

session. The man had been killing quail and using them for trot 

line bait, he admitted. This cost him $35.00". — Missouri Game & 

= Fish News. 

ESTABLISHED 1802
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Digest of 

: "The Pennsylvania Peer Problem" 
Ball. Beard of Game Jan. 18,1929 te eee 18, 

p- 1. Sequence of Actions. 

Hounds, market bunting, and Immting at salt licks prohibited. 
1 Tirst refuge law passed. 

907 Buck law passed. Also (anti?) automatic lav. 
i Alien Gun law. 
ine Resident License Law. 
1 Alien dog law 
1 Deer proof fence law. Sees, watt Sor vise ant Wht Ot eenste)- 
i Landowners authorized to and report deer damaging erops. 
1 Does opened in certain counties. $5 special license. 
1 Special toe-areas opened. : 
: SE eens on one ene, aeeea ow se 

Loenee, tat Ltnited to € Lionness for eos lezal Yask ied 
in Co. in 1927. 

season = Aomidente = Legal Kil) Dilecal Kill, TLlozal Por Cent 

does 1 ete. oo 8 Rat mow 
Ghaasificaiion of Dee Curensces exumined in 1928, Dec. 1-15 (U.S.irits) 

| Mature : ‘evidences of reproduction. Sams up to 12 ; 
Aged Be ( eiimas oP scot rovetation Umaga) 

—. ? 
breed 20 

inective 

Plants Reported browse! by deer (Vernon Bailey, undated) 

White Pine - Buds and leaves of lower branches considerably eaten. 
Norway Pine - Buis and leaves eaten. 
Virginia Pine - Buis and leaves eaten. 

: Seotch Pine - Buds and leaves eaten. 
Burepean lersh + Buds and leaves ani branches eaten. 
Hemlock - Leaves, buds, and sual] branches extensively eaten. 
Norvay Spruce - Buds and leaves eaten. 
Chestmt - Buds and tenfer tips of branches extensively eaten. 

Before the large trees were killed the ripe chestmts 
‘formed an important mut food for fattening deer in the 
euntum.



Digest 

White Oak = Buds and tips of lower branches very little eaten, 
Dut the acorns form a valuable decr food in the fall. 

Red Oak = Buds slightly eaten, acorns important food. 
Chestmt Oak =< Buds slightly eater, acorns important food. 
Serub Oak = Buds slightly eaten, acorns important food. 
See + See Dagens See Lae yeenente Teas. in Nees Seat 

: Red Meple ~ Extensively browsed. 
Striped Maple - Extensively browsed. 
Sugar Maple - Very little browsed. i 
White Thorn + Buds slightly browsed. 
Black Thorn ~ Slightly browsed. 
Janeberry - Much browsed. 
Pin Cherry - * s 
Black Cherry - Much browsed. 
Black Birch - Considerably browsed. 
Mountain Agh = Slightly browsed. 

re, ae nee a URE 
povlar - Much browsed. 

Balsam poplar - Somemhat browsed. 
Apple - Eagerly browsed. 
Sumac - Much browsed and often Killed. 
Elder ~ Much browsed. 

Blaqic Haw - Much browsed. 
Devils Club + Much browsed ani often killed, 
Agalea - 2 species + Much browsed. 
Wild Honeysuckle (Lonicora) - Much eaten. 
leurel ~ Extensively eaten ani destroyed over large area. 
Rhododendron =< Extensively eaten ani being rapidly exterminated. 
Sweet Vern - Extensively eaten. 
Grape Vines - Browsed ani the fruit eaten. 
Wild Gooseberry - Mach eaten. 
Musberry tushes ~ Extensively eaten. 

Witeh-hagel - Considerably eaten. 
Wintergreen - All destroyed over extensive areas. 
a eee ee ee 

Aroatas - Much eaten an’ exterminated over areas. 
Grass = Now growth being eaten at present time. 
Clever~ « a a a Ey Cy " 

Plants Hot Hoten 

White Spruge - in amall platation - none found eaten. 
Black Walmt - apparently not eaten. 

; Hickory - very little eaten. 

Sox.& sce Count ot Might (Vernon Bailey, Oct. 1927) 

Ost. 2i,%eihanumne 00.55 i 3 : a 
Oct. 12, Pike Cow =. 10 5 i 
Oet. 13, Monroe Co. 5 i a . 

Te 9 15 Bh :



§ Digest 

Boos Jame Bucks Umietomined total 

Per cent: 56 2g 6 i 100 

Ratios, doe/fawn (2:1) 

(Says of 912 mile deer on Kaibab, “about half” were tucks ani almost 
every doe had 1-2 farms. Mo mention of where yearlings were classified). 

Stomach Contents of 17 Dead Yawn, March 13-14, 1929 (Vernon Bailey) 

Laurel hog 
Pine, Hemlock, 

a Sweet Fern 
Blueberry of 

Total wt. saz 

2 of these fams were very lousy. 

Sido Leopold 
June 20, 1930 

Copies! Waller 

renee | 
Waitetail Deer 

(Bulletin filed Pemeylvania)
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5 AK) GAME BREEDER Mae g 8 
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NE —————E——— refuges in lakes, and these petitions will 

| be considered at an early meeting. SYOSSET GAME FARM 
2 x : ; SYOSSET, L. L, NEW YORK 

R I N G N E Cc K Fish refuges in lakes are more impor- Booking Orders for following eggs 

tant for bass than for other kinds of ‘ PHEASANTS 

; PHEASANTS fish as the bass hover near the beds |} Mongolian 0... 40 per don 
A upon which the spawn has been de- Blackneck eee be $00 nee dae 

posited until the eggs hatch. Disturb- Silver. .dcc.s0-1 2.1800 paradon, 
HUNGARIAN ance of the-spawning beds which might eo ne eR oe eenae peri oez 

drive away the parent fish, will cut Black Mallard ..... 30.00 per hun 
PARTRIDGES A : Black EH. Indian ... 5.00 per doz. 

ae the number considerably. White Call Seles aie per doz. 
& ‘ rey Call ......... 5.00 per doz. 

A ; _ GEESE 
FEW GOSHAWKS RECEIVED Grey African ..........  75¢ each 

White Chi Leesa itae ote h BOB WHITE QUAIL Since the Goshawk bounty went into fe PE Eee 
& effect on November ist only approxi- Bronze Pee geo cae #910 per doz: 

ourbon ies teams per doz. 
| mately 68 of these birds have been sent White Holland ....... 10 per doz. 

WILD TURKEYS to the offices of the Pennsylvania Game ~ ECR ene ee ee ss Det oe 

& Commission for the $5.00 reward which pe oe. for Sale including? es 
: : “i ‘ per pair is aid for these birds. The fact anae Golaen' PHessanta: full Glumase $20 

MOUNTAIN QUAIL so few Goshawks have been received Silver Pheasants, full plumage 18 
this winter goes to show that no great eee ee Reece aes ot 

. i i in Pennsylvania this Grey African Geese ......... 16 ; Also a Bull line of Othee invasions occurred in e n 

G Bird d FE. year as were observed during the winter SASS VSG IEC 1 ous ee uae 
Ss oe aera ape of. 1926-27 and 1927-28 when hundreds te ee eee area at 

Birds of the birds invaded Pennsylvania from White “Call Cee ee ee 15 
. 2 ice Runner Ducks (various va’ties) 15 the far north. Even though no price Wiite Crested Ducks... 85 

Write for Prices lad been placed upon their heads at aiey Mallard Ducks ......... 10 
. Spee * ‘urkey Toms for Breeding: that time, many were killed. At that Bronze (each) ...... ae Se aye, 

time, too, the Goshawk did much toward Bourbon Red (each) ......... 12 
a Fae Ws W. J. MACKENSEN wiping out the grouse population in a Tubes edie neue scree coer 

Mackensen Game Park great many counties but fortunately the Racin acne ee en 
YARDLEY, PENNA. grouse have reestablished themselves to addressed to 

| a great extent in these sections. H. G. FAHLBUSH 

eine eens a aa ei ee Stomach examinations of Goshawks 711 Fifth Avenue, New York City 

sent in this year revealed the same old 
PURE NATIVE story concerning these birds. Their 

menu consisted almost altogether of rab- 
B 5 . 

VIRGIN’ QUAIL wer bits, squirrels, grouse, quail, chickens, LAND AND WATER BIRDS 
E F ‘ and so forth. The Goshawk bounty will 

stock your sTMootne clube, CaENte expire this year on May 1st, not to be- 

te el Bee ea eee come effective again until the first of ? 
wi is wonderfu 3 
Unexcelled for captive breeding. next November. ia 
Our record hen quail laid 125 eggs Fo 
last cae another 123; eater Sa Sees x 
over 0; the average was 5 
Quail two-thirds grown early sum- FIRST WILD TURKEY RELEASE Bae 
mer delivery. On Thursday, March 138, the first re- e 

W. B. COLEMAN lease by a state agency, of wild Ameri- . 

monte en Oak piensa va. can turkeys: in Wisconsin was made in G. D. TILLEY, Naturalist 

the southeastern pane of the Baraboo DARIEN CONN. 
hills. Exactly 35 birds were liberated at 

three different places in Dekorra and 

NOW OFFERING adjoining townships of Columbia 

1,000 English Ri k: ee A y young English ingnecks ‘ z BLUE PE FOWLS 
and Mongolian Pheasants (Septem- These magnificent game birds which 5 
ber-October) delivery, for penning | at one time were native to Wisconsin, Full plumage....... ..........$35 per pair 
or turning into covers. All 1930 were given to the conservation com- Young 1928 hatch $30.00 per Bee 
Hatched, to suit Purchasers, at ae mission by the Milwaukee chapter of the 1929 hatch $20.00 per pair 
anteed. : Pe ese y Izaak Walton League. They were raised J. W. STEINBECK, Stockton, Cal. 

at the Moon Lake game farm and wild 

z life refuge owned by the Milwaukee mere ESSE Tiga 

SCARBORO GAME FARM . Se ee M. J. HOFMANN 
: Movies were taken of the release. The Taxidermist—Furrier Scarbi Beach, M. 7 Fee Oe aE ante birds took to liberation very readily, : Ee eee eerie 

some of them flying long distances as made into rugs and_ ladies’ 

FOR SO tet ce soon as they were let out of the cases. ee Aeaae, need ie ary 
These are strong, healthy birds. eo young They should thrive any place within e a supplies for taxidermists, 
irds and eggs from imported stock. Book- _ ; ass eyes, etc. ing ocdtvecdnae E Wate fon Panes miles of the spot of release as the entire WSs Cash” aid fo Dike ibe die 

vsi i i as Peacock, Pheasant and oth- Gamekeeper, country side Buena is made up of sole - pai Hehe colores, Slits 
LA BRANCHE ESTATE hills covered with oak and other thick from Tigers, Lion, etc. wanted. 

Hillsdale NEW YORK trees and brush. 989 Gates Ave., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
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HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES ON THE INCREASE IN PENNSYLVANIA Ve. y 

"To date the officers of the Game Commission have reported 
on approximately 215 coveys of Hungarian Partridges covering 2400 
individual birds. It appears that most of these coveys have been & 
noted in Cumberland County, the game protector for that district 

reporting on 40 coveys or approximately 623 birds." -— Pennsylvania 

Game News.



FINAL GAME KILL IN PENNSYLVANIA IN 1929 Cu 
j Spe ei cre en ee ee ery re () 
"A tabulation of hunters' reports for the past season reveals \ OY ® 

that Pennsylvania still harbors an abundance of wild life. A re- 

markable kill of both large and small game occurred. More buck 

deer were killed than during any other season, the number of these 

wily creatures falling prey to the hunters numbering 22,822. Dur-— 

ing the preceding season 25,097 antlerless deer were taken. Twelve 

legal elk were killed. There were 447 black bears taken which was 

an increase of twenty over 1928. Rabbits taken numbered 3,524,652 

or an increase of about a million over 1928. The kill of squirrels, 

due to the serious lack of food numbered only 455,264, a decrease 

of 469,736 under 1928. A month less hunting of raccoons also de- 

creased the kill of this animal considerably. 28,838 raccoons were @ 

killed in 1929 against 41,009 in 1928. It is gratifying to note 

that the kill of wild turkeys increased over the preceding season, 

3,854 being killed in 1929 and 2,362 in 1928. An exceptionally large
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kill of ring necked pheasants was effected, resulting in an increase 
of over 68,000 over that of 1928. The past season's kill of ring- 

necks totalled 212,082; that of 1928 being 143,239. 222,186 bob-— 
white juail were taken as against 195,110 in 1928 - a decided in- 

& crease. The kill of woodcock and other shore birds was increased 

considerably. In 1929, 72,666 were taken; in 1928, only 50,256 

were taken. A slight decrease in the kill of wild waterfowl was 

noted. Only 45,008 waterfowl were taken in 1929 as against 58,822 

in 1928." - Pennsylvania Game News.



ss OE PE hi aoe Fle Pew 
Deer Investigations in Pennsylvania.—-On March 28 Vernon Bailey visited the State 

College of Pennsylvania, where experiments were being conducted in cooperation with the 
State game department in feeding mountain laurel and rhododendron to deer to test the effect 
of poisonous qualities of the plants Sixteen last-year's fawns fed exclusively on these 

. Plants for 40 days showed no symptoms of poisoning. The next: day, in company with the 
executive secretary of the Pennsylvania Game Department and an official of the Bureau of 
Animal Industry, Mr. Bailey visited Pike County, in northeastern Pennsylvania, where were 
found the carcasses of considerable numbers of deer that had died from starvation during the 
past winter. The bodies of 42 last-year's fawns and 2 adult deer were counted by the local 
wardens in a small area. Many of the stomachs contained laurel, but the evident cause of 
death was starvation resulting from local overstocking of the range and exhaustion of the 
winter food supply. 

ae bw? 1930
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QUAIL ARRIVE IN PENNSYLVANIA Bee 
IN EXCELLENT CONDITION & 

"The Game Commission, in accordance with its extensive re- 

stocking program, have ordered about 15,000 quail and are already 

in receipt of nearly half that number. Reports from the game pro- 

tectors indicate that the birds are in the finest possible con- 
dition notwithstanding the long journey from Mexico, their native 

country. Game Protector R. 0, Dunkle of Franklin County reports 

that the quail in his shipments are, in almost every instance, of 

a same size as our native Bob-white quail. This is remarkable as 

the Mexican quail are noticeably smaller than our northern species. 

The quail are being distributed by the game protectors." — Penn- 

sylvania Game News.
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BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION i 
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By Seth E. Gordon, Secretary, Pennsylvania Board of Game Commissioners 

HE species of birds or mammals that ‘The act of 1700 again reduced the bounty young wolves fifteen shillings, with the stipu- 

are most undesirable and should be on male wolves to ten shillings, but still paid lation that these amounts should be paid in 

exterminated or held in check through the Indian for his services in the same man- “good and current money of the state of 

human agencies in any part of the nation ner as white settlers. Pennsylvania.” 
€ 7 2g iti Tv Dy 1 . 4 eae Pe eee ee oe The act of January, 1705, continued the eoh aie bai: oe Be a Rumber ioe acts 

Mae ae aay i ee ane See ras same rate vf bounty, and in addition pro- eae Rae ee ae Sea gE eee 

ee oe . ae ie Pee Le te = vided for what was probably the first salaried ; if a One eae ee BS a ae aac oF 

Reneiisal maa iis ai a iS a = Fie force of vermin destroyers in North America Pane S 1 oe ua oe or $2.5 ae 
e Proper protection, it is 4) stipulating that persons who were willing $5. ‘or young wolves and panthers, also 

necessary to do more than pass and enforce aie ih thciebusiness ics es three cents for crows. 
Gone Laaea en Coed oT ain thous intesetine to make it their business to kill wolves should eee 

S z = .. enter into recognizance before two or more Public Pilferers 
and restock depleted covers. Unless certain a ies 5 5 < , a 

a s z justices of the peace of the respective coun- Apparently, in those early days there were 
destructive species of birds and mammals not i. ‘ ee te 

ties, give security in the sum of five pounds, also some people who thought the money 
hunted for sport to the same extent as game : BP " 3 ‘ z 4 . 

and agree to make it their sole business at belonging to the public was theirs to get if 
are kept under control, all other conserva- = as 

= = . least three days each week to catch wolves. they could by fair means or foul, and under 
tion efforts will amount to little, as the four- = wf Pie “ . reer 

. eee i For such services persons received twenty- the act of 1819 “rearing to full growth 

Eooted” and’ winged destroyers Of Wad ue five shillings for each wolf, male or female. anthers or wolves before presenting heads 
must kill three hundred and sixty-five days a Pe aa Heres e: I ee 

in each year to survive, while sportsmen are 

permitted to hunt for a very short season iar Ac ae i. ee ea y oe EES ee aeHS ~ 
only. et) e - cae ae e 8 ce) 

Some nature students hold that by making Meee i ee * 2 S 22 . a we 

a special effort, through bounties or other- 4 Bee 3 a ae a a Ces 

wise, to destroy birds and animals usually e i ee Uae ee 

classed as vermin, the balance of nature will PR gS ee 
be upset. They claim the sick and the weak x iE 5 3 ie 7. y) i cue ie x 

comprise the majority of the victims of our sor ao eee co a 
wild life destroyers, and thus the stamina of " Pee as 4 — —— isis P i ee a ae 

——the—game-species is improved. While to a ee @ F J a4 re al | > 
limited extent this theory may be entirely ae f a ae ce r ¥: . 

proper, the balance of nature was destroyed ee P oO" Bk B. 

in Pennsylvania and all other settled states eee es 3S ies | ff eet i 

many, many years ago. Through their effort , Rs Sic ya ba 

to control undesirable species by a bounty My “8 ms WP iP el On = 

system or organized vermin operations, Penn- WA AS 4 mm | 

sylvanians feel that they are simply helping Pay, , = ae ia - ° 

to right the balance of nature instead of ee Sl f 
a 3 on aoe SS a La 

upsetting it. = SSS r ie 

First Vermin Laws in 1683 eX = ee 2 
e Sas ; 

An examination of the old statutes of P 

Pennsylvania reveals the fact that rewards i | — 
ae é os ; Sn — 

were offered for the killing of vermin as i Po an at 

early as March 10, 1683. Evidently the law- > i . = pe 

makers of that early day, when Pennsylvania a | ‘ 

was still a wilderness, deemed it advisable a ”F me Saeed 

to hold in check certain destroyers. This A S rave a o  & 

early bounty law offered a reward of ten = 

shillings to all persons, except Indians, for Chief of the Bounty Division of the Pennsylvania Game Commission Inspecting One 

a dog-wolf and fifteen shillings for a female Day’s Shipment of Bounty Claims 

wolf, “to be paid out of the public stock”; 

and if any Indian killed a wolf of either sex cs Sepa, z 2 : hc 3 
he was to receivé “ five shillings and the skin Under the act of 1717, the bounty for adult to make bounty a was punishable by a 

for his pains.” The head had to be presented male and female wolves was increased to penalty of $16.00 to $100.00. 

to a justice of the peace, who cut off the ears twenty shillings, with ten shillings for wolf From 1829 to 1860 new bounties were 

and the tongue. pups, oe a nae Dee on ae opel added in a number of counties, which in- 
r illing: Q illing vi at 7 5 mg 

This act was amended in 1690, and abro- on, Ri one oe a ee cluded mores a 75 Soa $1.50 for adult 
gated by William and Mary, King and Queen “© eee fc a animals and 25 cents to 75 cents for part 

3 only for animals killed in inhabited parts of grown. 3714 cents to 75 cents for adult foxes. 

Ob Minelang tn ie eae te yet nem ac the province, and Indians were not eligible ; ee 25 : offering a reward of eleven shillings and = ae Sea e 8 red and gray, and 25 cents for young foxes 

fifteen shillings, respectively. Since this was s Hen ‘a : and minks. 

about the time of the treaty with the Indians. The act of 1724 again slightly reduced the In 1860 a law for certain counties provided 

it was evidently thought they should be given bounty, on wolves, and added crows to the for a bounty of $2.00 for adult foxes and 

more consideration. The act of 1693 stipu- list at three pence per head. wildcats, $1.00 for skunks and 50 cents for 

lated that the benefit of this law should In 1782 the premium for grown wolves was minks, with half these amounts for young 

extend to Indians as well as others. increased to twenty-five shillings and for animals.
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ro WEES Se a PD cs ee er See in the presence of the claimant and one 

; sa ho. Fe Be 3 “sect i Pia Bar PV ES Ps elector in the county in which the claim was 
+ ore isa! eet aa ee RD, Retard 4 e; pes es Re. ak =~ made, cut off the ears of the animals or the 
ba ie: ae phat ere Se Baa ee Aiewse =| heads of the birds and burned them and also 
ag se Ree Te ee He od ites) ek oe, » Se ates $7] split the skins of animals from between the 
Py ae ane fe PS er PS pen ged OP ROT ki RN “, eyes through the end of the nose. 

pes ee Ss a ea ae DRS re een i Oe, 
ev eS |) ERR Sarg i gee i 4 ee a oo Ke ~ ae aS a wince Slipshod Methods Used 
SR gaa. Seay > ie = “Se ae teks ee aca The official then prepared a certificate, 
ES Mea x5 4 7 Se, aad Je ead we Man which was usually a part of the same blank 
at - me aoe Bs Fe SS as ee on which the affidavit had been made, 

PS eae tele “a Set et Pi aaa ci directed to the county commissioners, certify- 
fe aes ASS eee eK Fi ee ing that the requirements of the law had been 
5 See ie a EA oF Pl cag CEN Ke O24 complied with ; and the county commissioners 
ap tn ol eo ES ge J a eas ne 4) certified the claims to the county treasurer, 

i Sag fe Ae ee ae oe Clas, o DONS ie Seo who paid the amount to the claimant, or, as 
Sai es gt od re, Vg Le " happened in many instances, to the justice 
PS, A AG, ME oe CN cath EF Bs Sa ER Ne of the peace who had sce he claim at a 

3 Fog ae aS er ef ca pce OA SS oe a. 
Set hs Ste ee ‘Ra A bse aor, ae enn ears ane Prior to 1913 the sportsmen took little 
rota a hee”) PD ae UA interest in irregularities under the bounty Lae ke ela n f FMM IES OS g J 

= ~ law, but when the 1913 law was passed the 

Predatory Animals Are So Difficult to Trap That the Pennsylvania Game Commission sportsmen began taking an interest because 

Has Found It Profitable to Employ a Trapping Expert to Instruct Keepers on Refuges counties were to be reimbursed by appropria- 

and Public Shooting Grounds in Ridding Their Areas of Vermin tion from their funds accumulated in the 
state treasury. 

The act of 1885 was the first bounty law pally for the benefit of agriculture, the pro- eee Oo of Pensions oP 

in Pennsylvania offering a reward for hawks — tection of game being a secondary considera- bas oe Heese = Sten DEQVIES byeine poue 

and owls, and, according to its wording, was tion. In 1913, when the Hunters’ License Act ounLY 1M Tovestieauons by, tie eamie, com: 
Z x Bree ae : mission shortly after the act became opera- 

passed for the benefit of agriculture and of Pennsylvania was passed, the sportsmen tive in nly. (01a) developede te fact that 

game. Apparently, this law was state-wide insisted that one-half of the money collected, Ry eens Pete 

in its effect, and offered bounties of $2.00 for or so much thereof as necessary, should be ed were poe probated for’ the: killing 

wildcats, $1.00 for foxes, 50 cents each for used to pay bounties; therefore, a law was Os hinds OO ee outer uaa on 

minks, weasels, hawks and owls, except enacted providing for a reward of $4.00 for which’ a Doanty was placed, 

screech and barn owls. ‘his law was re- each wildcat, $2.00 for the gray fox, $2.00 for 

pealed in 1887. the weasel, and 50 cents each for goshawks, Many Trappers Swindled the State 
sharp-shinned hawks and great horned owls. Many justices of the peace, incompetent to 

eaean For Hepealiof Bounty on Hawke Unfortunately, the same old. slipshod identify various species of birds and mam- 

method of proving the validity of claims was mals, prepared certificates to the county 

While it is frequently claimed that at some  pesurrected, regardless of the protests of commissioners on the strength of the state- 
period in Pennsylvania’s history a bounty on those cognizant of past experiences. Anyone ments made by claimants. In many instances 
hawks and owls caused such an increase in desiring to secure the reward offered could justices passed red squirrels, flying squirrels 

rodent pests that the law had to be repealed produce the slain bird or animal, or entire and wood rats for weasels, all sorts of ani- 
at the first opportunity to save the farmers  jejt thereof, before a person authorized to mals for foxes, domestic cats of various sizes 
from utter ruin, it is very improbable that  qminister caths in the county in which the and colors for wildcats, and birds of all 
such a thing could have occurred at this animal was killed. After the affidavit was kinds, including practically everything from 
period because the number killed would have jade, the official to whom it was presented, the heads of domestic fowls gathered up at 

been insufficient to give the rodent pests such 

full sway in the short span of two years; but, 

because of the lax method prescribed for nw a ee a 

proving claus: it ee ae ue the ie Sm Pe Pe aa pix 43 $: ett Ue ac Ee ae bey 

impelling motive back of this hasty repeal ae ue wa ee) yea Erte oahd Ge, iA ee eae betaeme oN ee, 

was the strain on the state’s funds. ang : Ry eo eu eres a Lj re Pa peas SEPA, 

Following the repeal of this law there was is Tong pare A rE a, ie abt a 0% We ey on age re at | Bae 22 

no bounty on birds of any kind in Pennsyl- Ea 2 Es oe an +h hig: pe Se = 4S A 4 +s es 

vania until 1913. In the meantime, between SPs + > ie eS ~~ . 4 4 ee Koo a eC 
9Q7 oy ot Ss = Vee ar eo” i em ate ait ok Sta bs . 

1887 and 1913, a bounty of $10.00 was of- 5 ee eur Gx > REDO RS F : yaey eae 

fered for wolves until about 1897, when they ‘ Leaanges = Pe ae ee Ee 
were undoubtedly extinct, except for a few Sole ie . Bee, > 3k See SS es ey 

stragglers. During the same period of 1887 Vs Fee . 5) ae ea - | m7 4 BS 

to 1913 the bounties were $2 to $4 for wild- oat iy eee ee mh Pe LF | ~ i . ey 

cats, $1 to $2 for foxes, and 25 cents to $1 Mee Ss {ges eae ’ rani wae 
each for weasels and minks. During the Sven Mae ‘ Minas tt ay ieee a a 

entire time prior to 1913 bounties were either Vig Ss at. . a5 a aS et é ete " ae, 
paid by counties without reimbursement, or Bex i eee a es a, a hy ‘ bs 

first paid by the county, which was reim- ae ae Ps = LN ct n ef Et om a4 ye 

bursed when an appropriation was made. ua Me i Ae r 3 pan Be , oe eae i oe : 

This was not at all regular, with the result a yee Pea Sage Cg RY oe’ 2 i: GE ge Uae 
that the payment of bounties prior to 1913 es oe See oe viliag aes CEE 

was very spasmodic. Because of the lax Pring Sel eS = aan he Oe Se Sa ae ee 
system much fraud also crept in. TE Sees CRO AS Sse PCS REE S » aE 

Apparently, all of the bounty laws in Penn- Trapping Instructor Logue of the Pennsylvania Game Commission Showing Refuge 

sylvania up to about 1900 were passed princi- Keeper How to Cover Trap So That It Will Fool the Most Suspicious Bobcat
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slaughter-houses to the heads of all species the game commission to establish an entirely by the bounty division and sent immediately 

of hawks and owls and even the heads of new system for the payment of bounties and to the claimant. 

game birds, for the two hawks and one owl to have all claims passed upon by experi- Since 1919 the only change in the bounty 

on which bounties were offered by the 1913 enced employes in the office of the commis- Jaw was to decrease the bounty on weasels to 

law. sion. $1.50 and take the mink from the bounty list 

In a number of other instances, I regret to New System Installed entirely. Briefly, the bounty system in use in 

admit, investigations developed that offictals Te was decmed inadvisable toorer a bounty ee today provides for a bounty of 

authorized to administer oaths were disposed - - : ss x $8.00 for wildcats, either bay or Canada lynx, 
on birds of any kind because very few per- E : 5 

c eats is $2.00 for both red and gray foxes, and $1.50 
sons are able to distinguish between bene- nN 2 : 

ry ts ficial and undesirable species of hawks and TOE aEeaECIS, Ae iy Basced pon 
Ke at Ry ye. + * AS KeanCOIRI TA th hire FAtASine and paid direct from the office of the game 

p ( Pad PS i J ow ESOC eay caer enn ere ore ee commission. Each check issued in payment 
, arg Ss The 1915 law provided for a bounty of $6.00 ~ beens s =a : 
Oe xf gt a for wildents: S280 for ech fox, red or eray is a complete record of the claim, and a 

y C | oe z : ne s ce ec record book of all claims is kept by counties. 
eae Ta \e 1 Adee and $1.00 each for weasels and minks, ite ; . P é 3 
fe g a Se Giatns co lithe ede Berens astibecce Claims in excess of the normal number from 

a r ~ 7 RS a as : z vd 2 any section are immediately investigated. 
: ee, ca ‘ the peace, alderman, or magistrate, in which Frauds are now a negligible quantity, and 

on case the entire skin and the affidavit had to when attempted on a somewhat extensive 
a — be sent to the bounty division in the office of scale twice since 1915 the malefactors soon 

. ne ® the game commission. A space was provided were apprehended and prosecuted. 

. } on the blank for making such claims so that 

E . | ai persons sending skins to the Harrisburg office Dishonest Trappers Promptly Funisted 

Ma , if \ ‘ a Fe coud eae whether they peanten, chem As a result of the most recent effort of this 
(& 5 j ‘ returned or not, and practically all oS of kind I might cite a case where a man came 
Le *, boy ; \ ane any value were so disposed of. Skins of all the way from California to get what he 

¥ P ‘ a q rr Ly ‘ small yal, suc as meen: ane usually left thought would be “easy money.” He had 

fo Se a F a i << to our disposition, and they are collected and  }e4q in ene of the Los Angeles papers a state- 

Fl N eis ay % od sold, the amount derived from this source  jent giving the total number of animals on 

oa se Py . » a we een} being about $1,000 per year, This money iS hich bounties had been paid last year. 
eo | % P< | deposited in our bounty fund, Knowing Pennsylvania to be an old state, he 

Age es ‘jal Ps =. =, 4 é Claims could also be presented before any thought it was impossible to kill so much 

¢ eA Gang 2 esa | stlaried game protector, in which case, if vermin legally, and that a lot of fraudulent 
he eo “ie eR | the claim was proper, the game protector claims had been presented and paid. He 

6 a Soa a x a cate split the skin from between the eyes through admitted that he had been in the same 

A bas MS oe the end of the nose, returned it to the claim- crooked business in other states, and thought 
saan ke eR oe ant, and mailed the claim to the Harrisburg — this would be a good place to operate. He is 

= eas ial : office. No fee was charged by game protectors now serving a prison sentence of two and one- 
, 3 = = aie ll for services, while other officials received a half years and must leave the state immedi- 

ee a fee from claimants. The result was that in ately on his release. His accomplice, an 

Some of Pennsylvania’s Refuge Keepers % Short while much of the time of our field astern man, is also under indictment and 

Are Very Efficient in Ridding the Territory officers, especially during the winter months, 
Under Their Jurisdiction of Vermin. was occupied passing upon bounty claims. 

S . This interfered seriously with other duties, ex 

to do almost anything for a dollar, and with 42h as prosecutions for violations and feed- 
the aid of individuals of low repute made up ing game. ' 

affidavits and certificates for the killing of I 

vermin of various kinds without a single Riots Inanecy erent if } i 

hair or feather of any sort being presented. After the claims had been examined and . 3 ‘ 

Between officials who were imposed upon be- passed upon by the bounty division, a requisi- j { vt 5 5 4 ” 

cause of their inability to identify various tion was drawn at least once a month and ‘ { j 1} i i 

species and those who deliberately aided in presented to the auditor general, who drew \ { vie foie 

collecting fraudulent bounties, the total his warrant on the fund in the state treasury. c 4 A ; Vig g 
amount of money claimed from the Hunters’ As other duties permitted, the treasury de- mF Didi Ly 

License Fund during twenty-one months the partment drew the checks and mailed them A a fee ii ‘ Z 

law was in force was more than $350,000.00. . direct to bounty claimants. This caused a \ 3 4 | he: 

sits delay of sixty to ninety days in the payment a } NN 

Game Commission Asked to Take Charge of claims, with much dissatisfaction as a és rs Beir, 
Claims from the yarious counties were result. v1 i ‘ 

filed with the Auditor General during the The 1919 legislature increased the bounty 4 , Oe 

early part of 1915, and at his request the on wildcats to $8.00 each and on weasels to 5 aM 
game commission with its field organization 9.90 each; also amended the law so as to Saimit . 4 3 , F 

investigated bounty claims from practically  yequire the sending of all skins to our bounty ey ag 7 i ca ht a 
every county in the state, with the result division, whether the affidavit was taken by as e+ Md es b bert 

that the total claims ultimately paid were~ gn employe of the department or any other = odes gy ; ee by 
reduced to $287,465.00. In addition to saving person authorized to administer oaths. While B= < a is See eg "oe 
upward of $75,000 of the hunters’ license quite a few aflidavits are still taken by the ‘ache — 4 ge ae 
money through these investigations, large field officers, the demands upon their time in = = “ig Sa 

amounts of money were returned to the vari- this direction are now limited. The system Or re - a Ras 
ous counties by persons who had made fraud- for payment was also slightly changed, and rad a: * sig his 

ulent collections, and dozens of officials and since May 1, 1919, instead of a long delay rae an ee = 

individuals were prosecuted and imprisoned. pefore the claimant receives his money, an ; ae x7 = = 

The experiences under the 1913 bounty law advancement for such amount as may be — : since cctiste cen 

were so exasperating that the 1915 legisla- needed for about a month is obtained from pop eats Hunt 365 Days a Year and Grow 

ture gladly accepted the recommendations of the state treasury, and all checks are drawn Large Enough to Kill Full-Grown Deer
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[Poe Sen ne eae ee] oe DOCH Denn Lteds tomincreare minonedieds | andl 

Year Wildcat Gray Fox Red Fox Mink Weasel Amount by: his: cooperation with interested sportsmen 
; 3 ar hy Spite and trappers, most of whom are willing but 

1916* 862 5,124 5,335 4,845 39,111 $70,046.00 do not know the secrets of an expert trapper, 

1917 393 8,784 3,336 5,846 44,720 66,614.00 conditions in such districts are being im- 
1918 315 3,310 2,810 4,328 28,631 47,089.00 proved rapidly. In other words, we are 
1919 442 4,474 4,246 5,189 84,625 69,290.00 gradually supplementing the bounty system 
1920 314 4,527 2,295 2.2538 58,878 125,184.00 by the aid of an experienced vermin control 

agent, and find the results to be very satis- 
1921 308 3,372 3,875 3,758 59,755 128,269.50 factory 

2 5,332 525 36.726 21.8195 1922 429 5,332 3,525 9 66,726 121,812.00 Attention Paid to Other Harmful Species 
; TT In addition to paying a bounty on certain 

3,068 29,873 24,922 26,223 327,441 $628,312.00 animals in Pennsylvania, our officers and in- 
terested sportsmen are endeavoring to keep 

in check destructive hawks, owls, crows and 
* Includes bounties paid from April 15, 1915, to December 1, 1916, inclusive. other wild life destroyers, including the stray 

or half-wild house cat. 

In making a survey of the bounty and 

Table Showing Bounties Paid From the Pennsylvania Hunters’ License Fund Since vermin control systems in the various states, 

1916 and Animals On Which Bounties Were Paid it is interesting to note the wide variance of 

opinions relative to the species that should be 

controlled, but, as I stated in the beginning, 
will be tried as soon as a neighboring state refuges but over as much adjacent territory this depends largely upon local conditions. It 

is satisfied he has atoned for wrongs com- as he can cover along with other duties. This jg regrettable to note that in most states 
mitted there in another manner, work is done mostly with traps of various little or no effort is being made to control 

Since April 15, 1915, when the game com- makes and sizes, but firearms and dogs are vermin except by withholding protection from 
mission took over the bounty system, $628,- also used quite extensively. Strychnine is certain species and that in some states our 
312.00 has been paid for 3,063 wildcats, 29,873 used to a limited extent, but during the past friends, the bears, are still on the bounty list. 

gray foxes, 24,922 red foxes, 26,223 minks and several years we have depended mostly on In some states bounties are paid on crows, 

327,441 weasels. Many of these animals, traps, firearms and dogs. Our regular game various species of hawks and owls, wood- 

especially weasels, would have been killed by protectors kill vermin whenever possible, but chucks, red squirrels and in one state even 

those interested in pretecting game and do- their many duties do not permit running rattlesnakes. In other states both local 
mestic poultry regardless of the bounty; but extensive trap lines. bounty systems and paid forces, either under 

many trappers have made a special effort to We have also employed a trapping in- state or Federal employ, are covering the 
catch those animals on which rewards are  structor who so far has been devoting most same territory. In several states it seems to 

paid. of his time to instructing and assisting refuge be the consensus of opinion that better re- 
Almost $1,000,000 Paid in Bounties ree in destroying ae as time per- — sults can be obtained ayiely a smafer expendi- 

x is nae mits, this trapper is sent into portions of the ture by having a paid force of vermin de- 

ee ee Ces ae state where for various reasons vermin have  stroyers than by a bounty system, but the 
bounty system it has been noted that both ‘ 5 

industrial conditions and the fur market have 

some effect on the number of claims pre- : ji 
sented. During industrial depressions the a» s b j ; és 
number of claims has been far greater than “ 3 iv 4 
when all industries were running at full ~ Ji —* aay = ; 

blast. co . i se ae : 
As previously stated, it required $287,465.00 EP 5 A a i 

of the sportsmen’s money to operate for i ‘ {a q e 

twenty-one months under the old system as : ih fi ‘ Ata 

provided by the 1913 act. To date since 1913 i j 3 a8 Mt ; q 
the sportsmen have paid out a total of $915,- : - ) aes if x 
777.00 for bounties. Most of this vast sum : : ; a i] res og 

has obviously gone to rural residents, espe- igs wr ” 5 

cially the boys on the farms, who during the SEN 3 MS fi . 

winter months spend much time trapping and i i J : A 

killing vermin, * Oe, - h 

No Record of Vermin Killed by Gunners 4 f fi eS 

While this seems like an almost unbeliey- ; re \ Pi : 

able amount of vermin killed since 1915, whea : 1 a Ven pI i Me is ia? 
we were first able to keep a record of the 4 ¥ : i. a } Ped 
number of each species presented, no doubt 0 pry "i vi v y 

there were 25 per cent. to 30 per cent. more } ‘ 

animals of each species destroyed by inter- - F 

ested sportsmen who did not claim the re- : A i : e 

ward. What would all these destroyers, with fi 

their increase, have done to our beneficial : 

wild life in Pennsylvania during the last nine * Athi 

years had they been permitted to go on un- 

checked? i 

In addition to the bounty system above out- ee Pee ae : a eas i aT a 
i i ns Ke ins 0! nimais 1C) ennsylvania as eclare: ermin. 1e arge a nx 

piace ae ron Rte ea sitctagee t, at the Right Weighed 32 Dowids! 1H Killed a Doe and Fawn and Was Gaueit atte 
ee Carcasses Two Weeks Later. Other Skins Are Red Fox, Mink, Weasel, Gray Fox 

destroy vermin of all kinds, not only in the and Common Wildcat
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132,000 Acres in 11 Counties 
Involved in $400,000 

“,, 2 Purchase. 
Re ate 

COST $3. PER ACRE 

HARRISBURG, Jan. 23.—The largest 
forest land’) purchase in the history of 
Pennsylvania was closed today when 
the Commonwealth took over 132,000 
acres in 11 counties in the central and 
northern parts of the State. 
,. Purchase was made jointly by the 
State Forestry and Game Commissions 
at a cost of more than $400,000. The 
purchase price of the land was $3 per 
acre, ‘but the State had to pay also 
for the cost of surveys, transfer of 
titles and other expenses incident to 
the deal. 

The land was purchased from the 
Centra] Pennsylvania Lumber Company, 
one of the largest lumber operators in 
the State. 

Charles E. Dorworth, secretary of the 
Department of Forests and Waters, and 
Ross E. Leffler, president of the Game 
Commission, said the land would be 
allocated between the two bodies. on 
the basis of 70,226 acres for the For- 
estry Department and 69,910 acres for 
the Game Commission. 

Portions allocated to the Department 
of Forests and waters located in 
Sullivan, Potter, Elk, Cameron, Clear- 
field, Clinton, Lycoming and Tioga 
counties, while the ‘portions allocated 
to the Game Commission are in Brad- 
ford, Wyoming and McKean counties. 
Ratification of the purchase was made 
by the State Forestry Commission at 
its meeting here today. 

With today’s purchase the Forestry 
Commission has a total of 1,512,000 
acres owned or under contract, and 
the Game Commission owns outright 
165,000 acres, a total of 1,737,000 acres 
in possession of the State.
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/ PENNSYLVANIA’S GREAT Edited b prising marsh and woodland contiguous 
Se GAME RESOURCES uy to or embracing water areas, or they may 

/ Cartos AVERY be areas that were formerly well suited 
l ACH biennial report of the Pennsyl- as feeding and nesting grounds for migra- 

vania State Game Commission dis- tory birds, but now useless by reason of 
closes the great value of the wild is drainage developments or evaporation and 
life resources of that state, which The Board of Game Commissioners of subject to restoration to their natural 

have been so successfully conserved for the Pennsylvania consists of eight members, conditions. The Migratory Bird Conser- 
use and benefit of the people of the state. having been increased from six at a re- vation Commission created by the Act 
The system of combined refuges and shoot- cent legislative session. The state is will consider and pass upon all lands rec- 
ing grounds inaugurated in Pennsylvania divided into eight districts, each one pre- ommended by the Biological Survey for 
many years ago has maintained and in- Sided over by one of the members of the acquisition for refuge purposes. The Sec- 
creased the supply of wild life, and at the commission. retary of Agriculture is Chairman of the 
same time has permitted its enjoyment Commission.” 
and use by sportsmen to a marked degree. CHEYENNE LAKE Mr. Dieffenbach, who will be in charge 
Two years ago the hunting license fee 3 weet. of the land acquisition program, has had 
was raised from $1.25 to $2.00 by legisla- A BILL which was pending in the long experience in this sort of work, 
tive act, the additional 75 cents to be used 4 last Congress, seeking an appropria- covering a period of twenty years. He 
for purchase and maintenance of additional tion to purchase the so-called Cheyenne served first in the United States Forest 
refuges and public shooting grounds. Bottoms of Kansas for a permanent wild- Service in connection with the classifi- 
Three refuges were purchased and estab- fowl refuge, was not acted upon. State cation of lands, and later was in charge 
lished in 1928 through the use of these Game Warden Alva Clapp of Kansas now of surveys of lands purchased for national 
funds, aggregating nearly ten thousand Urges the collection of a fund from pri- forests under the Weeks law. He has 
acres of land. vate sources to purchase the Cheyenne served as forest valuation engineer in 

The state now owns and maintains 38 Bottoms, the area to be turned over to the Treasury Department, and recently has 
such refuges surrounded by public shoot- the Federal Government to be adminis- been in charge of the purchase of lands 

ing grounds comprising a total area of tered under the Migratory Bird Con- for the Upper Mississippi Refuge. 
170,622 acres of land besides 69 auxiliary servation Act, passed at the last session. 
refuges and public shooting grounds which Mr. Clapp urges this action on account WILL RAISE FOOD 
are held under leases, aggregating nearly Of delay involved in waiting, for the Fed- FOR GAME 
100,000 acres additional. These refuges ¢tal Government to make the purchase 
are stocked annually with suitable varieties from appropriations under the law, $75,- OLLOWING the recommendation of 

of game. Game purchased and released 000 only, for surveys, being available dur- Fe American Game Protective As- 
during the past two years was as fol- 1g the coming fiscal year beginning July sociation and the New York Development 
lows: Ist. Mr. Clapp insists that prompt action Association, the New York Conservation 

1926 1927 is necessary to insure the preservation Department began this spring the estab- 

Wir eo (Ot this “Grea for waterfowl uses) and lishment of seed beds at ite yarguetorest 
Ring-necked pheasant J... 7,152 6,169 Urges sportsmen and philanthropists to reserves, which are expected to turn out 
Ring-necked pheasant eggs............ 3,876 50 support him in this very laudable under- from five to six million trees a year. In 

Toners ee ements. AN: : addition to growing stock for forest pur- 
Cottontail rabbits ............0.....57/538 80,319 __ Kansas has passed an enabling act au- poses, a new nursery is being established 
Pox-SqUIT EEL ciseecrececrer ereseeneve ace $14 thorizing the acquisition of lands by the this spring for raising food plants, trees 

ee eeral Government for sanctuary pur- and shrubs for planting on state game 
fein (el eee a Oe Ee ae the hest_year Gf the last bieantane and LAND-BUYING DIVISION food for game. The varieties which will 

g be cultivated at this nursery for this 
$152,399.87 during the second year. ESTABLISHED purpose include the white mulberry, red 
Game taken by sportsmen during the 2 mulberry, Russian mulberry, several spe- 

same period was as follows: 3 O* July Ist the United States Bureau cies of dogwood, chokeberry, hawthorn, 
Riper ele eee aFe6 geek of Biological Survey will begin the Virginia creeper, bayberry, mountain ash, 
Deer=males 0" a1646 14,374 examination of lands for acquisition un- witherod, arrowwood, black haw, wild 
Deer—special .escccccccceee 1,295 der the Migratory Bird Conservation Act crabapple, winterberry, and Japanese bar- 
Fee eee > 959 oe 3,446, at passed at the last session of Congress, berry. Other food plants will undoubtedly 
Squirrel 2172071090 1098471 for which an initial appropriation of $75,- be added as they are found to be suitable 
Raccoon .....ssuewunnnnn 45,178 ' 22,070 000 was made. To facilitate the business- for cultivation in this way. 
Wile eae Bait pe like conduct of this survey, a Land Ac- The New York Conservation Depart- 

Ring-necked pheasant... 99638 177,861 @uwisition Division has been formed in ment recognizes the fact that game ref- 
Bob-white quail... 152,216 196,621 the Bureau to have charge of this work uges, per se, may not prove all that is 
Vee shore birds...... ee sont and also of the acquisition of lands for expected of them. It also realizes that 

SIG ey Cg reer ae : the Upper Mississippi Wild Life and closely planted commercial forests are 
The game department of Pennsylvania Fish Refuge and the Bear River Migra- not suitable for game. Game refuge areas 

is supported almost wholly from the sale tory Bird Refuge. Rudolph Dieffenbach, are being created in the forest reserves 
of hunting licenses. Receipts of the de- who has had charge of the acquisition of of New York and other parts of the state 
partment for the biennium covered by the lands for the Upper Mississippi Wild which will be managed with a view of 
last report were: for 1926-27, $648,965.- Life and Fish Refuge, will head this new maintaining a maximum supply of food. 
89; for 1927-28, $826,484.26, all of which division of the Bureau. This, with adequate protection, will mean 
was from hunting licenses with the ex- , With reference to carrying out the pro- a rapid increase in game, 
ception of $155,000 received from mis- visions of the Migratory Bird Conserva- 
cellaneous fees and licenses. Hunting tion Act, Chief Paul G. Redington of the APPROVAL BY CANADA 
licenses issued for the two years were: Bureau said: “It is necessary to ascertain 
for 1926-27, 529,192; for 1927-28, 506,517. by examination of the numerous potential perenee of the Migratory Bird 

During a period of twenty years, the areas to be found throughout the United Conservation Act by the United States 

deer herds of Pennsylvania were built up States those that are best adapted for Congress has met with hearty approval 
from practically nothing to enormous refuges, to make appraisals in order to in Canada, Hon. Charles Stewart, Cana- 
numbers through the operation of refu- determine their character and value, and dian Minister of the Interior, whose 
ges and the buck law. So large did the to conduct other activities incident to their department is charged with the adminis- 

herds become that the deer ranges be- acquisition with the funds made available tration of the Migratory Bird Treaty, ° 

came overstocked, which has been one of by Congress from time to time. being asked to comment on the nature 

the most serious problems the Pennsyl- “The units selected for migratory bird and purpose of the Act, said: 

vania Game Commission has had to deal refuges must be of such character as will “Agricultural expansion and _ other 

with in the last two years. This has all best serve the purposes contemplated un- developments in the Southern United 

been thoroughly covered in previous arti- der the Act. Usually they will be more States, where most of Canada’s waterfowl 

cles which appeared in American Game. or less extensive areas of lowland, com- spend the winter, have gradually been en- 

10
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This clipping from the Notes, Canonsburg, Penna. (Se \ 

BEAVERS AGAIN PENNSYLVANIA RIVER PROBLEM 

"After almost a century of absence beavers have come back to the 

streams of Pennsylvania and in sufficient numbers to cause the Game Com- 

mission some Worry in controlling their activities. 

Because of the value of their hides beavers were one of the first 

of the wild animals to be killed and trapped to extinction. Counties, 

towns and townships were named for them but that was the only sign the 

present generation saw to remind them that once the streams of the State 

had swarmed with beavers. 

About ten years ago the Game Commission purchased several pair and 

liberated them in the most mountainous sections of the state. The origi- 

nal purchase was followed with others until a total of 70 had been bought. 

Most of them came from Canada. 

Meanwhile stringent laws had been enacted making the killing or trap- 

ping of one punishable with a fine of $100. The same fine covered de- 

struction of their dams or houses. 

Under such conditions the beavers multiplied rapidly and in a few 

years were found living in natural conditions where suitable food was 

available. 2 eee oe 

aoe The Game Commission now has a record of 400 colonies and estimate 

the number in each at from six to twenty. Scarcity of food or too many 

human visitors usually cause abandonment of an established colony. 

As the beaver multiplied protests increased from private land owners. 

The first activity of a beaver after locating for his future home is to 

build a dam. If the back water from the dam causes damage to valuable 

timber the Commission sends its own trappers to the scene to remove the 

beavers to some other location.



THE DEER SITUATION IN PENNSYLVANIA 

By Ross L. Lerruzr 

President, Board of Game Commissioners 

News that Pennsylvania, after twenty-one years of absolute protec- 

tion of doe deer, proposed to reverse the seasons this fall and shoot a 

limited number of does and protect bucks seems to have been misunder- 

stood in many parts of the United States and Canada. 
The controversy that this decision aroused in Pennsylvania has echoed 

in the press and wherever sportsmen gather together. In order that 
Pennsylvania may be cleared of the suspicion of having scrapped its 
conservation program, I have been given this opportunity to present 

the Pennsylvania Game Commission’s reasons which underlie its appar- 

ently reactionary plan. 

I desire not only to clear Pennsylvania of the suspicion of having 
turned back the clock but I want to sound a warning to other states 
which are pursuing the same program of protecting does and fawns and 

shooting only adult bucks. Our experience has taught us that limiting 
shooting to adult bucks only, particularly in territories which, while 
extensive, are able to support only so many deer, will throw the ratio of 

the sexes out of balance, as well as increase the number of does to the 
point that they become an economic menace. Other states in which 
deer are approaching the saturation point may take warning by Penn- 

sylvania’s present predicament and provide a plan, before their case 

becomes as bad as ours is now, of thinning out the deer herds and keeping 
a reasonable balance between the sexes. 

Bucks only have been killed in Pennsylvania every year since 1907, 

that being the first year our “Buck Law” was in operation. This law 

" was passed after most bitter opposition and only when it was clearly 
shown it would save human life. At first thought it would appear that 

this annual elimination of animals would, of itself, control the deer 

herd. Yet during the last two years the deer-kill has doubled—proof 

that deer increase rapidly even against considerable odds. The most 
serious natural enemies of deer, the Gray Wolf and the Panther, were 

exterminated in Pennsylvania decades ago. The Wild Cat is the only 

natural enemy which exists now, and this animal is not abundant. 

180
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The tendency for a species to produce many young so as to offset the 

mortality which constantly occurs, permits game to flourish; but when 

all natural enemies are removed, and this natural tendency toward 
over-production continues, then a species will become so abundant that 

it eventually eliminates its own food supply, and unless preventive 
measures are adopted, perishes, for Nature has her own drastic methods 

of restoring a proper balance. 

In many sections pine, hemlock, rhododendron, and laurel, none of 

which is a customary deer food, have been eaten extensively. Deer do 

: not normally eat coniferous trees, though they can subsist for a time 

upon them. A little laurel or rhododendron mixed in with their usual 

food will do no harm, but a steady diet upon one of these plants, may 

produce fatal results. Dozens of deer which had eaten laurel, the only 
remaining low growth, were found dead along one stream in central 

Pennsylvania. Examination of stomachs showed that these animals 

had eaten nothing but laurel. Ninety-five per cent of the dead deer were 
last year’sfawns. Destruction of pine, hemlock and nut trees has been so 
extensive in some sections that the Department of Forests and Waters, 

and the Game Commission (who plants food and nut trees) has definitely 

stopped the planting of seedlings because these seedlings are destroyed 

as rapidly as they are planted. 

Disease among deer has appeared which is thought by those qualified 

to know, to be the direct result of over-crowding. Cases of disease very 

similar to hemorrhagic septicemia have been found; malformed speci- 

mens have been examined in which bones were misshapen as a result of 

insufficiency of proper food during early life. Starvation is nearly 
always accompanied by some pathological complication. Other diseases 

which may occur at any time, or which may now be gaining a foothold 
in some sections are feared. 

Damage to orchards, grain fields and gardens, has been so constant 

and extensive in some sections that it is evident that the animals are 
not finding enough natural food in the forests. That deer and other 
animals come to have a fondness for certain delicate foods, is well known, 
and a certain amount of damage has been done in sections where natural 
food is plentiful. In other sections, however, the natural food is gone, 

and the orchards and crops are suffering correspondingly. 

The natural tendency of deer to increase locally, and to remain in a 

body in one section, makes the problem more complex. Animals which 

stay in one section and multiply until the food supply is inadequate, 
cannot leave for new areas when they are in a weakened condition,
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particularly when deep snows cover the ground. They eat the last of 

the food and die. Many does are so weak that they desert their fawns 

as soon as they are born. 

The fact that as forest trees become larger the undergrowth naturally 
disappears as a result of shade, makes the deer food problem addition- 

ally acute. The disappearance of the Chestnut, as a result of the blight, 

has added a difficulty. With such an enormous deer herd as is present 

now in Pennsylvania, it is not practicable to feed all of them artificially. 

The deer-food problem is more serious because it is destined to affect 

the vital problems of other game. Already deer have entirely cleaned 

out grouse cover in some sections, exposing these birds to their enemies, 
and driving them out. Food-bearing plants which should furnish 
berries, seeds and nuts for Squirrels, Rabbits, Bears, and game birds, 

are eaten away by the deer. 

The Board has been aware of the over-abundance of deer in certain 
counties for years, and has employed various measures in attempting 

to solve the problem. They have opened certain districts to special 

doe seasons during the past five years; the Legislature has given the 

farmer or their agents the privilege of shooting deer which were doing 
damage, and of keeping the meat for food; the Board has build elaborate 

and expensive traps in an unsuccessful attempt to capture deer which 

were to be restocked in other sections; we have employed men to shoot 

the surplus deer;—but all of these methods have failed to reduce ma- 

terially the number of animals. 

The Game Commission has considered innumerable suggestions con- 
cerning the handling of this problem. We believe that we have, to 
date, honestly tried or considered all legally possible, reasonable, and 
safe methods of reducing the deer herd, other than the plan recently 

adopted. This is not the last time ‘“‘does” will have to be killed, as the 
special season will no doubt have to be repeated at intervals. 

The Board members fully realize their responsibility to the sportsmen 

of the State. They have studied the problem from every angle and 

over a long period of time, and with their facility for gathering informa- 

tion from a state-wide standpoint, and to a more definite degree than 
is possible for any individual or organization of sportsmen, they feel 

themselves fully competent to decide the best method of handling this 
very important and admittedly many-sided problem, and willingly 

assume the responsibility for the effect of their action on the future 

deer hunting in the State, which will without doubt be infinitely better 
for having had this special season.
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At the time of the withdrawal of the “Deer Damage” Bill at the 1927 
session of the Legislature, a solemn promise was made by the Board to 
the Game Committee of the House of Representatives that some effec- 

tive measure would be adopted to relieve the damage done by deer. 
We are keeping that promise; and the land owners should coéperate to 

the fullest extent, since they are in the best possible position to see the 
damage, and to understand the evils of improper breeding and unbalanced 

sexes. Some farmers are strong for reducing the number of does, while 

others are protesting. There is no difference of opinion, however, 

among the farmers, as to how to produce better dairy stock through 

selection and elimination of scrubs; they are very careful to select proper 

breeding stock. 
We are frequently asked why it was necessary to charge an extra fee 

of $2.00, when we desired the animals removed. The Board has no 

jurisdiction over that at all, as a legal decision dated July 31, 1928, 

states that the Board of Game Commissioners cannot declare any sort 

of season for deer without visible antlers, except as a special season with 

a fee of $2.00 in addition to the Resident Hunter’s License. The same 
decision states that non-resident hunters cannot under any conditions 

secure a license for the killing of a deer without visible antlers. This is 

the law, and the Board has no authority to change it, as Section No. 
511 of the Game Code is quite clear on this point. The Board has 
decided to issue the special licenses in each county, in proportion of 8 
special licenses to every legal buck killed during the 1927 hunting season. 

Experience during the past five years in issuing special licenses has shown 

that it requires six licenses to kill one deer without visible antlers, even 

in the centers of the greatest abundance of these animals. It stands to 

reason that in view of their protection since 1907, female deer have be- 
come exceedingly abundant, so that drastic measures are necessary. 

The Board feels that the present method of handling the special season 
will correct over-crowding problems, and will bring about a proper 

balance of the sexes. 
Unless the sportsmen codperate in removing a large number of does 

this season it can be but a short time until deer in some sections will 
cease to be game. The handling of this problem demands that sports- 
men forget sentimental notions about a female deer and approach the 

matter of saving their game for future years in a matter-of-fact and 

business like way. The hunters will be very likely to learn, that the 
does will soon become as wary as the bucks, while the venison from them 
is certainly superior to that of an old buck at the close of the rutting
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season. The sentiment against killing mother deer, has no more founda- 

tion in fact than that of killing the potential father, while the hygienic 

considerations of eating a doe with fawn, need cause no more worry than 

eating a pin-feathered broiler. Not until months later would any one 
but an expert be able to determine whether a doe was with fawn or 

not. The argument that in killing a doe, two fawns in addition are 

also destroyed, one of them probably a buck, should have little weight 
against allowing a young buck to reach the breeding age, and insure 

several does having fawns the next year. Our deer and other game, 
demand more than protection; they require efficient, intelligent and 

scientific game management, with sentiment eliminated, if the sport is 

to continue. Many States regularly kill does in December. 
We hear a lot of maudlin sentimentality about “Mother Deer.” That 

is an insult to the Mothers of America, the very idea of mentioning our 

loved, honored and respected mothers in the same breath with the beasts 

of the forests. When you go into a meat market to purchase a choice 

steak, do you look into the butcher’s face with moisture in your eyes and 

say; ‘‘Mister, are you sure you are not selling me a steak from the mother 

of our cows?” How long would our beef, sheep and hogs last if we only 

killed the male of the species? When you shoot a bunny, you don’t 

care whether it is a mamma or a papa that is slain, nor do bear hunters 

determine the sex before they shoot. 

The Game Commission does not claim there are numerically too 
many deer in every county; nor is there excessive damage to crops, 

orchards or forests; nor is death from starvation common to every dis- 
trict ;—but we do claim that after 21 years of continuous protection to 

does and killing bucks only, the sex ratio is unbalanced in every country 

where deer are found. 
In western Monroe County, for example, where they claim they have 

the proper ratio, an expert investigator counted in one evening 71 deer, 

of which 45 were does, 17 fawns, 3 bucks, and 6 indeterminate for sex 

and age. Four does had twin fawns, 9 had 1 fawn each, and 32 does 
had no fawns with them. One of the bucks was a fine big fellow with a 
splendid rack of horns; one was a 23-year-old buck with small two-point 

horns, and the other a yearling spike buck. This gives one good breed- 

ing buck to 71 deer, one that may breed but should not, and one entirely 
under breeding age. The same sex ratio holds good from one end of 
the State to the other. How long would farmers permit such conditions 
to prevail upon their farms?
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If our sportsmen have even meagre knowledge of the difficulties of 

game management, and of the tremendous value of their codperation in 

the solving of a problem so vital as the one they are facing now, they 

will get back of this year’s deer season, put it through with real zest, 

and will live to see the day when they may point with pride to time 

when they, themselves, saved their deer herd from extermination. We 

need in conservation, a little more scientific game administration and 

less unwise sentiment.
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Our Advisory Board Our Platform 
BROOKE ANDERSON, president Campfire Club of Chicago, A maximum I5-bird nation-wide duck limit. 
member Federal advisory board Migratory Bird Treaty Act. More state game refuges. 

J. P. CUENIN, rod and gun editor San Francisco Examiner, Save the last of our grizzly bears—our antelope—our sage grouse. 
aggressive in the protection of wildfowl on Pacific Coast. Batter protection fut Ail hears. 
J. B. DOZE, game warden of Kansas, sportsman. Stop needless pollution of fishing waters. 
GIDC AM, state senator, author present Game Law Okla- More of state game funds used to rear feathered game. 
GLENN GRISWOLD, cicer Isaak Wallon League, eperteman: Stop diversion of state moneys from game fund to general fund. 
ALDO LEOPOLD, dsiservationiet, aultion apehtaman. Congressional cooperation to provide for Federal game refuges. 
JACK MINER, author “Jack Miner and the Birds’’ and other Stop wanton drainage of wildfow] areas. 

works, conservationist and wild fowl protector. . More fish fry, and more state and Federal nursery ponds in which 
JOSEPH D. PENDER, organizer, conservationist, sportsman. it can attain proper growth. 

DR. R. FRED PETTIT, author, scientific collector, organizer. Safeguard our forests by widespread reforestation. 

EDMUND SEYMOUR, President American Bison Society, conser- Limited open season on all birds and animals, up to danger limit 
vationist, sportsman. of their extinction, in preference to protracted closed seasons. 

: 
Further Important Letters on the Pennsylvania Doe Law 

John M. Phillips Explains Position In_ 1905, when I became a member of a penalty of $100 for killing a buck or 
Ebiror, Ovurpoor Lirre:—I am enclos- the Pennsylvania Game Commission, deer fawn during this special doe season. 

ing copy of my letter written to the had been almost exterminated in the state. In 1923 the Game Commission, with 
Pennsylvania Game Commission at the re- When the Buck Law was proposed, in over 100 of its Game Protectors, met at 
quest of Mr. Leffler—Joun M. Purturs. order to protect the does and fawns pur- Crystal Springs in Clearfield County. In 

. chased in other states for restocking pur- traveling thru the game refuge there and 
‘ (The letter, dated November 19, 1928, is poses, it was strenuously opposed by the thru the surrounding forest, it was noted 
addressed to Ross L. Leffler, president of Hunters’ and Anglers’ Protective Associa- that deer were so dumerous that they 
the Pennsylvania Board of Game Commis- tion, an organization alleged to be com- were destroying their own forage. It was 
sioners, and follows: posed of 50,000 experienced deer hunters, predicted that if something was not done 

I have your letter of the 17th inst., and with headquarters at Harrisburg. An to thin them out they would be forced to 

am surprised to hear that I have been @fgument used against the Buck Law was the farms or to starve during a severe 
accused of opposing the Game Commis- that does and fawns would be shot and winter. oe ‘ : 5 
sion’s policy of dealing with the surplus allowed to rot in the woods, and that our On my visit to that section this spring, 
doe problem in the present emergency. I forests would be burned by disgruntled I found conditions deplorable and almost 

assure you that this is not the case. I hunters. It was also claimed that a doe beyond belief. The old deer, by standing 

am heartily in accord with your plans. and buck mated for life and killing the on their hind legs, had eaten the edible 
After making a thoro investigation, with buck would prevent increase. However, food to a height of about 6 feet. The 

the aid and advice of Vernon Bailey, after a hard fight, the law was passed in young deer, being unable to reach so high, 
the noted field naturalist of the U. S. 1907, but not for the protection of does were forced to feed on woody stems, bark 
Biological Survey, the thinking sportsmen and fawns and the consequent increase of and other indigestible matter; conse- 
of the state are of the opinion that our deer, but solely for the protection of quently, they died by the hundreds from 
Board of Game Commissioners was justi- human life! malnutrition. Dead deer seemed to be 

fied and acted wisely in declaring a closed Not content with opposing the Buck everywhere. At the head of Stony Creek, 
season on buck deer and an open season Law, this organization established a mag- Near the State Forestry Nursery, we 
this year on a limited number of does, in azine, The Mount and Stream Journal. found six within a distance of 200 yards. 
order to more evenly regulate the sexes, and fought for the repeal of the law until There were seventy-nine along this creek. 2 
and to produce more and better fawns. 1913. They also opposed the Resident After the old Commission was dropped 

From personal investigation and obser- Hunters License Law from 1905 to 1913, by Governor Pinchot in 1924 many ex- 
yation, I know that in many sections of when it was finally passed. Our deer periments were tried to thin out the does, 
the state deer are destroying gardens, hunters for years also opposed the law, among others our original law allowing 
orchards, farm crops, and the cover and . passed in 1923, protecting spike bucks, the killing of “large does” was changed 
food for small game. They are a menace and which gives us more and better serv- to read “antlerless deer.” This made the 
to the trees planted by individuals and the ice from bucks after they are 2 years old. killing of fawns legal, as it was claimed 
Forestry Department; in some places, the our hunters could not tell the difference 
the state deer are destroying gardens, ie IS strange to note that the opposition between a fawn and a full-grown doe. This 
destroyed their own food supply. to killing does now comes mainly from is an insult to sportsmen and a disgrace 

The destruction of property reduces the sections where twenty-one years ago the to the state. 
value of land and consequently the taxes, hunters wanted to kill fawns and does. It is a fundamental law that when mam- 
thus affecting all dur people. If the 1 per Evidently they have been over-educated, mal or bird destroys property it must be 
cent of our population who hunt deer do and now consider the doe as sacred as the suppressed or exterminated. Our old law 
not soon awaken to the fact that it is cow is in India! allowed the farmer to kill deer when 

necessary to thin out the does where they The Commission knew that does could caught in the act of destroying property, 
are doing excessive damage, these animals HOt be wrotested-sadeintcly. wine to the but the carcass had to be turned over to 
will be classed as vermin and destroyed as Pp ey: S a hospital. This was changed, allowing cael absence of predatory animals and to the : 
such. as zB 2 Sack that they cuald retire and be at neace the farmer and his employees to kill deer 
Owing to killing our mountain sheep in ; a : he £ . Bs ae when destroying property and as an incen- 

the United States without regard to sex in our refuges during the fawning period; tive to do so they were permitted to retain 
or age, they were almost exterminated. they knew that in time the does would the carcass for food. This places our deer 
In 1901 I hunted sheep in British Columbia have to be killed to save property and to on the vermin list with a bounty on their 
where ewes and lambs were protected, and, more evenly balance the sexes. We there- heads in the shape of the venison thus 
as a result, altho preyed on by predatory fore had the necessary laws passed, and in procured. 
animals, sheep were plentiful. On my 1923 allowed a three-day open season on Our deer herd is sadly overbalanced. 
return, I suggested a Buck Law for Penn- a limited number of “large does” in the For years our hunters have been complain- 
sylvania but without result. South Mountains near Harrisburg, with ing that they see from 20 to 30 does to
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one legal buck. On October 13th, this year, quite a lot the past spring and summer, marshalling of their prejudices.” Isn’t this 
in Monroe County, Mr. Vernon Bailey saw and have seen but two fawn tracks thus true of a good many of us now? 
45 does with only 17 fawns among them. far. I have seen 30 deer this summer and Discussion of the deer problem should 
He saw but three bucks—one good breeding fall, along the P. R. R. right-of-way. All start with the undisputed fact that there 
buck, one that might breed but ought not but one were does; one buck, no fawns. are many, many times as many does as 
to, and a third entirely too young. __ Therefore, in my opinion, the number _ bucks. 

It is estimated by those in a position to should be reduced, and in what better way? It follows from a biological standpoint 
know that there are now 1,300,000 does in The only mistake the Game Commission that such a difference in the ratio of sex 
the state. After her second year, and un- made was in the weight. Seventy or 75 creates a problem and a situation, the re- 
til she becomes barren, a doe should pro- pounds should have been the minimum sult of which can best be forecast by the 
duce two fawns annually. We are killing weight. Too many small bucks were killed livestock breeder. 
only from 12,000 to 15,000 legal bucks under the 50-pound limit. The buck law, more than anything else 
yearly, which is about 1 per cent return I cannot agree with our friend Archibald responsible for the plenitude of deer, has 
from our does. It is therefore plain that Rutledge. The Pennsylvania Game Com- been in operation for a great many years 
there is something radically wrong with mission is NOT composed of ignorant and for just that many years has disturbed 
the management of our deer herd. This men. They are men of keen judgment, the natural processes of nature, the mother 
deterioration is the result of saving the does and are giving their time to benefit the of all wild life. 
and killing the mature bucks over a period hunters of this and neighboring states. In view of the aforesaid facts my con- 
of twenty-one years. We now have too Why criticize them until their theories -victions are that it would have been un- 
many old, barren, useless does, and, for have been given a fair trial? It will take safe to permit for many more years this 
wanit-of mature bucks, a meager and infe- two years or more to determine whether unnatural unbalancing of the sexes. I am 
rior fawn crop. the present doe law is a good or bad law. not ready, however, to endorse the doe- 

It is obvious that, to be success- The fawn crops of 1929 and 1930 will tell killing law in its present form. This law 
ful, we must handle our deer problem whether or not this is a wise move. I{ was passed as a sort of “sop” to the agri- 
with the same cultural interests in 
practical common- the legislature and 
sense that is used the intent of it was 
by the farmer in 3 (if not expressly 
stock raising. This Norbeck Bill Passes provided) to en- 
can only be done by AEE passage by the House of the national wildfowl refuge bill on able the Game 
the cooperation of February 9 by a unanimous vote was a great step toward saving Commission to keep 
the sportsmen with the nation’s migratory birds. By the time the bill neared a vote in the herds down to 
the Game Commis- the House practically every conservation agency in the country had a safe number. in 
sion in killing off sie cue, backed it. The ‘suis cauauaieetiene Eee Be those areas where 
the surplus does : 8 Fs fight last spring , | ™% the dece were des 
from our over- } y —_— e. get u ore PAS Siac ge Shee ing actual damage 
stocked ranges. : — * e Senate, HOW- perpen: “ — and the commission 

Not so many = , mm 4286S, was a dif- ga@ | pos funds suffering as a 
does will be killed Bl (oe ferent story, for | 4 — ~~ result. It was never 
this year as antici- i _ .s 8 8=some powerful (39. at, the intent or pur- 
pated; after a few ie ,.. @~©6—s Conservationists ye as P pose of this special 
days’ shooting, they i ' 4 who were luke- <1) = = —™ | law that it should 
will become wild a A > +‘ warm about the eae : — have been used to 
and many will seek : ‘ee _ bill at that time i > correct a situation 
sanctuary in our se only climbed on © , re Ee such as now exists 
large refuges. It the band-wagon | in unbalanced sex 
may be necessary after the pres- ia [3 ratio; a problem 
for some years to Senator Norbeck sure of public “Representative Andresen deserving of great- 
declare a special 3- ‘ opinion behind : er study because it 
to 5-day doe season the measure became over-whelmingly clear. The heroic fight that put is of interest to the 
before a 10-day the bill thru the Senate last spring was led by Senator Norbeck. He was sportsmen and not 
buck season, in or- materially aided by a few conservation leaders of prominence, out- the agricultural in- 
der to give us a standing among whom was Dr. Wm, T. Hornaday. The final tri- terenis: 

i umph of the bill in the House came about under the floor leadership * move vigorous and i : The special doe 
: of Representative A. H. Andresen of Minnesota. OUTDOOR LIFE ; S ® productive herd. #4 : d with 1 law is decidedly 

Tam fedren dant backed the bill editorially, an: with letters and telegrams. unpopular. It has 
ah ane followin The bill authorizes $75,000 for bird refuges the first year; $200,000 few supporters. The 
ne = the second, $600,000 the third, and $1,000,600 thereafter for a period PY ste the right course in 2 and $200,000 for the fiscal di J 30. reasons for its un- 
the present crisis, of seven years; and $200, - eRSCARy Cat (CNOA aU UIkE : popularity are 
gud that the fate 1940, and for each fiscal year thereafter. The supervision of the fany, | *Probably 
Mail shaun pencnciall refuges will lie permanently in the Department of Agriculture. sH6st objected oH 

results—JoHn M. because they were 
Pures, Prirts- not convinced of 
BURGH, Pa. the dangers of un- 

£ a it is, and we hope it is, there are some balanced sex ratio and feared extinction. 
Asks for Confidence in Commission — gpnortsmen who will feel foolish. Equally as many objected to the doubling 

I WILL you give a few reasons for vot- As it is, there has not been a large up of license fee for hunting privileges and 
ing for the Pennsylvania Doe Law. killing of does compared with the great the most unfortunate part of this is that the 
Twenty-five or thirty years ago if you /\number in the state; 25,000 is a reasonable commission is blamed when the law makes 

saw a wild deer in some of the counties of /\/estimate. This is the “awful slaughter” we the special license fee mandatory. Vernon 
this state it would cause as much surprise/\\\read about. Bailey’s flying visit did not help. His re- 
as seeing a Great Auk. Now, by the wise Nature-could not maintain a balance with POrt was longer than his visit in this ter- 
administration of the Pennsylvania Game ; ; ; ; ; ritory. I am not disputing Mr. Bailey’s pee di the increase in deer in this state in the fae 2 - 
Commission, and with the money donated past twenty years under the buck law. One ability as a naturalist but he certainly was 
in hunting licenses hy the hunters of the would think that thee deer were going to either strategist nor diplomat. The dyed- 
state, it is the banner state for deer, bear }. exterminated under the doe law, to i=-the-wool sportsman simply “couldn't 
and all sorts of small game. If the game : ery see’ doe hunting as a sport and resented ates . hear some of the hunters complain. Every cee : 
commissioners have used good judgment big undertaking requires experimentation. seeing it put in that category. ; é 

in the past, bringing about the present con- This js a big job, and every sportsman The open doe season was closed in this 
ditions, why not trust them now and back should back the Game Commission in its county December 6, by court injunction, 
them, instead of heaping criticism upon present move until it is proven wrong— It brought about the very conditions pre- 
them? This is reason Number 1. ee L. Smart, KANE, PA. dicted for it by The Clearfield Progress 

Number 2: There is no doubt what- i ‘ when it was first mentioned. Following 
ever that the Pennsylvania woods are over- Editor Calls Law Sop to Agricultural js what this newspaper had to say about 
run with doe deer, a large percentage of Interests it the evening of December 6: 
which will never breed. When the smoke THE deer situation in Pennsylvania de- “That the sexes were unevenly balanced, 
of battle has cleared away it will be found mands sane, sober thought and construc- perhaps dangerously so, was always ad- 
that the fawn crop of the year 1928 is tive action—not snap judgment and free mitted. About the only difference of opin- 
the smallest in years, notwithstanding the play of prejudice with every sportsman ion was as to the method of bringing about 
great number of does in the woods; 600,000 lining up as pro and con. Someone has said, @ more even ratio of males and females. 
is the estimate. I have been in the woods “Some men’s thinking is no more than a “We are pleased to remind our readers
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of The Progress’ suggestion as toa method extensive survey of the situation, both pro )) deer hunters would kill the does too old 

of depleting the doe herd. It was that the and con. Sportsmen and naturalists of state |} to. mate—but no, 90% of them were 1 

season on bucks be closed for this year and national prominence contribute opin-|/| and 2 years old, and 759% with fawn, 

and that the regular game wardens and ions, and they are not all of the same tenor, | proved by an autopsy by hunters. Hunters 

the specials always hired for the big game by any means. . . .In Warren county prev- ' along the Low Grade section of the Penn- 

season, be sent forth into sections where alent opinion seems to be that while there sylvania Railroad Company killed does, 

does were plentiful with instructions to kill may be an over-supply of does in some tied them up in burlap sacks and fetched 
off a stipulated number of the large and parts of the state it is certainly not appar- them home. They even tied them o 

apparently old does. Had this suggestion ent here. Warren and Forest counties their cars and covered them with pine 
prevailed the same men who are now en- are probably more heavily forested than trees, so they could not be seen. Why 

gaged in hunting bucks, fawns and under- any others in the state and there is plenty did they do this? Because they were 
sized does, and the hunters who killed of food and cover for all the deer that ashamed of their kill. Had they been 

them, would simply be going about a con- manage to survive the regular hunting bucks instead of does, they would have 

structive piece of livestock propagation in seasons. They are not so numerous as to tied them on the tops of the cars or hung 
an orderly, legal manner. And the bucks annoy farmers to any extent and it is yet them in the public square—but does they 
would all be living to help even up the an experience worthy, of newspaper com- sneak a at dusk and cut up. Usually one 
sex ratio. | ment to see a deer along the forest roads. can pick up a local paper and see where 

“As it is we are in a hodgepodge of It may be that in some of the central, more so and so has bagged a large deer—but 

disrespect and utter defiance of law, a pot- thickly settled counties a thinning of the not so in the season of 1928. During the 

pourri of charge and countercharge, with doe population is necessary. But reliable summer of 1928 I traveled from Cooks 

almost as many bucks killed illegally as evidence indicates that those counties are Forest to Williamsport and the only ones 

does killed legally. Had this suggestion few. The great mistake of the Game Com- I found in favor of killing does were a 

been accepted there would have been no mission, apparently, was in taking in too few boarding house keepers and innkeepers, 
migration of inexperienced hunters coming much territory. The open season, if any, where hunters board for $1.50 a day and 
in to wound, maim and cripple all man- should have been confined to those counties up. It’s the money they're after. The 
ner and kind of wild animal life, to run actually surveyed by Mr. Bailey and the natives of the northern part of our state 
off when they see the mistake they have commissioners. — Warren Times-Mirror, are a willing and hardy class of people, 

made. Had this suggestion met with favor WARREN, Pa. willing to do almost anything they can 

the DuBois man shot through both knees to help. But this doe season has brought 
would be safe today, and the Burgettstown All Hunters Should Have Hunted in ill feeling between the hunters and the 
man now lying in oo Hospital cleat Overstocked Counties, He Says ee I ae ae native of northern 
injured wou ave been spared. WwW. A : oe ennsylvania, but am with them just 
Srewarr, Eprror, “The Clearfield Prog- Ee pecicloving my ase ee ee the same. Why did the state call in “the 

ress,” CLEARFIELD, Pa, not mean that I fully Sued ey 200 doe dicenses ey didn't the game wardens patrol the forests instead of the 
Bought a Doe License—To Tear Up! = ae peut Le le he ee highways and towns? It’s the money they * 

ie explanation of my vote “against,” commission in so far as they are acting in ee Stae beter 9 Geer Sconn tons lney: 
which is enclosed, I would say that there accordance with their. best judgment. And Bovgeue Heer ate Staying, «lias, there been 

are a very few counties in Pennsylvania I believe the commission has made an‘ a hunter in the 1928 season jwho, Jeilled 
where this doe law might be justified, but earnest effort to acquire the facts. And ° oN shat Pia pony No. They ae all 
opening the entire state, or attempting to, I have greater confidence in, the judgment ma Boe gondii Why didn’t, the 
is, in my opinion, the rankest injustice ever of one expert than in dozens of men who ()zame Sine end ae deport some of these 
perpetrated against the sportsmen. There make only superficial observations Ban D ae oe ure bon Ome nent aae 
are many places in Pennsylvania where a I think, however, it Id have bi Ube Dubna a Cherie On anprenung and En 

deer, buck or doe, is still a curiosity. Here better to ‘have allowed the killing of the poun ae Hn pe eecHte DIBBee apd apoitee 
in McKean County we have a few deer— antlerless deer in counties which were evi- a eats Beare Bren as cea UC 
a number of legal bucks have been killed dently overstocked and left the old law Seed ie angthe | woods jtiat, would be 
each season, but I have hunted the best in other counties where it is plain that prized by jany hunter, besides countless 

deer oor in the county for days at a deer have not yet become what could be a genase. He dea arn Due 
time and never seen a deer of any kind, called “abundant,” as in my own county, eae ete 
so you can readily see that they are not in Bradford, Wayne, Tioga, Wyoming, how on etives felt * eet e ace at Be a 
oyer-plentiful here, and there is no danger and many other counties. mies a6 Ss aot pPUTBD BAe tor 
of starvation, as we have millions of Then, too, I believe it would have met ound who is known up in the big 

acres of fine second growth in this vicinity, with greater approval of the sportsmen— Same Section, was ee es by the 
as well as large tracts of virgin timber. and I have argued this from the beginning inti] 1929. ee ot ante ne oT aie. 
We were just beginning to enjoy good —if they had opened the counties where - ee ue: 

buck hunting here, but I suppose this deer were overabundant for the food con- The Soot ee respected it. Those who 

abominable law will ruin it for years to ditions to all hunters of the state—but con- Se it—well, some camps went up in 

come. The season is half over now. How siderably shortening the season.’ Even if eS and many will still go up. The 

did it work out? Illegal kills by the they had made this a state-wide law deer P3UVes Were, not born yesterday! It. is 
dozen! Evidently a large percentage of would have been killed in ratio to their aah small task to match your wits with 

the “sportsmen” shoot at anything which abundance. Naturally in counties where 2 pede a ithe ts eo ne ag 

re ge eee Pa ne al oe 
oa in favor of them that it is a doe. wile eee Este they were scatce qo._with a beanprong and a a tee 

en it is a buck instead, they calmly 1¢W would be killed. | i 
walls EWN from the kill to continue in 3 See poet Dee enone have been ee ra lost any deter 7 went Ma 

> quest of their doe. é at io have made the minimum 1928 and wish him a successful buck 
Mes: I bought a doe license—to tear up! ae pete aay youd still, De hunt in 1929.—Grorce F, Costetto, 

NES CUSTER Mdravould Have cved? Geshe umdreds Verona, Pa. 
NeW ee Bet ee tera eee “The of en bucks: siceedy Ihave seen some [njunctionist Explains Opposition 

oe Rebellion ittle 5/-pound bucks. + * A 

“yi. h As the new law was worked, many sec- AM much interested in the various com- 
Aen es base Gt the NRE Rebel tions have had no deer killed and while I ments on the subject of killing does 

that Pennsylvania may asain atin nation: this will improve the ratio of doe to buck #* cxpeeseed by Pennsylvania. eporisiien 
al historical mention thru the “Doe Re- it, will intensify the scarcity of food con- in the January issue of your magazine. 
bellion” of 1928, For th t . ditions. It will probably be necessary to I think Archibald Rutledge gives you 

oF . For the controversy over +204 deer in certain sections—Gro. V. Mc- the facts in a very concise way, as well 
the open season on female deer has at- Lee TUE as the article signed by “Gri of P 
tracted national interest. The sportsmen’s Auttster, New Mirrorp, Pa. sylvania S acterieh aM i‘ t, ne rell ai 
magazine, OuTpoor Lire, has taken up the : know “Doe™ M : a Ge ie ti 
controversy and in its January issue has an Doe Killers Ashamed of Their Kills pe" 7 cannot Hence fel thee A 1 me 
extensive survey of the situation, both pro se state of Pennsylvania, one of the have ‘been: better: hada hennot Se iscel 

and con. Sportsmen and naturalists of state best states in the Union for big game, any opinion rather than one on a subject 
and national prominence contribute opin- made a great mistake by opening the doe of which he has very little knowledge 

ions, and they are not all of the same tenor, season. These timid creatures, very dumb, particularly as it applies to the counties of 
by any means... . In Warren County meek and loved by every human being, had Monroe and Pike. 

prevalent opinion seems to be that while to be slaughtered by inexperienced hunters. The Pennsylvania State Game Commis- 
there may be an over-supply of does in Experienced hunters who hunted this year sion agreed to go to Stroudsburg, which is 
some parts of the state it is certainly not’ are commonly called pot hunters by the in Monroe County, and grant the residents 
apparent here. Warren and Forest counties real sportsmen, who put their guns away of Monroe and Pike counties a hearing on 
controversy and in its January issue has an during the season of 1928. If the said this subject, as more than 99% of the
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population of these two counties did not Vernon Bailey of the United States gymeyeupesupssyscppeee ccm mmemcn 
want any killing of does. It might be Geological Survey, I am told, did not drive WG : |. LL 

well to add here that a coterie of very over 30 miles in the counties of Monroe = Fs — | 

generous-minded men stipulated that they and Pike, and I am quite sure Mr. Bailey ie oC 
must be paid all expenses for this hearing, could_not have secured sufficient data for — — fF tt 

which they stated would be $725. As I the Commission that would have enabled Ff ~~ — 
own several hundred acres of land in the Commission to have made any kind (fe Ga & Co 

onroe County, I very gladly subscribed of _an intelligent decision. —— i es 
50 to this cause. To sum it all up, doe shooting was pro- ses a =--°- 

I might add this Game Commission went hibited this year in Monroe and Pike coun- 1. hmhUhUm 
to Stroudsburg as a result of a petition ties, and I believe] am safe in saying that =| -- >. 

containing the names of many hundreds I could have accomplished this very con- CSC _ a 

of residents of these counties. This peti- dition thruout the entire state were = | 4 . 

tion was in the hands of the Commission, it not for the fact that I believe I would peg K 
I believe, in July; but they saw fit to give have created a lot of complications for | 
it serious consideration in October and it the Pennsylvania State Game Commission. 
is a question in my arin if they oe —C. S. Butter, Jenkintown, Pa. 

have given it any consideration whatever + ate 

ut for the fact that I took independent mouchiae wae cupocnoncenured 
action in the matter. It is needless to say = yee ove uae eB tm 

that the Game Commission had their D° BOIS, Pa. Dec. 15—Pathetic in- — gal @ ee 

verdict in their pockets when they went ~~ Stances cropped out in the mountains —  g™yy Lo 
to Stroudsburg. of Clearfield County during the recent deer e a a 

I then brought independent action against slaughter, in which 4,000 deer were killed = : — S 

the Game Commission in Dauphin County, illegally. A Pittsburgh man, name care- 

and at the end of half a day’s proceedings, fully guarded by friends, played a leading 

it was evident that the Commission was Dare Jn one, OF nee Puke fi Mr. Albright at his desk 
i ‘ cee : v ° army of hunters who : ae : 

being placed ‘deen: Pogson py nere te came into this county to get a doe. For National Park, a position which he held 

state of Pennsylvania. I believe I am several hours he had followed the chase, Gt) ASN stele 
tight when I say that I was extremely taken his shots at the scared animals and Our National Parks have, fortunately, 
generous to! the (Commission when they dodged whining bullets. Suddenly a fallen into good hands. The men in charge 

made their overtures, and to save their Volley crashed out near him, and he saw have sacrificed much to keep these areas 
“faces” agreed to have the hearing post- a doe topple in the underbrush. clean and wholesome. They have served 

poned until December 13, or two days . Almost immediately a small spotted the people as real playground promoters 
Berare: thenclieel Gr tier des ieeason. “Tbe fawn leaped into the open, its ears at at- with consummate satisfaction. — Mr. Al- 

case was again postponed on that date. tention, and looked around. Another volley bright’s appointment is noted with all the 

Ta other words, had. 1 gone thaw with sounded and the little animal took three more gratification from the fact that he 

the suit, there would have been no doe leaps and landed squarely in his arms, {S17 deep sympathy with our game and 
shooting ehatevemtin’ ae ‘state. of (Penns where it snuggled, quivering with fear. fish (particularly our big game), and that 

sylvania because the points on, which I For a moment the hunter looked at the he is a son of ithe West, where “most of 

was endeavoring to secure an injunction animal in his surprise, and as he gradually these playgrounds are located. 
were quite evident to everybody, and it comprehended the situation, he placed the The news of Mr. Mather’s retirement, 

would have meant that some 60,000 licenses gaa cerly upon the ground, and broke ee Jeune hel a a depressing: 
_ f e into tears. s served as director honestly an¢ 

Ha ae eats teen J Seen Then removing the cartridges from his well. In his retirement from a post which 

interested in Monroe and Pike counties 8%) he exclaimed, “I’m cured,” turned his he filled with such credit, our conservation- 
only, I proceeded no further with the case back upon the animal and made a beeline ists, will find great relief in the fact that 

as it applied to the balance of the state. for his car and home. He is succeeded by such an eminently qual- 

I do want to emphasize the fact_that Publisher Defends Commission ified man as Mr. Albright. 

siete Cee Comma wee at at [SSL neraa te  e Ll Py) 
familiar with conditions in Monroe and seems to believe that the Pensylvania Game e 
Pike counties, neither were they open- Commission arbitrarily closed the season corner 
munded note ic be cong iced. zcoralt on noes a enthouzed: the Hele ot 
me to say that ere is food enough in does, for no other reason than t vord 0} * 

those counties for twenty times the num- a few “experts” that the sexes oe ee Heap Big Heroes 

ber of deer that exist there today, and palanced and that deer were starving. Eos Outdoor Life:—We caught 

those farmers who complained of deer The facts, as we understand them, are 324 speckled trout weighing 609 pounds, 
doing damage to their crops were es ae that the commission has been working for and one rock bass weighing 12 pounds, 
means the Sepresentuve oats of t Re several years to find some plan that would using live shrimp as bait, and cane poles. 

oe i be ever ere we only appease both sportsmen and farmers. They Geo, D. Carns (on the left) is one of the 
Hee a eec ne and the Ley aggregate tried trapping deer where they were thick- best known realtors and Roscoe Goodwin 
ot al Nee Eee as est, but the plan was not feasible. They — : , 

Dr. Moore speaks of the sexes being tried issuing special doe licenses in cer- (aay) “4 . I} 

unbalanced. We have found nobody yet tain localities but the sportsmen purchased #4 bo or) eA 

to tell us how many does and how many the licenses and refused to use them. They -“¢@F s yA } rt ki a) 
bucks should in a given ciety to make ried sending out special hunters to kiil ' x \ i A Hy i) A 

the proper balance. Moore also says it barren does, but this method didn’t work © ’ ry ‘i ne \ Chi Wl te 
is a case of “pocketbook—not deer.” out, : vf pes WK) A aa 

Again Dr. Moore clearly indicates, that he ‘When the legislature was in session in —AMEY wan Wh my ye aa 
is not at all familiar with the situation. 4926 the farmers made such a determined : ) ) ard ae, 

There was body onthe petition sent 9 prot agains dance, by der tt he Ah ALA 
ie SHeced GHE Way OPE ollier CalthO legislature put the matter squarely up to si 

NEES Et fects cues sally fle aie the Game Commission with instructions : 

the pane a Saeed a saitniie the ie (Conttnied on page:102) abe ee ae aati 

tory_for these two counties. i Enter Mr. Albright (the writer) is a feature trapeze performer 
eae aS ae ie Soot Dae THe National Park Service has re- formerly of the Sells Floto and later of 

P Heal ae oe dj oe cently undergone a change of director- the Ringling Bros.-Barnum and Bailey cir- 

of taane Meelf de Staaten een ship in the resignation of Stephen T. cuses. The fish were caught in the Bon 

ahi anaes eh CenaCtS on Doan Mather (owing to poor health) and the Secour River, at Foley, Ala. 

Tania Nothing i8 to be gained by a appointment of Horace M. Albright to fill Ala. Roscoz Goopw1n. 

Camaniuioe eeanail an ae eee rae eet ‘ ‘ ak woes ee es ear Ta epee ent 
a s iS When the present National Park Service fully deserve the honor of filling The Hero’s 

titude and subsequent events bear me out ,, . j Corner on_ its first appearance. Six hundred 

in this statement. The Game Commission 4° created in 1917 Mr. Mather was ap- nine pounds of trout is @ catch over which any . 
tas been’ whinped dnite stand and Pam pointed director, and Mr. Albright his Hero might appropriately Ene out his chest. 

. PP assistant, he later, in addition, being ap- Not ovale fisherman could take as much 
quite sure does not feel very happy over ented § ond f'the Yellowst —or would care to. We wonder what sort of 
the outcome. This happened simply be- pointed Superintendent o: ie Yellowstone coneeatula Hons Izaak Walton would offer these 

cause they were not thoroly familiar with “The Test Yourself Department will be found __We invite our readers, for the good of Con- 
conditions in the district to which I refer. this month on page 104. servation, to contribute to The Hero's Corner.)
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Extract from the book, "Game Birds, Wild-Fowl, and Shore Birds of 
Massachusetts and Adjacent States." 

by Edward Howe Forbush, 1916. 

(Chapter "Birds Huated For Food Or Sport", page 361-383.) 

"During the winter of 1906-07 a great flight of Goshawks appeared in the 
northern aud caster States. They usually winter farther nexth, and may have 
peen driven south by an unusual scarcity of hares or Ptarmigan, on which they 
feed in the fur coundiies. Finding Giouse plentiful here, they lived largely 
upon them. Twenty-eight out of forty-eight of these Hawks, hgryprey A 
Angell & Gash, the Providence, &.1., taxidermlsats, were found to have the flesh 
of Ruffed Grouse in their stomachs. Mr. 6. A. Clark of Iymn, Mass., states that 
he gaw a pair of Goshawks near his plave oné of which had a Gyouse in its claws, 
and from the feathers and signs on the snow he read the story of the destruction 
of thirteen Grouse by Soshawks in his usightovhood. Many shservers in other 
States saw these Hawks and found them killing Grouse during that season, from 
late October to March. These Haws wust have destroyed a very large mumber of 
Grouse, all of which were fwll-grown birds, most of which probably would have 
bred the succeeding spring had they lived and found mates. Such a flight of 
Goshawks is very unusual in this region; and, so far as I can learn, this is 
the greatest flight of these birds on record, 

Following this disaster to the Grouse, came a very cold, backward spring 
with cold rains and late frosts. The weather onditions in New England in 
April were more ike those that usually prevail in March. May was very cold 
and backward, with mow in the country about Boston on the Lith. Wew Yori had 
the coldest April since the climatological service wat established; in New 
Bagland and in Pennsylvania the average April temperature was the lowest for 
eighteen years; in New Jersey it was the lowest for thirty-one years, and in 
Michigan it was the lowest since 1374. Exceptionally rene ener in May was 
followed by waseasonable weather during the first half of » wth killing 
frosts in many localities, 

&ll poultrymen know that a hard winter with mech snow, so that fowls cannot 
get the usual amount of exercise, followed by a cold backward pring, with its 
lack of insect life and green food, will render the stock less vigorous. There 
will be fewer fertile eggs and more weak chickens then after a mild winter; 
and many chickens will be too weak: to withstand such adverse anditionte 

In the spring of 1907 Grouse were in a similar @ndition. Exhausted by 
the hard winter, they found the season late and cold, and much of their usual 
insect and vegetable food wanting. If the females left their nests long enough 
to get a liberal supply of food the egys probably weve chilled. If they remained 
Goustamtly on the nests they died from exhaustion, starvation and cold or 
disease, as sitting hens often do. Very many deserted nests were found with the 
@gge unhatched, -- some addled, others frozen, ~-and some female birds were 
found dead on their nests. In many cases some of the eggs hatched; but the 

young disappeared late?.* Probably many of these birds were weak when hatched, 
and like feeble chickens they soon succumbed to wet, cold, disease or the 
attacks of insects. Wood ticks were noted as prevalent in many localities. These 

"In Rhéde Island many broods were late in hatching, and the young had fine 
weather during the last part of June; but most of them never reached maturity.



ticks bury themselves in the heeds of the young birds end weaken or kill them. 
Foxes were reported as umjsuelly numerous, and many hunters believed that they 
caught the young birds; a few claim to have seen the fox in the act. 

When the shooting seacon opened, it was discovered that nearly all the 
ueote Eitbad ty henbens woue abcka, dak teak maak OF than abet Gene, This 
was the case throughout most of the region affected. Dr. F. H. Saunders of 
Westfield writes me that in 1906, when the birds were nlentiful, ao 

cont of those killed in his region vere old cocks, and that in 1907 
geventy-five per cent. rere cocks, but that in 100% the sexes were shout 

. quail. 

I have not heard of such a disparity of the sexes elsewhere in 1906, but 
4t wee commonly noted in 1907, This may be ateounted for by the fact that 
in this species the male does not assist the female in neat building, incufation, 
or the care of the young, hence he is care-free and can take food at any time, 
seek shelter during storms end keep in better condition then the female, who 
is exposed to storms and is deprived of mfficient food." :
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PENNSYLVANIA RELEASES 80,000) | donning the new license buttons that the 
RABBITS Michigan Department of Conservation is 

The Pennsylvania State Game Com-| issuing. The buttons, about 480,000 in 

mission has announced the release of the | number, have been shipped out to dis- 
largest number of cottontail rabbits ever | tribution points, so that all is in readi- 
purchased and released for stocking pur- | ness for the license rush. Conservation 
poses in any one year, says a bulletin of | Department officers predict that the but- 
the American Game Protective Associa-|ton plan will materially cut down the 
tion. A total of 80,564 rabbits were dis- | number of hunters who fail to secure 
tributed during the latter part of the win- | licenses. The badge is large enough to 

ter. be seen at a distance-——T’he American 
All of these animals were procured | Yield, September 15, 1928. 

from dealers in Missouri and Kansas, 
who guarantee that no stock handled by NORTH CAROLINA SECURES DEER 
them is affected by the dreaded and mys-|__A deal was recently completed by. the 
terious tularemia or rabbit fever. All |North Carolina Department of Conser- 
animals are in perfect condition when | vation and Development with former 
leaving the dealers’ hands. Upon their |State Senator J. BH. Burleson whereby 
arrival at the various points in Penn-| approximately 400 acres of mountain land 
sylvania where they are to be released | became the property of the state of North 
they are promptly cared for by the game| Carolina. This area contains about 350 
protectors, and any sick or imperfect | deer, which will be kept intact, and the 
animals are weeded out. They are | increase will be used for stocking those 
shipped in new, clean crates and are|parts of the state which have become 

given the best of attention on their | depleted, other state refuges, and some 
journey. will be transferred to the state game 

The game protector often finds it ad- | farm of North Carolina. The fawns will 
visable to keep the crated animals for a | be transferred, as it has been found that 
time until weather conditions are pro-|the older animals are frightened and kill 
pitious. Sometimes it is necessary to | themselves. 
take the animals for some distance. If 
they are released in the winter months MISSISSIPP! REFUGE ENLARGED 
the protector considers it part of his duty A conservation measure recently ap- 
to see that food is placed in accessible | proved by the President is a joint reso- 
situations for the animals. These rabbits | lution authorizing the Secretary of Agri- 
are released to provide shooting for Penn-| culture to accept from James B. Munn 
sylvania sportsmen. of New York City, on behalf of the 

United States, a gift of certain lands in 

RENREFUGE IN WYOMING | Clayton County, Towa, to become a part 
i 0 e Upper Mississippi River 

There has been an area set aside for|Tife and Fish Refuge. These lands, to- 

these of the Department of Agvet |faing 488 acres in aren and timated 
Platte River, central Wyoming, through es agpantin a cepa 
executive order of President Coolidge. ig can through his interest in the ob- 

foe uae tie Die yacpones ead irk ogee fan eee meters, Aneurt BL, 
the jurisdiction of the Department of 5 
the Interior. Within the area is con-| STATE SUPPLIES PHEASANT EGGS 

structed a reservoir for the use of the} Ringneck pheasant eggs for hatching 
Reclamation Service in the irrigation of | will be supplied free to New Jersey 
lands. The establishment of this refuge farmers by the State Fish and Game 

furnishes nesting grounds, as well as feed- Commission this year as long as the sur- 
ing and resting places, for migratory plus supply of these eggs is available 

waterfowl, especially for ducks, in a re-! from the game farms at Forked River 
gion eprnere Oe Heese are €X-/and Rockport. Application for these 
eee een uu irasblddenttey aaa ees, ihe comundaeion announces, is made 

except under such rules and regulations ae if Sree sae 
as may be prescribed by the Secretary of : breeding flocks at the game farms 
Agriculture. produce quantities of eggs beyond the 

hatching capacity of the establishments. 
LICENSE BUTTONS FOR MICHIGAN |A few years ago the State Fish and Game 

HUNTERS Commission inaugurated the practice of 
With the hunting season approaching, |sending out settings of these surplus 

seekers of game are looking forward to! pheasant eggs to farmers interested in



This clipping from the Courier, Harrisburg, Penna. 

@ ga” 
WILL BXAMINE STOMACHS OF Ss \4 
CROWS TO GET FOOL HABITS € foal Sete halt: oA elites hd 

"Realizing the crow is reputed to be one of Pennsylvania's worst 

game destroyers, especially during winter, the ornithologist of the State 

; Game Commission plans to examine at least two thousand crow stomacns this 

winter in an effort to secure definite data as to the food habits of this 

bird. 

oe 

While the direct azents of the commission will get many of the speci- 
mens, it is hoped hunters will co-operate by sending specimens. Accom- 
panying the specimens should be some sort of note or Slip of paper indi- 
cating when and where the birds were taken; and the sender's name shoulda 
be plainly indicated on the package. 

Specimens from the wilder sections are particularly desirable. Crows, 
which live near larger towns, often feed almost exclusively upon refuse, 
and the stomachs of these birds may not contribute much. 

Among the crows are to be found occasional smaller ones, known as 
fish crows. They are common along the Susquehanna river. This species 
is smaller and more glossy than the common crow."



AER ER TERT TTL SOOT OA GA uw oD 

RELEASE 80,564 RABBITS IN PENNSYLVANIA = | “ke (Oe 

"The Pennsylvania Board Game Commissioners has announced 
the release of the largest number of cottontail rabbits ever 
purchased in any one year, says a bulfetin of the American Game 
Protective Association. A total of 80,564 rabbits were dis- 

tributed during the latter part of the winter, 
All of these animals were procured from dealers in Missouri 

and Kansas who guarantee that no stock handled by them is afe- 

fected by the dreaded and mysterious tularemia, or rabbit fever. 

All animals are in perfect condition when leaving the dealers’ 
hands. Upon their arrival at the various points in Pennsylvania 
where they are to be released they are promptly cared for by the 

game protectors and any sick or imperfect animals are weeded out. 

They are shipped in new, clean crates and are given the best of 
attention on their journey. 

The game protector often finds it advisable to keep the 

crated animals for a time until weather conditions are propitious. 
Sometimes it is necessary to take the animals for some distance. 

If they are released in the winter months the protector considers 
it part of his duty to see that food is placed in accessible situa- 
tions for the animals. These rabbits are released to provide 
shooting for Pennsylvania sportsmen."
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Hunters aren't expecting much in the way of woodcock this year. 

Flight has been below normal, it is reported, and hunters who have 
shot the day limit of 10 are said to be lucky. Twenty are permit- 

ted in the season of seven days. 

Tack of snow has made rabbit hunting in the north poorer than 
usual. The animals are numerous after a good breeding season, 

but tracking conditions have prevented any large bags. The season 

on fox squirrel has been opened for a seven-day season this year 

and hunters report large numbers of the rodents in some parts of 

the state. 

The season on all upland game, with the exception of rabbits, comes 

to @ close on October 31. After the season closes, duck hunters will 

turn their efforts to ducks and the 15-day season on deer and bear." 

We take pleasure in printing the following splendid definition of Wilda 

Life Conservation recently received from -Mr. William C. Adams, Dir. Division 

of Fisheries and Game, Dept. of Conservation, Mass. 

"Wild life conservation means protection, maintenance of right qt 

biological conditions for breeding and living and artificial propaga- ‘ 

tion. It is not a sentiment but a business and should be admin- \ 

istered as such." sg 

inc Q , 

This spin St Frnt, Saginaw, wien 

FIND NO DISEASE IN PENNA. GROUSE \ 

"Studies of the situation of the ruffed grouse or partridge in 

Pennsylvania have led to the conclusion that the birds do not suffer 

to any considerable degree from disease in that state and that in regions 

where they are disappearing some other reason must be sought, according 

to a report of the American Game Protective association. 

Of 79 dead birds examined by the research department of the state 

game commission 15 were found to have met death by flying into wires; 

6 by flying into trees; 12 crashed through windows; 12 were killed 

along highways by automobiles; 13 flew into houses, barns or other 

buildings; 5 were caught in steel traps; 7 had been shot and 9 ap- 

parently had died as a result of malnutrition or some disease. Ex- 

amination, however, disclosed no definite disease present although 

various parasites were found. 

Since the fall of 1924 the feathers or bones of 1,600 grouse which 

apparently had been killed by predatory birds or animals have been 

found and reported to the Pennsylvania game commission. Whether i 

these birds were in good condition at the time they were killed or
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were weakened by disease or as a result of shooting or some other cause 

is of course not known. 

These studies have revealed that tape worms and other internal para-, 

sites apparently kill more grouse than die from disease but even 

these cases are scattered and infrequent. i 

At the present time Pennsylvania seems to be a stronghold for these ) 

geme birds in eastern North America, according to conservation offi- i 

clals of that state. The grouse there apparently are in better 

condition than any other section of their range. 

This is true in spite of the fact that the breeding seasons of the 

past few years have been no more favorable there than in Michigan, New 

York and other partridge states. Little is known of the effect of 

cold, wet or late breeding seasons on grouse abundance. The spring 

of 1927 was cold and wet and the reports of field men were very discour- 

aging. They found that many of the early nests of grouse failed 

to hatch or only partially hatched because of the weather and that 

young birds were frequently found dead in the nests, probably because 

of exposure and lack of insect food. 

The hunting season that Fall, however, saw a surprisingly large 

number of young partridge in the woods, leading to the belief that most 

grouse lay a second clutch of eggs in the event the first set is de- 

stroyed or that they may even delay nesting in such a season until the 

weather is warm and favorable. 

The chief reasons for the relative abundance of partridge in the 

covers of Pennsylvania are believed by conservation officials there to 

be as follows. Comparative absence of disease; abundance of good cover 

and favorite foods such as the wild grape and other fruits; intelli- 

gent control of vermin; numerous game refuges where the birds are al- 

ways protected from hunting; winter feeding programs carried on by game 

wardens, sportsmen's clubs, farmers and Boy Scouts; a short hunting 

season at a time of year when leaves on the trees protect the birds; low 

beg limits; the discretionary power of the game commission to protect 

the birds in any section where necessary; the introduction of the ring- 

neck pheasant which has relieved the strain of gunning on the grouse to a 

great extent and finally the co-operation of the sportsmen of the state 

who spare the birds in sections where they appear scarce, regardless 

of open seasons. 

In this connection it is interesting to note that most of the 

factors in the Pennsylvania grouse situation are found also in the 

Wichigan grouse country and that the conditions there could be du- 

plicate in this state with little effort." 

oe WALLER, JR., - 

« Unde 2 Woes 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, 

REGUS PATO
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17, Responsibility for mailing receipte is placed upon 

the contestant, and receipts should be mailed frequently, 

otherwise they may be lost. 
18. The Minister of Railways, Labour and, Industries re- 

serves the right in case of dispute, to interpret any rule 

contained herein, or to impose any further rule not ine 

consistent with the spirit of any rule herein contained, 
19. Address all correspondence in connection with this 

competition to The Fur and Game Branch, Department of Rail- 

ways, Labour and Industries, Regina, Saskatchewan, ' 

Thos. Ms Molloy, Hon. Geo. Spence, 

Deputy Minister. Minister," 

This clipping fxofi the Repytiican, Clarion, Pe 

GAME COMMISSION HELPS FARMERS 
BUILD FENCE TO STOP DEER EATING CROPS © 

"The Board of Game Commissioners have furnished to 

farmers, orchardists and produce growers during the past 

year a total of 4683 rods of deersproof fencing at a totais 

cost to the Game Commission of $6,863.67~ 

The Legislature in 1923 passed an act giving the Game 

Commission the right to co-operate with land-owners in the 
construction of fences which would protect their crops from 
damage by deer. The original act made it compulsory on the 
land-sowner and the Game Commission each to pay half the cost. 

In 1925, however, the act was amended, providing an alternate 

plan by which the Game Commission is permitted to furnish 
the woven wire fencing and staples on condition that the 
land-owner will furnish posts and construct the fence. This 

latter plan is considered most advantageous to the land-owner, 

as he usually can obtain posts from his own woodlot and is 

able to perform a great deal of labor himself, requiring 

little or no outlay of money on his part. 
Since the deereproof fence law was first passed the Game 

Commission has co-operated in building a total of 18,415 

rods of fence, which is eight feet high, expending alto- 

gether a total of $26,731.99, More than half of the fences 

constructed were for the protection of orchards." 

ee tea Oe eae
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i lvant Kill D i 

Surplus Of Female Deer Results In Losses By Starvation And Game Commission Applies Drastic Remedy. 

WENTY years ago, the deer in Pennsyl- relieve the congestion. Another troublesome localities of over-population of deer. Monopoli- 

a vania forests were so reduced in numbers factor is that as the does and young deer have zation of the food, including berry-bearing 

that stock was imported from other states become more abundant and their food scarcer shrubs and vines and seeds and nuts, has re- 
and planted in various sections where these they have invaded the orchards and fields of sulted in driving out game birds and smaller 

animals had entirely disappeared. There were farmers and have become a genuine menace to animals and bears from many localities. 

probably not over 1,000 deer in the entire state. the agricultural interests of certain localities. Beginning in 1923, the Game Commission of 
Pennsylvania, realizing that over-population of 

me a A = , ae ny Ls a tye 2 { deer was threatening, began to. consider plans 

oe « ie 2 | ze we) ie ney x es 4a Z for controlling the supply. Tis) possible that 
2 sr mY ai ae : ro 1 te id RS 2 had occasional killing of female deer in the 

as Laat fg Jo inti 0 , - a) bd es ka) more congested areas been permitted from that 
“ re . eT +. SPs, §.. Gs 3 ce Ry far ; ue o time on the present unfortunate situation might 

see prea lpr ae Y . RAF Sak 4 as ef) ! , not have developed. The Commission was faced 

a Rage" Pes en a mat a 2. a! with determined opposition on the part of 
ee . ete dae : ay “3 - ae sportsmen to permitting the killing of does, 

At at 4 3 u , dt a ted get : nas 7 quite in contrast with the sentiment which pre- 

rg br ¢ oti gl * Fe Via. vailed twenty years ago when the first efforts 

"d yr oS PD Le ai a h wa i were made to secure protective legislation for 
} a a 4 } wa wy oe | {4 ss 4 ye: them. It is now regarded as a sin. 

i, =, BR i OF og agit ey ae Ns i os a ; Last year a brief open season on does was 
ae ore nar eee ne fi » yj =e -* provided for after the close of the regular 

fancy Lena te Sa ‘s 4 oy} el i "ig deer hunting season, when bucks only were 
L bi est Mina : noe tty : © ye ¥ a 4 ‘s é killed. This plan did not seem to be adequate 

Sa a yr Sth ES S Da) teats gt ion - ee F Te to meet the needs of the situation and the Com- 
Oe 5 i ah. ate, x OE a mission has accordingly made its order closing 

nt aoa "7 bs ae ee ae” oe / shooting entirely on bucks for the whole state 
z s: aod Dass pia bm eel? : ah Lae otek i for the presentyearand permitting “killing 

Photo by courtesy of Pennsylvania Game Commission. mature does only. Sportsmen are urged to do 
The Whole White-tail Family in a Farmer’s Orchard. their hunting in those counties where the great- 

est surplus of does appears to be. 

Now they number over a million and Penn- Attempts have been made to feed the deer. The The Game Commission has sought informa- 
sylvania has not had a closed season on deer animals devoured the food eagerly but it was tion and advice from many sources, including 

at any time during that period. not possible to reach many of them in this way the U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey, which, 

This astonishing result has been brought and in some cases the food supplied them did on having the matter brought to its attention, 

about by protecting the brood stock. After 

much preaching, many discouragements and 

bitter opposition, John M. Phillips and his de- : 

voted associates secured the enactment of a 

buck law in 1907, which has been on the statute 

books ever since. This protection has been sup- 2 

plemented by the establishment of many of the 

famous Pennsylvania game sanctuaries sur- ag & 

rounded by public shooting grounds. = % 

That the Pennsylvania Game Commission em a “De 
should have found it necessary this year to ee » . .@ “Ss - M id 

make a regulation protecting bucks and per- 4 . a . i ra ut 
mitting the killing of adult does only is a most ‘ z= ‘ a a 

astonishing fact but it appears to have been % ~~ rn Fas) a & 

fully justified and in fact necessary for the te “g ya eI 7 aS “ 

reason that female deer have increased to such ss Pree 
tremendous numbers that the food supply for . 2" x ahah a “gm 

them in their accustomed ranges has become , , 3 ‘ Peon 3. Bs , 

exhausted and serious losses by starvation have a “ me _- ee 

occurred. ay is ag AS sf rs fl 

The surplus stock of deer, it appears, does ; j fot * . 

not occur in all parts of the state by any means Pa i aS 

but is apparent in several counties. It has been Photo by courtesy of Pennsylvania Game Commission. 

suggested that deer might be captured and One of hundreds of remains of starved deer found by Game Protectors. 

oe eee oe Seas? not seem to be such as they required and they detailed Mr. Vernon Bailey, eminent field 

5 - aoe = died in spite of it. naturalist, to make a survey of the situation, 

appreciate the impracticability of such a rem- Forestry people have complained because the which Mr. Bailey did and he has filed a report 

edy. It is also an unfortunate fact that deer deer have eaten seedling trees which have been embodying much information of great interest. 
do not range widely from their accustomed planted or have been grown naturally so that The following comprises the more important 

habitat and will not scatter enough to really reforestation work has been discontinued in findings of Mr. Bailey’s report:
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VERNON BAILEY’S REPORT and with Mr. Ralph McCoy, District Game shown by such plants as the tulip tree, black 
oh be theepequestiofathe! Games Commission of Protector, irom Lewistown, we examined the walnut, dogwood, red bud, and sassafras. Oc- 

Pennsylvania I was detailed to visit the areas deer conditions in that vicinity with special casionally fire sweeps over this country, and 
in Pennsylvania where deer were reported reference to the damage done on farms and the results are shown in the growth of dif- 
dying in large numbers, to determine as far as methods of protecting crops from the large ferent ages. In recent years the fires have been 
possible the causes and to make suggestions for number of deer in that region. We also exam- kept under better control and most of the 
Fembdial imeasives based on facts ichsecved. ined the stomach contents of one of the dead country is now becoming well established in a 

“Proceeding on May 10th to Harrisburg, deer found here and saved samples, as we had forest of many years growth. ad 
Pa., I at once got in touch with Mr. John J. i Previous localities, for more careful exam- “The chestnut trees, which at one time formed 
Slautterback, in charge of Vermin Control, and  ™4t0n- a large part, possibly one-half, of the forest 
for many years familiar with game conditions G : timber, have all died with the chestnut blight, in the State, and with Mr. J, B. Truman, eneral Physiography of the Deer Range but young sprouts are still coming up around 
Executive Secretary of the Game Commission, “The country examined lies mainly in Mifflin, the base of the trees and these sprouts furnish 
for a conference in regard to the proposed Center, Clearfield, and Elk counties, and in- much browse for the deer. The former crop 
investigations. cludes some of the best deer range in the State. chestnuts is no longer available, however, 

for deer food. The oak trees are now becom- 
ing large enough to bear acorns and are rapidly 
increasing in importance as a source of food 

Sates é ; iy for deer, bear, and other game animals. 

= = y ae ager ae lo History of Game Management in 

a eet Ps) Re: < : ee pe ee Pennsylvania 
ee ees: es i Bek ae oe an ORS | RS , . ‘ ee 3 

P gE a tet “SOUR dee a ee ee - “In its primeval condition, Pennsylvania was 
<2 ean OM Ae nn PE ae le Re as bat ‘ a heavily forested state with a great variety 
etn oe eee. Ser a Pica ee es ee of wild animal life, including game animals 
mt ee pet eee ee = oom Dy Rage lay such as deer, elk, and buffalo, and animals such 

pa ae pas Brg = ge bees aS ee os as wolves, panthers, bears, and bobcats. At that 
oe Pl oo ee PE Mie ore See time game animals were kept down by preda- 
‘Faad ow og Sa Gc BS NN SS SS tory species and the food supply was ample at 
bat a SY Peer ae wo Sees ee py ko7 ape en ie all times. The deer probably were never in 
be eB fo Biya UREN Sy: ae great numbers in those days. As the country 
ean * ee Ps Ba een ee SS rad oe Sas Res became settled by the pioneers the game was 
rei ee ee i ea eR at cee Be greatly reduced in abundance, also the car- 
ee ee me OL Ser ae Sis eee “ nivorous species, until both were exceedingly 
a eae ee Se si 4 ae SS Se ae aee a scarce. About twenty-one years ago the deer 

£ DSR ae Genk hes See Sh ee Se ee were reduced to a very low number but at that 
Ae {ea Sa eS ae ie ROR a ee time they were given better protection. The 
AS k ee See a. oe #2 See 3 rk? havea ee ot hunting of deer wae dogs pa pean probibited 

. SF ee and efforts were made to build up a better stoc! 
White Cedar before Deer Browsing. of deer throughout the unoccupied parts of the 

State. Some deer were imported from other 
“On the morning of May 11th I left with It is a mountainous country lying mainly be- States, mainly from Michigan, Vermont, and 

Mr. Slautterback and drove westward from tween 1,800 to 2,300 feet elevation, is deeply Kentucky for restocking the much depleted 
Harrisburg through Mifflin, Center, and Clear- eroded into narrow canyons or gulches, with range. In 1905 the law was passed prohibiting 
field counties to DuBi ois, where we picked up broad plateaus at the top of ridges between the —the—hunting—oi—deer—with_dogs,—In_1007_ the —__ 
W. C. Kelly, Supervising Game Protector, and little farming valleys. Except in these narrow buck law went into effect allowing the kill- 
proceeded to Game Refuge No. 2. We stopped valleys the country is uninhabited except where ing only of bucks with visible antlers. At 
with the refuge keeper, L. D. Rearick, over hunters’ camps or ranger stations have been intervals this law was modified to require two- 
night. The next morning we were joined by built on game lands and state forests. At one inch antlers, later four-inch antlers and still 
Wm. J. Davis, District Game Protector, and time it was a very heavily forested country of later six-inch antlers, and in 1925 two point ant- 
spent the forenoon examining the wintering valuable white pine, hemlock, and hardwood _ lers, as it still stands. For twenty-one years no 
grounds and food conditions and the dead deer timber. It has been mostly cut over and burned does have been legally killed in the State except 
found in this vicinity. Here we examined eleven over many years ago, and is now more or less _ in the years 1923 to 1926, when limited open sea- 
dead deer, all but one being last year’s fawns, 
and the one exception was a small two-year-old. 
They had all been dead for one or two months. fi [Sih Doe an eS See a 
About sixty live deer were counted in this | 3 : 
vicinity during the evening and morning hours rice se ee ees 
and much larger numbers have been noted at 3 3 oo ey 1 
other times. All of the deer were does and no | Rae: ks ae 
live fawns were noted. ; : + ei Ae 3 wai 5 eae ee 

“On the afternoon of May 12th we proceeded Si as *: “iy 
twenty-six miles northeast to Game Refuge No. mes i og eis aiid 5 oe ae 
34, near the headwaters of Mosquito Creek and wy Oe ‘ ; ‘ 
close to the boundary line of Clearfield and Elk °, ease ot oe * 
counties. Here we stayed over night in com- ee Ee Sts - 2 ei ¢ 
pany with the refuge keeper, Mr. L. Jefferson, eye ae 
and the next morning with him and Supervisor aie ee . — 7 
W. C. Kelly we covered much of the country nek ee 
in that vicinity; examining seven or eight dead - <I err yeas, Fh se Stee as aad 
oe and counting ay eee live does in ia ae Sree memitape A SEES RP Taps a a re emer 
and around the refuge. ith one exception, ge ee ee ea athe ie) eg ate ae 
namely a small two-year-old doe, the dead deer poe se ae g a ie i 
were all last year’s fawns which had died dur- aa eae epee ie Stes a: ne 
ing February or March. All of the live deer Page Kee ee 
seen here and on the previous day were rather pears a es yoga i 3 

ea ut ey ae cae ee econ White Cedar browsed by Deer. Note that the White Pine at left is not browsed. 

“ n 

Re Tene: Chee ee reforested with second growth hardwoods, in- sons on does were allowed in certain townships 
sery, where the deer had been injuring the cluding oak, chestnut, maple, birch, aspen, where they had been unduly numerous. This, 
young trees. In company with Mr. John B. alder, black cherry, pin cherry, beech, and however, resulted in but a small reduction in 

Ross, Supervising Game Protector, Mr. Thomas scattered conifers, such as white pine, red pine, the number of does. In the four years only 
A. Mosier, District Game Protector, and Mr. scrub pine, and hemlock, and a great variety about 2400 does were killed in the State. The 
Wm. F. McKinney, in charge of the Nursery, of shrubby vegetation. ae number of bucks killed in 1913 was 800 and 
we exainined the young trees where the deer “The life zone is generally Transition, as this number has steadily increased up to 1927 

had been feeding on the tips and branches, and ston by ae pee os gestation it on the when 15,000 were reported killed. 
< : ighest and coldest slopes there is still a trace eerie the stomach contents of one dead ae Canadas (coe Neeser cemigeh yte : Present Abundance an Deer 

“We then proceeded into Mifflin county to a pine, red pine, rhododendron, and many other The last year’s kill of 15,000 bucks in Penn- 
point a little east of Game Refuge No. 9, where species of the Canadian forest. In the lower  sylvania would indicate as estimated by Mr. 
we found the local state trapping instructor, valleys and on warm southerly slopes there is Slautterback and the various game protectors 
Mr. Jesse M. Hassinger. With him as guide also a strong element of the Carolinian zone (Continued on Page 66)
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la we Notes on the Status of the Ruffed Grouse °”) ..” 

. 2 wy : 

in Pennsylvania 
By GEORGE MIKSCH SUTTON, In Charge of Research and Information, Pennsylvania Game Commission. 

T is usually conceded that the Ruffed Grouse much fear was felt for the safety of the species, the most perfect legislation and law enforce- 

| (Bonasa umbellus wmbellus) is subject to particularly in view of the epidemic which oc- ment imaginable. Pennsylvania’s wooded hills, 

such cycles of abundance and rarity that any |) curred in 1914-15, and because a decrease in her ridges which are difficult of access, her 

discussion of its status within a portion of its the birds was noted during 1924-25 which called stands of young hemlock—these have, at the 

range during a limited period can hope to have forth considerable comment (see “The Ruffed outset, made a grouse population possible. Given 

but little bearing upon the vital problems of the Grouse Situation in Pennsylvania”, Cardinal, such environment, a good system of game man- 

species at large. At the present time, however, Vol. 1, No. 5, Jan., 1925, 17). Nevertheless a agement has a chance to succeed in perpetuating 

Pennsylvania seems to be a stronghold of this fair number of grouse were taken during the such a species as the Ruffed Grouse even in the 

game bird in eastern North America, and while fall of 1927, and this surprising fact has caused face of a large and growing army of hunters. 

the species is not abundant, the constancy of its much discussion. \ The ecolosical associitions’ which are found 

numbers for the past ten years suggests that A noticeable decrease in the grouse popula- ;, Pennsylvania’s beech, maple, and birch woods 

: : - 5 aa seem to be most agreeable to the grouse. While 

* y i 4, re . fi m . oi 4 ’ a few birds may be found in woodlands of al- 

Sa HY ‘ ae ry ai most any character throughout every county, it 

\ ] 7 1 A'S alv~, “ D4 4 ye a is noticeable that they are not usually so abun- 

s 4 ‘ Ld Sa ij { ’ dant in the rocky portions of the mountainous. , 

2 i V7 \g A cy! '( A ui =| sections where oaks prevail; the deep soil of 

4 fn H y-y 3 KY ih [; 7 ‘ certain sections seems to produce more agreeable | 

7 CF | ie FA Ney 7 | hd wy } environment than the slopes where the thin soil 

sy \ iN ct SS / iP layep is scattered with rocks, and where ledges | 

“Aff, Ww fi / f (3 outcrop. \ 
Come : De 

ae , 0 ee There is not much evidence of grouse disease 

; 3 Ss [| is in Pennsylvania. Very few carcasses have been 
*". ar eS 4 yx found where it was im: ible t f , t ye 4 possible to account for 

Q gas aa “f s 3 a » the bird’s death. Comparatively few weak or 
f a a ee a y ; sickly birds have been reported by hunters since 

J eee ©, ‘ = ee an) ia and oe spite of - pe that there is 

ee al -* such general interest in the welfare of 

tl er csp - “Ss ad cl bie ¥ i “oi te 

: =, ieee yaa ee - : : 

a 7m, Se \ : 

Photo by courtesy of George Miksch Sutton. oe eke ae ee 

Ruffed Grouse Feeding on Wild Grapes in Winter oe Se aes 2 x > day 

Jee eee * 

environmental conditions may more closely ap- tion had been expected this past season, for Sy OS 

proximate the ideal here than elsewhere, in three principal reasons: First, grouse were so a Gap! 

eastern North America, at the present time. scarce in New York, New England, and other ag uN eN 

During the summer of 1926, Messrs. John B. nearby sections, as a result of disease, depreda- ee rs “w ‘ 

Semple, W. E. Clyde Todd, and the writer tions of natural enemies, or severe hunting, that om x ah yy ‘ 

noted almost no grouse along the Missinaibi a similar scarcity was naturally expected here ; ae iy a, a “= 

River, Ontario, where, in the deciduous wood- second, the tremendous invasion of Goshawks ben a = ee = 

lands, they should have been abundant. Reports (Astur a. atricapillus) which occurred during Sarat * Stl " —_ ee ¥ 

from Michigan and Minnesota, from New York the winter of 1926-27 took such a toll of game ey er 

and New England, indicate that grouse are in birds and mammals in some sections that it was a sP9 , -* 

many sections on the verge of extermination. feared the grouse could not survive; and third, | cae Ke ca f 

Mr. J. F. Kob of Harrisburg, who covered by the breeding seasons of 1925-1928 were so de- Pees 

foot two hundred miles of the shore of the layed, cold, or damp that a marked falling off in > x So 

Saint Lawrence River in northern New York young birds, with a corresponding decrease in = — 

this summer (1928) saw only two grouse. ‘Cer- the subsequent kill during the hunting season, et 

tain portions of New York adjacent to Pennsyl- was expected. Food conditions have been about e i i { 

vania have, apparently, almost no grouse, and normal. Cover has, in most sections, been ade- i || 

while this decided scarcity prevails in some of quate. Not many very deep snows nor pro- > be 

the contiguous counties of Pennsylvania it is tracted periods of cold weather have militated \ | a 

only in spots that grouse are notably absent against the grouse. The natural enemies of the BS 

from this Commonwealth. It may be that a birds have been, for the most part, under con- a 

consideration of conditions in Pennsylvania will trol. Py ES 

bring to light certain factors which have made Pennsylvania’s efficient system of game man- : 

a constant, even though small, supply of these agement has played its part in preserving our 3 aeapeis 

game birds possible here. grouse population. It must be borne in mind, seen j 

Interested observers in Pennsylvania have however, that without extensive areas which Photo by E. L. Pilling. 

been amazed that grouse continu oO survive i vided wi S 

here. At intervals during the = Sot en ec en a5 ae pl ie gic Show: Window Becken aby s g , ie species under Flying Grouse
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grouse that such cases would surely have been hope that they shall contribute anything to the killed more than one grouse a day for food and 

brought to light. In no part of the Common- store of knowledge concerning grouse disease. that Goshawks are well known to kill, when 

wealth have the birds suffered any epidemic, so The scarcity of data concerning disease of our they can, more than they need for food, it is 

z far as we know. Many birds have, of course, grouse indicates, however, that there is not now indeed possible that the Goshawk invasion took 

been found dead. Since November, 1924, seventy- much mortality from this cause. Relative ab- a toll of 100,000 or more grouse and that the 

nine such specimens have been examined. Fif- sence of disease may therefore be considered an grouse were virtually exterminated in some : 

teen of these evidently met death by flying into important reason for the presence of grouse to- sections. During 1927-28 another heavy in- / 

wires (one was killed at the wire-mesh back- day in Pennsylvania. vasion of Goshawks took place. h 

stop of a tennis court) ; six were killed by flying Gann At Such destruction would seem at first thought 

into trees; twelve crashed through windows; pa cmp Causes Out -Css to spell disaster for Pennsylvania’s grouse; and 

twelve were killed along the highways by auto- Thousands of grouse which are not actually indeed, hunting reports indicate that compara- 

mobiles; thirteen flew into houses, barns, or bagged doubtless die annually as a result of tively few grouse were shot by gunners in part 

garages; five had been caught in steel traps; being shot. Wherever grouse are extensively of the area where the Goshawk invasion was 

seven had been shot; and nine had apparently hunted many crippled birds get away which are most severe. On the other hand, such an ex- 

died of malnutrition, or of some disease. Ex- sure to die as a result of bleeding or of lessen- tensive influx of predators during a period when 
amination of such of these individuals as were ing of vitality which makes them an easy prey vitality in grouse is normally at comparatively 

available disclosed no well-defined disease, of their natural enemies, or permits some patho- low ebb, certainly means a rigorous wiping out 
though internal parasites were noted. The logical condition to set in. Most of these birds of all individual grouse which are suffering 

feathers and bones were found of about sixteen we do not find because the foxes, wildcats, and from any malady, or not in all ways physically 
hundred grouse which almost certainly had been other predatory mammals and birds find them fit. If we assume that our grouse normally 

captured by some predatory mammal or bird. first. Probably a good many of the remains move somewhat from county to county in their 
We have no means of determining whether or which are found in the woods are of individuals erratic “‘mad-moon” flights, then the present oc- 
not these birds were in sound health at the weakened by leaden pellets which did not kill currence of grouse throughout Pennsylvania 
time of their capture. Eight individuals found them outright. may be due partly to the sturdy condition of 
dead had apparently been sealed under a snow The invasion of Goshawks during the winter all breeding birds which reared young during 
drift where they died of starvation. Cases of of 1926-1927 took a terrific toll of grouse. the spring of 1927 and 1928. The Snowy Owls 
this kind are, in Pennsylvania, very rare, and fj Fifty-five of the 251 Goshawk stomachs exam- which invaded Pennsylvania with the Goshawks 

we are not certain in the present instance that i held remains of grouse. The Goshawks took but few grouse, principally because they 
these birds were in normal health at the, time killed represent but a fraction of the invading confined their hunting to the open country (See 
they were sealed beneath the crust. host, of course, and the stomach examinations Cardinal, Vol. 11, July, 1927, 33). 

: indicate only what was taken on one day in the Incidentally, such a Goshawk invasion as this 
Few Die from Disease lives of the hawks killed—or in fact, only what is abundant evidence of the scarcity of food in 

The relatively few diseased birds which have was taken during part of one day, for digestive the normal range of the bird; and the presence 
been found do not, of course, adequately repre- processes among these Raptores are exceedingly of the hawks in Pennsylvania is evidence of the 
sent the mortality which occurs among our rapid and it is probable that a Goshawk can relatively good supply of small game here. 
grouse from pathological causes. One bird, a digest two or three stomachfuls of food daily Insofar as the effect of the cold, damp, and 
male, was found in staggering condition by although we do not have any definite data con- late breeding season of grouse is concerned we 

c Game Refuge Keeper George W.Cederborg, on__cerningthis—matter-—Limited—observation-teats —have-not_much—definite—data.— The reports of 
November 15, 1927, at Refuge No. 14, near us to suspect that after prey is killed in the our field men, made in the spring of 1927, were 
Emporium, ‘Cameron County. This individual morning the stomach and crop are filled to tather discouraging. In many cases only half 
was found to have been shot. Prior to this date capacity prior to a period of resting and dozing, the eggs in early nests hatched, and young birds 
three other emaciated birds had been found in and perhaps more or less aimless wandering were found dead in the nest. Chicks doubtless 
virtually the same place by local sportsmen. about. Early in the afternoon the hawk returns died from exposure and lack of proper insect 
These birds were so weak that they made no to his prey if it be fairly large, and gorges food which did not develop due to inclemency 
attempt to fly away. It was found that their again. Two such meals would probably just Of weather. Careful investigation this past fall 
visceral region was infested by large tape- about clean up a grouse so that the hawk might revealed, however, that a gratifying large num- 
worms which no doubt consumed so much normally find it desirable to capture one more ber of young birds were killed. Most of the 
nourishment that the birds were starved. Three bird, were it available, for a meal prior to going ame protectors reported a large proportion 
additional such individuals were found by a to roost for the night. The pursuit of prey (more than 50 per cent.) of young birds; and 
hunter in Monroe County; the birds were so means an increase in the rate of the bodily in some districts nearly all the birds taken were 
thin they could not walk or fly properly. activities of course, so that if the day is spent thought to be young of the year. 

On February 9, 1928, Mr. Arthur G. Logue in rapid pursuits, relatively more food is con- 4 
found near Emporium a female grouse which sumed. It is fair to assume, we believe, that a Reproduction Normal 
had evidently died from pathological causes. Goshawk will kill at least a grouse a day if Obviously the mere lateness of the season The bird was thin and the intestinal tract evi- a supply of these birds is available. The 424 need not have prevented the grouse from rear- dently in abnormal order, though the crop was definite Goshawk records which were made dur- ing a normal brood. If the first broods per- 4 packed with twigs of alder, aspen, and wil ing this invasion represent probably about one- ished, later broods were probably reared. rose. Examination of this grouse showed that/ tenth of the birds which actually visited our Doubtless many birds did not lay eggs at all \ there was no infectious disease. é State. The invasion began in September, and until the warmth of spring was assured. Some 

The alimentary tracts of numerous specimens tan through the following February, with No- of the game protectors believe that two broods 
which had been shot were examined. These vember, 1926, the high mark so far as actual of young were brought out during the summer were found to be infested with gizzard and records are concerned, principally because in of 1927. We have no definite data concerning intestinal worms of one sort or another, but | November, the hunting month, the greater num- this; very small young were seen on several oc- 
the parasites were not in these cases large ber of hawks naturally were shot by gunners.  casions late in summer, however, and some birds 
enough or numerous enough to cause starvation If for the sake of brevity we assume that the killed during the hunting season (November 1 
and the birds were in good condition. One bird 4000 visiting Goshawks stayed in Pennsylvania to 15) were evidently small and sub-adult, 
found by Mr. P. B. Youngman, at Hazelton, for 30 days, and one-fifth of these hawks took a though in excellent health. 
had on its head an open sore. Dr. E. L. Stubbs grouse a day (as may be inferred from our It appears from this discussion that grouse 
of the Bureau of Animal Industry of the State examination of the stomachs) then at least continue to occur in Pennsylvania in spite of 
Department of Agriculture, is of the opinion 24,000 grouse were taken by Goshawks alone _ their being ‘hunted extensively each fall, whereas 
that this condition was the result only of in- during the winter of 1926-27. Considering the at least for the three reasons stated above, we 
fection after injury. There was no evidence of fact that our estimate of the visiting hawks is might expect them to be on the verge of ex- 
any infectious disease, or of cancer. probably very low, that they doubtless did stay tinction. While we have attempted in the pre- 

The above cases are not mentioned with the longer than 30 days, that many of the birds ceding paragraphs to account for their constant
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presence here, there arises a suspicion that the where the proper ratio between deer and their young grouse do move away from their nest- 

d numbers of our native grouse may be aug- food exists. Fortunately, seriously overcrowded ing grounds and thus tend to maintain a strict 

mented from time to time by an influx of birds conditions in the deer herd are to be found only average in a given area it would appear-that ; 

from the north. The Ruffed Grouse is relatively in localized areas at the present time. there is no special advantage in closing the 
non-migratory to be sure; nevertheless their er- The principal reasons for the persistence of entire season on the birds. 

ratic autumnal wanderings suggest an abortive grouse in Pennsylvania may be summarized as ‘Grouse seem to be holding their own fairly 

migratory movement and the birds may travel follows: Relative absence of grouse disease; well in Pennsylvania; nevertheless, this is no 

far and wamdler about more than we suppose. presence of good food and cover; intelligent time for us to gloat over our good fortune. We 
The absence of birds in Ontario and New Eng- control of natural enemies of grouse by agents may well be grateful that disease has not ex- 

land suggests a possibility that many individuals of the Game Commission; Game Refuges, terminated the birds. It seems probable that 

which did not die of disease there may have where the grouse are always safe from hunting; the present supply is no more than enough for 

moved south into Pennsylvania. If this were winter feeding programs which are carried on proper maintenance of the species here. There 

true we should naturally expect to find a fair not only by game protectors, but by Sports- should be no tendency toward lengthening of 

proportion of gray-tailed birds approximating men’s Associations, Boy Scouts and farmers; the shooting season, toward increase of the 

the race togatus. Our search for records of this a short hunting season during a period of the daily or seasonal limit, or toward permitting 

form has been scantily rewarded, though it has year when leaves on the trees permit many of shooting before or after sunrise merely because 

been known for decades that “gray-tails’ or the birds to escape being shot; small daily and we happen now to have a fair number of these 
“silver-tails’ are to be found occasionally in seasonal bag limits; the power of the Board of _ splendid birds. 

Pennsylvania, principally in the northern and Game Commissioners to close all or parts of the 
more mountainous counties. After considerable State to hunting of grouse; the introduction of 

inquiry it appears that gray-tails have not been Ring-necked Pheasants, which has meant that NOTES ON STATE ACTIVITIES 
unusually common during recent 5s; al- many bird-shooters now hunt Ring-necks, there- Rabbits Rejected. The State of Massachu- 
though many were killed, some of which were by sparing the grouse; the attitude of the av- setts has taken precautions to prevent the in- 
so large as to cause comment. Mr. John B. erage sportsman of Pennsylvania, which is that troduction of tularemia by causing the destruc- 
Semple, who secured but four birds in Monroe if he finds but few grouse he will let them live, 0m of a shipment of Cottontail rabbits from C h Rear ie Th lof Aces Is. in. P the West. Inspection of the shipment disclosed ounty where he GUE EOS Ue en i one ot. predatory. mammals, 1n. Fenn" existence’ of ‘the ‘disease. Quarantine of: inter- noted that two of the birds were clearly of the sylvania must be regarded as one of the most state shipments of rabbits is recommended by 
gray-tail type. The possibility of a migratory important measures taken by the Game Commis- the United States Health Service. 
movement of this sort, which may take the form sion in preserving our grouse supply. While New Jersey Importations. The State Game 
of an occasional invasion, is, perhaps, worth some of these predatory species doubtless are Commission of New Jersey doesn’t hesitate to fans nd Peale h is Heats spend considerable sums in the importations of earing in mind. of value in some ways, there can be no doubt English pheasants and Missouri rabbits for 

‘ ‘ that some of them, such as the Wildcat and stocking purposes. While the state game farms 
Grouse Migrations Gray Fox, are serious enemies of grouse at of New Jersey ae eoumently successful and : £ ee imes. Thetis patie . h turn out many thousands of pheasants, the 

a VanCleve, ae Instructor of ae h: _o ae ae ene Cee ao as maximum capacity of the farms doesn’t reach the Game Commission, and a singularly alert hese has been carried on most extensively in the demand of sportsmen for birds for stock- 
and accurate observer, states that grouse which the north central part of the State where the ing purposes; consequently, importations are nee : q' ‘D' 
he observed flying as much as three quarters of ,, grouse population is now comparatively good; made. - 
a mile from one ridge to another, were fairly | it appears, therefore, that a regulation of these meclaeke fable ebowity Mi oteds The New 

ighti hi natural enemies aids the grouse in solving their “¢xico Game Department has been asked to exhausted — alightting. athe jsuoxe oe of vital les = as favor a bounty on Jack rabbits which animals, the grouse is certainly not that of a migratory » vital problems. it is reported, have become so numerous in 
bird—yet other feeble-winged birds do make Rehabilitate Rapidly one sections of the state that they have ruined 
migration flights, and there is nothing impos- Th cae ae the farm crops. : ‘ 5 ; e ability of grouse to rehabilitate an area ts A : . sible, surely, in the grouse’s moving some dis-_ . iis 8 ‘ =f Grouse Need Protection. Chairman Frederic 
tance dn the colre of siccascabby, ciline cone ee and must be considered an im- C. Walcott of the Connecticut Board of Fish- nal 2 y ng portant factor in the maintenance of an ade-  eries and ‘Game in a letter to ‘Governor Trum- 
paratively short flights now and then. quate supply. When one pair of grouse succeed pues Soy eae of that state It is likely that we under-estimate the value in bringing out a family of ten young, the twelve Bas oe ne ae cae wee ee 
of good cover as a factor which influences the birds in the family will not ordinarily cause the for a closed season ie year. 
abundance of ee Mr. M. E. Sherman, +Di- wayfarer to comment on any abundance of “Million-dollar-game-bag.” Rigorous enforce- 
vision Supervisor of the State Game Commis- grouse. But when, during the following season, ment of the game and fish regulations in New 
sion of Chinchilla, Lackawanna County, states these same birds have brought forth their broods Jersey contributes to the “million-dollar-game- 
that in his region a notable decrease in grouse of young in turn, the abundance of birds will be pees ole ss aines a 
has occurred ase definite result of the removal remarked. If, in such a potential propagating the prosecutions in that state result in convic- 
of young conifers which were to be used for area, the predatory mammals are under such tions. Nine hundred and forty-eight arrests 
the Christmas tree trade. While this disappear- control that nesting conditions are ideal, it is Were made during the year ending June Ist. 
ance of the birds may be due directly to the conceivable that grouse might soon become too a ee ee yh ee fish peas at ine nie - z = atchery at Hackettstown were planted in New rr - staat SS of : aie abundant for their own good were they not to Jersey streams during the same period. 
Pe COvels Wey) or diiani ye DEOteCts: (hc ci ir mls ibe thinned out by their natural enemies, or by Interstate Hunting Rights. Interstate waters  . their enemies, it seems more probable that the hunting in the fall. lying between Minnesota and South Dakota and 
change in their environment has caused them to Strictly ideal nesting conditions do not, of between that state and Wisconsin have from 
move out to sections which are more to their course, occur anywhere. Nevertheless, in cer- ae pees bone ot contention ibs: 
liking. Just as certain food-bearing plants, such tain sections of Pennsylvania where these con- a nas eer Teen NEE ‘ld : 1 th 1 on H yn states. gentleman’s agreement between Min- 
as wil Brape vines, lure grouse, so the removal’ ditions approximate the ideal, the grouse supply nesota and South Dakota that sportsmen of of such food and cover causes them to leave. never seems to be very large. On the 8,000 acre cither state might hunt anywhere on interstate 

The desrtion of undergrowth by deer has tract owned by Game Commissioner Harry C, waters bas recently been. abrogated by South already caused the disappearance of grouse from Stackpole, in Elk County, grouse have been tween Minnesota and Wisconsin officials is being 
some sections of the central mountain district. protected constantly for the past four years. aimed at for the waters of Lake Pepin and the 
Here the half-starved mammals have eaten away While young birds are noted in abundance dur- Mississippi ELVEN. lying between the ewe States. 
their favorite foods, and have so nipped off the ing early fall, there seems to be a decrease s Federal he re ree aoe bee : ss : : risen in Wisconsin to the acquisition by the leaves and twigs of small hemlocks, laurel and ater in the ‘season, in spite of the fact that Federal Government of considerable areas of 
rhododendron, that extensive stands of the plants predatory animals are well under control, and land in Trempealeau, Vernon, LaCrosse, and 
are dying. Hillsides which were once covered there is no hunting. Mr. Stackpole is of the Grand counties, which are sought for inclusion 
with rich green growth are now gray and bar- opinion that the birds periodically move out of i the Upper Mississippi Wild Life and ‘Fish ie 3 S : Refuge. Legal proceedings have been started ren. The grouse have departed for regions the region, during the fall. If it be t th: sett : 8 p 8 gion, is 3 it be true that to prevent such acquisition.
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OUR PROPOSAL MEETS WITH The Resolution man of the Conference this year and he is 
APPROVAL “Whereas, in our opinion there exists a’ | extending to all such organizations a cor- 

ely gece xy great and urgent need for the establishment ol anes oat ¢ g 
HE editorial in the last issue of and maintenance of a number of inviolate dial On 2 Pea officially 18 
American GAME entitled “Team ee for the Evie of fuigratory this convention. Each one will be invited 

: : wild fowl and shore birds, and, whereas, we = = 
Work Will Win” struck a respon- believe it to be the duty of’ the Federal  t© take part by presenting for the con 

sive chord in the minds of sportsmen and Government in carrying out its treaty obli- sideration of the Conference some major 
rae ‘i gations to make provision for the creation conservation project in which it may be 

conservationists of the entire country. of such reservation areas, and, whereas, we ‘ ‘ mi 

Scores of letters and editorials, comment- nae oe oe ee interested and to provide speakers to dis- 
5 : | n= x = 

ing on the suggestion made that differ- _gressional appropriations : cuss it. There are a number of such or 

ences in detail of federal migratory bird eee ee aoe tht eos ee — which have similar aims, al- 
: : ssoci me, Fis! n- as * . . 

refuge legislation should be dropped and servation Commissioners and the Western though not by any means identical in their 

a harmonious agreement arrived at, were Bees oP geste oe eee itl 1 h eee 
received. Lack of space doesn’t permit ments in twenty-eight states which are here 1S, Beat Wl enab) eC each One OE Suc 

of quoting” mat very cotiheiante ve eh gal ae te ey es ee ng 
sponses which all indicated very clearly beck Bill as approved by the United States tice more clearly than could be . one im: 

“a sincere desire to co-operate and secure peat Me ee Ji ete any oe ey es enterprise it is 
- ‘ s ; 2 i z 

the greatly needed legislation at the ear- joint convention in the matters recited above On eo: en ee developing. It is 
liest possible moment. and to represent them and other organiza- believed that this will result in a far bet- 

‘ ; tions interested in wild bird and animal pro- ter understanding by each organization 
As a direct result of this appeal and tection, and for the purpose of representing = Sia 

the earnest co-operation of many others these several organizations in other con- of the aims and objectives of the others 

aoe pee gressional efforts that may be looking for and much more co-operation of effort as 
equally interested, a conference was held the dette (uri cuion ch ote ne nace well as less jealousy and) friction 
. J 5 ) ef and birds, there be and there is here create + 

" See Meche oe ove the “National Committee on Wild Life Tremendous movements for the pro- 
ning, August 27th, during the conventions Legislation”, consisting of eleven members ‘ 2 = za 

ihe Infetecnnal AssoGation ob Game to hetcclectedeasstolons: tection and restoration of wild life have 
oe ne : ime ‘ “One to be appointed by each of the fol- been inaugurated in previous sessions of 
Fish and Conservation Commissioners lowing organizations— : : 

iati f Western State Enternatiomat associa ion —of —Game;—Fisk oe : 5 — 
aad ao eo oume " : and Conservation Commissioners. meeting is certain to bring out the best 
Game Commissioners, when a frank dis- Western Association of State Game Com- i 

: Baca at eee aneciprere: thought and the most advanced ideas: of 

cussion os a = the pending legisla The American Forestry serene the day. 
tion and a unanimous agreement was American Game Protective Association. oie 2 

eitcg | hie astecmeneanes velco Izaak Walton League of America. Research work being carried on by the 
eee ed. g National Association of Audubon Societies Conference will be reported on and an ac- 
cessions on the part of many who would and that this Committee so created shall < 4 

: aes : ‘ er fends count of progress made will be submitted. 
refer a different measure but the spirit have power to add to its number five a i Pp aes tional members selected at large throughout The usual section of the program al- 

of conciliation overcame all obstacles and the United States.” tated Rae eo: G 5 hi inion shereneiersquod: ee otted to the American Gamekeepers’ So- 
e . oe Cs eat THE COMING GAME CONFERENCE ciety will be provided for to which will 
adopted wi hy Ee Preparations are being made for the be assigned subjects pertaining to the re- 

‘The commaitiee created by the terms of 15th annual Game Conference which will cent developments in game breeding, in 
this resolution will have important duties) 7,- Held ander the auspices of the Ameri- which distinctive progress is being made. 

12: addition to assisting in’ promoting, the can Game Protective Association in New The Conference has always promoted 
SE ES bird refuge bill. lt a be a York on December 3rd and 4th. This constructive methods of game restoration 
: National Committee on Wild Life Leg- Conference has always been and is gen- and conservation and its policy has been 

islation generally ; therefore, its respon- erally regarded as a free and open forum amply justified by the logic of events. 
sibility will extend to other measures for all who are interested in the preser- Game administration is not an exact 
which it may initiate or which may aris€  \ation and restoration of wild life and its science as yet by any means, however, and 
from other sources. sessions are open to the participation of there is much to learn. Nothing in the 

The American Game Protective Asso- everyone who cares to take part. It is way of conventions or conferences in this 

ciation accepts the resolution of this con- not limited to members of the Association country contributes so much to the prog- 
ference in the spirit in which it made its or to any hand-picked group of speakers. ress of this new science as the National ret w y hand-picked group of sp 
original proposal and will co-operate har- The keynote of the coming 15th An- Game Conference. 
moniously to secure the best legislation nual Conference will be “co-ordination” Invitation is extended to everyone who 
possible under the circumstances. and its purpose will be co-operative effort js willing to help establish a permanently 

The committee will undoubtedly meet among all organizations and groups inter- effective system of wild life preservation 

shortly to perfect its organization and ested in the common cause of conserva- jin America for economic, aesthetic and 

membership and actively undertake its tion. recreational purposes, to help solve the 
work. Following was the resolution Mr. George D. Pratt, President of the problems by taking part in the Confer- 
adopted : American Forestry Association, is chair- ence, ae
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Important information of national interest will appear in this @ ® 

department each month to keep our readers in touch with 
conservation activities : pe 

Vy! 7) 
By SETH E. GORDON av 

Conservation Director, Izaak Walton League of America 

brows pee like humans, usually scatter out when 
not confined by insurmountable barriers if rations become 

: Too Much Game? short, but many stay in the vicinity where reared regardless. 
Pennsylvania’s large herds of deer soon began encroaching 
upon adjacent agricultural lands, and raised havoc with 

O speak of too much game is bound to make one many crops and fruit orchards. Many landowners suffered 

seem ludicrous. And somehow it just doesn’t seem in silence; others grossly exaggerated their losses. Most 

possible that in a thickly settled industrial state like of them insisted that they be reimbursed in cash and that the 
Pennsylvania, with more than 600,000 Scere: deer be removed. 

about 100,000 of them large game hunters, there should be : 

a surplus game problem. The Pennsylvania system of res- Special Seasons Tried 

toration has won universal recognition; how to best handle ape pay all the damage claims was regarded as utterly 

the surplus is the next problem. impracticable. Special legislation permitting the con- 

Deer in Pennsylvania were practically extinct twenty trol of the surplus deer was enacted, and the Game Com- 

years ago. The market hunters had done their nefarious mission was given authority to thin out surplus animals 

work well. Predatory animals, deer-chasing dogs, and for- by trapping, by special open seasons, or by having the ma- 

est fires finished the job. A hunt of a week often failed rauders killed’ Trapping proved too slow and expensive. 

to result in even the sight of a deer. Farmers and orchardists were given permission to kill 
. . marauding deer and to use the carcasses under certain con- 

Restoration Actively Started ditions. Special seasons on does were declared in several 

ape Pennsylvania refuge system was inaugurated in of the most seriously affected areas. The sportsmen who 

1905, and in 1907 the one-buck law was enacted. Even had learned to save the does and fawns protested. Farmers 

5 though the market hunters and the deer hound had been elimi- and orchardists on the other hand insisted upon relief, thus 

nated a number of years before, thé kill of bucks in 1907 placing the game administrative officers in an embarrassing 

was only 200 for the enlire state. i position. 

Beginning in 1915 an extensive system of properly con- oes . ona 

ioe game refuges was developed. This was followed Comrmissionsto, Direct Kallug 

up by an intensive restocking program and a vigilant, unceas- ie spring the Game Commission estimated the total 

ing campaign against predatory animals, including stray dogs. deer herds at more than one million animals, and tenta- 

When the buck law was first passed there was bitter op- tively decided to open the entire state for one week prior 

position to it, but the sportsmen soon realized that it would to the opening of the buck season, during which special week 

produce better future hunting and that it guaranteed a se- female deer could be killed to reduce the herds. The sports- 

curity from careless hunters never before enjoyed. Observ- men protested bitterly against a general statewide open sea- 

ance of the law is sufficient reason but human life is too son, because in at least half the state deer are not yet too 

precious to take chances. The kill has increased yearly, abundant. Later the Commission decided to abandon the 

and shooting at persons in mistake for deer in the Keystone statewide open doe season and to employ special agents to 

State has been extremely rare. go into areas where deer are materially destroying farm 
crops or orchards and kill off the surplus animals, the car- 

Season Open Every Year casses to be sent to charitable institutions. 
PENNSYLVANIA has never found it necessary to close It is the intention of the Commission to first thin out old 

the deer season, or to have alternate close and open barren does, but a State Game Department, whose regular 

seasons. By 1913 the annual kill of bucks increased to function is to protect and increase the game for the sports- 
almost 1,200 and the sportsmen so generally approved the men to hunt, now directing a “killing squad” is an_innova- 

. buck law that they obtained further protection for the tion which is bound to create a trying situation. The out: 
young bucks. During the season of 1926 the kill of legal come of this experiment will be worth watching, as few of 

bucks, all with two or more points to one antler, trophies the complaining farmers want the ignominy of ordering the 
worth mounting, was almost 12,000. Experienced sports- official firing squad into action. 2 eer 

men claim there are at least fifteen does and young bucks Ultimately the sportsmen must “swallow their pride,” stand 

/ y for every legal deer taken. If weather conditions are favor- for a reversal of seasons in about half of the State, and help 

able, the 1927 kill will probably be about 15,000 bucks. kill off the surplus does. If anybody is to enjoy “special hunt- 
ing privileges” the farmers and licensed sportsmen should 

Breeding Stock Increased Rapidly have first chance. 

pole — Se proce and the sports- 
men learned to abhor the killing of any deer except 

legal bucks. This attitude was gnendiaged: the antera Are W oodcock in 
ere — polenta on it. Deer have now become so 
plentiful in the vicinity of refuges that it is not an unusual 
sight to see thirty to fifty deer in one herd. Instances of Danger? 
over a hundred deer being seen in an open field at one 
time in the summer or early fall months are not infrequent. 

Forest fires have been much better controlled, and over (iets has been considerable agitation during the past 

considerable areas growing forest trees have shaded out several years to have the Secretary of Agriculture close 
succulent sprouts and other undergrowth upon which deer the season on woodcock throughout the whole country for 

84



OFFICE OF THE - 
BORD OF Gioti, Cia iSis LONLRS 

Harriskurg, Pe. 

Ga SOLED IN PRNNBY SST. 
SE.SON OF 1925 Sk.SON OF 1926 

KIND WE-OF %. NUMBER “ZIGHT NULBLR FLIGHT 

Wii ee SEO lee 6 2,700 Ibs. 9 4,500 lbs. 
Deer, Legal Males,... 

(Regular Season)... 130 " 7,287 947,330 " 11,646 1,515,980 ™ 
Deer, Special Season 90 " 1,029 62,6107 1,295 116,550 " 
Beer ascsc. eos eae coo” 470 94,000 " 660 152,000 * 
Rabbits esacessscuss 2°." B,600,88.. eae me. " 2 7oposae hss oe % 
Squirrels, sacs eees ss 1" 905,459 905,439 ™ 1,207,090 1,207,090 " 
RAGCOGNE gsc sees ee oo 75,081 675,729 * 45,178 406,602 " 
Wild Turkeys,.<-.0.. 22." 3,242 38,892 " aoe ee 
Ruffed Grouse, e.-.ee ig" 355,980 533,970 ™ 298, 796 447,294 " 
Ringneck Pheasunts,. 2: * 79,282 216,026 " 93,635 257,496 * 
Bobwhite Quail,..... 6 0z 189,541 1,078 162,216 5708" 
Woodcock and other 

Shore Rirds,....+. ao” 61,876 23,203 " 60,519 22,695 " 
Wild Waterfowl,..... 3 lbs. 56,968 170,904 " 45,167 135,501 " 

Total weight, erccsececesesene 10,979,563 lbs. 9,815,427 lbs. 

Reduced to tons, equals,....- 5,489 tons 4,908 tons 

/NTLER CL.SSIFICATION Loe 8 1926 X 

Pwo points to 1 antlor,ccessrcessseeereccerecnce 1, 784-=24% 2,821--24% } 
_Three points to ] antler, .ceusevcvcececssecvus 2,223--31% 3,591--31% j ‘i 

Four or more points to 1 antler,ccecseeeceereces 3, 280--4595 5 ,234--45% f 

1926 HUNTING aCCIDENTS 

Ptah ROWerRL 
s0CIDENTS CCID Nts Ton.L 

No. rercent No. Fercent No. Percent 

Total Accidents, «.<seescesres 47 209% 197 80% 244 -- 

Self-inflicted, ..seecesesss 20 42% 72 56% 92 37% 

Inflicted by others,.e.see- 27 58% 125 64% 152 6395 

Ages of victims, self-inflicted: 
Under 18 years of age,..... §& 30% 22 50% 28 30% 
Pyne DS ag eu ae 70% 50 70% 64 70% 

Ages of persons cuusing injury 
to others; 

Under 18 years of age,.e.... 9 33% 1s 13% 25 16% 
ir Baca ee 67% 109 87% 127 84% 

Kind of game being hunted: 
LAY GE POMC yerecccececenesee 7 15% 23 12% 30 12% 
Small game,ccecceersececnee 40 85% 174 88% 214 88% 

Occurred thru use of: 
Rifles, o.ccecccevcecsseseee 11 24% a7 14% 38 15% 
Shotguns yccrceccssecccereces 34 12% 165 83% 199 82% 
NSvwlVErS pve eseckecevesseae- 2 4% 6 3% it 3% 

Where accidents occurred: 
In open fields,seccecsesece 23 50% 118 60% 141 58% 
In woodlands; <<caacssscuwes Ol 447, 73 37% 94 38% 
In CONVCyANCeS,ececereceeee 38 Fo 6 3% 9 4%, 

wi
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: June 1, 1931 

Mr. Arnold Seagrave 
Commercial Building - 
Woonsocket, R. I, 

Dear Mr. Seagrave: 

Mr. W. B. Grange of the U. S. Biological Survey told me 
recently that he had heard indirectly that you have kept a shoot- 
ing journal, including the bag of upland game, since about 1290. 

I am writing to inquire whether you would be willing to compile 
and publish a summary of your journal, particularly on ruffed 
grouse, in order that it may be available to scientific students 
who are trying to untangle the nature of the grouse cycle. 

This Institute maintains one fellowship on this question 
at the Untversity of Mimesota. Cornell and Bowdoin are also 
studying the question. 

: Tic exact nature of the summary which would be useful to 
game research depends somewhat on the detail in which which the 
journal is kept. I take it that you would be able to give the 
total mumber of grouse Icilled each year, and the mmber of hours, 
days, or trips during which they were killed. ‘This umch would 
be vaiualis. If by any chance the journal contains information 
on the mmber of grouse seen per day, it would become very valu- 
able indeed. 

Should you be able to make: such a compilation, I think I 
can promise you its ready acceptance by appropriate periodicals. 
You may not realize the scarcity of reliable shooting journals 
covering an extended period. 

It might help you to visualize the importance of such 
information if you will read the chapters on game cycles, ruffed 
grouse, and prairie chickens in my "Report of the Game Survey of 
the North Central States," copy of which may be obtained from the 

American Game Association, as per attached order blank. 

Yours sincerely, : 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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he May 11, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Since the first of the year I have been working 
with the Land Policy Section, AAA, as Regional Forester for the 
states of South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Alabama, under Dr. 

WwW. A. Hartman, whom I kmow is an old friend of yours. 

We are in need of competent trained fish and game 
specialists for work on our various projects. Can you recommend 

some men whom you think will fit in with southern conditions. Our 
development plans call for the establishment of Wild Life Refuges 
on each project, intensive predatory control, stream improvement, 
restoration of old ponds and lakes and creation of new ones as 

bird shooting areas and refuges. In fact an intensive Fish and 
Game Development Program. I suppose our best bet would be recent 
graduates from Michigan, or possibly you are ready to send out 
some trained men. We cannot promise any permanent jobs under the 
present set-up. 

Everyone is hired on a three months basis with re- 
newal at the end of that period. As you kmow the AAA has been 
reorganized and we do not know what is going to happen, but the 

chances are that our Program will go on after July 1 on a more 
permanent basis. We are paying our engineers from $1800.00 to 

: $2600.00. Salary adjustments will have to be made after we con- 
tact the man. We have a wonderful chance for development down 
here, and I believe a bright future can be assured any good men 
that we can obtain. So far I have been handling the development 
plans covering Forestry, Fish, Game and Recreation, but I need 
some help darn quick. You can imagine what a mess we are in try- 

ing to get everything started and preliminary plans made up for 
each project before July 1. 

You had better refer all applicants direct to Dr. 

W. A. Hartman, Regional Director, Land Policy Section, AAA, Gaines- 
ville, Florida, as I am never long enough in one place to keep up 
with my mail schedule. When you get time I wish you would drop me a 
line relative to your projects up in the Lake States, and please put 
me on your mailing list for your publications. 

Sincerely your 
4 Zz 

sae 

ae AO: ffelmah, /” 
wIL/C (Regional Forester.



New Soils Building 
Jamary 29, 1935 

Mr. D, Béummd Manges 
P, 0. Box 274 
Newberry, South Carolina 

Dear Mr. Manges: 

I have read your letter of Jamary 22 and can now got the 
background for your question about game aduinistration literature, 

You should begin, I think, by getting a pretty good idea 
of the technical literature on your two species, There is no such 
thing aw a good work on whitetail deer, but there is a new publication 
called “White-tailed Deer of the Adirondacks," issued by the Roosevelt 
Wild Life Experiment Station at Syracuse, which is better than nothing, 
There is also an excellent recent publication by Joseph Dizon on the 
mule deer of California which you can get for one dollar from the 
California Fish and Game Commission. It will serve as a model for what 
we ought to know about whitetails, but don't. 

As to ruffed grouse, white to Gardiner Bump, Conservation 
Department, Albany, New York, for his complete publications on this 
species and ask him to put you on his mailing list. Also write 
Ralph T, King, University Farm, St, Paul, Minnesota, for his forthcom- 
ing publication, which will be even more important. 

You probably also have turkey possibilities, but there is 
no turkey literature as yet. ‘The nearest thing is a paper by Herbert 
L. Stoddard which will come out in the transactions of the American 
Geme Conference for this year. 

Now as to administration, I have slready referred you to the 
chapter on this subject in “Game Management" ond the "Game Survey", 
respectively. I would also suggest that you send for a pamphlet 
Called “An American Game Policy," which is obtainable from the American 
Game Association, Investment Building, Washington, D.C. I will also 
have a paper in the forthcoming transactions of the Game Conference 
entitled "Whither 19357 A Review of American Game Policy." 

_ Other than these I am at a loss to refer you to any boiled~ 
down material, There is, of course, a vast volume of it scattered 
through literature irrelevant to your immediate subject. 

You might get something out of the attached reprint on game 
methods.



D, B, Manges-~2 Jamary 29, 1935 

This may give you a start. As for current literature, I get out 
@ current list bearing on Wisconsin problems in my "Game Research 
News Letter,” of which I em sending you a sample copy. If you will 

write me from time to time, I can supply you with these lists, but 
they would not necessarily cover everything pertaining to your region, 

With this as a jumping-off point, specific partimlar problens 
will occur to you from time to time and if you will write to me about 
them, such questions will be easier to answer than your present 
question, which is so inclusive that I would have to go through ny 
whole library to really give you a complete answor. I would strongly 
advise you to collect a library on the subject, and I find from my 
own experience that the contents are mostly clippings snd pamphlets 
rather than books. 

You will probably find that you cannot stick strictly to local 
species, but will have to keep up more or less with the whole field 
in order to keep up at all. 

I invite you to make us of my facilities from time to time, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
“i In Charge, Game Research 

Enel.



P. 0. Box # 274 
Newberry, S. C. 

January 22, 1935 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Yours of the 14th inst. received. 

I suppose I should begin by outlining my position and the 
conditions with whieh I am concerned, 

I am District Ranger in charge of the Long Cane and Enoree 
National Forest Purchase Units in the Piedmont region of South Caro=- 
lina. These two Units comprise approximately 1250 aquare miles of 
which about 75,000 acres are under option for sale to the Forest Service. 

All, or nearly all, of this land has been cleared of its origin- 
al stand of timber and much of it was et one time or another under cult- 
ivation, As nearly as can be determined from the aerial photographs made 
for mapping purposes, about 25% of the gross area is still under culti- 
vation and bke remainder is in various steges of reproduction from the 

seedling stage to maturity. Fire is a problem, but not nearly so serious 

as on the Coastal Plain, 

Forest types are sandy scrub oak ridges, pine ridges, ( Mixed 
loblolly and shortleaf) and some hardwoods along the spring branches and 
creek bottoms. 

I am enclosing a copy of my first Fish & Game report to the Super- 
visor, It more or less accurately describes, in a general way, the game 

siturtion on these two Units, The two species in which I am most interested, 
nemely, deer and ruffed grouse, sre not found here and I am wondering as 

to the possibility and advisability of trying to stock them. 

In view of the new USDA Regulation # Ge20A, I should like to be 

able to write an intelligent, workable set of regulations for my District, 
in case I am ever called upon to do so. It was with this in mind that I 
appealed to Prof. Chapman for a list of articles, pamplet, bull€tins,books, 

etc., on the subject. When I was in school ( I got my M. F. at Yale in 1929), 

there was no course in Game Management to be had, except a rather sketchy 

one by Deen Graves. Since I was old enough to accompany my father afield, I 
heve been a rabid hunter and fisherman and have a fairly good practical know- 

ledge of the habits of the various game species, but I have never had the 

time nor the opportunity to go into the theory and Principles of Game Manage- 
ment.



It appears to me that the field for game administrators is 

rapidly widening and I am intensely interested in anything that will 
enable me, perhaps, to fit myself to join their ranks. 

I very deeply regret that I am unable to take your course at 
Madison, and would appreciate any assistance you might give me in getting 

started on 2 course of home study. 

* Very truly yours, 

ore Z led Hage 
D. Edmund Manges 

Forest Ranger



Greenwood, 5. Cs. 
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Fish and Game 
Long Cane and Enoree i 

Me. H. KM. Soares 

Forest Supervisor 
U. 8. Forest Service 
Charleston, S. Cs 

Deer Sirs 

As per the Regionel Forester's letter of lov. 16, and your 
memorandum of Nov. 23, I submit the following Fish°and Came report 
in the form sucrested. 

Conditions on the two Piedmont Units sre so nearly identical 
as to mike » s@parete report for @ach sn unneccessary duplication; 
therefore, the statements ond sucgestions mde in this report may 
pe considered es applyine to both, except as otherwise indicated, 

» Big Game, There is so big game on either of the Units, 

; This is Be 2h Sone: to three causes; first, the density of populations 
“gs second, the presence of lerse numbers of unlicensed, uncontrolled, and 

poorly fed mongrel dogs, most of which belong to negroes and poor whites; 

and third, the very indifferent enforcement of the existing game lawsy 
such as they sre, Although there sre no deep sw:imps in the Piedmont secte 
ion such as are found in the Coast:1 Plain section of the State, there 
is sufficient cover and an adequate food supply to support « moderate 
population of deer, It he fopyeead whether bear wonld ever do very well 
in this section, It is my7eetéa that bear require a much more rusced 
terrain or very deep swamps, being rather shy of the presence of man 

4 unless given ebsolute protection. No elk or moose are present. 

@eacaures_to improve the General Conditions Affecting big 
Animals. As acquisition progresses on the Piedmont Units, it is to 
hoped tht © process of depopul*tion will tke plece which will fevor 
the return of the decor to these areas, With this gepopulationWixxr 
will come «a decresse in the numbers of the monsrel dogs to which I 
referred above. For those thet remain, strict @nforcement of a dog license 
lew will ve sbsolutely necessary in order to bring them under complete 
confinement, end control, because deer will not st » where they are 

subject to eee by @Von very smell dogs, Of the natural enemies 
of dcer there are none, Feed and cover conditions can be improved with 
fire protection, end presence of one or two active and competent federal 
@eme werdens would co fer in the direction of instilling a proper respect 
for the come l-ws in @ citizenry to whith the protection of game ani the 

enforeement of «ome laws hys becore 2 joke. It will very probably be 
necess ry to restock there »rees with deer, even so, 

3. Smell Game inimelg, Rebbits are not generelly hunted except 

by the negroes and young boys, snd probably cannot be sccorded any



2. 

erect importance although in certain loe»lities they are quite numorous, 
Squirrels ere found »long 911 the water courses in numbers verying with 
the evaile le food supply. They are hunted oly occasionally.io alli+ 
gators hnvé been observed nor reported. 

awtg Predstors. No wolf, mountain lion, nor lynx heve been 
observed or reported, No wild @&kxx cets heve been observed, although 
locel renort is to tie effect thet there are a se ttered few present. 
Poxes sre present in lerge numbers «nd sre quite generally hunted but ' 
seldom intentionslly killed. In fact, they micht be considered smell 
game animals, but I feel that they are less important ss same animals, 
than es predators and hove classified them under the latter heading. 
There is one reported case of twelve foxes having been caught in a single 

wetermelon patch in less then a month. This is »robably an umsual ine 
stemee, but cen be considered as indie tive of the abundance of this species. 
Although no weasels hove been observed, they ere probably present in some 
abundance « Stray house cats «re probebly the worst predators here as 
elsewhere and are present in large nombers, The marsh hawk is the largest 

pred»tory bird observed to d te, ond tho loss of small game animals and birds 
to hewks and owls is of no creat consequence, The sbundance of such species as 

fox and weesel (as well ss other fur beerers) is probably due to a State law 
which prohibits the use of steel traps except in close proximity to buildings 
and on the larce hunting preserves, making the use of dogs necessary for their 
pursult end capture. ' 

Be Eur Bearers, Oppossum end raccoon are very common as is evedenbed 
by their troeks elong every streem, Both the larce northern or striped skunk 
amd the small spotted skunk or civet ost sre present although apparently not 
in lerce nombers, Beever and o' ter sre not present, and mink end mskret have 
not been observed, although a few may be present, The nature of the steeams 

ie not suited to the exist-nce of these species, altiough, withh four “Beaver- 
dem Creeks” on the Long Cane Unit and at least two on the Enoree, it would 
appesr thet, st some time in the past, they were present. Marten is a northern 
and weetern spocies not found in this section. 

wus Game Birds, The complete sbsence of wild turkeys is probably 
due to over shooting, snd the virtuel protection of their naturel enemies, 
es vO@11 ae the density of populetion, The applicetion of the same mecsures 

ap Suggested for deer will prob-bly result in « satisfactory stocking of 
turkeys. No grouse sre to be found, but es soon as «rtificial propogation of 
this species is successfully developed, I feel that teey should at least be 
tried. It will ve necessery, however, to @liminite or at least materially 
reduce the numbers of their n tural enemies ani give them complete and abe 
solute protection from shooting for some time after restocking. Pheasants have 

been introduced, but have uot proved successful, lergely, I believe, because of 
inedequate protection. As long «es the native bobewhite quailipopulation 
remains, I seriously doubt the advissbility of introducing pheas«ents, mach as 
I personally Béke to hunt them. Cover and food conditions are almost ideal 
for pheasants and they could be propogated und stocked very casily and success= 
fully if given reasonable protection. 

Quail are probably the most hunted as well es the most plentiiul game
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in the Piedmont. They are to be found everywhere on both Units, end 

while the present stocking is rdequste,or nearly so, I feél that the numberaz 

of birds could be mterinlly increased if not doubled by better protection 
from fire, posching, snd neturnl enemies. Food snd cover ere sufficient 
for the support of meny more coveys then are now present. 

A few woodcock stop on both Units in their migration, but not 

in sufficient numbers to m-ke them of importence. They are transients end 
merit our protection,,but should be »ccorded only secondery consideretion. 
Jeck snipe end other shore birds pre precticelly unknown, 

Some ducks sre found on the Sevenneh end Little Rivers end Stevens 
Creek on the Long Cane, ond »lso on the lsrger streams on the Hnoree, and 
it is reported thet considereble numbers of wild geese winter on both Units. 
The construction of dems for the crertion of shrllow ponds nd feeding t 
places, end adequate protection (which is et present entirely lacking) 
would in all probsbility bring »bout the attrection to these Units of much 
lerger numbers of migr tory birds then rere to be found et present. 

Cnat-fish snd other bottom feeders, with » few perch end bream, 

are prectically the thly fish teken. Stresm temper tures ere too high for 
eny of the verious species of trout, and the weter is »lmost invariably too 
muddy for bass. This lrtter condition might be remedied by the construction 
of © series of settlement d-ms or ponds on esch of the lerger streams. 

The ventire code of fish end grme laws of South Carolina needs 
complete re-writing, end the rdministretion of those laws needs re-orgenizetion. 
I wuld suggest the following chnges to existing legislation: 

Thet grme werdens be chosen by competetive examination (civil service), 
insteed of by popular election or politics] sppointments; 

Thet all funds derived from the sale of licences snd the assessment of 
fimes for violations of the geme laws be -dministered by the geme suthorities 
for the protection end propogrtion of game, instead of being diverted for school 
end other purposes. Bhese funds sre prid by the sportsmen for the privélege of 

hunting, nd it is only fitting end proper thet all of such funds should be 
epplied to the end thet the sportsmen my more fully enjoy the privilege so bought; 

Thet the present deer sesson be reduced from 44 months (Aug.15 to Jan. 1) 
+o 2 months, Nov.1 to Dec.31, end that the present bag limit be reduced from 5 bucks 
to 2 deer, i.e. two fork-horn bucks or tmx one fork-horn buck end one doe, but not 
two does; 

Thet the present turkey serson be reduced from « little over 3 months 
(fThenkseiving Dey to Mer.1) to 2 months, Nov.l, to Dec.S), and thet the present bag 
limit Beom 5 gobblers to 2 turkeys, of either sexs 

Thet the present queil season te reduced to 2 months instead of three; 

Thet the lew forbidding the use of steel traps ( which I believe was 
designed *s a proteetion to deer-hounds ond bird dogs) be amended to permit the use 
of steel traps for teking pred-tors end fur=besrers ( many of which are
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predvtors also), ond time after the close of the regular bird seasons 

That the lew protecting foxes be removed from the code entirely; 

Phat the teking of fish in inland waters by any means or device other 
then hook »ad line be prohibited; 

That the machinery Sor the odministration of the game lawm, especially 
that for the enforéément of those laws, be revamped end materially strengthened si 
et least to the point of sdequacy. 

fhe short period of observation (less than eight months on the Long 
Cane and elmost nil on the Bnoree Unit) necessitetes the use of generalisations 
end prévehte any deteiled or sccurate anslysis of the conditions on these two 
Units, The stetements made sre based on my own observations onf on the statements 
and observetions of ecquisition field parties and local residents. 

~ I heve not filled in any of the forms received, since the information 
desired is not svaileble on these new Units. Any statement, even as to the wild life 
census, wodld be » wild cuess on my part, withh no basis for estimate. , 

Very respectfully submitted, 

SA A 8 ON A ee NN Ne Nh a i 

D. Edmund Menges 
Forest Ranger 

van/rd



THE CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
A. & M. COLLEGE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C. 

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT 

AND 

SOUTH CAROLINA EXPERIMENT STATION 

Jenuary 11, 1935 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: ; 

No doubt you will be surprised to hear from me 
in the category of a college professor. Since my work in 
New Mexico I returned to Michigan and completed the work 
on my doctorate and for a short time held an appointment 
as Junior Forester working on land acquisition in east 
Texas. At present I am endeavoring to organize a forestry 
major program in the Agricultural School here. We are 
attempting to give men training in forestry and land 
economics but not to train them for technical forestry 
work, since the facilities available here are not adequate 
to accomplish this. In such a program, it seems highly 
desirable to include a course in Game Management. I 
wonder if you would be so kind as to give me your opinion 
concerning the content of such a course and where we could 
obtain the necessary literature. It is quite likely that 
such a course would be given by the Head of the Zoology 
and Entomology Department and at first would consist of 
two theory hours with possible expansion if it seems 
feasible. 

With best wishes for the New Year, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

er dont 
R. A. Cockrell, 

Associate Professor of Forestry. 
RAC: ES



New Soils Building 
Jamary 15, 1935 

Prof. R, A. Cockrell 
Clemson Agricultural College 
Clemson College, South Carolina 

Dear Professor Cockrell: ; 

I em glad to hear from you again and to know of 
your new venture, 

It is d4fficwlt for me to enewer your inquiry 
about a course in game menagement without lmowing whether 
you intend the course to be of a vocational or scientific 
character, If scientific, 1 now of no general compilation 
of material except my own book, prospectus of which is 
enclosed. If vocational, the technique taught would have to 
be local, end since there has been no local game research in 

_ your state, I would consider such a course impossible at this 
time, You jrould have to begin on the research end and wort: 
out your local problems before having anything te teach. - 

: If I have failed to comprehend your intent, come 
back at me, : 

With best regards, 

( Yours sincerely, _ 

Aldo Leopold 
~ ‘ In Charge, Game Research 

Bnele
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A.A. RICHARDSON October 2nd, 1934. 

Vv. F, FUNDERBURK 

CHIEF CLERK 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

‘ Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: 

We are recommending that our State 

Agricultural and Mechanical College, ‘known as Clemson 

College, put on a course of game protectionand game 

work in their college. I understandthat you have 

such a course at your university. I will appreciate 

it very much if you can give me some information 

along this line as to exactly what the course is. 

If you have a pamphlet or book on the ‘subject I will 

be glad to obtain a copy and am perfectly willing to 

pay the cost. Thanking you for any information you 

can give, I am 

i ay 

A. A. RICHARDSON, 
Chief Game Warden. 

AAR-ns. 
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New Soils Building 
; Ostober 11, 1934 

Mr, A. A, Richardson 
Chief Game Warden 
Columbia, South Carolina 

Dear Mr, Richardson: : 

I am glad you are thinking about a game management course. 
This University offers two courses, } 

The first is a short course for farmers of a practical 
nature, telling them how to develop food and cover and regulate shoot- 
ing on Wisconsin farms. This is for the special benefit of a group 

of young farmers who come here for the winter months for a hurry-up 
course in agriculture, ‘The second course is described on ‘the 
attached mimeograph, Neither of these courses is of a professional 

nature. y 

‘In addition, we offer graduate research work in game, 
which is our principal activity, The nature of this work is described 

in the attached mimeograph, . 

The only book which I know of which is suitable as a 
general text is my own, described in the attached circular, ‘his, 
however, is too scientific for any but advanced students, 

fee Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold ahi 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL-vh 
Encl.



September 11, 1933 

Dr. Robert B. Seibels . 
Columbia : 

‘ South Carolina 

Dear Dr. Seibels: ‘ 

I think I comprehend the situation described 
: in your letter of September 2. 

; Your proposal to establish a came management 
department in your university is, I think, a far-sighted one 
provided you can find the right man for the place. Mhile there 
is a pretty fair supply of youngsters with special training along 

"the line of their respective theses in game, it will take some 
skilled picking to find the ones who can handle what might be ae 
called the “statesnanship" as well as the research problem. 

e The plans for the work here are by no means 
fully crystallized as yet. ‘They may include ‘ 

. a. An elective course in farm game management i 
for students of the agricultural short course. 

b. A graduate seminar in game manazement theory 
and technique. : 

ce Special research projects on Wisconsin game 
! through graduate fellowships. 

d. Bxtension work among Wisconsin farm groups 
and county agents, to be centered on special 
demonstration areas. 

Come back at me from time to time if I can be of 
any assistance in helping you mature your plan. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LBOPOLD + } 
Game Manager 

AL/vh
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DR. ROBERT E. SEIBELS 

dala Gieouals i 

The Medieal Building. 

September 2, 1933. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wiscomsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Sir: 
I read in the "New York Times" on August 27, that you had 

been made the head of the Department of Game Management. I am writing 

to you for such information as is available on the program of your 

Department and such other information that you will give me to use 

in the establishment of such a Department in this state. 

We have at long last succeeded in interesting the people of 

the State in the "game crop" idea and it now remains to crystallize this 

into action by a lethargic legislature and an indifferent electorate. We 

have formed a State organization of sportsmen and there will be a meeting 

on the 6th September at which I hope to have & committee appointed with 

authority to act for the Association and thus to have a concrete program 

to present the Legislature in January. 

Any information or seaehen you can give will be greatly 

appreciated. | 

\ Yours very truly. W 

Ct /bakle Ud.
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New Soils Building 
Wovember 23, 1933 

Mr. L. J. Leffelman 
Stateburgh Forest Nurseries 
Sumter, South Carolina 

Dear Mr. Leffelmant 

The job which I had in mind could not meet 

you salary requirements, but I am giad to have your 

record and will keep it on file for future reference. 

— Thanice very mich for sending the reprint. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh



Ae 
M. S. BOYKIN, President HARRY R. E. HAMPTON, Sec.-Treas. 

Sumter, S. C. Columbia, S. C. 

The South Carolina Game and Fish Association 

For the Preservation and Increase of Game, 
Fish and Forests 

December 12, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

your letter of becember 6 is very gratifing to me. 1 am very 

much pleased to know that you are favorably impressed with my 

suggestions. it may have been somewhat forward of me to write you 

put 1 wanted the leaders of the American Game Conference to know 
that South Carolina was think about national conservation matter, 
and I knew the matter would be properly handled in your hands. 

As you suggest i shall pass on these ideas, or some of them at 
least, to the organizations you mentioned. 

My reason for suggesting federalization of these matters was 
that it seemed to me that the migratory game question is a rederal 
problem and lost motion would be saved by direct supervision and 
control by the Bureau of biological survey, with all information 
going to them direct. At present, as you know, many states do not 
require club regulations and some of those that do possibly do not 
report the information such as the number of birds killed, ete. to 

the Federal authorities. We already have a law in this state 
requiring all clubs to be registered with the state wame bepartment 
and to make a report of the number of ducks killed at the end of 
each season. However If do not believe there is any penalty pro- 
vided for violation of this law or regulation. 

In the matter of club regulations there is, of course, a great 
deal to be said on their side. Wany clubs that Ii know of with 
small memberships and strict shooting regulations probably do the 

ducks more good than harm. This is especially true of many duck 
preserves privately owned by individuals. 1 therefore realize 

that any regulations in this matter should be carefully considered 
by those thoroughly familar with these facts. 

on the other hand, again 1 know of some privately owned pre- 
serves where, according to persistent reports, birds are shot very 

unwisely, in some cases shooting continues until late at night 
through the aid of powerful electric torches. but I think such 
shooters are in the minority.



Mr. Aldo Leopold #2 

Should you care to make any suggestions for a revision of these 
proposed regulations so that they might be more acceptable, i should 
very much appreciate your doing so. 

thanking you again for your words of encouragement and consider- 
ation of my communication, I am, 

Yours sincerely, 

a, GE. Hampine 
Harry’ R. E. Hampton, 

Secretary-Ireasurer. 

HREH :b



BS + 36 
Silvicultural Duprovements March 4, 1931. 

Mr. G. Le BSarrus, 

Ridgeland, 5. Ge ie 

Dear Mr, Barrus;: 

I am obliged to refer your letter of February 24 to 
two members of our staff now in the field, to get complete an- 
ewers. I am also taking the Liberty of forwarding « sepy of 
your letter to Mr. Aldo Leopold, Chemistry Suilding, Medison, 
Wisconsin, beceuse of his interest in the relation of brush 
cover to game. i 

One of our gen, Mr. Chapman, hes done considerable 
work of the sort you describe, on the Ouschite National Forest, 
emi the figures be ie now obteining should be of direst use to 
you. Im addition, I might sey that the Great Southern Lumber 
Company, et Bogaluse, Louisiana, has brushed out young oak, five 
to fifteen feet high, in a two-year-old slash pine plantation, 

at twenty-five cents to a dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, 
with excellent results. , 

South Carolina te now in the territory of the Appale~ 
ehian Stetion, ani I am aceordingly sending e copy of your letter 
to the Director, Mr. Frothingham, at Asheville, North Carolim, 
in connection with your very kind offer of on ares for experimental 
work. 

Very sincerely youre, 

EB. Le DEMMON, Director 

e. 6. Wakeley 

By 
Associate Silviculturist. 

eo to Mr. Chapman 
‘ ec to Mr. Fro 

ce to Mr. Ho all



COPY 

George Latta Barrus, Forester, 

Addresa reply to: 1501 Providence Road, 
Charlotte, North Carolina. 

Ridgeland, 8. C. 

February 24, 1931. 

& 

£3 Southern Experiment Station, 
$48 Bazonne St., 
New Orleans, La. 

Gentlemen: 

Will you kindly send m= such information as you have relative 

to brush disposal in Southern pine lands? 

Kindly advise also if you have carried on any experiments to 

kill out myrtle ani serub hardwood growth on Southern pine lands, 

If so, what has been the result of the same ani the cost of the 

work? If no experiment of this kind has been undertaken, would 

you be interested in considering sueh work on Good Hope Plantation 

here at Ridgeland, S. C., where we have permission to burn or girdle 

limited areas of myrtle and haniwoods? 

What is your idea of the practice of girdling southern hardwoods 

according to the plan outlined for the Northeastern states by the 

committee appointed by the Society of American Foresters? 

: Very truly yours, 

(s) G. L. Barrus 

GLB:D : ; 

ec Mr. Chapman 

ee tr. Leopold



if) Copy to Mr. Stoddard 

March 2, 1931 

Mr. George Latta Barrus 
Ridgeland 
South Carolina : 

Dear Mr. Barrust 

I would strongly favor an experiment to find 
. out how to adjust quail management with forest management. 

It seems to me it was just this sort of thing that the 
MeSweeney-MclNary Bill was supposed to cover. I do not by 
any means think that we know all about the thing yet, al- 
though some of the contradictions which you have noticed 
will, I think, disappear when you have studied the Stoddard : 
report and found out the reasons for his rules as well as 
the rules themselves. 

The man in charge of the MeSweencsy-McNary research 
is Dr. Bell of the U. S. Biological Survey. 

Yours sincerely, 

AIDO LEOPOLD 
: In Charge, Game Survey



/ ‘SALES: 
} REFORESTING i APPRAISAL 

if une ninine 4 ShENE? 

GEORGE LATTA BARRUS 

i FORESTER 

HUNTING AND FOREST ESTATES : 

1501 PROVIDENCE ROAD } 
“ CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA Appress REPLY To 

February 24, 1931 5 Ridgeland, S.C. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Game Survey, 
404 university Ave. National Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thanks very much for your favor of February 19th 
relative to forest fire in relation to quaii hunting. 

i Mr. Stoddard has also advised me that he knows of 
instances where the stand of quail has been reduced through protection 
of forest from fire. On the other hand,i have learned from other men 
interested in quail! shooting and brought up in the South,where stands 
of quail have been improved where the forest has been protected from 
fire for a period of 5 to 10 years, 

I think that the main reason why forests are burned 
by the hunting clubs, is to improve the shooting and get rid of myrtle 
and hardwood growth. On the other hand,the same people who tell you 
they burn for that reason, as well as to get rid of vermin, will show . 
you a list of rats which they have trapped the same year that they 
burned, and on this! same land which is burned you will find the myrtle 
and hardwood growth) in thickets so that it wiil indicate the burning 

has not helped much in that respect. 

: It would seem to me that some experiments carried on 
for a few years to study the effect of burning and other means of getting 
rid of this myrtle and hardwood sprouts,would be well worth while. My 
own opinion is that fire may be the cheapest attempt of improving quail 
hunting as regards first cost, but I have an idea that the owners of 
these hunting lands would be money ahead to spend some money to weed 
out the undesirable growth and protect their woods from fire. Furthermore 
they would get rid of the growth for a while at least. 

Is there any way we can get some experiments started 

along these lines,eifher through the Forest Service or any other agency? 

We could do the burning on Good Hope about May 15th or whenever desired. 

Very truly yours, 

GLB/D Sara Soden Cavs 

Re ve



Feb. 19, 1931 

Mr. George Latta Barrus 
Forester 
Ridgeland, South Carolina 

Dear Mr. Barrust 

I will do my best to answer the questions in your 
letter of February 10, 

1. Stoddard's Quail Investigation, which I consider 
muthoritative, shows that controlled burning at intervals is 

necessary in the South on lands where a heavy quail erop is desired. 

2. A heavy interspersion of plowed strips would cer~ 
tainly reduce the necessity of any Icind of burning. How far apart 
the strips should be would of course depend entirely on¥p the in- 

dividual case. 

3. Stoddard knows of instances there the stand of 
quail has been reduced through long pertode of total protection 
from fire. " 

uh, I would doubt very mch whether fire directly kills 
enough snakes and rats to make mech difference. By regulating the 
density of the sedge, however, fire controls the rat population to 
a large extent. This will be clear from Stoddard's report, entitled 
“The Bobwhite Quail: Its Habits and Preservation,” about to be pub- 
lished by Charles Seribners Sons. 

5. In view of my answer to question 4, this would seem 
to be beside the point. Controlled burning is not primarily a 

; predator control measure, but a question of density of cover accep- 
table to qmail. 

In answering your questions categorically, I hope you 
will keep in mind that there is no such thing as a categorical answer 
to biological questions. I would suggest that you study Stoddard's 
revort carefully and learn the for his recommendations, after 
which the necessity for qtepettlll Timene will disappear. 

1 Yours sincerely, ; 

ALDO LEOPOLD
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REFORESTING ‘ 

; < WORKING PLANS SALES 
7S . LANDSCAPE PLANTING APPRAISAL 

i ay SURVEYS 

i GEORGE LATTA BARRUS 
FORESTER 

HUNTING AND FOREST ESTATES. 

1501 PROVIDENCE ROAD 
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA Avoneee RELY te 

February 10, 1931 ; Ridgelad, §8.C. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Fire Arms Institute of America, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In case you cannot be with us at the meeting 

- of the land owners at Ridgeland relative to a state forest fire 

district, will you kindly answer these questions so that we may ' 

have the benefit of your advice relative to Gutebiinting? 

1. Do you consider the burning of the woods, other than 
the strips for fire line protection, advisabie and 

necessary? 

2. Do you consider a grid iron system of strips 50 to 
200 feet wide through the woods and fields cieared 
of brush,burned and planted with patches of bird food 
satisfactory proceedure without further burning of 
the land? If so, how far apart would you recommend 

these) fire and shooting lanes? 

3. Do you know of any instances where the woods have been 
protected from fire in the South and have shown tnat 
this practice has been detrimental to the propagation 
of the game? 

4. To what extent are snakes and rats actually burned up 

in forest fire? 

5. Do you feel that trapping and poisoning will get rid 
of vermin without the necessity of burning? 

Thanking you for reply in this matter, I am 

Very truly yours, 

— FZ OB aa



a EDWARD C. M. RICHARDS | 

; CONSULTING AND OPERATING FORESTER 
4 PLANTING TIMBER ESTIMATES 

FOREST SURVEYS 156 FIFTH AVENUE MT, CARBON SELECTIVE CUTTING 

FOREST MAPS NEW YORK CITY POTTSVILLE, PA. MANUFACTURE AND SELLING 

FOREST ESTATE MANAGEMENT TEL. CHELSEA 1839 TEL. POTTSVILLE 765 OF FOREST PRODUCTS 

2° 
"REPLY TO 

February 6, 1931. Ridgeland, S.C. 

Rat yo Ph aio oe 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, : & ov 
Fire Arms institute of America. Pe ev Qe soe 

Dear Mr. Leopold; Qe ah Ri 
ev 

Sometime between February 15th and 28th, I am 

hoping to arrange a meeting of owners of hunting iands in the 

vicinity of Ridgeland relative to organizing a Forest Fire Pro- 

tective Association. I would like very much to have you present 

at this meeting so as to help us impress upon the owners that they 

can have hunting ,and practice forestry at the same time. As you 

may know, the native woods rider have led the owners to believe 

that there will be no quail hunting unless the woods are burned 

every year. I appreciate the fact that ‘some control @= burning 

may be advisable. ‘The more support I can have for the idea of 

stopping forest fires in this avr. easily.we can get this 

organization stanted. 

Kindly wire me at the Coastal Hotel, Ridgeland, 

S.C. and advise me if you can be available at any time during the 

dates mentioned. 

With kind regards, I am 

Cordially yours, 

GLB/D Laut PO :



E.l.ou Pont pe Nemours & COMPANY Copy to: ry Crome Bidg.y 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE Univ. of Wis., 
Smoxetess Powper DerartTMENT Madison, Wise 

January 5, 1931. 

6c. 
a 

MR. Y P. DAVIS - 
OUTGOING MAIL. 

Some time ago I sent a copy of your quail 

report to Leopold and Heyward as a matter of interest, 

and I am attaching hereto a report received from Heyward, 

for the same reason. 

Le W. T. WALLER, JR, 
DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION. 

LUTW/o
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Columbia, S.C. 
Jan. lst, 1931. 

TO; MAJOR L.W.T. WALLER, JR. 

FROM: A. C. HEYWARD 

SUBJECT: Henry Davis' Quail Report 

I was very much interested in Henry's report of 
the Quail situation in his territory. Of course I was somewhat 
familiar with the conditions out there, having read a good deal 
regarding it in several articles that have been anvearing in the 
American Field and from newspaper accounts. 

The situation in my territory is somewhat similar 
and yet at the same time different. Of course in Virginia there is 
apparently a great shortage of quail over most of the state, with 
certain exceptions in scattered instances. This eee is blamed 
almost entirely on account of the drought. North Carolina, where 
they did not suffer as badly from the drought, reports an average 
amount of quail, with several sections reporting a bumper crop. 
There are some reports of a shortage, but theee are the exception. 
South Carolina's quail crop is good over most of the quail territory 
left in the state, with the exception of certain varts of the coastal 
territory. There they report ea good breeding season, lots of quail 

| before the season opened, but a great scarcity after the season onened. 
When I say scarcity, I really mean the inability to find coveys where 
they were found before the season opened. In that mrticular section 
they did not suffer with the drought at all, in fact they have more 
food than ever before and at the same time more and heavier cover. 
As near as I can figure it out, the quail come out in the morning 
very early, get their fill of food and retire to the thick cover. 
The few coveys that are found during the usual hunting hours are all 
found in places so thick that you can hardly get in there to flush 
them. ; 

Georgia reports a plentiful supply of birds, especially 
around Thomastille and Southern Georgia. Reports that I get from 
Florida are that in most places there is more than the usual number 
of quail. Kentucky seems to be rather short on account of the drought. 

Apparently there has been quite a migration of woodcock 
in the coastal section of $.C. for the past ten days, more being re- 
ported there than at any time since 1917. Last Monday morning while 
near Georgetown I went out with one other fellow and we got ten in 
about an hour, hunting only in one small creek bottom. We must have 
seen at least thirty in this short stretch of thick cover. 

Doves are very plentiful, but the epooting has not been 
: especially gene on account of so much grain having been planted this 

year. The doves are just now beginning to bunch up. 

(s) A.C. Heyward.
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CHARLESTON, S. C, 

October 24, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: 

From your article in the School News I see 
that you are publishing a book on game management. 
Could you let me know who is to publish this as I wish 
to place an order for it? 

I am hoping your prophecy about consulting 
work in regard to game and forest management will come 
true as that is exactly what we are trying out. 

Yours sincerely, : 

ae H. Bennett, 

Yale Forestry '30 

FOREST MANAGEMENT FOR GROWING TIMBER



Oct. 28, 1930 

Mr. John H. Bennett 
tz fT. Kollock, Yorest Enginesring 
Broad Street : 
Charleston, South Carolina 

Dear Mr. Bennett: : 

I do not know who will publish the book on game 
management. I om, however, making a promise card to let 
you lmow as soon as definite information is in sight. 

My report on the Game Survey of the North Central 
Region will be published before the game managanent text. 
Probably it will co to press about Christmas. I am putting 
down you name to receive 2 copy. 

/ 
Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Came Survey ;



Sandhill Crane ; 
South Carolina. — 

Jamary, 1935: H. L. Stoddard tells me there are 50 pairs of sandhill cranes 

breeding in the Okefinokee Swamp in South Carolina,
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The Santee-Cooper Folly 
By J. N. DARLING 

OWN in South Carolina the Army engineers are bor- Each zone of varying salinity has its favored type of vege- 
ing into the soft mud subsoil trying to find solid tation and biological life. Fish, edible crabs, clams, oysters, 
bottom on which to place the footings for another and shrimp seek out their chosen environment to spawn and 

power dam. If any project ever lacked a foundation— multiply in their paradise of unpolluted waters. Sea birds, 
social, political or economic—the Santee-Cooper power ducks, and geese find in the variegated vegetation a choice 
project qualifies as Class A, No. 1. Passamaquoddy, the of foods, and winter there in great numbers. The largest 
Fort Peck dam, and the Florida private yacht canal didn’t shrimp shoal yet discovered in the world, a breeding ground 
have any justification either and have been generally de- eleven miles long, stretches along this strip of brackish 
tided; but the Santee-Cooper power project is just being water. Unnumbered species of fish find here ideal condi- 
started with 51 million dollars of taxpayers’ money. tions for spawning. Out of this sound go the young of 

; food species to replenish the fishing grounds up and 
But the deeper tragedy of the Santee~Cooper power proj- ee Peas P tana e Bee 

ect raises a shriek of shame that drowns out the feeble oro ae ke en 

See arcu ae tos! wasted dollats. this is the teal jase major area of its type left along the Atlantic seaboard— 
crime: the productivity of 300 square miles of the most 41] the others of similar proportions have been preempted 
fecund waters left on the Atlantic Coast will be destroyed, by commerce or polluted out of normal production. 
and a magnificent stand of virgin cypress timber—one of ; 
the last—which extends for miles along the swampy borders When the power dams intercept the waters of the Santee 
of the Santee River, will die. Saving either one of these River near its source and divert the major part of the 
valuable areas of natural resources would be sufficient justifi- 39,000 second feet of flow into the Cooper basin—for the 
cation for ruling out the unneeded power project sake of producing some more electricity in a region where 

: current already is overproduced—there will be a tremendous 
Are there any arguments to support this expensive planned destruction of aquatic life in the 500 square miles of water 

destruction? Federal bureaus issued adverse reports—ample in the sound. The fresh waters of the Santee, which in the 
warning—on the Santee-Cooper project four years ago when _ past have maintained a paradise for natural food resources 

it was first disclosed. None of the boasted guardians of and mixed with the salt water to create the zones of varying 
natural resources—the economic planners, the National Re- Salinity, will no longer serve that great purpose of nature. 
sources Board, or the Water Resources Committee—was con- The salt water of the sea will invade the sound and the 
sulted, and twice the appropriations have been withdrawn mouths of the river without dilution. Another vast area of 
under a barrage of public protests. Secretary Ickes, from aE fesources will have nee sacrificed. Another dele- 
whose PWA funds the project gets its money, has yelped ek auras fe a pe one al onde 
doe oP be accused of fathering the illegitimate ees af dancers Be PED RSAO Wise ge: pun Be 

still-born offspring. : 

The Last Breeding Ground RoeWhetEurpees 
‘ ' . z s Between Cape Romaine and the power dam, the Santee 

Will America never learn to Investigate in advance the flows through Peale after mile of watep land heavily tim- 
cela ieee of a river as God made it or as man despoils ered with cypress. Robbing the Santee basin of its waters 
it? With all this history of folly clear before us, is there iq) spell doom for this virgin wilderness and the cypress 
not somewhere we can apply the lesson, some last natural iitpieee 
breeding ground we can preserve to give food and employ- i 
ment to the next generation? There is one great breeding The waters which will be diverted from the Santee will 
ground left on the Atlantic Coast—just one. And that, my be spilled into a holding reservoir created by a second dam 
fine fellow citizens, is slated for destruction in 1939. This on the Cooper River. It is below this Cooper River dam 
great natural resource is on the South Carolina coast. Here that the power plant will be located to make electricity for 
is the story. which there exists no visible demand. Already in existence 

= in that region of South Carolina are so many power plants 
Be ee ed ie tie Ge a ee that they succeed in finding a market for only half-time 

; P y m Y operation of their generators at the lowest rate per kilowatt 
pena: Pais Oo ree a ed poe hour in the country. The waters spilled through the new 

3 vig - 3 ower dam will augment the Cooper River, which flows 
paige cy a i SNE Uae foe ae the ichiesion. erehy faking the latter river deep 

leading from the point of the Cape southwestward to the ee ce es oor an ie ae ae if au. 
mainland of South Carolina. As the fresh water gradually pjantation owners along the eee nf ie Cooper River 

merges with the waters of the sound, a series of zones of have protested in vain that their lands would be inundated 
varying salinity are created. The zone nearest the shore iS by the increased waters from Santee River. 
comparatively fresh; next comes a wide strip in which the ; 
fresh water and salt water are in the proportions respectively With the technical agencies of the United States Govern- 
of 80 per cent and 20 per cent, than a 50-50 zone, and so ment reporting against the project and no social or economic 
progressively the water environment changes until the waters purpose to be served, the most that can be said for the 
of the sound join the open ocean through the openings Santee-Cooper project is that certain people in South Caro- 
between the islands and over the bars. lina wanted 51 million dollars of federal money.
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Pursuant to your oral instructions of January 26, 1934, the 

undersigned proceeded from Washington, 0. %., te tpartanwurg, %. ¢., 

and devoted the week of Jenasry 29 ~- February 3, 1904, to om inves- 

‘tigetion of the possibilities of game development on the South 

Tiger River Erosion Control Project. A report of this investige- 

tion, together with epecific suggestions for a gums development 

program, follows. 

DRSCMIPRLON OF PROIROT ARIA 

She project wren quapeiece Whe tentnnge Weskn of Seite Cane 

River, in the Piedmont of northwestern South Gerolina, ond extends 

from the divide « fow miles north of Tigerville, about 36 miles 

gouthesst to the confluence of the North Tiger with the South Tiger 

River. te width varies from lese then 3 wiles just below the con- 

ter to about 6 alles near the ands. 

Rolling, red clay hille, separsted by wooded ravines and 

gashed by deop guilies, form @ terrain typicsl of the Carolina 

Pheduont, though the northwestern end of the ares becomes almost 

mountainous. Soils vary from eandy loams to claysdevoids of sil
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seublonce of topsoil on the more ercded Lends. 

Although the surveya have not Been completed, the project 

ds estimated to include some 1200 forms, eggregeting about 120,000 

serves, of whieh approximetely 44% are in cultivation. these fanns 

are divided about epally between Greanville ond Spartanburg 

Coumties. 

Of the cultivated land, by 211 odds the greater part is 

devotad to eattan. Qvent expenses of open, terveced artim fiakés, 

wabroken by any vestige of cover, are typical of the Landscape. 

Gora is next in point of acresge, and amall grains come third. 

A few commrcial peach orchard are found within the project aren, 

but the acreage devoted to them ie insignificant. 

Cows average perhaps 1 te S per farm, and work stock shout 

2 to 6 head por farm, necousiteting 5 email aereege of pasture. 

sheep and goats ore negligible. 

GAME 

Foxes sre seid to overrun the project eres, bat the abundance 

ef these snimls ia not easily detersined by hurried vieual inspec 

tion. It is sald that red foxes are occasionally introduced by the 

hunters, but that the gray speckes still outnumbers the red. 

Sgusrrels ere ceouingly vooree, no doubt becouse of the 

relative peucity of nut-bearing hardwoods. 

Gotkontei) Kabbite are common, bat held well in cheek ty 

blose hunting. 

Mearming Doves occur in saall aumbers throughout the ares. 

Ho lerge flocks were seen, nor any grent umber of sual fledrs.
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Sobrehite aati occur throughout the area, bat ore srares, & 

whole dey's work with three good bird dogs im selected territefy re- 

perted to contain quail resulted in the flushing of one covey of 

sbout 15 Birds on one form end the finding of a fresh roosting 

Ploce of 10 of 12 Birds on enother, The quell in so preeminently 

the game species of this oecticn thet it alone will be considered 

in the discussions thet follow. 

It is improbable that either ruffed of grouse or wild turkey 

now occur within the area, ond umier the present system of farming 

it would be wawiee to attempt their introdaction. 

Cov ER 

‘tleting cover, onthe whole, in of good quality, but ie often 

inadequate in emownt or poorly distributed. ‘the vast usbroken 

eotton ficlds, barren alike of cover and food, have been mentioned, 

There are cecasionel patches of blackberries, eatbriere (Sailax), or 

trumpet eresyers (#ignonia radicans) growing oa neglected terrsess, 

ond here end there  emali thicket on « gully, tat these cover 

petches are as a raulle tec isoleted to be of much value for quail. 

Highly setiefsetery cover, however, is often to be found in the 

wargine of woodland bordering sueh fields, eepecially where there 

hes been some cutting of the tisber, or where o fallow field hase 

next the woods. 

the woodlends are preponderantly pine. ot tee wihe eentes 

noturally present, shert-leaf, Virginia, snd loblelly, the first-nemed 

is dominant and greatly catmambers the other two combined. Where the 

growth ie open and there is a ground cover of shrubbery, herbaccous
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vegetation, or brocmeedge, the pine woods make excelleat quatl range, 

but ere waluelens ae such when the stand ie dense. 

Hardwood timber is relatively searee and is generally confined 

to the cree bottemsor the richer ravines. uch mods offer good 

cover, bat, ag often happens, when caltivetion is carried right up 

to the efige of the timber, Little opportunity ie given for the 

growth of desirable food plants. 

there are some broomsedge fielde, but these are never so 

extoncive nor so denge as to lose their value for quail, and, in 

fact, present some of the very beat eeverts. 

ALL in all, existing range suitable for quail ic good ond 

well supplied with food, bat there neens to be too few birds left 

te ooeupy the ground that is oveileble. 

QUALL FOUR PLANS 

“hile the greeter part of the cotton fields wuld hardly 

/ support = aparror, om the better quail ground there is still (late 

winter) sn abundance of food vendily available in the form of per= 

sigtent seule of beggarneed, pigweed, ragweed, emartweed, and at 

lenst two species of Lespedesa; and in the fruite of catbrier, honey- 

wake, and cumac. Hugh core hes been left on the stalk im the fields, 

amd cowpese have often been overlooked or not harvested at ell, but 

the luther are imvuriotly mildewed snd of Little value. Seal] green 

herbaceous vegetation is probably available throughout the winter 

ageopt Gn rere ceeuslonswhen covered by anew or sleet. Such green 

ateff formed the bulk of the crop contents of « female quail examined
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on January 31. 1% was, in font, the only food save a few seede of 

Leapetdem, partridge yea, end ragweed, 

‘the plants listed below beer fruit or seed know: to be eaten 

ty quail, snd ceear in sufficient aumbers on the area to be of valued 

as sourees of quail food. lete winter is = diffiewlt time to identity 

Plants im the field, and the list is therefore far from eoaglete. 

it is restricted in the main to trees and shrubs sad such herbaceous 

plants ss beer persinten’ seeds. ‘Species bearing food still available 

at the time of the investigation are prefded with on asteriok. 

iress aud thraks 

Aa 

Beautyberry (Callica?ps) Cbeerved only once, 
Sleckgus 

*Bleckhew 
Mack Locust (iobinia) 
Togwoods 
Vlderberry 

*Hackberry 
Hawthorns 
Hickoriss 

"Holly (Ilex opaca) 

Wew Jersey - tea (Ceanothus) 
*“Oeke, eupecially water, willow, post and blackjadk. 
*Versiman 

4 Pines 
rivet Fralte heavily 

*edbud 
*ted Cedar 
Sassatiran 

*Sparkleberry (Yeectaium erbvoreun) 
*Semees 
feetgan 
Wid chervies 

ld Plone 

Yanss. ond cresuere. 

Blackberries -  Hative end Himalayan 
*Gotoriors ee spp.) Prolifie fraiters. 
*sedder {
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_  “tleneyruckie (Lonicera jovonies) 
Seed mildewed ioe 

*hoses 
“trumpet Creeper (Mignoaie radieass) 
“@ild Grapes ; 

Herbs. Grasien, ool isdegs 

ie ee 
“Soffeeweed (Gaseis) Fine beans. 
trabgrase 

“Svening Prierose (Genothers) 
*Jobason thrass . 

ult Pea (Galagtia regulars) 
Sheet eee ee einen 

= enone Yokeberry 
“Ragweed 
* iertweed 

*t. Andrew ¢ a = erows cua. Sate ¢ ane tees 

2 QUAL, MEMES 

it has already been atated that foxes of two species are 

reported te b¢ numerous on the ares. ‘the repert hae not bean 

ehecked ty setucl observation, bat these animels, if waduly aban 

deat, wight well exert « repressive influence on the quad) popule- 

tion, and should be controlled. Gposwuas, raccoons, and skunks 

undoubtedly occu in some oumsbers, though the fact see not verified. 

The first two are probably kept well im check by hanting. As for 

the winged aneuhes of qasil, it ie signifiemst thet only one hawk, 

ané thet « sperrownavk, «as seen during the week of the investiga 

tien. Gotten rate occur im the broomeeige patches, bat are not 

coneidered ef great importante on the general type of queil range 

found within the area. ;
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Spertemen complain of the menses of rowming cate and car 

dogs, ond in view of the proximity of several villages ond will 

towas to the ares und the auber of Megroes with their packs of 
rabbit dogs within it, « quell develogment program showld consi- 

dey end apply mecne of reducing these peste, 

iy ond large, however, it appeors that the most potent fee 

tor limiting the number ef qaail in this region is cvrer«shooting. 

this shooting way be legal, and confined te the open season, bat 

reports indicate « widespresd disregard of the game laws, More 

over, the puxber of re bit hunters in the field inersases the 

probability of considerable pot shooting of qusil. 

DEVELOPMENT OF GALL 

Panéemental essentials ia the maintenance of a good atand 

of quail are sufficient food and cover, and protection enough to 

insure adequate breeding stock each spring. How the erosion con- 

trol program my sugply these essentials is discussed in the 

following paragrapha. 

thauhing tor Tned and Cowes 

It is understood that the eresion control plans eal] for the 

iumedieate sowing of 150,000 pounds of lespedess seed in the stripe 

erepping systen now being intugurete?. This, of evures, will ppo- 

duee queil food in lnmense quantity, but whether it will be swaile 

able to the birds depends upon the consideration give/the birds! 

requiresents when the planting is done. ‘¢rips of lespedese ise- 

leted far from cover, in the middle of vast cotton fields, through 

of waquestioned walue in preventing erosion, will benefit quail 

not at oll. On the other hend, stripys slong the sergins of fields
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would be of very metoriol tenefit. It is often the practice to clesa 
taltivate the fields right yp to the edge of the wodlend, which, 

trom ea erosion evmtrel standpoint, is distinetly bad practice when 

the rows end on the brink of 6 ravine or gally. It is reenumended, 

therefore, that a strip of lespedesa be planted around the mergine 

of the fields. This wald serve os turaing ground for the plow, 

farnish splendid quail good adjacent to cover, ond check the runoff 

from the cultivated lead to the steaper slopes below, 

14 io aeted that sorghum also is on the Liet of planta to be ‘ 

used in strip cropping. All of the sorgimmasand millets produce exeele 

leat fuod for queil; and if 16 con be arranged to ron the uppermost 

or lowernost strip, or both, at the margin of the field ant leave 

the outer two or three rows stending when the erep is harvested, the 

Mirae Wi2h be sewured Of © readily avedlabie food eupsty trengheet 

the winter. 

if tdekets were sllewed to grow: on terrsee montis or if the 

mounds vere planted to millet or sorghum aad the erop left stenting, 

avenues of cover would be provided whereby quail vould have neeens 

to the entire field and the abuadent food offered by the stripe of 

lespedegs. Kowrwer, the terracing engineer considers 14 ted pree- 

ties to permit terrace mounds to be ower grown, claiming thet over- 

grown avemds sre prone te be neglected by the farmer. thie objeotion 

would hardly apply to willet or sorghum, ead need not bold sgsinet 

thicket growth of ite purpose vere properly explcined te the former 

aud he were shown thet a good stend of quell would augment his 

vevesne from the farm. There seems little reason why, with regular 

amspection and @ little work gow and then on the part of the farmer,
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such terrace mounds cannot be kept im acgood repade os the eleaa cule 

tivated mounds. ‘There is no questien that they would tremendously 

inerense the territory habitable by quail, and the sele of shooting 

rights sheald suwly core for their aaintenance. 

the gully pleating operations ef the project offer splendid 

opportunities fre increasing desirable quail cover and for effeating 

@ better distribution of cover, ly the exercise of a little care in 

selection of species, the plantings ean be wade to produce both food 

oad cover for quail end at the same time serve every stabilization 

requaremen the ‘the species Listed below, o11 of which eceur naturally 

in the project area and ars eavily obtainable, are recoumended for 

gully planting: 

Resatyberry ( 
Blackberry fale les ch Metieee 
Bliekeua 

caus spp) ore 

Cake Sepecially water osk and sillew oak, 
Feralanon 
Maes 
Sassafras 
SparcLeterry 
AEE 
Sweetgiuun 

ald cherries ALL speeches 
Whld Grapes ALL species 
id Piwas All species 

the grenter the variety that con be planted together, the better #il1 

be the resulte. 

hese plantings chould be earried Wack from the rim of the 

@ally for « distence at least «qual to the gully's depth, es wil as 

‘ Pleeed on the aides end bottom. In addition, it is recomended that 

& strip of leepedess be sown around the outeide of the planting srea 

to prevent eneroachment ef the show snd te provide food for birds.
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“here wnsightly gullies cecar along highways some thought 

wight well be given to esthetics in the sslection of etabilisers, 

Ornememteal species that could be eaployed in such situctions ine 

eludes 

Gherekes foes (oan Labvigata) 

cs pose, 
Virginie Oreeyar (Partkenoalssus qulaquefolia) 
‘urpleberry (Valliserpa gurpares) 

Al are of value as @ source of food for birds, though not #1) are 

wtilised ty quail. 

: s it sometimes happens thet a gully raguiag dow from a BALL 

opens upon @ cultivated field below. In such a situation the 

former ie sure to leave a thicket within the womth of the gully 

in an effort to stop the wash, uch places provide exeolbent 

qandl cover, bat ere likely to be deficient in food. 1% ie recom 

mended that o strip of lespedesa be sown around mach a belly 

in the form of om iuverted horseshoe with the Lisbe romeing up hill, 

this would not only benefit the birds, bat would aid in checking 

farther erosion. 

cmobection 

Aa adequate Weeding stock of birds mct be saved each year 

if the sport of quail shooting in to qomtinue ~ unlens, of course, 

recourse is hed to artificial propagation, waich ie teo expensive 

ond othersise undesirable te be considered here. 

Seuwh of ahh, thn even nat te pootnctel foun eneiping fixes. 

‘aeh fires are aot only dicagtrous to geome, but are equally destruc 

tive to forest reproduction and reforestation. VPire prevention should 

be on integrel part of the erosicn control program. it is best
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eeromplished, perhaps, by everlastingly hammering eway at the idea 

watil it is drives into the eonecloumese of every eooperater., ‘there 

woodland ocsure in blocks of considermble extent, use shoud be made 

of fire leas. ‘These may be plowed at o€¢ thwes with the terracing 

tractora, shore the satare of the terrein pereits. 

ALL eooperntors should be induced to post their lends «gsinst 

waeathorined haunting. thie can be dene jointly by the cooperator 

and the Government, which would inwere » walform systes, and greater 

respect on the part of prospective peechers. The sigas, shichehould 

be posted in accordance with the state law, should resds 

EROSION COW PRUE AREA 

” = ain Geer 
PERMISSION 

‘epiliistiinitaneibieisdiipneiiein eae 

te. f. 3. Kale, Segionsl Direetor 
Sell Erosion Service 

the regiousl office should furnish « eteneil for painting the signs, 

an@ vee that they are properly posted. Yoeting ie the fomédation on 

whieh the orderly garketing of the qaad) eroy aust rest. Ineidental- 

ly, wide gublicity should be given to the fact that » hunting lesse 

does not convey the right to the pareoarer ‘te hunt on any private 

lend whstecever without péralssion of the lendower. ‘there seoms to 

be o Very general misconception regarding thie in the minds of local 

hunters. 

1% would be well, if ponsitle to de so, te induce cooperstors 

to stop hunting ef every kind on their lands, except night hunting 

of reeeoons, opossums, and sach snimals, wetil « good stand of quail 

eon be balht ap.
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eceu @ of the evident low level to hich the queil pepule~ 

tion has bean reduced, it is recommended thet the Hon. A. A. 

Sichardsoa, Chief Same fardem, Columbia, %. ¢., be petitioned to 

Close the project areay to qusil hunting for at least teo years. 

Should this outhority not be vested in the Chief Game Yarden, the 

petition shoulé be addressed to the Greewille snd Scertentang 

ecomty delegations in the ‘tate Legislature. 

Just how long it is desiroble te keep the eres clesed can 

only be detersined by teking censuses of the quail to ascertaia 

the Level and trend of the populetion. It ie essential that the 

stend be Know approximately in order to manage intelligently 

the increase a 2 veyleceable crop. The ceneus, therefore, is « 

PRerequisite to gone mamsgewent. It is very aiffieult, hevever, 

te census quail in the type of cover found in the South Tiger 

Sdver area, oud it is essential that the mm charged with quad) 

develoynent hove tae une of at leant teo good bird dogs. Attempts 

to walk quail otu of each cover were quickly found to be futile. 

imforeenment of the gome lowe in the ipartenburg region is 

raported at low ebb, County deme ‘orden 8. 6. Godfrey hae promised 

all possible cooperstion, but that is hardly enough. 1% ie sgagested 

that stepe be taken to depatize appropriate members of the erosion 

ate?¥, ond thad emple publicity be given to thie fact. 

the desirability of coutrelling roaming eats and dogs hae been 

mentioned. this is a matter that will tax the diplomacy and ingemaity 

of the gome mumer severely. But here again publicity will be found 

@ valuoble aid. 

Is fact, the iupertence of publicity te the success of « geome
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Program can hardly be over-anphacised. Mont fundamental of oll is 

the intelligent eooperstion of the farmers, and to get it the game 

mon mat make the former understand the program. Second only 

in inportange to this is the esoperetion of the sperteman and that 

‘eo mast be obtained through education. The game manager, therefurg 

should wake sll powsible use of the press and the radio to insure a 

eumpathetic understanding of nie undertaking, “ith publie sentiment 

mobilised behind him half of his enforcement problem will bs solved, 

and hie market assured. 

Saskoskings, 

in view of the depletion of the quail on the project ares, 

it is recoumended that negotiations be opened at onmee with the State 

Gone Commission to obtain a supply of birds for restocking to 

eoverts. These birds should be wild quail trapped in other parts of 

the state, and mot imported from dictent pointe. The trapping should 

be done at once, before the birds hove paired. 

MARESSIAG YEE CHO? 

the cities of Spartenburg ond Greenville, and neerby emaller 

towns, have more than encagh hunters te absorb any surplus quail 

thet con be produced on the oresion project. A market, therefore, 

ic ready at hema; the problem ia to set ap the marketing aachinery, 

As the avowed purpose of game development on erosion sontrol areas 

is to produce suppleamtery revemac to compensate the former ia & 

seosure for the loss of land teken out of cultivation, it ix the 

evligation of the game manager te work out « marketing system that 

will, inawre this resalt. 

Orgsmization of the formers ic the first essential. It is
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obviously imprecticeble, however, to attempt te organise the faraers 

of the area ae a vhole. ‘he area, therefore, should be divided into 

logical geographic distriets, and the lnadowers withia each brought 

together inte © cooperative quell asroeietion. jah group should slect 

8 chaioman, who should be charged with the responsibility of issuing 

ali hunting persite within Ais district, aad with keeping the game 

records. the district boundaries should be sueh as to be readily 

recognizable by hunters; highways end streans, for example. This is 

eepecially importent because of the general seureity of fences. 

the prospective Bunter aust be taught to apply to the chair 

msn of the @ietrict in which he wishes te shoot. If found by the 

@istriet chairman to be mobjectionable, he will be issued « permit 

om which it is plainly stated on what propertion he may hunt nd how 

mony birds he may teke. ‘the hunter showld then present hie peralt 

to the ezpropriste farmer and leave his ear parked at the farmer's 

house. Upon the completion of the hunt, the hunter must chee in 

his bag with the farmer paricing bie car. Tho former takes up the 

permit, notes thereon the mmber of birds bagged, the number shot 

wut not retrieved, and whether there has been sny miseonduet an the 

port of the hunter, ond turns the permit beck to the district chair 

aon for record, Any banter who has not conducted himself properly 

would de refused further permite. Such » aystom is designed to give 

engh eooparating group absolute control of sll lmting within ite 

aistriet. 
Ie should be made very plain to the farmers thet membership 

in « group does aot oblige thea to ellow shooting om their properties
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if they do not wish it, ‘thore may well be meny formers sho estean 

wail for their high value os ineeet and wood destroytra, and these 
mea should Qe encouraged to maintain theiy farms as bird refages. 

SLL thet ie necamsary is to file aoties to that effect with the 

district chairaen, who will then decline to inwus shooting persits 

for tae form so designated, 

All permite should contain 4 ¢lause te the effeet that ony 

farmer has the right &) auy tine to refuse the hunting privileged 
to anyone whom he might find objectionalle. ‘the district cheirmen 

would, of gouree, refund the hunter's feo or, if the refusal wae 

kaowa to be based em purely personal grounds, redesue his permit 

te over other lands. 

Kemmerntion te the farmer may be baced either upon = price 

per bird begged, or a fee per doy. The letter in prefersble as there 

would be less indifference teverds lost or wounded birds. 

Hearty cooperation of local sportemen ic indispensible. ‘the 

program hee been dinquesed wlth Mesures. A. ¢. Patterson, and A. 3. 

Siems, President and Secretery-Treasurer, respectively, of the 

Spartanburg Chapter of the South Garoline Geme and Fish Sescelution, 

sho have cathnsiastically approved it ané promiesd all possible help 

iu carrying it out. ‘the gaue mensger should work with these geatle- 

men very closely. 

In marketing, o@ ia protecting, full publickty should be given 

to the progrem, ‘eople wust know that gome is svedlable ond understand 

the conditions wader shich it may we taken before they can be expected 

te evel] themselves of it. 

it must be borne im mind, however, that the quail population
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mast be built wp to o safe level before any attempt io made to 

morket the increase. 

; PRAGUE, 

She sueceesful axeqution of the quail wnmagemeat program 

outlined presupposes considerable energy, initiative, and executive 

abhlity, a9 well ae « gremt deel of tect, im the wan assigned to 

carry it out. Morcever, he mast have genuine iaterest ia game and 

seriousness of purpose in attacking hie geome probleme. if it is 

decided to inaugurate ® game progres en the South Tiger River 

preject, it would be best to add a game apecialiat to the staff. 

caste WA eat bo penton, it is wageested that game sanagoment 

he sided to the duties of Agsintant Agronomist W. B. Bowers. Mr. 

Rowers hae shown on interest in the subject, seems better posted 

on the local flere then bis fellows, snd, es the man in charge of 

gully planting, ie the sonst logical membor of the present staff 

to teke wp the game work, ‘Secomd choice would fell on Assistant 

Agronomist 3. J. Yetson. 

Whoever ic charged «ith the geue work should be oupplied +ith 

& copy of “fae Bobshite Guail, ite Habits, Preservation and Increese* 

by Herbert i. Stoddard (Charles Soribacr's Sons, New York City, 

$6.00). 

COBCLUSLONS 

Shéle the present stend of quail on the South figer Hiver 

Erosion Control Project Area is admittedly low, the flood and cover 

already present ond the prospect of their materiel incresse through 

pleating for srosion contre] warrant the establishment of a quail 

development progrem. In fact, a splendid opportunity is offered on 

thie area for spectacdler results from a carefully planned end
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oxeeuted management project. The success of such a project, however, 

will be meacured by the attitude of the steff. this report is 

slowed, therefore, with the warning that if the geome work is to be 

lesked upon eo a trivial side line, te be given attention only when 

thers is mthing elee te do, it kad better not be undertaken. 

iespectfally subsatted, 

Braest G. Bolt 
Conservation Biologist 

Washington, Db. C. 
February 7, 1934
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COMMERCIAL FORESTERS OF SO. CAROLINA —— 

FAVOR GAME MANAGEMENT 

The South Carolina Commercial Forestry Association, which was organized 

recently in Columbia, recognized the necessity for scientific research and the 

establishment of game management and passed the following resolution: 

WHEREAS, we believe that the general application of intelli- 

gent forestry methods will produce a greatly increased supply of 

game, and, further that this game can ke made into a secondary farm 
crop, for which there is an unlimited demand and no danger of over— 

production. 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that The South Carolina Commercial 

Forestry Association, in session in Columbia January 2lst and 22nd, 

goes on record as suggesting and urging that Clemson College, in ~ 

co-operation with the U. S. Biological Survey and other agencies now 
working along similar lines, include in their agricultural course a 

line of study pertaining to Game Management, with the end in view 

of developing this phase of rural life as a secondary money crop in 
So. Carolina." 

ae Op ont Kew So ee ee 

Tarek, 16, 193/ 
he : 5 , 

ESTABLISHED 1808
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South Carolina ~~ 

Also Mo. Report 

Excerpt from "Birds of South Carolina" by Arthur Trezevant Wayne, 1910. 
(Contributions from the Charleston Museum). P. 63. 

"This well known game bird (bobwhite) is a permanent resident 
and is exceedingly abundant along the entire coast. On Oakland plan- 
tation, near Mount Pleasant, there are no less than twenty-six coveys. 
Mr. Philip E. Porcher, the present owner, tells me that when he moved 
to this place in February, 1859, he observed a flock of these birds 
near the dwelling house, and I may add that the descendants of this 
particular covey are still to be seen at this date--1910. As long as 
the aspect of the country is unchanged the Bob-white will be found in 
the same locality year after year, but when the cover is destroyed the 
birds are forced to find other places which are suitable. Any thorough 
sportsman can recognize a place where this species can be found, with- 
out inquiry, by the character of the land. 

"\ plantation will contain a certain number of coveys, year 
after year, without any apparent increase of addition flecks. This fact 
is well known by land owmers who are interested in the preservation of 
the birds. That the birds undoubtedly increase is shown by the presence 
of enormous coveys in the autumn in places where none were known to 
exist before. These birds were undoubtedly bred on the land where their 
ancestors lived for years, and consequently are their descendants, But 
they do not remain, as the same coveys are still to be found in the 
same places where they heve been for years. The question at once 
arises: what becomes of the innumerable numbers that are annually raised? 
I have seen late in the autum, upon the appraoch of sunset, a covey 
fly high in the air and depart in a southerly direction. These birds 
were undoubtedly migrating. If all the partridges which are annually 
hatched and raised were to remain on the plantations where they were 

pred, the crops of grain would be seriously injured, 
"The birds which frequent the forest are always shyer, and, when 

flushed, fly to greater distances than those which frequent the fields, 
"Although the birds commence to pair during the second week in 

April, I have frequently observed them in large flocks as late as the 
middle of May. Audubon states* that "in the neighborhood of Charleston, 
in South Carolina, it breeds twice in the year, first in May, and 
again in September." This statement is certainly an error, as the 
birds have but one brood, unless the eggs have been taken, when they 
continue to lay for an indefinite period until a brood is raised, I 
have caught young birds, which were about two days old, in the second 
week of November." 

* Birds of America, V, 63
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Ex-service men again shoulder arms to fight against enemies 
destroying natural resources of America 

. EEP your heads down! Here they By Frep G. Conpict* soldier and contributor to the ‘‘Stars 

Roce and GENE HARRISON and Stripes.’ He is now a famous 
Seven men crouched, tense, squinting writer and winner of the Pulitzer Prize 

at small specks in the sun coming with the speed of for the best biography written in 1929. 
projectiles. They saw them resolve into a flying “'V,” But first, all were Legionnaires. All were working for a 
the wedge point headed straight for them. One quietly project that would sound the assembly for the American 
slipped a shell into the chamber of his gun—and waited. Legion to gather its individual and multiple strength and 
The others awaited breathlessly the signal for action. march on to the objective of restoring the great out-of- 
Somehow that picture brings to mind another one of doors of America to its former beauty and appeal; to 

twelve years ago when these conserve and increase wild life 
same men—and millions more ve | ae Sexthar all diay enjoy it, and 
of them—were in identical posi- Seren, that the robust American heri- 
tions awaiting the zero hour. SINS tage of hunting may not be lost 

These men, too, were await- a Rug I to the generations yet unborn. | 
ing the signal to go over the EN FON > A nation of good shots is a 
top in the new warfare of the aOR nation well prepared to pre- 
American Legion to save wild serve peace. 
life and to help restore its A Patriotic Duty “Since the close of the war 
former abundance for the enjoy- ieThe conservation imioverment. int the and the return of the soldiers 
ment of all Americans and United States today constitutes this the activities of former service 
posterity. country’s finest demonstration of pure men have centered in the Ameri- 

Some of these men who had idealism, of unselfish patriotism. Those can Legion in this country. 
crouched with guns tightly who adhere to it solely for the love of out- This tremendous body of young, 
gripped to shoot at creeping of-doors, who comprehend their duty only vigorous and active men is the 
figures in No Man's Land or at Sena oe Stig | oe Mig 2 greatest force for the promotion 
enemy planes as they zoomed Se a are Oa Cart of worth-while public welfare 

: : wise making the out-of-doors a little £ ‘ % oy 
over the lines, awaited now the cleaner) @olittlemaprey peautifdls and’ = projects in existence, Mr. 

arrival of nothing more formi- little more alive with the pulse of nature, Carlos Avery, president of the 
dable than a flock of wild ducks, have justification enough for their work American Game Protective As- 

flying into the American Legion and reward enough in their accomplish- sociation, said in writing of the 
Game Refuge and Public Shoot- ments. On economic grounds alone we American Legion entering the 
ing Grounds at Batesville, may call upon the self-interest of our lists to fight for the conserva- 
Mississippi. The gun was merely people and justify all the time and en- tion and restoration of the 
to scare the birds, so that the Pepe ee ne eae omc out-of-doors. 
cameraman could get a spectac- movement: CHARLES G. DAWES “Conservation of our natural 
ular shot. This man; an officer U. S. Ambassador to Great Britain. resources is a matter of the most 
inthe Signal: Corps, dunina the: «|e eC ee vital interest to the future wel- 

war, had taken many difficult fare of the country, and it is 
pictures. Today, he is a cotton planter. Democratically encouraging to note that the American Legion is taking 
paddling a boat over the preserve was a well-known an active interest in many phases of conservation affairs. 
doctor in the Medical Corps who is today the beloved This has been particularly manifest with reference to 
physician of his locality. He was following as expertly care and protection of wild birds and animals, in which 
as he could the directions of a buck private, now a most members of the American Legion take an active 
wealthy cotton planter. Another, an ex-pilot, is now a __interest.”’ 

* newspaper man; another, an officer of infantry, now According to estimates made at national headquarters. 

a hard-working conservationist, assisting the Batesville of the organization, 3,000 of the 10,000 posts composing 

Post No. 118 in establishing a reserve and public shooting the American Legion are now actively engaged in some 
ground area. And yet another, Marquis James, was a form of conservation and restoration work. Even to 

~ *Bditor, American Legion News Service. ,
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Pe a ra Pet : Following are some of the activities to be undertaken 

ae x § in each county: To assist in the establishment and 
er MO BO a ae a maintenance of sanctuaries for birds and wild life; to 

Ye ng aa ee ag organize crews within the American Legion posts for the 
ae, Ss oo) NA ee f es Pees = planting of fish and liberation of game birds raised and 

i aM | rent ere es Ae 5 furnished by the state; to assist by educational and other 

F | May Bia ie ates effective means in the observance of laws for the pro- 
4 Vrs Pag! ia me 2 ee tection of game and wild life; to help prevent forest and 

ce & _ AAEM ee aa eka rs brush fires by an educational program and by physical 
Be ‘i Erreur aan rr) aid in times of emergency; to adopt or plant memorial 

—_ all ( Fi g groves of trees; to assist in beautifying the state highways 
A j A \ 4 | i ‘ i by initiating or supervising the planting of shade trees; 

: y, a rc i i: H ae to preserve beaches and public parks from pollution, 

j | ras y" ‘ s spoilation and desecration; to contact and codperate 
" \4 1) i tk Je with the various conservation organizations, both official 

hI any ‘i j | cae and unofficial, in the general program of conservation; to 

: ed we Pete «study all important legislative propositions affecting 
‘A Legionnaire deputy game warden of the American Legion conservation, with a view to lending the Legion's 
Rese ee a a aene hte cane ene support or voicing its opposition in vital matters affect- 

earn money caring for forests and game ing the welfare of the natural resources of the state. 

The American Legion, Department of Mississippi, 
catalogue their activities would require many columns, together with other organizations, is working hard to 
but a few of the outstanding projects may be sketched to secure the necessary legislation to establish a state fish 
give an idea of their comprehensive range. and game conservation department. Mississippi is the 

In this connection it may be noted that the Game only state in the Union that has not set up its machinery 
Conservation Department of E. I. du Pont de Nemours for conserving the wild life within its borders. 
& Company, Inc., through its field men, has rendered Another project is claiming the efforts of the American 
every assistance within its power to those American | Legion in South Carolina. A number of posts secured 
Legion posts who have desired to start conservation | permission to use the old site of Camp Jackson, where | 

projects, and it stands ready to assist others. Du Pont }| many of these self-same Legionnaires were trained for 
takes this opportunity of acknowledging with gratitude | war, to establish a wild life refuge, and, if practical, a 
expressions of appreciation received from those posts | game farm that will give employment to disabled buddies 
which it has had the pleasure to assist..Incidentally, the” and at the same time teach them this new profession. 

personnel of this department is eighty per cent American Graduates are in greater demand than the supply. Game 
Legion in membership. 
Among the major ES sh PVR 4 (ee oe Me OS ; 

projects, the program SHA (= a NU g(t ke eee ee acta. Ce 
outlined by the Con- ~~ WER ee AN Dea ee ae aE eT 
servation Committee of mat 6 Se et ur) alt x i i Lae her ee Va sf 

ee ne Vy ae A ah ae © are Rss wy Ss ame can ers 
Department of Califor- RS VES CNBR PSS Nike C1 Mg oS eae Aes 
nia, has many and eT | 1 aa = PRES eae an os “ 
varied constructive fea- eat i Loe aa \ a pei oe 
tures. All counties in © : a i a ; u 
the state are to be (iii gaa / j V1 | 
active, it is planned, ‘ e 3 Wee 
pore it through. xo im rh 9 ih \ ran, 
ocal committees of A Rr ‘ reel : 

‘war veterans afte to : uf : iw hy ; A hae te 

cooperate with the eee oie Merc a & Batt ae ae 
officials of the State (ayia pre ee ee AOS TG ARUN ae NU tate 

Division of Fish and eae s a penne, Nie Bh ns ey BY ee Wu Pee ae eres 
Game and with the ACRE aN Bs Ad ose pe Sie Lela sO RN yee i 
federal authorities in Us GEA ME ROT Rr UE SESS A Ha Ee a 8 i ae ‘ 
their conservation and apap ais EAS Me iene aa Ue RRR pret dee a ea cc ey eR 
restoration work, and DO Sa OTIEREA RSS MERAE TTP Os FRU a PCE AG BUR Ne OE Ba eA dae aes in : 

also to launch certain These two Legionnaires find plenty of pleasure in getting out in the open—afield with five fine 
projects of their own. championship dogs “‘all set to go” 

8
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= " 2 ry as ry Se 5 © Py ¢ a ‘ ye a CR te ai 5 Ts es 

een fe eae: Se ieee. 2. 
bee WC eS Fo eae wt pA Le Left—A wild duck sanctuarynear Bates- 

eevee ae ea AF A Le 3 ea Rye ville, Mississippi, in a tract of 6,000 
» <OGAE Pike * ene ANA | Po A 83 acres of marsh and overflow land leased 

aye Bie sie ORs Cy <f aa Ry? Mies: oe Coe ae ie by the local American Legion post 
fi "i Td. Apr Witenes Tita as i if, fl EYP id 

a ) a avon cae 
rae, f wf | ri : a Below—Legionnaires making an in- 

rf - f spection trip at the Batesville game 
C= preserve. They were really “gunning’’ 

Pee. : . for ducks with a camera, but the birds 
eee ee ae : did not choose to get into the picture 

ion. Sa ee 
eh eS = 
ues “SS = 

—_ pe orgy 1 
at ee p 

a tp ane Mk oy Aig 
at “a. a i. So a 

aur eagle ee ey P, ¥ Se y ec Sel Fight ail Po ae ’ i Sa “Aas 
” : - hs 34 a + oe Sian rm 

h . . i‘ 3 oo Fee si 
a da eS ah i 5 a dl Eat * a rt, td 

il am : 3% bs g . he rm og * % * ee Si . aa oo Eye F lag eo. Bee ae, se. i 
Ge a ea telnet 5 bs “ny ro Yo a ae 

ee eee: i 

* ee: ee dh oe ‘ 

tole val ” ys ay ‘ er ae ae a! _— ay Le &> - ; 
AS Y . oe ae x . ie 

ee ee Se eed ome 
_~ ” 5 Mook er eee Ee ta 

“ SSS nS Re ae oo ee SS -_ a Ee fe SS. SZ & =" eS : =e 

wr ee 3 = SS. == é _ me es — Sg =a 
a te a! ia Ee pete Sa 

= Se SS 
Where the Legion is carrying onareforesta> n : =~ 
tion project in Connecticut. Five hundred : es | 
acres have been set aside in the Berkshire : ’ xs . 

Hills as a paradise for campers, a . » a 

anglers and hunters ot > AS 
i ‘ ‘ el i 2 

raised on the old camp site will be liberated to Carolina grounds. Many shooting grounds have been established 
coverts in parts of the state that may need restocking. for sportsmen, not only among the ranks of the Legion 

A large number of American Legion state departments _ itself, but for the public as well. The Legion, in presery- 
adopted conservation and restoration of wild life in ing these natural tracts, has provided many splendid 

principle at their state conventions this year. Most of recreational grounds in the work of preserving to some 
them are planning active programs as a departmental extent our natural resources as a priceless heritage 
activity. In the meantime, individual posts are springing of America.” 
up like mushrooms after a rain, to engage in various One of the more recent projects to restore fish and 
conservation activities. game to its former abundance in a vast area is that 

News releases from National Headquarters point to undertaken by the Batesville, Mississippi, Post No. 118 
some of the activities of these posts, state departments, of the Legion. This reserve may in time become a paradise 
and of the national organization as follows: for sportsmen over the country. The post has in successful 

“Alarmed by the destruction of our native wild life operation a fish and game preserve with adjoining public 
and forests, the American Legion is promoting the shooting and fishing grounds open to all who obey the 
conservation of natural resources as part of its American- restrictions imposed. Similar projects under Legion aus- 
ism program. Five of the national conventions of the pices are known tobe under way in Tennessee, Connecticut, 
Legion have taken action indorsing this program. Minnesota, Wisconsin and Montana and in less degree in 

“Many Legionnaires, who lived in the open while a number of other states. 

serving the colors, have a common love for the great With most of its members sportsmen, the Batesville 

out-of-doors. In this program the Legion has established Post leased 6,000 acres of marsh and overflow land in the 
many inviolate sanctuaries where game may increase Panola-Quitman drainage district near the city. One-fifth 
undisturbed. The Legion has sought to stamp out the of this area will remain an inviolate sanctuary for all 
enemies of wild game life and to provide adequate feeding _ wild life. It already abounds with rabbits, quail, ducks 
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and geese. Only guns used for protection will be allowed small animals. It is a veritable haven for countless flocks 
within this section. Natural foods have been planted of song-birds, and will afford a center where disabled 
there. Sufficient cover has been provided for protection veterans may recuperate and rest. It is frequented by 
from preying animals and the weather. Legionnaires, thousands of campers. 
practicing predator control, have killed hawks, snakes Since 1921 the New York American Legion has been 
and rats in this area. developing a wonderful. memorial park in Herkimer 

On the other four-fifths of the tract, measures have been County. The Legion planted 5,000 trees on this acreage. 
taken to imsure perfect environmental control. Public In Newport News, Virginia, members of the Legion took 
shooting is allowed in season between 9 a.m. andi p.m.  uptree planting as their contribution toa ‘‘city beautiful’’ 
These hours have been arranged to give the game plenty week. They made a house-to-house canvass and persuaded 
of time to rest and feed. Gamekeepers will enforce the hundreds of householders to plant shade trees. The 
restrictions. The streams and lakes in the sanctuary are Legion, in codperation with the Boy Scouts, planted 
being stocked with game fish and the cover replenished unsightly city and county properties with evergreens and 
with native game. other hardy trees adjacent to Logansport, Indiana. 

Joint action with veteran groups and the Dominion Minneapolis has been a pioneer city in conservation and 
of Canada is looked to by the Legion to carry out its is seeking to bring about the Superior National Forest. 
project to preserve as much as feasible of the Rainy Lake Legionnaires of that city planted more than 1,000 high- 
watershed on the northern border in a great Superior arched elms along the sides of the paved boulevards 
National Forest. Pursuant to action of the Louisville, comprising the Victory Memorial Driveway. A post of 
Kentucky, national convention of the Legion, a com- less than 1oo members in Sigourney, Iowa, bought a 
mittee is now considering steps to bring this about. This _ thirty-acre plot and, after planting trees there, dedicated 
great park would preserve a forest in its virgin state as a__it as a public playground. 
memorial to more than 100 years of peace between the Dozens of other states, under Legion direction, have 
United States and Canada and would be dedicated to the _ passed legislation for the planting of trees along public 
men and women who lost their lives in the World War. highways in memory of the soldiers who gave their lives 
The portion of this conservation area in the United in the World War. Legion posts throughout the country 
States lies as a counterpart of have taken great interest in 
the great Qustico Provincial F sponsoring Arbor Day. Upon 
Park of Canada. The tract would i is the request of Governor George 

be set aside for reforestation To the American Legion: A. Parks, of Alaska, the Legion 
and, by international agree- “You placed your all at the command sponsored a Forestry Week. 
ment, as a beautiful scenic area. of the Government in 1917 and 1918 and Window displays were arranged 

Wisconsin has been one of successfully fought the battle to perpetu- and the schools supplied with 
the pioneer Legion states where ate the idea of democracy. Now the peace- speakers. The Legion helped 

a widespread and successful pro- time call for preserving and improving materially in a campaign to 
gram of reforestation and con- our natural resources is the major problem save the giant redwoods of 
servation has been undertaken. before us. Through the years of 1917 and Humboldt County, California. 
Not long ago the state deeded 1918 you carried on in the face of guns and A paradise for duck hunters 
to the American Legion, De- gunfire to leave for the future generations was provided by the Legion in 
partment of Wisconsin, 3,500 the idea of government by the people. In a project undertaken near Bill- 
acres of lake and timberland, peace time your battle is with those who ings, Montana. Steam shovels 
found chiefly in Oneida County. destroy and live only for the present. were used to throw up a dam 
There the Legion is developing Those who are yet to follow you will under- eleven feet high and a quarter 
a forest preserve, refuge of wild stand the idea which you so nobly defended of a mile long, impounding 240 
life, and a breeding ground for in the World War if you leave them a acres of water. The Legion 
game. A twelve-foot lane has prosperous, well-preserved and beautiful committee selected the site after 
been cut around this refuge, land in which to live.”” studying the duck flights which 
proper signs have been put up, O. MAX GARDNER went up the Yellowstone River 
and firetowers have beenerected. Governor of North Carolina. fromnorthandsouth of Billings, 
Waldsrice sandr theist ood sal ay cgi [eee eee cee eee leaving the river a point east of 
been transplanted. The tract has Shepherd and continuing to Big 
nine small lakes within its boundaries and five along the Lake near Wheat Basin. Wild rice and grains were sown 
borders. With the aid of the Boy Scouts thousands of to feed the ducks. A sluiceway was built to lower the 
small trees have been planted there. water at nesting time. This work was done on the 

The region already abounds in deer, bear, ruffed suggestion of Captain Thomas A. Reiner, a past com- 
grouse, wolf, coyote, fox, otter, beaver, mink, muskrat, mander of Yellowstone Post. The project is expected to 
weasel, snow-shoe rabbit, cottontail, red squirrel, ducks, be completed by the season of 1930 which runs from 
skunk, bobcat, porcupine, woodchucks and thousands of September 16 to December 31. (Continued on page 24) 
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DENVER’S DYNAMITE ROAD two perilously close to some precipice, while the steam 

(Ged Paden shovel would often drop into them a weight of stone 
Saas that would break the bottom of the wagon bodies. 

innumerable caves and grottoes, there are certain features In the amphitheater, too, one particularly obstructing 
of this park that are plainly indicated for casual inspec- rock that had rested firmly in its bed for probably sixty 

tion. There are, for instance, the great ship rock, known million years had to be removed. Dynamite broke it 
as the Titanic; Creation Rock, the rocks of Kronos, down into enough stone for a good-sized building. One 
Mnemosyne, Coios, Tethys, the Cave of the Seven Ladders _ of the accompanying illustrations shows where the blast- 
and the Cave of Saturn. ing was done in the amphitheater. 

It is easy to be seen that it was no small task to build ——— 

a road which would give the traveler a profile view of Acknowledgment is due Municipal Facts, published by 
these rocks of the ages and would kindle his imagination the city and county of Denver, for its courtesy in supply- 
with the mighty depths of that unknown past, without ing the information and illustrations for this article. 
spoiling its natural charm for the real explorer. epee 

Much as one of the great reptilian creatures of the past 
must have made his way through the red rocks does this AMERICAN LEGION GOES TO WAR 
new highway go. It coils and winds with sinuous grace TO SAVE WILD LIFE 
over the plains and through the rocks. Continued from page 10) 

The road has three fine entrances, each one command- The Legion has joined with the state of Pennsylvania 

ing a beautiful vista. The first is alittle beyondthe Mount — in carrying out some splendid projects. About thirty-five 
Vernon Canyon turn-offon the Hogback Highwaybetween years ago the people of Pennsylvania awoke to the fact 

Golden and Morrison. The old Bear Creek entrance, near that the wild life of the state was becoming extinct and 
the Morrison gateway to the Mountain Parks, has been _ the forests were being depleted. A non-partisan commis- 

entirely reconstructed, and there is a new entrance direct sion of six men brought about its splendid program of 
into Bear Creek Canyon, so that it is now possible to go preservation in virtually every county. Last year the 
from Denver, take the Hogback road to the first entrance, Keystone state issued more than 800,000 hunting licenses 

drive over the Red Rocks Highway and come out in and there was plenty of game for all. Deer were killed 
Bear Creek Canyon. within eighty-five miles of Pittsburgh. 

With a grade of six per cent or less for the most part Through Legion effort the state made arrangements 

and with a bed wide enough for four cars abreast, the whereby disabled veterans, especially those with arrested 
highway is easily traveled. It is not only perfectly graded, cases of tuberculosis, might earn money caring for the 
but large quantities of gravel were used initsconstruction, forests and game while they were recuperating. Under 

so that it offers a non-skid route for the motorist. this plan, advanced by Dr. Henry Pleasants, Jr., of West 
Not all the views in the park are of the rocks them- Chester, Pennsylvania, chairman of the state medical aid 

selves. Many of the loveliest vistas of the plains and of committee of the Legion, cottages have been built. One 
the many little lakes are to be found in this vicinity. One of these was dedicated at Peck’s Pond in the Delaware 
of the charms of the highway is the fact that it has been forest in the heart of the Pocono Mountains. Another 
landscaped so as to give the same consideration to views was built at “‘Ole Bull Site,’’ thirty-five miles below 
looking out from the red rocks as to those looking into Coudersport. Still other cottages will be erected and the 
them. The road goes, so to speak, by both a front and Legion will assist the state in its program of forestry 
back door. By the front door one has a perfect profile and game protection. 
view of the entire rock formation and hundreds of beauti- The Legion in Connecticut has carried to a successful 
ful scenes over the plains towards Denver. By the back completion a project in reforestation. A tract of some 
door, one goes through the very heart of the rocks, with 500 acres was set aside in the Berkshire Hills on the West 
formations on each side like lines of soldiers in review. branch of Farmington River. This tract has become a 

The actual labor required to build the road was tremen- paradise for campers, anglers and hunters. The Legion 
dous. Most of it had to be hewn out of solid rock, so that _ is very strict in seeing that the tract is properly policed 
tons of dynamite were required. Incidentally, large quan- and protected in order that it may afford the greatest 
tities of du Pont explosives helped clear the way. Accus- measure of benefit for all. Wild flowers, including 
tomed as road crews are to building rocky highways, they cardinal fringed gentian, laurel, daisies, asters and 
found plenty of resistance in this case. The curves which arbutus, are found in profusion in this tract yearly. 
the engineers decided to command were the very places Through its national aeronautical committee, the 
where the rocks and boulders raised immense obstacles. Legion has done much to promote forest land patrol by 
In one particular spot where there was asteam shovel airplane, seeking Government assistance in this necessary 
at work, the weight of the rocks it had to lift was so work. Throughout its entire conservation program the 
great that the cable broke again and again. Wagons that Legion posts have been materially assisted by the Boy 
carried offthestone would have tocrawl alongthe broken Scout troops which have helped to plant trees and 
highway, with two wheels on the trail and the other to arouse public interest in the protection of wild life. 

24
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? COMMON SENSE || Maybe I’m Wrong || MANY CANDIDATES IN 

_ COMMENT By John D. Medbury GREENWOOD COUNTY 
By JOHN P. MEDBURY Greenwood, 8. C., July 11—()— 

By N, L. WILLET Los Kageles policemen aré now] Twenty-four candidates are compet- 
oo carrying dice so that they can break|ing in the 1928 summer primary for 

FOOD HABITS OF WILD GAME. | up crap games. we cous tee and Acie Ye ae i 
; th _ reenwood county, Senator D, A. G. RI eM TATER trailors Efficiency Experts _, | Ouzts is opposed, for renomination 

life in the United States is through|. The old maid who's advertising by Samuel C. Hodges, while Col. R. 
the big privately owned game pre-|for a husband so that she can take|E. McCaslan, chairman of the ways 
serves. These people spend large|the moth balls out of her hopechest.|and means committee for the past 
sums in game researc: work and for —— two ear is running for the house 
game keepers and caretakers. They You're Right | with W. J. Moore, another member 
promote the increase of game life| A split lip isn’t what it’s cracked|of last year’s assembly, and B. B. 

and by keeping out fires they save| UP to be. \ PUES Frank ecord aud F. E. 

our forests and they thus promote Te moet i su eG ener nee eT” 
the lives too of valuable bushes or ,. Ode To A Boot ee ASE. 
food bearing shrubs and grasses.| _, It’s wonderful to be shot at sun-| Auditor Joe Lake fs anpoasd for 
The greatest concentration of game|Tise, but not at the present prices.|renomination by W. E. Huff and 

preterycs in the United States is in Cy a a Ramage. beet ntendelt a 
eaufort, Colleton, Jasper and Hamp- Ace of Cads MLR Anite s One sen One ee, 

ton counties, $, C., and largely on , The fellow who calls his girl Par-|G. H. Smart and E. Murray Whar- 
non-arable land. For the past year|ticiple because she’s got a past. ton; Supervisor Dr, J. A, Marshall 

I have paid much attention hare ee Caaen He opponen ate on a Frat ong er 
along with certain game keepers, as Youre Wrong = So witeras 5 Want) mecha inet Seo cs ee to the food habits of wild game and. ,4 dog fancier isn’t necessarily a) Yeldell is pyppened Dy Sam A. Agnew 

as to the furnishing them with na-) chiropodist. and Arch L. Milling. Sheriff E. K. 
tive wild’ fod, — White, O. A, Etheridge and R. L. 

i eeseaceas Advice to the Love Worn ‘ Goep are eomapeae san phere 
Mexico only has one ground for| while Treasurer G. N, Burnett an 

Pepreeren iso epee Aldo Lépold| divorce.- Marriage. Coroner R. L. Faulkner are unop- 

of Forest Products Laboratory, Mad- fal Vold , | Posed for renomination. 
ison, Wisconsin, and a skilled for-| coo. gehows are. so dumb that PETS MICE, NOT WIFE 
to gngage’in-private. work as con. when they yawn I's a sign they'te| | St. Louis, Mo-Mrs. Balith Chil- 

ina 4 wide awak, strom testified in her divorce sui Pe ee specializing in game that her husband was always pet 

j { / ig Among the Illiterati ting his white mice, but never ha 
latinecon ie efit Perate Bare Several English professors are now|a kind word for her, 

the Sporting Arms and Ammunition gyne advanced courses in alplaq) oH ———____ 
Manufacturers’ institute to make a| Detical soup. oftieach fall: and” re penewed 4h 
survey of American game resources. Gus Ow Vanieville the. spring: 

Pilscouhe oreerienee nud idea i She: I hear you got a raise. The Dwarf Live Oaks of Florida 
sportsmen and. other conservation| , He: Yeh, I gotta raise a hundred|are usually mixed with Dwarf Pa]- 
auecciar ‘as to the best ways and| dollars by tomorrow or they'll take meee PODS Sn bie 

my car. sible to eradicate except wi i 
means, for Inducing the  sumained| Copyright 1928 King Features | tractors—luckily in the Beaufort 
anblige the fabts and making them Syndicate, Section we ae ne. anes ete 
available to sportsmen, the one Wiles bebe See ARR ee 

of the survey hope Puhine none the/ furnishing him ‘meantime with cer-} No, 2. Goats-rue (Gracca virgini- 
Be pine atertion ective program | tain data collected by myself. ant). Called é°0 Wild Swaet feats 

2 a EER: ~ H As olore ea; Cat Gut. 
Mr. paneln vat contin to make/ Game Preserve Food. Silky, She to_two feet high; leafy 

pete his hea que ae Prof Recently a new game preserve of | to the top. Flowers large and nu- 
L wi cee et * FO saat 8,000 acres in Colleton county was| merous clustered in the top; race- 
eopold and ask him for a Pitre | OPened uy and the keeper brought} mes—dense yellowish white marked 

survey by him of this section here) me six plants, and seemingly the| with purple. Flowers in June and 
________________ | chief foods of the game on the place,| July. Dry, sandy sot. Legume. 

for identification and study. The} No, 3. Tick-trefoil (Meibomia or 
area is in wondrous long leaf and/ Desmodium obtusa), one of the Beg- 
lcblolly pine perans: 30. year: old| gar Weeds and known as the Hairy 
whose mast to begin with is, supreme Small leafed Tick-trefoil. Grows 

aaa food. Through it runs won-| well in brocm sedge fields and open 
|drous old Black creek habitat of| pine woods (its cousin the “Florida 
wild turkey and fox squirrels and a Recearaned® (Desmodium purpurea) 

\ tidal creek though its black waters| favors fertile cultivated fields. Grow- 
‘ are 30 miles from the sea. Turpen-| ing wild amid the pines end a legume 

tining of the forests is now taboo| js of considerable importance in bird 
as are fires and poachers. Semi-| food life through the whole season. 
wild hogs are out and the serious! One quail killed in January had in 
work of game production is/now oNn.] jts stomach 1,127 of these seeds (94 
And here are the names of these pe cent of his meal). It flowers in 
Plants: 3 ummer, mostly purple, short two 

1, Running oak (Quercus pumila).| lipped tubes; pod flat deeply lobed 
; 2. Goats-rue (Gracca virginiana). | or jointed, the joints often breaking 

rf 3. Tick-trefoil (Meibomia sup.) apart and adhering to the clothing. 
4, Milk-pea (Galactia sp.) No, 4. Milk-pea. The small strip- 

Xd) 5.Bush Clover (Lespedeza Hirta).| ed bean of the downy silk pea (Gal- 
e 6. Rattlebox (Crotalaria rotoundi-|actia volubilis), one of the four or 

y folia). Seo 2 more varieties of milk pea found 
{ Outside of the “Willow Running-| jn the region, probably made up the 

oak” these piehis are all legumi-} bulk of the six and three-tenths per 
nous—peas, beans or clover whose|cent of such peas found in 217 of 
wild seeds furnish finest bird food| the 302 stomachs examined. In some 
My aids and dependence in this| areas the twining vines of the little 
study have been: W. L. McAtee|pea are found binding the under- 
(Food Habits Research), W. W. Feush in a solid mass and it was not 
ane) ORSELa both or eee uncomon to find the crops and giz 

my six big volumes of L. H. Baileys) zards of ail collected in suc 
Standard makes cut to Encyclopedia of American Horticul- places eraninied with peas. In one 
fit, of materials that will ture and Washington’s recent Re-} stomach collected on January 13 there 

s oe ar. port on “Cooperative Quail Investi-| were fully 880 of them, which form- 
wear weil. very gar- gation.” ed 28 per cent of its content. A le- 
ment perfect and proper- Bait eee gare. grrpatrate, twining. einen: 

; > lant Personalities. our ed. ‘y sandy soil. 
ly sized. You don’t have | No. 1. Dwarf Running Willow Oak| No. 5. Bush-clover (Lespedeza hir- 
to ask for bigger sizes (Quercus pumila). All through the| ta). Two to four feet tall. Legume 
than you wear — your uplands of Colleton and Hamptot/erect. Dry soil. Lespedza was a 

‘ eos : | counties are these oaks in thick sol-| Governor of Florida who aided the 
proper size in these will }) i! clumps of one or more acres. They | botanist, Michaux. Small shrubs with 
fit you |may bear pethabe a pint each of|pea shaped flowers. Pod short and 

. | acorns much loved hy turkeys, quail, aeaeetes Hardy. Blooms in Sep- 
| peelttels. and hogs. : swept by ve tember and pee (its cousin ae 

+ \ 5 they r again in two years—the| pan Clover’ Lespedza Striata is the 
Side or back opening. | underground is an immense system | best known of this big tribe). 
Pull Overs and Shorts, |of running roots. These tiny fully No. 6. Rattle-box (Crotalaria ro- 

too, 50c and up. | developed trees are very unique and‘ tundifolia). pepo. Seeds rattle 
? : | just now are full of acorns—no larg: | in the pod. erminal flowered. 

jer than okra seed, Round podded with 250 species. One 
| There are three different varieties| of the Ghotanta is the Sunn Hemp of 
| of dwarf oaks which vary in height| India and one is the “Yellow Sweet 

—— | from shoe-top to about two feet Two} Pea.” The Crotaria are largely trop- 
|of these are dwarf live oaks which| ical. 
|hold their leaves in the winter just —_—_ > 
|as the large trees do and which have | Remarks. 
acorns quite similar to those on the The above gives us the leading, 
large trees. One of these some-/that is. in Sreatont fee oasis wild 

|times bears enormous quantities of| foods on this above Game Preserve. 
| acorns. In addition to the two live/The legume gives us a food similar 
|oaks there is a dwarf runner willow!to meat and wholly different from 
| oak. This oak has a leaf like a wil-! starch foods. On the game preserves 
| low oak tree as well as an acron/ lower down in the island system and 

724 BROAD | like that of a willow oak or water/of richer lands the wild foog list 
oak with a mary shallow cup and a| would be quite dissimilar to the 
small round nut. Its leaves however | above. . 

: are not persistent in winter like / NL. W. 
those of the other two but they fail Beaufort, S.G , .
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Cuk SNYDER, CHAIRMAN SOUTH DAKOTA Wut, HucHEs 

KARL E, MUNDT. VICE CHAIRMAN GAME AND FISH COMMISSION Dr. H. E. FANKHAUSER 

oe 0. H, JonNGON, BineCron ae. 
SPEARFISH PIERRE FIRESTEEL 

March 9, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 
College of Agriculture, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wieconsin. 

Dear Mr.Leopold: 

Thie will acknowledge receipt of yours of the 6th 

and am sorry that it will be impossible for you to attend the 

Sportemen's Meeting at Sioux Falls on the 12th. 

We here in South Dakota are watching with a great 

deal of interest progress made in Washington, particularly with 

reference to Senate Bills 2277, 2529 and 2633, which are now in 

the hands of the House Committee. Sportsmen throughout the state 

have been urged to communicate with our Representatives, urging 

speedy passage of the measures. 

Should the recommendations of your Committee be ac- 

cepted and dévelopment undertaken thie season, we assume that 

it will be the privilege of this department to make certain re- 

commendations with reference to the work undertaken in our state. 

T have no "chestnuts in the fire" personally but I am going to { 

recomend that Mr. D. W. Loucks, who hae served as Engineer with 

this department since 1926, be considered in the South Dakota 

set-up. The work in which he has been engaged during hie eight 

years of employment with this department has been almost wholly



Pek. LL. 

the conservation of waste waters and during that time he has 

standardized many plans involved in a program of thie nature. 

Aleo, it has given him an opportunity to familiarize himeelf 

with the drainage of our state and in thie respect he perhaps 

has a wider knowledge thah any other resident of our state. 

We would be extremely reluctant to permanently release him but 

would be perfectly willing to loan him to the Federal authori- 

tes for the four-monthe period suggested in your Committee's 

set-up. 

T have a suggestion to make which I would be extreme- 

ly reluctant to make openly to the Committee. I am, however, 

suggesting it to you and would appreciate your reaction and if 

the suggestion has merit, I should appreciate your calling it 

to the attention of the Committee. 

In the Federal Refuge set-up, I believe provisions 

should be made for withdrawing a emall portion, say notto ex- 

ceéd 5% of any single refuge, and setting same aside as public 

shooting grounds; such withdrawal to be made by the Federal 

authorites unon the recommendations of the state in which the 

refuge is located. Opening certain passes, fly-ways and even 

limited marsh areas within a breeding sanctuary would not, in



Wo Aes 

my opinion, seriously impair the attractiveness of the refuge 

for breeding purposes. 

' Regulations of thie nature would do much in over- 

coming opposition which is bound to arise here in the North- 

weet area from individuals and shooting clubs whose favor- 

ite shooting grounds would be taken over. 

Very truly yours, 

CA Mb susirnreen 

OHJ: AW Department of Game and sh. 

P. 3. Under no circumstances should the above suggested 

pubdliccshooting grounds be established until after migratory 

waterfowl have been fully and completely rehabilitated. 

Os SH id.



New Soils Building 
March 12, 1934 ; 

Mr. 0. H. Johnson 
Geme and Fish Commission 
Pierre, South Dakota 

Dear Oscar: : 

Your letter arrives on the same day that Jay N, 
Darling's appointment as new head of the Biological Survey is 

announced, : : ak 

If you have some trained and experienced men in marsh 
restoration, they will certainly be needéd in executing the 
federal program. I am hoping you will write directly to Mr. 
Darling about any such men, 

My own opinion is that the federal purchase areas 
should usually be administered by the state, except in rare cases 

2 where there is strong reason for federal administration, ‘The 
state should be answerable to the federal govermment for the gen- 
eral results obtained, but should itself choose the detailed ways 
and means of getting those results, This would be my answer to 
your question about shooting areas, I would incline to think 
that ell waterfowl areas should remain closed until the situation 
has improved, and in this you evidently agree, 

I was unable to get a commitment in the report of the 
committee on this question of state administration, but the 
more I study the question, the more convinced I am that itis _ 
the only practicable way to operate these areas. 

As nearly as I know, the committee as such is no longer 
in existence, so that any important recomaendations that you have 

should be renewed directly to Mr. Darling. 

: RES Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IiOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh
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IOWA DIVISION 
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& y Hzaak Walton League of America 
DEFENDER OF WOODS, WATERS AND WILD LIFE 

Tie ee me WOOD, HONORARY PRESIDENT oD. WM. FELTON, VICE PRESIDENT 
E'S CHAMBER, WATERLOO, IOWA C A) 307 WATER ST,, SIOUX CITY, IOWA 

Al edn ee NET y BY F) ic uncoe ace eh eee Soa 

OFFICE OF SECRETARY 

June 29,1933, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Aabuquerque, N. M. 

Dear Aldo,= 

Here is a bit of history for your 
records; 

Dr. E, E, Giltner, now a physician in 
Waseca, Minnesota,was practicing in Redfield S. 
Dak. in 1912. In that year, he states, he bought 
one dozen ring-neck pheasants in the State of 
Washington, had them shipped to S. Dak. and re- 
leased them on the James river bottom in Spink 
County, two miles N. BE. of Redfield, The Doctor 
says that this was the first plant of ring-neck 
pheasants in South Dakota, In view of the great 
pheasant population now in S. Dak. it seems as ; 
though this record might be a good one for your 

archives, 

John Ball was here for a short time 
night before last. Was on hie way to Lincoln, 
Nebr, to get the dope on the Nebr. 10 year plan, 

Yours cordially,



oR ATERTOWN SOUTH DAKOTA WE RANKEORT 
KARL E, MUNDT. Vice CHainman GAME AND FISH COMMISSION DR, H. E, FANKHAUSER 

ALSPEAREISH O. H. JOHNSON, Director PeeiRESTER 

PIERRE 

Zugust 15, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am in receipt of your letter of August 9th and have read 

with much interest the enclosure. 

While I cannot say just how this proposal will be received 

by Dean Larsen of our Agricultural College at Brookings, I would suggest 

that you write him and I will, upon the occasion of my next visit to Brook- 

ings, make it a point to discuss the matter with him. Address your com- 

munication to Dean C. Larsen, Station A, Brookings, South Dakota. 

Very truly yours, 

Alta Director, 

OBJ: AW Dep: t of Game and Fish.



STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA 

os ao GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT C. VERNON FREEMAN 
eputy Commissioner 
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BISMARCK 

August 22, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 

k Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am in receipt of your letter of 
August 9th, with a copy of a letter pertaining 
to game management inclosed, and I am sorry that 
I cannot give you the information you desire 
directly, but I would suggest that you write to 
Dr. Thomas F. Kane, President of the University 

of North Dakota, Grand Forks, North Dakota, and 

to Dr. J. H. Shepperd, President of the North 
Dakota Agricultural College, Fargo, North Dakota. 

I doubt very much that either of these 

institutions conduct studies in Biology, but they 

may to some degree. However, I am sure that you 

will receive the information you seek from the 

heads of these institutions. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Very truly yours, 

Commissioner 

BM: ES 

gale of hunting, fishing) and trapping licenses, is expenditures are for the purposes of PROPAGATION, CONSERVATION and ENFORCEMENT ONLY,



522 N. Pinkney St. ; ‘ 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

- ; October 30, 1951 

MEMO TO MAJOR Le We -T. WALLER, JR. 
CONCERNING GAME CONDITIONS IN SOUTH DAKOTAS: 

hee The pheasant season in South Dakota appeared to be i 

‘excellent this year fxemm judging from the number of birds seen i 

i while hunting in the. vicinity of Madison, Woonsauket, Lane, 

Waubay and Arlington, and from reports of other punteges. | 

{ Hunting’ was permitted only in the aftern oon and a bag limi® 

of three birds was allowed. I did not talk to a party who had . | 

; failed to get his limit every day. On next to the last day we saw | 

as many birds as on the first day altho they were much wilder. 

This would seem to indicate that there will be a good carry over 

ef breed stockin spite of the heavy shooting. , 

; The natives report in most instances that there are as 

many birds as in former years altho in some sections they report 

fewer. An unusually large amount of corn is being cut for feed 

this year and will undoubtedly have an adverse affect on the birds 

especially if it should become a general custom. The birds live | 

. almost entirely in the standing corn fields which have a heavy 

growth of pigeon grass am other weeds. This affords cover except 

during the most sever snows at which times the Natives claim the 

birds retire ta the denser swales and swamps where available.



The farmers this year are more favorably disposed toward 

the pheasant than usual because of Ihhe benefit in keeping down the 

grasshoppers and asa result posting in some sections is becoming 

very prevelent. Ye found, howéver that in most cases if we went to 

the farmer and asked perniesion it was usually granted. Where the 

pheasants are ‘thickest the farmers still want to get rid of the m 

and destroy nests. An unele of one of the members of the party 

who has a large farm wanted us toclean the birds off of his place 

and kill beth hens and cocks. He Claims that the birds do excessive 

ek damage to his corn when it is first planted. The problem here 

seems to be one of keeping the proper balance so that the pheasants 

will not become sufficiently numerous as to ruin the crops vat 

will remain in sufficient numbers to afford good shooting. The 

main problem which the sportsman will have té face in the near 

future, I believe, ia that of posted land. 

Law violetions were rampant. Few hunters paid any attention 

to bag limits and ea great many hens are shot in spite of the fact 

that omly cocks are permitted. the natives seem to be the worst 

; offenders altho the non resident hunters do not observe the bag 

limits. The natives hunt pretty generally thruout the year. 

Reports were confirmed that there was no duck shooting. 

The only birds that could be found during the month of October 

were a few local ducks. The weather has been 80 mild that no ducks 

came down from the north during this month. Reports are the same 

CBr ens Pe ewe
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from 911 of the states having the month of October, that is ‘ 

North and South Dakota, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. Practically no 

duck loads have been used in thease states. 

I observed that in many sections most of the lakes weve 0 

_ dried up and the only ones having water were those fed by artesian ' 

wells. These artesian fed lakes seemed to keep about thete normal 

water levels. Judging from this I believe the more important : 

' breeding areas within the drought belt can be saved by using aa 

a portion of the proposed bond issue money to sink artesian wells. 

From this it would not seem that the problem of restoring water — 

to dried up Lakes and keeping others filled during times of drought 

: is as hopeless as it at first sounds. It certainly can be applied t 

to the more important breeding grounds. | 

| DP Fe! 
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April 18, 1931 S \) 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
4ol. University Ave., 
Nat'l Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of April 16th and hasten to 
advise you that we carried on no pheasant trapping overations 
during the past winter. We had planned on doing some trapping 
but due to the mild winter the birds failed to concentrate 
on their usual winter Sesser grounds, which in former years 
has been grain stubble, and’ the limited operations which we 
attempted were unsuccessful. 

We gleaned some further evidence this winter of 
the versatility of the pheasant in that we found him this 
winter roosting in extremely heavy cover in dry lake and 

marsh bedse Due to the unorecedented drouth of the past eicht 
years. early all of the shallow lakes and marshes are dry 
and have a rank growth of weeds and grass. This is the cover 
to which our pheasants have taken during the past two or three 
years. Wonderful protection during the hunting season and 
good winter cover, but a poor place to attempt to do trapping. 

ak report that I cannot be present at the 
National Odavadt ion in Chicago next week. 

Very truly yours, 

»Director, 

OHJ: MC lepartment of Game Fish.
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February 6 , 1931. 

Mr. John N, Ball, 
404 University Avenue, 
National Bank Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of February 3rd 

and I regret that we cannot give you any exact data on weights of pheas-— 

ants.in our state. Will bear this in mind and will get you this infor- 

mation during the open season this coming fall. 

I presume you want weights of undrawn birds, both male and 

female. 

Very truly yours, 

CNW ten 

OHS : AW Department of Game and Fish.



Dr. FERDINAND BROWN Ais 
, SIOUX FALLS, 8. D. Jan 17-31 I 

cy 

Aldo Leopold 
Madison,WWis. 

Dear friend: i 
Seth Gordon suggested that I mail you 

a copy of my letter to Walter Davenport,in answer¥ 
to his article in Colliers Weekly under date of 
November 15th. Same is herewith inclosed. Seth 
seemed to get quite a kick out of it and the an- 
wer of Davenport. If you are interested,+ will be 

: glad to mail you copy of Davenports answer to mg 
letter,also, 

You will recall that several times I c 
have written you asking that you come to one of 
our meetings here and talk to the boys. I again 
make this request. Now is a good time of the year, 
Wont you come to Siouxt'alls- sometime next month, 
and talk to the. Waltonians and others who are in- 
terested? 

Most any date that suits you will be 
okay with us. 

Let me hear trom you soon as convien- 
ient. 

With kind personal ee 

¢ 

7m
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Sioux Falls, South Dekots 
November 13-1930 

Walter Davenport 
Golliers 
New York City 

Dear Sir: 

Your article in Colliers for November is interesting but not 
conclusive, i wish to teke the liberty of addressing you on this sub- 
ject and taking exceptions to what you would have the people of this 
country believe to be the reasons for the extermination of certain specie 
of game bird and the scarcity of what remains, 

I am wondering if your conclusions on this subject of conserva- 
tion and protection of wild life comes from your personal experiences 
and observations in the woods, fields and waters, or does it come from 
heresy and book reading? 

I have mads more op less of a study of upland and migratery game 
birds for thirty-five years. I do not ¢laim to know all about it, not 
by a jug-full, but what I de know comes from versonal teuch and observa- 
tion such as a life in the open spaces of the northwest offers to the 
student of nature, 

In your discussion of the reason for the falling off each year of 
our geme birds, you have in my judguent, overlooked the two most important 
points, viz: environment end civilization, Thst is whet is spelling ruin 
to our wild life. True, predetory animals and vermir are enemies to our 
wild game birds, but not one tenth of one percent as bad as you would have 
your readers believe. You paint a picture that, were the predatory ‘ 
animals and vermin killed off (or nearly so) things would be heavenly for 
@ll game birds, ‘they would have nothing te worry about. The seven 
millions of hunters in this country would not deplete their numbers, disease 
would be unknown, breeding places would spring up over night, preserves 
would be made, abundance of food would be svaileble--ell of this would take 
place--if we get rid of the coyote, the fox, the owl, the hawk and the 
‘crow. In short, kill all these poor devils, then wave e megic wand, and 
presto, game of all kinds will thrive egein, 

Civilization has spelied the elmost extermination of the great- 
est game bird that ever flew over a prairie or a stubble fielé--and sot 
predatory animals or vermin, I refer to the prairie chicken, It is folly 
to say that predators are responsible, While the gunner has done his share 
in the chicken's downfall, it is mot he alone, but as stated, civiliza- 

i tion. in 1880 when the prairie chicken wes at its very height in the 
plain states from Canada to Texas and from Colorade to dhio (not all over 
America as you erroneously stated) what part did the predators play? 
They were not in the picture, Why? Because they had natural food te live 
on Other than the prairie chicken or its eggs, All right. As the years 
advanced the tilling of the soil sent the chickens to the sparsely settled 
states, until in 1900 only a few states offered a.natural envirenment for 
the propogation and pretection of these birds, At the same time man and 
civilization had upset the balance to such an extent that many of the so- 
called predators and vermin had to take the lives of game birds for want of 
other food, In 1920 the chickens had made a last stand in Nebraska, the 
Dakotas, Minnesota and certain Cenedian Provineés., Did the predators 
Grive these birds into these states, from all other states where they had 
previously thrived? No, but man and civilization did. The plow, the hay- 
rake did, Neither did the predators drive the prairie chickens into 
Canada. They went there to get new environment, 

In South Dakota this fall approximately 2,000,000 pheasants heave 
been killed legally by licensed hunters, and probably another hundred 
thousand illegally. Never before in the history of pheasants in this state
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heave they been so plentiful. How de you account for this? Have the | 
predators been asleep on the jon? We have millions of crows, 
plenty of hawks and owls, few coyotes, weasels, skunks, ete., and in | 
spite of all these "surderers" the pheasant thrives. Why? Becuuse they love ed@iligation, They will breed anywhere and cat anything, 
they aro a semi-domestic bird, The prairie chicken, grouse and 
quail ave ontirely different and therefore need more of u wilderness, 
i vernane the quail is an exception.) 

You would have all farmers go Lato the raising of game ine- 
steed of cattle and pigs, They can breed ducks (mallards only) by 
the millions, and the same for pheasants, Then when the city dude . 
wants to ¢o hunting he goes out to the nesrest farm, pays his en» 
trance fee, goes out behind the barn und shoots himself a meas of dow 
meosticated mallards and pheasants, Shades of Daniel Boens} what | 
sport that would be? TI hope I do net live long enough to see such 
conditions prevailing in the United States. ‘This may be ail right for 
the royal family, the Lords and Serls and Counts, and °rinces in 
Burope, but not for the Yankees, God forbid, 

Your quoting Mx, Ress of Seotiand Aa interesting, but his 
plen is not prectical for the spertsuan whe lives in the west and 
wants his birds »ild, and wants to work hard co sat ‘em, and give them 
a chance to gst away, if they can ewtwit him! Se wants to play the 
Game the way his father played it, as leng as 1t is possible. The 
sportaman of the wast dees not have the thought of mest uppermost in 
his mind whon he twkea to the fields and lakes, He is not after meat, 
he is after a thrill, the thrill that eoemes when he mates a clean 
double on those big green heads as they dive into his decoys » Prom 
Zar above in the sky! 

the honest+to-Ged gporteman dees not take to the ides of 
going down town to the warket and buy Biaself « duck or a pheasant 
the same as he would a pound ef steak, Wot «uch, ho wants to gv out 
aud earn it. 

What you say about the codes of law in ouch state governing 
the taking and srotesting of game and fish ahowa that you are not well 
informed, You are aaking us to believe that the luws that are in 

~ effect now are the same that were enaéted when geme and fish laws were 
first made, nis is not fair to the lurge magerity of states that to~ 
day nave excelient laws for the conservation and voreteetion of fish 
and game, and administered by a senepoliticel gase and fish commission. 
lt is not “sentimental flub-dub" as you ave pleased to esll it. Some 
States, I will aduit, are guilty, but they are in the minority, I am 
sure. 

baca state, individually, has its problems in the sonserva~ 
tion, propogation and protection of its upland game birds, and in each 
state it is different, therefore, many different kinds of game laws 
must be made. What is the right game lsw in delifornia, may not be 
applied to South Dakota, 

penn of water in our marshes for bresding purposes 
for_nigratory birds; ssorteniug the open souson for iantAngy weep 
ing the daily bag init tos reasonable number of birds, providing for 
rest days for all waterfewl; restricting the shooting hours each day 
— os no shooting is permitted after four p. m, and the establishe 
ment of inviolate gawe preserves for migratory birds im all states joo 
this wili do more te keep our waterfowl with usa than anything else. 
This program is sound and reasonable. 

iaws will not bring back our gaze. No, But we wast heve them, 
it is mostly up to the sportsmen, i think. The farmer plays his part, 
too. The state, the sportaman and the farser should go into partner- 
ship, as far as upland game birds are concerned, 

I have been advocating the ns of seoting of ducks 
on the ~~ morning (now September 16th) before eight ofclock. 
This is a conservation movesent, Thousands of small ducks are 
slaughtered now because the law says they may be killed e half hour 
before sun-up. it is murder, nothing else. The ducks do not have a
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chance. It is not spert to shoot them in the darkness. Men who do this 
not sportsmen, are just as guilty of being predators as your coyotes, owls, 
weasels and skunks, And man SHOULD know better. He can REASON things out. 
He can THINK, Predators CANNOT do this, They follow the least line of 
resistance when in need of fond, They are not to blame, strictly speaking. 

According to your judgment, were all, or nearly all, pre- : 
datory animals killed off today, in a very short time all kinds of game 
would thrive and the secret of conserving this wild life for posterity 
would be solved, 

In my judgment it can only be brought back by providing na- 
ture's breeding places for all wild fowl. Bring back our prairies, our 
blue grass, our swamps, our marshes, our underbrush, our forests, the 
things that God Almighty mede for the wild creatures. Keep man a for a 
time. Prevent hin from upsetting the bealence, then the wild life 11 take 
care of itself, Farmers will net heave to go inte the game raising busi- 
ness to perpetuate the species, 

Reonomists teli us that entirely teo mach land is under the 
plow todsy. Too much grain is planted, This in turn makes low prices, 
That is sound reasoning, no doubt. And whet a blessing it would be for our 
wild life if only one half the land was ouliivated, This rovuld also mean 
that more water would be available for our sloughs, lakes and mershes, The 
water would run into these low places, instead of soaking directly into the 
plowed ficlds, as toe amch of it dees today, 

That the acreage of grain might be cut down, therebr ime 
creasing the orice, someone suggested that every fermer convert forty acres 
of his farm to a goif links. Yhis might be a good idea at that, but in my 
judgment, much more sood would be done for the people of this country if 
the forty acres were turned into a lake instead of a golf link. Our very 
existence, our future, our happiness depends on the saving of our wild 
game, song birds, fish, woods and waters, 

To re-capitulste: So-called predatory animals and vermin 
should be kept under control, but not exterminated, 

: Nan and his beasted civilization is responsible for the near 
extermination of certain specie of upland game birds, by virtue of up- 
setting the natural balance, 

Gunners and predators take part in this extermination to a 
smaller degree, but the word “balance” covers the entire situation, 

, Certain game birds can be artifically propogeted on farms for 
commercial purposes, but the thrill of hunting would be lost. 

Thirty to forty years ago there were untold millions of up- 
land game birds in this country. Thirty to forty years ago millions of 
acres of virgin prairie land, swamps and woods with underbrush were a- 
vailable for breeding places. Thirty to forty vears ago there were more so- 
called predators and vermin than there are today, probably millions more, ‘ 

Thirty to forty years ago only a comparatively few gunners 
took to the fields. 

These birds thrived, They had environment. 

Thea in a few years man and super-civilization stepped in,. 
The balance became upset, and the birds began to suffer. 

Today these birds are on the verge of extermination. Today 
the predators are nearly as scarce as the game birds, 

But teday there are 7,000,000 licensed hunters in the United 
States, and today only a shadow of the wilderness remains for ot 
places for the prairie chicken, plover, grouse, quail and other upla 
gane birds. 

What is the answer? Are the predators and vermin guilty or 
is man and civilization guilty. Which? 

. Very sincerely yours Ce ee oe .



421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 19, 1931 

Dr. Ferdinand Brown 
Sioux Falls ‘ 
South Dakota 

Dear Dr. Browne 

Thanks for sending me your letter to Mr. Davenpot. 

I am looking forward to discussing all these matters with your 

sometime. 

I thank you for your renewed invitation to speak to 

your chapter, but I am afraid I have no opportunity in sight 

: for getting out that way. My report is now on the press and 

is keeping me extremely busy. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Game Birds December 26, 1930 

Dre Me De Pirnie 
Game Division 
Michigan Depte of Conservation 
lensing, Mighigan 

Dear Mr. Pirate: 

I am glad you found the South Dakota impressions of 
interest. ; 

Mr. Yoatter has made actual crop tallies in ‘isconsin, 
Minnesota, South Dakota and iowa, and has many from Michigan 
ané Ghie. He is the man to see on that, and can give you 
an actual sketch of a representative section whereas I could 
give you only a guess. Yeatter, of course, is working on 
both Hungarians and Phegsents from this particular angle, 
ani hes a mass of excellent material. I sent ot the 
summary of impressions in advance because we thought it 
would be of interest in clarifying ideas on pheasant 
requirements, or telerance, particularly in connection 
with Willienston. Not that any one wants to reproduce 
South Dakota conditions, but thet it is helpful in inter~ 
preting Michigan. My ideas, formed in Wisconsin, needed 
radical anendment efter seeing South Dakota. Iemsure 
Yeatter will give you what you want. 4 Sd 1M 

X wut any, however, comparing 0 sepiten/as segmmentet 
by the excellent cover enclosed, that the South 
Dakota section woulagtizetged sch more highly cultivated; 

second, leas diversified; emi third, lacking most of the 
; typew of Michigan corer. ‘The South Dakota section, for 

exemple might run half or more to standing corn and the 
balance mostly in wheat. Probably there would be forty 
acres in swampy pot holes or sedge-bordered ponds, and this 
would constitute all of the uncultivated cover. There wuld 
be nothornapple, evergreen or similar cover except in very 
rare cases. You can, of course, find almost any eanbination 
ae 8 ee ee eee er ee arn ree 90 See i 
average for the heart of the pheasent country. ' Crs hy



I was very mach interested in the South Dakota report 

read at the Game Conference in which the most important 
foods eheeked closely with our more or less casual observations. 
Corn, small greins, pigeon grass, rose apples, ragweed and 
wild buckwheat were all importent. Russian thistie was also 
elassed as an important food. A great variety of foods were 
listed, but those of most frequency and of considerable bulk 
were limited, and as mentioned were largely associated with 
cultivation. I am disregarding insects for the moment. 

A recent report, which you may be interested in, from 
Nebraska (The Food Habits of the Ring Neeked Pheasant i: Senge pat Pears aps of alms ohh 
Purther asizes the cultivated environment in that state. 

One hundred stomchs from all months of the year showed a 
total of 76% grain, for the entire year, and of the total 
67% was corn. These percentages are of all foods taken. 
Corn was taken in every month. The native foois are in 
less abundance than might be supposed, but roaseand grape 
were prominent. 

This bulletin will also answer your questions about 
corn pulling. There is no question that corn is pulled 
at times. We heard some complaints in South Dakota, but 
by end large were surprised that sentiment was so favorable. 

I eamnot but feel thet the Michigan type of country, 
as represented on the cover map, offers a great deal more 
than much of the South Dakota country. I should feel, 
from a theoretical standpoint, that with enough grain food 
available much of this diversifiéd Michigen country should 
outrank much good South Dakota country were it not for the 
large losses due to farming opemations, I am rather 
inclined to minimize ths predator factor on lands which 
are trapped for fur and on whieh the normal amount of 
erow and other bird shooting occurs. 

All this represents personal opinion ratherfihan a 
statement of facts. As such, I hope it will be of use to 

Mr. Lovejoy and yourself. 

Sincerely, 

Cooperative Agent 

P.S. I should think a system of stippling could indicate 
weeds on the mep, and ¢ would indicate corn left 

standing. Weeds seem to occur in associations, and 

symbols could no doubt be worked out on the order of 
the forest association symbols.
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Sept. 24, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., ; 

. Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of September 5th, together with your 
articles on our pheasant census, remained upon my desk for 
some little period of time during my absence. After going 
over the statements very carefully, I am making some slight 
changes and am submitting herewith a copy of same. In the 

3 matter of breeding ratios, you will note that I have changed 
your statements quite materially. 

Prior to the legalizing of the taking of hens in 
the fall of 1926, we felt that cock birds had been overshot, 
which fact prompted us in prescribing regulations permitting 
the taking of hens. The one open season on hens did not suf- 
ficiently reduce them to bring about proper breeding ratios 
put with continued open seasons wherein the taking of hens 
has’ been legalized, we have now disturbed the balance in the 
other direction; however, not sufficiently to be viewed with 
alarm. : 

You were correct in your statement that the ideal 
condition is 4:1 or 5:1. Under regulations permitting the 
taking of five birds, one of which may be a hen, it would 
be possible to maintain the correct ratio if every hunter 
who took the field would bag birds in this ratio. However, 
we have a great number of hunters who go out for an hour or 
two for the purpose of getting one or two birds for Sunday 
dinner and these hunters usually take the first bird that 
shows up, which is invariably a hen. As a result, these 
parties will perhaps hunt a dozen times during a 50-day open 

season and in many cases their season bag will be made up 

of a greater number of hens than cocks, which has resulted in 
the present condition, i.e., an apparent surplus of cocks. 

Very truly yours, 

/ 

OHS :AW etor, 
epar nt of Game an& Fish.
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Sex Ratio. | Nothing is lmown about the sex ration of wild Hun- re 

garians in this region, and Little elsewhere. Authorities iss 

agree whether sex can be distinguistied 4a the wild. .Simpson says 

Be i ee ae ie eae a! : 

: Se and eae as se 
; er soba sek ratio in wild pheaganté hes not been measured 

in thig region, byt valuable and’ convincing couhts,havé been tiede 
DY Oscar, Johnson, State Gare Warden of the adjacent State of South 

. Dakota. - Twelve thousand wild birds, were trapped in Clark ,Beadle, 

“Spink, Hand and Paulk counties duriha the winter of 1920450 and 

: shipped for replanting in standardized unit lots of 15 hens and 

; BEES! 8 cocks. Mr. Johnson: says no surpluses of either sex ocourred in ce 

Jeurrently uaetad up these unit shipments. Unless, therefore, the © 

"| method of trapping caught the sexes in a different retio from 

a ta that seveting aitha’ wane the ratio on the range must have been 5 

: si vai close to 3 hens: 1 dock during the winter seasons. Turd was 

; after the hunting enguih had eedveba tte oparuviece of cocks. 

(During 1929 the bag limit was,5 pheasants, of which 1 might : 

Rs . pe a hen.) te : ess pies 

10,000: wild: pheasants were trapped during the mints 

5 or 1926-27. The ration ran 6-7 hens; 1 cock, after hunting 

under &@ limit of 7 pheasants, of which not to exceed. 2 might be ‘ 

hens. whe fall of 1926 was the first time since the opening of.



the season on pheasants in 1919 that.the regulations permitted ( 

the taking of hens, : : y 

Yhe method of Stranpinat in hate years was to shine" 

the birds on the roosting srounds with auto Hecli tenis. Mr. John- : 

son says his men aia not disor iminate between sexes in picking ae 

up the birds during the 1929-30 trapping. However, in log6-27 

‘ considerable difficulty was experienced “in securing ‘a SUPE TET SAG 

a ‘nimber of, gocks ; to make up proper unit shi gnents and hens were 

Pee sapanheler waeabr be ce 4 ‘ oe ¢ d be Fook : s on 

te. Pokanon thanks the pptdmue PRULe Gn <cd wp : : 

Previous, to the partiel legalization of hens in 1926 he thinks an 

tha Ghevit ting patio wae 7:1 06.84% in South Dakota. If both : ee 

these opinions are correct, they meen that: (1) Lpeckonetine aa he 

legal bas to cocks only, eon user in a surplus.of hens; (2) an . ‘ 

amnual partial eventing on hens (they being less wary and more ; : — 

easily taken) left an excess of cocks. While these conclusions ‘ ial 

are based on opinion, the opinion is that of a competent admin- 

otnmiens ‘on the world's best pheasant range. it sounds fonicai “ os 

for a cae so highly metre pacud: Tm deer, likewise polyes.: 4 : 

gamous, a similar ratio has lone been advocated by authorities P 

on management. . es : ees, : oe



Report Chap. 1V 

Pheasant Populations in South Dakota. Oscar Johnson, State 

Game Warden of South Dakota, believes that the breeding popu- 

lation of pheasants can be determined by counting the birds dur- 

ing the feeding hoursl, while the vegetation is low in early * 

spring. 

To test this method, he detailed two wardens to make 

repeated morning and evening counts on series of selecyed forties 

of small grain or other low cover. Care was taken not to select 

fields adjacent to swamps where concentrated populations might be 

in the open during feeding hours and thus distort the desired per- 

acre population figures. Unfortunately the work could not be un- 

dertaken until the middle of May(1930). Many hens were incubat- 

ing and some had hatched. Each forty was counted 2-3 times, pre- 

ferably including both morning and evening, but never both tie same 

day. ; 

Warden George Kreger's report of May 18 states that 16 

forties (640 acres) in southwest Spink and northwest Beadle coun- 

ties tallied an average of 90 cocks and 156 hens, or 246 pheas- 

ants, or 2.6 acres per breeding bird. 

Warden ¢. A. Ferguson's report of May 24 states that 15 

forties (620 acres) in Hanson, Davison and Sanborn counties tal- 

lied an average of 36 cocks and 70 hens, or 106 pheasants, or 6.0 

acres per breeding bird. : 

Both wardens were surprised at the low spread between 

different counts of the same forty. 

Wardeni:: Kreger's count was made in a section of the 7 

mn



state where birds are over-abundant, while Mr. Ferguson's count 

was made in a section where birds are less abundant and nearly 

an ideal condition exists, i. e., a proper balance of cover and 

feed. i 

The hen count and the proportion of hens is probably 

not valid because of absence on nests. : 

faking Kreger's 90 cocks and arbitrarily adding 270 

he? hens(the winter ratio shown by trapping) gives a probable popus 

ab l&tion of 360 breeding pheasants on 640 acres or 1.8 acres per 

aybr9\4s 
fu eg gtk bird. . | 
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/ eabge iat ous ae OE WE Sag ee AE ak al Bee = ruMee > 
rrr | eae We may conclude that the best available evidence indi- “hte 

cated breeding populations of at least 1.8 acres per bird in prime | 

South Dakota range. The fall crop may be guessed as at least a Ca! 

pheasant per acre. Recollection of texiporary concentrations i. 

fall should not obscure the sportsman's consideration of this 

figure. It suggestively parallels the saturation point for quail 
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and Hungarian partridge, which, with the pheasant, constitute our 

straight-line (non-Cyclic) Gallinaceous game species. 

fs



Sept. 27,1930 

Mr. 0. H. Johnson, Director 
South Dakota Game & Fish Comaission 
Pierre, South Dakota 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

It is always a pleasure to deal with information submitted by 
you. Your corrections to my write-ups of your pheasant dope are clear 
ag a bell and show your usual understanding of the underlying thought. 

On re-reading the material I notice one weal piece of logic in 
my own write-up, and'that is in the last part of the diseussion of 
*Pheasant Populations." I have changed this as follows: 

“This partly conjectural breeding povulation may be 
roughly checked against nest counts. Commissioner MeBride 
counted 10 nests uncovered in cutting 15 acres of alfalfa in 
June, 1930, in the prime pheasant range of south central South 
Daketa. ‘This is at the rate of 1.5 acres per nest or 1.5 acres 
per hen. If one cock be added for each 3 hens (the known winter 
ratio), the total breeding population would be 14 pheasants on 
15. acres, or a breeding population of one pheasant per acre. 
This 1s only slightly heavier than the population shown by the 
Kreger-Ferguson field tallies, and this would be expected be- 
cause the nest count involves a aasll area and the field tallies 
involved a large one. 

: "It may here be interjected for comparison that the Penn- 
sylvania Game Comuission counted 7 nests on 11 acres or (if we 
arbitrarily use the same sex ratio) 1.2 acres per pheasant on a 
small pareel of prime Pennsylvania rance.“ 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LBOPOLD ° 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Mr. Osear Johnson ; 
State Geme Warden 4 

Pierre, South Dakota ; ; i 

Dear Mr. Jolmsont . ‘ 

Kindly £111 im, correct, or criticize these two write-uwe 
of your pheasant dope for my report, returning the extra cony. | 

ih bhould not vrevent vour infependent vublic: a} sinee : 

¢ went beens press tat —_- sar ae rim. Jmiisalicn, mi your 
_ write-up to Carlos Avery or Outdoor America right away. 

J Please particularly tell me whether the trapping was by 
Ste sh casket sank tae came eh nie 

to obtain the desired 3:1 ratio for F sox ratio: 
falle flat if they did. I forgot to ask you this before. 

' ‘Yours sinosrely, j 

In Charge, Came Survey - 

Rs | | arate :



Report Chap. IV | 

| Peagant Zoowtations ta South Delete. sear Johnson, State Gane Vanten of 
South Dakota, believes that the breeding posulation of pheasants can be 

deterained by counting the birts during the feoting hours, while the veretation 

is low im early spring. 

To tent thie method he detailed two wardens te make repented morning 

ami evening counts on series of selected forties of susll grain or other low 

Gover. Care was taken not to elect fields adjacent to emus where concen- 

trated populations sight be in the open during feeding hours an’ thus ¢istort 

the deoire’ per-sere pomletion figures, Unfortunately the work could not be 

undertaken until the middle of May (1930). Many hens were inoubating and 

some had hatehed, Rach forty ms counted 2-3 tines, preferably ineluding both 

morning an! evening, but never both on the sane day. 
_ Manton George Kroger's report of May 18 states that 16 forties 

(6'0 seres) in southwest Spink ant northwest Headle counties tallied an averace 
| of 90 cocks and 156 hens, or 246 pheasants, or 2.6 acren per breeding bird. 

Warten ©. A. Ferguson's report of May 24 stotes that 15 forties 

(620) seres) in Hansen, Yavieon, oni Sanburn counties tallied on average of 

36 coaks and 70 hens, or 106 pheasante, or 6.0 acres per breeding bird. 

Both wariens were aurprised at the low spreaf between different 

counts of the same forty. 

Both local ities vere in prine South Daloota. ranges 

The later éate (ond hence more advanced veretation) of the Pertason 

count makes it safe to surmise that the Kreger count is the core representative. 

the hen count an@ the proportion of hens 1s probsbly not valid be- 

cause of absence on nesta. 

Taking Ereger’s 90 cocks ani arbitrarily a(@ine 270 hens (the winter 

a] ratio shown by trapoing) cives a probable powlation of 360 breeding pheasents —



on 640 aeres oF 1.8 acres per breeding bird. 

This partly conjectural breeding porwlation should be eoapared 

directly with nest counts. Chief Yorien Nelride counted 10 nests uncovered 

in gutting 15 aeres of alfalfa in June, 1930, in prime range tn south-central 

South Dakota. If it be arbitrarily asmmed tht thie represents an optim 

population of 1.5 acres per hen, anf 1f 3 eodke be added (Imown winter ratio) 

the total breeding population wuld appear to be only slightly heavier than 

that shown by the Kreger-Fenmson field tallies, which would be expected 

aime on involves = gaol] ant the other a larger unit area. : 

We may conclute that the best available evidence infieates breeding 

populations of at least 1.8 aeres per bird in prime Dalmta range. ‘the fall 

@rop may be guessed as at least a pheasant per acre. Recolleetion of 

temporary concentrations in fall should not obseure the s:ortmaan's consider+ 

ation of this figure, It sugsestively parallels the saturation point for 
quail ani ongarion pertridee, whieh, with the pheasant, constitute our 

atraight-Line (non-cyelic) gallinaceous game specter. 

|
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| FRED H. Hehe CHAIRMAN SOUTH DAKOTA L. Lapien 

CHARLES Ronee VICE CHAIRMAN GAME AND FISH COMMISSION CR NAR 

oe Tee noane O. H. JOHNSON, Director AB MERE 

PIERRE 

May 8, 1930. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Pursuant to our conversation while in Chi- 
cago relative to a game census, I am glad to report that 
I have asked two of my best qualified deputies to put the 
idea into practice. Enclosed is a copy of a letter of in- 
struétions which I am sending these two men. If you have 
any suggestions to offer, I would greatly appreciate hear- 

ing from you at an early date. 

If we discover that we can secure some 
rather reliable information, we will attempt to gather 
same during the next two or three weeks. Our small grain 
in this state is now just high enough so that it almost 
covers the ground and corn is being planted. By June 
lst, with normal weather conditions, small grain will have 
attained sufficient growth so that it will completely hide 
the birds. 

Should we secure information that can be 
regarded as being reasonably reliable, we shall be glad to 
submit a report of our findings to such periodicals as might 
be interested. 

Very truly yours, 

d & V 00 
Cy 3 DRMESTRT , 

OHT3.AW Dep sehen of Game and Fish.
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Dear Tharlic: a oe 
i ‘ 4 ( erate Ag 

Tee Bae Aldo Veopola of Madison, \isconsin, who is i 
making @ ceme survey for the Sporting ‘rms and Ammunition SH es 

‘ Manufacturers’ Institute, is attempting to secure some rather eae 
definite information on a game census, This is a brand new | eee 

: venture and has not boon previously undertaken in the United =~ = 
. States, Due to the abundance of the pheasants in South Da- (gl Sa eee 

kota, ho has asked us to attempt to gather some information EO a 
: along this line. I met him in Chicago while I was there two) 

weeks ago and the matter was discussed alons the following oa 
Lines: i oa ee 

, ws ' We desire to make a count of the pheasanté, ve ert 
x ‘showing the ratio of cocks aml hens, on about 640 acres. of = (| 

land in the section of our stete where the birds are most) . 
abundant, also a similar dount is to be made in a section = || 
where we have what we consider a reasonable nuaber of birds, Oi 

; That may sound simple to a meee who is not accustomed to. A 
field work. However, I believe it can’be done with a reason=- 

\ @ble desree of accuracy if done at onee, or before the small Rc 
. erain and corn are hich enough to cover the birds while they Oe, ee 

; « are feeding. . tae oN ae 

“sem putting the prepseition up-to you to. 4 
, -seoure this information. where the birds are vresent in reasom= = 

: , able numbers. George Kreger is being »esked to secure infor= 
, mation for us from territories where the birds are most abunde = = 

- ant, ond this is how I am going to suggest that you undertake Ont 
_. the proposition: i Oey 

: i | S&heot plots not larger than 40 acres in aa by 

area. ‘hat would mean that you would have to select 16 such | See 
: lots to make your survey eover 640 acres. Select a point fens “a 

La i metintety en ineee? to such 40-acre plot where you can, from 
‘ya knoll or hill, observe the entire bah With @ good strong. 

paif of field glasses I believe it would be possible, between 

- \the hours of five and seven, to determine with a fair degree ula ae : 
_ . ‘of accuracy the number of birds that ate fee@ing on such = 

a ‘ aed ON A gee eR 

; 4 : i A shut ay ula as pea ae 1M Ci a 
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. @oUrse would not be an accurate enumeration, dje to the | 
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" birds might move onto this particuler tract = = 
during the feeding period for the reason that.food was ~ sortie 3 . i Ti ; Wren are a i Tee Lane a har EN eee /. more abundant on such tract then om adjoining tracts. Io wee Soe eeres however, that you should select your plots on™ 
which the enumeration is to be made, with discretion, By = c 

| that, T'mean avoid selecting a 40eaore tract that lies in = | 
hh uncultivated section, or pick out a 10-acre tract that == + 

ys dies in a on where practically all the surrounding lend 
i 18 eropped with small erein OP COTMs Ua Tae atl te 

Putte a Le ae % MAT BatTe path NAR Daa N Pte OTE: eR RO Wed t gah 4) CORDA CAS Main a 
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Ve tg RTE) Do a a oes ‘to involve oo Werebte NG 

' toot wel eee but I believe the information gleaned will = * 
a _ de of sufficient interest ond importance to justify the 

a attempt. sm going to ask $hat you undertake it at once 
= On at Least one or two locations, end report.to me the = 
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Way 2, 1930 

Mr. Osear H. Johnson, Director 
Department of Game & Fish 
Pierre, South Dakota : 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

Since we talked in Chieago the other day I have 
een working on the chapter in my geme book which deals with 
game census. I can now verify the statement which I ventured, 
nemely that nobody in the United States hes as yet made a 
sucessful census of ringneck pheasant. 

If you cen make even a stert thie year on your 
proposed method of counting the birds on the bere fielde in 
spring, I would like very much to quote your experience with 
thie method in my book. I would advise, of course, thet if 
you cen carry thie out, you first publish a description of it 
in some periodical, such as Outdoor America or American Game, 

: Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Deadwood, S. Dakota 

G 
Fish and Game, Black Hills December 21, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Reply to your letter of December 10 has been delayed 

on account of my absence from the office. 

I find upon reviewing the records contained in the 

annual fish and game reports of the rangers back to 1912, 

that the ruffed grouse were plentiful in the Black Hills 

prior to 1915. In that year there was a scarcity of these / 

birds reported by all Forest officers. At that time the 

pronounced decrease in numbers was attributed to unfavorable 

weather conditions during the hatching season. From that 

time up to and including 1925 there was a gradual increase 

in the number of these birds, and during the years 1925-24 

and 25 they were particularly abundant. In the fall of 

1925, after the close of the hunting season the birds 

were plentiful throughout the Forest, but during the follow- 

ing spring reports began to come in from the rangers that 

there was not the customary number of birds to be found in 

the woods. Again their disappearance was attributed to un- 

favorable weather conditions. 

In the fall of 1926 it was found that both the 

ruffed grouse and the pinnated grouse, which were also very 

abundant the previous years, had practically disappeared 

from the Hills. The hunting season was closed after 1926 

and it is still closed. At the present time there is a 

noticeable increase in the number of ruffed grouse, but they 

are still far from plentiful. The pinnated grouse have not 

returned to the Hills, but they are plentiful along the 

streams in the prairie country adjacent to the Hills. Since 

the ruffed grouse is never found in the open country, its



almost complete disappearance cannot be attributed to migration. 
The weather conditions were not so unusual in the winter of 

1925-26 as to account for their disappearance and therefore the 

supposition is that they were destroyed by some disease epidemic, 

probably tuleremia. 

Sincerely yours, 

GEO. A. DUTHIE, 
Forest Supervisor 

-2- :
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Oct. 4, 1929, ee 

Mir. Aldo Leopold, ‘ et 
421 Chemistry Bldg., if Ree 
Madison, Wisconsin. ee 

ae ; 
Dear Mr. Leopold: he 

Complying with the request of yours of Oc- fe. 

tober lst, I am enclosing herewith a copy of our pheasant ie 
hunting regulations. re 

a 
Relative to the article recently sent you, I am a 

not sure that there is anything in this article to indicate ae 
just when it was written. In talking to Mr. Tinan yesterday, ae 
he informed me that he wrote this article twenty-three years ae 
ago. Mr. Tinan's predictions, in view of the fact that the Be. 
article was wirtten that long ago, would indicate that he eae 
was quite a Nature student. At the time that article was i 
written prairie chickens were as numerous in South Dakota. as a 
are crows today and for one to predict their virtual exter- ie 
mination was rather a bold assertion. i oe ‘ 

. i ‘i i 

Respectfully yours, ue a is 
tt ey ha 

N a 
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' (Recreation Magazine, 1906) 

ae: Digest of 

: “The Vanishing Preirie Hen" 

By Clate Tinan 

Pel 5,000,900 Prairie Chickens estimated killed in Nebraska "a few 
years hence" of which 4,000,000 for market, 

2 “The true pinnated grouse is never found, except where man has 
broken the god, sown the wheat, and dotted the prairies with 
groves of trees," 

ped G00 chickens killed in 10 deys in 1872 in Meleon Co., Tl. ty 
Capt. A. H. Bogerdus and Miles Johneon. 50 birds per gun per day 
considered “good hunting." 

aie uae! *lerge flocks «++ during winter « - - in the 

cornfields of & 4 Iowa, though a fair deys sport on 
them during the open season ie unknown." 

ped Se. Te Snesetite, tee We, vende get seatiy, ettee the 
v which will gather into what westerners call a "pack" is 

really remrkable, every grouse in the country seemingly having 
his fellows." (These packs can be made to be by repeated 
flushing). 

pe5 "It is a bind thet increases with the first stages of civilisation, 
pauses with the second, and disappears with the third,"
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I FRED H, HILDEBRANDT. CHAIRMAN SOUTH DAKOTA CHARLES BORESON 

} W. M. BOLAND, vice cnainwan GAME AND FISH COMMISSION L,Lanien 

C. R. TINAN O. H. JOHNSON, DirEcTOR A.G. MCBRIDE 
KIMBALL PIERRE LAKE ANDES 

Kimball, S. D. September 21, 1929 . 

wn! 
Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold 

A few days ago I received a letter from Mr. 0.8 
Johnson, Pierre, director of our Game and Fish commission 
in which he stated that you would like a copy of "The 
Vanishing Prairie Hen," a story I wrote for the Recreation 
Magazine in 1906, twenty-thrss years ago. Much to my 
surprise this particular article (I was writing many such 
at the tine for magazines) attracted wide attention and 
shortly after it appeared I was asked by the Game and Fish 
Protective association of North Dakota to get them out several 
thousand copies for distribution. This I did in pamphlet 
form; and thinking I might have calls for a copy now and then 
printed quite a number of extra copies. They did not last 
long and finally getting down to the last copy locked it up 
in a drawer of my desk. waturally, do not like to risk 
it in the mails. 

Mr. Johnson wrote me that if I did not have any 
of the booklets left that you would make a copy of it if I 
would mail you the one I had. I thought best to have a copy 
made here, but on thinking it over finally dug out a copy 
of the Sunshine Magazine of Sioux Falls of 1925 containing 
the story which they must have reprinted from one I sent 
them. This I have mailed to Mr. Gohnson with the request that 
he forward it to you by registered mail and when you are 

ft through with it will thank you to returned it to me by 
ie, | registered mail also, in that I may have another call for 

a “i @ copy, etc. 

ye And while you are making a copy will thank you if 

iy you will take a manifold copy for me; then I will have an extra 
| copy for someone else if they desire it. 

I am a bit curious to know how you ever heard 
of this story. At the time it was written South Dakota had 
no game laws worthy the name, and I wish to call your attention 
to the suggestions I made in the story for what we should 
have in that line--licensed hunters, wardens, etc. Since then 
every one of these suggestions have since become laws, a non- 
partisen Game and Fish commission for one, though it took over 
20 years go get it. 

Very truly yours 

Cc. R. Tinan a 
Kimball, 8. D We
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| FRED H. HILDEBRANDT, CHAIRMAN SOUTH DAKOTA L, LaPieR 
WATERTOWN IRON 

, CHARLES BORESON, VICE CHAIRMAN GAME AND FISH COMMISSION Ce TINAN 
IDEAL — IMBALL 

Cc. B. ("PAT") ADAMS ©. H, JOHNSON, DirREcTOR A. G. MCBRIDE 
CUSTER PIERRE LAKE ANDES 

Sept. 24, 1929. 

Mr.Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am pleased to submit herewith a copy of 

Clate Tinan's article, "Our Vanishing Prairie Hen," 

Mr. Tinan had only the original copy and we had several 

copies struck off, of which the enclosed is one. 

Respectfully yours, 

Director, 

BHI :A W Depar nt ‘ef Game and Fish.



April 22, 1929 

My. Robert D. Jones 
4 Milbank, South Dakota» 

\ Dear Mr. Jones: 

; Following up our conversation at Chicago 
and your letter of April 2, I am hoping to get ‘ 
to South Dakota for a short preliminary look~ 
around sometime this spring, and it is not im» 
possible that I can make this visit at the time 
of your June 19 meeting. If so, I will let you 
know as far in advance as possible. In any 
eveat, T will look you up. I am sorry, though, 
that I can not definitely promise to be there 
at the time of the convention. 

With kindest regards, : 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IZOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey
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: UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA 
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DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY \) 
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April’2, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am inclosing a sketch map which shows the 
distribution of the drift sheets in South Dakota, 

I am sorry I cannot give you the range of the 
Ringneck Pheasant, but am requesting the game com— 
mission to send you this information. I understand 
that this) pheasant has not been found west of the 
Missouri River, and therefore it would seem to range 
about where the drift..sheets now lie, which bears 
out your conclusion, 

I would be glad to have your drop in at the 
office any time you may see fit. I will not be in 
Vermillion during the summer, however. If you wish 
to see me at that time I suggest you get in touch 
with me before you come to the state. 

Yours very truly, 

iy oO. oe 

E, P. Rothrock, 
State Geologist, 

EPR/DB 
Ine.1, ; 

\ map ok matnek .
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DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY A 

April 12, 1929 5 

: Mr. Aldo Leopold, \ 
Game Survey, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr, Leopold; 

I am inclosing a copy of the letter I re— 
ceived from Mr. 0. H. Johnson, the director of 
our Game and Fish Commission, 

I believe it answers some of the questions 
you asked me, i 

Yours very truly, 

E. P, Rothrock, 
State Geologist, 

EPR/DB 
facia. ¢
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April 9, 1929. 

Dr. E. P. Rothrock, 
State Geologist, 
State University, 
Vermillion, So. Dak. 

Dear Mr. ‘othrock: 

I have before me your letter of April 4th rel- 
ative to Mr. Aldo —* request for information on the 
pheasants in South ota. 

The enolosed map gives you rather a definite idea 
of the relative abundance of pheasants in our state; the 
darker areas peenenthag the sectione in which the pheas- 
ants are most numerous. This, however, cannot be taken as 
conclusive evidence that these areas provide conditions that 
are more conducive to the eeoreeenes of pheasante than oth- 
er sections; the pheasant nee as you know, semi-~domestic ‘ 
end more homing in his habits han are most other game birds. 
As a result, areas in whichtie original stock was releesed 
are the areas that are now, and have been for a number of' 
years, most thickly populated. 

From our observetions, the entire eastern half of 
our state proves attractive to the pheasant. This I attrib-~ 
ute largely to the fact that the pheasant will not thrive 
in undeveloped sections or in sections where farming oper- 
ations are not carried on rather extensively. 

I am sending you an extra copy of this letter in 
the event you should desire to send it on to Mr. Leopold. 

Very truly ‘yours, 

EXO, Department of Game and Fish, 
OHJ: MN ; 

, Director
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SOUTH DAKOTA 1941 UPLAND GAME SEASONS 

WS {TF LGA V7; i 

UG GZ GG Ys 
\ UN W, SI Nill 7779 72-4 c Wg 0) 

oO NIM 72397 
pa Ss Ca QW el 

Lf Lu Ail 
ae fo tae D Us Us 

Se ie Be ookoad etl lap 
OE) pedir Late fl Y/; LOAN ||$\Ny 
cee M2 EE HE LL Yj aN TY ) LAs NL 

PHEASANT . UF 

WZ 50 DAY OCT.1 TO NOV.19 INCL. PARTRIDGE Y 
(Ml 35 DAY OCT.! TO NOV. 4 INCL. B 20 DAY OCT. | TO 20 INCL. 5 BIRDS 

RS 7 DAY OCT.! TO OCT. 7 INCL. + 10 DAY OCT. | TO IO INCL. 3 BIRDS 

EE] 3 DAY OCT. 1-2-3 3 BIRDS @ 5DAY OCT.ITO SINCL.3BIRDS 

WILL YOUR BIRDS caping and causes condensation the fence row. In two minutes he’s 

BE FIT TO EAT? and spoiling. back, carrying the struggling phea- 

' ‘ re: ; Lay side by side in car: Birds will sant tenderly between his jaws. He 
Wild birds cannot be handled in cool on way home. puts it in your hand—and then fades 

the same manner as poultry in pre- Lay on cool floor or hang out by into oblivion. The mysterious genie 

paring them for the table because feet in cool place: Never bunch turns a deaf ear to all your fervent 

they do not get the proper rest and them. j pleas for return of the dog. It’s no 

quiet to keep body heat down, they I her Dr rd use. You have your bird and the 

cannot be thoroughly ‘starved out’ ee a a a ethereal dog is gone. t 

before killing, and they are not al- has we a fais eae ae There’s only one solution. You re- 

ways properly bled. not wet them again turn home, thumb through the back , 

In order that the hunter may pre- If bird a : fi pages of a few sporting magazines,, 

serve the meat and fine flavor of h ba . na ressed fn en ey write a letter, and enclose a check. 

game birds it is recommended that iS prot ra Pecan neon ane In two weeks you’re standing in the 

the following rules be observed: ae bie Ae OF 4 © Pen il 8 Express Office staring happily at a 

Bleed Your bird on killing: To re- ip a > Trae eRe tre 1 ani friendly little, long-eared pup that 
move body heat and impurities. z i ee It a came on the morning train in a crate 

Take out internals: To remove more 2 Say a eras addressed to you Your troubles are 

heat and eliminate a place where over! 

souring might start. batted Ae Yes, from now on hunting will be 

Wipe or wash out: To stop diges- ete zi different. You’ll get nearly every 

tive acids from spoiling the bird- “Seeing as how you really want bird you shoot, you'll enjoy every 

Carry head down: To open feathers that bird,” he woofs, “I’ll see what ™oment in the field watching your 
at top so heat can escape. I can do for you. Keep your shirt dog work, and you'll love that dog 

Never put in a box or close mesh on a minute. I'll be right back.’ the year around—season or no sea- 

sack: This keeps heat from es- With that he’s off on the run, down — son!
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of us know. It has taken a score of 

TIPS ‘N TAT ES years to even partially restore our 

bird populations and _ water levels. 

Karl warned that once again deprada- 
Tale of the Month: Here’s one we _ ter that even looks like it might have tions on Conservation policies a be- 

received from Warden Virgil Johnson a beaver in it! ing conceived and the possibility is 

of Custer that takes the sky-blue rib- ) Se ‘ strong that pressure will be brought 

bon. It’s so unusual and interesting All this talk about beaver reminds {9 pear for the duplication of the 1917- 
that we can’t resist printing it here me of the time last spring when] was 19 ravages against Nature. He cau- 
in the Warden’s own words: standing out in the middle of a fairly tioned all those interested in Conser- 

“Tt seems as though Mr. Beaver got shallow beaver dam, whipping its ation to consider the situation care- 
hungry Monday night, August 18th, Upper reaches with a trout fly. Sud- fully and approach each ‘emergency’ 
so he went to the local grocery store, denly, five feet behind me, there was with a level head. It was pointed out 
which in this case happened to be a @ tremendous ker-splash! A guyser that if we fail to do this we will pay 

grove of quaking asp. There he pro- of water shot up from the thumping ore heavily than we ever have be- 
ceeded to gnaw down a ‘quake., This tail of a beaver and completely soak- fore and our descendents will surely 
‘quake’ did not fall all the way down, ed me. I made a bee-line for the bank, feel the weight of any hasty or 

It lodged against the wires on a but underwent two more splashings thoughtless decisions made now on 
high-voltage power line that ran before I reached the shore. Dripping  oyy part. 

along the edge of the beaver dam. and drooping, I continued to fish up- Mr. Mundt defined Democracy as 
Undaunted, the beaver cut down a_ stream, carefully avoiding the vicin- 14, «qogj ate 2 . e “design or pattern of Nature’ 

much smaller tree and had his sup. ity of the beaver dam and house: As thus Conservation of Nature in our 
per (or maybe it was breakfast). I disappeared around a bend in the aa ER Pato + god Pac : i Z ‘y protects our present and fu 

In the meantime the aspen that had stream I could still see the big beaver ture government and is THE ‘First 

lodged against the power line caused sitting on the face of the dam, liter- | +14) oF defense. 
the wires to be grounded. After some ally daring me to come back for 4 . 
time the wires melted. One wire fell another encounter. we ee epee 
in the beaver dam and the other along The logical conclusion to this inci- fi ue ay oe sound ce eue tial ei 

the bank. This was the starting of dent would of course be that the mo- cree oe one Ca ea 
the end for Mr. Beaver. The line that ther beaver had a house full of little and pistoeuonel as Conger a 

fell on the bank burned a path about kittens and so she used the ‘immer- HOt: ane Bio raen eo ene es ae 

12 feet long and a foot wide. For- sion’ method as the most practical and ier tee a iv eae pcan i 
tunately the grass was too green to efficient means of driving off the ‘in- ret Bene 1Hier pre anon @ Se 

burn and a fire was prevented. But  vader., eae a tae Seen Consenyes 

the beaver and all other inhabitants = vonats during) Uns ere eee 

of the dam were not so fortunate— Hats off to Representative Karl onal chads. 

they really got the ‘hot seat., Three Mundt for the excellent talk he so 

muskrats, two beaver, and about fif- ably presented at the 6th Anniversary Al Roesler, of Deadwood, tells one 
teen trout were ‘shocked to death’ as meeting of the Flandreau Chapter of bout a tourist and the new deer 
a result of the hunger of one innocent the Izaak Walton League. Delivered ‘Signs. The signs were recently erect- 
beaver.” extemporaneously and straight from ted along the highways in the Black 

(Ed. Note: Would you say the bea- the shoulder, Karl’s speech contained Hills in order to warn motorists of 
ver had ‘amps in his pants,’ Virgil?) a tone of conservational thought not the presence of deer along the high- 

ewe kar often displayed in these days of “all- W@YS and thus prevent deer-car acci- 

Paddy Baker, who works in the out’ destruction, waste, and war. It dents. (See “Deer vs. Car” article in 

Highway Department, has another is impossible to reprint here the full this issue.) 
beaver story for us. He tells about an text of the speech. However, we can- The signs say “Caution! Deer on 
acquaintance of his who nearly lost ot resist outlining some of the prin- Highway.” Mr. Roesler observed a 

his Chesapeake Bay dog: to one of iple definitions and observations tourist who really took the signs li- 
those furry wood-choppers) The dog Which were offered to those present terally. This tourist saw one of the 

was swimming in a beaver dam when t the Anniversary meeting signs, stopped the car, grabbed his 
suddenly an angry (or hungry) bea- First of all the motto of the speech ¢@mera, rushed back to the sign, and 
ver appeared from nowhere and pro- could be defined as “Conservation for ¢arefully looked around—his camera 
ceeded to chew, gouge, and drown the Future Generations.” Mr. Mundt ¢ocked and ready to take a picture of 

pooch in one devastating attack. The spoke briefly on the tragedy of 1917- (he hoped) a deer! 
dog’s master was finally able to hold 18 when (in a grand, patriotic, and Too bad deer can’t read. We're cer- 

off the beaver with a barrage of rocks selfish effort to produce) natural re- tain the tourist was disappointed 

while the exhausted dog struggled sources and wild life were ravaged by when he failed to see a herd of White- 

ashore. We'll bet that mutt will never the draining of lakes and sloughs in tails or ‘Mulies’ clustered about the 
again retrieve anything from a beaver an attempts to create more farm land sign waiting patiently to have their 

dam or, for that matter, from any wa- —raise more food. The results all pictures taken!
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Hi i ingtail Pheasan istory Of The Chinese Ringtail Ph t 
The pheasant hunting enjoyed in the grasshopper scourge in South upland shooting may be had to fit ex- 

South Dakota today is the result of Dakota, it was deemed advisable to isting conditions. 

an investment of less than $20,000.00 place restrictions on bag limits and The pheasant, like many other good 

in the purchase of the stock. The first length of season, and as a result not things, can become a pest if not prop- 
pheasants were introduced into our to exceed one million birds were legal- erly controlled and once this bird 

state in 1912 when about 300 birds ly taken.. In 1932 birds were more gains a foothold there is little danger 

were released by the Game Depart- abundant than for two or three prev- of extermination. The danger lies in 
ment. During 1912 and 1913 a number ious seasons but much less hunting that he might multiply to such an ex- 

of birds were purchased with funds was indulged in, presumably because tent as to prove detrimental to farm- 
contributed by a group of sportsmen, of economic conditions. Lack of funds ing operations. We have had some 

but the real program was not started prevented many from indulging in trouble in this respect in South Da- 

by the Department until in 1914 when hunting as extensively as usual. We kota and the trouble we have had has 

some 2,000 birds were purchased. Dur- estimate that approximately the same een due to the fact that in first de- 

ing 1915 another 2,000 birds were lib- number of pheasants were killed as  claring an open season on birds, the 

erated. In 1917, 1918 and 1919 small- during the fall of 1931. regulations did not permit the taking 
er purchases were made and in all, An estimate of the 1933, 1934, and of a sufficient number of birds to 
approximately 7,000 birds were pur- 1935 seasons’ kill of pheasants ranges keep them within reasonable numbers. 

chased. From this original stock, the from 1,500,000 to 2,000,000. In 1933 Those who have made a study of the 

birds have increased to such an ex- a split season (two 14-day periods) habits of the pheasant have been con- 

tent that it is conservatively esti- proved attractive to hunters and fully vinced that as an insect eater he is 

mated that approximately two mil 2,000,000 birds were legally taken. far more beneficial than destructive 

lion birds were taken by licensed In 1934 and 1935 the kill is estimated to agriculture and, as _ previously 
hunters during the open season of at 1,500,000. This annual take has not stated, if controlled he is a real friend 

1927 and 1928. Unfavorable weath- appreciably reduced the state’s stock to the farmer. 

er conditions somewhat reduced the of pheasants in spite of the fact that It is generally conceded that South 
kill in 1929, it being estimated that drouth and grasshopper invasions Dakota pheasants are perfect speci- 
about one million were taken. have resulted in almost total crop mens of the species, which fact we 

In 1930 the kill was estimated at a failures throughout the state. There attribute largely to climatic conditions 
million and a half. In 1931, due to was a slightly greater kill in 1936 See “History of Chinese Pheasant” 

than in 1935. As to the total kill of Continued on Page 10 
oe pheasants during the season of 1937, 

; during) 4 Normal season at least G16 je 
_ and one-half million birds are legally | 

es taken, but we are confident that not to | = = 
| » exceed 5% of this number were taken | _ | oe se . . during the fall of 1937, due largely to A _ 

i. 3 \ a < the severity of the winter and a lack of : 
ee a of normal food supply on account of *« / ; 

| e successive crop failures. Approxi- =e rs by 

L oe 3d mately one and one-half million birds  ) . | . : . isi . were taken each open season in 1938 ae] i Fs Pie / and 1939. The anticipated kill for —- 
oo || 1940 is over two million birds, The | | xi” 
i ee . — '. | length of season varies in the several | ey oo . 

ce counties, based on the abundance of | \ ee birds. _ Ne 
ee Since the winter of 1926, the South |. | . | eh 

Po : trapping operations, transferred ap- |. | - tas, al 
proximately 25,000 pheasants into sec- y 

Take A Boy Along! tions of the state into which pheasants 
Here is 14 year old Gerald Brady of were not originally introduced. 

Marion with his first pheasant, 1939 It is highly desirable andi very im--. ““"“ieeesarte ne ee 

season. If some of you old-timers portant that discretionary authority —Photo by Bert Popowski 

need a companion some time, take a be vested in a Game Commission so South Dakota’s Ringneck Hunting 

boy along! that desirable regulations governing Leads the World!
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FISH AND DUCK FOODS : 
Ci oe Ss eS of 

What our lakes must contain more Cllr ed : rr sk eri (is 
than water in order to support fish re oo ae So. ee eee  ~» 1 

and waterfowl life was demonstrated Clk CT ee 5) , 
in a most capable manner in the tent- LC — 4 \ ee eek | i, 
ed “vegetation exhibit” under the sup- Co rrt——CSS : Ne ee Lo oF 
ervision of Wardens Hawley of Sioux CC Mes » ee | 5 a 

Falls, Dahling of Webster and Liebig an J a ee i} 

of Brookings. IB 8 eens oh OE ore cee ST OO 4 
Even supposedly well-informed nim- ry Bog Pte e Ko ae. i ) Cae Sar Aa ee a5 { es. 

rods were surprised at the many var- : 3 ae ~ My yi Pe ite het mo) pls 4 

ieties of aquatic plant life to be found r a las as a> 4 ei | ee 3 z 
in our lakes and streams. Both fresh ie BO BT, gt i Ween) ws . es on uh 
and dried specimens made up the dis- i, U > 4 tx 1 } ¥ e of Les Hie 

While the collecting and grooming eo 1 y | eo ued a d ail! 7 ete i uh 
of the different species required many if 
painstaking hours, the wardens felt The annual sale of confiscated guns at the State Fair always draws a Fy i 

recompensed by the heavy traffic crowd of sportsmen. Bidding is always very spirited. E 

through their tent all week. As @ County the Smartweed, Wild Rice, Bur- the Chinese ringneck pheasant can | 
method of record, the various sources yoeq, Wapato or Duck Potato, and with a greater or lesser degree of suc- ie 
of aquatic vegetation follows: Pearl water Lettuce. cess be accomplished in many other abe! 
Creek in Beadle county supplied the Several prize-winning mounted fish sections of our country. i 
Water Cress and Pond Weed; Lake with a few mounted specimens of “pro- Due to the breeding habits of the |» 
Byron the Prairie Bulrush and the  tec¢teq” ducks added a colorful touch to pheasant, they being polygamous, for ah 
Three-square Rush; Goldsmith Lake 4 yery attractive display. best results it is desirable to maintain Tay 
in Brookings county the Milfoil, River AE US a ratio of not less than five females oe 

Bulrush, Big and Star Duck’s Meat, jyisTORY OF CHINESE PHEASANT to one male; ten females to one male | 
White Buttercup and the Bushy and Continued from Page 1 is better than the other extreme. A ee 

Clasping-Leaved Pond Weed; Lake pues surplus of males is detrimental in | 
Campbell, Brookings county, the Round jy our high and dry altitude disease that it disturbs nesting. On the other | Ng 

Bulrush, with Millet, Wild Cane and among upland birds is unknown and hand, in taking a census of breeding | 
Chufa; Twin Lakes, Sanborn county, the rigors of our winters tend to elim- stock the female is the producer and é 
the Musk Grass; Enemy Swim, Day inate from our breeding stock the in an attempt to reduce the birds, regu. | 
County, the Wild Celery; Waubay weakling. However, what South Dakota lations must permit the taking of | 
Refuge, Day County, the Widgeon has accomplished in the field of game hens. Until the fall of 1926 the tak- | 
Grass, Sioux River in Minnehaha estoration with the introduction of ing of hens had not been provided for ; 

in South Dakota and when, in the fall, i 

ets. merge the regulations provided that two hens 
Da ited aos fF might be taken, there arose a most Y 

: Sea ee) Cl bee < | vigorous protest from the sportsmen f 

% y re . WILD DUCK#"FISH FOOD and many of our sportsmen, for senti: 

ete eran a eo oor e . | mental reasons, never deliberately % 

| : : f : rae] 4 a “ : Now a word os two as to the ring- 1 

bo ce = y ee neck’s qualifications as a game bird. 
ae oe 238 aii eed . ee Bee | While he lacks some of the desirable 

eee. a SS > eA traits of the Bob-white and the prairie 
‘ seen el ‘ee Ale J : i i) ay a chicken, in that he refuses to “lie” well 

— ey ke Ss Ae Y | for a dog, he has in South Dakota 
es pe Pek ie ONS fd g : 

oe te ay , more than doubled the receipts of the 

: : ae 2 ee ‘ game department through the sale of 

eo mM ~~ hunting licenses. Also, he is each 
LS a. lc gee Lok i rach in- 

ao creasing number of non-resident hunt- 

This display proved to State Fair visitors that Ducks and Fish are ers. As a table bird, he has few 

particular about their “menu” too! equals.
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———_ small bunches as the larger 
By Warden L. C. Bristol flocks are broken up. 

Since early last fall I have It is a well known fact that 
been making a thorough survey a nesting grouse is hard to lo- 
of the sharp tailed grouse in cate, but during our recent 
my territory (Dewey, Corson, beaver trapping and transplant- 
Ziebach, Armstrong and the ing activities I was _ lucky 
eastern part of Meade and Per- enough to locate fourteen nests, 
kins counties). I went to sev- each having a nice clutch of 
eral representative farmers and eggs, from six to eight each. 
ranchers in each locality and Taking into consideration that - 
asked them to make an actual the work only covered a small 
count of birds on their farms portion of my territory, it looks 
and ranges. The results were like they would stay and rear 
very encouraging. These twen- their young here this year. In 
ty-odd persons reported seeing the past four years a few 
965 grouse. The crew on the grouse would winter here but 
train between Mobridge and left in early spring and nested 
Faith took a count of the coveys elsewhere. 
along the line and _ reported Our natural feed for grouse, 
about 400 birds had wintered such as buffalo berries, rose 
in that part of the district. I berries, buckberry and_ wild 
have personally counted 34 fruit, is well blossomed out this 
flocks of birds through my ter- spring (something that hasn’t 
ritory, ranging in numbers from occurred in the past few years). 
four to sixty. Some of these I give this as the main reason 
would be duplications, but con- for the birds staying with us 
sidering the vast amount of and nesting. A grouse is a 
country not covered by any of pretty smart bird and if there 
the cooperators the count would is no visible natural feed for 
be very conservative. These her young she will not take any 
birds were not congested in any chances on raising a family 
one locality but scattered over when such feed is lacking. 
the entire territory (100 miles My territory, until the past 
both directions). Take this few years, has been a haven for 
count in comparison with a year the sharp tailed grouse and I 
ago when there were only four am optimistic enough to think 
or five known coveys in this the gamest of game birds will 
territory, it looks like our na- be back with us. With proper 
tive grouse is coming back in a_ protection there is no reason 
big way. At this season of the why we can not have an open 
year, when the birds are nest- season on the bird in the near 
ing, they are scattered out in future. We do not want to kid
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ourselves and think that we will THE IKE WALTON BLUES 
have birds like we had thirty ——— 
years ago, when I came to this There’s dust in the eyes of the 
section of the state, but with catfish and carp. 
the cooperation of sportsmen, The suckers are sucking up 
farmers, ranchers, Indian de- muck, 

partment and citizens in gen- Our old fishin’ hole is dry as a 
eral, there is no reason why the tarp, 
native game bird will not be Not moisture to water a duck. 
with us for a long, long time. 

hilar I am on the game bird They el pe ie will 
subject I will devote a little eS 
space to the Hungarian par- er al rake in the 

tridge in this section. This 
bird has increased in numbers The oe aaa oe and 
all over the area and there is Theraieine le Ses Coe 
not a spot in the entire area aout g y 
boy a is not seen in et 
arge numbers. Further west hs 5 

in the open range country the The pac at the old 
reports are of larger bunches ae 2 
although in the more settled The pe dried up like 
districts there are plenty of Is progress, they claim, but 
birds. I have observed several Talila like the devil 
early hatched litters with from _y, Cowie ie 
twelve to twenty-five young. As OS ee Tek oh Cee 

| the birds are paired off now ST eS Se ey 
they are not seen as often, but ; 
you can rest assured they are They'll Se eran meee ce 
with us and are either nesting Th aay ue Ce me 
or rearing their young in hid- Sane e OM cn ae oC 
den places among the dead i 
weeds on the prairie or in the And hee tk Cote ey 

bk along the creeks Wanting fishing, with no 
stream to produce it. 

Pheasants have practically 
left this part of the state. The There’s dust in the eyes of the 
extreme drouth, and lack of bullheads and trout, 
cover and feed has either The suckers are putting on 
starved them out or caused shoes. 
them to leave the northwest They’re building a dam of ce- 
part of the state. As soon as ment and grout, 
this section of the state gets While I sing the Ike Walton 
back to normal there is no Blues! 
reason why our department will 
not re-stock the pheasant. —M. T. Creel.”
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evidence, it is wholesome to ob- Reports presented to the 

serve the loyalty and devotion Commission indicated that cer- 
of the boys and girls participat- tain areas had a near normal 
ing in 4-H Club projects. stock of birds and that in other 

a ee ae ae poe is 
at extreme ow ebb. ow- 

THE 1937 HUNTING SEASON ever, to gots Such areas and 
. lose them to hunting would 

The waterfowl hunting regu- © : ; 
lations prescribed by the Fed- result a ue apc on the 

eral authorities seemed to be part ie eae. and present 
acceptable to the rank and file ee icated enforcement prob- 
of sportsmen, hence the South ses the Commission proceed- 
Dakota Game and Fish Com- 1/28 0n the theory that birds 
mission wasted little time in its Would be taken ee hunters in 
discussion of regulations for proportion to pheasant popu- 
our state, the Commissioners aoe and by oe the 
being agreed that state regula- aetna vu ae ection it was 
tions should conform to those felt that 4 afternoons shooting 
prescribed by the U. S. Bureau would not seriously reduce or 
of Biological Survey, except imperil brood stock. Another 

that there was some feeling 2%gle considered by the Com- 
that 12 o’clock noon opening ™ission was that by providing 
should be provided for as has restrictive regulations, the 

been done during the past few honest sportsman who hunts 
years. However, our neighbor- OMly under legally prescribed 
ing state, Minnesota, this year TUles, would be given “a break 
adopted its regulations before istead of leaving the field en- 
we were given an opportunity tirely to the “poacher. 
to compare notes and regula- Let it be explained that the 
tions in that state provided for Commission was laboring under 
the 7 o’clock opening hour on no illusions when it acted on 
the first day, and because of the matter of hunting pheas- 
boundary waters involved, it ants this season. The Commis- 
was deemed advisable to have  sioners realized that South Da- 
uniform regulations in the two kota’s pheasant population at 
states. the present time compares with 

The pheasant situation pro- conditions existing in portions 
voked a great deal of discussion of the James River valley in 
at the meeting of the Commis- 1924, at which time a 15-day 
sion, the debated question being maximum season, 8 cock birds 
whether the season should be per day, was precribed in 
closed entirely or a restricted 23 counties. Ground cover this 
season provided for. The final season is fully as profuse as it 
outcome was 4 afternoons, as was at that time. In fact, sun- 
set forth tm the regulations flowers and thistles, which con- 
given elsewhere in this issue. stitute perfect pheasant cover,
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are much more in evidence this CODE FOR SPORTSMEN 
year than in 1924; hence the . d 

danger of over-shooting is ex- The following verse ,written 
tremely remote. Bag and pos- by Earl Pellant at the time he 

session limits, short season and Was motorcycle officer in the 
density of cover, will prove dis- City of Huron, and who is now 

couraging to many who have Deputy Game Warden in the 

found pheasant hunting any- Huron district, appeared in 
thing but an arduous task in The Huronite,” and its timely 

South Dakota during the past suggestions prompt us to pass 

ten years, and in its literature it on to DIGEST readers: 

sent to prospective non-resident “Listen, my friends, and you 
hunters, the Department will shall hear 
hold forth little encouragement. A verse that I wrote for the 

A complete and thorough coming year; 

check up throughout the north- It’s pertaining to sportsmen 

ern section of the state reveals and all that kind. 

a great many Hungarian part- Here’s some of the one’s I have 

ridges in several counties; Rob- in mind— 

erts and Marshall Counties ap- If touring for pheasants is what 
parently being the area in they call sport 

which conditions are most at- Then take it from meé, it’s the 

tractive to this new game bird worst of the sort, 

in South Dakota, and as a They grab up a sandwich and 
means of stimulating interest eat on the way 

in the bird, also on the theory So as to be sure there will be 

that a brief gunning season no delay, 
will result in scattering the They drive down the highways 

birds and thus prove beneficial, in search of the birds 
the South Dakota sportsmen ' Till they come to a place where 
this year will be given their the cocks are in herds, 

first opportunity to look at one Then roll down the windows 

of these so-called “feathered and thrust out their guns 
thunderbolts” over a gun-bar- To shoot the poor pheasants 
ale before they can run. 

ANS They fill up their bags when 

DEPUTIES FERGUSON AND .__, shooting is done 
JOHNSON GIVEN RECOG- With helpless birds from the 

NITION oy aes plea an oe gun, 
ey drive back t 

South Dakota Division of the Tedends they ae S 
I. W. L. A. announces awards Of how they could shoot the 

to Deputies Charles Ferguson birds on the fly. 
of Mitchell and Virgil Johnson Let’s be sportsmen and don’t 
of Faith, in recognition of their be that way, 
services in Chapter organiza- Give them a chance to fly 

tion. away.”
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FUR BE ARERS GET important and necessary part 
is of conservation, and in follow- 

ing that doctrine a system has 
STATE PROTECTION been set up whereby the major 

part of the time of the three 
eeaTaaERGE trapper-wardens of this Depart- 

In prescribing regulations ment is devoted to instructing 
governing the taking of fur- the men and boys on the farms 
bearing animals during the and ranches of South Dakota 
coming season the Game and so that they may be capable of 
Fish Commission tried to give handling their own predator 
such protection as was deter- problems and know how to get 
mined advisable to the more val- the highest possible returns 
uable fur-bearers and at the from the furs marketed by 
same time permit the taking of them. Questionnaires were sent 
those animals which are more to some of these “student trap- 
or less destructive to poultry pers” recently and replies show 
and game at such times as they that during the last trapping 
are most easily taken, and when season 33 “student trappers” re- 
their furs are most valuable. ceived $2,648.30 from the sale 
The regulations differ but little of furs taken by them follow- 
from the 1937-38 regulations, ing the coaching and instruction 
the principal change being the of the trapper-wardens. In ad- 
advancing of the opening date dition to this amount, they will 
for the taking of raccoon to receive a substantial amount 
October 1st. In some sections from bounties for coyotes taken 
of the state “’coon hunting” during the past summer season. 
has developed into a fascinating These 33 men report taking the 
line of sport, and because of the following predators and_ fur- 
fact that these animals den up bearers during the 1937-1938 
early, it was decided to try a_ trapping season: 
slightly earlier opening of the Coyotes ...1....6).....+..486 

season. (364 trapped and denned; 
Because of the unsettled con- 84 poisoned; 38 shot) 

ditions existing in Europe and Bobcats ..............-+. 7 
in the eastern part of the Unit- Weasels ................-. 29 
edu States," the. fur; market has Mink ....d606.00l a geese 
been rather unstable during the Badger ................... 20 
summer of 1988. However, in- Skunk ...................312 
dications at this time point to Stray Cats! .d.20ssc0. ea 
prices for most furs that will Stray Dogs .............. 22 
compare favorably with those During the summer of 1937 
received during the 1987-38 $24,892 was paid by the state 
season. of South Dakota in bounties for 

The present Game and Fish coyotes taken during the 
Commission is strongly inclined months of April, May, June, 
to believe that education is an July and August, and indica-
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tions point to approximately the or Poisoning, of Predatory Birds 
same number of claims filed and Animals,” is invited to 
this year. write to the office of the Game 

Because of the more favor- and Fish Department, Pierre, 
able climatic conditions of the South Dakota, or to trapper- 
past year and the muskrat re- Wardens H. J. Axlund, Kadoka, 
stocking carried on by the De- South Dakota; W. B. Elley, 
partment of Game and Fish, Hot Springs, South Dakota; or 
the outlook for the future of Harry Henderson, Buffalo, 
the trapping industry is more South Dakota. 
encouraging than for several pees td Legos CNT 

von ee many years ago Tadpoles grown in the state 
the income strom the sale of hatchery at Twin lakes, south 
furs taken in South Dakota ©! Woonsocket, are being trans- 
ranked high among the sources ferred to South Dakota lakes at 
of ‘new! income in this!’ State. the same time fish are planted. 
Since the trapping season These tadpoles, when grown in- 
comes at a time of the year to frogs, will provide sportsmen 
whenl worl: onitthe films rand with another table delicacy. 
ace) ‘ usually light, the 
rapping of predators and other i, 
fur-bearers gives many boys “Foreigner” Is Sold 
and a an opportunity to pick 
up welcome extra dollars. Paes ae 

Last year about 1400 live > Phe? bee 
muskrats were planted by the f@aaye. © A ace age 
Game and Fish Department in [= fig Se) ot ak | 
eastern South Dakota and a Page oe SEN es Aa 
similar restocking program is [7 9 )3)5 mms | 59% 390)... 
now under way whereby musk- |) #3 =) yaa? ra an 
rats are being taken from the [|= 3). gl) @e@ td al 
LaCreek Federal Migratory [73 (te a 8 
Waterfowl Refuge in Bennett [= 72 7aeagar) ia 
County and moved to suitable |= 9%, 2% bd ’ os 
localities throughout the east- - a ae eS 
ern part of the state. sh | ey ne 

A display of South Dakota [jae g3= at 4 a | 
furs and a demonstration of [5 se, oe plete ool P| 
trapping methods is given at ee a a ee 
the Game and Fish Department 7 2 eo " 
exhibit at the State Fair at Es @ej) 2 -3eM= G0 238 
Huron each year and anyone fae G50 Gy 
interested in receiving a copy [A jusgG) Nae 4 
of the trapping regulations or on ten 
the booklet “Instructions for Guy w. von Sehriltz of Pittsburg, 
the Killing, either by Trapping fining in SRLEO SS; about pheasant
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Severin at State College in further and promote the advan- 
Brookings about two weeks ago tages of our state. 
when a resident brought to Mr. It must be admitted that the 

Severin a number of crows too ¢ongervation of surface runoff 
weak to fly. Unfortunately, waters is important first to the 
there was no opportunity to give economic welfare of our state, 
the specimens a complete and agriculture being the prime ben- 
thorough physical examination, eficiary, and since all of us, re- 
hence a diagnosis was not made. gardless of our business or pro- 
The birds did, however, show fession, are dependent upon ag- 

symptoms of poisoning. There yjcultural prosperity, our wel- 
is no question but that strych- fare and happiness are directly 
nine poison will kill a crow. affected. Sportsmen - Conserva- 
However, its general use in crow  tionists are, in our opinion, the 
control is not resorted to. Crows, group on whom we must rely 
like other pests, should be con- for the proper development, care 
trolled but not exterminated. and maintenance of water stor- 

Daye oaeia oat age bee You may call it 
, } selfishness if you wish, but Man 

\ What Price Water/ will expend more personal effort 
A perusal of the Game De- and contribute more generously 

partment record discloses the toward those elements and ac- 
fact that since 1915 a total of cessories that make for a more 
$455,990.93 of the Department’s attractive Out -of-doors, than 
funds have been expended in toward any other single cause, 
water conservation. The pro- and since care and maintenance 
gram involved the construction must be given all man-made 
of dams and diversion ditches. structures, the permanency of 
Monies thus expended have water storage facilities is a re- 
come from the dollars contribut- sponsibility accepted by the out- 
ed by hunters, fishermen and door enthusiast. 

trappers. Some may question Railway companies, in the ex- 
the wisdom of the use of De- tension of their trade territories, 
partment funds in such pro- have, as service to stockmen, 
gram, on the theory that the constructed earth dams through- 
cost of water conservation out vast range areas. Many of 

should be borne by the taxpayer these dams are now monuments 
rather than with funds derived to neglect. Constructed as they 
from special privilege license. were at a great outlay of funds, 

It has been our observation had they been given proper care 
that the person who is suffi- and maintenance, they would 
ciently interested in the Out-of- still be serving a useful purpose 
Doors to buy a fishing and hunt- as stock watering reservoirs, as 
ing license is at heart a Conser- well as providing habitat for 
vationist and will gladly support desirable game fish. The deter- 
any undertaking designed to ioration of these dams demon-
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strates quite clearly that “what 1980 v.32 27,418.64 
is everybody’s business is no- AOS eet ore LOD- oO 
body’s business,” hence the im- O82! Soe ash ek OoROM CO 
portance of the organization of BOSS Whee) ea OOd aL 
Sportsmen - Conservationists in TOBA he ooh O 847,15 
every community that has re- LOS8B Oe. 5,029.45 
ceived through Federal relief 1930 ree cs 1,802.39 
one or more artificial lakes. 19387... <a, 10,124.16 

Such organization can justify cna are 
its existence by promoting Total ....$455,990.93 
shoreline beautification through ———_—_————. 
tree planting, acquisition of 4-H Club Activities 

tracts of land set aside per- Home Extension Agent Evelyn 
manently for public park pur- Aalseth and County Extension 
poses, and providing mainten- Agent Carl Entorf in Lawrence 
ance for the dam and overflow County are to be commended 
facilities’. The drouth of the) | to. their interest in the promo- 

past ten years should not be tion of 4-H Club Conservation 
forgotten with the advent of activities. The following is an 
normal rainfall and even though extract from a letter sent out 

water should be less important from the Extension Service of- 
for domestic and livestock use fice at Spearfish under date of 

and the production of farm April 27th and addressed to all 
crops, let us make these waters 4_}y7 Conservationists in Law- 
so attractive to the recreation rence County : 

seeker that they will become in- “To date 7a have received 54 
dispensable community projects. Solications for enrollment in 

The following is a summary the 1937 4-H Conservation of 
of the annual expenditure of Wild Life program for Law- 
game funds in water conserva- rence County, yours is one of 

tion since 1915: this number. Thanks very much 
1915 F020. © 2,86787 for your promptness in filling 
MOUGE eat BATT in your enrollment card. Under 
OUT Gio he es ae 4,859.07 separate cover we are mailing 
OLS lee 816.20. each member three ounces of 
POU eis, 9,102.26 sun-flower seed. If, in any case, 
TO20e wee ye eo e029 you find you can use more, call 
TOR Meet sie 20,746.99) at the office and we will be glad 
192. Da) 1 TAS2BO8S to give you another package. 
1928. 1,059.47 “As indicated in former let- 
TODA ers os 4,843.67 ters, this year’s project will be 
TOD sites. 8,802.82 carried on along lines similar 
TOQG Ree art 6,089.31 to the 1936 project. In other 
TOQT cek crea’ 760,160.85 words, the use of the Flushing 
1928 Wee «7 40s429.09 Bar and planting of sun-flower 
1929 eee aol seeds for winter feed for game
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About the Pheasant Hunting 

The first period of the 1936 pheasant season disclosed the following: 

Birds olentiful in most areas. 

Ample protective cover to insure against over shooting. 

Sale of licenses indicative the popularity of the pheasant 

has not waned. 

Violations not infrequent but observance of laws and regula- 
tions the rule. 

Minor violations, particularly of shipoing regulations, in- 

dicates failure on the part of nonwresidents to read carefully 

printed regulations supplied them with their license and 
carelessness on the part of agent of common carrier accepting 

shipment. é 

The bird dog is gradually but surely coming back. 

Pheasant hunting good enough so that but few hunters were 
mindful of a duck shortage. 

Two casualties and too many avoidable hunting accidents. 

The necessity for laws curbing "fender" hunting on highways. 

Maturity and weight of birds indicated an early hatch. 

A host of non-residents, splendid tynes of business and profes— 
sional men, who not only spent their dollars (new wealth) freely 
but went home with a different opinion of our state than that 

conveyed by bleached skulls and stories featuring dust storms, 

Less posting of farm lands. 

Food tracts, gourged with a mixture of weed seeds, give proof 
of the pheasants' thrift and resourcefulness. 

More arrests for major violations than should be necessary. 

Large sale of pheasant shipoing tags despite the five tag 
; restriction. : 

That regulations permitting no hens can be generally odserved. 

; Numbers of the "fair sex" each succeeding year invade the field 
in greater numbers and mere man no longer has a monopoly. 
Soprano voices now mingle in the barber shop swapping of hunt— 
ing yarns. 

eo 
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Bob Becker, Fishing and Hunting Editor of the Chicago Tribune was 
among the distinguished guests who participated in South Dakota's 
pheasant hunting during the opening days. He and his party head- 
quartered at Huron. 

? Communications giving interesting accounts of hunting experiences 
come from sportsmen in many states. With few exceptions they were 
thrilled with the hunting which they found and are loud in their 
praise of the hospitality accorded them. We regret that space 
does not permit a reprint of these communications and newspaper 

. writeups. The following extracts from a two-column writeup in the 
Pittsburg, Kansas Advertiser is a fair sample of the norresident's 
reaction to pheasant hunting in South Dakota. 

"T have made many hunting and fishing trips to many places, 
but that South Dakota pheasant hunt John R. Thomas and I 
took last week was the most satisfactory one of the lot. 

"We began having a nice time before we reached Lamar, Missouri, 
when we saw about 50 teal hovering around a prairie pond. We 
saw our first pheasants just beyond Sloan, Iowa, seven of 
-them in the early morning, three gorgeous cocks among them, 
not ten feet from the concrete. We continued to see pneas-— 
ants all the rest of the way up, saw them everywhere in South 
Dakota. * * % ; 

"On Wednesday morning, the 14th, we sat in the road and count- 
ed more than 100 pheasants in one flock, 80 of them cocks, 
John estimated, on the farm of Carl Oleson, some fifteen 
miles northeast of Madison, near Nuda, P. 0.,--then couldn't 
find hide or hair of them when twelve o'clock came and shoot- 
ing was permitted. * * # 

"Thanks, South Dakota, for a mighty nice time. We, John and I 
hope to see you again next year." 

% 4 

Signs of the Times 
The following was once fixed to a barbed wire fence some miles out- 
side of San Francisco; 

NOTIS 

Trespassers will B persecuted to the full 
extent of 2 mungrel dogs which never was over i 
sochible to strangers & 1 dubble brl shot gun 
which aint loded with sofa pillors. Dam if | 
I aint gettin tired of this hell raisin on 
my place. -- B. Griscom. 

-- The Docket. 
* e % 
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1936 Duck Census 

‘ The enumeration of ducks nesting in South Dakota which 
was attemoted by the Game Department through its force of field 
deputies is cooperation with individual sportsmen, indicates 
that there is a very definite increase in birds over 1935. It 
is not claimed that the figures arrived at are accurate, but they 
are conservative. It was impossible to secure counts in several 
counties, hence estimates were in some cases made, which estimates 
were based on counts in adjoining counties having a similerity of 
conditions. The most encouraging increase in the number of 
nesting birds occurs in the southeastern section of the state, | 
due, no doubt, to the fact that that section has enjoyed the 
greatest amount of rainfall thus far this season, with the result 
that all sloughs, ponds and pot holes are full of water. While 
space does not permit a tabulation of the census by counties, 
we wish to mention Minnehaha County as a fair example of the 
general distribution of nesting waterfowl in our state this 
season. Deputy Hawley reports more than 800 pairs of nesting 
ducks and 12 pairs of nesting geese in that county. The total 
for the state 1s aporoximately 100,000 pairs of ducks and 60 
pairs of geese. By species the ducks run about as follows: 
Mallards, 35%; Pintails, 20%; Shovellers, 20%; Teal, 15%; Mixed 
ducks, including Redheads, Ruddys, Wigeons, etc., 10%. 

Thus far the season has been quite favorable, but 
many sections of the state revort a serious recession of water 
in the smaller sloughs and ponds, and there is some danger of 
a loss of young birds hatched in localities remote from permanent 
waters. We can, however, feel quite confident that South Dakota 
will contribute at least one-half million birds to the nation's 
waterfowl population during this season. While this seems like 
a sizeable figure, it is less than 10% of what South Dakota should 
produce, and did produce prior to 1925. 

We have in our state some 30,000 sportsmen to whom 
waterfowl hunting has an especial appeal, and to provide each 
member of this fraternity with one single day's bag limit as 
provided for in the 1935 regulations would require more than half 
the number of birds which it is estimated South Dakota would pro- 
duce this year, A 100% increase in South Dakota's nesting water— 
fowl pooulation in a single year is an encouraging sign, and if 
this stock can be properly safeguarded and preserved for another 
season or two, "wildfowlers" may again come into their own. 
The ability of virtually all forms of wildlife to reproduce its 
kind, 1f given a chance, is almost unlimited. Man can do his 
part by respecting restrictive hunting regulations and providing 
nesting environment. If a beneficent nature will provide a more ¢ 
abundant rainfall, ducks will do the rest. 

“Hw 4 
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; j File Iowa 
« SD 

BS Minn. ; : 

‘ : Digest of Neb. ~ 

“Birds of the Northwaat’ 

‘ by Blliott Cones 

UeS. Geological Survey Mis. Pub. ; 
‘Wo. 3, Washington, 1874. | 

-. pe MLO, Sharptail. Audubon says in 1838 “accidental in NN. Tilinois.” : 
Firat pinnated killed at Fort Ripley, Minn. 1673. Mothing but ; 

; _ sharptail since 1853. Some sharptail left 12 miles N. St. Paul as 
now, 1874 (?). Thence dividing line runs 5.W. toward Yanicton. : 
“2, gupide (pinnated) appears to replece the other (sharptail) . 
as the wheat-field advance." : at ; 

. “YE am reliably informed of its (sharptail's) occurrence with 
se lonte (pinnated) in the northwestern portion of Iowa.” 

viding line now (1874) is between Fort Randalla and Yankton. re 
"The Capidones are unquestionably creeping up the Missourd; 

: just as the quail have already done, although they have not 
apparently as yet progressed quite so far." (This dmplies the - 
quail boundary in isp was above Yankton.) 

ee - *Proeeeding now nearly due south, we find the line. « 
gives the ereater portion of Nebraska to thie species, and passes 
nearly through the middle of Kansas te . . Fort Hayes." : 

p. WO. - pumated: . "Fertile priaifie country. . especially Illinois, 
‘ova, Missouri, eastern half of Minnesota, $2. Dakota, mifdle S 

and lB, Kansas, end Nebraska, Arkangas, and B. Teme. Vere: = > 
pallidicinetus from W. fexas." (This is the range in 1874, Hayden 

: gays it occurs near Council Bluffe “in myriads." “lir. Allen notes 
its westward spread from middle Kansas, but I have no record of its 
reaching, ad yet, either Colorafo or ‘iyoming.” - : 

p. 421. Ruffed Grouse. "I never saw it 4n the Missouri (River) region. 
It apparently oceura only toward the mouth of the river. I have 

seen no Nebraskan record. In Kansas Mr, Snow says it is "very 
: rare," and it isyno doubt, confined to the eastern part of the 

state. It is given as abuniant in southern Towa by Mr. Trippe, 
and occurs in various parts of Missouri.” Sy 

pe MS. ea “Up the Missouri to “hite River (Hayden." 
"Mong the Migsouri 1t is abundant um to Fort Randall." "In 

Minnesota 1¢ is abunjant in the southern portions of the state, 

; and appears to be spreading with the advance of the settlenents, 
like the pinnated grouse.” None on Red River, or anywhere in 

c northern Dakota. ; 

p+ 391. Mild urkey. "Mr. Hayden does not include the wild turkey in 

his report, apparently not having met with it in the Missouri
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Yegion. Its oeeurrence, however, is sufficiently attested as 
far up the Missouri River as Yankton, if not ae 
I have observed but one Minnesotian record. .. both 
Kansas authorities witness its common occurrence in the timbered 
districts of that state, as Mr. Trippe does in southern Towa. 
. » the northern . line. . appears to have contracted of late 
years. It 4s seareely now found in any pert of Minnesota, but 
Dr. Head tells me that some 30 years ago, at old Fort Atkinson, a 
few miles west of Prairie du Chien, it was frequently killed, 
though its present northern limit cannot be far from the southern 
border of Minnesota. * : 

eee



Also pheasant folder Chapter III. 
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Sex Ratios ~ Pheasant : 

: 2 Oscar Johnson told me that in "shining" pheasants in 

South Dakota the prevailing sex ratio seems now to be about three 

ae hens to one — : 

: | He thinks it ought to be 41 or 5-1 under optimum 

: management. : 

: Previous to the opening of the season on hens in 1926 

: he says the prevailing ratio was 5 or 6 to l. 

; - poche, 

Ose: ih es Lune en
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File: South Dakota 

Cross Reference : 

See "Game Restoration," Hunting & Fishing for June, 1930, for 

history of South Dakota Pheasant Plantings. (In Restoration Binder). 

f : :
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Mountain Lion Taken in Black Hillg.--Louis Knowles, leader in the ‘South Dakota Dis~ | 

trict, writes of the first mountain lion killed within the Black Hills during the past 25 

years, the facts being reported in a letter from the president of the South Dakota School | 

of Mines. The report states that it had been known from tracks that two mountain lions had 

been in the region for about two years, and a reward for their capture had been offered by 

eahy stockmen, who had suffered considerable losses from their depredations. Until December, | 

hunting had gone on without success, and then, with the aid of three coyote hounds, the 

50 hunter killed a female lion in the rough country south of the Hardy Ranger Station, very 

near the Wyoming line. The animal was 6 or 7 years old, measured 6 feet 11 inches from tip 

to tip, and weighed about 109 pounds. I: had had a litter of kittens, and consequently others 

ef the species are probably still at large in that part of the country. | 

3 ! 
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dack Rabbits Bring Low Price in_§ outh Dakota.--The price offered for South Dakota 

90 aroehea boutvey gey-'96° ceube oda eoti Sack edtmstn/auidante: Wid feted: tbdae: B48Rg frozen 
and shipped unskinned principally to New York City markets. = = = ' h 
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CPEN SEASON ON PHEASANTS —- 1929 

No. of 
Days Dates Counties 

i 15 Daylight hours of period be- Aurora, Bon Homme, Brook- 
ginning at noon Oct. 29 and ings, Brown, Charles “ix, 
closing at noon Nov. 13. Clarx, Clay, a 

Davison, Day, Deuel, Doug- 
las, S$ of Edmunds, Faulk, 
Grant,Hamlin, Hanson. 
Hughes, Hutchinson, Hyde, 
Jerauld, Kingsbury, Lake, 
Lincoln,McCook, Marshall, 
Miner, Minnehaha, Moody, 
Potter, vortion of Genes- 
eo and all of Lockwood 
Twos. in Roberts, Sanborn, 
Spink, Sully, Turner, 
Union and Yankton. 

io Daylight hours of period be- Beadle, Brule, Buffalo 
ginning at noon Oct. 29 and and Hand. 
closing at noon Nov. &. 

2 Daylight hours of period be-— Butte south of Federal 
ginning et noon Oct. 29 and Hiway ele and north of 
closing at noon Oct. 31. 212 to Belle Fourche 

River and Lawrence north 
and east of Federal Hi- 
way 16. 

Bag Limit -~ 5 birds per day, one of which may be a hen. 

Limit in Possession -~- 15 birds. 

Limit of 10 shipping tags ( in lets of 5 or 10 only) available 
to resident licenseeés,sold by game wardens. 

25 pheasants may be shipped on non-resident license coupons. 

NO OPEN SEASON ON PRAIRIE CHICKENS OR ANY OTHER VARIETY OF GROUSE.
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{ State Game 

against the crafty house sparrow; but Three males and five females were black 

that one of the easiest ways to get rid grouse, or “Tetrao Terix.” Two males 
of them is to exterminate the flock with and one female were the wood grouse or 

a charge of fine shot, when gathered at “petrao Uragallus.” The black grouse, 
feed. Poison is sometimes used but the argten said, weighed from 12 to 15 

Bae to ane other birds and to Auman pounds and the wood grouse.from five 

beings 18 180° Brea na eabe cOmbe ae to seven pounds. The birds represent a 
recommended by the Department only z rf 
where guns and traps have failed. third of a shipment made from Central 

f Scandinavia on November 16. 

Tage ee re The grouse will be sheltered in the 

OVER 6,000 DEER KILLED state park until they have become ac- 

IN NEW YORK STATE  customed to their new environment and 

Stubs of special deer licenses returned hayeqincrensed a EBS sampiently, 
to the Conservation Department show to warrant their distribution throughout 

that 6,620 deer were killed in this state the Black Hills. Climatic conditions are 

during the 1929 deer season which is said to be almost identical with the land 

just about the average number killed of their nativity. 

during the three years that the law pro- This is the second attempt by the 
viding for this form of return has been o0cal chapter to introduce the birds. A 

in force. Of the total number killed Shipment of 104 eggs last summer failed 

5,885 were taken in Adirondack coun- to hatch. 
ties, 645 in Catskill counties and 90 in capt ae 
the three other counties having open 
season for deer. COMMISSION ACCEPTS 

| During the past three seasons a total 100,000 ACRES FOREST 
~ of 19,977 deer were reported to the De- CROP LAND 
partment as having been taken. This Approximately 100,000 acres of land 

is an average of 6,659 deer a year. The were accepted under the forest crop tax 

average number of prongs on each deer law by the Wisconsin Conservation 

taken in the past three years has been Commission at its meeting held last 

six and a deer having horns contain- Saturday in Milwaukee. This brings 

ing six prongs is looked upon as being the total amount of land under the 

three years of age. As the average age forest crop law to slightly more than 

of each buck is three years, and as 300,000 acres, by far the largest amount 

an average of 6,659 such deer were taken of land entered under this type of law 

in each of the last three years, it follows in any state which has similar legis- 

that there must have been at the begin- lation. 

ning of the open season in each year, _ 

about three times the number of ani- 

mals taken or at least 19,000. As there UNUSUAL BOUNTY 

has been no open season on does in ten Figures listing the bounty for the 

years it is-estimated that there are at first half of January reveal that 12,724 

least ice as Many does bucks. V weasels were probated, and, of course, 

9 Qy? $12,724 paid out as bounty on these crea- 

NG tures. $40 was paid on eight goshawks 

GROUSE LOOSED IN at $5 each. $4,244 was paid on 1,061 gray 

¢ BLACK LLS_ foxes at $4 each, and $315 was paid on 

Norwegian grouse today were living twenty-one wild cats at $16 each. 

in the protection of the state park in Among the several thousand claims 
the Black Hills. Their importation, com- for weasel bounty received by the 
pleted yesterday by the local chapter of Bureau of Predatory Animals of the 
the Izaak Walton League was said to be Pennsylvania State Game Commission 

the first time the game birds have been in January thus far appear the following 

successfully introduced into this coun- names: Woodrow Wilson, Linesville, 
try. Pa.; John S. Fisher, Knox, Pa.; William 

Eleven birds of two species were un- McKinley, Bverett, Pa.; Charles Lind- 
loaded at Hermosa and taken to the burg, Pottstown, Pa.; Mark Anthony, and 

state park. Prof. A. Karsten, president Cleo Patrick, Northpoint, Pa. 

of the Walton chapter, announced to- Mark Anthony is getting to be quite a 

day. weasel trapper as he sends in a claim 

The birds, which appeared to be in every week. 18,000 weasels were re- 

good condition, were of two kinds. ceived for bounty thus far. 
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This clipping from the Denver Post. Cut ' ind 

KILL OF SOUTH DAKOTA WILD p uA 
GAME EQUALS 10,000 STEERS we 

"Wood value of wild game killed last year in South Dakota equals, from 

the standpoint of quantity, the meat from 10,000 steers, says C.H. Johnson, 

state game and fish commissioner. 

This includes 4 million pounds of pheasant meat, 31,600 pounds of 

venisen and three-fourths million pounds of wild duck, or a total or nearly 

4,900,000 pounds of dressed game. Estimating a dressed steer at 500 pounds, 

it would take 10,000 of them to equal the meat of the game. 

Fish are not included in the commissioner's figures as the number 

caught during the year is so large and their weight so varied that no accu- 

rate estimate could be made of the total."
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PHEASANTS Fide SUP; 

From South Dakota comes some interesting information as to phegsants in 

that state. 
It would appear that "the farmers want the pheasants and are proud that 

the sportsmen from every section in the United States come into their state." 

One of the du Pont field men shooting in South Dakota has obtained the 

information from the expressman in the town of Redfield that in nine days 3,250 

pheasants were shipped via express to all parts of the country. 

This clipping from the Chronicle, Pella, Iowa. 

REGUS paT.Ore



BIG GAME REGULATIONS — 1929 : 

DEER 

Open season begins at sunrise on Nov. lst and closes 
at sunset on Nov. 20th in the counties of Meade, Lawrence, Penning- 
ton, Custer and Fall River, except in the Guster State Park (in- : 
cluding sanctuary), Wind Cave National Park and Roosevelt Game 
Refuge. Licensee permitted to take one buck deer with visible horns. 3 

The use of dogs is prohibited and it is also unlawful to 
maintain a salt lick or to construct, occupy or use any screen, 
blind, elevated scaffold or other device in the hunting of deer. 

License fee for residents is $5.00; non-residents $25.00. 

A licensee legally in possession of a deer is entitled to 
' the use and possession of the whole of such animal killed, but the 

barter or sale of the carcass, except the skin, head and antlers, is 
prohibited. Any common carrier is authorized to accept for shipment 
thie whole or ary part of the carcass of a deer legally taken. As 
evidence of legality of shipment, consignor shall attach to such 
caruacs ( or any part thereof) his license, to be detached by the 
agent oF the common carrier at the point of déstination and returned 
tc the office of the Game Department at Pierre, §.D., in the self- 
acdressed stamped envelope furnished licensee. In case carcass is 
net snaipned, it is the duty of every licensee who secures his deer 
to report same to the Department of Game and Fish at Pierre, § D., 
by mering proper notation on the self-addressed stamped envelope, 
enclocting his license therein and placing same in the mail prior to ~ 2 
DeceuLer LOth. In case shipments are to be made to points outside 
of the state, a special permit must be secured from the office of 
the Department of Game and Fish or from a deputy game warden. 

"ELK 

: Regulations prescribed by the Game and Fish Commission 
permit the taking of one elk, irrespective of age or sex, during 
the period beginning at sunrise on Nov. lst and closing at sunset 
on Nov. 20th, in the counties of Pennington, Custer and Fall River, 
except’in Custer State Park (including sanctuary ) and the Wind 
Cave National Park, 

Permits may be secured from the office of the Game De-— 
partment at Pierre or from any deputy game warden in the Black 
Hills area.° Application blanks furnished upon request. 

§ Permits available to residents at $15.00, non-residents : 
40.00. 

Each permit carries with it shipping privileges to any 
point within or without the state. Every permit holder is required 
to make a report at the close of the season (on a postcard furnished 
him with his permit) indicating whether or not he was successful 
in taking an elk; if successful, the sex and approximate age of 
same. Any part or all of ‘the carcass (including head, hide and 
antlers), legally taken, may be sold. Every permit holder shail 
immediately, upon taking an elk, securely attach thereto a tag 
furnished by the Game Department, giving thereon his name and 
postoffice address, also date and number of his permit.
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_ OPEN SEASON ON PHEASANTS - 1929 

No. of 

Days Dates i Counties 

15 Daylight hours of period be- ‘Aurora, Bon Homme, Brook- 
"ginning at noon Oct. 29 and ings, Brown; Charles Nix, 

closing at noon Nov. 13. Clarz, Clay, Codington, 

Davison, Day, Deuel, Doug- 
j das, ss of Edmunds, Faulk, 

Grant,Hamlin, Hanson, 
Hughes, Hutchinson, Hyde, 

i Jerauld, Kingsbury, Lake, 
Gincoln,McCook, Marshall, 
Miner, Minnehaha, Moody, 
Hotter, portion of Genes- 
é0 and all of Lockwood 

a Mwos. in Roberts, Sanborn, 
Spink, Sully, Turner, 

i Union and Yankton. 

10 Daylight hours of period be- Beadle, Brule, Buffalo 
inning at noon Oct. 29 aad vand Hand. 

i closing at noon Nov. &. | 

ia Deylight NOULSiOr oer LOG be Butte south of Federal 
ginning at noon Oct. 29 anda Hiway 2l2 and north of 
closing atv noon Oct: 351. ele to Belle Fourche 

River and Lawrence north 
and east of Federal Hi- 
1 16. 

Bag Limit -- 5 birds per day, one of which may ibeman hen: 

Limit in Posséssion —- 15 birds’. ! 

Limit of 10 shivping tags ( in lets of 5 or 10 only) available 
to resident licensees,sold by game wardens. 

25 pheasants may be shipped on non-resident license coupons. 
\ 

NO OPEN SEASON ON PRAIRIE CHICKENS OR ANY OTHER VARIETY OF GROUSE.



SYNOPSIS OF 

SMALL GAME, FISH AND FUR LAWS 
July 1, 1929—June 30, 1931 

Compiled by 
SOUTH DAKOTA GAME AND FISH COMMISSION 

PIERRE 

SMALL GAME 
OPEN SEASONS 

Snipe and Waterfowl: Begins one-half hour before sun- 
rise on September 16 and closes one-half hour after sunset 
on ae 31. (Federal law permits no hunting after 
sunset. 

Chinese Ring-neck Pheasants, Ruffed Grouse, Sharp-tail 
Grouse, Prairie and Sage Grouse: May be taken under 
regulations of the Game and Fish Commission. 

: (Ch, 133, Laws of 1927.) 
BAG LIMIT 

Geese and Brant:. 5 in one day; not over 10 in possession 
at any one time. 

Snipe and Waterfowl (Except Geese and Brant): 15 in 
one day; not over 30 in possession at any one time. 

(Ch, 133, Laws of 1927.) 
LICENSES 

Resident Hunter’s and Angler’s License required of all 
residents except land owners hunting on premises owned 
and occupied by them. Fee $1; expires last day of Feb. 
Six months residence entitles one to resident hunter’s and 
angler’s privileges. Game legally in possession may be 
carried as personal baggage, except that employees of a 
common carrier are not permitted to carry game while on 
duty. Special Resident License (issued at Pierre office) per- 
mits shipment of 50 birds to points within the State. Fee $3. 

(Ch. 131, Laws of 1927.) 
Non-Resident or Alien Small Game License bears 10 cou- 

pons; 5 good for shipment of 5 upland, non-migratory game 
birds and 5 good for shipment of 5 snipe or any aquatic 
fowl (or any or all of same combined) when coupons are 
attached to birds shipped. Fee $25; expires last day of 
February. (Ch. 138, Laws of 1929.) 

UNLAWFUL 

To loan your license or aid others in securing licenses 
fraudulently. (Ch. 176, Laws of 1925.) 

To take or kill non-game birds, except English sparrow, 
blackbird, great horned owl, sharp-shinned hawk, Cooper’s 
hawk, crow, magpie, camp robber and blue crow, 

(See. 10499, Rev. Code of 1919.) 
To take or disturb eggs or nests of birds protected by 

law. (Sec. 10493, Rev. Code of 1919.) 
To travel with dog and gun from July ist to Septem- 

ber 15th. (Ch. 130, Laws of 1929.) 
To allow running of hunting dogs between April 1st and 

August 15th. (Ch. 199, Laws of 1923.) 
To take protected birds except by shooting them with a 

gun held to the shoulder of person discharging same. 
(See. 10507, Rev. Code of 1919.) 

To hunt game birds with a rifle or to use traps, snares,



UNLAWFUL (Contd.) 

artificial lights or other contrivances (except decoys and 
stationary blinds) in taking protected birds. 

(Sec. 10508, Rev. Code of 1919.) 
To hunt from an airplane. (Ch. 135, Laws of 1929.) 
To hunt from any sandbar, floating battery, sinkboat, 

sunken barrel, tub or similar device or with any boat ex- 
cept a rowboat; provided that no boat of any kind can be 
used on the Missouri River except from the Wheeler bridge 
to the eastern boundary of the state. (Ch. 139, Laws of 1929.) 

To hunt on posted or fenced land of another without per- 
mission of owner. (Ch, 136, Laws of 1929.) 

To deface or destroy notices forbidding hunting. 
(Ch. 136, Laws of 1929.) 

To sell game birds, animals or fish. 
» (Sec. 10528, Rey. Code of 1919.) 

To wantonly waste or destroy protected birds, animals 
or fish. (Sec. 10517, Rev. Code of 1919.) 

For hotels and restaurants to serve protected game out 
of season. (Sec. 10529, Rev. Code of 1919.) 

For aliens to take wild birds or animals except in defense 
of person or property, except subject to laws relative to 
taking thereof by non-residents; nor shall they own or 
possess firearms except for the purpose of hunting as non- 
residents, (Ch. 248, Laws of 1921.) 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Birds and animals taken contrary to law and hunting 
equipment illegally used may be confiscated and sold to 
residents of the state, but purchaser may. not re-sell same. 
(Ch. 126-127, Laws of 1929, and Sec. 10460, Rev. Code of 1919.) 

All wild birds, both resident and migratory, are the prop- 
erty of the state. (Sec. 10491, Rev. Code of 1919.) 

Burden of proof that game is legally in possession out of 
season rests upon person having same in possession. 

(Sec. 10512, Rev. Code of 1919.) 
Where no other penalty for violation of game laws is pro- 

yided, a fine of not less than $10 nor more than $50 or a 
jail sentence of not, exceeding 30 days is assessed. 

(See. 10530, Rev. Code of 1919.) 

FISH 
OPEN SEASONS 

Trout: April ist to September 30th, inclusive. 
Crappies, Pike, Perch, Pickerel and Sunfish: May ist to 

Feb. 28th, inclusive. 
Bass: June ist to Feb. 28th, inclusive, except in border 

waters, Big Stone Lake, Lake Traverse and Lake Hendricks, 
where the season opens on May 29th and closes on Feb. 28th, 
to conform with Minnesota regulations, 

(Ch. 126, Laws of- 1927.) 
LIMIT 

Black Bass, Wall-eyed Pike and Pickerel (or any or all 
of the same combined): 8 per day, 16. total number in 
possession. 
Any Other Variety of Protected Fish (or any or all of 

the same combined), except ring perch on which there is no 
limit: 25 per day, 50 total number in possession. 

(Ch. 131, Laws of 1929.) 
SIZE 

Pike: 14 inches. 
Bass (except Rock Bass): 8 inches, 
Trout, Shad and Crappies 6 inches. 
Blue Gills and Rock Bass: 5 inches, 
(No size limit on pickerel and perch.) 

(Ch. 124, Laws of 1927.)



LICENSES 

Byvery male resident over 18 years of age is. prohibited 

from taking protected game fish (except perch) without 

first procuring combination hunter's and angler’s license; 
fee $1; expires last day of Feb. (Ch. 131, Laws of 1927.) 
Every non-resident, regardless of age or sex, is prohibited 

from taking fish of any variety (including non-game) with- 
out procuring license; fee $2; expires last day of Feb. 

(Ch. 127, Laws of 1027.) 

BAIT 

Live minnows may be used. The use of minnow seines or 
nets is permitted provided young of game fish or carp are 
not taken and unused contents of minnow buckets be not 
dumped into permanent waters. 

TACKLE 

Unlawful to use more than two lines with not more than 
three hooks attached to each line. (Artificial lures consti- 
tute one hook regardless of number of gangs attached.) 

(Ch. 131, Laws of 1929.) 

UNLAWFUL 

To sell or ship protected fish. 
(Sec. 10528, Rev. Code of 1919.) 

To waste or destroy protected fish. 
(Sec. 10517, Rev. Code of 1919.) 

To take fish by the use of drugs or explosives. 
(Sec. 10479, Rev. Code of 1919.) 

To use nets, seines or other devices in permanent waters, 
except that suckers, redhorse, buffalo, carp, eel, eel pout, 
bullheads and catfish may be taken from the Missouri 
River by hoop-net, trap, set lines or _trout-lines. 

(Sec. 10477, Rev. Code of 1919.) 
To deposit refuse in waters ane food fish. 

(Sec. 10477, Rev. Code of 1919.) 
To take trout by “grab-hooks,” “snag-hooks,” or by hand. 

¥ (Ch. 131, Laws of 1929.) 
To refuse to permit inspection of “string.” 

(Ch. 134, Laws of 1927.) 
For persons over 14 years of age to take non-game fish 

with hook and line for commercial purposes without permit 
from the Game Commission (issuing of same discretionary 
with Commission). Fee: Resident, $10; non-resident, $25. 
All shipments must be labeled. (Ch. 125, Laws of 1927.) 

To erect fish-house or other shelter while fishing through 
the ice without securing permit. Fee $1. 

(Sec. 10469, Rev. Code of 1919.) 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Spearing of suckers, redhorse, buffalo, carp, catfish and 
pullheads permitted except upon boundary streams, but it 
is unlawful to use artificial lights in May and June. 

(Ch, 131, Laws of 1929.) 
Illegally used fishing devices or equipment may be seized 

and destroyed. (Sec. 10523, Rev. Code of 1919.) 
Private hatcheries may be operated under permit from 

Game Department. ‘Fish grown therein may be sold and 
shipped under permit from Director of Game and Fish. 

(See. 10505, Rev. Code of 1919.) 
Mill races must be screened, 

(Sec. 10526, Rev. Code of 1919.) 
Fishways must be placed in dams and other obstructions. 

Fishing within 400 feet of fishway prohibited. 
(Sees, 10515 and 10525, Rev. Code of 1919.)



GENERAL PROVISIONS (Contd.) 

License of person convicted of game law violation shall 
be revoked. (Sec. 10468, Rev. Code of 1919.) 

The possession, buying, selling or transporting of frogs 
for commercial purposes is prohibited, except that this pro- 
hibition does not apply between June 1 and Sept. 15 (both 
dates inclusive), to residents of the state. 

(Ch, 132, Laws of 1929.) 

FUR BEARING ANIMALS 
OPEN SEASONS 

Muskrat and Opossum: Opens at noon on Dec. 15 and 
closes at noon on March 1. 

Skunk: Opens at noon on Oct. 16 and closes at noon on 
March 1; skunks doing damage around buildings may be 
killed at any time. 

No open season on otter, beaver, silver, black or cross 
fox, except that beaver and muskrats damaging irrigating 
ditches, embankments, or public highways may be taken at 
any time, under permit. (Ch, 147, Laws of 1929.) 

LICENSE 
Resident Trapper’s License required of all residents over 

14 years of age, except land_ owners trapping on their own 
lands during open season. Fee $5; expires June 30. 

(Ch, 147, Laws of 1929.) 
Non-residents prohibited from trapping protected fur- 

bearing animals. (Ch. 148, Laws of 1929.) 

UNLAWFUL 
To shoot or spear muskrats; to destroy or molest muskrat 

houses, except that these may be opened without injury 
thereto for the purpose of placing traps therein during the 
open season; or to set or operate more than 75 traps at 
any one time. (Ch. 147, Laws of 1929.) 

POSSESSION AND SALE 
Raw furs may be held in possession 10 days after close 

of season. If held longer, burden of proof of legality rests 
upon person having same in possession. Beaver skins must 
bear metal tags, secured from Pierre office at 50c. each. 

(Ch. 147, Laws of 1929.) 
Fur-Dealer’s License required for purchase of protected 

fur-bearing animals (except for personal use and not for 
re-sale); expires June 30, Complete record of all trans- 
actions must be kept; open to inspection by_game depart- 
ment officials or peace officers at any time. Raw furs may 
be stored by licensed dealers and may be accepted for ship- 
ment by common carriers upon evidence that consignor is 
licensed. Upon proof that dealer has violated law govern- 
ing handling of furs, license may be revoked and no other 
shall be issued within two years from date of revocation. 

‘ (Ch. 133, Laws of 1929.) 

PROPAGATION 
Breeder's Permit required to operate a fur farm; fee, $1 

for each silver, black or cross fox, and $1 for each other 
kind of animal; expires June 30. (Ch, 125, Laws of 1929.) 

All fur-bearing animals taken, shipped or possessed con- 
trary to law may be confiscated and sold as contraband, to 
residents of this state, but same shall not be re-sold. 

(Ch. 126 and 127, Laws of 1929.) 
Owners and lessees have exclusive right to trap fur-bear- 

ing animals, provided premises are properly posted, 
. (Ch, 212, Laws of 1919.) 

Note: Above is a concise statement of the provisions of 
law most likely to be of general interest. Complete copy 
of game laws may be obtained from Office of Game Depart- 
ment, Pierre, S. D., or from any Deputy Game Warden or 
County Treasurer.



APPTAICATION FOR NON-RESIDENT LICENSE j 

SOUTH DAKOTA 

COUNTY TREASURER OR GAME WARDEN 

Dear Sir: eas 

Ie (EU aN SAM eee ceed PCW! eau Sarai 2k oleae NL 

State of......0.20-............-.----, do hereby make application to 

you for non-resident®......................-...license for season of 
(State kind of License) 

192........2........ for which I enclose the sum of...............-.- 

DELS Ue ire onMnneMnmere Manian 

Following is my description: 

Age ...........-years; Height............ft........-...-inches; Weight 

anlnaved (Vasolinds! SOolne sOMVeveh erste encg cnet 

Goler of hatre ec tee ee oy Distingtive, marks 

Sections ofietate to bevbunted fetid. 20 ce eet 

RS Yeriec Mieliracinl Je A iBbrate ky eae i aad i 

PAC ea ion midst Al Ne wes A IR eee 

Daten Dhol ole ere ue Me, 

*(Fee for Large Game, $25; fee for Small or Feathered 
Game, $25; fee-fax.Trappings$29;fee for Fishing, $2. Please 
state kind desired in foregoing blanks.)
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File South Dakota 

(Recreation Magazine, 1906) 

Digest of 

“fhe Vanishing Prairie Hen" 

By Clate Tinan 

pel 5,000,006 Prairie Chickens estimated killed in Nebraska "a few 
years hence" of which 4,000,000 for market, 

p-2 "The true pinnated grouse is never found, except where man has 
broken the sod, sown the wheat, and dotted the praixies with 
groves of trees." ; 

p-3 600 chickens killed in 10 dsys in 1872 in McLean Co., Ill. by 
Capt. A. H. Bogardus and Miles Johnson. 50 birds per gun per day 
considered "good hunting." 

aoe! "large @locks ~ - + during winter - - - in the 
cornfields of 3. W. Iowa, though a fair days sport on 

them during the open season is unknown." 

' ped Hecke "In localities where the birds are really scarce the 
v which will gather into what westerners call a "pack" is 

really remarkable, every grouse in the country seemingly having 
his fellows." (These packs ean be made to be by repeated 
flushing). 

p-5 "It is @ bird thet increases with the first stages of civilization, 
pauses with the second, and disappears with the third,"
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SOUTH DAKOTA PREMIER PHEASANT STATE € s Sours panera pepures Prasat stare Fhe 3, D, 
In no state has the ringneck done so well as in South Dakota. Favor- 

able conditions there have produced unbelievable results. During the cea- 

son of 1927 Director Johnson estimates that 2,000,000 pheasants were killed, 

and during the 1928 season the hunters are said to have taken a total of 

more than 1,750,000 birds, with plenty left for breeders. Nebraska had her 

first open pheasant season last fall and everybody was elated with the re- 

sults. 
Pheasants, being voracious insect destroyers, are one of the farmer's 

best friends. As an attraction to travelers they are unequalled. I shall 

i never forget a trip through South Dakota during which I counted more than 

fifty cock pheasants, one at a time, from my train window in about twenty- 

five miles. 

ADD BEAUTY TO PARKS
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Tularemia near Wichita, Kans.--A. E, Oman, leader of rodent control of the Kansas 

district, reports human cases of tularemia in the Wichita section as a result of individuals 

coming in contact with infected rabbits. 

Rabbit-Skin Business Flourishing in Kansas .——According to Mr. Oman, fall quotations of 

70 cents a pound for black-tailed jack-rabbit skins have stimulated interest among western 

Kansas farmers and hunters to cash in on rabbit pelts. It is anticipated that several 

hundred thousand jack-rabbit pelts will be collected and sold this winter. One wheat grower 

of Scott County, who plays the jack-rabbit game during winter months, buys pelts on a 

"i commission basis for a fur company, in addition to hunting on an extensive scale for himself, 

and it is not unusual for him to bag 60 to 85 or more jack rabbits in an evening's hunt. He 

é sells the skinned carcasses to hog and poultry raisers as meat supplement for their stock. 

Wild Police Dog Taken in South Dakota.—-Hunter John N. Martin, working in the South 

Dakota State Park and Game Preserve, reports taking a wild police dog that has been preying 

on the deer there. The animal was first seen and definitely known to be a dog by park of- 

ficials nearly a year ago. Carcasses of the deer it had killed were being found, but a 

large part of the killings had been attributed to coyotes. The dog had evidently been 

3 raised on some farm in one of the towns of the Black Hills and no doubt had hunted about 

the home locality until he grew to maturity. During this time he had probably been used 

by his master in trailing wounded deer shot during hunting seasons and in this way had 

learned the habits of deer and how-to run them down. Then came the call of the wild, and he 

began hunting by himself and foraging for his living as well as for pure excitement and 

sport of the chase. His wanderings brought him to the State park and game preserve, where 

deer were numerous under the protection enjoyed and were easily found and killed. 

Early in the fall Hunter Martin took up the trail of this desperado of the wild and 

found him then ranging near the headwaters of Grizzly Creek. This is a rough and almost 

inaccessible place, where deer congregate in large numbers during the warmer months of the 

year when tourists are numerous in other parts of the sanctuary. He not only found the 

dog but learned from the signs in the dim game trails that coyotes were following him to 

feed from his kills. Laying out lines of traps and putting out poison stations, he trapped 

a number of bobcats and trapped and poisoned numerous coyotes. At a newly killed deer car— 

cass he poisoned three coyotes in one night and a few days later took a fourth one there. 

The dog had been at the deer carcass the night that his three coyote companions were 

poisoned, and, seeing what happened to his followers, he learned to avoid traps. On the 

death of his companions, he evidently became alarmed and left the locality, and Hunter 

Martin was unable to locate him on the game sanctuary or to see any more signs of him. 

The hunter continued taking coyotes and bobcats until near the end of October, when 

the deer began moving to other ranges, to be followed by the few remaining coyotes. During 

this time two bobcats were trapped in one setting placed at an old deer carcass, a kill of 

this wild dog. About the beginning of November Martin moved to new hunting grounds. He 

knew, however, that the deer would return later to Grizzly Creek, as there was an abundance 

of winter feed for them, and that the coyotes would follow them. About the middle of 

December he found that deer in large numbers had returned and coyote tracks were numerous in 

the light snow that covered the ground. Obtaining and butchering a worthless horse from a 

ranch some miles away, he made a line of poison stations. Then he was interrupted by 

sickness and death in his family and was unable to return to his official work until the 

-9-
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first days of January. On this visit he found that he had gotten what he was after. Four 

soyotes had taken his poison baits at one station and at another station lay the police dog. 

During his career this animal alone had killed more deer in two years than a hundred hunters 

had succeeded in getting. In reporting it Hunter Martin said: "I got the finest police dog 

that you want to see, He did not get ten feet from the station. I think that this will be 

the last of the deer killing here." 

Meadow Mice Damage Alfalfa Fields. An investigation of damage by meadow mice 

(Microtus) to alfalfa fields in Fall River County, S. Dak., has led the Board of County 

Commissioners to undertake rodent-control operations. This work is being carried on through 

the Survey in cooperation with the local county agent. From a 36-acre field of registered 

Grimm alfalfa near Oelrichs, S. Dak., which was visited by Louis Knowles, the Survey's 

leader of rodent control in that State, the owner had this year taken a little more than 

$1,200 worth of seed in addition to a crop of hay. When Mr. Knowles visited the field about 

six or seven weeks after the seed crop had been cut, he found that the mice had destroyed 

nearly a fourth of the entire stand, ruining the field for seed production. Many other 

fields are being damaged by meadow mice in Fall River County, and reports of similar damage 

have also been received from Meade County, in the same State. 

Returns from Western Trip.—-Dr. J. C. Munch, consulting pharmacologist, with head- 

quarters at Baltimore, Md., has returned froma trip through the Western States, where he con- 

ferred with leaders of the rodent-control and predatory-animal projects in Colorado, Utah, 

Nevada, and California. He spent the greatest part of his time at the Eradication Methods 

Laboratory at Denver in consultation with Mr. Garlough,on matters directly affecting im- 

proved rodent poisons and in field and laboratory technique in developing them. He reports a 

pleasant and profitable trip and is especially pleased with the good cooperation afforded 

him by field members of the Division. 

x Coyotes Introduced into Alabama.--The county agent of Barbour County, Ala., which is 

“4 e southeastern part of the State near the Georgia border, has requested the Bureau to 

assist in ¢ t id of coyotes, which are now infeéSting that section. According to the 

county agent, three year some local fox hunters ordered some gray foxes, for liberation 

in that region to replenish thi ly for hunting. Apparently the supposed gray foxes 

¢ f were coyote pups. About 20 of them we rned loose, and now have multiplied until they 

have become a serious menace to the farmers th ut. Request has been made that heads 

ke . of animals be sent to Washington in order that identificats may be made as to species. 

) Information has been furnished to assist locally in control operatT 

We * 
Hunter McClure Takes Some Bad Ones.——Hunter James McClure, working ™~on the coyote 

situation’ in northern Cook County, Wyo., reports taking five real killers during October. 

On October 11 he trapped an old female coyote that had killed 39 sheep from one ranch and 

18 from another. Not a sheep has been lost on either ranch since that date. 

A stockman from New Haven, Wyo., asked Mr. McClure to give him some assistance, as 

two old coyotes had cost him more than $1,000 loss in lambs and turkeys during the past 

five or six weeks, and no hunter had been able to take them. Mr. McClure took four old 

coyotes, and the killing stopped. The skull of one old female, with only three legs and 

her teeth worn down almost to the gums, is now on exhibition in the Cheyenne office. 

~10-
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: WILDLIFE POSSIBILITIES OF THE TENNESSEE VALLEY 

" 3 (Prepared by the Fish and Wildlife Service at the request 

of the Tennessee and Kentucky Conservation Departments) 

To prevent devastating floods, improve navigation, and develop hydroelectric 

power, the Tennessee Valley Authority was created by Act of Congress in May’ : 

1933. More than 20 huge dams have already been constructed at appropriate inter- 

vels throughout the thousand-mile river course from the mountains of Virginia and 

North Carolina through Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, and Kentucky. : 

4 On June 25, 1943, in an address before the Outdoor Writers Association of 

America at Tellice Plains, Tennessee, Mr. Jemes P. Pope, Director of T.V.A,, said 

that these "Great Lakes of the South” will "have a water surface of more than 

700,000 acres, nearly 1100 square milés. Their shorelines will stretch for 

nearly 9000 miles, a distance three times as great as that of the entire United 

States ro of the Great Lakos and equal to our Pacific and Gulf Coasts com- 

binca."1/ Mr. Pope appropriately added that to the T.V.A., "it has scemed an 

excellent opportunity, in connection with the development of a great river system, 

to capture for the perpetual use of the people the vast bonefits of recreation." 

More than 7,500 miles of lake shoreline are now owned in fee as "a part of the } 

future heritage of all the people of the United States." In 1940 about 1,200,000 

individual fishing trips wore made on just four of the reservoirs; the catch per 

acre on the T.V.A. reservoirs was greater than that for the Great Lakes. 

Most wildlife rosourees throughout the valley area had been seriously de- 

pleted before impoundmonts were started; waterfowl usage of the area was at a 

minimum. Tho creation of these huge reservoirs, however, has opened up possi- 

pilitics--cspecially for migratory watorfowl--never bclore imagined. 

Much of the vast acreage of this publiecly-owned land and water affords excel- 

lent opportunity for waterfowl dovolopment. On Whoolor Lake in northern Alcbama 

(an arca well off the normal flight lanos of migrating ducks and geose) some 

40,000 acres were scot aside in 1938 as a National Wildlife Refugo. In this same 

area tho T.V.A. was obligated to carry on necessary mosquito control and to man- 

age the river for the promotion of navigation and flood control and the produce; 

tion of the nocdod ocloctric power; also, normal agricultural practicos were 

followed on tho larger blocks of agricultural land within this refuge. The area’ 

was used as a proving ground to harmonize these varicd and often conflicting , 

interests, and the results have been startling. In the beginning it appeared that 

practices in the control of malarial mosquitoes were diemctrically opposed to the 

development and management of the aroa for wildlife. Cooperative studies by the 

[T.V.A. ond tho Fish and Wildlife Service have shown, however, that those two 

esscntial activitics arc not only compatible but also have many mutual interests. 

These studics have shown that water levels can be regulated for the benefit of ; 

both interests and thot burning practices and larvicidal control can be so regu- 

lated as to sorve one purpose without noticeably injuring the other. It is pos- 

sible to erdw certain marsh and aquatic plant specics thet will furnish cssontial 

food and sholtcr for waterfowl end other wildlife and, at the same time, serve 

the mosquito-control interests by keeping out vogetation that would encourage 

mosquito production. Agricultural practices on those wildlife lands can readily 

1/pope, James P. On Lake and Stream. (processed)



‘be ‘adjusted to serve wildlife and benefit the local farm people. This is accom- 

lished by "sharc-cropping," that is, the farmer grows corn, boans, peas, or 

verious grain crops; thon, instoad of paying the Governmont rent for the use of 

the land, he leaves the equivelent--say a third or fourth of the crop--in the 

field as food for the birds. Very few birds frequented this area before the 

refuge was established. Now, five years after the establishment of the refuge, 

1,000 to 7,000 geese and 10,000 to 20,000 ducks find attractive wintering habitat 
on the area, and many more birds find attractive food and shelter during pro- 

tracted periods of migration. From 1930 to 1942 waterfowl use of the area 

increased more than 150 percent. The development of the refuge or managed wild- 
life areas has shown a marked increase in/quail populations and in the supply of 

native furbearers, which add considerably to the local economy. It is expected 

that this season on Wheeler Refuge (a mere speck on the map of the total T.V.A. 

holdings) 2,000 or more quail will be harvested by the local sportsmen; after 

this year en anaual harvest of perhaps $2,500 can be made from trapping muskrats 

and raccoons. Under Federal law, 25 percent of all income derived from the sale 

of surplus products, such as furs, grazing fees, or crops, is returned to the 

counties in which the areas are located. Unfortunately, on most adjacent T.V.A. 
holdings where wildlife devolopment had not been practiced by the Fish and Wild- 

life Service, there was relatively little utilization of the area by wildlife. 

Similar development could readily be made throughout mors of the extensive T.V.A. 

holdings. : 

Of all the T.V.A. impoundments, the Gilbertsville or Kentucky Reservoir-- 

soon to be inundsted--furnishes by far the greatest wildlife opportunities 

because of its great expanse of relatively shallow water and a 2,000-mile shore- 

line and because of its favorable geographic position within the Mississippi 

Flyway (see attached map). The areca is already owned by the Federal Government, 

so that maneged units for wildlife could be developed with no additional acquisi- 

tion costs. Under a program of joint Federal and State devolopment--including 

both refuge and shooting grounds--the area should become one of the Nation's most 

attractive end important wintering or migration grounds for ducks, geese, and 

furbearers. The States of Kentucky and Tennessee, which now have very limited 

waterfowl hunting, should become second to none of the interior States in hunt- 

ing and fishing opportunities. These outstanding recreational possibilities 

carry with thom tremendous economic opportunities. 

To the Nation as a whole, the development of suitable wildlife habitat on 
the Tennessee River impoundments--particularly on the Kentucky Reservoir in both 

Kentucky and Tennessee--is a necessity. From the accompanying map showing the 

Mississippi Flyway, waterfowl breeding grounds, and Federal rofuges, it is’ 

readily apparent that in the Kentucky Reservoir area there is a bottleneck, a 

critical shortage of wintering and migration areas. Consequently, geese (which } 

are far too scarce in most sections of the country) concentrate on the Horseshoo 

_| Lake area of Illinois in prodigious numbers and, as a result, too many arc killed. 
The development of units of the Kentucky Reservoir will unquestionably help to dis- 

perse this grcat concentration, thus permitting more equitable shooting and at 

the same timo affording needed protection for the birds. 

‘ 

As proof that ducks and geese will winter in such ¢n area if developed, more 

than 100,000 ducks wintered last year on the nearby Reelfoot Lake arca, which 
has recently been placed under joint Fedoral and Statc management. It seems not 

2



_ improbable thet a moderate development for wildlife on the Tennessee River impound- 

‘\mcnts would winter more than ¢ million ducks and geese. Such a development of 

land already in public ownership and purchased at a tremendous expense to the 

American people, should be given its maximum multiple use. 

That Congress expected this use may be seen in the Coordination Act of 1934 

(48 Stat. 401--16 U. S. C. 661-666), of which Scction 3(a) states: 

Whenever the Federal Government through the Bureau of Reclama- 

tion or otherwise, impounds water for any use, opportunity shall be 

given to the Bureau of Fisheries and/or the Bureau of Biological 
Survey to make such uses of the impounded waters for fish-culture 
stations and migratory-bird resting and nesting areas as are not 

inconsistent with the primery use of the waters and/or the con- 

stitutional rights of the States. In the case of any waters here- 

tofore impounded by the United States, through the Bureau of 

Reclamation or otherwise, the Bureau of Fisheries and/or the 4 

Bureau of Biological Survey may consult with the Bureau of Reclama- 

tion or other governmentel agency controlling the impounded waters, 

with a view to securing a greater biological use of the waters not 

inconsistent with their primary use and/or the constitutional rights 

of the States and make such proper uses thereof as are not incon- i 

sistent with the primery use of the waters and/or the constitu- ° 

tional rights of the States." 

(By Executive Order the Bureau of Biological Survey and the Bureau of Fisheries 

have been merged into one agency known as the Fish and Wildlife Service in the 

Department of the Interior). 

In order that the Fish and Wildlife Service may legally carry on intensive 

development of the areas, it will be necessary to have this Federal land set up 

by Executive Order. Such order would be so phrased as to define the rights and 

responsibilities of the Federal and State wildlife agencies and of the T.V.A. 

The Fish and Wildlife Service will devclop and administer the waterfowl-refuge 
areas and assist the Stetes in the planning and development of the shooting areas. 

The shooting units will be under the supervision and administration of the State 

geome departments. The agencies will cooperate and assist each other in law 

enforcement. Refuge waters will be open to public fishing in accordance with 

State law; supervision of refuge waters will be managed jointly by this Service 

and the State. The only permit necessary for fishing cu refuge waters is a State 

fishing license. Intensive management of spocific areas for wildlife will auto- 

matically enhance the wildlife values and degree of utilizetion of adjacent units 

of the reservoir, where priority of land use may be allocated to other purposes. 

A program for dovelopment of three management units (totaling approximately 

92,000 acres, or about 57,000 acres of developed public shooting grounds and 
about 35,000 acres of refuge) on the Kentucky Resorvoir is already well outlined 
end ready to be put into operation immediately by the joint action of the Fish 

end Wildlife Service and the States of Tennessee and Kentucky. These Kentucky 

Reservoir units, together with the Wheeler Refuge in Alaboma, represent about 

10 percent of the T.V.A. land cnd water areas and a much smaller percent of the 

3



river mileage, The request for authority to develop such areas for wildlife, 
which will not interfere with the primary purposes of the reservoirs, is indeed 
modest and in the best public interest, Approval to develop this land for its 
‘highest use can be granted by the T.V.A., and it is gratifying to note that 

the policy of T.V.A, is to invite the cooperation of all interested conserva~ 

' tion agencies and “by a planned division of activities... each agency contri- 

butes what it can to the solution of these problems. "2/ They add: "Moreover, 

since the Authority's river-development program necessitates fundamental changes 

in the habits of wildlife associated with the river, the development of fish and 
game resourcgs presents to the Authority both a challenge and a pestonsibility sa 

Prompt action is needed to conserve and utilize an important national 
resource, to prevent deterioration of the habitat through obnoxious vegetation, 

and to keep development costs at a-minimum. Funds derived from Duck Stamps, 

from which Kentucky and Tennessee have previously received little benefit, would 
be used to develop and manage these attractive wildlife areas. 

PR Pe et eae 

Shorter by Acting General Manager W, J, Hayes, Apr, 3, 1940. Hearings 
before Select Committee on Conservation of Wildlife Resources, House of 

Representatives, 76 Congress, 3d Session, pp, 427-429, 

B icsbuavios Development of the Tennessee River System, Document No, 565, 
76 Congress, 3d Session, House of Representatives. 5 

4760 4
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February 12, 1944 

Mr. Clarence Cottam 

Fish and Wildlife Service 
Merchandise Mart 
Chicago 54, Illinois 

Dear Clarence; 

I am well aware that the Audubon article merely poses problems, 
and does not go into solutions. I didn't order any reprints of 
this, s0 I cannot supply you. I am glad you got something out 
of it, but I thought it was poorer than my average. 

Thanks for sending me the mimeograph on the Tennessee Valley. 

Unfortunately, I don't know this region, and hence am at a 
handicap in trying to say anything worthwhile. 

I heard about the Washington meeting, and Jay Darling has been 
writing me about it. 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

P.S. I am surprised and pleased over your optimism in the 
ease of the Tennessee reservoirs. I had heard similar talk 
from TVA people, but I didn't believe it. Your assurance, 
however, convinces me. 

I am wondering what your personal opinion is as to the durability 

of the benefits to waterfowli In the case of the Mississippi 
pools, waterfowl largely played out after 5 or 10 years. Do we 
need to anticipate a similar shrinkage in the case of the 
Tennessee reservoirs? 

ec Elder



IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 
DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Aare 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS February 10, 1944. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison 6, Wisconsin, 

Dear Aldo: \ i 

I have just received my January and February number of the Audubon 
magazine and have had time to read but one article, the one entitled "Post- 
War Prospects" by yourself. As usual, I found this most thought provoking, 
and I am compelled to agree with the general point of view you have expressed. 
I should like to see you follow this with a follow-up article on what to do 
about the unfavorable situations that now confront us. The reader can, of 
course, see what is wrong with the present situation. An inference will give 
some inkling as to what correction is needed. TI believe, however, something 
more concrete should be given in the form of a program of action. 

During the past few months, I have had several trips along the Tennessee 
River Valley. You may be interested to know that the Gilbertsville Reservoir 
alone will have a shoreline of approximately 2,000 miles and extends about an 
185 mile airline from the Gilbertsville dam south of Paducah across Kentucky »- 
and Tennessee to within five miles of the Mississippi line. As yet, no con- 
crete provision has been made by the Tennessee Valley Authority to develop 
the wildlife resources of this area. I summarized some of my own thoughts 
on this matter in a mimeographed statement which we prepared, in order to try 
and develop public sentiment to demand that consideration be given to wild- 
life. Copy of this leaflet is enclosed, as I believe I have not previously 
sent you a copy. 

I certainly agree with your statement that wildlife problems grow faster 
than solutions. Two weeks ago, I attended a ob aStmsy oo in the Secre- 
tary's office chamber of the Interior Departme : tor? express purpose of 
coordinating public action during the post-war period. The meeting, as I re- 
call, was sponsored largely by the Wildlife Federation, the Izaak Walton 
League, the Audubon Society, and the American Wildlife Institute. The meeting 
was called for the purpose of seeing that wildlife is given consideration in 
the post-war projects that are bound to develop. As I see it » one of the biggest 
jobs confronting tre conservationists is to develop machinery that will prevent 
federal, state, and other agencies from working at cross purposes. If an oppor- 
tunity develops, I should like to discuss some of these things further with yous 

With kind personal regards, I remain 

ottamn 
mr rarien 263s Economic Widiite Naveeriae ions, 

Division of Wildlife Research. 
P.S. If you have any separates of this article, I should appreciate two or three 
copies and can assure you they will be placed in good hands. Your writing is 
always stimulating, Sue



42h University Farm Place 

May 17, 1938 

Mr. Sam F. Brewster, Commissioner 
Department of Conservation 
Nashville, Tennessee 

Dear Mr. Bewster: 

I have your wire and hasten to give you my observations 
on Conway. ‘ 

He is without technical education except for a course in 
game breeding at the Clinton School. He has, however, by reading, 
study and otherwise created for himself the status of a technical 
man and I have the highest regard for his executive ability and his 
ability to get along with people. You ask in your wire about his 
research ability. He has the attitude of a research man in that 
he knows out to weigh evidence, but his experience has not been 
along research lines and as I understand your opening, you do not 
need or want a research man in the strict sense of the word. 

As I understand it, you want somebody to operate your game 
farm and do 1% smoothly with good relations both among his staff and 
with the interested public. You will not go astray in expecting 
these things of Conway. I take the liberty of hoping that if you 
make him an offer, you can also extend to him assurances of reasonable 
freedom from political interference. 

Conway is at present one of the three principal field agents 
of the Wisconsin Conservation Department in settling technical problems 
of wildlife administration. I have watched him work in detail on a 
good many cases and I am always impressed with his thoroughness, fair- 
ness and ability. He is, however, badly over-worked and under- 
appreciated. 

He is capable of not only running your game farm but of taking 
a directing hand in the game management affairs of your state. He has 
done it here and under severe handicaps. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

vh Professor of Game Management
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as aK | 118 Orchard Road 
Norris, Tennessee 

y March 31, 1937 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

During the Game Conference at St. Louis, I briefly 
discussed a problem of systematically studying for improvement and 

help in Game Management. 
For your guidance, I shall briefly outline my case. 

Graduated from Pennsylvania State Forest School, cruised timber end 
constructed type maps in the South, worked for the Pennsylvenia State 
Game Commission for 8 years, am now with the TVA Forestry Division as 
Game Technician and leave here on the lst of the month for the position 
of Game Technicien, State of West Virginia. As I told you, I had planned 
on taking graduate work in your school or Michigan, however this is 
virtually impossible for enother year or more. 

I have a splendid library of technical titles along 
with virtually every bulletin that becomes available. My chief difficulty 
is in getting lost in my reading and study assignments. First of all, 
I might pick up INTRODUCTION TO THE VERTEBRATES -Adams, COLLEGE SOOLOGY~ 
Hegner, PLANT ECOLOGY= Weaver & Clements or any of a dozen text books 
and spend so much time on one that I lose out in the long run for a 
good coordinated study course. 

At the time of our discussion, it was your bel if that 
you could furnish me with some outline for a better approach to enable 
me to get the utmost out of my equiptment. Feel free to suggest the 
limit, for I am able to secure or purchase any wee. I do not 
already possess. When you took my neme, I gave you thi AEAress From 
now on it will be Conservation Commission, Charleston, West Virginia. 

I should like very mich to use my vacation during the 
latter part of this summer to come to Wisconsin and if at all possible, 

to look over your school and some of your projects when you are at the 
school. Irealize that you are extremely busy and awey much of the time. 
Have you a mote at this time as to whether or not you will be 
in Madison“ Sz¢august? 

Very truly yours, 

q C G



1532 University Avene 

April 6, 1937 

Mr. W, A, Gresh 
118 Orchard Road 
Norris, Tennessee 

Dear Mr, Greshs 

I am sending you the read list which we discussed 
at St. Louis, a ae Seas we Tad sak ee 
any additions to be attached later. I had not forgotten about 
your request, but the matter was being held up pending the f 
final completion of the list. 

: Our group would of course be glad to have you stop 
over to look sround et our projects whenever you have the oppor= 
tunity. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aido Leopold 
wh Professor of Game Management 

rk



TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE 

May 14, 1934. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have just read with more than the usual amount 
of interest your fine article in the May issue of the 
Journal of Forestry. 

You have given us all something to think about 
in regards to the economics underlying this whole 
conservation movement. 

I was particularly interested in your statements 
regarding the economics of forestry and erosion control, 
and your statement in the next to the last paragraph 
on page 541 is one I should like to quote. 

You have, I believe, the true conception of this 
whole erosion problem and you have summed it up very 
clearly when you state that "prevention, whatever the 
cost, is usually cheaper than cure." If we here in 
the Tennessee Valley could tackle our whole erosion 
problem from the standpoint of prevention rather than 
from the standpoint of trying to control erosion after 
it is started, we could work on a much sounder basis. 

I certainly enjoyed reading this article and hope 
that others who are in a position to determine the 
policy regarding erosion control will also read ite 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

\ ap (Ae 
: i G. He Lentz,! Planting Chief 

Kk Forestry & Soil Erosion Division 

sal dl GHL:U



New Soils Building 
February 22, 1934 

Badward C. M. Richards . 
Chief Forester 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
Washington 

Dear Bd: 

I do not Imow enough about the Tennessee Valley 
to have any specific suggestion as to how it would fit 
in with our committee's program, I would cuess, however, 
that some of your blocks of sub-marginal farms might be 
retired, under thie program, for turkey production pur- 
poses. Such blocks would have to be over 10,000-scre 
size. I do not anticipate going to Washington again, 30 
I cannot think of any way in which we might discuss the 

_ tatter in person, 

: With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDH LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/ mls



§ TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

WASHINGTON 

February 17, 1954. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
New Soils Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of January 19th came safely, and I 
was sorry to miss you at the New York meeting. 

I am very much interested in the work of the Com— 
mittee on Wildlife, and will be very glad indeed if you 
will let me know how your work will come into the Tennessee 
Valley, and how I can fit the wildlife of the Tennessee 
Valley Authority into the picture. 

I have contacted many of the wildlife people in 
the Valley, and have a number of men in my own division who 
are much interested in the whole matter. Naturally, I want 
to work very closely with you in the Tennessee Valley wild- 
life situation, and would like to kmow if you are going to 
be in Knoxville or Washington before long, when we could 

have a conference. 

With best wishes, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

EDWARD C. M. RICHARDS : 
Chief Forester 

ER: AG



New Solle Bullding 
Medigon, Wisconsin 
donuery 19, 19% 

Sumnans Gektier meaeusiey 
Knoxville, Tonnesseo 

Dear Neds 

1 om sorry to say that I can not 
attend the Gane Conference, 2 
to got away for eo few daya, ami will | to 

Sanh ttt "rat Bo cen 
at the Coane from Thureadey to Sunday. 

I an sorry to miss this chance of 
Poe An extra dopy of this letter 
is being sent to you 0/0 Hotel Pa. in the chaneo 
that it may not reach you at Knoxville. ; 

Yours sincerely, ; 

ALDO TBOPOLD 
At.fegn Game Monager



TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE 

January 16, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldos 

There are two or three things which I am 
very anxious to talk over with you concerning my 
work dowm here, and am writing to learn whether you 
are going to be at the Game Conference in New York. 
I am due to give a short talk there on January 24, 
and would like very much to have lunch with you on 
that day if convenient. 

Please let me know. 

Trusting this finds you well, and with 
best wishes, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

NAA WieBarde 
ECMR :H Edward C. M. Richards 

Forester
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GAME SURVEYS { GAME RESEARCH 

GAME MANAGEMENT é CONSERVATION POLICY 

Aldo Leopold 

CONSULTING FORESTER 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Soils “ulidine 

Ang 1, 1933 
Ovid “‘mtler 
Mnerican Forestry Assoc. : 
Yashineton 1. Ce. 

Rear Ovid: ; 
I mach eyoreciate your mentioning my 

name to Dr. ‘iorzan. One of his men,a \'r. Reeves, 
has written me previously sbout a.emo job, int 

that was evtlentiy another matter. 

I vould take this matter up. with %r. lorzan 

et once,as you suscest,imt for the fact that I 
was ob igated to tale a nev Chair at the Univer~ 
sity here’ before having any intimation of the 
Tennessee openine. Announcenent will so out 

tommorrov and I will encloses 12 with this letter. 

This vas established for me so Ifm afraid I 

an out of the pieture for the present. The wort: is 
of such a nature thet alternative selections would 

be hard to make. 

Thnautes for the eonfidence implied in your { 

sugesstion. 

; Yours 4% ever 

Aldo Teovold



Albuquerque, New Me xico 

duly 31, 1933 

Mr. Floyd W. Reeves, 
Director of Personnel, 
Tennessee Vailey Authority, 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Reeves: 

I have your letter of July 21 and heartily agree with Dr. Pearson 
that a really rounded development program for the Tennessee V,lley must 
include a program for wild life management. There will be many marginal 
lands in which the income from wild life will spell the difference between 
the possibility or impossibility of permanent private occupancy. 

The big thing which game management has to offer in a country like t 
the Tennessee Valley is a small cash revenue obtainable virtually at once 
without any investment other than the skill and care of the land owner. 

There are, of course, lands which are msrginal even for game but my claim 

will apply to a large fraction of the private lands in the Tennessee enter~ 

prise. 

Game crops are of course also an important by-product of public 
forest lands, but this idea is familiar to more people and probably not 

news to you. i 

The game crop in general results from a proper interspersion of 
agriculture and forestry. Should you by any chance be interested in 
delving deeper into this question, I would refer you to my recent book, 
“Game Management", Charles Scribners' Sons, New York, 1933. 

In reply to your question asking whether I would be interested in 
@ game manégement position: I am engaged to take over a new chair of 
Conservation in the University of Wisconsin and my time is obligated for 

nine months of the year. I have theee months available for consulting work. 
Accordingly, I am not at liberty to consider a full time job, but I doubt 

whether this is what you need. The only game managers whom I know of in 
this country who would be competent to appraise your possibilities are like- 
wise engaged for the most of the year in permanent positions. Younger men 
who would be available yearlong are hardly equal to laying out such a large 
proposition although often fully competent to ewcute the detail. My advice 
would be to get some experienced man to lay the ground work; at the same time 
selecting, training, and supervising some younger man to execute any plan 
which might be agreed upon. The senior man would then have to return at 

intervals in a steering capacity. 

Gopy sent Dr. . Gilbert Pearson & Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard



Page 2 

I would like to suggest one other name fully cogpetent to handle 
your situation: Herbert 1. Stoddard, The Hall, Route 1, Tallahassee, 

Florida. Mr. Pearson would, I am sure, second my appraisal of Stoddard's 
capacity. His services are obtainable only part time. If I may take the 
liberty of making the suggestion, Stoddard should be the man to select the 
biological technique for game management in your region with my help on 
the policy, organization and liaison aspects of the game work. 

Neither Stoddard nor myself have more than an incidéntal knowledge 
of the fish resource. The man for this werk is Carl Hubbs, c/o University 
Museum, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 

& am sending you the blank merely as a description of my experience. 
Please note that I am not applying for permanent employment. Neither can I 
commit myself as aveilable for temporary employment pending further conference 
with my associates and superiors at the University of Wisconsin. I am tempor- 
arily out of touch with them, having been engaged reseatly in the sup ervision 

of erosion control work by the CCC camps in the Southwest. 

I wouldliketo be of service to you in promoting the development of 
game resources in the Tennessee V,lley quite regardless of official conne ction, 
permanent or temporary. 

Yours sincerely, 

Q@ . eS 

Consulting Foreder. 

Enclosure-
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| ceonde'b. Pratt The AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
‘ TREASURER FOUNDED 1875 

| GEORGE O. VASS 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 1713 K STREET N.W. WASHINGTORN, D.C. 
OVID BUTLER 

@ 

FORESTER 

G. H. COLLINGWOOD 

BUSINESS MANAGER 

FRED E. HORNADAY 

VICE-PRESIDENTS July 28, 1933 

‘DR. ‘meso cune eaves 

SOc1TY FoR PROTECTION OF New HAMPSHIRE Mr. Aldo Leopold 

meta nT COME, BOY ST 2222 Ven Hise Aveme 
te Deters a nee 
aii 
<n EDTon, TE TIMBER Dear Leo: 
oe sco or Fes AND CONSERVA+ | 

2 cor 0 escrrns | I was asked several days ago to recommend several 
Gite foresters who I thought would be qualified to fill the 

PRESENT, AMENAN TELEPHONE nND TELE | position of Chief Forester for the Tennessee Valley Authority. 
M5 GUMATCALFORHA con | I took the liberty of including your name end hope there will 

fae | be no objection on your part. I am frank to say that I 
* Soeaaa GHEUT | think you are the man that will best fill the bill, and I 
wor pOaMR REPRESENTATIVE Bt CONGRESS would like to see you interest yourself in the position. 

ei eels To my way of thinking it is the choice forestry 
Wacacmenie plum in the new Administration set-up. It has the advantage 
rea GUAGOL te comer ste elene of being a permanent institution. As Dr. Morgan said to me 

i, is ee ie eee at lunch the other day:"We are going to build a new 
mat civilization, and we want men who can see through to the 

oc ee end.“ Dr. Morgan is going slow in his selection of men. 
ee me es This holds true for all positions. He is trying to find the 
FREvERIC c. WALcOTT—comecTNT ablest and best in every field. While I do not know what 
Ot eae salary will be paid the Chief Forester, I was told that 

peng aad salary is no consideration, whatever that may mean. Indication 
"NGTATE FORESTER OF MARYLAND was that they would pay the salary necessary to got the best 
HARMAN, NEW HAMPSHIRE FORESTRY cOM- | MAN. 

“an noun Roe Personally, I can't think of a more interesting or 
Will) rcs Harmar eee., promising piece of work for a forester. The extent to which 
lel pa els rh Re forestry and forest land use and development weaves its 
A FR cere e colors into the new Tennessee Valley civilization is going to 
SH] | s Hovsmonnew Yom depend upon the Chief Forester. It is highly important, 

i ms LLIN 5,8, MEChLED rer VAN therefore, that the right type of man is selected for the 
GAVIA] sawes . K. MCCLURE, JR.—NORTH CAROLINA position. 

tu | PRESENT FARMER FEDERATION 

ae a 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold #2 

If you are interested, I hope you will make 
application to Dr. Morgan at once, and don't be too 
modest in giving your record and references. I happen 
to know they have several men under consideration, so I 
suggest you move promptly. 

For your information, Dr. Morgan may be addressed 
as follows: 

Dr. Arthur E. Morgan 
Director, Tennessee Valley 

Authority 
Room 5214 
Interior Building . 
Washington, D. C. 

With very best wishes, 

Very Ay 

way u 7 4. 

OVID BUTLER, 
Executive Secretary. 

B/n 

Vc nd : ; 
S* Jaw ecm y Joo Ade 0S o. S fbi 
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an aa then ee! ee ed aint: ay 
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
TEMPORARY OFFICE 

INTERIOR BUILDING 

WASHINGTON 

: duly 21, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1 Sails Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: . 

Under date of July 15 Mr. T. Gilbert Pearson wrote to 

us about yous He feels that there is great opportunity for 
accomplishments for wild—life development in connection with 
the Tennessee Project, and thinks that you are the man to 
head up any such work. We are not at the present time seek- 
ing to fill this position. We would be very moh interested 

4 in kmowing whether such a job would have any appeal for you. 
If it does, I wish you would fill in the inclosed applica- 
tion blank in order that we may have this brief statement of 
your record. Any additional information you would care to . 
send along would, of course, be appreciated. 

Whether you are interested or not, I should be glad to 

have a statement from you giving your opinion about the wile 
life development in connection with our project. Your 
counsel will be much appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

TENNESSEE VI AUTHORITY 

Ince Floyd W. Reeves, 

ELskb Director of Personnel
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A : National Land-Use Planning Committee 
( : Publication Ng, VII 

, Washington, May 17, 1933 

LAND-USE PLANNING IN THE TENNESSEE RIVER BASIN 

’ The Tennessee River Basin program affords an undies opportunity i 
+ for land use planning, including the diversion of submarginal agricultural 7 
- lands to other uses, reforestation, soil erosion and flood control, end a 
- for improving the income of farmers through industrial decentralization, . 
: the development of local markets and opportunity for employment in industry. . 
- From a.longer time point of view the opportunity. for achieving a develop-— . 
+ ment in the watershed planned with a view to the realization of the highest .~ 
+ social values, is of fully as great significance as the immediate benefits . 
: from expenditure there of Federal funds, relief of present unemployment, . 
: improvement of navigation, drainage of new farm lands, development of . 
: additional power and production of fertilizer. . 

: It. is also important that the benefits from land-use planning in . 
: the Tennessee watershed be not defeated by interests seeking to gain a . 
+ private advantage through land speculation.or other means. . 

Policies Related to Planned Land-Use in the Tennessee River Basin 

The National Land-Use Planning Committee conceives of the problem 
of furthering a planned economy in the watershed along the following 
broad lines: 

1. As a basis of planning, a careful inventory and classifi- 
cation of the land resources, their ownership, and the 

~present uses of land in the watershed, is an essential 

first step. This could readily be made by the collaboration 
of the aeency in charge of the Tennessee River Basin project, 
the United States Department of Agriculture, other Federal 
agencies and the asricultural collezes and experiment 
stations in the States concerned. — 

2. Om the basis of such a classification, areas would be 
desienated for public acquisition either by the Federal 
Government or by the individual States. In addition to 

; sites for dams, locks, main drainage ditches, power plants, 2 
and other structures used in the furtherance of navigation, 
drainage, power, and flood control, such acquisition areas 

; _ might.well comprise the following classes of lands: 

(a) Stands of merchantable timber in areas, many 

of which are now isolated, that will become 

accessible and acquire special sicenificance in 

the industrial development of the Basin, with 
ee a view to their. management for continuous yield 

and as a permanent source of raw materials.
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(b) Cutover lands not adapted to agriculture nor to 3 

constructive reforestation by private owners. 

(c) Areas of special significance for watershed 

: i protection. 

j _ , (4) Areas of unusual scenic interest that lend themselves 

a particularly to the purpose of public parks. or . OT 

recreational areas. pen 

(e) Submarginal farm lands that are adapted for public 

ownership and use. : 

It is desirable that in the selection of forest areas for Gene 

acquis.tion, consideration be given so far as possible to i 

such lands serving a maltiplicity of uses, including timber emt 

production, watershed protection, recreation, and the protec- i 

) tion of game and fish. - aes ; 

: 3. Bilateral compacts, between the several. States and the Federal i 

; Government might be. a.means of establishing a division of he 

d responsibility in the ownership and management of ‘Vande. *. r 

By . , @esienated for vublic acauisition. This would not imply Joint i 

ownership and manazement of specific tracts, but rather, 
agreements as to what areas each party would acquire and certain § 

covenants. to ensure continuity of ownership and management, q 

the. construction of the roads necessary to make.the areas _ 

properly accessible, the wise use and conservation of the : i 

natural resources, and the development of rural electrification. 

4. While the general principle of removing submarginal farms 

from continued occupancy by farm families would be an objective, 

_it is important that such a program be developed with due con— 

; f sideration for the intercets and sensibilities of the farmers 

‘ occupyins the region. Gradually some of the younz people may 

move either to industrial centers or to farms on land better 

suited to farming. ; 

5. One of the main objectives in planning for this watershed 

would be the decentralization of industry and the development 

of small industrial centers, as far as consistent with comm 

petitive conditions. This objective should te pursued less 

with a view of urbanizing the population of the watershed, or 

of promoting a large immigration, than of giving employment 

which will make it possible for members of farm families to 

continue to live on the farm. Experience at Kingsport, Tenn- 

essee, and in other industrial areas in the Basin has shown 

the essantial. soundness of this dual relationship between 

agriculture and.industry. Among the advantages are the 

following: 

(a). A higher, standard of living for farm femilies who 
“have hitherto been restricted to a relatively low 
standard through local overpopulation and lack of 

economic ovportunity.
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(bo) A comparatively low cost of livine throush residence 
on the farm. 

(c) A greater security in periods of unemployment and a 
corresponding reduction in the burdens of unemployment 

relief. 

(d) From the standpoint of industry a more elastic and 
dependable supply of labor. 

(e) A high quality of labor having a stake in the 

community. 

(£) Greater availability of local markets for farm 

products. 

(zg) Fuller utilizetion of locel raw materials and their by- 
products. 

(h) Lower realty costs for industrial sites and for the 

commercial and transport facilities serving the local 

population. 

6. The gradual establishment of a number of new industrial 
centers will afford an opportunity to combine the advantages 
or urban planning with those of rural planning. Steps might 
well be taken from the outset to provide such communities 

with a carefully planned development, adequate zoning, and 
efficient organization of local government and public service. 

7. Attempts doubtless will be made to exploit speculatively the 
benefits of the program, particularly through control of areas 
of major value for urban, industrial, or other important 

uses. Such tendencies should be checked by suitable regulation 
and control. 

8. Reorganization of local government in the interest of greater 
efficiency and economy may be made desirable by the changes 

in the land use and industrial development under the proposed 
program. 

Coordination of Agencies Involved in Land-Use Planning 

Planning of the development of the Tennessee River Basin is viewed 

by the Committee as a cooperative enterprise in which existing agencies, 

bth State and Federal, can render great service. An important background 
of research, investigation and extension has already been developed by the 
State Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations, the various bureaus 
of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, and by other agencies. The further 

requirements of rural planning it is believed can be determined and met 
throush the cooperation, collaboration and coordination of these agencies. 

Although the many elements of national interest, and the necessity for 
national contributions to the costs of the enterprise, necessarily entail 
a large measure of national leadership, it is clear that the interest and 5 

full cooperation of the people of the States and communities concerned , 
is essential if the full possihilities of the project are to be achieved.
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paseo. Knoxville, Tennessee 

October 15, 1952 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Chief, 
Sporting Arms & Ammunition Mfgters Institute, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Have just learned that you are to appear on the pro- 

gram of the Kentucky State Forest Service meeting in Louisville, 

Kentucky on November 17, 1932. ; 

As Knoxville is the Gateway to the Great Smoky Mtns. 
National Park, our newest and most beautiful of all the Nation Parks, 
it naturally has an active Chapter of the Izaak Walton League. This 
Chapter has been very active in recent years and during the Fall and 
Winter months holds open public meetings. At these meetings we have 
been fortunate in having several well known speakers who have talked 
to us on the various sports as well as conservation, We also show 
several films at these meetings picturing hunting, fishing and wild 
life. To these meetings we especially invite the Boy Scouts, Garden 

Clubs and conservationiste §. 

We are now making plans for our next regular "Hunters 
Meeting" which we expect to hold about the middle of November. The 
upland game season opens here on November 25th., and this meeting 
usually precedes that date. We will especially ask all sportsmen 
who love to go afield at this time of the year with gun and dog, 
regardless of whether they are members of the Izaak Walton League or 
note We plan to have our hell decorated appropriately for the 
occasion and request those attending to wear their hunting clothes 
if they so desire. We will also show several films of pictures which 
will be of interest to this gathering. 

p As yet we have not secured a speaker for this occasion 

and if you will be in Louisville, which is not very far from Knox- 
ville, I am writing to ask that you attend this meeting and telk to us 
on any subject which you may choose for the occasion. ‘the date for 
this meeting has not been set. This could be made to suit your con= 
venience, either before or after the Kentucky mecting, preferably 
afterwards. 

Awaiting an early reply with interest, I am 

e Wall, 

ERW:VAF Assistant Secretary



Oct. 17, 1932 

Myr. Earle R. Wall 
Knoxville Chapter 
Izaak Walton League of America 
Knoxville, Tennessee 5 

Dear Mr. Wallt ; : 

I appreciate your invitation, but regret to inform you 
that due to a previous engagement to speak at the state convention 
of the Wisconsin Waltonians, I am unable to attend the forestry 

3 meeting in Louisville, and hence unable to accept your offer to 
address your chapter.



May 18, 1932 

Mr. Henry P. Davis 
National Sporteman 
108 Massachusetts Aveme : 
Boston, Mass. 

Dear Henry: 

Thanks for your cordial invitation to say what I think about 
sporting magazines. 

fhe principal thing which I had in mind was the improvement of 
game restoration material as respects game management in the wild. 
Within a few weeks Iowa will have in print the “Iowa Handbook of Game 
Management," which embodies the latest ideas of the Iowa survey crowd 
along this line. It is possibly of sufficient interest to reproduce 
verbatim or at least to tell your readers how and where they can get it. 
I understand that out-of-state copies are to be sold at nominal price, 
at least when wanted in large lots. Yor information on all this, 

"write my friend I. T. Bode, secretary of the Fish and Game Commission, 
Des Moines. 

The other idea which I had in mind is not nearly so conclusive. 
It is thist no periodical has picked a sportsman's library dealing 
primarily with game munageeent and including pamphlets and bulletins 
as Well as books. You t make a featured of a library list which 
aims to serve the thinking sportsman who wants to be up-to-date on the 
development of management as such in this country. Such a list should, 
of course, begin with Stoddard. If the idea appeals to you, I would be 
glad to be of any service in picking the remaining items. The list 
might also deal with articles and periodicals, which often contain 

more meat than books. 

I am writing Arthur Clark in accordance with your suggestion. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD



NATIONAL SPORTSMAN, INC. 
PUBLISHERS 

“NATIONAL SPORTSMAN’ »? HUNTING & FISHING MAGAZINES 

108 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE 

Boston, MASSACHUSETTS 

May 11, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
‘ 905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Aldo: 

The last letter I had from you expressed the 
posibility that you might some time in the future have 
some suggestions to offer relative to the part a sport- 
ing magazine can play in the general program of game and 

fish restoration. Here's your target! Now shoot, and 
keep on firing at will. 

I am enclosing herewith a copy of our booklet 
entitled "The Game Restoration Program". Our supply of 
these booklets is practically exhausted, and we are con- 

oo” sidering the advisability of compiling another and bring- 
3 }/| ing the data up to date. I would very much appreciate ; 

ail any suggestions you have to offer in this regard. 
\ 

* We are also planning to continue the Game’ 
Restoration Programs in both NATIONAL SPORTSMAN and 
HUNTING & FISHING MAGAZINES, but along such lines as 
will tend to broaden its scope and accomplish the greatest 
good. Again you can draw your bow and let fly a flock of 
arrows along these lines, knowing that they will be 
greatly appreciated. 

The new work is shaping up in fascinating form, 
and I hope soon to be able to get my feet on solid ground 
and settle down to business. 

The other day Arthur Clark was in for a short 
visit and in the course of our conversation I gathered 
that he has something on his mind in the way of a program 
which might be of interest to you. I don't know much 4 
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Mr. aldo Leopold -2- 5/11/32. 

future work you have booked, but I would suggest that you 
write to him at the State Board of Fisheries and Game, 
State office Building, Hartford, Conn., telling him that 
I suggested your action. 

With kindest personal regards and hoping to 
hear from you soon, I am 

Cho, 

Henry P. Davis, Editor 
GAME & FISH RESTR ATION DEPARTMENT 

Enc. 

HPD/HMF
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March 2, 1932 

liv. Matt Thomas 
Che + Regional Council, Zasterm Division 
Izaak Val ton League of Am rica 
Knoxville, Tennessee ‘ 

Deer Mr. Thomas: 

lily report on the situation in Bastern Tennessee 
; is now ready, and copy is enclosed, herewith. 

I have tried to discuss the situation thoroughly ; 
and frankly, as you suggested, and I heve tried to be 
fair in doing so. Doubtless, many persons will dis- 
agree with the conclusions drawn, but in thet case I f 
ean only urge that they put on o yearsround end 
comprehensive investigatim, which is the only way 
I know of to get to the bottom of the difficulties. 

Copies of the report are being sent the 
following: Mr. Howell Buntin, State Game Warien, 
Nashville; Mir. 7. A. Rudd, (one of the gentlenen who 
saw me the last evening), Townsend, Temnessoe; 
ir, He. Le Stoddard, Thomasville, Georgia; ani to Mr, 
Aldo Leopold, Madison, Wisconsin. 

if I can be of any further assistance ot any 
time, I shall be glad to help. 

" Sincerely, 

wd Ean . 
Cooperative Agont



OE geo coe Some In canna AG pialiiee a 
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This ¢rip wae in conneetion with the request of the Byatern 
Temeases Divicion of the Isaak Welton League for on investigation of 
the couses for the marked deorcase in the Bobehite (wedl theaghout 
theirs territory. 

Ne vory satisfactory investigation could be male in the short 
tine avaliable. It was possible, however, to inspect some af the 
comtxy surrounding Mmoxville ond te talk with meny interested Iumters 
im the vicinity. “his me the oxtent af sy work, and consowently 
about e321 I could gain wore impressions, ‘lowever, some of these 
impressions axe vory definite, and I will outline than. 

™ ny opinion, one of the primary reasons for 4 noticeable decrease 
in the mebeors of qui) near Knoxville is exceasive lumtingy hunting 
ee Eee t,t cell aaa te re. oon 
say thet the sitwtion in this respect, sccardim to inform 
eavellable to me, is one af the worst I heve ever oncountered,. 

I om infomed that nmters ot and necr Knoxville have mi.tiplicd 
probably ton times in the lest ton years, until now something over : 
$000 Ideenses aro sold in Knoxville amueliy. I on informed that mny 
or most of these hunters shoot quail, which is the only legal upland 
gone bird hunting in the vicinity. 

Meany of these hunters nt within « fifty mile radius of the olty, 
ami added to than are lnnters fran villages mé fem, The open eoason 
is vory long, extoniing fran Novesbor % to February 1, with a daily 
bag Limit of 15 qual «day. This wuld be « very Uibered seeson even 
on carefully managed game preserves where the kill is enrefwily adjusted 
to tote. supply, Yor gonors] pihlic mmting territory with no mnagemomt, 
I should say thot the seoson onf bag Limit are excessive. Far insteme, 
Sr en taal bee cannes eee eats ak wee 

ip epee: beaglh gene y Rewer y bey woemdhmmanhine 

on aac ees ae Soke tab tn te Gon obvious thet a season ct very an 
Fey Boe PM aed Bony AB ny he dg hnthey Sennen gill vol 
gounterbolmeed by S301 nemapenn te 

There ie no season Lindt on qd) in Tonmessees Oye kumber, con 
plaining about the marked dearease in birds in the last cowle or tree 
yoarn, stated thet he killed 142 birds in 1921. Im 1980 he killed atout 
450 quedl, and in previous yors he equalled or axeecdel this total kill, 
proces tp elgg dhl span Rll snl sees. for tmen for a 
previous years, If there is ony sonsidermble group of Inmters teking 
those lexco sensenal. bags, it ia obvious where the trouble Lies. Such 
idles might conceivably be toldersted if thore were only ten or a dozen 
hunters over a Yory large stretch of excellent cainmtry: I do not ese
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how ough high kills ean be tolemted with the mmbor of hunters there ' 
goeng to be in Taster Temespee. Tor opempublic hunting, 2 season 
Linkt of not over 50 binis would be very Libeml, under present elrom 
stanease 

Th this qommoction, «a eae kill ratio, that is, the moxipam number 
Fave aysect tg inier 80fy cad Alt Sy oven oo npaefvaly mca 

have recor! is wmder will sum, even on expensively managed 
private Laws, closer to or 25%. Applied to the public humting lands 
of Rastern Temessee this would meen thet the lumter who bagged 450 quail 
in 1930 hed token the maxivam pommiessble kill fron e tetel population 
of 1900 bimis, or 100 very good cowys. 

Snothor latijex told me that he mse in the habit of shooting coveys 
down to "not less than four", This is beyont thelr toleration point. 
Hunters fail. to remacbor tht these seed stock “eavaye" of four birds 
which they Leave, do not stay coveys of four birds. Three or four of 
ee ee ee eee ee he, ae 
next lomter shoots than dom again to “not less then four". pros Ha, 
repeated again ond egain, as it frequently ie on public Inmting terr’t ory 
pre gh tee Meson tage a angled tere Ae ig Anes Mg 
othors' %, is so destructive in many localities, to anewor fully 
as castiak “hg aoe ened tame? 

Restern Tommensee, from the information at my disposal, (which 
pertains to the inmertite vieinity), my be pointed to en sh eenole of 

vadesirability of gonerel public hunting without cane menagenent or 
gone method of Limiting the total kill to « rensonable percentage of the 
quad. . Sport casnot exist wiless tho horvest of birds ie fron 
a The evidence would indicate that fer more than « surplus is 

Another adverse factor wiich is operating in the Upetern Tennessee 
area is the cleaning up of fomccrons, woods ond thickets, eliminating : 
necessary quail cover. The advent of the dairy cow, the wire fence, 

territory in they formerly cccurred in mmibers, I saw mile ofter 
nile of familand where coverts are inndequate; and the cleening up process 
is sti) going om. In fect, more land is being prt inte cultivation this 
year then for several years past, ss may be seen from the fresh breaking 
of may fellow fields, ani the cleared brush now piled neatly om the 

then the ew, in mony 8, for vhen quail get toe acaree, hunters 
fied hunting umprofiteble ani atop. The axe ani the plow, however, gon- 
erally hold all. that they tke away from quell enviroment, ani they como 
eae ee ee ee vee ee eS Q@wedl can no 
nore exiet on bare, intensively farmed lene woods, thickets or 
other suitable cover, then corn will crow in the middle of a heavy forest, 
Bagh exop, (ani we consider qu4l a crop just ss much se corn), requires 
eortein editions for its devalognient in harvestable quantities.
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Little or not attention secm: to be given to this si tustion in 
Sestern Tammesseo. Se pees bes Se oe teens, tee ee a 
other gtete whore there is extensive lmmting of quudi, but the solution, 
if there is is in meking te quod) ¢rop profitehie to th farmen 
Teteuy Gis Se dime; w may epost $0 ee tie tomy slaw tnt wine fense 
extend their sway ond encrosch farther on whe tever aiuitable quail 
eee leeiertiy Santen = Sis Stee Thie is « fundanental 

: pitublen which demise the earful. 2 of ald persons interested 
in tho futum of quail. 

Token, tho gun ond the plow account for much of the quail 
gremman Ma tee toon seh ase eae te ee Gok 

mast be reached seretime in o proeose which invelwes » eonstm tly 
aay ot Sania Tete eebinaay SyeereNs Wingtad, monet tian 

oe oe ee eae ween wodlenl, 

; situ 
out of fend ant th be are dng toon he It om be partially 
eorrected (as an aucrgoncy measure), by protection end restriction, tut 
4% comnot be pommanently corrected until sone mothed of preserving qinil 
SUARERNE Dy Oni of expending 1, is covers Rexiuged or totally closed 
seqeons not xestore quail to bare fields, ani thie point is 
funiemntal to any discussion of the mbject. Neduced seasons 

eS egy’ HLL pam? a RmOD Le mount of tuntings 

me of the most ¢amion discussion which I eerd emwng nmters at 
Rnosville related to fom. ee cue i aa 
wen aligned on one side or the other: ee ae ee 
A few persons were lumters of both foxes ani they wore 
the decided minority. 

Inveriably the quail ontimsiast insisted thet foxes are responsible 
for the alorming decrease of quail, Ani just as invariably, the fox 
ee ee as a ven eek Se tle 
40 no greet damge to quail, IT heve been by both sides to inclwie 

ny opinion of the situction in this report. 

I em informed that in one county (Blowst), over four lumdred foxes 
eee Na ee ae eee oe cee eee ee Ponaet Inperta- 
tions of 7 mmbers of foxes hele been made in most or oll othor 
sounties in Sashern Tennessee, Most tuperted foxes are Reds, wat the 

Fox is comm to sbumiant. Voxes am, of course, hunted but not 
: » ani where their dens am kawm, the oceupmts are religiously 

Sor Pe ee ow ee 
aye allowed; rigid protection is afforded in many wy. Gry 

Sats any We Maldad «h Gortedn ghacinn, 

eu ein bax = Guth abatinnaly ts eapabay mevieds ak Laan. 
Seer tar ics etcuas Gf de oie iy lp ta ak lee
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a wateide field noturcliat to mele « detailed study of the 
Sehscdbael lle tha Gheciies of taubaes: oun and weane of 
chiotiing wg senttdads tak my youve 40 quite 

Teo » mortem feel tht if they ame to have oe desired 
cyocton tn mibomy sll of tho todas of tht qoaion mat by Se , 

cidustontshieh pnd Yim oxiobnoy of ot scale Woe 
ees amd young biris. That foot in iteels owe 

The slenifieant fact to be sought is uhether, grented thet 
pp te ge hg ce Re od AM caked odds Rages game 
sud further, whet cen be done the extormminetion of fomea), 
%0 ineronse this tolerstion, If foxes 9 of sll quadl neste, 
Soi es rk ee a Gegree, If they . 
destroy Sts of qedl. nests, « wholly different situction Is 

cok Letkntes hada’ otoebonet: TE sorateah tee mothe eeleaee “9 
feally, which mons, impartially. 

10 is aise in artey to point out that, 1f mish an turentiext on, 
probathity, bo, clren ny sue mocning set te th pears’ 

ity, be ghren one eaveoping snawer to the problem, Tho 

Seatiiet Soc eae ost gee Pate ts oe 
how rabbits, cotton ra’ rent Pie tel othae festa )eame 
fay cna see Sinee these factars fran 

to ‘» the a Se taser don be eames to 
VAXY's prohlom is not so simple as "Do foms eat qail?", 1% 
involyes mony other factors, ee tee en ce eee : 

Gackecnees Shake hecetee sereegiincy Mitetiony tr & ” @lininating binis bearing eontecious 3 by destroying anckes; 
by killing rodent food caspetiters.) We ave not stating that this 
is or is not the ease sees ee Se eee 0 ee ree we 
CS eee Pe eas o oe ee ee ee 

Ee a Ge tls 2 pee We 

‘The mobter of the effect on qudl of tw severe drought of 
Sa oe SO ee ee ee eens ae Cee 

wee a factor, inexeace of quoll on protected 
Sia cult Sdilets ak eerteaeaes thas tne Guagies Go pone 
substantial recovery. 

Th condluston I that 1+ was ay pheonsure to the 
eae tele don belies hates Lc tow Roattin Staak a 
Ser uaes so et teeter tome Dee te haypy accident moet of 

Groplend, emi the bweoing of the waste portiois of these lands has



Se Pega cent: eta ms eesiad, wath of tee ee 

ea tho wna cowoye of gush in Lowe Ghat Gras howy Ra 3 
or a an abundances of binia, The birds aro 
there, and BPR cer Gat cee neat ton coe ee 

or four fox dens plenty of fox sign about), on the enne tract 
Soa, oF oaks son tiete The te tate Ge ate ; 
re oe be ate at ts coe 

foxes may be upon area), and mush wild Lite of other Idinds 
the govorto ere eultnie ani 42 protogtion Le reasonbog I would 

the results, as an experiment. Monntine this trast constitutes a 
demonstration of what ean be done on other arveas, Ouch tracts, 
brought up te an equivalent state, would affori o reasomble amount 
of Immtinge 
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February 27, 1932 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Al: 

I have tended my resignation as a Member of 
the Field Service Staff of the Ameriesn Game Assoecistion 
effective April lst. At that time I go.to Boston. to 
become Associate Editor of Nationsl Sportsman and Hunting 
and Fishing Magazines, 

As you know, I, hate to give up the type. of 
work I am doing but I do not believe that I ean in justice 
to my family and myself turn down the proporition these 
people have made me, Seth has asked me to recons ider but 
I can hardly see where present conditions will justify 
and am pretty well convineed that the best future for me 

lies in the new field. 

Will be glad to hear from you in this regard, 

Ol yours, 

: HENRY i. 

HPD: RP 

The Association Sponsors the Annual American Game Conference and Publishes “AMERICAN GAME”



March 2, 1932 

Mr. Henry P. Davis 
1735 Carruthers Aveme 
Memphis, Tennessee ‘ 

Dear Henry: ‘ 

I had been told that you were thinking about switching to 
editorial work, but even so it is somewhat of a shock to imo that 
you are leaving your past field. I think that the change can be 
beneficial not only to yourself but also to game conservation if 
you ametto have a free hand and time enough to develop something 
new. eS 

Sometime I would like to unburden myself of what I think 
is wrong with the sporting magazines. You have picked one of the 
best ones, but even s0 I think there is a very large opportunity for 
improvement. 

I wish you every success, of course, and I hope that we 
will still have our opportunities to tall things over. 

I told the Iowa people that they ought to go after you 
as superintendent of game in Iowa but they did not have the where- 
withal to meet your rate of compensation. Consequently I suppose 
you never heard from them. 

' With best wishes, 

Yours as ever,
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Copy to: : E. I. DU PONT oe MEmouns & COMPANY Mr. Aldo Leopold ‘ 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 404 Univ.Ave Natl. dge 
SMOKELESS PowDER DEPARTMENT Madison, Wis. 

Mr. ry P. Davis 
Outgoing Mail. 

duly 20, 1931. 

oe i 

Mr. H. . MacDonald 

411 - Ave. 8. 
Nashville, Tenn. 

Dear Sir: 

In reply to yours of July 18th, we take 
pleasure in sending you, under separate cover, a copy 
of the booklet recently. gotten out by this division - 
“Wild Game ~ Its Legal Status." 

with reference to the geoteset he in your 
letter concerning a hunting lodge in Curry County, Oregon, 
psig pes a toe a Mrs. du Pont, [I — thet we can eve you 
no information. I did not know ite existence. Certainly 
it has no connection with the du Pont Company, although it 
may be the property of some member of the du Pont family 
which is quite large. 

Yours very truly, 

LyTw/o L. W. T. Waller, Jr. 
Director of Conservation. 

P.S.Messrs. Leopold and Davis - 

This is in reply to a request letter for a copy of "Wild 
Game - Its Legal Status, and an enclosed card which read - 

"Wild Life Surveys Pictorial Records 
Range Classification Publications 

NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY 

H.H. MacDonald" i 

Do you know anything about this mans
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February 18, 1931 

Mr. K. B. Monypeny 
c/o Second National Bank 
Jackson, Tennessee 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter of February 11 is here. 

Before you start a pheasant rearing operation, I suggest that 
you make careful inquiries as to the prospects for successfully intro- 
ducing this bird in your locality. We have heard that there is a southern 
boundary below which the ringneck does not seen to have done well. iir. 
Aldo Leopold, of the Game Survey, 404 University Avenue National Bank 
Building, Madison, Wisconsin, is probably better informed on such questions 

than anybody in the country. You might also try the U. S. Biological 
Survey, at Washington. Your own state game officials will presumably have 
records of any experiments which have been made in Tennessee. 

Our state game farm has been handling pheasants for about fifteen 
years, and we are producing about 10,000 a year. 

Under separate cover we are sending you a copy of a recent report 
in which the section on pheasant affairs will probably prove of interest. 
Also a copy of the form of application for free eggs and of the rearing 
circular which we are using. 

In Yarmer's Bulletin No. 1613 (U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
Washington D. C.) you will find a good discussion of pheasant rearing 
technic, and various privately published books and pamphlets are available 
on the same subject. Specially trained men, capable of starting off and 
operating such a project can also be located without difficulty. Leopold 
could no doubt help you find such men.



Mr. K. B. Monypeny we February 18, 1931 

From our experience we judge that it is very important that the 

location of the proposed pheasant plant be selected with skill and care. 
And that the man in charge be dependable and experienced. We have seen 
many such projects go wrong because it was assumed that experience with 
domestic poultry was enough. The pheasants are not difficult to rear, but 
they are different from poultry and mst be handled in their own way. 

You will find the advertisements of many commercial pheasant 
breeders in almost any of the outdoor or sportsman's magazines and there 
is a regular open market for the birds and their eggs. In general the eggs 
sell for about 25 cents each and the birds from $2.00 to $5.00 each, 
depending on the age, sex, and time of year; also on the season and current 
market conditions. 

Using considerable prison labor and otherwise cutting corners, we 
figure our production costs at about $2.20 per bird, twelve or more weeks 
old, full-wing and delivered to the field areas where releases are to be 
made. To produce our birds and carry them in the rearing fields until they 
are feathered and fairly well able to take care of themselves as for local 
releases, (8-10 weeks 014) costs us about $1.00 each. The difference be~ 
tween the two figures given above involves trapping the birds out of the 
rearing fields, clipping their wings, sorting out the hens for early release, 
hol@ing the cocks for release after the shooting season, crating, express 
on birds for distribution, holding over next year's breeding stocks, over-~ 

head at the central game farm, etc. 

In general a private operaton would have to charge about twice 
what it is costing us for the same operations, for he would have to absorb 
charges for labor, taxes, risks involved with smaller operations, market 
risks, etc., to which we are less subject, and profits would be available 

only after such charges had been absorbed. 

We can tell you little concerning the general market except that 
we receive each year many offers to sell us birds. Since we do not buy from 
private operators we have little direct contact with market conditions. 

About a dozen commercial licenses are in effect in Michigan and 
these seem able to take care of most of the local demand. Game farms in 
Illinois and Wisconsin sometimes ship into Michigan but not much or often. 

If our present shooting preserve law (copy enclosed) remains in 
effect, local market conditions will probably improve, but a strong effort 
to repeal this law is being made just now and the outcome is somewhat in doubt. 

We enclose also a copy of our commercial "breeders! license" law. 
Nearly every state has something equivalent and you should make sure that, if 
anything, is or may be required in Tennessee. 

If we can supply further information please let us hear from you 

ain. 
* Yours very truly 

P. §. Lovejoy 

PSL: Me Game Division 

Bncl. cc; Leopold
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N21 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 7, 1931 

Mr. Henry P,. Davis 
1735 Carruthers Aveme i 
Memphis, Tennessee 

Dear Henry? i 

the attached letter to Anirew Brooks is self-explanatory. z 

If you happen to be making any more hunts for quail 
under circumstances where you are able to get accurate weights on 
40 birds or more, or if you mow anybody who would be willing to do 
this, I would greatly appreciate the figures since they seen to be 
leading to a new method of determining the crop of young, as com 
pared with old, birds. . 

Szoddard of course has found a way to tell old from young 
by the wing feathers, but it is not certain that the average sports- 

man would ever learn to apply this, whereas he could take weichts : 
and send then for analysis to somebody who knows how. 

All I need is the sex and weight to the nearest tenth of 
an ounce of each birds in lots of 40 or more. A lesser mumber would 
not give a smooth curve and the deductions would not be reliable. 

IT will send you the complete dope later after I have gotten . 
it in reproducible form 

With kindest regards, 

: Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



Copies to Messrs. Waller ; 

Grange Av 

421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Visconsin 
Jamary 7, 1931 

Mr. Henty P. Davis 

1735 Carruthers Aveme 
Mewphis, Tennessee 

Dear Henrys 

I an senting you the dozen copies of the Game Policy. 

be ay Ey whit ae oo yore Srenatng of galt ji 
Aenonstrations. Imse far as your letter outlines the plan, I om 
heartily in accor? with it ané have no augcestions to make. How 
ever, t have mt seem the detafled plan sent you by Major Valler to 

' which you refer. 

Showld any of these prospects finally be signed up, the 
choice of a man is of course of fundamental importanes. Good tinber 
4g not so casy to find. I have a aouil reserve list of prospects 
who lool: good on paper but whom I have not seen in persone Would 
thie list, tocether with their letters, be of any use to you? low ' 
much difftealty te you anticipate in finding mon localiy? Is it 
likely that the donors will have caniidates of their own? 

I ask these questions,not for the yurpose of burdening 
you with corresvonfence in answorine them, but to anticipate the 
man hunt which is going to be neeessary if you end Heyward continue 
te meneed on the senle indicated. 

I am takine the liberty of senting your letter and a 
copy of this letter to Grance, 90 that he too can be keeping his 
eyes open for likely prospects. 

Conzratulating you on your excellent progress, 

Yours sincerely, 

AEDO EROPOLD 
In Charse, Game Survey
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December 23, 1930. 
GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wise 

My dear Leopold - 

I am attaching hereto copy of report received 
from Henry Davis on the quail situation in part of his area 
which struck me as being extremely interesting, and I am 
sending copies of this to Heyward, Stoddard, Grange and 
Harrelson, as they may also be interesteds 

{ It seems to me that this is a wonderful oppor- 
tunity for the sportsmen in these areas to get behind their 
state game administrations and get bills passed through the 
legislature giving game administrations discretionary powers 
to open and close seasons in emergencies. 

i 

Most sincerely yours, 

 Giineres | CR lt ot NOK Serpe is AS 
4 Le We Te Waller, JTe 

\ Director of Conservation. 
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GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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December 12, 1930. 

To - Major L.W.T.Waller, Jr. 

From; Henry P. Davis. 

The quail situation in Arkansas, Tennessee and Mississippi 
has taken on a serious complexion and I am receiving inquiries every 
day as to the cause. There is no doubt now that the drouth of the 
past summer took enormous toll from the quail resources of these 
three states, each of which is now experiencing probably the great- 
est quail shortage in ten years. Lownes county, Miss., has decided 
to close its quail season on Dec. 31, Panola county is on the verge 
of a similar action and several other Mississippi counties are 
seriously considering the same steps. A number of petitions have 
been received by Howell Buntin, state game warden of Tennessee, 
asking that the season on quail be closed at once, an action which 
he is powerless to take due to legal obstacles, and Arkansas is 
experiencing a shortage all over the state. 

There are several theories as to the cause of the 
shortage, all of which no doubt are contributing factors. In most 
sections the hatch was unusually good, but the young birds came off 
just at the beginning of the drouth, which lasted for 110 days» In 
sections where the birds were slow to pair off and in instances where 
the first nest was broken up by predators and another made it is 
believed that the intense heat and dry weather caused the eggs to 
go through the incubation period without hatching. In the gumbo 
land sections and prairie areas the ground cracked open in many 
places, leaving wide, deep crevices and it is believed that many 
little birds perished from falling in these miniature gulleys, The 
vegetation, that is quail food, was naturally retarded by the drouth. 
Other vegetation as well was exceedingly dry all summer and as a 
result there were more field and woodland fires than usual. This 
destructive agency probably did more damage than anticipated. In 
the cotton raising sections the army worm, as usual, apveared in 
great numbers. These worms were combatted with poison sprayed on 
the cotton plants. It is believed that numbers of quail perished 
from drinking dew which formed on the poisoned plants. 

The Low vrice of cotton and the high price of living 
necessities has forced the farmers of this section to pasture their 
stock much earlier than usual. It is the custom, in the cotton belt, 
to depend on one crop only and but little corn was planted this year. 
What was planted failed to make to any extent due to the dry weather. 
As a result practically all the stock, both mules and cattle, is now 
in the fields and territory which showed a rank growth of excellent 
quail food at this time last year is now practically devoid of bene- 
ficial covers



-2- 

Reports from hunters who have visited every section of 
these three states are to the same effect - ~ a marked shortage 
of quail. On the one quail hunt I have taken three small covies, 
all apvarently old birds, were found the first day and seven the 
second. This in a territory which would, in a normal year, yield 
from 14 to 20 covies in a day. 

Ev Buckingham has closed his place down for the season, 
due to the shortage, and Bob Carrier has put his quail gun down, 
altho he is having a few guests down later on, Both are trying 
to buy quail for stocking purposes. 

‘ With the shortage as ee as it apparently is, it would 
appear that now is the best time to stage the series of quail 
demonstrations and that this condition will probably be an aid in 
eee ae their establishment. Do you have any idea when Stoddard's 
book will make its apoearance? 

Oi] ’ 

{s) Henry P. Davis.



Fayetteville, ee 

Sept. 27th,-30 

Mr. Ajdo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: 

I am advised by Hon. Mr. Lovejoy, of the Game 

Department of Lansing, Mich., that you are authority off 

Taising raising pheasants. 

I contemplaté building a lake of 50 acres for 

raising fish, and on the surounding territory, there is 

about 5000 acres of woodland, with about 500 acres in 

cultivated land. My idea is to stock this land with 

game fowl. At the present, there are droves of wild turkeys, ~ 

which have made this their habitat since time immemorial. 

Mr. Lovejoy tells me that, in his opinion, there is a limit, 

farther South than this limit, pheasants cannot be reared. 

I am writing to ask if this is true ? There is an abundance 

of quail here, and I wonder if pheasants couldd not be raised 

here as well ? 

: Any information you may give me will be highly 

appreciated. 

I will be glad if you will direct your reply 

to me at 1008 Calvert Ave., Nashville, Tenn. , 

Thanking you, 
Yours very sincerely, 

H. K. Bryson 
JOTe ‘é.



Copies to Mr. Olin : 
Mr. Lovejoy fit- 

Sept. 30,1930 

Wir. He Ke Bryson 
1006 Calvert Aveme 
Nashville, Tenn. 

Dear Mr. Bryson: 

I am sending you a preliminary copy of my pheasant map 
of the states north of the Ohio River. You may not be interested in 
all the detail on this map, tt by and large I fail to find any evidence 

ee, Oe ee ee ae ol eS ee 
north of the Ohio River and is represented here by the hatched 
arease 

: I do not know why this is the case. My observations do 
not prove that pheasants will not succeed in the wild in Tennessee, mt 

I think that the indications are against it. I do not know of any other 
place in the South where they have persisted in the wild without the 
help of artificial propagation. 

There is not dowbt that you can have pheasants on your 
tract if you contimally replenish then by artificial propagation. The 

cost and labor of doine this, however, would of course be higher than 
where they become established ae a wild bind. If you should stock 
pheasants and then discontime propagation, the behavior in the region 
which I have surveyed would lead me to predict that you wuld have a 
vigorous crop the first year which would afterward grafually thin out 
and eventually disappear. i : 

I note that you have already a stock of turkeys, ani of 
course you have a gure thing in quail. As nearly as I know, any pheasants 
which you would introduce would displace their equivalent in turkeys and 

: quail, especially quail. ‘his being the case and sinceyou ask my advice, 
my leaning would be to depend on the splontid species which you already 
have and which you can count on. 

I would prefer that you do not cive this map any circulation 
or publication for the present, since I have not yet publishe’ it myself. 

In planning the improvement of your quail population, may 
I suggest thet you obtain the Report of the Georgia Quail Investigation, 

now on the press. You may place your order through ¥. lL. MeAtee, U. 5S.



' Blologieal Survey, Washington, D. C. I do not know of any corresponding 
work as to how to manage turkeys. 

é I would like to keep track of ypur venture and wish you 
every success. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey 

; Inel.



Sept. 21,1930 

My. Henry FP. Davis 
1735 Carruthers deme 
Memphis, Tennessee 

Dear Henry : 

Errington has now gotten 1m touch with Dr. Hisaw, 

and he says that the faculty man at the Kansas Agrienltural Coj- 

lege (Manhattan) is Dr. R. X. Nabors. when you are dow there 

working on your prairie ciicisen fellowship I would strongly sug 

gest that you see Dr. Nabors. Dr. Hisaw thinks very highly of him 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEorcLD 

In Chatee, Came Survey
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Jamary 11, 1930, 

Mr. Henry P. Davis, 
Memphis, Tennessee, 

Dear Mr. Davis: 

While talking with Mr. Aldo Leopold recently he asked me to get 
in touch with you at Memphis. I called your house while in Memphis last 
week, but found that you were out of the city, 

Mr. Leopold, as you know, is very mich interested in the relation- 
ship of forestry to geme conservation throughout the country. Due to 
his long association with the Forest Service he sees wherein the forester 
and the game conservetionist have much in common. ‘You are no doubt 
tamiliar with his survey of game conditions in Mississippi, which he made 
somewhat over a year ago. 

Mr, Leopold mentioned the fact that you travel considerably through- 
out the South, and said thet he was going to write you something con- 
corning our work here and the possibility of our getting in touch with 
each other, I very mich hope thet you will make it e point to stop in 
our office whenever you happen to be in New Orleans, I would be very . 
glad to make your acquaintance and to have the opportunity of discusstig 

with you the general field of our work end wherein we might be of mutual 
advantage to each other. : 

I will try to reach you at Memphis should I happen -to be there 
later on in the year, At the present time I do not foresee the likeli- 
hood of my being in Memphis before the mecting of the Southern Forestry 
Congress, which is to take place there April 10th to 12th. No doubt you 
will hear about this meeting and will try to be present, 

a : Very sincerely yours, 

ed Danner 

Director.



File Copy to Waller 

Februazy 6, 1930 

My. Henry P. Davis 
13505 Peabody Avenue 
Memphis, Tennessee 

Dear Henry: 

I did not forget about may agreement to let you 
know in case anything interesting came up which would warrant 

. your joining me during the Missouri field work. I did not 
write you because the weather was so bad that it looked as if 
field work might be cut off any day and I did not want to 
suggest your coming up on to go back. It so happened, however, 
that I was able to finish the job without mishap. 

At Christmas time I was at some s@ientific meetings 
at Des Moines, where I met EB. 1. Demmon, director of the Southern 
Porest Experiment Station, He has now sent me a copy of his 

. letter to you of January 11. Demnon showed great interest in 
the proposed research work on quail at McNeill, although he is 
not necessarily sold on doing the work at that place. He is 
anxious to see whether somebody can not be found who will inter. 
est himself in a Congressional appropriation. I told him that to 
get in touch with you before making any move. 

Meanwhile I find that Stoddard is keener about the 
MeNeill project than he is about the field trial demonstrations, 
He wanted to know whether the Institute would consider ueing one 
of the fellowships to stert things at McNeill. I told him I did 

_ mot know, but that we would first want to know if the South could 
figure out some way to help itself on this matter. I would like 
to talk this over with you and Major Waller at the next opportun- 
ity, especially if we could get Stoddard to join us. I am send- 
ing @ copy of this to Major Waller. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey.



File copy : 

421 Chemistry Building } 

March 29, 1929 

Mr. Clinton G. Smith 
U. &. Forest Service 
Athens, Tenn. \ 

Dear Clinton: 

I should be ashamed of myself for not sooner getting eround to 
a@ careful reading of your management plen for the Pizgah. I have been 
on the rosé almost constantly and have really bad no opportunity to ; 
read anything. 

I have now gone over the plan and am very much pleased with it. 
T have no @xeeption to find with any details and it includes auch 
material of great value. I take it that I may keep the copy you sent 
me. I¢ I am incorrect in this, let me know 

I have made a digest of the most importent parte for field use. 

Some of your observations on game birds happen to be of great 
_ value, yripent, Grp tny mye Geely ce reer teefbemayped po 
turkey, and quail on page 9. The present indications are Tular. 
nia may pley an important part in many species over at least twe cona 
tinents. The research men who are stulying this disease will be great- 
ly benefited by any odd bite of history we can give them and this is 
where your records come in strong. 

I am wondering whether you or Mr. Hhodes een remember any other 
years of exceptional abundance or scarcity in either ruffed grouse, 
turkey, or quail, the further back the better. Possibly the local 
forest officers might help out on this. I would be very grateful for 
even gragments of information, and I am sending an extra copy of this 
letter should you care to use it. 

Since Mr, Kelly originally asked my opinion on Pizgah matters, \ 
I am sending him a copy of thie letter. ‘ 

I ordered the copies of the Georgia quail investigation for you ‘ 
immediately after receiving your letter of February 25. . 

With kindest personal regards and best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, | 

ALDO ImOPOLD | 
In Charge, Game Survey i ;
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT QF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

CHEROKEE NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

FOREST SUPERVISOR SF ree 

AND REFER TO 
~ 

ATHENS, TENNESSEE 

G-Fish & Game 
Cherokee February 25, 1929 

Mre Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I have your synopsis of lectures on Game Management 
which I have noted with considerable interest. = 

I am wondering just what the Georgia Quail Investi- 
woe" gation was and whether the results of that investigation 
ve have been published in a form available to me. 

Some time ago I sent you a game management plan for 
the Pisgah Forest. You went over it in a preliminary way 
and expressed your general approval of it. I am wondering 
whether in its more finished form you have noted any fea- 
tures which you think could be improved or should be changed. 
I am asking this since Bransford expects to make a review 
of the plan on the Pisgah some time in May. 

You will be glad to know that the trap corral which 
accompan%’s the plan has proven a complete success and deer 
can be captured almost at will. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Clinton G. Smith : 
: Forest Supervisor 

CG@s-TB i
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Described By NASH BUCKINGHAM 
’ [ ‘HE present pb veneers in our A straight punch from ae es, Inc., ae has ae 

quail crop and visible reduction in . shot 20-bore shotgun on the market an 
1930’s wild fowl migration, gives ample the Executive Secretary a double gun en route to production. The g gi P : 5 gun er 
round for discussion of the game res- of American Wild Fowl-. famous old Winchester gun company has g the g 

Ce ade tem Teen ote ae mal ah Ee ee should, apply to Tennessee. i : is ni 
cut wild life production to a minimum. Tennessee, much of this that 1931 will see the manufacture of a 
We shot peu a a birds this sea- to-the-point survey may igen aes _ — the remain- 
son, It amounted, in effect, to unsport- 7 ing manufacturers of such gun types, 
ing embezzlement, or tampering with a be applicable to many and that, inevitably, present day five, six 
valuable capital of breeding stock of other states. and seven-shot repeaters and Ere 
bobwhites. will be replaced or plugged to a lega 

Bird shortage has affected not only Grou andWa tall Pillioneaeomaneland three-shot basis, for use on either upland 
Tennessee, but scored the coverts from Z or migratory game. The gun pace is too 
Maryland and Virginia, across sectors of pimp} guns abroadineete land, fast, too mechanized, the strain too great > ; et ee, > 
Louisiana and Texas, and as far north as And while on that point, it might Desroal over matched! tertherd resources 
the baked areas of Missouri, Kentucky, well to call attention to a resolution, Crippling alone is a deadly factor of 
Illinois, Ohio and Indiana. Over the presented to the recent national game shrinkage. We have good roads, cheaper 
bird’s richest producing domain, the deep conference by the national eins automobiles, outboard motors, shortened 
south, quail life has sustained a major wild life legislation and adopted by that seasons, and an increasingly high com- 
disaster. If this be calamity howling, so body “commending the efforts of fire- mercialization and exploitation of wild 
be it, but it is the truth, And it may 2%™s and ammunition manufacturers in Jife. It amounts to the adage of “all 
prove a mortal blow, if the wound is not helping to perpetuate a game supply and going out and nothing coming in.” Es- 
promptly and sanely staunched. Mere tablish the picture mentally. Now get 
“restriction” means postponement of the 5 this: 
inevitable. Beer SS. Duck shooting, due to its federal ad- 

What is needed is game restoration, in A SO a ministration, “Is “essentially a national 
equivalent to blood transfusion. In-some Pe ee problem. Eventually, however, its rami- 
regions, peculiarly fortunate as to water , Me se ae fications of enjoyment and enforcement 
supply, shade and wild bird food growth, a Benes Rae become localized. Upland game shooting, 
there were healthy “bring offs” of quail , A se ee rabbits, quail, pheasants, grouse, etc., is 
chicks, but the great drouth, as it grew ae ‘oe AY intensely local. This means that the com- 
in intensity, and we were busy lamenting _ “ f a Ny Wy mercial and recreational trends affected 
its a ee — had taken a zh % se ay fae rise or o on de wearers 
insidious toll from our finest game crop. s So and gun-maturity of certain indigenous 
Little if any dew, arid watercourses, dry ~ a ‘ is ee JB. game bird crops. We are brought to our 
ponds, dearth of fluid bearing insect life, a, Be PLO E ny, present melancholy estate in game 
shrivelled forage, over-exposure, furred 2 rs os Pa PO AP through sheer “taking game for granted.” 
and feathered predators, all wrought dire a aa | fs fy ee 
havoc. Whole covies perished from eat- oe ar ‘oe he a ONSERVATION’S job, therefore, is 
ing arsenic killed insects or poisoned dew. ~ A 6; / Je ae to put into the minds of the farm- 

Nested egg clutches were found contain- eS lia i J ape ers and their friends, the real sportsmen, 
ing baked remnants of forming bird life. 2 FEE a at Be authoritative, easily obtained, practical 
Regardless, however, of why or how na- ae ge methods of game bird production at min- 
ture’s inscrutable cycles so wreak destruc- es ie ge Le imum expense. Such information nat- 
tion, the main question As, ‘What are the a ae YS urally includes lessons in “environmental 

folks of Tennessee sons te do about & fey control”—sounding like “big words,” but 
their game problems? hig meaning, in reality simply revamping 

nfl one’s spare farm acres to provide water, 
’ [ ‘HE situation’s horizon is far beyond cover and food and recurring secondary 

one of mere indulgence in sport—the crops of valuabl birds. It means 
simple, ancafepwocdal for sports- NASH BUCKINGHAM if ae haw a 1,000 as “of 
men, alien or game butcher, of exchang- land partly suitable for cotton or grain 
ing a dollar or two for the extreme privi- in helping to place hunting upon a sports- and partly suitable for apparently noth- 
lege of straying over open or posted fields manship basis” and further “recommend- ing at all, that he may have a game crop 
and waters to secure a regulated toll of ing to the secretary of agriculture and to worth selling and capable of expansion. 
wild life. In the United States nearly the migratory bird advisory board that It means that Farmer Brown has certain 
7,000,000 gunners bought permits, and serious consideration be given to the ad- _ well-defined shooting rights to sell and 
of this number less than 60,000 were non- visability of restricting all shotguns to a that he should be rigidly protected in his 
resident certificates. Probably a full mil- maximum of three shots at one loading right to the crop he raises. There is all 
lion more, legally or illegally, bought no for the taking of migratory birds, be- the difference in the world between the 
license. At least two and a half million coming effective Feb. 1, 1932.” It might sale of game and the sale of shooting 
folks shoot wildfowl. There are at least be well to say here that the Remington rights. That this system will work is
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proved by the results achieved in Texas, power to abruptly close the quail shoot- ros 
as reported before the Seventeenth Amer- ing season in such as the present crisis. |) |= é 
ican Game Conference by J. G. Burr, di- Such action must await the Legislature; | sii 
rector of research of the Texas, Game, too late to save bird stock this season, es : q 
Fish and Oyster Commission. He de- and late enough to jeopardize next year 2 : 4 
clared that now the farmer has become in case conditions bring forth an im- a _ 
the ally of the state, both in the rearing proved hatch. There are points in the | = 
and harvesting of game. present code which impede convictions on | | a 

In AMERICAN GaMeE, Mr. Aldo Leo- quail bootlegging. - 
pold, who is conducting a national game Two years ago an effort was made to |f ~ 
survey for the Sporting Arms and Am- establish a separate department of game x 
munition Manufacturer’s Institute, suc- and fish. It seemed, however, under an ' 
cinctly remarks: “An American national administrational pledge to the policy of Ric, 
game policy has been delayed over long. former Governor Peay, well nigh con- , 
The game stock is losing by delay.... We  stitutionally, or perhaps politically un- 4 
sportsmen are on the carpet. We are being wise to divorce game and fish from its \) 
watched by some with interest, by others, parent department of agriculture. And a 
exasperation. I am afraid the farmers, there the matter has rested. As matters 
without whom we can do nothing, are now stand, when a Tennessee gunner puts 
among these. Our whole game situation up $2.00 or $1.00 for a shooting license, é 
demands a positive program—shouting his money goes into a general fund. When aa a 
outworn formulas only makes matters ramifications of general expenditure are 
worse.” boiled down, the sportsman’s allocation 

coming out of the wash for game restora- Serre GOnnon 7 arora 

O it is Game Restoration vs. Destruc- ion is about 30 cents on his dollar. 2 ; 3 > S : About all we setis-a modicum of en. kmOwn conservation director of 
tive Lethargy! What are the stakes? 8! : 

First, existence of a great recreational forcement or warden work, a restricted the Izaak Walton League of 
asset, state character and the upbuilding @™M0unt of educational matter circu- A jwerica, succeeded the late Carlos 
of public sentiment in the salvage of a a ae — a = Avery as president of the Ameri- 

: sea E n can salvage eding s a 
i a oo and there. There is no innuendo in these 47” Game Association on January 
the jig is up in Tennessee, or any other Statements. It is merely exposition ofan 1. 

state. Second, steady decline of game antiquated way of handling game and 
: crops and current curtailment in open fish matters. Mr. Gordon has given 20 years 

seasons, making for serious inroads upon __ Tennessee See ee again for to the fostering of interest and 
economic and industrial life. Birds can- instance, can be had only at county court ‘ ; ‘i 
not be “lawed” back onto over-shot and Clerk offices over the state. An alent legislation ee behalf of game and 
vermin ridden areas. Once below a cer- must first discover their whereabouts, and wild-life conservation, first as 
tain danger level, game resources dwindle present himself between certain hours. executive secretary of the Penn- 

with the stunning rapidity of funds leay- Othrwise he takes a chance without a sylvania Game Commission, and 
ing a “busted” bank. And game species, ore Figo ae a for the past four and a half years 
as seen through the troubled eyes of his- clined. In Memphis, sportsmen buy thou- 7 
tory, can ee as extinct ao volcano, sands of dollars worth of Arkansas fish- a director of he Izaak Walton 
When the game goes, then, through either ing and shooting permits from accredited League’s conservation efforts. 
actual shrinkage or the law of closed and sporting goods stores—but not Ten- 
restricted seasons, so vanish certain types nessee’s. Thousands of dollars are thus Of him Ross L. Leffler, presi- 
of ae and “businesses.” The na- noe ne ee — Buntin ar dent of the Pennsylvania commis- 
tional turnover from one shooting season With dulled tools. Proper game admin- ; eis ee 7 
alone amounted last year to a fall half istration requires funds first; public edu- ‘70, said: We Oe broud of 
billion dollars, exclusive of fishing’s share. Cation, second; restoration and protec- Seth Gordon oe Pennsylvania. We 
Is it not time, therefore, that game res- tion, third. feel that he is our boy, for there 
toration, as a tremendously potential Tennessee is approximately 540 miles he started at the bottom and 
business asset, be given more educational long by 135 miles wide. Its terrain, vary- worked to the top. He was in 
publicity and “reader interest” in the eyes ing from alluvial riparians to full moun- charge of our work during the 
of the world? tainous, with a rolling middle ground 2 = 

Tennessee functions under an anti- second to none as mixed upland game formative eee of See nationally 
quated and unwieldy game code. The Vert, is perfectly adapted for varying recognized conservation program. 

emergency quail situation is an example. SP¢cles. Eastward there is a nucleus of He is one of the really outstand- 

State Game Warden Howell E. Buntin is little known ruffed grouse, some few ing conservationists of the coun- 
an experienced and intelligent sportsman, deer, fewer wild turkeys and an odd bear try.” 
well versed in quail control and the gen- family or so. There are trout streams and = 
eral environmentals necessary for upland bass rivers, with quite a bit of pollution 4 
game and wildfowl. But he was without 9d dynamiting. We have turkey Mr. Gordon’s tasks have taken 

grounds in the western sunk lands and im into every state. He has in- 
natural statewide covet for bob white spected conditions in nearly every 
and rabbit culture. Warden Buntin has" . bind d fshi 
made a fine beginning by building fish TOT OE USA ae fis aus Grea. 

} hatcheries and laying the ground work An enthusiastic sportsman in 
for establishment of county game refuges. practice as well as in theory, he 
There is no reason in the world why, has fished and hunted in most of 

(Continued on Page 13) these areas.
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GAME EMBEZZLEMENT cultural control and putting it “on its wouldn’t be far out of line. Under a 
(Continued from Page 4) own.” This done, a compact game meas- commission, with increased revenues 

ure should be passed, calling for the es- coming in, the Pennsylvania system of 
backed by public sentiment and legisla-~ tablishment of a game and fish commis- escheat lands being bought for taxes, 

tive cooperation, a constructive game sion of five appointed, non-salaried might well be followed, with parts of 
restoration program cannot be worked sportsmen. And when I say that I mean said lands for game reserves and public 
out and put into operation in Tennessee. men from East, Middle, West Tennessee, hunting allowed around them. 

$ the lake district and one at large; men n : : 
os ie sa eas fe ues high class business men, T= Texas plan of farmer-reimburse- 

Z sportsmen, willing to give their time : A 
shooting grounds for wild fowl. Only 14 4 great forward step. This commis- aoe for gunning might well lend 

the best efforts of a special commission sion, in turn, should have the selection 'CeNtVe to game as a secondary crop eo 
has retarded its complete devastation as of an “executive secretary” at asalary of ™4BY bewildered tillers of the soil. 
asporting center, It 1s a well talked fact . aicient heft. to interest’ caliber, "The The chances are that the government 

in this state and outside of it, that the commission should have powers to open Will soon regulate against the “baiting” 
state has for years taken a terrible beat- and close shooting seasons, and maintain of dove fields, as the dove, of course, is 
ing, financially and conservationally, at supervision of fish. : a migratory bird and under federal en- 
the lake. Reelfoot Lake, in proportion to The “non-resident” shooting fee in forcement as to its taking. Tennessee 
size, is fully the equal if not the superior, Tennessee should be not less than $25; Should instantly cooperate. Dove bait- 
to such nationally known wild fowling and “non-resident” fishing, $5. Time ing may have been all right years ago, 

grounds as Currituck, N. C., and the and distance mean sothing nowadays. but nowadays the practice has become 
White River and Cheyenne Bottoms. [¢ the world wishes to shoot ducks at  Perniciously destructive, and we had as 
There is no use to compute here the Reelfoor. then let the world pay the same Well admit it in all fairness. If sports- 
money the state has lost through license price they are going to pay on other pub- ™men choose to actually plant and ma- 
avoidance and the illegal atrocities in  |ic¢ waters. A better class of shooters will ture grain fields to shoot around under 

duck shooting perpetuated through illicit come to Reelfoot; there will be more birds careful warden scrutiny of their motives, 
game transactions at Reelfoot. That is and more peace and better conditions and Why all well and good. 

simply water over the dam. The sale of 4 better living there-around for the folks If the situation isn't remedied some- 
game fish at Reelfoot has been a blot on who glean existence from the lake. After what along the above lines, I’ll give Ten- 
the state’s name. One thing, neverthe- two years of drouth on northern breeding _nessee about seven years to reach the end 
less, is certain. At the rate fishing and grounds, the duck situation is serious. of a muddy road. Reelfoot will hold a 
game shooting are being commercialized This is evident from last year’s reduc- pittance of wild fowl, with shooting so 
and over-exploited, federal and state pro- tion in bag limits and an impending cut expensive and strictly regulated as prac- 
grams for restoration cannot possibly jy shooting seasons federally. Nor is strict tically to bankrupt the resort. Bird dogs 
keep pace, for the next five years at least, regulation of both commercial and pri-  won’t be worth carrying over and quail 
with the destruction of wild fowl habi-  yate shooting as to “license and_padlock--.will-be-found-only-on strictly posted or 
tats. Ducks will become fewer and fewer, ing” far from the picture. The resident leased grounds. There'll still be some fish- 
and shooting seasons shorter and shorter. county license might well be raised to ing—but not many caught. 
It will become a process of restrictive §9; and a resident state-wide shooting But there is a way out of all this. 
attrition, due to just two things: one, a and fishing license for about $3.50 Think it over. 
breakdown in government enforcement; 
and two, a breakdown in public senti- 

ment for better things in this state. 
ies ole, we mentee Be add LITTLE DEER ARE TRICKED 

turkey’s status in this state. In the West 
Tennessee low lands, for instance, any 
foothold that the king of birds gains is ~ F | 
promptly cut down, not alone by out- a 
of-season shooting, but by a game law i ; e 
which allows “three a day of either 4 i 
species.” Only recently a Shelby County ~ A f 
game warden told me he knows several A F 
individuals who have killed from 10 to rs , 
15 turkeys already. Within the law? oy i j P 
Yes, but what a law, in all conscience. 4 
The more you get into the game situa- ri & Lor 
tion in Tennessee, the more it smells to be ° , wf 
high heaven! 5 

Very well, then, with all that said, 

what is the “Constructive Angle?” First b 
and foremost, initiative by the sportsmen en ’ 

of our state with a sense of loyalty and % ie OE 
pride, in getting behind the restoration 7 )} OOK AA Nae a 
movement. Second, a carefully selected C 4 \ SCION x a os \ 
game and fish committee of this Legisla- ee NMS Same - 
ture to receive presentation of this prob- n NOUNS Bina ye eee 
lem. Third, responsive recognition by 
the governor and press of the state. Prayinc a Trick oN THE Littie Deer. But these graceful creatures, startled to find themselves 

Actual details should consist of an en- —s#ddenly “inside looking out,” would perhaps be still more startled if they knew that on their Eade 

abling act (sila co such usd for the 12,25 emily of talent cs ech rn of Notte tnd Prk Cue 
purpose in other states with a like prob- 4, the floor of the park—where their tribe was becoming too numerous—and transported by truck 
lem), removing game and fish from agri- fo the region which an epidemic of hoof and mouth disease almost depopulated in 1924.
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Game Embezzlement By Nash Buckingham 

snes Destructi VE LETHARGY 
Te present obvious shortage in our A straight punch from life. It amounts to the adage of “‘all 

uail crop and yisible reduction in . going out and nothing coming in.” Es- 
1930's wild al migration, gives ample the Executive Secretary tablish the picture So Ney get 
ground for discussion of the game res- of American Wild Fowl- this: 
toration movement as it could, and ers. Though aimed at Duck shooting, due to its federal ad- 
should, apply to Tennessee. The drouth a ministration, is essentially a national 
cut wild life production to a minimum. Tennessee, much of this problem. Eventually, however, its rami- 

We shot practically all old birds this sea- to-the-point survey may fications of enjoyment and enforcement 

son. It amounted, in effect, to unsport- : become localized. Upland game shooting, 
ing embezzlement, or tampering with a be applicable to many rabbits, quail, iat grouse, etc., . 

valuable capital of breeding stock of other states. intensely local. This means that the com- 
bobwhites. mercial and recreational trends affected 

Bird shortage has affected not only by shooting, rise or fall on the upgrowth 

Tennessee, but scored the coverts from  manship basis” and further “‘recommend- and gun-maturity of certain indigenous 
Maryland and Virginia, across sectors of ing to the secretary of agriculture and to game bird crops. We are brought to our 
Louisiana and Texas, and as far north as the migratory bird advisory board that present melancholy estate in game 
the baked areas of Missouri, Kentucky, serious consideration be given to the ad- through sheer “taking game for granted.” 
Illinois, Ohio and Indiana. Over the  visability of restricting all shotguns to a 
bird’s richest producing domain, the deep maximum of three shots at one loading CS job, therefore, is 
south, quail life has sustained a major for the taking of migratory birds, be- to put into the minds of the farm- 
disaster. If this be calamity howling, so coming effective Feb. 1, 1932.” It might ers and their friends, the real sportsmen, 

be it, but it is the truth. And it may be well to say here that the Remington authoritative, easily obtained, practical 
prove a mortal blow, if the wound is not Arms Company, Inc., already has a three- methods of game bird production at min- 

promptly and sanely staunched. Mere shot 20-bore shotgun on the market and imum expense. Such information nat- 

“restriction” means postponement of the a double gun en route to production. The urally includes lessons in “environmental 

inevitable. famous old Winchester gun company has __ control””—sounding like “big words,” but 
What is needed is game restoration, in placed a superb double gun on the mar- meaning, in reality simply revamping 

equivalent to blood transfusion. In some ket. It is not unreasonable to assume one’s spare farm acres to provide water, 
regions, peculiarly fortunate as to water that 1931 will see the manufacture of a cover and food and recurring secondary 
supply, shade and wild bird food growth,  three-shot weapon by both the remain- crops of valuable game birds. It means 
there were healthy “bring offs” of quail ing manufacturers of such gun types, if Farmer Brown owns 1,000 acres of 

chicks, but the great drouth, as it grew and that, inevitably, present day five, six land partly suitable for cotton or grain 

in intensity, and we were busy lamenting and seven-shot repeaters and automatics — and partly suitable for apparently noth- 

its more serious effacements, had taken 5 ing at all, that he may have a game crop 
insidious toll from our finest game crop. worth selling and capable of expansion. 

Little if any dew, arid watercourses, dry ie It means that Farmer Brown has certain 

ponds, dearth of fluid bearing insect life, Z aN \ Sa SN well-defined shooting rights to sell and : EW % ng ees 
shrivelled forage, over-exposure, furred fa SN that he should be rigidly protected in his 
and feathered predators, all wrought dire a S oS right to the crop he raises. There is all 

4 havoc. Whole covies perished from eat- 1 oS eae x — the difference in the world between the 
, _ ing arsenic killed insects or poisoned dew. a Se SED sale of game and the sale of shooting 

Nested egg clutches were found contain- | Fee ar ws sh ie ~\ rights. That this system will work is 
ing baked remnants of forming bird life. ie Si Py m ») proved by the results achieved in Texas, 

Regardless, however, of why or how na- ‘oa 7} oe ¥ ‘ as reported before the Seventeenth Amer- 
ture’s inscrutable cycles so wreak destruc- ag f i, re ican Game Conference by J. G. Burr, di- 

tion, the main question is, “What are the. 94 Lo yp rector of research of the Texas, Game, 
folks of Tennessee going to do about is cof a te, OE. Fish and Oyster Commission. He de- 
their game problems?” as ry a agi Lge ms clared that now the farmer has become 

a ae (es «ys? the ally of the state, both in the rearing 
ce situation’s horizon is far beyond ag iP. Sa e oe and harvesting of game. 

one of mere indulgence in sport—the . ee we Poe, In American Game, Mr. Aldo Leo- 
simple, unsafeguarded process for sports- SS PAP A/S eR pold, who is conducting a national game 
men, alien or game butcher, of exchang- sy if? j Eas we survey for the Sporting Arms and Am- 
ing a dollar or two for the extreme privi- “fee ae G ie munition Manufacturer’s Institute, suc- 

lege of straying over open or posted fields Sy ag a7 cinctly remarks: “An American national 
and waters to secure a regulated toll of OW Mae game policy has been delayed over long. 
wild life. In the United States nearly \ Bey The game stock is losing by delay... . We 
7,000,000 gunners bought permits, and = 4 Bei sportsmen are on the carpet. We are being 
of this number less than 60,000 were non- = Pee a watched by some with interest, by others, 
resident certificates. Probably a full mil- = a exasperation. I am afraid the farmers, 

i lion more, legally or illegally, bought no without whom we can do nothing, are 
license. At least two and a half million NASH BUCKINGHAM among these. Our whole game situation 
folks shoot wildfowl. There are at least demands a positive program—shouting 
two and a half million automatic and outworn formulas only makes matters 
pump guns abroad in the land. will be replaced or plugged to a legal worse.” 

And while on that point, it might be  three-shot basis, for use on either upland 
well to call attention to a resolution, or migratory game. The gun pace is too S O it is Game Restoration vs. Destruc- 
presented to the recent national game fast, too mechanized, the strain too great tive Lethargy! What are the stakes? 
conference by the national committee on on over-matched feathered resources. First, existence of a great recreational 

wild life legislation and adopted by that Crippling alone is a deadly factor of asset, state character and the upbuilding 
body “commending the efforts of fire- shrinkage. We have good roads, cheaper of public sentiment in the salvage of a 
arms and ammunition manufacturers in automobiles, outboard motors, shortened robust heritage. Inspirational assets pure- 
helping to perpetuate a game supply and. seasons, and an increasingly high com- ly, but without them as “‘self starters,” 
in helping to place hunting upon a sports- _mercialization and exploitation of wild the jig is up in Tennessee, or any other
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state. Second, steady decline of game long by 135 miles wide. Its terrain, vary- Actual details should consist of an en- 
crops and current curtailment in open ing from alluvial riparians to full moun- abling act (similar to such used for the 
seasons, making for serious inroads upon tainous, with a rolling middle ground purpose in other states with a like prob- : 
economic and industrial life. Birds can- second to none as mixed upland game lem), removing game and fish from agri- 
not be “lawed” back onto over-shot and covert, is perfectly adapted for varying cultural control and putting it “on its 

vermin ridden areas. Once below a cer- species. Eastward there is a nucleus of own.” This done, a compact game meas- 
tain danger level, game resources dwindle little known ruffed grouse, some few ure should be passed, calling for the es- 
with the stunning rapidity of funds leav- deer, fewer wild turkeys and an odd bear  tablishment of a game and fish commis- 
ing a “busted” bank. And game species, family or so. There are trout streams and sion of five appointed, non-salaried 
as seen through the troubled eyes of his- bass rivers, with quite a bit of pollution sportsmen. And when I say that I mean 
tory, can become as extinct asa volcano. and dynamiting. We have turkey men from East, Middle, West Tennessee, 
When the game goes, then, through either grounds in the western sunk lands and the lake district and one at large; men 
actual shrinkage or the law of closed and natural statewide covet for bob white folks know as high class business men, 
restricted seasons, so vanish certain types and rabbit culture. Warden Buntin has sportsmen, willing to give their time 

of “‘livings” and “businesses.” The na- made a fine beginning by building fish to a great forward step. This commis- 
tional turnover from one shooting season hatcheries and laying the ground work sion, in turn, should have the selection 

alone amounted last year to a full half for establishment of county game refuges. of an “executive secretary” at a salary of 
billion dollars, exclusive of fishing’s share. There is no reason in the world why, sufficient heft to interest caliber. The 

Is it not time, therefore, that game res- backed by public sentiment and legisla~ commission should have powers to open 
toration, as a tremendously potential tive cooperation, a constructive game and close shooting seasons, and maintain 
business asset, be given more educational restoration program cannot be worked supervision of fish. 

publicity and “reader interest” in the eyes out and put into operation in Tennessee. The “non-resident” shooting fee in 
of the world? Tennessee should be not less than $25; 

Tennessee functions under an anti- ee has in Reelfoot Lake one and “non-resident” fishing, $5. Time 
quated and unwieldy game code. The of the few large remaining public and distance mean nothing nowadays. 
emergency quail situation is an example. shooting grounds for wild fowl. Only If the world wishes to shoot ducks at 
State Game Warden Howell E. Buntin is the best efforts of a special commission Reelfoot, then let the world pay the same 
an experienced and intelligent sportsman, has retarded its complete devastation as price they are going to pay on other pub- 
well versed in quail control and the gen- a sporting center. It 1s a well talked fact lic waters. A better class of shooters will 
eral environmentals necessary for upland in this state and outside of it, that the come to Reelfoot; there will be more birds 
game and wildfowl. But he was without state has for years taken a terrible beat- and more peace and better conditions and 
power to abruptly close the quail shoot- ing, financially and conservationally, at a better living there-around for the folks 
ing season in such as the present crisis. the lake. Reelfoot Lake, in proportion to who glean existence from the lake. After 
Such action must await the Legislature; size, is fully the equal if not the superior, two years of drouth on northern breeding 
too late to save bird stock this season, to such nationally known wild fowling grounds, the duck situation is serious. 
and late enough to jeopardize next year grounds as Currituck, N. C., and the This is evident from last year’s reduc- 
in case conditions bring forth an im- White River and Cheyenne Bottoms. tion in bag limits and an impending cut 
proved hatch. There are points in the There is no use to compute here the in shooting seasons federally. Nor is strict 
present code which impede convictions on money the state has lost through license regulation of both commercial and pri- 
quail bootlegging. avoidance and the illegal atrocities in vate shooting as to “license and padlock- 

Two years ago an effort was made to duck shooting perpetuated through illicit ing” far from the picture. The resident 
establish a separate department of game game transactions at Reelfoot. That is county license might well be raised to 
and fish. It seemed, however, under an simply water over the dam. The sale of $2; and a resident state-wide shooting 
administrational pledge to the policy of game fish at Reelfoot has been a blot on and fishing license for about $3.50 
former Governor Peay, well nigh con- the state’s name. One thing, neverthe- wouldn’t be far out of line. Under a 
stitutionally, or perhaps politically un- less, is certain. At the rate fishing and commission, with increased revenues 
wise to divorce game and fish from its game shooting are being commercialized coming in, the Pennsylvania system of 
parent department of agriculture. And and over-exploited, federal and state pro- escheat lands being bought for taxes, 
there the matter has rested. As matters grams for restoration cannot possibly might well be followed, with parts of 
now stand, when a Tennessee gunner puts keep pace, for the next five years at least, said lands for game reserves and public 
up $2.00 or $1.00 for a shooting license, with the destruction of wild fowl habi- hunting allowed around them. 
his money goes into a general fund. When tats. Ducks will become fewer and fewer, 
ramifications of general expenditure are and shooting seasons shorter and shorter. ce Texas plan of farmer-reimburse- 
boiled down, the sportsman’s allocation It will become a process of restrictive ment for gunning might well lend 
coming out of the wash for game restora- attrition, due to just two things: one, a incentive to game as a secondary crop to 
tion is about 30 cents on his dollar. breakdown in government enforcement; many bewildered tillers of the soil. 
About all we get is a modicum of en- and two, a breakdown in public senti- The chances are that the government 
forcement or warden work, a restricted ment for better things in this state. will soon regulate against the “baiting” 
amount of educational matter circu- It is well, too, to mention the wild of dove fields, as the dove, of course, is 
larized, and whatever else the state war- turkey’s status in this state. In the West a migratory bird and under federal en- 
den can salvage for breeding stock here Tennessee low lands, for instance, any forcement as to its taking. Tennessee : 
and there. There is no innuendo in these foothold that the king of birds gains is should instantly cooperate. Dove bait- 
statements. It is merely exposition of an promptly cut down, not alone by out- ing may have been all right years ago, 
antiquated way of handling game and  of-season shooting, but by a game law but nowadays the practice has become 
fish matters. which allows “three a day of either perniciously destructive, and we had as 

Tennessee shooting licenses, again for species.” Only recently a Shelby County well admit it in all fairness. If sports- 
instance, can be had only at county court game warden told me he knows several men choose to actually plant and ma- 
clerk offices over the state. An applicant individuals who have killed from 10 to ture grain fields to shoot around under 
must first discover their whereabouts, and 15 turkeys already. Within the law? careful warden scrutiny of their motives, 
present himself between certain hours. Yes, but what a law, in all conscience. why all well and good. 
Othrwise he takes a chance without a The more you get into the game situa- If the situation isn't remedied some- 
license. Many do, otherwise lawfully in- tion in Tennessee, the more it smells to what along the above lines, P’'ll give Ten- 
clined. In Memphis, sportsmen buy thou- high heaven! nessee about seven years to reach the end 
sands of dollars worth of Arkansas fish- Very well, then, with all that said, of a muddy road. Reelfoot will hold a 
ing and shooting permits from accredited what is the “Constructive Angle?” First pittance of wild fowl, with shooting so 
sporting goods stores—but not Ten- and foremost, initiative by the sportsmen expensive and strictly regulated as prac- 
nessee’s. Thousands of dollars are thus of our state with a sense of loyalty and tically to bankrupt the resort. Bird dogs 
lost in the state. Warden Buntin works pride, in getting behind the restoration won't be worth carrying over and quail 
with dulled tools. Proper game admin- movement. Second, a carefully selected will be found only on strictly posted or 
istration requires funds first; public edu- game and fish committee of this Legisla- leased grounds. There'll still be some fish- 
cation, second; restoration and protec- ture to receive presentation of this prob- ing—but not many caught. 
tion, third. lem. Third, responsive recognition by But there is a way out of all this. 

Tennessee is approximately 540 miles the governor and press of the state. Think it over.



WILD FOWL REFUGES ON REELFOOT LAKE ri 
we yy [aw 

A report from our Mississippi Valley Representative says: ¥ 

"Three wild fowl refuges, each about 250 acres in size, will 

be established in Reelfoot Lake. Howell Buntin, state game warden, - 

went to the lake to select locations for these sanctuaries and ar- (\Wlzo 

range for their being wired off. They will be bounded by a single 

strand of wire, and posted at close intervals. This action was 

authorized by a special act of the legislature last year, after the 

courts had ruled that the establishment of the old refuges three 
years ago was unconstitutional."
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t, 1, 14 9/ A NEW IDEA IN SPORTSMEN'S ASSOCIATIONS 

: On March 13th, seventy representatives citizens organized themselves in- 

to a Sportsmen's Vigilance Association of Madison County, Tennessee, looking 

toward the betterment of game condition and dedicated to the strict enforce— 

ment of game laws and closer relationship between the farmer and the sportsman. 

More than twenty-five per cent of the initial membership was made up from 

farmers, three of whom are members of the Board of Directors, and the associa-— 

tion has as one of its leading members, Mr. D. H. Howse, Manager of the Sport- 

ing Goods Department of the Gooch Edenton Hardware Company, who was the first 
merchant in the United States to give a pound of game bird feed with each box 

of shotgun shells. 

a According to the organizers of this association, for some years past quail 

bootlegging has been quite prevalent in the vicinity of Jackson, Tennessee, and 

the organization of the Sportsmen's Vigilance Association is the outcome of the 

farmers and sportsmen becoming incensed at the flagrant violations.
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How many sportsmen know the history of the formation of this most famous 
duck-hunting water? 

By HAZEL MANLEY 
S a result of the progress in aviation day wheat grows where ducks once tribe placed the head-dress of the Chief 

aerial highways are rapidly being puddled. Drainage machinery has taken upon the brow of his crippled son. But 
established over all the world. this land from the webbed feet for all Kalopin was not satisfied. He wished a 
But long before man thought of fly- time to come. wife, and after tightening the seams of his 

ing, well established lines of airtravel were Across from this area, in Tennessee, canoe he started down the mighty river 
followed twice each year by our migratory lies Reelfoot Lake, the peer of them all. with some of his closest friends. They fol- 
birds. Often these unseen paths through Reelfoot is different. It was never an old lowed the winding river until, on another 
the air were governed by watercourses river bed. And it will never be drained. bluff, they sighted the village of the 
on the land beneath. And so it is true that Thanks to the vision of the state of Ten- Choctaw braves ruled by Chief Copiah. 
the great Mississippi, with its tributaries, nessee, it is owned by the commonwealth Beside the Chief, Kalopin saw the girl he 
including the Missouri, defines the most and has been set aside as a playground for sought—Copiah’s daughter, Starlight. 
important of all the waterfowl highways the people thereim A game refuge, if you 
in North America. - please, during the closed season and a pub- \ X 7 HEN Kalopin announced the object 

The pair of ducks that fights its way to — lic shooting ground when ducks are ripe. of his visit, Copiah was angry. Even 
the Northern States or far into Canada Twelve miles from the lake shore, the though Kalopin was a mighty Chief, he was 
raises a brood that probably follows the great Mississippi winds its way to the a cripple! A medicine-man was called in. 
same flyway to the South that was used Gulf. The waters of Reelfoot remain tran- He questioned the Great Spirit about the 
by its parents and their parents before quil, varying from blue-green to silver, match and received this reply: Kalopin 
them. Ornithologists have proved that wild even when the Mississippi is ona rampage must not marry Starlight ; and if he should 
ducks come home to roost. It is believed and his waters are muddy as the clay of steal her, the Master of Life would be so 
that a female duck, when seeking a nesting his bed. With production of feed to supply angry that he would cause the earth to 
place to bring forth her brood, will attempt the needs of any waterfowl, it is no won- rock and the waters to swallow the vil- 
to reach approximately the same section der that the multitudes assemble there. lage of Kalopin and with it the whole 
of the country where she was hatched. Lying between the upper and lower Chickasaw nation. 
Likewise, during their migration, wild Obion Rivers, in the extreme northwestern Kalopin had a great deal of respect for 
ducks undoubtedly stop to feed and rest corner of Tennessee, the heel of Reelfoot the Great Spirit, and hurried back to his 
at the same points where stopped the ducks Lake extends over the Tennessee-Ken- own village. But he could not remain. 
that went before them. Therefore, the tucky line and into the Blue-Grass State. After the food for the winter was gathered, 
sportsman knows the favorite places to Up north of Hickman, Kentucky, is the he again turned his canoe southward. With 
intercept the flight. little Obion River, and south of Reelfoot his greatest braves, Kalopin raided the 

Throughout the Mississippi and Mis- Lake is the Obion River propet. The lake Choctaw village and captured the girl of 
souri valleys are many marshy bottom- itself lies between these two rivers, fifteen his dreams, Starlight. 
land lakes. The rivers themselves furnish miles in length and from three to nine When they returned, the Chickasaws 
little food for the birds, as a flowing cur- miles in width, like a great footprint in forgot the warning of the Great Spirit 
rent is not productive of vegetation. The shape. and began a great feast and marriage rite 
birds must depend upon the lakes along : at the edge of the village. Suddenly the 
the bottoms for food, using the rivers as [. you take the word of the Chickasaw earth began to roll! The Great Spirit 
sanding places. A wild duck must eat Indians for it, the lake is a footprint of called out in a voice of thunder, and 
sand and gravel with his food. the angry Master of Life. Among their suddenly, overcome with his rage, he 

Most of these lakes are old river beds, almost forgotten legends is the tale of a stamped his foot. Where that foot fell, a 
for the currents in these big rivers are cripple whose father was a ruling chief huge print was formed, the waters of 
ever changing. This is especially true of so wise that his tribe became the most the Mighty River rushed in, and Kalopin, 
the Missouri, which thinks nothing of cut- powerful in the Mississippi valley. His his bride of but one night, and all the 
ting out a new channel for itself through village was built on the high bluffs just Chickasaw village perished beneath the 
some man’s cornfield and leaving a lake below a bend in the mighty river, and but waters. The lake thus formed was called 
in the old river bed. It was Mark Twain, one sorrow darkened the life of the chief Reelfoot, after Kalopin, the chief with a 
I believe, who said that along this stream * of the Chickasaws—his only son was a crippled foot. 
a man might go to bed farming corn and cripple. The historical data concerning Reelfoot 
wake up farming catfish. Witch doctors offered prayers to the Lake records its formation in 1811-12 by 

The real wintering ground for waterfowl Master of Life, but to no avail. That crip- what is known as the New Madrid Earth- 
begins some hundred miles below St. Louis. pled foot would not heal. As the boy grew quake. The shakes were first felt in De- 
Once much of the heel of the Missouri older he learned to walk with a rolling mo- cember, 1811, and continued throughout 
was a wild duck’s paradise. The St. tion, and the tribe called him Kalopin— January, 1812. Shocks were felt for sev- 
Francis and Little River overflows, helped Reel foot. ‘ eral months thereafter at intervals. The 
out by the flood waters of the Mississippi, Shortly after Kalopin became a man, earthquake was not local by any means. 
kept much of that country inundated. To- his father died, and the old men of the It extended from the Azores Islands to 
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: Reelfoot Lake 

the Dominion of Canada and across the one of their great cities. Many of the this place and its vicinity. On the 16th of 
Usited States for 36 degrees north, south, old citizens and hunters recall the story December, 1811, about two o'clock a.m. 
east and west. that for years an old Catholic church spire we were visited by a violent shock of an 

The section of the country now covered projected out of the lake. earthquake, accompanied by a very awful 
by Reelfoot Lake was at one time a part of United States Bulletin No. 164, entitled noise, resembling loud but distant thunder, 
North Carolina. The early land grants “The New Madrid Earthquake,” records but more hoarse and vibrating, which was 
date back to these days. Most of the land that there was one settlement in this sec- followed in a few minutes by the com- 
in this section was granted to soldiers tion in the year 1811-1812. That settle- plete saturation of the atmosphere with 
who fought in the Revolutionary War. ment was New Madrid, just across the sulphurous vapor, causing total darkness. 

Nearly all who had grants to the land river from where the lake now stands. The screams of the affrighted inhabi- 
upon which the lake stands were soldiers It is one of the oldest towns in the United tants running to and fro, not knowing 
who fought in the Revolution. Some had States. It was settled by the Spanish and where to go or what to do, the cries of 
fought under Gen. George Washington named New Madrid in honor of the capi- the fowls and beasts of every species, 
at Valley Forge. Their sons and grand- tal of Spain. It came into possession of the the cracking of trees, falling and roaring 
sons built homes in this section. After French, however, and most of the people of the Mississippi—the current of which 
the sinking of the lake, some settlers ob- there are of French origin. was retrograded for a few minutes, ow- 
tained new grants from the state of . ing, as it is supposed, to an eruption in 
Tennessee, and ‘up to a few years ago AG by the name of Eliza Bryan its bed—formed a scene truly horrible. 
private individuals owned Reelfoot Lake. lived at New Madrid in 1811, when the From that time until about sunrise a 

However, hunters and fishermen, whose land sunk. She was one of the well edu- number of lighter shocks occurred, at 
fathers and grandfathers had settled the cated women of her day. In 1816 she wrote which time one more violent than the first 
land, claimed they had the right to pursue a letter describing the earthquake to the took place, with the same accompaniments 
their way upon the lake. When their Rev. Lorenzo Dow, who was one of the as the first, and the terror which had been 
rights were disputed by those who held first preachers ever to go through this excited in every one, and indeed in all 
the land titles, troubles began which led section. He traveled up and down the animal nature, was now, if possible, 
to the formation of the Nightriders. The Mississippi River in a flat boat and doubled. 
attention of the nation was attracted when preached at the little places on the river. The inhabitants fled in every direction 
these natives of the lake banded together Reverend Dow lived in New York. His to the country, supposing (if it can be ad- 
and held night meetings. Murder resulted travels extended not over this country mitted their minds were exercised at all) 
when Captain Rankin, Tennessee attorney, alone. He also traveled abroad, holding that there was less danger at a distance 
was hanged toa tree by this band while on mectings wherever he went, and was a from than near the river. In one person, 
the lake attempting fo set aside legally noted evangelist of his day. In his auto- 4 female, the alarm was so great that she 
the rights of the natives there. biography, which was later transcribed fainted and could not be recovered. There 

This trouble eventually resulted in the in the government bulletin mentioned, Dow were several shocks a day, but lighter 
passage of ae by te emea Tae recorded Mrs. Bryan’s letter as follows: than those already mentioned, until the 
ature to condemn the lake for the public . . . : 23rd of December, 1811, when one occurred 
and hold it in trust for the use of the New ead Nee ae or Missours as violent as the severest of the former 
whole people. So now Reelfoot Lake be- D Sir: arch 22, ‘ ones, accompanied by the same phenomena 
longs to the state. It is today a public al Pati ‘th +, as the former, 
shooting and fishing ground, not only for n compliance with your ee I will From that time until the 4th of Janu- 

the people of Tennessee but for the sports- Be, . ersten =o ae in details 4.) the earth was in continual agitation, 
men of the nation. ae yes imits of a letter will permit of visibly waving as the gentle sea. On that Around the lake can be found almost the late awful visitation of Providence in egbere as ancineresh ein eine 

every native and migratory bird that ‘ z hard as the preceding ones. Next day an- 
nests in or passes through the Mississippi Every local guide has his flock of decoys other, and on the 7th, about 4 o'clock 
valley. The rail, the gallinule, the bit- aieiinantiammaet i a.m., a concussion took place, so much 
tern, the mallard and the teal nest in Pe e a. ee 2k more violent than those which had pre- 
among the saw-grass and the lily-pads, | ce _......___ ceded it that it was denominated the hard 
while the wood duck and the merganser |, ppp scem@RUUMMENRPMEM = chock. The awful darkness of the atmos- 
build their nests in the hollow snags. The |) 4 ee phere, which as formerly was saturated 

blue heron, the snowy egret and the cor- 4 ie -— —=—rté‘<Oé™ét;~™.hCO.L.. } With sulphurous vapor, and the violence 
morant have their rookeries in the tall Bae; _ ~ .»-~~——~Ssoof the tempestuous, thundering noises that 
cypress of the upper lake, not far from — =—Srri—‘<‘OSC;CWCOUOCO~C;OCOCOCOC‘#Y; © ©accompanied it, together with all the other 
the nests of the red-shouldered hawk, the faa ~  —CtetCt S—~—S:~SC#C®<z .=so phenomena mentioned as attending the 
fish-hawk and the eagle, while almost et : s+ former ones, formed a scene, the descrip- 

every kind of small bird native to this se, ~~ tion of which would require the most sub- 

section builds its nest and rears its young Ben —-— ot? __iimely fanciful imagination. 
on the islands or borders of the lake. Siete asi At first, the Mississippi seemed to re- 

: _- ~=—,rr—<“‘s™h6UMhUh__ Cede (from its banks. and its waters 

ILLIONS of coots, wild ducks and jm i2 @ 0 = gathered up like a mountain, leaving for 
M wild geese swarm the lake every [7 =) 4}. ye a moment many boats, which were here on 

year. There are jack-snipe on the grassy PP ae : ee ee oe their way to New Orleans, on the bare 

shores; bob-whites in the open fields; | Mo 2 sand, in which time the poor sailors made 

woodcock, wild turkeys, fox-squirrels and |. o7 - se - their escape from them. Then rising fif- 

swamp rabbits in the bottoms, and gray oe —_ Se teen or twenty feet perpendicularly and 

squirrels in the wildwood. All blend into Eig 80 0 expanding, as it were, at the same mo- 

the making of a perfect ment, the banks were 
realm for the sportsman. Great fields of yonkopins (water-chinkapin) on which the ducks feed overflowing with a re- 

In the waters of the sneeaS acca trograde current, rapid 
lake is every variety of CC ee z "as a torrent. The boats 
the finny tribe native to | : | which before had been 
this section of the coun- ; left on the sand were 
try, and millions of | {| now torn from their 

pounds of fish are taken | | moorings and suddenly 

from the lake annually. | : ae i Ds | driven up a little creek, 
It is especially noted for PRP en a atl since her cM conte pile Sacetigs witness Calan fey tt the mouth of which 
the production of bream, : ees et OE ides raw pel He they laid to the ee 
rock bass and crappie, [| 2te gm elem cue “Migs ON EG 7) Ma meet Garacte. in some instances, 0: 

and is considered one of =e re A =. CO Win “oi saensi® nearly a quarter of a 
the greatest natural 7 al ey i i +, ee * ease mile. : 

hatcheries of black bass MA cog WO NE RY The river, falling im- 
in the United States. Rar _ oa er r. \ am mediately, as rapidly as 
Resifoot Lake tas a + aN Sige a, le tl had risen, receded 

history that rivals in | jo "Soe | = ge |, "mee within its banks again 
chan serene ees i A 5 a Mee eM CWith such violence that 
sources. Here are the /4— fs — ee ee cn hs %.| it took with it whole 
remains of an unknown § /~ Ve —— - ee g ges groves of young cotton- 

civilization of the for- oa ee "= wood trees which edged 
gotten past. Here the é Lo “ ran, Ss _ oe ee »*. its borders. They were 
mou nd-builders built non SNe ABN ae ee (Continued on page 70) 
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Field and Stream—September, 19 
‘ : : 
2 job is not one for the average amateur. 

The battery here described was built 
‘ by an expert boat builder, and his charge, HOBART WATERTIT 

2 to include both material and labor, was 

teas e $152. \ re ae 
\ a Hunting’ Oruer Costs or Outrit a 
Cee é gel ; Sh) Besides the cost of the battery proper, BO ge 

KK Coat various other items must be figured into 4 D&S ee 
OaNEN > MODEL the expenses. There are necessary appur- [i os a 
AEN m BP tenances that run rapidly into money. / — ees a on 

os SS S a ee While the cost is variable with locality, <a it oo 
FS £A es the items may be estimated as follows: Ney 2 eat oct 

ey 9) sSSPECIAL B ws 
3 >= «IN i HANDY Battery, double, built by boatwright $152.00 et 

re . . ° Vee ‘| POCKET Wooden model for casting decoys 20.00 i. 
—— lt vi > 30 cast-iron decoys, 25 Ibs. each oe 

{XN ell 4 %: (cost, ofjmetal ) chee is, 49.00 ys SHELL CASE 
i {7 i t ey 25 dozen wooden decoys at $15 per i, i | Ut Rinne and welatite Yor 360 deciy, ane || eee gees MOM, shells from, water, Te 

-~ . a > 4H igging and weights for 300 decoys 25.00 holds 200 shells in original cartons. Tray 

i 7] > i hee 120 Ibs. lead weights for sink-box 12.00 olde cleaning fod; solves oes aire 
ON. Ne QAMChOUs ar stud ue enee feet a vieee <1 00 lock, Handle is recessed inlid. Price, $5.50. 

5 a dR For carrying Saat 
a jicense, am all Total cost of outfit proper $644.00 |] HOBART METAL MANUEACT ES co. 

BEEIOS, Chee 803-16th Ave. S. E. Minneapolis, Minn. 
FIXES YOU RIGHT FOR HUNTING Cae ly seca as 
Besides regular DRYBAK quality 2 : ee 

Model 87 BP has two new features. ane towing in and out of the box and 
Bottom half of lining is rubberized. the setting up and taking in of decoys : 
Makes blood proof game pockets with require the services of a small launch and DECOYS 
front and rear entrances. Also handy a couple of men. Even if the gunners ££ 
inside pocket, Sleeves give perfect : oe sean fa 
shooting freedom. DRYBAK or money themselves furnish a part of this service, } 
BACK. Ask for DRYBAK 87 B.P. it is obvious that a third man is necessary WwooD ss , 
$8.50 ea. Send for catalog. to take them to and from the box and to ue wr 

HE DRYBAK CORPORATION § | cruise to leeward to pick up the ducks Ce i 
93 WORTH ST. shot. Probably an average cost for such te - 

Py The Drybay EW YORK complete service would run per day from gE 
"lease. seng tration 93 wy $15 to $20. This, with the initial outlay World’s Standard Wood Decoys, all sizes, 

x I92g Dray St, New y, and accompanying personal expenses kinds and species, Also balance weights, 
_— eee Catalog ad me seems like a lot of money to pay for anchors, live decoy halters. Catalogue free. 

SS ese cae shooting which not so many years ago VAN FLEET MFG. CO., JOLIET, ILL.9 
ee Peligiss oho oe could be had for nothing. But if the ex- = on = 
eee FS! penses are divided among two or more 

Ne ei hunters, they are proportionately less M e J ie H O F M A N 
formidable. TAXIDERMIST and FURR 

z Mounting with real expressid 
z Stina MRD Se ae Ri peels ee Heads, scimels, cage pee mou 

t into rugs 
6 Colonel Munson has prepared ladies’ furs, Game heads, fur rugs, 

x15) an article describing the con- fee a whee. All applies: a 
mi ere struction of the double sit-up bat- cic 
A - tery, or sini box, isuichiasis used 989 Gates Avenue Brooklyn, ¥ 

The Perfect Waterproof Suit on Back Bay, Virginia, and Cur- = 
rituck Sound. This will appear 

—— in the November issue. GRIFFIN & HOWE, 1 
; hccscace’ | : Makers of Hand-Made Rifle 

ms All Calibers from .22 to .505 
; > REELFOOT LAKE TELESCOPIC SIGHTS A SPECIALTY! 
= 4 (Continued from page 37) ee 

| >. ge broken off with such regularity in some 29h Eat coh Ghat, Men wok Gia. he 
 ¢ A instances that persons who had not wit- 
. 3 at nessed the fact would be with difficulty |Z.— ~~~ 5 Tilustrating - 7 ae 

| { Aha one-piece suit persuaded that it bad apt been ie works PS £0 F HAMMERLE ‘ 
Mare ee | £& of art. A great many fish were left on the J 7 
i= y {7 banks, being unable to keep pace with the GO) J SFTPeS REVOLV’ o 
ne y | V y water. The river was literally covered 4X wy) CS _ EXTRA. PROTEG 
Ye Ma ee K with the wrecks of boats, and ’tis said that SG rw SS ity an avour: Vests 

ony a eee one was wrecked in which there was a ys Dea, Ae cyan el 
: F ee ions lady and six children, all of whom were $ 06 | fa take Co a 

f Pes | ay _ lost. : BY EXPRESS Gun Metal finish. Ld 
4 7% F | \ Sane In all the hard shocks mentioned the R.F. Sed: In Holster—75e ae 

ie 0) | Ee \y earth was horribly torn in places. The |R.F. Sedgley, Inc.2s06 w. 1sth st, PHILA., 
u a beceed vig surface of hundreds of acres was from 

rea time to time covered over, to various Sy G 
Also made in TWO pieces || depths, by the sand which issued from W ant to wap UNS. 

the fissures, which were made in great We will payreash farwour guastiletor pis 
DUCK-HUNTERS and other Sportsmen numbers all over this country, some of tol, or exchange with you for any other fred 

whi 5 i i vant. Write us what you Keep dry in the worst rain. This one- or two- || Which closed up immediately after they cee a scam 
piece Suit siips over your regular clothes. The |) had vomited forth their sand and water, els et oer anda psailsmete 
Bhodd COU Oe Ue eee which, it must be remarked, was the mat- |] IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO 

NO BUTTONS OR HOOKS ter generally thrown up. In some places, 10 Cornhill Boston, Mass. 

Bull the ‘stein of to oe Fastener up or || however, there was a substance somewhat oan close. Cloth is a : : = 
st f pure rubber vulcanized between two || resembling coal thrown up with the sand. ae 

layers ‘ot loth, Welaht bs. It your dealer 1] It is impossible to say what the depth QS NLA 
Gireet “from. us, Send cheek | or money ceder || of the fissures or irregular breaks were. | R= <<< Makes old kelikeaee S so eoepieeeh. (E i = 2 Fee (Cibelli ye wl || We have reason to believe that some of | MEINE masiy Applied with 2 Brus 
ship at once, parcel post prepaid. them were very deep. : Pe METHOD } No Heating Is Necessary 

Booklet free upon request The site of this town was evidently | PRAMPINIUE Restore the finish on 5 $1.4 
THE RUBBER-ALL CO. settled down at least fifteen feet, and not | ARS eapewememed euns in ten minutes for © ° 

New York more than half a mile below town there | (auuuamae New Method Gun Bluing Co 
35 W. 25th Street ze does not appear to be any alteration on saw Box F-S-9 Bradford, 
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the bank of the river; but back from the 
~ river a small distance the numerous large - 

: ° ponds or lakes, as they were called, which 
le or. = 1 e covered a great part of the country, were 

nearly dried up. The beds of some of them 
are elevated above their former banks sev- | 
eral feet, producing an alteration of ten, Be 
fifteen to twenty feet from their original e\. \ 

state. oye 

q A NATIVE of And lately it has been discovered that a Ke 
i fore * lake was formed on the opposite side of Yt 

i bea the Soudan with the Mississippi, in the Indian country, = 
| hag wild guinea fowl upwards of one hundred miles in length eX 
J Gin «. and from one to sixty miles in width, of v 

[ak (i oH with a the depth of from ten to fifty feet. It has 
ge eed. o> fever. communication with the river at both e 

f; | Px ui iF The Reli ends, and it is conjectured that it will not Out in Seattle they j NA - 5 Cs . Ge NBL be many years before the principal part, 
y ly e) able Le-~ if not the whole of the Mississippi, will make a new flannel shirt 
(hs ee ‘ ass that way. (ibe, feveris |” that sportsmen call... 

\M ee 4 ae sold \ X 7E were constrained, by the fear of 
i gd ae our houses falling, to live twelve or ce 
Hee g Le. 2 De and eighteen months, after the first shocks, in eé most 
‘ow Naa used all little light camps made of boards; but we ee ZA P: ; 

nt a gradually became callous and returned to mk over the : ; - A Pi our homes again. Most of those who fled 
i res mn globe. Always from the country in the time of the hard 
i ee shocks have since returned home. We have, 

ef Vai 4) dependable. since their commencement in 1811, and still 
e vy * “Who Ever Saw continue to feel slight shocks occasionally. e 

y fe 29 It is seldom indeed that we are more than 
ABroken Le jever! a week without feeling one, and sometimes 

Singles $16.00-Doubles $28.25. three or four a day. There were two this 
Seri for Folder. winter past much harder than we have e 

© felt them for two years before, but since t; 
LEFEVER ARMS CO: then they appear to be lighter than they an aC lve man 
Box 14, Ithaca, N. Y. have ever been and we begin to hope that 

: Pa se ere long they will entirely cease. )) 
Ihave now, Sir, finished my promised de- ever wore: 

| Seription-of the earthquake; impertect,.it 1S 
z ae ee true, but just as it occurred to my memory, ° is 
oot ee ee many of and most of the truly awful Beautiful, lustrous tan or gray fabric 
standard 6 and 8 power glasses.” _ <. | scenes having occurred three or four years soe @ super-flannel + + + made only 

MIRAKEL | Pe CoM '7= || ago. They are, of course, not related with from the moo! a erepemonchs-old 
— F ||| that precision which would entitle it to ermo lambs oj @ special strain. . - 

Ceo ees \ . F {|| the character of a full and accurate pic- an exclusive cloth . . . tailoring that 
tour or sports. Small |W ' ||| ture. But such as it is, it is given with matches it ...a shirt that can never be 
eae ee aie the vest k i pleasure—in the full confidence that it is made in quantity. Order yours today! 

rong hay F i iend. And Sir, wishing h ‘ be "|| given to a friend. And now, Sir, g 
Rist aera ice te ae C a | you all good, I must bid you adieu. oe 
Prism 7 , 6 07.,) : : ~ | . 
mach Eather $35 Fe eS | eee sable cane Exiza Bryan HE=s a Shirt you men have been 

ce Loses Se Seana aes os i an P. S. There is one circumstance which I waiting for ... the Kodiak Shirt. 

Feeemetaaee ppecatiny set... 2 t+ $88 || think worthy of remark. This country | _ It’s equally at home on a fishing ex- 
Flash-Lignt no batteries, compicte electric light plants oo was formerly subject to very hard thunder, pedition, a hunting trip or on a tran- 

“Setenetlka) Baawtug, Cisbbtng Ondcle= write for'eatctog<B? but for more than twelve months before the quil morning at the country home. 
Anthony Fiala 2 Warren St, New York city | | commencement of the earthquake there Made of the rarest wool known... 

Genes Chy Hele was none at all and but very little since, tailored with fine stitching. Cut full, 
i ene een ee ae La Sereat partaorwhich resembles: subter= with several innovations of pattern that 

raneous thunder. The shocks still continue, make for fullest comfort. 
TA DUCK. 4% "AND but are growing more light and less fre- In four colors: gray, tan, gray plaid, 

HUNTER: quent. ES tan plaid. Price $7.50, distinctively 
OPENING Uxe Tes CLOSING stuswa | Tegend and history are thus beautifully packaged. Use the coupon below. 

UNDER APULLINGSTRAIN | Htended in the story of the formation of 
COLLAPSIBLE PUSH POLE HEAD | Reelfoot Lake, and likewise romance and 

| Light,sirong and nen-fouling practical benefits to mankind are linked to- 
_ Never slicks in the mud-Prepaid $22 gether over a period of more than a hundred 
| C.F. KILGORE MFG.CO. {innEapocis Minn. years. Thousands of native and transient 
pe fishermenhind pleasure and recreation: with 

The Great | the rod and line in the waters of the lake 
wea é each year, and thousands of duck and game 
Recoll Pea hunters journey to Reelfoot to thrill with 

for shotguns and| the pleasure found there among the army 
Tuustion the Ieade | Of wild ducks and game. 

Patented Oc, 20.1914,0c. 12.1916, Ser. 20.1987, Ing recoil | pad Plans are now being perfected by the Med today by ee Seite vos your uh Bectioct any Commission Be Pay ne 
order. Avoid Substitutions. From dealer or direct $3.25. | parcels of land adjacent the lake borders 
JOSTAM MEG: CO,” 5252 Broadway, Chicago | for, the purpose of establishing a park,| °°. ee a5 
a | which will be protected and beautified in oe S.A. 2 

sections and controlled by the state of Ten- ae pee & S : 
nessee for the pleasure and profit of the erate Shirts, Here’s my 

e eck at seven fifty for each shirt. 
| sportsmen and visitors who assemble at 

i the dtoke. Colors wanted: (sso) tatte (sce) gfa¥e 

THE IDEAL SPORT! Pes At Reelfoot the fish, wildfowl and game Caen pa eam say plaid. 
Ware top sce cet Qi of the forest await the sportsman. They My Weight............My white collar size........ 

= R#| cost him naught but to comply with the My Nomen ee 
WOLVERINE ARCHERY TACKLE < - state’s game regulation, and this regula- My Addit on ee 

COLDWATER, MICHIGAN : | tion does not bother the honest sportsman, 
ae who there finds his paradise, eee 
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